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WHY

I SHOW

(paramount

Robert

G.

(pictures

Peltier

Proprietor Bijou Theatre
Mt. Clemens, Mich.
I have often been asked why I show Paramount pictures at the Bijou Theatre. The
answer, to me, is a very simple one. As long
as I have been in the show business, and it is
rounding out nearly 25 years at this time, I
have always made it a point to cater to the
demands of my public. If I didn't I would
have been in the showman's graveyard long
ago. If an exhibitor doesn't show good
pictures his public will tell him about it. We
have made it a point at the Bijou Theatre to
get just as close to the public as possible, and
one of the methods we use is a standing
invitation to the people of Mt. Clemens to
call us on the telephone at any time for any
picture information they want. Therefore
the telephone in our offices is buzzing most of
the time.

Here

Are

Some

Paramount

Current
Pictures

CECIL B. deMlLLE'S "The Affairs of Anatol"
GLORIA SWANSON in "The Great Moment"
"THE SHEIK,"
withMelford
Agnes Ayres
and Rudolph Valentino
A George
production
"GET-RICH-QUICK
WALLINGFORD," a Cosmopolitan Production
GEORGE LOANE TUCKER'S "Ladies Must Live"
WALLACE
REID, GLORIA
SWANSON
and ELLIOTT
DEXTER in "Don't Tell Everything"
ELSIE FERGUSON and WALLACE REID in "Forever"
("Peter Ibbetson")
A GEORGE FITZMAURICE production
ELSIE FERGUSON in "Footlights"
WILLIAM
deMlLLE'S
"Miss Lulu
Bett," withRoberts
Lois Wilson,
Milton Sills,
Helen Ferguson
and Theodore
WILLIAM S. HART in "Travelin" On"
A William S. Hart production
BETTY COMPSON in "The Law and the Woman"
CECIL B. deMlLLE'S "Fool's Paradise"
JACK HOLT in "The Call of the North"
THOMAS MEIGHAN in "A Prince There Was"

For the past few months I have made it a
point to tabulate the number of queries from
prospective patrons on what we were showing,
together with whatever comments they might
have to make. I discovered at the end of a
three months period that a little more
than 90 per cent of the telephone inquirers were winding up their conversation with our employes by asking, "Is it a
Paramount Picture ?"
The name "Paramount" means something to me
besides good, reliable pictures at all times. It means
that my audiences are partly created in advance. If
I never was convinced before, that telephone tabulation set me to thinking. If 90 per cent of the people
that called our theatre were interested in knowing whether the day's offering was a Paramount
picture or not, then the product must have a firm
hold on the public mind.
A good showman can never allow himself to get into a rut and succeed I believe that an exhibitor
should constantly keep up with his public's wants.
Because I keep my hand over the pulse of a good
percentage of the people the Bijou Theatre caters to
is the reason why I am showing Paramount pictures.
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i i 1 T is the most thrilling picture in which
■I William S. Hart has appeared in all the
twenty-five years he has been before the public."
New York Telegram
A

WILLIAM

S.

WORLD
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S. HART
(J T is all excitement, outdoors and action,
1 with danger by bullet, knife, fire and rope
hovering over every reel, and love splashed
through the theme with a heavy
New brush."
York Journal

HART

PRODUCTION
Directed by Lambert Hillyer
Photographed by Joe August, A.S.C.

Adapted by Bennet Musson

\FAMOU1* PLAYt RS LAS KY CORPORA HON f
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QUIETLY
Featuring

with

Vera

Steadman

Exhibitors Trade Review Says: —
''Bobby Vernon's rapid shifts from one character to another in this comedy are funny, and his exits and reappearances will offer many laughs. This is a comedy of the
better class, and it would make a corking short subject for
a house in the residential section."
One

of EducationaVs

Nationally

Advertised

Short

EDUCATIONAL
FILM
EXCHANGES,
E. IV. HAMMONS, President

Subjects

Inc.
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Opens
New

York

the

Lyric

will "see the surprise of the

year" on Monday

evening, November

28th,

at the Lyric Theatre, 42nd Street and Broadway— the theatre that has housed

every big

success of the current screen year.
"Our

Mutual

the biggest

Friend" is a big picture for

theatres

everywhere

— for it

brings to your theatre all the power

and

prestige of "the better movie" plus the surefire entertainment elements of romance,
mystery,

thrills and

"the perfect movie"
have.
Look

characterization

that

could be expected

over your dates now

to

and be certain

of catching "the surprise of the year" for
your house.

i
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ABEL

CANCE

SENSATIONAL

A

MADY

PRODUCTION

TREMENDOUS
OF

MODERN

X

INDICTMENT

CIVILIZATION

UNITED ARTkTTT CONDONATION
DICKPDR.D ■ CUAHiLIE CMADLIN • DOUGLAX PAI CiDAMKJ" • D.VGfilPPITM
WITiAM AOIiAMX • DUEJ-lDENT

ocmmctt

pccroacr
presents

acx

coapoaorcoN

a picturization

of3

oeacuir
famous

QIaj-lcan railroad

novel

Jjirecfed by
WOJilliom^Qi/l
Scenario by Qorothy ^farnum
Photodraphy by CrriQj~f Maf/er

Cast

includes

WVMOUAM

XTAWOIWG

THUaSTOM
aCGiWACD

MALC
OCNWV

DISTINCTIVE PRODUCTIONS, INC;
VaoQ

^mmm

wukBq

presents-

in
cArl'uip \
/

Cfrom his celebrated
stacte success by
£ouis JiC/^arker
Jr/enry
T)irected by

♦^Viv-./

...

1(61 leer

&

In

JO*
At*

The box office, however
/■> is always
V*1
the real test of any attraction and I
must say "Disraeli" surely. stood that test.
tp-

- --.

UNITED

;

*

ductiQU

.-

AQTI9T9

CORPORATION
j
MAQY DICKFOED • .CWABLIC CUADLIN •««
DOUGLAS TAICDANKS • D.V.GKIFCITU \
hiram AQtdAM^- »r.es^oe:nt

Mary

Picktord
tzi

JCittfe

£ord

(u^auntCeroy*
TOANCC^T HODGSON
DURNETTf

jfrom
SCENARIO BY BERNARD MCCONVILLE
PUOTOGRAPUY BY CUAPLES POSNEP
"DIRECTION

BY ALERED E. GREEN
JACK PICKEORD

SL

UNITED ARTIJTT CORPORATION
MARY DICKFORD
CUARLIF. CHAPLIN
DOUGLAX FAIRDANICf
D. W GRIFFITH
Ml RAM ADR.AMJT DQC/lDCNT

the: would's most popular Acrnssir
'IN AMEnilCA'J- MOJ"T POPULAR J^TOfiY EACH
LOVED 0>Y ALL FP.OM FIVE TO EIGHTY- EIVE

MOVING
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Second

Annual

Dinner-Dance

Owners'
Theatre
Chamber
of
Commerce

Hotel
Gold

Astor
Room

December

The

Most

Elite

and

Ever

Ted

Novel

Entertainment

Conceived

Lewis
Will

Third

Be

and

His

On

Band

Hand

(Courtesy of "Greenwich Village Follies")

And

Dance

Music

Other Novelties Just As

by

Louis

Grand

Fishers

Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce, 723 7th Avenue
Orders for tickets filled as received— limited to 2,000

Band

of SO
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SUCCESS

— -•>

ELAINE

HAMMERSTEIN
STAR

SERIES

The Exhibitors Bi£ Opportunity
to'Build Steady

f\troi

NG^
PpCr OFFERI

C

BY
R©C TKCtsOP.
'THE
OF lAROWNK
A MAID"
SCENARIO WAT
ftT LEWIS AXLEN
WRgCTED BT W. p. S . SARJjK .- >"
M

TEARS

MERRIEST

STORT

J
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SOUND

PRODUCTION

Adapted

from
Clara

FILM DIVISION
130 West 46th Street

the novel
Morris

by
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CeWis

J. Selznick

offers

you another of I hose
wonderful attractions
starring

the ^princess

of Comedy

i«A

PAIR

Directed

°f SILK

by Walter Ejdwards

From the play by Cyril Harcourt
STOCKINGS'

MOVING'
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It

^*

Has

t

^wf^ij

HH9H
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Everything

It has everything,

thrills, mystery,

ro-

mance— splendor of setting, and acting that
is a revelation — all blend
Friend"
No

to make
wonder

gained

in "Our

Mutual

"the perfect movie."
it captured

Los

Angeles,

the right of presentation

at New

York's big Lyric, and has aroused the interest of the biggest first runs everywhere.
Never in picture history has a production
been presented

with such elements

plus the mass appeal of a master

of class

story told

by the king of story-tellers just as he himself would have pictured it.
It is your opportunity

for the year's clean-

up plus the gaining of reputation and prestige for your theatre that will never die.

!

"'The Light in the Clearing'
shone upon many things
and mostly upon those
which, above all others,
have impassioned and
perpetuated the spirit of
Irving Bacheller.
America. "
With

a hand

inspired by the spirit

of Irving Bacheller's wonderful story, T. Hayes Hunter has adapted it
to the screen — a living, throbbing
portrayal of human life, so tense,
so gripping that it will go into the
records of this industry as one of
the greatest productions ever made.

\ v

• i

EUGENIE BESSERER
THE DIAL- FILM ■ COMPANY"
Presents
^Ae

LIGHT

THE

IN

CLEARING

T. Hayes Hunter's unerring directorial mastery is exemplified again in
the cast to which he entrusted the
difficult character work called for by
"The Light in the Clearing"
Seldom has the screen witnessed so
finished a performance as that given
as "Roving Kate"—
Eugenie Besserer
aby portrayal
of anguish and defeated
hopes that will stir the hearts of any
audience.
From all box office angles "The Light
in the Clearing" is a great production.
HODKINSON

fm
GEO.HACKATHOPNE
HODKINSON

PICTURES

ARE

NOW

DISTRIBUTED

THRU

HODKINSON

BRANCH

EXCHANGES
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"THE

PICTURE

FOUR

Beautifully
on

SEASONS"

Illustrated

Sunday,

WORLD

in Rotogravure

December

following

in the

newspapers:

Baltimore

American,

Philadelphia
Syracuse

4th,

Record,

Post-Standard,

Indianapolis

Star,

Minneapolis

Journal,

Louisville Herald.

Address

KINETO

Your

Inquiries

COMPANY

OF

to

AMERICA

INCORPORATED

71 West

Twenty-third

St.

New

York

City
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Angeles

los

Startles

Los Angeles — where

pictures are made-

hard-boiled, cynical Los Angeles

is where

"Our

"the sur-

Mutual

Friend"

was named

prise of the year."
Read

what the newspaper

"Wonderfully

played,

critics said —

bewitching

love

story." — Los Angeles Record.
"Intriguing
iner.
"Attractive

plot." — Los

Angeles

Exam-

offering, remarkable

atmos-

phere."— Los Angeles
"Charming
drawing

Herald.

in its fidelity to the character-

of Dickens, funny characters, sus-

pense, hatred for the villains of the piece." —
Los Angeles Times.
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Executive Offices
1540 Broadway, New York
Film Bldg., 17th and Main Sta
Kansas City
838 South Olive St
Los Anceles
Atlanta
146 Marietta St.
16 North Fourth St
Minneapolis
Boston
78 Broadway
729 Seventh Ave
New York City
Buffalo
2S7 Franklin St.
1235 Vine St
Philadelphia
Cleveland
607 Film Exchange Bldp
Chicago
804 South Wabash Ave.
'AljJI^KjV
1201
Liberty
Ave
WIQL ^Knk
124 Golden Gate Ave
San Pittsburgh
Francisco
Cincinnati .... Pioneer St. and Broadway
CUNNING VX
2024 Third Ave
Seattle
Dallas
1812 14 Commerce St.
——————p—jj^^L
3617
Waabington
Ave
St. Louis
Denver
1714 Broadway
Detroit . < . . 143 East Elizabeth Si. ^^Bl JjljUiUUU^^
525 Thirteenth St.. N. W. . Washington
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Comedies
Bi&&tyCtea«*st&»f*st
on the Once- a -Week
Lough
Market

The

HARRY

SWEET

Dont miss his curnent Release
PUYINO
POSSUM
v

Released +hru
UNIVERSAL

December 3. 1921
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LACMMLE

presents

+he

First

Westei'n

Super— Picture

Ever

Made

in

4

\/?/

Longest
in

our

lines

history
CLEMMER THEATRE,
SEATTLE.

E FOX' just closed
most successful run since
'Reputation.' Longest lines in our
history to open and picture built
up all week and did the cream of
the business against 'Lord Fauntleroy' — ' 'Way Down East' — 'Queen
of Sheba' and the Dempsey Fight
in opposition houses and Shrine
Circus at the Arena. First Western
to go over in this house. Give us
more of the—William
same." Cutts, Mgr.

Book it
today and
have your own

longest

line!

1 -jA
T / '.I
if y £
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William

Fox

presen

another

of the

special

super~productions~now
ready

for

release-

OTFALLS
from the story by
Wilbur

Daniel
Staged

Steele

by

Charles

J- Brabin

A worthy

addition

this

list of

OVER
A

to

specials-

THE

HILL

VIRGIN

PARADISE
A

CONNECTICUT
YANKEE
IN KING ARTHURS COURT

THUNDERCLAP
SHAME
PERJURY
'S
NE GREY
fche ZA.
LAST
TRAIL

QUEEN

picture
abscx

tely

with
new

an
idea

OF

SHEBA
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OF

FOOTFALLS
Footfalls

is remarkable

not

only for the excellent acting of Ijrrone Powei;
but because it is unlike
anything
before
In Footfalls
has

ever

screened
Mw TorKMail

William

presented

Fox

another

stirring°cinedrama
- -j
XetvYork World
Footfalls
span

new

has

a spicK,

idea!
MY -American

A
A I■ I
Direct
Run

from

at the

its Broadway

Park

Theatre
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NOTICE

CHRISTMAS

NUMBER
[De

Dated

December

Will

31st

come

out

interesting

and

out

as in the

features

December

past — full of
and

special

articles.
The

main

feature

rotogravure

section

paper — carrying
ing stars and
A

special

effective

Copy

printed

on

photographs

heavy
of lead-

directors.

advertising

for the

must

will be a beautiful

be

mas Number

rate

rotogravure

in for the
by

will

be

section.

big Christ-

December

"MOVING PICTURE

The Oldest Trade Paper in the field

10th.

Luxe]

23rd

The

Public

'Will

CHARLES

Enthuse

(CHIC)

Over

SALE

living seven different characters

"HIS

NIBS"
Exceptional Pictures assures
the exhibitors and State Right buyers
that the public is quickly learning about
the first motion picture of Charles (Chic) Sale
through a nation-wide publicity campaign
and has as one of
its most important factors
full page advertising in
The Saturday Evening Post
Independent buyers or exhibitors
are not overlooking the opportunities
offered in this unusual production —
unanimously conceded by every expert
in motion pictures to be
a SURE-FIRE ATTRACTION and
100% ENTERTAINMENT
behind which is
one of the greatest publicity campaigns
ever instituted
for an independent feature

"HIS NIBS" SYNDICATE, Inc.
L. L. HILLER, President
Longacre Building
42nd Street and Broadway
New York City

"HIS

NIBS"
believes
in advertising

Charles

offers
(Chic)

Sale

living seven different characters

"HIS

in
NIBS"

as a pictorial
definition of
"exceptional"

ex-cep'tion-al (-51), «• [Cf- F. <xeeption7iel] Forming
an exception ; not ordinary ; uncommon ; rare ; hence,
better than the average ; superior.
If ml in

^ 1 -J

*

t— '

*~
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THAT
The

Next
new

brings
Editors
dreamed,

Palmer
it to

for which

Story

your

and directors: The

STORY
Service

studio

door

system, the plan of which yon have

you have fondly wished

but imagined

too vague,

Utopian, has been perfected by the Palmer Photoplay Corporation.
Daily summarization of the entire literary market is possible. The
Palmer Story Service has made it possible and offers it to you.
LONG recognized as the world's largest clearing house for photoplay material, the Palmer corporation has
eclipsed all its former remarkable
records. It has revolutionized literary
market methods by inaugurating a
story service of vast scope and effectiveness whose value to scenario
editors, directors and reading staffs
is inestimable.

SCREENABLE

material, culled from all

weekly and monthly magazines published in America; new novels and
plays, are delivered daily to the
studios in synopsis form along with
all worthy originals handled by the
Palmer Sales Department. Think of
it! The entire market before you
daily, ready to be scrutinized at a
glance.

Centuries

of

Literature

BESIDES synopsizing all current literature, a staff of 20 expert readers is
synopsizing and commenting upon all
the novels, short stories and plays
written by recognized literary artists
in the past several centuries. Another staff of 15 is engaged daily in
typing, mimeographing and mailing
the synopses.

Instantaneous service is made possible by the new plan. When a story
especially suited to the needs of any
particular studio is discovered, the
studio editor is telephoned and the
story rushed to him by special
messenger.

For particulars write to the PALMER
Palmer
124 West 4th Street

Covered

Photoplay

STORY

SERVICE

Corporation
Los Angeles, California

MOVING
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You'll

book

if you

want

A

this

one
best

the

Drama of a lover's faith, a mother's trust and a father's
suspicion, "The Sin of Martha Queed" must be reckoned as a truly big audience picture.
Every element that combines to make a good photoplay
and a successful attraction is here presented to a superlative degree.
It is a poignant love diama with a tremendously big

v

heart appeal which can only be described by one's
emotions.
Superbly directed by Allan Dwan it stands as one of
his finest achievements, made doubly valuable to the
exhibitors by the flawless work of an all-star cast, including
Niles Welch
Frank Campeau
George Hackathorne
Frankie Lee

Mary Thurman
Joseph J Dowlinc
Eugenie Besserer
Gertrude Clair

Now

Booking

R

m

/

- '
* ;■

December 3, 1921

the

Sin

of
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WORLD

Martha

Queed

^Written and Directed My Olllan Dwan
Distributed jby Associated Exhibitors
Inc.
* through Paths' Exchange Inc.
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They'll

Like

What

Your

PICTURE

Theatre

a treat for the whole

Better

family you'll

offer when you present Charles
"Our Mutual Friend."

Dickens'

father, mother, sister, brother — an
evening of rare entertainment and a feeling
of whole-hearted satisfaction that will add
For

prestige untold to your house.
They'll like your theatre better after seeing "Our Mutual

Friend."

For they'll associate with your theatre the
wonderful screen production that faithfully
reproduces

the charm

and strength of their

favorite author in the picture that the fans
will call "the perfect movie."

WORLD
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"If

You

Miss

A

Are

so out

it before

of the

booking.
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Showing

This!

picture

see

PICTURE

A

ordinary
Look

over

Picture

we
the

want

you

to

reviews

of

the trade
OUT OF THE ORDINARY

experts. There's not a dissenting voice
supporting cast, headed by John Bowers.
a real he-actor may envy. Strongheart
The direction, locations and the other
is a really pathetic figure when he re"If you are showing the good ones,
turn to his hole of a home in the rocks
details of production are of the same
don't miss this.
It
registers
definite
enand finds his wolf bride and his young
order of merit. 'The Silent Call' should
tertainment value. It will go over bedead.
And
his
chase
after
a
man
who
has
prove a strong drawing card for any
cause it is out of the ordinary and offers
been his constant tormentor and the suba distinct variation from the usual run
class of theatre." — Moving Picture World
sequent
death
of
the
enemy
is
only
one
MARVELOUS PICTURE
of photoplay entertainment. It gets
of the thrills."— Wids.
away from routine and contains a def"A
picturesque
dog — a marvelous array
inite appeal, not only in the performance
A REMARKABLE PICTURE
of impressive background through which
of the Belgian police dog star, but also
the action is perfectly blended — make up
"'The Silent Call' is remarkable for the
for the scenic beauty and the unlimited
a picture that compels attention because
amount of it that it represents. You can
opportunities it gives a more-than-reof its rugged appeal and the call of
markable police dog to take the center
go the limit in promises in defense of its
the
open spaces. There is force and
of the stage and hold the attention of
pictorial value, and rest assured every
sweep to this eloquent Western. You
the audience. The fact that the story
shot will bear you out.
follow the picture with keenest suspense.
told in the film is interesting would make
"Talk about Strongheart, this unusual
The rugged exteriors demand it. There
an attraction in itself. But coupled with
dog,
and
tell
them
they'll
be
sorry
if
is a climax that is quite startling — a
an interesting story and excellent photogthey miss seeing one of the most inrugged document. As good a dog story
raphy is the almost human intelligence
telligent animal performances ever seen
displayed by the dog. The breath of
on the screen, or anywhere, for that
as ever filmed on theMotion
screen."Picture News.
matter.
the great outdoors and the 'Call of the
Wild'
are attention
all throughall the
and it
CLASS OF ITS OWN
"H. O. Davies' latest production has
holds the
the picture,
way through.
never been surpassed for beauty of backThere are thrilling moments crammed
"A picture that deserves a place of its
grounds or virile atmosphere. The exown among motion pictures. It has as
with the suspense that picture lovers
terior shots are truly worthy of all the
star a Belgian police dog, so intelligent
crave. A story of the frozen North that
prominence and praise accorded the most
beautiful scenics that have been recorded.
that there are special close-ups showing
is interesting to the nth degree. A rehis facial expression. He was trained forAnd in this connection excellence of
markable dog story. A good love elethe Belgian police and understands diphotography almost exceeds itself in rement without any distressing sex situarection as well as a human being, the retions. A picture suitable for the young
producing the natural beauties.
markable part of it is that he seems to
and old alike."— Exhibitor's Trade Review.
"Hal G. Evarts has the knack of infeel the joy or sorrow he expresses. Anjecting realistic and virile atmosphere in
NOVEL, HUMAN, VIVID
other point for the picture is the maghis own
writing.
Silent
Call' stands out
on
nificent country in which it is laicfc The
its
merit'The
as an
entertainment
"A novel, human and highly entertainhigh Sierras, with their snow-capped
ing picture has been produced by H. O.
of the ordinary and a picture that has
mountains and great trees. Kathryn Mcalmost unlimited appeal, just because it
Davis in which Strongheart, the celeGuire and John Bowers are excellent as
gets away from the usual run of stories.
brated Belgian police dog, is the central
the
dog's master and the girl he loves.
"Strongheart, the Belgian police dog,
figure.
The
dog's
performance
is
nothing
short of marvelous, and the story,
The picture is beautiful pictorially and
is an astonishingly intelligent animal, unthoroughly
interesting. Strongheart is
believably well trained. It may sound
adapted from Hal G. Evarts' 'The Cross
the best dog actor ever seen on the
ridiculous, but this animal is certainly
Pull,'
is
a
stirring
tale
of
the
wild
lands
of the Northwest. There is an excellent
screen." — Neiv York Morning Telegraph.
blessed with facial expression that many
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the

Good

Don't

Ones,

tnsurpassed!"-wids

National

Wednesday,

Nov.

Trade

30

at All

First National

This is such an extraordinary
unusual

Showing

picture.

There

Exchanges

are such

exploitation angles and such opportunities to put

this picture over in a big way

that Al. Lichtman

has

personally offered prizes to the theatres putting over the
best exploitation stunt.

Send photographs

of your lobby

or clippings on special stunts to Al. Lichtman,
48 th Street, New

York

City.

Contest

6 West

closes March

1st, 1921.

EXPLOITATION

PRIZES

Second

$100.00

Third

$50.00

The

THEATRES
First Prize

$150.00

"The

TO

Prize
Prize

Silent
most

remarkable

dog

story

Call"
ever

screened

From the Saturday Evening Post story, "The
Cross Pull," by Hal G. Evarts; Directed by
Laurence Trimble ; Adapted by Jane Murfin.
Available

to

All

Exhibitors!
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Wales

Busts

a

Button

at

H. M . S. Renown
At Sea— Lat.

14.5 N. , Long.

161 W.

Dear Mr. Hepworth:
We showed
"Alfa Button"
to the
Prince of Wales, his staff and ward room
officers.
The success of the picture was
pronounced.
His Royal Highness stopped
quarter deck and said:

me on the

"Convey my hearty congratulations
to Mr. Hepworth on this clever production. I laughed enough to burst a button
myself. "

THE
YOU

Will G. Barker,
Official Cinematographer
to His Royal Highness.

FUNNIEST
EVER

PICTURE
DID

SEE!

!

• *

Yowr
Are

***

Audiences

Ready

Made

Millions of persons read this stop? in the Cosmopolitan Magazine, and w"ere thrilled by it.
They w"ill want to see it in pictures, and the>)
w"ill tell their neighbors about it.
It was written by an internationally famous
writer, Fann]? Hurst, author of "Humoresque."
And you have a beautiful star, w*ho can act.
Hobart Henley Productions

HOPE

presents
HAMPTON
in

"STARDUST"

e
by sFanni
Suggested
famou
story

Hurst's

A First National Attraction

*
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The

Picture

of Love

Everlasting

For every man and every woman who
knows love and knows the forces that
seek to destroy it.
Romance
and Thrills
One of the most beautiful romances ever
filmed, and yet a picture filled with
thrills, including one of the most startling train wrecks screened, and a battle
for life in swirling rapids in which two
men plunge over a waterfall.

i
ft '4

m *'
fell

Only a cast as fine as this could
achieve so big a picture
Lloyd Hughes
Joe Bennett
Frank Brownlee
V3

Madge Bellamy
Claire McDowell
Winifred Greenwood

Adapted from Will N. Harben's famous novel, "The
Cottage of Delight"; Directed by King Vidor; Photographed by Max Dupont.
Distributed by Associated First
National Pictures, Inc.
Released on the Open Market
Available to All Exhibitors

DECEMBER
19
2

ARTHUR JAMES
Editor-in-Chief

A

3
1

The
Subject
Won't
Down
YOUNG, well equipped and extremely intelligent man who has made the production of moving
pictures his career, was talking to us the other day about conditions in our business and before
we had proceeded far he was talking censorship.

This is a subject
ship pops up like a
necessary to talk of
morass of ignorance

that we would be glad to forget, but wherever we turn in the picture field censorthreatening jack-in-the-box and nothing has served to put the lid on it. It is
censorship and keep on talking of censorship until we drive it back into the dark
and bigotry from which it sprang.

It is essential that each man and each woman in the picture business should become thoroughly
acquainted with the actual effects of censorship. The young producer furnished one phase of this
and we have received another from Mr. Charles E. Whittaker, just returned from a stay of some
months in Europe.
The young producer pointed out in bitterness of soul that censorship by its very presence stunted
the development of ideas for the screen. It serves as a ball and chain to the creative mind, hobbling
it and robbing it of its freedom and facility.
"I can see," he said, "no future for the drama of the screen if we are dwarfed by censorship.
No development of the creative faculty is possible without a complete freedom of expression. The
mind approaches the task of production with the dismal feeling that rules, regulations and restrictions
are more important than story value and human interest. We are given a fabric filled with holes and
are invited to make of it at great expense a garment that will be worthy and which will at the same
time fit all mankind from the cradle to decrepitude. Sex appeal, without which none of us, not even
censors, would be here today, is spoken of as disreputable. Improper sex appeal we don't want,
but clean, wholesome and legitimate sex attraction is nothing to be ashamed of."
Now for the suggestion of Mr. Whittaker. He holds that censorship is so difficult to abolish
once it arrives on the statute books that it would be well for us to adopt the English system which
provides for the issuing of two kinds of license certificates, one called A (adult) and the other U
(universal).
The U certificate is given to pictures which all ages may view and the A certificate to those,
which while not morally improper are unsuited to youthful audiences. He cites as an example
Robert Hichen's "The Fruitful Vine," a story dealing with childlessness. Tolstoi's "Resurrection,'*
which he adapted, is also cited as being a picture entirely for adults.
The system is interesting and could be called identifying. We
of censorship for your information.

present both of these phases
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Hours

of Heavy

Oratory

His Case Before a Jury, with No Judge
Defendant Present
of Commerce

gave the second

of its great series

of examination luncheons at the Hotel Astor on Tuesday. It began at one o'clock
with a square meal and, thus sustained, the sturdy membership stood for five
hours of heavy oratory from the industry's high priced orator, James
who rode in attack upon First National and all its works.
In all the afternoon

one affidavit was

produced.

The

J. Walker,

rest was the same

sort of

oratory for which the quick-thinking, adroit, clever and finally wearying Walker is
now celebrated. It was to have been a heckling party for J. D. Williams, general
manager of First National, just as it was a heckling party for Adolph Zukor, president
of Famous Players-Lasky early in the Summer. On that occasion Mr. Zukor, as a
plain but far from simple business man, was more than a match for the employed
attorney despite Walker's best efforts.
But on both occasions a good time was had by all present, as Walker always puts
on a good show, sprinkled with comedy, abounding in sarcasms, ironies, gag slang
and rollicking stuff known to the trade as snappy.
The object of the meeting was to put First National under investigation and to
provide entertainment for the guests, making at one and the same time a rip-roaring Roman holiday for all concerned.
Its preliminaries were about like this: C. C. Griffin told William Brandt, president
of the Chamber, that J. D. Williams would like to take advantage of the open forum
for a discussion with Sydney Cohen or maybe it was Griffin that wanted it. In any
event Brandt was obliging and offered on behalf of the organization to let the mill
be pulled off' in their place at the Astor. Letters were, therefore, exchanged and
Williams agreed, provided his exhibitor delegates didn't mind having First National's business affairs aired on the clothes-line before the world at large.
They subsequently requested Williams to do no such thing, and he so advised President Brandt. The members, consequently, had to see Hamlet with the Hamlet left
out, but Brandt in well chosen words — and by the way, he is fast turning into a first
class presiding officer — introduced Sydney Cohen, who introduced Walker.
To go back a moment it must be noted that Mr. Moe Mark agreed to take a month
off and listen to all complaints against First National of whatever kind or sort, but
that was passed over quickly. It would have spoiled the show and there wouldn't
have been a nickel's worth of publicity in it.
It was announced that 100,000 (or was it 100,000,000?) letters and telegrams
had been sent to Washington in behalf of the five per cent, tax repeal, but there was
no mention, not a word or a syllable was uttered, about the fact that the repeal of
the five per cent, tax bill was due to William A. Brady, Saul E. Rogers and Jack
Connolly with the cooperation of J. D. Williams and of certain exhibitors whose
names will be given to the trade just as soon as they give the word.
In the same
ago, on Tuesday

room where Adolph Zukor was ripped and berated a few months
he was lauded to the skies. But the praise of Zukor was in contrast

to the rest of the program, for it was
comedy high lights, and so it was.

to be a thirty-two

reel fight feature

with
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Moe

Mark's

Offer

to

Investigate

Complaints
Theatre

Owners

Chamber

Is

All

Passed

of Commerce Members
and One Affidavit

1!
Over

Quickly

Listen to Allegations

Walker said a great many things about First National, attacking Mr. Williams
and Harry Schwalbe, its treasurer, and sneering at Mr. Lieber, its president; but
the only affidavit he produced was from H. A. bundling, of Chicago, who swore that
the Chicago manager, R. C. Seery, struck him for saying he was like poison and was
contemptible. It was announced that the man had been paid $537 out of $600 he
had deposited, the rest being deducted for pictures not yet run, but he had sold
out by that time.

Walker

attacked

the sub-franchise

contract

at one point as the

greatest menace of the business and then at another point said it wasn't worth
paper it was printed on and that nobody had been sued for breaking it.
He confessed
round

he had been

the country

attacking

an advance
Famous

man

for First National

when

the

he travelled

Players-Lasky.

He charged that a Buffalo exhibitor had paid $125 for Buster Keaton pictures
until after he got a franchise and that then he had to pay $350. Felix Feist stuck
a mean pin into this by arising and explaining that the $125 price had been fixed
before the pictures were made and that when the exhibitor actually saw them he
realized their cost and voluntarily raised the price to $300, which was subsequently
raised to $350, as he was using them in three theatres.
Walker

apologized

and said he was glad to be set right and then announced

that

Marcus Loew had paid $600 before he was franchised and $800 afterwards for a picture, but Mr. Feist, again using the mean pin, said he had personally handled that
contract and that Mr. Loew had been paying $600 for two theatres, whereas the $800
price was made because he used the picture in three theatres.
This ended

most

of the talk about

prices, but Walker

plunged

into figures about

star values and asked the press to be gentle with this part of his remarks.
ence to his request we will.

In defer-

The prosecuting attorney for the trial by luncheon then read a letter from Warsaw, Minn., which charged that the territory was being invaded by Mr. Saxe in violation of definite agreement. The attorney also announced he had a "trunkful"
complaints, but failed to give the measurements of the trunk.
In his closing speech, or rather somewhere

in the closing hours

of

of his speech, the

orator announced "we'll get 'em without going in their office," and that "they,"
apparently referring to First National exhibitors, "will be asking you to come
around."
i
He

spoke of the fact that Joseph Schenck had the power to refuse to let franchise holders have the Talmadge pictures, but here again the smiling Mr. Feist re-

peated Mr. Schenck's unqualified pledge to the delegates to the First National GetTogether Convention that the Talmadge pictures would go to the franchise holders.
That

man

Feist was the cuss of the party. He had a handful of pins and busted
three of the prettiest balloons that were in evidence at the circus.
A condemnatory resolution was passed desnite the fact that only one side was
and that with a lone and lonesome affidavit.

presented
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The trial of the
a taxi serviceWeek
by St.
Marcus's
Loew's
new State Theatre
The tax repeal victorySpots
has been
News
won. High
Both the Senate and House of Louis in
film exchanges works out very in Los Angeles opens to an audience
Representatives have passed the reve- satisfactorily. The rates are slightly of more than 1,000 invited guests
nue bill in its final form with the 5 more than parcel post rates, but the and some 1,800 paid admissions.
service is from one to three days Fred Niblo, as master of ceremonies,
per cent, film rental tax elhninated
introduced Governor Stephens and
and 10 cent theatre admissions ex- quicker on a round trip basis.
* * *
Mayor Cryer, who spoke briefly.
empted from taxation. With the
* * *
signature of President Harding the
The forty-fourth annual convenmeasure will become a law.
Allan
Rock
and Miss De Sacia
* * *
tion of Baptist churches passes resoMooers lose their application to the
Paul Brunet, Pathe's president, deNew York Supreme Court for a reclares that lower admission prices are
ceiver over a motion picture, "The
absolutely essential before a complete
Blonde Vampire," which, they allege,
recovering will be experienced by the
has been delayed
* in* production.
#
exhibitors of the country. He points
to the readiness with which the pubGeorge E. Kann is named to head
lic absorbed Pathe's recent bond issue, as an indication of the investing
Goldwyn's foreign
* *sales
* forces.
public's belief in the stability of the
company.
The last $750,000 was
United Artists executives leaving
taken up in less
this week to open offices in Australia
* than
* * two weeks.
were Geoffrey Nye, Mr. and Mrs.
Tax collection figures made pubhc
Mack Whiting and
* *John
# O'Donoghue.
by the commissioner of internal revenue at Washington, D. C, indicate
A unique ceremony makes Richard
that the theatrical business is on the
boom.
Barthelmess
"one National
of the family"
of
* * *
Associated First
Pictures,
Inc.
* * *
Well posted men in Washington,
D. C, believe that at least six months
As one of the closing features of
FAIRE BINNEY
will elapse before a permanent tariff
the week's convention of Paramount
measure is enacted. Congress inFeatured in James Oliver Curwood's drama,
district managers, officials of the
"The Girl from Porcupine."
Released by
tends to adjourn on November 22 unArrow.
17 enterNovember
til the beginning of the regular sescompanytained on
the visiting
managers and
sion on December 5. The finance
home office department heads at a
committee of the Senate is likely to
severely roasting motion pic- dinner.
remain in the Capital to work on the lutions
* • •
tures.
tariff measure. * » *
# * *
Cecil Hepworth is authority for the
Exclusive Chevy Chase, WashingThe Stanley Enterprises files its
statement that American films will
ton,
C, suburb, is to have a picanswer to the charges of the Federal
tureD.house.
soon meet hard competition in England.
* * *
Trade Commission, denying them
* « »
and explaining the purchase by FaScreen will aid in the annual movemous Players of $2,000,000 in notes,
Eleven local get-together meetings
ment to persuade folks to "shop
part of which was paid for in FaAssociated First National franof
early"
around
Christmas.
News
mous Players stock, as a money-raisare scheduled before
chase
arethepreparing
reels
for re- the endholders
of November.
ing project necessary for the ex- weeklies
lease
about
middle
of
the
month.
pansion of the *Stanley
* * *
* * Enterprises.
A representative of the New York
State Motion Picture Commission is
visiting theatres in the northern part
of the State to see if the law is being
complied with. * • *
The New York Supreme Court
sustains the action of the censors in
refusing a license to Goldwyn for
"The Night Rose." This is the first
a distributor from the acappealtion of of
the censors. Gabriel L. Hess
contended for Goldwyn that the commission might have ordered some deletions instead of condemning the
picture as a whole.
* * •
Reformers succeed in clamping
down the Sunday-closing lid in Quebec and further recourse to the
courts is denied opponents of the action.

F. C. Dally, secretary of the AntiBlue Law League, tells the A. M. P.
A. that the menace of the Blue Laws
cannot be overestimated.
* * *
Thomas H. Ince has inaugurated a
world survey of motion pictures to
learn exactly what the public wants.
A questionnaire will be submitted to
editors throughout the world and
their replies carefully
* * *tabulated.
Senator Henry Cabot Lodge declares that gun play in films tends to
breed a martial spirit "by making
shooting at other people appear to be
a spirited and exciting form of activity." His statement was in connection with his acknowledgement of
a souvenir revolver given him by
Harry Carey.

New Jersey Exhibitors
Fight Blue Laws
Forty-two members of the M. P.
T. O. A. of New Jersey and national M. P. T. O. A. executives
met November 18 and decided to
take to the public the battle for
Sunday shows. Among those
present were Sydney S. Cohen,
James J. Walker, Charles L.
O'Reilly, John Manheimer, R. L.
W o o d h u 1 1, Louis Blumenthal,
Jacob Fabian, William Brandt
and J. S. Stern.
Just now theatres in Trenton
and Asbury Park are closed as a
result of the activities of Blue
Law folk, who plan a movement
January.
for a statute in the legislature in
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Tax

Repeal

Victory

Brady
Lauds
been won.
has
victory
THE Bothtaxtherepeal
United States Senate and
House of Representatives have
passed the revenue bill in its final form
with the 5 per cent, film rental tax eliminated and 10-cent theatre admissions exempted from taxation. With the
signature of President Harding the measure automatically becomes a law.
The rental tax repeal will save the industry at least $6,000,000 anually. It is
regarded as a tremendous victory for the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, whose officials led the tax
repeal campaign, appeared as spokesmen
for the industry at many committee hearings both public and private and labored
indefatigably many months to win the
necessary support of senators and congressmen.
In the face of opposition which many
times threatened to throw the repeal
clause into the scrap heap, William A.
Brady, president of the National Association, and Saul E. Rogers, chairman of
the taxation committee, worked unremittingly to win and their efforts were materially aided by the executives and
employes of many company members of
the National Association and by Jack S.
Connolly, Washington representative.
A United Front
Never in the history of the industry
has there been so vigorous and united an
effort put forward to achieve an important legislative result. With a unified
front the industry's spokesmen presented
their arguments for the tax repeal systematically and without conflict of statement. Their impressive marshalling of
the facts and their success in keeping
before the nation's
constantly
those facts were
largely responsible for
lawmakers
the final victory.
"I consider this the greatest single
achievement since the inception of the
said
National Association six years ofago,"
the final
President Brady upon learning
action by Congress. "The success of the
association's efforts after months of conscientious endeavor forcibly demonstrates
the effectiveness of co-ordination within
Without such co-operathe industry.
tion and co-ordination the tax repeal
could not have been won. It required a
united front. And this campaign was
characterized by the most effective team
work I have ever witnessed.
"In Washington during the entire campaign we were treated with the deference
and respect due to the representatives of
a great and important industry. Senator
Smoot and many other able members of
Congress stood staunchly with us in the
fight and to them is certainly due the
i hanks of the entire industry.
"It has been a privilege to be identified
with this victory, which means so much

Now

Definitely

Industry
for
to the business. Words but inadequately
convey my appreciation of the services
so ably rendered by Chairman Rogers,
Jack Connolly, many officials of our company members and last but not least the
splendid work of the staff of the association's New York headquarters.
Trade Papers Helped
"To the trade papers and their editors
the grateful appreciation of the industry
is due for their valuable work, both
editorially and in their news columns, in
keeping the progress of the taxation repeal before their readers and urging
every man in the industry to do his bit
in placing the issue squarely before members of Congress. Without their support
the fight could never have been won.
"To the company executives and field
representatives throughout the country
who responded so promptly to our suggestions of how they could best help in the
campaign I want to express on behalf of
the National Association a sincere appreciation of their valuable aid."
Chairman Saul E. Rogers was deeply
gratified at the outcome of the campaign.
Rogers Points to Result
"This is a tremendous victory for organization," he said. "By presenting a
unified front in which every branch of the
business as represented in the National
Association appealed through its authorized spokesmen to the nation's lawmakers,
our request was that of an entire industry
seeking relief from an excessive and unreasonable tax burden. That the character of our appeal was impressive is
evidenced by the action of the House and
Senate. It is a splendid example of the
effectiveness of a unified effort, which in
this instance, was 100 per cent, perfect.
"The tax repeal will play an important
part in the return of the industry to normalcy. Coming at this time, when any
material help in this direction is vital,
the repeal of the 5 per cent, rental tax
should greatly stimulate the feeling of optimism which is so essential in the readjustment period through which the
industry is now passing. I am naturally
gratified to have been identified with this
successful campaign, which means so
much to the industry as a whole."
History of the Battle
The progress of the repeal legislation
furnishes an interesting chapter of film
legislative history. When originally the
ways and means committee of the House
of Representatives refused the industry's
plea for relief from its excessive taxation
burden, President Brady and Chairman
Rogers centered their campaign upon the
finance committee of the Senate, to
which the revenue bill was referred after
adverse action by the House. The indus-

Won,

Unified
Front
try's spokesmen succeeded there in winning the support of many influential members. Senator Reed Smoot of Utah particularly espoused the cause of the picture
interests and from that time on ably
championed the industry's appeal for the
rental tax elimination. In addition to personal appearances of President Brady
and Chairman Rogers before the finance
committee members, Mr. Rogers filed an
able brief setting forth the arguments
on which the industry based its request
for relief.
In the Senate finance committee the
first preliminary victory was won. Foremost among the finance committee members
who supported
appeal
were Senators
Smootthe ofindustry's
Utah, William
M. Calder of New York, William P.
Dillingham of Vermont, Robert M. La
Follette of Wisconsin and Howard Sutherland of West Virginia.
The action of the finance committee
was ratified by the Senate and then the
amended bill went to the conferees of
both Senate and House for consideration.
Again the repeal amendment was sustained. On Monday the House passed
the tax revision bill by a vote of 202 to
141, thereby reversing its previous action
so far as the sales tax repeal was concerned. The Senate passed the measure
in its final form on Tuesday, November
22, and the victory was won, because it
has been a foregone conclusion that
President Harding will sign the revenue
bill.
Charles
Has

E. Whitehurst
Become

Producer

Plans are now under way by Charles
E. Whitehurst, head of the Whitehurst
Theatrical Interests of Baltimore, operating the Century, Parkway, Garden, New
and Peabody Theatres, to enter the producing end of the moving picture business.
Associated with him in his new enterprise
will be Milton Kirschfield, Frank Keeney,
of New York, and others.
The old Biograph studios are to be
used by Mr. Whitehurst and his associates, itis understood. The star of the
first picture may be Virginia Lee, Louise
Glaum, Mildred Harris or Betty Blythe,
and there is a probability that the leading
man may be Lionel Barrymore, according to Mr. Whitehurst, who says that the
new company is able to chose from among
those stars.
"The Price of Honor," is the title of
the first picture which will be put out
by
new company.
WorkMr.
will Whitehurst's
be started immediately
upon
the completion of a few more details and
the first production should be finished
within six weeks, barring unforseen contingencies.
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Critics

of Moving
Pictures
and
Cites Hard
Facts
erts Rinehart and Gertrude Atherton.
Answering the attack of Burton
be one of lasting benefit." And what a Ralph Connor (a Presbyterian minister)
Rascoc in the current number of The
poor opinion of the people of his own
Bookman, Sir Gilbert Parker precountry is shown in this : "It was and is and Zane Grey, James Oliver Curwood.
the mirror of the aspirations of a peculiarsents aview of the screen that is imSamuel Merwin, and other "reputable
ly unimaginative, repressed, and mentally authors" who have given their books to
portant. For the benefit of the industry we reproduce it in full as
starved people, a people who have in the the film and written original stories for
overwhelming main been taught to value the film stage? And as for England, look
follows :
only a devitalizing and despiritualizing
Sir James Barrie and Edward KnobIT is easy to throw stones. Anyone material success, arrived at by a curious at
lock, Somerset Maugham and Arnold
can do it. It is an industry not an
Bennett, Robert Hichens and Elinor Glyn,
art. The article in The Bookman of duality of ethical teaching and practice."
Henry Arthur Jones and Pinero. most
November in which motion pictures are
of whom have written direct for the
Appreciates
America's
Greatness
attacked describe? motion pictures as an
screen stage, and all of whom have given
I look around me, and I see the Amerindustry not an art. and the author throws
their books, and plays for adaptation.
ican
people,
great
in
commerce
and
init about like stones. His sweeping woulddustry, leading the world in applied
Also Maeterlinck and D'Annunzio.
be destructive assault will not injure moThese are people who debase themselves
science with a gift for vast organization;
tion pictures. If the writer had perby losing all sense of honor or of art and
mitted himself further knowledge and a people so dominant that it has admitted
more careful consideration he would have a million immigrants a year and absorbed
"pocketing easy money."
Must Have a Theme
them and made the mass of them good
avoided some of his bitter pessimistic
statements. Pessimism is the easiest re- Americans; a nation that has never been
We are also told that .American writers
sort of the mind shocked by what it sees defeated in war; which has a social life are planning their new books with a view
of magnificent fineness and vitality; a to screen production. Oh, gentle kindly
with too much vividness and realism.
national scheme of existence of rare merit
One result of the late war was to make
in comparison with all other nations, and critic, what a simple faith in "the reputeveryone anxious, and some it has made
able authors" of the . English-speaking
tragically pessimistic. That I think is with a gift of imagination which even
world ! I am a British author. Ten of
the most critical foreigners admit; and
so with the author of the article in The
my books have been filmed, and let me
Bookman.
these are called "unimaginative, repressed,
say that the author of the article in The
Most people will agree with him as and mentally starved." Could a foe of Bookman is wrong when he says that
to the large number of bad films. It is the American people say worse?
not one scenario has been produced in
Then the writer becomes explicit re- this country for a motion picture with a
apparent to all with what he calls a "mental flicker" but how few careful-minded
garding the "reputable authors" who have
significant idea. Here is his charge: "In
at times yielded to the importunities of every
people will agree with his general coninstance where good novels and
the
movie
producers. These are the sort plays and short stories have been drawn
clusions ! In the earlier part of his article he condemns all who produce mowho "have either ostensibly or actually upon for movie material, the ideas have
taken the attitude that there is no help been distorted and sentimentalized out
tion pictures. They are called "a comfor the situation, that the movies are an
mercial and speculative enterprise and
of
recognition."
Could
be
institution
by illiterates, of illiterates, and
moreall out
of touch with
fact anything
! The first
nothing more," "a cheap and gaudy piece
for
illiterates,
and
pocketed
the
easy
of merchandise ;" and we are told that if
thing a first-class motion picture producer
they were all "censored off the face of the money." Isn't it sweeping and darkasks
is, "What is your theme?" He
earth, . . . the only effect upon the spirited and harsh on people like Rex
wants a "significant idea." He insists on
intelligence and art of the country would
Beach and Rupert Hughes, Mary Robit. I am speaking of the great firms —
Lasky, Goldwyn, Metro, and others. It
is the theme they want primarily and
before all. Is there no significant idea
Lieber Answers
Walkers
Oratorical Attack
in one of Barrie's plays — in "What Every
HE following statement has been received from Robert
Woman Knows" and "Sentimental
Lieber, president of Associated First National Pictures,
Tommy." two first-class films, the former
of which was produced by William De
Mille. formerly a dramatist of note and
"It would seem from the phone calls coming into our offices from the
the son of a dramatist, with whom is
trade
pressofregarding
the in
meeting
yesterday
by the
Owners'
Chamber
Commerce,
which held
Senator
Walker
madeTheatre
an oratorical
associated
Lasky's both
Thompson
Buchanan
and Elmerat Harris,
dramatists,
and
attack upon this company, that a statement by us has become necessary.
Douglas Douty, former editor of "The
"This
company
has held,
and still holds,
its relation
with ourselves.
its franchise holders
is a matter
of individual
action that
between
them and
Century" magazine? At Goldwyn 's is
Rupert Hughes, now producing his own
We have a full realization of the seriousness of this obligation and we shall
films, and Gayton Hamilton, a lecturer
continue to handle any complaints properly presented to us, with the full
of
English literature in Columbia Unimeasure of consideration that they deserve. This position, originally
versitv, and others of note. Rita Weiexpounded by the executive officers, was unanimously upheld by the deleman has written for both Glodwyn and
gate meeting of our franchise holders in Chicago. As far as we are
Famous Players. And these are all sellconcerned, we consider this phase of the matter a closed incident, as far
for books
"easy money
!" were
Two
as a public discussion goes.
filmsing their
donesouls
from
of mine
"We do wish to make the statement here and now that sooner or later
successes last vear and this vear — "The
everyone connected with this industry — whether exhibitor organizations,
Right of Way" and "Behold My Wife!"
trade papers, distributor and producing organizations, or other component
(done from "The Translation of a Savparts — will realize that the business as a whole is not to be helped by
age")— and the public will agree that
destructive measures and destructive tactics that some men find as their
they were faithful reproductions of the
main
idea
of both books and were altered
only stock in trade."
very little. Indeed it was the public
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Stones, and
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Can
Do
It
which decided what the end of "The Right the film industry. No one influences my and so few phrases are honest in fact.
It is independent. I will say It's like that phrase "too old at forty,"
of Way" should be, for the Metro made judgment.
while the greatest achievements in the
two endings, a happy and a so-called un- this without fear of being proven wrong,
happy ending — that is, the ending of the that the life at Hollywood compares most world have been made by men well over
book — and the exhibitors insisted on the favorably with life in all places where in- forty. I have small faith in phrases. As
dustry and art are at work, and I am con- a rule they are manufactured for effects
book ending. I only mention this to subvinced that even now motion pictures are of wit and brilliancy. Looking back at
stantiate mypoint. I can indicate a hundred films within my own knowledge an industry and an art. Penrhyn Stan- my year at Hollywood, I can say with
where there is a main idea carried out laws, an art illustrator of fame, is now
truth that I am convinced that producers
with power and simplicity and fidelity to with the Famous Players, and that he of the better sort — and all producers in
the theatres and music halls are not of
the author's text. What about the plays would be in a concern which is only an
that have been dramatized ? Have they industry does not bear consideration.
the better sort — are anxious to produce
good artistic films. Take the last two
all been mangled? We know they have
Zukor Was Right
not. Was "Madame X" mangled?
great
successes : "The Three Musketeers"
I agree with the author of the article, and "Little
Lord Fauntleroy," are they
Statements Contradictory
and I have said it often enough, that not clean and good in presentation ? Have
After a long and malevolent attack —
seventy-five per cent, of the films are bad, they not ideas, and are not those ideas
no doubt honest — on the motion pictures, and that the proportion of masterpieces presented on the screen? Is it to be supis small, but how old is the film industry?
posed that Edward Knoblock, a famous
the author of the article says : "American
motion picture producers have shown ex- It dates back not more than fifteen years,
playwright,
would lend his name — he a
cel ence inonly two fields, that of satiric and what is expected in that time? It
dramatist and an authority on French hisand farce comedy, and in exploiting the
beauty and health, the freshness and was Mr. Zukor, I think, who first protory and costume — to a piece of "hokum?"
posed the five-reel film, and he was
He did not, and "Little Lord Fauntleroy"
naivete of American girlhood." This is laughed at for his vision ; but he was right. is as legitimate on the film stage as in the
in strange contrast to "a collaboration It is only a few years since close-ups book or Mrs. Hodgson Burnett would not
of hack fictionists, illiterate continuity were first used, and motion pictures have have allowed it to be produced. Douglas
writers, vainglorious directors, simpering been developing with marvelous skill and Fairbanks invested an immense sum in
flappers, and strutting pomade addicts," power in the recent past. One need not this picture, against the advice of many
of which he speaks in his earlier para- look for too much all at once. This new
who said costume films will not pay, and
graphs. In the first part of his article industry and art has gone wonderfully
his vast risk has paid him well as all the
world knows. To his credit he has made
be says : "The outlook, indeed is dim. ahead since the day of the nickelodeons.
Everything makes not only for the I am convinced of this, that the chief film
statically uncompromising condition of the producers are as earnest in making good two great films in one year, "The Mark
of Zorro" and "The Three Musketeers,"
average man but for his actual debase- films as any writer or any critic or any and Mary Pickford, a rare and most
ment. . . . His narrow and material
citizen of the country. But no sneers
of the film, has never propredilections are not only recognized for must be hurled at film producers because talentedduced anactress
unworthy picture. Modesty and
earnestness
and
fine ambition are the
what the are ; they are systematically ex- they want money to develop their work.
Money is needed for both industry and dominant characteristics of these people,
ploited and debauched."
It is plain to be seen that the writer art.
Rupert Hughes' last film, "The Old
cannot be judged fairly by his own stateAfter all it is the public that decide and
Nest," is truth.
a guarantee of high purpose and
ments. They are contradictory, badly and if the public demand better pictures domestic
argued, and dangerous — dangerous to they will get them. I repudiate wholly
Good Films Increasing
people who do not know the motion pic"the fourteen-year-old intelligence" of the
I can see in the past year a marked
ture world and who regard it as a "sink average attendant at the films. I look
of iniquity." He says that no distinguish- round me at the motion picture theatres increase in good films, and the great film
ed actors or actresses have joined the and ask myself if the average intelligence producers mean to give them and are
film-stage. What about John Barrymore, is fourteen years. I am deeply convinced
now trying hard to do so. I know the
Elsie Ferguson, George Arliss, the Far- it is not. A phrase is so easy to make inside and outside of the chief studios
nums, Pauline Frederick, William Faversham, and in England Matheson Lang and
many others. Is the film world so barren of artistic talent ? At the end of his
As For the Battle of Jutland
article, after stating that there is no art
in the American motion pictures, he says :
really picture a battle at sea and make it so plain by
TO
"The German films, 'The Cabinet of Dr.
animated drawings supplementing actual battle ships in
Caligari'
and 'The
and show
variousa
action that the every day man can understand it— this is
French and
ItalianGolem,'
projects
an achievement. The Battle of Jutland which Educational has
tendency abroad to grasp the particular
secured is now in three reels but from material in hand could
problem of the movies and to evolve an
be made longer. The precise length will depend on the
art form peculiar to that medium." Does
anyone who saw Dr. Caligari" think it
decision yet to be made known to the trade, possibly in the
shows more art than "Broken Blossoms"
advertising pages. The startling effects secured in the anior "The Whispering Shores" by Cecil B.
mated work are accentuated by the actual scenes of the great
De Mille? It shows some wonderful effects in lighting and distance, but no more
battleships and cruisers in action and the total forms an
than such men as the De Milles and Grifinteresting novelty. At the Rialto Theatre, New York, this
fith and others know.
the picture evoked prolonged applause.
week
The author is rather hopeless of his
A. J.
own country, but I am not. I have given
a year of my life at Hollywood studying
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"Like Elephant Painting a Miniature, "
Says Newspaper After Absurd Mistake

A REAL sensation has developed in the Province of Quebec over the
action of the Quebec Board of Moving Picture Censors, Montreal,
in condemning a new print of "The Birth of a Nation" when the
feature had previously been officially approved by the Quebec board.
The decision of the censors at Montreal in banning the fresh print
resulted in the interesting situation of having both an officially approved
print and a condemned print of the same picture in the city at the one
time. Exchange officials declare that the prints are identical. The new
print was offered for censorship in the formal manner because the D.
W. Griffith production is still going strong in the Province and a new
film was needed.
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a disease, optimism is a virtue, and I am
on the side of virtue where the films are
concerned. The state and the public are
those who decide what films may be produced, and no glowing articles in magazines can make the public believe that
the film world is either short-lived or is
on the way to doom. It cannot and will
not destroy a taste for the speaking stage,
but it develops a dramatic sense and
motion pictures have given education to
the masses. It is not through the plays
done on the film stage. They make up

about one-third of the whole evening's
entertainment ; there are shown also interesting pictures in animal and scientific
life, in geography and in the costumes and
customs of countries. I am a fairly well
educated man, but I have learned much
The reason given by the Quebec censors in condemning the second
from the films. It is too easy learning,
print of "The Birth of a Nation" was that the story was "immoral," the
is
it? Well, is it better to learn easily
official decision of the board being: "Immoral, and race prejudice."
or not at all? Let us have faith. The
This is the same censor board which first condemned "Way Down
film industry and art has come to stay.
East" and then passed it recently.
Believe in it and help it, encourage it and
"Bedlam in all its glory never achieved anything so triumphantly crazy as
improve it, but in improving it do not
this condemnation," declared the Montreal Daily Star, in taking up the issue.
impulsively and ungraciously belittle it.
"It is time for another clean sweep to be made: The public are simply being
Suppose a film costs a million dollars —
fooled by a tyrannical body of nincompoops, whose fitness for their job is on
that goes out in work and eyes and goods,
parallel with that of an elephant to paint a miniature. Let us have a change.
and if it makes five million dollars that
Nothing could be possibly worse"
reaches the public again in due time. The
The funny part of the situation is that the exchange company could
film producers are not fools. They will
have made use of the new print if it had not been sent to the censors,
give the public what it demands, and in
as the old print is still in Montreal and is said to be identical with the
the end the public is always right. They
new film. The original print used still has the approval of Quebec cenfind out the truth and they live up to it.
sors attached. This badge consists of a strip of film showing a board
The film world is a world in the makcertificate which is inserted in the picture immediately after the introing; give it a fair chance and it will
ductory titles.
justify itself. Men like Charlie Chaplin,
The Quebec board consists of a former French Count, who was in
a genius, are getting away from slapCanada only a short time before he secured his appointment to the
Kid"is
as "The
comedy andandfarce,
board chairmanship, a former coal dealer, it is said, and a woman.
plainlystickshows;
Charlie
Chaplin
proving he is a master-actor in comedy
which includes pathos and wit and humor.
Fairbanks also is moving steadtend the films shown in schools and Sun- Douglas
of Los Angeles and Hollywood and I
ily upward. Both are producers as well
day Schools? The best religious minds as actors — give them and give the whole
firmly state that there is as high an average of intelligence and wholesome living of the country, not debased or degraded
film world a living opportunity. This
and commendable conditions to produce intelligences. Who are ministering in immense business is a part of the peogood artistic work as in any other section motion pictures to all these people ? The
ple's life; help it by fair criticism, upof artistic life. One bad case goes into film producers who are giving the pubhold itwith faith and hope. It has come
court and a cry goes up that the whole
lic increasingly good films. Pessimism is to stav.
industry and art are tainted, but that is
not said wben some alarming and degrading event occurs in social life. An in- Exchange Managers to Break Up Network
dividual case must not be taken as the
estimate of the whole, or how long would
the world last? If as the author of the
of Michigan Date Thefts and Bicycling
article asserts, "the fourteen-year -old inAL session of the Detroit and the bicycling of film in Michigan is
tel igence" in a state of arrested de- A SPECI
Board of Motion Picture Ex- costing the exchanges approximately
velopment with its "sinister burden of
change Managers was called this $100,000 annually in revenue, and it is
prejudices, taboos, neuroses, and super- week to take immediate and drastic action figured, therefore, that the expense of a
stitions" iresponsible
s
among other things
curb what is described as a "veritable department solely to put a stop to the viofor "the laws for the minorities and to
lations will be an economical measure. It
net-work of date thefts and film bicyclspecifies the sort of education the sucingnin Michigan," particularly in the has not yet been determined just how the
ceeding generation shall have," then I wester part of the state, with Grand department will function, a committee
think it is not so bad a fourteen-year-old Rapids as the principal offender.
now being at work to determine minor
intelligence, for there are good laws and
The exchange managers in preparing points in the plan.
there is a very good system of education
for active warfare on this practice, which
Leniency which has characterized the
in this country. If there are good laws
only partially subsided after various action of the exchange managers in the
and a good system of education I refuse has
to break it up within the past
to believe that in a country which has these attempts
absolute cases against offendfive years, announce that a permanent past,erswhen
were brought in, together with sworn
things the film industry is on the down- department of scouts, whose business
affidavits, will no longer be the rule, acward path.
alone will be to keep in close touch with
cording toJess Fishman, president of the
Films Help To Educate
film shipments and their destinations, will exchange managers. Mr. Fishman says
be
established
at
once.
Who frequent the films? The best
hereafter will be prosecuted to thecase
limit.
It is estimated that the theft of days that every
average minds of the country. Who at-
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Brunet

Says

Depression

Exhibitors
Pat he Exchange,

Inc., Bond

THE American investing public has
indicated its confidence in the general policy, the conservatism and
the present management of Pathe Exchange, Inc. by the quickness with which
it has absorbed the bond issue of the distributing organization, recently made
through Merrill, Lynch & Co. Paul Brunet, of Pathe, in an announcement this
week, stated that the entire issue had been
purchased, and that the last $750,000 had
been taken up in less than two weeks.
In making this announcement Mr. Brunet reflected Pathe's confidence in the
present, as well as in the future. With
quick assets of more than 385 per cent, of
its total liabilities, Pathe Exchange, Inc.
never was in a more favorable financial
position, according to Pathe announcement. It is unfettered by contracts made
during the war boom period for high
priced productions, and with high priced
stars. Now, with conditions generally
slowly improving, Pathe conservatism has
placed the company in a very enviable position, ready to meet the demand for any
product desired by the public, as indicated
by the exhibitor.
Must Lower Prices
While conditions show a turn for the
better, which naturally will bring bigger
returns to the box offices of America's exhibitors, Mr. Brunet cites that lowered
admission prices are absolutely essential
before a complete recovering will be experienced bythe exhibitors of the country.
Many millions of dollars in theatre operating costs aside from film rentals,
which have already been greatly reduced,
according to government tax reports,
must be eliminated, Mr. Brunet says, before the public can benefit by smaller admission prices.
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Hit
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Admission

Fee

Issue Eagerly Purchased Indicating Investors Confidence
in Film Industry
The Pathe head scorns the belief that
"While we do not look for any tremendous betterment in general conditions, it
the American public is losing interest in
the silent drama. In fact, he says, the is our opinion that the depression, so far
cinema has more potential followers to- as the exhibitor is concerned, has just
day than ever before, but hundreds of about hit bottom and we are sure to witthousands of these people can only be
ness a gradual improvement. That imbrought back to the theatre by admission
provement will be more noticeable in localities where the exhibitor himself has
prices that will be in accord with their
taken drastic steps in so adjusting his
diminished pocketbooks.
operating costs as to enable him to establish an admission price well within the
"No Embarrassing Contracts"
Mr. Brunet in his statement said: buying power of his public.
Show Reduction in Rentals
"Pathe is very proud of its present financial condition. Its quick assets are now
"When I refer to exhibitors' operatmore
ities. than 385 per cent, of its total liabiling costs, I do not refer alone to film
"Even before the beginning of the rentals, because the government tax figures have already reflected a very considperiod of business depression, we emerable reduction in film rentals. Furtherployed extreme conservatism in that we
more, even though film rentals, as a cost
refrained from making long term producer contracts for elaborate and expensive of operation, were removed entirely, it
not replace the loss of business
features, until today we stand in the po- could
exhibitors have sustained during the
sition of having no embarrassing contracts many
last three or four months.
of that kind. Thus our contingent liabil"There are today, however, theatre opities are practically negligible.
erating costs aggregating a couple of
"Being thus unfettered, we surely are
in the best financial position imaginable hundred million dollars annually that exhibitors did not find necessary, a few
for adjusting our future output in strict
years
ago.
cost of such items
keeping with the demands of the exhib- which keeps Itupis the
itor.
admission prices and
which the average motion picture fan does
Finances Are Good
not feel he can afford to pay for today,
even though he is a more ardent picture
"Not only that, but contracts for big enthusiast
than ever before.
stars and producers during these times
currainly should be written at figures that
"The picture business always has been
arc very much different than the figures a gigantic success because it was so well
within
the means of the poor people, and
these same stars and producers would
have been contracted for during the war even the poor people could afford admisboom period.
sion prices of twenty-five and fifty cents
"Our financial affairs are in the best during the boom period of 1918, 1919
condition they ever have been, and we are and early 1920. But they cannot afford
most emphatically in position to make and those prices today and if we would include in our patronage those multitudes,
carry out contracts for any product that
our customers indicate their patrons de- we must keep our admission prices withmand.
in their buying power."

ROBERTS REGISTERS VARIOUS MOODS IN WILLIAM DE MILLE'S PRODUCTION FOR PARAMOUNT,
Left to right: Surprise; Dejection; Anger; Contentment; Suspicion
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of Federal Trade Commission
A FRANK discussion of the activ- be of great value to us. Unfortunately,
ities of the Stanley Booking Cor- he has rarely had the time to attend diporation and the Stanley Company
rectors' meetings.
of America marks the joint answer filed
"We have denied that there was any
on
by conspiracy or combination between Fawith the Federal Trade Commissi
mous Players-Lasky Corporation and
those concerns and by Jules E. Mastbaum, their president, in the formal com- ourselves. There was an agreement
plaint against the Famous Players-Lasky which was exhibited to the representative
Corporation and others.
of the Federal Trade Commission and approved of by it as an entirely proper and
Declaring that at the time of its organization Famous Players had in its employ business-like agreement. It did not result
many stars whose pictures were in great in any exclusive showing of Paramount
demand by exhibitors throughout the pictures or of Paramount-Artcraft pictures. On the contrary we show pictures
United States, the answer says: "We are
in ignorance of its internal management of many producers. The pictures handled
and know only by rumor of its composi- by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
tion and legal history. We do not know are given no preference over others in
what percentage of the revenue from films our houses, except such preference as they
is derived from particular showings, nor are entitled to by reason of their merit
do we know which are the key cities of and the terms on which we are able to secure them. We have not felt compelled
the United States, although we do know
that it is important for pictures to have to buy pictures that we did not consider
meritorious, nor to buy pictures which we
proper showings in important cities."
could not secure on terms that seemed
Money Needed for Expansion
to us proper terms.
Approval of the Federal Trade ComDeny Coercion
mission was given to the agreement be"The fact is that there was an overtween the answering respondents and Famous Players, it is asserted, and the
production of pictures for a time and
Stanley enterprises at all times have en- there were not enough houses in the district to consume all the pictures offered.
deavored tokeep within the law. The
This is not because our theatres could not
answer denies "that Stanley Company of
America combined or conspired together use them. There are in the district many
or with Famous Players-Lasky Corpora- other houses, including theatres in which
tion, Mr. Lasky or Mr. Zukor, or any first runs are exhibited, and we never
one else, to secure control of the motion have attempted to interfere with or influence the booking of pictures outside
picture industry in Eastern Pennsylvania,
Western New Jersey and Delaware.
of our own houses."
The respondents also deny that they
"We cannot tell what the intention of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation was acquired any theatres by coercion or intimidation, or have attempted to coerce
when it made a contract with us by which
it purchased from $2,000,000 of notes, or intimidated any one into giving exclusive rights to book pictures for their thepart of which it paid for in stock of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. We
atres. "The contracts which the Stando know what was in our own mind. The
ley Booking Corporation has for booking
expansion of our business required large pictures," it is declared, "had been entered
sums of money, and the investing public into entirely as a matter of free will and
was not sufficiently familiar with the val- of the desire of the contracting party to
ues of picture enterprises to make it be associated with us in order to secure
possible for us to get money from that the benefit of the experience which we
source.
have gained in the industry, and the advantages that accrue from the well-estab"We had been successful in our business and the producers of moving pictures
lished practice of co-operative buying."
were familiar with that success. They
Situation in Philadelphia
therefore had confidence in our enterprise, and were willing to lend us money.
It is denied that Stanley owns or operates every first run house in PhiladelZukor Was Invited
phia, anumber of such houses not controlled bythe respondents being cited by
"We preferred to make an agreement
with Famous Players-Lasky Corporation name. The respondents also deny the
because it produced many of the best and jurisdiction of the commission in this
most popular pictures. We did not, how- case, so far as they are concerned, assertever, bind ourselves to buy any pictures
ing that they are not engaged in interstate commerce and so are without the
from Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
nor did we attempt to bind it to sell any thority.
purview
of the trade commission's aupictures to us. It is true that Mr. Zukor
This
is
the last answer to be filed on
became one of eleven directors of our
company, not because he asked to become the complaint against Famous Players. A
such, but because we requested that he date on which an oral hearing will be
do, feeling that the advice of a man as ^iven will be set by the commission in
familiar with the business as he was would the near future.

New

Complaint

Charges

Saenger Company with
Stifling Competition
Unfair methods of competition, designed to stifle, suppress and unduly
hinder competitors, are charged against
the Saenger Amusement Company in an
amended complaint which has just been
issued by the Federal Trade Commission.
Among the charge made by the commission are that "the respondent, within
the last year before the commencement
of this proceeding, with the effect of
stifling, suppressing and unduly hindering competition in the purchasing, leasing
and licensing of moving picture films in
interstate commerce, has made threats to
certain moving picture film exchanges
that unless they accepted terms made by
respondent for the lease, sale or license
of such moving picture films, the respondent would cause exhibitors of moving picture films to refuse to lease, handle or
procure the license of the moving picture
films of such film exchanges ; and that,
pursuant to such threats, the respondent
did in fact cause exhibitors to refuse to
lease, handle or procure the license of
the films of such exchanges."
Alleges Broken Contracts
The complaint also charges the company with causing contracts for exhibition
of different films made between certain
exchanges and certain exhibitors to be
canceled or broken by exhibitors. It is
also charged that such contracts were also
caused to be broken by exchanges, among
them being contracts for first exhibition
of certain films, canceled after the exhibition of the films were announced and
advertised by exhibitors, "whereupon the
respondent, or parties connected with it,
advertised and displayed the same in advance of the date so advertised and announced byexhibitors."
The commission's complaint further
charges that by threats of withdrawing
patronage, the respondent compelled exchanges to cease supplying films to competing exhibitors. It is averred the Saenger company has compelled exhibitors to
book through its agency by threats of
cutting off the supply of films, and that,
further, it has systematically induced employes of competitors to leave their employment by offering employment with
the respondent.
An answer to the charges is to be filed
with the commission by December 10.
Dorothea Herzog Becomes
Editor of Movie Weekly
Dorothea B. Herzog. formerly a publicity
representative and more recently a reviewer
for one of the trade papers, has been promoted
to the editorship of Movie Weekly. Miss
Herzog joined this publication last February
as an associate editor and her promotion comes
after months
viewing work. of live-wire editorial and interbest known
articles,
in Among
addition Miss
to herHerzog's
Movie Weekly
contributions,
are a series of four motion picture articles run
in Munsey's
phases
of the Magazine
industry. dealing with different
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Supreme

Court

Sustains

PICTURE

Censors'

Ban

Rose*'
on Goldwyn Picture,
The "The
decision, Night
however, in part says :
is regarded as a victory in
WHAT
a way for the New York State "The picture in question having been
Motion Picture Commission was exhibited to the court as part of the return
recorded in the Appellate Division of the of the writ of certiorari order, we have
Supreme Court on Friday last when that reached the conclusion that the determinabody handed down a decision sustaining
tion of the commission refusing a license
the action of the censor commission in for release of the picture should be confirmed, with $10 costs and disbursements
refusing a license to the Goldwyn Distributing Corporation for a picture called to the respondents, upon the ground that,
in the words
statute, 'it
is of tend
such toa
"The Night Rose," on the ground that it character
thatofitstheexhibition
would
would "tend to corrupt morals and incite
to crime." This is the first appeal made
and incite
to argument
crime.' " of
by a distributer from a decision of the corrupt
It wasmorals
contended
on the
commission.
the motion by Mr. Hess that the picture
Before arriving at its decision the was made nearly a year before the comlearned justices of the Appellate Division
mission was created, that it was a perhad viewed the picture in question, in
fectly justifiable drama of the evils of
order to determine whether as Gabriel L. corrupt politics, and that its suppression
Hess, attorney for the picture corpora- meant a loss of something like $200,000 to
tion, had contended, that the commission
the Goldwyn corporation. He denied that
might have ordered the deletion of certain there was any open or even suggested act
parts of the picture instead of barring it of impropriety by the heroine in the picas a whole.
ture.

Four

Universal

Exchange

Managers

Win

Right

to Travel or Draw
$2,000 Bonus
Mr. Laemmle's offer is a result of a
FOUR Universal exchange managers
will accompany Carl Laemmle to Universal determination to have 100 per
Europe next June, when the Univer- cent, representation in the United States
sal president makes his annual trip and Canada. It is planned to assure showings for Universal pictures in every comacross the Atlantic to study film conditions abroad. The sales managers will
munity, every week, whether it be a city
go as a reward for efficient service and or a cross roads.
so they may benefit from a first-hand
The representation drive is being conducted under the direction of Harry M.
knowledge of the moving picture business
in other lands.
Berman, general manager of exchanges.
They will be on tour for six weeks, vis- He says the Universal representation is
iting London, Paris and other places, all on the up-grade and that next summer
at the expense of the Universal Film should see 100 per cent, representation
Manufacturing Company. In case any of for all of the Universal output, including
the selected four managers do not desire Universal-Jewel productions, Special Attractions, westerns, century and Star
to make the overseas trip, they will be
entitled to draw on Universal for $2,000 Comedies, serials, International News
Reels and other short subjects.
as a cash bonus for their efficiency.
Sidney
As

Garrett

at Last
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Arrested

Co-Defendant with Arthur Beck
in Vario Films Suit for $25,000
AFTER months of patient waiting Deputy Beck was taken into custody and released
Sheriff John P. Murphy, armed with an after he had languished several days in Ludlow street jail, until the bail of both men was
order of arrest issued by Justice John M.
Tierney, several months ago, on Tuesday last reduced from $25,00 to $10,000, and on furnishing the latter sum Beck was released.
took into custody Sidney Garrett, the English
author. Garrett was taken to the office of
"Loan" Im'olvcd
Sheriff Knott in the Hall of Records, where
he was soon released on furnishing $10,000
Newgass as vice-president of the Vario Films,
bail.
Inc., in his complaint, alleges that he entered
Garrett is co-defendant in a suit brought by into an agreement with Garrett to acquire the
the Vario Films, Inc., through its vice-presi- right to distribute in foreign countries a certain motion picture to be produced by Garrett,
dent, George W. Newgass, to recover $25,000
advanced to Garrett and Arthur F. Beck, and and after the agreement was made Garrett, it
for damages for alleged breach of contract. is alleged, said he needed $25,000 to partly defray the expenses of producing, and that this
When Justice Tierney issued his order many
months ago it called for the apprehension of sum, or "loan," as Newgass calls it, was advanced to Garrett, but only after the Arthur
both Garrett and Beck, but for some unexplained reason Garrett, who was in this coun- F. Beck Serial Productions, Inc., and its president, Arthur F. Beck, had been brought into
try at the time, was not disturbed, whereas

the arrangement, and arranged to turn over
to the plaintiff as a sort of collateral the production, "Trailed by Three," which was held
out to Newgass as "free and clear of all incumbrances" and the property of the Beck
concern.
It is charged by the plaintiff that none of
the provisions of the agreement that was perfected with Garrett and Beck were carried out,
and that they were never intended to be carried out in good faith by either. In fact, the
complaint emphatically charges both men with
having perpetrated fraud and deceit on the
plaintiff, for the purpose of enticing the plaintiff
into making the deal. It also charges that the
statements of Garrett and Beck concerning
the picture, "Trailed by Three," were untrue,
and
thebeen
$25,000
Garrett made
and
Beck that
has not
repaid"loan"
despitetodemands
on them.
Buffalo Projectionists
Annual Ball Big Success
The fourteenth annual ball of Moving
Picture Operators' Local 233 of Buffalo,
N. Y., was held on the night of November
10 at the The
Eagles'
and atwas9:15a great
success.
eventHome
started
with
a program of pictures which included a
pre-lease
"Conflict."
est pictureshowing
starring of
Priscilla
Dean. theAt lat11
o'clock the dancing was started to the
dreamy
tunes
of Tepas'
Musical Stars
every fifth
dance
was a specialty
one. and
The feature of the evening was the
Rainbow Dance. A ball five feet in diameter, covered with hundreds of small
mirrors, was suspended near the ceiling
in the center of the room and as the music
started the hall was darkened and four
spotlights were focussed on the ball. As
it slowly started to revolve the flashing
thousands of spots of various colored
lights was a beautiful sight.
$250, 000 Movie

Company

Recently Incorporated
With a capitalization of $250,000, the Times
Plaza Theatre Corporation, located in Brooklyn, was the largest motion picture company
incorporating the past week and filing the
necessary
papers inThethe directors
Secretaryof oftheState's
office
at Albany.
company included Frank Scotto, H. A. Kasselbart and Ralph Spero, all resident of Brooklyn.
The five other companies forming for the
purposing of entering the motion picture business in New York State, included the Visual
Symphony Productions, $20,000, with Dudley
Murphy, Rose Rosenberg, of New York, and
David Silverman, of Brooklyn; ForbellCrawford, Inc., $10,000, Charles H. Forbell,
Arthur Crawford, Joseph T. Brown, New
York; Genius Film Productions, $10,000, Stella
Burke, Sylvia Schwartzman, C. E. Isaacs, New
York; L. L. Hiller Enterpri ses, $10,000, L, L,
Hiller, B. H. Bernstein, Paula Scherer, New
York; The Legend of Sleepy Hollow. $500,
Carl
Clancy,
C. Ramsburg and P. H.
Smart,S.New
York IraCity.
A young feminine Winnipeg admirer of
Monty Banks, upon learning the news that
the comedian had injured his arm in an automobile accident in Los Angeles, sent him what
she calls a prairie prescription to save him
doctor's bills. The prescription reads as follows : "Take nine shots and boil in one cupful of milk from a young roan cow, with a
white star on his forehead. Mix this with
ashes of four ounces of hair cut from the
back of a black dog, burned on a brass fireshovel. Then add four grass hoppers' legs
powdered fine and keep in a cool place."
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Sunday

Closing
Further

MOVING
Lid

Is On

Recourse

y-closing lid has been
THEclampSunda
ed down in Quebec at last as
a result of continued prosecution
of theatre proprietors over a period of
many months by a self-appointed "Committee of Citizens," made up of a number
of preachers and "morality experts." On
November 14 the Division Court at Quebec handed down a decision quashing the
appeal of the exhibitors from a judgment
of the lower court in which they were
ordered to close their theatres on Sundays.
Further, the Division Court denied the
right of further appeal to the Court of
Appeals in Quebec or to the Supreme
Court of Canada, so that court proceedings are now at an end.
As a result of this appeal judgment the
"Committee of Citizens" organized a
deputation which waited on the mayor on
November 17 to demand that he order the
theatres to close on the following Sunday
and to point out to him that "the validity
of the law has now been established" and
to call upon him "to carry out the provisions of the law." The committee also
issued a statement in which the threat was
made that any person attending a Sunday

PICTURE

in Quebec;
to Courts

529

WORLD

Refused

show in Quebec would be prosecuted in
future. It was declared that, to date,
only the theatre proprietors had been
prosecuted for Sunday performances but
the warning was given that the law renders those who attend a Sunday show
guilty of a violation of the statutes as well
as the theatre managers.
Quebec City is the second city in Quebec Province in which the upli iters have
forced Sunday closing. The other city
is Sherbrooke, where the exhibitors have
been hounded for years. In Montreal,
Hull, Three Rivers and other cities of the
Province, the picture theatres enjoy big
Sunday business without interruption.
"Shop Early" Is Request
Screen Will Soon Make
The screen will play an important part
in seeking to avoid the last-hour-rush of
Christmas parcels through the mails. All
the news reel companies are co-operating
with the Post Office Department in its appeal to the public to do their Christmas
shopping early and to mail packages as
far as possible in advance of December
25.

The National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, through its News
Reel Commitee, has pledged its aid to
Postmaster General Will H. Hays to assist in the campaign to induce early mailing. The news reel companies are now
working on special screen stories showing
the great strain to which the postal employes are put by the eleventh hour rush
of gifts. These pictures will be released
next week on the news reels and shown
on screens throughout the country until
the middle of December.
Charles Ray Is Enjoying
First Visit to New York
"Welcome to our city" was the way New
York expressed itself upon the arrival this
week of Charles Ray on his first visit to the
East. The famous star, possibly the only first
rank personality of the films, who, previous to
this week, had never been in the eastern metropolis, was introduced to the city by Arthur
S. Kane, his close friend and business associate,
who joined the star in Chicago to accompany
him on the last lap of the journey from Los
Angeles.
In addition to Mr. Ray and Mr. Kane, the
party which arrived on November 23 consisted
of Mrs. Ray, Richard Willis, general manager
of the Ray Productions ; Albert A. Kidder, his
legal advisor, and George Rizard, his chief
cameraman. Mr. Ray is making his headquarters at the Arthur S. Kane offices during his
contemplated two week stay in the city. In
addition to the discussion of business matters,
Mr. Ray will make certain scenes for a future
First National production while in New York.

SCENES FROM "THE RISE OF ROSCOE PAINE," STARRING IRENE CASTLE.
THE PRODUCTION WAS DIRECTED BY EDWIN L. HOLLYWOOD FOR RELEASE BY HODKINSON.
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was not likely to forget soon when he
found that the new theatre was a personal
thing — in the affection of his personal
friends, the testimonials of his well-wishers, and the kindly demonstrations on
every side. It is not just "another the-

in Los Angeles; Players Put on Act
Saturday. November 17, Marcus in the character of the king before whom
A. Loew's new State Theatre, on Salome danced. Buster's costume conthe corner of Seventh and Broadsisted of his usual comedy make-up
way, the busiest corner in Los Angeles, adorned with a belt of whisk brooms,
The picture feature, Bert Lytell's
opened its doors for the first time, to an brushes and an alarm clock dangling in "Trip to Paradise," was omitted on that
the
back.
night, because it was after one a. m. beaudience made up of more than a thoufore all the speeches had been made, and
Kuth Roland sang a song; Walter
sand invited guests, and- some 1,800 paid
admissions.
Hiers tested the stage and found it safe the stars in the audience had been presented, and the people began to drift out
The foyer of the new amusement house for the elephant act that has been booked
by one and in bunches, and those who
literally overflowed with floral tributes to for future presentation ; Al St. John oneatre."
Mr. Loew from friends and business as- snowed us how he could circle around on wanted to wait for the "Trip" decided
sociates. You never saw so many flowers the stage on his bicycle; T. Roy Barnes they had better go, too. But it was a big
— in bunches, in vases, in baskets, in great did a monologue ; Ora Carew spoke a night.
big jars, all over the place, and the Los piece ; Herbert Rawlinson played a ukeAngeles Theatre Association sent a floral lele ; Buck Jones twirled a rope ; Larry
Baptists Roast Films
"piece" that was big enough to cover the Semon told a joke; George Beban ditto;
whole side of an ordinary room, to say Robert Edeson and Snitz Edwards gave
Moving
pictures were roasted to a turn
nothing of the artistic way it was gotten an exhibition of ventriloquism ; Jackie
up and the beautiful blending of the Coogan eulogized the magnificence of the last week during the forty-fourth annual
of Baptist churches. Severe
colors the flowers.
new theatre, and said a girl named Car- convention
criticism
of
the pictures, in which it was
men
lived
next
door
to
him,
which
remark
Moving pictures were made of the
decorations before the crowd began to drew an anxious, "Oh, Jackie, be care- charged that almost every vice and crime
is displayed on the screen, was expressed
ful!" from Mr. Niblo.
come, but the big "suns" and "arcs" were
A spotlight searched out Constance by the social service committee. The comleft o/i duty to "shoot" the stars and other
mittee made an extended report, and
photoplay folk as they came in. Most of Talmadge in the audience, and from her
the invitations were sent to the players traveled quickly to Alice Terr}', George urged
a thorough "clean up" of the indusand other film people of the colony, and Ade, Harold Lloyd, Lewis Stone, Viola try.
the center section of the house presented Dana, Douglas MacLean, Theodore Robmany familiar faces to the screen fans in
erts, May Allison, Gloria Swanson, Baythe audience.
ard Veiller, Alice Lake, Anita Stewart, Will Payne Joins
The house is big and beautiful and Raymond Hatton, Enid Bennett, Thos.
Realart On Coast
restful, from the comfortable seats, each H. Ince, Tom Mix, Robert Ellis, Carter
Latest in the list of famous authors who-are
with its little ventilating mushroom un- de Haven, and many others, who rose and flocking
to Hollywood is Will Payne, noted
derneath, to the luxurious ladies' loung- bowed, to the intense delight of that part novelist and short story writer. Mr. Payne
ing rooms, equipped with all sorts of con- (it tlie audience, at least, that had paid ad- has sold one of his stories to Realart and last
week arrived in Los Angeles to confer with
veniences, down to dainty little ash trays. mission.
Supervising Director Elmer Harris over the
Bert Lytell introduced Mr. Loew, who details
The decorations of walls and ceilings
of its adaptation.
are in splendid taste, and the indirect said he had thought that the Los Angeles
Fred Myton, who is to prepare the scenario,
lighting system throws a soft glow over State Theatre was but "another theatre" will work in close co-operation with the authe entire house. Thick and luxurious to him. but that he had got a thrill that he thor.
carpets cover the aisles, stairs, foyer and
waiting rooms.
A special program was presented on
Tax Collections Show Increased
opening night. First the orchestra, conducted by Don Philippini, occupied the
Business in Theatres
stage while rendering a double overture,
INCREASED business in the theatres of the country is indicated by
and during the appearance of Mme. Suzanna Lehman, soprano soloist. Followfigures just made public by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
ing this an International News Reel was
showing the tax collections for the month of September.
shown to give the orchestra members time
Admission taxes collected during the month amounted to $6,122,to get into their places in the pit. Then
383, as compared with $5,926,818 during the preceding month and $7,a number of vaudeville acts, and a film
364,353 for the month of September, 1920. For the first three months
record ofin the
Theatre
New opening
York. of Loew's State
of the current fiscal year, admission taxes totaled $17,872,175, as comThe real opening of the Los Angeles
pared with $20,707,094 for the corresponding period last year.
State Theatre, however, began at this
Collections from tlie tax on films rented and leased totaled $315,151
point. Fred Niblo, as master of ceremoin September, as compared with $538,292 in August, while the tax on
nies, made a little speech telling of other
seating
capacity amounted to $135,727, as compared with $365,412.
Loew theatres he assisted in opening. He
A total of $631,702,411 was collected from all sources during Sepintroduced Governor Stephens and Mayor Cryer, both of whom made welcoming
tember, of which more than $500,000,000 was from 1920 income taxes,
addresses. The Governor once operated
the third instalment of which fell due on September 15. In addition to
a small store on the very corner where
the admission and film taxes, the moving picture industry contributed
the present theatre now stands.
toward a number of other taxes, and will be interested in the following
After these speeches Mr. Niblo ancollections: $10,434,949 from freight shipments, $1,418,271 from exnounced a surprise act entitled "The
Death of Salome." Buster Keaton enactpress packages, $8,540,336 from personal transportation, $804,039 from
ed the role of Salome, and his burlesque
scats,
berths and staterooms and $2,275,439 from telegraph and longof the famous dancer of olden times was
distance telephone messages.
easily the funniest act of the entire show.
Eddie Cline reclined on a comedy throne
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Is Visiting

If Exhibitors Heed Law
Syracuse, Oswego, Hud- him to admission, he generally proceeds
VISITING
son, Amsterdam, Schenectady and directly to the operating booth, where he
Troy, Ansel W. Brown, head of the watches the running of the pictures, as
Albany bureau of the New York State well as examines any films which may be
Motion Picture Commission, spent the on hand. Later on, he locates the manpast week in an effort to locate films
ager of the house and goes over the
which are being shown without the seal or law with him.
Little activity is necessarily manifest
permit of the commission. At the conclusion of his trip, Mr. Brown declared around the Albany office of the Commisthat without exception the managers of
sion, Mr. Brown being the only one occupying the room, and his duties require
both picture theatres and exchanges showhis being out of the city the good part of
ed "the fullest co-operation."
In Schenectady, Mr. Brown found two the time. Later on it is expected that
films in one of the houses which had been filing cases will be installed in this office
received that morning from an Albany and records which are the duplicate of the
exchange and which were without the re- New York bureau will be kept there for
quired seals. There had been no attempt use when occasion requires.
on the part of the management of this
house to run the pictures, said Mr. Brown
who further explained matters by saying Plan Picture House for
that when he entered the house the man
Exclusive Chevy Chase
in charge of the operating room spoke
of having received the two films without
Chevy Chase, Washington's most exclusive suburb, is to have a picture theatre
seals, and informed him that the manager had instructed him not to run the early next year, according to plans of the
pictures at any cost.
Chevy Chase Amusement Corporation.
It is Mr. Brown's plan to continue his
The amusement company has secured a
work of inspection along the main line
site
on Connecticut avenue, between Mcof the New York Central clear through
to Buffalo. In some of the larger cities, Kinley and Northampton streets, practically in the center of the suburb, and will
he will probably be required to spend
three or four days, and possibly longer, begin construction about December 1. The
if he makes the rounds of the outlying new theatre will seat 1,150 persons. 800
houses.
ot whom will be accommodated on the
orchestra
floor. In addition, there will be
Mr. Brown's mode of procedure in visiting the theatres is invariably the same. a dance hall above the theatre proper,
After presenting his pass, which entitles which will accommodate 500 persons.

Many
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to See

Months

Will

Elapse

Before

Permanent

Tariff Measure Is Enacted
POSSIBLY six months will elapse before a permanent tariff measure
is enacted, according to leaders in Congress, who realize the futility
of attempting to rush this measure through as was done with the
revenue bill. While the revenue bill can be amended at any time without great difficulty, the amendment of a tariff law is a more complicated

problem, and it is intended to have the new tariff act as sound and waterproof as possible so as to make its amendment unnecessary for some
time to come.
Acting upon the assumption that considerable time must elapse
before the tariff measure can be completed, the Senate has adopted the
House bill extending the life of the emergency tariff law providing increased rates of duty on certain agricultural products, but has amended
that measure so that the rates will be operative until otherwise provided
by law. The original intention was to limit it to February 1, but it was
brought out on the floor of the Senate that the adoption of a permanent
tariff bill by that date was practically impossible.
While Congress intends to adjourn on November 22 until the beginning of the regular session on December 5, it is probable that the
Senate Finance Committee will remain in Washington to continue its
labors on the tariff measure.

JOHN BARRYMORE
in "The Lceus Eaters," a First National
Attraction.
St. Louis Film Exchanges
Establish a Taxi Service
St. Louis film exchanges have solved
the shipment problem in at least a part of
their territory. About a month ago a taxi
service was installed between St. Louis
and Fredericktown, Mo., and it has
already demonstrated its feasibility. The
rates are slightly more than parcel post,
but the service is from two to three days
quicker on a round trip basis.
The company sends two trucks out of
St. Louis on the film service daily, while
six trips for passengers are also made.
The film cars leave at midnight and noon.
Returning they leave Fredericktown at
4 a. m. and 4 p. m. Films that leave at
noon are back in the exchange the next
day at 9 a. m.
A $500 bond guaranteeing service has
been posted by the taxi company. In
addition, it pays the exhibitor $50 for any
week day show and $75 for a Saturday or
Sunday performance he loses because of
any fault of the company. It also pays
the exchange rental for the film on lost
shows.
Fight Carnivals
An agitation has sprung up in Ontario
against traveling carnival companies and
a resolution has been prepared which will
be presented to the Ontario Government,
asking for the enactment of legislation to
prohibit the operation of carnivals in Ontario. Exhibitors are heartily in support
with the movement. The carnivals were
lirst permitted to operate under patriotic
auspices on a percentage basis, hut during
the past year or two it has been found
that the carnivals take a lot of money out
of a community.
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the board of censors promptly forbade its
showing. It was, apparently, all right to
show one print but two prints were
wrong. The copies of the picture were
identical. The Montreal Star in a scathing and justified treatment of the situation shows the real spirit of Canada. It
is pointed out that the three members in
Quebec are a former French Count, a
coal dealer and a woman. We assume
that the woman was placed on the* board
to give it tone and distinction. Of all
the vagaries of the censors this is posany.
sibly as amusing and as distressing as
newspaper
discoveredof
thatHenry
thereFord's
are three
distincthasbranches
the moving picture industry, namely : the
Production, Distribution and Exhibition
branches. Later it will discover that we
use
a screen and projection machines 'n'
everything.
It discovers also that Famous PlayersLasky is the biggest individual theatre
owner. The only fault to find with this
discovery is that it isn't so.
No less a man than Charles H. Sabin,
head of the board of directors of the
Guaranty Trust Company, the largest in-

publication is dedicated to the service of the
moving picture industry in
all of its elements. Its
foundation is character, its
watchword is enterprise,
its aim is betterment.
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stitution ofits kind in the world, has made
public the result fti his careful investigation of conditions in the business and
industrial life of the United States and he
reports that we are fast returning to a
normal status, with business on the rebound from its post war depression.
This is good news from a source that
really is authoritative. Our own business
shows signs everywhere of a full speed
ahead program and every indication of a
pre-war prosperity. We believe the year
in which we are now entered will surprise
the pessimists and put to flight the gloom
brewers of the industry. The public is
responding more and more to good pictures and there never were so many very
good pictures as now. The political disturbances of the business grow less and
less important and we are in a phase of
a decline of interest in the hue and cry.
Oratory and sensation are of such fleeting
import that the substantial showmen are
attending to their own businesses, realizing that though politics in our business
has its allure and its fascinations it is
neither nourishing nor sound and it is a
great waster of time.
All along the line the normal men are
refusing to be inflamed by half truths and
demagogic speeches by hired orators.
Thev have work to do and thev are doing
it.

This

NDOLPH CHESGEORGE TER, anRA
important man in the
world of letters, sets a wholesome
e
exampl in his announecement .of his present and future pictur policy He says:
"I have never written an unclean line
nor put an unclean thought into a picture
" There have
pos
er wri
pro
nevion
and
s eofto.
ter
been Ifict
great reputation
ess
se
an
who
succ
beg with the introduction
ries. Magaof polite smuedt into their sto
zines build their circulations high on
sale of their sordid wares. Chester has
proved that smut is not essential to novel
writing and he carries his cleanliness into
his screen activities. We congratulate the
screen on Chester and Chester's principles. They are at home in this industry.
Censorship is stupid in all countries
and our good northern sister, Canada, is
suffering as much as we are under it. In
this issue there is published an account
from the Province of Quebec which presents a case in point. "The Birth of a
Nation" was passed by the censors there
and because of its popularity an additional
print was required. This was duly submitted for license as a matter of form but

Harold

Lloyd

Puts

it Over

Sailor Made Man is the name of it and
THE
Harold Lloyd is the star of it. Lloyd and
the rest of it are continuous fun, well presented, most amusing and a thorough, complete and
satisfying entertainment. In all the screen's efforts
toward comedy there are only a limited few offerings which can be classed as all funny. Mr. Chaplin's
recent offerings are of this grade and the Sailor
Made Man is also. The action is on land and sea and
the mysterious Orient — somewhere in it— is used as
a background for much drollery. The picture is
expensively made and it looks it. It has warships
and yachts and palaces and one well equipped
harem, together with native villages and villagers
around and through which the action revolves,
catapults and somersaults its way on waves of
laughter. Having seen this Associated Exhibitors
offering during Thanksgiving week we found added
reason for being thankful.
The

attention

of exhibitors

to this picture as a box
cashed in upon heavily.

is especially directed

office number
ARTHUR

that can be
JAMES.
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Gunning

Arranging

Eastern

Showing

of Dickens
Film
Which
Pleased
West
Keen interest has been aroused by
any showman and his audience.
lianous Roguethe Riderhood,
dolls'
The exploitation department of
quarrelsometheWilfer
the announcement that Wid Gunning dressmaker,
is arranging a big pre-release show- family, all are made to live again Wid Gunning, Inc., is planning an
intensive
campaign before the New
as
naturally
as
Dickens,
himself,
ing in a New York legitimate theahave done it, had he had a York showing. Extensive billboard
tre of "Our Mutual Friend," the would
space will be used, especially in the
latest special in his list of big pic- hand in the production.
tures for this winter.
"As an example of the best that subway and elevated stations. A
This will be the first Eastern can be done in the way of the adap- spectacular newspaper advertising
tion of a classical novel to the films, campaign is being planned. Pracshowing of this picture. It has
already been seen by Los Angeles, 'Our Mutual Friend' is recommended
tical tie-ups with merchants, a
where it was tried out for a week to the film buccaneers, of which feature of every Wid Gunning camand scored one of the most striking Los Angeles has had some notable
paign, are being arranged. A special
window card is in course of preparsuccesses in that city of many pication and there will be a number of
tures. The Los Angeles reviewers
Other
cities
were
equally
enthudeclared it one of the masterpieces examples."
siastic in their reception of the pic- novelties.
It is expected that the date and
ture, declaring that for sheer screen
of the year, especially remarkable in
that it did not attempt to out-Dickens appeal, irrespective of its famous place of the New York showing will
MABEL JULIENNE SCOTT
authorship,
it
would
surely
please
be announced in a few days.
gave a truthful interWho is gaining praise for her Dickens, but
pretation of his masterpiece.
excellent work in Universal' s
The appeal of "Our Mutual
"No Woman Knows"
Friend,"
it isthesaid,
no meansof
confined to
manyis by
thousands
Foch Compliments Pat he News
readers
of
Dickens'
great
story.
The
picture is said to stand out as an
Historic Abbey
example of what can be done by on Fast Work on Picturing His
producers who put brains and hearts
Used as Site
Cleveland Reception Same Day
as well as money into their pictures.
for New Film Nor is it one of those pictures which
Marshal Foch's compliments have ident of Pathe, evidently was an
lose all of their punch in the delicacy
One of the most interesting his- of their treatment. In his thrills, been transmitted to Emanuel Cohen, active member of the committee
toric sites in England was secured romance, excitement — a first class editor of Pathe News. The occa- which had received him on his arrival in this country, and continued :
sion which inspired this highly prized
for the cloister and country-house murder
mystery which turns out all
"I desire to send my compliments
was
the
banquet
at
Cleveexteriors in "Love's Boomerang," right in the end, a strong love theme courtesy
land to the Marshal and his staff, to the editor of Pathe News on
which J. S. Robertson has just fin- and a hundred stirring situations.
account of the thoughtfulness and
ished in England for Famous
Mr. Gunning, who was associated followingstrationtheearliergreat
in the public
day. demonDuring energy manifested in the showing of
Players-Lasky British Producers. with George Loane Tucker and with
This is Beaulieu Abbey, in the Lois Weber, has worked for months the progress of the banquet the com- these pictures here tonight."
•county of Hampshire, the country on this production in the same manMarshal Foch's bewilderment
plete Pathe News motion picture reresidence of Lord Montague, which
seemed to increase on being inner as on the remarkably successful
port
of
the
scenes
of
Cleveland's
dates back to 1203 when it was
formed that Pathe News had perpublic reception the same day was
"ThetrueMiracle
Man," of
to screened in the banquet room. At
formed the same feat upon the occafounded by King John as a Cister- production,
transfer
the
atmosphere
of his public reception in
cian monastery.
to the screen. That he has the start, the Marshal's face was a Kansas sionsCity,
Indianapolis, St. Louis
For centuries the Abbey was a Dickens
study of mingled amazement and
succeeded
beyond
the
greatest
antiplace of sanctuary and flourished
delight. It was the first time he had and Chicago, where patrons of the
c
i
p
a
t
i
o
n
s
o
f
those
who
have
Watched
seen
himself
on
the
screen
since
under the patronage of practically
picture houses were enabled to enevery sovereign of England. The him, is evidenced in the delight of arriving in America.
joy the screen report on the eveAt the conclusion of the showing,
last king to visit it was Henry VIII. those who have seen "Our Mutual
ning of the same day that had proin 1509 and on the suppression of Following the trial showing in Marshal Foch requested the "privduced the public demonstration.
the religious houses in 1538 ordered Los
Friend."Angeles, Frederic Northb
ilege" of a representative,
few words with
the
its surrender and decreed that the
Pathe
News
to
whom
Shorey, :of the Los Angeles Times, he said:
site and buildings should be granted declared
To Show for Elks
in fee by letters patent to Thomas
your pictures im"Silas Wegg and his 'weal and "I have enjoyed
Wriothesley.
mensely. But I am bewildered. I Roy Churchill, branch manager in
hammers,'
Noddy
Golden cannot understand how it was pos- charge of the Kansas City office of
Dustman with
his Boffin,
suddenlytheacquired
sible to present them on the screen R-C Pictures, has arranged to furfortune,
and
beautiful
and
capricious
New House Record
so speedily, following the events
nish a number of R-C productions
Bella Wilfer are living again
at
i nose
tl. aj„_„i,.
for exhibition at the annual ChristClune's ofBroadway
this
week,
with Acord Serial lovers
The
Marshal
smiled
at
the
remas
show given by the Elks of
Dickens who have not seen
mark rap
of hed
one."of the local guests at Topeka for the poor kiddies of that
Mary
Carter
in
her
portrayal
of
The best three days' business for
Photog
banquet that Paul Brunet, pres- city.
Th™ the
.■some
time of
is thethereport
of Manager
of patient
'Rumty'
Zottman
Girard
Avenue the
Wilferdaughter
have missed
a rare one,
for
Theatre, Philadelphia, as a result seldom is it possible to see a literary
'of the exploitation with which he classic so faithfully reproduced on
HA!
HA!
heralded the opening of "Winners the screen as is done in 'Our Mutual
of the West," Universal's "thrills"The
scenes
are
those
of
Dickens,
from-history" serial, starring Art Friend.'
I Ju/t /aw a
Acord.
the atmosphere is Dickens, the plot
is that of the greatest fiction writer
Passes to Children
of the last century.
Zottman did two things to attract
of the most exquisite pieces
UALLPOOM
BOYS
attention to the serial. He issued of "One
acting is done by the portrayer
1,000 passes to the school children in of Mr. Venus, the articulator of
the vicinity of his theatre. He also skeletons, and temporary co-plotter
offered a diamond ring to the of Wegg, the literary man with the
COMEDY
youngster writing the best 300 word wooden leg. And Wegg, himself,
seems almost to have stepped from
essay
on
the
days
of
'49,
that
period
in American history around which the streets of London, as Dickens
the serial was written.
doubtless saw him many times, upon
SID
SMITH
He played the second episode on the screen, to play his avaricious
and JIMMIE ADAMS
three successive days. The first day part, until he is finally disposed of
found the theatre crowded. The in the garbage wagon.
IT'S THE FUNNIEST EVER!
"Although there is a star (Mary
second day was an absolute sell-out, Carter,
new to us all), the play is
and the third day was almost as
Book 'em Today at
good. This was the first time a built around the book rather than
serial had been shown in the Girard the star, and the star part is no
Avenue Theatre, Philadelphia in six more conspicuous than the part
would naturally demand. The vilyears.
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Bookings

Miss Du Pont as She Appears in a
SceneLatest
from Universal
"False Kisses,"
Release Her
Exp ects Success

with Coming Film
The flattering reception. "The
Foolish hibitors
Age,"throughout
received
from has
exthe country,
already established little Doris May
as a star of great popularity, according to Charles R. Rogers, general manager of distribution for
R-C Pictures, and that organization
looks forward to even greater success with her next production. "Eden
and
Return."
December
25. which will be released
"Stardust" at
the Kentucky
"Stardust,"
recent
starring Hope
vehicleHampton's
for First most
National, was released November 21.
A pre-review showing of the film
upon the occasion of the opening of
Co. Levy's
new theatre,
The drew
Kentucky, at Louisville
recently,
forth munificent praise from the
newspaper critics as well as the public, so much so in fact, as to result
in the picture being held for a second
week

Richard Barthelmess
Alice Brady
Alice Calhoun

Geraldine Farrar

20
TALKS

D. W. Griffith
Charles Hutchison
Mae Murray
Nazimova

20
PORTRAITS

Mary Pickford
Gloria Swanson
Norma Talmadge

Elsie Ferguson
Lillian Gish

WORLD
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So Far

with
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R-C Month— Big Films Listed
Returns from branch offices of Glass," by Marion Orth, and reveals intimate glimpses of navy life
throughout the country during the
the naval bases of the Pacific
first two weeks of November, which in
Coast.
has been dedicated by R-C Pictures
Colin Campbell was the director
to its president as R. S. Cole Month,
indicate that the campaign covering and in «the cast are such well-known
that period will be by all odds the players as Thomas Holding, Arthur
most successful in point of bookings Rankin, Hardee Kirkland, Leon
in the history of the organization, Bary, Clarissa Selwynne, L. C.
according to Charles R. Rogers, Shumway and others.
"Possession" comes to this coungeneral manager of distribution.
with a fine record achieved in
"We are intensely gratified," all thetry big
of Europe, especially
assented Mr. Rogers, "by the deep in France,cities
where it was produced
personal interest many of the exhibitors are showing in R. S. Cole by the leading director of the republic, Louis Mercanton. It is
Month. They are seizing the opportunity to show not only their high based upon the novel, "Phroso," by
regard for many of our releases, Sir Anthony Hope and, like most
but also their respect for Mr. Cole of the Hope stories, is rich in cleanpersonally and the high business cut romance and adventure, particularly the latter.
principles for which he stands.
In the cast are Malvina LongThree Big Pictures
fellow, American actress of considerable note, who appeared with Otis
With
Pauline
Frederick,'
Sessue
his stage presentation of
Hayakawa and Doris May not to Skinner in and
then went abroad to
mention productions made by Wil- "Kismet,"
win
distinction
in pictures; Reginald
liam Christy Cabanne and L. J.
Owen,
famous
British actor; Max
Gasnier, playing in many of the big
Raoul Paoli and others.
key points and in the more remote Maxudian,
"Silent Years" is based upon the
sections as well, R. S. Cole Month
Joe," by Harriet
"Mam'sell
also signalizes the release of three novel,
Comstock
, and e was produced by
of the most important subjects ever Gasnier.
of the St.
drama
a
is
It
distributed by the R-C organization. Lawrence River valley and
depicts
They are
"TheFrederick,
Lure ofreleased
Jade," a gripping story of life among a
starring
Pauline
of rugged folk who are quick
November 13 ; "Possession," the group
to love and hate. One of the most
sensational French production, pro- brilliant
casts of the year appears
duced in Europe by Louis MercaninplayersTully
Years,"
ton. to be released November 20, and in "Silent cluding
Starke,
Pauline the
"Silent Years," a Gasnier produc- Marshall, Rose Dione, the French
tion with an all-star cast, to be sent
forth on November 27. This group actress who appears as Jo Morey;
M'Daniel, George Seigmann.
constitutes one of the most impos- George
ing groups of productions ever re- Will Jim Hatton, Jack Livingston,
leased by an independent company Kate lian
LilToncray.
Rambeau, Jean
Jack O'Kourke.
Mower, James
in a single month.
O. Barrows and Ruth Ashbv
Had Pine European Record
Miss Frederick has seldom had a
vehicle of such high dramatic power Lasky Sees Need
as
"Thecriticisms
Lure ofofJade."
according
for Better Films
ti the
R-C executives
Returning from New York this
who recently inspected the production at the home office. The story week, Jesse L. Lasky, first vice
was adapted from the novel, "Houses president of Famous Players-Lasky

Helene Chadwick
Douglas Fairbanks

PICTURE

Constance Talmadge

Dorothy Gish

20

Louise Glaum

AUT?- Clara Kimball Young
GRAPHS

INTIMATE

Corporation,
brought several
inter-a
esting announcements
and made
number of statements that are pertinent and important. One of the
most
perhaps, being as
followsimportant,
:
"While everyone in the industry,"
said Mr. Lasky,
"is most
optimistic
regarding
the coming
season,
it has
become more than ever evident that
patrons are growing daily more and
more discriminating and harder to
attract to motion picture theatres.
Unquestionably it is up to the producers ifit is hoped to maintain the
present and past ratios of attendance.
In other words, good pictures —
better pictures — must be produced,
for upon the quality of productions
literally depends the very life of the
industry." and Kid McCoy
Reid
Stage Prize Fight
With the filming of the prize fight
scenes in which Wallace Reid and
Kid McCoy
in a championship bout forengaged
the middleweight
title,
"The Champion," Read's latest Paramount picture, was completed.
The picture was adapted from the
stage Thomas
play written
by A.which
E. Thomas
and
Louden,
served
as a successful vehicle for Grant
Mitchell in New York last season.
Philip E. Rosen directed and production and the scenario was preby J. E. Nash.
Lois paredWilson
will be seen as Mr.
Reid's leading woman and the cast
includes such well-known players as
Lionel Belmore, Henry Miller, Jr.,
W. J. Ferguson, Helen Dunbar, Guy
Oliver and S. J. Sanford.
Prominent Houses
Book Dwan Film
Allan Dwan's "The Sin of Martha
Quecd." released as an Associated
Exhibitors' attraction, has been
booked by a very representative list
of theatres. The entire Loew Circuit of Greater New York, the Republic of Brooklyn, the Palace of
New Orleans. Rialto, Louisville, Ky.,
and the Central of Jersey City, are
typical of the houses which are
country.
showing the film throughout the

TALKS

WITH

MO
VIE
STARS
By EDWARD WEITZEL
Associate Editor of Moving Picture World
A Book
of Novel,
Amusing Chats
Twenty
of the inLeading Screen
Artists, Interesting
with TheirandIndorsements,
WhichwithHave
Appeared
the
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PICTURE

SCENE FROM "TOL'ABLE DAVID;' STARRING RICHARD
Leading

Exhibitors

Congratulate

Pathe

of New
News

York
on Its

Efficient and Speedy Service
Leading exhibitors of New York great satisfaction to know that we
City are showering their praise upon can always depend on the Pathe
Pathe News for the rapidity of its News to present to our patrons first
service with the pictorial story of
of all important
events."
the burial of the Unknown Soldier showings
From Hamilton,
Ohio, comes
this
wire from the Palace Theatre :
at Arlington on Armistice Day.
"Congratulations. Wonderful
Joseph Plunkett, managing director of the Strand Theatre, says : scoop. Of the many scoops for
which
Pathe News has become so
'It
surelytheproves
that and
PathetheNews
is still
foremost
best popular this is without doubt greatweekly published, both for service
est yet. By getting it to us here
and for real live news subjects." Monday you have established a new
He further wrote : "I want to conTheatres
in Rochester and Buffalo
record."
gratulate you on your splendid ser- speed
vice in delivering to us the film of were showing Pathe News pictures
the Unknown Soldier's Burial at of the ceremonies twenty-four hours
Arlington. We had this subject on after they took place, according to
our screen at the first evening per- Buffalo newspapers. The special
formance (7:30), on the day it was was carried to these cities by special
taken, and I am sure that this is a messengers.
record."
Similar comment is made by B.
New Christie
K.
Bimberg,
one ofwho
Newwrites
York's
foremost
exhibitors,
:
Series Draws
"It is to
withyougreat
that for
we
express
our pleasure
appreciation
having been able to show to our
Good Notices
patrons at 7:30 p. m. on Armistice
That the new series of Christie
Day, services performed at the
Comedies is being exceptionally reArlington
Cemeteryandforat America's
Unknown Soldier,
the same
ceived isseen in the newspaper retime compliment you on your rapviews and exhibitor reports of the
.idity in releasing same."
first-run showings.
Charles B.stated
McDonald,
of Moss's recent
Broadway,
:
Christie's "Oh Buddy !" with Neal
Burns, hit a good stride in Buffalo
"We received Pathe News Un- where
the Buffalo News reporting
known Soldier story in time to show
it at 7:18 p. m., and as usual Pathe the week's show at Shea's Criterion
said: "The best part of the enterNews was first with the best."
program is the remaining
A. J. Hendrickson, of Loew's numbers.taining
Chief of these is a ChrisEighty-third Street Theatre, asserted he received the print and had
tie Comedy, 'Oh Buddy,' in which
it on at this theatre by 7:30 Armis- Neal Burns shows symptoms of real
screen
humor, and Vera Steadman
tice night. "The
service imon
this showing
made quick
a wonderful
adds
the
aesthetic
touches."
The same
comedy
drew well at
pression on the patrons of this
Los
Angeles
for
four
weeks at Miltheatre," he writes. "I want to
thank you most sincerely for this
ler's. The report in the Los Angeles
good co-operation, as there is no Herald stated : "With a rip-roaring
doubt but what it is the best kind Christie Comedy, 'Oh Buddy,' as a
of an ad. in showing the public that companion feature, Miller's is unquestionably offering the film fans
our theatre is up to the minute with
the greatest laugh program of the
itsJ.pictures."
A. Bradbury, of Brandon and
Bradbury, reported receipt of the season."
. Exhibitors' reports from the
film soon after 7 o'clock, and said : Metropolitan Theatre, Atlanta, stated
Like It"in
"We wish
to congratulate
youis ona that
your
remarkable
service. It
provedChristie's
excellent"Nothing
entertainment

WORLD

BARTHELMESS.

A FIRST NATIONAL

conjunction with Charles Ray in
"Two Minutes to Go."
"Falling For Fanny" was reported
"very good" at the State Theatre,
Minneapolis.
Exhibitors

Get

Advise on
Gunning Films
Canadian exhibitors sat up with a
start last week when they received
from Regal Films, Limited, Dominion distributors of Wid Gunning
pictures, an unusual mailing piece
listing
leases. the new Wid Gunning reOn the outside appeared only the
words "How would you like to
earn
$100 a Minute?"
WithinFilms,
was
the announcement
that Regal
Limited, had obtained the Canadian
agency for Wid Gunning pictures
and a list of the first releases : "The
Girl from God's Country," "The
Blot," "The Old Oaken Bucket,"
"Quo Vadis," "Our Mutual Friend"
and "What Do Men Want?" The
opinion of one of the New York
trade papers (Motion Picture
World),
wasthequoted
that offered
"the first
pictures are
best ever
by
any new company in the history of
the film business and I have seen

IT'S
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ATTRACTION

start."
companyment
every toexisting
snap
the announce
cameThein
the
statement
:
"Take
five
minutes
and write us a letter of inquiry
and
we will tell you more about these
wonderful pictures. The five minutes may earn five hundred dollars
Regal Films declare that already
they have had a gratifying number
of bookings
for the Wid Gunning
for
you."
pictures.
Spanish Expert Joins
Realart on Coast
N. P. Stedman is doing special
work under Elmer Harris, at the
Realart studio, as an authority on
Spanish customs and manners.
Inasmuch as Bebe Daniels is now
doing a Havana-American story his
presence is particularly apropos. He
will also concern himself with stories
of Spanish locale which are being
considered
ductions. for future Realart proMr. Stedman,
known
literarymember
family,of isa wellwell
qualified for the work he is about
to undertake as he has been in the
diplomatic service for several years
during which he was stationed at
Buenos Aires, Argentina, and SanLondon. tiago, Chile, as well as Paris and
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MABEL BALLIN
Branch
Last

N TREVOR IN "JANE EYRE,

Exchanges
of Goldwyn

Group of
Goldwyn announces that prints of
the last of its second group of releases in its fifth year product are
now in the twenty-two exchanges
and that exhibitors may see the
entire series at any branch exchange.
The list measures up well with the
first group of releases, which contained "The Old Nest" and "Dangerous Curve Ahead."
Heading the second group of reses is"Poverty
ten byleaLeroy
Scott ofandRiches,"
directedwritby
Reginald Barker with a strong cast
including Leatrice Joy, Richard Dix,
Louise Lovely, John Bowers and
Irene Rich. The film has just had
its first showing at the Capitol Theatre, New York, where it has
aroused much attention.
Katharine Newlin Burt's new adventure photoplay, "The Man from
Lost
favor shown.
every
place River,"
where has
it found
has been
Frank Lloyd directed and the leading roles are acted by House Peters,

PICTURE

Receive
s Second

Fifth Year Film
Fritzi Brunette and Allan Forrest.
Will Rogers is seen in Edward E.
Kidder's famous old comedy, "A
Poor are
Relation."
the supporting
cast
Sylvia In
B reamer,
Sydney
Ainsworth, Molly Malone and Wallace MacDonald. Clarence Badger
directed.
Ritahind Weiman's
of lifeYork
bethe scenes ondrama
the New

WORLD
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HUGO BALLW PRODUCTION RELEASED BY HODKINSON
a melodrama of under-world life, in
the group.by ItWallace
is "The Worsley
Night Rose,"
directed
and
containing Lon Chaney, John Bowers, Cullen Landis, Leatrice Joy,
Richard Tucker and Mary Warren.
Vivian Martin's latest Messmore
Kendall production, "Pardon My
French," from the story of "Polly
Carpenter, is included. It is a farcein
the Pantry."
comedy
with titlesbyby Edward
Irvin S. Childs
Cobb.
Sidney Olcott directed.
Max Linder's new comedy, "Be
My
shows
thevein
famous
FrenchWife,"
comedian
in the
that
has made him a world-wide figure in
filmdom. It was made in America
and Mr. Linder not only enacts the
principal role but wrote and directed the picture. In his support are
Alta Allen, Caroline Rankin, Viola
Daniels,
Lincoln Stedman
and Rose
CharlieDione,
MacHugh.

"Enchantment"

to

Open the Granada
San Francisco's
new palace,
two-million
dollar
motion picture
the
Granada, will open November 17
with "Enchantment," staring Marion
Davies as its feature attraction. J.
A. Partington, manager of the
Granada, has telegraphed to Cosmopolitan
"Enchantment"
was Productions
chosen that
in competition
with
five
other
super-features.
The
exhibitor sends his congratulations
to Miss Davies, Director Robert G.
Vignola and the supporting cast.
On the same date the Sheridan
Theatre, Seventh and Greenwich
avenues, New York City, begins a
three-day
run of
All the Keith,
Moss"Enchantment."
and Proctor
houses in New York have also booked this popular attraction.

stage, "The
Grim Comedian,"
has
received
a number
of showings.
Frank Lloyd directed. In the cast
are Phoebe Hunt, Jack Holt, John
Harron, Joseph J. Dowling and
Gloria Hope.
Rupert Hughes is represented in
this group of releases by a Tom
Moore stellar vehicle, "From the
Ground Up,"
Irish-American
comedy.
Helenean Chadwick
plays Exhibitors Oblige Metro to Set
opposite Moore while Hardee Kirkland, DeWitt C. Jennings and DarEarlier
Date
on 'Fightin Mad
has set forward
the release
rell Foss have important roles. E. Metro
One exhibitor
in Ohio
Mason Hopper directed.
of "Fightin' Mad" from the original "We've
had too much
in thewrote:
genLeroy Scott has a second picture, date, December 5, to Metro Week,
eral market recently of vague, probthe period from November 20 to
27. This change is a reflection of
lematical pictures. Let's have somethe eagerness of exhibitors to have have thinga wered-blooded
can sink our picture,
teeth in.with
Let'sa
at the earliest possible opportunity
the big outdoor super-special, with wallop ; with a story that moves and
its story by H. H. Van Loan, and never stops moving. I've had a
ITS
COMING
FAST
/
the array of screen celebrities in its
lookedofgood
so good Mad.'
that
a partto ofme,'Fightin*
glimpse
cast, including William Desmond, Ic
Rosemary Theby, Virginia Browne I'd like to ask you to release it durFaire and William Lawrence.
From the earliest announcement
ing Metro Week."
from Metro that it had arranged to Stone Pictures
I EH3C3JE!aE3]E3!lEJIC31|i
place
"Fightin'
Mad" upon there
its listhas
of
releases
for December,
Scoring Heavily
Ll £1 ED HI 113 Eld j
been a series of special requests
on
The popularity of Fred is Stone
from exhibitors, both in the larger
reflected
the musical comedy stage for
cities
and
the
towns,
that
the
pictwo
his
in the unusual demand
E3E3E3QE3QE1
ture, if possible, be sent out from
by R-CR.
handled
being
s
Western
E3E3EMMT
the Metro exchanges at an earlier big
Charles
to
ng
Pictures, accordi
date.
of distring
Rogers, butiongeneral
for that manager
rapidly expandi
mmmmmm
Often
of these in- organiza
The very number ration
tion.
the
of
quiries made conside
Stone's
first
vehicle
released
by
idea imperative. Metro had felt,
Lots of Surprises! See the nearR-C
Pictures
was
"The
Duke
of
its
to
Mad"
'
"Fightin
when ite,added
that it was a picture Chimney Bitte," directed by Frank
schedul
est W& Gunning Exchange NOW!
Borzage.
His
second
production,
from
response
eminently timely. The
ors supported that belief "Billy Jim," is scheduled for reexhibit
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiMiiiii imiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiimiiiiiiHii with
unmistakable strength.
lease January 29.
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"The

Battle of Jutland" Has
Premiere at Rialto Theatre
ington conference; the presence in
"The Battle of Jutland," to which
the
New York
World
refers
"an this country of Lord Beatty, hero
invaluable
chapter
of the
greatas war
of the Battle of Jutland, and the
which every person interested in the consequent recurrence of discussion
this great fight, all help to
great
sea conflict
should
see,"Rialto
had about
its American
premiere
at the
provide unusual opportunities for
Theatre in New York Sunday, exploitation of this subject, it is
November 20. Special musical stated.
accompaniment was arranged by
Through the courtesy of Dr.
Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, managing di- Riesenfeld, Captain Carl T. Vogelrector of the Rialto, for this feature. gesang, commandant of the Third
A single print of the picture, Naval District, with headquarters at
which had been in preparation in the Brooklyn Navy Yard ; his aid,
England since the armistice, was Lieutenant J. D. Pennington, and
brought to this country recently by a group of naval officers designated
E. R. Russell, of Ideal Films of by them, saw the picture during its
London. After the week's run at run at the Rialto. On the evening
the Rialto the picture is to be turned of Monday, November 21, the board
over to Educational Film Exchanges of governors of the Army and Navy
for distribution in America. The Club, naval officers and representnegative is on the way to New York,
atives of the press went to the Rialto
and Educational plans to release the from the Army and Navy Club in
picture as soon as possible after it a body to see the picture as the
arrives.
guests of Educational.
This remarkable picture, based on
The historical value of "The
a long study of all records, pub- Battle
of Jutland" and its great
lished or unpublished, of the great significance
at this time have been
naval conflict, has unusual signifi- recognized by the critics of the news
cance at this time, being shown while press. James W. Dean, writing for
the Conference on Limitation of the Newspaper Enterprise Association, whose service is supplied to
Armaments is meeting in Washington. It is said that in addition five hundred newspapers all over the
to being an important picture from country, says :
a history recording standpoint, it is "The film version of the 'Battle
looked upon as a striking lesson in
arrived
in America.
just how fast millions of dollars of of
It Jutland'
presents has
a nice
lesson
for the
deliberators
on
armaments
who are
the taxpayers'
the
bottom of money
the sea.can be sent to meeting at Washington. In 45
The widespread public interest in minutes one sees how millions of
the subject of disarmament at this dollars of property representing
time, with the meeting of the Wash- vears of human endeavor went down

to the bottom of the sea. One sees,
too, how the men who manned those
vessels, Germans and English,
humans all, died in the hellish blast
of war like trapped rats are
The New York World declared
drowned."
the
picture
"a itreproduction
effective
in that
sets before . us. .
the actual maneuvering of the
various' craft, of the 'Battle of Jutland,' wherein Admiral Beatty outthought and outfought the Germans
in the Worldgagement.War's
great ofseaships
enSmall models
have been used in its making. The
minutest detail of the attacks is
shown — submarine launching, battleships sinking, gun fire from the
giant warships, and all. Here is an
invaluable animated chapter of the
great war which every person interested in the great sea conflict

from official records, shows in a
clear cut and engrossing way the
whole clares
progress
fight," dethe New of
YorktheHerald.
Ora

Carew

Star

of New Series
With Ora Carew in the stellar
role, the Becker-Tullar TruArt
Productions has begun filming the
first of a series of six dramatic
features for independent distribution. Harry Tullar, a Hollywood
attorney, is the manager of TruArt
and his associates are said to be
Hollywood business men.
"The Power" is the title of the
first production. It was written by
Sherwood McDonald. Miss Carew's
support consist of Walt Whitman.
Theodor von Eltz, Milton Ross,
Charles Spere, Verna Brooks, S. D.
Davidson and little Gloria Joy.
"It issee."
extremely interesting and Fred
should
Becker, formerly associated
worth while," declares the New with Fred
Niblo, is directing.
York Morning Telegraph. " 'The
Battle of Jutland,' " says the New
York Times, "is an ingenious and
carefully constructed reproduction
How About Increasing
of the war's
naval part,
enYour Income?
counter, done, greatest
for the most
with models of the ships, painstakingly moved between exposure;,
Are you Acquainted with exhibiof the camera, so that on the screen
tors? If so, you can't afford to
the spectator has a birdseye view of
pass
up this splendid proposition.
the maneuvers and clashes of the
We
want
a man to sell exhibibattle. For the historical and
tors in every section of the
strategical specialist, the picture
country— could be handled as a
probably has unbounded interest, and
side line. Write immediately.
for the uninitiated layman it is
X. Y. Z.
likely to prove more than ordinarily
M. P. WORLD OFFICE
S16
5th
AVENUE
"
'The
Battle of Jutland,' produced
interesting."
NEW YORK CITY
the supervision of Major
under
General Sir George Aston, K. C. B.,
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"The Call of the North" and
"Enchantment"
Are Released
by Paramount
Week of Nov. 27
On November 27 Paramount will "Enchantment" introduces Marion
Davies in what has been pronounced
release Jack Holt's first starring her best role to date. It is a cappicture, "The Call of the North,"
tivating story, based upon "Manand the Cosmopolitan production,
Ethel," by
Adams, the handling
scenario
being Frank
by LutherR.
"Enchantment,"
starring
Marion
Davies.
Reed. Robert G. Vig-nola ' directed.
Miss Davies' leading man is
Joseph Henabery directed "The
Call of the North," which is an Forrest Stanley, who played the
adaptation of Stewart Edward male lead in Cecil B. DeMille's
White's novel, "Conjuror's House." "Forbidden Fruit," and Edith
The screen version is by Jack Cun- Shayne, Tom Lewis, Arthur Ranningham. The locale of the story
kin, Emmet Foy, Corinne Barker,
is the wilderness reaches of the Maude Turner Gordon, Edith Lyle
Hudson Bay country and concerns and Huntley Gordon are prominent
Ned Trent, one of the men who try in the support.
to set themselves up as free traders.
The picture was photographed in
the mountains of Northern Cali- Put Finishing Touches
fornia where some virgin locations
were found which proved to be of to New Selznick Play
surpassing scenic beauty.
The story is said to bristle with
Just after moving to the Talred-blooded action, excitement and madge studios in New York from
suspense, and serves as a most the Selznick studios in Fort Lee,
auspicious starring debut for the N. J., Director Allan Crosland put
popular player who earned his pro- the final touches to "Why Announce
motion through his excellent work
the attractionwillin
which Marriage?"
Elaine Hammerstein
in many leading roles in Paramount Your
pictures. Playing opposite him is star following her present appearMadge Bellamy, who made her debut
ances in "Thepicture
Way hasof a aplot
Maid."
on the screen in the Thomas H. The Crosland
that
Ince production for Paramount, follows the attitude Fanny Hurst
adopted
toward
married
life
when
"Passing as
Thru,"
in woman
which she
appeared
leading
for the news "broke" to the length of
Douglas MacLean. Noah Beery is great newspaper and public attention when that authoress was diswell cast in the semi-heavy role of
as a married woman who
a factor for the Hudson's Bay Com- retained closedher
own name and domespany, while others seen in the suptic
independence.
port are Francis McDonald, Edward
Martindel, Helen Ferguson and
Niles Welch, who has been so favJack Herbert.
orably received as Miss Hammer-
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stein's leading iv.an in "Remorseless
Love" and "The Way of a Maid"
plays opposite the same star in
"Why Announce Your Marriage?"
the other supporting players including Arthur Houseman, James Harrison, Huntley Graham, Frank
Currier, Florence Billings, Elizabeth
Woodmere, Marie Burke and Emily
Fitzroy. Lewis Allen Browne, of
the Selznick . scenario department,
furnished the story and script from
winch Mr. Crosland directed.

Harry

Rapf

Miss Frederick
in R-C Picture
Pauline Frederick's new starring
vehicle, "The Lure of Jade," is regarded by R-C Pictures as one of
its most important releases for the
month of November, which the company is calling R. S. Cole Month, in
honor of its president, Mr. R. S.
Cole. The Frederick subject was
released on November 13.

Leaves

"School Days"
Harry Rapf, the producer of
"Why notable
Girls screen
Leave successes,
Home" and
other
left
last week for Chicago to attend the
Sherman
at the
premieronshowing
Hotel
November
27 of Gus
Edwards' classic, "School Days,"
starringbuted Wesley
to be distriby Warner Barry,
Brothers.
Just before leaving, Mr. Rapf
said : "At the present time we are
rehearsing one of the biggest kid
reviews that has ever been put on
in conjunction
a motion ofpic-a
ture. This revuewithis composed
specially selected group of talented
youngsters^ and they are being
coachedview will
by precede
Jack B. the
Loeb.
The reshowing
of
'School Days,' and it will last about
thirty minutes.
"In addition to this review Gus
Edwards has compiled all his
famous melodies, and these will be
interpolated in the musical score for
the production. While several kid
pictures have been placed on the
market in the past, it is safe to
say that Wesley Barry does some
of the finest work of his career in

to Introduce

go Folk
to Chica
'School
Days,' and I hazard
the
opinion that the production will
prove to be one of the biggest boxoffice
attractions
the season."
Following
theof premier
at the
Sherman, Mr. Rapf will return to
New York to launch the initial
Easternon presentation
Hotel
December 1. at the Astor

"Bashful Suitor"
Opens at Rial to
"The Bashful Suitor," second in
the seriesductions
ofbasedTriart
on thetwo-reel
paintingspro-of
great masters, has been booked for
a pre-release showing at the Rialto
Theatre beginning December 4, according to an announcement from
W. W. Hodkinson this week.
The pre-release showing at the
Rialto is said to have been requested
by thesult ofRialto
management
a rethe excellent
showingas made
by the first picture in the series,
"The for
Beggar
Maid,"week.
which was held
over
an extra

SCENES FROM METRO'S "THE HOLE IN THE WALL." STARRING ALICE LAKE
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audience for he showed a large
groupen inofthis
beautifully
womprologue.gowned
Throughout
Go-to-Theatre"
Week
in Wichita
this presentation of the stage prelude to the film production these
Brings
First
Nationals
to Fore women in expensive evening gowns
walked leisurely through the garden
Associated First National Pic- announcements were carried in at- "Go-to-Theatre Week" in Wichita, set
displaying their gowns and gems,
tractive and artistic advertisements. the management of the theatre was
tures scored heavily in Wichita,
The Regent was able to impress enabled to get much information in or danced with men in evening dress.
Kansas, when the Wichita Beacon
unusual nature of the picture the newspapers, especially the
conducted its "Go-to-Theatre Week" the
there, October 31 to November 6. upon a good number of merchants, Beacon, regarding the picture, half New Aldine Theatre,
and
arrangements were made and publicity, half advertisement. The
Tc
"One was
Arabian
withbegin
Polawith,Negri,
the Night,"
picture carried out whereby several windows Beacon prepared and ran several
shown at the Regent Theatre that in the shopping district were turned whole-page lay-outs of the attrac- Shows All Releases
tions at Wichita theatres that week,
week and it spoke well for the suc- over to the theatre and were used
cess of the week. A campaign which for beautiful and artistic scenes and "One Arabian Night" received
by United Artists
its
full
share of attention in these.
the Regent Theatre had for the suc- from the picture or simply attracNot only did the management of
Every
day
throughout
the
week,
cessful exploitation of this picture
tive displays with decorations and
half-page advertisements were the new Aldine Theatre, Philadelannouncing the attrac- then,
was reinforced by the newspaper's placarding
the Douglas Faircarried in the Beacon listing the
phia,
tion
at
the
Regent.
At
a
private
campaign for the "Go-to-Theatre showing given the press several offerings of the various theatres,
banks' choose
special feature, "The Three
Musketeers," with which to open
Week."
Besides this, the Palace Theatre, weeks before the picture was booked, thie in addition to the regular thea- their handsomely appointed home,
tre advertisements which the man- but announcement is now made that
which is the sub-franchise First the newspaper critics had had their
agement dominated by buying a large
National house in Wichita, booked enthusiasm aroused and had praised
United Artists'
of the
pictures will
the picture highly. As a result the amount of space for "One Arabian all
Corporation
be presented
at the
"The
Invisible
Fear"
for
a
showing
there in that week, and Anita town was expecting something unAldine, as well as those of other
As
predicted
by
the
management,
stars
in
the
film
industry
who
have
usual
in
the
picture
when
it
came.
Stewart, always a favorite in
become identified with United
The charm of the Orient prevaded the night crowds were rather un- Artists.
Wichita, registered unusual success
wieldy, but the afternoon audiences
with Wichita audiences in this pic- the window displays, the theatre were also
large. Manager O. K.
ture.
" 'The Three Musketeers,' " says
lobby, special musical presentation Mason,
Night." with
assistance of
For weeks the Regent Theatre and the extraordinary newspaper Marion Shinn, the
the
announcement,
"is photodramas
the pioneer
orchestra
director,
and forerunner
of other
had advised Wichitans through advertising done. To achieve the
prepared
a
fitting
musical
presentaof equalrativedistinction,
beautycome
and from
narteasers in the newspapers that some- latter the management used special tion.
merit which will
thing big was coming to that house. type and relied upon some daring
United Artists.
Then for some ten days before the but successful — it turned out later —
"The Aldine will, during the curpicture was announced, the figure ideas.
rent season, house such productions
of the desert dancer appeared in Because of the nature of the pic- Frances Marion
ture and the fact that this was
as Mary Pickford in Frances
Directs Hubby
little one-column ads. Finally the.
Hodgson" Burnett's 'Little Lord
Fauntleroy,' with Miss Pickford
in Newest Film appearing
in the dual role of Cedric,
There have been made instances the little 'Lord' and 'Dearest,' his
Associated Exhibitors Tell of
the successful
play by
in motion pictures of husbands di- adapted
mother; from
George
Arliss' 'Disraeli,'
recting their own wives in producNapoleon Parker, which Mr.
Three Releases for December
tions, but it remained for Cosmo- Louis
Arliss played for several seasons
politan Productions, in "Just Around on the speaking stage, and Rex
Associated Exhibitors' releases for December 11 — The Associated Exthe
Corner,"
to
offer
an
example
of
Beach's The Iron Trail,' by the
offering is the six-reel Mr.
December
a Playgoers'
feature, aninclude
Associated
comedy and Mrs. hibitors'
Carter DeHaven comedy- a wife directing a husband. Frances Marion, scenario writer and di- author of 'The Spoilers' and 'The
drama, and a Harold Lloyd produc- drama, "Marry the Poor Girl," said
Crimson directed
Gardenia,'andas produced
well as by'I
rector, wielded the megaphone on Accuse,'
tion, in the following order : to be a riotous and wholesomely
December 4— A five-reel Play- funny story, centered around the this production. In the cast, play- Abel Gance, the French dramatist
goers' Picture feature, "The Ruse affairs of a fashionable Long Island her inghusband,
the part ofFred
"TheC. Real
Man," is and producer.
Thomson.
"All in all, the season at the
of
the
starring
J. P. asMc-a house party. December 25 — Harold
Gowan.Rattler,"
This is
described
Miss
Marion
is
small
and
her hus- Aldine, with its combination of phyLloyd's
four-reel
Associated
Lloyd
dramatic and colorful Western comedy, "A Sailor-Made Man," will
band is large, very, being a great
sical comfort, artistic charm, perfeature, in which a professional bad be released. Associated Exhibitors athlete. But despite the disparity in
fect presentation and unsurpassed
th
eir
sizes
Mr.
Thomson
obeyed
man turns upon his associates in declare that "A Sailor-Made Man"
a new and
viable erapromises
in the history
of enthe
crime when they double-cross him, will eclipse in box-office value all every instruction given him by his photoplays,
and champions the cause of a girl previous Lloyd offerings which at all wife and never once said: "You
times have been eminently successful. know,. I. think we ought to do it this motion picture in Philadelphia."
whose property is at stake.
"Just Around the Corner" is soon
to be released by Paramount. Its
story — that of the struggles of an
East Side family — is hailed as one
of the most appealing ever filmed.
It is the sort of story, Cosmopolitan
way."
Productions
feels, that goes a long
"'ay toward disarming the critics of
the screen. Besides Mr. Thomson
those having important roles are
Margaret Seddon, Lewis Sargent,
Sigrid Holmquist and Edward Phillips.
Havman

Gives

Talmadge

Film

"Atmosphere"
Norma Talmadge in "The Wonderful Thing,"
got Brooklyn
the right Mark
kind
of a start
at the
Strand, where Managing Director
Edward L. Hyman took the trouble
to make atmosphere for the picture by reproducing on the stage the
elaborate garden party scene from
the film.
Thus the Brooklyn Mark Strand
Edward L. Hyman's Prologue for First National's, "The Wonderful
captured the woman interest in the
Thing," at the Strand Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.

One Reel Picture
Widely Exploited
A. Gordon Reid, production manager of intheNewark,
big first-run
ford
Theatre
N. J., Bran
realizing
the value of an exceptional short
subject, liasploitationtaken
exhibitor inex-a
of shortup subjects
forceful manner.
Forber 19the
NovemMr. week
Reid beginning
booked Lyman
H.
Howe's "Ride on a Runaway
Train," together with two feature
pictures.
ThewasEducational
reel thriller
depended singleon as
much as either of the features, and
received
the bulk
Educational
states.of the exploitation.
Buys Feature
Rialto Productions, Inc., report
that it has secured for its New York
and Philadelphia Exchanges, rights
to World Film Corporation's historical drama, "Judgment!" adapted
from Victor Hugo's play, "Mary
Tudor," founded on the life of
Queen Mary, of England. Ellen
Richter plays the title role.
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Fitzmaurice Brings Europe's
Beauty Spots to American
Screen in New British Pictures
When Adolph Zukor first announced the organization of Famous
Players-Lasky British Producers,
Ltd., for the production of Paramount pictures in Europe, he laid
emphasis upon the fact that it was
intended to make full use of the
rarely beautiful scenery and places
of historic interest in various sections of Great Britain and the Continent as locations for the pictures
to be produced on the other side of
the Atlantic.
The full fruition of this policy
is now being realized in the productions being made at the London
studio most
by American
two of producers,
Paramount'sGeorge
foreFitzmaurice and John S. Robertson.
In his production of "Three Live
How

About Increasing
Your Income?
Are you acquainted with exhibitors? If so, you can't afford to
pass up this splendid proposition.
We want a man to sell exhibitors in every section of the
country — could be handled as a
side-line. Write immediately.
X. Y. Z.
M. P. WORLD OFFICE
516 5th AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

Ghosts,"
completed,
Mr.
Fitzmauricerecently
was enabled
to show
London as it really is.
In scenes representing the Limehouse District, immortalized by
Thomas Burke, it was no longer
necessary to commission an art director to draw upon his imagination, however stimulated that imagination might be by the Burke
stories. Instead, he took his company straight to Limehouse and
filmed it as it actually exists.
In another scene, though the cooperation of the London police, he
was enabled to photograph Cyril
Chadwick pushing a baby carriage
across one of the busiest streets of
the world metropolis, with the
famous Royal Exchange looming up
in the background.
Now Fitzmaurice is producing
Booth Tarkington's "The Man from
Home,"
and itscenes
is announced
that all
the
exterior
will be made
at
their original locations. This entails a visit to Rome, Naples, Sorrento and Capri, and Americans may
look forward with keen anticipation
to the privilege of seeing some rare
Italian scenery as background for a
production made according to American standards of a true American
production genius.
John S. Robertson only recently
completed
"Love's
Boomerang,"
from a novel
by Dion
Clayton
Calthrop. Some of it was filmed

WORLD

in France, while other scenes were
filmed on a magnificent houseboat
on that Thames. Most interesting
of all tions,
the however,
"Love'swereBoomerang"
the groundsloca-of
the historic Beaulieu Abbey which
was built by King John as a monastery in the year, 1203. Here the
abbey's
cloisters,
the
wonder wonderful
and admiration
of the
world's architects and the mecca of
tourists, formed the background for
convent settings.
Mr. Robertson has just started a
new
which production,
will take him"Spanish
and his Jade,"
company to the most picturesque spots
in Spain itself, a country practically
untouched by picture-makers and
holding an unimagined charm in
store for American audiences.
As a forerunner of these productions filmed at the actual scenes of
the stories, Paramount has just released Donald Crisp's production,
"The Bonnie Brier Bush," based
upon the Scotch stories of Ian MacLaren. Mr. Crisp took his company
to Scotland and there, in and about
the little village of Drumtochty, he
filmed most of the scenes for the
picture.
"The

Barricade"
Heavily Booked
Not the least substantial indication of returning prosperity in the
motion picture industry, according to
Charles R. Rogers, general manager of R-C Pictures, was the exceptional value of bookings obtained
in New York City and environs for
William Christy Cabanne's most re-
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cent R-C attraction, "The BarriSuch ers,"
productions
as "TheWorth?"
Steal"What's a Wife
"Live and Let Live" have combined
to build Mr. Cabanne up as a distinct producing personality of great
popularity
among exhibitors, declares Mr. Rogers.
cade."
Illinois Institute
Praises
' 'Fauntleroy
Mary Pickford's
"Little Lord' '
Fauntleroy,"
release, has won atheUnited
stamp Artists'
of approval
of the Illinois Institute for Juvenile
Research, a State-controlled instituWhile Miss
Pickford's
film
versiontion. of
Frances
Hodgson
Burnett's story was being shown at
the Randolph Theatre, Chicago, a
large group of children from the
public welfare department of the
institute saw the picture. Later the
head of the Social Service branch
wrote to the theatre management
telling how the youngsters had enjoyed the performance and adding :
"From
an ethical and aesthetic
standpoint it was a great relief to
us to know the children were
getting the clean, wholesome amusement and entertainment which the

picture affords."
Rosen to Direct
"Across the Continent" is to be
Wallace Reid's next Paramount Picture and Philip E. Rosen, who has
just
complete
n," di-in
d "The
which Mr. Reid
stars, Champio
will again
rect. It was written by Byron Mor-
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Paramount Film
541
Receives Praise
"My
Old
Kentucky
Home, " Pyramid
A letter which epitomizes the
sentiments expressed by other firstFilm,
Soon
Ready
for the Screen
run exhibitors who have seen Sara
What is said to be one of the Anthony Paul Kelly, whose latest bathing comedy beauty who now is
special production, "Don't
finest casts announced for a super- work has been the continuity for starring in Universal Special Attrac- Wood's
has justThebeenletter,
retions. Itis expected that production Tell Everything!"
feature this year is characterized in D. W. Griffith's motion picture proceived
by S. R. Kent.
will
start
early
in
December.
which
is
from
George
E.
Carpenter,
Pyramid's first super-production
duction "WayisDown
East." hands, it
story
in capable
"My
Kentucky
which is The
manager
the Lake
Paramount-Empress
said, for Ray C. Smallwood Louise Lee Joins
will beOldready
for the Home,"
screen within
Theatre, ofSalt
City, says in
the next month or so.
whose ability in the motion picture
Walter E. Greene, president of field has been proven by the number
Torchy Comedies
"Just out of the projection room
Pyramid Pictures, Inc., in announc- of box office attractions he has made,
Louise Lee, a sister of Virginia and still smiling, the writer feels
ing this cast gives to the trade world is personally producing for Pyramid, Lee,
recently appeared with that he must pat your organization
a list of names which have proven "My Old Kentucky Home." He has RichardwhoBarthelmess
in one of his on the back for being responsible
box office attractions and whose an
able assistant in George A. Mc- feature pictures, has been engaged part :
artistic work has scored for them Guire.
for such a jolly picture as 'Don't
by Charles C. Burr, of the Affiliated Tell
Everything!'
The themore
success after success in the silent
about
this picture,
betterI
"Pyramid Pictures, Inc., is found- Distributors, Inc., to appear with think
drama. Heading this all-star cast
I
like
it.
In
the
language
of
the
upon sound commercial fact," Johnny Hines in his new Torchy
is Monte Blue. Besides his work for said edMr.
Greene. "We believe in
D. W. Griffith, he added to his fame spending money only when it shall picture, "Torchy's Luck."
chap on the street, 'it's a knockout.' "
reflected
in 'dollars
and reason
cents' we
on
by his work in the "Affairs of Ana- be
the
silver
sheet.
For
this
tol." Miss Sigrid Holmquist, the
"Swedish
Pickford,"
has procured a cast that was capable of
been
in thisMary
country
but six who
months
living the characters that had found
and who has been co-starred in two life in Mr. Kelly's original story. "Caligari" Returns to Miller's
and Breaks Attendance Records
productions will be seen with Mr. Mr. Smallwood's direction has always
been
of
the
best.
He
has
a
Blue in Pyramid's first super-feat- free hand in this master drama, and
ure.
The European picture, "The Cab- ago, certain members of the Actors'
the Holineta ofstorm
Dr. Caligari,"
became Equity Association
Lucy Fox, whose work with Pathe I am certain that when Pyramid
center inwhich
Los Angeles
lywood branch of andtheof American
and other companies has been gives this super-feature to the trade such
last spring when it was announced Legion, an organization not under
notable has a big part in "My Old world, our slogan of 'bigger and for showing at Miller's Theatre, the jurisdiction of the Inter-Post
bettersame
pictures'
will bemanner
adhered astothein that Manager F. A. Miller withdrew Council, it is claimed, objected to
KentuckyFrank
Home."
convincing
Gordon,
Currier,Julia
Billy Swayne
Quirk, the
showing of the picture.
Arthur Carew and Matthew Betz, promise which we made at the in- it, broke all records at the same the- theAlthough
the protest was not
atre the week of November 6, durplayers of distinction have roles suiting an engagement arranged by made until the opening day and after
ception of this company."
able to their individual ability in the
At
the
present
time,
Mr.
SmallMiller in response to re- a large sum of money had been
picture, it is stated.
wood, his technical staff and artists Managerrequests
that the public of spent on exploitation, Manager MilPyramid Pictures, Inc. promised are at work in Savannah, Georgia. peated
Los Angeles be given an oppor- ler, in order to avoid a demonstrato give to the screen world only After another week spent in the tunity
to
see
it.
tion at the theatre, took off the film
those pictures of an artistic nature South, the company will return to At the time that Manager Miller and
filled in with another picture at
with a 100 per cent, box office at- the Pyramid Studio, at 361-363 first booked this much discussed considerable monetary loss. Now it
tractionthat
;
it has kept its word, West 125th street, where the final Goldwyn release, some six months has returned as a hit.
it says, is best exemplified by an- scenes will be shot. Lester Vernouncing that the first story is an milyea is the technical director for
original theme from the pen of Pyramid's first super-production.
Realart Announces
Authorship
Irene

Castle

Begins

Work

on

Second Picture for Hodkinson
Irene Castle, stage and screen the Lady Letty," featuring Dorothy
star, started work at the Estee Dalton.
studio last week under the direction of Edwin L. Hollywood on New Prevost Vehicle
her second production since her reDangerous Little Demon,"
cent return to public life. The pic- an "The
original story by Mildred Conture is from the story, "The Rise sidine, has been purchased by Uniof Roscoe
by Joseph
C. Linversal for Marie Prevost, the former
coln. ThePaine,"
first Castle
production,
which was also directed by Mr.
Hollywood,
"French Buddington
Heels," a
story
by isClarence
Kelland, which appeared in Everybody's Magazine. Both pictures will
be released by Hodkinson.
"The Rise of Roscoe Paine,"
which was adapted by Howard
Young, is a story of Cape Cod and
of a young man of the Cape who
becomes acquainted with the daughter of a powerful New York financier. The part of the daughter,
Mabel Colton, is played by Mrs.
Castle. Ward Crane is cast in the
role of Roscoe Paine. The other
important members of the cast are
Al Roscoe, Howard Truesdale,
Emily Fitzroy, George Pounceforte
and Charles Eldridge.
Handsome Settings
Some of the handsomest interior
settings ever constructed and decorated at the Lasky studio have been
erected for George Mel ford's production for Paramount, "Moran of

of Forthcoming Productions
Elmer Harris, supervising director adaptation has been made by Percy
for Realart, announces the line-up Heath.
of coming productions for the four The next Mary Miles Minter picstars
scheduled for spring release,
lows : under his supervision, as fol- ture,
was written by Mary Morrison and
is
being
adapted by Harvey Thew.
Constance Binney will have a story
John Blackwood is the author of
from the pen of Aubrey Stauffer,
of Realart's scenario department, Wanda Hawley's next, with scenario
which has been scenarized by Wells by Violet Clark.
Hastings.
These productions are as yet unBebe Daniels will do a story by
titled. The directors are all very
Winifred Warner, of which the well known

THREE OF THE PRINCIPAL PLAYERS APPEARING IN "MY OLD
Left to right: LucyKENTUCKY
Fox, Monte HOME"
Blue and Sigrid Holmquist
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"The Sheik" Breaks
of Sheba" Heads Fox
Records at Ascher
List of December Releases
More evidence of the drawing
Leading the list of Fox Film Cor- male lead. The picture was directed
poration releases for December is by C. H. Wallace, and the story power of George Melford's Paracame to mount
the production.
Paramount"The
homeSheik."
office
"Queen
of
which
for was written by Edgar Franklin.
months on Sheba,"
Broadway,
NewranYork
Clyde Cook appears at his funni- during the convention of district
City, as a pre-release attraction. It
est in his latest release, "The and branch managers in the form
is the most recent of Fox super- Chauffeur."
Many conceived
new comedy
sit- of a telegram from Max Ascher,
uations have been
for this
special productions and was made
of Ascher Bros., Chicago. The
under the direction of J. Gordon eccentric comedian.
telegram was addressed to H. W.
Edwards from the story by Virginia
Given, Chicago branch manager, and
The
Al
St.
John
comedy
is
"Fool
Tracy. It is a spectacle drama of Days," in which the standard of this was as follows :
splendid pageantry and massive funny screen man is fully main"In the face of inclement weather
settings, and embodies the love maker. tained. He is a front rank laugh- Saturday. Sunday and Monday.
'The Sheik' broke all previous house
story of the Queen of Sheba — porThe Sunshine Comedy releases records. Bring back a few more
trayed by Betty Blythe — and King
Solomon, played by Fritz Lieber, the are "Business is Business" and big pictures like these with you.
"Pardon Me." The four Mutt and
noted Shakespearean actor.
The Roosevelt
regards." Theatre is the
Jeff Animated Cartoon include "Fast Kindest
Took One Year to Make
Freight," "The Stolen Snooze," is
playing.
•The production consumed an en- "Getting A-heau" and "Bony Parts." Ascher house in which "The Sheik"
tire year in the making ; and the remarkable chariot race, at which a
crowd of 5,000 attended, has been
described by newspaper critics as
one of the most stupendous scenes "The Pickaninny" First Starring
ever attempted in motion pictures.
The other releases include producVehicle for "Sunshine Sammy"
tions starring Tom Mix, William
Russell, Charles Jones and Eileen
Heads Pathe Short Subject List
Percy, special comedies with Clyde
Pathe Exchange. Inc., announces
Cook, and Al St. John, four Mutt
"Somewhere in Turkey" is the
and Jeff Animated Cartoons and two that "The Pickaninny." a two-reel current
re-issued one-reel comedy
Sunshine Comedies.
comedy starring the diminutive col- starring Harold Lloyd. The specThe Tom Mix release for the
tacled comedian is not only supored comedian,
Sammy,"
produced
by Hal"Sunshine.
Roach, will
head
month
"Trailin'."Max
basedBrand.
on a story
by Bebe
Daniels
and "Snub"
is also
surrounded
by a
by
the iscelebrated
The the list of short subject features Pollard,portedbut
picture was directed by Lynn F. scheduled for release December 4. choice collection of beautiful harem
Reynolds. The star role represents a "Sunshine Sammy," otherwise girls tan's
in palace.
lavish settings in the Suldistinctmuch departure
for his
Mix,familiar
inas- known as Frederick Ernest Morrias he discards
"The
Hustler"
is the title of the
son, is well-known to all exhibitors
cowboy costume — despite daredevil having been almost inseparable from latest Hal Roach comedy featuring
stunts in pursuit of vengeance in "Snub" Pollard in the Hal Roach "Snub" Pollard. The comedy is a
the West.
Comedies, and also playing in a decided burlesque on the methods
bootleggers in outwitting the wily
number of pretentious comedies of
Russell in Adventure Story
with Harold Lloyd. A story, with revenue officers.
William Russell will be seen in situations particularly fitted for the
Fables Cartoon
another story of love and adventure little comedian, has been supplied;
and
a
cast
with
such
names
as
"The Fly and the Ants" is the
entitled,
"The Neville
Roof Tree,"
by Charles
Buck.written
The Joseph White, Ethel Broadhurst, new animated cartoon of the series
scenario was prepared by Jules G. George Rowe and the Roach come- of "Aesop's Film Fables," produced
dians help keep the fun going at a
Furthman and the direction was by
Fables Pictures', Inc., and created
lively rate throughout the action of by
Jack Dillon. Sylvia Breamer plays the
by Cartoonist Paul Terry. "Folly
offering.
the feminine lead.
and gaiety have their day of reck"Whatever She Wants" is the
oning" is the moral which Aesop
More Stunt Opportunities
December release starring Eileen
preached 2,600 years ago, and that
this
same
moral is just as fitting
"Hare and Hounds," the eleventh
Percy. This is a story of the adventures of a young woman who episode of the new Pathe serial, today is proven by the antics of
believes she is cut out for a career "Hurricane Hutch," starring Charles the bug actors created by Mr.
in business and then discovers she Hutchison, gives the "stunt star" Terry's nimble pen.
numerous opportunities to display Pathe Review No. 132 presents a
isn't. Itaction.
is a lively
fullsup-of his
daring and originality in the number of interesting subjects
spirited
Misscomedy,
Percy is
cleverly presented.
ported by Richard Wayne, in the tliri'l line.
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"Queen

SCENES FROM "TRAILIN'," TOM MIX'S NEWEST

Miss Newest
Du PontUniversal
in "FalseProduction
Kisses,"
Her
Lewis Signs Again
Ralph Lewis, whose remarkable
portrayal of Pere Grandet, in Rex
Ingram's "The Conquering Powhas given
him a hisplace
the
screener," that
is entirely
own, onagain
has attached his name to a Metro
contract. This time he will be seen
with Viola Dana in the Harry Beaumont production of "The Five DolIn the screen version of this IrvS. Cobb story, Mr. Lewis will
laring Baby."
appear as an elderly pawnbroker,
whose trials provide a big part of
the comedy.

odora"
Sixth "The
Company in Boston
The sixth company showing Goldwyn's Italian
spectacle.night
"Theoopened him
on Theatre,
Monday
at the dora,"
Shubert
Boston, lastat
the $2 top scale. It received in that
city the same high praise for its
scenic splendors and its powerfully
dramatic story that it did in every
other city where it has been shown.
The New York engagement at the
Astor Theatre is now in its sixth
capacity week
from there
presentforin-a
dications will and
continue
long run. Its receipts continue to
exceedricalthose
of nearly
or picture
house every
in thetheatcity,
Goldwyn reports.
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Sub-Franchise

Have

Enthusiastic

The local get-together of the The most important incident of
sub-franchise holders of First the morning session was the appointment of an advisory board for this
National held in the convention
room of the Hotel Ansley, Atlanta, territory — a body authorized by the
to the national get-together
Ga., Monday, November 14, rivaled delegates
the national meeting in Chicago for in Chicago, whose duty will be to
function
regularly
on any differences
achieveenthusiasm and constructive
between the sub-franchise
ment. Sponsored by R. D. Craver, arising
and the exchanges, reportoriginal franchise holder for this holders
their investigations to the home
territory; C. R. Beacham, branch officeing with
recommendations
manager of the Atlanta Exchange, for action. specific
To the important post
and Willard C. Patterson, gen- of
chairman of this board, Sig Sameralissimo and representative extrauels was elected ; the other members
field
First National's
ordinary ofSoutheast,
R. D. Craver, Joe Burton, Louis
the occasion are
forces in the
Kalbfield and B. H. Mooney. C. R.
proved one of the most significant Beacham will serve on the comin the history of the organization.
mittee in the capacity of secretary,
As regional chairman named by
the Southern delegation at Chicago giving the benefit of information at
to lead the sub-franchise holders of his command, but will not have voting power.
Georgia, Florida and Alabama, in
the local activities, Joe Burton, of
Meet in Afternoon
proved a capable and enthuThe first meeting of the newly
Toccoa, siastic
presiding officer. After he formed advisory board was held in
had called the meeting to order he
following the adjourntendered the floor to R. D. Craver, the afternoon
ment of the general meeting, and
who welcomed the sub-franchise henceforth the board will meet once
holders, touching briefly upon the a month in Atlanta, at which time
great purpose of the meeting, and any complaints or grievances of subthen traced the growth of the ex- franchise holders in Georgia, Florida
hibitors' organization in this terri- and Alabama will be heard, investitory.
gated and reported with recommenA Stirring Address
dations.
Called by the chairman to deliver The only social event of the occasion was the luncheon given in the
the message of the Chicago meeting,
Willard Patterson made a stirring main dining room of the Ansley at
address that communicated a rich helf past one. Williard Patterson
measure of the splendid spirit that presided as toastmaster and gracewas manifest at the big national
fully carried the honors of the occasion. Responding to his call Mayor
gathering and brought the unanimous
Key
welcomed the gathering to
endorsement of the local sub-franAtlanta. He said in part:
chise holders.
Other speakers were C. R. "It is always a pleasure for me
Beacham, branch manager of the to extend on behalf of our city and
Atlanta Exchange ; B. H. Mooney, its people a cordial invitation to you
of Mudd &• Colley Amusement Com- to- meet in our midst and mingle
pany, Birmingham, Ala. ; Sig Sam- with our people. I am for these
uels, of the Metropolitan and boys and I am for this industry
Criterion Theatres, Atlanta, Ga. ; because it means so much to our
Louis Kalbfield, of the Grand country. We have not always appreciated the value of the motion
Theatre,
Palatka, Fla.,
Fla. and
; Barney
Beacham, ' Orlando,
E. A. picture; we are conscious of the
Schiller, sub-franchise holder in ract that the moving picture indusAthens, Ga., and Elberton, Ga.
try is one of the largest industries

SCENE FROM "FALSE KISSES," UNIVERSAL PRODUCTION
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Holders
Meeting

in Atlanta
ducers) ;
Louis Kalbfield,
Grand
.ii the world today and its power ^tlan^
Pro
Theatre, Theatre
Palatka,^Associated
Fla.; Barney
can hardly be measured — its power Beacham, Orlando,
Fla.
for good,
or, if for
it were
directed, its power
evil. badly
It is not
badly directed ; therefore, we are
reaping this benefit of its power for
"Bride of the Gods"
Has Brilliant Show
Governor's
Representative
Speaks
After a few
brief words
from
More than eight hundred motion
other
by the
toast-of picture
master, guests
James called
B. Nevin,
editor
actors and actresses, exhibthe Atlanta Georgian, and on this itors, producers and writers comprised the audience which saw the
occasion the personal representative
of good."
Governor Hardwick, who was pre-view of "A Bride of the Gods,"
a
First
National attraction produced
unable to attend the luncheon because of illness, responded to Mr. by J. L. Frothingham, at the New
Wilshire Theatre in Los Angeles
Patterson's introduction, saying in last
Monday night. It was the best
"Movements in this State and attended showing of its kind ever
Alabama did at one time assume held in the film capital and the derather: formidable proportions to mand
part
supply. for tickets far exceeded the
establish over the motion picture industry acensorship. That appealed
Constituting
the "Who's toWho"
of
and conceded
be the
to me as a most unwise and utterly filmdom
unnecessary thing, and I did throw severest critics, the audience went
ine influence of the Atlanta into rhapsodies over the excellency
Georgian squarely into the fight of the production, according to teleagainst that, and it was defeated.
graphic reports. All proclaimed it
But I did not do all of that myself, magnificent, and predictions were
made
freely
that it would be the
I had very little to do with it really,
but it was a victory, and a victory season's greatest box-office attracthat
the to.
moving picture people were tion.
entitled
"A Bride of the Gods" will be
"I
know
nothing
whatever
about
released
in the late
early
the technical business side of the spring through
the winter
First or
National
motion picture industry. I do be- Exchanges. It is a story of the
lieve that the moving picture is mystic Orient, with Marguerite De
now. and is destined to become in LaMotte playing the titular role.
far greater measure than it is now. The production is noteworthy forthe greatest factor in educational the massive sets built for it and the
progress
theany
world.
don'tthing
be- extraordinary strength of the story,
lieve
therein is
other I one
so wholly capable of being employed Fox Cameraman
educationally amongst us as the
moving picture; and I think that to
Does Big Job
impair, or embarrass or in anywise retard the progress of the mov- There was only one photographer
ing picture industry is not only fool- — Sanford E. Greenwald, of the
ish from a material standpoint, but Fox News staff — who dared attempt
is actually unpatriotic." a close-up of a steeple-jack in action
Expressing the appreciation for the other day on the dome of the
the entire gathering, Mr. Patterson San Francisco City Hall. The
thanked both the Mayor and Mr. edifice was modeled after the CapNevin and invited the entire body itol in Washington, but it forty feet
to be Mr. Samuels' guests at the higher.
Metropolitan and Criterion Theatres the
_ 1"steeple-jack,
order to obtain
a close-up
Greenwald
sent himof
during their visit.
The sub-franchise holders who ahead
with
a
rope.
One
end of
attended the local get-together in this was secured to the very peak
of
the
dome,
and
the
other
end
Atlanta. November 14, were :
L,. S. Drum. Atlanta Exchange: attached to the camera. Resting the
M. M. Flemister. Colonel Theatre, tripod on loose tiles strewn about
Milledgeville, Ga.; W. C. Patterson. the forty-five-degree angle of the
Aitanta, Ga. ; H. G. Cope, Opera slope of the roof, and with his feet
House, Cartersville. Ga.; W. A. on
a perilous ledge, Greenwald shot
Sanges, Atlanta Exchange; B. H.
successfully. The re-Mooney, Mudd & Colley Amuse- his close-up
sult appears
ment Company, Birmingham, Ala.; thrilling
effect. in Fox News with
C. R. Beacham, branch manager,
Atlanta Exchange: Teddy Schull,
Atlanta Exchange; J. B. Wilbanks.
salesman. Atlanta Exchange; Joe
How About Increasing
Burton. Star Theatre, Toccoa, Ga.;
Your Income?
J. C. H. Wink. Manning & Wink,
Marietta. Ga., and Dalton, Ga.;
R. D. Craver, Broadway Theatre,
Are you acquainted with exhibiCharlotte, N. C; A. H. Paxson,
Valdosta Amusement Company,
tors? If so, you can't afford to
pass
up this splendid proposition.
Valdosta: C. F. .Tones, Atlanta
We
want
a man to sell exhibiExchange; W. F. Gann, Atlanta
tors in every section of the
Exchange; J. E. Turner, Atlanta
country — could be handled as a
Exchange; Harry Nonnemacher,
Si-Non Theatre, Demopolis, Ala.:
side-line. Write immediately.
Emory Rylander, Americus, Ga.;
X. Y. Z.
Frank Sands. Atlanta Exchange
(salesman) ; A. H. McCarth, BarM. P. WORLD OFFICE
nesville, Ga. ; John Evins, Odeon
516 5th AVENUE
Theatre, Savannah, Ga. ; Max
NEW YORK CITY
Bryant, Palmetto Theatre, Rock
Hill, S. C; W. R: Eiebmann.
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FAMOUS PL A YERS-LASKY PRESENTS "GET-RICH-Q UI CK- WA LLl NGFORD"
A COSMOPOLITAN PICTURE RELEASED BY PARAMOUNT

Pathe

Branch

Managers

Receive

Choir Boys Aid

RuthRo
Robin, of WashManager eEagl
rial,
has Branch
"Whit
Pathe sales force
The entire landSe
e"
^Qo^^
J. H. Cooper, manager of the
reports: "Screened
ington,
™ mnrd
„nPn„i„nrallvy on
placed ;t,»if
itself unequivocall
rec
ord
force 'White
Most wjchita Theatre> Wichita, Kas.,
in acclaiming Ruth Roland s newest enthusiastic bunch you ever heard, conceived a master stroke in exserial, "White Eagle," scheduled for Acted like a spring tonic. The boys ploiting "Mother 0' Mine," the senissuance January 1, as one of the now have the bit between their teeth sational Thomas H. Ince picture rebest she has ever produced. This and are waiting for the word "go." leased through Associated First
has great significance outside of Quota by release date."
National Pictures, Inc.
Pathe circles, for it is indicative Branch Manager, of Salt Lake Arriving at the conclusion that
that the men who must sell this City, contributes this : " 'White anything utilized to put it over
picture have the fullest confidence in Eagle,' one of the finest serials should partake of the spirit of the
its box-office value, and because of Pathe has ever released. We are picture, he employed twenty-five
that feel they are safe in pledging sold one hundred per cent, on it choir boys, between the ages of 10
themselves to reach and surpass and you can look to some wonderful and 12, through the cooperation of a
their quotas.
results from this territory." local church. "Songs of home and
Following the screening of the New Haven's verdict, rendered by mother" rendered by the youthful
first
of "Whitecomments
Eagle" will
Manager
Carter,
is : "New and
Haven
assistedsuccessful,
materially in making
in allthree
the episodes
Pathe branches,
go over
its expectancy
in- chorus
the program
such as the following were wired stead of further comments on "Highly gripping; went straight
to the home office :
'White Eagle' we will 'tell it with to the heart," was the management's
Branch telegraphed
Manager :
Taylor, of __
contracts.' "
characterization of the picture.
Omaha,
"Screened first three episodes of
'WhiteoneEagle.'
is the Rivoli and Rialto Will Show
best
yet. AClaim
realthis
knockout.
Just watch our smoke. Will reach
quota
release of
date."Dallas, wired :
Mr. byCoughlin,
"Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford"
"Screened 'White Eagle' for sales Greatly impressed by the import- felt that here was a vehicle in every
force. Has the punch, title and ance of the production, Hugo Ries- way suited for the fine talents of
Western atmosphere.
Will make enfeld has decided to present "Get- Frank Borzage.
That director
competitive serials resemble a tin- Rich-Quick Wallingford" at two proved in "Humoresque" that he
type. It is a Christmas present to Broadway theatres simultaneously, knows human nature — and better
exhibitors
and their
patrons."
The Cosmopolitan
will lights
still knows
how toitsbring
out its
its
From Branch
Manager
Scott, of therefore
be seen at Production
both the Rialto
and shadows,
subtleties,
Denver, comes this: "We have just and Rivoli Theatres beginning Sun- foibles on the screen. Borzage's
reviewed first three chapters, 'White day. December 4.
direction of "Get-Rich-Quick WalEagle.' Certainly enthusiastic over Ever since Cosmopolitan Produc- lingford" is said to have more than
this new serial. Good direction, lots tions first made it known that it in- fulfilled the promise of "Humorof action, good story, make it sure tended bringing to the screen the esque."
winner. Will do more business on famous characters of J. Rufus
this serial than on 'Hurricane Wallingford, "Blackie" Daw and the T
Hutch,' which is record-breaker for people of Battlesburg, there has been LiOfl K^nCLtlCy tit
this office."
displayed by the industry and the
Kansas City's
as suit.
public Wallingford
a keen desirebeing
to what
see themight
rerepresented
by the contribution
view of Branch
tion
duc
Nex
Pro
n's
pto
e tHam
Hop
Manager Graham, is: "Screened be called a national character of
Lon Chaney, regarded by many
first
three
episodes,
'White
Eagle,'
fiction,
there
is
in
the
minds
of
many
for sales force. Entire staff claims men and women a feeling of ac- as the cleverest portrayer of the
it even greater than 'Hurricane quaintanceship with the master pro- crook type of character on the
Hutch' and promises to exceed moter
screen, has been engaged by DirecHutch sales drive."
Because of the opportunities for tor Clarence L. Brown, for a prin
Pittsburgh
comments:
"Sales character portrayal inherent in the cipal role in Hope Hampton's next
force more thoroughly sold on screen play, as adapted by Luther First National feature, "White
'White Eagle' than they were even Reed from some of the Wallingford Faith."
on 'Hurricane Hutch,' which was a stories and the stage play by George E. K. Lincoln is another promrecord-breaker here."
M. Cohan, the producing company inent screen star whose name ap-

pears among the "leads," as well as
Edgar and
Norton,
"butlering"
stage
screenwhose
has won
him muchon
renown.
The character to be portrayed by
Miss Hampton and the three male
parts, forms the nucleus around
which the story is woven, giving it
very much of the all-star hue.
In "White Faith," Chaney will
play
the parta of
a reformed
side crook,
character
which Eastwill
give him ample opportunity to display the ability which has earned
him merited recognition. He will be
remembered best for his work in
"The Miracle Man," "Outside the
Law" and "Penalty." Chaney is at
present in Hollywood, but will leave
for New
next
week. York the latter part of
Work on "White Faith" has been
started at the Paragon studios in
Ft. Lee and marks the first of a
series of productions to be directed
by Clarence Brown, who is under a
long term contract with the Hope
Hampton Productions, Inc.
"Peter Ibbetson"
Reaches Its
75th Performance
"Forever." or "Peter Ibbetson,"
as it is called in its presentation at
the Criterion Theatre here, the
George Fitzmau rice- Paramount proseventy-fifth perduction,formance
played onitsTuesday
evening,
November 22. The picture has been
showing to enormous crowds for the
past five weeks and set new attendance records for a single performreceipts.ance, also establishing a record for
"Peter Ibbetson" is the first picture to inaugurate the new policy
of the Criterion, changing from continuous performances to two a day,
with all seats reserved. The house
seats 650 and the high water mark
was reached last week when there
were over 1,200 paid admissions m
a single day. The high figure is
remarkable when
is taken into
consideration that it
the top price is
$1.50 with $2.00 ruling on Saturdays and Sundays.
Wallace Reid. Elsie Ferguson and
Elliott Dexter are the feature
d
players.
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Completes

Series
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of

Six Conway
Tearle Productions
While Conway Tearle has been Billings, Robert Ellis, Daniel Hayes
and Robert Chaebble.
"The Mad
appearing
the
Comedy inTheatre,
New Dog"
York, asat
Ralph Ince directed both "The
a star under the Shubert manage- Referee" and "A Wide-Open Town,"
ment, the producing forces under two
more of Tearle's forthcoming
direction of Myron Selznick have issues. Earle Mitchell wrote the
completed the entire issue of photo- .story
of "A Wide-Open Town" and
plays for the Tearle star series under Edward J. Montague furnished the
Faire Binney is Tearle's
the "Forty from Selznick" promised .scenario.
for this season. There are six pro- leading woman in this one, with
ductions inthe entire series, one of Pearl Sindelar, Harry Tighe, Claude
them already released and a second Brooke, Daniel Hayes and James
feature for immediate distribution. aeeley in prominent supporting roles.
Gerald Beaumont's magazine
"Afterseries
Midnight"
started Zena
the
Tearle
for the season,
McArdle,
Referee,"
furnished"John
the basis
of Lewis
Allen
Keefe then contributing her talents story,
as leading woman in a Ralph Ince Browne's scenario for "The
presentation that thus became a Referee," from which Mr. Ince directed. Gladys Hulette played oppothree-star offering. "The Man of
site Mr. Tearle in filming the BeauStone," now in circulation as the
mont
story, other supporting players
second in the set of six Tearle features which will finally include being Lora Glarion, Andres Ran"Love's Masquerade," "A Wide- dolf and Charles Slattery.
of the Sea," sixth of
Open Town," "The Referee" and the"Shadows
Tearle pictures, was written by
"Shadows of the Sea."
who is now asso"The Man of Stone" comes to the Frank ciateE.editorDazey,
of the Selznick scenario
screen with a story by John Lynch
department.
Lewis
Allen Browne
and Edmund Goulding as its basis. contributed the scenario
and Alan
Lewis Allen Brown provided the
scenario and George Archainbaud Crosland directed. Doris Kenyon is
directed the presentation. The story Tearle's leading woman in this release, other players including Arthur
involves incidents in English army
life, starting with scenes in London Houseman, Crawford Kent, J. Barney Sherry, Jack Durimer, Harry
society and finishing in the Arabian
William Nally and Frankie
desert where Tearle, as an English Lane,
Mann.
army officer, has gone to forget a
love affair. There he comes under
the care of an Arabian girl who
nurses him through the aftermath Music Score Ready
of
too love
much is brandy
and soda — and
on Ince Picture
a new
awakened.
The music score of Thomas H.
Martha Mansfield and Betty
Howe and the two women around Ince's "Hail the Woman" soon to
whom the plot swirls and the other be released by First National was
supporting players include Colin arranged by Mischa Guterson, one
Campbell, Warren Cook, Arthur of America's foremost symphony
Barry and Charles Brown. The orchestra leaders. His services were
desert scenes were taken at Tangier secured by Thomas H. Ince through
Island, in Great South Bay, Long special
arangement with Sid GrauIsland, during the past summer, and man.
The
conductor
was present during
a largegagedcompany
of "extras"
in battle scenes,
feats enof a great part of the production of
horsemanship and cavelry charges "Hail the Woman" at the Ince studwith results that fill the Arabian
ios, lived continuously in its atmosscenes with color and action.
phere and thoroughly absorbed the
of the remarkable drama.
"Love's Masquerade," by Edward spirit
For
fourteen years Mr. Guterson
J. Montague, was directed by William P. S. Earle. Winifred West- was conductor of the famous Russian Symphony Orchestra, which he
over
is Mr.support
Tearle'sincludes
leading Florence
woman brought
and the
to America from Petrograd.

Goldwyns
"Poverty of Riches"
Is Well Received by Critics
a sincere and fairly convincing
"A subject that is interesting to out
drama. Its photography, as in all
practically
every
theatregoer,"
says
the critic of the New York Amer- Goldwyn photoplays, is excellent,
ican in his review of Goldwyn's and its cast is competent throughLeroy Scott photoplay, "Poverty of
Riches," showing this week, for the Journal
: "Splendidly
done. Reginald Barker
has put intelligence
and
first time in New York, at the Capian excellent cast into the relating of
tol
Theatre.
"Tells
an
old
story
with charm, clever impersonation the lives of two pairs of young marand intelligent direction. You will out."
ried people. You will enjoy the piclike it, so will everybody you know."
"A significant drama of married
Sun : "The picture is interesting.
Leatrice Joy, Louise Lovely,
life," says the Journal of Com- In
merce.
Irene
ture." Rich, Richard Dix and John
The Herald said: "Not done in Bowers, it gives scope for using a
the familiar red flare ways of the lot of the stellar talent around the
movies. Mr. Dix, Leatrice Joy, John
Bowers, Louise Lovely and Irene studios."
Globe : "The theme is developed
Rich do some effective cerebral act- with sincerity and a certain force.
It gains immeasurably by the presing in the principal roles."
ence of Leatrice Joy as the wife.
World : "The photoplay works
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Here is a screen actress with beauty Frank Shannon in
and a vivid and magnetic personalBill"
Telegram : "A significant drama
In "Boomerang
a Cosmopolitan Production
of married life treated in the sin- soon
to be released Frank Shannon
cere manner which characterized the
has an important role that reveals
productions of 'The Old Nest' and him for what he is— a strapping
'Dangerous Curve Ahead'."
great-hearted bluff Irishman.
Evening World : "Interesting dur- big,
The
production
is "Boomerang
featuring Lionel
Barrymore Bill,"
and
ing all its reels."
Shannon plays the part of a New
ity."
York policeman who tells the story
Eugene O'Brien Guest of "Boomerang Bill," a gunman, as
he knew him. Shannon recently received the praise of critics for his
of Authors'
League
Eugene
O'Brien, Selznick
star,
was
a
guest
of
honor
at
the
second
semi-annual dinner held by the portrayal in Eugene O'Neill's new
Authors'
League Sunday
Fellowship evening,
at the play, "Anna Christie."
Hotel Astor
November 20. The affair was a Essay Contest Puts
particularly brilliant gathering,
"Woman 'sPlace
attended by leading figures in Amer- over
An essay contest conducted in
ica's world of art and letters.
connection
with the showing of
The entertainment was in the
form of graduation exercises of the "Woman's Place," a Constance TalNational production, at
"Authors' High School," with madge-First
Forrest's Theatre, Boonville, Ind.,
Channing Pollock officiating as aroused
the interest of the citizens
"school teacher." There was a class of that town
to such a high pitch
of
"graduates,"
well
known
writers
and theatrical people appearing as that the attendance and box office
"boys" and "girls," the former in records were broken.
brave yellow suits with green ties Manager A. W. Forrest was unand the latter in white and yellow.
prepared for the avalanche of essays
on
"What
is Woman's
Place?"
Eugene
O'Brien
was
one
of
the
which
followed
his offer of
cash
"boys." Mr. O'Brien, Irene Castle,
Pearl White and Anita Loos had a prizes and tickets for the best
turn of their own, appearing as a scripts, and it was a Herculean task
to winnow out the best.
class in dramatic expression.
Many

Prominent

Players

to Be

Seen isinthe "Is
Matrimony
a Failure?"
introduction ; Tully
Following
cast chosen
for to need further
the special Paramount comedy to be Marshall, stage and screen actor, is
noted as a heavy and as a comedian ;
directed by James Cruze, "Is Mat- Lillian Leighton is a character
rimony aFailure?": T. Roy Barner, woman of rare ability; Adolphe
Wnlter Hiers, Tully Marshall, Lila
Lee, Lillian Leighton, Adolphe Menjou does admirable work in
Menjou, Bois Wilson, Otis Harlan, "The Sheik ;" Los Wilson is one
Arthur Hoyt, ZaSu Pitts, Sylvia of Paramount's favorite leading
Ashton, Charles Ogle, Ethel Wales, woman and plays the title role in
Bill Gonder.
"Miss Lulu Bett," William de Mille's
T. Roy Barnes, who plays the role latest production; Otis Harlan and
created by Leo Dittrichstein in the Arthur Hoyt are both well known
David Belasco stage production, is actors and ZaSu Pitts is one of the
well known as a stage and screen cleverest character actresses on the
actor. He was for two years with screen ; Charles Ogle is a favorite
Arthur Hammerstein's musical with Paramount audiences as is
Sylvia Ashton, while Ethel Wales
comedy,
the male
and will "Katinka,"
be seen as inleading
man lead,
for and
on. role in "Miss Lulu Bett,"
has aso fine
Ethel Clayton in "Exit the Vamp"
Work starts in a short time on
andWalter
"Her Own
Hiers,Money."
the famous fat this popular comedy which was a
comedian, has been prominent in New York stage success adapted by
many pictures ; Lila Lee, Paramount Leo Dittrichstein from a European
leading woman, is too well known
play.
"Marry the Poor
Be Released
Associated Exhibitors announces
the release of Mr. and Mrs. Carter
DeHaven
in "Marry
the screen
Poor Girl"
for December
11. The
version has been taken from Oliver
Morosco's stage success of the same
name, which was written by Owen
Davis. It is adapted for the screen
by Rex Taylor and directed by
Lloyd Ingraham. The production is
in six reels, and was produced under
the supervision of Carter DeHaven.
It is said Associated Exhibitors
has prepared an exceptional display
of posters on this production, in
perfect keeping with the nature of
the feature, which means that the
posters are replete with gorgeous

Girl" Is to
on December
11
gowns and pretty girls. Associated
Exhibitors state that this is an offering whichfor
satisfies
the exhibitors'
demands
sparkling
comedydramas, and expect that it will equal
in box-office value the record of
"Twin Beds."
Miss Benson

in

"Man
fromhas Home"
Annette Benson
signed a contract with Famous Players-Lasky
British Producers which entitles her
to an important part in "The Man
from Home," the next George Fitzmaurice production for Paramount.
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Beach Appearance
Brings Crowd to

"Pasteboard

See "Iron Trail"
With the personal appearance of
Rex Beach widely advertised and
announced to all its clientele, the
Olympia Theatre at Broadway and
107th street, New York City, did a
capacity business with Mr. Beach's
United Artists' release, "The Iron
Trail." The from
Olympia
competition
six has
otherstrong
and
nearby motion picture houses, but
the management had little difficulty
in packing the house through the
announced personal appearance of
the author and producer.
Mr. Beach told the audience that
"The Iron Trail" was an actual
true-to-life picture; that the "Irish
Prince" railroad builder really lived
and did build a real "iron trail" into
the Alaskan interior, and that the
bridge, which forms the pivot
around which the picture revolves,
was actually built and still stands
across the Copper River, in the distant north-land.

Exceeds
inExpectations
order to substantiate our
The
screen version Producers1
of "A Paste- decided
combined opinions that the public
board Crown," founded upon the were
really thirsting for clean,
great novel by the famed actress,
Clara Morris, produced under the wholesome, yet vitally interesting
auspices of Messrs. Nathan & Sem- screen drama of a calibre in line
erad and directed by Travers Vale, with the same sort of literature,
is complete. The production, in the that we would enter the producing
process of manufacture, excited held.
considerable comment in the motion
"Subsequently we learned that
picture trade, but will undoubtedly Travers Vale owned the rights to
be the source of much conversation 'A Pasteboard Crown.' We were
within the next few weeks, pending delighted, it being the very kind of
distributing arrangements.
book that we believed would adapt
Messrs. Nathan & Semerad, after for the screen admirably. Having
witnessing the completed product, just viewed the completed work, we
were lavish in their praise, stating
that the results were even beyond areIn indeed
the castgratified."
selected for "A Pastetheir expectations and ambitions.
board Crown," adapted for the
"We became interested in motion screen by Thomas F. Fallon, are
pictures some time ago," stated Mr. Robert Elliott, Evelyn Greeley, Jane
Jennings, Gladys Valerie. Albert
Nathan,
which
Mr. Semerad and "at
myself
weretime
discussing
the Roccardi, John Hopkins, Eleanor
merits and demerits of motion pic- Woodruff, J. H. Gilmour and Dora
tures we had seen. Our views be- Mills Adams. The production was
came of vital interest to us and we photographed by Jacques Bizuel.

Wichita

Golf Fiends

Like "The Idh Class"
Wichita, Kansas, has more golfers
to the square mile than any other
city or town in the country. It is
in the clutches of the golf rage and
the game has consigned prohibition
into oblivion as a topic of conversation.
O. K. Mason, manager of the
Regent Theatre of Wichita, was
aware of this state of affairs when
he booked "The Idle Class," Charles
latest production,
aChaplin's
hasty mental
calculation soofafter
the
number of golf fiends in the city he
booked it for the entire week of
November 7 and filled his lobby with
golfThe"atmosphere."
results justified his action.
Despite strong opposition from two
theatres in the vicinity, the comedy
went over big.
Ballin Starts on
"The Luxury Tax"
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation announces that production will be
started next week by Hugo Ballin,
director of Hugo Ballin Productions,
for release through Hodkinson, on
"The Luxury Tax," the fifth in a
series of Hugo Ballin-Hodkinson
Productions which have included
"Pagan Love," "East Lynne," "The
Journey's End" and "Jane Eyre."
"ThebyLuxury
Tax" is anauthor
originalof
story
Ethel Donoher,
the recent Equity picture, "The
Black encePanther's
starring Mabel
FlorReed. The Cub,"
cast includes
Ballin.
Raymond
Bloomer
and
Crauford Kent.
"Possession" at
Walnut Theatre
"Possession," the French production made by Louis Mercanton and
distributed by R-C Pictures, has
been booked by the Walnut Theatre,
of Louisville, Kentucky, where
plans are being made to give it a
memorable engagament. It is
founded
upon theHope.
novel, "Phroso,"
by
Sir Anthony

Hodkinson

Crown, " Completed,

Officials

"Disraeli" Plays

Predict

Success for the Latest Renco
A round of applause followed the had expected, he said, that the Hodkinson officials would agree that the
final fade-out of the Renco Film
production was good, but it had
Company's latest production, "At the never
occurred to him that it would
Sign reviewed
of the Jack
whichby receive such enthusiastic approval.
was
for O'Lantern,"
the first time
The fact, however, that the release
Hodkinson officials at a private
showing in the Simplex projection date of "At the Sign of the Jack
rooms last Thursday. Unanimously O'Lantern" has been moved ahead
voted the most entertaining feature nearly three months on the Hodkinson release schedule, is accepted as
that the Hodkinson reviewing staff
has seen in many months, the worth sufficient guarantee that the picture
will
of the production was further em- trade. be a welcome offering to the
phasized by an immediate decision
to move ahead the release date from
Lloyd Ingram, who directed the
late next March to the first week in recent Renco-Hodkinson release,
"Lavender and Old Lace." directed
January.
H. J. Reynolds, president of Renco "At the Sign of the Jack
Film Company, who brought the O'Lantern." The story was adapted
sample print to New York from by Mr. Ingram and Divid Kirkland
Los Angeles, was surprised by the same
Myrtle Reed's novel of the
enthusiasm accorded the picture. He from name.

"Black

Beauty"

It isTitle,
now just a "Picture
year since the
release of Vitagraph's screen version of "Black
the classic
by AnnaBeauty,"
Sewell, based
which onis
as virile as ever, notwithstanding its
nearly half century of life, and during that time it has been shown in
nearly every district in the United
States and Canada, and the end is
not yet. It was freely predicted
when the Vitagraph special was
first presented that time would not
dim its lustre. Not alone did the
critics, both professional and selfappointed, declare that it was one
of the greatest pictures of the year,
but that it was a picture for all
years and a credit to the film industry.
That the prediction of those who
know and appreciate good pictures
has been fulfilled is attested by the
constant demand for the picture.
Although it has been shown in
nearly every centre in the United
States and Canada, there still remain some of the smaller towns
which have not witnessed the pic-

Proves

Right

Newto Title
Given Film
Talmadge
Announcement was made this
week by Associated First National
Pictures, that the Norma Talmadge
picture produced under the working
title of "Regeneration Isle" has been
renamed
"Love'sDecember
Redemption."
It
will
be released
19.
The bertpicture
was was
directed
by AlParker and
adapted
by
Anthony Paul Kelly from Andrew
Soutar's
novel, Harrison
"On Principle."
The
cast
includes
Ford, who
was Miss Talmadge's leading man
also in "The Wonderful Thing";
Montagu Love, Cooper Cliffe, Mabel
Bert, Michael M. Barnes, Fraser
Coulter and E. Fernandez.
The production is a departure
from the usual Norma Talmadge
pictures. Tropical Jamaica, to
which the black sheep of English
families are sent for regeneration, is
the locale of the story. Miss Talmadge in the role of Jennie Dobson,
knownof generally
as "Ginger," givesin
one
the best characterizations
her remarkablv successful career.

to

to Big Business
That he was more than satisfied
with the box-office business produced
by the George Arliss film produca United
Artists'B.
release,tion,is"Disraeli,"
the assertion
of Allen
Newhall. managing director of the
Strand Theatre, Lynn, Mass. In a
letter to the home office of United
Artists, Mr. Newhall says:
"When a concern produces such
a picture as George Arliss in
'Disraeli,' I feel that it is the duty
of every manager showing the picture to write and commend the producer upon the same. I think
'Disraeli' is one of the finest pictures Ihave ever seen, and my own
opinion was shared by my theatre
"I was more than satisfied with
patrons.
the
business 'Disraeli' did. It improvedmarkable
every day.
which
holdpoor
reconsidering
the Ivery
business conditions that exist at
present at Lynn."
Vignola to Begin
New Picture Soon
Having just completed a second
production with Marion Davies in
the star role for Cosmopolitan,
Robert G. Vignola is now busily
engaged in reading scripts with a
view to beginning a new production
shortly. The special just completed
was taken from a magazine story

for
ture and All
these are Years"
being taken care
of as rapidly as the prints are available. Every large city has seen the
picture not once, but twice, and in
some instances several times. It is
confidently predicted that before the
end of the coming year, "Black
Beauty" will have been shown in
every city, town and community in
this country that boasts a picture
theatre or a projection machine.
And its success in other countries by
SophieandKerr
entitled,
"Beauty's
Worth."
is said
to offer
Miss
has been nearly as great.
Davies as fine opportunities as did
"Enchantment." which was Mr.
Vignola's
Doris May Films
famous starfirst
and production
which has with
proventhea
big box office success.
"Beauty's Worth" completed
at Loew's State butWith
a few titles, Director Vignola
Not only has Doris May in "The is drawing up plans to begin his
Foolish Age," her first R-C Pic- next production without delay. He
ture,throughout
played all the
of the
Loew butTheatres
country,
she has several stories under considerahas won the added distinction of
tion and is not likely to decide fot
being chosen among a special group several days. While his last prowas made for the most part
of screen headliners whose produc- on the duction
coast his next one will in
tions are to appear during the first
two weeksin Los
at Mr.
Loew's New State all likelihood
ern studio. be made in some EastTheatre
Angeles.
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Praises
crandaii
Plays
Record;
'Four Seasons"
Breaks
Following a meeting of the Visual
at 26
Theatres
in Detroit
Instruction Association of New York
VT
.
,
,
.
.
.
„.
,
...
,
.
.
at which Charles Urban's "The
Not only has a new record in s.on. This, however, was only the combined in special advertising City
Four Seasons» was shown, Ernest
motion picture exhibition been estab- beginning of a campaign of coopera- which ran for a week prior to the l Crandaii
direc or of the Visual
lished
in
Detroit
this
week,
but
a
tion
maintained
by
the
Branch
Manopening
m
,
all
papers,
and
which
Educational'
Department
of Urthe
step has been taken in advance of ager, W. D. Ward, of the Fox com- broke in the Sunday papers on the Board of Education
wrote Mr
anything heretofore attempted in the pany and the managers of the vari- first day of the engagement for a Dan prajsjn„ this picture Referhistory ofsimultaneously,
amusements,at by the ous theatres showing the picture, half page space. The smaller ad- nng t0 jt a&s a WOnderf ul scientific
exhibition
twenty- Previously the Detroit Exchange vertisements had occupied seventy njm y[r Crandaii expresses delight
six theatres in this city of one at- had supplied to all of the theatres lines by four columns. Teaser ads tnat' ;t was jnciucie(] am0ng those
traction, -'Over the Hill." These the fullest complement of litho- were also run in all the papers and shown in connection with William
twenty-six theatres are playing this graphs and other advertising acces- special stories in the fo.rm of read- ^ Brady's lecture of "The Future
sensational William Fox success on sories in order that each house ers and features were used by the 0f the Motion Picture" and expressed
the "day-and-date" basis for the should have the greatest opportunity newspapers.
policy of brineentire week of November 20 to 26 in working up its patronage for the The results of this day-and-date gratification
jng out f[\msat D{the tms
quaijty a„d
inclusive. Twenty-five of the thea- big event.
engagement
will
be
followed
with
stated
that
producers
who V^,^
tres are in the city of Detroit and its A special exploitation agent great interest by theatre managers that tne theatre-going public
hungers
environs and one of the theatres is inaugurated a publicity campaign throughout the country, Fox says, for something that will challenge
a suburban house at a point within two weeks in advance of the day- and there will appear in the pages thought and appeal to the highest
commuting distance.
and-date showing. Though Detroit of this magazine next week
jdeais ancj soundest emotions will
What makes this simultaneous theatre patrons were well informed cle recording the success anof artithe reap tne harvest of the new era
in twenty-six Detroit leading thea- regarding "Over the Hill" on ac- engagement and describing its varitres, bothdistricts,
in downtown
and impresneigh- engagement
count of theofprevious
seven weeks'
phases
in detail.
At the
-ww OaleS
q j
borhood
even more
this attraction
at the ous
writing
complete
receipts
are present
known
IVlOre
sive
is theconcluded
fact that a "Over
the Hill"
Washington
no opportunity
for onlyfigures
the first
day aof total
the run,
and areAmong
has just
memorable
run was
lost to letTheatre,
the people
of the city these
reach
amount
rights the forsalesa recently
series reported
of Leo
of seven weeks at the Washington know that this popular photoplay far in excess of the expectations of Naloney Westerns and "Under Two
Theatre in Detroit, in the course of would again be with them and would either Fox Film Corporation or the Flags" to Si Griever for Illinois 1
which it smashed every record of be available to all sections of the members of the various houses con- "The Eternal Two," "From Farm
that popular playhouse, it is said. city through twenty-six of its play- cerned, it is reported.
The film to Fame" and "The Devil's Angel,"
In various large centers of popu- houses.
usually draws steadily increasing to Liberty Film Renting Company,
lation there have from time to time
The Fox company and theatres patronage.
of Pittsburgh,
been small day-and-date runs of
dramatic subjects in which a few
theatres were concerned. Seldom,
says Fox, has this number ap- Eight
Paramount
Features
Listed
proached even half of the total of
twenty-six. On the other hand,
short features, such as comedies
for December
Include
Barrie
Film
with special pulling power, have
been booked in a large number of ElSnt productions are listed on the production, Don t Tell Everything! Sir J. M. Barrie's play, "The Little
theatres for day-and-date exhibition, Paramount release schedule for De- with Wallace Reid, Gloria Swanson Minister," with Betty Compson starbut never have even the short-reei cember as finally revised and an- and Elliott Dexter, is scheduled for ring in the role of Lady Babbie, is
subjects totaled a number of twenty- nounced by S. R. Kent, general December 11. This is a story by scheduled for release on September
six day-and-date week engagements, manager, department of distribution. Lorna Moon and its production was 25. George Hackathorne plays the
Detroit is a city of approximately These include Penrhyn Stanlaws' supervised by Thompson Buchanan, title role of Gavin, Edwin Stevens
one million population. As is gen- production of J. M. Barrie's "The Dorothy Cumming, Genevieve Blinn, is Lord Rintoul, Nigel Barrie is
erally known, this center of indus- Little Minister," a William S. Hart Baby Gloria Wood and the de Briac Capt. Halliwell, Will R. Walling
trial activity had been reported as in production, two Cosmopolitan pro- twins complete the cast.
is Dr. McQueen and Guy Oliver is
a very depressed state due to the ductions, a European production Also released on December 11 is Tammas Whamond. Edfrid Bingclosing down of many manufactur- starring Pola Negri. Sam Wood's another Cosmopolitan production, nam wrote the scenario and the art
ing plants
in theThis
automobile
special,
"Don't
Everything,
the Corner,"
by Fannie
was in the hands of Roband
kindredengaged
industries.
alleged with
Wallace
Reid,Tell
Gloria
Swanson "fust
Hurst. Around
The picture
was both
seen- direction
er* M. Haas.
depressed condition in Detroit, how- and Elliott Dexter, and pictures arized and directed by Frances Ma- XT0n the same date comes Pola
ever, was not sufficient to deter a starring Ethel Clayton and Gloria rjorl -pne special cast includes Sig- Negri in a European production,
majority of its leading theatres from Swanson individually. rid Holmquist,. known as "the Swed- Last Payment," marking the
booking "Over the Hill" for immeScheduled for December 4 is Ethel ish Mary Pickford," who here makes "rst appearance of the famous Polish
diate showing when an opportunity Clayton in "Exit the Vamp," directed her American debut ; Lewis Sar- star ln America in a strictly modern
arose for them to contract for that by Frank Urson from an original gent, Margaret Seddon, Edward ™'e- The story was written by
popular attraction.
story and scenario by Clara Beran- Phillips, Fred C. Thomson, Peggy J°Jjn Brennert and George Jacoby,
The theatres participating in this ger and said by Paramount to be Parr, Mme. Rose Rosonova and an" tne 'after directed.
week's engagement of "Over the Miss Clayton's best picture since William Nally.
™
Hill" are the following :— the New "Young Mrs. Winthrop." T. Roy
On December 18 comes William r**.,^**' *
Home seats;
with the
a capacity
one thou- Barnes is Miss Clayton's leading g Hart in his production of his fV III KJlinnitlg
sand
Gratiot, of1,400
seats; man and Theodore Roberts is seen 0wn story, "White Oak," a western rr\ ?
-m*
the Lakewood, 800 seats; the Ritz, in the role of a wheelchair-ridden old picture made for the ' real "Bill" lakes NlOre
620 seats ; the Arcade, 500 seats ; the man. Others in the cast are Fon- Hart fan Bennett Musson adapted
t-ii o
Stratford, 1,100 seats; the Grand taine LaRue, William Boyd, Mickey the story and Lambert Hillyer diVictorv, 600 seats ; the Farnum, 700 Moore and Mattie Peters. rected Plaving onnosite "Big Bill"
tu
• nt lOOrj- SPaCe
seats; the La Veeda, 600 seats; the
For the same date is scheduled is Vo'la Vale while others* in the /he rapidly expanding activities
Acme, Merrick, Ferndale, Dix, the Cosmopolitan production, "Get- cast are Alexander Gaden Robert S,
Gunmng Inc., necessitated
Crescent, Delray, Duplex, Medbury, Rich- Quick Wallingford," which Wa,ker Bert Sprotte Helen Holley t\
?g ^ ?*l °f 2fi°°
square feet of floor space
onal
adit
Myrtle and Fleur de Lys. seating Paramount predicts will be a com- Zd Chief Standing Bear
from 400 to 500 each; the Dawn edv-drama sensation of the year.
o T
u
A °,n . h.e S,xtccntcV°°r °j the L°euw
with 1,000 seats, the Park, Central Taken from the stage play by v™Z*JZTZuZ «n
Bu,Id,n& 3t 1 -,i° k^03^ T^
and Crystal 800 each; the Drury George M. Cohan and adapted by f?2 » ^Is. .a,so
a^T S*S5.
^CCS department,
7'" (be l"SCd,
>l £he
has
which
exploitation
for that nCW,
^heduledA^Jfe
Lane with 500 seats; the Majestic Luther Reed, this picture was diof
amount
vast
a
,t
onto
PHed
had
*he
of
°"
%P
«■
*
made
who
Borzage.
Frank
by
rected
1,600
with
Strand
and
seats
390
with
by Alice work by the speeding up of the Wjd
"Humoresquc." Sam Hardy, musical "0,ve,^.T,heA Shulamite
seats.
to
planned
is
It
specials.
s
u 1 \ * Gunmng
This amounts to a grand total of comedy favorite, returns to the Z
' I T ™"°Pn ^ °VCr tHe ent,rC fl°°r the fifSt °f
15,510 seats in popular motion pic- screen in the title role after an ab- Z L%
tfe
available
.Norman
^. , ?
*" ^
who theatres
are flocking
to seeto, audiences
Over the sence
Kerry ofis many
seen asyears
BlackiewhileDaw.
Doris w„ „ ,
...lauf. Ask^Tam
. wt c '!
Hill" shown continuously during Kenyon has the leading feminine XmLTw^ m hf h °^Sout.h
RooJ
Read
llo.n- Hami,ton »
picture-theatre hours at the twenty- role and Billie Dove and Diana Al- ^?*caSj:fne- iMa
len are also prominent. The re-' ¥™ „Swanson s lea^!nK man and
six houses named.
Fox Film Corporation supplied mainder of the cast is made up of ^ L^T^l"' . T Le'ght°n X. Y Z. Ad
comedy ^ ^coln Steadman have impormoston wonderful
some of
twentyBranch
Detroit
through
six new its
prints
of this
popular
sub- types
evertheseen
the screen.
porr„ t^77
i <*Be ol'
Penrhyn Stanlaws' production of
Sam Wood's special tri-stellar
ject for use in Detroit on this occaFox

Film
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"Three Musketeers" Draws Big
Crowds to Capitol* Cincinnati
done ; and they have done it
The United Artists release, "The have
without an anachronism and with a An
Open
Letter
Three Musketeers,"
with producer,
Douglas completeness
and fidelity to the book
Fairbanks
as star and
drew capacity crowds to all per- that is amazing,' declares the critic
To Owners and Operators of Moving
formances at the Capitol Theatre, for the Cincinnati Commercial TribCincinnati, and also won the em- une.
Picture Theatres!
phatic praise of the reviewers.
"In 'The Three Musketeers'
"If "The Three Musketeers' were Douglas Fairbanks undeniably has
not already internationally famous, given us his masterpiece. It is the
Douglas
Fairbanks'
"Have You Seen the Handwriting on
he ever
tion of the
French screen
classic adaptawould greatest
says the picture
critic for
the produced,"
Cincinnati
the Wall?"
make it so," writes the critic for the Post. "And Fairbanks himself is
brought to life direct
Cincinnati Enquirer. "Fairbanks as D'Artagnan
from the pages of the famous
D'Artagnan
is the embodiment
seventeenth century
chivalry. Heof Dumas romance."
Isn't Your Business From 25 to 50%
imparts to the role his inimitable
"If Dumas could have visited the
Less Than It Was A Year Ago?
nerve and dash."
Capitol Theatre he would undoubtedly have been imensely pleased
" 'The Three Musketeers,' with
Douglas Fairbanks is not only a with the Douglas Fairbanks film
THERE JS A REASON!
great picture — it is stupendous. It version of 'The Three Musketeers,'
is
child's play
a story of the famous author's famous roThe day of the Moving Picture as a complete Enterthisnomagnitude
out toof lift
its atmosphere
mance," states Myrtle Miles in the
tainment, is a thing of the past.
of four centuries ago and transfer Cincinnati Times-Star. "Its atmosit, with its multitudinous scenes, and
phere has been preserved with digIn desperation, managers, to bolster their drooping
its daring action, to the screen. Yet
business, have arranged personal appearances of movnity. His D'Artagnan is a youthful,
that is what the Fairbanks forces
ing picture celebrities, as well as resorting to other
dashing, gallant figure."
methods, demonstrating that your pictures cannot stand
alone, but need additional novelties!
Triart Now
Working on Third
DO NOT DESPAIR !
of Great Master Productions
The Darkest Cloud Has a Silver Lining! it is
Work on the exteriors of "The played the leads in "The Beggar
Maid,"
are
featured
in
"The
Young
Young ofPainter,"
the based
third on
in the
the Painter." Walter Petri also has an
series
productions
paintings of great masters, the first important part.
"The Young Painter" is based on
of
"Theunder
Beggar
has which
been was
started
the Maid,"
direc- the famous painting of the same
tion of Herbert Blache, according to name by Rembrandt, one of the Shubert
an announcement from Isaac Wol- priceless canvases in the Altman
collection at the Metropolitan
per,
president The
of Triart
Pictures'
Corporation.
productions
are Museum.
The second in the series of Triart
being released by Hodkinson.
The first scenes were shot last Great Master productions, "The
week on the Long Island estates of Bashful Suitor," featuring Mary
Louis C. Tiffany, one of the advis- Brandon and Pierre Gendron, has Vaudeville
ory board of the Triart Company. been cut and titled and will be ready
Providing the weather is favorable for general release by Hodkinson
The success of which, since its inception in September
the exteriors will be completed this early in December. It is based on
has been the talk of the theatrical world!
week for the studio scenes. Mary the painting by Josef Israels, also
Astor and Pierre Gendron, who at the Metropolitan.
A headliner a week, or as many acts as you may desire,
will be provided.
This need not change your policy or your prices if
you have the capacity. You still give your Public your
Universal Has Four Specials
regular pictures but you also give them
to Be Released in December
Universal announces a strong list direction of Dallas Fitz Gerald. It
of Special Attractions for release probably will be released under a
in December. The forthcoming pic- new name.
tures include five-reelers by such
Universal's last December Special
stars as Gladys Walton, Herbert Attraction will be "The Fire Eater,"
Rawlinson, Marie Prevost and Hoot starring Hoot Gibson. It is an
Gibson.
adaptation of Ralph Cummings western story, "The Badge of Fighting
"A Parisian Scandal," an adaptaof "Princess Virtue" by Louise Win- Hearts." Reaves Eason, is directing.
Louise Lorraine is Hoot's leading
ter, is tocemberberelease.
Universal's
De- woman.
It is a first
starring
vehicle for Marie Prevost, and was
directed by George Cox. Tom Gal- Interest Revived
lery plays the principal supporting
role.
in Skinner Film
"Barry Gordon," William F. PayCoincident with Otis Skinner's
son'sthepopular
has been Rawlinadapted starring
to
screen novel,
with Herbert
engagement on the stage in
son in the leading role. It is called "Blood and Sand," interest has been
"CheatedUniversal
Hearts," December
and will release.
be the revived in R-C Pictures' production
second
of "Kismet," in which the noted
Marjorie Daw will be seen in the stage star achieved the greatest personal triumph in the annals of the
leading role opposite Rawlinson.
Hobart Henley is directing.
screen, says Charles R. Rogers, general manager of distribution for R-C
Walton's
latest release
picture, onto Pictures.
beGladys
the third
December
The renewed interest in
the Universal schedule, is "The "Kismet" has resulted in a surprising demand for bookings, especially
Sandman"
story under
by J. the
U. in hundreds
of small towns.
Geisy. It isfrom
beinga filmed

SHUBERT
An

VAUDEVILLE

Irresistible Combination

This is the policy that made millionaires of Loew — Fox
— Pantages. But the public is now educated to better
acts than they can secure. You cannot book them
through Keith or Orpheum because they are intrenched
in
your city and will not build up opposition to themselves.
remember:
We have over 300 headline acts under contract.
The number of franchises is limited. Get on
the band wagon before it is too late.
MR. LEE

Call, wire or write
SHUBERT
SHUBERT

VAUDEVILLE

233 West 45th Street, New

York City
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Name

of F.

Been

B.

Warren

Corporation

Has

Changed
to
Wid
Gunning,
Inc.
launched. Wid was then engaged as general
is made this week organization feels that he is part and parcel manager.
ANNOUNCEMENT
by Wid Gunning that the name of the of
it, both financially and otherwise.
Those who remember that far back recall
organization which he originally launch"Instead of having all his eggs in one basket,
ed as the F. B. Warren Corporation is being
the
features, which
shouldof
Mr. Gunning now has thirty high-powered ex- have fact
beenthat
one Warner's
of the outstanding
successes
changed to that of Wid Gunning, Incorporated.
and many times as many subordinates the film
industry
in
spite
of
strenuous
efforts
The official statement does not come as any who are ecutives
rooting, working and fighting for Wid
great surprise. For several weeks exhibitors
to make it "go," died an early death.
and film men everywhere have come to refer to Gunning and Wid Gunning's distribution ideals.
Has Had Wide Experience
That
this
spirit
isn't
confined
to
any
'eight
the corporation as the "Wid Gunning organ- hour shift' has proven one of the surprises
When
it
that Mr. Gunning was an
es
and
discuss
its ity
activiti
of the year to New York film men who have advertising isandrecalled
sales manager, practically handconnectionization,"withto the
personal
of Mr. largely
Gunningin discovered
that
they
can
call
in
the
Wid
Gunand his years of film service as sales executive,
ling the entire business both of the Eclair Comning offices from eight in the morning until
editor and publisher, producer, and inspiration midnight
pany andthen
Warner's
Features,
in those
and find any number of members of days and
afterward
spent five
years asearly
an
of distributing progress toward the end of
more direct relations between the creator and the home office staff still at their desks."
editor analyzing the sales methods of every
other corporation which means that he has
Was Successful Executive
the exhibitor of pictures.
watched each and every one develop and has
In issuing the announcement of a change in
While
many
people
only
know
Wid
Gunning
title Mr. Gunning made it clear that the sole as one of the most successful reviewers the in- seen many of them go down, it is easy to understand why he can attract to his present organpurpose of placing his name over the organizadustry has ever known, Wid, as a matter of
ization some of the best brains in the industry.
tion which he established several months ago
fact,
was
one
of
the
most
successful
advertiswas to clarify the atmosphere and to register
The men who are building this new organizaing and sales managers in the industry years
tion under the Wid Gunning banner know that
definitely the intent and purpose of his distributchief has been through the mill and has
ing corporation.
ago.Way back in the days when the three-reeler their
proved himself, both as a producer and as a
was more or less of a sensation, The American
Decided to Change Name
sales and advertising manager.
Eclair organization was turning out a series
Robert E. Welsh, who became associated with of
Northwest mounted police subjects with J.
Exploitation Most Important
the corporation after several years as managing
W.
and Barbara Tennant as stars
is the most important element
editor of Motion Picture News, discussed the and Johnston
Wid, who had previously been a theatre in Exploitation
the sales service of the Gunning organization.
owner
for
several
years
in
a
small
Ohio
town,
change lowing
of thetitle
and
the
company's
policies
folannouncement by Mr. Gunning that came into New York as advertising and sales This is so because, after all, the film business
entirely centered around the selling of an
he had decided to place his name on the organ- manager for the American Eclair organization. is
Over 80 per cent, of the organization
ization Which represents his ideals in motion
Wid also handled the advertising and assisted idea.
built by Mr. Gunning numbers expicture distribution. Mr. Welsh declared:
in the selling of the foreign Eclair product now being ploitation
men or salesmen who have had exwhich was being handled in this country on a
"Having
originally
financed
the
F.
B.
Warploitation
experience. Full attention is to be
ren Corporation, Mr. Gunning did not at that state right basis.
given to active and complete co-operation with
time announce his connection with the corporaexhibitors and each production distributed is
Made Fricttds with Exhibitors
tion because he had virtually retired from acto be given a distinctive and definite treatment
tive work in the industry. And why not? The
In
those
days,
Wid
established
himself
with
properly geared to that individual type of proman whom thousands of exhibitors throughout
the exhibitors through the country by means duction.
the country know familiarly as 'Wid' had of a house organ called the "Eclair Bulletin"
part of the announcement on the change
found the happiest years of his life in associa- and every old timer remembers the direct con- of Asname
there appeared this definite, concrete
tion with George Loane Tucker on the protact
established
by
Wid's
editorials
written
unstatementizationofwill policy,
Wid any
Gunning
organduction of 'The Miracle Man' and in subsesell and"The
exploit
productions
der the was
namelong
of before
"Me, the
Man."
quent collaboration with Lois Weber.
That
the Publicity
days of Paramount,
worthy of its efforts forming a direct, efficient,
Metro, Selznick, Goldwyn, First National and
"He hada established
his family
in California,
enjoyed
beautiful home,
and possessed
the other present day organizations. Wid, for service contact between the producer and the
means wherewith to indulge a strong hobby
whose product was sold through Unifor golf and still devote his major energies to Eclair, versal
exchanges, more than doubled the sales
the production ideals which had been his goal of the organization by creating an exhibitor exhibitor."
Washington Exchanges
since his earliest days in the motion picture in- demand which forced Universal to buy more
dustry.
than double their former order of Eclair prints.
Represent New Ideas
New ideas in exchange construction will be
Efficient Market Lacking
New Distribution Plan
the film buildings which are to be
At this time Wid laid down before the Eclair tried outat inNorth
"Everything
whichandhistheheart
desired of
was better
cenCapitol and L streets, Washtered in California
production
organization, which was in a similar position erected ington,
D.
C.
Plans for the proposed exchange
pictures. The only fly in the ointment was the to the independent producer of today in that for Famous Players-Lasky
have been announced
absence of an efficient independent market.
they need an independent market, a plan for and those for the other film
buildings will be
the
formation
of
a
distributing
machine
which
completed
within
a
short
time.
"It was
only natural
underasthese
that
he should
proceed
he circumstances
did. Having would bring a direct contact between the proFamous with
Players'
building
of brick
provided the financial sinews necessary for a
ducer and the exhibitor. The Warner Brothers, concrete,
parking
on will
threebe sides
and and
an
distributing organization, he chose others to Abe and Harry, were conducting a series of alley
in the rear. It will have a frontage of
direct its destinies and allowed them the freest
52
feet
and
a
depth
of
127
feet.
The
office
state right exchanges known as "Warner's
rein to carry out the policies which he had Features."
Wid approached them with the plan will occupy the front portion of the building
laid down.
of providing a certain amount of independent and
will be large enough to accommodate a
product
through
Eclair and other independent
Gunning
in California
large number of clerks. Behind the offices
had"Wid
it not
been would
for thebe fact
that some today
two producers and charted a method of procedure will
be a projection room in the form of a minmonths ago he had forced on him the knowlwhich, oddly enough, is exactly similar to that
theatre, seating approximately twenty
edge that events demanded his presence in New
which he has finally done himself after having persons, iature
comfortable chairs being provided. The
York. He came East in a hurry and looked tried to get other people to do it through a advertising
department will also be behind the
carefully into the situation. He found it neces- period of many years.
offices and the front section will be divided
sary to make the changes of personnel which
Neiv Firm Launched
from the rear by a fireproof wall, in back of
have taken place in his organization and finally
which will be located the film inspecting equipdecided to go to work again and place his
The Eclair organization was unable to finance
ment and five fireproof steel vaults for storage.
name over the corporation.
the negotiations begun by Mr. Gunning and a
few
weeks
later
L.
J.
Selznick,
who
was
then
Managers Share in Profits
To Direct May McAvoy
a purchasing agent for Universal, heard of the
plan and together with P. A. Powers, organ"Building
upon
the
solid
foundation
of
a
field
Major
Maurice Campbell is about to wield
managerial force, Mr. Gunning has brought
ized amillion dollar stock company and launchhis megaphone over the third of the five Realaround him a home office staff that is keyed to
ed what was known as Warner's Features, Inc. art stars. On completion of his current prohigh speed and big accomplishment. One of This was Selznick's first start in the film busiduction with Constance Binney, Major Campthe first steps was to place every branch manness and, after pulling together, by the disbell will take charge of the next May McAvoy
tribution of stock, the Eclair Company, P. A.
ager on an out-and-out partnership basis by
production. Major Campbell before directing
which he shares in every dollar he earns for Powers, who had some foreign and American
Miss Biqney established a record of eight
the corporation. This policy of co-operation products, and the Warner offices, the comhas been developed until today every man in the
pany known as "Warner's Features, Inc.," was straight pictures with one star, Bebe Daniels.
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and

Guests

of

Company

at Dinner in Commodore
Those present at the dinner were : Adolph
of the week's
features
closing
the of
one of on
AS conventi
nt district
man- Zukor, E. J. Ludvigh, E. E. Shauer, S. R. Kent,
Paramou
agers, officials of the company Thursday
Hugo Reisenfeld, F. V. Chamberlin, Claud
night, November 17, entertained the visiting Saunders, Robert Kane, Jerome Beatty, H. E.
managers and home office department heads at Elder, G. E. Akers, Mel Shauer, R. W.
a dinner in the Commodore Hotel.
Saunders, Frank Meyer, Ralph Kohn, Herman
Elek John Ludvigh, secretary and treasurer
Wobber, San Francisco ; W. E. Smith, Philadelphia, Louis Marcus, Salt Lake City; H. H.
of the company, was toastmaster, and talks
were given by Adolph Zukor, S. R. Kent, Buxbaum, New York ; F. F. Creswell, Indianapolis; H. W. Given, Chicago; H. W.
Thomas Meighan, H. G. Ballance, Robert
Kane, Tom Lewis, the comedian, George Ross, Detrot; Philip Reisman, Minneapolis;
Weeks and each of the district managers.
L. L. Dent, Atlanta; George J. Schaefer, BosMr. Zukor discussed the present situation
ton ;George W. Weeks, Toronto ; R. C. Liin the industry and the excellence of the Para- Beau, Kansas City;. Thomas Meighan, Tom
mount product during the coming months, and Lewis, G. B. J. Frawley, B. C. King, C. E.
Mr. Kent enthused his hearers with a talk McCarthy, A. M. Botsford, John Clark, PhilaHarry Danto, New York; P. J.
on
policies
and Swift, Newdelphia;
York; C. C. Wallace, Washington;
plansthefordistribution
selling thedepartment's
big Paramount
pictures
which are to be released in the near future. Allan Moritz, Buffalo; Paul Morgan, T. C.
The actual work of the convention, which Young, George Spidell, M. W. Kempner, Alhas had sesions each day this week, ended
bany ;C. G. Epperson, Boston ; J. D. Powers,
Portland, Me. ; Henry Salsburg, John C. Flinn,
Friday
night
with
a
final
meeting
in
Mr.
Kent's
office and Saturday was spent in cleaning up Harry Durant, H. M. Pitman, Austin Keough,
Walter Lindlar, L. E. Swarts and C. E. Hawdetails among department heads in the home
thorne.
office.

COLLEEN MOORE
In "The Lotus Eaters,"
attraction a First National

Gun
Rock and Miss Mooers Lose
Receivership Application
Justice Charles L. Guy of the New York
Supreme Court has handed down a decision
denying the application of Allan Rock and Miss
De Sacia Mooers that a receiver be appointed
to take over and produce the motion picture
known legedasby Miss
"The Mooers
Blonde andVampire."
It wasRock,
alher manager,
that they formed a sort of partnership agreement with Bruenner, who was to finance the
production, in which Miss Mooers had the
"star"gowns
part, and
she says she wore hats
and
worthin which
$100,000.
It is claimed by Miss Mooers and Rock that
Bruenner in delaying the production of the
picture is not only depriving them of their
share in the anticipated profits from its produc-

tion,thebutplay.
is endangering the commercial value
of
Bruenner denies the allegations of Rock and
Miss Mooers as to any existing partnership
agreement regarding the play. He says that he
spent $43,952 in producing it and that he paid
Rock $200 a week and Miss Mooers $300 a
week during the twenty weeks it was in course
of preparation, and declares that he is under no
obligation to them whatever, alleging that
they
"in and
everythatwayits sold
the rights
the playto him,
ownership
and topossession
is rightfully his."
decision tosays:
"Upon allto
theJustice
proofs,Guy
I aminnothis prepared
find contrary
the averments in the opposing affidavits, that
since the making of the picture in controversy,
detendant could have advantageously disposed
of same in accordance with the provision of
tne agreement. Motion for a receiver denied."

Play in Films
Tends to Breed War
Spirit, Says Lodge

to
"tends at
picturesshooting
in motion
playspirit
gunwar
That the
breed
by making
other people appear to be a spirited and exciting form
activity,"
is the
opinion
expressed
by ofSenator
Henry
Cabotfrank
Lodge,
one
of America's delegates to the Washington Conference, as contained in a letter from the Senator to Harry Carey, the motion picture star,
e theMr.giftCarey.
written Colt
to acknowledg
of a forty-five
calibre
revolver from
In presenting to each of the American delegates one of the guns he has used in his screen
work, Mr. Carey wrote them that if motion
picture gun play were deemed in any way responsible for the development of war spirit
he would quit it. He sent the revolvers as
symbols of the laying down of arms the world
over and as souvenirs of the work the American
delegates are doing. All the delegates have
written Mr. Carey to say they appreciate the
souvenirs and will preserve them.
"I amSenator
glad toUnderwood,
have the gun
souvenir,"
wrote
"of asthea day,
many
years ago, when I lived in the West myself and
the weapon you send me was considered the
choicest of its kind."
Kann

FIRST NATIONAL SUB-FRANCHISE HOLDERS THAT ATTENDED
ATLANTA GET-TOGETHER AT THE ANSLEY HOTEL

THE

to Head Goldwyn 's
Foreign Sales Forces
George E. Kann, who has occupied a prominent place in motion picture affairs since 1913
and is a leading authority on the foreign market,
has been engaged as foreign sales manager of
the Goldwyn
Distributing
sume office January
1, 1922.Corporation to asThe acquisition of Mr. Kann is in accord
with this company's policy of developing the
foreign market to its fullest capacity and meeting the peculiar trade conditions which have
arisen since the war. Prior to his connection
with motion pictures, Mr. Kann had considerable experience in the mercantile export and
import business.
During his association with the Universal
Company, first as assistant of President Carl
Laemmle and finally as manager of the division of export, Mr. Kann has made a host of
friends among motion picture men of all nationalities. He will leave the Universal Company
with the heartiest good wishes of all his associates.
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Meetings

Franchise

National

Scheduled

rs" which
THE series of local "Get Togethe
were planned to follow the national "Get
r" of Associated
Nationalis
First month,
se holders
in Chicago last
franchiTogethe
rapidly materializing.
Eleven meetings have been already held or
will be held before the end of November.
Each "Get Together" that has already transpired was marked with complete harmony and
accord
with the results of the Chicago meeting.
Details of the meeting of the Southern
franchise holders in Atlanta November 14 are
indicative of the spirit in which all of the "Get
Togethers" are being held.
of local
"Get Togethers"
to The
date schedule
is as follows
: Eastern
Pennsylvania,up
November 2; New Jersey, November 10; Atlanta, November 14 ; Minneapolis, November
15 and 16; Cincinnati, November 17 and 18;
Oklahoma City, November 21 ; Pittsburgh,
November 22 ; Portland, November 22 ; Char-

During November
lotte, November 29; Detroit, November 30;
New York, November 29 and 30; Louisville,
December 5 and 6.
First National
"Get Together"
forTheKentucky
and Tennessee
will be meeting
held in
Louisville, December 5 and 6.
From 150 to 200 franchise holders of the two
states will be in Louisville on those dates.
Tony Sudekum, of Nashville, Leo F. Keiler
of Paducah and S. L. Martin of Ashland, the
three delegates from this section to the Chicago meeting will be present to give their
fellow franchise holders the benefit of their
experience.
It is believed there will be almost a 100 per
cent, attendance.
Col. Fred Levy will preside so a meeting
that
will beandfullvaluable
of "pep"
in every
instructive
to and
all who
attend,wayis
assured.
The arrangements and the program are now
being tioncompleted
by the First National organizahere.

MARY HURLBERT
Southern
Dares

Telegram

from

Productions

Lasky

on

Arouses

Paramount

Sales

of theheldPar-at
features
ONE of theamountprincipal
n dinner
sales conventio
the Hotel Commodore Thursday evening,
November 10, was the reading of a telegram
from Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president, bearing the greetings of the production department
at the Lasky studio in Hollywood. The telegram for the most part was of a confidential
and intimate character and its reading by S. R.
Kent was received with the utmost enthusiasm.
After congratulating the assemblage upon the
fact that the convention was the most memorable
in the history of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation Mr. Lasky said in part :
"Our slogan out here is 'Quality plus boxoffice appeal,' or more properly speaking, 'Boxoffice
quality.'
We are
making
more oppeal
strenuouspluseffort
than ever
before
to se-a
cure material that cannot be surpassed. We are
according our directors every facility, plus finer
casts, finer settings and every possible modern
facility for the production of better- pictures.
"I have viewed
our can
pictures
just
completed
and in athenumber
makingof and
sincerely
say to you that each production shows advancement. Some months ago we purchased and
produced 'The Sheik,' and I said it would prove
a great box-offce attraction. I believe we are
beginning to see the fulfillment of that prophecy.
"Let me prophesy again and say that Cecil
B. DeMille's 'Saturday Night,' will create new
records; that Tom Meighan in 'If You Believe
It, It's So,' will achieve greater popularity
than in any Meighan production that has preceded; that 'The Champion,' starring Wallace
Reid, will prove itself a champion among boxoffice pictures ; that Jack Holt in 'While Satan
Sleeps' will prove a masterful, rugged, Western
outdoor picture, superior even to 'The Call of
the North;' that Penrhyn Stanlaws' production,
'The Little Minister,' will prove a real step
forward, for here is truly a masterful production— one that will enhance the value of our
trademark and one to which we can point with
pride.
de Mille's
in which
he"William
is to feature
AgnesnewAy production
res and Jack
Holt
has box-office success written all over it, and
as for George Mel ford's 'Moran of the Lady
Letty,'
Dorothy
Dalton ofand
Valentino,with
I have
seen enough
it toRudolph
assure
you that it is one of the most spectacular sea

New
Enthusiasm
Convention

at
Dinner

stories ever produced. The two stars are at
and besides, you can boost 'Moran'
their
as thebest,decidedly 'different' picture. Agnes
Ayres in 'The Lane That Had No Turning'
and Dorothy Dalton in 'Theron of Lost Valley' will prove worthy of special mention.
"But, gentlemen, I have kept the best for the
last. Just wait and hold your breath for the
'The Husband's
Swanson
arrival of Gloria
Trademark.'
I have
seen itin and I know not
only that
we have
'Thegreat
Great
Moment' but that
we havesurpassed
one of the
pictures
of the year. The big melodramatic finish in
'The Husband's Trademark' has all the thrill
of the ice flow scene in 'Way Down East.' If
ever
this isa picture
the one. deserved the name of 'Special,'
"With the ever-present thought of economy
in my mind, I am moved to bring this message to a close, but not before saying that I
believe our organization is now entering a
period so great in its history that only the
farsightedness and keen vision of Mr. Zukor

Society Girl
Rigors of North

to Play in Pictures
It is not often that a beautiful southern society girl leaves the Sunny South to come north
and break into the motion pictures. Three
months ago Mary Hurlbert, reigning belle of
her family she had decided
told the
Ala., and
Mobile,
next day was en route
a career—
on
to New York.
In the short time that she has been working
in the motion pictures she has attracted a great
deal of attention because of her striking beauty,
Less than a week
which photographsherwell.
first motion picture with
after she started
the Norma Talmadge Company, Willy Pogany,
famous illustrator, used Mary as the subject for
a magazine cover, and since that time has
for her services with the motion piccompeted
ture camera.
Starts New Series
just reutrned
who has
Holubar,
Allen
new
is startingto aFilmabsence,
a six weeks
land after
picture this week at the United Studios, formerly Brunton's, for First National. The title
is "The Soul Seeker," and Dorof theothypicture
Phillips will be starred. This is the first
of a series of pictures for First National which
Mr. Holubar will produce during the coming

can picture it."

year.
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Regular
in Lyons,

WORLD

Trade
France;

Subway Advertising Used in Paris
E showing of Paramount Pictures large French cities on behalf of Paramount
TRAD
have been begun in Lyons, one of the chief Pictures. Space has been obtained in all subdistributing centers in Southern France,
way stations in Paris for Paramount advertising. It is estimated that approximately
according to uord received by E. E. Shauer,
director of the foreign department of the 3,000,000 persons pass these signs daily. An
Famous Playcrs-Lasky Corporation, from ingenious printing device attached to the foot
Adolphe Osso, managing director of Societe of an employe of the French Paramount organization was used to print the name of the
Anonyme Francaise des Films Paramount, of
Paris.
first release upon the sidewalks of the principal
boulevards
of the city, and this too, attracted
The first showing was held on November
much attention among the Parisians.
3,
when
"The
Gilded
Lily,"
starring
Mae
Murray, was screened for the benefit of the
An aeroplane was used to scatter millions
exhibitors of Lyons and vicinity. As rapidly
as conditions permit arrangements will be made of hand bills announcing the first release, "The
and many pages of display adto hold regular trade exhibitions in other im- Gilded Lily,"
vertising in the trade papers were utilized in
portant French cities.
support
of
this
unique and effective exploitation
An extensive advertising and exploitation
campaign has been launched in Paris and other campaign.
Paramount
Prize

Boston

Exchange

Wins

First

in the Paramount
Week
Contest
man
;
H.
H.
Buxbaum,
district
manager, New
exwinning
the
of
S
ANNOUNCEMENT
changes in the Paramount Week sales
districtdistrict
manager
<',,f
Salt
manager,
contest were made at the close of the York; Louis Marcus, Smith,
Philadelphia.
City, and W. E "
convention of Paramount District and Branch Lake
managers held at the home office last week.
In the distribution of the $6,000 in prizes, the
following exchanges participated as follows : Publisher and Producer
First prize, $1,500, Boston; second prize,
$1,250, St. Louis; third prize, $1,000, Salt Lake
Combine on Publicity
City; fourth prize, $750, Cincinnati; fifth prize,
Enthusiastic co-operation between publisher
$750, Seattle; sixth prize, $750, San Francisco.
The prizes were awarded on a point system and film producer has been arranged by the
which made it impossible to forecast from week Paramount publicity department for "Miss Lulu
to week during the contest the probable winners. Bett," the Zona Gale novel which William de
Mille has produced as a Paramount picture.
The judges of the contest were Herman WobThe popular book, now in its thirteenth printber. district manager, San Francisco, chair-
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ing, will be issued hereafter by D. Appleton
and Co., in a jacket designed by A. M. Botsford, Paramount advertising manager. Four
scenes from the photoplay appear on the cover
of the book, which also carries the text "This
isPicture.
an Appleton Book" and "It's a Paramount
Armistice Services
Held at Fox Plant
More than 700 employes and officials of Fox
Film Corporation attended Armistice Day
services at 11:15 o'clock November 11, on the
studio floor of the bige New York plant at
Tenth avenue and Fifty-fifth street. The
ceremonies lasted over an hour. At noon
there were two minutes of silent prayer in
honor of the American dead of the late war.
In attendance was a color guard, with bugler,
from the 106th Infantry, N. G. N. Y.
A large stage, erected on the floor of the
studio, was decorated with American flags.
The program opened with the blowing of
reveille and the singing of "The Star Spangled
Banner"
accompaniment
of organ
music. Thistowasthe followed
by patriotic
addresses
by Rev. Raymond S. Brown, chaplain of the
71st Regiment, N. G. N. Y. ; Rabbi Isaac
Landman, editor of the American Hebrew, and
Rev. Peter E. Hoey, C. S. P., chaplain of the
107th U. S. Infantry. Each paid tribute to
the men who fell during the great war and
expressed fervent hope for the success of the
Disarmament Conference in Washington.
The services concluded with the singing of
"America" and the blowing of "Taps" by the
bugler.
January 1 has been set as the date for release
of "Any Wife," starring Pearl White, which
was made under the working title. "Discontent." Herbert Brenon directed. It is the
first picture made by Brenon since his return
to the Fox studios, his last picture under his
previous Fox connection having been "A
Daughter
of the Gods," which starred Annette Kellerman.

SCEXES FROM JIMMY AUBREY'S NEWEST VITAGRAPH COMEDY, "THE MESSENGER'
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of the Family'9
"One
Is Made
Barthelmess
Holders
to Franchise
at Dinner
National
d known, in the motion picture industry — is given Provincial Cinematograph Theatres, Ltd., of
adopted . byHisAssociate
been Pictures
A SON
in full :
name is here
National
First has
London,'
the British
largest Isles;
motionC.picture
Richard Barthelmess, and the unique
cuit in the
Grahamtheatre
Bell cirand
DECLARATION OF ADOPTION
ceremony took place in the presence of a conCaptain
Davis,
of
the
Marble
Arch
Pavilion,
November
15,
1921.
e
gathering
of franchis holders and
siderable
London. Mr. Adams and his party are leaving
Know
all men by these presents,
their friends at the adoption dinner at the
New York shortly for a trans-continental tour
that I, ROBERT LIEBER, do now on
Hotel Astor on Tuesday, November 15.
which will take them to virtually all exchange
behalf of THE FRANCHISE HOLDERS
centers
of the country, for the purpose of
The occasion was a practical demonstration
OF ASSOCIATED
FIRST NATIONAL
studying the organization and operation of
of the new spirit of co-operation which is
PICTURES, INC., hereby adopt and take
Associated First National and inspecting the
into our family as our beloved son,
manifesting itself in the motion picture inmost modern motion picture theatres of the
RICHARD BARTHELMESS
dustry as well as in the world at large. It was
also another manifestation of the fact that
United
"P. England,
C. T.," as isit preparing
is familiarlyto
I
pledge
our
family
to
cherish
and
known States.
throughout
further his artistic career with all the
First National is one big family — for in a
resources at our command and guarantee
special way, the ceremony might be held
build eight or ten super-cineamas in Great
Britain, which it is fully expected will equal
symbolic of the cordial, co-operative spirit
his
firsta rousing
starring reception
vehicle,
"Tol'able
anything
that has been done in motion picture
which has always existed between the members
David,"
in
every
one
of our
Franchise
Theatre Homes
theatre construction in America or elsewhere.
of First National and the producers whose
throughout
the
land
—
product they distributed, and upon which the
First Star Vehicle
I, RICHARD BARTHELMESS, do
past, present and future success of First
hereby gratefully pledge allegiance to
National is conditioned.
"Tol'able
David,"
which is Richard Barthelmy new parent organization and promise
mess' first star vehicle for Associated First
to bend every effort to the end that our
Lieber Makes Address
National Pictures, was given its first public
new relationship shall prove a happy
and profitable one to
President Lieber, on behalf of the franchise
showingthetopicture
the guest's
of theblank
evening.
Just
before
commenced,
cards with
ASSOCIATED
FIRST NATIONAL
holders, made an informal address of adoption,
pencils
attached
were
given
to
each
of
the
FRANCHISE
HOLDERS.
W'itnesseth:
and received the star of "Tol'able David" into
franchise holders present, and they were asked
the First National family, holding aloft the
to write their opinions and criticisms of the
Charles H. Duell, President.
declaration of adoption with its seal to which
picture at its conclusion.
Henry King. Director.
(Seal)
he and Mr. Barthelmess has affixed their signaThe consensus of opinion was enthusiastically
tures while the photographer of the occasion
INSPIRATION
PICTURES.
INC.
in favor of the production, and the guests of
recorded the act in the picture reproduced
herewith.
the evening were practically unanimous in dewas much
more thanto
claring that never before had a new star been
local"Adoption"
New Yorkdinner
occasion.
In addition
It was at the conclusion of an old-fashioned a The
known to offer so finished and so powerful a
several
original
franchise
holders
who
attended
Dick's"
"Our
of
news
the
dinner that
Southern became
adoption
known, and the one hundred
the dinner from distant parts of the United picture as his initial vehicle.
or more guests of the organization, including
States, franchise holders and their wives, from
Below are given some of the most representative opinions expressed by the exhibitors
franchise holders, British exhibitors, repre- New England, New York State, New Jersey
and
Pennsylvania,
were
at
the
tables.
sentatives of Inspiration Pictures and members of the trade press cheered and applauded
With the possible exception of Mr. and Mrs. present
:
"Richard
Barthelmess
the ceremony.
Sol Lesser, of Los Angeles, the guests who cannot
be surpassed.
The atcast 'Tol'able
is excellentDavid'
and
were
farthest
from
their
homes
that
evening
the
settings
perfect.
A
100
per
cent, picture
The text of the Declaration of Adoption—
(Continued on following page.)
the first instrument of its kind, so far as is were F. E. Adams, managing director of
Richard
of First

DINNER OF ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL FRANCHISE HOLDERS AT WHICH RICHARD BARTHELM ESS WAS MADE
CAN BE SEEN IN THE FOREGROUND OF THE PICTURE SIGN4 " MEMBER OF TIIF FAMILY.'- MR. BARTHELMESS
ING HIS ADOPTION PAPERS
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in a sudden demand for all books of Dumas
in the public library. The people had asked
for all of Dumas' works and not only for
the one book from which the feature had been

produced.
The same development was noticed when
Burial Made Into Two Reel Official Film
"Passion" was presented at the Allen Theatre,
Montreal.
When this picture was being shown
THE Pathe News record of the burial of made and delivered to leading picture theatres and afterwards, people coming into the library
America's Unknown Soldier will be pre- at 7 :30 o'clock that same evening.
asked for histories and other works dealing
served in the archives of the War DepartUnder the arrangement with the War De- with Madame Du Barry and other courtiers
partment,
this
material
is
being
edited
into
a
and
women of her time.
ment as the toofficial
of the
nation's
great tribute
the manpictures
who made
the supreme
two-reel permanent Government record, at the
sacrifice in France.
Pathe News laboratories with the assistance
A two-reel picture, depicting the entire story and advice of a representative of the U. S.
Cosmopolitan Pictures
of the Unknown, beginning with his selection Army Motion Picture Service.
in France, and ending with the sounding of
The two reels contain a full 1,000 feet each.
Entertains Paramount
taps over his grave at Arlington, Va., has been Besides the Government record print, seven
producedment.byThis was
Pathedone
Newsunder
for the
War
Departare supplied for exhibition by the Army
District Managers
a contract made otners
Motion Picture Service. This assures to every
with the Pathe News by Thomas H. Martell, officer
Cosmopolitan Productions gave a dinner at
and
man
in
the
U.
S.
Navy
and
Army
manager of the U. S. Army Motion Picture free opportunities to witness a complete and the Hotel Astor the night of Tuesday, NovemService, on behalf of the War Department.
ber 15, to the Paramount District and branch
pictorial representation of an historiThe application was made in ample time to touching
cal event that is unique, inspiring and never to managers in attendance at their annual convenenable Pathe News to give equal attention to be forgotten.
tion. Among those present were : S. R. Kent,
the details abroad and at home. The main
E. E. Shauer, Jerome Beatty, Herbert Elder,
points of the ceremonies in France, including
Melville Shauer, Gerald Akers, Harry C. Ballance, Claud Saunders, Frank V. Chamberlin,
the reception of the casket on board a U. S. Film Awakens Interest
Henry Salsbury, Oscar Morgan, J. D. Clark,
Navy vessel for transport to this country, apG. C. Wallace, W. E. Smith, Harry Danto,
peared in the reels released two weeks ago.
Harry Swift, H. A. Ross, M. W. Kempner,
The Pathe News extended report of the cerein
All
of
Dumas'
Works
Allan S. Moritz, F. F. Creswell, H. W. Given,
monies at Washington and at Arlington, the
The
moving
pictures
are
now
being
"blamed"
Philip Reisman, R. C. LiBeau, Louis Marcus,
place of burial, on November 11— Armistice for the encouraging of interest in books, ac- George
W. Weeks, Herman Wobber, George J.
cording to Miss Mary Saxe, librarian of the
Day — was rushed by airplane to New York in
Schaefer, and L. L. Dent, of Famous Players,
time for negatives to be developed and prints Westmount Public Library, Montreal. In her and
H. P. Carver, James F. Sayles. Hal Hodes,
annual report, submitted on November 18, Miss
Saxe referred to the influence which moving Creighton Tevlin and L. A. Pollock of Cosmopolitan Productions.
pictures had on library activites. Miss Saxe
First National Dinner
After dinner the guests were taken to the
pointed out that die presentation of "Three
Musketeers' in Montreal theatres had resulted Casino Theatre to see "Tangerine."
{Continued from page 553)
kind."— Herbert A. Gillman, DorchesofofteritsTheatre,
Dorchester, Mass.
"A picture the most critical and hardened
William Bullitt Made
Liaison Officer
have to have his handkerchief
will
movie fan
ready for. Entertainment as complete as anyBetween Home
Office and Lasky Studios
hope to enjoy." — Irving Rose, Union
Hill, oneN.can J.
Lasky sent a representative to the West Coast
i
O
bring
about
closer
contact
between
"A wonderful picture."— H. B. Varner, Lex- T home office production forces and the
the with the book to persuade George H. Mel ford
ington, N. C.
and
Frank E. Woods of its immense photoplay
directors, stars and supervising directors
"A truly remarkable picture in every way.
of the Lasky studio Jesse L. Lasky, first vice- possibilities.
—Jules Michaels, Buffalo, N. Y.
Famous Players-Lasky CorIn the opinion of Mr. Lasky the inaugura"Marvelous picture. Should go big. Acting president ofporation,the
has appointed William C. Bullitt
tion of such a system is absolutely essential if
all that could be desired." — Daniel D. Bader, liaison officer
between the New York office and the producing
forces are to be kept in the
Point Breeze and Lincoln Theatres, Philadel- the Lasky studio.
closest
touch with all the changes of the indusphia.
try as reflected in information received at the
In hisit was
new explained,
position it towillkeepbe the
Mr. stars,
Bullitt's
heart appeal
and Pa.
a wonderful punch. ' work,
di- home office. It is another step in his constant
— "Full
H. J. ofSchadd,
Reading,
rectors
and
supervising
directors
of
the
West
to achieve the closest co-ordination in the
"Marvelous. Exciting. Pleasing. Enter- Coast studio in closer touch with the New York effort
producing forces.
taining. Everything that a picture should be." fiction market and with the box-office demands
The duties of managing editor, which position
—Harold
Buffalo, N. B.Y. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, of the New York sales chiefs.
Mr. Bullitt has held for the last several months,
Mr.
Lasky
already
had
tried
out
the
new
Among those present at the adoption dinner
be consolidated with those of Harry Duwere: Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Duell, Richard system in one or two instances, notably in the will
rant, assistant to Mr. Lasky, who will be in
Barthelmess, Mr. and Mrs. Henry King, case of "The Sheik." After the motion picture charge
of the editorial department.
Robert Lieber, president of Associated First rights to this best-seller had been acquired Mr.
National Pictures; Harry O. Schwalbe, Mr.
and Mrs. J. D. Williams, Mr. and Mrs. C. L.
Yearsley, Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Hudson, Floyd
Brockell, W. J. Morgan, George R. Grant,
R. H. Clark, Mr. and Mrs. Louis F. Blumentha,
W. J. Heenan, Mr. and Mrs. William Brandt,
To
the Man
Who
Buys
Irving Rose, Jules Michaels, Harold B.
Franklin, Dr. Henry Hall, A. H. Blank, Henry
B. Varner, E. V. Richards, Spyrous Skouras,
To
the Man
Who
Sells
Mr. and Mrs. Sol Lesser, Irving Lesser, Abe
Varner, A. M. Fabian, A. A. Elliot, Mr.
Hatch, Mr. Fitzgibbons, J. S. Spargo, J. W.
Dannenberg, William Allen Johnston, A. W.
Boynton, Monte Sohn, Edward Weitzel,
MOVING
PICTURE
Louella O. Parsons and F. E. Adams, Stanley
Bell and Captain Davis, of London, England;
Herbert A. Gillman, Daniel D. Badder, Mr.
and Mrs. H. J. Schadd, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
IS
Segall, Louis Bollinger, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
WORLD
Rappaport, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Hopkins, Felix
Feist, Arthur Shepard, David P. Howells,
Thomas B. Spry, Mrs. N. S. Ayers, Mrs. Frank
Davenport, E. L. Smith, George Morris,
Nathan Gordon, Vincent J. McCabe, William
C. Hartford. I. J. Hoffman, Mr. and Mrs. L.
Essential Publication
One
The
Pizor,
M.
O'Toole,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
M.
Stiefel,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Vincent, Mr. and Mrs.
S. Wilmer, Mr. and Mrs. John Cook, E. Forte. 5.n.nM«muniN«ii mum mmm i imimiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiuNiiiuiiiiiiiiNiiiiiNJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiii iiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiii inn iiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiin niuic
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Representatives

Are

Off

On
Trip
to Open
Offices in Australia
hibitor
on
every
phase
of
film
rental.
To
"Hundreds of exhibitors of all classes have
the
FIRST of the executives to represent
with whom I have discoursed the assured me that this plan is what they had
United Artists' Corporation in Australia everyone
waiting for these many years. We
and New Zealand have left for New York matter, it is so obvious that the program been
believe that the exhibitors of all countries
for their far distant posts and will open system and the star series system are for are
business men first, and we are going
the 'weak pictures' on release lists, that I
offices in Sydney, N. S. W Mel^
marvel that producers and distributors per- to deal with them on a sound business baQueense,
Brisban
Z.,
N.
ton,
sis. They will be able to come to us as
Vic, landWelling
sist in these practices when the entire inand Perth. In the party were Geoffrey
independent buyers, take what they want,
dustry knows why they exist.
the
of
head
g
Nye who wil be the managin Whiting and
"It is unsound business to force weaker and pass up what they do not want.
Australasian offices, Mack
"It has been our task to make every proattractions
on to an exhibitor's program as
O'Donoghue.
duction so superlatively good that each will
Mrs. Whiting and Johnfirst
a
premium
on
the
rental
of
a
good
attracexof
on
delegati
tion. Exhibitors should not be obliged to find its ready market. If we do not make
This comprisessenttheto far distant countries
ecutives to be
play inferior shows as part of the price of pictures of the highest quality, we will
by Hiram Abrams, president of the United getting superior films, nor should big stars suffer the loss, not the exhibitor, who, under
inpicture
the
in
ly
general
be penalized by making them carry the load the program and star series systems, are
Artists, known
obliged to take the poor with the good, to
dustry as the "Big Four." They will look of lesser attractions.
after the distribution of United Artists
their own loss.
"We
intend
to
market
our
productions
in
and
productions in the territories named,great- Australia and New Zealand individually,
"The best proof of it all is that our prodand
with the latest
went well supplied
picture for picture, each production on its
uct that is now ready for Australasian dision. own
est features controlled by that corporat
merits.
We
will
not
contract
for
more
tribution has been the 100 per cent, attracOn their arival in Australia there will be than one picture at a time, and no exhibitor
tion of the American exhibitors, the probe
will
which
ed,
organiz
duly
a corporation
will be obliged to run one set of pictures
ductions that have consistently and concalled United Artists (Australasia) Ltdd
in order to procure the releases of another continually broken all of their box-office recand which will be owned by Mary P'ckfor
artist.
and D. W.
Fairban
Douglas
Chaplin,fi
Charlie if
.ks
th
. «
Gr
Geoffrey Nye, who heads the party, is an
Australian by birth. He has been assoHepworth
Says American
Pictures Will
althe picture industry
rted closely withinceptio
n in that country,
most since its
Soon Find Hard
Competition in England
e posiresponsible executiv
and has held the
ords." possibly returning here within a few
England,
exhibition and exchange
tions in both
months
to make a picture.
years Mr.
cirpicture
motion
in
tion
departments. In the last threeparts
produc
throughout Great Britain is at presof the THAT entclesat its
Nye has journeyed to mostor exploitat
by
out
pointed
low
ebb
was
world negotiating the sale productions. ion
First of Series Finished
As Cecil Hepworth, thleading English producer and
of various high class film
Picture Plays,. Ltd., on his
head of Hepwor
The first of a series of five-part dramas which
native
his
to
g
returnin
is
a consequence he
l Neilan studios.
Marshal
the
to
visit
recent
the Becker-Tullar TruArt Productions is filma large and valuable expericountryence with
ing for independent distribution, has been com"We have been going through a period of
and broad world knowledge which
those with whom
service to
pleted. The story, temporarily titled "The
will be of great
depression,"
said
Mr.
Hepworth,
"which
has
contact.
effected our producing industry seriously. and
Power,"
wasBecker
written directed
by Sherwood
MacDonald,
he comes in business
Fred
the film
version.
four
last
However, we are confident that within the next
Mack Whiting has been for the
Ora
Carew
is
starred
in
the
picture,
and supsix
months
we
will
be
running
at
capacity.
Griffith
years associated with the D. W. manager.
porting her are Walt Whitman, Theodor von
Corporation as special exhibition ian work
"England appreciates American films," de- Eltz, Milton Ross, Charles Spere, Vena Brooks,
Austral
Mr. Whiting goes to the
clared
the
producer,
"but
the
industry
is
now
S.
D.
Davidson,
and Little Gloria Joy.
advancing in our country to such an extent
fresh from the triumphs met in handling
that
unless
American
producers
make
pictures
recolvivid
still
with
"Way Down East" and
Little Nell Roy Buck, the ten-year-old childlections of similar success with "Broken
for English people they may find serious com- actress, who plays the part of Mimsey in
Blossoms" and other Griffith features. It
Ibbetson," was picked for this role
is predicted that he will lend great strength
Mr. Hepworth
is accompanied on his visit "Peter
petition soon."
from a field of over 2,000 applicants. Not
to exhibition and exploitation departments
to
Hollywood
by
Alma
Taylor,
leading
film
only
did
the little girl qualify as an actress,
organistar of Great Britain frequently referred to as but the part
of the United Artists' Australasian
zation.
also called for a resemblance to
"the Mary Pickford of England." William
Elsie Ferguson, whose childhood she is sup.
an Australian
ue is asalsogeneral
John O'Donogh
Hepworth
theof
Reed, one of the executives
manager
posed to portray in the picture. So strong is
He recently resigned
company
Taylor's mother are other the similarity between the two that Miss Ferof the Australasian branch of the Paramount
members and
in theMissparty.
e knowledge of
guson is tracing her geneology to see if there
corporation. His up-to-dat
The British producer stated that they woald
and connections with exhibitors, what they remain
in
Hollywood
for
a
few
weeks
to
isn't
some
relationship between the child's
don't want, should
want and what they in
"learn a thing or two" and then return to family and her own.
placing the new
prove of material aid
organization at the very top.
Mr. Abrams, president of United Artists,
enthusiastic over the certain sucis very
cess of the new project in the Antipodes.
outMr. Nye, when asked for a statement comthe new
lining the general policiesMr.of Abrams
a
had
pany, said he thought
real message for the Australian exhibitors.
Mr. Abrams' statement was to the effect
will
that "the organization in all countries
deal directly with the exhibitors by the
single picture only. The booking of each
production will constitute a separate and
distinct transaction, so that at no time will
there be any obligation that will prev
an exhibitor from running his own affairs in
those
his own way, free from the dictates toof serve
whose sole business it should be
him.
for
"Open booking has been talked abouthave
plans
years and so-called open booking
open
Genuine
been tried and tried again.
booking has not been attempted before on
OFFICERS OF UNITED ARTISTS' AUSTRALASIA OFFICE
a broad scale because producers and distributors lacked confidence in their product.
Left to right: John manager;
O'Donoghue,
generalNye,sales
manager;director
Mack Whiting, exhibition
Geoffrey
managing
"I have sounded out every type of ex-
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it
What

Does
the Public
Want?"
Is Question
T. H.
Ince
Is Putting
Editors
Everywhere
turc
stimulated
a
keener
interest
in
American
about
them
and to note the new demands, if
BLAZING a trail in the field of research,
Thomas H. Inch has inaugurated a world
institutions? In Science? In the great out- the art industry is to remain the big factor in
• survey of motion
pictures,from
according
to
the world's education and entertainment it has
doors ?" are some of the questions asked.
an announcement
this week
the Ince
been during the last few years.. I am asking
gone toto our
the questions
editors ofbecause
the world
answers
we thousands of editors representing millions of
studios at Culver City, Cal. It will be the most for"Wethe have
exhaustive inquiry ever undertaken into the believe that the editor knows more about the readers to help me find the definite demands
public reaction to picture entertainment, for it people today and what they think than any of the people.
will extend to every civilized country on earth. other person," said Mr. Ince in announcing his
"The motion picture has come gloriously and
through the pioneering days, but the
Its results will be tabulated by a corps of ex- survey. "Of all the classes and professions safely
perts, who have already been installed at the the editor is in a position to judge most accur- forces of destructive criticsm and indifferent
production are almost before the gates. At this
ately just what it is that the public wants.
studios to analyze and digest the mass of inmoment enlightened men of influence may save
formation which the survey will develop.
"It
is
apparent
that
the
spirit
of
the
rennaisMr. Ince has undertaken this stroke of re- sance is upon this world of people and things. a medium of rational entertainment from sinking into vapid pastime for the simple minded
search to determine future policy in the pro- I think it behooves those who have the guidance
duction of big pictures for release by Associ- of human endeaver in their hands to look and the mentally deficient."
ated First National Pictures', Inc., although the
general results of his survey will be made public for the benefit of the whole industry. He
proposes to find out exactly what the public
Strand Theatre
wants by its rather indefinite demand for Mark
of Albany
"bigger
and
better
pictures,"
Although
few
men in the industry have kept their fingers as
Celebrates Its First Anniversary
closely to the public pulse as he during his
vertised at all Jewish meetings in the city.
successful career as a producer, he proposes
an enviable
of achievement,
Strandrecord
Theatre,
of Albany,
to establish as scientifically as possible the WITHthe Mark
Mr. Hill also gave a percentage of the republic ment.taste, world-wide, in picture entertainN. Y., of which Uly S. Hill is manceipts during the showing of Constance Talager, celebrated its first anniversary during
Bells" toduring
a local
associaPart of the receipts
anniversary
The Ince staff and the exports who have the week of November 7. "A Midnight Bell," madge'stion."Wedding
were contributed to the Yassar benefit
been called in to conduct the survey have pre- the First National attraction starring Charles week
pared aquestionnaire which will be submitted
Ray, was the feature chosen for the gala endowment fund.
to editors throughout the world, and from the event, and the musical program given during
During the recent Boy Scout drive a boy
scout scenic was shown which aided the camreplies to the thirty questions, which the ques- the opening week was duplicated.
tionnaire includes, the information will be
Miss Estellc Carey, soprano, of New York,
paign materially, and the management has been
who was the first soloist to be heard on the instrumental in aiding local organizations in
tabulated. The questions have been so designed
as to elicit accurate and definite information
conducting
benefit performances for educational
Strand stage, was the concert feature during
as to the public attitude toward the motion pic- anniversary week, and "Raymond," the over- and charitable purposes. The theatre has been
ture, its influences on life, its future and its
ture which dedicated the new house, was re- the meeting place many Sundays for free pubentertainment and educational efficiency.
peated. Many special features likewise were
lectures.
The Woman's
Albany
added.
will licgive
a benefit
concert inClubthe ofplayhouse
The questionnaire covers a wide range. It
next
February.
During the first year of its existence the
seeks to determine the effect of pictures upon
The American Legion gave a series of
community life, upon mental development, upon
Strand has gained a reputation for assisting
politics, the attitude of the community, the in community affairs to the limit of its ability benefit performances at the Strand during its
first year and the theatre has come to be reschool and the church toward pictures, the de- and in co-operating with the people of Albany,
garded as a real part of the city and its
velopment of visual education, seeks to deter- showing at these times the latest First National
attractions.
growth. Since the Strand opened business has
mine what the public thinks of present picture
standards, seeks to compare the existing standAn example of what the Strand is doing to increased in that section of the city in which
ards of pictures and the present popularity of help Albany organizations and which has dem- it is located and many new stores and shops
have been added to the commercial life of Alonstrated the wisdom of this type of showmanpicture
entertainment
the standards
bany. Its willingness to share its profits with
the
popularity
of thewith
legitimate
drama ' and
and
ship is the manner in which it co-operated with
worthy causes has made the Strand the most
carries a tabulation wherein it is sought to de- the Council of Jewish Women. Mr. Hill made
termine the personal views of the editors and an arrangement with the council by which he popular house in Albany— but that is not the
only reason for its success. No expense or
their judgment of public opinion on various contributed to its philanthropic fund a percentypes of screen entertainment.
to give the public the best entage of all the tickets which they sold for two effort is spared
available. Its programs would do
of the three days on which he exhibited "The credit to anytertainment
"What
criticism
the motion
picture
theatre
most
oftenis the
made?
Whatof will
be the future Golden Snare." The members of the organiza- attention is given toin the country. Especial
development of motion pictures? Is the gention proved themselves to be energetic sales- lovers of the city are music, and the music
patrons of the
eral complaint of the screen treatment of wellwomen, for the amount they obtained from Strand. P. Cobly Shaw regular
is the director of the
known stories justified? What is meant by the Manager Hill was considerable. The scheme orchestra,
and
Howard
Walter
is the organist.
perfect screen drama? Has the motion pic- also was responsible for the picture being ad-
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New Pictures Started
Chester Bennett's second independent production starring Jane Novak, was started at
Brunton on November 10.
Mme. Nazimova began shooting on her new
picture. on"ANovember
Doll's House,"
from the Ibsen
drama,
7.
"The Deputy's Double Cross," is a western
featuring
UniversaLaura
at
l City.LaPlante that has just started
The third of a series of features starring
George Chesebro, titled "Shadows of Fear,"
has just been begun by Director Milburn Morante for the White-Goodman enterprises.
That the motion picture tends to stimulate
the reading of classics is seen in the effect
of the showing of "Peter Ibbetson" at the
Criterion, New York, on the sale of Du Maurler's famous novel at the book stores. One
Fifth Avenue shop reports that not a single
copy was sold in ten months preceding the
showing of the picture. Since its advent on
Broadway, however, "all sold out" has been
the reply to all requests for the book at practically every shop throughout the city.
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Charles

Graham

Baker

Succeeds

Chester

during whichScenario
time he has becomeEditor
known as one
WITH theas
news Vitagraph's
that the connections of Chief
the
leading
photoplaywrights in the entire
George Randolph Chester with the Vita- of
country.
Company by
haveAlbert
been E.' severed,
comes graph
the announcement
Smith,
As associate editor for two years he has had
president of the company, that he has appointed the selection, purchasing and adapting of stories
Charles Graham Baker to suceed Mr. Chester
for all the Vitagraph stars under his personal
as editor-in-chief of the scenario forces. This supervision, and the greatly improved standannouncement is not surprising to those in
ard of Vitagraph products during that time
trade circles, since it is known that Mr. Baker
speaks for the capable way in which the office
has been performing the actual duties of that was conducted.
Mr. Baker has selected as his associate edioffice for more than a year — since Mr. Chester
concentrated his energies on the writing and
tor Harry Dittmar, author of "Closed Doors,"
directing of the super-feature, "The Son of "Rainbow," "The Sea Rider" and other Vitagraph features. Mr. Dittmar is in charge of the
Wallingford."
reading of plays and has collaborated with Mr.
Mr.ed reward
Baker'sforpromotion
as a well-earnyears of comes
exceptional
services, Baker on several picturizations.

Anti-Blue

Law

League

A. M. P. A. How
to
ONE of the most interesting and timely
subjects of the utmost importance was
discussed at the weekly luncheon of the
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers at the
Cafe Boulevard in New York last Thursday.
The occasion was the presence of F. C. Dally,
secretary of the Anti-Blue Law League, Inc.,
who addressed the members and showed the
peril facing public liberty through the work
of Blue Law officials.
Mr. Dally stated that the menace of the
Blue Laws cannot be overestimated and that
within the next five years it may be illegal in
this country for anyone to play golf, or even
smoke a cigar on Sunday, except possibly in
the secrecy of his cellar. The representative
from theington,association's
WashD. C, told hisheadquarters
hearers that incontrary
to the belief that the Blue Law idea is so
ridiculously impossible, that the danger is negligible— an idea which has done much to lull to
sleep popular opposition — not only is that danger possible but it is imminent, legislation to
put the Blue Laws on the active statute books
actually being on the calendar in such States
Grace

Davison,

Film

Tells

Defeat Propagandists
as Alabama, Tennessee and Missouri to come
before the legislature in January.
"Put yourself in a legislator's place," stated
Mr. that
Dally.
"Imagine
you have
you
advocate
of a that
bill behind
whombefore
you
realize lie a raft of votes. The reformers have
taken good care to let you know that behind
them are votes in your own constituency. On
the other hand, there is the man — lawyer, it
may be — sent to fight the bill. 'Whom do you
represent?' T represent, the Motion Picture
Industry.' Immediately you, as a legislator,
know that this man stands merely for a number of producers or distributors out for financial gain. You realize he does not represent
votes,
territory.or not organized votes, and not in his
"That sort of opposition is futile," the speaker
asserted. "That's the way the reformers were
enabled
to wintheprohibition.
You've
to be
able to show
legislators that
you got
represent
not a mere impalpable industry, as far as votes
are concerned, but votes and more votes. Any
other way than that you'll lose. The legislator
will cast his vote for the reformer."

Star,

Showing of 'Love,
was given in PhilaTRADE delphiashowing
by the De Luxe Film Company,
Wednesday, November 16. Invitations
were sent from Miss Grace Davison, the star
,
of "Love,rmen
Hate and
and trade
a Woman"
exhibitors
newspape
journalsto in
eastern
Pennsylvania and southern New Jersey. After
the showing of the picture, Miss Davison addressed the exhibitors. Then the guests repaired to the dining room, where a dinner
was served with Miss Davison as hostess.
Among the prominent guests was Victor Herbert, noted musical composer.
The affair was voted one of the most successful that the local industry has ever had.
A featJre of the evening was the musical
program arranged by Mr. Kleiss, musical director of the Stanley Company of America and
it included some of Victor Herbert's compositions. Miss Sara Jones, one of Philadelphia's
leading sopranos, made a "hit" with her rendition of Mr. Herbert's famous composition
"Kiss Me Again."
Miss Davison was accompanied by her sister,
Mrs. Reene. Representatives of practically
every newspaper and trade journal were present, some coming from New York especially
for this occasion. Ray Johnson, vice president
and general manager of the Arrow Film Corporation and G. Charles Davis, 2nd, ran over
from New York expressedly to see their charming little star entertain the Pennsylvania ex-

A

Secretary

Entertains

at

Hate Theand
Woman"
hibitors.
Stanleya Company
was represented by General Manager Frank Buhler, Jay
Mastbaum, Abe Einstein, Jack Delmar and
Henry Nugent.
Some of the prominent Pennsylvania exhibitors who were present were: Dr. Schadd
of the Carr & Schadd Enterprises of Reading,
and John Cook, his general manager ; Green
& Altman of Philadelphia, Sam and Nathan
Stiefel, Jack Rosenthal, Herbert Hustler, Marcus Benn, Allen Benn, Ben Shindler of Camden, Elliott Goldman, Ben Fertel, Al Fischer
and Milton Rogasner. Most of these gentlemen were accompanied by their wives.
Upon the introduction of the members of
the De Luxe Film Company, "Tony" Luchesse
and Oscar Neufeld, were given a "hand," and
while speeches were strictly taboo for the evedemandto for
"Tony"
was so great
that
he wasning, aforced
thank
the exhibitors
for their
reception of his star and himself.
When D. W. Griffith selected the play, "The
Two Orphans,"
his motion
picture,
he
selected
probably for
the best
known title
in this
country, with the exception of "Uncle Tom's
Cabin." Since 1880, over 100,000 performances
of the stage play were given in this country, Kate Claxton having given over 7,000.
With an average audience of 500, it would mean
more than
50,000,000
nery's
famous
play. persons have seen D'En-

C. GRAHAM

BAKER

Hope Hampton Begins
Work, Ending Her Tour
Hope- Hampton, the Titian-haired young
beauty, has just completed a triumphal tour
of personal appearances over the country
and is this week settling down to hard work
on "White Faith" at Fort Lee, N. J. Her
visit to Chicago, where she had a prominent
part in the opening of the new Chicago Theatre and where the newspapers broke traditions and rules to do her honor, was perhaps
ances.
the peak of the whole range of hear appearFor her the Daily News, most conservative of Chicago newspapers, broke an ageold custom and printed a three-column cut
of Miss Hampton. Two column cuts have
been the limit on all pictures save those
of the utmost importance, and when the art
editor received the order : "Three cols on
Hampton pic all editions," he sent two boys
back to the city editor, one to get verbal verification and the other to see if the occupant
of the desk had lost his mind.
Vitagraph Star Arrives
Alice Calhoun, Vitagraph star, arrived in
Los Angeles this week, accompanied by her
mother. Miss Calhoun is to start work immediately in a new film at the Vitagraph
studio in Hollywood.

FOR

RENT

LIFE
THEATRE
CENTRALLY LOCATED
MERIDEN, CONN.
WELL ESTABLISHED THEATRE
900 SEATS
BUILDING ALL EQUIPPED
DOING FINE BUSINESS
INQUIRE
136 WINDSOR AVE.
MERIDEN, CONN.
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M and Alice Terry hand at an original scenario. She joined this publication last questioned concerning the latest
INGRA
REXsurpris
ed the picture world Accordingly he has gone to the February as an associate editor. report officials of the company at
this week by slipping off from Famous-Lasky studio in Hollywood Among her best known articles, in the home office denied all knowledge
Hollywood to Pasadena and getting to prepare "Our Leading Citizen," addition to those in Movie Weekly, of the European
* *star's
* plans.
married in the tea shop where they ill which Tom * Meighan
* * will appear. are a series of four motion picture
first met about a year and a half
"Apron
Strings,"
the
first of the
run with
in Munsey's
ago. They returned immediately to Max L. Abramson, a former New articles
Theseindustry.
deal
different Magazine.
phases of Tuttle- Waller productions in which
the
Glenn
Hunter
will
be
starred, is
Metro studios in Hollywood to York newspaper man now on the
* * *
now
being
filmed
at
the
Glendale
continue work on the new Ingram coast, has completed the task of
Weil, formerly director studio.
* * *
production, Anthony Hope's "The titling the new Jackie Coogan pic- of Richard
exploitation for Hodkinson, has
ture, "My Boy," which will be preMiss
in swhich
of Zenda,"
Prisonerplays
Flavia.
the Princes
Terry
Herbert
athletic
star,Raivlinson,
is a lover ofUniversal's
the outThe marriage was unexpected, indoors, and a sportsman to the core.
asmuch as they had announced at
He delights in any story of huntthe time of their engagement that
they would wait until the compleing, fishing and so on. He is telling
one
about a little boy who sat fishtion of the picture and then go to
his dog.
ing on the bank of a creek with
Ireland
married byat Ingram's
father, toa beprofessor
Trinity
"Any
luck?" inquired a passer by.
College in Dublin. They now plan
"Nope," replied the lad.
to go abroad on a honeymoon trip
"Sure." your pup?"
"That
when "The Prisoner of Zenda" is
finished. It is expected that after
"What's his name?"
a continental tour Ingram will produce "Ivanhoe" in England, Miss
"Fish? My, that's a funny name
Terry appearing
* *as *Rowena.
for a dog! Why did you give him
William M. Vogel is now in
Berlin.
" 'Cause he never bites," returned
* * *
name?" Walton ivithout even
that"fish."
youthful
the
a smile!
* * *
"Love
Dreams,"
the
musical
comedy that ran for some time on
Clark Irvine, moving picture
Broadway recently, has been purstudio news writer of Los Angeles,
chased by Famous-Lasky, who will
claims to have dug up the only
have it nhotodramatized for Gloria
proper word to designate the moving
Swanson's use. * * *
picture,
after everybody has failed
to
find one.
William C. DeMille is on his way
back to California.
It is "diorama," and means trans* * *
parent pictures exhibited one after
another ; shadow pictures in color.
Irrespective of the success it met
"Diorama" sounds nice — if you
with, its"Molly
O" of
evidently
must
take
way out
the Central
but "movies"
can
to havencetheit—floor.
seems pronou
Theatre by December 18. It has
* * *
been announced that Guy Newall's
William V. Hart, well-known
production
"The Bigamist" will
in the industry for many years, has
go
into the of
house
* *on * that date.
originated a vaudeville act with a
moving picture background suitable
Charles Graham Baker succeeds
for combination houses.
George Randolph Chester as editor'** ** **
in-chief of the Vitagraph scenario
A son was born
November 17 to
forces, by appointment of Albert
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Meyer. Mr.
E. Smith, president of the company,
Meyer is assistant secretary of
now that Chester has formed his
Famous-Laskv.
own company. Baker has had a
long experience as a photoplayThe American debut at the Rivoli
wright, having written more than
Theatre this week of Victorina
100 comedies for Larry Semon and Photo by Edwin Bower Hesser.
Krigher, the famous Russian
scenarioized most of the Vitagraph
JACQUELINE LOGAN
danseuse, has been eminently sucserials and many of the features.
cessful to say the least. She met
Her first picture for Goldwyn is "The Octave of Claudius'
He has directed a series of pictures
with instantaneous approval. Her
featuring Agnes Ayres and Edward
dancing
is vivid and full of
Earle. Baker has selected Harry sented in New York, at the Strand, organized a publicity bureau, and, dramatic action
in interpreting the
Dittmar, author of several Vita- on
Christmas Day.
"Barchan
under
the
name
of
Celebrities'
Serale"
from "Samson and
* * *
graph features, as his associate
vice, is handling such well-known Delilah," the selection
editor.
chosen for
Lew Cody, William her introduction in this
* * *
Desmond,as Vera
Asta running
Nielson, atstarthe
of Lexington
"Hamlet," players
Gordon, Hedda Mile. Krigher, it should country.
now
be said,
Robb Lawson, a well-known Lon- Theatre,
Hopper and many others equally lass.
.has finished work abroad celebrated.
unusually sprightly for so buxom isa
don film publicity director, has
* * *
been appointed to handle the pub- "Countess
jn a screenJulia,"
versionwhich
of Strindberg's
* * *
will be of- The name of the F. B. Warren
licity for the United Artists' Lonm Desmond, who has been
fered
in
this
country
by
Asta
Films.
Corporation has been changed to inWillia
don
branch.
Lawson's
most
recent
*
*
*
New York for some
Wid Gunning, Inc.
is
position was with
making personal appearancestime,
* * F.* B. O.
* * *
at the
A
group
of
United
Artists'
men
Rialto
Theatre this week in conJohn Emerson and Anita Loos have started on a trip to Australia
The report, which we published
junction with the showing of his
for the purpose of opening a branch many months ago,
to the effect that
are to lecture at Smith College on
the island *continent.
Pola Negri would come to this Next
* *
December 3 on "Women in Moving
latest
pictur
in' Mad."
week
he e,goes"Fight
to Detroit
for
country to make future
Pictures."
is the same purpose.
Dorothea B. Herzog, formerly a being widely circulated pictures
* * *
again.
It
publici
ty
writer and later a trade was stated at the time that Mile.
George Ade, whose sole direct
Sem Benelli, the author of "The
work for the screen has been writ- paper reviewer, has been promoted Negri would work in a Famousto
the
editorsh
ip of Movie Weekly. Lasky studio in America, but when Jest," which Arthur Hopkins preing titles, has decided to try his
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The double bills that tell their
own stories on the signs in New
York this week are:
Fordham Theatre — "Love Never
Dies," "Hard Luck."
New York Theatre — "Silk
Stockings," "Shams of Society."
sented on the stage with John and
Lionel Barrymore in the leading
roles, is among the latest recruits
to the screen. He will write
original scenarios for Associated
International Pictures, of which
Malcolm Strauss is president. One
of Signor Benelli's stories, "Tears
of the Sea," has already been
adapted to the screen by Mr. Strauss.
Isabelle Savory, the noted English
beauty, plays the
role.
* *leading
*
Charles Ray has at last arrived
in New York, on his first trip to
the city.
* * *
A. W. Carrick, for the past four
years with Pathe as sales manager
in Indianapolis, Indiana, Omaha,
Nebraska, and recently Washington,
D. C, resigned from the above
position a few days ago upon his
appointment as manager of Robertson-Cole'stheIndianapolis
office.
Before entering
moving
picture
field, Carrick was for five years
Western New York State sales
manager of the A. P. W. Paper
Company.
* * *
Hugo Ballin has completed his
production plans and announces
that he will postpone for the time
being his trip abroad to film the
Spanish
"In Old
and
thatstory,
he will
first Madrid,"
produce
"Luxury Tax " It is the work of
Ethel Donoher, a young author who
already has several screen successes to her credit, chief among
these being "The Black Panther's
The picture will be produced in
Cub."
the Jackson studios, where Mr.
Ballin is now engaged in assembling
his production staff. Mabel Ballin
will play the feminine lead and it is
probable that Crauford Kent will
nave a leading role.
* * *
What is believed to be one of the
most unique tests ever undertaken
by a theatre in this country was
made one evening last week, when
atwelve
"Juryleading
of Letters,"
of
educators composed
and editors,
sat in judgment on the moving picture production of "Peter Ibbetson"
at the
Theatre.whether
These
men Criterion
will determine
George Fitzmaurice in making the
film version of the classic has
adhered
faithfully
to DualsoMaurier's
original text,
and will
aim to
ascertain just what qualities the
picture must have to be able to
attract so many people to view it.
The "Jury Walter
of Letters"
included:
H. invited
Fuller,
Francis Neilson, Francis Hackett,
Philip Littell, Oswald Garrison
Villard, Gilbert Seldes, John Farrar,
George Jean Nathan, Henry L.
Mencken, Brander Matthews, John
Erskine and Augustus Thomas.
Up to date the findings of the
"Jury" have not been announced.

PICTURE

Ever wont to follow angles of
popular appeal, the humorists and
column conductors are penning
witticisms and comments from a
new slant. The showing of "Aesop's
Film ture
Fables"
the motion
picscreen hason inspired
our wits
to paragraph their wordings along
this line :
CONCEITED DONKEY
Fable : Once upon a time there
was a citizen of a republic who
didn't think he could handle matters
better than the elected officials.
■ — Baltimore (Md.) Sun.
WAYWARD DOG
Fable : There was once a man
who made an announcement that he

WORLD

Charlie Giegerich, representative
for Rex Beach, picture postcards us
from Chicago, where he went a
week
or that
so ago
on "Ironis Trail"
matters,
everything
going
along finely. The photo on the
card, that of the ballroom of one
of
Chicago's
famous
Charlie
classifies
as thehostelries,
former
throne room of King Barlycorn in
pre- Volstead
And the picture looks thedays.
* part.
* *
Grant Carpenter and Isabel
Johnston have been added to
Goldwyn's
scenario
Carpenter permanent
is adapting
Peterstaff.B.
Kyne's sort story, "Brothers Under
Their Skins," to the screen, while

1/,

MABEL BALLIN
W. T. Bcnda. the famous artist, has made one of his effective
drazvings of the star of "Jane Eyre," directed by her husband and
released by Hodkinson

intended to become a candidate for
office
didn't
he had been
urged who
to run
by claim
his friends.
—Portland {Me.) Express.
GOOSE AND GOLDEN EGG
Fable : Once there was a farmer
who didn't think he could move to
town and run a grocery store and
get rich.— Cleveland {Ohio) News.
FASHIONABLE FOX
Fable : Once upon a time there
was a man zvho had acquired the
daily itbath
habit and didn't brag
about
occasionally.
— Hartford {Conn.) Times.
CAT AND CANARY
No, no, Grace, we must be firm. Fable : Once upon a time there
"The Silent Call" is not dedicated was a man who didn't enjoy the
to the press agents.
sound of his own voice.
— New York Evening Telegram.

Miss Johnston is preparing the continuity for Mary Roberts Rinehart's
* * *
story, "Jane."
Blythe Daly, daughter of Arnold
Daly, appears *•*
in support of Ernest
Truex in his current* comedy film,
"Little, But Oh My!"
Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Burr
are receiving congratulations upon
the arrival of another son. The
new member of the Affiliated Distributors, Inc., arrived last week
and from reports both mother and
the new comer are doing well.
When asked if Charlie was going
to make a football player of him,
or have him enter the movies, the
proud father would not commit
himself, but merely said: "He is

"When they elect ladies to 559
the
Senate, how do you suppose they
Movie Producer (absent mindwill
'
edly):dress?
"Doesn't
make any difference. Ladies don't have to wear
Legion Weekly.
much — inAmerican
a Sennett."
healthy enough to become a_ left
* *
well."
tackle — and he* 'screams'
the rough-and
Allen,
MajorwildJack
had a chat
filmer,
animal
ready
with a Wall Street friend down at
the New York Stock Exchange a
few days uponago. The friend comsense
mented ontheofMajor's
things inkeengeneral.
of observati
"What is your idea about the
ethics the
of broker.
modern business men?"
asked
"Well, they remind me of hunter
friends of mine who when out deer
hunting
only
faims
returned kill
the nature
man.
" * *inquired
* andthedoes,"
"How's that?"
New
Yorker.
"Why,"
chirped the Major,
"they're always passing the buck!"
Harry "Snub" Pollard, who is
lending his efforts to the organization oftralians
a club
Auspreminentcomposed
in the filmof world,
has had hearty co-operation from
his countrymen. The most recent
"offer" of membership came from
the Rev. Father Fabian Dyer, who
has the rank of major for his
valiant service as chaplain in the
war. Major Dwyer met Pollard
at the Athletic Club the other
night, told him of the interest he
had in the club. He was duly
enrolled as honorary member.
* * *
George E. Kann has been appointed foreign sales manager of
Goldwyn. He assumes office January 1. Kann is resigning from
Universal, where he first was assistant to Carl Laemmle and then
manager of the division of export,
to join Goldwyn.
* * *
Max Graf, head of the company
bearing his name, is in New York.
He is producing in San Francisco
and predicts that that city is destined
to become one of, if not the principal producing center in the country.
Christening theatres is an art in
itself. Fitness and originality are the
chief issues. Non-repeaters are
obligatory. Theodore Kaufman is
the owner of a new theatre in
Cobden. III., that will open at an
early date. In finding a name for
it Kaufman hit upon one that most
probably has never been used before.
He calls his new house the Ma and
Pa Theatre. * * *
Viola Dana has gone and joined
the ranks of California real estate
holders. The little Metro star has
acquired a beautiful home in the
Hollywood foothills where she will
live
her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Emil with
Flugrath.
of Miss dwelling
Dana's purchase
theNews
picturesque
built on ofa
hillside in the most exclusive
residential district of Hollywood
came as a complete surprise to her
immediate family and her many
friends. She let nobody in on the
secret until after the deal wa3
closed. Then when she could keep
it no longer, she gathered a few
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is still here, but expects to go back
to
California the latter part of next
week.
* * *
J. W. O'Mahoney,
director
ofMajor
advertising
and publicity
for
Educational, gave a dinner Monday
evening, November 21, to members
of the trade press. After the
dinner the Major took his guests
to the Rialto Theatre to see "The
Battle of Jutland" pictures, which
had week.
their premiere at that house
this
* * *
It was only a question of time
when Tony Sarg would reproduce
the original golfer of pre-historic
Almanac."
in "Tony
days
The latest
issue ofSarg's
the cartoon
depicts the daddy of the present day
cowpasture pool players. The many
golfers in the industry should be
interested in the release.
* * *
"THIS IS THE LIFE!"
John Humm, assistant general manager of Pathe, ozvns a country
estate at Baldwin, Long Island, where the subject of our story
often ejaculates the above phrase with feeling
friends together and took them .pn a
tour to her new possessions.
The little Metro star is happier
with her new house than a child
with a new toy. She has talked of
nothing else since purclfasing it and
has spent her entire vacation between pictures there.

the space a few feet northwest of
our desk for a cockpit we cannot be
responsible for what is omitted for
the time being. Some piece of news
or something was destined for this
place the
and battle
was started.
about to be written
when

Jacques Kopstein, sales manager
This paragraph is written in for Affiliated Distributors, returned
last
week from a trip to Cleveland.
place of the one interrupted by a
battle of four horsemen. That is
to say we were just on the point of William Alexander, president of
having the seed of an idea burst the Alexander Film Corporation,
into fruits and flowers when the sailed November 22 for London to
battle started and completely busted go over several matters with Sir
all lines of what might be optomis- Oswald Stoll, relative to the distritically called thought. We can
and
work during most riots but when button in the United States
Canada of all his well-known book
four
p.
a.'s
happen
to
meet
on
their
being made
customary weekly visit to our subjects that arc dnowstudio
s.
sanctum and each begin, loudly and at the Cricklewoo t
(
t
abusively, to promote the various
„.
,
.
.
j .
advantages
and perfections
of *heir
respective productions,
we get
it in J^^S&S^SlSi
l rg.u01 u las?'cs t3
the neck as do all innocent by- ^i""'!'
Peter Ibbetson
,^?^
tnc
criterion,
standers. These visits are charmDu Maurier's
famous
ing and sociable and all that sort on
novelthe atsaletheofbook
stores.
at
of thing, but when the callers use
One Fifth avenue shop reports
that not a single copy was sold in
ten months preceding the showing
of the picture. Since its advent on
Broadway,
however,
out"
has
been the
reply to"allallsold
requests
for the
book
at
many
shops
throughout the city.
* * *
Marc Lachmann has been placed
in charge of the new exploitation
and publicity department created by
the Universal Big U Exchange,
New York, for exhibitors playing
Universal productions. Lachmann
will cater to the exploitation wants
of Universal exhibitors and he will
personally assist and co-operate in
the actual exploitation of all the
Universal features, Jewel productions, comedies ♦ and weeklies.
Lachmann was formerly director of
exploitation and publicity for the
F. B. Warren Corporation, following a successful exploitation tour
for Thomas H. Ince on "Lying
Lips" and other
"GOOD-BYE!"
* *Ince* productions.
Jackie Coogan does the honors
J. J. McCarthy has returned
to Mother Coogan zvhen she
boarded the California Limited
from a two months'
* * *trip in Europe.
en route to New York zvith the
Irving Lesser returned to the
which
"My Boy."
of Strand
coast November 21. after an exfirst print
Christmas
at the Day
opens
tended stay in the city. Sol Lesser

The sixth of Harry Reichenbach's
amusing series of "Foolish Wives
A WISE OLD OWL!
of History" is:
The bird ihows judgment in
"DESDEMONA"
Desdemona zvas the foremost
feminine taste in lingering to
look at Helen Darling, zvho is
foolish wife of her time.
Early in her career she went into appearing in Broadway Comethe coal business with Othello and
dies, which are released by
Arrow
forthwith, the price of coal went
sky high.
Desdemona zvas both amibitious
night, zvhile Desdemona was
and
and spent There
Jew happy
hoursnervous
with Othello.
were that
busily engaged knitting a szveater
tzi'o reasons. The color scheme in for the chief of the Venice Fire
those days was white ami Othello Department, Othello placed a lily
did not match her best evening gozvn - her hand — 'phoned her family,
for the daily
and as duskies were forced to ride a nice obituary
two weeks
next
the
took
PaPerf, a,'d
seldom could missed
in Jim Crow cars, she
his wife.
neighbors how much he
trolley rides beside the to.,eU. "e
bus heror choice.
take of
man
Othello zvas a jealous egg.
Also, sort of an Easter egg.
He was hard boiled and hand Number 10: " Katherine
* * * the Shrew."
had two zceaknesses,
We don't believe a word of it,
PemteH and
but it sounds good anyway. One
Cassius and logo.
of the many coast people stopping
ffSTn }ws ° d'rect competitor
Frank Case's Algonquin Hotel,
°f Othello s and logo was in the at
and which now has the appearance of
hand,
s
Desdemona
for
market
Zi'illing to take the balance of her California transplanted, at luncheon
*1&3*'lL£
H^; piercing
■ does
thCnot -**
One day during !Hf
an ear
have a bell uponM or Hart
anytournamentCassius
at astole
nearby
where
near
door he
of has
his
scnooit
into Sunday
Desde- home on the the
coast.frontInstead
mona's suite at the Grande Hotel a knocker in the form of a revolver
de Splendid, spread logo's dis- that when manipulated shoots with
carded
B. V. Othello,
D's abouthaving
the suite
report.instead
And, ofin theanswer
and
departed.
tired atheloud
summons,
custom-to
er/ pinochle at the club, returned ary maid, a horse conies and takes
unexpected, found the garments and your card and hat.

Anna Q. Nilsson
in the
John Barrymore production
directed by Marshall Neilan
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Now

E. S. Manheimer, "The
who is the
active
head
of
Photoplay
Serials'
Corporation, announces that
all
fifteen episodes of the Ben WilsonNeva Gerber serial, "The Mysterious Pearl,"
and edited
and are
now have
readybeenforcutrelease,
and
that to take advantage of the demand in the independent market for
serials and to get this production in
the hands of the exchanges at the
earliest possible moment an advertising campaign has been already
inaugurated:
Paper and other accessories are
also now ready on this production,
including one, three and six-sheets
and lobby photographs of the first
three episodes; also a special twentyfour-sheet. What is said to be an

Ready

to

Release

Mysterious
Serial
innovation
in the way of press sheetsPearl"
According to Mr. Manhas been prepared, it consists of an presented.
heimer this possesses many advantages and will prove valuable to the
extra sheet called an "advance live wire
exhibitors who desire to
press
sheet"
to
take
the
place
of
an
advance agent such as one who map out an advance campaign. It
visits a town two or three weeks is in realty an outline of the regular
before a stage production is to be press sheet which is to follow.
Irving

Lesser

Returns

to Coast

"Jungle Adventures"
Highly Praised
Through the courtesy of
Alexander Beyfuss, president of Exceptional Pictures Corporation, Martin
Johnson's "Jungle Adventures" was shown at entertainment of the Mutual
Welfare League at Sing
Sing prison, and Edward
T. Lynch, director
of entertainments, was high
in
his praise
of the toproduction. He refers
it as

After Successful Sales Campaign
Irving M. Lesser, general manager sale of rights to over $1,500,000
of
WesternwhoPictures'
worth being
of hisfilmed
independent
highly citing
entertaining
and exaesthetic pleasure
by
Company,
returned Exploitation
recently to now
on theproduct
West
Los Angeles, announces that on his Coast.
the
beauty
of
its
natural
recent tour across the continent he Both Mr. Lesser and his assosecured contracts calling for the cjate, Mike Rosenberg, who has also scenes. "It is not a show,
— been on a sales tour and highly it is a revelation," says Mr.
pleased with this showing, but state Lynch, who was so pleased
that they will better this mark as with the production and
other deals are under way which the manner in which it was
it is expected will be closed as soon
Hiller Says "His Nibs" Furnishes
received by the audience
as Mr. Lesser reaches Los Angeles,
Impetus for Independent Market which will add materially to the that he declared it a treat
L. L. Hiller, president of His
total.
he would be perthe indepenNibs Syndicate, Inc., which is picture,dent "His
market, Nibs,"
contendson that
lack of All of the product contracted for and hoped
mitted to show it again at
selling the first Charles (Chic) Sale unity and harmonious working of will be ready during the next six some future time.
each of the individual elements have months, it is announced, as nine production units are busy filming the
been the only factors which have
kept the State Right market from subjects at the present time.
Australian Film
taking the fore in the industry, and
that the solution is to unify these
Offered by Rialto
Rialto Productions, Inc., factors.
Mr. Hiller refers to the ideals of Bert Lubin Offers New Series
have secured for the United
States, Canada and South the Exceptional
Pictures' which
Corporaof Six Allene Ray Features
tion and to the campaign
this
Bert Lubin, president of Western fessed willingness to pay the higher
America, the rights to the company is conducting in the trade
attention to the Pictures Corporation, announces quotos on the new pictures.
racing drama, "Silks and journals calling
made to State Right that distribution arrangements for The higher quota, it is stated, is
Saddles," an Australian promises
new series of six semi-Western necessitated because of the fact that
production in five reels, buyers and which are being lived the
features, starring Allene Ray, have they are more elaborate productions
to.
starring Brownie Vernon. up Calling
attention to the fact that been definitely decided upon and with better supporting casts. The
It is said to have a fresh "His Nibs"
is a production that that thy will be sold on the indepen- Western Pictures' Corporation will
dent market. This decision is said immediately commence an active
clean story with a decided national organizations would have
to
have
been reached, notwithstand- sales campaign on the entire series.
gladly
accepted
and
which
he
is
conappeal to homeland audifident will be one of the greatest
Sunset,"
of the It
first, "Partners
ences, with plenty of humor
ing offers fromasnational
successes on the State Right market, organizations,
several distributing
of the in- The
is ready
for screening.
is a
and some interesting
Mr. Hiller points out the fact that dependent exchanges which handled society-western drama written by
glimpses of Sydney, Aus- Exceptional had gotten behind this the two previous releases have pro- Walter Richard Hall.
tralia. There is an excellent picture with a big advertising campaign, including full-page copy in
race scene from which the the Saturday
IMMEDIATELY
Evening Post to tell STATE RIGHTS!
spectators get a good idea the public about it and that an unusual line of advertising accessories
of Sydney's celebrated race has been prepared for this produccourse. Altogether, the pro- tion.
TME,
duction is said to be a
He does not believe, however, that
credit to Australia.
the result
of with
Exceptional's
campaign will end
the successful
The story deals with the
handling
of
this
picture
and
the
tomboy daughter of a offering of more Chic Sale producfamous racing man, who
tions on the independent market, but
through a combination of that other producers will be led to
GEM N^IL^ONg££
circumstances is forced to furnish high-class productions for
the independent market and that
ride her own mount in a more
stars of the calibre of Chic
big race. The star, Brownie
Sale will be added to the list.
Vernon, has already
This, he believes, will have the
achieved an enviable repu- effect not only of supplying the
tation for her previous buyers with the class of pictures
but will assure indepenwork, and has an attrac- they want,
dent producers that they can expect
the
backing
of independent
tive personality. She is supported by a thoroughly exchange men for high class productions. Further, that co-operacapable cast.
tion of this kind is the foundation 130 West
PHOTOPLAY SERIALS CORP.
46th Street
E. S. MANHEIMER, Gen. Mgr.
on which independence is built.
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Sarg to Portray
Rapidly
Original Goiter
Because of the numerous
Broadway
Toward
Along
Speeding
requests received from all
Johnny Hines in "Burn 'Em Up addition, Johnny has made a name not been divulged, but it is stated
Barnes" is now on his last lap for himself in the title role of that their first names all begin with parts of the country. Tony
Sarg has a prepared
his
Johnny's, Almanac
letterarethatall graces
the same
his friends and
Comediesfor and
Torchy
is coming
country
aroundthethehome
down
stretchandtoward
New will
reel dealingforwith
be waiting
him.
that they
real Americans
Mr. Burr announces that the two born and educated in the U. S. A.
York where his manager, Charlie
golfer of preBurr, head of Affiliated Distributors, stars who will appear in connec- It is believed that "Burn 'Em Up the original
historic days. This has been
Inc., is planning to show this pro- tion with the New York presenta- Barnes" will be as great a success
duction on Broadway. Negotia- tion are both leaders in their par- in New York as it has been else- scheduled as the seventh istions are under way for a theatre ticular fields. There names have where.
sue of Tony Sarg's Almanac
for a special showing and in conand deals with "the famjunction with this picture, preparaous match at the Caverock
tions are being made for also pre- Chic Sale Reaches New York and
senting two big stars of the spoken
Country
Club between Nibdrama or musical world.
lickus Stonehenge and MasFlintpebble, which also
"Burn 'Em
Barnes"
has been
Confers with Beyfuss and Hiller hus
speeding
prettyUp much
all over
the
introduces the original golf
country, having hit the high spots Charles (Chic) Sale, whose first tion, has been conferring with widow, Mrs. Mashus, who
of the Middle West, as well as motion picture, "His Nibs," was Alexander Beyfuss, president of
Canada
the SunnythatSouth,
and produced
Pictures' Exceptional,
L. L.Syndicate,
Hiller, performs true to the trait is notandanticipated
anything
Corporation,by Exceptional
has been appearing
president of and
His Nibs
ditions of the present genwill happen to this "racing machine" during the current week as a vaude- Inc., distributing this picture. Mr. eration.
to prevent it reaching Broadway ville headliner at the Royal Theatre, Sale feels that the best qualities of
It is described as a deliwithin a short time.
New York City. Mr. Sale finished his art have been transferred to the
"Burn
'Em
Up
Barnes"
is
said
his
work
on
this
picture
during
the
screen
and
his
friends
in
the
smaller
satire on "cow-pasture
to be a funny fellow, equally at summer and vaudeville contracts towns will now have the opportunity pool,"cate coupled
with ofa riot
home with hoboes or in the man- have kept him busy in the Middle of enjoying them. He has been re- of fun. Because
the
sions of the elite, to be always West since that time.
ceiving numerous letters asking
smiling and a great dispeller of When not busy at the theatre, Mr. when he would play the smaller popularity of the game this
subject is believed to have
gloom, and the production has been Sale, who is a thorough showman towns,
The conferences were largely with wonderful exploitation possuccessful wherever shown. - In and knows the value of co-opcra- reference
to national exploitation sibilities.
and
publicity
campaign
for "His
Nibs." Mr. Sale
also during
his
stay has had a number of new photoHirsh Prepares Big Exploitation
and motion picture theatre
/^i
■ ft/~\l
ti /T l l t\ i
**graphs in character taken, and been readers
patrons of the country, who will
editors
marine
fan
by
interviewed
Behave
Mabel
On,
on
Campaign
and feature writers for news syndi- be interested in advance in his
An extensive exploitation cam- country for sales campaigns a week catei an Q{ whom have shown great screen appearance,
paign has been arranged for "Oh, or two before playdates. interest in his first motion picture
Mr. Sale also conferred with Mr
Mabelnewly
Behave,"
the first Photocraft
release of A widely assorted variety of strik- and mentioned it in their articles. Beyfuss regarding his second
the
incorporated
ing lithographs, consisting of four All of this, it is pointed out, has motion picture which will commence
Productions, of which Nathan Hirsh styles of one-sheets, three styles of direct value to the
exhibitor, by in the spring and will
is president. Novelties ranging three-sheets,
three styles of six- keeping Mr. Sale's work before the a small town comedy. probably be
from campaign buttons, mirrors, sheets, as well
as twenty-foursheets, are being made. Hand
"Put stickers
and Take,"
and other
games colored
artistic 11x14 and 22x28
and
to a specially
composed
Fox Trot and song bearing the photographs and oil paintings are Famous Italian Director Made
same title as the picture are planned. being made by the Kraus ManufacThe musical composition is said to
turing Company. There will also
be very catchy, with three verses be an elaborate sixteen page, two
Weiss Brothers* Bible Films
of appropriately humorous lyrics, colored press book of distinctive de- The film version of the Old Tes- trade by Weiss Brothers'
Artclass
extament
is
to
be released soon to Pictures' Corporation. The producand arrangements are being made
sign, replete with up-to-date
tion was made by Antonio Pierro
both the theatrical and non-theatrical Gariazzo
with music stores throughout the ploitation suggestions.
who is said to have been
responsible for some of the more
ambitious of the Ambrosio film
spectacles
which enjoyed successes
in this country.
The conceiver of the project and
producer was Armando Vay and
among the large number of principals are some of the leading stage
and screen players of Italy, France
and England.
Among the subjects treated are
"The Creation," "Garden of Eden,"
"Cain and Abel," "Noah's Ark."
"End of Flood," "Tower of Babel,"
"The Patriarchs," "Sodom and
Gomorrah," "Esau and Jacob,"
"Joseph and His Brethren," "The
Book of Ruth," "The Shulamite
Woman"
(from the Songs of
Solomon),
and "Thedirectors
Exodus."were
Twenty assistant
used in filming the production, and
the tremendous mob scenes and
spectacular effects are said to have
transferred to the screen the
grandeur beauty and drama of the
'■OH, MABEL BEHAVE," A FIVE-REEL COMEDY WITH MABEL NORM AND, OIVEV MOORE
Old Testament.
MACK SENNETT AND FORD STERLING. (PHOTOCRAFT PRODUCTIONS, INC.)
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"Rube,"

pecially fine selection. In addition to members,
a number of exhibitors have been invited to
the showing which is, otherwise, exclusive.
Charles Giegrich, personal representative of
the author, and Whitman Bennett, business
representative, arrived in Chicago a few days
ahead of time to plan the club showing and
also to complete arrangements for the first
theatre exhibition.

to "Bonehead"
No Objection
Hasthe luncheon
Butattended
to Barbee's Theatre,
ANYONE who
continues between certain
Charles Ray at the Blackstone in Chicago, members
of the City Council. The question
November 18, will remember in particu- as to whether the Censorship Commission
r in appointed in 1918 is the real power in censorlar a request
which Ray
he made:
referring
to Charles
of the "Hereafte
screen, kindly
ship matters or whether the recent intervenchoose your words and describe him as a
tion of Corporation Counsel Ettelson in obMagazine Practical Aid
taining apermit for the Rickard films did not
bonehead, a dumb-bell, or a double dumb-bell,
Ascher's Theatrical Magazine, edited and
but never, under any circumstances, call him a mark him as the actual authority on exhibition
by Roy
Swan,in istheproving
substanof motion pictures in Chicago was argued published for
business
outlyinga theatres.
The modest impersonator of modest-hero exhaustively. The possibility that this con- With tiala propcirculation
rube."
of
100,000,
it
is
rapidly
provtroversy may lead to an abolishment of the
roles made this important discrimination himits popularity, and as copies are obtainable
self when someone at the table innocently Commission is arousing some discussion in the only ing in
connection with paid admissions, the
questioned him about his preference for r— — - Chicago trade.
magazine is proving its practical value. As
(but we agreed never to mention the word in
the Roosevelt Theatre is especially featured in
this conection again), for the type of story
each edition, the effect on Ascher business in
in which a country boy is featured. Mr. Ray
Crowds
Go considerable
to "Theodora"
There has been
evidence that the loop has also been improved. Publication
was on his feet in a moment.
which was temporarily suspended has now been
"Theodora," which opened at the resumed and an elaborate Christmas number is
Mr. Ray's remarks were an epilogue to a Goldwyn's
La
Salle,
November
11,
is
fast
establishing
charming
first visit affair.
East inThe
manyoccasion
years, was
and the
the star's
first itself in Chicago, as a great screen spectacle. now in preparation.
real holiday he has had during the last seven Constantly increasing attendances and repeated
Neuhaefer on Trip
years. He was accompanied by Mrs. Ray, mention in the press are the principal reasons
General Manager Richard Willis and Albert for this statement which was made recently by
L. P. Neuhaefer, general manager for Ascher
Kidder, all of whom were the guests of Balaban Albert Strassman, business manager and pub- Brothers,
left Chicago November 17 for the
licity director, who came on from New York
& Katz while in Chicago. Present also at the
on a trip concerning his general interests.
luncheon was Arthur S. Kane, who had arrived to popularize the Chicago run. The picture is East,
On the return trip he will visit all the houses
the day before and who accompanied the party presented twice a day with elaborate orchestral on
the circuit.
on the journey from Chicago to New York. accompaniment, directed by Leon M. Polacheck,
Three days of strenuous and interesting vaca- also of New York, with the same choral effect
tioning were arranged for the party which was as the original presentation at the Astor.
Film Opens at Randolph
Beginning November 20, the scale of prices
met by a large crowd at the station and escorted
"Way Down East" had its first popular
to the Blackstone, where the luncheon soon was changed to SO and 75 cents in the after- price
showing in Chicago at the Randolph
noon and $1.00 in the evening.
followed. Mr. Ray will make several scenes
Theatre, where it opened Saturday, November
19. for an all-winter run.
of
he hasYork,
beenwhere
working
on,
when"Smudge,"
he arriveswhich
in New
he exTo Appear in Person
pects to remain for about two weeks.
"Son of Wallingford," Manager W. C.
Brimmer, of Vitagraph, announces, will have
its
first Chicago run in an outlying theatre.
"Movie" Man Captures
The first booking date is December 9, when
it will be shown at the Crystal Theatre. Tom
Bandit; Gets Publicity
Gallery, who plays the title role, -and who is
Bad luck often means good publicity as Dee spending
several weeks in Chicago at the home
Robinson, owner of a chain of picture theatres of his parents,
will make personal appearances
in Peoria, is remarking these days. Several at this theatre during
the run of the feature.
months ago he received a mysterious order to
place $2,000 in a can and throw it into an
empty lot from his automobile or suffer the
consequences — which promised to be serious.
Kinogram 's Speed Record
Educational's Chicago Exchange reports an
Instead of adhering to the letter of the order, unusual
for speed in the making and
Mr. Robinson deviated a little, and substituted deliveringrecord
of the Kinogram reel depicting the
for the requested cash, a note bearing a message in three words that he states, was quite funeral of the Unknown Soldier. This picture
to the point. Offering him close co-operation was taken in Washington, November 11, and
following
by Riviera,
3 o'clock,Chicago
it was and
on
in this scheme was Ben H. Serkowich, publicity on the
screens
of the day,
Tivoli,
representative for his theatres, who followed the
Pastime
Theatres.
The
delivery
was
made
by
the notable example of Charlie Chaplin in airplane.
andin camouflaged
himself
a"Shoulder
tree and Arms"
took root
the fateful lot.
Whenas
Rumor Denied
Matthias Hanna, the would-be extortionist,
appeared to claim his reward, one of the
In correcting a recent rumor that St. Louis
"branches" pistol
sprang inoutsoandsurprising
wielded a a45-caliber
would handle territory in Southern Illinois for
automatic
manner
Educational, the Chicago office states this territhat Mr. Hanna was temporarily paralyzed
tory will continue to be handled as usual from
and promptly arrested. In the trial which
this point.
came off a few days ago, he was convicted of
attempt to blackmail. Far more interesting,
however, was the fact that Mr. Serkowich
Rex Beach Film at Club
"made" the front page of the Chicago Tribune,
The
Chicago Athletic Club has paid Rex
November 17, with an account of the incident.
Beach and moving pictures in general, a special
compliment in arranging for the first Chicago
SAXON KLING
showing of "The Iron Trail," the first picture
Fight Films Doing Well
that has been used on any program of this
Controversy over the right to show the organization in years. It will be shown WedWho
played
the lead in S. E. V. Taylor's
nesday night, November 23, with music and
feature,
"Trail
Heart's
who
Dempsey-Carpcntier fight pictures in Chicago,
is now on
the of
stage
with Desire,"
the new and
Belasco
where they have had a flourishing week at additional entertainment features of an esshow
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Asher Leaves for N. Y.
E. M. Asher, personal representative for
Mach Sennett, left this week for New York,
taking
him apicture,
print ofwhich
"Mollyis scheduled
O" the newto
Mabel with
Normand
Theatre.
Central
the
at
20,
open on November
Accompanying Mr. Asher was Dr. Carlos de
Mandil, musical director of the Mission Theatre of this city. Dr. de Mandil will personally conduct the orchestra in the New York
theatre during the presentation of "Molly O,"
and will return to Los Angeles upon the termination of the run here of "Little Lord Fauntleroy"
resume hisat duties
conductorat ofthetheMission
Missionto orchestra
the timeas
that "Molly O" will be presented here.
Leave for Europe
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Meredith left this
week for the east, to sail for Europe, where
Charles will devote his time to the study of the
dramatic art, and Mrs. Meredith to the study
of music.
Surprise Weddings
Rex Ingram and Alice Terry, who announced
their engagement some time ago, and who were
not to marry until they were prepared to start
to Europe on a honeymoon trip, surprised the
colony when it became known that they had
been quietly married one Saturday a few
weeks ago. They had appeared at the studio
on the following Monday as if nothing unusual
had occurred. The pair will complete their
current
production,
Prisonerandof inZenda,"
which Mr.
Ingram "The
is directing,
which
Miss Terry is playing the part of the Princess
Flavia — and will perhaps make another production, before the honeymoon trip to Europe
can be taken.
The second wedding was that of Raymond
McKee, who has been leading man in Fox and
Goldwyn productions, to Miss Frances White,
musical comedy star, who came to town unannounced, and remained undiscovered until
the news of the wedding leaked out.
Wedding number three is that of Jack Hoxie
and Marin Sais. Hoxie is a serial and western film hero, now engaged in making western
features for Arrow release. Miss Sais was
formerly a Kalem star, and has recently appeared in Lasky and Universal features.
Stork Favors Stars
is Bobby
Vernon's
that
hasThis
been time
visitedit by
the stork.
A littlehome
daughter
arrived there on November 13. Mrs. Vernon
was formerly Angie Repetto, a St. Louis girl,
who has never appeared in pictures. The Vernons have been married three years. Just a
month ago twin girls were born to Vera Steadman, a Christie star, who has often appeared
with Vernon in Christie comedies.
George Ade Arrives
George Ade, noted humorist, came to town
last week to join the writers of the film colony
while he writes a story called "Our Leading
Citizen," asAlthough
a starring
Thomas
Meighan.
severalvehicle
of his for
stories
have
been produced in pictures, this is the first time
Mr. Ade has had personal contact with film producers. Mr. Ade and Tom Meighan are close
personal friends, and the humorist has had the
story he is writing in mind for some time as a
vehicle for his actor friend.

Norma Cried
When Norma Talmadge got off the train on
her arrival in Los Angeles, to gaze upon the
enthusiastic throng that had assembled to greet
her last Monday
morning,
overwhelmed with emotion
and she
burstbecame
into tears.
By the tional
timestorm,she
from Joseph
the emo-L.
she had
and recovered
her husband,
Schenck, were ready to receive the official welcome to the city extended by the mayor and a
representative of the Chamber of Commerce.
Miss Talmadge said she was glad to be back
in California, and that she planned to produce
four pictures here during the coming year.
From the station the Talmadge party was
driven to the home of Mrs. Buster Keaton,
and later to the Ambassador Hotel, where reservations had been secured.
Rennie

Here

James Rennie, who will play one of the leading roles in Basil
"The Dust
at Goldwyn,
arrivedKing's
on Tuesday
last.Flower,"
Helene
Chadwick will play the leading feminine role.
Laemmle Leaves
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, who
has been in Los Angeles for the past few
months, left on Thursday for New York, where
he is to remain until the first of the year, when
he will return to California. During his absence Universal City will have as its official
head, Julius Stern, second vice-president of the
organization. Irving G. Thalberg is directorgeneral of the big film plant.
Eliminates Vaudeville
The California Theatre, under the management of Fred Miller, has adopted the policy of
eliminating all vaudeville and prologue acts
from its program, beginning Sunday, Nov. 20.
Carli D. Elinor, conductor of the California
orchestra, has been instructed by Mr. Miller
to secure enough additional artists to bring the
24-piece orchestra up to 50 pieces. More and
better music, together with an all picture bill,
will constitute the future offerings to the patrons of the California Theatre, instead of the

MOVING

vaudeville
until
now. and prologues that have prevailed
Insert Morality Clause
That the exhibitors are going to protect themselves from the possibility of loss through
smirches on an actor's reputation, is evidenced
by a tures
contract
received
by Los
the Angeles
Western from
PicExploitation
Co., of
the Thomas Film Co., of New York, who added
a clause to a contract for a series of Dick
Hatton Productions, which read as follows :
"It is further agreed that in the event that
the star of the pictures under contract herein
shall become disreputable so that the value of
his productions shall be lessened thereby, then
in that event the party of the second part shall
have the right to immediately cancel the contract therein."
Attend S. F. Opening
Sid Grauman, Jesse L. Lasky, Marcus A.
Loew and Neil McCarthy, prominent film and
theatrical men, went to San Francisco last week
to
attendcity.the opening of the Granada Theatre
in that
Writer s Cramp
A big get-together gathing of celebrities of
the motion picture profession, which will include players, directors and producers, has been
planned cemberby1. "The
the Screen
Guild, fora proDeWriters"Writers'
have arranged
gram of events that is expected to outdo the
Gambols and Frolics of New York and other
cities, in variety and importance. A cabaret
entertainment will embrace grand opera, prize
fighting, an original one-act play, classic dancing, and speeches by members of the literary
and dramatic world.
British Star Here
Alma Taylor, British screen star, arrived
in Los Angeles last week, accompanied by her
mother and her director, Cecil Hepworth, of
the Hepworth Pictures Corporation, of England. During the week they were here the
party visited a number of the local studios with
a view of studying American methods of film
production.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiniiiiniiiiiiiim
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in

St. Louis
The New Orpheum Theatre, Jerseyville, 111., is scheduled to open its
doors soon. S. E. Pertle, who controls astring of show houses in Central Illinois, is the owner. The Orpheum seats 800* persons.
* *
The Ma and Pa Theatre, Cobden,
111., will also open at an early date.
Theodore Kaufman is the owner and
proprietor. This house seats 300. It
is equipped with two Powers machines. The Orpheum has Simplex
and G. E. Argus
equipment.
* *Mazda
*
It is reported that the Gem Theatre, Sixth street, near Market street,
may be re-opened shortly. The
plans are to conduct a strictly picture house without music. The Gem
has been dark *for *several
years.
*
The Melvan Theatre, 2912 Chippewa street, has
* *been* closed.
John Gorick is the new assistant
booker for Pathe. He formerly was
with Enterprise.* * *
Jimmy Guest has returned from a
trip to Chicago. He reports conditions in the Windy City picking up
nicely, with all the houses in the
Loop District playing to good
crowds at all performances.
* * *
J. C. Norwein, of the Norwein
Amusement Company, Bonne Terre,
Mo., was a caller.
* * *
Angelo Fironrino, Pershing, Duquoin, 111., called at the offices of
Peacock Pictures and the Independent Film Company.
* * *
Another caller was George Luttrell of the Majestic, Jacksonville,
111.
* * *
S. E. Pertle, of Jerseyville, 111.,
was seen speeding along Picture
Row in his bright red Buick. Some
boat.
* * *
Tom Reed, of Duquoin, 111., was a
caller.
* * *
Charles Stemple,
Grand St.
Charles, Mo., came in for some
snappy comedies.* * *
Other callers were Charles Goodnight, Jefferson, De Soto, Mo.;
u,
Henry Sanders, Cape Girardea
and Charles Newsome, of Mount
Vernon.
* * *
The formation of Price Theatres,
a capitalization of $240,withbeen
Inc., has
000,
announced by John B.
Price, long prominent in Hannibal,
Mo., amusement circles. The comPrice is the presipany, ofwillwhich
dent,
take over the Star and
Broadway and the New Orpheum on
Fifth street, Hannibal, now in course
of construction. The Orpheum,
which will cost $150,000, will be
opened the latter
* part
* * of this month.
The Opera House at Shipman,
111., was destroyed in a sweeping

Brief

from

fire which
also consumed
town's
two
restaurants
Friday. theShipman
is about forty miles north of St.
Louis. It has no fire department.
The total loss was $30,000. The
Opera turesHouse,
whichvaudeville
showed picand occasional
and
dramatic acts, was operated by
Maurice Skaggs. The loss was
covered by insurance.
* * *
One of the heaviest rains ever
recorded in St. Louis fell Friday
night. Picture shows and theatres
were practically deserted, but a very
small proportion of the usual crowds
attending. Between noon Friday
and 5 a. m. Saturday, 3.06 inches of
rain fell. The normal amount of
rainfall for November, based on
records for eighty-four years, is
2.47 inches, or less than that which
fell Friday night.
* * *
Gus Kerasotas, of the Strand,
Springfield, 111., was a visitor to
Universal headquarters. He departed with contracts for Priscilla
Dean in "The Conflict" and Harry
* *
Carey in "The * Fox."
The Bijou Theatre, Cairo, 111.,
has been taken over by the McFarland & Rodgers organization. Maurice Horwitz was the former owner.
* * *
Barney Rosenthal, Universal
manager, has just returned from a
trip to Springfield, Jacksonville,
Decatur and vicinity. He reports
good results and states that indications are the theatres in that disness. trict will enjoy good winter busi* * *
Jack Weil, Goldwyn boss, got in
from a tour of Southern Illinois
Friday. He was not singing the
Blues and says conditions in those
parts do not warrent anyone wearing other than *a smile.
* *
The Reed-Yenn Interests will
open their new Grand Theatre at
Marion, 111., within the next few
weeks. The house
* * will
* seat 1,500.
The stork has been fluttering
around the Fox Exchange recently.
Claud McKean, assistant manager,
is the proud daddy of a baby girl
that arrived at the McKean home
November 8. A. H. Klein, booker,
reported the arrival of a girl Friday. McKean's daughter will be
named Patricia, while Miss Klein
will be Miss Helen Klein when
she grows up.
* * *
W. A. Donaldson has purchased
the Lyric Theatre at Salem, Mo.,
from Sankey Bros. He takes
charge on November
* * * 29.
Romaine Fielding has assumed
the position of studio director for
the National Film Publicity Company here.
Michigan
John A. Galster, of Petoskey, who
operates two picture theatres, has
just been elected Mayor of that

Everywhere

city. Mr. Galster, besides his theatre holdings, has many other interests in that resort city. He is a
member of the Michigan department of conservation and has held
many public offices in the past.
* * *
H. A. Ross, division manager of
Paramount, who makes his headquarters inDetroit, is in New York
attending
the managers.
conference of Paramount district
* * *
Harry S. Lorch, who has been
connected with W. S. Butterfield
interests and with Detroit exchanges,
has gone to Omaha, where he will
be manager
of the territorial exchange for Goldwyn.
* * *
George Walsh is making a personal appearance this week at the
Detroit Colonial Theatre. Several
novelty publicity stunts are being
used to exploit* him.
* *
H. S. nounces
Gallup,
of Marquette,
anthat the new
theatre, known
as the Delft, which he has been
building in Iron River, is now nearly
completed. It will seat 735.
* * *
Universal exchange in Detroit will
hold another "get together" week the
period beginning January 16, duringtorswhich
time allto Michigan
exhibiare invited
come to Detroit
at the expense of the exchange.
* * *
Announcement has been made of
the resignation of George Sampson
as manager of the Pathe Exchange
in Detroit. No successor has yet
been announced.
Canada
Arthur O'Hara, formerly with
the Pantages Theatres in Toronto
and Hamilton, has been appointed
treasurer of the new Capitol Theatre
in • Winnipeg,
in succession to Miss Manitoba,
Lolo Sampson,
who
has been very *ill. * *
W. Knight Wilson, conductor of
the Central Theatre orchestra,
Ottawa, Ontario, has been appointed
director of the violin department of
the Conservatory of Music, London,
Ontario. Mr. Wilson, who assumed
his new duties on November 21, had
aCentre
very orchestra,
capable organization
in the
while he, himself,
was one of the most talented musicians in Ottawa.
* * *
Milton Blackstone, of Toronto,
formerly conductor of the Strand
Theatre orchestra, the Capitol of
Montreal and other houses of the
Famous Players Canadian Corporation, has become violin instructor of
the Canadian Academy of Music,
Toronto.
* * *
Manager Miller, of the Toronto
Pantages Theatre, struck a popular
chord on November 19 when he announced that he would give a double
pass, good for any performance at
the theatre, to every person bringing a suit of clothes, an overcoat or

a pair of shoes in fair condition to
the theatre, the wearing apparel to
be turned over to the Great War
Veterans' Association for distribution among the local unemployed.
The response was
* *immediate.
*
At the annual meeting of the
executive of the National Council
of Women, held at Woodstock,
Ontario, November 17, Miss Joan
Arnoldi, of Toronto, made a special
plea
publicpictures.
support for Britishmade for
moving
* * *
An interesting development in
connection with the disappearance of
Ambrose J. Small, the Toronto
theatre magnate who vanished in
December, 1919, is the action of
Thomas
one of
associates,Flynn,
against
the Small's
trusteeslocal
of
the estate to recover $52,500, as his
alleged
share of the
sale has
of made
Small'sa
theatre holdings.
Flynn
statement of claim in which he declares that Small offered him a share
of the proceeds of the sale of theatres at Toronto, London, Hamilton
and estKingston,
of Small'sthroughinterin a circuit and
of theatres
out Ontario. These were sold to
Trans-Canada Theatres, Ltd., Montreal, a Canadian-English Syndicate, for $1,750,000. Flynn asks for
i per cent, of the sale price. Small
mysteriously disappeared immediately after he had closed the transaction and had received a milliondollar payment.
Indiana
Edward Sourbier, one of the officials of the Central Amusement
Company, which operates four
Indianapolis moving picture theatres, a theatre in Toledo and has
another in course of construction in
Indianapolis, has been selected by
Samuel Lewis Shank, Mayor-elect,
as his choice as one of the Republican members of the board of public
safety. Mr. Sourbier has been
active in Republican politics in
Indianapolis for a number of years.
* * *
Word was received in Madison
this week of the death in Brady,
Texas, of James Taylor, one of
the pioneer
moving picture
exhibitors of Madison.
Mr. Taylor
operated a theatre in the Patrick
Wade building at Madison for a
number of years and then went to
Frankfort, Ky., where he operated
a larger theatre. In later years he
managed several other theatres in
the Blue Grass State.
* * *
The Wonderland Theatre, at Clinton, and the two-story brick building it occupies, have been sold by
William and Paul Shew to J. B.
Stine, of Chicago. Mr. Stine, besides owning and operating the Gem,
another moving picture theatre in
Clinton, has theatres in Twelve
Points and Terre Haute, two in
Paris, 111., and one in Jasonville.
Theill Shews
of
health. plan to go west because
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San Francisco
Harry Savior, for some time connected with Universal, has given up
his position here and returned to his
old home at Honolulu.
* * *
A. Rosenberg, secretary-treasurer
of the De Luxe Film Company, of
Seattle, Wash., was a recent visitor
on San Francisco's
* * Film
* Row.
Manager W. A. Crank, of the
local branch of Wid Gunning, Inc.,
which has succeeded the F. B. Warren Corporation, is preparing to
move this exchange to new quarters
on Turk street, near Leavenworth.
The change will be made about the
first of the month. Good bookings
are being secured on the subjects
now at hand and the outlook is considered very bright
* * in* this territory.
The management of the Strand
Theatre has secured the services of
Eddie Sellen as organist. Mr. Sellen
has played at the Strand Theatre,
New York, and the Stanley and
Regent Theatres,
* * Philadelphia.
*
The Educational Film Corporation
will move its local branch to a new
building on Turk street, near Leavenworth, about the middle of December.
* * *
Herman Wobber, Pacific Coast
manager of the Famous PlayersLasky Corp., is attending the meeting of district managers at New
York.
* * *
R. A. White, general salesmanager
of the Fox Film Corporation, was a
visitor in town this week and left
for Los Angeles after looking over
the local exchange and placing his
stamp of approval upon the live
manner in which it is going after
business.
* * *
The W. W. Hodkinson Corporation has formally opened a branch
exchange at 985 Market street, under the management of Meehan &
Vogel, the opening being a part of
the
of the
fourthobservance
anniversary.
Thiscompany's
concern
has taken a lease on a film exchange
building to be erected at Turk and
Leavenworth streets and it is expected that it will be possible to
move to this location in about four
months. In the meantime it will remain on Market street, although the
Pathe Exchange, with which it is
sharing quarters, will move to Turk
street before the end of the month.
* * *
Walter Preddey has sold a Simplex machine for installation in a
large school at* Newark,
Cal.
* *
J. Slipper, well-known theatre
supply man of Los Angeles, visited
the local trade *during
* * the week.
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over the Bijou Theatre at Fresno,
Cal., and has added it to his chain
of moving picture houses.
* * *
W. H. Bradshaw and F. F. Blackstone, moying picture producers,
sailed for the Orient during the week
to produce a series of pictures.
* * *
S. H. Levin, manager of the
Coliseum Theatre, one of San Francisco's largest district houses, is
planning to put into effect a new
policy which will give the patrons
of this theatre a more diversified entertainment. Added attractions of a
high order will be offered, but it is
not intended that these will savor of
the usual vaudeville type. Special
attention • is now being given to
music, with Eddie Horton at the
organ and W. H. McKinney, formerly of the California and Strand
Theatres, leading the orchestra.
Mr. Levin has some very decided
opinions concerning the use of prologues and believes that these have
no place on the program of a moving picture house. He contracts for
his film offerings, he says, on the
assumption that they are finished
productions and the work of skilled
artists and feels that they do not
need any embellishments.
* * *
The American Photo Player Company has sold an instrument for instal ation in the Victory Theatre,
L'kiah, Cal.
* * *
J. H. Knowles, well-known exhibitor of Sonora, Cal., came to the
city the middle of the month to arrange bookings.* * *
The first
anniversary
Loew's
Theatre,
Oakland,
Cal., wasofobserved
during the week of November 13
and Manager Eugene L. Perry offered the patrons of this house some
exceptional entertainment. The setting for the orchestra represented
the lawn of the White House at
Washington and national celebrities,
such as President Harding, General Pershing, Chief Justice Taft,
and others, appeared as attending the
musical treat. Autographed photographs of Paul Ash, the musical director, were presented to the ladies
attending the matinee
* * * performances.
The Berkeley Motion Picture
Committee, composed of delegates
fiom the Parent Teachers' Association and various clubs, has arranged
for a mass meeting in the interests
of better moving pictures, the gathering to be held in the High School
Auditorium,
Berkeley, Cal., November 28.
* * *
C. Jerome Wilson, who directed
the making of moving pictures in the
Edison lalwratories twenty-three
years ago, has arrived at San Francisco, ready to go to work on films
to be produced here. He declares
that many southern California Producers are turning their eyes to this
city, reali/ins that the northern part
of the State has scenic and climatic
advantages that far surpass those of
the southland.
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wives, managers and assistant managers of the exchanges which are
members of the club. About seventy
persons were present, and according
to reports they all had one grand
time. Mrs. Mary Carr, star of
Fox's "Over the Hill," who was in
the city as a guest of the Rowland
and Clark Theatres, was an honored
guest.
The star's
Vivian Moses,
publicitydaughter
director and
for
Fox, were also present. The F. I.
L. M. Club has elected the following officers for the ensuing year :
James Hummel, Realart, president;
Nat Barach, Goldwyn, vice president ; Howard Gross, S. & S.,
treasurer.
* * *
Work is being rushed on the new
Janicks film building at 1028-1030
Forbes street and from present indications it will be ready for occupancy the latter part of December.
The building will cover a space 25
by 105 feet and will be so arranged
that it will accommodate four tenants. There will be two floors with
film vaults as large as the city will
allow, two vaults on each floor. A
third floor will also be added to the
building, although there will be no
vaults in this floor.
* * *
Charleston, W. Va., is to have a
new theatre, operated in connection
with a social center. The building,
now under construction, is to be located on Seventh avenue opposite
the Indian mound, and is to cost
$30,000, including the equipment.
The enterprise, it is said, is financed
by
Quincey
Jones,Bank
president
the
First
National
of ofSouth
Charleston, and the management will
be in the hands of R. A. Schutte,
who has operated a number of such
enterprises in the coal fields. The
theatre will be equipped for both
pictures and road attractions. It
will seat 600 and will be supplied
with an organ, full-sized stage and
complete outfit of scenery. The
building will be of brick, entirely
fireproof and modern in every parin size. ticular. Itwill be 50 by 120 feet
* * *
Robert Smeltzer, Eastern division
manager for Pathe, is at the Pittsburgh branch to select a new manager here, to succeed H. O. Martin,
who has been transferred to the
Chicago branch.* * *
Harry Brown, Jr., is now on the
road forchange
thehere.United
Artists'Harry
ExHis dad,
Brown, Sr., is manager of the
Nixon Theatre here, and his brother,
Ray, is general manager for the
Felt Brothers, controlling the
Duquesne Theatre here, and another
brother, Richard, is resident manager
of that theatre.
* * *
Charleston, W. Va. — Announcement has been made by Harris P.
Wolfberg, general manager of the
new Capitol Theatre, which will
open in December, that John E.
Frinkoess, former director of the
Palatial Rialto Theatre at Louisville,
Ky., has been secured as resident
iranager of the* local
* * theatre.

A moving picture house has been
opened at Biola, Cal., by E. L.
Bowen.
* * *
The Orchard City Theatre at
Campbell, Cal., in the Santa Clara
Valley, has been taken over by Mr.
Lyons, formerly of Sunnyvale, and
has been reopened by him.
William J. Naismith is the new
Pittsburgh
* * *
manager of the local branch of the
M. L. Markowitz is preparing to The F. I. L. M. Club, of Pitts- Wid Gunning organization, succeedburgh, staged
an Fort
elaborate
at Gil- dinner and
ing Mo Glanz. * * +
open his new Strand Theatre 26,
dancequite
at the
Pitt
the
roy, Cal., about November
Hotel
Saturday
evening,
November
Since the sudden demise of John
"Camille,"
be also
attractionHeto has
opening
with Nazimova.
taken 12 The guests included only the
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Condolcon, manager of the Lyceum
Theatre, Kittanning, Pr., John Volk,
formerly orchestra leader of this
house, has assumed charge of affairs.
* * *
.
C. W.nectedBrown
no longer
with the isDean
Theatrecon-at
Williamsburg,
as the
have
taken it overPa.,again.
MissDean's
Ruth
Dean is the booker and house man* * *
ager.
J. E. Brown, of the Columbia
Theatre, Kittanning, Pa., severed
his connection with the Brown
Amusement Company. Mr. Hepinger, of Clarion, Pa., will assume
charge. Mr.' Brown has purchased
a new touring car, and he and his
wife are journeying to California to
locate.
that
State.The Brown's have a son in
* * *
Burgettstown, Pa., is quarantined
with diphtheria. Both the Grand
and Auditorium Theatres are closed
completely. It is uncertain just
when they will be able to resume
operations.
* * *
Clarksburg, W. Va. — Mrs. George
A. Murray has purchased the Odeon
Theatre at Clarksburg on West
Pike street from the Fuel City
Amusement Company. Mr. Murray
will manager the house, which is
being given a complete overhauling.
Tabloid musical comedies and picture shows will* be* given.
*
Harry C.
Pittsburgh
film Simeral,
man. and well-known
Joe Lefko,
manager of the local Federated
branch, were painfully injured in an
auto accident November 16, near
Bridgeville, Pa., while on their way
to Wheeling, W. Va. Mr. Simeral
was driving, and while rounding a
sharp curve, the car skidded, crashed
into a pole and threw the occupants
to the ground,
them un-a
conscious. rendering
Mr. Lefko suffered
dislocated shoulder, broken nose and
severe cuts on the head and face.
Mr. Simeral was badly cut on the
fact and neck and both ears were
almost severed. The former is still
at
thehasMercy
while the
latter
been* Hospital,
taken
* * home.
Elliott Foreman has been sent to
the Pittsburgh Metro branch by the
Four Horsemen Exhibiting Corporation of New York, to work in this
territory as a special advance man
on "The Four *Horsemen."
* ♦
James Thorpe, better known as
"Jimmie," one of Pittsburgh's popular film lads, is now doing the
booking at the Realart Exchange.
* * *
I. T. Sweeney and J. J. Maloney
have just been added to the road
force of the Pittsburgh Educational
branch. The former handles the
West Virginia section, while the
latter works in Northern Pennsylvania.
* * *
John Hando, of the Grand Theatre, Monngahela, Pa., expects to
make a trip to Europe next month
to visit his parents.
* * *
Ed Morton and Harry Smith, of
the Hollis. Smith, Morton Company,
accompanied by their wives, made a
trip to Wheeling, W. Va.. last Sunday in Ed'strip
newthecar.
the return
sameThey
day, made
and
as a result Ed is more enthused
than ever over that car
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smoke cigarettes in public? How will
women dress? Etc.
There should be seven articles, one run
each day, all in one newpsaper.
CO-OPERATION OF SCHOOLS—
Hook up with newspapers and conduct an
essay
contestbeing
on "Rip
Vanwatch
Winkle,"
two prizes,
a gold
to thegiving
boy
writing the best essay, and another gold
watch to the girl writing the best essay.
All contestants should receive honorable
mention in the newspapers conducting the
contest, and all contestants will be admitted
free to see the picture on Saturday, the last
day of the contest.

Seventeen-Day Contest on "Anatol" Is
Cleaning Up Publicity Around
Boston
ALTHOUGH the figures are purely the stunt and Paramount stars will all get
speculative, the Paramount Exploita- in. The paper is supplying all New England houses with slides advertising the contion Department has it that an idenas a newspaper story. test in return for a listing in the contest
tification stunt wor'<ed lle
in and around
contest by John P. McConvi
Boston has yielded 57,120 lines of publicity,
and is still going strong.
This is figuring on eight inches to an is- Ready Made Campaign
sue for each daily space for the seventeen
days the contest runs. As some of the
for Stuart,
"Rip of Van
Winkle"
Herschel
the Palace
Theatre,
papers have given as much as an entire
Dallas, Texas, sets the campaign for the
page of publicity
in
a
single
issue,
the
probabilities are that the real figures will be other houses of that section of Southern HOOK-UPS—
Van Winkle Book Store — a banner and
found to be considerably in excess of this Enterprises. His dope sheet is so simple
when the actual results are checked up, that we are giving it entire. The references other displays. "J. D." not "Rip" Van
first in Dallas. Hasn't slept for
for it is a pretty poor paper which will not to local people are self-explanatory, Merri- Winkle
twenty years.
give a two-column head and a four-inch weather, for example, being the superinOther book stores — Window card displays,
drop to its own contest.
tendent of the local traction company.
'Rip atVanthe Winkle'
reading
card
for sale
here."The
See book,
the play
Palace
The basis of McConville's plan is this: NEWSPAPERS—
Ads talk about the American classis
He has fifteen cuts of as many stars apwill live as long as there are children.
Music stores — Window card copy to read:
in "The stars
Affairsbilled,
of Anatol."
Therein that
Press stories of interviews with local men
are only pearingtwelve
but he puts
this
week."
"Sheet
music and records here of 'Who
three additional players, to make it a little on the following theme: If Rip Van
more interesting. The first four or five are Winkle lived in Dallas today and went to Paid Mrs. Rip Van Winkle's Rent When He
easy. Almost anyone can pick out Miss sleep for twenty years, what would he find? Went Away.' See 'Rip Van Winkle' at the
Swanson, Bebe Daniels, Wallace Reid or
Interview with Dick Merriweather : What
Downtown soda fountains — painted on
Theodore Roberts.
will Dallas street railways be in 1941? Will alace this week."
mirrors, copy to read : "Rip Van Winkle
Just about the time they are figuring that they be elevated, underground or surface?
See with
Rip ata the
Palace
week."
the contest' is a cinch, McConville slips in
Interview with Laurence Miller: About Hooch
(Any —drink
strong
maplethisflavoring
one of the minor players. The reader is sky-scrapers, residence district and the will give the necessary wine taste.)
sold on the idea and is not going to quit growth of real estate in 1941.
easily, so he sticks. The next day he is
Interview with Alex Sanger, the Merchant
LOBBY DISPLAY—
given another easy one.
Prince: A vision of Dallas in 1941.
Mr. Maloney should go to Mr. Dan HarHe knows the twelve listed stars, and
Interview with J. F. Kimball, superintend- ston, sheriff, and secure an honest-to-goodent of schools: The educational problem in ness still, asking if possible to send along
can figure these easily. It would be a walkover except for this added feature, but this 1941.
some bootlegger to erect it properly and
makes it really a test of memory.
Interview with Mrs. Ethel Boyce, city place it in front of the box office at the
Palace.
The circulation manager is sold on the censor: The morals of 1941. Will women
scheme as an aid to his department. If
he knows his business he knows that a contest will always raise the circulation for the
period it runs. It is up to the paper to hold
the gains.
He is told that the theatre will supply
the cuts and pay for an advertisement announcing the contest. The rest is up to
him, including the cost of the prizes.
Naturally there is an opening day announcement, the fifteen stars and the announcement of the winners. If the contest
has brought results, the circulation man is
apt to give all of the fifteen stars in this
latter story, making thirty cut presentations.
So far the contest has been worked in
inthirty towns in the vicinity ofTheBoston,
combined
cluding one in Boston itself.
circulation of these papers is in excess of
a quarter million— 265,000 to be more exact.
Each house pays for one advertisement
stories free, includand gets the seventeen
ing mention of the house and the fact that
"Anatol" is to be seen there. It benefits
the theatre, the paper and Paramount, so
everyone is pleased.
"
for "Anatol
Thisitsworks
idea can
the same
stars, ofbutcourse
many best,
with
ar
be worked with the stars of some particul
releasing company, or with a combination
you play. Now that McConof theville hasstars
made the model, you do not have
to come along and help
someone
for
wait
to
on your own. You can
today
it
to
Go
you.
ANOTHER HANDLING OF THE CITY DIRECTORY PRIZE IDEA
put it over.
.
directory prise stunt.
This is the way the Universal Theatre, Auburn, N. Y., handled the
One indirect result of the stunt is a 120were supposed to have been selected by Wallace Reid and Miss Swanson
names
Twelve
AdBoston
the
in
running
nowidentification of all stars, but
day contest
being posted in the store. The card
winners
the story
for free tickets, the names of the tells
vertiser on the
McConville is helping the paper out with
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Walking Doll
Expert Saleswoman
' A novelty card is credited with having materially aided in advertising
"Over It
the was
Hill"a
at the Tremont
Temple, Boston.
cutout about three by six inches, as shown in
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THE FOX NOVELTY
the
and along
on the your
back arm
was printed
"Run hand
the
littlecut,girl
from the
'Over
your theshoulder."
WhenthethisHill'
wastodone,
child seemed really

Hyman 's Novelties at the Mark Strand
Once more Edward L. Hyman has had Men," which formed the prologue to the
to cut his music program at the Mark original production. As he concludes, the
Strand, Brooklyn, because of the length lights fade down to a vanishing effect.
of his feature program, Fairbanks in
The curtains part to disclose a black
"The Three Musketeers" being the fea- cyclorama with the coat of arms of
ture for the week of November 28. This France displayed, and with candlabra.
will be made up, in part, by the atten- The Queen is seated, attended by a
tion given the musical score during the woman-in-waiting. On the right are the
performance and by the use of an un- three Musketeers. She sings "Queen of
usually elaborate prologue production;
the Night" from Mozart's "The Magic
one of the most pretentious the Brooklyn
Flute." DAatagnan enters, with a song
house has yet staged.
specially written for him, and presents the
jewels
to the Queen. He and the ladyThe overture
"Pique
Suppe,
writen in will
muchbe the
style Dame,"
of the
presumably Constance, emperiod and harmonizing with the play in-waiting,
brace while the Mus<eteers sing "One
presentation. This will be played for all,"
forming
a tableau
as the
curtain with
closes.their
straight, with red and blue lights mixed drawn swords
to give a purple effect.
Following the picture, a basso sings
Following comes the Topical Review,
"The World is Waiting for the Sunrise,"
and the prologue.
Before the curtains a player in period and the organ postlude will be a selection
from "The Yeoman of the Guard."
dress will step to recite the "Men Were
to walk, for she had four feet instead of two,
cut out from a circular disc pivoted to the
skirt, and when pushed along the revolutions
of the card gave the effect of a walking doll.
Because it was a novelty, people fought for
them, and the lucky possessors showed them to
all their friends, with the resultant widespread
publicity.
According to the management of the Tremont Temple, the stunt brought better returns
than any other single piece of publicity ever
used by them.
You P.canT. certainly
learn two dollars' worth
from
A.

THIS IS A NEW ANGLE ON THE "CARNIVAL" EXPLOITATION
The box filled with dolls, apparently viewing the fun, gives a neiv kink to the general
exploitation for Majestic
the UnitedTheatre,
Artists' Memphis,
production.and Itit was
devised
by Paul Evers for the
pulled
the business

Exploited
Nest" Cost
at a"Old
Moderate
T. W. Young, Jr., of the Frances Theatre,
Dyersburg, Tenn., figured that his regular
advertising would bring in the people on his
usual mailing list, so he got up a list of 400
names for "The Old Nest," selecting people
who did not usually come to the theatre. To
his surprise a number of persons wrote in
thanking him for having called the play to
their attention. Here is an idea for other
managers. If you have a big self-seller, work
ness.the unusual prospects and make new busion
Furnishing the old nest was a good hook-up
for a furniture store which was featuring a
clean-up sale. They wanted all the publicity
they could get, so they let Young go the limit.
The opening day he brought in the inmates
of the County Poor House for the opening
matinee and got a big write up, which helped
the second day business, and he built up his
lobby with an old homestead and an outdoor
effect. He could not get natural blooms and
there was no time to make artificial flowers,
but he shingled the box office roof and sheathed
it in with building paper, then laid out a tiny
front yard with autumn oak leaf branches in
place of the blossoms and got a fine color
effect. ■
Finds a Novzl Angle
for "Carnival" Front
Paul Evers, of the Majestic Theatre, Memphis, used the streamer and balloon front for
"Carnival" but he gave his display a novel
touch when he added a group
of dolls sitting
in a private
apparently enjoying the brilliant carnivalbox,
spectacle.
Crepe paper and japanese lanterns were used
to supplement the serpentines and balloons and
the banner carried an augmented title in "Carnival in Venice" to emphasize the locale.
It will be noted that the doll display is set
between the opened doors to protect the tiny
sightseers from the street traffic. Where doors
are not available, it would be well to raise the
enclosure so that it is clearly visible above the
heads of the passers by, that all may see and
avoid the sidewalk obstruction. For that matter, where the house is built so that proper
weather protection can be afforded, it would
be a good stunt to build the box above the
arch. Where the lobby is an open one cutouts might be worked to advantage.
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Hooked

the Marines

to

"Great Impersonation "
W. G. Kaliska put over "The Great Impersonation" at the Rialto Theatre, Atlanta, recently, tosuch good effect that they were sorry
they had not taken the Paramount production
into the Howard.
Kaliska served in the U. S. Marine Corps
during the war, and he hooked in with the recruiting service on his lobby display and they
also
in theco-operated
papers. to swell his advertising spaces

TALK ABOUT "THE IDOL DANCER"! THIS IS NO IDLE DANCER!
The shimmy dancing doll, now carried by practically all of the talking machine stores,
might have beenThisinvented
other purpose
than to advertise
"OnestuntArabian Night."
is how for
E. I.no Weisfeldt,
of Milwaukee,
pulled the
Dancing

Doll Makes
an Ideal Attractor
E. J. Weisfeldt,
Strand
Milwaukee,
seems to ofhaveSaxe's
been the
first Theatre,
to sense
the attraction value of the dancing dolls now
sold in practically every phonograph store.
These dolls are set upon the disc and dance
while the turntable revolves, giving something
that is a cross between the old-fashioned "cooch"
andWeisfeldt
the more realized
modern that
"shimmy."
this might have been
manufactured especially to advertise Pola Negri
in "One Arabian Night" and he hurried to make
a hook-up with a leading store, providing a
background for the dancer which added to the
effectiveness of the store display and at the
same time sold the idea of the play.
He got other effective windows in various
types of stores, but this one stunt was worth all
of the others put together because it was apt
and had the necessary motion.
Probably hundreds of others saw these dolls
on display, but evidently Weisfeldt thinks in
terms of exploitation and he saw the value of
the stunt.
Mounted a Three Sheet
on a Six Sheet Board
For
"After
Show,"
in Memphis,
G. Coleman, the
of the
Strand.
Theatre, Thomas
used a
card in the best window in town suggesting
that the readers get their candy and soda there
"after
That because
particularof window
was
worth the
any show."
five others,
its location,
so Mr. Coleman let it go at that.
For his lobby he used a ceiling lattice design
of red and orange paper with the streamers
hanging down far enough to show and not far
enough to be in the way. With lighting to
match,heand
night,
madepumpkins
a striking added
appeal. on Hallowe'en
Two of his best pulls were cutouts from the
three sheets. One of these, of Lila Lee, was

pasted on a six sheet board and finished off
with airbrush work, making something even
better than the printed sizes while the other
design was used for a lobby display for the
week before the showing snd during the playing dates.

The photograph cannot give the proper effect because the colorings of the rug in the
centre of the display seem to make this a part
of the tiger cutout in front of the box office,
whereas there was a considerable space between
the two. The photograph also lacks the brilliant colorings of the native dyes.
A Jungle Set
A cyclorama jungle set was built, with a
box office worked up into a native hut with
dried grasses. On the walls of the hut are
some African dresses and fishing tackle. To
the left are some cooking utensils and in front,
on the table the native rug, bark cloth, knobberries, baskets and other objects, all genuine
African exhibits brought back by the Marines
now stationed in Atlanta. At the right can
be dimly seen the recruiting placard.
The soldiers from Base Hospital No. 48
were treated to a de luxe matinee, with subsequent newspaper write-ups and the picture
not only went over with a rush, but it pleased
the patrons.
For Armistice Day Mr. Kaliska used a suitable production act with the marines and two
girls, showing it only on Armistice Day, as
was proper, and not for the entire week. On
November 11 this was a tribute. On a full
week it would merely have been a theatrical
attraction.

KALISKA TOLD IT TO THE MARINES AND THEY HELPED
The manager of the Rialto Theatre, Atlanta, got a wonderful lobby for "The Great
Impersonation" service
throughbecause
an exhibit
African
loaned
Marine recruiting
of hisofown
formercurios
service
with bythe thecorps
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and was properly printed up with the title, the
letter starting off with "Stop and think what
Curveto Ahead."
— Dangerous
this sign
went
on means
to hook
the warning
the pitfallsIt
which await the inexperienced purchaser of
printing. There was no direct hook-up with
the theatre, but it did the Kalamazoo Amusement Company a lot of good because it persuaded the business men who received the circular that the Goldwyn play was public property. It created much comment and reached
many more than the persons addressed.

Made Entirely New for Its Third Title
these lobby displays from O. T. facing, then tack circle F to edge of strips,
WERE,
Taylor, advertising manager of the proceed in like manner with each of the following circles.
Weir Theatre, Aberdeen, Wash., apBetween each circle wire in for four lamps,
plicable only to a single title, it would not pay
to give all the space required for the details one in each corner, fig. 2, and wiring diagram,
of construction. The chief reason for using fig 3 ; also place lamp operated on skeedoodle
these is that they give the basic frames for a plug or flasher back of last circle.
series of displays which can be made over and
The Color Scheme
used, repeatedly.
Paint circles as follows : F, bright green ; Giving the Lowdown on
lobby for "Midsummer
This very
G, red, and H, orange, after which stretch the
used for the third time, yet, if white
was pretty
Madness"
"Old Nest" Exploitation
transparent paper, which has previously
articles, as you should, been lettered
these
keeping
are
you
as desired, over opening of last
The Goldwyn press department has issued a
you cannot recognize this as the display
circle, pasting around edges on back of circle. twelve page booklet telling what exhibitors have
for "Heliotrop
originally
for illumination should be of color to done to exploit "The Old Nest"
Set the used
two pictures
side e."
by side and you Lamps
will note the similarity, but the patrons of the match the circle it illuminates.
As might
be expected,
this material has already
appearedthein bulk
this of
department,
Cover sides, top, bottom and back of display
Weir did not, and responded to the appeal.
but it is helpful to the manager who has not
box with compo board or heavy cardboard.
Displays Make Patrons
Trellis for flowers are made from common
yet played
in that it gives him material underthea picture
single cover.
Mr. Taylor writes that he was in the lobby lattice strips.
Unusual exploitation has been done for this
much of the time this display was in use. He
Paint Can Flowers
subject and the contents of the volume are of
noted the people who came to get a closer
The flower boxes are three-sided screens real interest to the student of sight advertising
look at the display, many turning back after
water
with
filled
cans
gallon
five
the
methods.
Two pages are given to the Atlanta
covering
they had passed the lobby.
are inserted to keep,
flowers en.
in which
exploitation by Southern Enterprises at the
Then he watched for them in the evening, same
freshferns
and and
gre
.
Howard, and the S. E. takes up a lot of the
and practically all came back, most of them
Decorated three sheets of uniform design rest of the space, for most of the managers
bringing parties with them.
particular
this
in
went
to the limit in putting this subject over.
used
Each person was sold for from two to five and color scheme was effect and match center
tickets.
out the
lay.
to carry
disp
.
display
I f you have not the Taylor set saved up from
Followed Boasberg
unds medium blue with decColors : Backgro
last spring, start now to get them into a book.
orative stuff in black and silhouette. Panels
Study these plans. They are easy to read if
E.
E.
Collins, of the Opera House, Greenon disyou will read slowly.
ville, Texas, writes that he followed the stunt
white, lettered in black with red initials und
in
backgro
blue
on
g
Letterin
MAKING IT OVER
that
white play
andline.crescent in pale yellow.
mount.got Albert Boasberg a job with ParaTrellis all white. Flower boxes stipple blue
By O. T. Taylor
There was a county fair opening, with a big
and deep purple.
Build frame A, fig. 1, from 1x2 lumber,
parade. Collins wrapped his car in bunting,
then painted a sign nearly as large as the
making it 3' 6" wide and same
5' high.
Cover with
over
to extend
board, permitting
compo
car reading, "See the fair today. See ParaA Circular Tie-up
frame as shown.
day atfloats
the Opera
in from Kalamazoo
At the bottom the design is carried out with
A novel hook-up is sentPress,
He got mount
intoPictures
the every
decorated
sectionHouse."
of the
art
of
firm
a
design painted where the Shakespeare
paint and the ground outside If
parade
and
brought
business
for
following
compoboard printers, used the "Dangerous Curve Ahead
dead black to be unobtrusive.
days; at least getting that much out of the
as an attractor for a trade letter.
large enough to cover in one piece cannot be target
fair.
This was an orange disc with black stanchion,
obtained use two sheets joined in center. Cut
Four
diameter.
36"
of
1,
fig.
round opening, B,
pieces of 1x2, 24" in length, C, fig. 2 and 3 ;
legs, D, fig. 2, and upper and lower crossshown and faspieces, E, fiig. 2-3; joined as the
main framework. tened to frame A completes
The Circle Plan
—
are
compoTheboard,
of
pieces
Three
F, having
one,square,
first 42"
used for inside circles.
1/ / / Pi
cture j J
a circular opening of 30" diameter ; the second,
jj
r
G, a 24" opening, and the third one, H, an 18"
)
t
1
)
y
\

opening. Openings should be centered, that is,
one point of compasses used in striking circle
should be placed precisely in center of each
that when placed in posirespective squarein so
fig. 1-2 the result will be an
tion as shown
from the largest to the smallevenest graduation
circle.
Spacing the Circles
I, -are pieces of }4"x4" wood
spacers,
The 42"
long laid flat against and fastened
strips
lightly to upper and lower C. Place first set
of strips, beginning in back of and against

oan/

in tnyC

\\w
^—
1
4 ■ J ER MADNESS"
FIGURES ONE AND TWO FOR "MIDSUMM
is
Figure one is the front design, and two shows how the effect of the color circles
obtained, the dotted lines denoting that portion cut out
paintfrom the center of each panel,
each opening being sligl tly smaller than that in front
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"Dangerous Curves"
Toy Railroad
Remembering for
the tremendous
cleanup the
toy trains
"The Love
Special"B.
through
the made
SouthernforEnterprises
territory,
B. Garner, manager of the Casino Theatre,
Lakeland, Fla., used the same idea for "DanAhead,"track,
making
one grand
curve ongerousa Curvecircular
withit signs
taken
from the press book posted along the right of
way. Two one-sheet cutouts and a combination
card telling that you could avoid the dangerous curve ahead by buying at the Famous Department Store were additional hook-ups, and
Mr. Garner found that it worked just as well
for this Goldwyn as it did for the Paramount
picture. You can coax people to watch a toy
train go round who will not look at the usual
displays. There is enough of the kid left in
ah of us to make the sight interesting.
Mr. Garner also used hook-ups with three
other stores, but this window was the winner.
AND DON'T FORGET THAT RIGHT
NOW IS THE TIME TO HuOK IN WITH
TOY
STORES TO THE BEST ADVANTAGE.

ONCE MORE THE TOY RAILROAD
B. B. Gamer, of the Casino Theatre, Lakeland,
he figured
Special"
"The soLove
worked for
it up inanda shoe-store
he set
curves,
Bookmarkers Stressed
the Big Author Angle
JackPhil Gersdorf, of the Arcade Theatre,
sonville, made an unusually intelligent campaign
on "The Golden Snare." He had a thousand
up for the attraccheap bookmarkers printed
tion, selling Curwood rather than the play,
fiction works sold
all
in
and these were placed
in the local book stores the week before the
showing.
Markers were also placed in practically
Cosmopolitan
every copy of the Red Book andcarrying
stories
sold in the city, both magazines
reThefiction
issues.
current
their
in
by Curwood
into
put
were
mainder of the markers
works taken from the public library.
bookstore made a hook-up winThe leading
dow with stills, and also displayed stills at the
fiction counters.
A tie-up
for "Kazan,"
is to playselling
later
dates
was also
made on which
the markers,
the two plays on the single campaign at one
cost.
Gersdorf also used still frames similar to
those designed by Lem Stewart for the Howard
Theatre,
Atlanta, frames
and which
promiseSouthern
to become the standard
all through
Enterprises' territory. He comments that the
frames were "something new and out of the
ordinary, and attracted a great deal of attention" as anything out of the ordinary will.
They were shown in a cut in this department
as part of the display at Columbus, Ga., which
used one of the original frames.
Ran a Carr Contest
Finkelstein and Ruben, of Minneapolis, St.
Paul and Duluth, broke open the latter city
for "Over the Hill" with a new contest. One
of the daily papers printed the series of pictures for which were offered for the most complete identifications.
This and an appeal to remember mother
with gifts, by means of cards planted in every
available window, put over the Fox release to
extraordinary business.

CARRIES A CARGO OF COIN
Fla., remembered how the toy train stunt
Goldwyn's dangerous
that it could
found it still good
and round
window,

Tied Up to Stores
Phil Gersdorf, of the Arcade Theatre, Jacksonville, supplied nearby stores with cards
lettered by his own sign writer with legends
for
show" were
soda "after the
candy and attraction.
offeringParamount
that
These
attractively decorated with stills and were beneficial to the store and house alike.

Jailed Bebe Daniels
to Sell His Tickets
Bebe Daniels has been in jail again. O. C.
Lam built a little jail in the lobby of the Elite
Theatre, Rome, Ga., when he played her in
"Thethe Speed
Girl" and
a three
cutout
of
star behind
the put
bars.
Then sheet
he dressed
the lobby
signs and
reading
thing but with
the baby
come: "Drop
to see everyBebe
Daniels
'The Go
Speed
see our intown.
fastGirl.'
and "see"Go
our slow
jail, and
or,
better still, stop and see Bebe Daniels in 'The
It brought
lot because
of business
on ana snappy
investment of only a $8,
it made
lobby
that
had
everyone
talking.
"
Girl.'
Speed

PROBABLY YOU HAVE SEEN THIS BEFORE BUT DON'T REMEMBER
It was illustrated here. Then O. T. Taylor used it for "Heliotrope" at the WeirwithTheatre,
a few
High Sign." It just goes to show that,
for "The
Aberdeen, Wash., andbasicagain
you can have an infinity of displays
pieces,
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Gallagher Hangs Lloyd
on the Local Flat iron
Gerald Gallagher, one of the stars of the
Southern Enterprises exploitation staff, has
been assigned to the Howard Theatre, Atlanta,
and he has been doing some capital work.

LLOYD COMES HIGH
FortheHarold
in "Never
used
idea ofLloyd
the story
for a Weaken"
special stunthe
in which a dummy was hung from a supposed

PICTURE
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WORLD

to

girder pendant from the sign for the Howard
on top of the local flatiron building.
The girder was cut from beaverboard, but it
is realistically done. It was painted red to
stimulate the red lead first coat, and was so convincing that when the house porter jauntily
hoisted it onto his shoulder and started from
the theatre to the building, the darkies were
paralyzed with astonishment at his feat of
strength
them being.
"got religion"
then
and thereand
— forsometheoftime
The dummy
figure is not a cutout but is stuffed, and the
stuffing was done so that the legs could wave
alarmingly when the wind swayed the display.
Hanging in the most conspicuous location
in Atlanta, it sold a lot of tickets. The large
sign read, " 'After the Show' and 'Never
Weaken' Howard all this week unless too manyladies continue to faint at Lloyd's thrills."
For the Paramount feature large profile
pumpkins were made into still frames, because
this waskins shown
week.
Small pumpwere usedHallowe'en
for lobby
decorations
and
all the lights were held in orange, following
out an idea planned by Lem Stewart while he
was on
filling
take
the injob.pending Gallagher's arrival to
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Emergency Posters
Pleased the Public
Because of a sudden shift in bookings, the
Federal Theatre, Salem, Mass., found itself
without accessories for "The Great Impersonation" and no chance to obtain these from the
Boston Paramount exchange.
John P. McConville, the Paramounteer, got
hold of some stills for them and they reversed
an old insert card, the house artist obtaining
a really artistic result

Framed
"Cappy"
Following
the lead Up
of several
other Southern
Enterprise managers, G. M. Phillips, of the
Strand Theatre, Birmingham, used a framed
seascape with a large ship to advertise "Cappy
Ricks," but he bettered the stunt by showing
"Cappy" and "Matt" in cutouts walking the
quarterdeck. The ship was hung from fine
wires from the top of the frame so that the
painting can be used again for something else.
The cost was only 6 and it had an appreciable
effect upon the business.

THE IMPROMPTU

POSTER

For a change it was even more attractive
than the regulation insert and the management
liked the result so well that they papered the
24-sheet stand and got out a block poster as
good as the best type. Of course, this can be
done best only where there is a good artist at
command, but in a pinch wall paper and clippings from the press book will work wonders.
It will at least prove better than nothing at
all, which was the Federal's alternative.

HERE IS GERALD GALLAGHER'S IDEA FOR HALLOWE'EN
He is publicity man for the Hozmrd Theatre, Atlanta, now, and is doing some capital
work. Such frames are too flashy for regular use, but they work powerfully for special
seasons. Try a Santa Claus set for Christinas

Illustrated the Title
O. C. Lam, of the Strand Theatre, Rome,
Ga., borrowed his lobby display for Goldwyn's
"The Branding Iron." He borrowed a portable
forge from the hardwood store. He borrowed
a bar of iron from the blacksmith and some
soft coal from the fuel merchant. He had a
red electric globe of his own.
He put the forge in the lobby, placed the
light in position, covered it with the coal and
stuck in the iron bar with one end painted red.
That was all there was to the stunt, but it
made business better by 25 per cent., and it was
all clear profit except for the current consumed
by the single lamp.
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Campaign

Puts

Over

Mine"
G. W.
Martin"Mothe
managesr the o'Irvin
Theatre,
Ince
Bloomington, 111., and he manages it. He
doesn't merely wear the title. He works for
it. He makes the house pay by means of camon the big pictures, which carry over
the littlepaignsfellows.

DRESSING UP "THE QUEEN OF SHEBA" IN INDIANAPOLIS
When the Fox super-production played at Loezv's State Theatre, Indianapolis, they dug
out a bust thata jewelry
might have
King Solomon's
girl around
and put her
her neck
in the window of
store,beenhanging
a display ofbestpearls
Sold 2,000

More

Than

a Town's Population
St. John, N. B., has an official population
of 9,000 though there may be a few more.
Selby and Armstrong, of the Queen Square
Theatre, sold 11,000 tickets the first five days
of a six-day run and they were still coming
so strongly that they extended the run to ten
days.
The attraction was Fox's "Over the Hill"
and they got the extra crowds by advertising
in all papers within a 20 mile radius, backing
this up with tack cards and posters in the
same area. Full pages were taken in four
papers in St. John, and these were backed
up by spaces ranging from half pages to two
and three column widths until the fourth day
of the run when they went down to a mere
announcement because the territory was sold.
old but
idea itof sold
selling
the local
limit
on It's
a the
big same
picture,
to tomore
people than had ever before witnessed a single
picture and it sold all through the section besides. The extra advertising much more than
doubled their business. It did more than this.
It brought people to the house who will keep
on coming, and the effects of the splurge will
last all winter.
Selby and Armstrong could well afford to
lose money on the attractor for the sake of the
later returns,
they didn't.as They
money
on thatbutengagement,
well. made real
Designed

a New

at showing times, but they were closed in the
mornings to give the full effect.
The original building cost was only $9 and
he more than got that back on this First
National production and now he has the structure left for repeated use at decently long intervals and it will make a noise each time it is
brought out. It can be worked for some other
pictures with even better effect. If the door
can be made a part of the design, that it may
be clearly outlined and used as a storm door.

For distributed
the Ince production,
"MotherNational,
o' Mine,"he
now
through First
made a typical campaign. First he sold the
idea of the story and then he sold the story
itself.
rateswith
to print
Kipling's
poem. He
Thenpaidhe space
followed
the statement
that as the poem was one of the gems of English verse, so would the play of similar title
become one of the classics of the screen. He
linked one to the other and sold both, taking
all the gate receipts for the production and
leaving Kipling out of everything save the
publicity.
idea.
He didHe notsoldmerely
announce
Mine."
it through
first "Mother
selling theo'
The Rural List Is Good
He has a rural list of small town papers in
places tributary to Bloomington. They run a
weekly advertisement in return for an annual
family pass. This beats the usual rural list
in which tickets are exchanged for press
notices, but even around New York we used
to get an average of 600 readers in return for
400 pairs of seats every second week. We used
to send out four readers on a galley slip with
each pair of tickets every two weeks. If we
received no press notice in four weeks, the
paper went off the list until it promised to be
good, but the average was a reader and a half
for every pair of fifty cent seats, and only
from fifty to sixty per cent, of the tickets were
actually used, at that.
scheme. It won't cost much.
It Try
mightMartin's
help a lot.
HAVE YOU A P. T. A. IN
YOUR THEATRE?

Front for

"The
Girlof in
Arch
Bamberger,
the the
EmpressTaxi"
Theatre,
Owensboro, Ky., has been giving a lot of
thought to lobby decoration of late, and he has
devised some novel schemes. His latest is the
solid front poster effect used for the DeHavens
in "The Girl in the Taxi."
He had a beaverboard front made to completely fill his lobby front and on this he had
a poster painted in cartoon style. Doors were
cut in the centre to provide a means of ingress

TO SEE "THE GIRL IN THE TAXi'' YOU WENT THROUGH THE DOOR
Arch Bamberger, of the Empress Theatre, Owensboro, Ky., designed a novel front for
the First National production. The doors are opened at showing time, but the entire
front is masked when the house is closed during the morning hours
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Sold

Itself to a Druggist
Fred Green, Jr., the New York Paramounteer,
was asked to suggest a stunt for Douglas MacLean in "One a Minute" when it played the
Kingston (N. Y.) Opera House.
The six sheet showing MacLean dumping a
powder
Chinaman's
throat, with
suggested
a cutout into
for aa drug
store window,
signs
reading,
"In
"One
a
Minute,'
a
Paramount
picture, only one brand of patent medicine is
sold" and "In this store, a Paramount Institution, every known brand of patent medicine is
sold." There was also a lettered card for the
house, over in the right hand corner. The
window seems to be filled with powders or
capsules of a blood food.
This will make a good drag with any drug
store, tobuthold
don'talmost
stop anything
there. MacLean
can beto
made
from dresses
pork chops in those outspread arms. Sell the
cutout to all the stores, and get the advantage
of the cumulative kick. One is good, but six
are twelve times better.
Changed Theatre Lobby
Over to Hotel Office
Constance Binney in "Room and Board" suggested ahotel to Oscar White, of the Rex Theatre, Sumter, S. C, and he went over to the
hotel and borrowed a display, even to the grips
and suitcases which had been left behind — unwillingly enough — by penniless patrons.
The hotel clock hung above the box office
window, there was a writing table in front of
that, with comfortable chairs and the inevitable
cuspidor. All that was needed was a fresh
clerk and a bellboy with a pitcher of icewater.
The catchline, "Stop at the Rex for 'Room
and
used town.
on several of the signs
and Board,'"
displayed was
all over
Because the lobby dressing was a brand new
idea, it commanded more than the usual attention, and the picture went over to better
than
usual
business.
the great trick
lobby dressing.
MakeThat's
it something
unusualin
and you will command far more attention.

THIS FORMS A GOOD TIE-UP WITH DRUG STORES
It was taken from a Paramount six-sheet and cut out for' a drug store window in
Kingston, .V.
., when
Douglas
a Minute"
played powders
the Opera House.
The Y bed
of the
windowMacLean
is filled inwith"Onea supply
of dummy
Pleased the Kiddies
Emphasizing
"rays
of sunshine"
ment being used the
as the
slogan
for Dorris arguMay
in the new Hunt Stromberg pictures, released
through
Robertson-Cole,
ton, recently
treated the Loew's
crippledTheatre,
childrenDay-to
a morning matinee during a four-day run and
not only delighted the kiddies but got a lot
of press work to boot. It was a good attract;on for the youngsters, and that sold the "Joy
Week" idea to their elders.

Made

Fourteen

Stars

Affair
Oscar for
White, "Anatol's"
of the Rex Theatre,
Sumter,
S. C, got fourteen stars for his "The Affairs
of Anatol"
for Mille.
he made Paramount a star advertising,
as well as De
For the lobby he built a fan eight feet wide
with a sunset painting. The rays ran up the
sticks and divided the space into fourteen sections, in each one a single star being lettered.
The title was lettered on a separate panel and
wired to .the front of the fan to stand out a
few inches, giving a better effect than straight
painting would have yielded.
The paintings were displayed in store windows the Friday and Saturday before the opening and then taken into the lobby for the run.
They caused much favorable comment and
tion.
helped largely to sell the idea of a big producThe picture had showed in Columbia several
days before, and Mr. White persuaded several
people who went over to see it to permit him
to use their endorsements, and this was another
material aid. The entire exploitation cost only
$11.25
cent. and bettered the receipts about 25 per

CHANGED THE LOBBY INTO A HOTEL OFFICE FOR REALART
Constance
Binney in "Room and Board" suggested a hotel effect to Oscar White, of
the Rex Theatre,
Sumter, S. C, and he borrowed all the trimmings from a local hotel,
including the hand luggage at the right, which tells of hotel bills evaded

Showed Thirty Guns
It is well known that Bill Hart, of Los
Angeles, is a two-gun man, but to exploit him
in "Three-Word Brand," A. C. Cowles, of the
Rex Theatre, Spartanburg, S. C, went him 28
better. He borrowed thirty guns of various
styles and calibres and made a lobby display
of the arsenal. They ran all the way from
the old flintlock to the army rifle and the automatic and it was an interesting exhibit. It
caught the attention of the County Fair crowd,
and a lot of them made the time to go in and
see the
play,fairin grounds.
spite of the superior attractions of the
It cost only six passes to stage the loan
exhibit and held business one-fifth over the
average in spite of the competition.
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Wrote

THIS DOESN'T MEAN ANYTHING.
THAT'S WHY IT WORKED
J. C. Duncan, of the Strand Theatre, Asheville, had to have something for "What
Women Will Do," so he put a table in the lobby and set these dolls in place. No one
knew what it meant, so they went to see the Associated Exhibitors' feature
tractor in reutrn for the attention it created.
Lent Stewart Believes
If the tractor agent put the machine out on
the streets for a ballyhoo, he probabilities are
in Simple Still Frames
that the police would tell him to take it back
Lem L. Stewart, exploitation manager for to the show rooms, but where it is used to put
Southern Enterprises, in a recent comment
the use of the machine does not
stands forth for the quiet still frames. He oyer athepicture
same offense to the peace guardians,
believes that it is a mistake to have the frames give
and it can stay out all day and even keep the
too ornate lest they detract in some degree muffler open to help along the noise.
from the attention given the picture.
For this reason the tractor agents welcome
Mr. Stewart has made so close a study of a chance to show off their machines, and espepractical advertising that his opinions are of
cially appreciate a pitch in front of the theatre
value, and in discussing the pictorial display he about show times. The pillars prevent this
writes :
machine from actually entering the lobby, but
"When I took hold of the exploitation of the here, again, the theatrical pull comes in, and
Howard Theatre, Atlanta, pending the arrival
the police are apt to wink at an infringement of
of Gerald Gallagher, I had made to order two the
sidewalk ordinance.
frames holding 24 stills each, to supplement the
elaborate three-sheet frames which hold the
11x14s and the 22x28s.
Stills Are Best

Good

Slide Copy

on "What Women Will Do"
J. C. Duncan, of the Strand Theatre, Asheville, N. C, wanted to do something for
"What Women Will Do" but the title did not
seem to suggest a lobby display. He built a
platform in the lobby and set a lot of dolls
around a couple of cards and just because no
one knew what it was all about, they stuck
around and tried to puzzle it out. To make it
a little harder, Mr. Duncan set in a couple of
book
ends onof this,
Rodin's
"Thea set
Thinker."
Building
he used
of clever lettered slides of three lines each. The operator
covered the lens with his hand so that at first
only the top line showed, then the second and
the third, getting a series slide effect on a single
glass. The copy is so cleverly written that we
are giving it here :
"Who wants to know what women will do.
Don't ask us."
"Ever study history? It gives instances of
what
womenaskedwillalmost
do." everybody what women
"We've
will
do,
but
couldn't
get an
answer."
"The 19th Amendment
shows
to some extent
what
women
will
do."
"No married or single man knows, or at
least dares tell, what women will do."
"But it is unanimously agreed that 'What
Women Will Do' is some superb picture."
On the days just prior to the showing these
were followed by slides naming the cast, but
they were used as teasers for several days.
Prologue

Replaced

Striking Musicians
Once more the prologue has put a kink into
a musician's strike. Robert H. Poole, who has
charge of productions at the California Theatre,
Los Angeles, had planned a prologue to Tom
Moore
in Goldwyn's
the Ground
Up."
When the
strike was "From
announced,
he switched
his plans and put on a musical act in a production, played the picture with the organ, and no
one cared a whoop that there was a strike.

"Stills have the processed 8x10s and 11x14s
skinned a mile, but it was a tough job to persuade the distributors to send these, though I
am making progress along this line. The point
is that prospects have come to distrust the processed reproductions as fakes. Actual stills
carry conviction and illustrate what we have
to These
sell." still frames are the backbone of the
Howard Theatre Sunday displays (when the
house is closed for the day), and a generous
display of real stills is worth all sorts of
paper and other pictoral work."
Mr. and
Stewart's
position
is, we
think, aswella
taken,
is offered
to the
producers
suggestion. It should be a comparatively simple
matter to provide an adequate number of actual
photographs, which assuredly do carry greater
conviction than the "fixed up" displays.
Let Tractor

Talk

of

Reid's "Hell Diggers"
We have repeatedly recorded the use of a
tractor for Wallace Reid in "The Hell Diggers," but this photograph from the Casino
Theatre, Lakeland, Florida, shows clearly just
how the stunt is worked. It was used by B.
B. Garner for the Paramount production, and
like other managers, he got the use of the

HERE IS HOW THE TRACTOR DISPLAY WORKED IN LAKELAND
B. B. Garner, of the Casino Theatre, Lakeland, Fla., followed good practise in using
a tractor to sell Wallacedeals
Reidwith
in "The
Hell and
Diggers,"
the Paramount production
a dredge
not withthough
a tractor
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First Full Page Ad.
"ThehaveMusketeers"
Very for
few theatres
taken large spaces
to put over Douglas Fairbanks in "The Three
Musketeers" chiefly, we think, because the cuts
give soandmuch
more This
than the'
pages
smaller.
full average
page fromin quarter
Seattle,
for the Strand, is the first full page we have

E UNITES AimSTS CO**0*.r,*e
DOUGHS
FAIRBANKS
In the crowning •chi«vtm«nl ol hit cifNf-

"TH

E

THR

EE

MUS

KET
ERS
NO ADVANCE E
IN PRICES
"

THE SEATTLE FULL PAGE
seen. The type layout could not be better done.
It makes a wonderful smash, but the cuts are
not good. The line drawing from the press
book is by far the better of the two, for the
halftone is almost a silhouette, but the single
figure should have been made twice the height,
the signature being moved up to make room
for it. The matter of cuts is secondary with
that type display, however. You can't beat that.
—P. T. A.—
Ten Shea Daily Ads
Suggest Many Ideas
This set of proofs of Shea daily ads offer
the layouts for Hart in "Three Word Brand"
and Fairbanks in "The Three Musketeers" in
two houses, the Hippodrome and the North
Park. The latter show the showing times at
the Hip, six shows being given daily at intervals of two hours and twenty minutes, which
is rather scanty allowance for twelve reels.
The most characteristic display is the third
on the top line, with the musketeers and the
cadet. This space does not give a very strong
display to either star or title, but the spirited
grouping gets the attention and these details,
just above, will inform anyone who does not
know from the other advertising that Fairbanks is at these houses. The Monday advertisement; the second on the top line, gives a
larger drawing, but it lacks somewhat the
spirited appeal of the group. Usually the
single figure is apt to be better than a greater
number of persons, but the four men are so
essentially the spirit of the play that we think
the Wednesday advertisement is the best. The
Thursday space is shown at the end of the top
line and Indepicts
quarrel
with ofthe theCardinal's
guard.
spite the
of the
smallness
figures,
the spirited action is well suggested, though
the hero stands only one inch tall. The Tuesday advertisement, shown on the end of the
second line, gives a better display to title and
star, but the clinch is less interesting than the
fight pictures. The Friday advertisement,
showing only the head of Fairbanks, is the
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least effective of the lot, though all five are
examples of how to put over an idea in an
extremely limited space, for forty-two lines is
only a three inch space, and the Friday display is only twenty-nine lines. It will be noted
that all five of the displays are carritd within
an outline shield. This serves as a sort of
trade mark. In the Hart displays the best
drawing is that for Friday, which is shown on
the bottom line, a spirited Indian fight only
two inches wide by half an inch high. This
is better than either of the pictures with the
horse, and much better than the Monday advertisement on the top line. The sketch of
the star in the lower left hand corner is good,
but the same might be said of the entire set,
for the artist has gotten excellent likenesses
with very few lines. In this he has been helped
by
ruggedness of toHart's
features,
this
is nothe disparagement
his skill.
The but
display
of the star name is better than in the Hippodrome spaces, because it is a four letter word
against nine letters for Fairbanks. One thing
to be noted in all of these Shea small displays
is the skill with which the artist avoids a
design which can possibly clog up. Even when
his sketches are almost microscopic they are
open of line and do not collect ink puddles.
These
are made
engraver's
proofs,reproductions
which Harold
B. from
Franklin
very
courteously supplies, but in the newspaper
colums these lines lose only the difference
between hard and soft paper. They stay clean
cut because the artist purposely keeps his drawing open, and avoids non-essential lines. Most
artists make the error of putting in too much
detail. You cannot do intricate hatching and
detail work in a two inch space. You must
do it with few strokes. It is here that Mr.
Franklin's
artistThis
has applies
the advantage
over force
most
of
the others.
with especial
to these small single column spaces, but it holds
equally true of a full page cut.
— P. T. A.—
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Malaney Knows How to
Get Most Out of Space
M. A. Malaney, who does the advertising for
the Loew houses in Cleveland, knows the value
of saying something in the spaces he buys, and
as he uses quarter pages in the Sunday papers
to a large extent, he knows that he must get
large returns to justify this investment in advertising, so he is careful to make his spaces
A n Astound] ng Theme !

Yon will sitduringspcll-bouon
„.n
iW aaloldmt
olmomem
ihu m,fhl> atary
ol deep,
— Ill If ia^anmaa emotions
—
iantbttheuplofromibinuin^
heart ofdiatai
Alaska!—
Commencing Today
LOEWS

EUCLID

ANOTHER MALENEY IDEA
spaces work to the limit. There was a time
when he used half pages for each house, but
he finds that he can do as much with quarters
at half the cost, and he really gets more advertising with his type displays than his art
layouts gave him. The latter were pretty above
the ordinary, but his type displays are a better
test of advertising ability. One of the best of
his recent work is this 140 lines across four.
HIPR3BS0ME
NORT^ARkl
- All duff&b is Raving cw
Douglas- FAIRBANI^
-1H.TW&E.E MUSVITEECS'

HIPPGBROME
NORTt^PARlc
_ DOUGLAS
TAIEDANklS

j \ V el etus

CRIT^ION
CBITSSION
HART
~ 3 WORD BRAN))
■ Q rpusinq stoi-YO. lOVtl
OThEB EXCLUSIVE PEATUQtS

WIPPGSROME
NORTI --PARK

BRAND
Otmeu Exclusive Features

CRITiMON
©ill
HART
\i/ORX>
. cell
convicts
\.atoCr-uur
Obrand
1K»2 Governors

wippcb:x>me:
nort: ■: • ?AR.ki
DouqIols
TAIRBANKS
/

OBTUSION
LAST TUO DAYS
Wm.5.HAJIT
vj> BRAND
OuW {bwluiiveO-Miuro*

OTMtfl LKLLfSTVt
FEATURES
MAIT l£>&'<Z5/
TEN EXAMPLES OF GOOD WORK FROM THE SHEA THEATRES IN BUFFALO
FOR HART AND FAIRBANKS
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It would be almost as good in 70 lines across
two, though not as conspicuous. There is not
a line too much — or too little — in this layout.
It sells to the limit with comparatively little
talk, and it stops before it becomes tiresome.
There are two good punches, and a splendid
display for the title. In this he was helped by
the title itself, which is brief enough to give a
strong display, but the fact that it can be so
treated does not mean that it is always given
of Malaney's
one letters
This ofis the
the
best,required
even tohandling.
the handling
where
they intrude upon the cut. This was probably
intentionally done. You look first at the cut
and you are reading the title before you are
through with the cut. The title is interesting,
so you read the descriptive banks, and the sale
is completed. There is nothing pictorial about
beenThe"prettier"
It would
this display.
with
a nice scene
cut of have
Alaska.
use of
reverse permits two punch lines in what is practically one space and centres the appeal, instead of offering two punches, one at the top
and the other below the title. It does all the
selling before the title is reached, and it does
it in a clean-cut fashion that is comparatively
rare. There is nothing striking to the display, yet it stands one of the best examples of
intelligent work that could be desired. There
is enough white space to catch the attention,
even on a heavily loaded page, and yet not a
square quarter inch of space is wasted in an
effort to get more attention. Another line or
two of type would very probably have wrecked
the entire space. The advertising man knew
just when to stop.
—P. T. A.—
Grauman Numbers His
Twelve "Anatol" Stars
Selling all twelve of the stars in "The Affairs
of Anatol" has given more than one advertiselot ofthanstudy.
Grauman's
adexpert ment
haswriterhada more
his share
of figuring
to do, for the Paramount production ran for
several weeks at Grauman's Rialto in Los Angeles. This display is that for the fourth week,
and is one of the best of the bunch because it
is attractive and ingenious. Ten of the stars
and the producer are shown in the firmament
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and interest the bachelors, but the catchline
trails off into a query as to whether you dare
face your wife or sweetheart another day withinvitingthehergowns
to go and
to Grauman's
to see the
starsoutand
the big production.
Not the least creditable bit about the display
is the setting in of the title. It is a clear reverse set into the star panel, where it will
most intimately hook up with the suggestion
of a wealth of stars. Right there it does twice
as much good as it would, did you look at the
stars and then have to drop your glance to the
bottom of the space to get the title. Knowing
just where to place the title is an art, and this
has been well done.
— P. T. A.—
Bill Hart Gets a Girl
in California Display
Milt Samis, in sending in one of Jewett Bubar's displays for Bill Hart in 'Three Word
Brand,"
remarks
that they
with
a girl
in something
morehavethannota used
year, Bill
but
that he thought it would be timely to use Miss
Novak's picture in view of recent rumors of
engagements and things. Quite apart from
whatever news value the idea may have, we
think the idea is a good one, and Bubar has
done a nice piece of drawing for the faces.
That is where his work stands out. We think
that Miss Novak's eyelashes are a bit too flossy ;
though probably you cannot notice this in the
Caiifassaia
WML.
HART
3 WORD
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there if you want to look for it, but if you
don't,
it is not Roth
so pronounced
as to detract
the figures.
and Partington
mightfrombe
deemed lucky in their press department, but
they are not. Luck is a matter of chance, and
Roth and Partington do not trust to chance.
When they want good work, they dig up people
who can deliver the goods, which is the reason
why they have the best symphony orchestra on
the Pacific coast. It did not just happen, but it
as planned and developed. In the same way they
took on Nick Ayer and let him form his staff
and when Nick needed help he trained Milt
Samis in the way he should go. Now and then
Bubar worships at the altar of false gods,
such as running a fine toothed comb through
his black letters before the ink dries, but he is
not as bad as he might be in this respect and
he is undeniably good in others. We think that
in this display there is a trifle too much talk in
the
below When
Hart's soname.
littlepanel
crowded.
much The
type space
is usedis aa
light italic would be as strong and be less suggestive of crowding. Too black a type has a
reducing effect upon the display, though this
star and title assuredly get over.
— P. T. A.—
Scenes and Portrait
Combined in One

Ad

Miller's Theatre,
a good
combination
of half Los
toneAngeles,
and lineshows
in a display
for Will
Rogers
"Doubling
There
are two
scene indrawings
in lineforsetRomeo."
against
the portrait of the star, taking up little or no
more space than would be required for the portrait alone and getting over a suggestion of the
play at no greater cost than the making of a
combination cut entailed ; which is very much
less than the line rate of additional space. We
think that the copy writer exaggerates a trifle
in that "5 centuries of laughter crowded into

Now Playing
5 Centu ries o
Laughter Crowded
6 Reels of Super-Comedy

CECIL B.
, ^/DEMILLE
JVX •#
GREATEST PBOD'JCT-OW
Y'Tfie Affairs of/.
V Anatoli

Goldwryn presents
A BUBAR DRAWING
reduction, but apart from that the drawing is
forceful and the likeness unmistakable. The
background is a model of its kind. It is right

WILL
ROGERS
in his greatest comedy hit ~
Doubling

For Romeo

'OH BUDDY"

BROADWAY NEAR 6

grauman1; RIALTO
GRAUMAN'S FOURTH WEEK DISPLAY
while Reid and Miss Swanson are shown in a
tableau pose at the left. Like the others, they
are numbered, but unlike the others, they are
also named. This hooks in to the text which
starts off with a glaring "Dare you face your
wife?" which would startle any married man

PICTURE
THEATRE
ADVERTISING
is a book every exhibitor needs.
Packed with ad-stunts, tested advertising wrinkles, information on every
phase of advertising for the picture
house.
$2 postpaid.
ORDER QUICK! YOU NEED IT!
Chalmers Publishing Co.
S16 Fifth Avenue
New York

A CLEVER COMBINATION CUT
edy." It sells the story a
six reels of super-com
little too hard, and makes it difficult for the
production to make good for the promises. The
the opinions of two of the local
two
film panels
critics give
to back up the announcement, and
the text set into the cut reads : "He's a ridin,
rompin,' roamin,' ropin' Romeo from Arizona.
The portrait cut is a little too dark and makes
like a matinee
Rogers Itlook
hero.
woulda little
have too
beepmuch
better had a more
characteristic picture been used, but otherwise
the idea is capital and forms a neat display.
GET A P. T. A.
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Portrait Advertisement
Gave Excellent Results
Now and then New Haven turns out an exceptionally pretty advertisement. This from
the Rialto there is one of them, with a fine cut
of Betty Compson as the attractor that really
does attract. The screen is suited to the paper
stock and it looks as well as would a finer
screen on coated paper. With this as a foundation, the title is about all else that is necessary,
and this is put in in plain type. It makes a

THE HONE °r PARAMOUNT PICTURES
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TWO OF JAMEYSON'S ADS SELLING
HOUSE IDEA INSTEAD OF SELLING ONETHE
FEATURE
tickets than the exploitation, for you like to small to be easily read, but the Olympic, havmade the change, seems pleased with the
read the Jameyson stuff. It is bright and resulting and
better type displays with
sparkling and not slangy. Nothing hurts a dis- each week. is Itgetting
do well to experiment a
play more than cheap slang. Nothing helps little with lowerwould
case letters for the smaller
more
than
the
use
of
phrases
which
will
be
Mayflower Photoplay Corporation Presents
slang next week or next month. If you can get lines. They have a good face on the machines,
the idea, you have the difference between jazz and it is only a matter of talking to the foreGEORGE LOANE
PRODUCTION TUCKER'S
man to persuade him to use it instead of the
writing and plain slang. But along with his
feature displays, Jameyson sends in a couple all capitals. It must be discouraging to have
of nice house appeals. These are reproduced in to work with Pittsburgh printers. There seem
"LADIES
MUST
LIVE"
with BETTY
COMPSON
a size to permit you to get the full text in case to be no real printers in the lot. It is not merely
a matter of theatrical advertising. The entire
Eltlto Theater Orchestra
Sc«s«i ot Am.*: ot »Anb>Ji 'RobMLWn
Toch Cratoe. Ltd." CwOmtf
you
use of it.isThe
"entertaining"
in thewantrightto make
hand example
misspelled
by the advertising layout is sloppy. Some newspapers
ONE WECK STARTING SUNDAY, OCT. 30th
artist and Jameyson did not catch it until too take a pride in their advertising composition,
late. That "wow" is his own comment. It the Washington Post being a notable example,
WHEN NEW HAVEN DOES WELL
pays to sell the house idea. It pays to sell the but in Pittsburgh if the written copy is set in
general program instead of just the feature. some form of type, the printers do not seem to
very pretty display and one which requires a If you can make them think of your house care a whoop how it looks, and apparently the
minimum of layout. The stock signature, the when they think of entertainment, you have advertising manager and the publisher share
cut and some type lines are all that are re- done more than when you sell two or three their indifference. —P. T. A —
quired to get an attractive display. The same hundred dollars worth of extra tickets for one
cut is used in the dramatic department as a particular feature. Jameyson knows this and
reader for the house. We think that the cuts he sells the theatre as well as the feature. If This Neat Border Is
should have been reversed and the cut without more houses sold the amusement instead of
Worthy of Imitation
background used for the advertisement and the features there would be infinitely less talk
Jay Jasper Emanuel, more or less of Philadelother for the text, for the unbacked cut gives about
poor business.
phia, sends in a postcard for Metro attractions
— p. r. a.—
a better display than this. Both, however, are
which he recently got out. Jasper is singugood, and since both are in. it does not parlarly economical of words in his advertising for
Pittsburgh Olympic
ticularly matter.
a cuss who talks as much as he does, but he
—P. T. A.—
knows
that one idea well presented is worth
Does Well with Type
whole page of loose chatter when it comes to
Jameyson Sells House
Having made the change from poor hand aadvertising.
Jasper may be a profuse conlettering to straight type, the Olympic Theatre,
versationist, but he knows that a card like this
in Special Displays
Pittsburgh, seems to have settled upon a good
H. E. Jameyson sends in a campaign for type form. The title in this reproduction looks
hand lettering, but is Penprint, which gives
"Dangerous
CurveallAhead"
and from
adds thethatpress
he alikehand
lettered effect without the drawback of
drew practically
his ideas
hand lettering. This gives two Pittsburgh
book,
paying
this
tribute
:
"Believe
me
that
man Dietz is sure getting out a real service
book. His books this year are great, and if
the exhibitor can put over the stuff with the
dope he can get out of them, well — it looks
AIL WCIH C
like the
a tough
winter like
for some
of them."
If oneto
™~
PI
OL
of
ad creators
Jameyson
is willing
S
O Ed YM
HOT mZMJktnatfB-M
admit
he why
can besomehelped,
we'llof belesser
hanged
if we that
can see
others,
caEXPERIENCE
pacity, can afford to affect a fine scorn. A lot
-lifwEMANUEL'S NEAT CARD
of books are worse than useless, but it should
RICHARD* PAJijJiotnrr
BAHTHRLMtSK
pay to use the books that can give aid, and it
ncrw
will
pull
more business than a similar space
is no belittlement to admit that such aid has
all smeared up with type. It is not only a good
been had. Jameyson gives the stuff his own
example of restraint in display advertising, but
individual twist. He is not using the displays
it presents a corking good border idea. It is
ready made, but he is using the ad helps and
made of twelve point solid rule and one point
the general suggestions and even the exploitalight rules matched. If you want to see how
tion ideas, though he is professedly against
much better this looks than a solid border, take
THE
PITTSBURGH
IMPROVEMENT
street stunts and the like. But no one is going
a good look at it and then fill in the white
to be so foolish as to overlook the street pos- houses in the "right" column, and there is hope space with a black pencil. You will find that
sibilities ofthose Goldwyn targets. At that we for some of the others. Much of the space is the display is far more appealing as it was than
think that some, of Jameyson's chat sold more still blotted by illegible hand work in sizes too when the entire border is black.
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Consensus

of

Published

Reviews

Here are extracts from news available at press hour from publications of the industry boiled down to a sentence. They
present the views of Moving Picture World (M.P.VV.) ; Exhibitors' Herald (E.H.) ; Motion Picture News (N.) ; Exhibitors'
Trade Review (T.R.) ; Wid's (W.).

Riding with Death
{Charles {Buck) Jones— Fox — 6,230 Feet)
M. P. W. — There is enough furious riding,
hair-breadth stunts and shooting to satisfy
the most avid lover of Westerns.
T. R. — Mark up another three-bagger for
Fox. Charles Jones, who has rapidly risen
to stellar honors and is justly entitled to them,
has more than fulfilled our hopes in this
great Western.
W. — Swift action and plenty of it in Jones'
latest.
N. — Carries a large supply of dramatic
vitamines.
E. H. — Is a Western story based upon the
time-worn theme of the overdue mortgage and
a band of lawless men who steal the money
that is to pay off the farmer's debt.
Dr. Jim
{Frank Mayo — Universal — 4,474 Feet)
M. P. W. — Universal picture, starring Frank
Mayo, drives home moral lesson without becoming preachment.
E. H.— The picture is one of the best of
recent Universal specials and holds the attention throughout by reason of the intelligent
direction and splendid acting.
W. — Good production and acting help make
old story fairly interesting.
T. R. — It is the kind of picture that theatres
catering to family trade can book with impunity. There is nothing to offend and everything to enjoy.
What Do Men Want?
{Featured Cast —Feet)
IV id
M. P. W. — Is a correct photographic
study of certain phases of life.
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Their Reliability Is Proven.
T. R. — For the lover of home life drama it
will be acceptable.
W. — Interesting photoplay with "box office"
title.
N — A title and a picture that will draw
audiences.
The Silent Call
{Strongheart — First National — 6,784 Feet)
M. P. W. — Strongheart, Belgian police dog,
is star of novel and entertaining picture.
W. — An excellent picture that registers
definite entertainment.
N. — Vivid dog story enacted against impressive backgrounds.
T. R. — There are thrilling moments crammed
with the suspense that picture lovers crave.

The Wonderful Thing
{Norma Talmadgc
First National —
6,880 —Feet)
M, P. W— Norma Talmadge gives charm
and
lines. interest to rather slight story on familiar
T. R. — Is chiefly remarkable for the excellent opportunities it affords Norma Talmadge
of demonstrating her versatility and extraordinary emotional capabilities in the heroine role.
E. H. — With Norma Talmadge adds another
fine attraction to this popular star's list of
N. — Slender story made entertaining by good
plays.
production and appealing star.
W. — The star, not the story, "The Wonderful Thing."

False Kisses
{Miss Du Pont — Universal — 4,335 Feet)
M. P. W. — Director saves this Universal picture that has Miss Du Pont as its star.
T. R. — Any exhibitor catering to family
trade need not be afraid to book this one.
N. — Contains dramatic material but runs
excessively to titles.
E. H. — The story is amateurish and, though
well acted, is far from convincing.
The Speed Girl
{Bebe Daniels — Realart — 5 Reels)
M. P. W. — Makes excellent entertainment.
T. H. — It is fairly amusing comedy but
notW.—
up Star
to thein star's
productions.
role ofrecent
herself,
amusing, not
up to former productions.
N. — Insoars.
smashing light comedy Bebe
Daniels
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of Exhibitors

The box office is the dependable guide for all exhibitors on moving picture productions.
In this department your brother exhibitors tell the story of the success or failure of the
various releases. Your frank reports on all pictures are solicited for this department.
You are helping yourself and others by sending them in. Use the blank printed in this
department or better still write us that you'd like a free supply of report cards.
Associated Exhibitors
WITHOUT BENEFIT OF CLERGY. Do
not advertise as a program or feature picture or play it to your regular patronage.
Play only to a literary club. Advertising;
two-24 sheets, two papers, 15-1 sheets, lobby.
Patronage; best. Attendance; first day fair,
last two days poor. H. B. Barr, Rialto Theatre, Enid, Oklahoma.
THE RIDER OF THE KING LOG. Not
a special, too drawn out. Some patrons said
it was very good, others said very poor,
pleased only about 50%. Advertising; better than average. Patronage; mixed. Attendance; poor for two days. Chas.
Kuchan, Idylhour Theatre, Canton, Illinois.
Equity
HUSH. A worn out star in a worn out
story, no wonder Clara had to make personal appearance to put it over, however
she failed to give me a personal appearance,
so I lost some money on her picture. Advertising; regular. Patronage; mixed. Attendance; very poor. Steve Farrar, Orpheum Theatre, Harrisburg, Illinois.
Export and Import
KAZAN. A wonderful picture, northern
scenes hard to beat. It pleased all. Book
it and boost it for it will not disappoint. Advertisinsix-three-one
g;
sheets, heavy newspapers. Patronage; community. Attendance; fair. U. G. Riplogle, Grand Theatre,
St. Marys, Ohio.
First National
IN WRONG. One of the best this season
for light comedy. It makes you a kid again
to sit through it. It's good. Advertising;

newspaper.
Attendance; fair. C.Patronage;
S. Malone, miners.
Casino Theatre,
Eldorado, Illinois.
THE OATH. A very good picture but not
what one would expect from the way it was
advertised. Advertising; newspaper, window cards, etc. Patronage; better class.
Attendance; fair. K. H. Sink, Wayne Theatre. Greenville, Ohio.
LOVE. It would not be true to call this
a big picture, yet it is a fine production.
Should make a good audience picture everywhere. Advertising; usual allotment of posters. Patronage; general. Attendance;
poor. Jack Kaplan, Royal Theatre, South
Fallsburgh, N. Y.
IDLE CLASS. Very good picture, drew
well and pleased nearly everyone. Advertising; extra. Patronage; high class. Attendance good.
;
Geo. O. Monroe, Gilbert
Theatre, Beatrice, Nebraska.
THE KID. Pleased everyone. Patrons
who had sneered at Chaplin are asking for
another of his productions. Advertising;
1,000 heralds, 500 letters, threes, ones, window cards, newspaper. Patronage; small
town. Attendance ; 900 in a village of 1,700.
Fayette Van Ziere, Holley High School,
Holley, New York.
SCRAP IRON. Good picture, and star,
exploitation possibilities great. Advertising; two newspapers, four-20 sheets, fifteen
one sheets, lobby display, window cards.
Patronage; mixed. Attendance; good. H.
B. Barr, Rialto Theatre, Enid Oklahoma.
SCRAP IRON. Not one kick. Pleased
100%. This picture should please all classes.
The best picture Ray has ever made. Advertising; extra. Patronage; mixed. Attendance ;fair. Arch E. Bamberger, Empress Theatre, Owensboro, Kentucky.

NOT GUILTY. Fair picture with no
drawing power. Advertising; regular.
Patronage ; high class. Attendance ; poor.
Geo. O. Monroe, Gilbert Theatre, Beatrice,
Nebraska.
A MIDNIGHT BELL. A good picture,
pleased my patrons, star very popular here.
Advertising;
as usual.
mixed.
Attendance ; fair.
H. D. Patronage*
Wharton, Pastime
Theatre, Warren, Arkansas.
PLAYHOUSE. Best Keaton comedy ever
made, pleased most everyone. Advertising;
extra. Patronage; high class. Attendance;
fair. Geo. O. Monroe, Gilbert Theatre,
Beatrice, Nebraska.
DONT EVER MARRY. Best drawing
card for the week. Give us more like it.
Advertising; billboards, newspapers. Patronage; high class. Attendance; good. R.
H. Hightower, Crystal Theatre, Dublin, Ga.
TRUST YOUR WIFE. Usual MacDonald
type, nothing remarkable about the picture,
local ladies club helped put it over. Advertising; usual. Patronage; better class. Attendance; good. K. H. Sink, Wayne Theatre, Greenville, Ohio.
PECK'S BAD BOY. A good picture,
drew
and pleased
Jac' ie isextra.
well
liked well
by the
public. 100%.
Advertising;
Patronage; high class. Attendance; good.
Geo, Monroe, Gilbert Theatre, Beatrice,
Nebraska.
LESSONS IN LOVE. Good picture,
pleased majority. Advertising; extra. Patronage high
;
class. Atendance ; good. Geo.
O.
Monroe, Gilbert Theatre, Beatrice; Nebraska.
JIM THE PENMAN. This feature has
the material to hold interest and will please.
Many compliments. Advertising; ordinary.
Patronage; general. Attendance; fair. H.
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J. Longaker, Howard Theatre, Alexandria, good. B. A. Aughinbaugh, Community Theatre, Lewiston, Ohio.
Minnesota.
ONE
MAN TRAIL. This is an awful good
PECK'S BAD BOY. The title helped the
box-office and Jackie Coogan and his dog picture and star is pleasing; better in every
picture. Advertising; one sheets and monthkept the audience in good humor. Better
ly program. Patronage; small town. Atthan "The Kid." ' Good for the blues, no
tendance; fair. John C Mapes, K. of P.
matter how severe the case. A 100% audience picture. Advertising; posters, local Theatre, Chester, New York.
Goldwyn
papers. Patronage; rural. Attendance;
good. Chas. W. Lewis, I. O. O. F. Hall,
Grand Gorge, New York.
THE OLD NEST. One of the finest pictures ever made. Ran four days to S. R. O.,
GOLDEN SNARE. The best Curwood
last
day bigger than first. Advertising; big
picture ever made, drew well, patrons
display, billboards and window cards,
pleased. Advertising; newspaper. Patron- lobby
age; general. Attendance; good. Forest E. also newspaper. Patronage; mixed. Attendance; stop traffic. Charles D. Paul, DreamMiles, Richmond Theatre, Richmond, Inland Theatre, Sault St. Marie, Mich.
diana.
UNWILLING HERO. Thoroughly pleasFox
ing to Rogers' fans, but star does not draw
DRAG HARLAN. An extra good picture here. Advertising; six-sheets, three-sheets,
for any one that likes western plays and three one-sheets, photos. Patronage; mixed.
William Farnum. is wonderful in his part. Attendance; poor. E. W. Collins, Liberty
Advertising; monthly cards, slides and Theatre, Jonesboro, Arkansas.
THE OLD NEST. My people liked this
sheets. Patronage ; good. Attendance ; good.
John C. Mapes, Knights of Pythias Theatre, very much — advanced my price, worked like
Chester, New York.
the devil, demoralized my business, and managed to get in enough to pay for it, thank
RIDERS OF PURPLE SAGE. We the Lord.
it is over; worst business
brought this re-issue back and showed to the for a week Glad
this one. Nothing to the
biggest crowd of the week. A wonderful big price forafter
any more. Ned Pedigo,
picture, undoubtedly the best Western in Pollard Theatre,me Guthrie,
Oklahoma.
which Farnum has appeared. Advertising;
THE OLD NEST. I think that this is one
lobby, slides and program. Patronage;
of the very best features I have had the
mixed. Attendance;
best since
"The Kid."
Cragin
& Pike, Majestic
Theatre,
Las pleasure to see in the past year. A good
lesson to all. Advertising; newspaper, herVegas, Nevada.
alds, and in the country. Patronage ; all
OVER THE HILL. A 100% picture
Attendance; good. Fred S. Widewhich every human being should be per- classes.
mitted to see, but which is kept from great nor, Opera House, Belvidere, N. J.
WET GOLD. A mighty fine picture, expercentage
public
throughis producers'
hibitors will make no mistake. Advertising;
greed.
One of
dollar
admission
all wrong
for car of film and ticket taker. If equit- usual. Patronage; small town. Attendance;
ably handled would be monument to pro- capacity. Thos. L. Haynes, Town Hall Theatre, Old Lyme, Connecticut.
ducer and the entire industry. Advertising;
advertised every available method. AttendHodkinson
ance; bad on account of prohibitive admisTHE SPENDERS. Very good picture,
sion. J.J. Wood, Redding Theatre, Redding,
California.
holds interest. Jos . Dowling especially
NUMBER 17. Could not see much to it. good, was played against Charlie Chaplin's
But some complimented it. The longer I "Idle Class." Advertising; daily paper.
am in the business the more I learn that the Patronage; small town. Attendance; fair. L.
T. Carsxadan, Music Hall, Keyser, West
public each has a view of their own. Ad- Virginia.
vertising; regular. Patronage; smalltown.
DOWN HOME. Fine . picture, pleased
Attendance; poor. A. L. Middleton, Grand
Theatre, DeQueen, Arkansas.
about 75 per cent. Patronage, small town.
HIS GREATEST SACRIFICE. Charac- Attendance ; good. J. R. Rush, Pastime Theatre, Pearl City, Illinois.
terized by the audience as one of the best
THE WESTERNERS. Fine western,
Farnum pictures ever. "Let's have more of many
good comments. Advertising; lobby,
Farnum,"
the cry. ; Advertising;
posters ;
and
mail. isPatronage
rural. Attendance
one sheets. Patronage ; small town. Attend-
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ance; good. J. R. Rush, Pastime Theatre,
Pearl City, Illinois.
THE JOURNEY'S END. The only remarkable thing about this picture is that
it has no sub-titles, otherwise it is just an
ordinary program picture. Advertising;
usual posters. Patronage ; mixed. Attendance; fair. Jack Kaplan, Royal Theatre,
South Fallsburgh, New York.
KENTUCKY COLONEL.. Pretty fair
picture, little slow. Advertising; one sheets,
lobby display. Patronage; small town. Attendance; good. J. R. Rush, Pastime
Theatre, Pearl City, Illinois.
KING SPRUCE. Fine logging picture.
Advertising; one sheets, slides, lobby. Patronage; small town. Attendance; good. J.
nois.
R. Rush, Pastime Theatre, Pearl City, IlliMetro
A TRIP TO PARADISE. The best picture in which Bert Lytell has appeared and
the best from Metro. Everyone pleased with
it. Advertising;
lobby,
special ' slides,
program and circus
handbill.
Patronage;
mixed. Attendance; good. Cragin & Pike,
Majestic Theatre, Las Vegas, Nevada.
CAMILLE. A fair picture, went over big,
first day a holiday; fooled us bad other
three. A three-reel Harold Lloyd comedy
saved us from a flop. Advertising; big
newspaper display, one extra, twenty-four
sheets. Patronage; neighborhood. Attendance ; poor. Alex A. Moedendel, Orpheum
Theatre, Halifax, Canada.
CHORUS GIRL'S ROMANCE. Good
picture, but didn't seem to draw, star not
populartures
here,
we don't
run her
feaenough.because
Patronage;
good.
Attendance; poor. A. E. Rogers, Temple Theatre,
Dexter, N. Y.
Paramount
IDOLS OF THE NORTH. First lady to
come out said it is ridiculous. We asked
ten more and they said it was great. So
there you are. Advertising; as sensational,
daring and dazzling. Patronage; small
town. Attendance; better than usual. A.
L. Middleton, Grand Theatre, DeQueen, Arkansas.
AT THE END OF THE WORLD. Very
good picture, good stars, exceptional acting.
Exploitation possibilities good. Advertisnewspapers,
twenty-four
sheets,ing; two
fifteen
one-sheets,fourlobby
display.
Patronage; the best. Attendance; fair. H.
B. Barr, Rialto Theatre, Enid, Oklahoma.
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ONE A MINUTE. Good light entertainPa the
by all classes
are not
RIO GRANDE. Good production, story
lookingment that's
for liked
sensational
stuff. that
Advertising;
newspapers only. Patronage ; down town. good, acting and settings best, good moral.
Attendance; good. T. M. Hervey, Unique Advertising; usual. Patronage; small town.
Theatre, El Paso, Texas.
Attendance; fair. W. F. Pease, Centennial
PROXIES. Fair picture, Advertising; Theatre, Lowell, Wisconsin.
big. Patronage; fair. Attendance; fair. E.
THE DEVIL. Picture least bit old, but in
H. McCarthy, Orpheum Theatre, Fargo, fine condition. Drew large crowd due to
North Dakota.
advertising and good title. Advertising;
AFFAIRS OF ANATOL. Sure fire, box extra paper, devil walking in street. Patronage; middle class. Attendance; good. M.
office record smasher if properly exploited.
Cast 100 per cent., settings ditto, story just Oppenheimer, Empire Theatre, New Orleans, Louisiana.
average but satisfying. Made good at slightly advanced admissions. Advertising; like
THE DEVIL.
This is one of the best
a circus, every method available. Patron- productions seen in years. Great star and
age; cosmopolitan. Attendance; great. J. cast. Attendance; big. D. Buss, Star TheJ.
atre, Tonawanda, N. Y.
nia.Wood, Redding Theatre, Redding CaliforROGUES AND ROMANCE. Photography
PASSING THRU. Fair picture. Adver- good,
picture fair, story lacks substance ;
big. Patronage;
Attendance;'
fair. E.tising;H.
McCarthy, good.
Orpheum
Theatre, just an average offering. Advertising; posters, localtendance poor.
; rural.
Fargo, N. D.
; papers.Chas.Patronage
W. Lewis,
I. O. O.At-F.
KING, QUEEN, JOKER. Cannot consid- Hall, Grand Gorge, N. Y.
er this more than a very ordinary picture.
HALF A CHANCE. Another one of
Does not appeal to the better intellect. Advertising; usual. Patronage; better class. those pictures that pleases them all. Advertising; regular advertising. Patronage;
Attendance; fair. K. H. Sink, Wayne Themiddle class. Attendance ; good. M. Oppenatre, Greenville, Ohio.
heimer,
Empire Theatre, New Orleans, La.
LET'S BE FASHIONABLE. With DouROAD
TO
LONDON. Fine background,
glas McLean and Doris May, although it's
old,
if
you
haven't
played
it
you
have
missed
but
is
not
Washburn's
best, favorably
reone of the best comedies yet, as good as
ceived. Advertising; usual.
Patronage;
small town. Attendance; good. Thos. L.
"Twenty-Three
and
One-half
Hours'
Leave."
Patronage; small town. Attendance; 200 Haynes, Town Hall Theatre, Old Lyme,
at 35c and 15c. W. F. Harding, Princess Conn.
Theatre, Mt. Doro, Fla.
Realart
GILDED LILY*. A wonder for any person who appreciates art. Many of my overROOM
AND
BOARD. Light but clever
sensitive reformer patrons, however, were
offended at the dance which goes pretty picture which shows Constance Binney to
advantage. Our patrons like this star. Adstrong. Personally,
think it's great.
Advertising; lobby, slide and program. Pavertising; regular. Patronage;
small town.
mixed. Attendance; fair. Cragin
Attendance; average. A. L. Middleton, & Pike, tronage;
Majestic Theatre, Las Vegas,
Grand Theatre, DeQueen, Arkansas.
Nevada.
MIDSUMMER MADNESS. A wonderful
DONT CALL ME LITTLE GIRL. Boys,
picture as far as sets and acting go, but
not a picture to show in a town where there this one with Mary Miles Minter sure is
need for censorship here.
is talk of censorship, it's rather bold. Mack a winner.wellNo pleased.
Advertising; billSennett's comedy, "Dabbling in Art," is no Patrons board.
Patronage;
small town. Attendance;
good. Advertising; special paper. Patrongood.
W.
F.
Harding,
Princess Theatre,
age; the best. Attendance; very poor. Steve
Mt. Doro, Fla.
Farrar,
Orpheum
Theatre,
Harrisburg,
Illinois.
THE OUTSIDE WOMAN. Too light and
WHAT'S YOUR HURRY? Truly the frivolous for general consumption, only gets
best picture I have ever played with Wal- by, clothes and production saves it. Adlace Reid. Reid always draws here.
vertising; two six-sheets, three-sheets, fourAdvertising; regular. Patronage; mixed. sheets, newspaper. Patronage ; high class.
Attendance; good. Arch E. Bamberger, EmAttendance; poor. E. W. Collins, Grand
press Theatre, Owensboro, Kentucky.
Theatre, Jonesboro, Arkansas.
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ONE MAN IN A MILLION. Very good
comments, no kicks, good
wop picture, no
for transient house, not so good for small
acts his part well ; poor busiBeban
town. ness.
Advertising; billboards, daily papers.
Patronage; very good. Attendance; poor.
C. L. Kirby, Elk Theatre, Longview, Texas.
THE STEALERS. Fine picture, will appeal to the best kind of people. Sorry did
not book two days. Advertising; heralds,
paper, usual posters. Patronage; mixed.
Attendance; fair. Anna Frankle, Strand
Theatre, Leon, Iowa.
AN ARABIAN KNIGHT. A fairly good
production. Sessue Hayakavva was both
good and comical. Advertising; six-sheet,
three-sheet, three one-sheets, slide photos.
Patronage; neighborhood. Attendance; fair.
M. Leszczynski, Pastime Theatre, Depew,
N. Y.
THE FIRST BORN. Very good drama,
but Hayakawa not popular with my patrons.
Advertising; daily paper. Patronage; small
town. Attendance; poor. S. T. Carskadan,
Music Hall, Keyser, Virginia.
GOOD WOMEN. Good picture but too
slow, especially in last reel. Would have
been much better in five reels instead of
six. Advertising; average. Patronage;
mixed. Attendance; fair. Chas. Kuchan,
Idylhour Theatre, Canton, Illinois.
IF WOMEN ONLY KNEW. A fine picture; one of the very best pictures R-C
ever released. Many compliments. Advertising; for average program picture. Patronage; mixed. Attendance; better than
average week day. Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour
Theatre, Canton, Illinois.
BLACK ROSES. Fair picture, did not
seem to please as other Jap pictures. Adregular (good all around advertisN. J. ing.) vertising;
Patronage; mixed. Attendance; fair.
F. S. Widman, Opera House, Belvidere,
Selznick
HANDCUFFS OR KISSES. One of the
best
things Hammerstein
I ever played.picture.
Don't Ioverlook
this Elaine
bought
it right and made money on it ; more than
that, it pleased as well as any picture I ever
played. Ned Pedigo, Pollard Theatre, Guthrie, Okla.
DIVORCE OF CONVENIENCE. Silly,
but good, audience laughed and seemed satisfied. Advertising; sixes, slides, lobby.
Patronage; small town varied. Attendance;
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fair. J. F. Cramer, Majestic Theatre,
Willits, California.
CHICKEN IN CASE. Good picture,
pleased those who saw it. Advertising;
regular. Patronage; regular. Attendance;
poor. Geo. O. Monroe, Gilbert Theatre,
Beatrice, Nebraska.
IS LIFE WORTH LIVING? It would
not be if only pictures of this type were
made; light, ineffective. Did not satisfy
O'Brien
followers.
Advertising;
newspapers,
billboards.
Patronage posters,
; high
class. Attendance ; average. E. W. Collins,
Grand Theatre, Jonesboro, Arkansas.
United Artists
MARK OF ZORRO. Superb production.
Fairbanks at his best. Always goes over big
in this town.
"Some picture,"
that's one
the
comment.
Advertising;
six sheets,
sheets, newspapers. Patronage ; mixed. Attendancebig.
;
A. V. Bothner, Majestic Theatre, Troy, N. Y.
DREAM STREET. Wonderful picture.
A classic of the screen, but goes over the
heads of the average audience; especially
small town. Advertising; billboards, newspaper. Patronage; wonderful, title drew all
classes. Attendance; good. L. O. Davis,
Perry Theatre, Hazard, Kentucky.
Universal
ADORABLE SAVAGE. Dandy, took well
with the men, pleased about 50 per cent, of
the women. Advertising; lobby, one sheets.
Patronage; small town. Attendance; good.
J. R. Rush, Pastime Theatre, Pearl City,
Illinois.
REPUTATION. <~,ood, but far from Priscilla Dean's best. Advertising; paper, program, and local press. Patronage; family.
Attendance; excellent. A. G. Pearson, Pearson's Theatre, Somerville, Mass.
MOONLIGHT FOLLIES. Universal has
a dandy star in Marie Prevost. Her first
picture is very clever. Patrons highly
pleased and said so. Advertising; average.
Patronage; mixed. Attendance; fair but
Saturday. Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour Theatre,
Canton, Illinois.
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GIRL IN THE RAIN. I didn't think
there
this one; one
don't sheets,
think
many was
likedmuch
it. to
Advertising;
lobby. Patronage; small town. Attendance;
poor. J. R. Rush, Pastime Theatre, Pearl
City, Illinois.
THE SHARK MASTER. Well made production and beautiful scenery. Story is not
so bad but something seems to be the matter with Frank Mayo lately. There is no
"pep" to his acting, he seems to be losing
his drawing power. Hope he's better in the
next one. Advertising; average. Patronage; mixed. Attendance; fair . Chas
Kuchan, Idylhour Theatre, Canton, Illinois.
ACTION. Action is right, you couldn't
wish for a better western, "Hoot" Gibson is
getting to be very popular. Advertising;
average. Patronage; mixed. Attendance,
fairly good. Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour Theatre, Canton, Illinois.
Vitagraph
DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES. Capital
melodrama, pleased Saturday crowd fine and
created much favorable comment. Advertising; about as usual. Patronage; mixed.
Attendance; above average. E. W. Collins,
Grand Theatre, Jonesboro, Arkansas.
State Rights
THE SPENDTHRIFT (PIONEER). A
good detective story, very interesting. Advertising; six sheet, two one sheets, photos.
Patronage; transient. Attendance; fair.
Michael Leszcynskzi, Pastime Theatre, Depew, N. Y.
THE HIDDEN LIGHT (NU-ART). A
very good picture, suitable for any theatre.
Advertising; six sheets, three sheets, one
sheets, photos, slide. Patronage; transient.
Attendance; fair. Michael Leszcynski,
Pastime Theatre, Depew, N. Y.
THE BARBARIAN (PIONEER). Wonderful scenic scenes. The best northern picture we have had. Pioneers are all good.
Advertising; six three, one sheets, window
cards, newspaper. Patronage; general. Attendance; poor. U. G. Replogle, Grand
Theatre,
St.
Mary's, Ohio.
THE HANDICAP.
Good. Advertising;
program and two papers. Patronage; neighEXHIBITOR'S
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d. A. G. Pearson, Pearson's Theatre,
Somerville, borhoMass.
MAKING THE GRADE. Good for three
reels then started Russian Bolsheviki for
the last two reels, many of the patrons
walked out. Advertising; newspapers, window cards, lobby display. Patronage;
neighborhood. Attendance; 750. J. Edw.
Mitchell, Strand Theatre, Waverly, Mass.
Comedies
SNOOKY'S
TWIN
TROUBLES
(FEDERATED EXCHANGES).
A corking
good
two-reel comedy. Snooky is amazing.
Draws the kids like sugar draws flies. Advertising; one sheet, photos and newspaper.
Patronage; high class. Attendance; average. E. W. Collins, Grand Theatre, Jonesboro, Arkansas.
THE BIG SHOW (CHESTER EDUCATIONAL). A novelty that will bring your
house down. One surprise after another,
kids, dogs, cats, donkey, negroes, skunk
and last, but by no means least, Snooky,
the monk. Try to get the house full when
you show it. It will please. Patronage;
small town. Attendance; average. A. L.
Middleton, Grand Theatre, DeQueen, Ark.
FIRESIDE BREWER (SENNETTPARAMOUNT). Question: How long will
a producer's or star's name draw after they
lapse into a state of comatose mediocrity?
Advertising; regular . Patronage ; small
town. Attendance; average. A. L. Middleton, Grand Theatre, DeQueen, Ark.
HARD LUCK (SCHENCK). A very
clever comedy full of laughs; clean enjoyable mirth such as this is in demand. Advertising; ordinarily. Patronage; general.
Attendance ; fair. H. J. Longaker, Howard
Theatre, Alexandria, Minn.
Serials
WINNERS OF THE WEST (UNIVERSAL). First episode would indicate that
this is an exceptionally attractive serial,
have schools boosting it and business started off big. Advertising; heavy and unique
exploitation. Patronage; mostly kids. Attendance; big. E. W. Collins, Empire Theatre, Jonesboro, Ark.
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Parisian
Scandal"
Marie"APrcvost
Turns Scant
Material Into
Good Entertainment in Her Latest
U niversal
Reviewed by Fritz Tidden.
Marie
Prevost's pictorial
a produc-be
tion is immeasurable.
Thisvalue
pointto cannot
stressed too much. Everyone, especially the
male element, cannot help but respond to the
essence of feminine appeal she embodies, except those who are anaesthetic to personality
and charm in a woman. Most people feel like
getting enthusiastic over Marie Prevost, but
they deny it because to do so they must forsake their blase pose and lack the courage of
their convictions.
The ex-bathing beauty's value in a production is perfectly examplified in "A Parisian
Scandal."
saves that,
the day
tion. And She
not only
but for
turnstheitproducinto a
worth-while entertainment. She has been
given a silly, trite and over familiar story that
is directed in a mediocre manner and makes
you Miss
forgetPrevost,
it. "A will
Parisian
of
meet Scandal,"
with favorbecause
most
anywhere. And the presence in the cast of
Mae Busch also does much from a pictorial
angle.
The Universal Company should capitalize
the star it recently recruited from the Sennett
bathing suit ranks for all she is worth, which
is considerable. The producing organization
has the opportunity to make one of the screen's
most popular and pleasing stars out of the
material it has in hand, as it were. What she
needs is the type of stories frequently written
for Constance Talmadge and the best director
procurable. It is realized this entails time and
great expense, but the outlay will be more
than amply repaid when Miss Prevost wins
the place she deserves in the esteem of the
public. She is a potential great star, but she
will never reach the goal if allowed to continue in such stories and directed in such a
manner as in her recent releases.
' The Cast
Count
Louis
Oudoff
.George Periolal
Countess Oudoff -. Lillian
Lawrence
Liane-Demarest
Marie Prevost
Baron Stransky
Grnssby
Emile Carret Bertram
George Fisher
Sophie Demarest
Lillian Rambeau
Basil Hammond
Tom Gallerv
Mamselle Sari
Mae Busch
Princess
Mme. Rose Dione
Story by Louise Winters.
Scenario by Doris Schroeder.
Directed by George Cox.
Length, 4,739 Feet.
The Story
Basil Hamilton, a young man without
social or romantic instincts, goes to Paris
to study that
somehe 'ology,
andback
promises his
guardian
will bring
a detailed
report on the upbringing and moral character of her granddaughter, Liane, who is
being raised in Paris. But when he meets
the girl he finds that she is interesting as
well as a flighty young thing. And with a
hard boiled count in the offing their love
affair progresses until the little report for
grandmother is utterly neglected, and Basil
Is head over heels in love. He thrashes the
count and then figures in a duel. Then he
finally decides he has no chance with Liane,
and
him. leaves for America. But Liane follows
Program and Exploitation Cntchlines:
Marie Prevost, the Most Beautiful Woman
on the Screen, Is the Star of a Snappy
Society Comedy Drama, "A Parisian
Scandal."
You Remeber Marie Prevost As a Sennett
Bathing Beauty.
She Has Been Pro-
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"Love, Hate and a Woman"
{Arrow).
"A mount).
Prince There Was" {Para"Silent Years" {R-C).
"The Fourteenth Lover" {Metro).
"The Devil Within" {Fox).
"Molly O" {Sennett).
"A Parisian Scandal" {Universal) .
"Fightin Mad" {Metro).
"A Exhibitors)
Sailor-Made. Man" {Associated

"The Fox" {Universal).
"The Hole in the Wall" {Metro).
"Poverty of Riches" {Goldxvyn).
"Tol'able David" {First National).

"The Battle of Jutland"
An interesting pictorial record of the
greatest naval battle in the late World War
and a marvelous example of human ingenuity
and patience in arranging and moving model
ships on a painted sea, this picture produced
by Ideal Films, Ltd., and distributed in this
country by Educational Films Corporation
proves to be a welcome novelty among short
subjects. It was produced in England under
the supervision of Major General Sir George
Aston, K. C. B., and is considered an authentic
record of the naval engagement.
The film opens with a diagram of the relative positions of the British and German fleets
on the momentous days of May 30 and 31,
1916. Follows a more itemized chart showing
the locations of the principal monsters of war,
and actual views of these great vessels steaming through heavy seas. Then the model ships
representing Admiral Beatty's cruisers come
out, encounter the Germans and "tease" them
toward toAdmiral
Jellicoe's From
principal
battleships,
eager
give battle.
there
on the
destruction of British and German ships by
gunfire is vividly shown. Some idea of the
patience involved in the preparation of this
film may be gained from the statement that
3,000,000 different movements of the model
ships are made. — S. S.
"Permanent Peace"
Particularly timely are the Kineto Review
films titled "Permanent Peace," which give
views of men and events at Washington
during the conference for limitation of armaments. The captions also are particularly apt,
being, in many instances, quotations from the
speeches of Wilson and Harding which decry
war. and predict that no such catastrophe
the recent world outbreak will ever occuras
again
Pictures of giant battleships are also shown
and it is stated that one of the chief reasons
for the conference is to reduce the navies of
the world and so relieve the peoples of the
staggering load of taxation— T. S. daP.
moted to Stardom and Appears in "A
Parisian Scandal."

Sditor

"Sihnt Years" .
Well-Known
Cast in Dignified R-C
Production of Popular Novel
Reviewed by Jessie Robb.
Theriet T.popular
HarComstocknovol,
has ''Mam'selle
been put onJo,"theby screen
by Robertson-Cole, in a production marked by
fine characterizations by the cast, good direction, well constructed continuity and a dignified treatment of the subject matter. The story
is located in the picturesque region of the St.
Lawrence River Valley where dwell the French
Canadians. The primitive ways of living and
the open forest country combine in a picturesque
background.
Mme. Rose Dione, a French actress, who is,
evidently, a new comer to the American screen,
is a new type. As the rugged, unattractive
woman with the starved maternal instinct, she
is most convincing. Pauline Stark, Tully Marshall andstandinGeorge
are the most outg inthe fineSeigman
cast.
The Cant.
Mam'selle Jo Morey
Dione
Captain Longville
TullyRoseMarshall
Henry Langley
George McDaniel
Pierre Gavot
George Seigman
Young Tom Gavot
Will Jim Hatton
Tom Gavot
jack Mower
Father Norva
Mantelle
James
O. -Barrows
James
l
jack Livingston
Mary Maiden
Ruth King
Marcel Longville
Kate Toncray
Mrs. Lindsay
Lillian Rambeau
Young Donelle
Jean O'Rourke
Done
lle
Pauline Starke
Mrs. Norval
Ruth Ashby
Nick, the Dog
By Himself
Story by Harriet T. Comstock.
Scenario
by Winifred Dunn and Eve Unsell.
Directed by Louis J. Gasnier.
Photographed by Joseph Dubrey.
Length,
6 Reels.
The Story.
Jo Morey,
known to the villages as "Mam'selle Jo" inherits
from her father his debts
and a barren farm. She devotes her
energies to her invalid sister and to cultivating
the farm. To the village comes Henry Langley. He meets Jo and soon asks her to marry
him. While she loves him, she tells
wait a few years until she is free.himThisto
Langley refuses and exasperated, marries
Mary Maiden.
Eight years pass. Jo has paid off the mortgage to Captain Longville. One night she
finds a small child in her house.
It is Langley's and the note left begs her to raise
the child and keep her parentage a secret.
Captain Longville and Pierre Gavot put the
worst construction on the situation. Donelle
is carefully reared by Jo, who has kept her
from the .villagers. She is saved from
insults by Tom Gavot who has returned from
studying forestry. A friendship
results.
One day Mary Langley returns and claims
her daughter, but Jo forces her to leave.
While Jo is absent in the next town. Donelle
learns of her supposed parentage. She runs
to Tom for refuge. He asks her to marry
him, then no one will dare to Insult his wife.
When Jo returns
is terrified
at Donelle's
absence.
Pierre she
learns
that his
has
married. He goes to Jo but Tom and son
Donelle
enter with the village priest to whom Mary
has confessed. He explains Donelle's true
ness.
parentage.
Jo rejoices in her child's happiI'rogram and Exploitation Catrhllnem
The Spirit of the Mother Eternal Is the
Exalted Theme of This R-C Production
With a Superlative Cast.
You Can Always Rely on
Moving Picture World
Reviews
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and a Woman''
"Love, Hate
Charming
Star Enhances First of Series
of Her Productions for Arroiv
Release
Reviewed by Fritz Tidden.
"Love,of Hate
a Woman"Grace
is theDavison
first of isa
series
four and
productions
to make for Arrow distribution. The initial
release of the quartet proves to be an interesting entertainment suitable for general
audience consumption. Basing judgment upon
it, there should be no doubt but that the distributing organization will have an easily
marketed series. It is more than probable;
because the errors that are present, but do not
mar the production of the current picture will
be corrected in those following.
There are numerous ingredients that make
"Love,
Hateit and
entertaining
concoction
is. aButWoman"
the chiefthefactor
is the
distinct charm and ability of the star. Miss
Davison is an emotional actress of no little
ability, and in addition has the piquant appeal
that is generally
lacking
"in this
classlight
of
actresses
and is more
prevalent
among
comedy luminaries. Other points of appeal in
the picture are, in brief catalogue form, an
interesting story, sumptuousness of production
and a large wardrobe of stunning gowns worn
by the star, who plays a cloak model, that will
attract the women patrons. The faults, which
are obviated by the good points, are lighting
that does not always do justice to the beauty
of the star or to grandeur of the sets, the sharp
division of the story and too frequent titles
in the first reels.
However, "Love, Hate and a Woman" is a
melodrama that will go decidedly well in average houses, and serves to pave the way for Miss
Davison's forthcoming
productions.
The Cast
The Girl
Grace Davison
The Man
Ralph Kellard
The Brother
Robert Frazer
The Sister..
Lila Peck
Mrs. Ramsey
Julia Swayne Gordon
Story, Scenario and Direction by
Charles T. Haran.
Length, 5 Reels.
The Story
Daryl Sutherland is a young woman from
a fine family that had met with financial
reverses causing her to seek employment.
She therefore becomes a model for a fashionable modiste, and goes to a smart summer
resortout todisclosing
displaytheherfactemployer's
withthat she gowns
is anything
but a guest herself. At the hotel she meets
a man, a prominent artist, and a love affair
springs up immediately. She loves him but
hesitates giving her assent to a marriage as
she fears telling him she is a model.
Upon arriving back in New York Daryl
learns that her sister had been wronged by
an artist for whom she posed and as a result died. The brother of the two girls
swears revenge, but Daryl persuads him to
let her settle the affair. She goes to the
artist's
fiancee
there andstudio
thinksandhe finds
is theherman.
She living
then
plans an effective revenge, but while there
her brother bursts into the studio and
attempts to shoot the artist. Daryl protects him and is shot instead. The wound
is serious but not fatal, and Daryl goes to
his mother's
homethatto itrecuperate
and artist
while
there
finds out
was another
and not her fiancee that was the cause of
her
sister'sanddeath.
There isCatchlines:
a happy ending.
Ptdsram
Exploitation
TheDescribes
Title, "Love,
Hate That
and Isa Presented
Woman,"
the Conflict
in Grace Davison's Latest Picture.
Exploitation Ansrles: There is plenty of
opportunity here to motive a fashion show.
If you cannot stage this, at least get the
stores to hook-up with window displays
telling of the many handsome gowns worn.
It will help to put over the new star very
materially.
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"Molly O"
Mabel Normand Is Simply Immense in
Mack Sennctt Comedy Released by
First National
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
The writer of this review is willing to go
on record that, barring a few moments just
before the sensational airship finish, he had
never been more thoroughly entertained by
any
by Mabel
"MollyNormand.
O," the
Mack moving
Sennett picture
comedy than
starring
The humor is, at most times, delicious, the human
interest genuine and Mabel is simply immense
as the spirited daughter of the honest and hard
working couple who cannot recover from their
surprise when Molly's beau brings her home in
his swell limousene and is introduced as a fashionable and wealthy young physician.
The picture opens with an express train
rush of dramatic comedy and maintains this
pace with remarkable success. The good things
in it are too numerous to 'mention. It is an"Mickey," andThethatairship
tip should
for anyotherexhibitor.
finish beis enough,
a great
sensational stunt, and the entire production is
capital.
The Cast.
Molly O
Mabel Normand
Tim O'Dair
George Nichols
Mrs. Tim O'Dair
.Anna Hernandez
Billy Smith
O'Dair
Albert
Jim
Eddie Hackett
Gribbon
Dr. John S. Bryant
Jack Mulhall
Fred Manchester
Lowell Sherman
Miriam Manchester
Jacqueline Logan
Albert Faulkner
Ben Deely
Mrs. Jas. W. Robbins Gloria Davenport
The Silhouette Man
Carl Stockdale
Antonia Bacigalupi
Eugenie Besserer
Story by Mack Sennett.
Directed by F. Richard Jones.
The Story.
Molly
O'Dair,
whose
takes in washing and whose father mother
is a ditch-digger,
sees
the picture of a handsome and wealthy
young doctor in the daily paper. In the blank
space next to it is printed the query, "Who
will bewiththe the
doctor's
Molly her
fallsownin
love
doctorbride?"
and pastes
photograph next to his picture. Later on she
meets him at the country club where she
has gone to deliver washing. He is so attracted by her pretty face and spirited manthat he does
ends notby approve
falling in
with her.
Her nerfather
of love'
the affair,
and
orders the young man from the house. Molly
goes
to a masked
ball against
her father's
commands.
Jim Smith,
the honest
young
roughneck whom Mr. O'Dair has picked out
for his son-in-law, is also there, the ball beThrough
Jim's interference,
Mollying foris charity.
thrown into
a compromising
position
with
the
doctor,
and
Mr.
O'Dair
turns
his
daughter into the street. In the morning
he
goes
to
the
doctor's
house,
having
learned
that Molly has spent the night there. He
tries to kill the doctor, but is over-powered,
and
that Mollyto iscarry
now off
Doctor
wife.learns
An attempt
Molly,Bryant's
a few
days later, by a society crook, introduces a
sensational airship episode.
Progrn m and Exploitation Catchlines:
"Molly
and That
Means O"No IsEndAnother
of Fun "Mickey,"
and Entertainment
for All Good Fans.
"The Fly and the Ant"
Similar in theme to "The Ants and the Grassis this modernized
AesopIt Fable
animatedhopper"
by Cartoonist
Paul Terry.
is marked
by the same skill in execution and the usual
clever
that ofmark
this who
artist's
work. comedy
Built on touchs
the theme
the flics
go
about enjoying life while the ants are busy,
one of the flics meets an untimely end when he
is "swatted" while eating pie. As usual, there
is a moral, this one being "Greed and folly
have their day of reckoning." — C. S. S.

Comments

"A Prince There Was"
Thomas Meighan Is Not the Best Selection for the George Cohan Comedy
Based on the Novel "Enchanted
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
As a outstage
"A Prince
There
turned
to becomedy
a modern
fairy tale
that Was"
drew
well pleased audiences. Made into a screen
play, it retains its charmingly youthful and
Hearts"
simple hearted atmosphere
but Thomas Meighan
is not the best possible selection for the part
of the very rich young man who finds friends,
happiness and a wife among the lowly boarders
of the tenement house district, after he has used
his money to lighten the burdens of his fellow
lodgers. Mr. Meighan bulks a trifle too large
for the character and suggests that he is too
full of good red blood to be a society idler until
a pretty face arouses him and its owner ends
matters by making him a real man.
There are many entertaining moments in the
picture, and the supporting
The Cast. cast is excellent.
Charles Edward Martin .... Thomas Meighan
Katherine Woods
Mildred Harris
Comfort Brown
Charlotte Jackson
Jack Carruthers
Nigel Barrie
Bland
Guy Oliver
J. J. Stratton
Arthur Hull
Mrs. Prouty
Sylvia Ashton
Mr. Cricket
Fred Huntly
Original
Darragh Young.
Aldrich.
Scenarioplay
by by
Waldemar
Directed by Tom Forman.
Cameraman, Harry Perry.
The Story.
Charles Edward Martin is a wealthy society
idler until he meets Katherine Woods a
young girl whose father was ruined financially bytin's
J. money
J. Stratton,
broker.butMarwas used Martin's
in the matter
not
to his knowledge. Katherine is trying to
earn a living by writing magazine stories
but is unsuccessful. Comfort Brown, the
little drudge of the boarding house, goes to
find the editor of one of the fiction magazines
at the home of Martin and meets that young
man
himself.
The little
girl's
aboutto
Katherine
so interests
Martin
thatstory
he goes
live at her boarding house, under the name
of Prince, after buying the magazine and
posing as its assistant editor. He makes all
of the boarders happy; Katherine especially,
until she finds out that he bought her story
against the advice of the real editor and she
has not won' on her merits. Stratton exposes
the truth and tries to make the girl believe
that it was Martin who ruined her father.
There are several days of heartache for
way.
Katherine, but Stratton is unmasked, and the
lovers are united in the real old fairy tale
Program and Exploitation Catchlines:
"A Prince There Was" Is a Modern Fairy
Tale with Scenes Laid in a Cheap Boarding House, and There Are Love and RoMeighanmance AllIs Through
the Star. the Picture. Thomas
"Better Milk"
From the remotest times milk has been the
beverage and food of mankind, and because it
holds its place even up to the present as the
foremost drink of humanity the Kineto Review
pictures, "Better Milk" will hold much interest
for all spectators. The pictured history of
milch cattle is given back to the time of the
Romans when animals of the milk-giving kind
formed the chief wealth of the peoples. In
fact, our word "pecuniary," is derived from the
Latin "pecus," meaning cattle.
Pictures of the up-to-date handling of milk
are also shown, from the dairy to the bottling
stations and thence to the consumers, and the
dapasteurization
P.
is an interesting detail. — T. S.
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"Fightin'
Mad"Has Many
Dustin"The
FarnutnDevil
Stars inWithin"
Lurid Sea Tale, Metro-Desmond
Production
Ending
Fox Production.
Hearty Laughs and a Thrilling
Reviewed by Jessie Robb.
Reviewed by Sumner Smith.
A bad man's reformation has a fair amount
of interest for the average film goer and this
Laughs
are mingled with thrills in the
latest Fox Production which stars Dustin FarWilliam
Desmond
production,
num gives him opportunity to show how bad distributed by Metro,
which "Fightin'
has been Mad,"
taken
and how good he can be. The scenario is not from an original story by H. H. Van Loan
expertly constructed and results in uneven
four cowboys who, emulating Dumas'
action with a vast number of close-ups which about musketeers,
grip hands and swear "One
gives the impression that they have been liber- three
for
all
for one."
Starting
out failing
like a
ally used by the director in an attempt to carry comedy and
of aallvirile
Westerner
whose
on the action and pad the footage. However, for fights amuses his acquaintances, the picture
there is action, which seems to be the chief suddenly swerves into melodrama of the most
requirement, especially in the first part of the virulent sort — Mexicans, fair maidens and a
film, as the brutal, liquor-filled sea. captain rescue by the border police— but it is all so
causes enough rows with his crew and the entertaining that it pleases immensely, though
natives of the South Sea Islands. The part is it does not always convince.
Desmond is all that could be desired in the
played by Farnum in a broad manner. In the
latter half when the captain is an old man, fully character of the breezy cowboy who gains three
reformed, similar action is supplied by his staunch friends by handing them artistic beatings, falls in love with a girl unimpressed by
grandson, played by the director. For those
his prowess and then, with the aid of his
who likeservant
brutality,
witch'smaycurse
faithful
the thepicture
get and
by. theIt "musketeers," rescues her from kidnappers.
does not seem equal to his previous release.
Jack Richardson, William J. Dyer, and esThe Cast.
pecially Bert Lindley, are amusing as his
Capt. Briggs
Dustin Farnum
"buddies,"
while the other artists are capable.
Laura
Virginia Valli Some of the
sub-titles are gems. Despite its
Dr. Philiol
Nigel De Brulier strong melodramatic ending, the picture really
Hal
Bernard Durning scores a hit on the strength of its good comedy.
Scurlock
Jim Farley
The Cast
Wansley
Tom
William Desmond
Crevay
Bob O'Brien
Perry Bud McGraw
Peggy Hughes Virginia Brown Faire
Bevins
Charles Gorman
Eileen
Graham
Doris Pawn
Ezra
Otto Hoffman
de Garma
Rosemary Theby
Cabin Boy
Kirk Incas Nita
Joseph J. Dowling
Witch
Evelyn Selbie James McGraw
Francisco Lazaro
William Lawrence
Juvenile Witch
Hazel Dean
Howard
Graham
Emmett C. King
Story by George Allen England.
Amos Rawson
Jack Richardson
Scenario by Arthur J. Zellner.
Obadiah
Brennan
William J. Dyer
Directed by Bernard Durning.
Micah Higgins
Bert Lindley
Photography by Don Short.
Colonel
Gates
George Stanley
Length. 5,997 Feet.
Captain
Farley
Vernon
Sniveley
The Story.
From the original story by H. H. Van Loan.
Directed
by
Joseph
J.
Franz.
In the 1870's Captain Briggs of the "Silver
Photographed by Harry A. Gersted.
Fleece"
cruising and
in thebrutal
South inSeahisIslands.
He
is a isdrunkard
drink.
Length,
The 5,436
Story Feet.
While the ship was waiting for the tide the
captain visits the natives and steals their
Bud McGraw never misses an opportunity
idol. As a result the ship is attacked by the
natives and a battle ensues. The natives
for a fight. He feels that by joining the
are badly beaten and the witch calls down a border police down South he will find a life
curse on the captain. In port again the worth-while. He wins a place on the force
captain sells his cargo of opium, becomes a by "licking" three of its members, who
promptly become his best friends. Bud then
rich man, marries and settles down.
discovers that not all people look on his
Tears pass. The witch's curse has been
prowess
with respect. Peggy Hughes, viseffective
as the captain's
relative
iting in the town, asks him to stop fighting.
is his grandson,
Hal, whosolehas living
followed
the
Shortly
afterwards,
she is kidnapped
sailor's
life. When
he proves Heto by Mexican whiskeywhen
smugglers. Bud calls
be a drunken
replicaHalof returns
his grandfather.
on his three comrades and, after a thrilling
beats up his captain and steals his grandbattle,hereffects
father's savings. Then he is attacked by the wins
love. the escape of the girl and
ship's
crew
and
stabbed
with
a
poisoned
kris.
His life is saved by Dr. Philiol the old doc- Program and Exploitation Catchlines:
tor. His narrow escape from death sobers
As a Fight-Loving Cowboy, William DesHal. He reforms and marries his sweetheart,
"Fightin' byMad"
Wins Three
Laura.
Staunchmond inFriends
Handing
Them
Program and Exploitation Catchlines:
Artistic Lickings.
The Witch's
Curse
On Until
the Drunken
per Brought
Death
Love and SkipReformation
Annulled It.
"Atbulwark
the aptly
Wailing
The
described Wall"
in the title of
this Burton Holmes Travelogue is that of the
wall surrounding the ancient city of Jerusalem.
Centuries ago it passed its usefulness as a defense but its use for other purposes remains
today. It is now what might be called a shrine
for the orthodox Jews of the mixed city. To it
in all parts of the town the Hebrews come and
literally present their prayers and lamentations,
audibly in the familiar monotones, with the
result that the sound becomes a wail. In addition to presenting views of the wall itself, Mr.
Holmes photographs the various types that
fulfil their religious duties in front of the historical stones. Other parts of the city of

"Start Something"
The outstanding feature of this Hallroom
Boys Comedy distributed through Federated
Exchanges is a burlesque prize fight between
Sid Smith and a tough of about three times
his size. Several comedy situations have been
introduced which will provoke laughs from the
average audience but the action could have been
speeded up if less footage had been used, as
it takes up the major portion of the second
reel. While by no means the best of the series,
this subject ranks well up with the average and
should prove satisfactory to Hallroom Boys
admirers. — C. S. S.
Jerusalem arc included in the Travelogue and
the queer and little known scenes furnish added
interest to the release. (Paramount.) F. T.
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"The Hole in the Wall"
Alice Lake Does Clever Work in Novel
Crook Story Produced by Metro.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
With a part that is not always sympathetic
Alice Lake does clever work in a novel crook
story. The interest is maintained from start
to finish in the face of the fact that it is no
easy task to accept some of the twists and
turns of the plot. However, the story has the
important merit of sticking close to its class
and serves admirably to amuse the spectator
who does not go to the moving picture theatre
for instruction or moral uplift.
The production does credit to Maxwell Karger and the Metro company. Allen Forrest,
Frank Brownlee and Charles Clary head the
capable support.
The Cast.
Jean Oliver
Alice Lake
Gordon Grant
Allen Forrest
Gimpy Jim
Frank Brownlee
The Fox
Charles Clary
Deagon
William De Vaull
Mrs. Ramsey
Kate Lester
Donald Ramsey
Carl Gerrard
Inspector of Police
John Ince
Cora Thompson
Claire Du Brey
Story by Fred Jackson.
Scenario by June Mathls.
Directed by Maxwell Karger.
Cameraman, Allen Seigler.
Length, Six Reels.
The Story.
Madame Mysteria, a medium, is killed In
a train crash. Her three assistants decided
not to identify the body. The medium always appeared for seances with her face
covered and the three assistants agree to
get another "Madame Mysteria." The Fox, a
well bred man of polished manners and distinguished appearance, has met a girl in
prison who he thinks will qualify.
The girl is Jean Oliver, daughter of a Boston banker who killed himself in the disgrace
of
a wrongful accusation of embezzlement.
Jean,
was engaged at the time to Gordon
Grant, tives
whopersuaded
was then In Europe. His relaher that the scandal of her
father's suicide made her marriage impossible
and
she
left
for
New York to hide from the
notoriety of the case.
Jean had obtained employment as private
secretary to Mrs. Ramsey, a society
leader.
Mrs.
Ramsey's
son, Mrs.
Donald,
fell violently
love with
the girl.
Ramsey,
in an effortin
to break the boy of his infatuation, planted
some Jewelry
in Jean's
and had her
arrested
for theft.
Jean trunk
was sentenced
the prison where she met the Fox. Whento
the Fox asks her to take Madame Mysteria's
she agrees on the condition that the
place,
three criminals
help her kidnap a boy who
has been born to young Donald and the girl
his mother's
in response
he married
wishes.
She intends
to bringto the
boy up
a crook. The kidnapping is easily effectedas
and the child is kept by Jean in the psychic
parlors. She has stepped into the role of the
medium and is very successful in deluding
her clients, but the Fox wants Jean to cut
his wife.
loose
from it all and fry a straight life as
Grant, meanwhile, hunting the world for
Jean, has developed into an amateur detective. New York friends of his have been
robbed of jewelry and he is trying to solve
the thefts. He notices that all of the victims have been clients of Madame Mysteria.
He offersnappedtograndson.
help He
trace Mrs. Ramsev's kidsees
that Mrs.
Ramsey has received, tellinga letter
of the plan for
revenge, and is shocked to find
the
like that of his former fiancee, Jean writing
Oliver.
Going to Madame Mysteria's parlors Gordon
seeks for
hidden wires and discovers them
Trickery Is at an end. But. as Jean stands
there in her psychic
real psychic
power comes to her. Sherobes,
casts off all disguise and faces Gordon. Together
go
to Mrs. Ramsey and force her to sign they
a statemen clearing Jean of crime.
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"Tol'able David"
Richard Barthclmess Scores a Great Hit
in His First Starring Vehicle Produced by Inspiration Pictures,
Inc. First National Release.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
Easily the most romantic figure on the
screen today among the male stars, Richard
Barthelmess scores a great personal hit in his
first starring vehicle. The story is laid in the
mountain country of one of the southern states
and the characters have been chosen largely
from the primitive folk which inhabit the
region. There is an engrossing human interest
running all through the story and ninety-five
per cent of the material used has been selected
with excellent discrimination. The other five
per cent, consists of some low brow comedy
entirely unsuited to the mood of the story and
the personality of the star, and a few spots
where the gruesome and unpleasant have been
overstressed.
There are many moments of spiritual beauty
in the picture and the production is in keeping
with every demand. As David, the earnest and
finely molded young boy whose great ambition
is to drive the United States Mail Coach,
Richard Barthelmess fulfills every promise made
by him in the past in characters that called for
fine qualities of heart and mind. It is difficult
to find one flaw in his impersonation.
The supporting cast contributes a long list
of able characterizations. Gladys Hulette, Forrest Robinson
the high
lights. and "Marion Abbott are among
The Cast.
David Kinemon
Richard Barthelmess
Esther Hatburn
Gladys Hulette
Iscah Hatburn
Walter P. Lewis
Luke Hatburn
Ernest Torrenee
Luke's Brother
Ralph Bausfleld
Grandpa Hatburn
Forrest Robinson
Senator Gault
Laurence Eddinger
David's Father
Edmund Gurney
David's Brother, Allen . . .Warner Richmond
David's
Mother
Marion
Abbott
The Doctor
Harry Hallam
Story by Joseph Hergesheimer.
Scenario by EdmundKing.Goulding and Henry
Directed by Henry King.
The Story.
In
"Tol'able
David"
has mountain
managed
to get a new slant on thethe author
southern
feud. The Hatburn family are unfortunate
enough to have a set of relatives who are
driven out of another part of the country
for lawlessness and who come and camp down
upon them. Allen Kinemon. driver of the
stage coach carrying the United States Mail,
incurs the hatred of one of the outlaws who
injures him for life by striking him in
the back of the head with a rock. David,
the young brother of Allen, has always been
ambitious to drive the mail coach, but the
postmaster will not let him. Forced at last,
in an emergency, to let David become the
driver, the boy loses the mail bag on the
return trip. It is found by one of the outlaws. David goes back and has a terrific
fight before he is overpowered and almost
killed by an adversary about twice his size.
Esther Hatburn, who loves David, brings help
just in the nick of time, and the proud and
happy boy has the satisfaction of knowing
that he has been true to his trust. •
Program and Exploitation Catchlines:
Richard Barthelmess Has Scored a Great
Hit in his First Starring Picture. "Tol'able David." Released by First National.
"Kineto Review No. 161"
Kineto Review No. 161 is a diversified collection of films of animals, birds, fowls and even
reptiles and insects which help to make farmlife just what it is. Also there are pictures
of the different kinds of work which employs
the ruricolist, such as hay-making, threshing
and milking. — T. S. daP.
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"The Fourteenth Lover"
"Poverty of Riches"
Amusing
Star in an Amusing
Reginald Barker's Production of Lcroy
Scott Story Is Excellently Acted and
Comedy Is Viola Dana in Her
Latest Metro Production.
Directed. A Goldwyn Picture.
Reviewed by Jessie Robb.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
The latest Metro Production which stars
The
author
of "Poverty of Riches" has gone
Viola Dana is a bright, whimsical comedy. The back to a familiar but always worth while
very flirtatious young lady with her many theme and drawn a parallel between two young
heart problems is invariably amusing in fiction couples. The first decide that children will
and the trouble Vi Marchmont gets herself be a stumbling block in the path to wealth and
and family into before she settles down makes social position ; the other couple believe that no
this particular film a gloom chaser. There is family circle is complete without babies and lots
a wealth of deft and comically serious business of 'em. As handled by Leroy Scott, the theme
vital and entertaining. Director Barwhich has been cleverly directed and as cleverly becomes
ker has kept the tone of his production on a
acted by Miss Dana. Her struggle to learn to highly
artistic level. The action is a trifle
cook is a high spot.
slow in spots, but the acting of the strong
The part assigned to the star seems just cast and the completeness of the entire producabout made to her order and she looks her
tion largely atones.
daintiest and acts her brightest. The cast
Richard Dix is a handsome and manly John
in
names
known
best
the
of
contains some
Colby and Leatrice Joy is equally well cast.
filmdom. Altogether a handsomely produced John Bowers and Louise Lovely as the Donaldmake a delightful family group with their
picture with an honest to goodness story— little sons
ones.
which surely shouldTheplease
Cast. the star's admirers.
The Cast.
Colby
Richard Dix
Viola Dana John
Vi Marchmont
Katherine Colby
Leatric Joy
Jack Mulhall
Richard Hardy
Tom
Donaldson
John
Bowers
Theodore von Eltz Grace Donaldson
Clyde Van Ness
Louise
Lovely
Lester
Kate
tia
Aunt Leti
Mrs.
Holt
Irene
Rich
Alberta Lee
Mrs. Hardv ..Frederi
Lyons
De
Witt
Jennings
Vroom
ck
Mr. Marchmont
Stephen Phillips
Dave Winter
Fornzie Gumm
Maid
Hendron
Roy Laidlaw
Story by Alice D. G. Miller.
Edward
Phillips,
Sr
John Cossar
Scenario by Edith Kennedy.
John in prologue
Frankie Lee
by Harry Beaumont.
Directed
Katherine
in
prologue
....Dorothy
Hughes
■ Photographed by John Arnold.
The
Story.
Length, 6 Reels.
The Story.
Two ambitious young fellows start their
Vi Marchmont is a flirtatious young lady commercial careers in the same large steel
works.
Both are married, the Colbys thinkshow14
No.
with only thirteen suitors and
ing onlyaldsof
position and
and a wealth,
andlittle
the DonAuntof
and aid
father
suffering
long
Her
up.
ing
ons of comfort
family of
ones.
the
With
Letitia decide to call a halt.
When
John
Colby
asks
his
wife
to
put off
she
that
Vi
convince
they
the family doctor,
motherhood
untli
he
realizes
his
dream
their wealth and power she consents. Years of
is in need of a rest and pack her off to Ness,
of
Van
country home. Aunt invites Clyde
attention to business is rewarded by
It close
No. 13 and vastly eligible, to visitButthem.
a
position
of
great
trust
and
large
gain
with
Vi has the steel company. By this time his wife,
is hoped that Vi will take him.
gardener.
her father's
Hardy,
Richard
seen
the happiness of the Donaldsons in
make seeing
to
way
his
with
chap
college
a
is
He
their children, begins to realize all she has
and to whom Vi is an extravagant young lost.
While
on a motor ride with her husband
to
come
him
have
.
to
She manages
person.
their car is upset and Mrs. Colby is badly
the
country.
injured. When she is well enough to bear
the news she is told by her physician that
adamant to Vi's attractions.
Hardy proves her
of and balks.father's and aunt's ar- her hopes of motherhood can never be realShe learns rangement
ized. Broken-hearted, she can only think
in Vi'ss of the happiness of the homes that are filled
results
with Hardy
tiondomestic
A conversa
disastrou
but with
ng the
attempti
with
the
music of childish laughter.
results. Hardy finds her in tears., and as he Program and Exploitation Catchlines:
LetiAunt
follow.
ions
explanat
reallytia cares
discharges Hardy. Van Ness tells Vi
TheReach
Theme
of "Poverty
Riches"
the Heart
of Everyof One
Who Will
Sees
that Hardy is married.
the Picture, Which Was Directed by
job.
his big landscape
Hardy, finally lands
. He tells
Reginald
Barker.
It does not bring him happiness
his trouble to his mother. The next day she
calls upon Vi and an innocent little plot is
arranged which succeeds beautifully. When
Marchmont finds his runaway daughFather
"The Pickaninny"
ter she has become Mrs: Hardy and all ends
Frederick Ernest Morrison, the little colored
happily even if Van Ness has a busted heart. comedian
of the Hal Koach forces, better
Program and Exploitation Cntchlines:
Suitors With the FourShe Had teenthThirteen
to filmtofans
as "Sunshine
has
in Sight. How She Finally Chose known
been
elevated
stardom
in this twoSammy,"
reel special
Mr. Right Man Is Amusingly Set Forth issued by Pathe. While there are several
by Viola Dana in Her Latest Metro.
humorous situations designed to show off the
Heiress in new star to advantage, the offering as a whole
The Young Gardener Wins the
Rich
Her
of
s
Objection
Spite of the Many
hardly up to expectations. Much of the
Parents, and of Fourteen Other Suitors. is
"business" is not new. The supporting cast
consists of players who, with the exception of
George Rowe "the cross-eyed gink" are new
to the Roach forces. "Sunshine" as a grocery
Joyhis Rider"
boy encounters a camper and shows him how to
Snub "The
Pollard and
leading lady, Marie catch
fish, then various things begin to happen
Mosquini, meet with exciting adventures in which are complicated by the appearance of
in which an auto- a "drunken" automobile, and a bear. One of
this single reel Pathe comedy
mobile figures largely. There are a number the most novel situations is where the star uses
of humorous situations and a lot of action and a chicken to dig angle worms for him. Another
en- unique scene made by double printing shows
Snub'sobjecfans.
Pollard
the girl
it will deavorplease
parental
despite
to win the
the way the road looks to the cross-eyed revenue
tion supplies the theme, luck brings a clergy- officer whose auto has been "fed" on homebrew
auto's mad flight instead of water. — C. S. S.
man to his rescue during the
and, of course, everything ends O. K. — C. S. S.
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"The Fox"
Magnificent Western Scenery and Lively
Action in Universal Super-Production Starring Harry Carey.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
Universal's
Fox,"
starring
Harry super-production,
Carey, lives up to"The
the claims
made for it. Many of the scenes were photographed in the Mojave Desert and it is filled
with spectacular effects including some blood
stirring dashes by a troop of the famous 11th
U. S. Cavalry. The scenes along the old Sante
Fe Trail and those made with Painted Rocks
and Cathedral Butte as backgrounds are filled
with beauty and strong dramatic action.
The story, written by Harry Carey, is an interesting one from every angle, and is excellently acted by the star and his support.
The Cast.
Ol'
Sante
Fe
Harry Nichols
Carey
Sheriff Mart Fraser
George
Stella Fraser
Gertrude Olmsted
Annette Frnser
Betty Ross Clark
Dick Farwell
Johnny Harron
Mrs. Farwell
Gertrude Claire
Rufus B. Coulter
Alan Hale
K. C. Kid
George Cooper
Pard
Breezy Eason, Jr.
Black Mike
Chas. Lemoyne
Rollins
C. E. Anderson
Hubbs
Harley Chambers
Length. Seven Reels.
The Story.
Santa Fe. a woe-begone tramp, is saved
from a jeering mob in the little desert town
of Caliente.
Annette, tothestaysheriff's
daughter. Santa Feby decided
in town.
He
adopts a little waif, and the two have to
struggle for existence. The tramp gets a job
as porter in the bank. The leading banker,
Coulter, is a political crook, leagued with a
band of outlaws. Santa Fe learns much of
this situation. Coulter "frames" Dick Farwell, the fiance of Annette's sister, and causes
his capture by outlaws. The boy is suspected
of stealing from the bank.
The Sheriff, who is in disrepute because he
has not cleaned up the outlaws, goes into the
desert to save Dick. Santa Fe saves the
Sheriff from death in a sandstorm, but is
himself captured by the outlaws. He escapes,
with Dick, through a subterranean river.
They arrive back in town just in time to
save the Sheriff from a mob. Sante Fe reveals himself as a special State agent sent
to up-root the outlaw gang and to catch
Coulter. Aided by U. S. Cavalry and a large
Sheriff's
he leads
an attack
next painted
morning on theposse
outlaw
stronghold
in the
cliffs and cleans them out. Coulter is also
taken.theSanta
the idol of the section,
wins
love Fe,
of now
Annette.
Program and Exploitation Catchlines:
"The Fox"
Is Harry
Carey'swith
Biggest
ring Picture.
It Is Filled
Great StarSensational Scenes and Deserves Its Name of
Super- Product ion.
"The Hustler"
Of the pie-throwing type of comedy is this
single reeler distributed by Pathe, featuring
Snub Pollard. There are a number of laughs
in this number and it will please the average
audience. A humorous situation shows Snub
painting a fence, the reflection from a small
mirror continually makes white spots appear
on the surface as fast as he paints them out.
Discovering the cause, a situation is brought
about by which the entire contents of the paint
can are hurled on the policeman who is using
the mirror for shaving. Later, Snub has
trouble in an ice cream parlor and the cream
finally lands on someone's face. Snub and the
girl are both broke and decide to get married.
The
girl'sand
father
turns outhe tois be
the same
policeman
it develops
a bootlegger
running a bar in a large fake tree in the park.
This provides other amusing situations. Marie
Mosquini appears as leading woman. — C. S. S.
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"A Sailor-Made Man"
Harold Lloyd's First Four-Reel Comedy
for Associated Exhibitors Is Certainly
a Winner
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell.
Continuing his consistent record of screen
successes, Harold Lloyd is now appearing in
"A Sailor-Made Man," distributed through
Associated Exhibitors. It is in several respects his best effort, and at the same time,
his most ambitious offering. It is his first
feature comedy and is four reels in length.
Besides being an excellent comedy, filled with
mirth-provoking situations which should please
any type of audience, it is marked by an
elaborateness of production, such as big
Oriental sets, as is seldom seen in comedies.
These sets, too, are not merely used for display, but are effective locales for some of the
best situations.
A distinctive feature of this comedy is the
manner in which it is constructed. While it
is never draggy, the action accelerates as the
film proceeds, and the laughs grow more numerous until the final fade-out is reached. Particularly in the earlier reels there is a lot of
subtle humor, and while the situations as a
whole are not as boisterous and rollicking as
in "Never
of the
kind
of workWeaken,"
for whichthere
this isstarplenty
is noted.
As is usual in Harold Lloyd Comedies, there
arc a number of new stunts which he makes
register effectively; especially clever are the
scenes where by accidentally stepping on a
piece of soap he knocks out the champion of
the
in theof Maharajah's
palacenavy,
whichthe is"business"
one succession
laughs, and
the difficulty in which he finds himself when a
dog runs away with his hat, but there are several others just as good.
As described in a sub-title, the plot is "An
American boy in love with an American girl —
Let's Go." It deals with a wealthy
man who is told he must do something young
useful
and get a job before he can win the girl. He
joins the navy, lands in an Oriental country,
runs into the girl there and rescues her from
the Maharajah's haiem. There is a novel
finish that gets away from the usual close-up.
Mildred Davis is excellent as the girl and
D:ck Sutherland is a ferocious looking Oriental
potentate. Noah Young as the rowdy does the
best work of his career and is an excellent
foil for Lloyd. Fred Newmeyer directed the
production with skill.
Paramount House Goes
to Strand Interests
One of the biggest theatre deals in Western
New York in several years was the sale last
week by Famous Players and the Shea Amusement company of the Shea Criterion Theatre
in Buffalo to Walter Hayes, an official of the
Mark-Strand interests, for a sum said to be
close to $500.C00. Mr. Hayes is representing
a group of Buffalo financiers in the purchase.
He will get possession the end of December.
The deal was closed in New York City last
week.
Harold B. Franklin, representing the Shea
Amusement Company, said that because of the
limited seating capacity of the theatre, it was
found impossible to gross enough money to pay
for the high class policy of first run Paramount pictures in vogue under the Shea direction. He also declared that the company did
not care to put in a cheaper grade of pictures
or lower prices. The recent opening of the new
Loew State and the coming opening of the
new Lafayette Square, it is believed, hastened
the deal. Both new theatres are within a few
blocks of the Criterion.

Two Texas Guinans
and "The
the"Across
titles ofthetheBorder"
third and
fourth Spitfire"
releases are
of
the scries of Texas Guinan two-reel Westerns.
A particularly striking feature of these productions is the unusually fine long-range
"shots" apparently taken with a telephoto lens.
While there is plenty of action in both subjects, they are of only average interest due to
lack of logical development in the stories. The
romantic ending to "The Spitfire" seems forced,
and, in "Across the Border" it is hardly probable
the girl would have turned on the hero without
additional justification. Miss Guinan lives up
to her reputation as a western gun-woman and
there are several fights in which she gets the
best of her masculine opponents. Throughout
both subjects she appears in trousers. Speed
Townscnd is again her leading man, his work
is satisfactory and shows considerable improvement in screen technique. The manner in which
these pictures will be received will depend
largely on the attitude of your patrons toward
Miss Guinan's work, as her characterizations
of a western gun-woman place her in a unique
position among film stars. — C. S. S.
"Somewhere in Turkey"
Marked
by oriental
Pathe
reissue
starring atmosphere,
Harold Lloydthisis one-reel
well up
to the comedy standard of the previous Lloyd
reissues. The cast includes Snub Pollard and
Bebe Daniels in addition to the star. Harold,
as a ace,
traveler
finds with
himselfhis infavorite
the sultan's
falls in love
wife paland
complications commence. Finally the sultan
pulls a bone and confines Harold in the same
cell in which the favorite wife has been placed,
enraged, he tears out the bars, but Harold
proves equal to the situation. — C. S. S.
Plan

New Exploitation
for Universal Subjects
Marc Lachman has been placed in charge of
the special exploitation and publicity department
created
by theplaying
Universal
Big "U"productions.
Exchange
for exhibitors
all Universal
This department will assist the exhibitor in
exploiting the Universal-Jewel features, Special Attractions, Century and Star Comedies,
serials, weeklies and other products of the Universal organization.
Special campaigns have been devised on the
various attractions and Lachmann will render
exploitation suggestions and put over actual
exploitation for the exhibitor. He will prepare
ad copy, publicity matter, execute stunt campaigns, etc., in advance and during the run of
the picture.
Thomas Hopkins Joins
Realart Scenario Staff
Greatly increased production at the Rea'art
studio has made it necessary for Supervising
Director Elmer Harris to add still another
scenario writer to his constantly growing staff
The newcomer is Thomas J. Hopkins, who
entered motion pictures four years ago as a
scenarist for Ince, later working for Neal Hart,
Henry Walthall and Selznick.
He will be associated with Dou"las Doty,
Percy Heath, Alice Eyton. Harvey Thcw. Fred
Myton, Wells Hastings, Aubrey Stauffer and
Milton
Schwartz
for Realart
stars. in the writing of scenarios
Always Reliable — Always Dependable
Are Moving Picture World
Reviews
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RELEASE

DATES

Numbers following titles of pictures indicate pages on which consensus of reviews appeared. "R" refers to Reviews.
"C" signifies pages where may be found resume of reviewer's opinions. Unless otherwise specified, all subjects are five-reel
dramas. For pictures previously released refer to Bi-Monthly Index in last issues for February, April, June, August and October.
HALLROOM COMEDIES.
Country Chickens. Punch.
(Two Reels).
A Rural Cindarella. R-217.
Two Faces WesL
ARROW
CheMter Screenics.
L
Meet
the
Wife.
C-807.
New Wine In Old Bottles.
Put and Take. R-808.
Feature*.
Old Moose Trails.
The
Star
Reporter.
Chester Comedies
Serial.
The Stranger in Canyon Valley.
Stars
R-219.
Snooky's
Fresh
Heir.
Miraclesandof Stripes.
the Jungle.
Dangerous
Paths
(Neva
Gerber).
R-948.
The
Last
Hops.
The Yankee Go-Getter (Neva Gerber).
CHESTER
COMEDIES.
God'sductions).
Country and the Law (Curwood Pro- Eve's Leaves. Sketchogn-afs.
Snooky's Twin Troubles (2 Reels). R-8S0.
Seeing Greenwich Village.
Screenart Series.
Clnnl (Slow Speed).
The
(Jack Hoxle).
R-321. and
Five Broken
WesternsSpur starring
Roy Stewart
Annette Kellerman in High Diving.
FIRST NATIONAL
Marjorle Daw.
The
Manly
Art
of Self Defense.
Six Jack Hoxle Features.
Cnmphell
Comedies.
Five
Dramas(Ann
starring
The Sky Pilot (Cathrine Curtis Productions).
Nan ofSociety
the North
Little).Neva Gerber. A Nick-of-Time Hero.
R; Vol. 49, P-994; C-47.
The
Fifty-two two-reel Comedies.
ScrapC-803.
Iron (Charles Ray — 7,600 Ft.). R-641;
StolenStork's
Glory.Mistake.
C-49.
God's■ Prod).
Country and the Woman (Curwood
Peck's
R-90. Bad Boy (Jackie Coogan). R-*7;
Love, Hate and a Serial*.
Woman (Grace Davison).
Bob Hampton of Placer (Neilan Production).
C-943.Snare (Curwood Production). R-4JS;
The
Blue FoxJack
(Anna(Jack
Little).
Famous Players -LAskt
Thunderbolt
Hoxie).R-5J9.
Golden
ComrdlpN.
ald). Than Fiction (Katherlne MacDonEighteen Single Reel Spotlights (Violet Joy Passing Thru (Douglas MacLean-lnce Prod.). Stranger
4,694 Ft. R-320; C-529.
and Billy Fletcher).
Fourteen Two-Reel Broadway (Eddie Barry, The Conquest of Canaan (Thomas Meighan).
Salvation Nell (Pauline Stark). R-234: C395.
Harry Gribbon, Helen Darling).
7.015 (Ethel
Ft. Clayton).
R-441; C-493.
C-789.
The R-541;
Sign onC-789.
the Door (Norma Talmadge).
Twelve
Two-reel
Cruelywed
(Lille
Leslie,
Wealth
5.141
Ft.
R-237;
Paul Wieget)
C-789.
Noboiiy
(Jewel
Carmen-Roland West Prod.).
R-636;
C-695.
Crazy
to
Marry
(Roscoe
Arbuckle).
4,693
Ft.
Twelve Two-reel
Speed
Neely
Edwards,
Charlotte Merrlam).
The Child Thuu Gavest Me (Stahl Prod.).
Fourteen
Two-reel
Mirthquakes
(Bobby
Burns).
September.
A Mi.lnight Bell (Charles Ray). R-831; C885.
The R-95;
Hell Diggers
C-273. (Wallace Reld). 4,277 Ft. T.oonerville's Fire Brigade (2 Reels). R-880.
C-397. Bells (Constance Talmadge). R-8J0;
Wedding
The Great Moment (Gloria Swanson). 6.372
Ft. End
R-635;
C-695.World (Betty Compson).
ASSO. EXHIBIT JRS
Serenade (R. A. Walsh Prod.). R-320; C-J»7.
At the
of the
WifeC-759.
Against Wife (Whitman Bennett Prod.).
6.729 Ft.LiesR-929;
FEATIKM.
Dangerous
(Paul C-49.
Powell-British Prod.). One Arabian Night (Pola Negri). R-674:
6.356 Ft.
The Devil (George Arliss)
Playhouse (Buster Keaton).
What Women Will Do (Anna Q Nllsson).
The Golem
R-llfi: Prod.)
C-291. The
Bits C-1076;
of Life
The
Affairs (Special).
of Anatol 5.398
(CecilFt. DeMllle
C-47. (Marshall Neilan Special).
The
Rider
of
King
Log
(Special).
C-49B.
The Road to London (Bryant Washburn).
8.806 Ft. R-446; C-629.
The C-895.
Idle Class (2 Reels — Chaplin). R-674.
R-642;
C-47.
HMtol.lt LLOYD COIKDIES.
October.
C-895 (Elsie Ferguson).
Child Ft.ThouR-943Gavest Me (Stahl Prod.).
i Two Reels Each).
Footlights
7,078 Ft; R-808. The 6.091
Now or Never.
Woman's
Place (Constance
Talmadge). 6.641
Among Those Present.
Cappy
Ricks
(Thomas
Meighan).
R-96;
CFt.
R-1075:
C-47.
163. 5.926 Ft.
Never Weaken. R-946.
Two
Minutes
to Go (Charles Ray). R-96; CI'l.AX.oKlis
PICTURES.
The
Great
Impersonation
(George
Melford
159.
Women Who Walt.
Prod). 6.658
Ft. R-693.
C-759. Prod.). Sowing the Wind (Anita Stewart — Six Reels).
Experience
(George
Fitzmaurice
They Shall Pay. R-208.
R; Vol. 48. P-392; C-R. P-668.
Home-Keeping
Hearts.
R-693;
C-1023.
6.560
Ft.
R-827;
C-49.
The Kid (Charles Chaplin— Six Reels). R:
The
Family
Closet.
After
the
Show
(Wm
DeMHIe
Prod.).
P-55,
158. C-R, P-668; Ex. Vol. 4*.
Vol. 48.155.P-390;
Discontented Wives.
5,884 Ft. R-810; C-895.
BeyondC-397.(Ethel Clayton). 5,248 Ft. R-219; Man — Woman — Marriage (Dorothy Phillips —
Nine Reels). R; Vol. 48, P-391; C-R, PThree Word Brand (W. S. Hart). 6.638 Ft.
R-694; C-759.
The O.th IR A. Walsh Prod ).
Educational Ellms Corp.
Peter Ihbetson (Wallace Reld and Elsie The R-458.
fifisWonderful
Thing (Norma Talmadge).
Nov. 26.
Ferguson).
R-1074; Swanson)
C-159
UnderR-1077;
the Lash
(Gloria
5.675
Ft.
Kinograms (Sundays and Thursdays).
C-47.
Sellg-Kork.
(Two Reels Each)
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
Novemher.
The
Ne'er
to
Return
Road. R-808.
RELEASED THROUGH FIRST NATIONAL
LadiesFt. Must Live (Tucker Production). 7.482
The White Mouse.
R-96.
Christie Comedies.
(Two Reels).
The Ronnie Brier Bush (Crisp Production).
Blind ^Hearts (Hobart Bosworth). R-1076;
4.62L' Ft.
Saving
Susie. R-217.
The Sheik (Melford Production).
6.579 Ft. Devoid in ' R-340; C-493.
Falling Sister
for Fanny.
R-336.
Vol.
53,
P.
397.
The
Silent Call. R-549.- Nov. 26.
Fresh from the Farm.
The
Call of the (Marion
North (Jack
H"lt). 6.9S2
4.823 Ft.
Torch t Comedies.
THOMAS H. I NICE PRODUCTIONS.
Enchantment
Davies).
Ft.
Torch y a la Cart
R-9 45
R-219; C-289.
Mother
O' Mine. R-747; C-47.
Torrhey's Frame-up. R-335.
White Oak (William S. Hart). R-218; C-289.
Cup of Life. R-318; C-397.
Torchy's Frame-up.
BURTON
HOLMES.
J. PARKER READ, JR.
Mermaid Comedies.
(One Reel Each).
The Vagrant.
A
Thousand
to One (Hohart Bosworth — Six
Across the Grand Canyon.
For Land's
Reels). R; Vol. 47. P-1082; C-R. VoL 41,
The
Adviser. Sake.R-456. Nov. 26.
Seville in Fair Time.
At
the Java.
Wailing Wall.
V unity Comedies.
IGreater
Am Guilty
Glaum). C-885.R-86; C-149
Rural
Than (Louise
Love. R-829;
Thicken Hearted. R-831.
Santa Fe — The City Different.
Eat and Be Happy.
P-45.
ALLAN DWANI PRODUCTIONS.
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE.
Paying Patients.
Kohrrt C. Broce Series.
Issued magazine
Weekly subjects
lOne Reeland Each
— Contains A Perfect Crime (Monte Blue). R; Vol. 41,
cartoon).
Strolling Minstrels.
A Broken Doll. R-751.
Old and New England.
R-456. Nov. 26.
Chester outing Scenlcs.
MAURICE
TOUR Ni EUR PRODUCTIONS.
Jogging
The Last of the Mohicans (Barbara Bedford
Save YourAcross
Carfare.Sawtooth.
Federated
exchanges
—714Six
Vol. 47. P-689; C-R, PNo more Gasoline.
; Ex.Reels)
Vol. 48.R;P-827.
<;m«ty Comedies.
The Foolish Matrons. R-114; C-189.
Afraid of His Wife.
Screen Snapshots.
MACK SRNNETT PRODUCTIONS.
Oh Brother.
Call R-729.
a Cop (Two Reels)
Say Uncle.
SPECIALS.
Chester Screenle*.
Dangerous Wife.
Toys. R; Vol. 49, P-»8».
Love's Outcast (Two Reels — Ren Turnln).
Good-Bad
From Dear to Dam.
Mo\TK RINKS COMEDIES.
Buzz-z-.
J. L. FHOTHINCMA M.
MlNcelln neons.
The Ten Dollar Raise. R-I2i; C-J8T.
SquirrelAirFood.
The Crater of Mt. Katmai.
Fresh
R-811.R-692.
Pilgrims
of
the Night. R-831; C-886.
Could Columbus Discover An American.
Cleaned and Dry. R-219.
Note Refer to top of page for explanation of reference marks
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Fox

Film

Corp.

SPECIAL.
P-6»Vol. 46,a Court.
10,700 inFt.KingR; Arthur
the Hill.
Over
A Connecticut Yankee
49,
Vol.
C;
P-805;
48,
Vol.
7,600 Ft. R;
P-135.
Thunderclap. 6,700 Ft. R-730.
Shame. 8.200 Ft. R-789; C-885.
R-932; C-273. C-649.
Perjury. 7,400 Ft. Power).
R-448;
(Tyrone
Footfalls
The
Last Trail.
, JA „
Vol. 49. RFt.
9,559
of Sheba.
QueenC-947.
The 879;
WILLIAM FARNUM.
Greatest Sacrifice. R-205; C-267. 6.500
His Ft.
PEARL WHITE.
Beyond Price. R-326.
TOM MIX.
Trallin".
The
Rough Diamond.
R-217; C-289.
DUSTIN FARNUM.
The Primal Law. R-575; C-759.
BUCK JONES.
Bar Nothing. 4,311 Ft. R-809.
Riding With Death. R-456. Nov. 26. q
WILLIAM RUSSELL.
Singing
River.
R-731; C-163.
The Lady from Longacre.
SHIRLEY MASON.
Queenle.
5.174 Ft. R-693; C-759.
Jackie.
TWENTIETH CENTURY BRAND.
Little Miss Hawkshaw
(Eileen Percy).
R-807; C-1023.
While
the
Devil
Laughs.
C-273.
Cinderella of the Hills (Barbara Bedford).
R-95; C-159.
Bucking
Line 26.(Maurice Flynn). R-336;
C-397. the Nov.
The
Jolt
(Murphy-Walker).
Whatever She Wants (Eileen R-456.
Percy). Nov. 26.
SERIALS.
Fantomas
R; Vol. 48,
P-215. (Twenty Episodes).
CLYDE COOK.
(Two Reels Each).
The Sailor.
The
Toreador. R-446.
The Chauffeur.
AL ST. JOHN SERIES.
(Two Reels Each).
Small Town Stuff.
The
Happy
Pest.
The Indian.
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS.
(One Reel Each).
The
Village
Cut-ups.
A Messy
Christmas.
Fast
Freight.Snooze.
The Stolen
SUNSHINE COMEDIES.
(Two Reels Each).
One Moment. Please.
A Perfect Villain.
Love and War.
The Big Mystery.
Long Live the King.
G

O

L D

W

Y

N

Roads of Destiny (Pauline Frederick). 4,915
Ft.; R; Vol. 49, P-S19; C-R, P-796.
The Concert (All Star). R; Vol. 4», P-4«;
C-R, Vol. 49, P-135; 8,574 Ft.
Don'tProd.).
Neglect YourFt. Wife
(Gertrude
R; Vol.
4», P-499.Atherton
C-196.
A Tale of 5.574
Two Worlds
(Gourerneur
Morris
Prod.).
6,649
Ft.
R;
Vol.
4»,
P-415;
C-R,
P-469.
Cabinet of Dr. Callgari (German Impressionistic Film). 5.157 Ft. VoL 4»; C-R, 813.
Snowblind
(All Star).
Made
in Heaven
(Tom R-642.
Moore). R; Vol. 41,
P-995; C-149.
Wet
Gold
(Williamson
Prod).
R-4S7; R-4II.
Head Over Heels (Mabel Normand).
Boys Will Be Boys (Will Rogers). R-19S.
An R-440.
Unwilling Hero (Will Rogers). C-719;
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Beating theC-529.
Game (Tom Moore). 5,651 Ft.
The R-448;
Man from Lost River.
Be My Wife (Max Linder). R-760; C-1M.
SEASON 1»21-1M3.
Theodora
10.000 Ft.
R-1073. (Italian
R-47. Spectacle).
All's
FairHearts
in Love
(4,979 Ft.)R-94;
C-397. Nov. 26.
Ace
For ofThose
We (5,884
Lovs Ft.).
(5.7IJ Ft.). C-219.
Invisible
Power
(6.613
Ft.).
C-759.
C-895 Curve Ahead 5,551 H-694;
Dangerous
Ft. R-810;
The Old Nest (7.819 Ft.).
FromC-47.
the Ground Up (Tom Moore). R-948;
Doubling
C-159. for Romeo (Will Rogers). R-95;
WWHODKINSON
WARD LASCELLE
Rip Van
Jefferson). R-1074.
C-397.Winkle
Nov. (Thomas
26.
WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS
God's Crucible (All Star). R-319; C-529.
BENJAMIN
B. HAMPTON — GREAT
AUTHORS' PICTURES.
The C-R,
Spenders
Vol. (Claire
48. P-1S4.Adams). Vol. 47, P-769;
A Certain Rich Man. R-809; C-895.
ZANE GREY PICTURES. INC.
The Man of the Forest. R-434, C-60S.
The Mysterious Rider. R-1075; C-47.
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS.
Love Madness (Louise Glaum — Seven Reels).
Vol. Master
45, P-1067;
C-R. Bosworth).
P-1211.
The R;Brute
(Hobart
R;
Vol. 47; P-639; C-R. P-852.
ROBERT
BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The P-46.
House of Whispers (J. Warren Kerrigan). R; Vol. 47. P-1080; Vol. 48, C-R,
The Coast of Opportunity (J. Warren Kerrigan). R; Vol. 47. P-1080.
IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS.
Partners
of the Tide. R; Vol. 49, P-515;
C-R- P-581
The Face of the World. R-538; C-639.
J. L. FROTIilNGHAM PRODUCTIONS.
The Breaking Point (Bessie Barrlscale). R;
P-729; C-R,
Vol. 49, P-31.
The Vol.
Other48, Woman
(Six Reels).
R; Vol. 49.
P-627; C-R, P-705.
ROCKETT FILM CORPORATION.
The Truant Husband.
Keeping Up With Lizzie (Enid Bennett).
R-324 ; C-387.
HUGO BALLIN.
The Journey's End. R-113; C-689.
Jane Eyre. R-948; C-47.
RENCO FILM CORPORATION.
Lavender and Old Lace. R-92; C-149.
TRIART PRODUCTIONS
The Beggar Maid (Mary Astor — Two Reels).
DIAL FILM CORP.
The Light in the Clearing (7,000 Feet).
METRO
April 11 — A Message from Mars (Bert Lytell
—Six
C-47. Reels). R; Vol. 49, P-618.
April 25 — Uncharted Seas (Alice Lake — Six
Reels). Vol. 49, R-880, C-149.
Coincidence. R-209; C-387.
The Last Card. R-747; C-47.
Home Stuff. C-47; R-747.
Fine Feathers. R-847; C-493.
Over the Wire (Alice Lake). R-116; C-943.
The C-695.
Man Who (Bert Lytell). R-438; C-689.
Life's Darn Funny (Viola Dana). R-634;
Big C-49.
Game (May Allison — 6 Reels). R-829;

DATES

R-91
A Trip to Paradise (Bert Lytell). 6 Reels.
The Match Breaker (Viola Dana). R-9J:
C-529,
, „ RMiss Revell (Alice Lake).
Infamous
The 209;
There Are No Villains (Viola Dana). R-94;
1023.
. .
Alias Lad'ynngers (Bert Lytell). R-944; CThe Hole in the Wall (Alice Lake).
The Idle Rich (Bert Lytell).
Fightin' Mad (Six Reels).
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS.
Camllle. R-446; C-639.
S-L PRODUCTIONS.
Garments of Truth (Gareth Hughes — Six
Reels).C-1023.
R-209. C-397.
^ „ RHunch (Gareth Hughes — Six Reels).
The 944;
Little Eva Ascends (Gareth Hughes).
REX INGRAM PRODUCTIONS.
The
Power. R-339; C-493.
Turn Conquering
to the Right.

Pathe Exchange inc.
Topic*
Pathe Review (One-Reel Educational) and Weekly.
of the Day (One-half Reel) Issued
WednesEvery is star of
Issued
(Topical)
Patheday News
Hutchison
Charles
and Saturday.
"Hurricane
Hutch.' Fable).
Week of October 16.
Hutch (Smashing
No. 4 of Hurricane
The^onof^f Ramirez (Tom Santschl — twe
Fable).
Cartoon one
(% reel Lloyd,
R-944.
„.„,.
Ox(Gaylord
^h'e
Fro/and
reel
The
Your Debts
DidgeComedy).
Comedy).
reel
Law and Order (Pollard, one
The oneSkunk
reel). (Adventures of Bob and Bill,
Week of October 23.
M dny ) Hurricane Hutch (One Against
5 of
No. Fable)
the Bone (% Reel Cartoon
The Dog and
.„ , _ . „
,
drama).
The Flaming Trail (Tom Santschl— 2 Reel
by Aeroplan
Lions Educatio
nal) e (Major Allen
Capturin
—Oneg Reel—
Hours (Eddie Boland, 1 Ree,.c°me°>2;
Late Comedy).
Trolley Troubles (Gaylord Lloyd — 1 Reel
Week of October 30.
Hurricane Hutch (At the Risk of
6 ofNcch)
No. His
Fifteen Minutes (Pollard— One-Reel Comedy).
(Tom Santschl— Twoof the Lake
Spirit
The 2/3
l).
Ree
_ Fable
,
'
—
(Cartoon
a).
Monkey
the
Dram
Cat and
The Reel
—
Reissue
(Lloyd
st
Breakfa
for
Pistols
Comedy — One-Reel).
Releases for Week of November 6.
)
e Hutch (On a Dangerous
7 ofst Hurrican
No. Cos
Fable)
Goat (2-3 Reel Cartoon
the
The Fox and
Drama).
, _ 2 Reel
. .
(Edgar _ Jones,
Guide
d
Cupid. Registere
1 Reel Comedy).
On Location (Snub Pollard—Comedy—
2 Reels).
The Custard Nine (Negro
Just Dropped In (Lloyd Reissue — 1 Reel).
Releases for Week of November 13.
Crossed)
8 of Hurircane Hutch (Double -Two
No. Drama).
Reel
Doreon (Santschl _
The Heart of R-219.
CarReel
(2-3
Grasshopper
the R-219.
The Owl and
toon Fable).
■ 1%
Pocus (Snub Pollard — 1 Reel Comedy).
HocusR-220.
Crack Your Heels (Lloyd Reissue — 1 Reel).
Week of November 20.
No. 9 of Hurricane Hutch (Overboard).Edgar
R-336.
(2 Reel26. Drama—
Dangerous
Jones). Dollars
R-458. (1 Nov.
Pennv-in-the-Slot
Reel Pollard Comedy).

Note — Refer to page 591 for explanation of reference marks
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LittleR-336.
But Oh My (2 Reels — Truex Comedy).
The Woman and the Hen (2-3 Reel Cartoon
Fable). R-335.
The R-336.
Marathon (Lloyd — Reissue — One Reel).
Roping the Black
ucational— One Panther
Reel). (Major Allen — EdWeek of November 27
No. 10 of Hurricane Hutch (The Show Down).
The Comedy).
Joy Rider (Snub Pollard — One-Reel
The Cartoon
Frogs That
Wanted a King (2/3 Reel —
Comedy).
Back Reelto Comedy).
the Woods (Lloyd Reissue — OneWeek of December 4.
No. 11 of Hurricane Hutch
(Hare and
Hounds).
The Hustler (Pollard — 1 Reel Comedy).
The Comedy).
Fly and the Ants (2-3 Reel Cartoon
The Comedy).
Pickaninny (Sunshine Sammy. — 2 Reel
Somewhere in Turkey (Harold Lloyd Reissue— 1 Reel).
Pioneer

Film

Corp,

Luke McLuke's
Sonny
Series. Film-osophy.
A Western
R-640. Adventurer (William Fairbanks).
The Mystery Mind (15 Episode Serial).
Oh, Mary, Be Careful! (Madge Kennedy). RC-759. Woman (Pauline Stark).
The 821;
Forgotten
A Millionaire for a Day (Arthur Guy Empey).
In Society (Edith Roberts).
Wise Husbands (Gail Kane — Six Reels).
The Leech (Claire Whitney — Six Reels).
Peeps Into the Future (Six Two-reelers).
Ills Brother's Keeper (Martha Mansfield).
Realart

Pictures

Sheltered
(Justine Johnstone).
R-209. Daughters
Two C-699
Weeks With Pay (Bebe Daniels). R-541;
A Kiss
C-S91.in Time (Wanda Hawley). R-846;
The R-236.
Land of Hope (Alice Brady). R-114;
Such 689.
a Little Queen (Constance Blnney). CMoonlight and Honeysuckle
(Mary Miles
Mlnter). R-830; C-886.
Don'tR-113;
Call MeC-291.
Little Girl (Mary Miles Minter).
A Private
291. Scandal (May McAvoy). R-847; CThe 695.
March Hare (Bebe Daniels). R-538; CA Heart
C-696. to Let (Justine Johnstone). R-6S6;
Little Italy (Alice Brady).
R-539; C-695.
Her C-885.
Sturdy Oak (Wanda Hawley). R-828;
One Wild Week (Bebe Daniels). R-451.
The 695.
Land of Hope (Alice Brady). R-114. CSEASON 1021-1922.
Room and Board (Constance Blnney). R-S19;
Her Winning Way (Mary Miles Minter). R676; C-649.
Everything
C-1023. for Sale (May McAvoy). R-945;
DawnC-1023.
of the East (Alice Brady). R-945:
The Case of Becky (Constance Blnney). R947; C.-1023.
The Nov.
Speed26. Girl (Bebe Daniels). R-457.
R-C-PICTURES
Beach of Dreams. R-641; C-189.
R-88: C-149.
Black Roses (Sessue Hayakawa. R-4SS;
C-803.
Frederick).
Salvage
Cold
Steel(Pauline
(Six Reels).
R-538; C-699.
and Let Live (Cabanne Production — Six
Live Reels).
R-537; C-47.
Greater Profit (Edith Storey). R-11S;
The C-696.
When Lights Are Low (6 Parts). (Sessue
Hayakawa).
R-1J6; C-789.
The Sting of the Lash (Pauline Frederick).
Six Reels. R-931;(Walsh-Fie
C-S97
..
lding „Prod.).
ShamsSix ofParts.Society

FILM
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A Wife's Awakening (Gasnier Prod.). Six
C-397 Storey). C-273.
MoonParts.
MadnessR-94"
(Edith
The
Swamp
(Sessue
Hayakawa) Six Reels.
R-94; C-159.
The Barricade (Cabanne Prod.). Six Reels,
R-807 C-159
The
Foolish Age
C-47.
Possession.
R-218;(Doris
C-397.May).
Nov. R-1073;
26.
The Lure of Jade (Pauline Frederick).
R-335; C-397. Nov. 26.

ELAINE! HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES.
The Girl from Nowhere. R-539; C-ltt.
Remorseless Love. R-827; C-49.
Handcuffs
The Way ofor aKisses.
Maid. R-944; C-1023.
EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES.
Is Life Worth Living? R-641; C-49.
Clay Dollars.Charley.
Chivalrous
OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES.
The Chicken in the Case. L-5,261 Ft. R;
Vol. 48, ofP-728.
A Divorce
Convenience.
R-639; C-168.
CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES.
Bucking the Tiger. R-206; C-387.
The Fighter. R-830; C-163.
After Midnight. R-575. C-895.
The Man of Stone. R-457. Nov. 26.
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS.
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special). L-5,601
Ft. Vol. 49, P-192; C-163.
Who Am (AllI? Star).
R-440; C-49.
Conceit
ATheMan's
Home
(All (Vera
Star). Gordon).
R-649; C-769.
Greatest Love
The Highest Law (Ralph Ince).
REPUBLIC.
Man's Plaything
tague Love). (Grace Davidson and MonMountain
(Ed Coxen and Ora
Carew). Madness
The Gift Supreme (Bernard Burning).
Children of Destiny (Edith Hallor).
SHORT SUBJECTS.
William J. Flynn Series.
Chaplin Classics.
Selznlck News.
Kaufman Masterpieces.
REVIVALS.
Up madge).
the Road With Sallle (Constance TalScandal (Constance Talmadge).
The Lone Wolf (Hazel Dawn and Bert Lytell).
The Nov.
Iron 26.Trail (Rex Beach Prod.). C-397.
United

Artists

March — The Nut (Douglas Fairbanks) R-309;
Ex. Vol.
48, P-1043.
Dream Street
(D. W.
Griffith Production).
Vol.
49,
R-876;
C-387.
Through the Back Door (Mary Plckford).
R-439; C-495.
Carnival (Harley Knoles Prod.). 6,000 Ft.
R-113;
C-3S5.
The Three Musketeers
(Douglas Fairbanks).
R-211* C-397
Disraeli
(George
Arliss).
Little Lord Fauntleroy R-96;
(MaryC-163.
Plckford).
9.984
Ft.
R-573;
C-649.
The Nov.
Iron 26.Trail (Rex Beach Prod.). C-397.
Universal
JEWELS,
Reputation
(Eight
Reels — Prlscllla Dean).
R-206; C-267.
Outside the Law (Six Reels — Priscllla Dean).
R. Vol. Knows
48-465. (7 Reels). R-447 ; C-629.
No Woman
Conflict (Priscilla Dean). R-95; C-169.
JEWEL COMEDIES.
ARoman
MonkeyRomeos
Movie (Lyons-Moran).
Star (Joe Martin).

DATES

P.Robinson's
D. Q. (LeeTrousseau
Moran). (Lee Moran).
The Fox (Harry Carey).
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS.
The C-649
Rage of Paris (Miss Dupont). R-67S;
Go Straight (Frank Mayo). R-811; C-896.
Red C-896.
Courage (Hoot Gibson). 4,481 Ft. R-808;
High Heels (Gladys Walton). R-946; C-1023.
Nobody's
Fool (Marie Prevost). 4,640 Ft.
C-289
R-1076; C-47.
The Millionaire (Herbert Rawlinson). R-217;
Sure Fire (Hoot Gibson). R-93; C-169.
False Kisses (Miss Du Pont). R-457. Nov. 26.
Dr. Jim (Frank Mayo).
SERIALS.R-458. Nov. 26.
Do or Die (Eddie Polo).
The C-649.
Terror Trail (Eileen Sedgwick).
Winners of the West (Art Acord). R-67S;
WESTERN DRAMAS.
(Two Reels Each.)
The Fight Within (George Larkln).
Raiders of the North (George Larkin).
In the Nick of Time (Jack Perrin).
The Honor of the Mounted (George Larkin).
ATheBluejacket's
Honor
(Jack Larkin).
Perrin).
Call of Duty
(George
Fclr Fighting (Art Acord).
A Woman's Wit (Eileen Sefgwick).
CENTURY COMEDIES.
(Two Reels Each).
Mama's
Sea ShoreCowpuncher
Shapes (Harry
(Louise Sweet).
Loraine, Baby
Peggy Bride
and Teddy).
A Muddy
(Baby Peggy).
Tin Cans (Brownie).
AAround
Nervy Corners
Dentist (Brownie).
(Charles Dorety).
Playing Possum (Harry Sweet).
STAR COMEDIES.
(One Reel Each).
Should Husbands Mind Babies.
No Place to Live.
Should Stepmothers Trifle.
Paris,
Please.
Back Stage.
Noiseless
Line's Busy.Valley.
SERIES.
The Return of Cyclone Smith (2 Reels Each).
VlTAG

RAPH

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS.
C-R,
Heart823.of Maryland.
R; Vol. 49, P-61»;
Son
of
Wallingford.
R-943;
C-47.
Flower of the North.
ALICE JOYCE.
Her 947.
Lord and Master (Six Reels). R-764, CThe Scarab Ring.
The Inner Chamber (Six Parts). R-94; C-27I.
CORRINE GRIFFITH.
The Single Track.
Moral
Fibre.
R-945; C-159.
Received Payment.
EARLE WILLIAMS.
Lucky Carson.
Bring
In. R-1074; C-289.
It
Can Him
Be Done.
ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS.
ThreeSecret
Sevens.of the
R; Vol.
The
Hills.49, P-991; C-49.
ALICE CALHOUN'S PRODUCTIONS.
Peggy
Puts It Over.
The Rainbow
The Matrimunlal Web. R-220; C-289.
WILLIAM DUNCAN.
Where Men Are Men. R-450; C-629.
Steelheart.
No
Defense. R-460; C-529.
The BellLARRY
Hop. SEMON COMEDIES.
The Sawmill.
JIM»»Y AUBREY COMEDIES.
The Riot.
The Mysterious Stranger.
SERIAL.
Breaking lace
Through
McDonald).(Carmel Myers and WalThe
The
The

Note— Refer to page 591 for explanation of reference marks
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WID

GUNNING,

INC.

The Blot (Lois Weber Production). 7,121 Ft.
R-930; C-163.
„ _
(6 Reels). 5,884 Ft.
Quo F- Vadis
95 ' C- (Reissue)
397
Evil (Lucy Doraine). . 4,951 Ft. RandC-649.
Good447;
Girl from God's Country (Nell Shlpman).
6,957 Ft. R-448; C-529.
Ft. R-217.
Bucket. 5.098
The Old Oaken
Moongold
Bradley)
Our Mutual(Will
Friend,
7.698 3.175
Ft. Feet.
Post reels).
Nature Pictures (Twenty-six Single
What Do Men Want? R-459. Nov. 26.
| State Right Releases
ADVENTURES OF TARZAN
Adventures of Tarzan (Serial — Fifteen Episodes) (Elmo Lincoln-Star).
AFFILIATED DISTRIBUTORS
The Lonely Heart (Kay Laurell).
ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
Western
Hearts (Art Straton and Jo»le
Sedgwick )
Ghost City (Helen Holmes).
Crossing Trails (Pete Morrison).
Too Much Married (Mary Anderson).
AYWON FILM CORP.
The C-397.
Jack Rider
Nov. (Big
26. Boy Williams). R-980.
The Vengeance Trail (Big Boy Williams).
R-451; R-335; C-289.
The Shadow of Lightning Ridge (Snowy
Baker). R-451; C-397. Nov. 26.
The Nov.
Better26. Man (Snowy Baker). R-459.
Western
458. Firebrands
Nov. 26. (Big Boy Williams). RFidelity (All-star Cast).
LureNelson).
of the Orient (Jack Conway-Frances

BLANCHFIELD
The Tell Tale Eye (Allen Bunnell).
A Knight of the West. R-93; C-169.
C. C. BURR
Burn 'Em Up Barnes <Johnn> Hlnes). R-211.
EQUITY PICTURES
8tralght
R-876. from Paris (Clara Kimball Toung).
The R;Black
Vol. Panther's
48. P-1092. Cub (Florence Reed).
Charge
C-16J.It (Clara Kimball Toung). R-841;
Heedless
MothsKnows
(Audrey
WhatR-1077.
No Man
(ClaraMunson).
Kimball R-748.
Young).
EXPORT AND IMPORT
Wild ductions).
Animal Serial (15 Episodes— Sells; ProC. B. C.
Dangerous Love.
The Victim.
Captivating Mary Carstairs.
Star Ranch Westerns (Two-reels, bi-monthly).
GEORGE H. DAVIS
The Heart of the North (Hoy Stewart).
R-208: C-649.
THE FILM MARKET
The Supreme Passion (Six Reels). Vol. 49,
P-194; C-R, P-581.
The Spoilers (Reissue — Nine Reels).
ilmmy
Callahan Comedies (Twelve TwoReel ers).
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VICTOR KREMER
I Am the Woman (Texas Guinan).
When Love Is Toung (Zena Keefe).
Winding Trail (Buck Manning)
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
Double Stakes (Gladys Brocttwell).
The Able Minded Lady (H. B Walthall).
The Call
the Wild. R-323.
The
Fatalfrom
Thirty.
The Impossible Boy.
Follv Comedies (George Ovey-Single Reels).
Folly Comedies (Vernon Dent — Sinsrle Reels).
PRIZMA INCORPORATED
Danse Du Ventre.
The Sweetest Story Ever Told.
Gardens of Normandy. C: Vol. 49, P-625.
A Day with John Burroughs. C-764.
PRODUCERS' SECURITY
DianeBinele
of Star
Hollow.Dtimpllns).
R-K80, C-47.
Mr.
(Daddv
The Pnul of Man (Six Reels).
Mr Potter of Texas
Ci = sv Fitzgerald Comedies (Two Reels)
The Right Way. R-218; C-397. Nov. 26.
Squire
WelcomePhinn.
to Our City.
Trail nf the Law.
The Man Who Paid.
Irving Cummings Series (Two Reels).
REELCRAFT PICTURES
Sun-Lite Comedies
Hot
Cakes.
Scream Street.
Lion Liars.
Mirth Comedies
Sweet Daddy. (Two Reels Each)
Chick Cblck. R-6S4.
Vacation.
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS
Holy Smoke (Funnyface). R-810
RAINBOW FILM CORPORATION
A Girl's Decision. R-93: C-397
RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows of Conscience 'Russell Slmpaon).
7 Reels. R-1076: C-47.
STOREY PICTURES, INC.
weeks). Screen Review (Every two
Shadowland
Burlesque
Photoplays
(Elsie Davenpert)
(Once a Month). (2 Reels Each).
SUNNYWEST FILMS
of the Law (Frltzl Rldgeway).
AShadows
Hated Lover.
Reclaimed (Mabel Julienne Scott).
Fifteen Two-Reel Shorty Hamilton Westerns.
SONORA FILMS
Tradition. R-441; C-273.
TEXAS GUINAN PRODUCTIONS
Texas of the Mounted R-1U73.
Code of the West. R-94.
WESTERN PICTURES
EXPLOITATION
A Dangerous Pastime.
That Something. R-758.
Scattergood Stories (Two Reel Comedies).
The Masked Avenger (Lester Cuneo).
WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Partners of the Sunset (Allene Ray).
Lady Luck (Allene Ray).
WORLD FILM CORPORATION
Whispering Shadows (Lucy Cotton)
The R-757;
Wakefield
C-49. Case (Herbert Rawllnson)

DATES

Hell's Border.
Fighting
Daredevil Heart.
of the Range.
WESTERN CLASSIC SALES
COMPANY
(Two-Reel Dramas)
Bullets and Justice.
The Heart of Texas Pat.
The Unbroken Trail.
Miscellaneous
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Quick Action (William Russell).
Sally Moonshine
Shows the Menace
Way (Mary
Minter).
The
(HelenMilesHolmes).
High-Gear Jeffrey (William Russell).
Youth's
(Mary Holmes).
Miles Minter).
A Crook'sMelting
RomancePot (Helen
A Rough-shod Fighter (William Russell).
The (Helen
LoggersHolmes).
of Hell-Roarin's Mountain
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage).
ASTA FILMS, INC.
Hamlet (Asta Neilson). R-336.
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
Frltzl
Ridgeway
Westerns).
Neal Hart
Series Series
(Two (Two
Reel Reel
Westerns)
Helen Gibson Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Al Jennings Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Capital Two
Witches
Lure Reel
(All Comedies.
Star Cast).
KINETO

COMPANY
INC. OF AMERICA,

The Four Seasons (4 Reels). R-694; C-169.KINETO REVIEWS
(Released Through National Exchanges, Inc.)
(One Reel.)
(Third Series)
Kentucky Thoroughbreds.
Hiking the Life.
Alps With the Boy Scouts.
Manhattan
Eccentricities of the Wasp and Bee.
Fur and Feathers.
My Adirondacks Outing.
The Chemistry of Combustion.
The
The Victory
Delta of Pageants.
the Nile.
A Glimpse of the Animal Kingdom.
URBAN'S MOVIE CHATS
(Released Through State Rights Exchanges)
First (OneSeries
Reel).from No. 1 to 26, Inclusive
Second(One Series
Reel). from No. 27 to 62, Inclusive
EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
January
— Martin
"Jungle AdvenC-1023.
tures." R-449;Johnson's
C-649.
January — His Nibs (Chic Sale). R-94T;
W. KURTZ & CO.
Shattered (Foreign Film). R-460. Nov. 26.
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Shadows of the West (Hedda Nova).
The Ella
Lotus Blossom. R-809; C-159.
The Great Hall).
Reward (Serial — Francis Ford and
Burns).
King Cole Comedies (One Reel Each — Bossy

Klneto
Educational).
Rainbow Reviews
Comedies(One-Reel
(Edna Shlpman
and John
Junior) (Two Reels Each).
WILL ROGERS
FILM DISTRIBUTORS LEAGUE
The
Ropin'
Fool
(Two Reels). R-335.
(Reissues)
WESTERN FEATURES PRODUCMatrlmoniac stance(Douglas
Fairbanks
and
ConROMAYNE
SUPERFILM CO.
Talmadge).
TIONS, INC.
The Toreador (3.600 Feet).
Truthful Tulliver (Wm. S. Hart).
Rigoletto
(6,000
Feet).
"Bill" Fairbanks)
The Primal Lure (Wm. S. Hart). R-93.
Go Get (Featuring
Him.
TEMPLE PRODUCING COMPANY
A Western Demon (William Fairbanks). R-96.
GRAPHIC
Mother Eternal (Vivian Martin — Seven
Johnny
Ring and The Captain's Sword. 4,670
WARNER BROS.
Reels). R; Vol. 49. P-990: C-46.
Ft. R-96.
Why
Girls
Leave
Home
(Anna
Q.
Nllsson).
R-219.
JANS PICTURES
R-210; C-273.
SACRED
FILMS
Parted Curtains (H. B. Walthall and Mary
Man and Woman.
R-447; C-529.
Alden). R-94; C-397. Nov. 26.
The Bible.
The Amazing Lovers. R-946.
Note — Refer to page 591 for explanation of reference marks
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Foolishness
Recently I went into a small theatre up in
Mt. Vernon, New York, known as The Little
Playhouse. I was inviegled into the place by
a sign announcing that real rarity, a good
comedy. At least I had been told the one
then and there playing was good, and — it was.
I paid an admission to see a show, BUT
right off the bat was forced to either close my
eyes or be forced to look at several hundred
feet of a sort of animated billboard of local
merchants. I felt aggrieved. I most emphatically had NOT bought a ticket to a show with
any understanding that I would have to, willy
ni ly, read a lot of advertisements.
And this was not all. Right square under
the picture, its lighted music so high it came
against the bottom of the black border of the
screen, was an organ. True the organist did
exercise common sense and use a rather dim
light, but the thing was, nevertheless, so located that it constituted a crime against my own
eyes of other patrons, against the actors on
that screen who were put into competition
against that glare spot, and against the motion
picture industry because the day will come
when such abuses will have so injured eyesight
in general that there will be a great time and

F.H.RICHARDSON

cry against motion pictures as endangering the
eyesight of future generations.
What the Manager Said
I called the manager, who may or may not
have also been the exhibitor, and tried to show
him the harm of such a thing. He admitted
it but declared it could not be remedied. I
suggested placing a screen behind the organist,
but he said it could not be done. I suggested
moving the organ to a position where it would
be sidewise to the screen. He said it could
not be moved. He remarked that the people of
Mt.
the yet
mostnone
"finciky"
of any he
had Vernon
yet dealtwerewith,
had complained
about the light.
I explained to him that that fact was absolutely no proof it was not injuring his business, because not one in a thousand would realize the harm the organ light was doing. They
would merely know that their eyes pained, and
would
attribute
"the pictures."
I wasfalsely
surprised
at ithisto statement
that the
people were "finicky" when I found that not
only did they submit to having merchandise advertising made a part and parcel of the show,
but that they actually stood for the peddling
of ice' cream cones among the audience. Verily

what sort of an audience would this man acquit
of the charge of being finicky?
During intermission I went down front and
found it was quite practical to place a screen
behind the organist to hide the glare of light,
but that it could not be thus hidden from the
people in the balcony and gallery. I also found
that the organ could be moved. There was
plenty of room for it at either side, and that
would entirely and satisfactorily solve the light
problem, since with the organ to the side a
shield could be so placed that the audience could
see no light at the sheet music at all. Of
course, it would cost money to move the organ.
Ah ha! likewise oh ho! The old old ancient
cat is out of the old, old ancient bag! Of
course the improvement would, in due course of
time, bring back to the box office many times
whatever the cost might be, but those dimes
are in the distance, and the dimes it would
take to move that infernal music arrangement
are right in front of friend exhibitor's nose,
hence, as you who know the effect of perspecrealize, the ones in the distance look
large. tive, willsmall,
infinitely
and the ones near by infinitely
Might add that whoever the projectionist
was
sidered.he did very good work, everything conBe Careful
From an eastern man, who is a projectionist, comes a letter marked "Not for publication," in which occurs the following:
In the spring I propose
to try my luck at
exhibiting- motion pictures in some of the
small mining towns near here. I intend using
an American Projectoscope with a 108 watt,
12 volt Mazda as a light source. Juice will
be supplied
by a 12 volt
storage battery. I
shall
use a Mirroroid
screen.
Now Brother Richardson this outfit may not
be all that it might be for the purpose, but
when one considers that it Is to be used in
very small towns, which cannot support a
larger outfit, it changes the viewpoint. I have
proven to my satisfaction that the Projectoscope, using a 108 watt lamp, will give a fairly brilliant picture at 30 feet. Would be glad
to have your comments.

TRYING THE SHORT CUT
Illustrating the relation of the "Aw that's good enough" chap to the Union

The gist of my comments may be stated
in just one word, viz. : DON'T ! This is not
by any manner of means the first time I have
been asked this question. I have replied to it
through the department, at greater or less
length, many times.Don't
But the last time was
quite some time ago, so for the benefit of the
inquirer and any others who may have the
same idea, I will set the matter forth again.
Granted that the Projectoscope will do all
you say, and maybe even more, and that with
the outfit you name you could give a really
fairly satisfactory show from the viewpoint
of the folks in those small towns. Granted all
that, then what? Why, friend, just this: if
we are to accept the painfully bought experiences of the past as a safe guide: it
won't pay, or if it does, it will be the very
hardest money you ever, ever earned.
This small-town stunt looks mighty alluring.
I had the bug myself once, in days gone by,
but thanks be I investigated — looked long and
hard before I leaped and then I did NOT leap.
The average man jumps to the conclusion that
since the small town man, woman and child
have nothing to speak of in the way of shows,
every man, woman and child will attend the
show with their hair in six distinct braids, every
time it comes along. Looks rial reasonable that
they would, too. Sure it does ! And absolutely
the only flaw in that line of reasoning is that

596
they just won't. Why? Oh, well, I don't
know, but they won't One reason probably is
that they
are form
not accustomed
ment in the
of shows. to buying amuseThe Only Way
I know this good friend will doubt me, but
every man I have ever heard of who escaped
going busted on the small town idea admitted
that what little he did clear was earned good
and plenty. Years ago I said, and I still say
that the only way a small-town circuit stunt
can be successfully worked (meaning by successfully, that a fair return will be had for
the investment and labor involved) is to equip
a good big auto truck with a generator (to be
run by the auto engine), a professional projector and with a tent and seats. This has
been done successfully, but beware of bad
weather if there are dirt roads to negotiate.
Also even this is no fortune maker. The
trouble with the whole alluring scheme seems
to be that there are too many unforeseen expenses and too many bad weather losses.
Maybe this good brother can pull the stunt
and get away with it, yes — MAYBE. But if
he will
does about
I'll want
to know
how he did
and
so
a couple
of thousand
otherit, men
who hitched their hopes to the small-town circuit star, only to find it was not a star at all,
but a very mouldy and distinctly sour lemon.
Runs Two Battleships
Just recently a chap in Chester, Pa., wrote :
"Very
soon I will
of a projection
room equipped
withtaketwocharge
battleships,
meaning
by that that there are two Proctor Automatic
Projectors."
I was amused, because when I mentally compared the modern projector with the old spindlelegged Edison Exhibition Model, the Powers
Four, the Selig Polyscope, the Viascope and
the Lubin of 1908 or thereabouts, the newer
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Notice to All

Is auch
column
on*
SURE
publisonhed ourreplies
to squesti
PRESthat
cannot be guaranteed under two
or three
weeks
If quickstamps
action
, andIs desired remit
four. cents,
we
will send carbon copy of department
reply as soon as written.
For tersspecial
by mallcannot
on mat-be
which, forreplies
any reason,
replied
to
through
our
department
r«mlt one dollar.
THE LENS CHART
Are You Working by ''Guess" or Do
You Employ Up-to-Date Methods?
You demand that your employer keep
his
and upandto
date.equipment
He owes Initgood
both order
to himself
to you to do so, but you owe It to blm
to keep abreast with the times In
knowledge and in your methods.
The lens chart (two In one, 11x17
inches, on heavy paper for framing)
is in successful use by hundreds of
progressive projectionists.
"Don't Price,
guess."
Do your
RIGHT.
fifty cents,
stamps.work
Address Moving Picture World, either
516 Fifth Avenue, New York City;
Garrick Building, Chicago, 111., or
Wright & Callender Building, Lo«
Angeles, Cal.
projectors do, by contrast, in some measure
suggest a battleship.
Even as late as 1910, in January of which
year I came to New York City, the Motiograph was the only one as yet departing from
the spider-legged table. At that time the
Powers had a wooden table and four long,
telescoping legs, the lower section of which
was about three quarters of an inch or so in

December 3, 1921
diameter. And now, just as a reminder to you
old timers,
is abest
projector
sidered onehere
of the
we had which
as latewasas conthe
It is1909.
a Powers No. S, which same was, that
year
year I think it was, or maybe it was a bit earlier,
actually equipped with an automatic fire shutter.
Note the uninclosed table switch. If some of
our super cautious officials, especially in the
g-r-rand ole commonwealth of Massachusetts,
see that, they'll probably swallow their Adam's
No automatic fire shutter, NO upper fire
shield and NO lower shield. Wow ! and the
apple.
top of the lamphouse actually open ! ! And
just a year before that we were running in
Chicago without either upper or lower magazines. And so far as I know nobody was
really injured after all, though there were some
hundreds of motion picture theatres in old
Chicago in that year, with most of the projectors in the hands of rank amateurs, too.
Verily,
the
happyverily,
days. I say unto you those were
Book On Optics
Martin J. DeMask, Pittsfield, Mass., sends
four dollars for handbook and wants to know :
Do you happen to know of any good books
on optics? I am desirous of obtaining a
thorough knowledge of the optical system of
the motion picture projector; also of the
theory of lenses. Am interested in the projection of motion pictures without the use
of an intermittent movement. Can you give
me any information on the subject? Have
any articles
been published in the department or the World?
There have been several articles published in
the projection department bearing on the
matter, but they are not, I believe, of a nature
to help you much, and it would be a big task to
look
severalthem
years.up, as they are scattered through
As to a book dealing with the optics of the
motion picture projector, aside from my own
book, I know of none I can recommend, except
the book
known
"Optic
Projection,"
Simon
Henry
and as
Henry
Phelps
Gage. Thisby
work I can recommend to you, though how
far it will assist you in the matter of nonintermittent projection I cannot say.
As to books on the theory of optics, they are
many and excellent. I will ask John Solar to
advise you, if he will; also any others who
know of books having special value. Address
Friend
Mass. DeMask, at 99 Eagle street, Pittsfield,
My own handbook will not aid you in the
matter of non-intermittent projection. It is a
problem many have tried to solve, and to date
none have succeeded. C. Francis Jenkins was
the lastceeded,tobut still
advise
had "almost"
suchad ussomehe points
to straighten
out before the thing would be perfect. And
that is just it. Several have arrived at that
same point and — stuck fast. It seems to be
that last little thing which is insurmountable,
or has been to date. Jenkins may get his difficulties ironed out. He has extraordinary
facilities, but .
Reel End Alarm
A chief projectionist down in the gr-r-r-and
old State
of alarm
Pennsylvania,
the varnish reel end
as followsindorses
:
Brother Richardson: In a recent issue you
describe a reel end alarm which consists of
aof spot
eachvarnish
reel. on a few frames near the end
This interested me because I have often
used the same method myself. As to It not
showing on the screen, why I would say It
does and it does not, meaning that if a
proper varnish be used. I will vouch for
the fact that not one out of a thousand
would be able to detect it.
To put it another way its detection would
be impossible except to the eye of an expert,
and unless he knew it was there he might
himself not see it. But on the other hand
if a wrong varnish be used the result might
be quite visible.
Suppose you will say the varnish reel-end
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alarm chap woke me up. too, as I have never
before written the department, although I
have read it ever since it originated. Well,
anyhow
this won't
the lastmytime.
good reasons
do notbe publish
name Foror
address.
What Is the Best Varnish f
Glad you found the varnish idea good. But
why did you not tell us what sort of varnish
is best. The idea is to varnish two or three
frames of film at the point where change-over
comes.
The light from this varnish will he reflected
back, giving the effect of a flash of light which
may be seen all over the projection room. By
adding a bit of color, such as amber or rose,
the light is made more discernible. My own
view is that a rather thin and very clear varnish
is the thing. Should think white demar would
be the thing. I agree that if the right varnish
be used the effect on the screen would be almost
invisible.
Better varnish about three frames, separated
from each other by a couple of frames.
Suppose some of you fellows try this out and
report. It looks good to Me, I and Company,
except that
thatpart
varnish
about
of it?don't dry so quick. How
Practical Things for Mazda Men
Charles Oldham, Projectionist Lilly Theatre,
Plainfield, Conn., writes :
Inclosed find money order for three dollars to renew my subscription to the World.
I wrote you a good while ago with regard to
the trouble I was having with Mazda lamps.
Am glad to say that I have located and remedied it. It was caused by the lamphouse being out of line.
Four weeks ago we have a picture some
of the scenes of which were very dark and
the lines of titles converged at the right hand
side. I made up my mind that it was up
to me to get things right, so when the show
closed I stayed behind.
Without film in I set to pull 25 amperes
and, opening the projector gate shot the
white light at the screen. When I closed the
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dowser, which has a small hole In its center,
the light therefrom showed on the projection lens as per A in the drawing. This

WHAT TESTS SHOWED
from Mr. Oldham's Diagrams
proved
to me that about one third of the lens
was dark.
I was not long in concluding that the
trouble was due to the lamphouse being out
of line. I secured two washers, each 1-16
of an inch thick, and placed them on top of
the guide rollers on back of lamphouse,
which tilted the lamphouse forward. I then
set
for side-line, with result as per
B inthethelamp
drawing.
I then projected the picture and the light
was very much stronger; also the other
trouble entirely cleared up. If this will help
any brother projectionist I will feel well
repaid for the trouble of writing it.
the kind
of others
talk, brother
Oldham.
HeThat's
who tries
to help
in the end
helps
himself. What you have contributed may aid
some other man with similar trouble, and if so
it will also help all those thousands of people
he projects pictures for. Thus, you see, one
never knows how far a simple act may reach
in the end.
In this connection men handling Mazda lamps
should clearly understand that getting the center
of the filament exactly on the axis of the
lens system is of great importance.
Even so little as a thirty second of an inch
off line will seriously affect results, and if the
filament be 1-16 of an inch out of line (off the
optical axis) the screen illumination will suffer
very much indeed.

Theatre Chain School
Charles Dentlebeck, Supervisor of Projection
for the Famous Players Canadian Corporation,
has inaugurated a school for projection for the
men under him. The innovation starts at 21
Adelaide street, Toronto.
Dentlebeck has for some time been planning
to hold weekly classes for the Famous Players
Canadian Corporation projectionists. Whether
these classes will be available to men outside
the F. P. C. Corporation I do not know.
Will brother Dentlebeck advise me on that
The first class was held November 4. The
corporation publishes a four page sheet for the
benefit? of its employes solely. It is called the
point
In and Out of Focus. On its front page,
October 29 issue, it winds up an article descriptive of Dentlebeck's new move, as folHelpful and Interesting
"Our little school will be established at the
request of our own men," Mr. Dentlebeck said
yesterday. "We will make the classes as
helpful and interesting as possible. The
lows :" will be held Friday morning. Nofirst class
vember 4. General discussions of subjects
of interest to the projectionist will feature
these meetings. I receive many requests for
information from projectionists in many
parts of the country, and the questions and
answers will be taken up each week. I want
as many of our own men to attend the sesas possible."
The sionssubject
of lenses will be taken up
early In Mr. Dentlebeck's course. Richardson'scussed.
Hand Book
will beworks
studied
disVarious optical
will and
be considered. Hawker's Electrical Guide will also
play an important part in the sessions.
I hope
worksin out
well,cities
but don't
quite
see the
howscheme
the men
other
than
Toronto can be very much benefited. Anyhow
I shall watch the plan with much interest and
trust that not only Dentlebeck himself, but some
of the men as well will let me know, from time
to time, exactly how the scheme works out in
practice.
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Theatre

ER

Tendencies

were built chiefly ofof
wood, ornamental
plaster
the
the development of the
has been from
By Architect's
ELMER GEORGE KIEHLER
Point
View
GREAT
and stucco, and decorated.
These materials
nt for comfort and
plan and arrangeme
Editor's
Note.
—
Mr.
Kiehlcr
is
associated
convenience of patrons and the archi- with C. Howard Crane, the noted theatre archi- are of such a nature that when used on the exterior of a building, are more or less temporary.
tectural grandeur of the entrances, lobbies,
by whom the houses illustrated herewith The building
was usually outlined with electric
foyers and mezzanines in the modern picture ivere tectdesigned.
theatre during the past two years.
lights.
The entrance was vestibuled a few feet and
Many have written at length, dwelling upon
the mechanical equipment and installation, but patrons. Motion picture theatres in those days large wood poster and photo frames with
only in their infancy. As a general case, pediments and ornamentations above, were the
very little space has been devoted to that fea- awere
store building was chosen and remodeled by only adornment of the walls. In some cases the
ture of the theatre which decides its rank
introduction of colored tile added a touch of
with other houses of the country. I do not the removal of the store fronts and the building interest.
of a few sets of doors, a center box office,
wish to be misunderstood, as I fully appreciate ain small
vestibule, barely large enough to be
the value of the mechanical installation which
At first these moving picture theatres were
worthy of the name, at which point an usher only one story but the exterior treatment was
adds greatly to our comfort during extreme was
stationed
with
a
ticket
chopper.
Adjoining
weather and which is an essential and the
carried up several floors higher to screen from
which served only in the ca- view the old structure. This was accomplished
nerve-center of the structure, yet, we must ad- this vestibule,
pacity
of
a
passage,
was
a
small
foyer
of
five
with the aid of signs and banners. Where this
mit that the impressionistic features lie in the
feet. No retiring, smoking or loung- was not deemed advisable, the old structure
arrangement and the architectural grandeur ; to fifteen
ing rooms were provided.
was given a few coats of paint.
in the aesthetic quality of the decorations and
The First Picture Theatre
The movies gradually grew more and more
furnishings. Therefore, a great amount of
Some of the first picture theatres erected, popular with the people and new theatres of
stress should be given this particular phase.
Only a decade ago, little consideration was contained only a few hundred seats, and were larger capacities made their appearances. It
given to the comfort and convenience of the as narrow as fourteen feet. The exteriors was then found necessary to increase the size

mi

f r icr *f t
THE OLD AND THE NEW

A store show compared with a modern picture house. The contrast in the degree of shelter afforded by their respective lobby arrangements
is typical of the attention now paid to securing the patron's comfort
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heighth, in the Capitol Theatre of Detroit, a
greater view of the entire composition can be
obtained.
Some Noteworthy Examples
Some noteworthy examples of the marked
progress in this direction are the new Allen
and Ohio Theatres in Cleveland, the Tivoli
of Chicago, and the Capitol Theatre of Detroit
Although at this time I wish to say as little
as possible regarding the nerve center or any of
its tributaries, yet, "Credit to he whom credit
is clue," I am compelled to say a few words in
behalf of the important illumination of this
section of the building plays to make the composition effective, other than the essential function, namely, that of giving light. There are
three things which stand out pre-eminently.
First, lighting fixtures well designed and
selected in good taste and treated as a portion
of the decoration and furnishings, add greatly
to the charm of the composition.
Second, the adoption of the canary and amber dipped lamps which eliminate entirely the
sharp, cold white light, so prevalent in most
buildings, and send forth a soft mellow glow,
soothing to the eyes and adds to the expressiveness of the decorations and furnishings.
Third, the unconscious focusing of the eyes
to gradually adjust them to the dimly. illumined
auditorium.
Consider Lighting Conditions
Further in explanation of this point, let us
consider the conditions the eyes meet on entering the theatre. They have been adjusted to
the bright glare of the street lights, the dazzling
display of illuminated advertising signs, the
flood and blaze of the marquise lighting.
Two steps from such a condition into a darkened auditorium has a blinding effect upon the
eyes and requires some seconds and often minutes, to adjust themselves to the dim light.
Therefore, lighting the lobbies has been toned
down by the introduction of canary tinted lights
and a darker tone is used in the foyers, mezzanines, lounges and auditorium. This change
in lighting is not noticeable unless particular
attention is called to it. Therefore, the eye
adjusts itself unconsciously to the auditorium
lighting.

of the property and, in turn, the vestibules
and lobbies were made larger.
A Problem and Its Solution
With the increased size of theatres and the
additional property required, the enormous
cost of frontage made the investment less
interesting. This brought about another problem which was soon solved. Less expensive
property was purchased with suitable entrance
leading from the main thoroughfares. This in
turn, made it possible to devote more space
to vestibules and lobbies, and greatly added to
the convenience of the patrons, who, heretofore, were compelled to wait outside of the
theatre, standing in line to purchase seats, but
who now can be accommodated in the lobbies.
Overcoming Excessive Rentals
Another way to overcome the excessive
ground rentals for the theatre was to purchase
a large piece of property on a main thoroughfare and construct a commercial building on
the front, using a portion of this building only
for an entrance and building the theatre in the
rear. The returns from the commercial building greatly assisted in carrying the ground
rental for the theatre portion.
At first very little was made of these large
lobbies, other than to decorate and treat them
well, architecturally, and to make them fairly
attractive as promenades and entranceways.
More and more were they elaborated and conveniences added, until today the lobbies and
foyers seem to be even more attractive than
the auditorium itself. Magnificent staircases,
mezzanines with open walls, lounges, tea rooms,
furnishings, draperies, carpeted floors and stairs,

all tend to add to the grandeur of the building and to the comfort of the people.
Popularising the Balconies
The elimination of objection to the upper
galleries has greatly assisted in revolutionizing
this portion of the building. No longer do
we hesitate to occupy seats in the balconies
we shunned a few years ago. We slowly
saunter up the spacious and magnificent marble
stairways, richly carpeted to the spacious mezzanine, familiarize ourselves with the beautiful
paintings on exhibition, occupy luxuriously upholstered divans in the lounges, and await our
friends, and then with a few strides reach the
balcony without realizing the height of the
climb which we heretofore avoided, due chiefly
to the lack of the proper environment and narrow steep flight of stairs.
The introduction of well openings in mezzanine has eliminated almost entirely, the low,
cramped and uninteresting foyers by adding
height, thereby enabling the architect to work
to better advantages with the architectural
treatment. A full two or three story effect
can be developed in this manner. Handsomely
enriched ceilings above the well openings are
often treated with sunbursts from which are
suspended gorgeous lighting fixtures.
Enriched cornices follow around the well and
above these, at the floor, are set elaborate ornamental marble, or iron balustrades, embellished
with cast iron ornamentation. The adoption of
the well has greatly improved the ventilation
of the rear portion of the auditorium under the
balcony, by permitting better circulation of air.
With the added height of the foyer which has
been carried in some instances three stories in

Comfort and Refinement
Probably in no other type of building is
there so great an opportunity of expressing
oneself in terms of architectural grandeur. Unlimited funds are expended in endeavoring to
create an environment of comfort and refinement and each minute detail is being developed
true to form and with great character.
Through careful study of the accompanying
photographs of some of the most recent theatres
erected throughout this country, a broader
knowledge will be brought before you of tke
great advancement made along architectural
and decorative lines.
RECO Hoods are
made of natural colored glass and show
| brilliant
and Cheaper
permanent effects.
dip.
and better than any

Hoods are easily
cleaned and last forever.
2 Sizes
10 Watt— 40 Watt

Co.
Electric
lds
ReynoZ6S0
W. CONGRESS
ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.
Also make Flashers, Small Motort, etc
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Newest

Theatre

Aldine

to the

is the most

WORLD

Public

completely

on

Armistice

equipped

Day

M. P. Theatre

in the world.

In

design and construction, and from an artistic point of view it stands as a magnificent
monument to the art.
It will interest you to learn that we had no competition on this job — Felt Brothers,
the owners, and William Steele & Sons Company, the architects, insisted upon the most
modern and efficient equipment, and that left no choice, the order going in its complete
entirety to us.
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V-T-Z

Proctor

Projectors

Automatic

Together with Our Complete
Hallberg

Electrical

Equipment

including 6 Electric Film Speed Indicators and 3 Recorders — 3 Arc Controllers — two
150 Ampere D. C. to D. C. Motor Generators — 5 Dead Front Marbel Control Panels
with Instruments — 5 Special Electric Circuit Control Boxes — five 220 Volt 100
Ampere Emergency Projector and Spot Light Rheostats, together with 3 Electric
Curtain

Machines

with remote

controls — 2 Long

Distance

Combination

Stage Effect Lamps — Electric Ticket Selling Machines — and numerous
The entire electric installation for the Projection end of the equipment
planned, and supervised by the Engineering
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LATEST
ACHIEVEMENT
In Ticket Selling Machines

The New 1922
Automaticket Register
Send for prices and full particulars
Automatic Ticket Register Corp.
1780 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

MAILING

LISTS

MOVING PICTURE AND
LEGITIMATE THEATRES
22166 Moving Picture by States per M
1Z1S Film Exchanges, (or List
196 Manufacturers and Studios
419 Machine and Supply Dealers
3674
Legitimate Theatres
Theatres U. S. & Can.
819 Vaudeville

SS.W
7.5«
3.5*.
4.00
2S.00
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Hundred

Seat

Solon

of

Spencer Installed Two Simplexes
with Simplex lenses which project a fourteen
seatin Solon
hundredTHEwhichseven
Iowa, by eleven foot picture on an Argus Crystal
Spencer,Theatre,
opened
recently
under the management of G. M. Solon, Bead screen at one hundred feet. R. W. Macis a model in theatre construction. As one Ewan, manager and projection engineer of the
office, supervised the inenters the heated lobby, which measures fif- Argus Desstal ation Moines
of the projection equipment, which
teen by twenty-nine feet, he is impressed by will be in charge
of Projectionist Homer D.
the inviting appearance of the marble walls
and ticket booth, the latter being finished with Flint, formerly of Des Moines.
the same material. A decorative painting
adorns the ceiling and is illuminated by nearly
fifty lights which have been attractively ar- Baltimore's New Wizard
ranged.
Springs a Bright Idea
Passing on into the foyer one finds full
Manager Sidney Smith of the New Wizard
length mirrors on each side which will no
doubt prove a great convenience to the lady Theatre, Baltimore, has evolved a device that
should
endear him
to attendance
the picture at"fans"
and
patrons.
A ladies'
has foyer.
also been add
considerably
to the
his house.
provided on
the leftrest
sideroom
of the
The main auditorium is one hundred and two
It consists of a combined program and time
feet in length and the floor drops three-quar- schedule which the passerby may read, and
ters of an inch to the foot. Comfortable reading, know exactly which portion of the
nineteen-inch opera chairs have been installed program he will catch when he enters the theatre at any time.
and aisle lights have been provided. The walls
are decorated and draperies of grey and old
As will be seen, by referring to the accompanying illustration, the time of the commencerose are used on all doorways, orchestra railment of the screening of each picture on the
ing and as a setting for the screen.
program is definitely scheduled and, by rePerfect Projection Assured
fer ing to the electrically lighted clock on the
Perfect projection is assured as the projec- bulletin board, the observer immediately
tion room is so designed that the center of the knows whether it is best to immediately enter
projection lens is on a horizontal line with the the theatre or to finish other errands and return later.
centre of the screen.
The projection room is a model of its kind
The invention should greatly reduce the
and measures eighteen feet in width by twelve annoyance to those already seated of having
feet deep and eight feet high. The entire unduly early or late comers obstruct pictures
equipment, which was furnished by the Des being screened and also reassure the doubtful
Moines office of the Argus Enterprises, Inc., as to whether they are in time to see their
consists of a G. E. Generator set, Fulco Reel favorite portion of the show.
Cabinet and other necessaries, including two
of the latest type Simplex projectors equipped
Levine Takes Over Abbott
Max Levine, owner of the Elk Theatre, Buffalo, has taken over the Abbott at Abott road
and
South
avenue, in and
the' same
city. Mr.
Levine hasParkre-decorated
renovated
the
Ncv? Wizard
house, installed new equipment and booked some
big productions
for the opening on Thanksgiving Day.
Mr. Levine recently signed a First National
sub-franchise for his Elk Theatre.

PERFUMES
FOR COMBS AND SPRAYS

The new Stanley — a
model theatre
The now ?2,000.000 Stanley Theatre in
Philadelphia is one of a hundred
picture houses that \vc have planned
In every
It Is not only beautiful, butfeature.
also practical.
We specialize
planningdetails
of modern
picture houses. AllIn the
Structural
are worked
out
our Structural
Our byexperience
Is your Erurlneerlntf
Insurance. Department.

HEWS LABORATORIES
CHAPMAN DOCKS BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Hoffman
- Henon
Co., Inc.
Architects
and Engineers
Finance Building Philadelphia, Pa.

A. F. WILLIAMS
166 W. ADAMS ST.
CHICAGO

COMBINED

NEtfS EVENTS

Und TOPICS OF THE DAY"
OLD

PRAGUE

AMERICAN
Jf otoplaper
(Trade-Mark Registered)
The Musical Marvel
Write for Catalogue
AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
1600 Broadway
New York City
amite
Fjr^Foam

r 1GHTING
TfIRE
APPLIANCES
FOR
THEATRES

Company
Engineers
Fire • Protection
200 Fifth AvcnUC New Tork City

Golem
o©
c e o a •
jO-je fi-K 2->s 4*vl fcV"' 9s*
CAROLINE WATERS

TIME SCHEDULE PROGRAM
of Baltimore's New Wizard Theatre

TITLES
FOR ALL PURPOSES - ANY LANGUAGE
10 Years Assures
Specializing
This Product
Yeu efin the
BEST
Moderate Prices Quick Service
PREMIER TITLE COMPANY
3S6-3S8 EAST 33rd STREET CHICAGO
BARGAINS— Rebuilt Machines
POWERS- SIMPLEX M0TI0GRAPH
Complete Theatre Equipments tnd Supplies
Write for Catalog
THEATRE SUPPLYMemphis.
CO. Ten*..
??R UnlmMONARCH
Ave.
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Arco^ndTruck

\&cuum

Cleaner

Hundreds of small and large theatres adopted
Arco Wand Truck Vacuum Cleaners with
a very no ticeable saving in time, labor and cos t.
Many of these theatres were already equipped
with permanent vacuum cleaning systems, but
ARCO WAND TRUCKS used so much less current
and were so convenient to handle that the permanent cleaning system has been abandoned.
Get This Booklet on Cost!

Illustrates use of the ARCO Wand Vacuum Cleaner
(No. 341-T, Truck Type) for cleaning carpets, runners
and floors in a Moving Picture Theatre. Very easy
to collect all the dirt from under as well as around
the seats. Can also be used for cleaning upholstery
and hangings.

Our
booklet
"Lowering
the High
Cleaning"
specific
examples
of the saving.
ThisCost
bookofshould
be readgives
by
every progressive theatre manager. Send for a copy and get
the latest information on thorough cleaning by the dustless,
noiseless, economical method.
American

Radiator

816-820 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago
Sal^s Branches and Showrooms in all large cities
Makers of the famous IDEAL Boilers and AMERICAN Radiators

Columbia
Projector Carbons
Columbia Silvertip Combination
From the beginning of the motion
Carbons for Direct Current : The
picture industry, every notable
narrow diameter of the silvertip
improvement in projector carbons
has been a Columbia achievement.
negative lower compels it to burn
with a sharp point, holding the
Columbia White Flame Carbons
arc steady and keeping the shadow
for Alternating Current: The only off the lens and screen.
carbons yielding a sharp and purewhite light, steady and silent, with We invite correspondence with a
view of bettering your projection.
alternating current.
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.
Cleveland, Ohio
San Francisco, Calif.
Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited, Toronto
American

Carbons

Company

for American

Pictures

.J
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"MARTIN >> ROTARY
CONVERTER
FOR REAL
SUN-LIT PICTURES
PERFECT REEL DISSOLVING
WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC CO.
• 12 8. Hoyne Ave.. Chicago
1010 Broke* Bldg.. New Vert

New
SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS
Tour own special Ticket,
any colon,
numbered;Tickets
everyaccurately
roll guaranteed.
Coupon
for
Prize
Drawings: $5.00, $6.00.
Promptthe shipments.
Cash
with
order.
Get
the
"L
samples.served 9e»tSend
diagram
for
ReCoupon Tickets, serial
or datedform to Government
AW tickets must conand bear established price
of admission regulation
and tax
SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand
$3.0*)
Ten Thousand
5.M
Fifteen Thousand
6.5*
Twenty-five Thousand
9. 00
Fifty
Thousand
12-54
On* Hundred Thousand
18.N
National Ticket Co.
shamokin. Pa.
RadiO

Mat

TALK from your eoreen
WITH your quickly
TYPEWRITTEN MESSAGES
60 RADIO HAT SLIDES $2.
Aooept no Substitute.
For Sale byall Leading Dealers
QUALITY plus SERVICE
Developing — Printing — Titles
backed
by every
a fair order
acale weof receive
prleeo — forare offend axial
deliveredupwltb
Writ* for iMtett Scale of Prioet
STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CO.
Mailers Building
CHICAGO
Phone: Central 2947

Film Cement 75c. Pint
Gelatine — All Colors
HEWS LABORATORIES
CHAPMAN DOCKS BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Date
^Jov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.

Name
30 New Bridgman
30 Peart
1 Unnamed
15 Unnamed
1 Unnamed
25 Grand
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A STANDARD
UNIVERSAL
400
ft.
capacity,
F
i3.fi
lens,
regular
and
trkk crank,
forwardlatest
tad
reverse direct rachet take-up. three all aluminum
magazines,
model, like new. olive drab finish, guaranteed.
HERE IS A RARE BARGAIN
WIRE onYOUR
ORDER NOW
with twenty-five
per cent, depetlt
ud
balance
exam
inat
ion.
$255.00
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
109 No. Dearborn St., Dept. 107, Chicago, Illinois
P. S. Write Bass your motion picture needs now. Most complete stock In the country
and any Information you might want at your disposal.
House

Will Cost $175,000
The new Batavia, N. Y., house, the building
of which was announced in the issue of November 19, is to cost $175,000 instead of $150,000.
as previously stated. It will be operated by
Batavia Theatres, Inc., 72 Main street, Batavia, N. Y., of which the officers are as follows: Nikitas Dipson, president; Daniel W.
Tomlinson, vice-president ; Horace H. Chapin,
secretary; William G. Pollard, treasurer, and
the foregoing,
John R. Osborne constitute the board ofwithdirectors.
The house will be on Main street on property
owned by Nikitas Dipson, manager of the Family and Grand theatres in the same city. Leon
H. Lempert & Son of Rochester have prepared
the plans for the house.
Mr. Dipson, who is the prime mover in the
venture, is one of the best known exhibitors
in western New York. He operates four theatres, two in Batavia and two in Olean, N. Y.
Will Seat 1,534
Plans for the new theatre provide for a handsome entrance at 36-38 Main street, a striking
lobby, complete modern equipment, a mammoth
stage and a fine ventilating and heating system.
The seating capacity will be exactly 1,534,
divided as follows : orchestra, 946 ; private
boxes, 34 ; loges, 90.
A feature of the house will be the decorative
scheme, the general theme being scenes depicting th early history of th state in the section
in which Batavia is located, notably those events
which landhave
to do with the history of the HolPurchase.
Offices of Batavia Theatres, Inc., have been
opened
at 72 Main street in the western New
York city.
143 Picture Theatres
Now in Saskatchewan
In his official report for the past twelve
months, W. Mackay Amond, chief inspector of
theatres for the Province of Saskatchewan,
Western Canada, shows that 143 picture theatres
are operated in the province. Of this number
fifty-two are established in the large cities
of Saskatchewan while fifty-two are operated
in
the towns. The remainder are found in villages.
During the year, new or renewed licenses
were issued to 168 projectionists by the Saskatchewan government. This total was divided
as follows : twenty-one were first-class certificates, seventy-nine were second class, while
sixty-eight applicants were awarded third-class
standing. During the twelve months, ninetyeight applicants were awarded new licenses
after having successfully passed the required
tests. Eighty-eight young men were granted
the privilege of serving as apprentices.
It is also noted that licenses to operate ex-

changes were granted eleven companies, whose
offices for Manitoba and Saskatchewan are
operated at Winnipeg, Manitoba. Picture* for
presentation in Saskatchewan are censored at
Winnipeg as well.
Buffalo News Notes
The Independent Movie Supply Company
will open a Buffalo office at 464 Pearl street,
December 1. Frank Davidson, now chief of
projection at the Mark-Strand, will be in
charge.
machine. The branch will handle the Powers'
Mrs. William Bork has resigned as manager
of the Buffalo office of the Rialto Theatre
Supply Company, effective December 1. Her
successor has not as yet been named. It is
rumored that Mrs. Bork will remain in the
"fillum business."
Elmer C. Winegar, former manager of the
Premier and Central Park theatres and now
western New York representative for the Pathe
News, has been appointed distributor for the
De Vry portable projector. Mr. Winegar is
also engaged in making industrial films.
nyeis
FRAI
WILL INCREASE THE DRAWING
POWER OF YOUR LOBBY AND BRING
EXTRA REVENUE INTO YOUR BOX
OFFICE. WE MANUFACTURE ALL
VARIETIES OF LOBBY DISPLAY
CASES, TICKET BOOTHS, TICKET
BOXES, ETC. GET OUR CATALOGUE
AND PRICES. SPECIAL DRAWING
FURNISHED.

LUCAS ™S*™= COMPANY
ATLANTA
: : GEORGIA
Sole Southern DiMrlbutora: SIMPLEX PROJECTORS

"THE
BIOSCOPE"
The Representative Weekly Journal •(
the British Film Industry
Or Special Interest OFFICES:
to All Who Buy or tori Fllan
85, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON, W. L
Specimen Copy Free on Bequeet
Forelcn Pubaerlptlona
: Ono pound too •allHnfa (fold)

(or Adv
Quantity
Quality Production
need and
Enfinrerlnf
'"
T!Prarnroa
RINALD
A I Iran Y™
rut Guarnltt
Mt Wo* 4lo* pa(__rata*
«EW Tin*. «TY
E. S. RINALDY

Picture Theatres Scheduled to Open
Location
Capacity
Manager in Charge
Bridgman. Mich
400
Fred Gast, Bridgman, Mich
Gillespie, J II
1,500
John Peart, Chestnut St., Gillespie, III.
Portland, Ore
1,000
W. E. Tebbetts, 1156 E. Grant St., Portland Ore
.Ridgefield, V\ .•< i
O. E. Foley, Yacolt, Wash.
McMmnville, Oi
750
T. O'Neill, McMinnville, Ore.
Marion, 111
1,500
Thomas Reed, care Reed & Yenn, Du Quoin, 111.
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A

Cold,

Draughty

Is a Danger

Theatre
Perfect Light

to

and a

Health

Perfect dissolve

The most popular theatre anywhere during
the winter months is the one prepared to
keep its patrons thoroughly warm and comfortable. If your present equipment is
costing too much to operate, or if it does
not give the results desired, communicate
with us immediately and we will gladly
show you the big advantages of a Sturtevant System. Sturtevant is built in all sizes
for large and small theatres.

B.

at Less Cost
With

get

(REG U- S- PAT-OFF-)
F. STURTEVANT COMPANY
HYDE PARK, BOSTON, MASS.
Offices in All Large Cities.

The Standard
ZM-G
iMotion

BETTER

REELS

GLOBE Reels are such for they are made to withstand
the hard usage they are subjected to, as is proven by
the fact that they outlast all other types and makes.
Made of excellent steel and fitted with a hub that has
a detachable spring, permitting easy replacement of a
broken one, they are far superior to any other make
of reel.
GLOBE

Reels are made in two sizes:

10* Diameter, Type FS-1022 R, suitable for carrying
1,000 feet of film.
14" Diameter, Type HS-1422 R, suitable for carrying
2,000 feet of film.
We shall be glad to quote prices upon receipt of information conveying the size and quantity you will
use.
THE GLOBE MACHINE & STAMPING
CLEVELAND

COMPANY
OHIO

We also manufacture special Reela for Nicholas Power**
Machine* and other*; Reel Can* and Reel Shipping Case*.

Set of the

Picture Industry

TRANSVERTER (double arc type), furnishes two perfect arcs in series simultaneously, each of the same amperage
and light value — and in striking the second arc the one showing is not disturbed
in the slightest degree. This gives a perfect dissolve.
And, throughout the whole operation
the automatic voltage control maintains
constant amperage without the use of
wasteful resistance, which, of course,
means less heat in the booth and less
maintenance and operating cost than any
other device.
These are but a few of many TransVerteR features that contribute to the
successful operation of motion picture
theaters.
TRANSVERTER automatic voltage control maintains a constant amperage and
steady arc without the use of a wasteful
resistance.
Literature sent upon request.
The

Hertner

Electric

^ 1904 W. 112th St.
Cleveland, Ohio

Co.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Cost Little
Do Much

SITUATIONS u/ANTFn Q- nar
AND HELP ""ANTED 3C per
All Other COMMER- c„
CIAL ADVERTISING 3C WOrU
Smallest ad twenty words.
Notice:
expect thatwill allbearstatements madeTheIn Publishers
every advertisement
the
strictest investigation.
SITUATIONS WANTED
YOUNG MAN, assistant to manager of theatre for
four years, desires change of location. Experienced
as projectionist and also as exploitation director.
Must have good opportunities for advancement.
Box 235, Moving Picture World, New York City.
PROJECTIONIST and PIANIST — Man and wife
want positions
in small
theatre. Address
Three years'
experience ;first-class
ET, 215
North Chestnut,
Iola, references.
Kansas.
ORGANIST desires position. Seven years present
position. Established reputation ; finest references.
Only
desiring
first-class
work
desired.position
State hours,
salary
and makeorgan
of organ.
Box 234, Moving Picture World, New York City.
THEATRES FOR SALE OR RENT
CENTRAL.
City ofSt. 25,000
population
finest theatre inMissouri
state outside
Louis and
Kansas ;
City. New building, furnishings and equipment ;
only year old; cost J175.000. Seats over 1.000.
Fully equipped stage for road shows and vaudeville
productions. Wonderful pipe organ and all the
finest appointments
theatre.
graphs on request. ofDo the
not modern
write unless
you Photoare in
the market for a theatre investment. I will sell
this property at a bargain and at your own price
if within reason. Small, proportionate amount of
cash son,
will Contractor,
handle. Sedalia
Address Missouri.
the owner, T. H. JohnEQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FIVE THOUSAND YARDS Battleship Linoleum,
four thousand
of bestat grade
cork wholesale
carpet. Government surplus stock,
less than
prices.
J. P. Redington, Scranton, Pa.
OPERAchinesCHAIRS
war camps,
booths,
and entire from
equipment
furnished
at mahalf
original ington,
cost.Scranton,
Write
your
requirements.
J.
P. RedPa.
FORA. SALE
— Two Power's
6A motor-driven,
110rolt,
C. 60-cycle
machines
; In
good
condition
; $148.00moving
each. picture
A bargain.
Webster
Electric Company, 719 9th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
FOR SALE — One Simplex complete ; motor-driven ;
condition
; 110-volt,
A. C.Company,
60-cycle ;719a
bargain at guaranteed
$245.00. Webster
Elcetric
9th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
FOR SALE
special Veriscope
projector.
Can— Big
be converted
Into motor hand-driven
drive. For
use in small theatre or large auditorium. Price,
new, $350.00. Never used. Equipped with Scheck
Adapter. Now listed at $157.00. Auto transformer
control, reducing 110 current to 32 volts. Value,
$75.00. No carbon adjustments. Takes 900-watt,
32-volt
Moving lamp.
Picture Complete
World, Newoutfit.
York$150.00.
City. Box 2.'i:i,
FOR
SALE
—
Two
Power's
OA
machines
; motordriven. Guaranteed Al condition. $300.00
takes
both. Real bargain. J. J. Ryan, Hogan Opera
House, Susquehanna, Pa.
CAMERAS, ETC., WANTED.
WANTED
— Cameras,
tripods,andprinters,
developing
tanks, portable
lamps, drums
other equipment.
Particulars and lowest prices. Box 236, Moving
Picture World, New York City.
FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT
WE
HAVE
thousands
of filmClaire
— 1-7 reels:
comedies,60
dramas. Westerns,
serials.
Productions,
Grahame Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.
FOR SALE — "The Secret Kingdom" (32) ; "The
Scarlet Runner" (24) : "The Girl Reporter Adventures" (30) ; "The Grey Seal" (32) ; also "On
Trial" (6) ; "Carmen of the North" (5) ; "Song of

PICTURE
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the
(5), featuring
Alice Joyce;
"The Suspect"
(6), Soul"
featuring
Anita Stewart;
also largest
selection
of high-grade Serials, Special Productions, Comedies,
Educationals, etc. Guaranty Pictures Co., 130 West
Jilth Street, New York.
Picture Theatres Projected
MIAMI BEACH, FLA.— Carl G. Fisher,
Indianapolis, Ind., and asscociates will erect
Altonia Theatre at Lincoln road and Lennox
avenue; hollow-tile, composition and tile
roof, tile and cement floors, metal doors,
ventilators, to cost $100,000. Contract let to
C. B. Floyd.
FARMINGTON, ILL.— Alexander Steel of
Strand Theatre is negotiating for site on
East Fort street for erection of new theatre,
with seating capacity of 500.
EVANSVILLE, IND.— Lincoln Theatre
Company has plans by Fritz Anderson, 108
South Fourth street, for one-story brick
theatre for colored people, SO by 123 feet, to
cost $20,000.
ANDOVER, MASS.— David Stanman, 6
Saratoga terrace, has plans by W. H. Petzold. Bay State Building, Lawrence, for twostory brick moving picture theatre, 60 by
85 feet.
ANN ARBOR, MICH.— University of
Michigan is having plans prepared for large
theatre, to include two auditoriums, one to
have seating capacity of 1,200 and the other
about 500. Address chairman building committee.
LANSING, MICH.— Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Scott will erect three-story community
house for M. E. Congregation, to include
auditorium. Two moving picture machines
will be installed. Address Rev. C. J. McCombe.
WILDWOOD, N. J.— Hunts Theatre has
plans by Mark B. Reeves for one-story
steel and frame theatre, 80 by 299 feet, to be
erected at Cedar avenue and Boardwalk.
BROOKLYN, N. Y. — Harold E. Wittemann has leased for long term of years
from Tuttle Estate properties located at
1248-68 Fulton street, comprising twelve
buildings, including postoffice building on
south side Fulton street, 100 feet west Nostrand avenue, for consideration reported
at $500,000. This is said to be largest holding in Bedford section and in heart of business district. Theatre will be erected having entrance on Fulton street, with public
market in rear. Balance of building will be
converted into stores and apartments.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.— Times Plaza Theatre, St. Mark's
placeH. and
avenue,
has plans
by David
LucasFourth
& Company,
98 Third avenue, for one-story brick moving
picture theatre, 60 by 100 feet, to be erected
at southeast corner Dean street and Fourth
avenue, to cost $30,000.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.— David H. Lucas, 98
Third avenue, New York, for one-story
brick and limestone-trim moving picture theatre and store (ten) building, 100 x 100 feet,
to cost $80,000.
JAMESTOWN, N. Y. — Mozart Amusement Company has plans by Edward A.
Phillips, Warren Trust Building, Warren,
Pa., for theatre, to cost $200,000. Address
Marshall
Peterson, president, Winter Garden Building.
TOLEDO, O.— B. F. Keith Company, 1564
Broadway, New York, has plans by C. W.
and George L. Rapp, 190 North State street,
Chicago, for brick and reinforced concrete
theatre, to cost $1,000,000.
OAKDALE, LA.— J. M. Heard, of De Ridder, has purchased Scout Theatre.

Every continent knows the dependability and superiority
of this
4 kw. work,
plant either
— the permanent
recognized standard for Universal
motionAlsopicture
raveling.
for circuses,
carnivals, etc. or
4 K. W.
Electric
Plant
Catoloave 30
Universal Motor Co.
Oshkosh, Wisconsin

December 3, 1921
NOTICE
Manufacturers and
Equipment
—
Dealers
The 4th Edition (25000)
of
F.
H. Richardson's
HANDBOOK
is going to press about
Dec. 1st, 1921
The new 4th edition of the Handbook will
contain more than 800 pages of technical
matter— 100 pages more than the last
edition.
A limited amount of advertising vHll be
accepted up to press time.
For rates address ADV. DPT.
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
Murray Hill 1610
516 Sth Ave., N. Y. C.

THE
CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE
30 Gerrard Street
W. I. London, England
Has the
quality
of theAll trad*
Great
Britain
and circulation
the Dominions.
Officialtm
Notices and News from the ASSOCIATION
to its members are published exclusively ka
this journal.
YEARLY RATE:
POSTPAID, WEEKLY, J7.2S
SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST
Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14
THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
THE CINEMATOGRAPH
ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAINEXHIBITORS'
& IRELAND.
LTD.
LA CLNEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA
Official Organ of the Italian Clrjematotrspa Ualsa
Published on the
15th and 30th of Each Month
Foreign Subscription: S7.00 sr 85 frants Par Assam
Editorial and Business Offices!
Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy
MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
AND SUPPLIES
WRITE FOR CATALOG
ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
THEATRE SPECIALISTS
Designers of Over 200 Theatres
C. HOWARD
CRANE
ARCHITECT
ELMER GEORGE KIEHLER, Associate
SCHLEY
Main Office: —CYRIL
HURON E.BLDG..
DETROIT. MICH,
eranch Offices: — New York. Chicago, Windsor, Ont.

LA VITA CINEMATOGRAFICA
The Leading Independent Organ of Italian Film Trad*
FOREIGN C0UNTRIE8
SIX DOLLARS A YEAR
Advertisement! : Tariff OH Application
Editorial Offices: TURIN (Italy)— CallerU NaxionaJa
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CHOW

Previewing

^

It has often been necessary for you to devote some
of your working hours to
previewing films. Perhaps
this had to be done in a cold
theatre — keeping your
operator overtime.
Think of previewing your program in your
own home. You can do this with a DeVry
Portable Motion Picture Machine. Attached
to any light socket — can be operated on any
alternating or direct current. Takes standard
size film — shows any size picture from 9x12
feet depending upon the distance from the
screen.
It is portable — can be carried anywhere.
Shows a movie on the wall, ceiling or floor.
Distributors in principal cities. Write today for descriptive literature.

The
DeVry
FACTORY:
1256 Marianna Street
Chicago, Illinois

She

Corporation
NEW YORK OFFICE:
141 West 42nd St.
New York City

fh&i£ad-dn

Automatic

Arc

best

by

your

films

possible

to

advantage
a

through

projecting
Bausch

&

the

Lomb

CINEPHOR
The

New

Projection Lens

The Cinephor sharply defines details, gives
brilliant illumination with maximum contrast
between black and white, and shows remarkable flatness of field. Made in the great optical shops of Bausch & Lomb, the quality is
the best — and absolutely uniform.
Write for interesting literature.
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.
St. Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y.
New York
Washington
Chicago
San Francisco

London
Leading American Makers of Photographic- Lenses, Microscopes,
Projection
(Balopticons)
Lenses
ments,Apparatus
Photo-Micrographic
Apparatus,, Ophthalmic
Range Finders
and and
Gun InstruSights
for
Army
and
Navy,
Searchlight
Reflectors,
Stereo-Prism
Binoculars,
Magnifiers and other High-Qrade Optical Products.

DOWN

IN

DIXIE

Control
Raven

Haftone

Screen
HAS

"The Watch Dog of the Arc"
THE
ON

FIRST
YOUR

BEEN
IN

IMPRESSION

INSTALLED
THE

AUDIENCE

when you install PEERLESS AUTOMATIC ARC
CONTROLS is the constant brilliancy and even illumination of your screen. The quality to unfailingly
maintain that brilliancy is built into the PEERLESS—
that is the real secret of its popularity.
Write for Circular.
THE J. E. McAULEY MFG.
34 N. JEFFERSON ST.

COMPANY
CHICAGO, ILL.

Majestic
Dallas,
Raven

Screen

Theatre
Texas
Corporation

One Sixty-five Broadway, New

York

610
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ERBOGRAPH
LUDWIG G B ERB

COMPANY
president

MOTION

PICTURE

DEVELOPING

AN

D

PRINTING
TELEPHONE
203T0
NEW

BRASS
RAILS
For All Purposes
VELOUR
ROPES
And Portable Posts
DOOR
HARDWARE
In All Metals

TICKET
OFFICE

AUDUBON

211 W. 146th
X O R K
C IT V

the

Picture
Partial

Equipment

Payment

Special
Motion Picture
Accessories
For
speed,
brilliancy
and
crispSquare
and
round closingshutters;
dissolvness, especially when lighting
ing and vignetting
conditions are not of the best.- ■
micrometer mounts; double exposure devices, etc.
Ask your dealer, or
C. P. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
317 M East 34th Street, New York City.

Hypar
Lens

COERZ

on

Plan

Let the theatre

Do you know that we will sell you a complete equipment for your theatre on the Partial Payment Plan?
We can sell you anywhere in the U. S. on terms as low
as ONE DOLLAR A DAY.

i ventilation
heating
Ur at i Mrv/eNtilatins
CPPLIrKi

Our motto, "Your money's worth or your money
back."Write today for our latest bulletin and proposition.
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
We are the oldest Supply House in the Motion Picture Trade
746 S. WABASH AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILL.
PROJECTING

ST.

Kino

RAILINGS
_ f%_ Iv/AU-lll * VjO
_OL, Wr*te for Catalog "W"
THE NEWMAN
MANUFACTURING CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO
721 SYCAMORE STREET
Branch: Chicago, III.

Motion

3716

THE

T

GREATEST

specialists
Itellyoulnow^
Send to day for
Booklet 6
r-PPUNS SYSTEfA i m c
i4r6 BRCADWAy
>Iew yogic, rt.y.
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EARTH

PORTER installs SIMPLEX PROJECTORS, Special Lenses, Robin
Electric Speed Indicators at 44th Street Theatre, N. Y., and Crescent
Theatre, Brooklyn, for D. W. GRIFFITH'S "WAY DOWN EAST."
B.

F.

PORTER,

EXCLUSIVE

EQUIPMENT,

729-7th AVENUE, NEW YORK
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Printing?
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success
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printing
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picture.
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Company
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quality

prints

OUR
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know
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Company
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printing
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ASSOCIATED

SCREEN

NEWS,

INC.

LABORATORIES :
OFFICE :
Flushing, Long Island
120 West 41st Street, New York City
Phone Flushing 2211
Phone Bryant 1939
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out the sign
and
J?

Free!"
nt have
won't
to put out
Re

Their landlord raised their
rent, Ren
so they
moved to the roof. And
t"!
what happened then willFor
make your audiences raise the roof with
laughter!
Cast Includes
LILA LEE
yo\
Jesse LLasky

presents

WALLACE

I

RE

D

"/tentfree*
STER and MANN PAGE
By IZOLA FORRE
Directed by... HOWARD HIGGIN
Scenario by... ELMER RICE-

Jlsa (paramount

Published by CHALMERS
Entered as second class matter June 17, 1908, at the Post
Office at New York, N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Published weekly. $3 a year.

Cpicture

PUBLISHING
516

FIFTH

COMPANY

AVENUE,

NEW

YORK

CITY

MOVING

Playgoers

Pictures

Father
with

Tom

PICTURE

presents

Tom

Wise

Directed by John B. O'Brien
Distributed
through
Pathe' Exchange,
Inc.
FOREIGN
REPRESENTATIVE
PLAYGOERS
PICTURES FOR.
SIDNEy GARRETT
"Father Tom" is one of those wholesome, human productions of "The Old Homestead" type whose appeal
to American audiences is proven by time and experience.
It is essentially an out-of-doors feature which wins
your heart interest from the start and ends with an exciting horse race, as vividly thrilling as ever portrayed.
Tom Wise is perfect in a typical Tom Wise characterization.
"Father Tom" is a feature you can show with the assurance of its proving satisfactory and successful.
Now Booking

WORLD
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a Paramount

and

a few like these:
picture

CECIL B. DE MILLE'S "The Affair, of Anatol"
GLORIA SWANSON in "The Great Moment"
"THE SHEIK," with Agnes Ayres and Rudolph
Valentino, a George Melford production
"GET-RICH-QUICK WALLINGFORD," a Co.mopolitan production
GEORGE LOANE TUCKER'S "Ladie. Must Live"
WALLACE REID, GLORIA SWANSON AND
ELLIOTT DEXTER in "Don't Tell Everything"
BETTY
in "The Little Mini.ter," a
Stanlaw. production
PenrhynCOMPSON
THOMAS MEIGHAN in "Cappy Rick."
WILLIAM S. HART in "Travelin" On," a William
S. Hart production
ELSIE FERGUSON in "FOOTLIGHTS"
WILLIAN de MILLE'S "Mi.s Lulu Bett," with
Lois Wil.on, Milton Sill., Helen Ferguson and
Theodore Robert.

«to the
general
j/
'ases d $103,never to Je™"' V , sea purse. He worn
m
July. And
ich greater
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BETTY COMPSON in "The Law and the Woman."
. The
none! greate.t dramatic picture ever made — bar

"MORAN
THE LADY LETT Y," with Dorothy
Dalton. OF
A George
Melford production
CECIL B. DE MILLE'S "Fool's Paradi.e"
"JUST AROUND THE CORNER," a Cosmopolitan production. Another "Humoresque"
JACK HOLT in "The Call of the North"
AGNES AYRES in "The Lane That Had No
ETHEL
Turning"CLAYTON in "Exit the Vamp"
"BACK
Hurst a Cosmopolitan production, by
Fannie PAY,"

GEORGE FITZMAURICE'S "Three Live Ghosts"
"BOOMERANG BILL," with Lionel Barrymore.
Cosmopolitan production
WALLACE REID in "Rent Free"
"ONE
GLORIOUS DAY," with Will Roger, and
Lila Lee
JOHN S. ROBERTSON'S "Love'. Boomerang"
THOMAS MEIGHAN in "A Prince There Wa."

and

20

more

Paramount

current
pictures

A i^O1!? PLAYERS- LAS KY CORPORATION

*16
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The thrill-a-minute play that has
been seen by millions all over the
world.

The novel whose
sales

have increased every year

since
written.

it was

Adolph
Zukor

present

in J. M.

Barries

*TI1E
LITTLE
THIS is going to be one of the real
big ones of the year. It's going to
uake people talk and come again.
It's the greatest part Betty Compson ever
A Penrhyn Stanlaws Production.

d

plaij

MINISTER"
had. The play is one of the greatest
that ever thrilled an audience.
And when you see it you'll realize that
Penrhyn Stanlaws is one of the really
great directors.
Scenario by Edfrid Bingham

(paramount
Q>icture
BOIOUS HAVERS l\sk> corporation

WitaJ^

CLASS OF SERVICE SYMBOL
Blue_
Nita_
_ Telegram
Day Lettei
Wight Message
N L
NlgMletior
tl none ot these three symbols
appears alter the check (number oi
words)
Is a telroiam.
wisciia this
character
Is indicated Otherby the
symbol appearlna alter the cneck.
RECEIVED

WESTELL

NIWCOMB CARLTON, prpidint

UNION

AM
OEOROS W. E. ATKINS. rm»T vte»ntMtOINT

"wightOF Letter
CLASS
SERVICE SYMBOL
Telegram
Day
Nightletter
Message
It none' el these three symbols
appears alter the check (number ot
wards) this
Is a telegram.
wltelts
character
Is Indicated Otherby the
symbol appearing alter the check.

AT
0W0SS0

MICH

1921 NOV 27

ALBERT E SMITH PREST
VITAGRAPH CO
469 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK NY
AS THE AUTHOR OF THE NOVEL FLOWER OF THE NORTH I CANNOT FULLY EXPRESS
MY APPRECIATION OF YOUR PICTURIZATION OF THE BOOK
IT IS ONE OF MY
FAVORITE BOOKS OF THE BIG NORTH AND I AM DELIGHTED WITH THE MASTERLY
WAY THAT DIRECTOR DAVID SMITH HAS PUT IT ON THE SCREEN
NOT ONLY HAS
HE KEPT MY STORY IN EVERY DETAIL BUT HE HAS ADDED TO IT A CRAFTSMANSHIP
THAT MAKES OF IT ONE OF THE BEST PICTURES I HAVE EVER SEEN
I AM
ACCUSED OF BEING AN ULTRASEVERE CRITIC OF THE PICTURIZATION OF MY OWN
STORIES BUT IN THIS INSTANCE I CANNOT FIND WORDS WHICH CAN TOO FULLY
EXPRESS MY SATISFACTION OF THE SPLENDID PIECE OF WORK YOU HAVE TURNED
OUT WITH FLOWER OF THE NORTH. PAULINE STARKE IS EXQUISITE
HENRY WALTHALL HAS DONE HIS BEST ACTING
THE ENTIRE CAST FITS IN LIKE
A CROSS SECTION OF THE NORTHLAND ITSELF
THE REAL JEANNE D'ARCAMBAL
AND I TENDER YOU OUR THANKS
JAMES

OLIVER

CURW'OOD
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The Oldest Trade Paper in the field

10th.

Luxe]

23rd

A

TREMENDOUS
OF

MODERN

UNITED

MARY

PICKPOR.D • CWAfiLIE

ARXLTTT

INDICTMENT

CIVILIZATION

CONDONATION

CNADLIN • DOUGLAJ" PAIH2.DANKJ" •
l-l I Hi AM ADRAMJ" - PD.EJ~IDENT

supremo portray
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c/tzfd/iood ~a Jhznoizj* story
and

tfie perfect duaC

vote — ■

PlCKFORD

Jlittfe

TOANCZJ"
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i-IODGJ^ON DURNETTt

^famous" j~torxj
SCENARIO BY BERNARD MCCONVILLE
PUOTOGRADUY BY CUARLES ROSUER
jfrom E. GREEN &.
DIRECTION BY ALTRED
JACK PICKTORD
UNITED
MAQY
DOUG

ADTIJT/ CORPORATION
DICKTOOO
CUAGLIC CUADLIN
LAX
D. V GQUTITU
UIQAMTAinOANKJAOftAMJT PQC-TIOCNT

UNITED
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DICKFOR.D

ARTISTS

CORPORATION
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WILLIAM
SHAME
toibh

John Gilbert
^Directed by
Emmett

FARNUM
in

Perjury
Directed by

J. Flynn
HARRY

<Jhe man who staged
A CONNECTICUT YANKEE
IN KING ARTHUR'S COURT
Story by Emmett J.FIynn
and
Bernard Mc Conville

<Jhe man

MILLARDE
who staged

OVER StoTHE
ry by HILL
Ruth Comfort Mitchell
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Rose Dione

Directed hj
Louis JGasnier
The dramatization of Harriet T. Comstock's
powerful novel, "Mam'selle Jo."
An unusual picture interpreted by an unusual
all-star cast, against a background of unsurpassable beauty.

Tully Marshall
George McDaniel
George Seigman
Will Jim Hatton
Jack Mower
James O. Barrows
Jack Livingston
Ruth King
Kate Toncray
Lillian Rambeau

fenced

by R_z

p|CT

UR

Jean O'Rourke
Pauline Starke
Ruth Ashby

" Conceit " is the second of the
Selznick Supreme Six — the series of
important picture productions of which
"A Man's Home" was the first. It
was directed by Burton George, from
the story by Michael J. Phillips, and
the scenario is by Edward J. Montagne, who wrote the script of "A
Man's Home".

"Conceit" is one of those unforgettable pictures that stand out, distinctive achievements of the allied arts of
the camera. Its characters are not
mere " puppets, jerked by unseen
wires," but men and women who
love and hate, smile and weep, and
fight intensely the tremendous battles
of life.

jV)

A

"Conceit" will interest everyone
who has ever known fear or conquered
fear — the fear of a relentless enemy,
the fear of humiliation — the nameless
fears of the night— and the fear of
what people will say. It is a story of
man at grips with himself in the asphalt
lanes of the city and in the trackless
forest. It is a story to stir the pulses—
a drama of deeds.

TRIUMPH

OF

ALL

THE

ARTS

From the lady of fashion to the
simple daughter of the woods, from
the millionaire sportsman to the wilderness outlaw — every role in "Conceit"
is played by a master of dramatic
interpretation. Wm. B. Davidson,
Mrs. De Wolf Hopper, Charles
Gerard, Betty Hilburn, Maurice
Costello, Warren Cook, Patrick
Hartigan — an impressive list.

THE

PICTURE

THAT

M

EVERYTHING!

~l

I

"CONCEIT"
CAST— A group of distinguished players,
perfectly adapted to their roles.
SETS— Staged under the personal direction of Albert d'Agastino,
noted Italian scenic artist.

the

EXTERIORS-the entire company transported to Banff, the wonder spot
of the world, for this production.
ACTION— From Fifth Avenue drawing
rooms to big game hunting in the
Rockies.
NOVELTY —A man's battle with the
terrors of the wilderness at night.
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Ruth

in

White

Produced
By Ruth
Supervised
By

High

points

goodness

Roland
Serials^.
HAL
ROACH

of an

business

honest-togetter

1. The Star; one of the greatest attractions before
the public today. For six years she has held the
public in the hollow of her hand.
2. Sets
The ofproduction',
a 6ize and cost massive
that areand
new spectacular.
to serials.
Production by the famous Hal Roach.
3. W^e stern story and locale; the same type
of serial as "Hands Up" and "Ruth of the
Rockies," each of which was enormously successful.
£ Absolutely censor-proof; absence of guns, knives
and underworld scenes make the serial as clean as
the snow on a mountain top.
Get it, and kick Old Man
out of the window !

"Every week is
Pathe Week"

Gloom
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Breaking
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WOW!!

Ferocious

Human,

Man -Eating
Vie With

Blood-Thirsty

Beasts

Cannibals

in the Greatest, Most Stupendous and Thrilling Array
of Wild Animals Ever Shown on the Screen.
(From the World Famed
In

That

Sensational

HAGENBECK

Whirlwind
Feature

Menagerie)

Five-Reel Action

"The
Master
of Beasts"
NOT A SERIAL, but the most daring undertaking ever
accomplished for the production of hair-raising, heartthrobbing and humanly diversified entertainment.

State-R!ght

Exchanges

Which Want a Powerful Business Tonic
Communicate With
AYWON
Nathan Hirsh, Pres.

FILM

CORP.

729 Seventh Ave., New

York
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Get-Rich-Quick
Then

Booked

Two

It to Show

Continuous
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Picture

this

Wallingford
Simultaneously

Weeks at His
Theatres

for

Big Broadway

The

The
and

RIVOLI

RIALTO

THEATRE

UNUSUAL

j

THEATRE

for two

first-run Broadway

theatres

within

a

stone's throw of one another to show the same picture, at the same time — even for a week — Hugo Riesenfeld
knows
the

the value

public

of a powerful

demand — that's

ford" goes into both

houses

in each.

box-office

why

attraction — knows

"Get-Rich-Quick

Walling-

simultaneously — for two
—
— —

"Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford" is the world-famous
by George M. Cohan made into a smashing picture.

the

weeks

play

Directed by Frank Borzage, who directed "Humoresque,"
Gold Medal Winner of 1920. Scenario by Luther Reed.
Settings

Opens

Sunday,

PLAY

by Joseph

December

THIS

It's a

Urban.

4th,

at

PICTURE

Paramount

both

NOW

Picture

Theatres
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RUSSELL
PRODUCTIONS

■

W

'urejent

°F
SHADOWS
E
ENC
SCI
CON
with
qAr cJJmerican
RUSSELL

Clayjic

SIMPSON

Supported
a notable cast ofbyplayers

d,
raye
vj)
may port
ectl
of earl
dra
grea
a e
is tperf
Her
American life, in the
frontier days of the west
Filled with comedy relief,
romance, sensational he-man
fights, its one of those spellbinding narratives that's
£oin^ to bring 'em to their
FOR
TERMS
ON
cfddreff
TERRITORIAL RIGHTS
RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Hartford Bldg., Chicago
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SUPERIOR.

ENTERTAINMENT

"THE

LIGHT

IN THE

(T. Hayes
Hunter-Hodkinson)
CLEARING"
Powerful Melod rama &u perior Entertainment
THERE
reasons
more and
definite
than the farce
** moralizing
trenJintoof
the limiarc- for
sex plays
objectionable
having "faded
insignificance when it conies to pictures. Such offerings as ** The
Light
in
the
Clearing
"
are
more
or
less
responsible.
It
is
not
difficult
forego one enjoyable form of entertainment if another, more interestingto
and of greater purpose, is substituted.
A worthy example of this has been accomplished in the dramatization of
story in the ishands
the dirertori.il
T.Irving
HayesBacheller's
Hunter. heralded
His keen visualization
plainlyof evident.
He hasgenius.
given
picture
winners. follower* another production that will add to hi« list of prize

THE

It would be impossible to outline the stbry, the lives of the characters
being interwoven with one another, developing a story each in itself. Suffice
it to say that it is of the " New England variety, and the time, long, lone
ago, Mr. Hunter's great respect for details has been carried throughout.
If anything
hold that
the "isatmosphere
were misting,
we did"cores
not innotice
He
selected toa cast
second to Hnone.
Each player
a partit.
that has required artistic as well as hard work.
The scenes depicting the attack on the jail by men intent upon a lynch*
ing, the suspense held while the young hero defends the law, is among the
most thrilling incidents yet seen on the screen and certainly well done.
There is a lesson for the young and old, the love interest supplied by a
clean cut youth who admires the daughter of a village snobs. And one of
the best things about the offering is the excellent photography. - Seven
reels.-f.i7/imi R. Gale.

DIAL, FILM COMPANY
'presents

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

DEC. $rd

^the

IN
ING

CLEAR

THE

A

LIGHT

T HAYES

IRVING

HUNTER

BACHELLERS

Production

Greatest

HODKINSON
PICTURE

S

Story —

* r

m
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"DISTINCTIVELY
Apfel

"TRAIL

DIFFERENT"

Productions

Present

WITH THE

OF

WILFRED

LYTELL

Personally Directed by OSCAR
First

of a Great

LAW

APFEL

Series

A REFRESHING ROMANCE
THE MAINE WOODS

OF

LOVE
THRILLS
SUSPENSE
ACTION
SCENICALLY

"APFEL"
Perfect
and

BEAUTIFUL

Stands

for

Entertainment

Pleased

Patrons

ACT

DISTRIBUTORS:
ITS

A

QUICK

REAL

FOR

SERIES

WINNER

SECOND OF THIS WONDERFUL SERIES, "THE MAN WHO
IS IN PREPARATION— A TYPICAL APFEL PRODUCTION.
IT'S A PICTURE WORTH WHILE
Through
THE

Released

THIS

PRODUCERS
516 FIFTH AVENUE

SECURITY

PAID,"

CORPORATION
NEW

There'll Be An APFEL Everywhere

YORK
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FOX—

WILLIAM

Few productions can
universal in its scope, and

boast of a theme that is
fewer productions can boast

of a box-office title that digs into the home
itself within the soul.
We, therefore, want

"ASHAMED

to congratulate

OF

and imbeds

you for booking

PARENTS

over your entire circuit, and the fact that you will show
our production for week runs at the following theatres:

Washington

.

.

Liberty

•

. St. Louis

.

.

Rivoli

.

Detroit

Denver

Terminal

Newark,

N.

J.

American

Paterson,

N.

J.

Elizabeth

Elizabeth,

N.

J.

Sincerely

WARNER
1600 Broadway,

BROTHERS
New

York,

N. Y.
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The

Exhibitor

Write

This

Ad!

Here are the reports of ten picked at
random from all parts of the country:
A. G. Schade, Majestic Theatre, Bloomington,
111. — Excellent box office records — unhesitatingly
pronounced
best production of the favorite, Katherine MacDonald.
F. A. Kelley, Lincoln Theatre, Massilon, Ohio. —
Fine picture. Good box office record.
J. H. Cohen, Hipp Theatre, Sioux City, la— Good
for money and good picture.
August Ilg, Wonderland Theatre, Lorain, Ohio.
— First class picture.
William C. O'Hare, Princess Theatre, Sioux City,
la. — Pleasing picture. Good business.
Paul Gusdandovic, Strand Theatre, Cleveland,
Ohio.— Well liked. Did well.
C. A. Barbion, Waldorf Theatre, Akron, Ohio.—
Pleased everyone.
Good business.
Stanley Chambers, Palace Theatre, Wichita, Kas.
— Thrills and laughter all in one picture. Audiences were delighted.
B. F. Brentlinger, Victory Theatre, Evansville,
Ind. — Thrills gave audience audible gasp. Good
business. Pleased all.
Frank Lacey, Majestic Theatre, Portland, Ore.
— Audience got many chuckles. Also liked the
thrills.

KATHERINE

PICTURES

MacDONALD

B. P. SCHULBERG,

PRESIDENT,

CORPORATION,
PRESENTS

MacDONALD

KATHERINE

IN

r
"Strange
BY
STORY
AND

Fiction"
Than
CHARLES RICHARDSON

ALBERT

DIRECTED

A

SHELBY
BY

LE

VINO.

J. A. BARRY.

First National

Attraction
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$11,473.00

"The

Eater"

on

world's
face

Day's

Lotus

record

of

WORLD

a

Receipts

sets

opening

largest

December 10, 1921

new

day

in

theatre

in

Sunday

con-

of

tinuous rain.

BOX

OFFICE

$6,315.00

Sunday

$11,473.00
12,547

matinee

Biggest

single

except for
$11,783.00.

A

Up

to

FIRST

Press

Total

Paid

Biggest

RECEIPTS

Day

history

of

in history

"Passion"

NATIONAL

Time

for

Admissions

in

day

Matinee

which

house.

of

house

took

in

ATTRACTION
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Were
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Capitol

This

is

great

star,

and

a

what
a

wonderful

JOHN

Theatre,

the

big

WORLD

combination

director,
cast

a

fine

of

N.
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Y.

a

story

did — speaking

of

BARRYMORE
IN

"The

Lotus

Eater"

From Albert Payson Terhune's
Story in the Cosmopolitan

Personally directed by

Marshall

CAST

Wesley
Anna

INCLUDES

Barry
Q. Nilsson

A

John

Continuing

Barrymore

to

Neilan

Colleen

Moore

J. Barney

Sherry

Production

Pack

the

House!
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Think

CHARLES RAPPAPORT
Ideal Theatre, Philadelphia
You

of

December 10, 1921

WORLD

Holders

Richard

F. BLUM ENTHAL
National Central Tivoli, Jersey City

LOUIS BELLINGER
Summit Theatre, West Hoboken

and

Barthe

IRVING ROSE
Pastime Theatre, Union Hill, N. J.

depend on these signed statements from independent
exhibitors
Charles Segal, Philadelphia.
J. Fitzgibbons, Regent Theatre, BayW. G. Hartford, Imperial Theatre,
shore, N. Y.
A picture that will touch the hearts of
Pawtucket, R. I.
all. It sure will be a box office winner.
I consider it a good picture filled with
Richard Barthelmess' characterization
Mr. Richard Barthelmess is some star,
of "ToPable David" has real audience
heart interest. The support is excepand
deserves a lot of credit as well as
appeal. With supporting cast and story,
tionally good. Types well chosen,
Mr. King, the director.
should be a tremendous box office
directioncellent
good,
splendid scenery, exattraction.
photography.
Louis L. Bollinger, Summit Theatre,
West Hoboken, N. J.
Daniel S. Bader, Lincoln Theatre,
A. M. Rappaport, Ideal Theatre,
Philadelphia.
It
gives
me great pleasure in stating
Philadelphia.
that
in
my
opinion the acting, scenes,
Marvelous picture.
Should go big.
Very good picture.
and photography are wonderful. Story
Acting all that could be desired.
W . S. Ayer, ExeterTheatre, Boston.
is very good. A box office winner.
Splendid character work. Barthelmess
M. Stiefel, Philadelphia, Penna.
L
ow Phoenixville.
en Piz or, Colonial Theatre,
does splendidly.
Mr. Barthelmess' acting very good.
C. F. Hopkins, Wilmer and Vincent
A wonderfully acted picture which
H . J. Schad, Colonial Theatre, ReadTheatre Co., Harrisburg.
holds the interest throughout. Star
ing, Pa.
Richard Barthelmess a wonderful
and cast very good. It is bound to
Full of heart appeal and a wonderful
actor. Photographic work splendid.
punch.
please.

I. J. HOFFMAN
Capitol Theatre, Ansonia, Conn.

can

LEWEN PIZOR
Colonial Theatre, Phoenixville
A

First

National

M. STIEFEL
Philadelphia, Penna.
Attraction

HAROLD FRANKLIN
Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo

MOVING
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Imess

JULES MICHAELS
Regent Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
They

in

PICTURE

Tell
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What

made

after

A. A. ELLIOTT
Playhouse, Hudson, N. Y
viewing

the

They

David'*

"ToVable

JOHN H. COOK
Colonial Theatre, Reading, Pa.
were

WORLD

H. J. SCHAD
Colonial Theatre,
Reading, Pa.

picture

at

the

Richard Barthelmess
adoption dinner. Read them!
J.
Michaels, Regent Theatre,
F. Blumcnthal, National Central
Herbert A. Gillman, Dorchester Theaway. H.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Tivoli, Jersey City.
tre, Dorchester, Mass.
A truly remarkable picture in every
The sterling acting of Richard BarRichard Barthelmess as Tol'able
thelmes isan outstanding feature of
David cannot be surpassed. The cast
the red-blooded American drama. It
is excellent and the settings perfection.
H. B. Varner, Lyric Theatre, LexingA 100 per cent, picture. Will appeal
ton, N. C.
is a story of a go-getter and has a
to the virile loving public.
A wonderful picture.
popular appeal that should make a
good box office attraction.
Wilmer and Vincent.
John H. Cook, Colonial Theatre,
Richard Barthelmess in
Very
good picture.
Reading, Pa.
"Tol'able David" is presented
A picture with a punch and sure to
by Inspiration Pictures, Inc.
IrvingHill,
Rose,
please the public.
N. J.Pastime Theatre, Union
Story adapted by Edmund
Goulding and Henry King from
Harold Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome,
A picture that the most critical and
Philadelphia.
hardened movie fan will find he has to
the Saturday Evening" Post
Marvelous. Exciting.
Pleasing. In
ready. The enget his handkerchief
story by Joseph Hergesheimer.
entertainment everything that a picture
tertainment isas complete as one can
Directed by Henry King.
hope to enjoy.
should be.
L

DAVID P. SOBLOSKY
Stanley Company, Philadelphia

EARL M. FORTE
Sherwood Theatre, Philadelphia

tlhorell be a Franchise

DR. HARRY HALL
Rand Strand, Troy, N. Y.

every where

MOVING

A
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PICTURE
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the

Adventure

Wild

'Seas

JT'S
sucK London
a tale of lived
life onand
the wrote
high
seas just
as Jack
about — and played by a man w"ho was a
Ttfarm friend of Jack London, and xOhom
he called topical of the strong, rugged
characters he had met in his own adventures and whom he immortalized in fiction.
Hobert

Bosworth

Productions, Inc.

Presents
HOBERT

THE

BOSWORTH

SEA

LION'
By Emilie Johnson

Scenario by Joseph Franklin Poland;
Directed by Rowland V. Lee; Photographed byJ. O. Taylor.

Released

on

the

Open

Market— Available

to

All

Exhibitors

presents

HAIL

THE

WOMAN

SULLIVAN « Directed by John Griffith Wray*
3?^ C. GARDNER
Personally Supervised by pigijN THOMAS H. INCE
NATIONAL PICTURES INC*^
'Distributed /^ASSOCIATED FIRST

by

CREATED

dramatist
<5^l

America's

by

written

, built

HUMAN

HAIL
speaks
every

a master

TENSE

THE
to
man

the

most

a theme

on

J^>

of picture

heart

, woman

production,

forceful

screen

of American

life-

%,TRUEj^

WOMAN
and
and

to

the

child

mind

of

in America

Stern, relentless bigotry,— selfish man-made
tradition — pitted helplessly against the.
triumphant progress
of modern American
womanhood, lovely
but unafraid

Qke

GREATEST

achievement
THOMAS
I

<j^n

N

C

of
H
E

%me
c of£
epima
drican
nhoo
wo

HAI

I

the

portrayed

cast

of

by

popular

WOMAN

illustrious

an

players
screen
FLORENCE
V1DOR
LLOYD
HUGHES
THEODORE
ROBERTS
GERTRUDE
CLAIRE
MADCE
BELLAMY
TULLY MARSHALL
VERN ON DENT
EDWARD
MARTIN
CHARLES
MATHILDE

DEL

MEREDITH
BRUNDACE

EUGENIE HOFFMAN
MURIEL FRANCES DANA

\

ooking
on
\

the

open

no

market

3t the

Exchanges of ASSOCIATED
NATIONAL PICTURES
INC

FIRST

MOVING
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ARTHUR JAMES
Edttor-tn- Chief

DECEMBER 10
19
2 1

Advertising
for the Exhibitor
y
advertising is good and the more the better for the advertiser if his goods are good goods.
That is the broad platform on which stand all who really know advertising. For the moving
picture business advertising classifies itself naturally into trade, local and national.
The exhibitor is first concerned with trade advertising, whether this includes the expensive direct
mailing system in addition to trade journal advertising or not. It is through the trade publications
that the exhibitor gets his first and his best news of the pictures in his market.

ALL

His next concern is local advertising, as it is by this method that the exhibitor acquaints his
patrons and his possible patrons of what he has to offer them. In proportion to his skill, industry
and enterprise in advertising plus the good picture and the well handled theatre he flourishes and is
successful.
National advertising is possible for big organizations with big undertakings, and if it is understandingly done is of great value to the exhibitor of moving pictures. It also is true that some national
campaigns are drives to sell the exhibitor rather than to sell the public and the only test is a competent
analysis of the campaign itself.. Campaigns of the drive-to-impress-the-exhibitor sort are costly and
they do little to help sell the picture to the public. They are fine for the box offices of national
magazines and for the advertising agencies who derive their nourishment from commissions.
If we were asked for our frank opinion on national advertising and its benefits to the exhibitor
we would reply that it is only important if done on a large scale and continuously. It has been pointed
out so many times before that we almost hesitate to do it again, that there is no such thing as a
standard product in moving pictures. We differ essentially from boots, soap and breakfast food.
All we can hope for is a high standard of general entertainment quality and on this we go to our
public and ask for patronage.
When moving pictures from one organization have consistently maintained a good average as
entertainment then national advertising is desirable and of absolute benefit to the exhibitor (the
retailer) who handles the good average goods. We have personal knowledge of a campaign recently
engaged in that has met with the cordial approval of exhibitors because, they report, they were able
to trace new and added patronage to this advertising.
We have as little patience with the man who knocks national advertising as we have with the short
sighted, self satisfied ignoramus who speaks lightly about trade advertising. The sales business in
our industry has been builded upon trade advertising. It is the foundation and the first necessity.
When there is national advertising it is incomplete and half done if there is not full and complete
reinforcement with trade advertising in quantity. Many bankers don't know
know advertising for the amusement business.

this but bankers don't

To repeat — there are three kinds of advertising for the exhibitor — the two being absolutely
essential and the third, national advertising, being advantageous under right conditions.
Remember — advertising is the breath of life to our business. Don't speak lightly of it. It's not
a
luxury.
want to be. It's the great force which if rightly and enthusiastically employed will put you where you
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Shubert

Causes

with

Crisis,

falo, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, vaudeville stands ready to furnish material with this object in view.
St. Louis, Chicago and other cities, made
"The success of Shubert vaudeville
many important discoveries concerning
poor business in some of the largest thea- during its first eleven weeks has been
tres devoted to moving pictures in those phenomenal. The mere fact of opening
cities. Mr. Shubert would not be quoted a chain of theatres almost over night has
on the subject, but an associate who ac- astounded the entire show world. In
companied him on the trip, had this to say : order to do this, it was necessary to prepare months in advance and the booking
Attendance Smell in Places
department, had, previous to the opening
of the first theatre early in September,
"Shubert vaudeville is making a bid to
a sufficiently large number of
supply acts to the better class of picture engaged
feature and headline acts to take care of
theatres no matter where they are located,
and it must be apparent to the average our program for the first twenty weeks.
showman that the time is ripe for a change
A "Puff" for Shubert
of policy in most all of these theatres.
"There has been little or no change in
It may be a question of having 'over- the policy of supplying the programs, enbuilt* or again it may be a question of
gaging talent or conducting the theatres,
theatres with capacities all out of pro- but since
the opening of the circuit in
portion to the drawing power of the en- September the supply of talent has quite
tertainment offered.
naturally been added to. so that Shubert
vaudeville today can boast of the biggest
"At any rate, during Mr. Shubert's
trip to the West he found many theatres names in the history of the stage. While
with capacities of from 2,000 to 3,000 the vaudeville circuit is independent of
containing audiences of only 200 or 300
the legitimate end of the business, conpeople. The theatres are literally starvducted byMessrs. Lee and J. J. Shubert,
ing to death. The managers, in order to this firm is in a position to supply many
bolster up their business, are compelled
to improve their program by introducing legitimate stars to their vaudeville circuit
whole is at the service of the picsuch features as Theda Bara, to whom and the
ture theatres.
they pay $3,000 a week, and Victor HerX umber of Theatres Increased
bert, who conducts the orchestra at $1,500 a week.
"The circuit, too, has been increased as
far as the number of theatres is conHis "Talking Point"
cerned, but according to original plans
"In cases of this kind, the attendance there was to be no material increase unshows an appreciable increase, which has
til after the first of the year. It is surconvinced Mr. Shubert that these large
prising however, the number of theatres
theatres cannot subsist on the meagre pro- that are being offered to Shubert vaudegram of pictures. The big features are
ville every day, and with the increased
too few and far between to hold out hope. number of acts being placed under conThe personal appearances of well known
tract, Shubert vaudeville is in a position
people, even though they are not picture to supply headliners and stars for an instars, are calculated to revolutionize the
definite time ; hence the offer made to
picture theatre program and Shubert to owners, proprietors and managers of
vaudeville theatres as outlined in Mr.
Shubert's open letter, which was carried in
all of the trade papers last week."
Revamping
the Sense of Humor
Ballin's Counter-Attack
Announcement is made of a settlement of the $100,000 libel action
Here's
what Hugo Ballin replies:
brought by the Anglo-American Drug Company, makers of Mrs. Wins"Boy,
page
Mr. Zukor and tell him
low's Syrup for Children, against the United Artists Corporation, and
'Peter Ibbetson' can't successfully be
others, joint defendants, as authors and producers of the Douglas Fairshown without
vaudeville
acts. a makeup — i. e.. a tew
banks film, "The Nut."
The suit in question was the result of an objection on the part of the
"Ditto, advise Mr. Goldwyn the exhibitors cannot hope to break even on the
plaintiff to a caption referring to the alleged artificial sleep producing
week's
business
unless they have Dolores
qualities of the syrup. The drug company pointed out that their
and Company, Boob McNutt and the
remedy, as it contained no narcotics, produced sleep only by the natural
Minstrel Sextette on the bill with 'Theomeans of aiding the child's digestive tract.
"And tell Mr. Griffith and Mr. Abrams
Settlement was effected by the withdrawal of the caption in question,
that 'The Two Orphans' will have to play
and by a statement on the part of the United Artists Corporation that
Spot No. 8 on the seven-act bill the
the motive inspiring the use of the caption was merely one of innocent
Gazunk Theatre in Boyle Heights is rentfun.
ing to put it over.
dora.'
"Mr. Shubert says the theatres are

of the moving picture
THEas aday
complete entertainment is
a thing of the past." So says
Lee Shubert, producing potentate of
the "legit" and vaudeville.
"The 'place in the sun,' for which
the standard motion picture has been
waiting so long, is ready. The silversheet is the greatest entertainment in
the world today." Thus reads the
"leader line" in Hugo Ballin's pronunciamento for the cinema producers.
Figures compiled by the Moving
Picture World statistical department
show that 471 theatres in the United
States divide their billing 50-50 with
vaudeville and pictures. To which
Messrs. Lee and J. J. Shubert would
add as many houses as their arguments can recruit for them. And
which, au contraire, Mr. Ballin would
reduce to a minimum "one way or
t'other."
The Moving Picture World, immediately aware of the stir caused by
the Shubert announcement, has secured statements from the Shubert
office and from Hugo Ballin himself.
Mr. Ballin, one of the most effective of the newer and independent
type of producers, and often rated as
a close second to Griffith in the
esthetic, plans to issue a questionnaire and circular to the exhibitors
of the country to ascertain, first,
what the general attitude may be
toward the Shubert announcement,
and, secondly, to point out the fallacies in the Shubert plan.
Following are the respective statements
"from Headquarters." Here's What
"The Shubert Office" Has To Say :
"i* is said that Lee Shubert during a
recent trip which covered stops in Buf-
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Avowal
Says

of

Loyalty

Producer,

starving
death. houses.
I hope Iheknow
doesn't
mean
the toShubert
he
doesn't mean the picture theatres. Because only this week I have before me
reports on my own pictures, notably 'East
Lynne' and 'The Journey's End,' which
show percentage showings in several
theatres, and either the exhibitor came off
very well indeed or he likes me very much
to send such substantial cheques to the
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation for me.
"Wolf, Wolf!"
"No, no, it must be just another cry of
'Wolf, wolf
and ears
I'm well
praying
that with
the
exhibitor
has!' his
stuffed
cotton.
"Just another voice in the now dwindling chorus of depressionists. Conditions
have not been so good. They have been
bad by contrast, let us say. But they are
getting better — are better and will be
1,000 per cent, better before many moons
have passed.
"Exhibitors have lost money ? So Mr.
Shubert writes, in his open letter of the
other day : 'See the handwriting on the
wall ! Book vaudeville acts.'
"No, Friend Exhibitor, it may be the
same handwriting you see on the wall,
but not the same message. Let's focus
down on this subject and get it straight.
"There is a handwriting on the wall
for you to read carefully, a powerful
message, a story expressed in pictures
like 'Way Down East,' 'Over the Hill,'
'Peter Ibbetson,' 'Molly O' and many
others.
You Know It Well
"Here is the message : Good pictures
make money for the exhibitor — on their
own ! Mediocre pictures cannot make
money for the exhibitor, with or without
vaudeville or so-called 'added attractions.'
"You knew this before? Of course.
That's all there is to the message. Fair
pictures make money, too, we know
through honest and effective exploitation
of what good or redeeming qualities they
possess.
"Good pictures should make money on
their merits in 'most any theatre. Where
a steady, tremendous patronage is necessary to defray the enormous overhead of
the big theatre the right kind of exploitation is necessary — the better the exploitation, the more effective the advertising,
the greater will results be at the box office.
The "Garnishing/'
"I have had a hand in the production
of eighty-two photoplays for others; in
five for myself. I have enjoyed the confidence and contact with the ablest executives in the industry ; I know scores of
exhibitors personally or through my or-

to

Standard

Calling

for

Opinions

ganization. feel,
I
therefore, I can state
with definiteness and authority that the
public patronizes picture theatres for the
picture fare afforded. If the picture is
unsatisfactory it helps not one whit that
the 'added attractions' are good, or that
vaudeville acts surround the production.
They are the garnishings of the roast.
If the meat's bad, the vegetables won't
suffice.

speaking, been the judges of the pictures
they buy. They have rented on the
printed advice of the newspaper critic,
who, as we know, rarely has the audience
viewpoint. Or they have booked their
pictures under systems that forced them
to show five mediocre pictures for the
sop of one good picture.
"They are the bad features of our industry. In time I hope they will be

"Only recently have exhibitors, broadly
eliminated."
Old

Film

Unfit

for

Use

May

Be

Returned

by Freight

Without Being Mutilated
ating film before shipment by freight.
film may now be shipped intact The request was denied.
OLDby freight
from exchanges to their
It was felt, however, by the National
home offices, thus relieving a con- Association
officers that the opposition by
gestion of worn-out prints which have
railroad
officials
was due largely to misbeen accumulating in exchanges.
apprehension
of thenegotiations
film industry's
This ruling has just been made by the problem. Further
were
undertaken, and Albert de Roode, a memOfficial Classification Committee, comber of the Fire Prevention Committee,
posed of railroad representatives, and will
was chosen as counsel for the Transporsave the film companies a large sum antation Committee to conduct the camnually in transportation charges. It is a
paign. Many conferences were held with
successful outcome of the work of the the railroad
officials and a brief was filed.
National Association of the Motion Pic- A hearing was finally granted in New
ture Industry through its Transportation York on October 17, attended by members
Committee, of which P. H. Stilson i.s of the three Classification Committee?
chairman.
and by Messrs. de Roode, P. H. Stilson,
For five years the film companies have
Frank Meyer and Frederick H. Elliott,
been obliged to scrap all old film before
executive secretary of the National Association. The amended regulation is an
it would be accepted as freight. Otherwise old prints had to be returned to the outgrowth of the hearing, and is as folhome offices by express or parcel post, a
lows NOTE
:
: Rating applies on scraps or
more expensive means of transportation,
pieces of exposed motion picture film or
on exposed motion picture films no longer
but the only one available without relinquishing the check-up system on film exhibitable and having value only for
which the exchange asserted was unfit for reclamation of materials.
exhibition. The result has been that for
years old film has been piling up in exBrulatour Files Reply
changes, monopolizing space and aggravating the fire hazard problem.
Jules E. Brulatour has filed an answer
In December, 1920, there was a confei- to a suit brought against him in New
York Supreme Court by Ralph O. L. Fay.
ence between the Fire Prevention Committee and the Transportation Committee
As no complaint has yet been filed in the
of the National Association and a request action, only clue to the cause of action is
was made to the Official, Southern and
Western Classification Committees, for a a general denial of Fay's allegations and
particularly that his service "were reasmodification of the requirement for mutilonably worth the sum of $10,000."
Oratory

is great

great

for

down

to

go

away

for

politics,
solid
back

entertainment

but

when

business,
and

it comes

oratory

sit down.

and

must
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A capacity
house,
including many
Thein
Wampas the
are to edit a Week'
special
Under
a new plan each
one of the
News
s
Spots
High
notables, gives the Granada Theatre,
twenty-six original franchise holders
"Motion
Picture
Yearly
Number"
of
San Francisco, a great welcome on
of Associated First National will the Los Angeles Examiner.
the occasion of its opening.
» # *
spend two weeks at the home office
* * •
in New York City each year. His
Col. Arthur Woods, chairman of
Mayor Lunn of Schenectady, N. Y.,
principal function will be to keep in the Americanism Committee of the
delivers an impassioned address
direct contact with the advisory Motion Picture Industry, gives Conboards throughout the country, and
gress a report showing the worth of against censorship at the opening of
he will donate his time to the or- the screen in fostering patriotism.
the Strand Theatre by Manager Will* * *
ganization without salary. He will
owner.iam M. Shirley, who also is part
be ready to meet all franchise holders
* * *
Max Spiegel takes the issue into
who may be in New York during his court
when
Manager
William
Shirley
two weeks of service.
The M. P. T. O. A. selects W. W.
* * *
"cops" the name of "The Strand" for Hodkinson as the releasing agent of
his new Schenectady, N. Y., theatre,
its official one-reel weekly release to
Paul Brunet, president of Pathe,
returns enthusiastic over business alleging that the Mark Strand Comhe prepared by Charles Urban.
pany
controls
the
right
to
use
the
conditions in Canada and the attitude name.
*
*
*
Cecil B. DeMille denies the report
of the Dominion toward his product.
he
will produce abroad. His trip to
His conferences with hading busiSelf-appointed reformers in Queness men were productive of much
Europe and Northern Africa will be
bec
get
a
set-back
when
Mayor
Samof value to the
son declares he sees no need of clos- a vacation and work will not inter* industry.
* *
fere, he says. Paul Iribe, his art
ing Sunday shows properly conductJesse Lasky, of Famous Players,
ed. The issue has been put up to the director, will accompany him. They
leave next Wednesday.
points out that idle promises mean
city's legal department.
* * *
* * *
ultimate failure and that the success
of the industry depends absolutely
Charles H. Christie advises exhibiThe Garrick Theatre, Winnipeg,
upon striving toward ever higher reduces admissions to the general
tors to "cut out" the vaudeville and
ideals. He finds pictures constantly
show only films in picture houses. He
matinee
price
of
25
cents.
The
preimproving, but declares that there is
points to the action of Fred Miller,
vious evening *price
35 cents.
* was
*
still plenty of opportunity for imoperating the California and Miller
provement.
* * *
theatres, Los Angeles, who has disPage the pessimists ! Picture comcarded vaudeville and prologues and
panies
incorporating
in
New
York
It took the news weekly camerawill augment his orchestras.
State this week number over a dozen,
men only four minutes to "shoot" the
Disarmament Congress, but those with an aggregate capitalization of
four minutes represented weeks of nearly $500,000.* * *
Motion Picture Magazine "fans"
vote Harold Lloyd "leading compreparation and the persuasive abiliedian." He received 4,650 votes,
Moving pictures arc to teach
ties of William A. Brady, president
while Charlie Chaplin, who placed
of the N. A. M. P. I.
"Safety First" lessons to pedestrians
second, got 3,060.
* * *
and Bolls-Boycers in the District of
Columbia.
* * *
The New York State Hospital ComWill Payne, novelist, joins Bealmission finds that films furnish fine
St. Louis is in the throes of a price- art's staff of authors. Charles Stevenentertainment for the inmates of hosson and Louis Bennison are signed
cutting war. The Queens Theatre
pitals and are especially beneficial to starts
for the next Wanda
picture.
it
with
pink
slips
which
admit
* * Hawley.
*
the insane. Projectors are now in all the bearer if he has 6 cents in his
the prisons in *New* York
State.
*
Bichard A. Bowland, president of
jeans. The situation is an echo of the
Metro, cables that he has purchased
Koplar-Skouras
consolidation,
which
Mrs. Frank W. Clark of Syracuse,
the "film sensation of Europe" for
N. Y., who has been instrumental in has created a world of resentment
Metro release. The purchase was
providing film entertainment for among exhibitors.
* * *
made in Paris. Mr. Bowland will rechildren of that city, is now working
turn early in this
* *monfii.
*
Well, well, well! Mary and Doug,
toward Saturday morning matinees
to say nothing of many other stars,
for Albany children.
Otis Skinner returns to the screen
* * *
are
going
to the
attend
thisonyear's
T. C. for Exceptional Pictures Corporation
C.
C.
ball
at
Astor
December
New York Supreme Court denies
in "Mister Antonio," a Booth Tarkthe application of the Pastime The- 3. The others are Charles Bay, Willington story of* an * organ
grinder.
*
iam
Farnum,
Clara
Kimball
Young
atre Company of Union Hill, N. J.,
— oh, well, read* the
for injunction restraining Warner
* story.
#
Goldwyn announces the releases to
make up its third group of fifth year
Exchange from booking "Why Girls
The
Pittsburgh
F.
I.
L.
M.
Club
pictures, to be distributed early in the
Leave Home" with the Temple Thenew year.
atre, an opposition house, until four- elects James Hommel, Bealart branch
* * *
teen days after the first play dates of manager, president.
* * #
other theatres served by the defendGuy Newall says that American
ant.
Chester D. Coran lias been arrested
* * *
films
losing their "monopoly" in
in a suit brought by Charles B. Great are
Britain. He finds no prejudice
Charles Bay is now enjoying his Peelor, which alleges false statements
here against British
* * pictures.
*
in connection with the sale of stock.
first visit to New York City. He was
Other defendants are William J.
formally welcomed by Mayor Hylan.
"The Lotus Eater" has the biggest
and the Consolidated Films
matinee in the history of the Capitol
He will "shoot" some scenes for his Freeman
Theatre.
Laboratory.
next picture while in the city.
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New

First

Contact

National

Between

R constructive change in
ANOTHEion
and a vital addition to the
operat
means by which all parts of the
First National organization, from the remotest franchise holder to the home office, will be in constant touch with one
another, was made at the regular semiannual meeting of the original franchise
holders at Atlantic City, November 24-27.
Under this plan, each one of the twentysix original franchise holders, in succession, will spend two weeks at the home
office in New York City each year. His
principal function will be to keep in direct contact with the advisory boards of
the country.
Each member will donate his time to
the organization and for the good of the
organization without salary. During his
term he will keep his fellow franchise
holders advised of everything that transpires which may be of importance to the
exhibitor. This information, passing
through the original franchise holders in
each territory, will reach all the franchise
holders through their advisory boards.
Reversing the current, the advisory
boards, through the original franchise
holder in each territory, will be urged to
send in suggestions and recommendations
to the home office, and the resident franchise holder will be able to co-operate
with the home office executives in clarifying such suggestions and formulating
courses of action from them.
One Important Duty
Not the least important duty of the resident franchise holder will be to meet all
franchise holders who may be in New
York at any time, and be ready to discuss
any and every phase of the organization
with members whenever they may be in
the city.
The additional and closer contact between the various members of the organization and local which will be obtained
by this system, when taken in conjunction
with the election of local advisory boards
in every territory, constitutes one of the
most radical departures taken by an organization inthe motion picture business.
The formulation of the "resident franchise holder" idea was the result of weeks'
of careful study and examination of the
recommendations made" by various divisional spokesmen and delegates at the "Get
Together" in Chicago in October.
Given Long Consideration
The ways and means of carrying into
execution each and every one of the
recommendations adopted at Chicago have
occupied the entire time of the executive
committee since the first week in November. First and foremost was the creation
of local advisory boards at each of the
local "get-togethers." The franchise

Plan

Home

Assures

Office

and

holders of each territory, as they meet to
hear the reports of their national delegates, are electing advisory boards, and
these boards are already functioning.
It was felt by the executive committee,
however, that some additional means other
than those already in existence was needed to supply the original franchise holders
and the advisory boards with the information they required constantly to perform
their duties accurately and intelligently.
Many franchise holders had urged that
they should all be kept more closely and
regularly informed about what the organization was doing.
Unanimously Adopted
Shortly after the Chicago meeting,
therefore, a special committee of six
original franchise holders was appointed
to consider all the suggestions and ideas
propounded
at be
the prepared
"Get Together,"
instructions to
to bring with
in a

Direct

Members

at their disposal, and the result was the
formulating of the "resident franchise
holder" plan, to supplement and cooperate with the local advisory boards,
both in receiving and transmitting information. The plan was unanimously
adopted by the executives and original
franchise holders of Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
"It was while working on this plan,"
said one of the members of the special
committee, "that we really realized how
rapidly First National had grown, even
to the point of beginning to outgrow itself,
and the degree of growth was actually
startling to some of the franchise holders
when it was brought home to them. In
order to adopt the 'rotating membership'
or 'resident franchise holder' plan, it was
necessary to create some new departments
at the home office so that everything would
dovetail into the suggested system. Once
it begins to make itself felt in practical
results, we feel sure that franchise holders everywhere will understand and ap-

report at the regular semi-annual meeting.
The special committee worked for three
weeks, compiling and collating all the data

preciate itsvalue."
Seven

Persons

When

Fire

Killed

and

Destroys

result
the Rialto
ns peris
oyedas the
SEVofEN
destrhed
which
a fireperso
Theatre, a moving picture house in
New Haven, Conn., Sunday night, November 27. Ten are reported still in a
serious condition, and sixty others less
seriously injured are also in the hospitals.
The fire broke out at 7.30 p. m. during the showing of "The Sheik." The
house was packed to capacity. It is reported that the burning of incense in conjunction with the prologue for the picture
caused the blaze.
A panic ensued when the flames started,
in spite of efforts of some of the audience to quell the excitement. The theatre
seated about 700 and nearly 200 were
standing. The overcrowding is also reported as one reason for the large number
of causalties. It is further alleged that
of the four front doors three were bolted
and unable to be opened when the crowd
surged against them. Loose chairs instead of secured seats, were overturned
in the rush and added to the hardship of
the crowd seeking egress.
The narrow fire escape is said to have
been inadequate for the crowd in the balcony, many of whom jumped into the
orchestra, falling on those in that section. Many Yale students were among
the spectators and the officials of the
university have asked for a thorough investigation. Manager James Carroll and
Harry Nathan, publicity man for the
Rialto, are being held by the police.

Seventy

Hurt

New Haven
Theatre
The theatre was formerly an old-fashioned church which was leased and remodeled about two years ago by the Connecticut Theatre Corporation, a subsidiary of the Black Corporation. It was
entirely of wood, and was the property
of former State Senator Harry A.
Leonard, who was a member of the Legislature in 1919 which passed the present
Connecticut laws governing supervision
of moving picture theatres.
A brick building next to the Rialto also
took fire, and the entire stage of the
Hyperion Theatre, a burlesque house adjoining the Rialto, was destroyed.
The Rialto was directly opposite the
Hotel Taft, a nine-story structure, and
for two hours, while the flames mounted
higher
the hotel, fears were also felt
for its than
safety.
In the Holiday Season
Remember and Be Remembered.
Your Greeting Carried in
The Moving Picture World's
Christmas Number
Will Be in Good Company.
Don't Delay It!
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Vaudeville

and Show Only Pictures in Film Houses
ation, according program and even if it is as good or
ANOTHER indicie,
to C. H. Christ
of the trend better than the average vaudeville act, it
in big first-run houses toward a fails to make the same hit for the simple
diversified program of pictures with no reason that a large part of your audience is impatiently waiting for it to get
vaudeville, and with the prologue supplanted byshort subjects and music, is over so that they can enjoy what they
the recent announcement by Fred Miller,
see."
Thistoannouncement,
Mr. Christie says,
operating the California and Miller came
Theatre, Los Angeles, that in his houses is right in line with what he has always
dating from November 1 this year there maintained — simply that a complete
would be no more vaudeville or pro- diversified program of pictures is the
logues and that pictures would reign su- thing. Knowing this, he says, he some
preme, with an augmented orchestra of time ago laid aside his own program of
feature pictures in order to concentrate
fifty pieces.
Mr. Miller's statement reads : "I have every effort to develop to the utmost his
studied presentation here and in other share of the diversified bill. "Thus,"
large cities for years and have now come
Mr. Christie continues, "we can bend all
to the conclusion that those people who efforts toward making the short subject
flock to the larger motion picture houses specialty one of the features on the bill,
come primarily to see the pictures and making it a feature in itself.
hear the music that you furnish with
"When you have done that you have
them.
achieved something bigger than making
"I think that if they want vaudeville a successful program feature picture.
or musical comedy they will go to the An example of this is a recent review by
vaudeville house or wait and attend a Robert E. Sherwood of 'Life,' who demusical show when it hits the town.
clared that one of our comedies contained more plot and more entertainment
The best entertainment of that kind you
can get is always a little poorer than value than most feature films.
they can find on almost any vaudeville
"Mr. Miller. I believe, has announc-

ed a really forward step, which means
that leading picture houses are coming
to what they were originally intended
for, places of entertainment with pictures— of all types and lengths — for picturegoers."
First National

Board

of Advisors

Is Named

One of the accomplishments
of the Associated First National
Get-Together held this week at
Charlotte, X. C, was the appointment of a territorial advisory board, consisting of H. B.
Varner, Lexington, N. C; C. L.
Welch, Salisburg, N. C; Max W.
Bryan, Bockhill, S. C; L. C.
Little, Camden, S. C. The meeting unanimously passed a resolution of confidence in the executive committee and the home
officials, voicing their belief in
the organization's "absolute fairness and square dealing."

SCENES FROM WEISS BROTHERS' ARTCLASS PICTURES CORPORATION SCREEN PRESENTATION
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Exchange

Conditions

with

Cote introduced Fernand Rinfret, editor
PAUL BRUNET has just returned
from a visit to Montreal and Que- of Le Canada, and member of Parliament for St. James Division, Montreal.
bec with a sense of lively satisfaction over the result of his conferences
Mr. Rinfret, who is one of the foremost
newspapermen of French Canada, conda's lead
ing men
Canaand
with
ook.onAs thea
business outl
financial
veyed to Mr. Brunet the feelings of those
member of the Franco-American Champresent toward the head of Pathe Exber of Commerce, as well as president of
change, describing especially the services
Pathe and one of the most active figures of that great organization to the cause of
and of popular education.
in the film world, Mr. Brunet's reception science
H. M. Boland, news editor of the
in the big cities across the border more
than renewed his former impressions of Montreal Star, speaking in English, said :
the cordial feelings existing there toward
"A native of Ontario, I am proud to
leaders in commerce and industry in the state that Pathe in the Province of Quebec helped me, as it does others, to know
United States who refuse to be depressed
more of 'La Pensee Francaise.' I am
by temporary adverse conditions.
Mr. Brunet referred to his meeeting glad as a humble journalist to tell Mr.
Brunet and his very sympathetic repreand frank discussion with Prime Minsentative, L.E. Ouimet, that the press of
ister Tascherau of the Province of Quebec, on these subjects as an advantage Canada acknowledge them as auxiliaries."
Other Speakers
hardly to be over-estimated. It "opened
his eyes" wider than ever to the long exAmong other speakers expressing simisting feeling of friendship, even comilar sentiments were : Charles Robillard,
radeship, for the United States which
animates the principal officials as well as chief editor of La Patrie ; John Gardiner
theatrical editor of the Montreal Standthe people of Canada. Also it convinced
ard; P. St. Clair Hamilton, theatrical
him that his own well known optimism
regarding the interests of the people of editor of the Montreal Herald ; Gustav
both countries, and an early return to Comte, theatrical editor of La Patrie ;
Leo Houle, city editor of La Patrie;
general prosperity likely to remain undisturbed for a long period to come, was
P. M. Bernard, Canadian government's
entertained in no less degree by the men
correspondent at the Disarmament Conof experience and authority with whom
ference atWashington ; Fred Porier, edihe exchanged views.
tor
of
the
Film, and for
J. P.Specialty
O'Loughlin,
director of exchanges
Film
Urged By Ouimet
Import, Ltd. Mr. Ouimet, president of
This visit to Canada was urged upon
that organization and Pathe's sole repreMr. Brunet by L. Ernest Ouimet, presisentative inCanada, related the interestdent and general manager of Specialty
ing story of his affiliation with Pathe and
Film Import, Ltd., Canadian distributors
the growth of the film industry throughout Canada.
of productions released by Pathe Exchange, Inc. More than any other single
Paul Brunet, responding to the toast in
figure, Mr. Ouimet is accorded credit for his honor, said:
placing the motion picture industry in
"I thank you from the bottom of my
Canada, from very small beginnings a heart for the kind, and I must say, undozen years ago, on the most solid of
precedented reception you have given me.
foundations. Year in and year out he is While I take some pride in being, through
in personal touch with exhibitors in fhe
the head of Pathe's orimportant centers from Quebec to the circumstances,
ganization inAmerica, I feel that what
Pacific Coast, and his understanding of
you
are now
is a educator.
tribute to Pathe's
immense
workdoing
as an
their problems has made him familiar
with all of the business and industrial
A Colleague
conditions which prevail in the different
provinces. He wished Mr. Brunet to get
"I think that, in some sense, I am
fresh impressions at first hand.
a colleague of yours. While Pathe News
Immediately on his arrival in Montreal
publishes only 600 copies of its two isMr. Brunet found himself the guest of
sues a week, I am entitled to say that
honor at a welcoming assemblage of in- they are of 1,000 feet each. (Laughter.)
fluential editors and other newspaper
And they are kept constantly in circulamen. It was the first occasion in the
ninety todays."
On tionhisfor return
New York Mr. Brunet
history of Montreal journalism to include
every daily and weekly newspaper in a said that, respecting film conditions, the
reception to the head of an American film situation in Canada seemed to be analogous to that in the United States. The
concern. P. Arthur Cote, president of
the Montreal Press Club, acted as master
same is true regarding general business.
of ceremonies.
While there is no evidence of anything
After giving a lively description of like a boom in Canadian business there
Pathe's activities all over the world, Mr. is a noticeable betterment in the invest-

of

Ideas

Canadians

ment market. He quoted the published
belief of the financial editor of the
Montreal Star that deflation has largely
run its course, while the general tendency
is toward reconstruction. One of the
first signs the public has seen of recovering is in the bond market. As a result of
his talks with Canadian men of finance,
Mr. Brunet is of opinion that other
classes of securities soon will become
more attractive to the general investor
■— all of which obviously are healthful
indications.
Mr. Brunet expressed the belief that
motion picture interests throughout Canada, as well as in the United States, demand, more than any other single con'
sideration, a reduction in prices of admission, especially in agricultural communities, where the cost of going to the
pictures is in particularly sharp contrast with the people's buying power,
owing to low prices of farm produce.
Film

Magazine Fans
Vote Harold Lloyd

Comedian"
Any who"Leading
doubt the standing
of Harold Lloyd
are referred to the contest staged by Motion
Picture Magazine, with its circulation of 350,000 fans, in which Lloyd has made a runaway
race
honors of "leading
comedian."
In for
an the
announcement
of the result
in its
December issue, Motion Picture Magazine
credits Lloyd with 4,650 votes, while Chaplin,
who finished second, received 3,060. Lloyd
also was selected for a place on the "ideal
cast," which includes Griffith as director, Norma
Talmadge as leading woman, Wallie Reid as
leading man, Jackie Coogan as the child and
Bebe Daniels as the leading vampire.
Incidentally, Pathe calls attention to the fact
that Bebe Daniels is Harold Lloyd's leading
woman in all the one-reel Lloyd comedies which
the Gold Rooster organization is now reissuing under a one-a-week release plan. It is
expected that within a week there will be 7,500
theatres, or nearly 50 per cent, of the country's
total, playing the Lloyd re-issues.
Will Payne Allies Self
with Realart Pictures
One of the latest additions to Supervising
Director who
Elmer
staffwith
of
authors
have Harris'
identifiedgrowing
themselves
Realart is Will Payne, noted novelist and
short story writer.
"We are fortunate in securing the services
of Mr. Payne," says Mr. Harris, "as he is
considered
authors. NotoneonlyofhasAmerica's
he written most
many prolific
novels
which have reached a large circulation, but his
short stories have been looked for eagerly by
the magazine reading public, many of whom
will now have an opportunity of seeing some
good stories from his virile pen on the screen.
"Will Payne on the list of Realart writers
is another indication of our efforts to give the
public really interesting stories of romance and
adventure. We will soon have an announcement to make regarding his first original story
for one of our stars which he has already
started, in co-operation with Fred Myton, who
has been assigned to write the scenario."
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Better

'n Ever; Mary, Doug and
Other Stars Sure to Be Present
nd annual dinner and Hope Hampton will personally grace the
THAT thebeseco
occasion as the guest of Jules Brulatour,
held in the Gold Room
ball to
of the Hotel Astor on Saturday
plans to have other film celewho also
brities there.
night, December 3, under the auspices of
President Brandt declares that the dethe Theatre Owners Chamber of Command for tickets is unusual but that the
merce, isgoing to be the red letter event
film folks will be the first accommodated.
of the season, was assured this week
when a cable came from Europe that From all parts of the country and even
sections of Canada have written and
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks
wired for reservations for the dinner and
would be present. Their presence here ball.
was assured by Hiram Abrams, who is
now in England and is returning on the
Rapid-Fire Work
same boat with the United Artist stars.
The music alone will be worth going
President William A. Brandt, who is miles
to hear and then twice again to
at the head of the committee on arrangedance by, two famous orchestras having
ments by reason of his official connection
been engaged for the affair. Louis Fishwith the T. O. C. C, is being swamped
er's fifty musicians will furnish a special
those
and
boxes,
for
by applications
program, while Ted Lewis and band
signifying their intentions of being pres- will also be a worthwhile feature.
ent include the foremost screen players of
And the T. O. C. C. expects to set
the world.
the
world on fire in the spectacular makStars to Attend
ing of a film in two hours. A motion
Charles Ray, who is now in New York
picture of the dinner and ball will be
enjoying the sights and taking life easy taken and the scenes reproduced on the
screen at the Hotel Astor two hours after
after years of hard work on the West
Coast, will attend as the guest of Arthur
actual "shooting."
Kane. Clara Kimball Young, now on theJoe
Brandt, who is engineering this unthe West Coast, has promised to attend
usual film feat, will achieve the "imposas the guest of Samuel Zierler of the
sible" through the combined assistance
Commonwealth Film Corporation. Mae of the Sun-Light Company and the ReMurray and Robert Leonard will occupy
public laboratories.
None of the high officials of the city
seats of vantage in reservations made by
M. H. Hoffman.
has been ignored in the way of special
William Farnum will be there as the invitations and President Brandt expects
guest of William Fox, who expects to that both Mayor John F. Hylan and
have other Fox stars there for the big do- former Governor Al Smith will personally attend.
ings. Eugene O'Brien,
Tickets are to be obtained in the ofstein. Conway
Tearle andElaine
OwenHammerMoore,
fices of the Theatre Owners Chamber
of the Lewis J. Selznick category of
of
Commerce,
723 Seventh avenue.
stars, will attend as Mr. Selznick's guests.
Mayor

of Quebec

When

Demand

Squelches

Reformers

Is Made for Blue Sundays
a letter which contained the statement
Comntedof Citize
THE selfc, which
mittee ofappoi
the City
Quebens'
that the committee had proved that Sunhas conducted a persecution of
day performances were an offense under
Sunday shows, waited on Mayor Sam- the statutes and that licenses should not
son, of Quebec, a few days ago to advise be granted to theatres which conducted
him officially that the committee had se- Sunday shows.
cured ajudgment in the Division Court
Mayor Samson read the letter and declared that he would pass it on to the
establishing the alleged illegality of Sunday performances in the city.
city's legal
where it would receive mostdepartment
careful consideration.
"You know my opinion, gentlemen,"
declared Mayor Samson, when he greeted
The committee comprised Abbe Casthe deputation, and when they had made
grain, Messrs. C. Marquis, Cyrville Tesformal request for Blue Sundays. "I sier and J. T. Ross, accompanied by their
consider that if nothing harmful is shown
lawyer, M. A. Lemieux, K. C. They
waited on Mayor Samson on November
there is no need to close these playhouses."
24. The theatres are continuing to
"Nothing harmful?" asked C. Marquis,
a member of the deputation, with a raise operate on Sundays.
of the eyebrows.
"Yes," repeated the mayor. "I have
Reduces Price
expressed this opinion on several other
Manager
W. P. Wilson, of the new
occasions."
The deputation handed Mayor Samson
Garrick Theatre, Winnipeg, Manitoba.

December 10, 1921
has reduced evening admission prices to
the general matinee price of 25 cents, so
that the cost of any seat in the house at
any hour of the day or evening is always the same. The new plan went into
effect for the week of November 21
when the attraction was the British feature, "Kissing
rick, which
was Cup's
opened Race."
on MarchThe14 Garlast,
is owned and controlled by a number of
prominent Winnipeg citizens. The management has booked quite a number of
English-made productions for early release. The previous evening admission
price was 35 cents.

''Spread"Post
Crandallin Has
Washington
A two page spread in the planagravure
section of the Washington Post, Sunday,
November 27, was occupied by Harry
M. Crandall. One page was devoted to
photographs of the various theatres
operated by Mr. Crandall with insert
photographs of himself and the members
of his executive staff. The other page
contained the pictures of the actors and
actresses starring in the various phototheatres.plays being shown this week at those
The newspaper is weekly showing
local enterprises of Washington and this
is No. 2 of the series. The houses
shown were the Metropolitan, Knickerbocker, Ninth and E streets house, Appollo, Avenue Grand, Savoy and York.
The portraits were those of Messrs.
Crandall, Morgan, Payette, Crouch, Bell
and Hoffman.
Court Dznies Pastime
Injunction on Warner
Justice George V. Mullen of the New York
Supreme Court has denied the application of the
Pastime Theatre Company, Inc., of Union
Hill, N. J., for an injunction restraining Warner Exchange, Inc., from booking "Why Girls
Leave Home" with the Temple Theatre, also
in Union Hill, or with any other theatre until
the terms
ried out. of a contract with plaintiff are carIn the complaint it is alleged by the Pastime
people that they executed a contract with the
Warner Exchange, Inc., for the production
picture, it being agreed that it would not be
booked with any opposition theatre until fourteen days after the first play dates (if other
theatres served by the defendent. The plaintiff
says it agreed to pay $7,500 for the first 100
days of production and $75 for each additional
extra day.
contract acting
was ex-as
ecuted withItB.is S.claimed
Moss the
personally
agent for defendents, and that despite its terms,
the defendent violated it by booking the picture
with the Temple Theatre. Justice Mulen denied
the application for the injunction without comment.
New Watertown House
Watertown, N. Y., will probably have a new
theatre erected within the next year. This
was brought to light through the recent purchase of a building site in that city by Frank A.
Empsall and Charles Sesonske. Mr. Empsall
is owner of the Avon Theatre in that city,
which is operated by the Nova Operating Company, and of which Mr. Sesonske is president.
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of Kansas,
Oklahoma

Declare

Confidence in First National Officers
utmost faith and confidence in their plans
NS of confidence in the our
RESOLUTIO
for the future and that we go on record as
executive committee and officers of against
any investigation of the affairs of our
Associated First National Pictures, company by non-franchise holders, endorsing
to the fullest the great accomplishment of the
Inc., were passed by the franchise hold- delegates
to the Chicago Get Together.
ers of Kansas and Western Missouri at
(Signed) Sub-Franchise
Holders Kansas and
the local Get Together, held in Kansas
Western Missouri.
City, Mo., November 28.
Oklahoma City, Okla., November 2, 1921.
A similar resolution was passed by the
To Mr. Lieber, Mr. Williams, Mr. Schwalbe
Oklahoma franchise holders.
and to the Executive Committee of the AssoKansas City, Missouri, November 29, 1921.
ciated First National Pictures Incorporated,
To Executive Board Associated First National Greetings:
We, the sub-franchise holders of
Pictures, Inc. :
Oklahoma in executive session of our local
"Be it resolved that we, the sub-franchise "Get Together" meeting, resolved that we
holders of Kansas and Western Missouri as- have the utmost confidence in the Executive
sembled in local Get Together meeting, do
hereby unanimously extend our sincere thanks Committee and we heartily endorse the action
to Executive Board and officers of Associated taken at the National "Get Together" meeting. We are with and for the Executive ComFirst National Pictures, Inc., for the highly
mittee and the Associated First National Picefficient manner in which they have handled
tures Incorporated one hundred per cent.
the affairs of our company in the past. Be
(Signed) Oklahoma Franchise Holders.
it further resolved that we assure them of
Otis

Skinner

Returns

Exceptional Pictures
SKINNER, who endeared
OTIS elf
hims
with the millions of
photoplay fans throughout the
world through his truly artistic characterization ofHajj, the beggar of Bagdad, has been persuaded by Alexander
PicBeyf uss, president of Exceptional
tures, to appear again on the screen, this
time as Tony, the organ-grinder, in his
most successful play, "Mister Antonio."
'.'Mister Antonio" means not only a
film; it will bring with it the artistry of
one who can help to elevate the standard
of the screen; one who will call forth
additional patronage to the motion picture theatre. It will lend dignity, art
and accomplishment to the silent drama,
and it will add to the roster of those
whom the industry must look to for the
big things of the future — the name of
one of America's greatest authors, Booth
Tarkington.
: In making this announcement, Mr.
Beyf uss said: "We feel that it will
demonstrate once more that every step
we shall make will be a definite advance
in the industry for Exceptional Pictures.
In bringing Mr. Skinner to the screen
again we want to be considered only as
the agency in associating him with the
art of motion pictures — we need him and
others like him for the good of all — that
producing may become more creative;
that the distributor may give to the exhibitor, for his public, a product of a

to

Screen

(,TIS SKINNER

for

in "Mister Antonio"
higher standard, thus assuring the patronage which will not only mean financial
success for everyone, but carry motion
pictures nearer the goal for which they
are striving."

Myron

Selznick

Goes

Production

Antonio."
Abroad

and

presiofction
of ,produvicechargeNICK
MYRON dent in SELZ
the Selznick Corporation, sailed
Wednesday, November 30, on the Adriatic
' trip to Europe. The
on a six weeks
only announcement of the purpose of the
trip came from Lewis J. Selznick, president of the Selznick company, to the efsending his son and assofect that he was
ciate in business abroad to look after a
number of matters of importance which
have to do with both production and disThe trave
of
on.ler's
s to port
various
Visitfirst
Lond
call will betribution.
cities in France, Germany, Scandinavia,
and
follow.possibly the Spanish peninsula will
Several months ago both Myron and
David Selznick made a trip abroad. On
that occasion, upon their return to New
York there followed a number of announcements which indicated that a careful examination of motion picture conditions on the other side had been made.
It was then that the purchase by the

In the holiday season remember and be remembered. Your greeting
carried in Moving Picture World's big Christmas number will be in
good company.
Don't delay it.

The sincerity of purpose established in
the progress which Exceptional Pictures
has accomplished in its each individual
step is once more demonstrated in the
acquisition of Otis Skinner, and "Mister

to Arrange
Distribution Matters

Selznick company of the screen rights to
John Galsworthy's "Justice" was made
public. It was also intimated that a number of other things of unusual interest
had been put under way.
Developments in the American motion
picture industry since that time, some of
them having to do with the production of
photoplays on the other side of the Atlantic byAmerican firms using American
directors and both American and European artists, make the real and definite
purpose of the Selznick prbduction executive's trip at this
particular time a matter
of interesting
conjecture.
Selznick pictures have long enjoyed a
satisfactory and increasing vogue in Europe where an efficient method of distribution has been worked out through President Slznick and Louis Brock, head of the
Selznick foreign department. Distribution throughout France and the continguous territory is controlled directly by
the Selznick company through Select Pictures Corporation, Lt. Jean Rosen, operating offices in Paris, Lyons, Brussels,
Lille, and Toulouse. Distribution in
England and throughout the Central Empire isthrough long established distributing agencies.
Louis Brock, in charge of the Selznick
foreign department, has been abroad for
the past four or five months.
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Seven St. Joseph Houses
Consolidated by Philley
Clarence
V. Philley, of Crawford,
Names of Persons to Be Heard
Announce
Philley & Zehrung, has just announced
has others listed on this schedule and agree
THE Senate Finance Committee
the consolidation of seven of St. Joseph's
just made public a full list of upon a limited number of witnesses and leading picture and combination theatres,
names of persons desiring to be the persons who are to present the argu- representing an investment of $1,000,000.
heard in the question of tariff as it affects
Only one St. Joseph, Mo., downtown
Advance notice will be given as to the house, the Tootle, owned by Dubinsky
the motion picture industry. The hear- dates
on which the film men will be heard.
ments."
Brothers and playing vaudeville and picings on the tariff will be resumed Decemtures, isnot affected by the combination.
ber 7 and are expected to continue for The list includes the following names :
Crawford, Philley & Zehrung controls
about two weeks, the latter part of which William Fox, Fox Studio, West Fiftytheatres in Lincoln, Omaha, Topeka and
will be devoted to the question of duties third Street, New York City ; Coudert
on films.
Bros., 2 Rector street, New York, Pathe
Wichita, and about a year ago formed
The committee is endeavoring to cut Exchange ; Thomas W. Stephen, 61 the Interstates Amusement Company,
short the hearings, and to bring the Ford- Broadway, New York, representing which controlled the Crystal, Orpheum
ney tariff bill as near to completion as Ansco Company; P. A. Powers, Powers
and Colonial in St. Joseph. The compossible before the first of the year. Be- Film Products Company, 1600 Broadpany also plans a $750,000 picture theatre to occupy a half-block adjoining the
way; Horace G. Knowles, 54 West Foryond that, it will have to face great diffitieth street, New York; Saul E. Rogers,
culties with respect to the American
Crystal on South Sixth street.
Valuation Plan, it now being stated Fox Film Corporation, and the N. A.
.Under the consolidation plans the
authoritatively that as now written the M. P. I., West Fifty-fifth street, New
Crystal will play high class vaudeville and
plan will not be acceptable to the major- York ; Paul M. Turner, Actors Equity first run pictures. The Orpheum and
Colonial will be first run houses. The
ity of the senators and that those of the Association, 115 West Forty-seventh
Agricultural Bloc will come out against it. street, New York; William A. Deford, Royal and Empress will be popular price
1 19 West Fortieth street, New York ; picture houses, while the Electric will
Senator Penrose states that the hearings on American Valuation will not be J. A. Coram, Bay State Film Company,
play western vaudeville and Paramount
reopened, but the Moving Picture World
Sharon, Mass.; J. E. Brulatour, New
Pictures. The Lyons will play legitiYork.
mate attractions.
correspondent has been advised that the
administration will welcome a workable
substitute and, further, the present plan
will be revamped before presented to the
Senate for consideration. It is said that a Shirley Mason and Mary Carr Are on
great many difficulties have already been
a Personal Appearance
Tour in South
encountered, growing out of the collection
Moses,
director
of advertising and publicity for
T the request of H. B. Varner, chairman
of statistics upon which to fix rates to be
of the invitation committee of the South- Fox Film Corporation. They left New York
assessed upon the basis of the value of
ern Motion Picture Exposition, William Wednesday morning and arrived at Charlotte
similar merchandise in the United States.
Fox has sent Miss Shirley Mason and Mrs. in time for Miss Mason and Mrs. Carr to put
at the business session Thursit willto behear
utterly
for Mary Carr — the famous mother in "Over the in an dayappearance
the"Since
committee
more impossible
than a small
morning. Both were cordially welcomed
Hill" — to attend the annual convention which
by
the
several
hundred
exhibitors convened.
opened November 29, at Charlotte, N. C, to
percentage of those asking to be heard," continue four days.
A number of women's clubs, chapters of the
The party consisted of Miss Mason, Mrs. Red Cross, and civic institutions extended insays
Senator
"we hasurgently
recommend
that Penrose,
each one who
asked Carr,
vitations to have the two motion picture acher daughter Louella, who played a promito be heard get in communication with
nent role in "Over the Hill," and Vivian M. honor. tresses attend dinners and receptions in their
Theatre

Tariff

Under

Hearings

Construction

Six Men Killed
New American Theatre in
THE
course of construction at 779-787
Bedford avenue, near Park avenue,
in the Williamsburg section of Brooklyn,
collapsed at 12.30 p. m. Tuesday, and at
least six men were killed and twenty
others were injured. The ruins were
still being searched for other bodies at the
time this paper went to press. Fortyeight men were at work at the time of the
building's collapse.
A searching investigation is under way
by city officials. Reports that the catastrophe was the result of a wind and rain
storm which recently swept the city are
not taken seriously by those investigating. Sylvester Rosenthal, of 1,381 Pacific
street, and Samuel Moskowitz, of 599
Putnam avenue, both of Brooklyn, owners
of the building and general contractors
were locked up on a charge of manslaughter.
District Attorney Harry E. Lewis said
that other arrests will probably be made.
"My department will make every effort

7;

December

Collapses;

"

Resume

A

To

and Twenty Injured
to punish all persons responsible for the
distaster,"
said.fell in when four steel
A brick hewall
girders, each weighing many tons, slipped
from the columns supporting them. A
network of steel girders and tons of brick
and mortor
men below. were projected upon the work-

Following the closing of the four-day conclave, the Fox party will proceed to Greensboro, N. C, where Miss Mason and Mrs. Carr
will make personal appearances at the opening
of
the Messrs.
Leitch toandSouthern
Pryor's showmanship.
new National
Theatre,
a monument
The National is said to be one of the finest
picture houses south of the Mason-Dixon line.
The opening program will feature Miss Mason's
release, "Jackie." This will be followed by the
big
Mrs. Fox
Carr special,
has the "Over
leading the
part.Hill," in which
At the conclusion of their appearances at
Greensboro, Miss Mason will return to Los Angeles via Washington, D. C„ and Chicago, and
will
resume her work at the Fox West Coast
studior.

Building experts are to make a report
as to the cause of the distaster, and District Attorney Lewis believes it will
corroborate a theory of his own. He refused to divulge
his theory,
but to
saidbe: sent
"If
it is correct
someone
is going
away for a long term. This is a crime
which fused
cannot
be overlooked."
He the
reto comment
on rumors that

Mr,. Carr will make her next personal appearance atthe new Howard Theatre, Atlanta,
Ga., in connection with a current run of "Over
the Hill." At the great southern city Mrs.
Carr will speak to numerous organizations and
an elaborate program has been arranged for
her during her brief visit. Mrs. Carr then will
return to New York, where a new feature in
tion. she is to figure is in process of producwhich

walls of the building were weakened by
the use of inferior cement.
Julius Jacobs, the electrical contractor,
says that if anyone is to blame it is the
city inspectors. "I visited the job daily,"
he said, "and as far as I saw there was
no sign of any weakness in the walls or

Roman Samaniegos, pronounced by several
directors one of the most promising screen discoveries of the past year, has been selected
by Rex Ingram for the role of Rupert of
Hentzau in his production of "The Prisoner
of Zenda" for Metro. This is one of the leading masculine parts in this Anthony Hope
scenario.
story for which Mary O'Hara prepared the

superstructure."
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Were

"Shot"
Required for Four-Minute
at the Disarmament
Conference
subject.
This
he
did
and arrangements
rConfe
ent
rmam
WhrlN the Disa
were made whereby five news reel comn"
was
the
by
actio
in
"shot
ence
film news reel weeklies last week
panies— Fox, International, Selznick,
in Washington it required only four min- Kinograms and Pathe — were granted
utes to take the motion pictures. But in permission to have two cameramen each
those four minutes were crowded the re- admitted at a given hour to the conference hall.
sult of many weeks of preparation, durCareful Preparations
ing which great quantities of departmental red tape had to be unwound and
Phil Patchin, special representative of
safeguards estahlished to prevent any the State Department, and Jack S. Connolly, Washington representative of the
serious interruption of the history-makNational Association, were chosen to
ing deliberations.
When the news reel weeklies first ap- handle the arrangements. Batteries of
lights were taken from New York and
plied for permission for their cameramen to enter the conference hall, their re- installed in the conference chamber. A
quest was politely but firmly denied. It series of signals were agreed upon to insure speed in the picture taking, each
was feared that the distinguished guests
from abroad might take unkindly the in- cameraman was assigned a particular spot
in the balcony and each was drilled in
jection of American movie methods
into the conference. Immediately there advance to guard against confusion.
was consternation among the news reel
The job was accomplished without a
hitch. For four minutes the assembled
men. Here was an event of tremendous
news value happening at their very doors. statesmen were in the glare of studio
It must be covered.
lights while the news reel men obtained
Then began negotiations which lasted their pictures, and then the conference reseveral weeks. Finally William A.
sumed its work as though nothing unusual had occurred. A few hours later
Brady, president of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, was
motion pictures of the conference in sesasked by several government officials to
sion were being shown in first run theatres of New York and other cities.
attend a conference in Washington on the
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Charles Stevenson and
Louis Bennison Signed
Confirming what is already popular knowledge
concerning the revival of film production in
Los Angeles, not only are the members of the
localtheir
residing
actors'
busily at bywork,
but
numbers
are colony
being augmented
the
arrival of many prominent players from the
Eastern studios.
Listed among these are Charles A. Stevenson and Louis Bennison. Stevenson arrived
last week at the Realart studio, where he will
assume an important character role in the next
Wanda Hawley production. Bennison is due
to arrive the latter part of this week to assume
the male lead in the same picture.
Stevenson and Bennison will also be accessions to the local colony of "expatriates" of
the Lambs' Club of New York, of which Mr.
Stevenson was the first "lambkin."
Pittsburgh F. I. L. M. Club
Elects Hommell President
At a special meeting of the F. I. L. M. Club
of Pittsburgh the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year: James Hommel,
Realart branch manager, president ; Nat Barach,
Goldwyn, vice president ; Howard Gross,
S. & S., treasurer.
The first function following the election of
officers was an elaborate dinner and dance
which was held several nights later at the
Fort Pitt Hotel. Only the managers and
assistant managers of exchanges who are members of the club, and their wives, were the
guests at the dinner-dance. About seventy
were present.
Reports on Pictures Department
will help you. Read the department
every week.
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Abroad; His Trip Chiefly for Pleasure
possibly making a short caravan trip into
E denies he inCECIL B. toDE MILL
tends produce pictures abroad. the desert.
ment
Ever since the announce
"Biskra interests me not only because
it is the scene of much of the action in
of the producer's vacation trip to Europe and Northern Africa was made
Melford's production, 'The Shiek,'
rumors have been circulated regarding George
and Robert Hichens' story, 'The Garden
the real object of his trip. Reports that of Allah,' but because I want to go falcon hunting, and I believe that is the
he was to produce in France and England have gained wide credence.
only place where that ancient sport is
All of these rumors and reports Cecil still followed.
B. DeMille vigorously denied in New
To Motor Through Europe
York when he arrived Saturday, having
engaged passage on the Fabre Liner,
"From Algiers we will go to Marseilles
"Patria,"
His tripwillis and Nice. Then follows a motor trip
a vacationsailing
tour Wednesday.
in which business
along the Riviera to Venice. From
Venice we expect to travel to Germany.
play the smallest part.
"This is my first vacation in more than Then follows Paris, London and home.
the last lap of the trip I expect
eight years," Mr. DeMille stated, "and to "On
visit the Paramount working units in
I am going to make the most of it. For
the first few weeks I positively will not England and on the Continent. But my
consider any business matter. I am go- inspection of these will be the only touch
ing to play and do nothing else but play. of business in the entire trip.
"We will be back in Hollywood early
"Paul Iribe, my art director, will accompany me. We are going direct to in February. Plans for my next producNaples. We plan to spend a few days
tion are already taking shape. That production will be made at the Lasky studio
in Rome and Pompeii before returning
to Naples en route to Tunis. Once in and it will start about February 15, 1922.
So much for any reports regarding my
Africa, we plan to motor through both
Tunis and Algiers, visiting Biskra and
proposed European plans."
Films

Approved
Are

for

Use

Especially

DECLARING that motion pictures
furnish the best possible means
of amusement for the inmates of
the Xew York State hospitals, members
of the State Hospital Commission went
on record this week as placing their approval on motion pictures in hospitals

in Hospitals;
Beneficial
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WORLD

to Insane

for the insane. In fact, New York
State adopted this form of amusement
and entertainment some little time ago
with the result that machines are in practically all of the hospitals, with the possible exception of Willard, where arrangements have been made with a local

operator to the end that pictures are
shown each week without expense to
the inmates, while a charge of 10 cents
is made for the balcony.
As a rule, these entertainments are
given once a week in the hospitals for
the insane. At King's Park, however,
the entertainments have become so popular and so beneficial to many of the inmates in diverting their minds from
other channels, they have become regular twice a week affairs.
At Bedford Reformatory a ruling has
just gone into effect that no pictures are
to be shown there which contain any
scenes of violence or which are suggestive of crime. This reformatory is
solely for women. The management
believes that while the motion pictures
are admirably adapted as a means of entertainment for the enforced guests of
the institution, much care should be
shown in selecting the pictures which
would serve the purpose of elevating the
women bv suggesting the better things of
life.
Motion picture machines are now installed in all the prisons in New York
State, and according to the wardens the
entertainments are making the greatest
possible hit with the men. Perhaps the
news weeklies score the biggest hit, particularly with those who are doing long
bits of time, many of whom have not
had a glimpse of the outside world, exIon? cept
time.through a grated window, for a

In the holiday season remember
and be remembered. Your greeting
carried in Moving Picture World's
big Christmas number will be in good
company.

Don't delay it.

WALLACE REID, GLORIA SWAN.tOX A.XD ELLIOT DEXTER IN "DON'T TELL EVERYTHING," A PARAMOUNT
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M. P. T. O. A. 's Weekly One-Reel Release
"In securing the ripe experience of Mr.
important anONE of the most
nouncements ofthe year was made
UrbanMotion
in the Picture
making Theatre
of its 'Movie
Chats'
the
Owners
of
public yesterday afternoon following a conference between Sydney America has pressed into service a man
Cohen, president of the Motion Picture who has been identified with every imTheatre Owners of America; Charles
portant move in the motion picture inUrban, president of the Kineto Company
dustry in the last twenty years. He has
of America, and W. W. Hodkinson, presi- exercised a vision as a producer that has
dent of the W. W. Hodkinson Corpora- placed at his command a wealth of material obtainable from no other source
tion, to the effect that the "Official Urban
Movie Chats of the Motion Picture Thea- in the world.
tre Owners of America" would be disLogical Choices
tributed through the Hodkinson organiza"It is only natural that a man of his
tion.
sense of public would proAs has been briefly announced before, ideals duceand
a series of subjects through the
this weekly one-reel release will deal with screening of which the theatregoers of
miscellaneous subjects of general interest. America will arrive at a full realization of
It will, in a sense, partake somewhat of the part which motion pictures play in
the character of a film magazine, in which
their day-by-day lives. I predict that in
there will be a freedom of editorial comthe vizualization of our industry possible
ment and discussion never heretofore atMr. Urban's productions, we
tempted on the screen. An editorial through
shall see an entirely changed attitude on
board consisting of leading editors of the the
part of the public toward the motion
trade press will in all probability be
strengthened by the early addition of picture theatre.
importance
the exhibitorto
leading educators, publicists and writers is "Of
the equal
selection
of Mr. toHodkinson
of international reputation, insuring a
consistently interesting series of releases carry on the distribution of these 'Movie
Chats.' I need hardly point out the logic
beginning January 15.
of this choice, for through fifteen years
Cohen's Announcement
of consistent service in behalf of the exNegotiations leading to the production
hibitor he has gained the respect and confidence of the entire industry.
of these "Movie Chats" have been carried
on for some weeks with Mr. Cohen by
"Indeed, it is Mr. Hodkinson's foreHarry J. Shepard, general manager of
sight that we may ascribe many of the
the Kineto Company of America, in be- most important changes that have placed
half of his corporation, and their plans this business sixth among American industries today.
as ultimately developed call for one of the
most notable series of short productions
"He has waged a consistent fight in
ever attempted.
behalf of the exhibitor against a slowly
Mr. Cohen made the announcement
enveloping producer-domination, and in
just before leaving on Tuesday to attend the conduct of this campaign for the inthe Charlotte, N. C, exposition of the
dependence ofthe exhibitor, he has built
southeastern units affiliated with the Mo- an organization which every analysis contion Picture Owners of America. In
vinces me is the only logical ■ channel
explaining
the organization's plans, he through which we can distribute 'Movie
said
:
Chats' and still preserve those traditions
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which the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America has maintained since its
organization."
Milwaukee

to Have

New

3,000 Seat Playhouse
Evincing its faith in the future, the Saxe
Amusement Enterprises, holder of the First
National franchise in Milwaukee, is perfecting
plans for the construction of a new theatre
in the Cream City, to seat 3,000 and to be one
of the largest and most perfectly appointed
in the Northwest. The name of the proposed
addition to the Saxe string of houses has not
been determined upon.
The theatre building will be eight stories
in height, the upper floors to be devoted to
business purposes. The structure will be built
in conjunction with Oscar Brachman, and will
cost in the neighborhood of $2,000,000. The
designs are now being completed by Martin
Tullgren & Co., and it is planned to start
actual construction early in the spring.
The site of the new house is on the corner
of Grand avenue and Sixth street, on which
a 99-year lease has been obtained. It has more
than 31,000 square feet of ground floor space
and the building, which will occupy approximately a quarter of a block, will be one of
the largest in the city.
The main entrance will be on Grand avenue,
with another box office in the Sixth street
lobby. Dressing rooms and stage equipment
will be built in for vaudeville or grand opera,
should occasion demand that the house ever
be used for either of these purposes. Particbalcony.ular attention is being paid to the acoustic
properties of the theatre. There will be one
One of the largest arcades in the country
will occupy the basement. The plans call for
a restaurant, barber shop, pool and billiard
rooms, bowling alleys and soda fountain, cigar
and fruit stands in the arcade.
Sues Over Loan
Suit to recover $1,500 from the Screen
Entertainment Distributors, Inc., James McAleer, George J. Matthews and Arthur D. V.
Storey, has been instituted in the New York
Supreme Court by Max V. Fox. According
to the complaint, Fox advanced the sum sued
for to the concern, which gave as collateral
certain shares of its stock and promissory notes
which Fox says he accepted but not until they
were indorsed by the other defendants as an
additional guarantee of payment. The notes
were executed in the late summer of 1919, and
it is charged were not paid when they fell due.
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important question is raised in
this issue on a business controversy
between the Shuberts, through a
representative, and Hugo Ballin on the
question of mixing vaudeville with moving pictures as an essential to success in
the picture houses throughout the country. Mr. Shubert, being in the vaudeville
business, naturally insists that his brand
of entertainment is necessary and that the
wise showman in the picture business will
reinforce his picture entertainment with
the short form of spoken entertainment
which has been used with success in many
theatres in the large centres. Mr. Ballin
on the other hand calls on the exhibitors
for an expression of opinion and urges
upon them the business virtues of an all
picture program year in and year out.
AN

Considering the two points of view we
are in favor of the stand taken by Mr.
Ballin. The moving picture public, which
includes the millions in our country, would
flock to and overwhelm the vaudeville
houses if vaudeville was what they most
desired. Instead of being moving picture theatres, whose costs run into the
millions, we would have vaudeville theatres today throughout the country. There
would be neighborhood vaudeville houses,
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and possibly there would have been the
vaudeville store show had. the public desired it.
One of the virtues of moving entertainments is their silence. The musical accompaniment isonly agreeable when it
unobstrusively supplements the progress
of the play upon the screen.
The masses who support moving picture theatres throughout the United States
want pictures. They want good pictures
and still better pictures, but always pictures. In the larger centres, where tremendous seating capacities have to be
reckoned with, novelties have been introduced in addition to the pictures, but in
the successful houses the pictures have
always been the chief attraction.
In our opinion this condition shows no
Our

Mutual

necessity for change. Many persons do
like vaudeville and many persons attend
vaudeville houses. There are occasions
where a mingling of the two works out
satisfactorily, but this cannot be understood to mean that the split show is becoming anecessity and that pictures are
falling- away in their appeal in favor of
vaudeville or the legitimate drama. A
carefully managed picture theatre, run
along proper showmanship lines, can
safely continue and should continue as
a picture house.
We would be glad to hear an expression
of opinion from the thousands of showmen throughout the country who are
readers of Moving Picture World.
Their experience will be of material assistance to all exhibitors, and we throw
our columns open to this discussion.

Friend

Is Fine

individuals go in for Charles Dickens they are not
WHEN
content with scant acquaintance with the characters of
Dickens. They take a definite pride in remembering
their every mannerisms and in quoting in correctness everything they say. In their minds they supply backgrounds suggested by the author and the characters live with them as real
persons of their immediate acquaintance.
For this reason it takes a courageous director to reduce a
Dickens book to the screen for he must satisfy a thousand conceptions and harmonize with a thousand ideals. If he succeeds
in preserving the spirit of Dickens he can be said to have
achieved, and for this reason "Our Mutual Friend" offered
in premier at the Lyric Theatre on Monday night by Mr. Wid
Gunning is definitely worthy.
As a screen offering it differs from the book as drama
differs from narrative, but its character drawing is legitimate,
careful, quaint, charming and effective. A fine love story
against a background of frequent tragedy is presented in what
may be described as international form. The characters of
Wegg and Boffin are definitely English in dress and face, of
Lizzie Hexam any country, of Bella WUfer a delicate daughter
of the Norsk and the others, all capable, all satisfying, are
drawn to meet an intercountry or universal imagination. The
clergymen are neither Roman nor Episcopalian, but composite,
with possibly a dash of Lutheran. The settings are charming
and likewise composite, calculated to appeal to something
besides a strictly English faithfulness.
As an entertainment on the screen "Our Mutual Friend"
is an offering of the highest class, a novelty for all theatres and
a standard raiser which contrasts with much of the elaborate
and gaudy things we meet so frequently. Its drama is sturdy
and no more liberties have been taken with Dickens man
seem to have been essential.
There are murders in it but they won't incite to censorship
because their gruesomeness is passed over quickly and there
is no long dwelling on the morbid.
We congratulate Mr. Gunning and his associates on this
presentation and we bespeak for it a well deserved success.
ARTHUR JAMES.
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Excellent
Business
d
"D^rafl"Di
Say°
Productive
Australia
Finds
H. P. Stewart, manager of the
nick
Selz
Field;
Has
Made
Big
Progress
There
Dreka Theatre Company, De Land,
bourne, Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth that the open market is now an Fla., reports that the George Arliss
to 1922
nces r point
ALLbeingevide
Selznick year apd Wellington. Feeling that the established fact in the Antipodes.
a banne
production, "Disraeli," was shown
in Australia and the entire Antipodes is a fast growing terriAmerican exploitation methods to excellent business at the Dreka
Antipodes, according to a statement
tory worthy of attention, Selznick have also been introduced in Aus- Theatre, that city, and that his
from the offices of the company. is giving special consideration to its
tralia by Selznick, which maintains patrons were more than pleased. In
While the progress made in that motion picture patronage.
a special exploitation department to a letter to the home office of the
territory during the past three years
aid exhibitors in putting over pro- United Artists' Corporation, releasE. C.research
Steuler,department,
head of Selznick's
recently
duction. The effect of these methods
has been more than gratifying to sales
ing this feature, Mr. Stewart writes :
Selznick, the prediction, based on returned from Australia, where he were shown recently to the satisfac"I am glad to state that we did
tion of the Mosman Kinema,
contracts already signed, is that the made an intensive study of local
with with
'Disraeli'
volume of business to be transacted conditions with a view to better co- Sydney, a big, downtown theatre an
and excellent
delighted business
our patrons
this
operation
and
service.
He
is
now
n
g
nt
far
will
seaso
prese
the
durin
where ordinarily runs a picture three high-class entertainment. The president
of
Stetson
University,
of
this
devoting
his
time
to
utilizing
the
exceed that of any other in the hiswhen "The
Greatestproduced
Love," city, was one of many notables who
tory of the company.
with — special
exploitation,
knowledge and ideas gained and fur- days
John C. Jones, general manager countries.thering the tie-up between the two business which compelled the man- saw this picture, and told me he enjoyed the production more than any
agement to hold it over for the
of
Selznick's
branches,
reports
that the Australian
middle of the
season
When Selznick made its appear- entire week.
he
had
ever seen. Thanks."
will find Selznick pictures playing
ance in the Antipodes as an important distributing factor, the motion
in 75 per cent, of the theatres in
the territory. No less than four picture situation was what was
first-run houses have been secured termed by the exhibitors in that
in Sydney, the trade center of the
as "very unsat- Record Business by "Carnille"
Commonwealth — a record so far for part of theisfactory,"world
and theatrechange
owners inwere
in Washington and Baltimore
demanding a radical
the
the film business in that country.
a triumph for photography and
First-runs in every city in the methods of distribution. Selznick
Commonwealth and New Zealand believes that it is principally due to
Nazimova's
production
of Metro
"Ca- Nazimova's unquestioned art."
rnille,"
released
last
week
by
have been accomplished and branch its efforts and foresight that this
"In all the splendid array of past
offices have been established in Mel- change has been brought about and in Baltimore and Washington,
proved the greatest business getter stage and screen successes, it is probable that Nazimova has never atof the Russian star's screen career.
tained a higher level of sweeping
The matinees were particularly
strong, proving the grip that the emotional and dramatic force than
Dumasen's patronage.
masterpiece has upon wom- the
level paper.
she attains in 'Carnille,' says
Tom Mix in Thrilling Action
another
The newspapers were enthusiastic.
Minus Familiar Cowboy Outfit
Washington Times said: "In Educational Reel
"Trailin'," a drama of both the The picture was directed by Lynn The
the great Russian star
East and the West, presenting Tom F. Reynolds and the story was 'Carnille,'
at the Strand
emerges once more as the supreme
written
by
Max
Brand.
It
deals
emotional
actress. She has found
Mix, the versatile Fox star, is listed with the pampered son of an Eastern
The outstanding news event of
among the early December releases millionaire, whose father is myste- a production that gives full oppor- recent weeks from a news reel
tunity for the display of the tre- standpoint was the impressive cereby Fox Film Corporation.
riously murdered on the grounds surmendous emotional power and sweep
monies incident to the burial of the
Here is seen a Tom Mix, who has
rounding his palatial residents. To that this great actress can always "Unknown Soldier" at Arlington
discarded the familiar accouter- avenge the death, the young man, bring to a major dramatic role. She
ments of the Western cowboy. working on a slender clue, goes has probably never brought her Cemetery, Washington, says Educational.
Minus chaps, spurs and bandana, West. There he finds himself
Each of the five news reels had
Mix is seen, nevertheless, in dare- enmeshed in what seems to be a splendid art to a higher level."
almost its entire New York and
devil horse-back riding over the plot against his life, but which deThe
Evening
Star
:
"It
is
difficult
Washington
staff of photographers
prairies, in dangerous jumps across
velops later to be an attempt to to conceive of a play affording a at the ceremonies.
Kinograms,
-chasms and streams, and in hard- bring him to the man who is trying wider sweep for emotional powers Educational's news reel, was reprefought battles. This is in the West. to help him. This man finally re- than 'Carnille' and the talented Russian actress has made of it another
sented by eight men, under the direcveals the secret lying behind what
"Trailin' " also shows
tion of Arthur Sorenson. So comEast, as the polished him
son inofthea are described as "twisted lives," thus means of establishing her consumplete
so full of pictorial value
mate art as an actress. Her popu- was the andstory
■wealthy New Yorker — first in the bringing
the story to a happy conobtained,
by Educariding togs of the fox hunt and clusion.
larity with Washington audiences
tional, that it was
the only
one of
later in conventional evening clothes.
Mix is supported by Eva Novak, was attested by the eager throngs this important event run by the
But the virility of the man is there as the girl figuring in the love that gathered at every exhibition of Strand Theatre, in New York,
theme.
just the same.
the picture. The result is at once Educational savs.
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Monty Banks Films
Meet with Exhibitor
Approval All Over
The three latest Monty Banks
comedies, "Fresh Air," "Squirrel
Food"
are
said toandbe "Cleaned
meeting and
withDry,"
unusual
favor with exhibitors because of
their wholesome and entertaining
screen qualities.
"Fresh Air" presents Mr. Banks
in an up-to-the-minute fun fest, and
is said to contain a surprising number of original gags to keep it going
at top speed to the final fade-out.
"Squirrel
Food"press
hasreviews,
met with
favorable trade
and
is declared to be a very entertaining
story with
rapid-fire
and toa
number
of stunts
thataction
are new
comedies. According to Exhibitors
Trade Review : "It is censor proof
and highly hilarious."
"Cleaned and Dry," the latest
Banks Federated- Warner releise,
will furnish considerable entertainment for golfers, artists, and other
allied arts. It is said to give the
diminutive star every chance to cut
loose with the particular brand of
tom-foolery which has endeared him
to thousands of his admirers all over
the world.
Use Copy Given
in Press Sheets
of Gunning, Inc.
The value of the advertising copy
in the press sheets which Wid
Gunning, Inc., is issuing on their
new pictures is shown in the wide
use being made of it by exhibitors
and the fact that they are using
extra space when they get the Wid
Gunning mats.
Among Mr. Gunning's ' first instructions tohis publicity and advertising Give
departmentthewereexhibitor
: "Cut real
out
the fluff.
showman's
ads.,
not
pretty
piffle
dreamed out by copy writers and
art directors who know nothing of
theatre
problems."
The result
has been a chorus of
unsolicited praise from exhibitors in
every part of the country who write
in voluntarily
to sayYour
: "You've
the
right angle.
service hitis
real service. We can quit worrying about our advertising problems
when we book one of your pictures."

"Man 'sHome " Opens
Theatre in Miami
For the short time it has been in
circulation, Selznick's "A Man's
Home,"
is establishing
a reputation
for opening
new theatres.
The
Boulevard, Baltimore, opened with
the picture for its first public showing and since then several theatres
throughout the country have used
the Ralph Ince feature as an opener.
The latest is the Fairfax Theatre,
Miami, Fla., to be soon opened by
Carson Bradford. Manager Bradford came to New York to pick his
premiererousoffering
and fromforthehimnum-he
features screened
chose "Asessing theMan's
Home"
as posdramatic
qualifications
and box-office value necessary to
start his new theatre on its way
successfully. *
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Speaks

of San Francisco's Chances
to Become Producing Center
Max Graf, head of the Max Graf Angeles as a producing center, but
Productions, is in New York City it will make Los Angeles sit up and
and when not actively engaged in his take notice and it will make Los
missions that brought him to the east Angeles realize the importance of mohe can be found any day in the lobby
tion picture production and the adof the Astor Hotel telling about the
vantages that it has placed at the
possibilities in the future for the city disposal of the commercial value of
of San Francisco as a movie produc- Los Angeles. We are going ahead
with our second production at the
ing center.
Mr. Graf's first production bearing Pacific or San Mateo Studios and I
hope
to see the second product ready
his trademark
"White Hands,"
starring
Hobart isBosworth
and di- to shoot on the silver sheets of the
rected by Lambert Hillyer. "White country within four to six weeks.
Hands" is an original story from the I can safely urge all independent
pen of C. Gardiner Sullivan. The producers to move their stakes to
picture was made at the San Mateo Frisco and they can rely upon full
Studios in San Francisco and Mr.
Graf, who is the first producer to co-operation from every source."
The cast
of "White
his
start production in that city is elated initial
production
made Hands,"
under the
over the possibilities of Frisco as a Graf
banner, includes such well
big producing center.
celebrities as BosWhen speaking of Frisco Mr. known screen
worth, Robert McKim, Freeman
Graf eral
said:
"The
populace
in
genBaby Muriel, Elinor Fair, Al.
have received us with open Wood,
Kaufman and many others.
arms. Every possible bit of coMr.
Graf
contemplates a stay of
operation and help has been afforded
us by the official executives and three weeks in New York City, after
banking interests of the Golden Gate which he will return to San Francisco and resume the leadership of
metropolis. At this date I will not
say that Frisco will surpass Los his enterprises.
Success

of Films

Proves

Worth

of Metro Exploitation Experts
Sharing credit with the appeal of by the assignment to territories
the pictures themselves is the fact throughout the country of expert exploitation and publicity men.
that Metro is sending out with all its
So successful has the practice been
biggest
productions
tion forces.
This hasspecial
been exploitathe case of working shoulder to shoulder with
with the Rex Ingram productions, the showman that it is understood
"The Four Horsemen of the Apoc- Metro will continue the policy in all
alypse" and "The Conquering Pow- forthcoming productions whose imer," and with Nazimova's modernized
portance warrants it. "Turn to the
Right," the Rex Ingram production
version
Metro ofhas"Camille."
not only delegated spe- of John Golden's stage success, a
cial orchestras and, in many in- play by Winchell Smith and Jack
stances, players to enact atmospheric Hazzard, and the young director's
prologues to these great photoplays, present
work, "The Prisoner of
and so presented the attractions to Zenda," based
their best advantage on the screen, novel, fall into ontheAnthony
class ofHope's
great
but has been rendering no less sup- photoplays meriting extraordinary
port to the exhibitor in the box-office exploitation.
s-i
Coogan

o
•
Series

£ r^*
of Five

r^'i
Films
to Draw
$15,000,000 Receipts
During the various discussions City. Jackie will still wear his old
pertaining to the distribution of the ("tatters") that he introduced in
five Jackie Coogan productions, some "The Kid" and that he has on in
interesting figures have been brought "My Boy."
to light. Careful figures show that
Sol Lesser, vice-president of the
on the five pictures there will be West Coast Theatres, Inc., remains
over $15,000,000 in receipts and that in New York working on the national
the rentals will run close to the $5,- distribution angle for the entire
000,000 mark — all in a period not ex- Coogan series. When- closed, this
ceeding twelve months.
deal will represent one of the biggest in the history of the motion
It seems strange that a little 6year-old boy could be the target for picture business. Mr. Lesser expected to be at his desk in Los
an expenditure of $5,000,000 by exhibitors and an amount three times Angeles by Thanksgiving, but urgent
that by an admiring public, but it is business affairs has kept him in
tiue. In little more than a year, Manhattan. He plans to return
little Jackie Coogan will be the proud home early next week with contracts on the Coogan matter signed,
possessor of a fortune. So will his
scaled and delivered.
producers.
"My forBoy"
being finished
ready
distribution,
Jackieanisabout
hard
at work on his next story under the
direction of Jerome Storm. The
TheTitled
title of the"Distress"
latest Educationalnew story is a plumbing yarn laid Mermaid comedy, originally called
in the tenement district of New York "The Panic's On," has been changed
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to "Distress." A pre-view of the
picture was given at LaPetite
Theatre, Ocean Park, recently, and
according to reports from the coast,
was very favorably received.
Christie Now
Producing Two
January Films
That the new Christie Comedies to
start the 1922 season will likely top
Christie's offering of the past month
is evidenced by two comedy productions which are now nearing
completion, for release in January
through Educational exchanges.
These pictures are "A Barnyard
Cavalier,"
featuring Bobby Vernon,
and "One Stormy Knight," featuring
Dorothy Devore. Both of these are
specials from a production standbut very different
and withpoint, different
stars. in nature
"A Barnyard Cavalier," which has
just been completed under the direction of Al Christie, was written
by Frank Roland Conklin and is a
series of romantic adventures in
France which the hero later tries industriously to carry out in real life
on the farm. Viora Daniel appears
as the princess in the romantic and
adventuresome episode and as the
farmer's
in theIn down-toearth
part daughter
of the story.
addition,
W ard Caulifield, Victor Rodman and
Henry Murdock have prominent
"One Stormy Knight" is being directed by Hal Beaudine under Christit's
parts. supervision. The story, by
Walter Graham, is farcical with
Miss Devore as a knight in armor.
The role of her husband is played by
Jay Belasco, who was specially engaged for this picture and one more
to follow. Alice Maison and Earl
Rodney also have prominent parts.
A life-sized prize fight, staged in an
arena with real scrappers, is one of
the features in this comedy.
Christie's December releases are
already completed. They are "Kiss
and Make Up," featuring Earl Rodney and Helen Darling, and "No
Parking," a novelty house-moving
story featuring Neal Burns, with a
clever baby and dog.
Marcus Loew Opens
3000-Seat Theatre
in Brooklyn, N. Y.
With the November 21 opening of
the Gates Theatre, Gates avenue and
Broadway,
Brooklyn,
N. 3,000
Y., Marcus Loew added
another
seat
picture-and-vaudeville house to his
extensive circuit.
The Gates Theatre is spacious,
comfortable and safe, beautifully
decorated and handsomely appointed.
The opening night was graced by
the personal appearance of Mayor
John F. Hylan, of New York;
Borough President Reigelman and a
host of film stars, including Hope
Murray.
Hampton, Will Rogers and Mae
Pictures are not subordinated to
vaudeville in this new house : the
overture by combined orchestra and
organ, with the play of the colored
light combinations, and close followthe musical
Power's-projected
piclures ingbyof the
conductor, being
notable
features
of
the
entertainment.
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characteristic of the juvenile set of
society. It contains a large cast of
well known screen players, every one
of whom can be said to be a principal. The cast includes George Lessey, who played the role of the
stern parent in "Why Girls Leave
Home,"
Blackburn,Margaret
Francis Seddon,
Conlan, Arline
Nellie
P. Spaulding, J. H. Gilmore, John
Galsworthy, Jerome Patrick, Eveline
Sherman and Arnold Lucy.
"School Days" was produced by
Harry Rapf from Gus Edwards'
classic
same name,
and picture
Wes'
Barry of
wasthesecured
for the
by the Warner organization by special arrangement with Marshall
Neilan.

m
''OurMutualFriend"

TWENTY-FOUR SHEET ON THE T. HAYES HUNTER PRODUCTION, "THE LIGHT IN
THE CLEARING."
RELEASED
BY HODKINSON;
THE LEADING
NOVEL OF ROLF.
THE
SAME
NAME BY IRVING
B AC HELLER.
EUGENIE ADAPTED
BESSERER FROM
HAS THE

Rex

Beach's

"The

Iron

Trail",

Art Posters to
Be Issued on

Opens at the Lyric
"What Do Men Want?" the Lois
Weber picture which Wid Gunning,
Inc., has been presenting at the
Lyric Theatre in New York, was
moved to the Broadway Theatre on
Monday, November 28, because of
the opening of the Gunning
wing release,
"Our Mutual Friend," at that

United Artists' Release, Is
I flCe PtCtUre
A. series
. of...
"What
Do Men
elaborate
and highly theatre
Broadway
for Want?"
a week will
and play
will
Welcomed and Praised in Chicago effective
art posters will be issued the
be shown in all the other Keith
More than a thousand persons
prominent socially and in the busi - special prorations
t
JXfi Trail
nSCher m,Broth(ers
havef ™£e
by ~ Associated
Pic- houses"
New" York'durto present
The tares,
Inc. on First
"Hail National
Woman,"
■ the 7nnextGreater
few weeks
The suc.
l- Iron
the Thomas
H. •
Ince's the
CJL
ness world, made up a record aud"r~
vric
,howintr
repnnr«,,^i(
ti,„,(„ a big
at- way
u at
u ...:n
• i i-i
<■_..forthcoming
..... .
ce!,i of
OI inthe
lnetheLJ-y'ic
snowing
crowds
which was
turned
ence
the which
exclusive
Chicago
Roosevelt
Theatre.
Mr. Beach
Athleticat Club
witnessed
the make
a personal
appearance
and will
tell special
lease which is set for early re° out
fleeted
for the showing at popular prices
premier showing in Chicago, of the the history of the story on which
Chicagoa
The lithographs include two styles at"the' Broadway"
new Rex Beach picture, "The Iron the picture is based, and describe of twenty-four sheets,
two
stylessheet
of sn„.,,r„Lr
"What Do Men Want?" had
Trail,"
recently
released
by
United
the
real
hero
after
whom
he
modeled
three
sheets,
two
stvles
of
one
opening in
Artists.
_ . t _ of six
•_ sheet.
.l— *
spectacular
'Murray rvM„:ti
O'Neill »
andj one style
November 27, at the Bijou-Dream
This was the first occasion in
Theatre
in
the
Loop. An advertismany years at which the Chicago
ing and exploitation campaign was
Athletic Club has presented a photoput
over
by
Harry
Rice. A great
play as a private entertainment to
number of tie-ups were made with
its membership and guests. As a Nigh Expounds on Merits
down-town merchants for window
result Chicago social circles were
displays, paper was liberally used
prominently represented. There
and advertising space was taken in
were matrons and Benedicts,
and
Appeal
of
"School
Days"
From a directorial standpoint, Wil
one of the most lovable boys on all of the Chicago dailies. Several
debutantes and buds, and after the liam S. Nigh, a few of whose of
the screen. Indeed, his characteriza- of the theatre circuits operating in
main floor space was filled the
achievements have been "My Four tion is of high artistic merit, and I and around Chicago have made
l""
"r0XTu!
°" °n?°
„„f:.!""nn!"§
In Germany,"
the sensational
opinion
has never
to playat the
track of
the big
gymnasium
and Years
done finerthework
thanthatthathe which
was arrangements
following its premiere
the picture
Bijoustory made
from Ex-Ambassa
dor venture
made it serve as a balcony for the Gerard's book, and most recently, afforded him in 'School Days.'" Dream and the Chicago Exchange
Over 100 prints will be ready for of Wid Gunning, Inc., already has
occasion.
-Why Girls Leave Home," the
Charles Giegench, personal repre- worid's territorial
rights of which first run theatres throughout the requested sixteen prints to take care
sentative of Mr. Beach and Whit- were soId within the short perjod of country during the coming holidays, of the demands of this territory,
man Bennett, producer of the pic- four weekSi consider the forthcoming
latest Warner production is said In St. Louis, Skouras Brothers
tiire, told the audience ot interesting Warner Brothers production. "School Thisto have been painstakingly produced have booked "What Do Men Want ?"
happenings
during
the
production
of
Days»
featuring
Wesley
Barry,
the
amid
beauty
nature'sthat
play-is and
it in all of their theathe picture and the difficulties that greatest screen play he has ever ground,the and
the ofsplendor
tres will
duringplayDecember.
were
encountered
and
overcome
in
brought
to thebases
silver
reproducing the big railroad bridge Mr. Nigh
his sheet'
opinion not
over the Copper River in Alaska, on]y on the popularity of
and the matching oi the studio shots 0f the same name, but alsotheon play
the
with the scenes of the real structure appeal 0f "School Days" as a title
10 All
aii during
j '• the
Li-showing ofr the
, ancl
tne production
as an artistic,
wholesome
and entertaining
screen
IT'S
COMING
FAST
/
picture the enthusiasm of the audi- offering.
ence was marked by interested " 'School Days' is a picture that
audible comments and unrestrained w,n appeal to every mother who has
laughter that greeted the comedy boys, to every man who remembers
scenes. The long applause at the his boyhood, and to every human
■all €\
end, clearly indicated that all classes being who can thrill the joys, the
appreciate and enjoy melodrama disappointments, the to
pranks and the
with a real punch when it is well glory of bovhood," said Mr. Nigh,
; n(L* i□□□□□□
W
i^gi HjUJ
iQEIIEIDIEEIE!]
done and is clean and wholesome. "The big thing about the entire proWhile this showing of "The Iron duction. aside from a directorial
Trail" was strictly private, it served standpoint, is the fact that there
to introduce this latest Rex Beach isn't a living, breathing soul who
IEElEElE31EElE3Eq
lU
picture most auspiciously. Exten- hasn't experienced the irresponsible,
sive newspaper stories both before untamable heart of boyhood. And
and after the showing gave Chicago in the final analysis that is what
fans a splendid idea of the picture, makes the picture one of the biggest
and the picture treat they have
in assets for the theatre showmen,
Lots of Surprises ! See the nearstore when the production has its "If I may be permitted a word
first public showing at Ascher's about Wesley Barry, I want to take
est Wid Gunning Exchange NOW!
New
Roosevelt Theatre during this opportunity of congratulating
Christmas Week.
him for making possible the creation uiimniiiiiiiMiiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiMiMiiniiHiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiii^^
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SHANNON DAY
In Goldiuyn's "His Back
Against the Wall"
"Archeologist"
on Film Details
It takes all kinds of motion picture fans to make a world. Witness
the following, vouched for by the
publicity department of Wid Gunning, Inc. :
The New York premier of Charles
Dickens's "Our Mutual Friend"
brought to the Lyric Theatre this
week a number of persons who had
until that time held out against the
lure of the motion picture and who
were attracted to a screen showing
for the first time by the opportunity
to see a Dickens masterpiece. Most
of them were loud in their praise
of the truthfulness for detail which
makes the picture breathe the atmosphere of Dickens. But one of them
was hard to please. He stopped
Manager McDonald in the lobby on
his way out.
"Always heard how the movies
fail when they attempt to delineate
the life of other times in history,"
he growled. "I find it's true.
You'vebeaver
got 'Silas
Wegg' ofwearing
black
hat instead
a whitea
one. Everybody knows they wore
only white beavers in those days.
Shocking
! Outrageous
!" Manager
As he passed
on leaving
McDonald gasping for breath.
"If that's the worst they can find
to criticise, I guess we're pretty
good," ciehe
finally recovered suffintly to add.

PICTURE

WORLD

Greys "Last Trail/'
a Fox Production, Now

Booked in Leading Theatres
Fox says the history of the westbow Trail," "Riders of the Purple
ward inarch of the pioneer is fol- Sage," "The Last of the Duanes"
lowed closely in the film adaptation and "The Lone Star Ranger," have
of "The Last Trail," written by featured William Farnum.
Fox says that numbered among
Zane Grey and produced as a superspecial feature by Fox Film Cor- the truly big scenes in "The Last
poration. The photoplay version of Trail" is the flooding of a mountain
the novel was released November valley, sweeping away villages and
27, and has already been booked for human life. To create this- startling
showings in leading theatres incident, which constitutes the big
throughout the country.
climax of the special, necessitated
Zane Grey's "The Last Trail," is the erection of a town in a California valley and the construction
the
fifthtoofbethat
author'sforwidely
read of a concrete
stories
produced
the silver
dam high up in the
hills.
More
than 500,000 gallons of
screen by Fox, and presents Maurice Flynn. the newly named star water were pumped from a river
and former Yale football player, in below to the reservoir, to produce
the leading male role. The other the flood, and eleven days were consumed in the pumping.
four Zane Grey stories — "The RainMuch

December 10, 1921

Praise

from

JACQUELINE LOGAN
Former "Follies" beauty, now
under contract with Goldwyn

Exhibitors
The "kids" arrived at nine thirty
and until quarter of twelve they
reveled in the tale of "Little Lord
Fauntleroy,"
the United
Artists'
release with Mary
Pickford
in the
title role. So enthusiastic were they
that they applauded even the censor
license number.
Mr. was
Hyman's
specially
staged prologue
also
produced on this occasion, as was
several vocal numbers.

and their sales forces
united in
For the Is
secondElicited
time within lessby tic"White
Eagle"
than three months a new Pathe serial predicting quotas early reached and
has stirred exhibitors to voluntary exceeded. These encouraging exexpressions of their most emphatic
pressions were soon to be followed
approval. The first of these two by voluntary communications of the
same
tenor
from exhibitors themoccasions was branch exchange exhibitor showings of "Hurricane selves.
The manager of the Auditorium
Hutch," the on
greatits success
which, Theatre,
South Bend, Ind., wired :
immediately
release, ofis known
throughout the film world. A repeti- "Screened 'White Eagle' this afternoon and enjoyed it very much. It
tion of that situation is now presented in the case of Ruth Roland's is without doubt an absolutely cen- Exhibitors Get
sor-proof production, with clean enlatest
"W'hite Eagle,"
which
Pathe serial,
has announced
for release
on
Broadside on
tertainment, seeming to be its motive
January 1. Almost immediately on throughout. The mysterious atmosphere is also a very interesting and
the receipt of prints of "White
"Enchantment"
enjoyable
This may
is anjustly
exEagle"
at
the
principal
distributing
cellent feature.
serial, and Pathe
A four-page broadside has been
centres, the Pathe home office began to receive telegrams of con- feel that they are to be compli- sent to exhibitors by Cosmopolitan
mented on a production which is so productions on "Enchantment." It
gratulation.
shows the widespread advertising
Branch managers were enthusias- exceptionally good.
campaign that marked the prerelease presentation of this latest of
Marion
Davies' pictures.
The broadside
calls attention to
Second Metro Week Ends with
the success the picture made on its
at the Rivoli Theatre,
7,300 Theatres Subscribing presentation
New
York,
re-produces
the beautiful
Seventy-three hundred motion pic- William E. Atkinson, general engravings made for the advertiseture theatres in the United States manager of Metro, in commenting
ments and contains excerpts from
and Canada took advantage of the upon the total of the houses book- the many favorable press reviews.
ing Metro productions during the
second annual Metro Week to increase their profits, figures compiled week, and the reports of their unby Metro Pictures Corporation re- said : usual business during that time,
veal. This is a substantial increase
over the number of houses which
"The exhibitor has come to know
last year exhibited, for a period of that when he picks up a Metro contract he picks up in business. Given
seven days, only Metro productions
opportunity to lay the foundations
and
releases.
This
year's
Metro
Week extended from November 20 of the season's success, it is not unLouis Mayer Buys
to 27. The success of the second
expected that he seize the opporMetro Week is construed to be proof
tunity of getting financial momenof
the
reliable
attraction
of
Metro
tum by turning on the power of
"One Clear Call"
After five weeks of negotiation, pictures.
Metro plays for a solid week."
Louis H. Mayer has secured the
film rights to Francis Nimme
Greene's noted story, "One Clear
Call." It will be transferred to the E. L. Hyman
Gives Special Show
screen by John M. Stahl as his next
all-star production for First National.
for 3,000 Crippled Children
The good will of the public, city gained much publicity, though the
Mr.
Mayer's
efforts
to
purchase
the book interrupted plans that were officials and public institutions were show was not given for that purbeing made for the dramatization of gained by Edward L. Hyman, manThree thousand children and
aging director of the Brooklyn
"One Clear Call" as a stage play,
and it took a great deal of persua- Mark Strand, when he gave a attendants were accommodated.
pose. came from nineteen public insion, both of financial and oratorical, special Thanksgiving show to three They
stitutions in Brooklyn and New
on his part to put the deal over. thousand cripple and orphan children
before
his
regular
performance
York and were supplied by Bird S.
Although the exact price paid for
SOR
the story is not known, it is said began. Newspapers played up this fare.
CLAIRE
idea and the Brooklyn Mark Strand Coler, Commissioner of Public Welthat it soars well into five figures.
In Goldivvn's
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Preparation

for Goldwyn
s
Worsley, with a cast including
Elliott Dexter, Claire Windsor,
Roy Atwell and Tom Gallery.
"The Glorious Fool," by Mary
Roberts Rinehart, directed by E.
Masonwick Hopper,
Chadand Richardwith
Dix Helen
featured.
"His Back Against the Wall," by
John Frederick, with Raymond
Hatton in the leading role. Rowland
V. Lee directed. In the cast are
Virginia Valli, Shannon Day, Will

Goldwyn's
of early
fifth
year
pictures, third
to begroup
released
in the new year, will be of extraordinary interest, according to an
advance statement of Goldwyn concerning its first pictures for 1922.
Just which pictures, and how many,
will be included in this group has
not been decided upon, but it is more
than likely that "The Sin Flood"
and
for stellar
Romeo,"
Will "Doubling
Rogers in the
role, with
will
be the outstanding productions.
"Doubling for Romeo" has had
pre-lease showings in New York,
Cincinnati, Chicago and Los
Angeles, in four of the biggest picture theatres of the country, and
has evoked from critics and public
alike "a whirlwind of laughter and
of
praise."orWill
Rogersor
wasenthusiastic
never funnier
wittier
more human than he is as the
Arizona cowboy who dreams he is
Romeo, making the sort of love his
Arizona sweetheart has been perby the "movies"
that and
she
wants. suadedSydney
Ainsworth
Sylvia B reamer are chief in the
star's support.
"The Sin Flood," adapted to the
screen by J. G. Hawks from Henning Berger's famous drama,
"Syndafloden,"
believes
to
be
the greatestGoldwyn
picture it
has yet
made and one of the big photoplays
of the age. Frank Lloyd directed
it and its superlative cast includes
Helene Chadwick, Richard Dix,
James Kirkwood, Ralph Lewis, Will
Walling, John Steppling, William
Orlamond, Otto Hoffman, Darwin
Karr and L. H. King.
Other Goldwyn pictures, now completed or in the editing and titling
stages, from which the rest of the
third group pictures will be selected,
include :
Rupert Hughes' new picture, "The
Wall Flower," with Colleen Moore,
Richard Dix, Gertrude Astor and
Tom Gallery.
Larceny,"
by Albert
Payson"Grand
Terhune,
directed
by Wallace

Third
Group
of Releases
Walling and Virginia Madison. verneur Morris, directed by Irvin
"The City Feller," by Julien Willat with Helene Chadwick and
Josephson, directed by William Richard Dix featured.
Beaudine with Cullen Landis and "Sent for Out," Rupert Hughes'
Patsy Ruth Miller in the leading new Irish picture, directed by Alfred
roles.
Green with Colleen Moore and
"What Ho, the Cook," Gouver- Ralph Graves in the leads,
neur Morris' Chinese fantasy with "The Blind Bargain," formerly
Jack
Abbe directed
and Winter
Blossom V.
in called
the leads,
by Rowland
by Barry"The
Pain,Octave
directedof byClaudius,"
Wallace
Lee.
Worsley queline
withLogan Lon
Chaney
and roles.
Jacin
the
principal
"Yellow Men and Gold," by Gou- "Hungary Hearts," from Anzia
Yezierska's stories, directed by E.
Mason Hopper with Bryant Washburn and Helen Ferguson.
Expects Rex Ingram Production
"Remembrances," the new Rupert
Hughes' picture, which the author
is directing, and in which Claude
to
Break
Stage
Play's
Records
Indications, it is said, point to "Turn to the Right," presented on Gillingwater,
Ruth Miller andKateCullenLester,
Landis Patsy
play
Rex Ingram's screen production of the screen by John Golden and Mar the chief roles.
is a Rex Ingram produc"Turn to the Right," exceeding in cus Loew,
for Metro Pictures Corporation.
popularity
sensational
suc- The tionscenario
was written by June
cess of theeven
stagetheplay
as produced
A Get-Together
originally by John Golden at the Mathis and Mary O'Hara from the
Universal's policy of get-together
Gaiety Theatre in New York.
stage success by Winchell Smith
Authority for this is Mr. Golden, and John E. Hazzard. John F. affairs is promoting a splendid feeling of good-fellowship in the Chihimself, who still retains half in- Seitz photographed it.
cago office. The most recent octerest in the picture rights to the
play by Winchell Smith and John
C)TarTS
l\eW
rilm
L. Lesserman
at the Blackstone
L.
dinner to on
E Hazzard, and who, with Marcus
was a surPrise
?siTon
Cf/,wf Afpvoi J?il*n
Loew is presenting the attraction in After two weeks' vacation, May November 25. Department heads
films.
McAvoy started work last week on and members of the sales staff atPrediction of the great success of a photoplay from an original story tended and the general verdict was
zlau.
"the more fun, the more business."
"Turn tohadtheseen
Right"
came reel
afterof Mr.
Golden
the first
the by Olga Print
first print to arrive at the offices
of Metro Pictures Corporation in
New York, from the big studios in Playgoers Pictures Say That
Hollywood.
"Everything we had in the play
Showmen
Like 36-a-Year Policy
is there, excepting the spoken voice,"
said
Mr.
Golden,
"and
there
is
much
A
statement
from
Playgoers'
PicIn part the statement says : "We
we could only indicate on the stage.
The glimpses of the underworld into tures indicates that the policy of felt that there was a broad as well
put into
ment. When
which Joe Bascom drifted, the race making the Playgoers'
arrangesuchwas
forplan
^AAthe
as a ^ert''e
features operation
s anproved
, the
track scenes, the peach orchard, available on the basis of thirty-six
to
exhibitor
ion
attach
we
that
satisfact
own
their
life-size and photographed with the productions a year has proven acceptable
to
the
exhibitors.
This
indi
ent
and
arrangem
the
to
strings
no
artistry of a painting — these are instances of what pictures can do and cation is based both on the manner offer it simply upon its merits as a
proposition, we are gratified
the stage cannot, even if it would, in which it is booking the produc- business
see the way in which the policy
It looks to me as if 'Turn to the tions on that basis and by the many to
has been received, as indicated by
Right' is going to be easily the letters of satisfaction which have
the amornt of business done."
greatest thing in pictures." been received."

SCENES FROM "JUST AROUND

THE CORNER,"BYBY PARAMOUNT
FANNIE HURST. A COSMOPOLITAN

PRODUCTION, RELEASED
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"Wide-Open

Town"

"The Sheik" Is
Breaking Records
The breaking of records by George
Mel ford's production,
Sheik,"
continues,
according to"The
information
supplied by the Paramount home
0ffice Among the telegrams received
b s R Kent is
George
p Endert, branch from
manager
at
Seattle, who forwards the following
from R A Grombacher, of the
Liberty Theatre, Spokane :
" 'The Sheik' opened here at
Strand to bigger business than openof 'Anatol'
despite topouring
rain.ing day
Look
for this picture
break
allC.house
records." branch manager
C. Wallace,
at Washington, D. C, wired as foliows : '"The Sheik' broke all prev;ous box-office records at Moore's
Ria]to
inclement
weather Sunday
conditionsunder
by over
one
thousand dollars. Monday's record
aiso shattered by a thousand. Pubijr unanimous in praise."

e's
TearlFilm
ay ick
ConwSelzn
IsNext
"Molly O" Is Great Picture,
One of the six pictures scheduled
Plan Extension of Its Run
to reach the screen with Conway
Tearle
is "A Wide-Open
Miss Normand in the little role Town," starring
based
story sold to
"Molly
the shows
that she has lost none of the Myron Selznick onby aEarl
first
week O"ofhasits rounded
scheduledout four
Mitchell a
week New York run at the Central art of pantomine that made her one dramatic actor who devotes some of
his leisure to authorship ot scenarios
first famous film comedi- and
"taken" of the ennes.
York has
Newcomedy
Theatre
novelettes. During the latter
The picture is staged on a
to this and
latest
drama of
Mack Sennett's featuring Mabel
of Selznick's operations in
days
Normand, directed by F. Richard
scale." Telegraph : "The opening Fort Lee, N. J., Ralph Ince directed
bigMorning
Jones.
finished
production
the
O' product was shownandlast the
'Molly for
laughed
audience
night the
week to the
orchestra
chairsat shook,
That the New York Press has until
it abounds with the same laugh Selznick organization in the homeagreed as to the merits of "Molly making
quality which made Finley office projection room.
O" can be seen from the following
"A Wide-Open
an
excerpts of the leading dailies: Peter Dunne and Mark Twain indication
of its plotTown"
in the carries
title. The
Daily News : "Normand fans are
located
are
scenes
the
where
town
going to take this to their separate famous."
hearts with a wild whoop of joy, Evening Journal : "Mabel Nor- Ls "wide open" and the methods ema "reform
mayor" to
mandsumescharms
in 'Molly
O.' She
as- ployed
bring
because it is exactly the sort of
the title
role with
all her
gamblersby to
book furnishes
a series
thing in which they like to see their old spirit
of
gaiety.
The
story
of
exciting
incidents. Faire Binney
own Mabel. She is funny and pretty scarcely gives spectators a chance
and abused, and finally triumphant. to
plays the role of the mayor's
catch
their
breath,
for
the
humorwith whom Conway
daughter,
No one could wish for more. A
ous situations are introduced while
sight for tired eyes is Mabel Nor- the action of the film is progressing Tearle, as a gambler, falls in love,
of Shea s
the attachment leading to his re- H. B hrankhn manager
mand."
fol
Hippodrome,
wire : Buffalo,
"Give us sent
a fewthemore
same reformation leads lowing
which
form
at
high
speed."
Evening World : " 'Molly O,' with
on
to
the
cx-gambler's
undoing.
:
"
'Molly
O'
has
moments
Mabel Normand as the bright par- of World
strenuous fun making; likewise
ticular star, is the outstanding
'Sheiks' and there will be no more
to have
Ralph Iiice isan declared
pre- business depression,
feature. This latest, by the makers moments of deep sentimental ap- given
the storyThe illuminating
gambling-house
sentation.
peal.
'Molly
O'
brings
back
Miss
of
'Mickey,'
is a treat.
like Normand in an enjoyable and whole- scenes are vividly acted by large Work Started
Mabel
Normand,
you willIf beyoucrazy
some photoplay, and it lends itself delegations in surroundings authenover 'Molly O.' And almost every- again and again to the flashes of
full
tically picturing
Claude
Tighe, in
Harrya "joint"
one does like Mabel. Don't they? genius of this vigorous and lovable operation.
on "The
Noose" 21
The 'ayes' have it. Mabel makes an screen player. See 'Molly O' for we Brooks, Daniel Hayes and James
November
ideal 'Molly O.' "
have no other Mabel Normand."
Seeley are prominent in Mr. Tearle's
If color and atmosphere combined
support.
Evening Mail : "Mabel Normand
"The Man of Stone," with Martha with strength of plot and charac,,
has always
done
her
best
work
under the banner of Mack Sennett, AnOther
hiXtenSlOn
Mansfield
Betty Howe
terization
are materialmotion
on which
inent
in theandsupporting
cast, promis the base
an entertaining
picture,to
and
in
'Molly O'The
this vivacious
truth is again
Harris, supervising director current Tearle release in the Selz- then Betty Compson's new picture
demonstrated.
Miss forElmer
Realart, has bought the home of nick series and it is likely that "A which was put into production
Normand has never been better than
Wide-Open Town" will be issued as Paramount studio Novemberat the
Mary
Pick ford's mother, and two the
21,
in
the
title
role
of
'Molly
O.'
The
next Tearle offering. should prove a decidedly striking
lots
additional,
which
will
be
transpicture ends with a sensational
formed into a tennis court for the
attraction,
according
to
the
proscene on a dirigible in midair that use of the
ducers.
Realart scenario staff.
is excellent."
William D. Taylor, who is producGoldwyn 's Third
ing the photoplay which bears the
hasEvening
evolvedGlobe:
a role"Mabel
which Normand
delighted E. L. Reed Praises
an audience of admirers. She has
Sport Review
working title of "The Nose," is preIs Now Ready
graduated from the pie throwing
paring forsettings
someandof artistic
the mostscenes
ela"Miss Lulu Bett"
borate
motif in the silent drama, and has
Goldwyn
announces
that
the
third
that
have
been
utilized
in
some
time.
The ' early officials
predictions
made
by
made a success of plots, which neatly Paramount
that William
its series of Sport Reviews, is
combine slapstick and sentiment." de Mille's production of Zona Gale's of
every other week, alternating
Evening Telegram : "Laughs and play, "Miss Lulu Bett," would prove sued
sighs mix deliciously with Cinder- one of the finest attractions of the with its other short subject, Goldwyn
is now ready for distribualla-like
'MollyMabel
O,' season are strengthened by the fol- Graphics,
tion. The Sport Reviews are edited
Mad" Hit
the dashingromance
cinema in
starring
a Broadway
lowing wire received from E. L. by Grantland Rice and produced by "Fightin'
Normand. There are serious
manager of the Strand The- Jack Eaton and J. L. Hawkinson for "Fightin' Mad," the two-fisted,
moments in which havoc is played Reed, atre,
R. I., who saw the Artclass Pictures Corporation.
two-gundoorsromance
of the
big outwith the heart-strings. And for picture at Providence,
which Metro
releases
for
thrills, a battle amid the clouds on
change : the Boston Paramount ex- andTheis new
issueto isillustrations
called "Stamina"
William
Desmond Productions,
devoted
of
ena palatial 'air roadster' is only one
durance
in
many
lines
of
sport,
as
scored
an
instantaneous
hit,
it
is
"Just witnessed a run-off of 'Miss
of the high spots. 'Molly O' Lulu
Think it is the best the first issue was devoted to "Speed" said, with Broadway audiences at
sparkles as one of the most fas- pictureBett.'
Paramount has released this
second
to "Form"
sports, picture
its premiere
the Rialto.
cinating cinemas of the season."
camera
is used toin analyze
was atadapted
from This
the
season so far." "Miss Lulu Bett" is andThetheslow
scheduled
for
general
release
Janthe
mechanics
of
motion
illustrated
original
story
of
H.
H.
Van
Loan,
New
York
American
:
"
'Molly
O'
u
a
r
y
1
.
is a revel of fun and excitement.
in the speed glimpses of various author
of "The
Virgin other
of Stamboul" and
numerous
big
Endurance in football playing, in screen successes,
sports
rowing, in steeplechase running and
other sports is graphically presented.
Some of the big university teams
are pictured in this reel.
Plays Hostess
In the holiday season remember
A estpre-view
of Baby
pictures was
given Peggy's
recently lat-at
and be remembered. Your greeting
Sweet's Latest
the
Century
Studio
before
Julius
Harry
Sweet has finished
Stern, president and general mancomedy called "A Fast Life" which ager, his brother Abe Stern, the
carried in Moving Picture World's
shows existence fashionable and financial genius of the company,
big Christmas number will be in good
otherwise on board of an ocean and some of the exhibitors who havt
liner. The director is Fred Hib- been so appreciative of the money
bard and the cast includes a new making qualities of the releases of
company.
Don't delay it.
recruit to the ranks of Century this little 2-year-old star. Baby
beauties called Margaret Cloud. Peggy was assisted in her duties
Bud also
Jamison
Harry Connclla as
hostessDog.
by Brownie, the Centtin
are
in theand
cast.
Wonder
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SCENE FROM METRO'S "TURN TO THE RIGHT"

"Bill and Bob" and a Serial
Are Two Outstanding Features
tacled comedian is supported by
Pathe Exchange. Inc., announces
that "Trapping the Weasel," the Bebc Daniels, "Snub" Pollard and
latest of the series of "Adventures the Rolin comedians. "Sink or
of Bill and Bob," is featured among Swim" is the title of the latest Hal
the five short subject features
Roach comedy
scheduled for release the week of Pollard.
Marie featuring
Mosquini, "Snub"
Noah
December 11. In this the youthful Young and the staff of the Hal
hunters, Bill and Bob Bradbury, Roach comedians appear with
show that they have a keen comedy "Snub." Pathe Review No. 133
sense as well as their natural camera presents an all-star series of subability. They mingle their trapping
jects of widely diversified nature.
exploits with humor while endeavoring to help a farmer rid his farm
of weasels. The boys discover that Characters from
the real marauder is a chicken
Book in Prologue
fancier of dusky hue, but for good
Characters from Frances Hodgson
measure they succeed in capturing
a number of the little animals.
Burnett's "Little Lord Fauntleroy,"
stepped from the pages of that
Lloyd Reissue
memorable book, in the prologue,
the stage of the Brooklyn
"Theanimated
Conceited
Donkey"
the upon
latest
cartoon
of the isseries
Mark Strand when Mary Pickford
appeared at that theatre in the
of
"Aesop'sPictures,
Film Fables,"
by Fables
Inc., andproduced
created screen version.
Managing Director Edward L.
by Cartoonist Paul Terry. "Red Hyman
cast operatic stars in the
Courage"
is
the
title
of
the
twelfth
episode of the new Pathe serial, roles for "The Little Lord Fauntleroy" was
stage presentation.
"Hurricane Hutch," starring Charles scene used
the interior ofThea
Hutchison.
English baronial hall, the cen"Look Pleasant, Please" is the huge tral
object being a huge fireplace
current re-issued one-reel comedy
starring Harold Lloyd. The spec- with a great yew log blazing.
Release

Next

Week

to Show

"The Battle of Jutland" to U. S.
Naval Officers and at Annapolis
interest in the remarkable film his"The Battle of Jutland," Educa- story of the great battle in every
tional's remarkable picture of the rank of the navy.
great sea conflict of the World
Interest among the general public
War, is attracting great interest was just as keen, however, and freamong the officers and men of the
quent bursts of applause greeted the
United States Navy. High ranking
of the picture at each shownaval officers, among them Rear progress
ing.
New York newspapers,
Admiral W. S. Sims, have expressed includingSeveral
the Evening Telegram,
a keen desire to see and study the
of Commerce and Dailypicture, and following its successful JournalRecord,
referred to the picweek's run at the Rialto Theatre News ture
as
"marvelous," while the
in New York, Educational is preparing to give at least two, and per- Evening Post declared that "one
haps three showings of the film for can safely say that 'The Battle of
the benefit of navy officers and Jutland' is unique."
Newspapers Praise -Film
students.
The office of the Secretary of The Evening Telegram calls "The
a "marvelous
rethe Navy has given recognition to Battle of Jutland"
production ofthe battle
between the
the picture by making arrangements British and German fleets in the
for its showing at the Naval Academy at Annapolis. Students at the
"Little models of the ships were
Academy and officers on duty there employed
Sea."in re-producing the manwill view the picture at this show- North euvers
and fighting of the contending
ing. Just before or just after this fleets," says the Telegram, "but so
screening, Educational will present realistically has it been done, so
"The Battle of Jutland" at the dramatically has the fight been laid
Marine Barracks in Washington, at
which showing the officers on duty out
upon
the model
'checkerboard,'
the specator
believes
he is upon
at the Navy Department will have that
some
high
vantage
point
overlookan opportunity to view the motion
ing the historic conflict.
"Torpedoes worm their fatal white
picture.Enlisted Men at Shoiving
line toward enemy ships, fire flashes
from the ships' sides, there are great
A third special presentation of the flashes,
whirling of waters and ships
picture is likely to follow at the disappear
below the surface.
Naval War College at Newport,
is said that 3,000,000 moveRhode Island, for the benefit of "It ments
were made by the little models
Rear Admiral Sims and other offi- and that one
year was spent in makcers at the college. Admiral Sims,
ing the photographs. There can be
who is a friend of Major General nc doubt
as to these statements after
Sir George Aston, whose two years
of constant study and work made seeing the picture."
the filming of the picture possible,
has expressed interest in this film
study of and
the itworld's
naval
"School Days"
conflict,
is moregreatest
than likely
Harry Rapf presented Warner
that it will provide material for extensive study at the War College Brothers' "School Days,'" featuring
as well as at Annapolis.
Wesley Barry on Sunday, November 27, in the Tiger Room of the
During the entire week of the Sherman.
Not satisfied with giving
showing
of "The
of Jutland"
at
the Rialto
naval Battle
men, both
officers exhibitors this excellent Sunday enand enlisted men, were very
tertainment, Mr. Rapf had the entire Gus Edwards revue as an addinoticeable in every audience. Men
tional feature, and the result was one
from thewereships
now theatre
in Newin Yorkwaters
at the
large of the most successful trade showings ever attempted in Chicago.
numbers every day, evidencing the
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ITS
Hodkinson

Pictures

COMING

FAST

/

on

Irving Willat's "Fifty Candles"
"Fifty Candles," the Irvin V. to read through several _ old court
Willat production, based on Earl records and quite by accident came
Derr Biggers' story of the same upon an incident that immediately
name, which was recently made for suggested the plot for the enterW. W. Hodkinson Corporation, was taining story.
Candles"
"Fifty Shanghai
actionin of
The place
Hodkinson
O. K.andby will
final week
given a this
officials
be re- takes
Honolulu,
leased next week for distribution and San Francisco. The settings
through the new Hodkinson Ex- are said to be ususually artistic and
changes.
many unique lighting effects havt
It is a mystery story and is said been gained,
to be one of the most unusual The cast includes Marjorie Daw,
narratives ever adapted for the Bertram Grassby, Dorothy Sibley
screen. The plot was conceived by Edward Burns, George Webb, WilMr. Biggers during his recent visit liam Carroll, Wade Boteler and
to Honolulu. One day he happened Ruth King.
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Listed

Wallingford
"Get-Rich-Quickon
Officials of Cosmopolitan Produc- tising and publicity campaign is the
lions, thus contribute to the stimulation of the already existing interest
tions and Famous Players-Lasky illustrated serial story of "Get-RichCorporation find in the steady stream Quick Wallingford" which has been in "Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford" in
in the following Hearst the minds of the public.
of bookings of "Get-Rich-Quick published
Wallingford,"
an indication
that are
the newspapers : New York Evening was"Getadapted
- Rich to- Quick
Wallingford"
exhibitors
of the
United States
the screen
by Luther
Journal, Boston American, WashTimes, Atlanta Georgian, Reed from some of the famous
promptly recognizing this comedy Chicago ington
American, Detroit Times, Wallingford stories and the stage
drama as one of the great American
pictures. Cosmopolitan Productions Milwaukee News, San Francisco success by George M. Cohan.
Los Angeles Ex- Because of the ability he displayed
feels that "Get-Rich-Quick Walling- Examineraminer.and
These big dailies, with a in "Humoresque," Frank Borzage
ford" issomething more than a fine combined circulation
of many mil- was assigned to direct it.
photoplay — it is an expression of
America of American art and
American manners, wit and inineradicably
inscribegenuity
itself thatin will
the anna.s
of native
"Flower of the North" Gets
achievements.
Hugo Riesenfeld was one of the
High Praise from Its Author
first of those identified with the
"Flower of the North," Vita- president ot Yitagraph, at the execuscreen to recognize this glowing
469 Fifth avenue, New
American quality in the production. graph's
special novel
production
based Yorktive'offices,
City. Mr. Curwood declares
the big
thrilling
by James
This, in addition to the general ex- on
that
although
he has been accused of
cel ence of the picture, induced him Oliver Curwood, has met with the
to book it for two weeks in two of hearty approval of the author whose being over severe in his criticism of
his theatres simultaneously — the stories of the land "north of 53'' are pictures based on his stories, "Flower
Rialto and Rivoli, in which houses among the most popular on the of the turesNorth"
is one seen.
of the His
best telepiche has even
screen. In hastening to send his
it will be presented Sunday, Decem- pleasure
that his story has been so grame to Mr. Smith read:
ber 4. This unusual booking on
followed with the resulting
"As the author of the novel,
Broadway
is considered
by athetribute
pro- carefully
splendid picture, the author resorted 'P'lower of the North,' I cannot fully
ducer and distributor
as fine
to the picture as could be accorded to a telegram to Albert E. Smith, express my appreciation of your
it.
Lovers of literature, the stage and
the screen always hail with delight
a novel, a poem or motion picture Palmer Photoplay Sells Big
that indicates the growth of "native
Scenario to Universal Company
American
art."beenRecently
novelists have
soundingAmerican
a note
From
a cell in the Arizona State turned to the screen as a medium
that has struck a responsive chord
which he may help others to
in the hearts of those who have Prison, by way of the course and through
longed for real American novels. service of the department of educa find"I themselves.
am writing picture plays beThe stage has also developed a crop tion of the Palmer Photoplay Cor
cause of the desire to venture, into a
of plays that are essentially by poration, comes a new entrant to the
ranks of screen writers. In the sale new field and to WIN," he writes
Americans and of America.
to Frederick Palmer, to whose aid
The claim is made for "Get-Rich- new
recently
announced
ofstory
"Peterman,"
a he gives entire credit for his first
kind
of
crook
by
Louis
Quick tially
Wallingford"
it is essensuccess in the motion picture field.
and typically that
American,
that Victor Eytinge to Universal Uni- "But
than that, want to bring
versal for use as a starring vehicle about more
it portrays types found only within
medium,
through that Igreat
the confines of the forty-eight States, for Herbert Rawlinson, there is the screen,
the damnably needed efand that its plot is so bound up with reflected the grim determination and
ficiencies in the handling of our
the national temperament that it is dogged perseverance of one of
impossible to conceive of the story America's most famous prisoners.
and
crime
Inside theprison
four problems.
walls of" Arizona
All the world knows the story of prison
taking place elsewhere than in an
where
he
has
served
American small town.
Louis Eytinge. It would not be a 14 years of a sentence,already
Eytinge has
The country has grown so rapidly, pretty story were it not for the later built
up a huge business-letter and
its marvelous resources have brought chapters, which make it a thing of advertising
business.
such enormous wealth that it un- intrinsic worth — the story of a soul
'My early experience with the
doubtedly gives birth to more get- lcst and regained. Given up to die
rich-quick schemes than any other as a hopeless consumptive, a moral Palmer Course was exhiliarating,"
land. Nowhere has money been and mental wreck, Eytinge entered he writes to Mr. Palmer. "You
earned so speedily and in such large Arizona prison sentenced for life for sent me my first rejection slip, and
quantities as with us.
alleged murder. Ten years later he that served to reduce the egotism
Battlesburg, the town in which had carved for himself a niche in that infected Eytinge! Here was a
business and advertising world, chap who had written more than a
"Get-Rich-Quick
Wallingford"
has the
He became one of the most famous hundred leading articles in business
its
settings, is, therefore,
a typical
American town. It is the scene of of direct-mail advertising specialists ; and advertising journals, who had
frenzied finance of the most modern founder and editor of a 64-page been editor of one such magazine for
variety. Its people "fall" for J. monthly ; and author of two books two years, whose name was gilded
Rufus toWallingford's
grandiose on business letters. Giants of in- on the covers of a couple of busischemes
make them all fabulously
dustry, leaders of sociology, gover- ness books as I-T, it, Author, and
wealthy. In this they reveal the nors, senators, people in all walks of bless you, you sent his picture scripts
national character.
life gave him their friendship. And back! That fanned the flames of
A powerful feature of the adver- finding himself, Louis Eytinge has my ambition all the more ; your sale
the result.
Universal
criticalmarks
comments
on concise
my re^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ t »"The
turned scripts were clear,
experienc
ripened
a
upon
based
and
e.
In the holiday season remember
More than this the Palmer experts
did not stop at pointing out defects
and be remembered. Your greeting
in my work, for they prescribed
remedies and offered serviceable suggestions. It has been a peculiar
carried in Moving Picture World's
pleasure to have relations with all
big Christmas number will be in good
the Palmer people and a joy to
tackle the task of re-writing and rebuilding, until at last, the reward
company.
Don't delay it.
is here and success in sight."

Mayo
A(Universal),
tense momentstarring
in "Dr. Frank
Jim"
picturization of the book. It is one
of my favorite books of the big
North, and I am delighted with the
masterly way that Director David
Smith has put it on the screen. Not
only has he kept my story in every
detail hut he his added to it a craftsmanship that makes it one of the
best pictures I have ever seen. I am
accused of being an over severe critic
of the picturization of my own
stories, but in this instance I cannot find words which can too fully
express my satisfaction of the splendid piece of work you have turned
out
withStarke
'Flower
of the North.'
Paul ine
is exquisite.
Henry
Walthall has done his best acting.
The entire cast fits a cross section of
the Northland itself. The real
Jeanne D'Arcambal and myself
tender you
our Curwood.
thanks." (Signed)
James
Oliver
Vitagraph has been particularly
fortunate in its picturization of the
James Oliver Curwood stories.
Without exception they have been
immensely popular. One of the
earliest stories, "God's Country and
the Woman," was a revelation to
picture lovers of the possibilities of
the great frozen North as the locale
of stirring, virile stories, and set a
standard which has never been lowered. Not long since the Vitagraph
special,
of Marge
O'Doone,""The
with Courage
Pauline Starke
and
Niles Welch, met with favor
throughout the country and Canada,
and in Europe, but never before has
a Curwood story met with such unqualified praise from the author as
"Flower of the North," which has
Miss Starke and Henry B. Walthall
in the leading roles.
"Flower of the North" is a December release. Already orders for
the special have ben pouring in from
all parts of the country and Canada
and undoubtedly the picture will begin the new year with a record that
may stand throughout the year.
Miss Walker Has
Changed Her Name
Lillian Walker, the English
beauty, who portrays the part of
Stella Daintry in "Love's Boomerang," the Paramount picture John
S. Roberts
on has just finished in
Europe, has changed her name officially to Lillian Douglas.

December 10, 1921
Powell to Direct
Paul Powell has been assigned to
direct Dorothy Dalton in "Theron
of Lost Valley," her next starring
picture for Paramount Work on
the new picture will begin as soon
as Mr. Powell finishes cutting his
latest
"For theMissDefense,"
starringpicture,
Ethel Clayton.
Dalton
has just finished work in "Moran
of the Lady Letty," George Melford's in
production
of Frank Valentino
Norris's
story
which Rudolph
has the leading male role.
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Friend"
Mutual
"Our
Critics Find
Motion
Picture
of Unusual
Appeal
pearance
in
'Remorseless
and
Charles Dickens' "Our Mutual derstand. Any lover of Dickens "The Way of a Maid," theLove"
two most
Friend," long heralded as "the per- need not be afraid to see the picture, recently released Elaine Hammerstein stellar vehicles, is said to be
feet movie," was given its New York We will guarantee satisfaction."
premier by Wid Gunning at the "The film is beautifully done and calling forth expressions everyLyric Theatre, New York, last Mon- will give rare pleasure to the lovers
where which prove the soundness of
day evening. A distinguished audi- of Dickens," said Helen Rockwell in Mr. Selznick's judgment that Niles
Welch is destined to become one
ence,
made
up
of
leading
figures
in
the
Telegraph.
"The
acting
is
perthe industry as well as city, state fection and every character distinc of the most popular men on the
and federal officials and prominent tive. The spirited Belle is exquis- screen.
people
in the
city's social
and busiportrayedprettiest
by Catherine
Reese,
ness life,
witnessed
the opening
of itivcly
the daintiest,
little actress
"Over the Hill"
the production.
we have been permitted to see of Ball Scene in
Shown in Prison
The marked pleasure of the first late."
Paramount Film
was which
reflected
en- many
The lovers
Eveningof Telegram
said in: "The
Cable despatches from London an- audiences
thusiasm with
the in
NewtheYork
Dickens, and
fact
Fifty
of the prettiest girls in film
nounce the showing of "Over the reviewers received the picture. Al- anyone who likes a good story of
and an equal number of the
Hill," the Fox super-special produc- most unanimously they declared the a melodrama with just enough touch circles
best looking men, were engaged for
tion, atvember
the 20.Pentonville
This is saidPrison
to be Nothe production one with a universal ap- of humor to smooth away unpleasant the grand ball scene in George Melfirst film ever shown in a British peal both from an artistic and audi- details, should not miss the chance ford's production "Moran of the
ence standpoint. That the story of seeing 'Our Mutual Friend,'
prison.
as written by Dickens was one as which was presented by Wid Gun- Lady Letty"
Paramount
whichforDorothy
DaltonPic-is
wonderfully adapted to the screen ning last night at the Lyric Theatre featuredtures, inand
Rudolph
Valentino
is
as if it had been typed in the shadow to a large and appreciative audience,
Green to Direct
of the studio, that it contained as It was a literary classic and an leading man.
Thomas Meighan many thrills and as much mystery achievement seldom seen on the
Universal Lists
as the most up-to-the-minute serial screen."
Al Green, who directed Mary Pick- and
that it was most aptly cast and The Evening Mail said : "The
ford in "Little Lord Fauntleroy," acted, were the central points of the Dickens atmosphere has been excelhas been specially engaged to direct comment of the first nighters and lently brought to the silver sheet, Strong Short Films
The cast is uniformly excellent. In
Thomas Meighan in his next Para- the critics.
for End of Year
Catherine Reese, American audiences
mount picture. The picture is temPraised by Newspapers
are introduced to an extremely pi- A comprehensive schedule of short
porarily
titled,
'The
Proxy
Daddy"
and is from the story by Edward
"It is Dickens transferred from quant charming young woman who subjects is anounced for release by
Peple, Printzlau
author of wrote
'The Prince
Chap." the pages of the book intact to the is a delight to the eye, while Peter Universal during the closing weeks
Olga
the scenario
screen, " said Harriette Underhill in
of the old year. The list includes
is an upstanding hero."
and production work will start at the Tribune. "How any actors, Walton
The Times said : "Many of the six two-reel western dramas, four
the Lasky studio as soon as Mr. without the guidance of the author characters in Dickens' 'Our Mutual two-reel comedies, four one-reel
Meighan returns to the Coast from himself, managed to achieve such Friend' seem to come to life in the
one two-reel newspaper
New York, which will be about perfect portraits of the Dickens film which opened at the Lyric last comedies,
life drama, and the opening of a
December 5.
characters is more than we can un- night. One must write it down an new serial.
extremely good production. Above
The Western dramas feature such
all else the picture has what so stars
as Eddie Polo and Eileen
many of its contemporaries lack,
namely, characterization, rich and Sedgwick. They are, in order of
Gloria Swanson, Betty Compson
vai ied characterization. Its people their release, 'The Yellow Streak,"
with Eddie Polo; 'The Dream Girl,"
Start New Paramount
Pictures
Thealive."
Sun said : "Among the things with Miss Sedgwick; "The Heritage
are
that
make
this
story
suitable
as
a
Monday, November 28, witnessed and Rudolph Valentino plays the motion picture is the fact that it of Hate," with Polo ; "The Alarm"
with a special cast ; "A Ride for a
the starting of two new Paramount leading male role. The story by contains
more melodramatic action Rancho" with Polo, and "A Battle
productions at the Lasky studio. Frank Norris was adapted by Monte
Wits" with Miss Sedgwick.
M. Katterjohn. Mr. Melford, it is than anything else Dickens ever of "Ned
They
the which
Rocks,"Gloria
the understood,
of the News," a short
will take a well earned wrote. Alfred Miller's Boffin, drama founded
Elinor are
Glyn"Beyond
story, in
on the thrills of a
Swanson is to be starred, and Wil- vacation following his strenuous Charles Wilken's Mr. Venus, Bertwork
covering
a
period
of
many
reporter's
life,
has
been filmed at
ram
Cross'
Silas
Wegg
are
all
porliam D. Taylor's production, tem- weeks.
trayals which no worshipper at the Universal
City,
with role.
Percy ItPemporarily
titled
"The
Noose,"
starring
broke
in
the
featured
will
Betty Compson.
James Cruze has brought his com- Dickens shrine can afford to miss." be released during the third week of
The Gloria Swanson picture,
pany back from Pine, Crest, Cal.,
December.
which is promised to be quite dis- where location scenes were made Welch Said to Be
One-reel Star Comedies to be retinctive inthe matter of settings and for the Paramount comedy special,
leased in the coming few weeks
costuming, is being directed by Sam "Is Matrimony a Failure?" which
Growing in Favor are "Heart Breakers," 'Show me
Wood. The full cast will be an- Walter Woods adapted from the
nounced shortly. Jack Cunningham European play. A long series of Reports from Selznick field men your Samples." "Fur Coats and
adapted the story which is exotic interior scenes will follow with a throughout the country give every Pants,"
and "Ohto the
Nursie
!"
In addition
foregoing
short
in atmosphere and it is said to deal medley of comedy situation that indication, the Selznick company
with a heart interest situation that should evoke laughter of the most states, that Vice President Myron subjects, the first episode of Eddie
hearty character from those who see Selznick, in charge of production, Polo's latest serial, "The Secret
it both unique and compelling.
the screen version. T. Roy Barnes has added another strong string to Four," written around the internaMiss
Compson's
picture,
which
is
tional struggle for oil lands, will
her first to be made under the direc- has the role made famous on the the Selznick Pictures bow through
tion of Mr. Taylor, is from a story stage by Leo Ditrichstein. A super- teh employment of Niles Welch on be released. The usual bi-weekly
lative cast includes among others, a long term contract to appear in release for International News
by Constance Skinner to be more or
less reminiscent of her first big part, Walter Hiers, Lila Lee and Lois
completes the Universal Short
leading roles. The young man's ap- Reels,
Wilson.
subjects schedule.
that
of
Rose
in
"The
Miracle
Man,"
for she is cast as a dancer and a
Work is scheduled to start Decemmember of the Apaches of the Paris
ber 5 on "Across the Continent,"
underworld.
Wallace Reid's next Paramount
Jack Holt was expected to finish picture, an original by Byron
during the week his second starring Morgan. Philip E. Rosen is to
In the holiday season remember
Locations in various secpicture for Paramount, "While direct.tions of the
and
be remembered. Your greeting
country
will
be
utilized
Satan has
Sleeps,"
JosephThis
Hena-is
bery
been which
directing.
possibly entailing a trans-continental
an adaptation by Albert Shelby journey for the star and some of
supporting players.
carried in Moving Picture World's
LeVino, of Peter B. Kyne's story, thePenrhyn
big Christmas number will be in good
Stanlaws is expected
"The Parson of Panamint."
George Melford has finished his back at the Lasky studio shortly
with
several
stories
from
which
he
big production for Paramount,
company.
Don't delay it.
will select and prepare his next
"MoranDorothy
of theDalton
Lady isLetty,"
which
featuredin production for Paramount Pictures.
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Matinee

Capitol
's story,
York
New
of Broun
Heywood
in the World
: .son Terhune
in History
Braving a downpour
of rain and
with John Barrymore and directed by Marshall
"Will Rogers remarked the other
cold, penetrating winds, motion pic- day
that
audiences
are
getting
so
Neilan.
This
combination
is almost
ture fans stormed the Capitol Theatre last Sunday afternoon in such critical about motion pictures that as good as it sounds. The exteriors
numbers to see "The Lotus Eater," the producers have to make one out are artistic and Mr. Neilan makes the
a John Barrymore production direct- of every four a good one. 'The most of every situation. John Barryed personally by Marshall Neilan Lotus Eater,' now playing at the
more is good as Jacques Lenci, both
and released by Associated First Capitol, is the one in four. Indeed, senior and junior — and plays the
it
seems
to
us
more
likely
that
it
National, that a new record for ma- is the one in four hundred. We have part convincingly. The picture opens
tinee receipts was established in the
with melodrama and without warnBroadway cinema palace. The ma- seen no picture one-eighth as amusing becomes a delightful comedy."
tinee receipts were $6,315, the larging in a Globe
season."
est by far in the history of the The
: "We consider the
theatre, and less inclement weather 'Lotus Eater' one of the best films ''Power Within"
would have augmented that figure we have ever seen. John Barrymore
one of the best performances
Was Directed by
to a considerable
pic- gives
of his screen career as the star and
ture has been helddegree.
over aThesecond
Marshall Neilan has directed the
week.
Lem F. Kennedy
The elements likewise are held ac- production with consummate skill."
countable for the fact that the recThe release of "The Power
The Times : " 'The Lotus Eater'
different. It is jollily heretical. Within," which Pathe has scheduled
ords forbefore
a single
receipts
did is
not fall
the day's
onslaught
of the
for
December
will focusdirector
attenIt is pleasant to report that the mantion on Lem F.18, Kennedy,
ner of its telling is, on the whole,
house's
patrons.
However,
Sunday's
the production for Achievement
receipts were only $310 below the satisfactory. The most important of
Films, Inc., who has given the story
totals established
by "Passion,"
an- thing is the acting of John Barry- an unusually intelligent interpretaother First National
attraction,
tion.
which is the holder of the record.
The Herald : "It is by turns
For several years Kennedy has
tragedy, farce, adventure, comedy,
Sunday's total attendance was 17,547, satire
more." and pure romance, and both been directing motion pictures with
with
receipts
of
$11,473.
"Passion"
uniform
He is classed as
brought in $11,783 during one day. emotionally and in its swing from a student success.
of the cinema, who looks
Although the weather was not the Mediterranean to the far Pacific upon the box
the guide post
propitious for record breaking, it it certainly covers a lot of ground. to his efforts.officeHe asmakes
pictures
had no effect on the thousands who But under Mr. Neilan's skillful
could not resist the lure of a John weaving it develops into pleasureable the public wants and will patronize,
for he knows it is the "commercial
Barrymore picture, directed by entertainment."
that brings
returns.
Neilan and titled by George Ade.
The Tribune : "The story ranges picture"
"The Power
Within"the isbig
considered
This combination of talent was re- from melodrama to farce, but Mr. more
than
a
commercial
picture.
sponsible for the long queues of Barrymore manages to give the
men, women and children who stood whole thing a touch of travesty that While not modeled after "The
in front of the house all afternoon is bewildering at times. It is simply Miracle Man," like that great picture, it is said to have a story inand late in the night, waiting pa- John Barrymore showing you what
tel igible to all classes. The imtiently for their turn at the box office. a good actor he is, with the well
mense yards of the New York ShipThe general comments of delight known Barrymore charm always to
building Corporation at Camden,
with the picture, current throughout
N. J., were used as the location for
front."Mail : "Barrymore stands some
the house, were echoed by the re- theThe
of the principal settings.
viewers for New York newspapers out head and shoulders above every
The cast includes William H.
the following day. They hailed it one in the cast, a cast which, by Tooker,
Nellie Parker Spaulding,
as a refreshing departure from the the way, is about as good as one Pauline Garon,
Robert Kenyon and
"usual run of pictures" and lauded will see in a single picture, includ- Dorothv Allen.
ing Colleen Moore, Anna Q. NilsDirector
Neilan's daring
in ignoring
the conventional
standards
in the son, Frank Currier, J. Barney Sherry
production of this unusual story— and Wesley Barry."
the work of Albert Payson Terhune.
The Post: "The Capitol presents C. B. D.Mille Hard
Excerpts from the reviews follow : 'The Lotus Eater,' an Albert Payat Work on Film
In order to carry out his sailing
schedule as planned, Cecil B. DeMille has been working night and
day at the task of cutting and titling
"Saturday
Night," his latest Paramount picture.
Mr. DeMille plans to sail for
Europe on an extended vacation
trip the last day of November. He
likewise plans to finish "Saturday
Night," before his departure.

MAE MURRAY A.XD ROBERT Z. LEONARD AT WHITE
SULPHUR SPRINGS, VA., LOOKING FOR LOCATIONS
FOR THEIR NEXT TIFFANY PRODUCTION
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known throughout the film industry
because of his work in painting several Mary Pick ford posters, depicting scenes in her latest film triumph,
"Little Lord Fauntleroy."
In addition to these Pick ford and
Fairbanks paintings which Mr. Holl
will exhibit in Paris, he will do a
series of studies depicting life in the
film world, so that, as Degas immortalized the French stage, so Holl
bids fair to perpetuate the American
screen.
bice's New Press
Book Is Out
"Silver Sheet," the house organ
of Thomas H. Ince studios, published in the interest of productions
created by Thomas H. Ince for distribution by First National Exchanges, has just been issued.
The current edition deals with
"Hail the Woman," the forthcoming Ince special, although a part of
the book is devoted to- "The Cup of
Life" and "Mother o' Mine."
"Silver Sheet" is issued simultaneously with the release of special
productions and covers, in addition
to news of the production, an interesting array of studio happenings.
"Silver Sheet" consists of twenty
pages and art cover, is printed on
coated paper and circulates among
exhibitors. It is under the editorship of Arthur MacLennan, director
of
studios.ng and publicity for the
Inceadvertisi

"The Soul Seeker"
Next for Holubar
Allen Holubar, who arrived a few
days ago in Los Angeles after six
weeks in New York, announces that
he is to make a series of feature
pictures at the United studios. The
first willDorothy
be "ThePhillips.
Soul Seeker,"
starring
Mr. Holubar, while in New York,
purchased two other scenarios and
secured options on a foreign production. Work will begin on the
next Holubar production in two
weeks. Casting already has begun.
Mr. Holubar is enthusiastic over
the new arrangements which he
made in
York to produce at
the UnitedNew
studios.

"Feature pictures, in
future "
says Mr. Holubar, "can the
be made at
the United studios with great
economy. The independent producer receives the greatest possible cooperation from
ated First
National which nowAssoci
distributes the
productions to most of the independent producers in the
.
"Various factors now industry
make
portant that photoplays shoulitd imbe
produced with the greatest efficiency
'Fauntleroy" and
possible and this the new United
"D'Artagnan" to
studios will make possible under arrangements which have just recently
Live on Canvas
Mr.conclu
Holuba
r plans to begin work
been
ded."
The greatest motion picture char- within a fortnight.
acters ever created by Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks — "Little
Lord Fauntleroy" by Miss Pick- Stauffer Is Author
ford and are
"D'Artagnan"
Fairbanks—
to be made byto Mr.
live
Aubrey Stauffe of the Realart
forever on canvas by George scenario staff, hasr, broken
the
Edward Holl, the noted American author class. He wrote the into
origina
tale which will be the next Con-l
Mr. Holl, who was a pupil of
painter.
stance Binney offering, to start the
Jules Lefevbre and Francis Flameng, will
first direct.
of the week. Edward Le Saint
and is the holder of many European
honors and awards, already is well-
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tied matron— a great lady of New
York society. She has been aptly
styled the "greatest Grande Dame in
pictures," and was formerly on the

Twelve
Prominent
Players
in
AIM 7
T
9
((~TT
• 7" _i_7 TT7
ff
Thomas
Inces
Hail
the Woman
xiSS-M„a^^
splendid
boy,"andas Eugenie
pathetic
Players selected for their particu- in
"Dear Brutus" with William odd-jobs man in which he is quite alittle
David"little
Junior,
Gillette.
as successful as when he recently Hoffman
lar ability to portray the roles of
is a chubby, delightful
the drama as well as for their poptook the part of Chan-Chang in little thing in the part of the baby.
Has Powerful Role
ularity with the public and their
"The Cup of Life," the preceding
John Griffith Wray has scored a
past performances on the screen
Miss Bellamy takes the part of Ince production. He gives an ex- great success as the director of
cellent
interpretation
of
the
mingled
constitute an "all star" cast in the Nan, the loyal, abused girl-wife of
the Woman." His previous
opinion of Thomas H. Ince, whose David Beresford. Always pre- elements of cupidity and vicious "Hail
notable effort, likewise under the
malice
which
sway
the
character.
ferring strongly dramatic roles, Miss
dramatic masterpiece, "Hail the
personal supervision of Thomas H.
Woman,"
for First
National
re- Bellamy has given to the part a
Gertrude Clair in Strong Role
lease, isportrayed
by twelve
widely
Ince, was "Lying Lips."
whole-souled
devotion
ensuring
its
known artists.
The part of gentle, self-effacing
and emotional interprePerhaps no production heretofore most vivid
tation. Her acting throughout is Mrs. Beresford, who yet finds
released has been produced with superb, and especially in the great
hus- Variety in Comedies
such an illustrious cast of popular death scene, when Nan wearily lies courageband fortothedefyloveherofmasterful
her children,
players. Every name in the list of down the burden of life, and grate- is interpreted with great fidelity and Coming from Christie
truth by Gertrude Clair.
twelve who portray the various charA fine example of the variety that
commendscareherofchild's
Vernon Dent makes an excellent Christie is putting into the comedies
acters is widely known to the thea- to the fully
loving
Judith,future
does
tre-going public, and every player
Hurd, the bucolic, crude and he is making for Educational release
a dramatic power of in- Joe
vindictive suitor for the hand of is seen in four being made or planned
has a record of accomplishment in she attain
tense pathos.
screen drama.
at the Christie studios. Dorothy
Judith Beresford.
Missance is Bellamy's
in completepersonal
harmonyappearwith
As Wyndam Gray, Edward Mai- Devore is appearing as a knight in
Drama of Today
the part. One dramatic critic has tindel is a typical, nonchalant man- armor. Bobby Vernon is cook and
bottle washer in a country town
"Hail the Woman" is an Amer- described her as "the beautiful child of-the-world, wise in the ways of hotel.
Viora Daniel is a New York
ican drama of today. It has a tense with wonderful eyes, enchanting women, yet good-natured, and interflapper.
Neal Burns is a romantic
emotional appeal and deep human youth and grace, and everything
ested
in
Judith's
career
and
characRomeo.
interest. Critics who have seen it fairyland could give a girl." Like ter.
are loud in their praise of the Miss Vidor, she was also born in Charles Meredith is a suave type The titles of the four pictures in
brilliant interpreations of the theme Texas. She is nineteen years old, of the wealthy New Yorker, who which these players head the casts
of the story as well as the portrayal and made her first appearance on falls in love with Judith in the are, respectively, "One Stormy
course of her work among the poor Knight," "By Hook or Crook,"
of individual parts by the members the New York stage when only of
the metropolis.
of the cast.
fourteen. She made her debut in
" 'Twas Ever Thus" and "A
Mathilde Brundage makes a digniFlorence Vidor takes the leading motion pictures in the recent Thomas
role, that of Judith Beresford. It H. Ince production, "The Cup of
Rambling Romeo."
is that of a highminded, sensitive Life," when she took the part of
daughter of the New England hills, Pain which called for her presentation in the beautiful costumes of a
whose soul rises in revolt against
Chinese lady of high caste, setting "Nobody" Is Third Big Film in
man's immemorial
cruelty
and
injustice to woman. In her matchless off her exotic beauty in a most picturesque manner.
devotion she consoles the weak,
Which Jackie Coogan Will Star
cherishes a forlorn childhood, and
Jackie
Coogan started his third Like "My Boy," the third Coogan
Strong Characterisation
brings redemption to the erring souls
big production this week. Space film, is an original story, and
of those she loves.
Theodore Roberts takes the part has been re-leased in the Brunton Jerome Storm has complete charge
of sour and grim Oliver Beresford. studios and now the "starlet" will of direction. This is the first picNative of Texas
Lloyd Hughes gives a splendid make some new friends in the perture that Mr. Storm is to do for
Miss Vidor is a native of Texas, characterization of David Beressons of Norma and Constance Tal- the Coogan organization, but it is
and has the broad view of life charmadge who are also busy on new understood that he has a contract
His interpretation of David's productions
acteristic of Western womanhood. obedientford. acceptance
at Bruntons.
calling for his megaphone services
of
his
father's
It is the possession of this point of commands, effacing his own per- The title of the new Coogan pro- in connection with the remaining
view that fits her so well for the
sonality, and of the spiritual transiand Jackie will four pictures.
tion to the point where David appear induction is"Nobody"
interpretation of the role of Judith
the same old clothes that
The York
print City
of "My
Boy" reached
Beresford. Her recent appearance "finds" himself in the great church he made famous in "The Kid." An New
this week.
It will
scene, indicate his complete absorp- excellent supporting cast is being- open Christmas Day at the Mark
in
"Lying
Lips,"
another
great
Ince
selected. In it. are Wallace Beery, Strand and soon will be nationally
success,
is
still
fresh
in
the
public
tion
in
the
part.
Hughes
heard
the
mind.
sircm call of the motion picture playing an important part opposite released. Many of those who have
Playing opposite Miss Vidor, is stage five years ago, when he was Jackie.; Gloria Hope, who has just seen the picture say it is the greatest
vivacious little Madge Bellamy. seventeen, and had only just left completed an important part in work Jackie Coogan has ever done
Miss Bellamy was until recently a the high school of his native town Frank Lloyd's production, "The on the silver sheet and that it should
popular actress on the New York of Bisbee, Arizona.
Grim Comedian," and Eddie Gribbon. not only equal but overshadow the
stage. Here Thomas H. Ince
Tully Marshall is in his element Others of equal note will be selected,
Boy"
recordsoffering.
made by the "Peck's Bad
it is stated.
portraying
the
role
of
the
vicious
"found" he when she was playing

WILLIAM CHRISTY CABANNE, THE WELL-KNOWN DIRECTOR (CENTER), AND TWO SCENES FROM HIS LATEST
R-C SPECIAL, "AT THE STAGE
SCHEDULED
THIS MONTH,
WHICH LILLIAN DOVE, THE
FAMOUSDOOR,"
FOLLIES
BEAUTY, FOR
HAS RELEASE
THE LEADING
FEMININEW ROLE
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Pa the to Re-issue
One-Reel Lloyds

on Weekly Basis
Month
Gunning
Wid
for January,
Owing to the exhibitor demand
Plav dates for Wid Gunning our sales force has to do is to sit run houses will stlil be playing "Our for a weekly release of the Harold
Month, the spectacular tribute to around with its feet on desks shak- Mutual Friend" in January and Lloyd one-reel comedies, Pathe anthis week that it will adopt
their chief which is being put across ing contracts out of envelopes. The practically all of the country's larger nouncespolicy
release beginning
it dur- this the first ofof the
houses will show An
as second-run Gunning
isn't quite asforeasyWid
and film business
by the exchange
during January
second series,
un- with
Month.
ing Wid
home office sales staff of Wid Gun- that these days, even
last week,
announcement
an
ning Inc.. are being reported in Gunning. But we do find that ex- precedented demand, too, is develop- In
than 5,000
more
that
stated
Pathe
specWeber's
Lois
of
prints
for
ing
GunWid
about
keen
are
hibitors
branches,
the
from
numbers
large
are now playing the
according to a statement by one of ning pictures, and that when they tacular picture, "What Do Men exhibitors
has
number
This
Lloyd re-issues.
the corporation officials here. find they can join in the organiza- Want?" during January, and it may increased
rapidly that already
for us greatly to in- there are soindications
up January be necessaryoriginal
of tion's tribute by piling
"Wp find that the exhibitors the
more
that
supply of prints,
crease our
I'lav dates> thev do s0the rnnntrv haven't forgotten
than
for The exploitation possibilities of this theatres will show the re-issues
time when Wid Gunning was sales "We are making some plans
the comedies on their original
the campaign
together
which has
been with
outlined
by our played
Gunning Month which will be picture,
release.
manager of the Eclair Company and aWidsurprise
to the industry when they exploitation department has made
Warner's Features," it was said,
Much interest has been shown in
a few days, and
"and that they are all willing to are announced infurther
the supporting cast.
to
impetus
add
will
which
company
an
especial
appeal
to
exhibitors."
his
help the success of
managers are
not only because they remember how this sales drive. The
fair he was to them in those old coming through 100 per cent, and
days, but because they are sure that their enthusiasm is not forced down
his from the home office sales depart- "Alfs Button" Suggests Many
any picture on which Wid puts
stamp of approval is going to be a ment, but is spontaneous.
sure fire box-office picture.
"The welcome which the public
Exploitation Possibilities
"Every day we are rising to a gave this week to the opening of Exceptional
opportunities
for hance the pulling power of the newshigher pitch of enthusiasm about Charles Dickens's "Our Mutual
Wid Gunning Month, because of Friend" at the Lyric, shows that effective exploitation are afforded by paper advertising when the legend
the proper
of the
mystery.
the aid exhibitors are giving us in Wid made no mistake when he ar- Alf's Button," a Hepworth Picture breathes
should air
stress
conranged for the distribution of this Play, which is being released by Exhibitors
putting it across.
nection between the mystic button
Associated
First
National
Pictures,
"We don't mean to say that all "perfect movie." Many big first- Inc., as a special production. The and Aladdin's lamp, because it will
picture is a distinct novelty and serve to create attention. The
juveniles especially will be attracted
peculiarly adapted to advertising.
it, and there are very few adults
The outstanding exploitation by
who have forgotten the fascinating
Wagner
Wrote Charles Rays
symbol of the picture is the brass tale
of the Arabian youth and his
button around which the fantastic
Release Set for December 5 story is built. The button is fastened adventures with the lamp,
on the tunic of Alf Iggins, a British
A ballyhoo dressed in the Orien"R. S. V. P.," the next produc- the possibilities of screen' work. Tommy, and the first time that he tal costume worn by the genie or
tion from the studios of Charles The theme of the picture concerns polishes it he makes a startling dis- "slave of the button" in the picture,
Ray, is announced this week by a struggling artist, and the author covery, for the button has been made including
the will
huge doearrings,
turban,
much toscimitar
draw
Arthur S. Kane for release through has built his story with a view of out of the original Aladdin's lamp. and
patronage.
Oriental
trappings and
First National on December 5. The getting every humorous idea con- By rubbing it Alf is able to sum- decorations in the lobbies
and foyers
story
was written
Wagner,
young aSpiraman's mon
the button"
recognized
authorityby onBobmotion
pic- ceivable
difficultiesoutandof histhe social
to havetheall"slave
of hisofwishes
fulfilled, and will assist materially.
ture subjects and well-known humor- tions. The play is an out-and-out The Oriental atmosphere which
ist, whose initial contribution to the comedy and is cited as one of the permeates a large portion of the pic- Cameraman Scott
films
proper Mr.
is the Wagner
forthcoming
most everuproarious
things Mr. Ray 1 over
ture furnishes
manystunts.
chances Throwto put
done.
appropriate
production.
has has
Is Re-Engaged
written a second story for Charles
Since
the
comic
angle
is
upperaways
and
other
pieces
of
small
adWhen work is begun on the next
Ray which will be released later. most in Mr. Ray's new work, he vertising matter, printed to resemble
Like other recent productions from has selected an accomplished partner a brass button and bearing teaser starring vehicle for Mabel Northe Ray studios, it was directed by in hilarity in the person of Harry catchlines, should arouse interest and mand, under the supervision of Mack
the star in addition to his activities Mejers. The combination of these lure people to the theatre. Among Sennctt, Director F. Richard Jones
have beside him Homer Scott,
as the central figure.
two makes for a clean, quick brand the catchlines which suggest them- will
his chief cameraman for more than
In making announcement of of fun, according to the sponsors of selves are: "Alf rubbed his button a year. Mr. Scott turned the camera
Charles Ray's latest First National the film. Mr. Ray, moreover, is and got a harem. Try your luck." on "Molly O" with such good reproduction, Mr. Kane lays emphasis plentifully before the camera in all Cutout buttons from the advertissults that Mr. Jones decided to reon the fact that "R. S. V. P." was of his famous comic attitudes so ing matter will make an effective
tain him for his future motion picwritten especially around the per- well liked by his admirers. His lobby display, and the button cuts
ture productions.
sonality of the star by an expert in supporting cast does good work. supplied by the exchanges will en-
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Records
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Despite the efforts of the pessimists, there are thousands of exhibitors in the country who are unaware
that the times are hard and conditions in the industry "bum," because
they are so busy selling tickets and
counting the box-office receipts that
they have not the time to listen to
the calamity howlers.
The dire prophecies which were
current some months ago, that the
motion picture business is "going to
the dogs,"
failed have
to materialize, thehaving
pessimists
now
changed their tune and are merely
criticizing the optimists, overlooking
the significant fact that the optimists are making money because
they know how to make it.
This state of affairs is revealed
through an analysis of reports
gathered by Asociated First National
Pictures, Inc., through the medium
of its corps of correspondents
throughout the country. These reports, being based on solely exhibitors' ofstatements,
are ain valuable
barometer
conditions
the exhibition field and furnish some
highly interesting information.
While not all of them breathe an
air of optimism, there are sufficient
encouraging reports to indicate a
healthy revival of business in practically all sections of the country.
Box-office and attendance records
are being broken.
Capacity houses are again becoming the rule. The people have not
gotten out of the film habit, but they
have demonstrated that they are interested inonly good pictures.
The mediocre picture is the backof thehaspessimists'
Public bonetaste
improved argument.
to such a
degree
that
the
poor
picture
stand a chance to make money.doesn't
The
theatregoer wants value for his
money, and the showman who realizes this fact is not worrying about
the proverbial wolf at the door.
The First National reports indicate that Charles Chaplin is maintaining his record as the champion
of box-office and attendance record
breakers. Whether new or old, his
pictures guarantee crowded houses
and bring out the S. R. O. signs.
Here are some fascinating statistics :
"The Kid," Chaplin's sensational
six-reeler production, was shown on
November 5 at the Gem Theatre,
Olean, N. Y., for a return engagement, and shattered both the boxoffice and attendance records.
"Shoulder
Arms,'"attendance
one of hisrecords
older
pictures, broke
during a third run at the Scenic, of
Sioux City, la., whose manager,
Morris Smith, wrote : "Chaplin is
an A-l favorite with my patrons."
"The Idle Class" was shown
October
20-22 at
Majestic,
Bloomington,
111,,Thielen's
and turned
the
same trick. Manager A. G. Schade
eliminated his usual three act vaudeville bill to star the two-reel comedy.
The picture was likewise shown for
seven days at the Mary Anderson
Theatre in Louisville, Ky., resulting
in the biggest week of the season
for this house. And there was such
a demand for it in Scotts Bluff,
Neb., that W. H. Osterberg, Jr.,
manager of the Orpheum, in-

Many
Sections;
Indicate
Prosperity
"Greater Than Love," Lyric,
augurated a 10 a. m. matinee to Owensboro, Ky., "did splendid busiaccommodate the night shifts of the
Cincinnati,
O., "good National,
receipts." Cin"Foolish Matrons,"
sugar factory in the town, and was
"Gypsy Blood," Luna, Lafayette,
rewarded with a packed house.
Ind., "equalled attendance and boxcinnati, O., "fineThielen's
receipts." Majestic;
"Serenade,"
" 'The Kid' pulled big ; broke re- office
records."
"Habit,"
National,
Louisville,
Ky.,
cent box-office and attendance
Bloomington, 111., "excellent refull capacity."
ness."
records," reported Albert Deutsch, "played
"The Forbidden Thing," Irvin,
"Man-Woman-Marriage,"
Rialto,
manager of the Standard at Lorain,
Glens Falls, N. Y., "broke atten- Bloomington, 111., excellent boxO. "Fineacterizebox-office
receipts"
chard itsshowing at the National,
dance and box-office records."
"The Sign on the Door," Strand,
"The Oath," Empress, Owensin Cincinnati, O., November 10 and
office
total."
Fremont,
O., "Strand records all but
11, according to Mrs. Emma Shakesboro, Ky., "good
"Nomads
of thebusiness."
North," Majestic, ceipts."
"The Ten Dollar Raise," Majestic,
peare, the manager.. "A Day's Streator, 111., "excellent receipts."
Pleasure" elicted "good attendance ; "The Old Swimin' Hole," Queen,
Streator, 111., "excellent box-office
good box-office
ager Williamreceipts,"
Eppstein,saysofManthe Knoxville, Tenn., "almost equal to "A .Perfect Crime," Castle,
first-run some months ago."
Strand, Laredo, Tex.
broken."
"Mother O' Mine," National, Cin- Bloomington,
111., "excellent reConstance Talmadge's "Woman's
cinnati,
O.,
"splendid
box-office
re"The Oath," Jewel, Troy, O.,
Place," dance
during
October
broke attenrecords in
two theatres,
the
"Lessons in Love," Kentucky, "twenty
record." per cent, increase in boxLuna at Lafayette, Ind., and ForLouisville,
Ky., "played full carest's in Boonville, Ind. "Bits of
"Peck's Bad Boy," Bijou, Xenia, office receipts."
Life," a Marshall Neilan produc- ceipts."
tion, broke the records of the New
Gumbo, Mo., is to have a picture
ceipts."
Alhambra, Canton, O., November 6 O., "fine receipts."
show. The but
community
"Stranger
Than
Fiction,"
Thielen's
inhabitants
those thathasn't
are many
there
to
9, and
broke
"good"
box-office
receipts
at the
Strand,
Cincinnati,
O. Majestic,
pacity." Bloomington, 111., "excel- like their movies.
lent box-office receipts."
The Rialto, of Glens Falls, N. Y.,
is cherishing some new house
records, due to the showing there
of "Scrap Iron," Charles Ray's epic Universal's Historical Serial
of the prize ring. This picture likeClaims 60 Per Cent. Bookings
wise set up new records in the Crescent, Pontiac, 111., November 3 to 5. Universal reports that its new
rial, and prophesy that the first of
Anent it W. K. Richards, manager
year will see the Art Acord
of the New Royal, Findlay, O., re- "thrills- f rom-history" serial, "Win- the
serial
booked in almost all serialthe more
West,"thanhas2,800
already
been
marks :"Business was big."
bookedners of in
theatres
theatres, as well as in many
"The Child Thou Gavest Me" is — a figure more than half of the showing
houses which heretofore have not
another picture which is meeting number of theatres in the United used
chaptered photoplays. The
with instantaneous success in all States which use serials. This
number of non-serial houses which
parts
of
the
country.
"Attendance
has taken place within thirty
booked
"Winners
of
records equaled ; box-office receipts booking
the West"have
is said
to reach
well into
days from the release of the first already
the hundreds.
splendid," epitomizes the results of
its showing at the National, Cin- episode. The serial, called a "conLetters of commendation have
cinnati, O., while W. L. Newberry,
Universal,
is written tinued
aroundfeature"
the byGold
Rush days
of been received by the hundred regardmanager of the Alhambra Theatre
'49 and the adventures of Capt.
ing thehomenewoffice
stylereports.
serial, theThese
Univerin Los
went John C. Fremont.
sal
not
over
with Angeles,
a bang. 1 writes
Business: "It
mounted
only
come
from
editors,
school
prinSales experts of the Universal orsteadily. A very pleasing picture.
cipals and other educators, but from
ganization assert their astonishment exhibitors.
Give us some more such pictures
and we won't kick." And the ver- at the success of the historical sedict of the Boulevard Theatre, also
in Cincinnati,
ceipts better was
than: "Box-office
usual normalre-;
stood them up in line every night."
"Good attendance at all shows"
summarizes the showing of "Playthings of Destiny" at the Grand,
Jonesboro, Ark., and "good box-office
receipts"cin ati, O.at the Orpheum, CinThe list of reports on some other
First National attractions follows :
"Salvation Nell," Crescent TheaPontiac, 111.,
boxoffice tre,
receipts;
S. R."excellent
O. on second
night." Thielen's Majestic, Bloomington, 111., "excellent box-office re"The Cup of Life," Jewel, Fre"set new
marks for both
the
ceipts."mont, O.,period
prevailing
of depression,
as to attendance and box-office receipts;" Boulevard, Cincinnati, O.,
"fine box-office receipts."
"One Arabian Night," Walnut,
Cincinnati, O., "exceptional business,
considering business conditions;"
Strand, Milwaukee, Wis., "better (£) Harris dc EvHng
than average business."
PRESENTATION OF REPORT OF MOTION PICTURE
"Two Minutes To Go," Princess,
INDUSTRY'S AMERICANISM WORK
Sioux City, la., "very nearly broke
attendance and box-office records ;
From left to right: Congressman Simon D. Fess and Senator
William S. Kenyon, chairman of the Joint Committee on Education
played to capacity from 3 o'clock
of the Senate and House; Colonel Arthur Woods, chairman of the
opening
to
late
close."
Americanism Committee of the Motion Picture Industry
"The Girl in the Taxi," Empress,
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"Conceit, " a Selznick
Following "A
Soon Ready
With "A Man's Home" booming
along to great success, the second
of the "Selznick Supreme Six" specials to be made during the 1921-22
season is soon to be sent out to the
branches.
picture
is "Conceit,"
from the The
Munsey
Magazine
story
by Michael J. Phillips, and there is
every reason to believe that the trade
will accept it with enthusiasm equal
to that
showncompany
for "A states.
Man's Home,"
the
Selznick
"Conceit" has been made, it is
said, with the same careful attention
which the production crew, under the
direction of vice-president Myron
Selznick, gave to the earlier Anna
Steese Richardson story. There has
been no rush in its preparation.
Weeks and months have been given
to every detail and the final processes
of editing, cutting and titling have
been attended to with a care which
has given the finished picture a near
perfection, according to reports.
It is stated that in both pictures
the story value is particularly high
as opposed to the spectacular elements which are sometimes emphasized in special productions. In both
pictures, too, it is said, the cast has
been chosen in such a manner as to
mean a great deal at box offices
throughout the country.
Like the "Man's Home" story
the idea worked out in "Conceit"
strikes very close home to all types
of theatregoers, Selznick alleges. The
story has to do with the embarrassments, difficulties, and tragedies
in everyday life which are brought
about by the "conceit" of a man who
has little regard for the viewpoint of
others. The chief sufferer is his
wife who believes in him despite his
many unkindness and hopes and
prays for his regeneration, which
! finally brought about in a highly
dramatic manner.
The "Conceit" cast includes William Davidson. Hedda Hopper. Mau-
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Film,

Man's Home,"
for Distribution
rice Costello, Betty Hilburn, Warren Cook, and Charles Gerard. Mr.
Davidson is perhaps best known for
his work in support of Elaine Hammerstein in a number of her best
pictures. Hedda Hopper is said to
give a performance which is well
up to the high standard she has set
for herself in manv stage and
screen appearances. Betty Hilburn
will be recalled as a screen star in
her own right, having appeared in
"Girl
the Sea," later
released
through
Select ofexchanges;
appearances
were in productions made by David
Wark Griffith. Warren Cook is
known for his work in numerous
Selznick pictures. Charles Gerard
is another screen actor of reputation
appearing
in "Conceit."
In the extensive
trade paper advertising campaign which is being
put on in behalf of the picture, "Conceit" is being described as "The
Picture isThat
The
slogan
said Has
to beEverything."
well justified.
Latest Corinne

rtf STor
BATTLE

JUTLAND

OF

CROWD WAITING AT R/ALTO THEATRE, NEW YORK,
TO SEE -THE BATTLE FILMS
OF JUTLAND."
RELEASED BY
EDUCATIONAL
CORPORATION
Griffith for a picture of her making.
She has the opportunity to appear
both as a struggling young actress
living in a typical theatrical boarding house, and as the petted, wealthy
girl in society. She has the opportunity to act in a light comedy vein,
and in heavy drama, even tragedy.
Added to this, Miss Griffith has
the advantage of an excellent supwith man
Kenneth
lan as porting
the company
leading
and Harsuch
players as David Torrance, William
David, Charles Hammond, Henry
Scdley, Dan Duffy, Regina Quinn
and Dorothy Walters.

Griffith Film
Promises Well
Corinne Griffith has lived up to
her reputation of making each succeeding picture better than its predecessors, according to those who
have seen her newest Vitagraph
production,
"Received
his
new picture,
based onPayment."
a story
by John Lynch and directed by
Charles Maigne, has been completed
down to the final title and is now
awaiting release. Vitagraph exec- Publicity Awakes
utives and a few personal friends
Interest in Film
who have seen the play are agreed
that it ranks as one of Miss GrifShowmen who play Selznick pictures will be interested in the extenfith's best efforts,
not the very
best picture
in her ifcareer.
sive circulation of Achmed Abdul"Received Payment," as a story,
lah's story, "Bucking the Tiger,"
has the elements required by Miss that is now riming serially in a
great number of newspapers scattered throughout the country. The
story was presented in film form
several months ago and now Select
Author and Playwright Praises
branch managers are taking advantage of the public interest that
is re-awakened in towns where the
Picturizationof the
ofmost
"Lulu
Bett
widely
read
works
of
serial
story
is run by newspapers
"At more than one point the pic- fiction of recent years, but later
ture,
'Miss
Lulu
Bett,'
improves
upon
and
thus
'Bucking
the Tiger"
both book and play. By such work dramatized it so perfectly as to win being returned to the screen
in townsis
as this Paramount is doing a service the Pulitzer Prize of $1,000 for the where it played months ago and is
also breaking into cities where it has
not only to the screen but to fiction best play of the year.
played.
In thus complimenting the Para- never
and the drama."
mount organization, Miss Gale im- Young
This is the statement made by
plies a distinct tribute to the proZona Gale after seeing William de
William de Mille ; Clara BerMille's production — a statement so anger, ducer,
"Steers"
wrote the scenario, and
unusual, considering its source. Par- to Lois who
Ade Around
Wilson, Milton Sills, Theoamount says, that it virtually marks
Geo.
dore Roberts, Helen Ferguson, ClarWaldemar
Young,
ex-newspaperan epoch in the development of the
Burton, Mabel Van Buren,
man, dramatic critic, impressario
art of motion picture production. Ethel ence
Wales. May Giracci, Taylor and now senario writer at ParaFor Miss Gale, it will be recalled, Graves and Charles Ogle, who play
mount's West Coast studio, has a
not only wrote the book, which is one the principal roles.
new sobriquet. He is working with
George Ade, famous author of
"Fables
in at
Slang."
the original
latter's
first
effort
writingin an
In the holiday season remember
story for the screen, and is now
and be remembered. Your greeting
known around the studio as "Ade's
Ade isgear."
preparing a story called,
steering
carried in Moving Picture World's
'Our
Citizen,'
big Christmas number will be in good
ThomasLeading
Meighan
will in
star,which
and
Young is furnishing the technical
information on screen writing with
company.
Don't delay it.
which Ade is not yet familiar.

Edith

Hallor

to

Play Opposite
House Peters
Edith Hallor, former Follies
Beauty has been engaged to play
the leading
roleadaptation
in "Human Hearts,"feminine
the screen
of Hal Rcid's melodrama. The picture will be a Universal-Jewel production, with House Peters in the
featured role.
King Baggot, who is to direct the
picture, has just announced that this
cast is complete and that he is
ready to begin actual studio work.
An unusually strong cast has been
selected for the production, including such screen figures as Russell
Simpson, Ramsey Wallace, George
Hackathrope, Smith Edwards, Mary
Philbin. Lucretia Harms, Gertrude
Claire, H. S. Karr and George W.
West.
Universal has taken great pains
to reproduce faithfully, the playwright's
heart-drama.
Hal Reid,who was the
father
of Wallace
Reid,
wrote "Human Hearts" many years
ago. It is an old-fashioned story
of old-fashioned people, their heart
throbs and their happiness.
Gerald C. Duffy, who is preparing
the scenario, is following the stage
drama clearly, in his picturization.
For theUniversal
productionhas ofpractically
'Human
Hearts,"
taken possession of Owensmouth, a
small California town. In its architecture and general activity it
closely resembles a small Middle
Western town. The village school
house, the church, the blacksmith
shop and even the local calaboose
were found in exactly the general
appearance desire for the picture.
Studio Added to
Paramount Plant
A new studio for the modelling
department has recently been added
to Paramount's big London plant.
Attached to this studio will be fibreplaster, relief decoration, compo and
carton pierre departments, all
equipped and fitted up on modern
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Guy

Newall

PICTURE

in

England

and

By T. S. Da PONTE
PLEASE supply an English accent when you
read this. The setting is American —
dor
Ambassa
Hotel — but the rest of it is
quite Londonesque, you know, Old Top, even here. The movie houses are looked on by many
to the muggy day which streamed outside the as good places to sleep ; you'll see more than
half the spectactors nodding sleepily through
hotel's windows.
more than three-quarters of most of the proHere
you'll
read
about
Guy
Newall,
who
has achieved great things in England as both
ductions. But you could hardly blame them
actor and director, but who is more or less for that, for most of the films are so exreticent in telling about them, which conserceedingly poor. The stories amount to nothvatism, however, helps to add the correct British
ing,
andaboutin them.
fact there is nothing at all attractive
"atmosphere."
"Beastly tired," said Mr. Newall in his
American Productions Losing
spacious hotel suite ; "didn't get in until five this
morning, you know — was at one of those
cabaret reviews ; ripping time, and all that,
"American productions had almost a monopoly over there until recently, but latterly
but you feel it the next morning."
those,
have been losing caste because their
You'll notice, please, that he starts off his stories too,
are so thin. The English people are.
talk
at
an
angle
quite
divergent
to
what
you'd
expect of an actor and director in the film turning again to their own films in preference,
business. However, he warmed to his dis- because of two evils they prefer that which is
course when the name of Miss Ivy Duke, who home made. The English pictures at least present things from the English viewpoint, while
co-stars with him in several of his pictures,
was mentioned.
the American — well, they seem no more capable
of
gettinghere
the and
English
than I'd
be able
Praises Miss Duke
to come
make angle
a cowboy
production
that
would
satisfy
you
Americans.
"Yes, she's quite the most beautiful woman
"And it's queer, too, the amount of money
in
the contests
world," he
said. the
"In loveliest
fact she'swomen
won Americans
beauty
in which
seem to put into pictures without
everywhere were entered. She co-stars with adhering to any business system. For instance,
me in 'The Bigamist,' which is one of the pic- when
I was in Nice making 'The Bigamist,'
tures I've come to New York to make releasing there was a big American producing company
arrangements
for. I'veorganizations
been in touch
near by, and often I'd mingle with the actors
several big releasing
herewithin and
listen to their conversation. And I'd hear
New York and have about concluded negotia- them make engagements among themselves for
riding
and motoring, and teas, and day-time
tions with one, but I can't give out the name
and night-time parties of all sorts, never, seemyet.
brought
prints
of 'The success
Bigamist'
with comprehend
any System
work atseemed
all to do.
to beI couldn't
entirely
lacking.ingly, havingit.
me."I It
has been
a wonderful
in England, proving more popular even than 'The Old
Nest' or 'Humoresque.' "But," he interrupted
himself, "do you think it will be perfectly
politic to saysome
that —ofdon'tyour
you big
thinkadvertising
it might
Rowland
Says He Has
antagonize
accounts ?
" 'The Bigamist' cost £50,000 to produce in
Europe, an almost unheard of amount to spend
"Film
over there, the only other production which I CiABLE advices from Richard A. Rowland.
believe approached it in expensiveness being
/ president of Metro Pictures Corporation,
'Carnival.'
this week announced that he has pur"To get returns on a picture like 'The Bigchased, for distribution by Metro early in
amist,' had
I to bring it to America, because the
industry is so backward in England. After it 1922, what he says is the motion picture sensahad been seen in all the theatres there I was
tion of Europe. In his cablegram Mr. Rowland
not nearly recompensed for my outlay.
did not mention the title or nature of the subEngland
ject. The message read: "Bought and will
the"You
same know,
hold onin the
people pictures
they havehaven't
over bring back
Europe."to sail for
sensationis ofexpected
The Metrofilmpresident
America early in December on the Mauretania,
and, unless in the interim he makes public the
details of his purchase, no more definite information regarding the Continental photoplay
may be gained.

The

moving
to

in malice.

Such

can
and

be

that's

the

poses to settle
GUY NEWALL

Bought
Sensation of Europe"
The purchase, it is understood, was not made
in Germany, but in Paris, where Mr. Rowland
has been for several weeks, attending to arrangements for the release in France and other
European countries, of the Rex Ingram production of "The Four Horsemen of the
It is stated, however, that because the seat
of
negotiations was in France does not of
Apocalypse."
necessity imply that the production is French.
Officials of the Metro organization expect,
however, to hear by letter full data concerning
Mr.
purchase announcement
before he leaves
other Rowland's
side. Immediate
will the
be
made
upon
the
receipt
of
this
information,
Metro states.

industry

harbor

settled

America

"There has been a lot of talk in England about
Americans being prejudiced against films made
in Britain. But I've found that to be all bally
rot, you know. Why, there's not a bit of
prejudice here against films just because they're
English, but the reason they haven't succeeded
in America is because they're quite no good.
Thy don't spend enough money on them to
make them come up to your standard in America, and then when they fall flat there is a hue
and cry raised in England that Americans are
prejudiced.
That's
ridiculous.
am
sure, would
patronize
British Americans,
films if theyI
were worth looking at.
"They say, too, that in America all pictures
must have happy endings. That is the impression that has gained ground. But I am frank
to say that I do not believe it is correct. And
'The Bigamist' will prove my contention. It
has a sad ending, but I'm sure it's going to 'go'
"The Bigamist," has been showing in England
since here."
last August, and according to reports has
over
"cleaned up."
Mr. Newall is well known in this country as
the star and director of "The Lure of Crooning Water," "Testimony," and "Squandered
Lives." He says the Stoll Film Company also
presented in America "The Garden of Resurerection,"
despite hisreceived
protestations
that itInwould
not be favorably
over here.
fact,
Mr. Newall is quite peeved at the Stoll Film
Company because of that alleged indiscretion.
Mr. Newall has with him also now "The
Persistent Lovers" in film form, the story of
which was written by Hamilton Gibbs, brother
of Cosmo Hamilton. He will probably launch
it about the same time as "The Bigamist."
"Miss Duke, of course, plays a leading role
in 'The Persistent Lovers,' also," he said.
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Visit

After Formal Welcome by Mayor Hylan
TN behalf of the City of New York, representatives of the trade and local press.
I Mayor John F. Hylan greeted Charles Ray During a brief stop-over in Buffalo, Ray was
at a dinner tendered by Harold B.
on the steps of City Hall this week. The honored
Franklin in behalf of Shea Amusements, at
mayor's welcome was the beginning the
of famous
an en- which
prominent Buffalo theatre men were in
thusiastic reception which has met
star on the occasion of his first visit to Gotham. attendance. While in Buffalo as guest of
W
alter
Hays, of the Mark Strand Enterprises,
Following this formal introduction to New
and Mrs. Ray motored out to Niagara
York, Ray began the program of business and Mr.
Following his dinner reception at the
recreation which has been planned for his so- Falls.
Iroquois the star made a whirlwind tour of
journ in the East.
Buffalo
theatres.
The metropolitan newspapers found human
On
the
night of his arrival in New York
to
visit
first
star's
the
in
interest news valuewas busy giving interviews the star saw
his first Broadway play, being
Broadway and he
at the Music Box Revue. On the
his City Hall recep- entertained
to the press. Photos of New
York American, following night he had a rousing reception at
tion were printed in the
York Hippodrome, where arrange"the eve- the New
journals,
other
and papers carriedand interesting
ments had been made in advance for his comDaily ningNews
and morning
ing. On Friday night Ray occupied a box at
interviews. The attitude of the New York
"The Bat" and the following day he attended
press toward the actor was similar in spirit the
Army-Navy
football game. In the next
to that of Chicago and Buffalo, where Ray was
few days he will enjoy several other Broadway
generously welcomed by several front page news performances
in addition to an evening at the
stories.
where Mr. and Mrs. Ray and their Los
At a luncheon tendered Ray at the Black- opera
party are to be the guests of Mr. and
stone Hotel on November 18, during his stop- Angeles
over in Chicago, the star met exhibitors and Mrs. Arthur S. Kane.
Strand

Theatre,

Schenectady,

Opens;

Mayor Lunn Speaks Against Censorship
notables present, including rather than by a politically appointed board of
WITHformermany
Congressman George R. Lunn, three, who were without any experience
now Mayor of the city, the Strand whatever, and yet who presumed to say what
Theatre, one of the most elaborate motion pic- the ten million or more residents of this State
ture houses in Schenectady, N. Y., was for- should see for the money which they chose
mally opened Wednesday evening, November to spend.
For the occasion, the management had
23, under most auspicious conditions. Hundreds
of prominent persons of the Electric City were chosen Goldwyn's "Poverty of Riches," which
on hand to congratulate William M. Shirley, was featured at the Capitol in New York at
part owner and manager of the house, while
same time. Lyman H. Howe's "Runaway
many motion picture companies, including the
Train"
was also given a prominent place on
the
program.
Goldwyn, Fox, Pathe and the Famous-Players,
were also represented.
The house, which is exquisite in every detail, consists of the main floor seating about
During the evening Mayor Lunn made a
short speech in which he first congratulated 900 persons and a balcony which has a seating
the management of the house, saying that it capacity of approximately 600. The mezzanine
stood as a splendid example of the faith which floor leading to the balcony is one of the most
the management had in the people of Schenec- beautiful sections of the entire house, carpeted
tady. During the course of his remarks, Mayor in an attractive blue and set off with chandeliers
Lunn dwelt at considerable length on censor- and decorative effects. One of the features of
ship, saying that it is his belief that the motion the house is an organ equipped with twentypicture industry, the same as the newspaper,
seven stop controls, the action being electroshould be judged by the people themselves, pneumatic.
Mrs.

F. W.

Clark

Working

Morning
"Movies"
MRS. FRANK W. CLARK,l of Syracuse,
who has been instrumenta in providing
Albany, N. Y., with motion picture entertainments for the children of that city, for
a number of years past, is now in Albany trying
to arouse sufficient interest to warrant a similar program for the coming winter. Last
winter the Saturday morning shows for the
children attracted a great deal of attention.
Given under the auspices of the Mothers Club,
the receipts were used later on in outfitting
the playgrounds of the city. Last year the
shows extended over a period of fourteen
weeks. An admission of five and ten cents was
charged while a long list of wealthy patronesses,
who weekly gave box parties, added considerably in the way of receipts.
While last year's shows were given in Harmanus-Bleecker Hall, owned by Proctor interests, some change may be necessary this
winter owing to the fact that this house is
now devoted to stock and the screen and machines have been removed. It is possible that
the Leland, also owned by Proctor interests,
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national advertising the film had received, he
had a lot of people guessing and asking the
answer. Heralds were sent to all R. F. D.
boxes and were given out at all industrial
distributed at two football
plants. They wereOpera
House during the run
games and at theattracti
on. On Armistice Day
of a dramatic
service
he threw open the house for a memorial
Legion, and all who
conducted by the American
came went out with a herald. And for fear
he had them
he might have missed someone,
stuffed into packages by a department store.
vacant store
a
of
window
the
Then he won
and
with a pass for two, whitewashed the glass hard
made a peep show. They fell for it so
that people stopped their automobiles and
crossed the sidewalk to see what was in the
window.
He got the department store to give him a
four inch, double column cut in their display,
showing of nine swords,
and he got a window naming
the owner and
each with a card
use this sword in
Fairbanks didn't
"Douglas
'The Three Musketeer,' but you should see
one he does use." As most of
handle the
him swords
were owned by prominent citizens,
the
the loan display attracted great attention.
Pupils tickets were given out entitling the
bearer to one admission to any matinee on
pavment of 25 cents. As this was the regular
price for children, he got a laugh and that was
as good as a discount.
Four boys in musketeer costumes rode around
lookthe streets, the first one riding the worst
ing nag Snell could borrow. At show times
they ushered. He also used the personal teleTakenphone call.by and large, he had the whole town
and then it rained and rained
to come—
ready
hard for
all three days of the run. He did a
but not the knockout he was
good business,
entitled
to on the strength of such a campaign.
"The Gilded Cage,"
a ed
story Cage
by Ann "Nichols,
"Gild
which Buys
this season
was seen on Broadway as
"Love' Dreams," a comedy with music, has been
bought by Paramount as a starring vehicle
for Gloria Swanson, it was announced yesterday. Purchase of the story was made through
Andrew J. Callaghan, and it is expected that
the picture will be placed in production upon
the completion of "Beyond the Rocks," the
which is to be Miss Swanson's
Olvn story picture.
next
Elinor Paramount

for Saturday

for Albany Children
may be donated for the Saturday morning
movies. Mrs. Clark, however, is averse to using a downtown house for these children shows,
saying that her experience covering many years,
shows conclusively that better attendance can
be obtained at a semi-residential house than
from one located far downtown, this being
due mainly to carfare, which at eight cents
a person,
is a considerable item to many families in Albany.
Snell Had

Good Ideas

on "Musketeer" Stunts
A. L. Snell, who has been acting manager
of the Imperial Theatre, Gadsden, Ala., injected some new ideas into his campaign for
"The Three Musketeers" and if it had not
rained for all three days of the engagement,
about every white man, woman and child in
Gadsden would have seen the picture.
He started ten days in advance with a teaser
on "One for all" and in spite of the wide

LEM F. KENNEDY
Who directed "The Power Within." produced
by Achievement Films, Inc. Pathe will
release it on December 18
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that spectacle. For more than a
minute Ray acknowledged the
applause of the audience, bowing
from his seat and giving his admirers his famous movie smile.
The
presence
of the
star's wife
moved the cartoonist
to further
fun.
Once again he wrote a message for
his screen : "Dear Charles, ask
your wife to let you come backstage. All the girls want to give
you
a kiss."at While
audience
was laughing
the lastthesally,
Levy
sketched several other subjects and
completing his turn gave the star
a parting word. The cartoonist
wrote : "Gee ! I wish I were a handsome picture star. Nobody loves a
* * *
guy with whiskers."
Hal E. Roach and Mrs. Roach
are making plans to accompany
Harold Lloyd in his trip to New
York which will be made upon the
completion of the comedian's picture, "He Wfco Hesitates," the first
working title of which was "The
White Feather." While in the
metropolis the party will see the
new shows, renew old friendships
and be present at the showing of
Lloyd'swill"Abe released
Sailor-Made
which
at theMan,"
time
when they plan to arrive. The
comedy recently had a private preview in New York where it was
hailed as one of the finest comedies
Lloyd has done.* # *
Another desk has been installed
at the New York Paramount Exchange for the use of J. R. Levee,
who will handle all Paramount
short subjects for the entire New
York district.
. Mr. Levee has had a wide and
varied experience in the film business, and was at one time branch
manager for Triangle, as well as
special representative for United
Pictures. For the past year he has
been at the Paramount home office.
* * *
Lon Chaney arrived in New York
from California this week.
* * *
George E. Redman, managing
director of Artistic Films, Ltd., of
London, has returned home after a
visit of two months in the United
States.
* * *
Cecil B. DeMille's production,
"Fool's Paradise," will replace
"Peter Ibbetson" at the Criterion
Theatre Friday, December 9.
* * *
Mrs. Max Doolittle has joined her
husband in New York. Owing to
illness in the family she could not
come East at the time Max did.
She arrived from St. Paul on
Monday.
* * *
to During
Charlie Mayor
Ray on Hylan's
the steps greeting
of City
Hall,assembled
the city'sgathering
executivethat
assured
the
only
his affection for movie stars in
general and Charlie Ray in particular induced him to miss fourteen
odd committee meetings to come out
and meet the star on the steps.
"It's after election, boys," said
the Mayor. "I don't have to do this
any more." Then the Mayor turned
to
said here.
: "I'veAfter
got four
moreCharlie
years anddown
that
Efficient unto the play it the
cast thereof.
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I'm coming out to California. Will
you
get assured
me something
in yourhe line?"
Charlie
the Mayor
could
get a job any day and the crowd
applauded
a new recruit for the
films.
* * *
" 'Blind Husbands' 'Blind Wives,'
'Blind Hearts' and 'Blind Prejudice'
are recent film titles/' comments
Larry
comic. "Whoto
will be Semon,
the firstfilm
photodramatist
write of 'Blind Pigs' or 'Blind
* * *
The November
issue of the A. M.
"
P.Tigers?'
A. Bulletin has been circulated
this
week.and
It isedited
called the
number
by "Junior"
Arthur
Brilant, the tie-up kid. As usual
the Bulletin is full of good stuff.

WORLD

O. C. C. ball on December 3, the
taking of motion pictures of the
event,
* * *
Hugo Riesenfeld made a flying
trip to Chicago this week.
* * *
WHERE TO FIND SAMPLES
OF THE NEW LITERATURE.
By James J. Montague.
You do not find the new literature
in books. You do not find it in
magazines.
Nor in the newspapers.
Yet it is HERE.
You go to a movie show. You
get the
theresecond
presumably
of
reel. in the middle
Before you is the interior of a preVolstead barroom, with many bottles and glasses set out on a pine
plank, and a number of gentlemen,
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The double bills at various daily
change theatres in New York this
week that tell their own story
when blazoned forth in exterior
signs are:
Japanese
"I Accuse"
—"The
Way Gardens:
of a Maid."
Flatbush:
"Under
the
Lash"—
"Hard Luck."
NewThose
York:
"For
We "Single
Love." Track" —
a sheltering cactus. In the doorway
stands a young woman who gazes
out over the distant desert. On the
film before us there appears:
AS THE LAST PALLID
STAR SHRINKS FROM
THE MYSTERY OF MORN,
THE GAZE OF A FRAIL
FLOWER OF THE PLAINS
IS FIXED
UPON THE
SOLITARY
RIDER WHO
BRINGS DESTINY TO STIR
TO A NEW HAPPINESS
THE PETALS FOLDED
TILL NOW IN A NIGHT OF
DESPAIR.
The flotsam continues eagerly on
his way and soon brings up in front
of the sod hut where the full flower
has just spent the night of despair.
She reaches up her tender petals to
him, and, lifting his hat, he shakes
one of them very heartily. And by
way of explanation we read:
LOVE
NOT ONLY
LAUGHS
AT LOCKSMITHS, BUT
LEVELSMOUNTAINS
AND
MAKES
NOTHING OF THE DESERT
SPACES
THAT DEFIED
THE ADVENTUROUS
SPIRITS OF THE PAST.
Unfortunately for the immediate
unfolding of the petals, a large person slouches around the corner of
the cabin, unlimbers a rifle and fires
three shots at the flotsam, who
promptly tumbles out of the saddle.
We would
refusethe toshow
remain, on theprobably
ground that
following
: our hearts, but for the
was
breaking
DESPERATE DEEDS
WERE DONE
IN ON
THE THE
DEMONIAC DAYS

DESERT,
THE WESTERING SUN LOOKED
DOWN
ON MANY AN EBBING
LIFE TIDE. BUT YOUTH
AND DESTINY CAN CONTHE
DAY IS QUER
IN FATE
ITSWHEN
DAWNING.
LOVE, THE INVISIBLE,
WILL ALWAYS FIND A
WAY.
BETTY
C O M P S O N
It is at this point that you get up
and go out.
The Paramount star -is appearing in Penrhyn Stanlaws' production, "The Little Minister," an adaptation of Barrie's play
Copyright. 1921, by the Bell
Syndicate, Inc.
Reprinted
Permission of the
with
handkerchiefs
tied
ahout
their
When "Foolish Wives" was cut
Newby York
* * World.
*
down to sixty-four reels, Universal necks, imbibing.
rented a theatre. And now that it The scene fades out and on the
Come
to
think
of
it, we have not
has been cut to thirty-two reels, a film FLOATING
appears the following:
FLOTSAM ON
heard, socially, from Pete Smith
"Presents
Foolish
Wives"
sign
blazes on Broadway.
since "The Great Loquat Mystery."
THE TURBULENT TIDE
We receive business communications
* * *
OF TIME TOSSED RUTHfrom the fellow relative to his many
LESSLY
FROM PASTA TOPAL-A
Larry Trimble is another Calienterprises,
but there is nothing
ing.
PITATING
forthcoming that would in any way
fornian
now
assisting
Frank
Case's
Alconquin Hotel to resemble a PITILESS PRESENTtend
to
divulge
his whereabouts.
CHRISTMAS DAWNS
section of the *coast.
* *
We naturally suppose he is in hidDULLY UPON THE DENIZENS OF THE DESERT
Peggy Hyland and her husband,
VILLAGE OF CHILE CON
Fred Leroy Granville, are stopping
in town before* sailing
Film "Don'ts" for Hi-bby:
CARNE.
* * for Europe.
That, of course, puts a differenf
"Don't Doubt Your Wife"
face on the matter. We discover
Jack Cohn, producer of "Screen with a gulp that we are in the "Don't Neglect Your Wife"
"Don't Change Your Wife."
Snapshots,"
from the
this
week. returned
He arrived
a coast
week presence of Poetry and Romance.
Also don't forget you have a
On the film flickers a sod shanty, wife.
earlier than he anticipated in order
to personally superintend at the T. located by rare luck, in the $hade of
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ETHEL CLAYTON AND
COMMANDER CAPTAIN
MARQUIS ERNESTO
B U R Z A G L I
The latter, commander of the
Italian warship "Libia," who has
been decorated by practically all
of the allied governments for
his distinguished services during themountwar,
the Parastar atvisited
the West
Coast
studios recently

MOVING

PICTURE

has been appointed district auditor
for the Western exchanges. Mr.
Talbert left New York for Portland
early this week.* * *
Niles Welsh and Diana Allen last
week proved themselves as big a
hit on the stage as in pictures when
they made twenty-two personal
appearances in five nights in Loew
Theatres in Greater New York.
They appeared in conjunction with
* * Way
* of a Maid."
their picture, "The
Alice Calhoun left for the coast
last week.
* * *
Harry Reichenbach is on his way
back from the coast with a print of
"Foolish Wives."
* * *
When will most exploitation book
editors realize that extra long
synopsis of stories are of no use
to anyone? Too few of these
gentlemen include a short synopsis
that tells the whole
* * *story.
It's a sad, sad scene in Charles
Dickens' "Our Mutual Friend"
when
little Jenny
Wren's
dear old
grandfather
sells out
his secret
for

Edward Barry, long associated
with Ambrosio Films, has been in
New York for some time purchasing pictures for his distributing
company in Czechoslovakia. He is
loading the President Wilson with
these prints and is sailing Saturday,
December 3. * * *
Every new foreign film claims an
increased number in the cast until
the boldest advertise 10,000, with
nobody
agile enough might
to countdevelop
'em.
An investigation
that immigrants are using films as
a means to enter this country after
the quotas are * filled.
* *
Charles S. Penson, who for five
years has been with the supply department of the Universal home
office, has been promoted to be manager of supplies. In his new capacity
he will be the liaison man between
the various Universal exchanges and
the home office supply department.
He succeeds F. W. Talbert, who
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he wanted to have a small check
cashed the storekeeper said Cash
would have to wait for a couple of
days until he took
* *in *the amount.
Carl Laemmle recently received
resolutions of gratitude and a silver
memorial medal from the Roosevelt
Memorial Association. During the
last year Mr. Laemmle, through his
agent, Charles R. King, a former
friend of the ex-president, has
rendered much assistance to the
association.
* * *
Bert Adler, the agile special
representative, is back from Harmatters.
risburg, where he handled "Disraeli"
* * *
After seven and a half years of
continuous service, during which time
he
becamehouse
one managers,
of Broadway's
most
popular
Al Jones
has resigned as house manager of
the Strand Theatre. Al left the HIZZONER AND CHARLIE
position to engage in an important
enterprise, concerning which he will Charles Ray visits City Hall
make an announcement as soon as and is received by Mayor Hylan
all details
are personality
completed. isAl's
distinctly likable
a great
Another Kineto
loss to the Strand.
Booked by Strand
The next of the "Great American
Authors" series produced by Kineto
Company of America, that will play
the New York Strand, is "Washington Irving." A subtitle describes it
as "A brief review in memory of
theWashington
Father of American
Literature."
Irving was
born in
1783, his life and honors are traced
and some of his most famous characters visualized, his home, "Sunnyside," at f rvington-on-the-Hudson,
is shown. By a coincidence, Irvingten is also the place where Charles
Urban is erecting a large plant for
his many projects.
"The Sketch Book" has been
drawn on for most of the characterizations. There are Rip Van
Winkle, lchabod Crane of "The
Legend Gunpowder,
of Sleepy Hollow,"
Brom
Bones,
the fiery steed,
"The Headless Horseman" and
others.

IACKIE AND HIS BEST GIRL
Jackie Coogan and Patsy Marks, who appears with the diminutive
star in "My Boy," have developed a fast friendship

LIGHT

HO USEKEEP1NG
DE LUXE
The Sennett beauties got themselves a dish-washing machine
so that they 'Mould not ruin
their attractive costumes

the price of sixty drinks of rum.
Sad, that is, for anti-Volsteadians.
At that, says the publicity department of Wid Gunning, Inc., the
price of sixty drinks of hard liquor
in these times would tempt almost
anybody except Rockefeller. And
the boys add naively that the bootlegging operation may be watched
i:i detail at the Lyric Theatre, where
the picture is playing.
* "* *
Erich Von Stroheim and his wife
are spending a vacation in New
York. Probably they will remain
for the opening* of* "Foolish
Wives."
*
Lowell Cash ( Small Change)
writes to apologize for dating a
letter two days before it arrived
in our spacious sanctum from the
West. For no particular reason he
blames it on the dullness of the town
he was stopping in at the time. He
says the place is so dead that when

O 'Brien in Person
Attracts Crowds
Hosts of theatregoers and motion
picture fans braved the rain on Saturday, November 26, to personally
meet Eugene O'Brien at the Empire
Theatre, chester
161st
and Westavenue, street
New York
City,
where the Selznick star was
scheduled to appear in conjunction
with his latest production, "ChivCharley." of the Empire in
The alrous
managment
exploiting the picture had promised
that
would "Chivalrous
be on hand. Charley" himself
Director Engaged
Julius Stern, president of Century
Film Corporation, has signed Arvid
F. Gillstrom to direct Harry Sweet,
Century's young comedian.

DOES HIS OWN ART WORK
An original poster painting by
E. R. Rogers, manager of the
Tivoli Theatre,
TennesseeChattanooga,
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SEWELL

Booking

"Pasteboard Crown"
Arouses Interest
While they expected that
the filming of "The Pasteboard Brown," based on
Clara Morris' well-known
novel, would arouse considerable interest, Nathan
& Semerad, the producers,
announce they were not
prepared for the very large
number of inquiries they
have received regarding the
distribution of this picture.
The distribution plans
were practically settled
when an unanticipated request was received to hold
up negotiations pending the
arrival of a prominent film
man now en route to New
York, so no definite announcement of the distribution of the production
can be made at this time.

"Ashamed
of cast
Parents"
man who, after being
Over twenty ofWarners
the largest thea- town young
The
includes Charles Eldtres in the country, in addition to helped by his humble parents to at- ridge, Jack Lionel Bohn, Edith
a number of big circuits, have booktain honor and fame as a college Stockton, Walter McEvan and W. J.
Gross. The story was written by
ed the latest Warner Brothers' pro- student, is afraid that if his girl Charles
K. Harris and Adeline
knew that his father was an ordiduction,
'"Ashamed
of
Parents,"
it
is announced.
nary shoemaker — would she accept- Hendricks, and it was edited and
William Fox booked the picture him ? He is torn between love of titled by Eddie Bonns and Louis
over his entire circuit with week his parents and the girl.
Marangella of the Warner Staff.
runs in the Washington Theatre,
Detroit; Rivoli, Denver; Liberty, St.
Louis; Terminal, Newark; Elizabeth, Elizabeth, N. J. ; American,
Paterson, N. J., and the Academy Series of Two-Reelers Starring
of Music, New York. The Bimberg
Charles Ray Offered by Brandt
circuit and Charles Steiners' circuit
have also booked the production for
According to an announcement "After the Storm," modernized from
their respective theatres
from Joe Brandt, the first three of "Desert Gold," directed by Scott
the two-reel series of "modernized Sidney, a story of the greed for
"If
you
were
to
ask
a
friend
point
blank — Are You Ashamed of Your versions," starring Charles Ray, gold and what it does to the souls
which will be released on the State of men. In the cast is Frank
Parents?"
H. M.
Warner, "it's
ten
to one hesays
would
be insulted.
For Right market, are now ready.
of "Humorthe question strikes a human note, These pictures are being re-edited Borzage
and(director
Clara Williams.
a note that would probably cause and furnished with special art titles esque")
"These
three,"
says
Mr. Brandt,
him to blush with shame at the mere and are said to be up-to-date and of
"will give buyers some idea of the
thought of being ashamed of those short feature calibre.
who brought him into the world.
wonderful
scope ofopportunity
the series 'they
and
exceptional
The first release will be "African the
"But
the
fact
remains
that
a
great
offer.
Love,"
a
tale
of
the
African
desert,
many persons have at some time directed by Charles Swickard and
been ashamed of their parents. with
Louise Glaum playing opposite
There are many reasons, and the the star.
It is a modernized version
most prevalent is that of outgrowing
of
"The
Renegade"
and is announced Six Sunday Newspapers Play Up
one's environment and then looking as setting the standard
for the series.
ft
back
with
scorn
on
the
previous
exAs
Mr.
Brandt
intends to have
istence.
in this series, he has seKineto Feature, "Four Seasons
"The title of 'Ashamed of Parents' wide variety
lected as the second number a differwill tug at the heart strings of those
On
Sunday, December 4, the mo- of a series of twelve two reelers.
who see it. And the production will
ent type of story, "Saved From the
tion picture sections of the Philadel- Mr. Lyons, who directs as well as
live in their memories. The story is Depths," modernized from "The
phia Record, Baltimore American, plays in these comedies, has surin which Ray is suprounded himself with an able supPost-Standard, Indianrealistic,
'and appeal- Shoal Light,"
ported by Joseph J. Dowling and Syracuse
ing, and ithuman,
is devoidsimple
of salaciousness
apolis Star, Minneapolis Journal and
porting settings.
cast and placed them in excellent
and pure sex appeal. In other words Estelle Allen, directed by Scott Sid- Louisville Herald, it is announced
ney. It is a story of the sea, and by the Kineto Company of America
it is a picture that will please all
"Peace and Quiet" is a story of
Charles Ray appears as a sea cap- will carry a page in rotagravure on a young newspaper editor who goes
classes of people, both young and tain.
"The Four Seasons."
all the trials and tribulaNext in the order of release is In addition to the illustrations through
The story centres around a small
old."
tions of the average small town edithere is a story which states that
tor, managing to struggle along
this Urban-Ditmars is one of the after a fashion, until one of the
worth-while pictures of the year, force in revenge for a fancied slight,
Arrow Comedy Franchise Allotted
that it is a four-reel feature that takes occasion to mix up the type
met with enthusiasm from press and just before the paper goes to press.
to Lande for Three Territories public ; further that it is an innova- Eddie takes to the woods where the
tion in educational pictures, show- girl is likewise seeking "Peace and
Arrow announces what is said to fourteen Mirthquate comedies feaing
trees, plants and animals underturing
Robert
L.
Conor
and
Bobby
be one of the biggest independent
going thrilling changes. Attention
contracts of the year, for short sub- Dunn.
is called to the fact that more than Frank Marshall
Mr. Lande announces he will open a year was spent in making this projects. H. A. Lande, of Pittsburgh,
Cleveland and Cincinnati, has se- a special short reel department in
duction and over 40,000 feet of film
Brings Comedy
cured the entire Arrow comedy each of his exchanges with separate
and that most of the scenes
franchise for three territories which staffs for sales, advertising and exposed,
were taken in New York -in the New
Frank
Marshall,
producer of the
will be handled as follows : through exploitation. He feels that comedies York Zoological Park.
Reggie Morris comedies, arrived in
Quality Film Service, Pittsburgh, have at last come into their own
On
account
of
the
large
number
York this week from the coast
for Western Pennsylvania and West and that the successful theatre men of readers reached by these six New
for Quiet."
a consultation with heads of
Virginia ; through Lande Distribut- pay as great attention to the selec- newspapers, this article should be of the Arrow Film Corporation, who
ing Corp., of Cleveland, for
tion of comedies as to features, real- great assistance to exhibitors who are releasing these comedies and
izing the strong audience demand will present this production.
Northern Ohio, and through Lande
brought with him a print of the latDistributing Corp., of Cincinnati, for this type of entertainment.
for Southern Ohio and the State of "I feel," says Mr. Lande, "that
est comedy, entitled "Vacation
Time,"
Kentucky.
comedies such as these, when propCharlotte^featuring
Merriman.J. Belasco and
The contract covers fourteen
erly exploited, hold as big opporMr.
Marshall
conditions on
Lyon's
Broadway comedies featuring Eddie
Comedy
Is Ready the coast as beingreports
tunities for exchange men as pre- Initial
in excellent shape
tentious features and intend with
Barry and Helen Darling; twelve
Arrow Film Corporation announc- and is very enthusiastic over the outReggie Morris Speed comedies the acquisition of the Arrow comedy
es the release of the first Eddie
look for the coming year. He exfeaturing Charlotte Mcrriam, Nealy franchise to make my companies the
pects to be in New York for about
Edwards, Jay Belasco and others; largest short reel distributors in Lyons super-comedy. It is titled
"Peace and Quiet," and is the first a week and is stopping at the Clartwelve Cruelywed comedies, and their territories.
idge Hotel.
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Behave"
"Oh, Mabel
Photocraft's
Interest
Exhibitor
Big
Arouses
disposal of these two
the
volving
for
serial
Nathan Hirsh, president of Photo- cinnati, purchased the
craft Productions, reports that dur- Ohio on a recent flying trip to states was consummated in New
and ColYork. Lee Goldberg, First York between Bert Ennis
ing his long connection with the film New
Adventures of
industry never has his announce- National Exhibitors Circuit, of onel Fred Levy.
ments of new productions aroused Louisville, also acquired Kentucky Tarzan has now been sold in all
shown and Tennessee. The contract in- but three territories.
as is being
interest
such"OhgreatMabel
in
Behave,"
a five-reel
Mack Sennett comedy, featuring
Mabel Normand, Owen Moore,
First Episodes of Selig Serial
Mack Sennett and Ford Sterling.
"We have not only received many
inquiries from buyers from every
"Jungle Goddess" deal
Reach Newconsummated
York
territory in the country for rights," The
first two episodes of "The wherebywasthe recently
said Mr. Hirsh, "but first-run exownership
of
that
comhibitors inseveral sections have in- fifteen
new
W. N. Selig'sserial
Jungle Goddess,"
pany, located at 137 East Second
episode animal-jungle
quired where they can arrange for now
street South, was transferred to
under
production
for
Export
play dates. This reception of Photo- and Import Film Company have ar- Frank Corst, also of Salt Lake City.
craft's initial release augurs well for
rived in New York, and both Mr.
our new concern and I am negotiat- Auerbach
and Mr. Blumenthal are
ing for a worthy successor to "Oh pleased with them, and believe this Lesser Closes
Mabel Behave."
will surpass anything Colonel
Hirsh states this is a box-office serial has
previously done.
Another Big Deal
attraction of unusual magnitude and Selig
acting of Vonda Phillips,
that neither effort nor expense has whoTheis cast
En
to his desk in Los
as
the
heroine
as
a
little
been spared in devising all sorts of girl, is said to be remarkable, and Angelesroute
from
New York City, Irvexploitation aids to assist exhibitors the serial well cast, with excellent
ing M. Lesser, general manager for
in putting this picture over on a direction, settings, action and Western
Pictures Exploitation Comlarge scale if they will utilize the thrilling animal scenes. Director,
pany, stopped off at Charlotte, North
suggestion as it is a clean whole- Conway took more time than is Carolina,
where he met R. D. Cravsome comedy with strong drawing usually alloted to the opening er, who purchased
for North and
power that will evoke laughter from episodes
and the result is said to South Carolina, Georgia, Florida
even the most solemn.
show in his work. Episodes three and Alabama film products totalling
and four are expected by December over $50,000.
These include the David Butler
1, and it is promised the entire serial
Two. More Sales
will be completed by February Li series of hve-reel comedy dramas,
the series
of Irving
Cummings'
twelve
two-reel
Mounted
Police
onfinal"Tarzan"
Made
Marking the
sale? drive on
Control Changes
stories, the "Prairie Productions,"
"Adventures of Tarzan," starring
Elmo Lincoln, Harry Lande, of the S. S. Fox of All-Star Productions, starring Dick Hatton, the "Cactus
Lande Film Distributing Company prominent State Right buyers of Features," starring Maryon Aye and
Reeves, the Philo-Gubb storof Pittsburgh, Cleveland and Cin- Salt Lake City, announces that a "Bob"ies made
by Webster Cullison, the
Edna Schley's "Scattergood" films,
the Lester Cuneo's five-reel westBacker Expects by December 15
erns, the "Missions of California"
and others.
The
is said to have been
to Dispose of All Franchises closed indealrecord
time. Mr. Craver
Franklyn E. Backer, of East Coast of the casts, and also the plan for was awaiting the east-bound train
Productions, Inc., reports that con- exploitation of each subject before for Atlantic City when Lesser
tracts with independent exchanges and after it has made its appearance stepped off the west-bound train.
are being closed at a rate which in- in the theatre. Each of the series The transaction was consummated
sures the complete covering of the calls for an advertising campaign on the station platform in less than
country by December IS, the date which must start at least four weeks fifteen minutes.
set for the beginning of active before release date and also a line
of advertising accessories.
operations.
Mr. Backer attributes the interest
Negotiations for the foreign rights Print of New
shown in the new production and to the entire output of Amalgamated Production Company, it is
Brandt-Davis
distributing combination to the importance of the pictures, prominence expected will be closed shortly.
Film Arrives
Many

Special

Effects

Weiss Brother's
In connection with the preparatory
work involving the feature production of the Old Testament, Louis
Weiss, vice president of Artclass
Pictures Corporation, states many
new effects in tinting, toning, subtitle backgrounds and natural colors
will be used.
Special attention will be given to
the art backgrounds. In addition
to double and triple exposure effects,
artists are working out symbolic
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Will

Mark

Bible Production
sketches in keeping with the
grandeur and dignity of the offering.
Arrangements have been made for
a scries of color schemes, emphasizing the beauty of unusual points in
each episode. Natural colors will
be used in scenes dealing with Joseph
and his coat of many colors, the
Garden of Eden, the Court of
Pharoah, the Songs of Solomon,
the Fleeing of the Israelites through
the Red Sea and other incidents.

Completed print and negative of
"Life's Greatest Question," the new
George H. Davis-Joe Brandt special,
has been received in New York, and
it will be placed on the States Right
market by the middle of December.
The reason for holding up the release for an extra week is due to
the fact that Davis and Brandt have
decided not to place the film on the
market until the press book, special
art paper and lobby display, and exploitation accessories are complete
and can be displayed for the approval of the buyer. This is said
to be a new departure in releasing,
especially on the States Right plan.

Scott Will Tour for
Bert Lubin
Bert Lubin announces the
appointment of Lester Scott
as special
tive for hissales
newrepresentaseries of
tures.
six
Allene Ray five-reel feaMr. Scott will leave immediately on an eight
weeks' tour of the country
during which he will visit
all the principal exchange
centers.
"Partners of the Sunset,"
the first of the series, is
now ready for distribution,
together with a complete
line of accessories, including a special "art" lobby
display, three color pressbook and a "star" folder.
The remaining five pictures will be distributed on
schedule. Stories have
been selected and are being
put into continuity form.
Casts of well known
players will support Allene
Ray. In "Partners of the
Sunset," J. W. Johnston,
the wellFrazer
knownand "Heavy,"
Robert
Mildred
Bright are in the cast. The
picture was directed by
Robin H. Townley. It depicts the adventures of a
society girl who goes West
for excitement and fortune.
Serial Written

by

Two Authors Also
Boasts Two Stars
Not only are there two stars in
"The Mysterious Pearls" which is
being distributed by Photoplay
Serials Corp., that is, Ben Wilson
and Neva Gerber, but it is the work
of two authors as well, J. Grubb
Alexander and Harvey Gates.
Both of these authors are wellknown, having a number of photoplay successes to their credit, and
it is the contention of E. S. Manheimer. head of Photoplay Serials
Corporation, that because of the
fact that in a serial the plot must
carry through a total of thirty reels
and continually build up ; that each
episodetionsmust
containthatstrong
and suspense
will situacarry
over into the next episode, two experienced writers are none too many
for a successful serial.
"The same line of through," conur that tinued
twoMr. Manheimer,
stars are a "convinces
great help
in petting the desired results with a
serial, and this serial promises to
be Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber's
greatest triumph."
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Exhibitors Praise
Johnny Hines Film
Charles C. Burr, president of Affiliated Distributors, reports he is receiving
numerous letters from exhibitors praising "Burn
'Era Up Barnes," the first
feature starring Johnny
Hines. Showmen have
commented upon the sound
and clean story, together
with the excellent comedy
values of this production
in which the star is supported by such sterling
actors as George Fawcett
and Edmund Breese.
There are also said to be
numerous and thrilling inc i d e n t s combined with
punch and adventure
which have caught on with
audiences all over the
country. There have been
numerous requests that
Johnny Hines hurry up and
make another feature along
the same line.
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Producers

Security

gJield

Corporation

to Distribute
Important
Series
sisted on a number of features
Monday, November 28, saw the Cut-backs in the picture carry the
start at the Pacific Studios, San story from the frozen North to the starring Geraldine Farrar and Anita
East and one scene shows a Stewart, is his principal assistant.
Mateo, California, of "The Great effete
football game, supposedly between Jack Dewey, late of the Brunton,
Alone," tures
thestarring
first Monroe
of a seriesSalisbury,
of pic- two
Eastern colleges. These shots is technical director. Frank Good,
were taken at the opening of the who worked with Jaccard, is handmade by the West Coast Films Cor- new
ling the camera, while J. A. Wood,
Stanford stadium at Palo Alto,
poration, of which Isadore Bernstein is the supervising director. during the game between the uni- from Universal, is the art director.
It is estimated that three months
versities ofCalifornia and Stanford.
Four sets have already been erected
Bernstein has surrounded Salis- will be required to film "The Great
on the main stage, while work on
the second stage is being rushed and
bury with a satisfactory cast of Alone" and that a daily average of
people will be used. Aside
an Alaskan street, the length of three players. Opposite the star is Draga, fifty
from the exteriors at the studio it
city blocks, is being erected on the a fifteen-year-old San Francisco girl. is
planned to have the company
Laura Anson, who played with
lot.
spend three weeks at Yosemite or
"The Great Alone" is the original Thomas Meighan in "If You Believe Truckee
December to get the
work of Jacques Jaccard, who is di- It It's So," has the second feminine actual snowduring
stuff.
recting the production, and James role. George Wagner, who appeared in "The Sheik" with Walter Law
Colwell, a Los Angeles continuity
Arrangements for release of "The
Great Alone" are in the hands of
writer. It gives Salisbury a char- and H. Von Sickles as heavies.
the
Producers Security Corporation,
Jaccard
has
likewise
an
efficient
acter foreign to any he has hitherto
played, that of a half-breed Indian. staff. Justin McCluskey, who as- New York.
Effective

Press

Book

Prepared

Nibs"
A press book said to contain Exploi
many ■> "Practicability"
is said to be of
the orchestra
at the Hotel
Astor show"His
tation
unique features for for
use in exploitat- keynote of
this press book. The ing.
ing the first Charles (Chic) Sale stunts and teasers are simple but There are also features on how to
picture, "His Nibs," has been com- effective, and there are several tie- program the picture, on new and
piled by Exceptional Pictures Cor- ups with local stores which it is special accessories, a spread dealing
poration working with "His Nibs" said will be easy to sell and to differ with advertising by booklets, teasers,
Arrow Announces
Syndicate, Inc., the organization that from ordinary hook-ups. mail, etc., and an original follow-up
is distributing this picture. There is also a page on Prologue campaign. The newspaper publicity
S2 vera I Sales
This book is designed to help ex- and Lobby Display prepared by section was prepared by an ex-newsArrow announces the closing of hibitors in putting over this picture Howard B. McLellan, exploitation paper writer now in an editorial caa contract with H. G. Till of Pro- in the biggest possible way. It editor of the Exhibitors' Trade Re- pacity with national magazines,
ductions of Merit, for Louisiana and starts off with an editorial by Alex- view, designed for both large and which is said to be written with a
Mississippi rights to "The Golden ander Beyfuss, president of Ex- small houses. A page on how to punch and from the viewpoint of
Trail," starring Jane Novak, "Worn- ceptional ; then follows the story of use the newspaper publicity section, both the newspaper and the fan.
an's Man," starring Romaine Field- Chic Sale which is described as not another dealing with what the show- In addition, there are the usual
ing ; "Love's Protege," starring Ora being a publicity yarn but a sincere ing at the Hotel Astor taught and press book features, including lobby
Carew, and a series of four Jack and interesting feature that can be an article on "Putting over 'His photos, oil paintings, mats, cuts,
Hoxie features.
used as a newspaper story. Nibs' to music," by James C. Brad- catchlines, type and display ads, and
The new serial, "Nan of the One of the special articles that ford, who prepared the musical other helps for the exhibitors in putNorth," starring Ann Little, which will aid in getting capacity audi- synopsis for this picture and led the ting "His Nibs" across,
will not be ready for general re- ences is by Epes Winthrop Sargent,
—
lease until the first of the year, has who conducts the exploitation debeen sold for pre-release December partment of this publication and 1-f/jfSp'yihpr'h c AMiwi/rJc i*1 A <\K7()*f\<vt fc
XCfrg^/H/l^lt O JTV III II ILI'IS III jT±.yWUll O
15 in three territories; to Eltabran which was published as a service
Film Company of Charlotte, Bob section in Moving Picture World.
r> ^ • _
c 771
r> .
•77-1
,
Lynch of Philadelphia Metro, and It contains very practical suggestions
OCTICS Of r OUT £>p€Ctftl t CdlUTCS
McConville and Patten of Inde- that the exhibitor will find neither
„ , . . „
Series," and
in "Hirsh's
first great
the wild
Beasts,
Masterof offour
of. The
a series
pendent Film Company of Boston, difficult nor costjy to carry out.
five-reel
ingenuityJungle
was employed
animal productions now being placed
training these animals. Thrills, ex-in
on the State-Right market by Aywon citement, heart interest and human
Film Corporation, is said to be meet- touches are said to vie with each
ing with gratifying approval. Nathan other in this series of pictures.
Warner Film "Parted Curtains"
Hirsh, president
of Aywon,
nounces these pictures
are new, anthe Annthsr TJnllrnnwi
Interpreted by Excellent Cast
underffoin? final cutcut- *± i HJ l> l HZ t AAl&UiUUrrlf
The strong character delineation Mary Alden was entrusted with second one now undergoing
required in the Warner Brothers' the leading feminine role opposite ting and editing in the studios of Comedy Announced
production, "Parted Curtains," fea- Walthall. She has had a long and George Martin and John Natteford,
turing Henry B. Walthall and Mary successful career, notably in "The and that arrangements were made "Up in the Air" is the title of the
Alden, is said to have necessitated Old Nest," "Honest Hutch," "Trust with Mr. Hagenbeck, proprietor of newest of the Hallroom Boys comthe selection of a well-chosen cast. Your Wife" and others.
Other the Hagenbeck circus, for the use edies, featuring Sid Smith.
The story concerns the tribulations prominent roles are portrayed by in the pictures of his entire collec- In this picture, it is announced,
of a well-known man who after aid- Margaret Landis, who has appeared tion of trained wild animals. This Sid has gone back to comedying a chum is compelled to serve with Douglas Fairbanks and Mary circus was well patronized on its thriller type of picture, with more
seven years in jail and then finds Pickford and in "Bunty Pulls the various tours of the United States thrills than he gave in "A Doggone
himself scorned by those who were Strings" and by Edward Cecil, as and were acclaimed as one of the Mixup."
aggregations of "Up in the Air" tells just what
his best friends. For this role, the aristocrat, William Clifford as finest and largest
in the world. the picture is about— for Sid spend?
Henry B. Walthall, celebrated for the weasel, both of whom have ap- trained animals
Since his last tour of this coun- the greater portion of it balancing
his characterizations in "Birth of a peared in numerous screen successes.
Nation" and other successes was Mr. Clifford also enjoyed a stage try Ms. Hagenbeck made many ad- precariously between I leaven and
diearth. theHerman
large rected
among which
ditions,
such as Robert boa
artists Whiteside.
career with
chosen,
comedy. C. Raymaker
featured
are two
All are
constrictors.
and Walker
work. is said Mantell
best picture
to do someandof inhisthis
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PAUL

Censorship
Under

Ordinance

Fire;

Rickard

Again
Fight

Film Brings About Crisis
the well-known of three each of whom would ree
mor
ONCE
ceive asalary of $6,000 a year and
Chicago censorship ordinance
is about to be discussed in the would control the exhibition of picChicago and the display of
City Hall. The inciting cause of bannerstures inand
as well.
this renewal of the contention is Throughoutposters
the discussion of this
the Rickard fight films, permit for
which was obtained in Chicago only proposed ordinance, Alderman Maypole's contention
has been that
the
after a long and difficult adventure full authority
in censorship
matters
in which Chief of Police Fitz- should be placed
with
city
governed
sal wasoratover
ment officials, already appointed for
morris'
ion-rul
Counselby the purpose
of Corp
plearefu
the
of seeing and passing
.
lson
ent
the picture is upon all pictures,
At pres
Ette
permits for which
ee's
d
Loop
Barb
at
week
thir
its
on
application
has
been made. This
Theatre.
board is in his opinion suffiThe action of the corporation local cient
and efficient in supervising the
exhibition
of pictures in Chicago,
counsel and the chief's sudden
change of policy after continued without the appointment of any new
objection to the showing of the body. Therefore, he has been unfight pictures since August 26, when
Judgeit was
Hurley's
Rickard first made application, has proposal alterably
from opposed
thebytime
first
given rise to indignant protests from introduced to the present.
Alderman George N. Maypole.
"But the recent dispute over the
These have resulted in the raising showing
of the fight pictures has
of important questions — who is the proved it is time that something
real censor in Chicago? — is a law a definite is decided in regard to city
law in Chicago? — should one pro- jurisdiction over such matters,"
ducer be favored above any other? Alderman Maypole said this week in
Investigation has been the natural a private interview. "In direct violation to the law which reads that no
consequence and a new agitation of
the censorship question and the old 'unlawful' film shall be exhibited,
ordinance, the natural consequence Chief Fitzmorris, who, as it now
of investigation.
stands has complete authority,
Alderman Maypole will be remem- granted a permit for the fight picbered for his introduction of a centures uponthat
the corporation
counsel's
sorship measure in 1918 and for his statement
the city council
had
continued opposition to the censor- overstepped its authority in adding
ship ordinance drafted by the com- the word 'unlawful' to a clause
mission after an investigation by which originally read 'no immoral
Timothy D. Hurley, chairman of nor
film.' In the face of
the commission, an ordinance which this obscene
ruling there was nothing else
provides for the creation of a board for the chief to do but recall his
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CHIN7,

original refusal for a permit which
he made last August.
"Personally I am for the Dempsey-Carpentier pictures. I think
they are great, and I consider that
added clause containing the word
'unlawful' to be assinine. According to such a law it would be illegal
to show a picture based upon
'Oliver Twist' because the whole
story is about crime — and in particular, pick-pocketing — or upon most
any
of Shakespeare's
dramas where
'unlawful'
acts are frequently
de"But nevertheless it is the present
picted.
ruling and any violation of it sets
an extremely bad precedent. Unless
there is favoritism shown, any producer can come into town and by
continual petitioning and what we
have called 'group manipulation' get
a On
permitNovember
for any type
16, atof apicture."
meeting
of the City Council, Alderman Maypole presented two resolutions
which were referred to the judiciary
committee and will come up November 28. The first of these directed
that an investigation of the issuance
of permit for the exhibition of fight
pictures be made ; the second, that
consideration be given to the recommendations ofthe Censorship Commission with a view of submitting
such amendments to the ordinances
as may be deemed
* * advisable.
*
Convention Soon
December 15 has been set as the
definite date for the convention of
the M. P. T. O., of Illinois, which
will be held in Peoria at the Hotel
Jefferson. On the day previous,
there will be a luncheon and meeting
in Chicago for the benefit of those
who will be unable to attend the
Peoria meeting. President Sydney
Cohen will attend both meetings and

make some important suggestions.
Plans are being made by Chicago
members to leave on the 5.30 train
on the Rock Island
on the 14.
* * route
*
License Fee
The latest source of concern for
the Chicago branch of the M. P.
T. O. is a bill introduced by Alderman Kostner, November 23, pertaining to increased theatre license fees.
The ingproposed
bill provides
taxon a percentage
basis, aforcharge
of 3 per cent, on gross receipts,
which would replace the old ruling
in which the fee was in proportion
to the seating capacity. In planning
to fight the proposed measure the
Chicago organization has written
Alderman Olson, chairman of the
committee, requesting notification of
the date set for the hearing, so that
representatives of the picture in* * their
*
dustry may present
objections.
A Premiere
Whitman Bennett paid Chicago a
short visit November 22 and 23,
just prior to the presentation of
"The Iron Trail" at the Chicago
Athletic Club. While in town he
completed arrangements for the
premiere of this picture at the
Roosevelt Theatre on Christmas
week. At this time Rex Beach will
make a personal appearance at the
theatre,
a short
on de-at
tails of giving
production.
The talk
showing
the Athletic Club was principally a
social affair and from this standpointterest
was anstartedunusual
Infrom success.
the moment
Charlie Geigerich, personal representative for Rex Beach, introduced
the picture with an account of studio
happengins and difficulties and continued to a marked degree throughout the entire picture.

IRVIN V. WILL ATS "FIFTY CAXDLES," WITH MARJORIE DAW AND BERTRAM GRASSBY. RELEASED BY HODKINSON
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#2? A.H.GIEBLER

Concert Series
The Kinema Theatre, Associated
First National's first-run house in
Los Angeles, is preparing to open a
season of popular concerts under the
direction of Rene Williams, conductor of the Kinema orchestra.
Twenty-two more musicians will be
added to the present orchestra, which
consists of thirty members, for
these concerts. November 27 has
been set as the date for the first
concert, at which time the new
mammoth organ will be ready for
its formal presentation to the patrons
of the house. Miss Irma Falve, of
San Francisco, has been engaged as
first organist and will preside at
the console.
* * *
Cake for Mary
A giant fruit cake, weighing sixty
pounds, arrived at the Mission
Theatre this week from James Q.
Clemmer, of Seattle, for Mary
Pickford. Mr. Clemmer, who is an
exhibitor of Seattle, ordered the
cake several months ago from the
best baker in Seattle. Because of
MisssentPicktheford's
Europe,of
he
cake absence
to her in
in care
Harry David, of the Mission Theatre, where "Little
Lord Fauntleroy"
is enjoying
a prolonged
* * * run.
Wins Trophy
Dustin Farnum won the trophy
in a speed boat contest held off San
Perdo harbor last Sunday. This is
the third straight victory for Miss
Los Angeles, Dusty's new speed
boat.
* * *
Mayer Dies
Samuel Mayer, connected in a
business capacity with moving pic-

tures since the early days of the
industry, died at his home in Hollywood on November 16. Before entering the picture industry Mr.
Mayer was affiliated with the Shubcrts. He held important positions
with the Peerless, the World Film
Company and J. E. Broulatour, later
becoming general manager of the
Maurice Tourneur organization, and
came to Los Angeles three years
ago with the Tourneur Company.
Although not in good health for
several months, Mr. Mayer has kept
in touch with film activities, and
spent some time at his office the
day before he died. He was born
in Australia and came to this country at the age of ten. He leaves a
widow, and several brothers and
sisters.
* * *
Twin Baby Dies
Frances Taylor, one of the twin
daughters born to Vera Steadman,
Christie leading woman, six weeks
ago, died on Thursday after a desperate fight made to save her life.
Marie Taylor, the surviving twin, is
said to be strong and well, but
Frances had not been strong from
birth.
* * *
Mrs. Swain Dies
Mrs. Mary Swain, mother of
Mack Swain, creator of the character, "Ambrose," in the films,
passed away one day this week at
Salt Lake City, Utah, at the age of
82 years. Mack Swain, who is now
a member of the Charles Chaplin
organization, had just returned to
Los Angeles, after having spent ten
days
at his
when
the news
camemother's
to him bedside,
of her death.
Mrs. Swain was a pioneer settler
of
her. Salt Lake. Four sons survive

Coast
If Wh

Playwright Here
Willard Mack, playwright and
former husband of Pauline Frederick, arrived in town last week to
complete a new play which he calls
"The Scarlet Patrol," a play dealing with life in the Northwest and
which he plans to try out on the
West Coast.
* * *

ing worked in recent Ince and R-C
productions, are in the hospital this
week. Miss Haver came down with
acute appendicitis a few days ago
and will possibly undergo an operation. Miss Livingston is recovering
from an operation
* * for* appendicitis.

Borzage Leaves
Frank Borzage, director of
"Humoresque," left this week for
Sloman Independent New York where he will direct a
Edward Sloman, who is now com- picture for Cosmopolitan Productions, beginning about December 15.
pleting "The Man Who
Smiled" forto
J. L. Frothingham,
is arranging
begin making pictures as an indepen- Back in New York
dent producer about the first of the
* * *
from White Sulphur
Mae Murray and Robert Z. LeonMcKim
On
Stage
year.
ard, after a short vacation at White
Sulphur Springs, Va., have returned
Robert
McKim,
lain" of many
films,well-known
is about to "viltake to New York, and are now busily
a flyer in vaudeville in a sketch engaged on the preparatory work of
called "The Retake." Mrs. McKim their next picture for Tiffany Proand Bert Hadley will share honors ductions.
with Bob in the act.
At a conference held immediately
upon their return a decision was
reached which will change the plans
for the next picture of the Mae
Alexander
Off Pantages,
North a leading Murray series.
showman and exhibitor of Los
The original intention was to folAngeles, has gone to Seattle on a
low up "Peacock
Alley"
with writ"Put
short fishing and hunting trip.
and Take,'
which was
specially
* * *
ten for Mae Murray by Frederic and
After careful conAnother Film Baby Fanny Hatton.
sideration byMr. Leonard and TifA 13-pound daughter arrived at
fany Productions staff, it was decidthe home of Cullen Landis, Goldwyn
postpone
for the
the making
present, ofand"Putin
player, this week. This makes the and ed toTake"
second daughter for Cullen, the its place produce a script which was
eldest, June, now
* *being
* 4 years old. recently acquired for Miss Murray's
use.For the present, at least, the TifActresses III
fany headquarters are maintaining
Two prominent picture actresses, a strict secrecy as to the nature of
the new offering, but from what can
Phyllis Haver and Margaret Liv- be
the forthcoming picture
ingston, the former of the Mack willlearned
be a decided novelty.
Sennett- Comedies and the latter hav-

SCENES FROM GOLDWYN'S "THE CABINET OF DR. CALIGARI"
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Council

Indorses

Sketchcgrafs
"What the Limit?" Educational's
latest release in the series of Sketchografs by Julian Ollendorff, has
been indorsed by the New York and
the National Council for the Limitation of Armament, and members of
the affiliated organizations all over
the country, who number about seven
million people, are being urged to
watch for the picture and be sure to
see it.
This indorsement was made
throughmitteethe
of the Motion
Council. Picture Com"What the Limit?" is based on
the burden that the world has been
made to carry all through the ages
by war and the preparation for war.
It is released by Educational while
the Conference on the Limitation
of Armaments is in session in Washington, and especially at this time
is a subject that is sure to be of
unusual interest to every man,
woman and youth in the country.
In a letter to Mr. Hammons,
president of Educational, the Motion
Picture Committee of the Council,
through its chairman, says :
PictureandCommittee
of"The
the Motion
New York
of the
National Council for the Limitation
of Armament have seen your picture, "What's the Limit ?" produced
by Julian Ollendorff, in the December release of his 'Sketchografs.'
strongly indorse
this affiliated
picture.
The"We membership
of our
organizations is about seven million
people. Representatives of these
organizations residing all over the
country are being notified that this
picture is about to be released and
advised to watch their local theatre
announcements, so that their membership will be sure to see it."
Work

on Next

R-C Special
William Christy Cabanne, who
early this week completed cutting,
editing and titling "At the Stage
Door," his latest R-C special, which
is scheduled for release early in December, is already at work on his
next feature offering at the studios,
No. 3 West Sixty-first street.
Lillian (Billie) Dove, of Follies
fame, who has the leading feminine
role inselected
"At the
has
been
by Stage
DirectorDoor,"
Cabanne
for a similar part in the forthcoming picture, by reason of the excellent work which she registered in his
latest offering.
"At the Stage Door," which is a
story of New York night life with a
decidedly novel plot, was written as
well as directed by Mr. Cabanne,
but his next production will be from
the pen of an author of international
prominence and will portray a phase
of life quite different from that depicted in his newest picture.
Casting on the forthcoming production will be begun early next
week.

"The

Kid" Breaks
Another Record
"The Kid"
and broken
another
nice has
housegonerecord.
It is
difficult to believe that the youngster
had any more to shatter, but W. A.
Partello, manager of the Majestic

PICTURE

in Mansfield, O., was saving one for
him.
Partello booked the picture for
four days, starting November 14.
On the fourth day there was no
diminution in the assault on the box
office and Partello came to a quick
decision. He hurried to the telephone and had this advertisement
inserted in all newspapers :
"For the many we were unable to
accommodate during the four-day
run, we have held it over for two
days, or the balance of the week."
"The biggest
of a hit," commented Partellokind
in announcing
that
new attendance and box office
records had been established.

WORLD

Norma

Talmadge

Next Film Based
on Balzac Story
Norma
Talmadge's
picture,
which
she will
make in next
Los Angeles,
will be a dramatization of Honore
Balzac's romance, "The Duchess of
Langoais."
dramaof the
willperiod
have
elaborate
stageThesettings
of the Balzac novel. First National
will release the Talmadge special.
Joseph M. Schenck has sent
cameramen to France to secure detail atmosphere for the new Talmadge play. The Chateau of
Langoais will be re-produced on the
screen
just
Loiro river. as it stands today on the
Mr. Schenck and Miss Talmadge
immediately on their arrival in Los
Angeles Monday, November 14, conferred with Director Sidney Franklin regarding production plans for
the production. Tentative drawings
of the sets have already been made
and work will begin on them just
asfinal
soonapproval
as Mr. Schenck
and obtained.
Norma's
has been
A large and carefully chosen cast
will be engaged for the production,
which Norma intends shall be made
on a scale surpassing anything she
has hitherto done.

Renco Films' Value
Again Demonstrated
Features that made Renco Film
Company's production of "Lavender and Old Lace," released by
Hodkinson, one of the valuable boxoffice attractions of the past summer, may be said to be more strongly
emphasized, it is declared, in Hodkinson's forthcoming Renco production, "At the Sign of the Jack
O'Lantern."
Sentiment as opposed to sexproblems for the basis of motion
picture stories is gradually receiving the recognition from producers
that has long been its due. It was
the simple charm and sentiment of "Rip Van Winkle"
Holiday Offering
Myrtle Reed's "Lavender and Old
Lace,"tion that
it the England
admiraof the earned
press for
of both
"from
numberare ofoffered
firstrunBookings
houses in
key a cities
and America.
by W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
as an indication of the timeliness of
Vignola Nominated
the Hodkinson special, "Rip Van
Winkle," as a holiday attraction.
"Rip Van Winkle" is a Ward Lascelle
production starring Thomas
of Fame"
for Hall
Robert
G. Vignola's
"Enchant- Jefferson. It was released by Hodlate in October, and has
ment"
has
drawn
unstinted
praise
•from the critics. The latest already kinson
played a large percentage
"crown" to be placed upon Mr. of first-run houses in the East and
Vignola's head
by Robert
E. Middle West.
Sherwood,
the is
famous
critic of
One of the first of the important
"Life." In the current issue Mr. holiday period bookings to be reSherwood, writing at length about
ceived on "Rip Van Winkle" was
Mr. Hall
Vignola's
work,Fame
said is: erected,
"When from the Alhambra Theatre in
the
of Film
Utica. The Alhambra plays the
some wall space must be reserved production during Christmas Week.
for a tablet in honor of Robert G. The Strand Theatre in Hartford,
Vignola. There will be many occu- Conn., and the Park Theatre in
pants of the hall with less legitimate
Boston, have also booked "Rip" for
claims to distinction."
a week's engagement at Christmas.
Wistaria Picture
a Recent Release
The current feature of Playgoers'
Pictures
is "Anne
of Littlewhich
Smoky,"
a Wistaria
production,
was
released November 20. Winifred
Westover, Joe King, Frank Sheridan
and Dolores Casinelli have the leading roles in the production, which
is described as a drama of the hill
country.
Striking Posters
for R-C Picture
Posters that are said to be strikingly effective, both in artistic
treatment and in color effects, have
been provided by R-C Pictures for
their latest production by William
Christy Cabanne, ' "At the Stage
Door,'
a shortin
time s hich
at was
the completed
Metro studio
New York and will be released
Decemb r 1 1
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Goldwyn Graphics are compiled
for interest, action and humor, with
the idea in mind that 500 or 600
feet of a scenic or an educational
subject is much more entertaining
than a full reel. In other words,
seven or eight minutes of this kind
of matter,
no matter
muchtitled,
action itcontains
or how how
cleverly
is sufficient. Then added to this is
about 400 feet of one of the famous
International Cartoon series. Jack
Eaton is editing the Graphics while
Katharine Hilliker is titling them.
Crowds Welcome
Norma Talmadge
When Norma Talmadge, accompanied byTalmadge,
her mother,
Margaret
and theMrs.
president
of her company, Joseph M. Schenck,
alighted from the train at the
Union Pacific Station, Los Angeles,
last week, thousands of her motion
picture admirers were on hand to
welcome her, and the crowd was so
dense, that Norma had to be protected by the police reserves. Under
a big floral triumphal arch, Mayor
George E.with
Cryer
presented
Talmadge
a large
golden Miss
key
to the city, amidst cheers and a
shower of rose^ from the onlookers.
Mayor Cryer 'was accompanied by
Sylvester Weaver, president of the
Chamber of Commerce, and I. H.
Rice,Manufacturers'
president of Association.
the Merchants'
and
Robertson

Making

"Spanish Jade"
John S. Robertson and his company are now in Spain, where he is
filming exteriors for Maurice
Hewlett's novel, "Spanish Jade,"
Mr. Robertson's next Paramount
picture. The company besides Mr.
Robertson included, Mr. and Mrs.
David Powell, Evelyn Brent, who
will appear as Manuela ; Frank
Stanmore, Lionel d'Aragon. Cameramen Roy Overbaugh and Mrs. Overbaugh, Jos. Rosenthal and Major
Charles H. Bell.
Snowstorm

Gives

Realistic Touch
A real simon-pure old fashioned
New England snow-storm opened
the Thanksgiving Week bill at the
Brooklyn Mark Strand, Managing
Director Edward L. Hyman prefacing his show with this stage presentation which had musical incidental numbers. The back drop
represented a New England countryside with a carpet of light snow.
"Prop" snow fell throughout the
number.

Winifred Dunn
a Star Writer
One of the latest luminaries,
among the young writers of the
screen is Winifred Dunn who, with
Mary Murillo, wrote the screen version of "Mam'selle Jo," the novel
by Harriet Comstock, which was
released November 27 by R-C Pictures with the title, "Silent Years."
Louis J. Gasnier directed the pro- First-Runs on
duction. Before she joined the R-C
Pictures' scenario department. Miss
Hunter Picture
Dunn was with Selig and Metro.
Based on the favorable reviews
accorded the T. Hayes Hunter proGoldwyn Graphics
duction, "The Light in the Clearing." vitation
projectedshowing
lastinweek
at theHall,
inNow Being Booked
Aeolian
Goldwyn has a number of its new first-runs on this latest Hodkinson
short subiect reels ready for release release have already been set in
of the key cities.
in its "Goldwyn Graphics" series, many
The Princess in Denver, Savoy
which alternate
withthree
the are
Sportcalled
Reviews. The first
in Syracuse and Victory in Providence booked it by wire upon re"High Water," "Ship Ahoy" and
ceipt of trade paper advices.
"Page Mr. Edison."
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Indiana
Workmen are making rapid headway with the new $175,000 Terrace
Theatre which is being erected for
Stegemeier Bros., on the site of
their old restaurant at 17 and 19
North Illinois street. The new
motion picture house, which will
have a seating capacity of about
1,500, will be completed early in the
spring and will be operated by the
Central Amusement Company, which
runs the Lyric, Isis, Alhambra and
other theatres in Indianapolis.
* * *
The Consolidated Realty and Theatre Corporation, which owns and
operates several moving picture
theatres in Indiana, has bought a
site at Fort Wayne for the erection of a new hotel and theatre
which will cost several hundred
thousand dollars. The building will
be six stories in height and the
theatre, to be known as the Palace,
will have a seating capacity of about
3,000. The same company operates
the Orpheum in Fort Wayne, the
Liberty in Terra Haute and the
Victory at Evansville.
* * *
Leslie P. Webb, age thirty-three,
lessee and manager of the Grand
Theatre at Terre Haute, died last
week as a result of an attack of
acute diabetes. Mr. Webb, before
taking charge of the Grand, was on
the stage for several years as a
character player and later as a producing manager. He is survived by
his widow, his parents, three brothers
and one sister.
Philadelphia
Barton A. Proctor, inventor of the
Automatic Proctor Projector, distributed by the United Theatre
Equipment Corporation, was in town
last week and personally directed
the installation of two machines at
the new Aldine Theatre which opened recently. F. Forster, electrical
engineer and expert adviser of the
U. T. E. Corporation was given
entire charge of the electrical work
and was assisted by Abott Oliver
and F. Bloomfield.
* * *
The Grand Opera House, Scranton, opened Saturday, November 19,
with pictures and vaudeville. The
house has a seating capacity of 1,000,
and cost $75,000 to build.
* + *
Tom Bible has just returned from
a successful trip through Eastern
and Western Pennsylvania exploiting "BurnFilm
'Em Exchange.
Up Barnes," for
the Royal
* * *
Mrs. Jennie Effinger and her son,
Herbert Effinger, who have a number of picture theatres in Philadelphia, opened their latest and newly
built Sixty-ninth Street Theatre,
Friday, November 18, for a private
review, to specially invited guests.
Their latest addition is the last word
in theatre construction, designed by

Brief
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H. Childs Hogens, architect and
builder, and decorated by Barberita.
The house has a seating capacity
of 25,000 and cost about $750,000.
The beautiful new theatre is located in the rapidly growing new
suburb of Upper Darby, which is at
the end of the Market street elevated road, where the imposing
building of limestone and brick
stands. The color scheme of the interior decorations is of old rose, gold
and ivory, illuminated from above
by a system of dome lighting which
ranges from gold to silver. The
stage and sets have a Japanese style
of beauty, while gold and black silk
damask panels are hung on the
walls. A new Kimball organ and
Simplex machines, the latter furnished by Louis Swaab, are part of
the up-to-date equipment.
The opening of the Sixty-ninth
was made a most auspicious occasion
by the opening address by Judge
Johnson, of Delaware County, and
John Ryan. Among the distinguished visitors present were Victor Herbert, guest conductor of the Stanley Theatre, Jules E. Mastbaum,
Frank W. Buhler, Fred. G. Nixon—
Nirdlinger, Felt Brothers, John
Clark and John McGuirk. The program featured
"Under a the
Lash,"anda
Paramount,
including
Prizma
Comedy from the Mastera Snooky
piece Feature *Attractions.
* *
Lou Williams, of the Family, displayed some rare judgment one rainy
Ricks"he
"Cappywhen
presenting
while
day
to his patrons
recently,
hired a six-foot tall white duck, big
enougherate andforhunga man
enter itand
opa signto upon
saying,
"Duck inside and see 'Cappy Ricks'
today." He sure got the business,
with the generous sized duck promday.
enading up and down the lobby all
* * *
Childs E. Hodgens, architect, has
drawn up plans for the building of
the three following theatres, 52nd
below Girard avenue, for S. Epstein,
I, 700 seating capacity to cost $175,000; Fifty-second and Market
streets.
Abraham
1,900Broad
seating capacity
to cost Fe'.t,
$250,000;
street and Columbia avenue, 2,000
seating capacity to cost $250,000.
* * *
Manager Keene, of the United
Theatre Equipment Corporation reports the installation of two Powers
B-Type machines at the Fox Auditorium, Riverside.
* * *
The Stanley Company of America
on Saturday and Sunday, November
26 and 27, respectively issued a full
page announcement entitled "Jubilee
Week" at the Stanley theatres.
Super productions which will be
offered during the week are "The
Sheik" two weeks run at the Stanley, "Fool's Paradise" indefinite run
at the Karlton, "Queen of Sheba,"
indefinite run at the Stanton, "Dr.
Caligare," one week at the Palace,
"Thunderclap" at the Victoria,
"Morals" week at the Arcadia, "Love
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Everywhere

Hate and a Woman" week at the
Regent, while Theda Bara will appear in person at the Broadway.
The Salesmen Association of Philadelphia during their election of officers recently elected the following officers, Sam Lefko, President ;
Harry Marcus, vice-president ; Phil
Greenberg, secretary; J. Connell,
treasurer; M. Katz, secretary; Joel
Levy, publicity *man.
* *
W. ture
C. Equipment
Smith, ofCorporation,
the Motion came
Picover from New York Saturday and
paid a visit to Manager Keene of the
local branch. Mr. Smith is very
much pleased with conditions. F.
J. McGinnis, late of the Spier Carbon Company
traveling representative foristhisnowbranch.
* * *
F. H. Powell, manager of the Associated Pictures, distributed by
Pathe, reports excellent business and
announces that Paul A. Schmuck,
who has been seriously ill recently
is back at his desk again ready for
another trip through Pennsylvania,
Delaware and *New* *Jersey.
Jules E. Mastbaum, president of
the Stanley Company of America,
has started for a trip to the coast,
for general observation.
* * *
Charles Henschal, manager of
Pathe Exchange, just returned from
a successful trip in which he closed
some first run houses in this territory for all their products.
Seattle
It is rumored on good authority
that Jensen and Von Herberg are
negotiating for the taking over of
the Winter Garden Theatre, which
is owned and .operated by James Q.
Clemmer and his two associates,
George DeC. Miles and Edwin F.
* * *
James.
The Osran Amusement Company,
in which Jensen and Von Herberg
hold a controlling interest, has bought
the new Blue Bird Theatre in Bremerton, formerly operated by the
Union Theatre Company, of which
W. L. Doudlah* *was* the manager.
Several film managers went down
from Seattle last week to attend a
meeting of the Oregon State Theatre
Managers Association in Portland.
During the meeting the film men
were asked by C. S. Jensen of Jensen
and Von Herberg to step out of the
room and take a vote on the question
of stopping the practise of renting
film to schools and churches. They
voted against the measure, whereupon Jensen declared that the exhibitors would have to take what measselves. ures they could to protect them* * *
The new Neptune Theatre was
opened with appropriate ceremonie
on November 16. The Neptune sis
operated by Gellerman and Blaine.
It is in the University District, at
Forty-fifth street and Fourteenth

avenue. Its seating capacity is a
little over 1,000, and it is considered
the finest suburban house in Seattle.
The architect is H. Ryan, who
planned the Blue Mouse, and the
Western Theatre Equipment Company furnished* the
* *equipment.
The Graphoscope Service Company
has opened an office at 1922 Third
avenue, Seattle, with Phil J. Brady
in charge.
Theyequipment
not only tosell
machines and other
schools
and churches, but also keep a library of films to rent to them. They
also have a projection room with a
man constantly employed for the
convenience of film exchanges and
exhibitors.
* * *
Montana, which has for the past
four menyears
so given
film ofsalesthe bestorpickings
of any
the
Pacific Northwest territory, is now
reported by its most loyal boosters
as having fallen far behind other
sections of the territory. Many of
the theatres in the smaller towns
are closing down to two or three
nights a week. The Billings territory is the best part of the state
* * *
just now.
George P. Endert, manager of the
Seattle Famous Players office, returned last week from Spokane. He
reports that the wheat crop, on which
business depends very largely in that
territory, is pretty good, but that
prices are so low that they will
have a deterrent effect on the amount
of business throughout the territory.
* * *
Albert Deane, publicity manager
for Famous Players in Australia,
with his head office in Sidney, is in
Seattle this week. From here he
will go to Los Angeles, where he
will spend three or four months in
the studios, then on for visits in the
various exchange centres, and to
the home office in New York. From
there he will go to England, France
and Germany. His trip will take
about two years. He will return
to
Australia by way of the United
States.
* * *
Sam Sax, general sales manager
for Robertson-Cole,
is visiting the
Seattle
office.
* * *
Al Rosenberg, manager of the De
Luxe Feature Film Company, is
convalescing after an operation for
appendicitis. * * *
Ralph Pielow, manager of the
Seattle
office of Hodkinson, reports
two salesmen appointed and consigned to a territory. They are C. S.
Gove, salesman for the Western
Washington territory, and O. E.
Marshall for *the *Oregon
*
territory.
H. Bradley Fish, western district
manager for Vitagraph. is spending
two weeks at *the* Seattle
office.
*
R. Wade, formerly manager of
theC. Billings
branch of the Western
Theatre Equipment Company, is
now
salesman
Seattle office. for Realart out of the
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the state
convention
franchise
holdersand inget-together
Syracuse,
Loew declared that moving pictures
tends to open an independent ex- of
29 and
30. The meeting
San Francisco
made in the future would be much
change in St. Louis. He probably November
is
a
result
of
the
big
confab
in Chiwill
be
succeeded
as
president
by
the
William J. Citron, manager of
cago recently. Headquarters
made in' the
thanthethose
less costly
New Fillmore Theatre, and Joseph past,
quality would be Dr. A. A. Campbell. Walter be at the Hotel Onondaga. will
although
Mr.
Bauer, well-known Mission District
of pres- Thimmig, secretary of the com- Hayes has signed up "Molly
or better, than that
exhibitor, have been made members as good,
O"
for
Much lower
pany,
is
acting
general
manager.
productions.
ent
day
first
run
in Buffalo
at Shea's Hippo* * *
of the advertising committee of the salaries would be paid stars, he said,
drome,
Court
Street
and
North
there would be economics made
Eddie Dustin, of W. W. Hodkin- Park day and date. E. C. Markens,
Mission -Street Merchant's Associa- and
tion.
son Corporation, has C. O. Roberts,
in other directions.
* * *
of the Metro sales staff
* * *
former manager of the Elks Theatre, aformember
four years, has been engaged
by
F. H. Butler, formerly manager
The Maze Theatre at Stockton, Olney, 111., and C. Jamieson, recent Mr. Hayes as city salesman.
Busifor Fox at the local exchange, but Cal., which is being enlarged, will manager of the Broadway Oden,
ness
has
grown
so
big
that
Mr.
now connected with Hodkinson, has be known as the Rialto in its new Columbia, Mo., * as *road
* salesmen.
Hayes finds that he is forced to be
returned from an extended stay in form.
out
in
the
territory
* * *
most
all
the
time,
the Northwest. He is now putting
Charles E. (Eddie) Carrier and thus finding it impossible to follow
on the "country store" stunt in a Extensive changes have been made his brother Jimmy have joined the up local business.
Mr. Markens will
number of east-bay suburban houses, in the Nippon Theatre at Sacra- Robertson-Cole selling organization fill the void, as it were.
mento, Cal., and two hundred and and will direct the special exploitaincluding the aVrsity and the Clare*
*
*
mont.
tion and sales promotion work
* * *
fifty
have been in- throughout
Fred
the
country.
Eddie
will
M.
stalled.new opera* chairs
Zimmerm
an, president
* *
Claude L. Langley, of the Turner
have the territory east of St. Louis,
general
manager
of Nu-Art
& Dahnken & Langley Circuit, of The Druid's Tx>dge at Bolinas, while Jimmy will put over the big and
Pictures Corporat
in Albany,
Los Angeles, was a recent visitor Cal., has purchased a projection ma- stuff from the Mississippi to the in connection withiontheis earlv
openhere to confer with other members
chine from G. A. Metcalfe and is Pacific Coast. * * *
ing of a new local office. Mr. Zimof the organization. With two ex- now operating a moving picture show
ceptions the houses of this circuit, at intervals.
Manager C. W. Ryder, of the St. releases. merman isannouncing his new line* * *
up for 1922 and it's some list of
which now number ten, are in SouthLouis
Exhibitors' Supply Company,
ern California.* * *
The California Theatre at Pitts- has just returned from an exten* * *
sive trip throughout Southern
burgh, Cal., has installed a new di- Illinois,
Work on the remodeling of the
visiting New Athens,
H. F. Thurston, manager of the
amond
screen
and
made
other
imold Venus Theatre at 2249 Market
Pinckneyville, West Frankfort, Temple Theatre, Lockport, is
Benton and other towns in that mourning the death of his baby. His
street, is nearing completion and provements. * * *
this house will be opened by its ownW. S. Webster is planning the vicinity. Ryder is a student of in- sorrow is shared by a host of
dustrial conditions. He states that friends in Buffalo and Western New
er, Mrs. Williamson, at an early erection of a moving picture house
date. The equipment has been in- at Vacaville, Cal. Work is pro- there is a preceptible improvement
stalled byG. A. Metcalfe.
* * »
gressing rapidly on the house he is in general conditions in the districts York.
* * *
he visited and that the swing is
building at Woodland.
*
*
*
steadily better. He expects that by Bruce Fowler, manager of the
F. B. Warren, well known in film
distributing circles, was a recent
The new theatre of L. G. McCabe January 1 near-normalcy will pre- Elmwood Theatre, Buffalo, is introbusiness visitor.
vail throughout* Southern
Illinois.
* *
ducing musical features as an "addat Coalinga, Cal., has been in prac* * *
ed attraction." For Sunday, Notical y acompleted form for some
vember 27, he announces the SterR. E. Kilgore has taken over the
Paul Rassler has disposed of the time, but this exhibitor has delayed
Alta Theatre, San Francisco, to opening it until the effects of the management ef the Elks Theatre.
ling
SaxaphoneMaybe
Four. ! Sousa's band
may
be
next.
Nasser Bros, and has purchased the recent strike of oil workers has worn Olney,
111., formerly owned by C. O.
Roberts.
Playhouse Theatre at Calistoga, Cal., off.
* * *
* * *
* * *
from A. W. Tescher.
Max Levine, owner of the Elk
* * *
D. E. Boswell, of Independent Theatre,
The Kehrlein interests, which have
has taken over the Abbott
H. J. Werner, president of the long conducted the Kinema Theatre Producers, is back from a tour of Thanksgiving
in Buffalo. HeDay.reopened the house
American Photo Player Company, at Fresno, Cal., have purchased the Southeast Missouri.
* * *
of the Liberty and Strand
* * *
has left on a two months' business control
Will iam K. Jenkins, who has sucTheatres
of that city from James
trip to leading *Eastern
trade
centers.
Beatty.
* *
All
plans
are
completed for the
ceeded J.E. Fair as division man* * *
Extensive improvements are being
ager for Enterprise Distributing big F. I. L. M. Club dinner in the
The new Strand Theatre of M. L. Corporation, passed through St. Hotel Iroquois, Saturday, Decemmade in the Metro exchange under
ber 3. Salesmen connected with the
the direction of manager Fred W. Markowitz at Gilroy, Cal., will be Louis last week.
exchanges will attend. There will
Voight, additional office space being opened on December 3 under the
be a vaudeville program. Allan S.
needed.
management of William Voss, for* * *
mer owner of the Star Theatre at
Moritz, president, will preside.
Buffalo
Modesto.
E. O. Child, special representative
* * *
*
*
*
Charlie
Ray,
accompanied
by
Mrs.
of Mach Sennett Productions, is
John Kimberly, manager of the
Ray. Richard Willis, general man- Vitagraph
M.
J.
Maderos,
who
operates
the
exchange, has engaged
here
the interests
"Molly
O," Loring Theatre at Crockett, Cal.,
ager, and Albert A. Kidder, Jr., genwhichin will
open atofthe
Imperial
P.city.Brophy as a membw of the
eral manager and assistant general J.
Theatre Christmas Week for at least will open a house at Rodeo on Sunthe
Buffalo sales staff. He will cover
day, Wednesday and Friday of each manager, respectively, of the Charles
amade
two arrangements
weeks' engagement.
* * *
to sail He
for has
the week. The new theatre will be Ray Productions, Inc., George RizOrient in the interests of Mack opened on December 4.
ard, Ray's chief cameraman, and
*
*
*
Arthur
S.
Kane,
stopped
off
in
BufHarold P. Dygert, owner of sevSennett on December 5 to be away
falo last Tuesday. The party ar- aral houses in East Rochester and
for an indefinite
During the recent visit of Marcus
* *period.
♦
rived in town late Monday night. Fairport. N. Y., has taken over the
Loew he announced that it has been
N. Y.
Five hundred pupils of the Sher- decided to name his new house near- On Tuesday noon, Walter Hayes, Granite Theatre* in* Newark,
*
Harold B. Franklin, E. O. Weinberg
man School were entertained at the
ing completion in this city, "Loew's and E. J. Hayes gave a dinner at the Edward Allen, one of the big
Portola Theatre during Thanksgiv* * *
Hotel Lafayette for the party. In
ing week through the courtesy of Warfield."
Theain the Elmwood buried
Van B. Clement, the manager. A James Kenna is now operating the the afternoon the "gang" visited stockholders
dead. He was
tre, Buffalo, isPa.
in
Titusville,
Niagara
Falls,
returning
to
Buffalo
special morning matinee was ar- Maxwell Theatre at Maxwell, Cal.
ranged at which a Burton Holmes
for an inspection of the leading the* * *
atres in the evening. The party left
travelogue was featured, showing
The Western New York unit of
for
New
York
at
10
p.
m.
scenes in Egypt. The city co-operSt. Louis
a meeting
* * *
the M. P. T. O. A. held November
ated in the affair by furnishing spein the Palace, Buffalo,
cial cars to take the youngsters to Sol J. Hankin. president and genFranklyn Farnum was also in 21, to discuss business conditions.
the theatre.
eral manager of the Fine Art Pic- Buffalo
last Sunday and Monday,
* * *
* * *
tures Corporation, has disposed of appearing at the Premier and Rialto
A banquet was tendered to Marcus his interests to other stockholders Theatres Sunday evening and the
The week of November 28 to
d SolLoew at ofTait's
at the 21Beach,
on the and withdrawn from the company. Plaza on Monday night. Mr. Far- December 3 will be DisableBuffalo
evening
November
by members
He contemplates a trip to Germany
diers' Week in about fifteen
num
is
being
taken
on
a
tour
of
of the local moving picture industry, to visit a brother, and while abroad Western New York houses by Col. theatres. The former service men
the attendance being large and rep- may consider the purchase of Amer- Bill Fickeisen. who is presenting the are selling tickets at 30 cents each,
resentative. Eugene H. Roth, was
ican rights on some of the foreign
which will be honored at the houses.
the toastmaster and among those productions. Should he decide not star in connection with the showing The entire amount received from
who made addresses were Judge I. to go to Europe he will leave within of "The Fighting Stranger."
go to the solthe sale of tickets willtickets
* * *
M. Golden, Jack Brehaney. C. C. the next few days for New York
are out.
diers. About ,5,000
while helping the
Griffin. Marcus Loew, F. B. War- to study offerings of the independent
The theatres
E.
J.
Hayes,
Buffalo
First
Nationren and IrvinT C. Arkprman MV. picture market. Eventually he inal manager, is busy preparing for wounded veterans, will also act a lot
of new business through the stunt.
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picture theatre by E. J. Wood, archi- Theatre, Hastings, Pa., has been laid
Baltimore
tect, Clarksburg, W. Va., to be built up in bed for the last several weeks
Baltimore's newest residential mov- at Shinnston, W. Va., by Miss with a bad attack of pleurisy. Coming picture theatre, the Columbia, Lynne Monroe. The building will
states that he was re-elected
Columbia avenue at Fremont, owned measure 80 by 30 feet and seat 800. burgessmons of
the town again, much
by the Eureka Amusement Com- The approximate cost will be $20,000. against his wishes.
pany, of which William Kolb is
president, and Eugene B. McCurdy,
secretary and treasurer, was opened
Pittsburgh
Josedent of Simons,
superintento the public on November 19. This
the Nemohouse
Theatre,
Johnsplayhouse seats 1,300 and the building
Louis W. Greenstein, an executown,
Pa.,
has
been
sent
away
for a
tive of the Federated Film Exchange
measures 60 by 125 feet. Mr. Mcsix weeks'
trip to his
wife's Pa.,
parents
Curdy, who is also president of the Company, with headquarters at home
at Roaring
Springs,
on
Exhibitors' League of Maryland will Cleveland, was married on Thanks- account of his health. Joe has been
giving Day at the William Penn suffering for the past year with a
be manager. He also manages the
Hotel, Pittsburgh, to Miss Anna bad case of stomach trouble. BarLafayette and Eureka theatres, own- Stalberg.
After a wedding trip to
ed by the same company. The
will certainly miss his right
N. C, the couple will hand clay
man when it comes to executbuilding is designed ' in the Adam Asheville,
make
their
home
in
Cleveland.
style. A new style of lighting aring those exploitation
* * * ideas of his.
rangement has been installed in the
auditorium. From the center of J. C. Weinberger, who has been
the ceiling an exquisitely decorated
Ike Browarsky, one of Pittsof the show game in Pittsburgh
dome appears to be suspended from out
burgh's well-known theatre manafor the past eighteen months, is
the ceiling as concealed lights are back
gers, is now
theatre
owner.
Ike ahasfull-fledged
taken over
the
again,
fhis
time
at
the
Lawarranged on the inside and outside.
rence Tneatre in Hazelwood. Mr.
It lends a beautiful effect to the Weinberger conducted the Orpheum Variety Theatre on Beaver avenue,
North
Side,
from
George
Burry,
interior. The colors used for the Theatre in Squirrel Hill, until a
interior decoration are French grey, year and a half ago, when he sold who has conducted the same for sevThe Variety is a fine
King's blue
ivory,
while out, and went into the chandelier houseeralofyears.
800 seating capacity, and
mulberry
and and
Aliceoldblue
draperies
manufacturing business. He still after alterations and redecorating is
are used in harmony. An orchestra retains
this business in addition to
furnishes the music and ah organ, managing the Lawrence, which is completed, Ike will have one of the
which will cost $10,000, will be in- said to be the oldest picture house classiest houses in the city.
stalled soon. The building, includ- in the Hazelwood section.
ing the land, cost approximately
* * *
$150,000.
* * *
Canada
Thomas Burke, well-known Pittsburgh exhibitor, was shot through
A moving picture performance the shoulder
The
first
public presentation in
one
day
recently,
and
and meeting was held on Sunday robbed of a diamond stickpin, while
Canada of "The Battle of Jutland,"
night, November 20, at the McHenry taking tickets at his house, the the
British film feature showing hisTheatre, through the courtesy of
torical details of the naval engageBurke, at Wylie avenue and FullerRay Levy, the manager, for the ton
ment, occurred at the Allen Theatre,
street. Mr. Burke was not
veterans of the China Relief Expedi- seriously hurt. He has identified a Toronto, simultaneously with the
tion, Spanish-American and Philip- suspect, who has been arrested, as official visit of Admiral Earl Beatty,
pine wars and their families.
his assistant, but the diamond stick- supreme commander of the British
* * *
pin and revolver have not been fleet, to Toronto, Ottawa and MonA suit against the Callahan Film found.
the attrac* * *
tion treal.
at theThe picture
TorontowasAllen
during
Company
$20,000
has been Pleas
instithe
week
of
November
28.
tuted in theforcourt
of Common
Mrs. Joseph Bonjiovanni, wife of
of Baltimore by Roma Reade, an the proprietor of the Empire Theatre, Clymer, Pa., has just returned
actress who has been playing leadAssociated First National Pictures
ing parts in a stock company at the home after a four weeks' trip to (Eastern
Canada), Ltd., operating in
Playhouse, Baltimore, recently. No her
homethatat heBridgeport,
Quebec and the Maritime
cause for the action was stated and Conn.parents'
Joe states
was very Ontario,
Provinces, have placed seventy-five
the suit was by titling. Miss Reade glad to get her back as he missed sub-franchises
in Eastern Canada
was robbed of $7,000 in jewels and his ticket seller very much.
since
opening three direct branch
*
*
*
Liberty Bonds while they were with
offices at Toronto, Montreal and
the defendant, where she had placed
J. A. Commons, of the Commons St. John, N. B., about one year ago.
them during the repapering of her
apartment.
* * *
Plans are under way by Quincy
Jones, president of the First National
Bank, South Charleston, W. Va., to
build a picture theatre to cost about
$30,000, the measurements of which
will be 50 by 120 feet.
* * *
Plans are being prepared for a two
story picture theatre, to have stores
and apartments, by Walter B. Pippin, Chestertown, Md., the building
is to be of brick and the cost will
be about $30,000.
* * *
A picture theatre, store and office
building of brick and frame, to measure 59 by 187 feet, is planned by the
Southern Amusement Company,
Danville, Va. Plans have been
drawn up by C. K. Howell, architect
and the structure will cost about
$150,000.
* * *
A one-story picture theatre is to
be built at Portsmouth, Va., by the
Pertihaion Development Corporation, which will cost approximately
$18,000, the measurements of which
MONROE SALISBURY IN "THE GREAT ALONE"
will, be 35 by 170
* *feet.*
Now being produced by West Coast Films Corporation for
Plans have been drawn up for a
distribution by Producers' Security Corporation
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J. A. Caron, of Montreal, has
opened the National, a new picture
theatre, at Cap de la Madeleine,
Quebec, on the St. Lawrence River
opposite Three * Rivers.
* *
J. O. Theatre,
O'Dowd, Quebec
proprietorCity,
of has
the
Classic
sold his theatre interests to Maurice
Verne, of Montreal, who now has a
circuit of three picture theatres in
the Province of Quebec. Mr.
O'Down has become associated with
the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Com* * *
Maurice West, for many years
pany.
Montreal manager of the Fox Film
Corporation,
has become
an exhibitor. Mr. West
has leased
the
Tuotoscope Theatre at St. John's,
Quebec, and has re-named it the
Imperial. A few months ago Mr.
West made a business trip to Europe
in the hope that he would be able
to secure the Canadian rights for a
number of important European productions.
* * *
Paul Brunet, of New York, president of the Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
was a recent visitor in Montreal,
when he conferred with L. E.
Quimet, president of the Specialty
Film Import, Ltd., Montreal, Canadian distributor of Pathe releases.
Mr. Brunet was the guest of honor
at a big banquet which was attended
by many
local English
and
French prominent
newspapermen.
* * *
The exhibitors of Vancouver,
B. C, made a special trip to Victoria, the capital city of the Province of British Columbia, a few
days ago to lay a formal request
for a reduction in or the abolishment of the provincial amusement
tax on theatre admission tickets.
The big deputation was given a
rather cool reception and the theatre men were advised that there had
been a probability of an increase in
the tax rather than a reduction.
The exhibitors were finally advised
that the tax would probably remain
as at present, namely 10 per cent,
of the value of a ticket, this to be
paid by the theatre patron.
Phil Hazza, formerly at the head
of
the ofAmalgamated
Circuit
Montreal, has Exhibitors'
organized
the Standard Films, Ltd., with head
office in the Albee Building, Montreal, to handle a number of films in
Canada, including the products of
the Aymon Film Corporation, the
Pioneer, Trueart and American
Cinema. He has secured the Canadian rights for three Australian
releases in which Snowy Baker is
starred. Mr. Hazza announces that
he has opened branch offices in Toronto, St. John, N. B., and Winnipeg. He was with Canadian Universal for many years until he esco-operative
syndicate intablished athe
Province exhibitors'
of Quebec
about eighteen months ago.
* * *
H. M. Thomas, of Toronto, general manager of theatres controlled
by
the
Famous
Canadian
Corporation,
has Players'
once more
been
placed in direct charge of the Capitol
Theatre, Montreal, by that company. Mr. Thomas recently completed a tour of inspection of
Dominion.Players' theatres across the
Famous
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We have hired the hall for you.
We have supplied the audience.
The house is filled, paid-for, and waiting to hear what you
have to tell them about your films or equipment.
Spain, Italy, France, Portugal, Cuba, Central and South
America look to the Anniversary Numbers of CINE-MUNDIAL
as the directory which tells them what to buy for the coming
year.
Tell these markets about your pictures or your policies, your
equipment or your 'plans for 1922 in the Sixth Anniversary
Number of CINE-MUNDIAL. 30,000 copies. Issued for
January, 1922. Forms close December 15.
Write for the combination rotogravure rate on MOVING PICTURE WORLD and CINE-MUNDIAL. This rate permits you
to sell to the markets of the entire world at a price so reasonable as to startle you.

Chalmers Publishing Company
516 Fifth Avenue, New York City
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Kansas City
With the opening of the Main
Street Theatre several weeks ago,
Kansas City
has eight
houses.
ThenowMain
Streetfirst-run
offers
feature pictures and six acts of
vaudeville at 50 cents top prices and
a 28 cent matinee charge. Now one
wonders if this will lower the admission prices of exclusive picture
houses, which charge 35 and 50 cents
admission, with the exception of one
house which asks 50 and 75 cents.
The new Pantages Theatre, opened
shortly before the Main Street,
charges slightly higher prices than
the latter theatre, but comparatively
lower than those asked by the picture houses. The Pantages also
features
pictures and several acts first-run
of vaudeville.
* * *
The theatres of Springfield, Mo.,
are being threatened by the Sunday
closing law, backed by the Sunday
Blue Law advocates. The exhibitors
of this cerned
territory
deeplyandcon-a
with the are
situation
meeting was held in Kansas City
recently in order to confer and advise on the situation. It developed
that a traveling evangelist has
stirred up the town. S. E. Wilhoit
and A. F. Baker, Springfield theatre
owners, were present at the meeting
and made known their intentions to
pursue a course of action that would
defeat the Blue Law measure.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Barron, who
formerly operated the Isis and
Mecca theatres in Augusta, Kas.,
have bought a half interest in the
Kansas Theatre, formerly known as
the Star, at Wichita, Kas. In acquiring half interest in the Kansas Theatre, the corporation is to be known
as the B-C Amusement Company.
J. H. Cooper, W. D. Jochems,
Charles Barron and Mrs. Barron
represent the executive board of
directors.
* * *
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L. S. Cook has opened the Liberty
Theatre at Augusta, Kas.
* * *
Mr. Barbour of the Ideal Theatre
at Joplin,
Mo., has remodeling
close-i his theatre for extensive
and
redecorating.
* * *
M. erty
J. McGinnis,
owner of Mo.,
the LibTheatre at Nevada,
has
purchased the Star Theatre from J.
E Haggard. * * *
Out-of-town visitors during last
week have been: William Cuff,
Strand Theatre, Chillicothe, Mo.;
W. H. Weber, Echo Theatre, Great
J. J. Newcomb,
Theatre,
Kas.;Newk's
Mr.
Band. Kas.;Burlington,
Homey, Gem Theatre, Guthrie,
Okla. ; C. W. Hunt, Rex Theatre,
Higginsville,
; Bert Byler,
Bixman
Theatre,Mo.Clinton,
Mo. ; John
Slapp. Lyceum Theatre, Platte City,
Mo. ; Albert Jackson, Jackson Thea; "Kit" Carson,
tre, Pawhuska,
Empress
Theatre,Okla.
Osawatomie,
Kas.,
and
H.
G.
Ramsey
of Eldorado,
Kansas.
* * *

Ralph Simmons, recent manager
of the W. W. Hodkinson branch
in Kansas City, has been transferred
to the more responsible post of
Chicago branch manager of the
same corporation.
* * *
R. C. Li Beau, district manager
for Paramount, has recently returned
managers' convenfromtion aheld district
in New York.
* * *
Sam Stoll has been appointed
Kansas City representative of Associated Producers'
for
First National,
by productions
E. C. Rhoden,
branch manager.
* ♦ *
C. W. Rodebaugh, who covered
the Missouri territory for Metro
during the past two years, is now
traveling
the same territory for the
E. M. McGray, home office repre- United Artists.
sentative for the F. B. Warren Cor* * *
poration, visited the local office last
week.
Harry
Melcher,
formerly
* * *
nected with the Pathe
staffcon-in
Tom Leonard of Pioneer, St. "Omaha, has been appointed sales
for the W. W. Hodkinson
Louis,
a day at the local offices manager
of that spent
company.
Corporation in the Omaha territory,
* * *
according to Phil Ryan, Hodkinson
assigned to theR. B. Browning, formerly with district
Northwest.manager
* * *
First National, is covering this territory for Realart.
* * *
J. M. Duncan, division manager
W. B. Vaughn announces the for Vitagraph, was in Kansas City
week. From here -he and Burt
opening
Viola Theatre last
King, local manager, went to
at Viola, ofKan.his* new
* *
Chicago to meet John N. Guinn,
The Star Theatre. Yates Center, who is general manager of VitaKas., is now under the management
» * *
of Elmer Case. New equipment was graph.
installed by the Cole Theatre SupJ. W.ager ofJenkins,
new was
division
man* * *
Enterprise,
a visitor
at the local office recently.
ply Co.
» * *
Hunsley
and Chears have purchased the picture theatres at KiStanley
Mayer,
local Paramount
owa, Kas., from
* *Mrs.* Robinson.
representative, has received word
from the home office to the effect
W. H. Carson has sold the Peo- that he was the winner of a gold
ples Theatre at Garnett, Kas., to the watch awarded to the high salesCentral States Theatres Company.
man in this territory for sales dur* * *
ing Paramount Week.
* * *
Theatre
Cozy
the
of
J. P. Kelly
at Pratt, Kas., has taken over the S. L. Haldeman, local Metro manLiberty Theatre at Newton, Kas.
ager, left November 21 for a short
He dropped around to some of the territory.
film exchanges last week and booked trip through the Kansas State
a few big releases.
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Exploited "Lord Fauntleroy"
At Small Cost to Unusual Results
being used and special cards painted where
JUST because he had Mary Pickford in cards
were demanded.
"Little Lord Fauntleroy" to exploit at the
Borrowed the Trash Cans
Riviera Theatre, Knoxville, W. E. DrumAll of the trash cans placed about the city
bar did not expend all his anticipated profits
as receptacles for waste paper and rubbish
in his exploitation.
He figured that he had an unusual picture were posted by permission of the City Commission, and cost only the price of the special
at advanced prices. He figured he could bring
in more than the usual receipts. And he also posters, the size being unusual.
figured that if he put most of that extra money
into the bank, his bosses would appreciate it
more than if he sank it into extra exploitation.
This doesn't mean that he lay down on the
job, but that he sought to get his effects without spending a lot of extra money just because
he knew that extra money would come in.
That's They
where fail
a lotto ofrealize
managers
down.
that have
brainsfallen
and
hustle can often do more than money.
A Heavy Campaign
Drumbar made a heavy compaign, but he
spent less than a hundred dollars above the
average cost of exploitation. His only financial
plunge was on posted paper. If he did not
have room for a three sheet he used a one,
and if a 24-sheet could be put up instead of
a three, he used that. He circused on his paper,
out to the suburbs, because he was appealing,
strongly to the children, who do not read the
amusement advertisements in the papers.
But he wanted a more direct appeal to the
children, and he got out a card announcing a
prize essay contest with $10 in gold for the
first prize and 20 tickets for the second.
* Made It a Marker
And because he was appealing to children,
he used a cut and selected a card that would
Drumbar' s Cans
serve as a book marker. The prize was for
the best composition on the story ; not the
Several business concerns, particularly the
play, and in many classes the teachers read the public utilities, sent out literature with their
story to the children, to help them along, for monthly statements, at no cost for postage, and
the teachers knew that a prize winner in their the street cards carried banners on both ends,
class would mean the approval of the principal. to catch them going and coming.
In most schools Drumbar was permitted to
Orphans were invited to the matinees, each
distribute the offer in the class rooms, the "treat"
good for a news story, and there
lessons being stopped while the distribution was were allbeing
sorts of general news stories, includmade.
ing an appeal to local pride through the fact
Window tie-ups were made on the book, that Mrs. Burnett was born in Knoxville.
.along with others by the same author, and after
The Biggest of All
the book stores were exhausted, straight
big point,
•window-grabbing campaigns were made, posters ownThe words
was however,
"We haveto quote
drilledDrumbar's
into the
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minds of our employees the essential feature
of always talking business. We train them
to be boosters and sell them as a business concern sells its employees on selling their
There is a world of suggestion in this idea.
Sell your employees before you sell the public
and
they
willof help
the ifcampaign
worth
a lot
money
you use along.
the idea.That's
products."
Two

Unusual

Stunts

E. E. for
Collins,"The
of the Musketeers"
Opera House, Greenville, one of the hustlers of the Texas section
of Southern Enterprises, worked the postcard
stunt for "The Three Musketeers," hooking up
the local paper and offering ticket prizes for
the persons who could write the words, "The
Three Musketeers," on a regulation postcard
with pen and ink.
The real winner was a woman who wrote
the three words 1,293 times, but the first prize,
four tickets, was won by a jeweler, who used
his microscope to write the words 1,927 times.
The woman who got only 24,314 letters on the
card won three tickets, or one ticket for every
8,105 letters, which is cheap at the price.
The stunt attracted wide attention and proved
a fine advertisement for the house, the banner,
and the jeweler-engraver.
Made a Road Show
The United
being
handled
as a roadArtists'
show in attraction
Texas, the ismanager
being "Casey" Stewart, cartoonist and
"K. C. B." of the once more defunct "Spotlight." "Casey" worked a fine stunt in a three
column cartoon of the prominent men in the
town, each ballooning some sentiment favorable
to the Fairbanks play. As the drawing had
to be sent to Dallas for a cut, and there was
no
time toandbe then
wasted,held"Casey"
the
comment
the cutanticipated
for release.
They all gave their O. K., and the cut was
run the day after the opening in regular metropolitan fashion. It carried far more weight
much
than akudos.
straight criticism and made "Casey"
Collins writes that the postcard stunt took
hold better than the essay contest, because so
many people are afraid to expose their literary
shortcomings in the essay line, but all think
they can write. This is a good angle to remember on your own stunts.

II1IIII1II1H

TWO OF
He used more brains
extra tickets. He got
He had

DRUMBAR'S DISPLAYS FOR MARY PICKFORD IN "LORD FAUNTLEROY"
feature in Knoxville, and did not take
than money in putting over the United Artists' cut
shows two of these displays, both
a lot of windows in prominent stores, and the
paper all over town, with enough- left over to stick in the windows as well as on the

IN KNOXVILLE
all the extra profit to sell these
straight lithographic showings.
trash receptacles
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On the Other Hand
Many stores have mentioned picture attractions in their advertising, so just to be
different, Oscar Kantner, Paramounteer,
helped the Chic Theatre, Indianapolis, put
over a reverse of the idea, the amusement
advertising the fact that two locol department stores were rapidly losing their supof copies
of "Theto Sheik"
and advising
the plyearly
bookworm
get a hustle
on.
The stores paid a portion of the cost of
the advertisement and also distributed 10,000 heralds on the Paramount attraction
in the packages they sent out.
• The wise manager will give the local
stores at least a free slide if they promise
to make window displays of the book, and
he will start in a couple of weeks ahead.
Let Lobby Dressing
Feature His Week
Every production company now has its annual
"week"worked
if it so
doeswellnotthat
hornMilton
in more
often, who
and
they
Grostein,
runs the Star Theatre, Portland, Oregon, decided that he might build on this a little.
He had "The Golden Snare" booked in the
usual program course of his First National
franchise, and he figured that "Nomads of the
North"
make so
a capital
team-mate
the
newerwould
Curwood,
he booked
that forfora
return the first three days of the week, with
"The Golden Snare" to follow.
This offered a number of good angles, not
the least of which was the fact that one lobby
dressing would do for two plays, which meant
that he could afford to spend more money on
the single display.
But that was just a starter. The double
event looked more important to the public than
single bookings. It was a gala week and not
just a stright program event. Most people
tried to see both plays.
And it gave him a chance to do a lot of
talking.
The box office was the final test, and that
the balance was on the right side of the books
is shown by the fact that Mr. Grostein is now
planning a series of weeks. He is going to
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Hyman 's Novelties at the Mark Strand
After two weeks of shutout business with building is torn down. The cyke will be
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks,
flooded with magenta, with a blue flood
through the window and pink spots on the
Edward L. Hyman plans to put in an unusually elaborate musical program for the dancers, the pink harmonizing better with
week of December 4, the magenta than the white. The orchestra
not alone to appeal to will be flooded steel blue with amber side
his regular patrons,
lights and house lights in red.
The Topical Review will give setting
but to give the new
patrons the specials
time
the prologue, which is the "Bell
have brought in a Song" forfrom
"Lakme," employing a coloratura soprano and the ballet. The setting
proper idea of the
is a tropical beach fronting the sea, with
Strand's real appeal
above the usual pic- palm trees either side. As the curtains open
ture program. His this will be seen in silhouette, the lights
specials attracted a lot all being between the palms and the sea
of newcomers who
drop, with all but the necessary house lights
out. Blue lighting will throw the cutout
like the general atmosEDIV. L. HYMAN phere of the house.
scenery into strong relief. After a moment
for the enjoyment of the picture, the front
The same class of discriminating spectators will be brought in lights will be worked up as the dancers
appear. These are barefooted and are
by
"The film
Lotus program
Eater," dressed in chiffon, with floral head dresses.
but John
with Barrymore
a shorter inlength
Hylan can sell them on the musical idea The solo will be sung by the soprano, who
and hold them regular patrons of the impersonates the "Mavis" of the picture.
musical program irrespective of the plays. At the conclusion a tenor enters, dressed
in the character Barrymore plays and sings
He starts
off with
the overture
to "Aida,"
played
straight,
but with
light effects
in the the "Invictus," Hunn. Here the lighting
way of foots and floods and on the setting. changes to lightning effects with the thunder
roll. The curtain tableau shows the singer
This preludes a ballet number in which
four girls will interpret Moskowski's "Air at The
the play
feet of
"Mavis."
follows,
and this, in turn, gives
de
Ballet,"
with cyclorama
a soloist with
leading.
The
setting
is a silver
a French
way
to
the
prologue
to "II
of Pagliacci,"
the curtainssungof
window in the centre, through which the by a baritone in front
performers make their entrances. A glass the production stage.
prism chandelier, in Colonial style, will
Harold
Lloyd in
Weaken"
suphang above and accentuate the lighting
plies the comedy
touch"Never
and the
organ posteffects. Just in passing, nothing will dress
lude
Chopin'sseemPolonaise
in Abestmajor.
Thisis would
to be the
musical
your stage better where you want a big
show. The chandeliers are costly if made
program Mr. Hyman has offered this season.
to order, but if you watch your chance,
It is practically all operatic, but it is tuneful
you can pick one up cheaply, though you
and appealing to those who like music,
whether it be classical or not.
may have to wait until some old fashioned
have a Constance Talmadge week, and then
a Norma Talmadge week, and then split it
50-50 and let you decide between the sisters.
That gives him three big weeks at intervals,
and after that First National will give him a

Ray week, a Marshal Neilan week and a few
others.
It conserves advertising and swells the box
officeingatmorethe
same time, costing less and makmoney.

HERE IS A LOBBY DRESSED FOR THE AUTHOR AND NOT FOR ONE PARTICULAR FEATURE
"Weeks" seem to be the craze, and Milton Grostein, manager of the Star Theatre, Portland, Ore., could not see why an author's week
would not work as well as for a star or production company, so he hired "The Golden Snare," booked a return of "Nomads of the North"
and used one lobby display to put over "Curwood Week." It worked so well that he will use other First National stars and authors and
producers in the same way
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Thousand Boys in
First National Parade
Some day we are going to take the First
National Publicity Department apart to see if
we can find why it is they run so much to
parades.
TheyBoy"
had and
parades
"Peck's Bad
"The for
Kid""Dinty"
and a and
lot

SKIPPER MEIGHAN SEEMS TO BE AT THE WRONG END
But he was at the right end of the box-office report when Oscar White, of the Rex
Theatre, Sumter, S. C, counted up, for a lot of people were sold on the unusual display
and came to see Tom sail his freakish looking craft
Invented

a New

Ship

Use
Ricks'
"Cappy
for"Cappy
When
Ricks"
was
announced
"the
Rex Theatre, Sumter, S. C, manager atOscar
White built a boat for the one-sheet cutout of
Tom Meighan, building it of canvas over a
wooden framework so that it would be light
enough to suspend from the arch.
It was painted a battleship grey and named
the "Good Luck" because while he was superintending the hanging of the craft he heard a
little girl bragging to her companion of her
good luck in having her brother give her the
price of a ticket see her favorite. White played
the hunch and delayed the launching until he
could name the craft. It worked, for he played
over the average, and the people were pleased
with the feature.
The entire cost of materials, including the
paint, was only six dollars and it did the feature
a lot of good, for people came down to the
theatre just to see the boat they had heard
others talking about, and so long as they were
there, and it looked interesting, they dug down
for the coin and went in. You can see from
the cut that White backed up the novelty with
a good display of lithographs and stills and
sold them while they admired his boat, even if
he did have the helmsman at the wrong end
of the boat for a craft of that rig. We think
that Mr. White knows more about advertising
than he does about boat building, but he got
the coin, and that is the main point. ,
Sequel to Exploit
Put in Big Punch
When
"The
Heart
the North" put
played
the
Strand, Atlanta, the ofmanagement
a new
kink into the street worker idea for this George
H. Davis-Joe Brandt feature.
The story deals with a mounted policeman
and his outlaw twin brother, and Manager
Schmidt put out a rider on a white horse in
the uniform of the C. N. W. M. P. The
saddle blanket carried a sign reading "I am
looking for my twin brother for whom a re-

ward
$5,000 the
is offered."
Teaser advertising
carriedof along
idea.
That worked capitally, but later in the week
the same rider perambulated the streets with
a second man across the saddle and now the
blanket read "I have found my twin brother
in "The Heart of the North" which plays the
Strand theatre this week."

more, and just now they pulled a 10,000-boy
parade
Chicinnati
Hole." inFirst
National for
has "The
pulledOld
moreSwimmin'
parades
than are attached to any presidential campaign,
but they always seem to clean up.
The most recent was not exactly exploitation
for the picture. The town has been having a
Boys' lunches
Week, with
the kidstalkgetting
and
and more
than free
theydinners
really
wanted, and a big parade was to mark the
final day. They wanted something to get the
boys
out. of 17,953 other parades, Roy H.
Mindful
Haines, First National exchange manager, went
to
Keith people
and if
offered
run off
"The
Oldthe Swimmin'
Hole"
the toKeith
interests
would supply the house. The heads of the
Boys' Week Committee liked the idea, but there
was the question of space.
The fire department agreed to let two boys sit
in each of the 2,100 seats, and it looked as though
that would suffice, and so "The Old Swimmin'
Hole" was put on for one performance only.
The teachers read the poem to the boys in
class and the papers played it up with the result
that something like 10,000 boys turned out and
fully 6,000 of them managed to get into the theatre. It was indirect exploitation, for the picture had played out the town before that, but
it helped both First National and the Keith
house tag in on the big news story of the day,
so it paid.

TEN THOUSAND BOYS MARCHED IN THIS TURNOUT
And they were all headed for Keith's Theatre, Cincinnati, to see Charles Ray in "The
Old Swimmin' Hole";
even with
two production
in a seat only
to see but
the First
National
at aabout
special6,000
showof the boys got in
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Display Costs Nothing
and Brought Returns
Bert Jordan, of the Majestic Theatre, Memphis, had Jackie
"Peck's forBada lobby
Boy"
for second
run. Cogan
Lookingin around
attraction, he decided upon the grocery store
idea, and by borrowing samples from a grocer,
he got a good display at no cost. The grocer
also threw in the section of shelving on the
loan and did not even ask for a credit card,
though it would be well to give an obliging
storekeeper some mention whether he demands
it or not. A good way to do this would be to
use a sign across the top reading, "Branch of
J.
Blank's grocery. Main store at" and give
theD.address.
Mr. Jordan also borrowed some of the
Jackie Coogan dolls and a Coogan coaster from
the toy store and used a fuzzy teddy bear to
take the place of Jackie's dog.
It made a capital display and cost the theatre nothing, while it helped to increase business
about one third, and on a second run, at that,
thoughural aaid to
return
"Peck's Bad Boy" is a natgoodof business.
Did

Not Count Costs
He Desired Results
For once R. C. Gary, the Omaha Paramounteer, was beaten out. He sought to sell
Harry Watts on the idea of taking a 24-sheet
stand on one of the most desirable locations in
Omaha
for "The Affairs of Anatol" at the
Strand Theatre.
Watts liked the idea, but he thought a painted
sign would be better. Gary argued that the
apaper
flash for
and "Anatol"
cost a lot would
less. make just as good
"It's not what it costs, but what it will bring
that I count," explained Watts, and he went
out
and hired a sign painter to do the panel
in oils.
Even Gary had to admit that it was a whizzer, for the artist was really a painter and
not a butcher, and he designed a very tasteful
display. The ground is a rich blue curtain,
parted to disclose "Satan Synne's bedroom,

SOLD -PECK'S BAD BOY" OX A GROCERY STORE FRONT
By borrowing samples from a grocer and a toy store Bert Jordan, of the Princess
Theatre, Memphis, put over the First National without cost on a second-run date and
got a 35 per cent, increase over his average business
with a picture of Reid on one side and Miss
Swanson on the other, while the panels carry
the stars and announcement and below a strip
works for the house.
To help along the curiosity, a canvas screen
was erected before the board while the artist
worked, and the result was not shown until it
was all complete. People had been waiting for
it a couple of days and when the screen came
down they all had a good look.
And then Gary went out and persuaded the
art teachers in the public schools to bring their
classes down to study the sign and put a fresh
kick into the stunt.

Made

Circus Banner

Offset Opposition
S. S. Wallace, Jr., of the Imperial Theatre,
Anderson, S. C., had a peculiar proposition on
his
hands, and he solved it in an unusual
fashion.
had "Neverwhich
Weaken"
and alldateof with
theHe opposition,
had day
played
the
previous Lloyd comedies and had come to be
recognized as the home of Lloyd in Anderson.
It was up to Anderson to sell the Lloyd idea
to his own and the opposition clienteles.
Opposition Copied Ad
His first advertisement in the local paper
was copied verbatim the following day by the
opposition house. That left honors even, but
Wallace took twenty-five lines in full face
each day to explain that Lloyd was at the
Imperial, and this had some effect. Then the
circus came to town and Wallace beat the
opposition to the banner privilege. Both sides
of the largest elephant were bannered with the
Lloyd announcement, and after the parade the
banners were hung up in the tent and the announcer made a spiel at the opening of each
show. Wallace also had a dummy clown in
the parade to hand out throwaways, and all
told reached about 10,000 persons at a cost of
only $22.50.
To tomake
fight "After
Show"
was
sunk
secondthe position,
but it the
helped
to offset
hustling.
the
opposition's
dramatic
feature.
It
was
clean fight and the Imperial won througha

HARRY WATTS' PAINTED SIGN, WHICH SOLD "ANATOL" TO
He felt that a painted sign would be belter than a twenty-four sheet in the bestOMAHA
location
in town when he had the Paramount surer-production, so he made a teaser of its painting, and it sold more tickeis than even he liad counted upon

Built Up Snow Lobby
For Goldwyn Week, the Bluebird Theatre,
Denver, worked a new stunt for a snow lobby
on "Snowblind." It did not build in a box
office hut, but cotton snow was placed on the
ledges of all frames, on the marquise, the
window sills and wherever else snow might
have accumulated in a real storm. The result
was even more effective than the usual stunt.
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e Arabian

' One Arabian Might*
FOt//? EXAMPLES OF FINE ART WORK POSTERS FROM INDIANAPOLIS
These were designed by the Circle Theatre for the run of Poli Negri in "One Arabian
Night,"
and by
their oddit-y
a lot
to put special
over the
FirstusedNational
unusual
business.
It was helped
only one
of many
stunts
on this attraction
fcautre to
How the Circle Theatre
Put Over Two Features
Because the Circle Theatre wanted to put
over sible
"TwobusinessMinutes
to put
Go" a towhang
the best
and still
into posthe
campaign
for "OnemanArabian
McElwaine, publicity
for theNight"
Circle Don
Theatre,
Indianapolis, had to stay on tiptoe for two
weeks, but he managed to make the grade.
At the Notre Dame-Indiana football game he
had a large banner directly over the score
board and signs over all the ticket windows to
interest the crowd in the Ray football story,
and the same thing was done at the game to
decide the local high-school championship, and
for the minor college championship of Indiana,
the Butler-Earlham game.
Circular posters were made to fit inside auto
spare tires and about a dozen of these were
placed, and a solid tie-up with the Spaulding
sporting goods store was effected, with the
Circle's art department doing the window decorating.

Used Trick Sign Painter
Something out of the ordinary was used by
H. B. Clarke to put over "Little Lord Fauntleroy" atFairthewasRialto
Theatre,
The
County
on and
he had Macon.
a trick sign
painter perform in front of the grand stand.
He had five boards, two by twelve feet, and
on these he painted "Mary Pickford in 'Little
LordtwoFauntleroy,'
the Rialto starting
Theatre,with
today,"
in
and a halfat minutes,
the
last letter and working backward. With pencil
outlines it was not as much of a trick as it
seemed, but it caught the crowd and they followed the legend with such breathless interest
that the message was firmly stamped upon
their memories.
A cutout from the 24-sheet, a kid riding
around town in a pony cart, the voting contest
with the vote 1,100 to 400 in favor of Cedric,
and window cards, completed the exploitation
and made business in spite of the fair.
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Sladdin's New Use of
the Open Letter Idea
S. G. Sladdin, the Buffalo Paramounteer,
has found a new •application of the open letter
idea. He used it for an election stunt, but it
can be adapted to other occasions and other
plays. Sladdin used it for Gloria Swanson in
"The
Great asMoment."
It looked
though Ira J. Carmichel would
be elected City Clerk of Batavia, N. Y. The
Saturday before the election, the local paper
carried a quarter page advertisement, with an
ample white border in which Sladdin told the
candidate that "The Great Moment" of his life
was approaching and that Manager Burns, of
the Family Theatre, took great pleasure in
offering him <»nd his family the courtesies of
the house to see Gloria Swanson in her "Great
Of course Carmichel was pleased at this
free publicity, and the house now has a staunch
supporter
Moment." in the City Clerk, but everyone read
the letter and was sold on the play idea, which
was what Sladdin really was after. He hooked
on to the biggest local angle at the moment.
Burns and Sladdin also sold the local bank
on the "it will be a 'Great Moment' in your
life whenfigured
you open
bank must
account"
idea, and
people
that athere
be something
to the play if the bank hooked to it.
If you have not yet played "The Great
Moment" you
openknown
lettercouple
with
wonderful
effectcanif use
somethiswell
are to be married shortly. In a small town
the whole population will turn out for the
designated performance to see if the happy
pair have the nerve to accept the invitation.
Force of Habit
Jimquin,
El Paso,
out his
terest in theof Rialto
and has
othersoldhouses
and inis
looking around deciding what job he will take
on next. Meantime the habit of space grabbing is so strong within him that, lacking a
theatre to advertise, he has been writing poetry
good enough to make the editorial page of the
local
papers.
for that
matter.It's better than newspaper verse,

"OnetheArabian
Night"fourspecial
attention
wasForgiven
art posters,
of which
are
shown on this page, and a co-operative page
was used in the Star, the theatre taking 900
lines, since the lead of the weekly dramatic
story is given the attraction using the largest
space. With 500 tack cards, 300 one-sheets and
the usual number ot threes and sixes, the poster
display was ample, and a hook-up was effected
with
drug ofstore
with "florient"
the result perfume
that two inweeks
big windows,
business
was gained for these two First Nationals.
Plastered the Town
With Cutout Posters
Several of the stores in Penn Yan, N. Y.,
have sidewalk awnings and when S. G. Sladdin,
the Buffalo Paramounteer, saw them he suggested cutting out the three-sheets for "The
Affairs of jections.
Anatol"
and was
dressing
these proThe result
thatup restaurants,
hotels, office buildings and stores all carried
banners and cutouts.
This is only a now and then stunt, for done
too often it becomes commonplace and will not
pull in the cost of the cutouts, but about once
•every three months this can be made a cleanup for a better-than-usual attraction. It certainly pulled the business in Penn Yan.

THIS
That is what
Yan, wade a
of

IS NOT A THEATRE FRONT, BUT AN OFFICE BUILDING
makes this stunt different from all the rest. The Elmwood Theatre, Penn
bunch of cutouts and put them on every awning in town for "The Affairs
Anatol," and with so many three-sheets they had a good variety
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Played for Women

on

"Men, Women, Marriage"
for "Men,
Although it is getting a bit late
the Strand Theatre went
Marriage,"
Women,
with it a few weeks ago, largely
the top
over
though seeming to seek to sell it to women only
on the proposition that it was the story of a
woman's triumph and so would not interest
the men. This, of course, got the women out
one hundred percent, and the married men had
to come too. The bachelors slipped in to see
all about,
it ifwas
what tacle
moral. and enjoyed the specnot the
T. G. Coleman started with teasers, employing the milestone cuts in every instance. He
felt that these would tie up the entire campaign
and he made a lavish use of the idea all
through. Red milestones filled the lobby the
opening day, ranging from a seven-foot staff
with three and a half foot arms to 16 by 8
inches. There was also enlarged marriage
certificates on beaver board in the lobby and
blank certificates were used in the still frames.
A local club with a membership of 844 was
circularized, this being regarded as the most
desirable mailing list in Memphis, and Wednesday afternoon all October brides were admitted free to the matinee on presentation of
the wedding certificate. Only about a dozen
had the nerve to tag themselves, but they
served to get two stories in the local papers.
Each bride was presented with a souvenir by
a local druggist.
A short, intensive campaign, brought Mr.
Coleman an increase of about 25 percent in
his business.
White, Gold and

Silver

Made Wonderful Display
W. E. Drumbar, of the Riviera Theatre,
Knoxville, wanted something characteristic for
"Experience"
when hesomething
played that
Paramount
special. He wanted
to suggest
the
class of the story and yet which would make
a big flash. He wanted to put it over to the
business it deserved without getting so circusy
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as to keep away the better class of persons who
could
mostplay.
appreciate the high standard of the
morality
The story itself gave him his suggestion, and
he had built a colonade effect. On one of the
arches was painted "Primrose Path" and on
the other "Path to Love." In the centre, below the title was "Which Path Will You
The arches and columns were of beaver board
painted in white enamel and veined in black
toTake?"
suggest marble. The veining was so delicately done that it does not show in the cut.
The bases and chapiters of the columns were
done in gold and silver paint, carefully applied,
and the coating was so smooth that both in the
sunlight and the light from the arcs real metal
rather than paint was suggested. The effect
was extraordinarily rich, and yet it was in
perfect taste. The three sheet frames were
moved into the display for the photograph, but
were not a permanent part of the design.
It not only gave Mr. Drumbar better business, but he has the foundation for a later display, for the arches can be used again.
Hebrew Types
Arouse Curiosity
Herschel Stuart pulled a funny one for the
Palace Theatre, Dallas, lately. He got hold
of some Hebrew types and ran an advertisement in the daily papers for several days.
On Sunday he broke the story by printing
it again and then telling that in English it
saidatthat
in "Disraeli"
would
be
the George
Palace.Arliss
It will
not work where
there is a large Jewish population, but in
Texas it was a stampede.
For three or four dollars you can get
Greek, Arabic and other type faces in which
to set your display.
Another
stunt forof children
Stuart's when
was to
special
matinee
he give
playeda
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Hung Out a Sign and
Paid One Dollar Fine
J. C. Duncan, of the Strand Theatre, Asheville, N. C, had an idea of a large ace of
hearts for the Goldwyn production of the same
title and obtained verbal permission from the
Commissioner of Public Safety to violate the
law, which prohibits signs from extending
more than eighteen inches over the sidewalk.
The sign was six feet high by four wide and
could be seen for a considerable distance up and
down the street.

Made

Mary Pickford
in "Little
Lord necessary
Fauntleroy,"to
barring
all adults
save those
chaperone a child, and paying a part of the
receipts to the Dallas Council of Mothers'
Clinic.

A CARD UP HIS SLEEVE
All would have gone well had it not happened
that the opposition made a complaint of the
violation and Duncan was haled into court
where the judge held that the Commissioner
had no right to assent to a violation of the
statute and fined Duncan one dollar and costs;
which were two bits extra.
Then the sign came down and was stood in
the lobby, but the advertising the sign received
through the newspapers made it pull. Every
one wanted to see the sign which had caused
all the trouble, and Duncan got a whole lot of
publicity for his dollar and a half.
The opposition boomeranged and gave Duncan more publicity than his sign would have
sailed.
brought him in ten years had it not been as-

In the holiday season remember and be remembered.
Your greeting carried in Moving Picture World's big
Christmas number will be in

THE PARTING OF THE WAYS IN "EXPERIENCE" MADE THIS LOBBY
W. E. Drumbar, of the Riviera, Knot
le, made a wonderful effect with white enamel
and gold and silver bronze for the big Paramount production and put it over the top to
better business than even he had expected

good company. Don't delay it.
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Gulf Hurricane Hurt
"Anatol" Exploitation

THIS WINDOW SHOWS ELSIE FERGUSON'S STYLES IN •'FOOTLIGHTS"
At least the signs stated that the gowns were duplicates of the dresses worn by the
Paramount star in the current attraction at the Rialto, Macon, and it not only sold
tickets, but those particular gowns were sold quickly, the store reports
Tastzful Window Was
a Double Attraction
Displaying gowns in a store window as
duplicates of those worn by a picture star is a
simple exploitation stunt, but it always brings
results when it is well done, and H. B. Clarke,
of the Rialto Theatre, Macon, Ga., not only
sold a lot of extra tickets to Elsie Ferguson
in
"Footlights,"
but the interest
store profited
through
the additional
taken largely
in the
window.
Selling the Windoiu
That is one point which makes it so easy to
sell the window idea when the proposition is
presented properly. The store has some handsome gowns for sale. It wants to get full attention for them. As gowns they might interest, but as duplicates of the gowns worn
by a popular star, they become of far greater
interest. The merchant stands a better chance
of making sales, and at the same time sells
the
that "Footlights"
onewomen
of those
richlyidea
costumed
plays in whichis all
and
most men take a delight.
A window such as this is of mutual advantage to merchant and manager, and the large
cutout at the left helps the store just as much
as it does the house.
Mr. Clarke also used the same style cutout in
the lobby, and for a total of four dollars he
won considerable extra business.
Opposition
With Lobby Stunts
C. B. Grimes, of the Rialto Theatre, Columbus, Ga., was kept on the jump the three
days
he
played
Ahead."
all three days "Dangerous
he had oneCurve
of the
really For
big
super-films
in
opposition,
John
Robinson's
circus played one day and on Saturday there was
a big college football game.
He had three first-class alibis for a sizeable
deficit, but he worked so hard that he put it
over to increased business. The increase does
not sound important — just as figures, but when
you add it what he naturally stood to lose,
it looks like a regular stunt.
He built a semophore, used a stack of traffic
signs, painted a road map of matrimony and
used extra signs, including one sent down from

Atlanta by Lem Stewart.
In addition he sent a bridal couple around
town in a car dressed as in the six sheets, and
that helped him to get the college crowd in for
Saturday night. It also trailed the circus
parade the day before, the groom being the
salesman of the company loaning the car and
the bride a local girl, who did not mind riding
around town but who refused to be photographed in the car.
The stanchion in the lobby was lighted with
an electric lamp back of a bullseye and got
attention a couple of blocks in either direction.
The road map is painted on the same board
used as an advance for "The Affairs of Anatol." It was framed in frosted lamps and
hung at an angle so the cutuots from the press
book would have their full effect. The bunting
above the arch is in the colors of the competing colleges in the football contest. Grimes
did not even overlook that.

Frank H. Burns, of the Phillips' Theatre,
Orlando, Fla., -was all set for a record cleanup
on "The Affairs of Anatol," opened the first
day to a fifty per cent, increase in the business
and then the gulf storm hit the peninsular
and the business curled up. It cut business in
half the first day, shut down the house on the
second and killed the third.
It couldn't be helped, but Burns cusses
loudly whenever he thinks what he could have
done to the town with an even break.
He started six weeks in advance with press
stories, averaging two a week, and built up
with window cards and heralds. He got six
windows and one co-operative display.
Most of his lobby work came from Jacksonville, Phil Gersdorf renting his cutouts to
the other Florida houses, but he painted some
six sheets to get brilliant effects, and he had
six banners tacked to the marquise. He had
them all lined up to break the record, but the
only records broken were the rainfall and the
wind velocity. It blew so hard that it blew
out all the electric lights the second day of
the storm, for the power house was put out
of business.
Another Hook-up Contest
Arthur L. McCrory, of the Opera House,
East Weymouth, Mass., collaborated with
John P. McConville, of the Boston Paramount exchange, in getting something to
make them certain to read the hook-up
double truck.
If you could spell your full name from
the letters in the advertising, using no letter more than once, you could come in to
see "The Affairs of Anatol" free.
That would suggest that McCrory ran a
free show, but he didn't. In the first place
the ads were purposely written with comparatively few words and it was not as
easy as it looked to find a supply of the
necessary letters even in a double truck.
For you had to find all of the letters in a
singletireadvertising
double page. space and not in the en-

Fought

THIS LOBBY FOUGHT A CIRCUS AND A FOOTBALL GAME
Something had to be done with super features, ai college game and the circus, all in
three days, but the Rialto Theatre, Columbus, Ga., made it. The still frame in the center
was st.it down from Atlanta for this display. It's a Lem Stewart stunt
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TeUphone Gag
Worked in Gadsden
Calling up telephone subscribers to tell them
about a play is an old stunt, but Manager
Snell, of the Imperial theatre, Gadsden, Ala.,
worked a new idea for Bebe Daniels in Realart's "The Speed Girl." He had it for two
days and on those days every central operator
answered "Speed Girl" instead of "Number
please" time
to allyoucallslifted
on her
every
the board.
receiver You
fromgottheit
hook, Mr. Snell explaining to the manager that
it would help to give the subscribers the idea
of quick service.
He also got a well known local girl to speed
her car around town and a dealer kicked in
with a car of his handling and a sign to the
effect that his car could pass them all for
speed.
These stunts and a window in a department
store showing the things that the speed girl
might buy were she living in Gadsden, told
the town, but the telephone idea easily led.
Put

Over

"Disraeli"
for Forty Dollars
Harry Swift killed the window idea in Albany
when he was up there for Paramount, and merchants have not been keen on window displays
of late, but Uly S. Hill, who manages the MarkStrand there, got a wonderful showing for the
22x28
pictures
George Arliss in "Disraeli"
by taking
a newoftrack.
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When hehedidcame
to play
that United
release
not ask
for windows,
but Artist's
offered
to loan the pictures to merchants on conditions
that they promise to place them in the centre
of their windows, and he underscored the word
"centre."
That was something new and they all said
yes, very politely, and he not only made the
best stores, but he got the Y. W. C. A., the
Library, the Vassar Alumni Club, the "Women's
Exchange" tea rooms.
He sent out 5,000 form letters and got a judge
to give a little interview on the influence of the
picture, and for eight five dollar bills he broke
the standing records for a three-day run.
He not
didn't
they didsaidit. it
could
be believe
done. Hethem
wentwhen
out and
A Three for One
John J. Friedl, manager of the Royal Theatre, Sioux City., Ia., foregathered with R.
C.
Gary
"Experience"
and three
the Paramounteer on
helped
him put out
good
stunts for the Paramount special. For one
thing he postcarded his mailing list for the
first time this fall, he used the automobile
tag, using envelopes printed up "Important
traffic notice," and all of the newsboys wore
fools'
band. caps with the title printed upon the
Friedl spaces his exploitation stunts, saving them for the large pictures and figures
that he can do more with less effort than
he could did he exploit continuously.
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Traffic Cop

Soldnerve,"Over
theworked
Hill"by
For sheer
the stunt
Meyer Brothers, who manage the Royal
Theatre, Chillicothe, O., for "Over the
Hill" seems to be deserving of special
mention.
Chillicothe has no traffic cops, but most of
the residents know all about them, and they
were surprised one morning to find a neatly
uniformed official at the local four corners
directing traffic. He said something to
nearly every motorist and teamster and the
pedestrians edged in to hear what was being
said, so afoot and on horseback they got
the
message
to the
Royal. that "Over the Hill' was coming
Got Rural Trade
The chief advantage of the stunt lay in
the fact that the farmers, in town for a
little shopping, went back with the personal
message. The town is the centre for its
district and a lot of back country business
was picked up in this manner.
Meyer Brothers, being wise in their generation, had it all arranged with the authorities before they worked the stunt, so
there were no arrests for disturbing traffic
or impersonating an officer.
If you have no local traffic officers and
can get the permission, this stunt will work
for
it up.any big picture, but it is too good to be
wasted on a small title. However, save

FIVE OF THE DISPLAYS FOR "DISRAELI" FOR THE MARK STRAND THEATRE, ALBANY
Albany merchants have been on a strike against window displays since the days of Harry Swift, but Uly S. Hill, an old time showman,
now manager of
MarkhaveStrand,
wanted The
somenewdisplays
for "Disraeli"
and and
he got
the and
pictures
instead of asking if
he the
could
the space.
style approach
won out
they them
even by
usedoffering
them into theloanclubs
tea rooms.
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Copied the Plan Book
Charlie Moyer, all puffed with pride, calls
attention to the fact that Henry Weiner,
who
films ina
Cuba, handles
went to the
the United
trouble Artists'
of translating
goodly portion of the plan book on Douglas Fairbanks
Musketeers"
for the
benefit inof "The
nativeThree
exhibitors.
It is
a very sightly publication, with all of the
line cut examples and most of the stunts.
A good tale will bear repeating and we know
of no plan book better worthy of translation, since the story possesses a world-wide
appeal.
Fitted His Exploits

THIS LAYOUT COST AN ALABAMA MANAGER JUST ONE DOLLAR
■ Even that was a lot to fritter aivay on an exploitation stunt, for Sheffield, Ala., is not
a large town and a dollar looks lorger than the side of a house, but there was a circus
six miles a-a'ay and Bowser held on to the business ■
Dollar

Exploitation
Offset Circus Date
Exploitation cost is largely relative. One
man may spend a hundred dollars on a stunt
and feel it less than another man's five dollars.
Sheffield, Ala., is a small town and J. T.
Bowser, of the Lyric, has to figure closely.
He had Douglas MacLean in "Passing
Through"
samea larger
day that
JohnsixRobinson circus the
played
towntheonly
miles
away.
Painted Oivn Signs
There are some sections of the South where
they wonder if the Ringling Brothers- Barnum
and Bailey show is half as good as John Roband thea entire
country
Bowser inson's,hired
mule and
cart turns
for a out.
dollar,

painted his own signs reading, "Maud's 'Passing
Thru' town on our way to the Lyric today,"
gave another
one darkey
a pass
to drive
"mewel"
and
a ticket
to beat
a bassthedrum,
and
he not only held his own, but showed to a
twenty-five per cent, increase over the average business.
It does not read like much of an accomplishment, but it shows that even the smallest towns
can exploit and make it pay. No town is so
small that it will not respond to an extra appeal, and Mr. Bowser displayed just as much
nerve in spending that dollar as a large town
manager would in gambling five hundred for
better business.
P. T. A. will tell you a lot you should
knozv and probably do not. Why not
get a copy?

to Style of Picture
W. E. Drumbar, of the Riviera Theatre,
Knoxville,
recently.
He
knew
that theplayed
picture"Carnival"
would please,
if he could
get the crowd, but he figured that without a
star name the newspaper work alone would
not bring the desired results.
The title itself suggested the exploitation,
for a carnival connotes serpentines, confetti,
balloons and general festivity. To show just
what sort of a carnival it was, he played up
the "Venetian" in the billing. Then he hired
a string orchestra to sit behind a profile gondola
and strum, and that gave the final touch to the
exploit.
Hit a Hot Spell
The playing clays were hotter than in the
summer; one of those late fall relapses into
the July temperatures, but the people came just
the same, and they came in sufficient numbers to
give him about 700 per cent, on his exploitation
investment, not counting what he would have
lost
from idea.
the average business had he failed to
sell the
Balloons and serpentines are cheap, and you
can get a wonderful lobby for $25 and a good
one for a tenth of that sum. Wherever the
idea has been used, the picture has made more
than tiongood,
that exploitais whatshowing
really very
bringsclearly
the money
into a
house, whether it is stunts or the exploitation
already given the star.

HOW W. E. DRUMBAR PUT OVER "CARNIVAL" IN KNO XVILLE WITH STEAMERS AND A MUSICAL GONDOLA
He figured out that this story, lacking a star, could best be sold through a sight appeal, so he cut his newspaper advertising and used the
money for serpentines, balloons, a string orchestra for a ballyhoo and a general whoop-up, with the result that he got back six or seven
dollars for every hard coin he invested. The streamer surely
lobby than
is the any
standother
exploitation
scheme for this United Artists' production and sells more

700
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Unemployment Question
Shows a Clever Angle
Paramountccrs through the country have been
using unemployed men to get publicity for their
productions, and in several instances "Ladies
Must must
Live" live,
was too.
worked into the appeal, because
men
E. J. Stutz,
managerD. ofC, Loew's
Theatre,
Washington,
figured Columbia
that he
could get right down to cases with the Betty
Compson Paramount picture, and he sold the
Washington Times on the idea.
The Times hired twenty-five unemployed
women and girls to sell copies of the paper on
the streets, giving the stunt the publicity accorded any circulation scheme, and working in
the name of the play at the Columbia. The
girls were given the papers free the first day,
and Stutz gave them $2 each to wear the sash
carrying the very appropriate title.
They scattered all over town and the first day
sold $267 worth of papers, making slightly better than $10 each. They were so well pleased
with the result that a number of them decided
to stay in the business during the run of the
picture, and wore the sashes without charge and
paid for their own papers. The result was that
what was
intendedweek.
to be a done-day stunt spread
over
the entire
Stutz also tied up twelve windows on the
slogan, mostly dry goods stores, and the entire
extra advertising cost only $30 and brought in
beter average business than any attraction since
last spring.
Made Own "Hell Digger"
From An Old Tool House
This ballyhoo from Charles F. McManus,
the Colonial Theatre, Tacoma, suggests an ex-of
pensive built-up display, but it is not.
First of all McManus found a ford truck
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STUTZ AGREED THAT -LADIES MUST LIVE"— THIS PROVES IT.
He tied up the Times to the unemployment angle, gave each girl $2 to wear a banner
and the Times supplied
the papers,
sharingwhere
the credit
the stunt
with Loew's Columbia
Theatre,
Washington,
Stuts ofdraws
his salary
and then got an old tool house from a conyard and from
mounted
it onsource
the truck.
A hoistingtractor'sboom,
the same
gave
something the suggestion of a dredge, and if
you did not know what it was, it looked good,
anyhow.

It was a handy size to give room for the
24-sheet cutouts and in the photograph these
come out so well as to suggest living models.
The actual peramulator did not give this effect,
but it did convey an idea of the vivid action of
the
Diggers"
and very
it sold
the Wallace
Keid "Hell
Paramount
picture
largely.
The rear of the truck carried a black portion
of the 24-sheets lettered that the best place to
buy a ford was from the company loaning the
truck, and that still further reduced the exThewill
portable
on contractors'
pense.
jobs
work tool
in onhouses
otherused
pictures
and it is
a good thing to remember that they will just
about fit a light truck.
Ministers

Exploited

Harold Lloyd Feature
Figuring that ministers have heard more
people
do" than Theatre,
any otherGadsden,
class, A.Ala.,
K.
Shell, ofsaythe"I Imperial
invited a minister to come and see the Lloyd
play of that title. He not only came, but he
brought five other ministers with him. This
tising.
not only gave a very good story, but it contributed some excellent word-of-mouth adver-

THIS DISPLAY IS AN OLD TOOL HOUSE FROM A JOB
They dressed it up with posters and added a hoist to make it somewhat suggestive of a
dredge and
it gave Charles
McManus,
a
perambulator
that sold I'.tickets
about asoffasttheas Colonial
they could Theatre,
get them Tacoma,
in

The telephone stunt was also used to call
attention
to Lloyd's
and theto the
Mayor
Gadsden was
persuadedvisit,
to present
Queenof
of the Etowah County Centennial a roll of film
in which she appeared in all her queenly dignity.
As a final kick, the Disque High School
contributed a musical program in return for a
percentage on the tickets sold on the streets
up to the regular opening time, and the superintendent of schools gave a talk on the musical
work of the school.
Taken by and large it was a public event
more than a picture show and it all cost only
$32.63. Shell would pay two or three times as
iri'ch any time for an equal boost in his receipts.
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Feature Prepared for
Personal Appearance
Harold B. Franklin on the recent personal
appearance of Clara Kimball Young in the
Shea Hippodrome, Buffalo, made that fact sell
one of her features the previous week at the
Criterion while at the same time he sold that
CRITIT2ION

ClaraBmsall
vn. Soda Qovans br illiant play
'CHARGE IT*
IMP<~lhi O..vv"4oll
'KTANT "
Idutifcull youruj \vi(Ui|'i.>Sl.ira.u idam
L<
CRITERION

CRITZ210N

Kimball
Clara
YOUNG7" i& of money
&ho do not"
Glano Kimball Younq m«l\ilfu&"
CRITERION

Kimball„— »,
Clara

Giaro
kjmbal
young

0 al.H.<r„„, drama ,-| llUMOllLlfc
IMPORTANT
rtu rw-Maii Sc^n Stars.

all scr.pi
sLjjs
Clara iGmbiill erfYoung
^ il appear

The SHE "CHARGE IT" ADS
audience on the Hippodrome the following
week. His daily advertisements carried a panel
announcing thevertisements
personal
adthemselves appearance
are better and
thantheusual
examples of his artist's work. It is a proven
fact that the circle is the most emphatic of attractors because it differs mo6t markedly from
the oblong form of the display itself. And a
black circle is better than a white one, as a rule,
though here we think the most striking of the
four attractors is the black sketch on the
white ground. Both styles, however, are good,
and in small space they put over the attraction
as well as many two column spaces might have
done. This is one of the reasons we offer so
many of these single column studies. They
should prove helpful, not alone in preparing
single column announcements, but displays on a
larger scale. A good single column advertisement is able to stand enlargement to a two
or three. It is merely a matter of relative
size, which is why some large displays fail.
They are too small in relation to their size.
Of the three black circles we like best that in
the lower left hand corner, because there is so
little to confuse the lines with the black. For
the same reason that in the lower right hand
corner is the least effective, though all four are
above the ordinary for attraction and selling
power. The selling lines are also good examples.
That for Monday merely announces "In Sada
Cowan's
brilliant
it is criticisms,
riding on
the
Sunday
splashplay"
and because
the Monday
but Tuesday tells that "It is a glittering drama
of human life," Wednesday gets stronger with
"Dedicated to all who do not realize the value
of money," and Thursday carries the sureappeal those
of "The
mirror society,
held upwhen
to society"
and fire
draws
to whom
spelled
with a capital, is a fetich. The spaces range
between forty and forty-nine lines.
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Displays

for Crandall Houses
Nelson B. Bell has achieved a better display
for the Crandall second-run houses by merely
reducing the rule work. If you will compare
this with an earlier display, shown a few weeks
ago, you will see that by using lighter rule and
not extending them clear across the space, lie
gets a much better effect. There is still room
for material improvement, but even this helps
not a little. Using about a twelve em dash
between days would work even better, and an
indentation on the left, except for the days,
would be another improvement. We do not
think that the fists in the Crandall division on
either end of the day lines helps much. To
the contrary, they detract from the value of
the lines, but the printer seems to like them,
and they stay in. At any rate Mr. Bell has

it'-
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borders as wide. This is seven picas wide.
The drawback of a mat service is that you have
to use the mat in one size. You cannot saw
it and cut a section out without destroying the
design. But if you want a display of about
that size, it is a great help to get a frame iri
one piece with a consequent relief from all
bother about lock-up and mortises. Mr. McKay's copy for
is well
planned
display
fairly good
a small
paper, and
but the
the cut
makesis
the star look like a minstrel ready for his act.
It looks more like a too-heavy impression than
a worn cut. There is too much ink put on the
paper,
he looks the
like signature
one of Al should
G. Field's
best. and
In general
run
where the dating comes, but Sydney is not so
large that you have to sell the house name as

C Columbia Road
CRAWDALVS
KUATINEC3
NICKERBOCKER
SO
First NationalI7TODAY
Presents —theM

Id's Premier Comic

Charles Chaplin
NewesttheandFunrunnteM
J.irtu Id H0lin Production,
Both BUDoubles
by Appearing
a Dual RotoWherein
That
Lends the Subject as -Distinctive a Quality as ■■The Std"
"THE IDLE
FXTRACLASS"
WILL ROGERS in A POOR RELATION
Taes.-Wed.— Conway Tearle
in— Prisma
"After Midnight"
Bud flainllmn
Vagrant'"Light
Study
Concert
Numberin— •'The
Overture.
Cavalry"ColoriSuppe)
Thar.'Fri.
— Elainein Mack
Hammetste'm
:n Handcuffs
orFinish"
Kisses
Chas.Concert
Murray
Bennett's "Stradella"
"Hit
unhappy(Flotov
Number — Overture,
>
SaturdayBanks
— Shit
MasonSnapshots—
in "Love
Atonte
in "Inleyand Out"—
Mutt andTime"
Jeff
Concert Number— Sttrcitons, "The O'/Jnen Girl" (Utrsch)
CRANDALL'S theater
SUN— MOIV. — TUES.TO
CONWAY TEARLE"Lo\e.-» LIS
Outcast
ben Turpin In Mack ,
HJwiD. — THURS.TO
f RANK
MAYO
in "THE SHARK» Promotion"
MASTER"
Jojwiny Bines in Beieell
O-FRI—Ford'sSAT. '\Torchy
TO
MARY
PICKFORD
"THRU— "Assault
THE BACKand Flattery"
DOOR"
Bttrct. dMed
Corncdy inAttraction
THE CRANDALL

AD SECOND-RUNS

found that it really is possible to improve the
looks of the space, and he is starting to build
up to a prettier display.
That helps.
— P. T. A.—
Uses Border Mats
to Frame His Ads.
Sending in a display for Charles Ray in
"Nineteen and Phyllis," R. D. McKay, of the
Strand Theatre, Sydney, Nova Scotia, writes
that it is framed in a mat to be had in every
newspaper office. We question whether many
newspapers carry this mat service, but it would
be a fine thing if they did, and we presume
that your local paper, if approached, can obtain
mats for you. This gave Mr. McKay a pretty
design and offset the deficiencies of the type
display. This is a mat and not a piece border.
It is cast solid and then mortised, for it is not
in sections, though some newspapers carry some

A CAST FRAME
strongly as you do the playing dates and while
this space jolts theory, it works better in fact.
About the only real criticism to offer is that
the rule should be cut out and the name should
be more strongly displayed. The small corner
cuts do not perform this service and the 24 point
letter is too small for a six eights. There was
plenty of room for a good four or five line
letter and no reason why it should not have
been used. On the other hand it is always
poor practise to put an important line so close
to a panel rule. Even that one point rule. The
eye is apt to light first upon the title, and since
that means little, the reader may pass over the
space and not even get the name. Apart from
this, Mr. McKay is doing good work.
— P. T. A. — Cliff Carroll Runs
to Narrow and Deep
Cliff Carroll, who is now managing the Rand
Theatre, Troy, N. Y., sends in some samples
of his work for comment. Only one will reproduce well, a four tens for Katherine MacDonald in "Trust Your Wife" and he gets this
through putting the added attractions in a side
panel. His worst runs eighteen inches across
only two columns, making it look more like a
throwaway and this advertises that Henry
Lehrman presents Virginia Rappe ; using type
two lines higher than that used for Norma
Talmadge his feature. That probably appealed
to the collar girls for he repeats with another
title. The composition on the Troy papers is
not very good, the conventional lines being
followed as this example shows. There is no
smartness to the display. It is all along old
lines. The copy is well written, and we think
that playing up the added features is a good
plan — so good that it would pay to adhere to
this form instead of letting the space run down
the page in narrower measure, but it should
not be necessary to use so much rule work
inside of the border. The compositor is simply
hell on panels and cross line rules. The printer
should be told in simple language that the big
idea is not to have any panel in the space overshadow the border rule, not to use cutoff rule
under any circumstance and to let a little white
space in now and then just as a relief to the
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eye. In the sample shown, for instance, the
side paneling is not necessary. "All Next
Week" should be brought down to run on a
line with "Starting Tomorrow Evening," making the line read "All Next Week, Starting
Tomorrow."
Then
the the
reverse
should be shifted
to cover
four signature
columns,
All INLA1
WCVT
ALL
WEEK

PICTURE

to

Picture

it will do well in three, as this display proves.
As usual the artist is a better draftsman than
speller, for he announces "The Personanity
Boys" where he means "personality" and spells
"barrage" with one "r." You need to watch
your artist when it comes to spelling, or he will
go wrong about eight times out of 1ten.
1 uTheIt
checkerboard is a good form for a change.
should be used only cccasionally ; unless it is
made a regular trade mark, but when it is
made a regular trade mark, but when it is used,

D'SEVE. EXTRA"The
| STARTING
TOMORROW
N
RA
THE AMERICAN
BEAUTY OF THE SCREEN—
ADDED
KATHERINE
FEATURES!
MacDONALD
Wrtb CWU fUfaato. Mvi
Dmni Wuflti «nd Minus MkOcnU. ,r>
"Trust Your
PRIZMA
COLOR FILM
"BEAUTY"
Golfer"
I UGHENTED
DRCHESTRA
RAND'S

f| THE EXHILAXATTNC
STORY OF AROMANCE
WISE WIFE
A CTTTCUWAA.'
'OFfBUr
AND A Bi^f^^gL
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thedPublic
Bracker standard of drawing. Lately, however,
Col. Thompson has come into his own, and several of his late displays are very much worth
while. It will be a long time before he approaches his "Dream but
Street"
for
sheer effectiveness,
he isadvertisement
distinctive and
appealing in most of his recent displays, and

7ViC

l GREAT
CLE AND
A
ALIKESTORY.
THE
OFSPECTAWHICH
HAS
NEVER
BEFORE
REACHED THE

WAY
IN EVERY
FDAIRNCOAHMRAYR,TAHCEWTIETORHR- t
T
OTVHKEAER TOOT«A
LI A CI

Oul of th« Do»t"

SCREEN.
LARRY SEMON in "THE BAKERY'
ONE LOCkV

Tooky Home"

ONLY 2^ I .ThS oct Ti

CARROLL'S FOUR TENS
which would leave about an inch of white on
either side. "Extra Added Features" should
be set below the cross space line, in a smaller
type,, and the various items recited with eight
em dashes of one point rule to separate. The
entire announcement of the extra features
should be set so as to take not more than twothirds of the space, which would leave room for
a few lines of eight point chat about the value
of these varied features. It may take Mr.
Carroll a little while to train the compositors
to work along his lines instead of theirs, but
it can be done and it is worth the trouble involved. Carroll can write good copy, but there
is not much to be gained with a too solid display killing off the lines. We hope Mr. Carroll
will hold a revival meeting and report progress.
—P. T. A.—
This Checkered Space
Gets Quick Attention
Checkerboard effects are always striking.
Harold F. Wendt, of the Rivoli, Toledo, uses
the
but makes
his "white"
effectideainstead
of a pure
white. spaces
This ais benday
not as
effective as a pure white, not only because the
grey is not as strong as white, but because the
grey to some degree kills down the black. The
black would appear to be blacker by contrast
with the white, and this is important on news
work, where the white is apt to be a yellow,
at best. The display is effective as it stands,
however, and attracted immediate attention to
itself; which is what Mr. Wendt was planning
for. He uses a majority of the spaces to display his vaudeville acts, for the Rivoli is a
combination house, but if you have only a film
feature you can use the spaces for alternate text
and scene cuts. If you do this, it will be
better to use the black for the scenes and the
white for the text, for the text will not stand
well in the reverse and the cuts will look better
in white line. This is 140 lines across three;
a three tens. It would be beter proportioned
were it a trifle shorter, a three nines or eights.
It should not be used much smaller than three
columns, for then the individual squares would
be too small to be of real use. A four tens
would be better than a three-column space, but

ENT
COL. THOMPSON'S CUBIST ART
DIFFER
he has risen to this occasion as few managers
have done.
If youdo are
going
Golem"
you cannot
better
than toto play
have "The
your
artist reproduce this display for your own use.
—P. T. A. —
Gets a Good Display
M. WENDT'S CHECKERBOARD
it will put the idea over better than the average with no great amount of additional labor.
— P. T. A.—
Made

Cubist Border

Help ''Golem" Appeal
Thisfrom
"Golem"
display inof 110
lines across
three
Col. Thompson,
Rochester,
gives
something entirely new. The story is treated
in cubist fashion and Col. Thompson has taken
this suggestion for his advertising display at
the Star. Not only is the border in the sectional-puz le style of art, but the lettering of
house and title and the initials of the selling
talks are all in harmony. Even the cut of the
Golem is in keeping, with its irregular background and crude, but powerful drawing. We
do not recall any advertising, even the posters
for the original Criterion run, which so accurately represents the play. Even the selection of the type face used seems to be a studied
effort to match the general type, for it is not
like the usual displays from the Star. It is a
particularly nice combination of type and hand
work Most artists would have been tempted
to approximate the Jewish characters in his
drawing, because the legend is taken from
Hebrew folk lore, but the cubist effect is more
characteristic and will have a wider appeal.
Through the summer, and even in the fall, the
Star advertisements were not up to the old
GET
P.

T.

A
A.

Using Lettered Work
This display from the Strand Theatre, Des
Moines, for Douglas Fairbanks in "The Three
Musketeers" is mostly hand lettered, but the
text is kept open and the lettering is so clearly
done that the usual objection to this style of
work largely disappears. We think, however,
that some type lines would have given the disingplaymaygreater
be. distinction,
Take that excellent
shield at as
the the
top.letterSet
in a nice display face in eight and ten point
with a twelve point bold for the top, it would
have spoken with greater authority. Just compare the "Strand Augmented Orchestra" at the
bottom with the "Adaptation" line just above
and perhaps you will get the idea. This is a
four fifteens and in a space that size it is
almost impossible to get as good results with
lettering as with type. In the very small spaces
hand lettering is of value very often, because
it permits the space to be used to the fullest
advantage. You cannot get a very good display in a single two inch space. You can get
a neat announcement, but you cannot get the
same results that you find in the Shea daily
advertisements, for example. But when the
space grows, the reverse holds good and you
cannot get the bold announcement that type
will yield. The ideal display is a combination
of lettered title, as clearly done as though with
type, and the rest in metal. The cuts are nicely
set into this display and it shows an intelligent
appreciation of appeal. It is better than the
average display and the lettering, as such, is
very much above the average because it is both
legible and attractive in line. The panel at the
bottom is an apology for the increase in prices.
We think this is the wrong attitude to take.
It should be a matter of pride that the house
has been able to procure a display worth so
much more than the average and instead of an
apology a modest brag should be made, such as:
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"We offer no apology for the increased prices
at the Strand during the engagement of
Douglas
in the
'Theprice
Threeis inMusketeers.'
The
slightFairbanks
increase in
no degree
commensi'rate with the greater artistic and
entertainment value of the production, and we
•A
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Routing the cut adds to its strength. Square
background cuts cost less, but they give less
in advertising value and the best investment
shown in this space is the money spent to get
the background routed out. In the news columns a full scene cut is all well enough, but
CENTURY
1MSTON ST W.Of CHARLES

rHECPOWNIttOkCHIEVEMCMT
OF A^B^ILUANT CA RCEf^

GLORIA

SWANSON
and MAHLON HAMILTON in

ml Under TheLash
DOUGLAS
■9
FAIRBANKS

'THE THREE
MUXKETEER/,

STRAND AUGMENTED OfHTIESTRA

C/>aramounl^Q>ieture
A SCENE CUT THAT SELLS

GOOD HAND

LETTERING

believe that our patrons would gladly pay
double the increased price did 'they know the
treat which awaits them. New York is paying two dollars to see precisely the same production. Our prices are only — and even
at that advanced admission we shall give performances at 11-1-3-5-7 and 9 in order that all
may be accommodated who desire to see this
film triumph."
An apology
all verybutwell
when
you have done
somethingis wrong,
do
not take the stand that it is wrong to advance
the prices for a superior attraction.
— P. T. A.—
This Cut and

in an advertising display it is seldom that a
full scene works as well as the isolated figures.
And to make the work doubly sure, the artist
has very evidently touched up this cut to give
strength to the main lines. Sometimes a verylittle pen work will give twice as much as will
an unretouched cut, yet even the best advertisers
overlook this important point.
— P. T. A. —
Used His Own

Trophies

the^Public
Golden
Snare,"andhe set
made
lobby
banked foliage
into atheforest
display
his with
own
collection of hunting trophies for effect. You
cannot see them clearly in the cut, but the general effect is suggested. There is a coyote in
front of the stump and a mountain lion on the
tree, with a bear crouching before the box
office. Several stuffed animals are concealed
in the shrubbery on the left and there is also
a collection of pelts. The effect is striking,
yet it represents comparatively little work when
compared with the result. Not every manager
has a similar collection to tell of his own
prowess, but he can borrow from the fur stores
or even use cutouts at a pinch. They do not
even have to be cutouts of First National paper
if only they work in well. Any number of old
sheets will show animals. Use them up.
—P. T. A.—
A Bill Collector Now
Some months ago there was a run on the
feather idea, a real feather tacked to a card
The idea started, we believe, in New York,
and was widely copied. It may interest the
originator of the idea to know that it works
well as a bill collector. One of the large fraternal organizations in New York sends out each
fall a reminder to those who arc in arrears.
The collection of back dues is about the meanest job imaginable, since the man. is buying a
dead horse. It has been found that anything
which gets a laugh will bring in more money
than a straight dunning notice. This year we
framed up a card to which a gaily colored
feather as attached and started the greeting
with "Tickle your memory," explaining that
doubtless
"forgotten"
to send
in his duestheandrecipient
that thehadtickler
had been
sent
to remind him. It promises to be one of the
best collection letters we have ever sent out.
Why not tickle the memories of your patrons
with a house appeal ? You'll find it will pay,
but go to a little pains to make the card sightly.
In the card we used two holes were punched at
the bottom, on the right, through which the
stem of the feather was placed, the feather
bring placed
the card diagonally and
stap'ed
,it the across
tip.

SellBligh.
"Golden
Snare"
WhentoGeorge
of the Liberty
Theatre..
Salem, Ore., played First National's "The

P. T. A. brings more business.

Title

Will Work Together
This loU lines across four from the Century
Theatre, Baltimore, is a good example of the
use of a cut to arouse interest in the title.
Sometimes a cut is merely an attractor ; something to get attention to the space, but here the
cut performs a greater service, for it helps to
sell. This is because the advertising man has
selected a cut that will work in with the title.
You read that it is the sting of the lash. You
know that Hamilton is not a wife-beater,
and you want to find out who wielded the
lash and all about it— so you go to the Century,
as the management hoped you would. It is
not always possible to get a newspaper still
which will work in as well, but when you can,
you have the ideal combination for a newspaper
display. There is also shown a nice appreciation of the relative value of star name and title.
Baltimore papers can be relied upon to give
good returns from properly screened cuts, so
the use of an attractor is justified, where it
would not be were the presswork uncertain.

MR. BLIGH'S PERSONAL
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Lasky;

Industry's
Be
Ever
Higher
Take Cecil B. DeMille's
two latest pictures,
several years since the slogan Ideals
By JESSEMust
L. LASKY
IT is now
"Fool's Paradise" and "Saturday Night." I
"Fewer and better pictures" was adopted
have
seen
them
both
and
if
I am any judge, I
among producers and in the main I feel
pronounce them both as nearly perfect as it is
that most of them have tried to live up to the public must be attracted. This cannot be done possible
a production. This is not
by flamboyant
advertising,
by fulfillment.
"booster" idle talk.toI make
ideal thus expressed. But I do not believe that methods,
mean it. If I were not convinced,
by mere promises
without
any of us have fully succeeded. True we are There must be truth behind every promise and I would say so. There is nothing to be gained
making better pictures than we made a few it must be carried out.
by saying something that is untrue. The public
for example that ParaI may
will soon enough discover the actual facts and
years ago.
An Optimistic World
are say
very fine pictures, generally
mount Pictures
so.
We are living in an optimistic world, despite tellTheyou stellar
be better. That is the
can
they
But
g.
speakin
combination idea in special piccrux of the matter.
the many causes for possible pessimism.
tures made good with "The Affairs of Anatol,"
they must Things are not as yet in the even-flowing
be better—
must pictures
only better
Not much
that there will be no necessity state that we could wish, but as rapidly as another
"Peter
Ibbetson,"
be so
wherein DeMille
Wallace picture,
Reid andandElsie
Ferguson
arc
are being put into that state. The co-starred.
of trying to convince the public of theandfact.in possible
It
has
proved
to
us
that
the
public
world is filled with plans for ideal conditions likes to see several of its favorites together.
The pictures must speak for themselves
living and working. The Limitation of I can understand this. I remember reading
terms so emphatic that even the dullest eye and of
mind will appreciate their quality. This is Armament Conference is the greatest of these novels by various- authors and wishing my
plans
; the administration of tax problems is favorite characters might meet one another.
picessential for the simple reason that unless
tures are produced with a positive insistence another;ditions the
isstillgradual
another. adjustment of trade con- It is much the same idea. What will be the
upon superior quality, they, will ultimately find
thinks the playgoer, of seeing Wallace
People are inclined in this country to be effect,
themselves without an audience and the proReid, say, and Elsie Ferguson, making love
optimistic
and
this
very
characteristic
has
occupation
"with
Othello,
like
be
ducer will
or involved in a great dramatic situation?
carried us through many vicissitudes. So I do And
the producer fulfilling this desire, meets
for a moment maintain that we should
gone."
More than ever before are audiences dis- not
a
popular demand. So we are planning now
immediately
become
pessimistic
and
decide
that
criminating. This is not just an expression — it
the combining of Agnes Ayres and Jack Holt
is the truth— as I happen to know very well the motion pictures are going to the "demnition in
a William DeMille production.
indeed. The exhibitor has to present some- bow-wows." I do insist, however, that no
thing that is a decided attraction before he amount of optimism will enable producers to
Love An Enduring Theme
successfully in business if they do not
can hope to fill his house. Not merely a sen- continue
sation— it must be good, good in quality, good heed the handwriting on the wall and make
GeorgeandMelford's
Sheik," touches
with Agnes
in story material, cast, direction, production, better pictures — not merely talk better pictures. Ayres
Rudolph "The
Valentino,
high
So far as we are concerned, Paramount
presentation. There is no single element in
water
■
mark
in
popularity.
Certain
the art and industry from the start to the fin- Pictures are going to be better all the time. assailed it but the public placed upon thecritics
proish, from scenario to theatre, which cannot They've got to be. It isn't a case of merely
duction the seal of its approval, which is the
stand some advancement almost daily. And hoping
for
the
best
—
we
have
to
know
in
advance that we are making better photoplays, final test. It is a picture that women in parthis advancement is imperative if the business
ticular like. Why? Because love is the centhat every story is filled with the material
is to retain its past popularity.
tral theme and motif. Love against the backthat people demand, that the best stars and
Exhibitor Hurt First
ground of the desert sands and the life of
the finest settings, the most perfect the Orient.
Where does the shoe pinch hardest? Who directors,
technique
are
all
applied
to
the
end
that
the
suffers first from falling attendance at picture exhibitor may be able to fill his theatre and
Mr. Mel ford is now making "Moran of the
theatres? Unquestionably, the exhibitor and send his audiences away satisfied with what Lady
Letty," Valentino
with Dorothy
Daltonlead.
featured,
and Rudolph
in the male
I am
immediately through him, the sales organiza- they have witnessed.
firmly
convinced
that
it
will
also
appeal,
this
tion,
production inorganizaEver Higher Ideals
tion.andBut ultimately
this admits the
of extensions
various
time to men and women almost equally. I feel
We believe that every picture produced as
directions. It means that artists and techthe public is going to like "Miss Lulu
nicians suffer, that the very organizations a Paramount Picture for future release sure
Bett," William DeMille's production. It is so
themselves must ultimately, find their well approximates at least the ideal we have set — but intensely human, so applicable to everyday
formed and carefully constructed edifices we realize fully that by next month, or next life, that it can hardly fail to win the audiences
trembling because the final product does not year we shall have advanced that goal post of every class.
sell as it should.
So with the pictures starring Wallace Reid,
several miles and be striving for something
It is a simple matter after all. Motion pic- still finer. However, we cannot see further Ethel Clayton, Gloria Swanson, Betty Comptures are like any commodity, plus art. They than this and must hope that we are at least son, Agnes Ayres, Jack Holt, Thomas Meighan
are made, they are sold, they are witnessed. a measure or two ahead of even the exacting and the specials, such as "One Glorious Day"
with Will Rogers and Lila Lee.
If they are not good they will not sell. The public's demands.
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Here are extracts from news available at press hour from publications of the industry boiled down to a sentence. They
present the views of Moving Picture World (M.P.W.) ; Exhibitors' Herald (E.H.) ; Motion Picture News (N.) ; Exhibitors'
Trade Review (T.R.) ; Wid's (W.).

A Sailor-Made Man
(Harold Lloyd —4 Associated
Exhibitors — ■
Reels)
M. P. forW. Associated
— Harold Lloyd's
firstis four
reel
comedy
Exhibitors
certainly
a winner.
N. — All's well in this rollicking comedy — a
sure laugh getter.
T. R. — It is very likely to result in an avalanche of dollars at the box office and without
a doubt widen the smile on the face of the
wise exhibitor who likes to hear his audience
laugh
once inin aawhile
and, incidently, isn't averse
to taking
few dollars.
W. — Lloyd's first four reeler amusing and
interesting.
The Fourteenth Lover
(Viola Dana— Metro— 6 Reels)
M. P. W. — Altogether a handsomely produced picture with an honest-to-goodness story
which
surely should
star's ;admirers.
N. — Typical
Viola please
Dana thenumber
pleasing
entertainment.
W. — Mild entertainment padded to the limit.
T. R. — Viola Dana and her personality again !
It is a story exactly suited to this vivacious
young actress, fitting her like the proverbial
glove.
Silent Years
(Featured Cast — Robertson Cole — 6 Reels)
M. P. W. — Well-known cast in dignified production of popular novel.
N. — Accurate screening of powerful novel.
T. R.— A gripping tale of the Canadian woods
in the St. Lawrence region that is remarkably
well told.
W. — Human interest story offers new angle
on mother love theme.
A Parisian Scandal
(Marie Prevost — U niversal — 4,739 )
M. P. W. — Marie Prevost turns scant material into good entertainment in her latest
Universal.

N. — Carries enough sparkle to get over.
T. R. — This time, at least, a suitable vehicle
has
beauty.been supplied for the little ex-bathing
E. H. — Presents Marie Prevost in her best
picture to date.
W. — Not much to story but star good to
look at as usual.
The Fox
(Harry Carey — Universal — 7 Reels)
M. P. W. — Magnificent western scenery and
lively action
Universal Super-Production,
starring
Harryin Carey.
E. H. — Is a thrilling western melodrama,
photographed against the beautiful painted
rocks of Mojave desert.
W. — Harry Carey as star and author of first
Jewel
Western.
T. R.—
There is a good, interesting story with
tense and thrilling situations.
N.— Absorbing picture packs a kick at the
finish.
Mad
(William Fightin'
Desmond — Metro
— 5,436 Feet)
M. P. W. — Metro-Desmond production has
many hearty laughs and a thrilling ending.
W. — "Eightin' Mad" good western built on
"Three Musketeers" idea.
N. — First rate entertainment in this lively
Western.
T. R. — When it is all over you conclude that
it was a picture worth while seeing.
A Prince There Was
(Thomas Mcighan — Paramount — 5,533 Feet)
M. P. W.— Mr. Meighan bulks a trifle too
large for the character and suggests that he
is too full of good red blood to be a society
17 Reviews in this issue. Seepages
710, 711, 712, 713, 714, 715.

idler until a pretty face arouses him and its
man. ends matters by making him a real
owner
E. H. — It contains plenty of heart interest and
is relieved by much good, clean comedy.
N. — Attractive little picture on a Cinderella
theme.
W. —role.
Stage play provides Meighan with very
weak
T. R. — Mr. Meighan is a handsome fellow
and a good actor, but it just happens that he
doesn't "fit," that's all, in this particular play.
The Devil Within
(Dustin Farnum — Fox — 5,997 Feet)
M. P. W. — For those who like brutality,
the witch's curse and the faithful servant the
picture may get by. It does not seem equal to
Dustin Farnum's previous release.
ond.
T. R. — Just another good Fox picture.
W. — Farnum gets terrible story for his secN. — Not up to "The Primal Law."
Ace of Hearts
(Featured Cast — Goldwyn — 5,883 feet)
M. P. W. — Finely directed and acted.
W. — Story not strong enough for screen
production.
T. R. — There is no denying its suspensive
lure and strong dramatic appeal, due to good
acting by a talented company and the masterly
direction of Wallace Worsley.
revenge.
N. — Rather depressing story of "reds" and
Molly O
(Mabel Normand — Mack Sennett — 6 reels) i
M. P. W.— Mabel Normand is simply immense in Mack Sennett Comedy.
T. R. — This is one of the best bits of entertainment presented this season.
N. — They have another "Mickey" here.
E. H. — It is a picture that will captivate most
audiences and presents a homely little story
with certain appeal and considerable humor.

SCENES FROM GOLDWYN'S "GRAND LARCENY"
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The box olTice is the dependable guide for all exhibitors on moving picture productions.
In this department your brother exhibitors tell the story of the success or failure of the
various releases. Your frank reports on all pictures are solicited for this department.
You are helping yourself and others by sending them in. Use the blank printed in this
department or better still write us that you'd like a free supply of report cards.
DANGEROUS
CURVE
AHEAD. A
Fox
Associatzd Exhibitors
pleasing picture. Did not cost much to
THE NIGHT HORSEMAN. It drew and produce. My idea is exchange has no liTHE BRANDED WOMAN. Not up to
cense to make the exhibitor pay the big
it pleased. One of the best Mix subjects
Norma Talmadge's standard, too much of ever made. A good deal of comedy about price they are asking for this. We are
the old-time plot. Advertising; newspaper it. Advertising; ones, threes and sixes.
entitled to some good pictures without beand lobby. Patronage; general. Attend- Patronage; neighborhood. Attendance;
ing robbed.
ance; poor. Forest E. Mills, Richmond
Guthrie,
Okla. Ned Pedigo, Pollard Theatre,
good. deen,
W. Mississippi.
E. Elkin, Temple Theatre, AberTheatre, Richmond, Indiana.
PRISONERS OF LOVE. A good picPECK'S BAD BOY. Fine box-office atSPEED MANIAC. Tom Mix is always
ture. Pleased 100 per cent. Betty Comptraction. Entire audience pleased with this popular
but this one was
son lovely andusual.
capable, she'll soon
picture, will get the business and give 100 even morewiththanourthefans,
Advertising;
high arrive.
class.
average,
as
the
name
per cent, satisfaction. Advertising; lobby implies. Plenty of speed and no stopovers. Attendance; good. Patronage;
E. W. Collins, Grand
display, heralds and newspaper. PatronTheatre, Jonesboro, Arkansas.
Advertising; usual. Patronage; neighborage ;mixed. Smith and Correll, Portland
hood. Attendance; very good. Jno. W.
THE OLD NEST. One of the best picTheatre, Casselton, North Dakota
O. K. Theatre, Enterprise, Oregon.
tures Ihave ever seen. It will make money
WEDDING BELLS. There was a big Joerger,
AFTER YOUR OWN HEART. Just the for you, book it. Advertising; weekly prowedding in town to take place on the same
gram and lobby. Patronage; family. Atday the above picture was to be shown. I kind they expect and want to see with Mix.
tendance; capacity. James J. Christie, 3rd
funwith and
action,
and
while
not
buradvertised this by saying "Wedding Bells It's all dened
much in the way of story, it Avenue Theatre, Watervliet, New York.
will ring today." I packed the theatre and pleased them all. Advertising; lobby and
HIS OWN LAW. An especially strong
the picture pleased them all. Advertising;
Patronage; mixed. Attendsixes, threes, ones, heralds and street. newspapers.
story
to perfection
by Hobart
Bosance;
good.
C.
A.
Pratt,
Fox
Theatre.
worth.played
He takes
care of the
heavy parts
Patronage; neighborhood. Attendance; Washington, Iowa.
without
an
overdose
of
posing.
Pleased
100
good. W. E. Elkin, Temple Theatre, Aberper cent. Advertising; usual. Patronage;
deen, Mississippi.
Goldwyn
neighborhood. Attendance; good. Jno. W.
COURAGE. Truly a wonderful producTHE OLD NEST. Won the hearts of Joerger, O. K. Theatre, Enterprise, Oregon.
tion. Story, acting and settings could be
DANGEROUS CURVE AHEAD. Good
no better. If you have a high class audi- Sapulpans. Best mother picture ever run
ence by all means book this picture and give in Sapulpa. Advertising; bill board, newspicture,
played two days at advanced prices
paper, small cards and photos. Patronage ; against strong
your patrons a treat. On the strength of
opposition. My patrons all
mixed.
Attendance;
good,
better
than
picture second day almost doubled first.
well pleased. Advertising; banner, lobby,
Advertising; regular. Patronage; mixed. good. S. R. O. for four nights and mat. newspaper, herald's tie up with city. PatW. Harris, St. Denis Theatre, Sapulpa.
Attendance ; good. Arch E. Bamberger, O.
ronage first-class,
;
transient. Attendance;
Oklahoma.
Empress Theatre, Owensboro, Kentucky.
good. H. M. Rogers, R & R Queen TheNINETEEN AND PHYLLIS. Very good
HOLD YOUR HORSES. Best picture
atre, Sweetwater, Texas.
Moore ever made, exceptional business,
picture, but Ray is no star here. Seems
MADAM X. Fine picture. Pauline Fredeveryone
pleased.
Advertising;
posters,
like plenty of "hicks" here without import- slides and newspapers. Patronage ; town
erick at her best. Advertising; telephone
ing them in. Advertising; lobby and newscall and usual posters, newspaper, etc.
and mill people. Attendance; big crowd. line
paper. Patronage ; high class. Attendance;
Patronage ; best country. Attendance ;
Mrs. Phelps Sasseen, Lyric Theatre, Eas- good.
poor. C. A. Pratt, Fox Theatre, WashingIowa. Anna Frankle, Strand Theatre, Leon,
ton, Iowa.
ley, South Carolina.
GOLDEN SNARE. A good northern picHodkinson
ture, pleased well. Advertising; regular.
Patronage ; high class. Attendance ; good.
Medicine
for
Sick-Sundayites
JOURNEY'S END. The picture is good,
Geo. O. Monroe, Gilbert Theatre, Beatrice,
but it's doubtful whether the elimination of
Nebraska.
Mr. Joerger is up against a
sub-titles will ever become a usual thing.
condition that may confront you.
THE JACK-KNIFE MAN. A good picMakes it too deep for average audience.
ture, but sadly lacking in thrills, pleased
It is because his report is also a
Advertising; usual, played up in ads, as
about 50 per cent., rather pathetic. Adverfirst serious drama without sub-titles. Pathelpful suggestion in combating
tising; slide and one sheets. Patronage;
ronage ;smalltown. Attendance; fair. W.
the sick-Sunday crowd that we
middletown. Attendance; good. J. F.
Ray
Erne, Arcade Theatre, Charlotte,
Michigan.
Schlez, Columbia Theatre, Columbia. North
give it prominence. Mr. Joerger
says:
Carolina.
Metro
MID-CHANNEL (Equity): We
IDLE CLASS. Although not up to regular Chaplin comedies, got lots of laughs.
booked this one for Sunday as
BIG GAME. Liked by the audience, but
Did not draw as should. Patronage ; young.
had many flaws. Advertising; program,
there was so much opposition to
Attendance; fair. L. R. Barhydt, Quincy
paper and local news. Patronage; family.
Sunday shows in this town.
Theatre, Quincy, Massachusetts.
Attendance; good. A. G. Pearson, PearSome even went so far as to say
PASSION. Personally consider it a great
son's Theatre, Somerville, Mass.
it was as good a sermon as they
picture, but my patrons were not unaniBLACKMAIL. Viola Dana clever. Many
mous in their praise. Advertising; window
heard
in
many
a
day.
Perhaps
patrons took trouble to stop at box office
cards and one sheets. Patronace ; high
some other exhibitor is exand compliment show. Advertising; billclass. Attendance; good. G. W. Saul,
boards and newspaper. Patronage; smallperiencing our difficulty and
Fireman's Hall. Hillsdale, New Jersey.
town. Attendance ; fair, stock company
IDOL DANCER. Very good production,
may be helped by this. Atcompetition. R. C. Ingersoll, Orpheum
excellent acting, wonderful photo work,
tendance very good. J. W.
Theatre, Oclwein, Iowa.
pleased patrons. Advertising; regular.
OVER THE WIRE. Very good, but star
Joerger, O. K. Theatre, EnterPatronage; smalltown. Attendance; fair.
prise,
Ore.
box office value. Couldn't get them
of
Webster Pease, Centennial Theatre, Lowin. no Advertising
; lobby and newspaper.
ell, Wisconsin.
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Patronage; high class. Attendance; poor.
C.
Iowa.A. Pratt, Fox Theatre, Washington,
FOUR HORSEMEN. A strictly high
class feature. Wonderful acting, good
story, real human appeal. Advertising; papers, billboards, fliers, window cards. Patronage; best. Attendance; great. L. R.
Barhydt, Quincy Theatre, Quincy, Mass.
HOME STUFF. Poorest story Viola
Dana I ever had. Why don't they do something for thisaregirl?
but
weak stories
killingShe's
her.immense,
Advertising;
usual. Patronage ; high class. Attendance,
poor. E. W. Collins, Grand Theatre, Jonesboro, Arkansas.
THE FOUR HORSEMEN. A magnificent picture, great, almost beyond description. Cast and staging are perfect. Advertising; widely billed and heralded. Patronage; high class, Attendance; only fair. E.
W. Collins, Empire Theatre, Jonesboro, Arkansas.
UNCHARTED SEAS. Very good picture,
about the best Alice Lake has had. Alice
betto provide
they'll have usual.
comer, butAdvertisi
is a ter
Patronstories.
ng;
age; high class. Attendance; fair. E. W.
Grand Theatre, Jonesboro, ArkanCollins,
sas.
Mediocre, it isn't worth
theVERY
time itIDEA.
takes to run it if you got the
picture free, too silly altogether. Advertising; fair. Patronage; all classes. Attendance; poor. A. E. Rogers, Temple
Theatre, Dexter, New York.
Paramount
HELIOTROPE. One of the best Paramount pictures that we have exhibited. Excellent theme and fine acting. Advertising;
usual. Patronage; small town. Attendance; good. Morton Fry, Town Hall Theatre, York Village, Maine.
CONRAD IN QUEST OF YOUTH.
clever production. Star well liked.VeryD.
Buss, Star Theatre, Tonawanda, New York.
THE GREAT DAY. No good for me.
Advertising; usual. Patronage; neighborhood. Attendance ; poor. J. A. Emery, Star
Theatre, Bar Harbor, Maine.
THREE WORD BRAND. Very good
picture and good star. Well liked here.
Picture is type of good clean western. Ad-
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neighborhood. Attendance ; good. John W.
Joerger, O. K. Theatre, Enterprise, Oregon.
JAIL BIRD. Just an ordinary program
picture. Some thought it good, others
WHAT'S YOUR HURRY? Especially didn't care for it. Advertising; newspapers
interesting in our locality, where large en- and posters. Patronage; small town. Atgineering work is in progress. Nothing
tendance; poor. Ray Fletcher, Isis Thewonderful, but satisfying. Advertising;
atre, Roseville, Illinois.
posters and local papers. Patronage ; rural.
CHICKENS. Good little light entertainAttendance; poor (rain). Chas. W. Lewis,
ing picture. Star well liked but people
I. O. O. F. Theatre, Grand Gorge, New
haven't the money to come out to see him.
York.
Advertising; lobby and newspapers. Patronage; high class. Attendance; poor. C. A.
DANCING FOOL. Good entertaining
Pratt, Fox Theatre, Washington, Iowa.
picture
the kind
a story that's
simSIX BEST CELLARS. Have had Bryant
ple and and
pleases
all. of
Advertising;
newspapers only. Patronage ; mixed. Attendance ; Washburn in better ones. Picture only fair.
good. T. M. Hervey, Unique Theatre, El Patronage; family. Attendance; poor. A.
Paso, Texas.
Wirtenberg, Woodlawn Theatre, Schenectady, New York.
DANGEROUS MOMENT. Believe it to
CRADLE OF COURAGE. Will please
be one of the very best Paramount producwherever William Hart is popular. Not his
tions this year. Pleased every one who
knows pictures. Price a little too high for best. Advertising; usual one sheets'.
Patronage; small town. Attendance; good.
me to make any money. Hurts me to pay
it all out to the exchange. Ned Pedigo, Thos. L. Haynes, Town Hall, Old Lyme,
Pollard Theatre, Guthrie, Oklahoma.
Conn.
Path?
HELIOTROPE. Good picture, but did
not pull. Those who saw it liked same.
THE BUTTERFLY GIRL. Fairly good
Conditions have not picked up here as yet. picture, but poor business on account of
Advertising; newspaper, plenty cards and local conditions. Seemed to please. Adheralds. Patronage; best class. Attendvertisingaverage.
;
Patronage ; mixed. Atance ;fair. J. Solomon, Bijou Theatre,
tendance; poor. Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour
Clarksburg, West Virginia.
Tehatre, Canton, Illinois.
Re alar t
AFFAIRS
OF
ANATOL.
DeMille's
greatest. List of stars drew crowd. Patrons
A KISS IN TIME. Picture good and
were well pleased. Advertising; newspaper. Patronage; smalltown. Attendance;
pleased everybody. Advertising; one threevery good. L. T. Carskadan, Music Hall, sheets, three one-sheets. A. R. Workman,
Coliseum Theatre, Marseilles, Illinois.
Keyser, West Va.
SHE COULDN'T HELP IT. Just fair, not
TOO WISE WIVES. Good picture. Advertising; big. Patronage; good. Attendup
to you
Misswill
Daniels'
releases,
but no
doubt
get by usual
with it.
Advertising;
ance; good. E. H. McCarthy, Orpheum
Theatre, Fargo, N. D.
sixes, threes, ones. Patronage; neighborhood. Attendance; fair. W. E. Elkin, TemHAIRPINS. The best Enid Bennett has
ple Theatre, Aberdeen, Mississippi.
done for some time. Several non-Bennett
EVERYTHING FOR SALE. Very good
fans said they really liked this one. Adat all angles. I predict that Miss McAvoy
vertising; usual. Patronage; small town.
will reach to the highest step. Advertising;
Attendance ; fair. W. Ray Erne, Arcade
Theatre, Charlotte, Michigan.
posters and paper. Patronage; small town.
good. J. Carbonell, Monroe
THE LOVE SPECIAL. A very good pic- Attendance;
ture. Wallace Reid always popular here. Theatre, Key West, Fla.
ROOM AND BOARD. A very pretty
Picture would be better if a little lighter in
some places. Pleased 100%. Advertising;
story, well acted throughout, and the setnewspaper
and billboard. Patronage;
tings are hard to beat. Gave general satisvertising; three 24 sheets, eighteen 1 sheets,
lobby and two newspapers. Patronage;
mixed. Attendance; good. H. B. Barr, Rialto Theatre, Enid, O klahoma.

BETTY ROSS CLARK, EARL SCHENCK, WADE BOTELER AND ZELLA INGRAHAM IN RENCO FILM COMPANY'S
■'AT THE SIGN OF THE JACK O' LAN TERN ," TO BE RELEASED BY HODKINSON IN JANUARY
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GOOD WOMEN. Too much padded,
faction. Advertising; usual. Patronage;
neighborhood. Attendance; fair (bad weak story, too long drawn out. Advertisweather). John W. Joerger, O. K. Theatre,
ing; billboards and newspapers. Patronage; small town. Attendance; poor. R. C.
Enterprise, Oregon.
Ingersoll,
Orpheum Theatre, Oelwein, Iowa.
FOOD FOR SCANDAL. A fine little proIF WOMEN ONLY KNEW. Picture drew
gram picture. Advertising; usual. Patronage; small town. Attendance; fair. E. E. well for bad night. Title good but misleadCorr, Princess Theatre, Thompson, Iowa.
ing. Advertising; newspaper. Patronage;
small town. Attendance; good. L. F.
A KISS IN TIME. Very good, enjoyed Carskodan,
Music Hall, Keyser, West Virby all. Advertising; posters and programs.
Patronage; family. Attendance; fair. E.
ginia.
COLD STEEL. Good Western picture,
Lee, Victoria Theatre, Cuthbert, Ga.
seemed to please everyone. Advertising;
HER WINNING WAY. The girl stars regular.
Patronage; mixed. Attendance;
with Realart are all very good, but there is
F. J.S. Widenor, Opera House, Belvisomething about this that seemed to give good.
dere,
N.
more than general satisfaction. Not a single
BIG HAPPINESS. Fine production well
adverse comment. Patronage ; neighborhood. Attendance; fair due to bad weather. liked by 96%. Ran it as a benefit show,
John W. Joerger, O. K. Theatre, Enterprise, drew well. Star well liked here. AdvertisOregon.
ing; six 3s, 1 sheets, cards and bills.
Patronage; first class. Attendance; good.
PRIVATE SCANDAL. Just a fair pro- A.
Rogers, Temple Theatre, Dexter,
gram picture, star has no drawing power New E.York.
here.
Ran
with
"Hurricane
Hutch,"
Pathe
serial, the best serial Pathe has made in a
THE SWAMP. Very good. Indeed hard
long time. Draws fine. Advertising; regu- to please if this picture fails to satisfy.
lar. Patronage; mixed. Attendance; fair. Best of all did not have to pay a farm for
Steve Farrar, Orpheum Theatre, Harris- it. Made some money on it. Dandy picburg, Illinois.
ture. Ned Pedigo, Pollard Theatre, GuthSHELTERED DAUGHTERS. Had I
rie, Okla.
known this picture was so sorry I would
most assuredly delayed play date. Justine
Selznick
Johnson is no actress. Advertising; usual.
AFTER MIDNIGHT. Packed with interPatronage; neighborhood. Attendance;
est. Good acting, great story. Advertispoor. W. E. Elkins, Temple Theatre,
ing; papers, posters, stands. Patronage:
Aberdeen, Mississippi.
good.
Attendance; fair. L. R. Barhydt,
EYES OF THE HEART. Matinee killed
the night show. What came at night left Quincy Theatre, Quincy, Mass.
ROAD OF AMBITION. A good clean
the theatre before the show was over. Absolutely arotten picture for me. Advertis- picture, lots of compliments from patrons.
ing; sixes, threes, ones. Patronage; neigh- Advertising; newspaper and billboard.
boorhood. Attendance ; poor. W. E. Elk- Patronage; neighborhood. Attendance;
fair. W. L. Landers, Gem Theatre, Batesins, Temple Theatre, Aberdeen, Mississippi. ville,
Arkansas.
r. a
IS LIFE WORTH LIVING? About the
A WIFE'S AWAKENING. Good, but not best liked picture of this star, Eugene
for what it is cracked up to be. They over- O'Brien, that I have used. He's not very
charge for reputation. Be careful. Adr popular with my patrons. Advertising:
vertising; posters, signs and paper. Patron- average. Patronage; mixed. Attendance;
age ; small town. Attendance ; poor. J. fair. Charles Kuchan, Idylhour Theatre,
Canton, Illinois.
Carbonell, Monroe Theatre, Key West, Fla.

Scene from "A Yellow Streak," one of the Cactus features, costarring "Bob" Reeves and Maryon Aye. The Cactus series is
being distributed by the Western Pictures Exploitation Company
of Los Angeles
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POOR DEAR MARGRET K1RBY. If
this star keeps increasing in popularity
some of the others are going to have to go
some to keep in the race. A very touching
story of love and Hammerstein plays part
exceedingly well. Advertising; usual billboard and newspaper. Patronage; neighborhood. Attendance ; very good. John
W. Joerger, O. K. Theatre, Enterprise,
Oregon.
OUT OF THE SNOWS. A pleasing, entertaining picture which will surely satisfy
patrons.
Comment
good. Advertisingphotos, slides,
newspapers.
Patronage ;
good. Attendance ; good. Al. V. Bothner,
Majestic Theatre, Troy, New York.
THE FLAME. Some of these Stolls are
good despite the fact that they are foreign
made. This one especially. Patronage;
middle class. M. Oppenheim, Empire Theatre, New Orleans, La.
BARS OF IRON. Same report as above.
M. Oppenheim,
Empire Theatre, New Orleans, La.
MR. WU. Advertised this picture with
Chinese lanters, incense, etc. Went as well
as
La. others. Patronage; middle class. M.
Oppenheim, Empire Theatre, New Orleans,
Universal
THE SHARK MASTER. Didn't see this
one, but they told me it was very good picture. Businesshispoor.
Mayo aredon't
pull them
in, although
pictures
good.
Wm.
''"hatcher, Royal Theatre, Salina, Kansas.
THE FIGHTING TRAIL. One of the
best Mayo pictures we have had for a long
time. Advertising; lobby and posters. A.
R. Workman, Coliseum Theatre, Marseilles,
Illinois.
DANGER AHEAD. Good of its kind, ran
two days, fair business first day, second day
off. Would call it a good program picture.
Wm.
Kansas. Thatcher, Royal Theatre, Salina,
ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN. The poorest special we ever ran. Too dark. When,
oh when, will Universal get sufficient light

Elinor Field and Truman Van Dyke, co-stars, in scene from "The
Jungle Goddess," Colonel IV. M. Selig's new animal-jungle serial,
controlled by Export and Import Film Company
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on their pictures? Advertising; above
average. Patronage; general. Attendance;
fair. U. G. Replogle, Grand Theatre, St.
Mary's, Ohio.
THE KISS. Good picture but my patrons
do not like the star, Carmel Myers. Would
have pleased much better with another star.
Ran it with "Miracles of the Jungle." Advertising; average. Patronage; mixed. Attendance; fair. Charles Kuchan, Idylhour
Theatre, Canton, Illinois.
DESPERATE YOUTH. A very interesting and pleasing picture but failed to draw.
Advertising; 6s, 3s, Is, photo-slides. Patronage; small town. Attendance; fair. M.
Leszczynski, Pastime Theatre, Depew, New
York.
Vitagraph
THE INNER CHAMBER. A splendid
picture. Alice Joyce and entire cast are
fine. Better than many so-called specials.
Many compliments. Advertising; average.
Patronage; mixed. Attendance; fairly good.
Charles Kuchan, Idylhour Theatre, Canton,
Illinois.
Wid Gunning, Inc.
QUO VADIS. We have run this picture
before and it makes a hit every time. Used
three-act prologue. Everyone pleased.
Patronage; rural-best. Advertising; posters, mail and newspapers. Attendance;
good. B. A. Aughinbaugh, Commuiity Theatre, Lewistown, Ohio.
State Rights
THE HANDICAP (VICTOR KRAMER).
Well cast and good in all particulars. Advertising; posters, newspapers, weekly program. Patronage; usual small city. Attendance; good. Arthur B. Smith, Fenwick
Theatre, Salem, N. J.
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Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour Theatre, Canton,
Illinois.
If your patrons like your
pictures, say so.

If they

don't like 'em, say it, too. It
will give your brother exhibitors tip.
a

SHADOWLAND. This is a dandy single
reel for use every two weeks. Patrons like
it and look for it. Advertising; none.
Patronage; good. L. R. Barhydt, Quincy
Theatre, Quincy, Mass.
Comedies
THE FALL GUY (VITAGRAPH). The
best and funniest two-reel comedy Larry
ever made. It kept them laughing after
they left the theatre. People on the street
came in to see what was going on. Advertising; threes and ones. Patronage;
neighborhood. Attendance; good. W. E.
Elkins, Temple Theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.
IN AGAIN (UNIVERSAL). This is a
real comedy, lots of new stuff, that's what
they want. Boost this. Ran "Roaring
Waters," two-reel Universal Western, with
George
"Purple They
Riders"
with the Larkins
above comedy.
wentSerial
out
telling what a good show we had. Business
good, 10-20c. Wm. Thatcher, Royal Theatre, Salina, Kansas.
PEACEFUL ALLEY. A dandy two-reel
comedy. Everyone pleased. Some good
stunts in this one. Wm. Thatcher, Royal
Theatre, Salina, Kansas.
SPRING (PARAMOUNT). Very tame,
nothing funny in it. Advertising; regular.
Patronage; small town. Attendance; poor.
A.
L. Middleton, Grand Theatre, DeQueen,
Arkansas.

DEAD OR ALIVE (ARROW). This is
second picture of Hoxie I have run, advertised the first one big, this one I only ran
advertisement in paper and posters just to
see what kind of a card he was, results
satisfactory, picture good. Advertising,
posters and newspaper. Patronage; neighborhood. Attendance; good. W. L. Landers, Gem Theatre, Batesville, Arkansas.
KAZAN. Best Curwood picture we have
shown. The best money-gettter in two
months. Advertising; posters, local papers,
post-cards. Patronage; rural. Attendgood. Chas.
W. New
Lewis,
I. O. O. Jt1'.
Theatre,ance;Grand
Gorge,
York.
A MAN THERE WAS (PIONEER). An
old-fashioned picture, but good and interesting. Advertising; 6s, 3s, Is, photos,
slides. Patronage ; small town. Attendance;fair. M. Leszczynski, Pastime TheLLOYD ONE REEL REISSUES
atre, Depew, N. Y.
(PATHE). Good for any program. They
DEVIL DOG DAWSON (ARROW). Very
help put the show over and am sure they
good Western. Jack Hoxie seems to im- draw. 99% of them are good. Advertising,
prove with every picture. I consider this ones and cut-out. Patronage; neighborhis best so far. Advertising; average.
hood. Attendance; good. W. E. Elkins,
Patronage; mixed. Attendance; fairly good,
Temple Theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.

1
EXHIBITOR'S
Title of Picture

Your Own

How

REPORT
....Producer

Report

Advertised

Type of Patronage

Attendance
□ Good
□ Fair
□ Poor

Theatre

City

Date

State

Signed

FILL THIS OUT, MR. EXHIBITOR, SEND IT IN, AND WE WILL MAIL YOU POSTAL CARDS FOR FUTURE REPORTS
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by EDWARD

"Stranger
Than
Fiction"
First
National Release
Starring
Katherine
MacDonald Has Novelty of Films
Within a Film.
Pokes Mild
Satiric Fun at Film
Industry
Reviewed by Jessie Robb.
If the picture is seen in the same spirit in
which it was evidently made, the First National
release, starring Katherine MacDonald will
prove first rate entertainment. The picture
is really two films within a film and the method
of presentation makes mild, satiric fun of the
prevalent mania for action, punch and thrills.
The amateur film presentation of Carmen is
highly amusing, especially to those who have
acted and seen amateur theatricals and that
includes everyone. The "Stranger Than
Fiction" dramafilm
is a the
swiftthrills,
movingadventures
crook melowith all
and
stunts possible worked into it. The aeroplane
stunts are certainly thrillers. The picture was
evidently made regardless of expense.
It is difficult to consider Miss MacDonald,
seriously, as a dramatic emotional actress. She
is much too beautiful and has an underlying
placidity, but she does give indications of a
comedy ability. Wesley Barry plays "Freckles,"
a slum youngster who suffers from a youthful passion for the lovely Diane. Wade
Boteler is sufficiently villainous as the "Black
Heart." The othersTheareCast
up to par.
Diane Drexel
Katherine MacDonald
Dick Mason
David Winter
Freckles
Wesley Barry
The Black Heart
Wade Boteler
The Shadow
Jean Dumont
The Croaker
Harry O'Conner
Diane's
Aunt
Evelyn
Burns
Police Commissioner
Tom McGuire
Story by Charles Richman and Arthur
Shelby LeVlno.
Directed by J. A. Barry.
Photographed by Joseph Brotherton.
Length, 6.38S Feet.
The Story
Diane Drexel, a wealthy society girl, is
movie mad. She invites friends to see the
projecting of Carmen, in which they have
acted. She then tells the operator to show
her original film, "Stranger Than Fiction."
He is about to comply when the lights go
out. When they are turned on again the
guests discover they have been robbed by
the
"Black
who unable
has leftto his
mark.
The Heart"
police are
find familiar
a clue.
To arouse her indolent fiancee to an interest
in life, Diane tells him that she will not
marry him until he has run down the notorious thief. Dick tries but is not successful.
One day, while visiting in the slums. Diane
meets Freckles and the Shadow. Her kindness to Freckles arouses the Shadow and he
gives her his confidence. She learns that
Dick is in danger and she and the Shadow
plot
to reach and
the "Black
is successful
Diane Heart."
is sent toTheir
rob plot
her
own home. She sends Freckles for the
police. A series of thrilling escapes follow,
which reach a climax in an aeroplane stunt
where and
the Diane
"Blackand Heart"
is forced
his
death
Dick land
safely. toThen
the
' plane
tells her
that lights
that flash
is herbit.idea
-of what
the guests
public
wants and further promises her husband
that
she'll
stop
playing
with
the
movies
after she has made one more picture as there
Is a boy in the neighborhood who can walk
Just like Charlie Chaplin.
Program and Exploitation Catchlines:
See the American Beauty, Katlu
Donald. As Herself, As Carmt . - a
Gangstress In the Underworld. As an
Avlatrix. All In Her Latest "Stranger
Than Fiction."
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"Call of the North" (Paramount).
'The Girl from Porcupine"
(Arrow).
"The Sin ofsociated
Martha
Queed" (AsExhibitors).
"Stronger
National).Than Fiction" (First
"Little Eva Ascends" (Metro).
"White Eagle" (Pathe).
"Golden Trail" (Metro).
"Ladies Must Live" (Paramount) .
"Thekinson
Light). in the Clearing" (Hod"SirBiograph)
Arne's . Treasure" (Swedish
'The
Bonnie Brier Bush" (Para-.
mount).
"Peacock Alley" (Tiffany).
"Cheated Hearts" (Universal) .
"Monte Works the Wires" (Du
Mahaut-Klein).
Loos).
"Red
Hot Romance" (Emerson'The Lotus Eater" (First National).
'OurInc.).
Mutual Frwnd" (Gunning,

"Paths Review 132"
Good form in more ways than one marks
a section of this interesting Pathe Review, in
which, by means of slow-motion photography
excellent views of college girls in athletic
stunts, including high jumps, are shown. The
sjrace of the female of the species is strikingly
exhibited. The Plaza and St. Mark with its
pigeons, and other views of Venice that attract
tourists are shown in Pathecolor. Then there
is a section showing the Emperor's Tea Gardens
in Japan, with the imperial tea sorters skillfully picking out the choicest leaves for the
Mikado. Another section takes you on a
thrilling ride on a railroad train up Mt. Washington to a height 6,300 feet above sea level,
while still other views show you Pete the
clown that now makes his home at the Pathe
laboratories. — C. S. S.

Sditor

"The Situations
Sin of Martha
Queed"Is
Stock
Built on Puritanism
. Ulan Divan Production, Associated
Exhibitors, Inc., Pathe Release
Reviewed by Jessie Robb.
The latest output of the megaphone of Allan
Dwan, Mayflower Photoplay Corporation.
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., Pathe release, has
as its story Dwan's own brainchild. Technically, the production is well-nigh flawless with
some of the most exquisitely beautiful photography seen in many a day. The story is
not so good — the situations employed have been
used again and again until they are thoroughly
familiar, but Dwan has injected a new twist
by making the father the very embodiment of
bigoted Puritanism who sees sin in everyone.
But bigoted as he is and vile as he believes his
daughter to be, it seems stretching a point to
force her into a marriage with a man he knows
to be a drunken ruffian.
Dwan has cast his photoplay carefully and
has some of the best known screen players.
Their work is of the best. The picture will,
undoubtedly, get by with the not too discriminating through the excellent acting and the
sheer photographic beauty.
The Cant
Martha Queed
Mary Thurman
Marvin Queed
Joseph J. Dowllng
Alicia Queed
Eugenie Besserer
Georgie Queed*.
Frankle Lee
Arnold Barry
Niles Welch
Atlas
George Hackathorne
David Boyd
Frank Campeau
Grandmother
Gertrude Claire
Story and Direction by Allan Dwan
Photographed by Tony Gaudlo.
Length,
6 Reels.
The Story
Martha Queed is loved by Arnold Barry,
who is spending- a vacation In the mountains.
That she may see the Interior of his hunting
lodge, she feigns a sprained ankle. The
pair are seen by David Boyd, a distant
relative and a drunken ruffian who has
secretly coveted Martha. He goes to Marvin
Queed, a bigoted Puritan. He believes
David's her
storyto and
forces
marryto save
David.her good name he
The next morning David is found dead
Circumstantial evidence points to Arnold
Barry. Martha has disappeared. She is
found ill and delirious in a marsh by Atlas,
a deformed boy. He takes her to his cabin
where she is nursed but she grows worse.
Atlas hears that Barry will be sentenced.
Knowing
love for that
Barry,
Atlas
rushes to of
the Martha's
court, confesses
he killed
Boyd and then commits suicide. . Barry
rushes to the cabin, gets Martha and takes
her to the hospital. When she is convalescent the pair are married in the presence of
Martha's mother, who has left her cruel
husband.
Program and Exploitation Catchllneoi
In Latest
There Mental
Sin? and
See Allan
Production
the Dwan's
Almost
Tragedy Resulting From the Twisted
Mind of a Bigoted Puritan Who Saw
Evil in the Most Innocent Actions.

"Pathe Review 133"
All who are interested in tennis will be particularly well pleased at the slow-motion sections of this reel showing Tilden and Johnston,
champion players, in action. The motion is
slowed down so that the manner of making
the remarkable plays can be studied with ease.
Particularly unique and interesting is a game
of doubles in which every play can be followed
without ever losing sight of the ball. Eltinge
F. Warner,
"Field wild
and turkeys
Stream,"andismaking
shown
with
a friend ofhunting
"Look Pleasant Please"
some crack shots, and there is a remarkable
This is one of the best of the Pathe-Harold
view of a flock of the turkeys feeding. A
Lloyd
single-reel re-issues and it contains
Pathecolor section shows the boiling pools in
Yellowstone Park, with a fair fisher maid plenty of laughs. Harold pinch-hits for a
who is in trouble over trying to
boiling her catch in one of them. Also in photographer
flirt with a married woman, and himself gets
Pathecolor are interesting views of Malaga, into
all
sorts
of scrapes. Harold is also a
Spain. There are also views of Morocco,
clerk who overcharges everyone. Bebe
showing how the natives are still using prim- grocer's
Daniels and Snub Pollard assist the star in
itive methods as they did about 500 B. C. this
production. — C. S. S.
C S. S.
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"White Eagle"
New Pathe Serial Starring Ruth Roland
Is Full of Thrills and Elaborate
Scenic Effects
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
In "White
a new
serial
starring
Ruth Eagle,"
Roland, Pathe
that has
is full
of thrills
and elaborate scenic effects. It is easily the
most pretentious serial with which Miss Roland
has been connected and should delight the fans
who follow the adventures of this fearless
young woman from week to week. The scenes
are laid mostly among the Indians, and the
backgrounds are very picturesque. The acting
of Miss Roland and her supporting company
is spirited. The serial, judging by its first
three episodes, is going to make a record for
itself.
The Cast
Ruth Randolph
Ruth Roland
Phil Stanton
Rarl Metcalfe
Jim Loomis
Harry Girard
Julia Wells
Virginia Ainsworth
<Sray Wolf
Otto Lederer
Standing- Bear
Osborne
Grouching
Mole
Frank Bud
K. Lackteen
Moonlight
Gertrude Douglas
Stone Ear
Louise Emmons
Feather Foot
Frank Valrose
Bill Henley
Chick Morrison
Story and Scenario by Val Cleveland.
Supervised by Hal Roach.
Directed by W. S. Van Dyke.
Cameraman, Arthur L. Todd.
Episode One
Ruth Randolph learns that the trident
tatooed on the palm of her left hand is an
ill omen. One day two Indians overpower
her while she is motoring, but she is rescued
by Phil Stanton, who leaps from his car to
hers.
Ostensibly to make a statue of an Indian,
Ruth is lured to the Golden Canyon by Jim
Loomis, who is in league with Gray Wolf,
chief of the Buffalo tribe, to secure possession of the Golden Pool. This inexhaustible
pool of molten gold Is to go to the tribe
chosen by Ruth, who, it Is proven by the
trident, is their Princess White Eagle.
She is imprisoned in the stone wigwam,
but befriended by Moonlight, who is
betrothed to Standing Bear, Chief of the
Blue Hawks. Phil steals into the stone
wigwam and he and Ruth make a dash for
freedom. Indians block their path and a
terrific fight on the roof of the pueblo ensues, in the midst of which Ruth is borne
off by a mysterious masked man, garbed
in
white,
white
horse.who takes her away on his fleet
Episode Two
The disappearance of Ruth with the mysterious White Rider causes great consternation. Indians and cowboys follow, but the
chase ends at a closed trail.
The White
Rider takes her to his home in solid rock,
entrance to which is through a secret door
in a giant tree. Not knowing whether he
is a friend or
she escapes
down a rope fromfoe,
a high window. byShe sliding
seeks
food in the hut of Stone Ear, a deaf
mute
but fear drives her out. Phil finds her and,
by a trick, they escape the Indians.
Ruth decides to go back to Frisco, but
Loomis plots against her. They
to reach the depot after the train hascause her
She. rides to a nearby platform andstarted.
leaps
onto the speeding train. The
to the
car is locked and she is at the door
mercy
ruffian, who Jumps from his horse to ofthea
train. Ruth climbs onto the roof,
and, after
aground.
flight with the cowboy, she leaps
to the
Episode Three
Stone Ear, nurse of Ruth when she was a
baby, gives Ruth a message from her
which locates a sacred Wampum Belt, father
which
will protect her from harm
the Indians
so long as she wears It. Whenby she
is
about
to enter the Golden Canyon, she is lassoed
from her horse and pulled up the side of the
Canyon by the White Rider, who forbids her
ever to enter the
Golden Canyon
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"Golden Gift"
Well-Known Stage Play Is Translated to
Screen in Picture of Varying Merit
Reviewed by Fritz Tidden.
"The Claim," a stage play, has been used by
has
June Mathis as the basis of a story that
in turn been made into pictures to serve as
Alice Lake's latest Metro release, and distributed under the cryptic title, "The Golden
obliga-in
it fulfils
vehicle the
a star's giving
Gift."tionAssatisfactorily,
youngits lady
question, whose pleasing personality and ability
are familiar to some extent, a great many
opportunities to display a wide variety of emotions in fairly dramatic situations, which she
grasps with consuming regularity. And it
also serves as excellent material to work upon
for a competent supporting cast, wherein the
eye is gratified when it meets the well-known
young woman who established no little reputation as a Sennett bathing beauty, Harriett
Hammond. The photographer contributed his
share in providing frequent scenes of rare pictorial beauty in the exteriors, and the large
sets are imposing.
But as an entertainment the picture can be
said to somewhat fall down when the story
and the method of unfolding it is considered.
The result of the latter working upon the
former is lack of momentum. The theme of
a young woman forsaking love for a career
is not new, but it always holds the interest of
the average audience when approached from
some new angle. In "The Golden Gift" this
seems to be lacking, and the handling of the
plot has left some gaping holes owing to an
over-stretching
of the long arm of coincidence.
Also it is too long.
The Cast
Nita Gordon
Alice Lake
James Llewelyn
John Bowers
Edith Llewelyn
Harriett Hammond
Leonati
Joseph Swickard
Rosana
Bridgetta Clark
Malcolm Thorne
Louis Dumar
Stephen Brand
Geoffrey Webb
Joy Llewelyn
Camilla Clark
Story by June Mathis, based upon the play.
"The Claim."
Scenario by Florence Hein.
Directed by Maxwell Karger.
Length, 6 Reels.
The Story
Following an unusually unhappy married
life and a period of having to sing and dance
in a Mexican border town dance hall to eke
out an existence, Nita Gordon leaves her
child in a monastery garden and at the offer
of her old singing teacher goes abroad to
resume her vocal studies. She returns to
this country some years later and immediately becomes an operatic favorite.
Nita has become hardened and treats all
men with heartless indifference. But some
time after she meets James Llewelyn, a
young millionaire, she develops a strong
attachment for him, and his little adopted
daughter, who, it turns out is her own
abandoned child. And when she is called
upon to decide upon a career or real love
she chooses the latter.
Exploitation Angles: Play up Miss Lake
and make what you can of the operatic
career, which always sounds interesting.
There is a good chance
hooking-up with
gift and toy stores just for
now with that title.

She disobeys his orders because she has
sacred duty to perform. She is proclaime
Princess White Eagle, Chieftainess, andd
Gray Wolf and
Bear
plead
for their respectiveStanding
tribes. Ruth iseach
told that
Gray Wolf killed her father.
Gray
Wolf
overhears and realizes that he stands little
chance of being granted the golden pool.
As the pool will be divided equally between
the two tribes should Ruth die before her
decision he plans her death, she is overcome by poisonous vapors and an Indian
tiptoes toward her with trident
raised.

"SirAme's Treasure"
Romantic Tale of Olden Days Produced
by Swedish Biograph Company Has
Real Charm and Much Artistic
Excellence
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
To the searcher after novelty coupled with
a high order of merit the Swedish Biograph
Company's
of "Sir inArne's
Treasure,"
a romantic production
tale of Sweden
the olden
days,
may safely be recommended. Written by
Selma Lagerlof, said to be the most beloved
writer of that land of little villages and magnificent mountains and waterways, the story
(to quote from a brief outline printed on the
program),
"has for and
its background
of
three hundred
fifty years theagoSweden
when
good King John ruled over the land, and tells
of the love of a little village maiden for a
fiery-hearted
The story nobleman."
has a tragic ending but it is a
gem of its kind, and the beauty of the winter
scenes and the truth and understanding shown
in its direction and the acting of the entire
cast place it among the best products of this
or any other country. For simplicity of effect
coupled with a keen poetic instinct, it is in a
class by itself. We hear a good deal about
a demand for better pictures— and they are
arriving in a steady stream and have been
arriving ever since the first picture was made.
In other words, the moving picture, true to
its name, is continually advancing in artistic
worth. "Sir Arne's Treasure" is splendid proof
that Sweden is doing her share in the good
work.
The stars of the cast are Mary Johnson and
Richard Lund. As Elsa, the heroine, Miss
lohnson brings a deep spiritual note into
impersonation. In personal appearance her
she
suggests Lillian Gish, and has much of the
earnestness and wistful appeal of the American favorite. Richard Lund is a lusty and
handsome Sir Halmer, who wears his cloak
and sword as if born to them and has the
details
of the actor's
at easy
The costuming
of theartentire
cast command.
and the
naturalness with which each man wears the
garments of the Seventeenth Centurv are
notable features of the picture.
Directed by Mauritz Stiller.
Photographed by J. Julius.
Length, 6,500 Feet.
Exploitation Ancles: Work up interest In
this picture. Tell your patrons that the.
Scandinavian pictures
have been the talk
of London for a year and more and that
you offer one of the first on this side of the
water. Work hard on this, for this
picture
is
advantage. the first of many you can sell
to probably

"Screen
ots of 13-F"
An
unusually Snapsh
large number
screen stars
are shown in this issue, which is well up to
the standard of previous releases in this series,
distributed by Federated Exchanges. Betty
Blythe is shown visiting aboard a warship,
Hobart Bosworth at work, Joey McCreery
with her orang-outang pets, Sir Gilbert Parker,
Lois Wilson and William De
"breaking
ground" for a new film palace,Mille
directing a bathing girl scene King
for aBaggott
Marie
Prevost feature. Then comes a regular rodeo
held on Pauline Frederick's estate; Ben Turpin
Larry Semon, Will Rogers, Ruth Roland,
George Beban, Snowy Baker, Rudolph Valentino, Slim Summervilla, Mabel Normand,
Penrhyn Stanlaws, Charlie Murray and
Nazimova. One of the most interesting scenes
shows slow motion views of Snowy Baker,
the Australian horseman and actor, being
thrown
from C.hisS. horse
directly in front of
S.
camera.—
the
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"Th? GirlFrom
Porcupine"
Arrow
Offers Fine Curwood
Feature,
Rich in Heart Interest.
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell.
One of the best of the recent state right
productions
"The ofGirlfourfrompictures
Porcupine,"
the
second
of a isseries
by James
Oliver Curwood, distributed by Arrow Film
Corporation and produced by Pine Tree Pictures, Inc., in the Maine woods. It is a story
of the great out-doors, of the kind for which
this author is noted, and is marked by redblooded action and an abundance of heart interest. The eternal triangle is noticeably absent
and the scenes of villainy and ill-treatment have
been subordinated; for the most part it tells
a touching story of the love of a boy and a
girl in the Yukon country which is not affected
when the girl goes to a fashionable school in
the states.
This picture is interpreted by a thoroughly
satisfactory cast headed by Faire Binney and
William (Buster) Collier, Jr., who give fine
portrayals for their roles, particularly in the
parts that require considerable depth of feeling,
and they do not overact. The types are all
well selected and every member of the cast,
not forgetting a clever dog, acquit themselves
with credit. The photography is excellent and
Dell Henderson deserves praise for the manner
in which he has directed this production. Admirers of James Oliver Curwood pictures will
like this one.
The Cast
Hope Dugan
Faire Binney
Jim McTavish Wm. (Buster) Collier, Jr.
Bill Higgins
Jack Drumier
Sam Hawks
James Milady
Red McTavish
Adolf Milar
Dugan
Tom Blake
School Teacher
Marcia Harris
Her Brother
Jack Hopkins
Brandt
Sam Ryan
Miller
Gus Pixley
Mrs. Miller
Marie Maletesta
First Hold-Up Man
Tom Wallace
Second Hold-Up Man
Ben Lewis
The Dog
Lassie
Directed by Dell Henderson
Photographed by Lucien Tanguay and
Charles Downs.
Length. Six Reels.
Story by James Oliver Curwood.
The Story
Jim and Hope, when their parents meet
death in a storm, are adopted by two miners.
Later, Jim is ill-treated by his foster-father,
Mr.
Tavish,parent,
who isDugan.
finally thrashed
adopted
McTavishby Hope's
shoots
Dugan and meets his fate at the hands of
the mob. The two children are then taken
care of by Bill Higgins and Sam Hawks, who
decide to send Hope to a swell school. To
meet the expenses they finally sell their mine,
but are robbed of the money. Young Jim
gets it back, but is arrested. Hope is told
that he is dead, and realizing the friendship
of her new friends, hurries back to the
Yukon. She arranges with one of the miners
to hold up the stage coach and rescues Jim,
pretending to shoot him. The three friends
then leave for another country to begin life
anew.
Program and Exploitation Catchlinesi
Excellent Production of the Great OutDoors by the Author Who Is Famous for
Stories of This Type, James Oliver Curwood.
A Story of the Great North in Which William (Buster) Collier, Jr., and Faire Binney Portray the Leading Roles in a Romance with Unusual Heart Interest.
Thrilling Fights, Red-Blooded Action, a
Pretty Romance and Intense Heart Interest Characterize this James Oliver
Curwood Story.
Exploitation Angles: Hook your publicity
to Curwood, who should prove your best
seller, but you should be able to make something out of the names of Miss Binney and
young Collier, offering the latter as the son
of his father. Play on the outdoor angle.
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"Our Mutual Friend"
English
Production
Dickens'Is Story
Released
by WidofGunning
Splendid Entertainment.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
The unexpected is always taking place in the
screen-world as well as elsewhere. A film
version of "Our Mutual Friend" is one of the
pictures that should, by right of its artistic and
entertaining qualities, prove one of the big
money makers of the coming year. Produced
in England and released by Wid Gunning, the
spectators who assembled in the Lyric Theatre
last Monday night were treated to an evening
with Dickens that was full of delightful surprises. Thisoutstory
famous material
English novelist turned
to ofbe the
excellent
for a
moving picture, and should serve as a guide to
the American directors who persist in photographing life just because they are making a
movingatist as picture.
was thea dramwell as aCharles
novelist Dickens
and knew
value
of characterization — which is only another way
of saying that he played up the high spots in
the men and women he created and left out the
commonplace details. This same commonplace
detail is the curse of the moving picture.
Next to "A Tale of Two Cities" this Dickens
story has the most absorbing plot of any of
the
is aa mystery
storyEnglish
and haswriter's
all theworks.
elementsIt of
corking
good melodrama. The atmosphere in the picture is wonderfully true, and the quaint scenes
and characters of over half a century ago make
splendid entertainment.
The fact that the picture was produced in
England and the cast filled by English actors
accounts of course for its real Dickens flavor.
Charles Dickens helped to dramatize his novels
and was himself an excellent actor and stage
director. His plays were originally rehearsed
under his supervision, and the Dickens tradition has been kept alive in England by the actors
and stage managers who were taught the business and characterization of the plays thirty
years
so ago
when the
English writer's
dramasor were
frequently
produced.
In this
country "Dombey & Son" and "The Old Curiosity Shop" were standard attractions. William J. Florence was celebrated for his performance of "Cap'n Cuttle" in the first named
play,
for latter.
her "Marchioness" and
"Littleand
Nell"Lotta
in the
Perhaps the impersonation in the present
cast that is the greatest single hit is the Bella
Wilfer of Catherine Reese. Anything more
charmingly feminine and lovely than this delittle English
hasn'tshebeen
on the mure
screen.
In the actress
scene where
and shown
Peter
Walton as John Rokesmith went to church and
were married the entire house broke into spontaneous and hearty applause. It was the tribute
that the whole of humanity loves to pay youth
and innocence. The other members of the cast
deserve unqualified praise.
The Cast
Bella Wilfer
Catherine Reese
John Rokesmith
Peter Walton
Eugene Wrayburn
Albert Fenton
Mortimer Lightwood
Elvin Milton
Gaffer Hexam
Peter Anderson
Gaffer
Daughter. .Katherlne
Casper
Rogue Hexam's
Riderhood
Evan Rostrup
"Ma" Boffin
Joan Nethersole
"Pa" Boffin
Alfred Miller
Mr.
Charles
Silas"Venus
Wegg
BertramWilkens
Cross
"Pa" Wilfers
The Story Charles Withey
The romance in "Our Mutual Friend" Is
built around the situation that John Harmon's
future wife was picked out for him by his
rryserly but wealthy grandfather when John
was a mere lad. Returning home after an
absence of several years John Is able, through
a strange move of fate, to assume the personality of his friend John Rokesmith and

"Cheated Hearts"
Herbert Rawlinson Appears as Star in
First Hobart Henley Picture
for by
Universal.
Reviewed
Fritz Tidden.
Notder long
Henley was
uncontractagoto Hobart
direct pictures
for placed
Universal.
His initial release under the new connection
has
lightlyandfastened
toasit the
the latest
title "Cheated
Hearts,"
servesRawlinson.
starringis
vehicle
for Herbert
The story
founded on a novel by William F. Payson
called "Barry Gordon," which had a moderately
wide sale some time ago. So much for statistics.
Henley has proved to many persons that he
is one of the most competent directors making
pictures today. But even his ability could hardly transfer a palpably pot-boiled novel such as
the original of the current story and make
anything
be classed
"different."
Henley hasthatdonecould
his best
with theas meagre
material placed at his disposal, however, and
there are frequent flashes of high merit to
the production. But the story gets in its own
way, in ateractsmanner
the worthyof speaking,
effects. and at times counOneship isof
the evidences
of Henley's
evidenced
in the cast
which heshowmanprobably
selected to surround the star. It may be imagined that when the story was handed him
he found that something attempting the heroic
must be done so he went out and engaged a
troupe of players whose ability and names
would carry weight. In this he notably succeeded.
The Cast
Barry Gordon
Herbert Rawlinson
Tom Gordon
Warner Baxter
Muriel Beekman
Marjorie Daw
Kitty Vanness
Doris Pawn
Nathanial Beekman
Winter Hall
Col. Fairfax Gordon
Josef Swickard
Ibrahim
Murdock McQuarrle
Nli Hamed
Boris Karloff
Naomi
Anna Lehr
Hassam
Al McQiiarrie
Aehmet
Hector SarnoAdapted from "Barry
WilliamGordon."
F. Payson's novel,
Scenario by Wallace Clifton.
Directed by Hobart Henley.
The 4,415'
Story Feet.
Length,
Barry Gorddn has the curse of his family,
the drink habit, which has caused his father's
death.
Barry'sthatbrother,
— and
Barry thinks
means Tom,
a lothasn't
to Muriel
Beekman,
his
guardian's
daughter,
whom
loves. He sees her apparently permittinghe
Tom's attentions, draws the conclusion that
she
loves bout.
Tom, and leaves the country after a
drinking
In Paris
he reads
of Tom's
capture
Moroccan bandits
and goes
to find
him. byMuriel
and her father follow from America and a
dramatic adventure brings Barry the strength
to
conquer himself and find happiness with
Muriel.
Program and Exploitation Catchllnes:
If Going Through Hell Makes a Man
Strong, Herbert Rawlinson Could Teach
Hercules to Chin Himself After Hla
StarringHearts"
Role InWas"Cheated
"Cheated
Directed Hearts."
by the Man
Who
Made
"Parentage,"
"A Gay Old
Dog" and Many Others.
SeeandHerbert
"Cheated
Take aRawlinson
Jolt of 100 inProof
HeartHearts"
Tonic.
Exploitation Angles: Play up the new producing combination and dwell upon the
strength of the cast, putting over those who
are favorites with your patrons. Slide on
the story and talk of the stars.
to woo and win for himself the girl who has
always felt she had been forced to give away
her hand If not her heart. This story Is
worked outdramaticwith
material.the help of powerful melo-
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"Little Eva Ascends"
Barnstorming Days of Troupe of Ham
Actors Makes Snappy Comedy, Which
Stars Gareth Hughes. S-L Production; Metro Release
Reviewed by Jessie Robb.
There's a large amount of genuine entertainment value and hearty laughs in this S-L
Production, Metro release, which stars Gareth
Hughes. The picture is a snappy comedy, the
story provided by that prolific source of supply
for the film industry, the Saturday Evening
Post. The comedy is refreshingly unhackneyed
and expert, technical skill is most noticeable
in the clever detail, easy-running continuity,
genuine characterization and splendid direction.
It surely is a novelty to see that stage perennial,
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" put on the screen as it
is given by a troupe of "ham" actors in a
"tank" town. This presentation of audience
and the happenings, front and back-stage, is
the big situation of the film and the climax of
little Eva ascending — only she doesn't — is a
scream. The sub-titles are great.
Gareth Hughes is the protesting sixteenyear-old youngster who balks at being little
Eva,
his Benjamin
"girl" lives Haggerty
in the nextis,
town,especially
to the as
life.
sympathetic as the older brother. Eunice Vin
Moore fully embodies the buxom, peroxide
leading lady and owner. Edward Martindalc
as
the boy's Much
father credit
gives isa due
nicely
performance.
to thebalanced
entire
cast for excellent work.
The Cast
Roy St. George (Little Eva) .. Gareth Hughes
Mattie Moore
Eleanor Fields
Priscilla Price
May Collins
Blanche St. George (Eliza; Mrs. St. Clair)
Eunice Vin Moore
John St. George (Uncle Tom).
Benjamin Haggerty
Mr. Wilson
Edward Martindale
Junius Brutus
Harry Loraine
Mr. Moore
Mark Fenton
Mr. Price
John Prince
Montgomery Murphy
Fred Warren
Richard Bansfield (Aunt Chloe),
W. H. Brown
Story by Thomas Beer.
Directed by George D. Baker.
Photographed by Rudolph J. Bergquist.
Length, 6 Reels.
The Story
John, who plays Uncle Tom, and Roy, who
plays "Little Eva," are the sons of Blanche
St. George, owner and leading lady of the
Blanche St. George Repertory Company
which presents "Uncle Tom's Cabin" in tank
towns. Both of the boys dislike the stage
life. Roy is on a rampage. He considers
that sixteen is too mature for Little Eva.
His rebellion is at the boiling point, especial y as his "girl" lives in the next town.
The troupe registers at the one and only
hotel. John notices his mother's agitation
when she, unexpectedly, meets the proprietor, Mr. Wilson. John questions her and
learns that he (Wilson), is their father.
BlancheandhadWilson
left himmeetto pursue
her confesses
"career."
John
and John
to his dislike of the stage and his longing
for a real life, but tells his father that they
have to stick until Blanche earns enough
to buy the home Opera House. Wilson
promises
to help the boys to the life thev
want.
The night of the performance Roy acts
Eva under protest. All goes well — to the
audience at least until just as Eva is about
to ascend. A jeer from the gallery is the
limit. Roy tears off his wig and in attempting to jump, catches in the long robe and
falls to the floor taking the canvas backdrop with him. He escapes from the theatre
and heads for Wilson's farm. Wilson corrals
Blanche, gives her a check for $10,000 to
buy the Opera House with the proviso that
he has the boys. John and Wilson go to
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"Monty Works the Wires"
English Production All About a Dog Will
Especially Please Children.
Reviewed by Sumner Smith.
A very entertaining novelty is "Monty Works
the Wires," an Artistic Films, Ltd., comedy
drama brought to this country by Adolphe N.
DuMahaut-Edward L. Klein. It's all about a
dog, an English fox terrier, and a peppy, intelligent little animal he is, flying about from one
mischief to another and always confident he is
a great asset to his master — he says so himself, in amusing subtitles supposed to show his
train of thought. Rescued by his master from
asounding
"dustbin,"
— forscrap
that'sof the
highnameMontmorency
this wriggling
a canine
goes by — stages a romance for "the man," transhis master
into aonmonocled
"sport," exrefusesformsto be
left behind
the honeymoon,
periences strange sensations in toasting the firstborn and thoroughly enjoys the visit of a pompous "aunty."
This
English production of five reels is not
without faults, one criticism being that it is
somewhat long, but it is without question ideal
entertainment for children and a picture that
will please a great many grown-ups. Exhibmatinees
find the
no
subjectitorsonrunning
the children's
market which
will will
delight
youngsters more. The little dog is said never
to have been trained but to be naturally clever
and
to his
and
wishes,responsive
and it does
seemmaster's
to be moods
so. Montmorency's support is adequate.
The Cast
The Man
Manning Haynes
The Girl
Mildred Evelyn
Auntie
Eva Westlake
The Maid
Gladys Hamer
The Doctor
Thomas Canning
Cook
Rosalie Heath
The Bridesmaid
Judy Knight
It
Montmorency
Bebe
Tolli, Another Dog
Story by Lydia Hayward and Manning
Haynes.
Produced by Challis N. Sanderson and Manning Haynes.
Directed by George E. Redman.
Photographed by Frank Grainger.
Length, Five Reels.
The Story
Monty is convinced he exerts a wonderful
influence on his master's life, and tells his
"son" all about it. He tells how he led
romance
the man'sintolife,a transformed
the
spectacledintobachelor
monocled manabout-town, refused to be left behind on the
honeymoon, is disappointed that his master
has only one baby when he is the proud
father of six puppies, finds a new interest in
the
personbathof cabinet
"Aunty,"and,whounconsciously,
is a devotee does
of a
Turkish
his
master
and
wife
a
favor
by
driving
her
from the home.
Program and Exploitation Catchlines:
Don't
WhichMissthe "Monty
Star Is Works
One ofthethe Wires,"
Cleverestin
and Most Adorable Little Dogs You
Have Ever Seen.
Exploitation Ancles: Although this is essential y akid picture, you can sell it just
as strongly to adults by offering it as a real
novelty. Tell just what it is, and bear down
hard on the cleverness of the dog.
the farm,Then
bringing
Roy's "girl"
and tohera
parents.
the company
sits down
happy supper.
Program and Exploitation Catchlines:
Saturday Evening Post Story Filmed.
Gareth Hughes Plays Little Eva in a
Way New to the Audience, But His Way
Gets Him the Real Life He Wants!
See the Novelty of Barnstorming Days of
a Ham Troupe in a "Tank" Town Playing "Uncle Tom's Cabin."

"Red Hot Romance"
John Emerson-Anita Loos Production
Lives Up to Its Lively and
Alluring Title.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
Once having selected such a lively and allurtitle as "RedandHotAnita
Romance,"
Johning Emerson
Loos to itdigwasoutup theto
choicest of their subtitles and put their speedy
and diverting plot over with a bang. The
love and devotion of your true South American for comic opera revolutions, as laid down
by O. Henry and his followers, is the theme
selected forstructionthe
Underteam
the of
skilled
conof thisstory.
talented
scenario
writers fun and laughter spouts out of "Red
Hot Romance"
like lavaandfromacting
a burning
tain. The production
are ofmounhigh
grade. Basil Sidney, Tom Wilson, Edward
Connelly, Mae Collins, Frank Lalor and Snitz
Edwards are the chief
fun-makers.
The Cast.
Rowland Stone
Basil Sidney
Thomas Snow
Tom Wilson
Col. Cassius Byrd
Edward Connelly
Anna Mae Byrd
Mae Collins
Mammy
Lillian Leighton
Jim Conwell
Roy Atwell
General de Castanet
Carl Stockdale
Madame Puloff de Plotz Marie Valerie
King Caramba the Thirteenth .. Frank Lalor
Signor Frigoli
Snitz Edwards
Lord Howe-Greene
Henry Warwick
The Story.
Sent to Bunkonia by the conditions of his
father's will to sell life insurance, Rowland
Stone finds himself mixed up in all kinds of
political trouble. Col. Cassius Byrd, the
rather of Miss Anna Mae Byrd, has been
appointed consul to Bunkonia. Miss Byrd,
who happens
to be Stone's
panies her father,
and thesweetheart,
lovers soonaccomlearn
the meaning of a red hot romance. Stone's
rival gets
insure
all offorthedeath
king's
cabinet
who him
haveto been
marked
by
the revolutionists. The endeavor to keep his
own
skin thewhole
to save
sweetheart's
life and
lives and
of his
policyhisholders
drives
the action at full speed ahead.
"Screen
14-F"
Heralded
as theSnapshots
"Home Life" issue
of Screen
Snapshots, this number, distributed through
Federated Exchanges, contains interesting
views of film stars as they appear in their own
homes, away from the Cooper-Hewitts. The
scenes show Wallace Reid and his wife, Dorothy
Davenport Reid, together with their little son,
Billy; then Lester Cuneo drops in for a visit.
Then there's Elsie Ferguson on her farm,
Harry Carey at his ranch, Mary MacLaren
with her mother, Richard Barthelmess mowing
the lawn, Mary and Doug with their little
niece, Hobart Bosworth, among his books ;
Norma and Constance Talmadge at home, J.
Warren Kerrigan with his mother and Bessie
Love making the dust fly. There are also
pleasing views of the tiniest star, Baby Peggy
Jean, and a clever screen dog, Pal. — C. S. S.
"Sink or Swim"
An ingenious life-saving device which fails
to work when the crucial moment arrives is
the outstanding feature of this single-reel
comedy distributed by Pathe, in which Snub
Pollard is the star. Snub appears as an assistant life saver who does all the work while his
chief, Noah Young, gets all the credit as well
as cash. Snub's opportunity comes when the
girl, Marie Mosquini, is floundering in the
water, but he loses out as his device does not
work. This picture, from the standpoint of
humorous situations, is up to the standard of
starred.
the average offerings in which Pollard is
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"The Bonniz Brier Bush "
Donald Crisp Production for Paramount
Has a Fine Scotch Flavor.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
The late Rev. John Watson's story of Scottish life, "The Bonnie Brier Bush," has been
produced for Paramount by Donald Crisp and
given a fine Scotch flavor. As becomes the
subject, the picture is from the studio of "Famous Players-Lasky British Producers, Ltd.,"
the cast
beenandchosen
from of
actors
familiar with having
the scenes
characters
the story.
It has a background of local color so true to
the original that it carries conviction through
every foot unrolled.
The story itself has a strong heart interest
and many moments of deep pathos, relieved
by frequent flashes of native humor. As a
clean, sweet and thoroughly entertaining tale
of the lives of the men and women in a Scotch
village "The
ommend itselfBonnie
to all Brier
friends Bush"
of theshould
screen. recDonald Crisp, the American director, has
not only made the production with great credit
to himself but he acts the part of Lachlan Campbell, the stern but loving old shepherd of the
tale, with real power. Mary Glynne as his
daughter Flora, Dorothy Fane as Kate Carnegie and Jack East as Posty are especially capable members of the excellent cast.
The Cast
Lachlan Campbell
Donald Crisp
Flora Campbell, his daughter. .Mary Glynne
Lord Malcolm Hay
Alec Fraser
Kate Carnegie
Dorothy Fane
Posty
Jack East
John Carmichael
Langhorne Burton
Earl of Kinspindie Jerrold Robertshaw
Marget Ho-we
Mrs. Hayden-Coffin
Dr. William MacClure. . .Humbertson Wright
Story by Ian MacLaren (Rev. John Watson).
Scenario by Margaret Turnbull
Directed by Donald Crisp.
Cameraman, Claude L MacDonnell.
The Story
Lachlan Campbell, a stern Puritanical deacon of thewith"kirk"
at Drumtochty,
quarrels
his daughter
Flora, Scotland,
when he
learns that she is engaged in a love affair
with Lord Malcolm Hay. son and heir of the
Earl of Kinspindie. The latter is anxious
that his son wed Kate Carnegie, the most
beautiful and wealthy girl of the village, despite the fact that Rev. John Carmichael.
the minister, loves her in his quiet unobstrusive way.
But Lord Hay loves Flora and beside the
bonnle brier bush, he makes her his wife by
Scottish rite, with Posty. a letter carrier,
as the only witness. The couple are surprised
by Campbell who orders Hay to leave. Flora
faints and Campbell carries her home. Hay
and his father go to London and Flora hears
that her sweetheart is to wed Kate. While
she is writing a letter to him. her father
surprises her and on learning the truth,
he turns Flora from hl9 door and she goes
to London in search of Lord Hay.
Learning that he has gone to France,
Flora obtains employment In a hnmhlp shop
and becomes seriously ill. Meanwhile, Lord
Hay roinrns and hesrins a search for Flora.
Dr. William MacClure has found and taken
her to h»>- father who is overjoyed at her
return. The Earl urges his son to marry
Kate but she refuses him, onenly declaring
her love for Carmichael. When Lord Hay
goes to Campbell's
cottage
see ofFlora,
Campbell
threatens him.
The totruth
his
marriage to Flora Is disputed until Posty announces that he witnessed the function.
Campbell's opposition gives way and Lord
Hav and Flora find happiness in each other's
arms.
Exploitation Angle*: Play stronsrly on the
Enelish-Amoriean production and hook In
with booksellers to get the published story
over. Work the book angle for a couple of
weeks in advnee. Appeal to literarv societies and schools, offering seats In blocks
at a slight reduction.
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"Ladies Must Live"
George
Loane Tucker's
Production
Paramount
Is a Dramatic
Hash. for
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
It is difficult to recall such a complete misunderstanding ofthe laws of the drama as is
exhibited in "Ladies Must Live," the George
Loane Tucker production adapted from the
novel by Alice Duer Miller. In place of one
set of juvenile characters the story is weighed
down with four and, as a consequence, becomes
a dramatic hash. First one pair of lovers
register an emotion, which is then passed on
to the other three pairs of lovers in turn.
The entire picture is a strong reminder of an
orchestra tuning up before starting to play.
Each performer sounding his A in turn. Under
such conditions, the work of the fine cast and
the care and skill displayed in the mounting
of the picture are not capable of overcoming
the errors of construction in the scenario.
The Cant
Anthony Mulvain
Robert Ellis
Ralph Lincourt
Mahlon Hamilton
Christine Bleeker
Betty Compson
Barbara
Leatrice Joy
William Hollins
Hardee Kirkland
Michael Le Prim
Gibson Gowland
The Gardener
Jack Gilbert
Mrs. Lincourt
Cleo Madison
Edward Barron
Snitz Edwards
Nell Martin
Lucille Hutton
Nora Flanagan
Lule Warrenton
Max Bleeker
William Mong
The Butler
Jack McDonald
Nancy
Marcia Manon
Ned Klegg
Arnold Gregg
The Story
Christine Bleeker, who has been reared in
luxury through the munificence of William
Hollins, her wealthy brother-in-law, is completing her education in a seminary. Her
father, also maintained by Hollins, Is hoping
Christine will make a wealthy marriage and
add to his income.
Three years pass and Christine has developed into a beautiful, but somewhat bored
young woman. Edward Barron, an old rake,
comes to the Hollins home with his wife.
Nancy, very much his junior. Ralph Lincourt, a wealthy young man, also is invited.
He is young, handsome and wealthy, and
Nancy has set her cap for him. But Lincourt is handicapped with a wife and Hollins objects to him on that account. Christine and Nancy vote Hollins down on the
theory that while Lincourt is married, the
marriage won't last long.
At a reception, Lincourt seeks Christine,
but she finds him repulsive. Barbara, a
social secretary, is sought by Barron and
he offers a rope of pearls which she refuses.
Ned Klegg loves Barbara and resents her
preference for Barron. An airplane dives
into the grounds and Anthony Mulvain, an
aviator, much In the public eye, narrowly
escapes death. The guests, Including Christine, pay much attention to him. Christine
begins to love him. Nancy has decided to
pay her court
Michael Lecave
Prim.manMulvain's
assistant
and toa veritable
in his
methods of dealing with women. Le Prim
forces Nancy into an automobile and drives
off into the hills pursued by Mulvain and
Christine.
Le Prim drives to an old hunting lodge
and is struggling with Nancy when Mulvain
and Christine arrive. Nancy is released and
escapes In a motor car followed by Le Prim
who takes the other machine, leaving Mulvain and Christine alone, miles from home,
with the night closing In. They settle down
to await the coming of the rescuing party
which they know will come. But the night
passes without rescue and the next morning
Mulvain halls a boy who tells him there Is
a telephone
mile isaway.
Christine's
home,
a searcha party
about At
to leave
when
news come that Christine and Mulvain are
at the hunting lodge.
When the party gathers. Christine an-

"Peacock Alley"
Mae Murray Does a Striking Piece of
Characterization in Colorful
Tiffanyby Production.
Reviewed
Edward Weitzel
As Cleo of Paris in a colorful production,
"Peacock Alley," Mae Murray does a striking
piece of characterization. Her part is that of
a celebrated dancer who attracts the attention
of a wealthy young American named Elmer
Harmon when the young man goes to Paris
to close a contract with the French Government.
As the dancer Cleo has all the dash and abandon
associated with her profession in the gay capital
but, according to the story, she is a good girl
at heart and intensely loyal to her beloved
France. These qualities the star illustrates with
pronounced success. Her dressing of the part
of the dancer leaves little to the imagination,
andleast.
has the merit of truthfulness on its side
at
The acting of the supporting company in
which Monte Blue, Edmund Lowe, W. J. Ferguson and Anders Randolf are prominent, is
worthy of high praise. Robert Z. Leonard has
directed
the lavish
pictureandwitheffective.
skill, and the production is both
The Cut
Cleo of Paris
Mae Murray
Elmer Harmon
Monte Blue
Phil Garrison
Edmund Lowe
Alex Smith
W. J. Ferguson
Hugo Fenton
Anders Randolf
Joseph Carleton
William Tooker
Abner Harmon
Howard Lang
Mayor of Harmontown .... William Frederic
Mons. Dubois
M. Durant
Toto
Jeffrys Lewis
Napoleon
By Himself
Scenario by Edmund Gouldlng. based on a
story
by
Oulda
Bergere.
Titles bv Frederic and Fanny Hatton.
Length.
The 7.500
Story Feet.
When Elmer Harmon goes to Paris to sign
a contract with the French Government he
meets a dancer named Cleo. They fall In
love and Cleo. who has helped her country
during the war, is the means of getting Elmer
the contract. The pair marry, and Elmer
takesis his
back to bythetheUn'ted
She
not bride
well received
folks St'tes.
In her
husband's home town. Elmer takes her to
New York, sets up an expensive apartment
and gets Into financial troubles. In order
to help him out. Cleo permits her name to
be coupled
an old
a wayof that
makes
her with
husband
thinkfriend
the inworse
her.
The truth comes out at last, and Elmer and
his wife face a happy future.
Exploitation Anglra: Play up Miss Murray
and her costumes. The combination will put
the story over.
nounces her engagement to Mulvain. The
latter, who Is believed to be wealthy. Informs
the company
that he and
Is penniless.
creates a commotion
Christine This
Is overwhelmed. Lincourt urges her to announce
that she had agreed to marry Mulvain only
through fea>-, but before she can do so. Le
Prim appears with the body of Nell Martin,
a girl betrothed to the gardener, which he
had fished out of the lake. The girl had
committed suicide when It was discovered
that she was a ward of the court and had
broken her parole.
The suicide plunges all In gloom. Barbara
returns her rope of pearls to Barron: Lincourt looks In vain for his wife: Nancy quits
her rake of a husband. Christine runs to
Mulvain'sto arms,
she must
content
live Infor a Ifsmoky
townlive,
withsheherIs
"Tuny" for the rest of her life.
Exploitation Ana-lea! — Play on the star
and producer without saying very much
about the story. There are also a number
of well-known players In the cast who can
he sold to advantage.
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"CallPicture
of the
North"
Paramount
Is Virile
Tale of the
North Woods
Reviewed by Sumner Smith.
by T. Hayes Hunter for Dial
Long before Stewart Edward White's novel,
Film Company. Hodkinson
"Conjurer's House," was adapted by John
Release.
Cunningham and filmed by Joseph Henabery
for Paramount, George Bradhurst turned it
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
into a vehicle which successfully appealed to
A faithful and interesting photoplay has been followers of the legitimate. Now Henabery
made from Irving Bacheller's "The Light in has done it for the screen and Paramount, and
the Clearing," by T. Hayes Hunter. The novel- done it very well, too. Henabery has, naturist, who is known for his truthful and penally enough, excelled the stage production from
etrating studies of American life in the days
when the world was not filled with electrical the pictorial viewpoint, as there can be no
that "The
of the North,"in
wonders and the inhabitants of the small towns questionis but
its screen
title, Call
was photographed
of the United States were a close community, awhich
locale
very
similar
to
that
forming
the backhas drawn a fine moral lesson by contrasting
ground for the novel.
the careers of two young fellows, one of whom
The story has to do with the Hudson's Bay
chooses the straight path and the other the
Company
andthat
"free
traders"organwho
crooked way.
were thornsandin trapping
the side of
powerful
The production is correct in local color and
ization. Jack Holt plays the part of one of
generous in its employment of a large and the trappers "on his own," Madge Bellamy is
capable cast and impressive settings. The most the
daughter
despoticThese
"factor"
dramatic figure in the cast is Eugenie Besserer Beery
plays of
herthefather.
threeandareNoah
the
as Roving Kate, a part requiring fine dramatic outstanding figures in an interesting but not
skill. This is furnished by Miss Besserer to unusual story of the North Woods.
the full. Clara Horton, Arthur Morrison,
Holt is admirably equipped physically for
Alberta Lee and John Roseleigh are leading his part and, generally, pleases. It might be
members of the capable supporting cast.
suggested, however, that a swaggering stride
accompanied by broad gestures does not always
The Cast
suggest strength of character and frame, and
Roving- Kate
Eugenie Besserer utter
unconcern. Rather, it smacks of bravado.
Sally Dunkelberg
Clara Horton
Barton Baynes
Edward Sutherland Holt errs sometimes in this respect. Beery's
Amos Grimshaw George Hackathorne characterization is typical of his best work,
Ben Grimshaw
Frank Leigh and Madge Bellamy is a wistful, appealing
Horace Dunkelberg Andrew Arbuckle wisp of a girl among rough men.
The Cast
Uncle Peabody
Arthur Morrison
Aunt Deel
Alberta Lee Ned Trent
Jack Holt
Joe Wright
John Roseleigh Virginia Albret
Madge Bellamy
Mrs. Horace Dunkelberg. . . .Virginia Madison
Galen Albret
Noah Beery
Squire Fullerton
J. Edwin Brown
Achill Picard
Francis McDonald
Graham Stewart
Edward Martindel
The Story
Elodie
Albret
Helen Ferguson
Barton Baynes began life loving Sally
Jack Herbert
Dunkelberg and ended it the same way. Louis Placide
From Stewart Edward White's Novel,
Always the source of his inspiration and
"Conjurer's House."
joy, Bart climbed to the heights of success
Adapted by John Cunningham.
for her.
WhenDeelBart's
motherPeabody
and father
Directed by Joseph Henabery.
died
his Aunt
and Uncle
made
Photographed by Faxon Dean.
a home for him with them. He grew up
Length,
The 4,823
Story Feet.
with Amos Grimshaw, son of the tightfisted money-lender who held all the farmers
Years before, when Ned Trent, as he calls
of Ballybeen in his power. Then came the
day when Bart made a friend of the powerful Stewart,
himself, was
father,'
wasa little
drivenboy,outhisinto
theGraham
North
Joe
Wright,
who tourged
the boy's
guardians
Woods to die, by Galen Albret, factor at, an
to
let
him
come
the
town
for
his
education.
important
of the revenge
Hudson'swhenBayhe,Company. Nedpost
is seeking
too,
There he met Roving Kate, the Silent is threatened
with the same fate by the same
Woman, who played with dolls and told man,
who
he
does
not
know
killed
his
father.
fortunes. Kate prophesied four perils and
a future of fame and success for Bart. Death He
plans to undertake "the long traverse"
and the gallows were written in the palm before snow flies and is given a rifle by
Virginia,
who They
does are
not
of Amos Grimshaw. Bart passed the first know her Albret's
isdaughter,
an evil man.
winter under the care of his new friend, discovered father
and Ned shields the girl. Facing
Joe
then returned
his uncle's
homeWright,
for theand holidays.
The toclose
of the almost sure death, his identity is discovered,
circumstances that led up to his father's
vacation again found him hard at work the
are cleared, proving Albret a jealous,
with his studies and small jobs to help out death
suspicious man, and the factor relents and
with his board. Kate's prophecy about Amos
reforms,
his daughter to Ned.
Grimshaw came true. When Kate's son Program giving
and Exploitation Catchlines:
came home to see his mother he was murJack Holt Has Role of He-Man in Thrilling
dered by Amos, who turned out to be his
Picturization of Sewart Edward White's
half-brother, Ben Grimshaw being the father
Great North Woods Novel, "Conjurer's
of the poor demented woman's son.
Prosrrnm and Exploitation Catchlines:
"The Light in the Clearing" Is One of
House."
Irving Splendidly
Bacheller's Produced
Best Stories
Has
Been
by T.andHayes
"The shocks
Conceited
Hunter.
"Rude
await thoseDonkey"
who take unto
Exploitation Indies: Play on the interest themselves credit due another" is the moral of
the story has held in its novel form. Hook
this modernized Aesop Fable animated by
to the stores if you can. Tell them that this Cartoonist Paul Terry and distributed by Pathe.
is a production by the director who staged The theme is built around a farmer who grows
"Earthbound" and work a raffles for a "Rov- a prize watermelon, loads it on a donkey and
ing Kate" contest.
starts to the fair. Spectators praise the watermelon, but the donkey thinks it is intended for
him, and in bowing profusely finally causes
Place your Classified Ad in
the melon to fall from his back and burst.
Moving Picture World for best
This clever
reel ismanner.
executed
Terry's
results.
usual
— C. inS. Cartoonist
S.
' 'The Light in the Clearing ' '
Irving
Novel Photoplay
Has Been
Turned Bacheller's
into an Interesting

"The Lotus Eater"
Fantastic Story Directed by Marshall
Neilan Permits John Barrymore to
Demonstrate
His Exceptional
Ability as a Screen Actor.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
"The Lotus Eater" starts off as a grim
tragedy and ends as a pleasing romance with
the lovers united and everything shipshape and
regular. The story is fantastic but entertaining and has been cleverly directed by Marshal]
Neilan. It also permits John Barrymore to
demonstrate his exceptional ability as a screen
actor. There is one bit of characterization of
his in the early scenes that is weirdly fascinating. He impersonates a man whom grief and
anguish have aged prematurely in a way that
is startlingly lifelike. Later on as the son of
this man he is the embodiment of winning
young manhood. The support is capital. Colleen Moore, Anna Q. Nilsson, Frank Currier
and J. Barney Sherry are its leading members.
The Cast
Jacques Lenoi
John Barrymore
Mavis
Colleen Moore
Madge Vance
Anna Q. Nilsson
Mrs. Hastings Vance
Ida Waterman
The Dean
Frank Currier
John Carson
J. Barney Sherry
Jocko
Wesley Barry
Story by Albert Payson Terhune.
Directed by Marshall Neilan.
Length,
The 6,960
Story Feet.
When Jacques Leoni returns from a trip
on his yacht to greet his wife and his newly
born son he finds Mrs. Leoni entertaining a
lover. Throwing the woman aside he seizes
the child from its nurse and rushes back to>
the yacht. Here he rears the child in ignorance of the world and the wiles of the opposite sex. As a consequence young Leoni
loses his heart to a worthless woman after
he is permitted to mingle with society. He
joins an airman in an endeavor to cross the
Pacific Ocean in an airship. The attempt is a
failure, and Leoni is cast on an island in an
unfrequented part of the Pacific. Here he
finds a colony of men and women who have
been shipwrecked. They have elected to remain upon the island and live lives of simplicity and peace. Leoni is attracted by
Mavis, a beautiful young member of the colony. He manages to get back to the United
States, learns
his wife's
disloyalty and
returns
to Mavisof and
happiness.
the Weasel"
In"Trapping
this single-reel number
of the Bob and
Bill series, distributed by Pathe, the two boys
are shown helping a farmer to get rid of
weasels that are destroying his chickens. How
they prepare the trap and capture these little
animals is graphically shown, and a sub-title
reveals the fact that the pelts of the weasels
which are white in winter are used for the
higher priced ermine. The story also shows
that
the loss of the farmer's flock was not due
entirely
to the weasels, as the boys capture a
dark- two-footed intruder that invades the
chicken house. This is an interesting number,
particularly for boys and nature lovers. —
C. S. S.
"The Little Imp"
This one-reel comedy produced by the Swedish Biograph Company is interesting and amusing solely from the acting and personality of a
five-year-old girl. The little tot is so pretty and
cute that she makes up for the rather feebfe
plot and the overacting of the grownups of the
cast. The title suggests the conventional nature
of
story,andbutchildren.
"The —Little
the the
women
E. W.Imp" will please
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HALLROOM COMEDIES.
Country Chickens. Punch.
Two Faces West.(Two Reels).
A Rural Cindarella. R-217.
I hcMcr Screenics.
Meet the Wife. C-807.
New Wine In Old Bottles
Pot
Take R-ftni
Old
Moose
Trails
Feature".
StartandSomething.
R-588. Dec. 3.
< heater Comedies
The Star Reporter.
Serial.
Stars
and
Stripes.
R-219.
The -iranget in Canyon Valley.
Snooky's
Fresh
Heir.
Miracles
of
the
Jungle.
The
Last
Hops.
R-948.
Gerber).
(Neva
Paths
Dangerous
CHESTER
COMEDIES.
Sketchnuraf
s.
Gerber)
(Neva
The Yankee Go-Qetter
Eve's Leaves.
Snooky's Twin Troubles (2 Rsels) R-8I*.
Country and the Law (Curwood Pro- Seeing
God'sductions).
Greenwich Village.
Bcreenart Series.
t'lnnl I Slow Speed).
R-3ZI. and Annette Kellerman in Hit'h Diving.
(Jack Hoxle).
Spur starring
Broken
The
The
Manly
Art
nf Self Defense.
Stewart
Roy
FIRST NATIONAL
WesternsDaw.
Five Marjorle
Cnmphell Comedies.
A
Nlck-of-Time
Hero.
Features.
Six Jack HoxleDramas
C -80 3
Gerber. Th.
starring
Five ofSociety
Scrap Iron (Charles Ray— 7,500 Ft.). R-641;
StolenStork's
Glory.Mistake.
Nan
the North (Ann
Little).Neva
C-49.
Fifty-two two-reel Comedies.
Peck'sR-90.Bad Boy (Jackie Coogan). R-17;
(Curwood
Country and the Woman
Gods Prod.).
„
^ . ,
Bob Hampton of Placer (Nellan Production).
Love R-587.
H •• te »nd
Famous Players -LAskt
Dec. a3. Woman (Grace Davison).
C-943.Snare (Curwood Production). R-4II;
Golden
Serial".
September.
R-5J9.
Little).
(Anna
ald). Than Fiction (Katherine MacDonFox
Blue
The
The Great Moment (Gloria Swanson). 6,372 Stranger
Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxle).
Cnmedlein.
Ft. End
R-635;
C-695.World (Betty Compson).
Salvation
Nell (Pauline Stark). R-2I4; CAt
the
of
the
Reel Spotlights (Violet Joy
SingleFletcher).
Eighteen
5.729 Ft R-929; C-49
and Billy
The
Sign
the Door (Norma Talmadge).
396.
R-641; onC-789.
Two-Reel Broadway (Eddie Barry, Dangerous
Fourteen
5 355 Ft.Lies (Paul Powell-British Prod.). Nobody
Harry Gribbon, Helen Darling).
(Jewel
Carmen-Roland West Prod.).
R-636;
C-695.
Leslie,
The
R-116; Prod.)
C-291.
Cruelywed (LIlie
Twelve
The Golem
Affairs (Special).
of Anatol 5.398
(CecilFt. DeMllle
Paul Two-reel
Wiegel).
^
The Child Thou Gavest Me (Stahl Prod.).
8.806
Ft.
R-446.
C-529.
CharSpeed Neely Edwards,
A Midnight
Bell (Charles Ray). R-8S1; CTwelve Two-reel
lotte Merriam).
886.
Oetnlier.
Footlights
Fourteen
Brigade Talmadge).
(2 Reels). RR-880.
C-895. (Elsie Ferguson). 7.078 Ft: R-808. Toonerville's
Burns). Two-reel Mirthquakes (Bobby
C-397. BellsFire
Wedding
(Constance
IM;
Cappy163 Rloks
Meighan).
R-96; C5.926(Thomas
Ft.
Serenade
(R.
A.
Walsh
Prod
).
R-320;
C-IIT.
The Great Impersonation (George Melford
Wife C-759.
Against Wife (Whitman Bennett Prod.).
Prod). 6.658 Ft. R-693. C-759.
ASSO. EXHIBITORS
Experience
(George
Fitzmaurice Prod.). One Arabian Night (Pola Negri). H-674;
FEAT I KfclS.
Playhouse (Buster Keaton).
After6.560 the Ft. ShowR-827:(WmC-49. DeMille Prod.). The
Bits of Life (Marshall Nellan Special).
The Devil (George Arliss).
5.8S4
Ft.
R-810;
C-895
Nllsson).
Q.
C-1076;
C-47.
(Anna
What Women Will Do
BeyondC-397 (Ethel Clayton). 5.248 Ft. R-219; The C-895.
Idle Class (2 Reels — Chaplin). R-6T4.
C-495.
(Special).Washburn).
Log (Bryant
ofto King
Rider
The
London
Road C-47.
The R-642,
Three Word Brand (W. S. Hart). 6.638 Ft. The Child Thou Gavest Me (Stahl Prod.).
. R-694 C-759.
HA HOLD
CO>IKDlE8.
6.091 Ft. R-943
Peter Ihhetson (Wallace Reid and Elsie Woman's
(Two LLOYD
Reels Each).
Place (Constance
Talmadge). 6.646
Now or Never.
Ft. R-1075:
C-47.
Ferguson).
R-1074;
C-159.
NdTeaiher,
Two 159.
Minutes to Go (Charles Ray). R-96; CAmong Those Present.
Ladies
Must
Live
(Tucker
Production).
7,482
Never Veaken. K-946
Ft
Sowing the Wind (Anita Stewart — Six Reels).
A Sailor Made Man. R-590. Dec. 3.
The 4.62:'
RonnieFt. Brier Bush (Crisp Production).
R; Vol. 48. P-392; C-R. P-668.
HLAt
t.OhiKS
I'lt,
Tl.llfeS.
Women Who Walt.
The
Kid (Charles Chaplin— Six Reels). R;
The
Sheik
(Melford
Production).
6.579
Ft.
Vol.
They Shall Pay. R-208.
R-336. Vol. 53, P. 397.
P-56, 48.
155.P-390;
158. C-R, P-668; Ex. Vol. 41,
Home-Keeping
Hearts.
R-693;
C-1023.
The
C;i
1
1
of
the
North
(Jack
Holt).
4.S23
Ft.
Man
—
Woman
—
Marriage (Dorothy Phillips —
The
Family
Closet
Enchantment
6.982 Ft.
Discontented Wives.
Nine Reels). R; Vol. 48. P-391; C-R, PR-219- C-289(Marion Davies).
668.
White Oak (William S Hart). R-218; C-289. The Oath (R A. Walsh Prod ).
December.
Wonderful Thing (Norma Talmadge).
Exit — the Vamp (Ethel Clayton). 4,545 Ft. The R-458.
Nov. 26. C-581.
Dec. 3.
Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford (Cosmopolitan Tol'able
589. David
Dec. 3. (Richard Barthelmess). RProd.). 7.381 Ft.
KinoErBitif (Sundavs and Thursdays)
Don't.ter).Tell 4,939
Everything
(Reld-Swanson-DexFt.
Battle of Jutland (3 Reels). R-686. Dec. 3. Just
Around the Corner (Cosmopolitan Prod.).
SrllK-ltork.
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
White Oak (Wm. S. Hart). R-1,077; C-289.
(Two Reels Each)
The Ne'er to Return Road. R-808.
RELEASED THROUGH FIRST NATIONAL
The 6,208
LittleFt.Minister (Betty Compson).
The White Mouse.
R-96.
C-159.
Chrlntle Comedies.
UnderC-289.the Lash
(Gloria
Swanson). R-218;
5,675
Ft.
(Two Reels).
Blind Hearts (Hobart Bosworth). R-107»;
A
Prince
There
Was
(Thomas
Meighan).
RSaving
Susie. R-217.
587
Falling Sister
for Fanny.
Devotion.
R-340; C-493.
BI'RTOM ROI.MKB.
Fresh from the Farm.
The Dec.
Silent3. Call. R-549. Nov. 26. C-581.
(One Reel Each).
Tuix-hy Comedies.
Rural
Java.
THOMAS
H. INCE PRODUCTIONS.
Torchy a la Cart. R-946
Santa Fe— The Pity Different.
Torchey's Frame-up. R-335.
Mother
O'
Mine.
R-747; C-47.
Seeing
San
Marino.
Torchy's Frame-up.
Clip of Life.J. PARKER
R-X18; C-397.
Meruutld Comedies.
Watching the Wayands.
READ. JR.
In Old Granada.
The Vagrant.
A Thousand
to One (Hobart Bosworth — Six
P-164.
A Fairy Foreland.
For
Reels). R; Vol. 47. P-1082; C-R. Vol. 41,
The Land's
Adviser. Sake.R-456. Nov. 26.
MACK SENNETT.
V unity Comedies.
Watch Your Neighbor (2 Reels).
I Am Guilty (Ixiutse Glaum). R-»6; C-141.
Chicken
It Pays to Advertise (2 Reels).
Greater Than Love. R-829; C-886.
Eat
and Hearted.
Be Happy.R-831.
P-46.ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS.
HAIIAHOI
VT
M
AGA7.INH.
Paying Patients.
Kohert C. Bruce Series.
A
Perfect Crime (Monte Blue). B.; Vol. 41,
Issued magazine
Weekly subjects
(One Reeland Each
— Contains
Strolling Minstrels.
cartoon).
Old and New
England.
A Broken Doll. R-761.
Chester
Outing R-456.
Scenic*. Nov. 26.
TOURMohicans
N EUR PRODUCTIONS.
Jogging
Across
Sawtooth.
TheMAURICE
Last of the
(Barbara Bedford
Save Your Carfare.
Federated
exchanges
No more Gasoline.
— Six Reels)
R; Vol. 47. P-689; C-R, P(.nifty Comedies.
714;
Ex.
Vol.
48,
P-827.
The Foolish Matrons. R-114: C-181.
Afraid of His Wife.
Screen Snapshots
MACK SENNKTT PRODUCTIONS.
Oh. Brother.
SPECIALS.
Call
a Cop (Two Heels).
Say Uncle. Cheater Screenlca,
Dangerous
Toys. R; Vol. 49, P-I8I.
Love'sR-7J9Outcast (Two Reels — Ben Turplm).
GoodBad
Wife.
From Dear to Dam.
mii \rc BWKS COMEDIES.
Buzz-z-.
Molly O (Mabel Normand). R-687. Dec. 3.
Miscellaneous.
Squirrel AirFood.
J. L. Raise.
KKOTHIMKHAII.
Fresh
R-811.R-692.
The Crater of Mt. Katmal.
The Ten Dollar
R-IIl. CUT.
Cleaned and Dry. R-219.
Could Columbus Discover An American.
Pilgrims of ths Night. R-811; C-886.
Note — Refer to top of page for explanation of reference marks
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Fox

Film

Corp.

SPECIAL.
Over the Hill. 10.700 Ft. R; Vol. 46, P-623.
A Connecticut
Arthur's
Court.
7,600 Ft. Yankee
R; Vol. in48,King
P-805;
C; Vol.
49,
P-136.
Thunderclap.
6,700 Ft. R-730.
Shame. 8,200 Ft. R-789; C-885.
Perjury. 7,400 Ft. R-932; C-273.
Footfalls
(Tyrone Power). R-448; C-649.
The
Last Trail.
The Queen of Sheba. 9,559 Ft. Vol. 49. R879; C-947.
WILLIAM FARNUM.
His Ft.
Greatest Sacrifice. R-205; C-267. 6.500
PEARL WHITE.
Beyond Price. R-326.
TOM MIX.
Trailin'.
The Kough Diamond.
R-217; C-289.
DUSTIN FARNUM.
TVs
T - tv r-^tr- r-759
The Devil Within. 5,997 Ft. R-588. Dec. 3.
BUCK JUNES.
For- NTntMne-. 4.311 Ft. R-<">9.
Riding
With
Death.
R-456. Nov. 26. C581. Dec. 3.
WILLIAM RUSSELL.
Singing
R-731; C-163.
The
Lady River.
from Longacre.
SHIRLEY MASON.
Queenle. 6,174 Ft. R-693; C-769.
Jackie.
TWENTIETH CENTURY BRAND.
Little Miss Hawkshaw
(Eileen Percy).
R-807; C-1023.
While
the
Devil
Laughs.
C-273.
Cinderella of the Hills (Barbara Bedford).
R-95; C-159.
Bucking
Line 26.(Maurice Flynn). R-336;
C-397. the Nov.
The .Tnlt (Mnrph v- Walkpr). R-456. Nov. 26.
Whatever She Wants (Eileen Percy).
SERIALS.
Fantomas
R; Vol. 48,
P-216. (Twenty Episodes).
CLYDE COOK.
(Two Reels Each).
The Sailor.
The
Toreador.
The Chauffeur. R-446.
AL ST. JOHN SERIES.
(Two Reels Each).
Small Town Stuff.
The
The Happy
Indian. Pest.
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS.
(One Reel Each).
Fast Freight.
The Stolen Snooze.
Getting Ahead.
Bony Parts.
SUNSHINE COMEDIES.
(Two Reels Each).
One Moment, Please.
A Perfect Villain.
Love and War.
The Big Mystery.
Long Live the King.
G

OLD

W

Y

N

Roads of Destiny (Pauline Frederick). 4.SS6
Ft.; R; Vol. 49. P-629; C-R. P-706.
The Concert (All Star). R; Vol. 49, P-4«;
C-R, Vol. 49, P-1J5; 6,574 Ft.
Don'tProd.).
Neglect5,674Your
(Gertrude
Ft. Wife
R; Vol.
4», P-409.Atherton
C-«»5.
A Tale of Two
Worlds
(Gouvsrneur
Morris
Prod.).
P-469. 6,649 Ft. R; Vol. 49, P-416; C-R,
Cabinet of Dr. Callgari (German Impressionistic Film). 6,157 Ft. Vol. 4»; C-R, SIS.
Snowblind
(All Star).
Made
in Heaven
(Tom R-64J.
Moore). R; Vol. 49,
P-996; C-149.
Wet
Gold
(Williamson
Prod).
R-4I7; R-4I9.
Head Over Heels (Mabel Normand).
Boys Will Be Boys (Will Rogers). R-208.
An R-440.
Unwilling Hsro (Will Rogers). C-719;
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Beating
Game (Tom Moore). 5,051 Ft.
R-448;theC-529.
The Man from Lost River.
SEASON lfttl-1922.
Theodora
10,000 Ft.
R-1073.(Italian
R-47. Spectacle).
All's
Fair
in
Love
(4,979
Ft.)
C-397.
Nov. 26.
Ace
Hearts
For ofThose
We (5,884
Love Ft.).
(6,762 R-94;
Ft.). C-219.
Invisible Power (6,613 Ft ). R-694; C-759.
Dangerous
C-895. Curve Ahead 5,551 Ft. R-810;
The C-47.
Old Nest (7.899 Ft.).
From the Ground Up (Tom Moore). R-948;
Doubling
C-159. for Romeo (Will Rogers). R-95;
Pardon
My French (Vivian Martin). 5,620 Ft.
The Ft.Grim Comedian (Rita Weiwam). 5,509
Poverty
R-589. of Riches
Dec. 3. (Lerov Scott). 5,641 Ft.
The Burt).
Man from5,693LostFt. River (Katherine N.
A Poor Relation (Will Rogers).
4,609 Ft.
From
the Ground
Up (TomScott).
Moore). 5,6304,495
The C-163.
Night
Rose (Leroy
Ft. Ft.
Be My Wife (Max Linder). 4,470 Ft. R-750;

DATES

A Trip
R-92 to Paradise (Bert Lytell). 6 Reels.
The C-163.
Match Breaker (Viola Dana). R-fS;
The Infamous Miss Revell (Alice Lake). R209;AreC-629.
ThereC-163.
No Villains (Viola Dana). R-14;
Alias Ladyfingers (Bert Lytell). R-944; CThe 1023.
Hole in the Wall (Alice Lake). R-588.
The Dec.
Idle 3.Rich (Bert Lytell).
Fightin'
Mad (Six
Reels).
The Fourteenth
Lover
(ViolaR-588.
Dana). Dec. 3.
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS.
Camille. R-446; C-639.
S-L PRODUCTIONS.
Garments of Truth (Gareth Hughes — Six
Reels). R-209. C-397.
The Hunch (Gareth Hughes — Six Reels). R944;
Little EvaC-1023.
Ascends (Gareth Hughes).
REX INGRAM PRODUCTIONS.
The
Power. R-339; C-493.
Turn Conquering
to the Right.

W-WHODKINSON
WARD LASCELLE
Rip C-397.
Van Winkle
Jefferson). R-1074.
Nov. (Thomas
26.
WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS
God's Crucible (All Star). R-319; C-629.
BENJAMIN
B. HAMPTON — GREAT
AUTHORS' PICTURES.
The • C-R,
Spenders
Vol. (Claire
48. P-194.Adams). Vol. 47, P-769;
A Certain Rich Man. R-809; C-895.
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
The Man of the Forest. R-434, C-603.
The Mysterious Rider. R-1075; C-47.
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS.
Love Madness (Louise Glaum — Seven Reels).
Vol. Master
46, P-1067;
C-R. Bosworth).
P-1211.
The R;Brute
(Hobart
R;
Vol. 47; P-639; C-R, P-852.
ROBERT
BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The P-46.
House of Whispers (J. Warren Kerrigan). R; Vol. 47, P-1080; Vol. 48, C-R,
The Coast of Opportunity (J. Warren Kerrigan). R; Vol. 47, P-1080.
IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS.
Partners
of the Tide. R; Vol. 49, P-615;
C-R, P-581.
The Face of the World. R-538; C-639.
J. L. FROTMINGHAM PRODUCTIONS.
The Breaking Point (Bessie Barriscale). R;
P-729; C-R,
Vol. 49, P-Sl.
The Vol.
Other48,Woman
(Six Reels).
R; Vol. 49,
P-627; C-R, P-705.
ROCKETT FILM CORPORATION.
The Truant Husband.
Keeping
With Lizzie (Enid Bennett).
R-324; UpC-387.
HUGO RALLIN.
The Journey's
End. C-47.
R-113; C-689.
Jane
Eyre. R-948;
RENCO FILM CORPORATION.
Lavender and Old Lace. R-92; C-149.
TRIART PRODUCTIONS
The Beggar Maid (Mary Astor — Two Reels).
DIAL FILM CORP.
The Light in the Clearing (7,000 Feet).
METRO
April 11 — A Message from Mars (Bert Lytell
—Six
C-47. Reels). R; Vol. 49, P-618,
April 25 — Uncharted Seas (Alice Lake — Six
Reels). Vol. 49, R-880, C-149.
Coincidence. R-209; C-387.
The Last Card. R-747; C-47.
Home Stuff. C-47; R-747.
Fine Feathers.
R-847; Lake).
C-493. R-116; C-94S.
Over
the Wire (Alice
The Man Who (Bert Lytell). R-438; C-689.
Life'sC-696.
Darn Funny (Viola Dana). R-634;
Big C-49.
Game (May Allison — 6 Reels). R-829;

Pathe

Exchange

Inc.

Pathe Review (One-Reel Educational) and Topic*
of the Day (One-half Reel) Issued Weekly.
Patheday News
(Topical)
Issued
Every isWednesand Saturday.
Charles
Hutchison
star of
"Hurricane Hutch." Fable).
Week of October 23.
No. Many).
5 of Hurricane Hutch (One Against
The Fable).
Dog and the Bone (% Reel Cartoon
The drama).
Flaming Trail (Tom Santschi — 2 Reel
Capturing
Lions— Educational).
by Aeroplane (Major Allen
— One Reel
Late Comedy).
Hours (Eddie Boland, 1 Reel Comedy).
Trolley Troubles (Gaylord Lloyd — 1 Reel
Week of October 30.
No. His
6 ofNeck).
Hurricane Hutch (At the Risk of
Fifteen Minutes (Pollard — One-Reel Comedy).
The Reel
SpiritDrama).
of the Lake (Tom Santschi — TwoThe 2/3
Cat Reel).
and ths Monkey (Cartoon Fable —
Pistols for Breakfast (Lloyd Reissue —
Comedy — One- Reel).
Releases for Week of November 6.
No. Coast).
7 of Hurricane Hutch (On a Dangerous
„ ,
The Fable).
Fox and the Goat (2-3 Reel Cartoon
Cupid,Drama).
Registered Guide (Edgar Jones, 2 Reel
On Location (Snub Pollard — 1 Reel Comedy).
The Custard Nine (Negro Comedy — 2 Reels).
Just Dropped In (Lloyd Reissue — 1 Reel).
Releases for Week of November IS.
No. 8 of Hurircahe Hutch (Double Crossed).
The Heart of Doreon (Santschl-Two Reel
Drama). R-219.
The Owl and the Grasshopper (2-3 Reel Cartoon Fable). R-219.
Hocus Pocus (Snub Pollard — 1 Reel Comedy).
Crack Your Heels (Lloyd Reissue — 1 Reel).

Week of November 20.
No. 9 of Hurricane Hutch (Overboard).
R-336.
Dangerous
(2 Reel26. Drama — Edgar
Jones). Dollars
R-468. (1 Nov.
Penny-in-the-Slot
Reel Pollard Comedy).
Little But Oh My (2 Reels — Truex Comedy).
The R-336.
Woman and the Hen (2-3 Reel Cartoon
The Fable).
Marathon R-336.
(Lloyd — Reissue— One Reel).
Reel). (Major Allen — Educational— One Panther
Roping the Black
Note — Refer to page 716 for explanation of reference marks
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Week of November 27
No. 10 of Hurricane Hutch (The Show Down).
The Comedy).
Joy Rider
— One-Reel
R-589.(Snub
Deo. Pollard
3.
The Cartoon
Frogs That
Wanted
a
King
(2/3
Reel —
Comedy).
BackReelto Comedy).
the Woods (Lloyd Reissue — OneWeek of December 4.
•No. 11 of Hurricane Hutch (Hare and
Hounds).
The 590.
Hustler
1 Reel Comedy). RDec. (Pollard—
3.
The Fly and the Ants (2-3 Reel Cartoon
Comedv). R-587. Dec. 3.
The Picknmnny (Sunshine Sammy — 2 Reel
Comedy).
R-589. Dec. 3.
Somewhere in Turkey i Harold Lloyd Reissue— 1 Reel). R-590. Dec. 3.
Week of December 11.
No. 12 of Hurricane Hutch (Red Courage).
Trapping
Reel). the Weasel (Bob and Bill — One
LookReel).
Pleasant, Please (Lloyd Reissue — 1
Sink or Swim (Snub Pollard — One Reel).
The Fable).
Conceited Donkey (2-3 Reel Cartoon
Pioneer

Film

Corp.

Sonny Series.
A Western
R-540. Adventurer (William Fairbanks).
The Mystery Mind (16 Episode Serial).
Oh, Mary,
Be Careful! (Madge Kennedy). RC-759.
The III;
Forgotten
Woman (Pauline Stark).
A Millionaire for a Day (Arthur Guy Bmpey).
In Society (Edith Roberts).
Wise Husbands (Gail Kane — Six Reels).
The Leech (Claire Whitney — Six Reels).
Peeps Into the Future (Six Two-reelers).
His Brother's Keeper (Martha Mansfield).
Realart

Pictures

Sheltered
(Justine Johnstone).
R-209. Daughters
Two C-699
Weeks With Pay (Bebe Daniels). R-541;
A Kiss
C-I91.in Time (Wanda Hawley). R-846;
The R-236.
Land of Hope (Alice Brady). R-114;
Such 689.a Little Queen (Constance Blnney). CMoonlight and Honeysuckle (Mary Miles
Minter). R-830; C-885.
Don'tR-113;
Call MeC-291.
Little Girl (Mary Miles Minter).
A Private
Scandal
(May McAvoy). R-847; C191.
The 695.
March Hare (Bebe Daniels). R-638; CA Heart
C-696. to Let (Justine Johnstone). R-6I*;
Little Italy (Alice Brady).
R-539; C-696.
Her C-886.
Sturdy Oak (Wanda Hawley). R-828;
One Wild Week (Bebe Daniels). R-461.
The 696.
Land of Hope (Alice Brady). R-114. CSEASON 1921-1922.
RoomC-I78.
and Board (Constance Binney). R-819;
Her Winning Way (Mary Miles Minter). R676; C-649.
Everything
C-1023. for Sale (May McAvoy). R-945;
DawnC-1023.
of the East (Alice Brady). R-945;
The Case of Becky (Constance Binney). R947: C-1023.
The Speed Girl (Bebe Daniels). R-457.
Nov. 26. C-581. Dec. 3.
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RELEASE

A Wife's Awakening (Gasnler Prod.). Six
C-397 Storey). C-I7I.
MoonPartsMadnessR-94"(Edith
The R-94;
SwampC-159.
(Sessue Hayakawa) Six Reels.
The R-807.
Barrioade
C-159. (Cabanne Prod.). Six Reels,
The
Foolish
C-47.
Possession. Age
R-218;(Doris
C-397.May).Nov. R-1073;
26.
The R-335;
Lure C-397.
of JadeNov. (Pauline
Frederick).
26.
Silent Years (6 Reels). R-586. Dec. 3.
Selznick
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES.
Remorseless Love. R-827; C-49.
Handcuffs
The
Way ofor aKisses.
Maid. R-944; C-1023.
EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES.
Is Life Worth Living? R-641; C-4».
Clay Dollars.Charley.
Chivalrous
OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES.
The Chicken in the Case. L-5.261 Ft. R;
Vol. 48. P-728.
A Divorce of Convenience.
R-639; C-Kt.
CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES.
Bucking the Tiger. R-206; C-187.
The Fighter. R-830; C-163.
After Midnight. R-675. C-895.
The Man of Stone. R-457. Nov. 26.
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS.
Who
Am
R-440; C-49.
Conceit (AllI? Star).
ATheMan's
Home
(All (Vera
Star). Gordon).
R-649: C-761.
Greatest Love
The Highest Law (Ralph Ince).
REPUBLIC.
Man's Plaything
tague Love). (Grace Davidson and MonMountain
(Ed Coxen and Ora
Carew). Madness
The Gift Supreme (Bernard Bumlnf).
Children of Destiny (Edith Hallor).
SHORT SUBJECTS.
William J. Flynn Series.
Chaplin
Selznick Classics.
News.
Kaufman Masterpieces.
REVIVALS.
Scandal (Constance Talmadge).
The Lone Wolf (Hazel Dawn and Bert Lytell).
The Nov.
Iron 26.Trail (Rex Beach Prod ). C-397.

DATES

(Lee Moran).
s Trousseau
Robinson'
P.
Q. (Lee
Moran).
TheD. Fox
(Harry
Carey).
A Monkey Schoolmaster (Joe Martin)
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS.
C-896
R-811;
Mayo). 4,481
(FrankGibson).
t (Hoot
Straigh
Go
Ft. R-808.
Red CCourage
895
Walton). R-9*«:j C-1011.
HeelsFool(Gladys
HighR-1076;
Nobody's
C-289
C-47. (Marie Prevost). 4,640 Ft.
The Millionaire (Herbert Rawhnson). R-Z17,
C-581.
Dec. 3.
,„ „,C-169.Nov.
„. 26.
„
Gibson). R-93;
(Hoot
Fire'
Sure
Kisses
False581.
Dec. (Miss
3.Du Pont).
. „ R-457.
Dr. Jim (Frank Mayo). R-4o8. Nov. 26. CA Parisian Scandal (Marie Prevost). 4,73»
3.
Dec.' i.
Carey).
(Harry Dec.
The Ft.Fox R-586.
SERIALS. R-o90.
Do or Die (Eddie Polo).
The Terror Trail (Eileen Sedgwick).
C-649. of the West (Art Acord). R-S7§;
Winners
WESTERN DRAMAS.
(Two Reels Each.)
Larkin).
Raiders of the North (GeorgePernn).
In the Nick of Time (Jack (George
Larkin).
Mounted
the
of
Honor
ATheBluejacket's Honor (Jack Perrln).
Larkin).
(George
Duty
of
Call
The
Fclr Fighting (Art Acord).
A Woman's Wit (Eileen Sefgwlck).
CENTURY COMEDIES.
(Two Reels Each).
Shore Shapes (Louise Loralne. Baby
Sea Peggy
and Teddy).
A Muddy Bride
(Baby Peggy).
Tin
Cans
(Brownie).
AAround
Nervv Corners
Dentist (Brownie).
(Charles Dorety).
Plaving Possum (Harry Sweet).
Teddy's Goat (Teddy, the Dog).
STAR COMEDIES.
(One Reel Each).
No Place to Live.
Should
Stepmothers
Trifle.
Paris,
Please.
Back Stage.
Noiseless
Valley.
Line's Busy.
Ice Box Pirates.
SERIES.
The Return of Cyclone Smith (2 Reels Each).
VlTAGRAPH

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS.
C-R 823
The Heart of Maryland. R; Vol. 49. P-»I»;
The
'of Wallingford.
The Son
Flower
of the North.R-943; C-47.
United
Artists
The Scarab Ring.
_ ... _
ALICE JOYCE.
The Inner Chamber (Six Parts). R-94; C-I7I.
Dream Street (D. W. Griffith Production).
CORRINE GRIFFITH.
Vol.
49,
R-876;
C-387.
Through the Back Door (Mary Plckford). Received
Moral Fibre.
R-945; C-169.
Payment.
R-439; C-495.
Carnival (Harley Knoles Prod.). 1,000 Ft.
EARLE WILLIAMS.
R-113; C-3S5.
The Three Musketeers (Douglas Fairbanks).
In.
Him
Bring
R-211; C-397.
It Can Be Done. R-1074; C-289.
Disraeli Lord
(George
Arliss). R-96;
Little
Fauntleroy
(MaryC-HI.
Plckford).
ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS.
9.984
Ft.Trail R-573;
R; Vol.
Sevens.of the
The Nov.
Iron 26.
(Rex C-649.
Beach Prod.). C-397.
ThreeSecret
Hills.49, P-991; C-4».
The
TIONS.
The ALICE
Rainbow.CALHOUN'S PRODUC
C-289.
R-220;
Web.
ial
Matrimon
The
UNIVERSAL
WILLIAM DUNCAN.
R-OPICTURES
Steelheart.
No
Defense. R-460; C-629.
Frederick). R-*». C-801.
JEWELS.
Salvage (Pauline
The BellLARRY
Hop. SEMON COMEDIES.
(Six Reels). R-6I8;C-6»1.
Cold Steel
The Sawmill.
Live and Let Live (Cabanne Production — Six
(Eight Reels — Prlscllla
R-206; C-267.
„ Dean).
„
Reputation
Outside
the Law
(Six Reels — v Prlscllla
■TheRGreaterBprofit (Edith Storey). R-116;
R, Vol.
48-466.
„ Doan).
_ ...
JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES.
The Riot.
C-629. The
R-447;
Reels).
(7
Knows
Woman
No
(S«a.u«
Parts).
(6
Low
Mysterious
Stranger.
Are
s
When"L?ght
R-IIS; C-7II.
Conflict (Priscilla Dean). R-95; C-159.
Hayakawa)
SERIAL.
The Sting of the Lash (Pauline Frederick).
JEWEL COMEDIES.
Through
Sham's1
Prod.).
Breaking lace McDonald). (Carmel Myers and WalA Monkey Movie Star (Joe Martin).
Six o^'socle^^'w^Fleldm^
Parts.
Note— Refer to page 716 for explanation of reference marks
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CURRENT

WID GUNNING, INC.
The Blot (Lois Weber Production). 7,121 Ft.
R-930; C-163.
Quo Vadis (Reissue) (6 Reels). 5,884 Ft.
F-95* C-397
Good and Evil (Lucy Doraine). 4,951 Ft. R447; C-649.
Girl from God's Country (Nell Shipman).
6,957 Ft. R-448; C-529.
The Old Oaken Bucket. 6,098 Ft. R-217.
Moongold (Will Bradley) 3,175 Feet.
Our Mutual Friend, 7,698 Ft.
Post reels).
Nature Pictures (Twenty-six Single
What Do Men Want? R-459. Nov. 26.

State

Right

Releases

ADVENTURES OF TARZAN
Adventures of Tarzan (Serial — Fifteen Episodes) (Elmo Lincoln-Star).
AFFILIATED DISTRIBUTORS
The Lonely Heart (Kay Laurell).
ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
Western Hearts (Art Straton and Josle
Sedgwick).
Ghost City (Helen Holmes).
Crossing Trails (Pete Morrison).
Too Much Married (Mary Anderson).
AYWON FILM CORP.
The C-397.
Jack Rider
Nov. (Big
26. Boy Williams). R-980.
The Vengeance Trail (Big Boy Williams).
R-451; R-335; C-289.
The 8hadow of Lightning Ridge (Snowy
Baker). R-451; C-397. Nov. 26.
The Nov.
Better26. Man (Snowy Baker). R-459.
Western
458. Firebrands
Nov. 26. (Big Boy Williams). RFidelity (All-star Cast).
LureNelson).
of the Orient (Jack Conway-Frances
BLANCHFIELD
The Tell Tale Eye (Allen Russell).
A Knight of the West. R-93; C-159.
C. C. BURR
Burn 'Em Up Barnes (Johnny Hines). R-211.
EQUITY PICTURES
Straight
R-876. from Paris (Clara Kimball Young)
The R;Black
Vol. Panther's
48, P-1092. Cub (Florence Reed).
Charge
It
(Clara
Kimball Young). R-841;
C-16J.
Heedless Moths (Audrey Munson). R-748.
WhatR-1077.
No Man Knows (Clara Kimball Young).
EXPORT AND IMPORT
Wild ductions.).
Animal Serial (16 Episodes — Sell* ProC. B. C.
Dangerous Love.
The Victim.
Captivating Mary Carstairs.
Star Ranch Westerns (Two-reels, bi-monthly).
GEORGE H. DAVIS
The Heart of the North (Roy Stewart).
R-208; C-649.
THE FILM MARKET
The Supreme Passion (Six Reels). Vol. 49,
P-194; C-R, P-581.
The Spoilers (Reissue — Nine Reels),
/lmmyReelers).
Callahan Comedies (Twelve Two-
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RELEASE

VICTOR KREMER
I Am the Woman (Texas Guinan).
When Love Is Young (Zena Keefe).
Winding Trail (Buck Manning).
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
Double Stakes (Gladys Brockwell).
The Able Minded Lady (H. B. Walthall).
The
the Wild. R-323.
The Call
Fatalfrom
Thirty.
The Impossible Boy.
Folly Comedies (George Ovey-Single Reels).
Folly Comedies (Vernon Dent — Single Reels).
PRIZMA INCORPORATED
The Sweetest Story Ever Told.
Gardens of Normandy. C; Vol. 49, P-62S.
A Day with John Burroughs. C-764.
PRODUCERS' SECURITY
DianeBingle
of Star
Hollow.Dumpllns).
R-880, C-47.
Mr.
(Daddy
The Soul of Man (Six Reels).
Mr. Potter of Texas.
Cissy Fitzgerald Comedies (Two Reels).
The Right Way. R-218; C-397: Nov. 26.
Squire
WelcomePhinn.
to Our City.
Trail of the Law.
The Man Who Paid.
Irving Cummings Series (Two Reels).

DATES

Hell's Border.
Fighting
Daredevil Heart.
of the Range.
WESTERN CLASSIC SALES
COMPANY
(Two-Reel Dramas)
Bullets and Justice.
The Heart of Texas Pat.
The Unbroken Trail.
Miscellaneous
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Quick Action (William Russell).
Sally
Shows the Menace
Way (Mary
Minter).
The Moonshine
(HelenMilesHolmes).
High-Gear Jeffrey (William Russell).
Youth's
(Mary Holmes).
Miles Minter).
A Crook'sMelting
RomancePot (Helen
A Rough-shod Fighter (William Russell).
The (Helen
LoggersHolmes).
of Hell-Roarin's Mountain
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage).
ASTA FILMS, INC.
Hamlet (Asta Neilson). R-336.
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
Fritzi Ridgeway Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Neal Hart Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Helen Gibson Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Al Jennings Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Capital
Witches Two
Lure Reel
(All Comedies.
Star Cast).

REELCRAFT PICTURES
Sun-Lite Comedies
Scream Street.
Lion Liars.
Mirth Comedies
R-634.Reels Each)
(Two
Chick
Chick.
Vacation.

KINETO

RIALTO PRODUCTIONS
Holy Smoke (Funnyface). R-810.
RAINBOW FILM CORPORATION
A Girl's Decision. R-93; C-397.
RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows of Conscience (Russell Simpson).
7 Reels. R-1075; C-47.
STOREY PICTURES, INC.
weeks). Screen Review
Shadowland
(Every two
Burlesque
Photoplays
(Elsie Davenport)
(Once a Month).
(2 Reels Each).

The Four Seasons (4 Reels). R-694; C-169.
KINETO REVIEWS
(Released Through National Exchanges, Inc.)
(One Reel.)
(Third Series)
Kentucky Thoroughbreds.
Hiking the Life.
Alps With the Boy Scouts.
Manhattan
Eccentricities of the Wasp and Bee.
Fur and Feathers.
My Adirondacks Outing.
The Chemistry of Combustion.
The
The Victory
Delta of Pageants.
the Nile.
ABetter
Glimpse
the Animal
Milk. of R-587.
Dec. Kingdom.
3.
Permanent Peace. R-586. Dec. 3.

TEXAS GUINAN PRODUCTIONS
Texas of the Mounted. R-1078.
Code of the West. R-94.
Across *he Border (2 Reels). R-590. Dec. 3.
The Spitfire (2 Reels). R-590. Dec. 3.
WESTERN PICTURES
EXPLOITATION
A Dangerous Pastime.
That Something. R-758.
Scattergood Stories (Two Reel Comedies).
The Masked Avenger (Lester Cuneo).

URBAN'S MOVIE CHATS
(Released Through State Rights Exchanges)
First (One
Series
Reel).from No. 1 to 26, inclusive
Second
(One Series
Reel). from No. 27 to 62, inclusive

WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Partners of the Sunset (Allene Ray).
Lady Luck (Allene Ray).
WORLD FILM CORPORATION
Whispering Shadows (Lucy Cottoa).
The R-757;
Wakefield
C-49. Case (Herbert HawMnson).

COMPANY
INC. OF AMERICA,

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
January
— Martin
"Jungle Adventures." R-449;Johnson's
C-649.
C-1023.
January — His Nibs (Chic Sale). R-J47;
W. KURTZ & CO.
Shattered (Foreign Film). R-460. Nov. 26.
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Shadows of the West (Hedda Nova).
The Ella
Lotus Blossom. R-809; C-169.
The Great Hall).
Reward (Serial — Francis Ford and
Klneto Reviews (One-Reel Educational).
Rainbow
(Edna Each).
Shipman and John
Junior)Comedies
(Two Reels
WILL ROGERS
The Ropin' Fool (Two Reels). R-336.
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
The Toreador (3,600 Feet).
Rigoletto (6,000 Feet).

FILM DISTRIBUTORS LEAGUE
(Reissues)
WESTERN FEATURES PRODUCMatrlmoniac stance(Douglas
TIONS, INC.
Talmadge). Fairbanks and ConTruthful Tulliver (Wm. S. Hart).
(Featuring
"Bill"
Fairbanks)
The Primal Lure (Wm. S. Hart). R-93.
Go Get Him.
A Western Demon (William Fairbanks). R-96.
GRAPHIC
Mother Eternal (Vivian Martin — Seven
WARNER BROS.
Reels). R; Vol. 49, P-990; C-45.
Why Girls Leave Home (Anna Q. Nilsson).
JANS PICTURES
SACRED
R-210* C-273
Man and Woman.
R-447; C-629.
Parted Curtains (H. B. Walthall and Mary The Bible. R-219.
The Amazing Lovers. R-946.
Alden). R-94; C-397. Nov. 26.
Note — Refer to page 716 for explanation of reference marks
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A New Pest
A motion picture projectionist of Brooklyn
isHe just
setshonin'
forth tohisswat
viewssomeas chap
followson : the beezer.
Dear Brother Richardson: Pardon the pencil for I am writing from the projection room.
Now don't land on me, for the relief man is
on
job.I can
I'm too
hot ink
underand thea pen.
collar to
waittheuntil
secure
A new pest has been born with the censorship nuisance, viz.: License trailers. They
are not, or don't seem to be intended to be
in right. Up side down, backwards — any old
way,
they're there,
and it.let the poor fish
in the soprojection
room fix
I inclose a few samples. News reels are
the worst offenders. I complained to my
manager, who took it up with one producer
of news reels. They gave this answer: "We
don't get the reels until fifteen minutes beshippingI time,
whichinaccounts
But,foremay
ask, how
hallelujahfor isit."the
projectionist going to run it, when very often
he does not get the reels until five — count
'em responsible
11111 minutes
We
are
for anybefore
damageshowdonetime.
to films
in our care. Will you please use your influence in the matter?
A Matter for the Union
Am afraid it is impossible to do anything.
Seems to me it is a matter for the union to take
up. If the union is what it should be, it can
protect its members from such an outrage.
The excuse of the producer that he does not
get the reels in time to put the license inserts
in right has no value at all. As well might the
producer send out a topical with some of its
scenes in upside down or backwards, and then
"excuse"
(????)
the them
act by
not
have time
to put
in saying
right. he did
You local
sign union
yourself306 a has
"member
local union
306."
Well,
some officers
we might
call at least pretty well paid. Some say they
are very much over-paid, but into that matter
we do not care to go ; also you men are
paying what may be called relatively very
large sums of money to the union for protection.
May I suggest that the aforesaid officers and
the organization might well make some attempt to produce some of the aforesaid protection abating this particular abuse. And I
believe the union can abate it, too, if it makes a
real effort to do so.
It can, for instance, order its members to refuse to project film which is not in proper
condition for projection, and then back up the
men who get into trouble through obeying the
order. And that is precisely what it OUGHT
to do, too, especially in cases where film is received in such condition that its projection
would increase the fire hazard.
Not Publishing Name
I am not publishing your name because your
writing to Richardson would be a very unpopular thing with the leadership of 306, with
which and whom I am proud to say I am very
much persona non gratia— and expect to remain
so until the leadership i changed.
Of course, the producer and exchange know
that it is wrong to send out 61m not in condition for projection. They very well know it
constitutes an outrage on all concerned, and that
it is not fulfilling the spirit of their contract
with the exhibitor, to whom they agree to supply
service, which, by all rules of even the most
common kind of common sense means film in
such mechanical shape as will enable the projectionist to,immediately on its receipt, produce
as good screen results with it as its condition
as to rain and amputations will permit.
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F. H. RICHARDSON

Wonderful Help
Notice to All

Is such
column
onedourreplies
n*
to squestio
publish
that
SURE
PRES
cannot be guaranteed under two
deIs
action
quick
If
weeks.
or three
sired remit four cents, stamps, and we
will send carbon copy of department
reply as soon as written.
For tersspecial
by mallcannot
on mat-be
which, forreplies
any reason,
replied
through our .department r«mlt one todollar.
THE LENS CHART
Are You Working by ''Guess" or Do
You Employ Up-to-Date Methods?
You demand that your employer keep
his equipment In good order and up to
date. He owes it both to himself and
to you to do so, but you owe it to htm
to keep abreast with the times In
knowledge and in your methods.
The lens chart (two In one, 11x17
inches, on heavy paper for framlngr)
is in successful use by hundreds of
progressive projectionists.
"Don't guess." Do your work
RIGHT. Price, fifty cents, stamps.
Address Moving Picture World, either
516 Fifth Avenue, New York City;
Garrick Building, Chicago, 111., or
Wright Cal.
& Callender Building, Los
Angeles,
In other words, it is up to the exchange, as
which has been put into as perfect mechanical
condition as its age will permit.
Yes, brother of Brooklyn, they know this
perfectly well, but it is CHEAPER FOR
THEM to depend on the projectionist submitting to the imposition and SWINDLE of
giving his own time to the making of the repairs it is the duty of the exchange to make,
rather than project the films in unsafe condition, or in a condition which will discredit the
show with the audience.
Exchange Would Hozvl
The exchange would howl its head off, and
rightly, too, if a projectionist stole a reel
of film. It could secure his arrest, conviction
and jailing if possible, and it should, too. BUT
it is a safe bet that the combined exchanges
of this country and Canada deliberately rob the
combined projectionists of the two countries
of at the very least calculation five thousand
(5,000) hours of time daily by forcing them to
inspect and repair film which it is the duty of
the exchange to inspect and repair, and if we
value this time at only an average of thirty
(30) cents an hour, the aggregate sum the men
are robbed of is $1,500 every day, which
might ofbe film.
called the equivalent of about four
reels
Suppose the orojectionists of the two countries stole four reels of film every day — or
even one reel, for that matter. Wow ! Whatta
raw row there would be! What names the
projectionists would be called! Perhaps you
can
self. think of a few of the more mild ones yourThe projectionists, or some of them, commit
many crimes against the film which is the property of the exchange, but before the exchange
arises on its hind legs and talks too darned loud
about that matter, it had BETTER WASH ITS
OWN HANDS SEVERAL HUNDRED
TIMES, because he who cometh with clean
hands gets attention. We listen to his plaint
of wrong doing with sympathy.

Pa.,Donald
says : Malkames, Projectionist, Hazleton,
Find inclosed fifty cents in payment for
lens charts, which same please send me at
once. Have been a reader of the projection
adepartment
wonderful for
help many
to me. years. It has been
Have the first, second and third editions of
the handbook, and am eagerly awaiting the
fourth edition. Will you kindly let me
know how soon I will be able to secure It.
By the way, I also have the question booklets.
As to the fourth edition, well, this is being
written the morning of Monday, November 21,
and I am expecting to have the last of the Mss
in by the center of this week. But there is
still a world of work to do. We hope to have
the book ready for distribution by Christmas,
or soon thereafter.
And now I can tell you all why I have often
seemed to neglect your letters. It was not because Iwanted to, but because I have worked
like a galley slave on the fourth edition for
almost two years. The fourth edition is not a
re-vamping of former editions. It is a new
work, almost in its entirety, though in a few
cases I have used the same illustrative cuts that
were used in the third edition. I merely did
this because I was unable to improve on them in
any way.
It is easy to get together a lot of manufacturers' catalogues and standard text books, and,
using matter therefrom, together with a lot of
stuff written by the publicity departments of
manufacturers, get out a book. But to get out
a real work on projection requires tremendous
effort, because very much of the stuff is still
new and must literally be created. And when
you undertake to get out a work of somewhere from 700 to 900 pages of technical matter, it is SOME task.
One Peculiar Thing
One peculiar thing I run into, viz. : I found
it impractical to use any matter supplied directly by the manufacturers at all, except it be rewritten. One manufacturer caused an almost
interminable delay because he was, he said,
getting out an instruction book for projectionists which would be just perfect. All that I
would have to do would be put it in and I
would be saved all the labor of compiling it or
arranging it or anything else.
So I waited and waited and waited. Finally
it did come. And it was all ready for the
handbook— NOT. God in Heaven! I could
have murdered that well meaning manufacturer
—almost. I had to rip the thing all to pieces,
correct errors, make changes where it read in
such way that while his shop men would know
all about what it meant, you, friend projectionist, would immediately ask : "Huh I What
in hell is he talking about anyhow?"
And such are the troubles of the man who
wants to get out a real, honest to gosh book.
I've had mine, and still have more to come,
because I have yet to read all that mass of
galley proofs, and then the page proofs for
indexing unless
AND—I and
great will Thousands
be the "end"of
thereof,
am mistaken.
you have howled for answers to questions.
Well, I propose giving them to you. and in an
as nearly as possible unobjectionable form, in
the Fourth Edition. The I. A. International
office has indorsed a book on projection which
has a long list of questions and answers, so
that puts the seal of union approval on that
proposition. I have therefore decided to incorporate itin the book. I shall ask questions
in the back of the book, divided into subjects.
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and indicate the portion of the text in which the
answer can be found.
Refused and Lost Money
I could have increased the sale of the Third
Edition by many thousands of dollars by doing
the same thing in it. I refused and lost the
money, because I thought it would not be best
for the profession, or rather for the men in it.
But when other books come out with a long
list of questions and answers and are almost immediately indorsed by the international office
of the I. A. T. S. E. & M. P. M. O., why,
that settles the matter, so far as I am concerned,
And believe me that is going to make the
Fourth Edition a very complete book on projection.
I cannot say just when it will be ready, exactly what its number of pages will be or what
i s price will be — yet. You will all be advised
just as soon as we ourselves know.
One thing 1 would like to know, viz. : In the
new book I am recommending certain books
to the projectionist. Hawkins Guides, Optic
Projection and the books of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers are some of them. But
really good books which are suitable or scarce.
Any of you who know any that you believe
souldfer abefavor
in the
library will conby projectionist's
sending in, IMMEDIATELY,
the name of the book and its publisher.
Wants Smoke Box
Roy L. Brainerd, Chief Projectionist, New
Grand Theatre Company, Inc., and Cook
Amusement Company, Inc., Duluth, Minnesota,
who is one of the progressives, as I think
most of the Duluth men are, though some more
so than others, writes :
Dear Friend and Brother: Some of us are
still
"at it" out here.
we getbuta
bit discouraged,
and forSometimes
good reasons,
that is neither here or there. The fact
remains that we are plugging away in an
■effort to at least keep somewhere within
hailing distance of the progressives.
Brother Kitzman thinks we need a smoke
box for experimental work. I volunteered to
build one, whereupon he suggested that I
write and ascertain if yours could be purchased, either in whole or in part. In event
it is not for sale will you advise us just how
to proceed in order to obtain best results.
We figure that since you have all the data
necessary it will save us a lot of vexatious
■delay in getting the necessary paraphernalia
assembled and in working shape.
Will say I have an Argus-Sheck unit of
latest design at my disposal, which we assume mental
to bework.preferable to the arc for experiWhat we are after is a clearer understanding of the action of light rays, and as you
ltnow, the mind the more readily grasps an
idea when it is visualized to the eye.
Permit me to convey to you our best wishes.
We toowill
yourarepleasure,
don'tbusy.make
it
longwait
as we
anxious but
to get
Box Not for Sale
I have delayed replying for several days,
^brother Brainerd, because I did not know exactly what to say.
No, my smoke box is very much not for
sale, either as a whole or in part, for the
•very
simple thereason
I am only
the
time when
FourththatEdition
of thewaiting
handbook
is out of the way, to begin what I intend shall
be pretty exhaustive experiments in light ray
action. It is my present intention to photograph
these experiments and to publish them in the
•department.
_ As to the necessary paraphernalia, why it is
simple or complicated, according to what you
want to do. The actual equipment, except for
lenses, etc., is simple enough. You build a
smoke-tight box anywhere from four to six
feet long and about eighteen inches square.
(Mine is six feet long, but I believe four feet
■would serve as well.)
The front of the box must be of glass, of
•course. I just used the "groove" side of two
flooring boards and set the glass in the groove.
Same thing at ends of glass. Make a suitably
located trap door, hinged or loose, on top, so
you can reach in to adjust the lenses. Paint
whole box dead black inside. Hardest job is
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to fix the one end so the condenser will come
into the box, and at the same time the box be
smoke tight, or at least so that it will be approximately that way.
The Hard Part
And now comes the part which you may, or
may not, find hard. Get a perfectly straight
piece of well seasoned board which will not
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results you get, because smoke box demonstrations are NOT easy. One must have a very
definite idea of what one wants, and work to
that end in each experiment. My own advice
is to wait until I have time to go ahead, and
then I will, at your request make and photograph any experiment you wish made, charging
you the actual photographing cost if it be something Icannot use myself.
Maybe a month or two yet — maybe even a
bit more than that. I have a 100 ampere motor
generator in my basement, and may also try
out a Mazda, though I am not sure just how
far a Mazda lamp can be used for reliable results as applies to arc lamp projection.
Sixty Amperes A. C.
A theatre manager in Virginia has trouble,
as follows :
We have a great deal of trouble matching
up the lens system of two Powers projectors
in one of our small theatres. The trouble
is that we cannot seem to get the right
condenser combination. The condition
is the same with both projectors. We are using a B & L, projection lens 1.5 inches in
diameter; B. F. 7 inches; B. F. 5 inches. Have
tried 6.5 and 7.5 condenser, but find we are
compelled to carry arc too close to lens.
Have also tried two 7.5 lenses, but we cannot
get
field.lamphouse back far enough to get a clear
We use 60 amperes A. C. with White A. C.
Special carbons. Also find that with shutter
set perfectly we get too much flicker. Have
your lens charts and eleven years' experience,
but this is too much for me. As I see the
proposition our lens opening is too small,
but I hate^o
go advise
to the expense
of a regarding
new lens.
Will
me, at once,
lens you
size; kindly
also shutter.
Sorry for Delay
Sorry, but your reply was delayed because
I am working almost night and day to finish
up the fourth edition handbook manuscript.
I have laid out your lens system, based on information supplied. You should have two 6.5
piano convex lenses, or a 6.5 meniscus and an
8.5 bi-convex. The first named places the center of your condenser 18.5 inches from the
aperture,
the last named places it a bit
less than and
21 inches.
If you cannot carry your arc according to
that set-up, then there is something wrong
somewhere, probably with your lamphouse
ventilation.
cannot
you? Hundreds of others do it— why

With the 18.5 inch distance the light beam
beyond the
aperture
is about 2^ inches in diameter where
your lens
meets it (five inches
from the aperture, and you are trying to pick
that up with a lens 1.5 inches in diameter. Can't
be done, friend — can't be done.
At the 21 inch distance the beam is about two
and one-eighth inches in diameter at five inches
from
the aperture. You certainly do need a
CONSTRUCTION DIAGRAM
lens of larger diameter. If it were me I would
Showing the lens holder and the optical bench get
what is commonly known as a No. 2 lens,
have much tendency to warp. Let it be three and stop it down to the actual beam. But
inches wide and dressed smoothly. Set it on there we strike a snag, because lens manufacedge on a perfectly straight piece of two by length turers are making the rear lens of long focal
lenses of small diameter, which sets up
four dressed on all sides and secure it with glue
impossible condition from the viewand five or six screws put in from below through an utterly
point
of projection.
the 2x4, or with five or six small bolts. Let it
The Lens a Tough Proposition
be the length of the smoke box, and fasten it
to the smoke box floor in the center of its width.
The lens (projection) is a tough proposition
Next you must make lens holders to slide when we come to what we really need and
along the optical bench you have made, an end the article we can get.
view of which is shown at A B in the drawing.
Of course, the small diameter lens does give
C C C is an arrangement about four inches excellent
depth of focus and definition, but it
long, fitting snugly on bar B but not so snug tions.
has faults, friend— it has faults in other directhat it will not slide.
D is an upright iron standard attached to
Suppose you write the Bausch & Lomb
slide C C C and E is a hollow shaft fitting over Optical
Rochester, New York, tell
it, held by set screw, so that the lens may be them theCompany,
situation and ask what they can
raised or lowered upon occasion. The lens
supply you with
to meet it. A two-inchholder goes on top of E. You must devise that diameter
andwell.
a meniscus bi-convex would
fix things lens
pretty
for yourself.
Better oil the whole business to prevent moisAs to the shuter, why you have not given me
ture affecting it too much. You will need four
to go on. At a guess I would say the
of them — one for each condenser, one to hold much
master
blade of the shutter that came with the
aperture and one to hold projection lens.
projector
has not been trimmed down.
As to lenses, why you must have what you
If this is true, then under your condition it
think you need, but that is a hard matter on
is a pretty safe bet it should do. Set your
which to advise you.
I am afraid you will be disappointed with the shutter as near the aerial image of the con-
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denser as you can get it. Substitute a shutter
as busitough cardboard,the such
blade made frommade
metal blade,
from, for
ness cards are
metal blade for a pattern in cutting
usingthethepaper
out
one.
Thim off a little at a time from the master
blade until you get just a tiny bit of travel
ghost both ways, then trim down the metal blade
except that you don't trim it quite so
to match,
much, as you had a bit of travel ghost with the
paper blade.
I shall be glad to know what success you have
in making improvements.
From Philadelphia
Comes a letter from the City of Brotherly
its writer forLove, Scraps and things, which
intentionally, to sign. It reads
thusly got,
: perhaps
Dear Brother Richardson: Why is it I
from Philadelphia pronever see anything
jectionists in our department? Is it because
asleep, or because they
or
dead
all
are
they
have nothing to tell or to ask?
Guess I could myself answer that question.
years been a conI have stantforreadertheof past
department. My excuse
the seven
is that I get all the information I want, or
have any use for, out of the handbook, and
our department. Have a few little schemes,
but did not send them in because I did not
think they would be of any value to any one,
though I use them every day.
In November 19 issue I read a letter from
Theodore Kauss that struck me as funny. I
The first sentearsverycame.
laughedtence ofuntil
your the
reply
evidently was the
answer.
Well, Brother Richardson, this^is of no
particular
interest, yourself,
so I'll makethe itdepartment
short, and
olose
by wishing
and its readers success.
Don't Know
Don't know as to the Philadelphia men. As
a whole they never were much on setting the
bushes afire. When Walter Murray was on
the job I used to hear from Phila quite occasional y, but Walter has passed on before on
the Road-With-No-End, and since then it has
been necessary to go to the City of the Liberty
Bell in person in order to crack the silence
which has settled over it like a pall, insofar
as the projectionists be concerned.
As to totheany"little
interest
one schemes"
else, huh, you
how use
do having
you knowno
that? Suppose every one took the same crawlinto-my-hole-and-pull-the-hole-in-after-me attitude. What benefit would YOU have gotten
from our department?
Of course, its Conductor helps what he can.
but after all the big benefit comes through the
exchange of ideas between projectionists made
possible through its columns. Also merely because a stunt has been published once is no
proof it has no value for further publication
because today there are dozens of men who
occupy exactly the position YOU occupied,
Philadelphia, the first day you took up a position
beside a motion picture' projector.
One of the Faults
That is one of the faults found in many
good men. After THEY have become proficient they very carefully forget there was a
time when THEY were greenest of the greenhorns, and welcomed any help men who had al"arrived"
would
give them
also when
they
thoughtready
very
hardly
of those
same ; men
they refused to help them because they were
trying to bust into the profession. They called
those who rebuffed them selfish, inconsiderate,
and even applied to them the name we assign
to pigs after they have grown up.
brother,
of other
Bill Penn's
saySoto friend,
you, and
to those
hundredtown,
or I
of your feller citizens who re-direct Griffith'
and allother
producers'
photoplays
they
are
through
with their
directing,after
and who
very often make them over into something
friend Griffith or the other producers would not
even recognize, you should get into the game,
for in helping others through active participation in the department you are helping yourselves, the profession of projection and the
motion picture industry.
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The 4th Edition (25000)

F. H. Richardson's
HANDBOOK
is going to press about
Dec. 1st, 1921
The new 4th edition of the Handbook will
contain more than 800 pages of technical
matter— 100 pages more than the last
edition.
A limited amount of advertising will be
accepted up to press time.
For rates address ADV. DPT.
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
Murray Hill 1610
Sit Sth Ave, N. Y. C
Wants a Handbook
Robert Dakin, Projectionist, Gait, Ontario,
says :
Dear Mr. Richardson: I see by latest edition of the World that you will soon publish
a new edition of the Richardson Handbook.
I have been connected with the projection
of motion pictures for the past few years, so
very naturally have former editions of the
handbook, and as I expect to continue in the
work for some time yet, it will be absolutely
necessary
that I have the new Fourth Edition.
Now Mr. Richardson, unless it be already
spoken for, please reserve for me the very
first one off the press.
It would be utterly impossible to estimate
the value the projection department and
your tionhandbooks
have been to me in connecwith my work.
Sorry, friend Dakin, but the first copy off the
press has been asked for by very many people
already, among them some men of very high

THE
CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE
30 Gerrard Street
W. I. London, England
Has the
quality
of theAlltrade
Great
Britain
and circulation
the Dominions.
Official1b
Notices and News from the ASSOCIATION
to its members are published exclusively fcs
this journal.
YEARLY RATE:
POSTPAID, WEEKLY, P.2S
SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST
Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14
THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
THE CINEMATOGRAPH
ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAINEXHIBITORS'
4 IRELAND,
LTB.
LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA
Official Organ of the Itallaa Clauutorrapa Ussta
Published on the
15th and 30th of Each Month
Ftrelfe. Subscription: t7.lt er SS fruiM Per Aieea
Editorial and Business Offices i
Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy
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standing. But it cannot be, first because so many
have asked; second because there really is no
such thing. When we get the book from the
bindery (not the press), there will probably
first be a comparatively small number — anywhere from fifty to two or three hundred copies.
The bindery usually gets them out in lots of
several thousand, but inasmuch as we shall be
in a big hurry to fill the orders that are even
now beginning to come in before either size
or price is known, we will probably have a
small preliminary lot rushed through special
at the very first.
An Offer
And now I will make you all an offer. The
book cannot possibly be less than five dollars;
it may be more — maybe as much as six, though
we hope not With the understanding that
any orders received will not exceed six dollars, and may be only five, I will autograph
each copy of the first lot and have these sent
to those who get their orders in first, understanding that I don't know how many autographed books there will be.
Under this offer you must send your order
with five dollars, and we will send the book
C. O. D. for any balance there may be.
And please understand that I cannot guarantee
the time the book will be ready, but we are
hurrying it all we possibly can.
There, that is the best I can do. Maybe none
of you will care for the autographed books,
but anyhow the offer can do no harm, and is
made in a very genuine effort to please you.
This latter is proven by the fact that advance
orders are always more or less extra trouble.
They involve a lot of bookkeeping, and in
event of an unexpected delay in getting the
book out, also a lot of correspondence,
I feel, however, that many such staunch, loyal
friends of the handbook as Brother Dakin arc
entitled to all the consideration that I am able
to give them, hence the offer. If it is of no
value, at least no harm is done. If it is, I am
well pleased to have pleased you.
He Wants to Know
E. H. Straley, Princeton, West Virginia, is
puzzled by
cerning it: a connection. He writes thusly conI am a small town projectionist. This is
my first question to the department, although
I read it and have your handbook and lens
chart. Incidentally I find all three to be a
great help to me in my work.
I use a Hallberg Motor generator, hence
of course, have D C at the arc. Have a model
Z control panel, immediately under which is
a switch board which cuts the current off
before it goes to the panel board. On it are
two switches and two fuses, but when one
switch is open it cuts the light on both
projectors.
What I want to know is. are these switches
connected right. If not, where can I get a
wiring diagram. If they are connected right,
why the two switches. Also the fuses are
smaller than the generator fuses, and when
one blows it kills both projector arcs. In
the generator chart there is no switchboard
like this; also I am unable to find any in the
handbook.
You should have sent a sketch of the wiring.
I am unable to tell from the description just
what
you have,with
but you
will athaveonce.
the manufacturer
communicate
In describing such matter it is always essential that a rough drawing of the wiring
be sent. This is easy to do. You have but
to draw a square representing each switchboard,
with small circles representing wire terminals
and marks indicating switches and fuses ; also
others
inals. indicating generator and motor termYou have then but to trace the wires from
one binding post to another and set your finding down in the diagram. Of course, if the
wires be in conduit this may prove a poser
for the inexperienced man. I grant that, but
even if I have the general idea as to what
connects to what (circuits, I mean) I can
usually tell what is what.
You should hear from Mr. Hallberg in a
couple of days.
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Wonderfu

I Projection

Room

Designed
and
Equipped
by the U. T.E.
combination
representing
the
latest
ideas
in
THE new Aldine Theatre, which recently
There is a complete panel and flush box for
opened at Nineteenth and Chestnut moving picture apparatus.
each projector as well as for the two long disBack
of
the
projectors,
inserted
in
the
rear
tance spot lights, which are also operated from
streets, Philadelphia, adds another link
of the room are located control panels the projection room.
to the chain of houses owned and operated by wall
for the projectors. These consist of five blue
The two Hallberg Motor Generators, D. C.
Fred D. and M. E. Feld of that city.
Vermont dead front marble panels with volt- to D. C. of 150 ampere capacity each supply
The theatre building, which measures ninetymeters, ammeters and current control switches, current to the projectors.
three by one hundred and thirty-five feet, occupies a corner lot and is constructed of tapestry
Of Unusual Design
and brick trimmed with white terra cotta. The
Coming
These machines are of unusual design in that
house was designed and built by William Steel
they consist of a very small frame (33 in. long),
& Sons, of Philadelphia.
with a single armature which takes in the 220
volt
D. C. current at one end and delivers
The theatre has a seating capacity of 1,500,
Next Week
current
at arc voltage at the other end. The
all accommodated on one floor but a balconyefficiency of this machine is about 97% and
promenade with beautifully furnished retiring
Illustrated
Description
the saving in current at 220 volts is stated by
rooms adjacent is reached by great marble
its builders to be 150% over that required by
stairways
leading from both sides of the marof
ble vestibule.
rheostats. These generators are installed in
the machine room outside of the projection
The interior decorations and furnishings are
room and are controlled by push button switch
in empire style and in the ceiling is a great
San Francisco's
in the projection room through automatic redome, through which fiilter lights by which
Magnificent
varying color effects may be produced.
tors. mote control starters mounted with the generaIn addition to the above, a diffused lighting
New Granada Theatre
system has also been installed.
The generators are placed on concrete pedestals 30 inches from the floor so that they may
U. T. E. Made Wonderful Installation
be easily cleaned and lubricated.
The spacious projection room which was laid
Back of the projection room is a passage-way
out, equipped and its installation supervised by two for generators and two for emergency leading into the machine and generator room.
the United Theatre Equipment Corporation, is rheostat regulation. Below these panels, flush This space is provided with both artificial and
ventilation and in this space, 6yi feet
one of the finest in the country.
metal boxes containing switches allow the pro- natural
It is equipped with three U. T. E. -Proctor
jectionist tohave any one projector on either from the floor, are located Hallberg Multiple
unit
Rheostats
used with the projectors as an
Automatic projectors provided with the Hall- one of two generators or the emergency cirberg electric speed indicators and recorders and
cuit. Changes from one circuit to the other emergency circuit and with the spotlights for
regular service. In this space also are located
Hallberg continuous feed arc controllers, a are made by single throw of the switch.

4

FEATURES OF THE ALDINE PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
At left, the projector control panels. At right, the two \50-ampere D. C. to D. C. Hallberg motor generators
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SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS
Tour own apodal Ticket,
anj colon,
numeveryaccurately
roll guaranteed.
Coupon bered;Ticket!
for Prtae
Drawtua: $5. 40. $6. 40.
Prompt the ehlpmeata
with
order. Get Caah
the
samples.torted SeatSend
dlaaram
ReCoupon Tickets,foraerial
or elated.form to GererBOMOt
All tleketa Boat
conreralatlea
•eld. hear ettabUahed price or admission and tai
SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thouaand
S3.I4)
Ten Thousand
&.M
Fifteen Thousand
4-S4
Twenty-five Thousand
9.M
Fifty Thousand
U-Se
One Hundred Thousand
IJ.ea
National Ticket Co.
shamokin, Pa.

MAILING

LISTS

MOVING PICTURE AND
LEGITIMATE THEATRES
Z21M Moving Picture by States per M
1211
Film Exchanges,andforStudios
List
1M Manufacturers
419 Machine and Supply Dealers
M74
Legitimate Theatres
Theatres U. S. A Can.
II* Vaudeville

EXTERIOR OF THE ALD1NE
Shouing the tapestry brick front, trimmed with white terra COttQ
CM
754
iJU
4.44)
2S.W
7J«

A. F. WILLIAMS
1M W. ADAMS ST.
CHICAGO
MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
AND SUPPLIES
WRITE FOR CATALOG
ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

station ismade available by a manually operated
the back connections for the five control panels
of
the projection
room guard.
which are enclosed by a change-over switch. All of these incoming conremovable
wire mesh
nections and change-over switches and panels
are located in the basement at one end of the
Fire Proof Rmind Room
boiler room. From here current is carried to a
There is connected with the projection room main control board in the machine room off of
a fire-proof rewind and examination room, pro- the projection room in which are located the
vided with all necessary up-to-date equipment motor generators for projectors and the ventilating motor.
for quickly inspecting and repairing film.
A unique feature of the electrical service is
At the board the current is divided into main
the precaution against interruption. Current lighting, main power, projection room power
for power and light is supplied from the regular and sign lighting, and again subdivided into
mains for the section of the citv in which the the various dimmer circuits, equipped with conservice dimmer-s and curtain machine
theatre
is located.
If this source'
fails,bythemeans
load control. tinuous
is
transferred
The projection room power and sign
to another
city main
of an automatic no-voltage changeover switch. lighting circuits after passing through the cirShould by any chance, these two sources fail,
cuit breakers of this board lead directly to the
a third supply from an entirely different sub- distribution boxes provided with bus connec-

THEATRE SPECIALISTS
Desigre-i of Over 200 Theatre*
C. HOWARD
CRANE
ARCHITECT
ELMER 6E0REE KIEHLER. Associate
CYRIL E. SCHLEY
Mala Office: — HURON BLOC. DETROIT. MICH.
Branch Offices: — New York. Chicago. Windsor. Oat.
QUALITY plus SERVICE
Developing — Printing — Titles
backed
bt aeveryfairorder
scale woof receive
prleea— forare offered and
deliveredapwith
Writ* for Jxitrrt Scale of P»Som
STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CO.
Mailers Building
CHICAGO
Phinc Ceatral 1347
$5 Gallon
75c. Pint
Film Cement
Gelatine— All Colors
HEWS LABORATORIES
CHAPMAN DOCKS BROOKLYN, H. Y.
BARGAINS— Rebuilt Machines
POWERS— SIMPLEX— MONOGRAPH
Cempeete Theitre
'.\ — Equipments
for Catalec and Suppi
MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
}J« Uel*a Ave.
eteeiHils. Toea.

BATTERY OF THREE U. T. E.-PROCTOR AUTOMATIC PROJECTORS
As installed in the projection room of the A. dine Theatre
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Presentation

Pictures.

That

Is

Why

—

ALDINE

PHILADELPHIA'S LATEST AND
BEST
APPOINTED THEATRE
HAS

3

INSTALLED

TJ-TZ

Proctor

Automatic
Projectors
AND COMPLETE

Hallberg

Electrical

Equipment

including 6 Electric Film Speed Indicators and 3 Recorders—
3 Arc Controllers— two 150 ampere D. C. to D. C. Motor GenFront
Marble Control Panels with instruerators — 5
ments—5Special Electric Circuit Control
Boxes— five 220 volt 100 Ampere Emergency Projector and Spot Light Rheostats,
together
with 3 Electric
Curtain
Machines with
remote controls — 2 Long
Distance CombinationSpot
and Stage Effect Lamps
— Electric
Ticket Selling
Machines — and numerous
other devices.

The entire electric installation for the
Projection end of the .equipment was
laid out, planned, and supervised by the
Engineering Department of the U-T-E
Corporation.
We

Solicit
High

Your

Grade

Inquiry

for

Equipment

UNITED THEATRE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
H. T. EDWARDS, President
J. H. HALLBERG, Vice-President
25 WEST 45TH STREET, NEW YORK
Branch Stores in Principal Cities
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ARRANGEMENT OF THE ALDINE PROJECTION ROOMS
Showing location of the three U. T. E.-Proctor automatic projectors and the two Hallberg motor generators
tions and fuses of liberal design. Interruption
is guarded against on every hand.
Three Vallen Curtain Machines.
The Gold Fibre screen has for a setting the
reproduction of a gorgeous Roman garden. The
curtain operates in the arc of a circle on an
absolutely noiseless track, designed and built by
the E. J. Vallen Electrical Company, of Akron,
Ohio.
A novel point of this installation is that when
operated, the curtain appears to gently fold and
unfold instead of being drawn across the stage.
In order to obtain this effect, three of the Vallen
automatic curtain machines were installed.
Three prominent organists, Professor Firmin
Swinnen, of New York, Professor P. Rollo
Mailand, of Philadelphia and Professor K. A.
Hallett, of Boston, have been secured to play
the great organ installed by M. P. Moller, of
Hagerstown, Md.
A New Kneuer Arrives
Rudolph C. Kneuer, chief of Simplex factory order division, reports that his family
has been increased by the -addition of a twelve
pound boy20. who arrived Sunday morning,
November

Powers

Projectors and Prosperity
Are Linked in Southern

Theatre
THE Southern
pany of Atlanta,
Ga.,Equipment
distributorsCom-of
Power's Projectors, reports that business
is improving in its territory and furnishes information regarding some recent installations.
The L. T. Lester Enterprises, Columbia, S.
C, L. T. Lester, Jr., president, recently installed twomodel
Power'sand6B this
typeia"E"
projectorswithof
the latest
accordance
Mr. Lester's
of giving his
patrons
the bestdeclared
projectionpolicy
possible.
This is the second order placed within the
year by Mr. Lester for new projectors to be
used in his theatres and seems to be following
out the policy of progressive exhibitors who
realize that better projection pays.
It has been freely acknowledged and conclusively proven that America is making the
best motion picture machines in the world and
from the advertising of the manufacturers it
is fairly evident that they will give good projection almost indefinitely. Changes which have
advantages come in all lines and it therefore
The three curtains
in the Aldine theatre are operated by
Vallen Automatic
Machines, w h i c h
are under absolute
control of the projectionist.
It is the only successful machine of
its kind ever produced.
Built on Honor and
Fully Guaranteed.

E.

J. Vallen

Electrical

85 South Canal Street

Co.
Akron, Ohio

Theatres

seems indisputable that the new models of motion picture machines have come in answer to
demands
tionists. of enterprising owners and projecCadison Leases Galax
The Cadison Theatre Company of Asheville,
N. C, L. N. Cadison, president, took over the
lease of the old Galax Theatre on October
17th and has completely re-equipped this house.
The theatre has been completely re- furnished
in a very attractive manner and the new equipincludes Power's
Projectors,
chairs, ment
Hertner
Transverter,
Minusa upholstered
Gold Fibre
Screen, etc.
The National Theatre, constructed by the
National Amusement Company, T. G. Leitch,
president, opened in Greensboro, N. C. on November 23rd. This theatre is one of the finest
and largest in the South with a seating capacity of 1,700 and the equipment is of the best.
Power's Projectors, type "E" models, Monsoon
Cooling System, Minusa Gold Fibre Screen,
Hertner Transverter are included in the equipment of this house.
The Beacham Investment Company, Orlando,
Fla.. B. Beachman, Jr., manager, opens December 1and will seat 1,100. This handsome
new theatre compares very favorably with
houses of its size in any part of the country
and the equipment is also the best that money
can buy. The new theatre will have two of
Power'sFibre
improved
"F" Generator
projectors,Set,
Minusa
Gold
Screen,type
Motor
etc.,
all of which were furnished by the Southern
Theatre Equipment Company.
Opening

Date Set for

Big Buffalo Theatre
M. Slotkin, general manager of the Monument
Theatre corporation of Buffalo, announces that
the new Lafayette Square Theatre being erected bv the company will open about January
15. This $2,500,000 theatre and business building ten stories in height, is one of the finest
between the two coasts. Leon Lempert, of
Rochester, designed the structure.
The theatre will have a seating capacity of
close to 4,000. Mr. Slotkin has engaged C.
Sharp Minor,
formerlyto organist
at Grauman's
million
dollar theatre,
play the $50,000
organ
at the Lafayette square.
The house is on the site of the former Lyric
and Family theatres and faces directly on
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Show

Cashier's

Begins

At

Window

The long, slow-moving line, always impatient for
tickets, is now of the past, gone with the Nickelodeon
and the inflammable film.
Patrons are now Au-tom-a-ticketed right through
into your theatre and the show starts with everybody
in good humor.
The 1922 MODEL
of the AUTOMATICKET
ACCOUNTING
MACHINE
has actually revolutionized the cashier's service. Its several new refinements
give to the AUTOMATICKET
even a higher place
than it has ever held in the choice of the more progressive proprietors.

Class 500,
Electrically Operated
are made in four sizes — Issue from one to
five tickets at one time — Issue different
color ticket for each different price —
Give total number of tickets sold — Issues
plain or coupon tickets; coupon a different color from admission ticket — Easily
installed in any box office.

The two vital functions of the
Automaticket are, first, to facilitate accurate records of the
business. Second, to simplify

Note the exclusive Automaticket
feature — a flat-top surface with
no keys to impede the swift
handling of change.

your cashier's service.
We are also headquarters for printing tickets of all kinds.
1780 Broadway

Automatic

Ticket

Register

Corporation

New York

Lafayette square, the center of the city. It
is a reproduction of the Tivoli, Chicago. Every
modern device known to theatre building is
included in the equipment. The policy will
be pictures and vaudeville.
Signs colored with
RECO

Hoods
always look fresh.
The colors are permanent, as hoods are
made of natural colored blown glass.
They slip over the
lamp and are firmly
held by a bronze
^ spring.Ask lis more
about them.
Z sizes
10 W-40 W

Reynolds Electric Co.
26S0 W. CONGRESS ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.
Also make Flashers, Small Motors, etc.

LUCAS
OFFERS
UNUSUAL SERVICE AND QUALITY
WITH EVERY ORDER. THAT'S RESPONSIBLE FOR CUSTOMERS IN
EVERY SECTION OF AMERICA. 15
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IS AT YOUR
COMMAND.
GET OUR PRICES
| EVERYTHING FOR THE A TRES
LUCAS
tHepaptlrye
COMPANY
ATLANTA
:: GEORGIA
SflJe Seulhern Distributors ■ SIMPLEX PROJECT

PERFUMES
FOR COMBS AND SPRAYS
HEWS LABORATORIES
CHAPMAN DOCKS
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Philadelphia's New Karlton Cost
Five Hundred
Dollars Per Seat
plcx
projectors
and General Electric generators,
THE new Karltonia,Theatre on Chestnut installed by Lewis
M. Swaab.
which opened Octostreet, Philadelph
The stage setting is of silk draped damask,
ber 17, has a seating capacity of one
thousand and cost over $500,001) to build and trimmed with gold brocade and fringes. The
main carpet is in Jasper stripes and of black
equip.
and
gold. The
rest inroom,
in thewith
balcony,
It was designed and built by Hoffman-Henon
is carpeted
and ladies'
furnished
old rose
mirCompany, Inc., measures seventy-five by two
rors
and
silk
panels
on
the
walls
and
hundred feet and is of fireproof construction, Louis the XV period furniture. A large dainty
organ
of marble, brick and steel.
will furnish the music.
The main floor consists of an open lobby in
Italian marble, a closed vestibule with large
mirrored panels on both sides, a foyer and a "Talk Beats
Travelling"
large auditorium. The front of the house from
Contends Monsoon Daley
the lobby to the foyer is wainscoted with white
Italian marble, the foyer being decorated above
J. F. Daley, of the Monsoon Cooling
in marble with gold leaf decorations and beau- System, says that conversation, even ever the
tiful polychrome color effects.
'phone — atandeleven
On each side of the foyer are fountains of long distance
verse, iseconomical
provesdollars
it. per conBottechino marble over which are mural paintIt was this way. Daley got wind of the
ings by George Harding. The main vestibule, fact that J. F. Dittmars, of Freeport, 111., who
wainscoted with Italian marble, has violet owns the Strand, of that city, was in need of
Breche marble pilasters between French plate a ventilation system for his new Lincoln
cut glass mirrors and overhanging chandeliers Theatre, which is to open January 1.
of Venetian crystals.
So, he proceeded to get Mr. Dittmars on
In the auditorium, the ceiling is in light Long Distrance and before Central could say
plain colors, the ornaments being high lighted "Time's up" had sold the Illinois exhibitor two
with gold. The side walls are paneled with ten-foot reversible type Monsoon blowers.
imported French tapestry of dark green silk
The 'phone bill was eleven dollars, but Daley
and brocaded in gold. The wainscoting is says that the trip
would have cost one hundred
paneled
with
Spanish
leather
and
Circassian
he made it and that the eighty-nine dollars
had
walnut.
saved will come in handy for a new left hand
hind tire for his town car.
Novel Lighting Scheme
Dittmars is also happy because he is now
A novel lighting scheme is enclosed in three certain of good attendance the year around as
the Monsoon set will solve the fresh air problem
large circular grilles, with small rectangular
lighting panels between the ceiling lighting both winter and summer.
group. Around the main cornices are concealed
TITLES
hundreds of lights, while around the top of the
wainscoting is another series of lighting reflecFOR ALL
PURPOSES
— ANY Product
LANGUAGE
10
Yean
Soeclallzlni
tors interrupted every thirty feet with specially
Assure*
Yeu Inef This
the
designed lighting unit.
BEST
The entire lighting system control of both
Moderate Prices Quick Service
floors is in the switchboard room. Every posPREMIER TITLE COMPANY
sible tint of the rainbow may be secured by this
arrangement.
35S-3S8 EAST 33rd STREET CHICAGO
The heating and ventilating systems are comAMERICAN
1ahile
n'ned, motor
fresh warm
being supplied
in winter,
driven airblowers
change the
air in
warmauditorium
days.
the
every few minutes during the
Jf (Trade-Mark
otoplaper
Registered)
Three Simplexes Installed
The MualcaJ Marvel
Write (or Catalogue
AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
The projection room measures twelve by
thirty-seven feet and is elevated to the promKM Broadway
New York City
■alcoay and is equipped with three Sim
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in the

its entire
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Cost Little
Do Much
SITUATIONS u/iuTcn o. nar
AND HELP WANTED jC per
All Other COMMER- Ca
CIAL ADVERTISING 3C WOrQ
Smallest ad twenty words.
Notice: madeTheIn Publishers
aspect thatwill allbearstateevery advertisement
the
strictestmentsInvestigation.
SITUATIONS WANTED
UNION PROJECTIONIST — 10 years' experience —
any
equipment
— desires position
whereCanfirst-class
projector
is appreciated.
Married.
furnish
best
references.
Address Walter
H. Johnson,
126
St. Lawrence Ave., Beloit, Wis.
PIANIST AND DRUMMER — Experienced, reliable
young
drummer.Picture
Real library.
outfit, including
Xylophone
and Marimba.
Desire team
work
alone. Real musicians. Theatre Musicians, 220
East Fourth St., Maysville, Kentucky.
EXPERIENCED PROJECTIONIST, age 25, desires steady position anywhere ; prefer Illinois or
adjoining States. Not member of union, but willing
to join. Work guaranteed ; no pay for trial week
if unsatisfactory. Excellent references. Wilfred
Hickman, Farimount, Illinois.
HELP WANTED
COMPETENT MOTION PICTURE ORGANIST
and good-sized library. State
with ample experience
salary expected and give references first0., letter.
Movnight. H. W.
matinee
week,
Six-day
ing Picture World, N. and
Y. City.
Pop.
Pictures.
Vaudeville,
MANAGER WANTED—
ones and
10,000. Must produce results. Dead
opand
Money
wanted. Good town.
Boasters not
if you
all first N.letter,
portunity right man.K., State
City.
Y.
World,
P.
M.
goods.
deliver
can
THEATRES FOR SALE OR RENT
FOR SALE — Beautiful little theatrePrice; complete
is right.
equipment, with own electric plant.
Going out business. Tom S. Laidman, Birtle,
Manitoba.
of my husband, inI have
ON ACCOUNT OF DEATHequipped
theatres East
for sale one of the best 465;
only first run house
Texas, seating capacity,
condition. For
A-l
in city of 15,000. Equipment
Mrs. F. A. Alexander, Queen ThewriteTexas.
particulars
atre, Marshall,
The only theatrefromIn
MOVIE OPPORTUNITY. about
fifty miles
hundred,
town of thirty-five
building, four stores,
tile
and
brick
Buffalo Newin building,
rent at $155 month. Seats
three flats
best of equipNew Simplex machines,
five hundred.
Reexpense $lo2 week.
ment throughout. Running
Price,
hundred.
four
to
fifty
ceipts threecomplete, eight thousand cash forty-five
required.
thousand
Hunt, 339 Brisbane Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
population;
CENTRAL Missouri City ofSt. 25,000
Louis and Kansas
finest theatre In state outside
equipment;
and
gs
furnishin
building,
New
City
1 .000.
. Seats over
cost $175,000shows
only year old;stage
vaudeville
and
road
for
equipped
Fully
the
all
and
organ
l pipe
productions. Wonderfu
Photomodern theatre.
ents ofDo the
finest appointm
in
are
you
unless
write
not
graphs on request.
will sell
investment. Iown
the market for aa theatre
price
your
at
and
bargain
at
property
this
nate amount of
if within reason. Small, proportio
the owner, T. H. JohnAddress Missouri.
handle.
cash will
Sedalia
son, Contractor,
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE Motor
FOR SALE 125 Kilowatt General Electric
Westinghouse e Concomplete with
Generator Set
Complet delly .new.
Practica
oard.
trol Switchb
Williams Electric
request
on
price
and
scription
Company, Ithaca, N. Y.
Battleship Linoleum,
FIVE THOUSAND YARDS cork
carpet.le Governbestat grade
of
d
four thousan
prices.
wholesa
than
less
ment surplus stock,
J. p. Redlngton, Scranton, Pa.
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Carpenter

Takes

December 10, 1921
Over

Olympic,

Palace and Antique of Watertown
deal store conducted by George and Peter Papaypicture theatre
motion
biggest ted
INevertheconsumma
New York,
in Northern
anakos. Entering the moving picture field in
vn's
largest and best a small way in 1907, they secured the Wonderthree of Watertov
known houses, the Olympic, Palace and Anland,
a
tiny
house, but one which nevertheless
tique, owned and controlled by the Papayanakos turned over sufficient
in the way of profits so
Brothers of that city, have been acquired by R. that the brother later on acquired control of
W. Carpenter, of Watertown, who is said to the Lyric. By 1911 they had added the old
have represented other interests in the deal. The Antique, which was later on enlarged and resum of $250,000 in cash was paid for the three
modeled and which almost proved a money
houses. It is claimed that the real owner is maker in the hands of the astute Greeks.
nt
company of Utica,
the Robbins Amuseme
The next venture was the erection of the
which now controls three large theatres in that Olympic, and at about the same time the reckel
of Syracuse.
city as well as the Robbins-E
of the Wonderland. The brothersThe Olympic Theatre, the largest of the trio, appeared tomodelingknow
what Watertown wanted in
has a seating capacity of about 2,000 and was the way of pictures, with the result that they
built a few years ago by the Papayanakos coined money year after year.
Brothers. It opened June 4, 1917, and always
Other Bidders In the Field
played a straight picture program until a few
With the sale of the three houses to what
weeks ago when it put on a vaudeville program
along with first run pictures to meet the com- will probably turn out to be the Robbins
petition of the Avon, which was acquired by Amusement company, it was revealed that the
Frank Empsall of Watertown, now worth in Empsall interests, owning the Avon, was also
the neighborhood of a million, and who installed bidding for the three houses. A check for
Charles Sesonske as a manager.
$250,000 laid before the Papayanakos Brothers
one day last week clinched the deal.
A Popular Trio
The Papayanakos Brothers will continue to
The other two houses, embraced in the re- manage the three houses to December 17. The
cent deal, are somewhat smaller, but almost only change contemplated by the new owners
is the enlargement of the Olympic stage in oras popular as the largest of the three.
der to permit its use for road shows and a
The sale of the holdings of the four Greek
brothers comes as a climax to the remarkable more elaborate program of vaudeville in connection with pictures.
ability which the four men have shown in
Ever since the Empsall interests acquired the
capturing and furnishing the northern New- Avon
theatre in Watertown, there has been
York city of 30,000 with its amusement. Back
in 1904 two of the brothers, James and Alex, the stiffest kind of a fight under way for
patronage, one group adopting vaudeville and
came to Watertown to take over a small candy pictures,
the other following suit, giving first
run attractions together with a vaudeville bill
for
a
thirty
cent top price of admission and
OPERA CHAIRS from war camps, booths, ma- which could not
have left but a little leeway
chines and entire equipment furnished at half
profit to either.
original lngton.
cost.Scranton.
Write
Pa. your requirements. J. P. Red- of The
Papayanakos Brothers are well known
to members of the Motion Picture Theatre
FORA. SALE
— Two Power's
motor-driven,
rolt,
C. 60-cycle
moving 6Apicture
machines ;110-In Owners Association of New York State through
good condition ; $148.00 each. A bargain. Webster attendance at the annual conventions, one of
Electric
ton, D. C.Company, 719 9th Street, N. W., Washing- the brothers being a member of one of the
FOR SALE— One Simplex complete ; motor-driven ; committees of the association.
condition guaranteed ; 110-volt. A. C. 60-cycle ; a
bargain at $245.00. Webster Electric Company, 719
9th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Lucas Is Busily
CAMERAS, ETC., WANTED.
Simplexing Dixie
WANTED — Cameras, tripods, printers, developing
tanks, portable lamps, drums and other equipment.
Many orders for the installation of complete
Particulars and lowest pries. Box 236, Moving equipments
have been placed within the past
Picture World, New York City.
few weeks with the Lucas Theatre Supply
FILMS WANTED
WANTED to buy single clippings from moving Company, of Atlanta, Ga., distributor of Simpicture films, 1% inches wide. Views of the United throughout
plex projectors
Dixie.and other well-known products
States preferred, but cartoons and views of foreign
countries desired. Address offers to H. A. Port, 656
Foremost among these is the new $250,000
Huntington Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts.
Lucas Theatre, Savannah, in which a battery
FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT
of Simplex projectors has been installed in
projection room.
SERIALS, FEATURES, 5-6 and 7 reelers. Cow- theContract
has also been secured for two
boy and comedies carried in stock. Let us quote
on your requirements. Serial Film Exchange, 126 Type "S" Simplex projectors, opera chairs
West
4fith
Street,
New
York
City.
Cable
address,
and other equipment to be installed in the new
"Serlalfllm."
WE HAVE thousands of film — 1-7 reels; comedies, theatre being erected by Lightner & Brothers,
Raleigh, N. C. This theatre will be devoted
dramas. Westerns, serials. Claire Productions, 60 at
vicinity.
Graham Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.
to the colored population of Raleigh and
FOR SALE — "The Secret Kingdom" (32) ; "The
Scarlet Runner" (24) ; "The Girl Reporter AdvenSimplex projectors, opera chairs, scenery,
tures" (30) ; "The Grey Seal" (32) ; also "On
lobby display and other equipTrial" 'C6) j "Carmen of the North" (5) ; "Song of lightingmentfixtures,
have been installed by Lucas in the
the
(5), featuring
Alice Joyce;
"The Suspect"
(6), Soul"
featuring
Anita Stewart;
also largest
selection theatre at Deland, Florida, owned by the Deland
ofEducatlonals.
high-grade etc.
Serials.Guaranty
Special Pictures
Productions,
Amusement Company, and also in the new
Co., Comedies.
130 West Anderson
Theatre at Gulfport, Miss.
4Hth Street. New York.
CORCORAN'S LATEST DEVELOPING
CUT YOUR DEVELOPING
COSTS
SEND FOR PRICE LIST NO. •
751 Jersey Avenue

A. J. CORCORAN, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS AND PATENTEES
Offic* mad Factory

TANK WILL
IN TWO

Jerur City. N. i.
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Hotels, theatres, picture houses railroads, terminal*
iihI ■ ars a- well as public building* everywhere find Dixie
Penny1
Service highly
a public
convenience,
self-up|Hirtin^'Vending
and profitable,
appreiialed
by a steady
stream of users.
NDiviDVAL Drinking (yp (ohpany. ,|nc

Pure,
in Your

Theatre

Air

at All Times

When you install a Skinner Bros. Patent Direct Fired
Heater in your theatre, your patrons are assured of an
auditorium always filled with fresh, warm air. The Skinner
Bros. Heater operates both as a heater and a ventilator —
it is so constructed that it will keep all the open space in
your theatre at practically any temperature you may choose,
and can be regulated so as to draw as much or as little
fresh air as desired from outside.

Previewing

Economical
It has often been necessary for you to devote some
of your working hours to
previewing films. Perhaps
this had to be done in a cold
theatre — keeping your
operator overtime.

It is portable — can be carried anywhere.
Shows a movie on the wall, ceiling or floor.
Distributors in principal cities,
day for descriptive literature.

and

Easy

to Operate

The Skinner Bros. Heater is so effective that it needs to be
operated only a few hours in the afternoon and evening,
even during severest weather. It is simple and easy to
operate — burns coal, coke, oil or wood — is absolutely odorless. Where steam is available we supply our steam-coil
type SC. Send for book describing Skinner Bros. Heaters
in detail — please state whether you desire to use the directfired or steam-coil type.

Think of previewing your program in your
own home. You can do this with a DeVry
Portable Motion Picture Machine. Attached
to any light socket — can be operated on any
alternating or direct current. Takes standard
size film — shows any size picture from 9x12
feet depending upon the distance from the
screen.

The
DeVry
FACTORY:
1256 Marianna Street
Chicago, Illinois

Warm

Skinner Bros. Mfg. Co., Inc.
1440 S. Vandeventer Ave.
St. Louis, Mo.
Minneapolis, 818 Metropolitan Ufa Bldg.
Boston, 461 Little Bldg.
New York, 1718
Buffalo, 718 Morgan Bldg.
Philadelphia,
619 Flatlron
Otis Bldg.Bldg.
Chicago, 1719 Fisher Bldg.
Pittsburgh, 24 Wood St.
Cleveland, 628 Marshall Bldg.
San Francisco, Monadnock Bldg.
Detroit, 324 Schercr Bldg.
Spokane,
Ave. Evans Bldg.
Indianapolis, 342 Occidental Bldg.
Washington,425 0.First
C, 730

Write to-

Corporation
NEW YORK OFFICE:
141 West 42nd St.
New York City

Patented
Direct
Fired
HEATING

SYSTEM.
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Printing

Film
at the

$30SOLD BY ALL LEADING SUPPLY HOUSES
$50
Send /or Detcriptive Booklet.
$25
K0LLM0RGEN
OPTICAL COMPANY
$60
35 Steuben Street
Brooklyn, N. Y., U. S. A.
Manufacturers of the finest lenses in the W orld

The

Everything For
Motion Picture Theatre

Where do you buy your supplies?
Are you satisfied with what you buy?
Are the PRICES RIGHT and the SERVICE QUICK?
Are you always able to get what you want when you want it?
We sell service as well as merchandise.
Our motto, "Your money's worth or your money back."
For quick service and reliable goods.
SEND YOUR ORDER TO
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
We are the oldest Supply House in the Motion Picture Trade
746 S. WABASH AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILL.
Write today for our latest bulletin

r

■

Oet Catoloffue
Universal
Motor 30
Co.
Oshkosh, Wisconsin
THE

* to 11 inches

JVi to 6 inches

A STANDARD
UNIVERSAL
400
ft.
capacity,
F:3.5
leaf,
regular
and
triek erank,
forwardlatMt
and
reverse direct raehet take-up. three all aluminum
magailnet.
model, like new. olive drab finish, guaranteed.
HERE IS A RARE BARGAIN
WIRE YOUR ORDER NOW with twenty-five per cent, depotlt and
balance on examination.
$255.00
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
109 No. Dearborn St., Dept. 107, Chicago, Illinois
P. S. Write Bass your motion picture needs now. Most complete stock In the country
arid any Information you might want at your disposal.
Every continent knows the depeni Lability and superiority
of this
4 kw. work,
plant —either
the permanent
recognized orstandard for Universal
motion
traveling.
Also picture
for circuses,
carnivals,
etc.

PROJECTING

HALF
SIZE
S to 8% inches

QUARTER
SIZE
inch
3ZYi
2% inch
inch

Lowest
Price
Use your judgment!
American Film Company produces film printing sur-in
passed by none and equalled by very few laboratories
the world. The quality could not be higher!
"American" price is right because of quantity production facilities and an organization of skilled, time-tried
men.
Theycost.get the most out of your negatives at the
minimum
"American" location near the center of the country
insures speedy delivery.
Every one of the "Ten Points" is an argument why
you should buy "American" printing.
Try us!
Developing
Printing
American 10 Points:
Tinting
1— QUALITY. Prints known for
Toning
brilliancy and clearness. Expert
Editing
staff, trained by years of exTitling
perience, assures highest quality prints obtainable.
Z— REPUTATION.
Gained in 10
Ordinary film reduced
of experience. A concern
to American Standard
3— years
RESPONSIBILITY.
of strong financial standard.
Safety size.
4— LOCATION. In the proper geo(Absolutely fire - proof
graphical location, assuring
film passed by all fire
quick delivery anywhere.
underwriters.)
5— modem
EQUIPMENT.
obtainable.All of the most
6— CLEANLINESS. Within two
American Film Co.,
blocks of Lake Michigan. Away
Inc., Laboratories
from dirt and dust.
7— SAFETY. Plant approved by
6227 Broadway
City of Chicago and Board of
Chicago,and Illinois
Fire Underwriters.
8— PROMPTNESS. Accustomed to
London, England
serve exacting requirements.
9— PRICES. Reasonable and comSamuel S. Hutchinson, Pres.
petitive.
10— GUARANTEES.
Write for our
unique guarantee of quality
work.
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Let the theatre
i ventilation

Heating
v/entilatinq

i

1
tell specialists
you, hoyii?~
Send to H»v for \
Booklet 6
I4r6 brcadwav
PICTURE

rlcw ypRK., tf.v.
ON

I

EARTH

PORTER installs SIMPLEX PROJECTORS, Special Lenses, Robin
Electric Speed Indicators at 44th Street Theatre, N. Y., and Crescent
Theatre, Brooklyn, for D. W. GRIFFITH'S "WAY DOWN EAST."
B.

F.

PORTER,

EXCLUSIVE

1044 CAMP ST., NEW ORLEANS. LA.

EQUIPMENT,

255 NO. 13'- ST., PHILADELPHIA PA.

729-7th AVENUE, NEW YORK

64 W. RANDOLPH ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.
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report
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the

Western

Squipment
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know
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office

Oheotre

Seattle

Wash

Quality
Certainly
Counts

ORS
PROJECT
THIS COVERING A PERIOD OF
TWO YEARS
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JhePrecision Machine (pJnc.
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Guaranteed

HE

time

when

poor

"get by" is long
critical nowadays
absolutely

OUR
are

guarantee

the

lowest

We
and

have
are

high

class

The

about
have

THE

type

machinery

recently
in

and

re-organized

the

film

intend

printing

in the

Bryant

it, or, if you

and

rates

and

quality

of
we
at

printing

business

a specialty

speedy

on

company
of

deliveries.

negatives

stored

are lower

than

at any other

business.

Ask

your

1939
wish,

a representative

ASSOCIATED

our

to make

this, it will be worth

PhONE

Island,

latest

prints of the highest

at our laboratories

about

the

printing

insurance

laboratory

with

Long

price.

now

exclusively,

of a picture.

at Flushing,

fully equipped

can

prints would

to the success

laboratories

and

quality

past. The public is more
and first quality prints are

essential

developing

Prints

and
we

broker

while.

let us talk to you
will be pleased

call upon

you

SCREEN

to

in person.

NEWS,

INC.

LABORATORIES :
OFFICE :
Flushing, Long Island
120 West 41st Street, New York
Phone Flushing 2211
Phone Bryant 1939

UUST

AROUND

6y

THE

CORNER?

.

(Teaied

Cosmopolitan
Productions
Story by Fannie Hurst
Directed by Frances Marion
Settings by Joseph Urban
jr r w *s j- * * * m>i. \vvv\v\t\\v

A

Story

of

Classic

Simplicity

UWERYBODY
knows the meaning of the word
-■-^ mother — knows a mother's sacrifices — but the
mother who lives and breathes and suffers in "Just
Around
the Corner," becomes the mother of everybody.
We may not have suffered her acute poverty — but
we can see the hand of mother — our mother — in
every homelike touch she gives to her little tenement home — can struggle with her against the
white sickness which weakens her steps and makes
her a drag upon her children — and we suffer with
her as she sees her daughter drifting out of her

Everybody

Gets

life, looking outside of the home for recreation and
happiness.
That
is the setting, the drab background against
which the struggles of the mother and the temptations and pitfalls surrounding the daughter are
vividly cast.
But "Just Around the Corner" is lit with ennobling
faiths, bright touches of home life, winsome bits
of fun, and in the end with a mother's love triumphant— sacrificing itself at the feet of a daughter
redeemed.

"JUST

From the story by
AROUN
D
Fannie Hurst

Another

Humor

es que

!

ALSO written by Fannie Hurst — also produced by
Cosmopolitan Productions!
Both pictures read and re-read in story form by a million
readers !
Both pictures backed by advertising campaigns known
the motion picture world over for the finest that can be
produced— PICTURE INSURANCE for the exhibitor.
"Just Around the Corner" has a great drawing theme —
a great author's name behind it— and the success of
"Humoresque" by the same producers, as its greatest
advance agent.
It's

a

SZZ3

ER"

Directed by
E
Frances
Marion
H
T
Settings by
Joseph Urban

CORN

Mother

Love:

The Greatest Box-Office Theme

in the World

sque" across — made it the
THAT'S what put "Humore
Gold Medal Winner of 1920, awarded the Tiffany
medallion from the Photo-Play Magazine, BUT—
—the equally great, if not greater "mother" theme in the
mighty story of a mother's sacrifice in "Just Around the
Corner," is going to make this Super-Feature another and
greater "Humoresque" — don't mistake it.
Another clean-up opportunity for exhibitors.
Paramount

Picture

Humor
and
presents the same moneymaking features for the
exhibitor as "Humoresque" — a great, pulsing
mother theme — of gripping interest to audiences
everywhere — and backed
by an advertising campaign which forces the
public up to the boxoffice.

Realism

of the most charming delicacy and imagination
which proves life to be a
mixture of sunshine with
shadow

clothes this un-

forgetable drama with a
mantle of bright colorsmaking friends of all
who see the picture.
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Adolph Zukor presents

"TH

E
oJgnes
oMires

LAN

THA

E

T

HAD

NO

ERE'S a new star who
means big money to
H T
URN
your
box-office.
ING
Your patrons haven't
forgotten
"
her in Cecil B. DeMille's "Forbidden Fruit," and "The Affairs
of Anatol." And in "Too Much
Speed" and "Cappy Ricks."
Beauty,
them
all. talent, charm — she has
No finer story could be selected
than this, written by Sir Gilbert
Parker, author of "Behold My
It is a great emotional drama of
a wife's sacrifice, and it thrills
from start to finish.
The cast includes Theodore
Kosloff,
Wife!" Mahlon Hamilton, Frank
Campeau and Lillian Leighton.
By Sir Gilbert Parker
Directed by Victor Fleming
Scenario by Eugene Mullin
a
(paramount

picture
S3

MOVING
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Some Other Big

Paramount

Pictures

CECIL B. DE MILLE'S "The Affairs of
Anatol"
"THE SHEIK," with Agnes Ayres and
Rudolph Valentino. A George Melford production
WALLACE REID, GLORIA SWr ANSON
and ELLIOTT DEXTER in "Don't
Tell Everything"
K WALLINGFORD,"
"GET-RICH-QUIC
Cosmopolitan Production
WILLIAM de MILLE'S "Miss Lulu
Bett"
//
Oak'
WILLIAM S. HART in "White

has a rent
EVERYBODY
problem these days.
So they'll all want to see
this and laugh away their
troubles.
Without question the
funniest farce Wallie has
ever had. Based on a
theme that strikes home to
everyone, crowded with
screaming situations and
startling scenes.
Lila Lee in support does
some of her finest work.
Put out the sign
"RENT

FREE"

And you won't have to put out
/I

"FOR

Jesse L. Lask/

RENT"!

presents

WALLACE

R

ID

By IZOLA FORRESTER and MANN PAGE
Directed by— HOWARD WIGGIN
Scenario by... ELMER RICE..

ft (paramount

(picture/
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"We

Will

Guarantee
Satisfaction
Harriette Underhill in The New York

CHARLES
Famous
" The

Tribune

DICKENS

Novel

Perfect

Becomes
Movie

"

OUR

MUTUAL
Every

New

York

Reviewer
Praised

FRIEND

The

Perfect

Movie
"Characterizations marvelous
faction." — Tribune.

. .

we will guarantee satis-

"A masterpiece." — Globe.
"Quaint charm
Post.

. . . truthfully characterized." — Evening

"Rich and varied characterization." — Times.
"To miss the film is doing oneself an injustice." — Telegraph.
"Anyone
Telegram. who loves a good melodrama
"No Sun.
worshipper
it."—

at the Dickens

should not miss it." —

shrine can afford to miss

"Fascinating." — Herald.
"Splendid characterization." — American.
"Bright and shining example of something good in the movies."
— Daily News.
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COMMENDATION

good picture from every standpoint." "Added to the prestige of our
house. Bring on more Rex Beach pictures." "Pleased everybody and
made new customers." "It's a Rex Beach picture; that's enough."
"Heard many favorable comments." "Our audiences were more than
pleased." "Had enthusiastic reception."

"Sometimes thrilling, sometimes appealing, and always interesting."
"There is love interest, there are many thrills, the cast is splendid."
"Fights by the wholesale and job lot." "Full of action, intrigue,
heroism and romance." "Must have cost a fortune to make."

A genuine thriller, full of action that crackles with machin«-gun speed."
"Exhibitors will make no mistake in booking this picture." "Rich in
scenic investiture." "Bound to please the majority." "Good red blood
all the way through." "Vitality is the keynote of the picture."

Cffie J^xibfic

wonderful picture, wonderfully made." "Gives a new insight into
Alaskan conditions." "The ice scenes are gorgeous and thrilling."
"Has plenty of laughs without slap-stick stuff." "Lots of action and
pTenty of excitement." "Not a dull moment in it." "Has a good love
story."

Cffie J3ox-Office~

'Played to satisfactory business." "Brought good box-office results."
"Made money and new patrons for the house." "Properly exploited
it is sure-fire." "Wholesome and brings in money." "Stood the
money rest very well." "No complaints to make." "It filled the house."

OCNMCTT

PCCTOOCX COaPOAATfON
prejsntr a picturizafion of

fimoux Ola-rlcan railroad nous/
T)trectec> by
Scenario
by Dorothy Cfornurn
G.UJilliamMe'ill
Photography
Crnest JJaller
Caj-t- byincludes
WYNOMAM STAMOING • THUOJTON HALL • OCGINALO OCNMV
ALMA andTCLL
UNITED AtXnJTS COHPO&ATION

JAMES

The

Wild

Flavor

of

OLI

the Wilderness,

Strangely

An old house built two hundrea years
before by a chevalier of France who journeyed
far to the North, with its wide forest aisles —
its lakes and streams — its mountains. A scene
that, years later, was to prove a fitting background for the fair young Jeanne D'Arcambal,
wistful "flower of the north."
All the witchery and charm and, withal,
the ruggedness, which James Oliver Curwood
wrote into his famous novel has been caught
by > the director, David Smith, in this
Vitagraph special production.

1

ER

Blended

CURWOOD
DIRECTED BY
DAVID
SMITH
—

with the Courtly Atmosphere

of Old

France

There are fights — battles with fists and with
weapons — and back of it all a deeper, more sinister
struggle between a man, out to win honestly, and
the forces of wealth and greed.
Henry B. Walthall and Pauline Starke head
the all-star cast in this exceptional
romance.
Here is a picture big in
every sense of the word, appealing, thrilling, refreshing.
//
j A picture for everybody —
"Flower

of the North."
r «

at**,
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by Al. Russell and
DIRECTED
Perry Vekroff this rousing Universal Chapter-play is the story of a
red-blooded American's fight with a
foreign syndicate for possession of the
last big oil field in the United States.
A mighty thriller that jumps all over
the map and gives you a new location
with every smashing episode.
A Chapter-play that's as real as it is
dramatic, packed full of situations
that every boy and girl will understand and appreciate.
A continued feature that's as clean as
tis absorbing.
Played by the greatest screen hero of
the serial picture — your very surest
drawing card among all short subject
stars— EDDIE POLO!

See Your
UNIVERSAL

EXCHANGE

NOW!

MOVING
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Be

Sure

to Use
the

Big

Button
Promotion
detailed
your

Plan

in

copy

of the
Campaign

Book

If you have no copy of
this big helpful Book,
ask your Universal Exchange for one today —
Or write MOVING PICTURE WEEKLY, 1600
Broadway, New York.

PICTURE

WORLD
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Over
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25th

CENTURY

to
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WORLD

Country
Jan.

1st

is

WEEK

The happiest week of the year — they want to laugh — let 'em laugh! They want to
be happy — make them happy! Christmas Week is Century Comedy Week! Already
thousands of shrewd showmen have lined up a Century Comedy for every day in
Christmas Week— do the same good turn for yourself.
Give them LEE MORAN, that national comedian, in the first of his Century Series,
"THE STRAPHANGER"— they'll laugh their heads off while looking at themselves
in the Subway.
Let BROWNIE, the Wonder-dog, fascinate them with his almost human antics in
"SOCIETY DOGS"— "ALFALFA LOVE '—"GOLFING"— "BROWNIE'S LITTLE
VENUS" and "CHUMS," just released.
Show them lovable BABY PEGGY, the cutest kiddie on the screen, in "SEA SHORE
SHAPES"— "A MUDDY BRIDE" and "GET-RICH-QUICK-PEGGY."
Book up HARRY SWEET in "PLAYING POSSUM"— "THE DUMB-BELL"
his latest extravaganza, "SHIPWRECKED AMONG ANIMALS."
Nail all four of these sure-hit comedy
start at your Universal Exchange today

and
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DECEMBER
CARL
presents
Hi linn LAEMMLE
rtillHl IIP
kll*HhS> IB" IHIllfc V^ll||<'|l<iiil
A Parisian Scandal
\
Supported
by MaeDirected
Bush and
tram Grassby.
by BerGeo.
L. Cox. Story by Louise Winter

irilJIISC
Cheated
Hearts
IN
Directed by Hobart Henley. From
a novel by Wm. F. Payson

iOOTGBBSOM

* with Fitt!
Playi
mng
Drected
by Dallas Fitzgerald.
Story by J. V. Giesy

^Fire-Eater
Directed by Reeves Eason. Story
by Ralph Cummins

A William D. Taylor
Production
Adapted from William J.
Locke's novel and play "The
Morals of Marcus Ordeyne."
Scenario by Julia Crawford
Ivers.

Heart
Arthur

Appeal
James

In a Special
Edition

!

Speaking :

Editorial

of The

in the November

Moving

Picture

26th

World.

"Into a season of good pictures steps Realart
with a production that for absolute charm,
beauty
is
even

and

by the

human
greatest

appeal

is unsurpassed

of the year.

The

picture

MORALS
and

the

star —

and

MAY

what

a

star she

is! —

is

McAVOY

"The class of the picture is that of a great
special which should be heavily advertised to
the local public

well

in advance

tations at the theatres."

of its presen-

ARTHUR

i
An original story by
Mother

Directed
by
Sonya
Levien

Love!

Maurice Campbell
Scenario by
That's the appeal that is gripping audiences
today! Analyze the really great features of
the

season

been

built

When

a

and

you

upon
story

will find

this

same

of mother

dramatically told, there
heart that can resist it.
FIRST
Just the
and
with

story

a man
a

through

of a

who

heart

they

powerful
love
is

have

theme.

is faithfully,

not

a

human

LOVE
mother

was

throb

that

and

a

unworthy.
in

every

But

scene.

it all shines the radiance
pathetic dramatic work of

CONSTANCE

daughter

and

told
And
sym-

BINNEY

and
Percy Heath
^Aubrey Stauffer

An original story by
E. Lloyd Sheldon
Directed by
E. H. Griffith

Drama

!

This

is the

broke

the house record at Crand all's in Washington, and was booked a little later for a

repeat

picture

OF

and

romance

monsoon-swept

had

has

quite

dramatic

this

such

in the

that

shores

ALICE
Never

few

THE

beautiful girl caught
tal intrigue.

Action

a

weeks

ago

run.

DAWN
A

that

web

carry

of the

of Orien-

you

Yellow

to the
Sea.

BRADY

brilliant

a colorful

genius.

EAST

emotional

actress

background

for her

Adapted by
Douglas Doty

Pep!
Zip

and

From an original story by
Elmer Harris
Directed by

go!
Glad

Maurice Campbell

raiment!
Catchy

plot!

Side-busting
THE

SPEED
WITH

BEBE
As

a movie

titles!

GIRL

DANIELS

queen —

Scraping

the

Riding

clouds

in an

a run-away

Racing

an

aeroplane —

horse —

express

train

in her

motor-car!
You
Ox.

A t.

can

make

it on

high

with

this

one!

Thrills!

Midnight

in a tropical

jungle

The

wild

beat-

ing of tom-toms. The flare of torches. The
frenzied dance of Fiji braves in their hideous
war

paint.

illuminated
bound

And
by

by ropes

in the center
the

torch

to the

SOUTH

of this scene,

light, a white

voodoo

OF

girl

altar.

SUVA

STARRING
MARY
Stirring
Sea

MILES

drama

Island

when

of what

MINTER
happened

the young

on

American

a South
wife

a planter arrived to find that the man
married in the States had degenerated
a beachcomber.

of

she
into

Directed by

Suspense

Chester M. Franklin
Scenario by

!

J. Clarkson Miller
Wid's

says: —

"The

attraction

of

Realart's

screen version of David Belasco's stage
is by all means the performance of

BINNEY"

CONSTANCE
"The

play grips like a ghost story . . . observers need not apologize for gripping their

chair arms
— The New
THE
The

during the tensest minutes"
York Evening Journal.
CASE

original
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Edward
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Newspaper

Reviewers:

Reviewers:

Powerful mass appeal."
— N. Y. American.

"A title and a picture that will draw
. . . what women want to see
on the screen . . . exhibitor

Immensely

may depend upon capacity."
— M. P. News.

interesting."
— N. Y. Daily News.

Absorbing." — N. Y. Telegram.
"A box office attraction . . .
beautifully staged . . . strong
exploitation possibilities should

'Portrays real life." — N. Y. Sun.
'Spells box office." — N. Y. World.
'Entirely satisfactory."
—N. Y. Times.

make it exceptionally popular."
— Exhibitors Herald.

Film Bldg., 17th and Main Sis
Kansas City
838 South Olive St
Los Anceles
16 North Fourth St
Minneapolis
729 Seventh Ave
New York City
1235 Vine St.
Philadelphia
1201 Liberty Ave
Pittsburgh
124 Golden Gale Ave
San Francisco
2024 Third Ave
Seattle
3617 Washington Ave
St. Louis
525 Thirteenth Si., N. W. . Washi- -ton

Executive Offices
1540 Broadway, New York
Atlanta
146 Marietta Si.
Boston
78 Broadway
Buffalo
257 Franklin St
Cleveland
607 Film Exchange Bldg
Chicago
804 South Wabash Ave.
Cincinnati .... Pioneer St. and Broadway
Dallas
18124 Commerce Si
Denver
1714 Broadway
Detroit . . . .143 East Elizabeth St.
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Playgoers
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WORLD

Pictures
Presents-"

Across

The
with

Divide

Rosemary

Theby AND Rex Ballard
Produced By
G&J. Photoplay Company
Distributed By Playgoers Pictures
through Pa Che Exchange
Foreign Reprtisntaiive
tor PUyJoen Purturat
Sidney Garrett

"Across the Divide" is there a thousand ways. It has
the action; it has the heart interest; it has the sympathy
which inspires you to applause when the big moment
arrives. There is no story so gripping as the dramatic
stand of "under dog" who conquers in physical combat.
Search over the array of today's features. Size them
up. for adaptability to your use, audience appeal and
genuine satisfaction. You will find that this absorbing
story of courage, self-sacrifice and romance has all the
requirements demanded by your box office.
Book

"Across

the Divide"

Today.

December 17, 1921
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Adventure

and

Romance!

This five reel feature has caught them both!
J1 MAGINE
the ofaction
when mountain
the muttered threats
a fearless
clan takes form against a lone Government Ranger sent to patrol their lands,
the mountain called Little Smoky.
■
■

Imagine the romance between Anne,
wild-rose daughter of the clan, and the
Ranger. A romance clouded by the
coming of a strangely beautiful gypsy
lass, and glorified by the sacrifices of
the mountain maid when she discovers
her lover's danger.
In brief, "Anne of Little Smoky" is a
rousing and romantic out-door story of
31

intense hates, strong loves, spectacular fights and suspenseful situations
enacted against a magnificent background of rugged mountains.
Its cast includes Winifred Westover,
exquisitely charming in the title role;
Joe King as the two-fisted Government
Man; Dolores Casinelli as the flaming
Frank Sheridan as
beauty andmountaineer.
gypsy
the
hard-fighting
Here is a perfect audience picture —
big in every sense of the word.
It is an admirable offering on, any
program.
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Kind
Kind

of
of

Human

Audience

EXHIBITORS TRADE
REVIEW
December 10th, 1921
"THE

LIGHT

IN

THE

A GOOD CLEARING"
PICTURE THAT WILL HOLD
EVERY KIND OF HUMAN BEING IN
ANY KIND OF AUDIENCE. The screen
can use more such stories, filmed as
notable authors write them. Irving Bacheller's story is one of these. Mr. Hunter
has sacrificed nothing of his abilities as a
director in holding to the author's plan, and
yet the result is a highly interesting picture
whose suspense is unvarying from beginning to end.
It is a melodrama, but melodrama of a finer
sort, with a real plot and several unusually
thrilling situations.
Eugenie Besserer as Roving Kate, the
crazed outcast daughter, registers brilliantly the most difficult part of the play. It
is a great characterization of an unusually
exacting role.
The photography is excellent. The titling
is good and the direction compares with
the best of the year.
THE
AUDIENCE
THAT
IS NOT
PLEASED WITH THIS ENTERTAINMENT WILL BE
DIFFICULT TO
PLEASE
WITH
ANY PICTURE.

WM AV VO GEL
FOREIGN
DISTRIBUTOR
«•
FAMOUSCANADIAN
PLAYERS
FILM SERVICE
LTD
DISTRIBUTORS
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SID GRAUMAN'S
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York City.
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January

BOOK

The

YOUR

Ninth

Policies
Business Integrity

13

SHOWS

Anniversary

That
Brought
Success-.
The guiding hand of William Fox, a showman with a purpose fulfilled.
Breaking clean at all times with showmen and the public they serve.

Production Quality

Unerringly giving the public what it wanted when it wanted it, and making
each succeeding production a reflection of highest quality ideals.

Financial Resources

Making vast, judicious expenditures when necessary to advance the interests
of motion pictures and the industry, the showman, and his public.

Foreign Markets Expansion

Giving the whole world the benefits of Fox's American organization and
prestige and instituting studios at strategic points for the acquisition of
rS
foreign material to entertain the American public.

Perfected Organization

Every department working like clockwork with the others, each supervised
by a trained executive who knows every angle of his profession— all units
constantly operating as a highly effective and efficient whole.

Confidence of. the Trade

Open and aboveboard in all business transactions and rigorously maintaining
the highest standards of fair-square dealing.

Studio Efficiency

The largest and most completely equipped studios in the industry, manned
by a highly competent corps of experts in every branch.

Exhibitor Good-will
Showmanship

Public Favor

1Q14

Pledging assured profits and absolute independence; "never^ attempting
assume management of a loyal showman's theati
J

Anticipating what the pubh^vvants, and therefofFwb^he %
J> r
J, \
have, and producing it. {

{

Becaase"oHheir sustaWcTfiighest «£»ality ajnd the,consistent individuality of
theirappeai, Fox productions always are>oii«bt after and Wronized liberally.

1916

1917

1918

lqiQ

1Q20

r
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is a distinct

up

a

. . . For

thrilling

whole

innew

it is a real

than

most

of

"thrillers."

— From "Exceptional Photoplays"
for November, 1921, published by
The National Board of Review of
Motion Pictures.

Address

KINETO

Your

Inquiries

COMPANY

OF

to

AMERICA

INCORPORATED

71 West

Twenty-third

St.

New

York

City

WILLIAM

STEINER

PRODUCTIONS

presents
Now
Booking

Now
Booking

Ga., Fla., Ala.,
No. and So.
Carolina, Tenn.,
La., Miss.,
Texas, Okla.,
Ark. may be
booked from
the following
offices:

w. B. A.
Productions Co.
32 Winchester St.
Boston, Mass.
All New England States
Frank
Zambreno
808 So. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Unity Photo
Plays Co.
Northern
111. and Indiana

Southern
States
Film Co.
1815 Main St.
Dallas, Tex.
Southern
States
Film Co.

M. A. Kahn
Federated Film
Exchange
115 W. 17th St.
Kansas City, Mo.
Western Mo.
and Kansas

Ill Walton St.
Atlanta, Ga.
Southern
States
Film Co.
226 Union Ave.
Memphis, Tenn.

Harry Charnas
Standard Film
Exchanges
Film Bldg.
Detroit, Mich.
Film Bldg.
Cincinnati, O.
Sloan Bldg.
Cleveland, O.
Ohio, Kentucky
and Michigan

Southern
States
Film Co.

Floyd St. John
Co-Operative
Film Exchange
107 Golden Gate
Ave.
Ban Francisco, Cal.
California
Arizona, Nevada
Hawaii Islands

Col., Utah,
Montana, Wyoming,

Gene Marcus
Twentieth Century Film Co.
256 N. 13th St.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Eastern Pa. and
Southern New
Jersey
E. R. Champion
916 G St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Del, Md.,
Virginia and
District of
Columbia

914 Gravier St.
New Orleans, La.
Greater
Features, Inc.
2010 3d Ave.
Seattle, Wash.

Oregon, Washington, Idaho,
New Mexico,
Alaska

With seven more sure shots to follow. Ask your nearest exchange for bookings on the new NEAL HART series of thrilling western five-reel photodramas, all pictured on virgin territory and packing real punches.
"AMERICA'S

PAL"

is supported by well-known screen artists, and a galaxy of rough riders of
the west.
Address all communications
WILLIAM

STEINER PRODUCTIONS
NEW
Suite 605-611—220 West 42d Street

YORK

CITY

Sam Werner
United Film
Service
3628 Olive St.
St. Louis, Mo.
Eastern Mo. and
Southern III.
Other
Now Territory
Being
Arranged For
Everyone
Wants a Franchise for the
New Neal Hart
Series
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about its success:

WORLD

Box

Office

Hit

has played it tell you

Patrons well pleased. — Joseph Powers, Liberty Theatre,
Jonesboro, Ark. ■
Every one liked the picture. — -James F. Lynch, Empress
Theatre, Laramie, Wy'o.
Audiences delighted. — Harry Sands, Loezt/s Mall, Cleveland, Ohio.
Good attendance ; all pleased. — James P. Dunlevy, Strand,
Akron, Ohio.
Equaled biggest box-office record. Anita Stewart a prime
favorite. — Herbert H. Johnson, Luna Theatre, Lafayette,
Ind.
Audiences captivated. Storm scenes gripped them. —
Stanley Chambers, Palace Theatre, Wichita, Kan.
&

A*

&

Speaking of
Louis B. Mayer's presentation of

ANITA

STEWART
the inimitable star in

44
Playthings

of

Destiny

By Jane Murfin and Larry Trimble; Directed by Edwin Carewe;
Scenario by Anthony Paul Kelly
A

Released
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A
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say

Mabel

of

Normand^

Kew York, December 6, 1921
Assooiated
First
National
Picture*.
Inc.,
4»
6-8 West 48th Street, Hew York, N.T.
Gentlemen:
"Molly 0" has proven a tremendous Buooess. I
oonaider it a greater box office picture than "Mickey." It
has humor, pathos, thrills and dramatio appeal. One picture
in a thousand. The big crowds at the Central Theatre were
delightei*
The theatre is still Jammed after two weeks run.
Held it over for indefinite run. The exhibitor who wants an

MABEL
N O R M AN D

exceptional pioture that appeals to all classes should grab
"Molly 0" quiok.
Yours very truly.
Central Theatre, Broadway, H.Y.
Andrew J. Cobe, Manager.
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Exhibitor!

I'm
We aim to give
you the facts. This time we slipped up !
W
ro
ng
!
We said, "The Lotus Eater" opened at the Capitol
Theatre, New York, to 12,547 paid admissions the first

day — w ith total receipts for the day of $11,473.00.

THE

Paid
Total

REAL

Admissions,
Receipts,

FACTS

First

First

Day

Day

-

-

-

17,547

-

$12,647.21

We

wish to thank Mr. Edward Bowes, managing director of the Capitol Theatre, for calling our attention
to the real facts. .

Speaking

of

JOHN

BARRYMORE
in

"The

Lotus

Eater"

From Albert Payson Terhune's
Story in the Cosmopolitan
Personally Directed by

Marshall
a John

Barrymore

Neilan
Production
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This

Comedy

Excerpts from confidential reports of First
National's
first time: reviewing staff, published for the
The best comedy we have seen from the Sennett
studios. Box office value excellent. — C. L. Y.
This is by far the best two-reel comedy Mack Sennett
has produced in years. — F. M. B.
Good comedy.
Plenty of laughs. — R. D.
Will keep an audience in that kind of laughter that
multiplies as it goes along. — L. M.
Surprise stunts and fast action keeps the laughs going.—H. J.
Splendid box office value. A corking comedy. —
C. F. C.
Excellent box office value.

Very funny. — S. C. E.

More fun and originality than any other Sennett
production we have looked at. — C. L. B.
Will please wherever it is shown. Good box office
value. — W. E. M.
Good box office attraction. Novel stunts create
laughs.— J. R. K.
Good comedy, good laughs. — M. B. B.
Box office value good. New gags and fast action
make it good entertainment. — R. H.
Excellent box office value. Way and by far the
best Sennett in a long time — W. F. E.
Speaking

of

Sennett's
Mack
presentation of
"Be

Reasonable"

A Two-Reel Comedy
Knockout with Billy
Bevan and Mildred June
Directed by Roy Del Ruth
Distributed

by Associated

First National

Released

on

Pictures, Inc.

the

Open

Market

-Available

to

All

Exhibitors
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STARDUST
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Star

7 can give you jewels — wealth."

A

FIRST

NATIONAL

Story

"You're lucky to get me," he told her.

ATTRACTION

The

Criticism

of

Pictures

NO

subject is of more importance to the exhibitor of moving pictures, to the distributor of
moving pictures and to the producer of moving pictures than the criticisms of screen productions which are published in the trade.
It is essential in each instance that these criticisms or reviews be the honest opinion of the writer
and the result of his application of his best judgment. That is his beginning but not his ending, his
foundation, not his completed work. The next step is the application of show standards and of the
laWs — for there are definite laws — of dramatic structure. The criticism must not only be the truth
but it must be a constructive criticism that will serve at once to acquaint the exhibitor with a picture's
merits and defects from a show point of view.
The exhibitor as the purchaser of the wares is the first to be considered, for the full and exact
information is the exhibitor's absolute right. The careful and useful critic also will consider the
producer in order to give him the full benefit of his experience and judgment.
>
We often are greeted with the fallacy, "Oh, well, it's just one individual's opinion after all."
This is only true of the untrained and inexperienced judge who may be viewing the production for
the readers of his publication. This judge could in no sense be called a critic nor is his opinion of
any especial value. If on the other hand the critic knows dramatic structure, knows the laws of
play building and has in addition had an actual experience in judging productions for the market,
then his is not merely the "opinion of one individual" because he applies the rules and his experience
in accurate measurement of the product. The result — under these conditions is important.
We are going to this length in this informal talk on criticism because criticism is of the highest
value to the discerning showman and we desire to acquaint our readers with the standards on which
our reviewers predicate their decisions.
We as human beings are willing to proclaim to the trade that we do not regard ourselves as
heavily impressed with our own perfection, and we desire to say also that we would feel uncomfortable and alone in this world of faults if we had attained that interesting position.
We do desire to impress upon you the fact that we approach criticism with a sincere desire to
play fair, to be just, to praise and to blame as cordially as the production may warrant. We believe
that our progress has been due entirely to this program and out of the storehouse of experience if
there be value for the showman we desire that our showmen everywhere shall profit by it.
Criticism that is constructive is second only in importance to the creative faculty and though we
may disappoint a producer we feel our duty well performed if we give to the exhibitor that which
will be of actual help to him in his business.
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Body

Leadership

Proposed

WITHIN
the past few weeks representatives of some of the most important
producing and distributing companies have met for the purpose of bringing
into existence a new
dustry. Representatives of
Pictures Company, Fox Film
pany, were the originators of

and important organization in the moving picture inthe Vita graph Company, Pathe Exchange, Goldwyn
Company and the Universal Film Manufacturing Comthe idea.

The chief purpose of the proposed organization, which would include practically all of the producing and distributing companies of the United States, was to
effect a better understanding of those interested in the producing and distributing
branches of the business and to work in harmony with exhibitors. The general
scope and plan called for much of the same work that is now being handled by the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry.
One of the outstanding features of the plan submitted was to secure the services of a man of national reputation to head this proposed trade organization and one
who was in no way directly or indirectly interested in the motion picture business.
Many prominent men were suggested, but no final choice has been made.
A premature publication appeared in a New York newspaper of Thursday, December 8,and indicated in the headline that this movement was a "combine" of various producing and distributing companies. This is absolutely untrue and outside
of the facts. No combine of any kind has been or is contemplated by those interested in launching the new organization, which is intended to function solely as like
organizations in other industries.
In addition to the above named, the following companies indicated a willingness
to join the proposed new association: Metro Pictures Corporation, Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, Associated First National Exhibitors, Inc., Triangle Film Corporation, United Artists Corporation, D. W. Griffith, Realart Pictures Corporation,
Select Pictures Corporation, and Educational Pictures Corporation.

s News
Week
the
in
Spots
High
dissolution
of
the
Willat
Studios
and
The
traveling
advisory board idea
the
g
ion of prohibitin
THEuse quest
of nitro-cellulose film stock Laboratories, with a capital stock of
is adopted by First National's Washand enforcing the substitution $500,000 and an appraised valuation
ington, D. C., Get-Together. Meetof $485,000. Adam Kessel, Jr., is
ings also held in Detroit and San
of non-inflammable and slow-burnFrancisco.
tary.
ing film has again been revived by the treasurer and Charles Kessel, secre* * *
National Fire Protective Association
* * *
and is being considered by the
Secretary of the Treasury Mellon
N. A. M. P. I. # * *
The New York State censors will lauds Congress for its repeals of the
ask the legislature for a law which rental tax, the nuisance taxes and
The Northern and Southern Ohio would combine the seal of the comthe transportation and other levies
mission and the serial number of the left out of the new revenue law.
exhibitor organizations are expected
to merge into one state body at an picture itself, thus making it impos* * *
"All-Ohio" convention to be held in
sible for an exchange to affix a serial
"Jimmy" Walker stages an oratoriToledo on December 12 and 13. Na- number to a reel bearing the seal.
cal circus side-show before First Na* * *
tional officers will address the sestional franchise holders at Charlotte.
sions. An enlightening campaign of
Exhibitors
win
an
overwhelming
N.
C,
but fails to shatter their coneducation will be inaugurated in the
fidence in the company.
victory in Waterloo, Iowa, when that
twenty-two congresional
districts.
* * *
place votes for a liberal Sunday.
* * #
Charlotte, N. C, for four days is
Partnership dissensions and the deThe Baltimore Evening Sun joins mecca for prominent figures in the
sertion of Fort Lee, N. J., as a production center, cause Charles and in a general excoriation of the Marythousands of "outland censors for taking the joy out industrysiders" asand
Anne Baumann to file a petition in
the Southern Motion Picture Exposition scores a big hit.
the New York Supreme Court for a of motion pictures.
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of a MassachuION
ORGANIZAT
Unit of the Motion
setts State
Picture Theatre Owners of America, with the election and installation of
a strong and representative personnel of
officers thereunder, was a salient feature
of one of the largest exhibitor conventions ever held in New England, which
opened December 6 at the Copley-Plaza
Hotel in Boston, was continued in the
evening by a banquet in the Swiss Room
at that hostelry, and came to a close late
the next afternoon following an enthusiastic session in the banquet hall at the
Hotel Arlington.
Included in the attendance were representative theatre owners from every part
of the Bay State, as well as members of
the executive boards of the association
from Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Rhode Island and Connecticut. All came
ready to lend every assistance possible in
making the sessions the most memorable
in the film history of New England.
Organization of the Massachusetts Unit
and the election of officers featured the
second afternoon session, and these officers later were installed by President
Sydney S. Cohen of the national organization The
.
following will serve for the
ensuing term :
President, Jacob Lourie, Boston ; first
vice president, G. W. Allen, Jr., New
Bedford ; second vice president, John
Keon, Salem ; executive secretary, N.
Yamins, Fall River ; treasurer, Edward
R. Gregory, Dorchester ; recording secretary, Charles Ross, Boston ; executive
committee, P. Markel of Adams, Glover
Ware of Beverly, Gordon Wightley of
the Poli Circuit, A. R. Lawton of Fitchburg, George Giles of Boston, Al Summerby of Boston, George Ramsdell of
Maiden, Louis Boas of Fall River, Stanley Summer of Boston, Tom Sorriero of
Lowell, Samuel Pomansky of Boston,
Roy Averill of Boston, Nathan Hoffman
of Somerville, E. D. Rhind of Attleboro
and W. E. Warr of Wareham.
President Lourie, in assuming the chair
spoke briefly but pointedly as to the value
and importance of such an organization
to the exhibitors of Massachusetts, and
what it signifies to them as a means of
self-preservation and for the betterment
of their business interests. He expressed
his confidence that he would be able, with
the assistance of his officers and executive
committee, to build a strong and prosperous organization in the state. He pledged
the hearty support of the Massachusetts
organization to the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America and its avowed
purposes.
The principal address of the afternoon
was by Senator James J. Walker, counsel
for the Motion Picture Theatre Owners

A.

WORLD

Massachusetts

After

Boston

of America, who discussed the First National sub- franchise and denounced it as
unfair, unequitable and unjust. In effect,
his speech was in the same vein as that
delivered by him at the Chamber of Commerce in New York on November 27. He
charged alleged questionable methods
were adopted with exhibitors throughout
the
though methods
in sayingused
thatin"while
somecountry,
of the drastic
other
parts of the United States may not have
been used in New England, we cannot
afford to give them absolution because
they have been fair in this community,"
he unconsciously took the sting out of his
accusations.
Jacob Lourie, owner of five theatres in
Boston and one of the best known men in
the business here, opened the initial session of the convention yesterday, with
more than 200 representative Massachusetts theatre owners and officials from
other New England state units in attendance. Mr. Lourie welcomed the gathering and extended the good will of the
theatre owners generally to Sydney S.
Cohen, national president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, and
Senator James J. Walker, the national
counsel, both of New York ; and to President True of the Connecticut unit, President Bean of the New Hampshire unit,
President Fay of the Rhode Island unit
and the other visitors and delegates.
In a brief speech he told of the work
ahead for the Massachusetts theatre owners and how the referendum on state
censorship should engage their most earnest attention from now on. He urged all
to maintain a close and effective organization to meet all phases of the theatre business, as it developed from time to time.
disposiCalling especial attention to the liberties
tion of some producers to take
with the theatre owners, he declared it

Refuse

Unit

Convention

had been amply demonstrated that the
way to overcome this evil is through effective organization.
National President Cohen discussed the
recent accomplishments of the national
body, especially with reference to the
adjustment of differences with the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation that had
been brought to the official attention of the
organization. He declared also that all
the agreements made with Adolph Zukor,
in this relation, were being observed and
the best of feeling now prevails between
the theatre owners and the company.
Calling attention to "Official Urban
Movie Chats," the new screen organ of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, which is to make its initial appearance on January 15 next, Mr. Cohen
said that it would be the connecting link
between the theatre owner and the public,
in which the exhibitor would adapt the
work of the theatre to the service of public ends so far as possible.
The convention indorsed the "Movie
Chats"
and pledged
the members
of the
Massachusetts
state unit
to use them
as
much as practicable in their theatres. It
also was pointed out by Mr. Cohen that
constant improvements in the weekly issues of the "chats" are contemplated, and
he besought the co-operation of all theatre owners in making this new feature a
real success.
The convention voted to give all possible aid to the legislative committee during
the present session of Congress and cooperate with the national body for such
work as could be effective in defeating
state censorship in Massachusetts.
Senator Walker followed with a characteristic speech. He reviewed the work
of the organization throughout the counaccomplished
that 784)
especially
try, stressing
{Continued
on page

to Affiliate with M. P. T. O. A.
{Special to the Moving Picture World)
Birmingham,

Ala., December

8.

organization of Alabama Exhibitors' Association was perfected here at a meeting held on Tuesday. Bert H. Mooney, of Birmingham, was elected
president. Mr. Mooney is the manager of the Mudd
and Colley Theatre here. The meeting went on record
as being opposed to affiliating with M. P. T. 0. A.
E. T. Peter of that organization was present and
urged that indorsement be given that body, which
they went on record as being opposed to. They also
refused to indorse the Urban Movie Chats.
The
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Month Incorporations
Rcpresen t SI, 563, 500;
Week's Total $751,500
November added thirty-three to the
number of companies incorporated in
New York State this year for the purpose of entering the motion picture industry. These represent a capitalization
of $1,563,500, and show an increase both
in number and capitalization in comparMotion

Picture

PICTURE

WORLD

ison to the twenty-eight companies
formed during the previous month, aggregating $1,452,500. This brings the total of motion picture -companies incorporating up to December 1, to 422 and
reveals a total capitalization of $26,015,300.
It is estimated that the total motion
picture companies incorporating in New
York State this year and filing the
necessary papers in the secretary of

Directors

Against

Extravagant Prologues and Extras
The following important letter is self explanatory and Moving Picture World is fully in accord with its contents:
Arthur James, Editor Moving Picture World.
Dear Sir: — As the result of a spirited discussion held at the last meeting of the Motion Picture Directors' Association, I have been instructed
to write you this letter.
The Motion Picture Directors' Association feels that it would be to
the material advantage of the industry if certain extravagant and unnecessary phases of motion picture presentation were curtailed.
We mean specifically: Atmospheric prologues, vaudeville numbers,
expensive orchestras.
In almost all the larger cities of the United States first-run theatre
managers have gradually added theatrical features to their feature
entertainment until today in many instances the theatrical entertainment overshadows the featured photodrama of the program. This
condition is a serious menace to any further advances in motion picture
production.
In the first place it is subtly impressing a certain class of our public
with the thought that the play is not the tiling but that the trimmings
are. In other words it is belittling the importance of the photoplay
upon which the entire industry has builded.
In the second place, added numbers often take up so much of the
program time that the feature picture is "raced" by the projectionist in
order to maintain a time-table schedule. This works grievous injustice
alike to audience and to author, director and players.
In the third place this custom is increasing the cost of exhibition to
such a prohibitive figure that many exhibitors are forced out of Business
by the loss they must sustain, and admission prices are increased to such
extent that we lose an important and intelligent— but economicalportion of our public.
In the opinion of this association, whose members are dedicating their
lives to the betterment of motion pictures, the over-elaborate prologue
is a useless adjunct to the feature picture, often even destroying dramatic
effect and turning the climax to anti-climax: the place for vaudeville
is in the vaudeville house, and the greater portion of the picture-going
public prefers its motion picture comedy and drama "straight"? and
while the musical accompaniment is an invaluable part of picture presentation and is working wonders in furthering musical culture in this
country, expensive orchestras are unnecessary and often in poor taste.
The Motion Picture Directors' Association believes tbat these theatrical features have been brought to become such an important part in
American picture programs through a mistaken sense of showmanship
and in some cases mere personal rivalry between managers. We believe
that extravagant presentation is futile because it does not increase the
attractiveness of motion pictures to the general public
Sincerely yours.
VYM. D. TAYLOR

President Motion Picture Directors' Association

December 17, 1921
state's offices at Albany, will reach 500 and
represent a capitalization of approximately S30.000,000.
Each day during the week of November 27 witnessed the incorporation of a
companv with capitalization ranging from
$5,000 to $500,000. These companies
with the directors and amount of capitalization are:
Katonah Productions, Inc., $500,000,
Carlo Hahn. Armin Kohn. Edith Sherman, New York; Worth While Pictures
Corporation. $10,000, Edgar Selden. Jacob Ginsburgh, B. A. Leerburger, New
York : Foreign Pictures Corporation.
$200,000, Fred C. Kluge. Al Schwarz and
Toseph Schwarz, New York; Paul Warhaftig. Inc., SI 1.000. Paul Warhaftig.
Morris Hirschman, Abraham Phillips.
Brooklyn ; Model Film Exchange. $5,000.
H. M. Mulstein. John Mulstein. Fred
Meyers. New York ; Ruby Amusement
Company, Brooklyn. $25,000. Jonah and
Harry Levin, Rebecca Rosenberg. New
York : Kirdan Film Companv. $500, J.
B. Daniels. J. P. Kirwan. Robert McGowan, New York.
State Theatre,

Brooklyn,

Opens to Big Crowds
Messrs. Strausberg and Bleendes formally opened their new State Theatre,
DeKalb and Franklin avenues. Brooklvn,
N. Y., the evening of December 1.
Seating fifteen hundred, the house
promises to need its stout walls to hold
the crowds, for it is the sort of comfortable, well ventilated, safe and beautiful house that never has difficulty drawing the people.
The Simplex projectors have the Sunray Arc high intensity lamps, and there
is absolutely no better projection than
that delivered on the opening night.
Acquit

Manager

for

Opening on Sunday
After deliberating less than an hour, a
jury of representative citizens in the city
court at Bicknell. Ind.. returned a verdict of not guilty in the case of Charles
Mitchell, owner and manager of the
Colonial and Grand Theatres, of Bicknell. who was arrested a few weeks ago
on charges of desecrating the Sabbath
by operating his theatres on Sundays.
The decision of the jury will mean, it
is believed, that no further attempts will
be made by the city authorities to interfere with the operation of the Sunday
shows, as it was generally agreed before
the trial that the case would stand as a
test of the ordinance.
On account of an iniury to his hand received
the
during the tight scene in "Peter Ibbetson,"
scenes in "The Champion."
f similar
filminc Reid's
Wallace
next starring vehicle, have been
intimate
frier. - Only: h:«
was sometime
of Mr.It Read's
a fewirrurv.
postponed.
he discovered
after the filming of the scene that
there was something wrong with the thumb
of his right hand. An X-ray examination
proved that one of the smaller bones had been
shattered.
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Enjoying

making good the promthan
MORE ises
of its sponsors, the second
annual ball of the Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce held at the
Hotel Astor Saturday evening, December
3, was an overwhelming success. Those
who attended the initial ball of this organization held a year ago realized that
it set a merry pace and would be hard to
beat. But last year's affair, big and successful as it was, was dwarfed by this
•one. Everything went off without a
hitch on schedule time, everybody was
happy, everyone satisfied and loath to
leave. Why, even with the approach of
■daylight on Sunday morning, after the
•commuting film folk had scurried to
•catch the paper and milk trains so as to
be able to make early excuses for not
reaching home on the last night train,
the floor of the big ballroom was comfortably filled with happy couples stepping to the enticing strains of two inspiring bands. William Brandt, president
•of the T. O. C. C, and his assisting committee, should be more than just praised
for making the affair the success it was.
They should be personally thanked by
■everyone there. Approximately 1,600
persons were present.
And speaking of those two bands, it
is safe to say that no function in the big
town in many a day has had better music. The dancing, of course, was the piece
de resistance of the whole affair, and
the publicity man in his advance notices
was extremely modest in his promises of
the musical treats in store. Not satisfied with having Louis Fischer's famous

WORLD

Enormous
Big

T.

band, the committee arranged also to
have Ted Lewis, one of the reigning jazz
kings, bring his famous band along, and
for several hours, first one and then the
other of these bands kept the big crowd
stepping out. In fact, such a hit was Ted
with his comedy stunts with his trick hat
and saxophone and clarinet that many
stopped dancing to enjoy his antics.
But this was only one of the many
things provided for the entertainment of
the guests. Sandwiched in between the
dances were a number of high class acts
from the Keith, Moss and Shubert vaudeville circuits ; then there were a number of
film stars who were introduced to the
audience, and last but not least an excellent motion picture of the affair which
was taken, finished and shown to the
guests long before the ball was over.
We must not forget the excellent dinner provided although only a buffet supper was promised. Well, if that was a
buffet supper, the majority of those present would not like to partake of a dinner
unless they had to go on scant rations
for several days previous, for the service was complete from celery to nuts,
and the Astor management seemed to
be seeking to outdo its own excellent
reputation by the manner in which the
enormous crowd was handled. Everyone
knows the huge capacity of the Astor
main dining room. That was filled in
a jiffy; then the same thing happened to
the hunting room and then two other
big dining rooms had to be requisitioned.
Everybody was having such a wonderful time in the ballroom that it was nearly

1. Ex-Governor Al
Smith (center),
Presiwas onedentof William
Brandt's (left)
guests of honor.
2. A view of the
dance floor looking
from east to west.
3. A view of the
dance floor looking
from west to east.

4. Ted Lewis supsnappy dance
music,pliedblue
songs
and comedy.
his familiar

Photos by Screen Snapshot*
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Crowd
C.

C.

Ball

two a. m. before the "supper" got under
way, and so loath were many to leave the
well-laden tables and pull themselves away
from the carnival atmosphere that they
missed a part of the picture of the ball
that was screened between two and three
a. m. In fact, there was so much to enjoy
that it made you wish you were twins.
For the amusement of the guests while
dining, all kinds of novel headgear from
the tin-can style of Happy Hooligan to
the elaborate black and white columbine
cornucopia affairs were provided, besides
these there was a regular shower of toy
balloons, whistles, serpentines, etc. As
one man remarked, it was just like Broadway on New
only a more
Who
was Year's
there?Eve,
Why,
rosterso. of
the prominent persons present would read
like a 'Who's Who in Filmdom" or look
like a complete catalogue of the industry.
Practically everyone of importance who
was in New York Saturday and could
possibly attend was on hand. Among
those present were Carl Laemmle, J. D.
Williams, Lewis J. Selznick, E. W. Hammons, Arthur S. Kane, Jules Brulatour,
William Fox, Charles Urban, Sydney S.
Colien, Billy Brandt, W. E. Shallenberger, Joe Brandt, Edward Earle, Abe Warner, Wid Gunning — but why go on — they
were all there, and if there were any missing, it was because business kept them
away. Then there were distinguished
guests from outside the industry, such as
former Governor Al Smith, and Health
Commissioner Copeland, and Benny
Leonard, the lightweight puglisticpion.cham.... . _J
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And the stars. There was Charlie Ray,
Will Rogers, Mae Murray, Richard
Barthelmess and his charming wife Mary
Hay, Hope Hampton, and the new star
Billie Dove, and Madlaine Traverse as
well as others; and the ranks of the directors were represented by Eric Von
Stroheim, Robert Leonard, Ben Wilson
and William Christy Cabanne. The majority of these were introduced to the
audience and several made such good
speeches that they proved that movie stars
can talk as well as they can act.
But we must not forget the host of exhibitors present, and the machine and accessory people, for every branch of the
industry was fully represented, as was
said before. Nor must we forget the
motion picture of the crowd, for what
could be more appropriate than a picture
of the occasion. Not only was the picture the best of its kind, but the rapidity
with which it was made and shown is believed to have established a record. Although shots were being taken all the evening up to midnight, it is announced that
within 1 hour and 57 minutes after the
final shot, the completed film was back
in the hotel, 1 hour and 27 minutes being
consumed by the laboratory work. And
the picture was not simply a few shots of
the people on the floor, or the crowd as
they first entered the ballroom, but a full
reel showing also prominent people in the
boxes and on the dance floor, Ted Lewis
and his band in action, and several humorous sidelights. No one would have
judged from looking at the picture that
it was made in such record time, for it
was fully titled, not with scratch titles
but the regular thing, well photographed
and edited. The credit for this stunt
goes to Jack Cohn and Joe Brandt, of
Screen Snapshots, and to the Republic
Laboratories, also to the Sunlight Arc
Company, Raven Screen Company and
the Precision Machine Company.
A list of box holders includes J. D.
Williams, Warner Brothers, D. J. Hennessey, Lewis J. Selznick, Hiram Abrams,
Abe Warner, Rufus S. Cole, Adolph Zukor, Carl Laemmle, Morris Kohn, Marcus Loew, William Brandt, Earl W. Hammons, Wid Gunning, Al Lichtman, Samuel Goldwyn, J. L. Ryan, A. E. Lefcourt,
Ben S. Moss, Moving Picture World, Hyman Winik, E. M. Porter, Ralph H.
Clark, Sydney S. Cohen, William Fox,
Sydney S. Cohen, Mae Murray, Jules E.
Brulatour, Charles Urban.
Full credit should also go to Harry
Reichenbach — The White Haired Boy —
for the manner in which he performed his
role of master of ceremonies. Harry
was his usual efficient, humorous and
snappy self.
For the benefit of our feminine readers
who might be interested in how the stars
were dressed we offer a sketchy description of some of the gowns.
Mae Murray had her piquant beauty set
off with a crimson velvet draped gown
with moire girdle.
Hope Hampton entered her box in a
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chinchilla cape and upon removing it disclosed acreation of white crystal beads on
white satin, with strings of pearls about
her neck.
Madelaine Traverse looked especially
statuesque in black net over gold metallic
brocade.
Billie Love's beauty was set off with a
simple French blue velvet gown.
Mary Hay wore beaded old rose georgette.
* * *
It seemed that not only the stars but
every woman present was stunningly
gowned. And there were more beads
than all the barbaric places combined have
ever used.
* * *
Brandt was certainly a name of prominence, for much of the success depended
on President Billy, in charge of arrangeBryson

Now

Universal

ments, and Joe, who with his side-partner,
Jack Cohn, pulled off the record-breaking
motion picture stunt.
* * *
On the way in to the ball we met Will
Rogers in the Astor lobby. When he was
asked if he intended to join the party he
said he would as soon as he could get used
to the boiled shirt he had on and the red
mark left his neck.
* * *
The writer believes he is voicing the
sentiments of practically every one present
when he states that he is looking forward
to the third annual ball of the T. O. C. C.
and advises President Billy Brandt and
his committee that if they expect to eclipse
this ball they had better start devising
stunts right now as they will have to go
some.
Foreign

Manager;

Ends Eighteen
Months'
Orient
Owing to anTrip
unforeseen to
complication
in his
has just
NT offices
ANNOU
at NCEME
the Universal
that been
Jamesmade
V. next venture, Bryan came on to Chicago at
Bryson has been appointed foreign manLaemmle's request and made an arrangement
ager to succeed George E. Kann, resigned. The with
Mr. Laemmle which has resulted in an unnew foreign manager assumes his duties on
broken association of fourteen years.
January 1, 1922. Mr. Bryson has spent eightTwo
years ago Mr. Bryson, after having
teen months in the Orient as special repre- made Minneapolis
as famous as he could, put
sentative empowered to open up offices and to up a plan to Mr. Laemmle for spreading the
place Universal pictures into direct contact with Universal gospel to all foreign lands where
exhibitors. He has already fulfilled his mis- Universal had no offices of its own. He insion in Australia, New Zealand, China and
of the plan to him. In
Japan, and was on his way to India when he less thantrusted athe execution
year Bryson had established five
offices
in
Australia
and
one in New Zealand,
s
was
Mr. ofLaemmle'
was caught
one dayby out
Yokohama,wireless.
bound He
for
had existed before and where UniShanghai when he received this message : where none
versal pictures were shown only spasmodically
and to the smaller houses only. His work in
"Would you like to return New York?"
"Yes," Bryson wirelessed and three days China, Japan and India had just begun.
later he was back in Yokohama booking passage to Frisco. On Saturday he came into
the Grand Central in the special "Foolish
Wives"
station. train and Mr. Laemmle met him at the
Fotoplayers Exhibited
James V. Bryson has frequently been called
F. H. Andrews' Piano Company in CharMr. Laemmle's oldest employe. He first met
N. C| representatives of the American
the president of the Universal in April, 1907, Photo lotte,
Player Company, exhibited Style IS and
when he was running a picture show in Sioux 40 Fotoplayers on their demonstration floor
Falls, S. D. His previous training had been at the Motion Picture Exposition held there
in the newspaper field and he left the St. last week. F. K. Ricksecker, manager of the
Louis Republic to help a friend manage the Robert-Morton organ and Fotoplayer departtheatre and buck a big vaudeville opposition. A
ment of the Arthur Jordan Piano Company, of
year later with the help of the Laemmle service Washington, D. C, was also present during
lie was running the vaudeville show.
the Southern exposition.
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National

nce of the conABUNDANTfidence,evide
enthusiasm and understanding inspired in the franchise
holders of Associated First National
Pictures by the national "Get Together"
at Chicago was furnished last week by
the localD. "get together" isco
held in Washington, C, San Franc
and Detroit,
almost on the same day and date. At
each meeting, the reports of the delegates
to the national "get together" cleared the
air of doubt and misconception for the
local franchise holders, in the same manner as the explanations and declarations
made by the members of the executive
committee had illuminated and clarified
troublesome matters for the delegates
themselves at Chicago.
In each instance, the meetings passed
resolutions of confidence in and indorsement of the officers and executive committee of First National, elected advisory
boards and pledged themselves to take
an active part in helping to sell their
territories 100 per cent, on First National
franchises, as a course which would react
to the benefit of every individual franchise
holder and the organization as a whole.
A striking demonstration of what the
"Get Together" had accomplished
Chicago
was to be found in the fact that one or
more of the reporting delegates at each
of the three local meetings frankly admitted that they had gone to Chicago
few inlukewarm, skeptical and, in a ent,
and
stances, antagonistic and belliger
comtaken
been
declared that they had
pletely bysurprise to find that the Get
Together" was conducted fairly, openly
and without any attempt at gagging,
pussyfooting or camouflage.
Fifty at Washington
Nearly fifty franchise holders from
District of
Maryland, Virginia atandthe the
Willard Hotel,
Columbia assembled
Washington, answering the call of Guy L.
Wonders, Thomas D. Goldberg and Frank
y M.
Durkee, delegates to Chicago. Harropen
ed
,
rman
chai
y
orar
temp
Crandall, as
d the
the meeting after luncheon, and turne
Durchair over to Mr. Wonders. Frank Chikee told how the "Get Together ' at
revolutionized his athad absol
cagotitude
First National, as it had
towardutely
the attitude of every other man who came
there with a doubt or a complaint in his
did not
™ '"There was not a delegate whosatisfied,
himself as 100 per cent,
express
said
Mr. Durkee.
Thomas D. Goldberg paralleled his predecessor's statement with an enthusiastic
account of the fairness and openness
with which the Chicago meeting had been
conducted from beginning to end.
Like Mr. Durkee, Mr. Goldberg laid
emphasis on the fact that the prompt
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Board

Meeting

"Approved
at

fixing of play dates was the most urgent
need of the organisation at present, and
the greatest possible co-operation the
franchise holder could give his associates
and his executive officers. Harry Crandall gave a detailed account of how negotiations with producers were carried on
and how exhibition values are arrived at.
Election Results
The election of an advisory board resulted as follows :
Virginia — Jake Wells, Richmond; E. P.
Wine, Harrisonburg.
Maryland- — Frank Durkee, Baltimore;
Guy
Wonders, Baltimore; H. Clay Evans,
Lonaconing.
District of Columbia — William C.
Murphy, Harry M. Crandall.
Charles Segall, of Philadelphia, discussed the workings of the advisory board
in the Eastern Pennsylvania territory, and
strongly advocated the plan of having the
board operate after the manner of a circuit court, traveling about from one principal point in the territory to another,
and familiarizing themselves with local
conditions in as many parts of the territory as possible. This mode of operation
appealed so strongly that the same plan
was adopted for the advisory board of the
and it was deWashington district,
termined tohold a series of meetings in
Norfolk, RichWashington,
mond and otherBaltimore,
points.
Louis Bache, the Washington exchange
on the need of comanager, spoke briefly ne
at all times.
operation from everyo
Enthusiasm marked the "get together"
meeting of the members called by the

Waterloo, Iowa, Votes for
a Liberal Sunday
Waterloo, Iowa, Dec. 6.
(By Wire to Moving Picture World)
The theatre men of Waterloo,
Iowa, today won their battle to
maintain a liberal Sunday by the
in a
decisive majority of 1,262 votes
referendum in which 9,262
were cast. The campaign to close
all amusements on Sundays was
l Assoteria
Minis
waged by
s of
rmer
refo
aided by
ciationthe
-wide
te
e.
many
reput Despi
world
misstatements and a scathing
excoriation of the picture industry, the theatre men made no
their camreply but conducted gent
lemanly
paign in such a
way as to win many church
workers to their cause.

at

Washington

Michigan organization December 1, at the
Hotel Statler, Detroit. Exhibitors from
every section of the state were on hand.
George W. Trendle, general manager and
attorney for John H. Kunsky, original
franchise holder in Michigan, presided.
James C. Ritter, of the Rialto Theatre,
Detroit ; W. S. Butterfield, president of
the Bijou Theatrical Circuit, with headquarters at Battle Creek, and Joseph R.
Denniston of the Family Theatre, Monroe, the three delegates to the Chicago
convention, explained what plans the organization has for the future.
The Michigan Advisory Board, composed of five members which had its
inception at the Chicago meeting, was
then elected as follows: James C. Ritter,.
Rialto, Detroit ; Joseph R. Denniston,
Family, Monroe ; Glen Cross, Regent,
Battle Creek; A. J. Kleist, Jr., Oakland,
Pontiac ; George W. Trendle, Kunsky
Theatrical Enterprises, Detroit. Both
Mr. Ritter and Mr. Denniston, two of the
Chicago delegates were named to the
board.
A resolution was passed asking the
home office to approve or reject playing
contracts within ten days from the date of
signing, in order to avoid embarrassment
to both the exhibitor and the exchange.
The regional Get Together of Northern
California franchise holders, held November 29 at San Francisco, ironed out
all differences and misunderstandings,
real or fancied, and wound up with the
"Boost First National" spirit rampant.
One session sufficed to thresh out all
problems and to hear the reports of the
three delegates to the national convention, whose remarks were greeted with
The advisory board appointed consists
applause.
of
Oliver Kehrlein, Kinema Theatre,
Fresno, chairman; Robert McNeil, New
Lyceum Theatre, San Francisco; Will
Krahn, Chimes Theatre, Oakland ; George
Mann, Rialto Theatre, Eureka; C. C.
Griffin, New Piedmont Theatre, Oakland;
Ellis J. Arkush, Stanford Theatre, PaloJoseph Bauer, Wigwam Theatre,
alto,
San Erancisco.
Sam Y. Edwards, manager of the San
Francisco exchange, introduced Roy Hall,
general manager of Turner & Dahnken,
main franchise holder in the San Francisco territory, the temporary chairman,
who pointed out the benefits that would
accure from the carrying out of the "get
He then
together spirit" in the future.
relinquished his post to P. J. Hanlon, of
Valleys, chosen permanent chairman.
The reports of the three delegates to the
Chicago meeting, C. C. Griffin, Joseph
Bauer and Ellis J. Arkush, were then
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Sun-Light Arc Corporation "Shoots"
an Educational While Dining Directors
By E. T. KEYSER
after devoting a few seconds to the proht Arc Corporation
THE gave Sun-Lig
cess of winding up proceeded to put the
a dinner on Tuesday evening,
December 6. to the Motion Picture
ball all over the plate with his characteristic speed and accuracy, frankly
Directors' Association.
The guests gathered at 8.30 p. m. at the telling the directors that it was in their
power to practically put the censors out
Sun-Light headquarters, 1600 Broadway,
and from thence journeyed to the pro- of business by beating the latter to it.
Mr. Rothapfel was followed by J.
jection room of the International Cinema
Searle Dawley, who proceeded to explain
Quipment Centre, 729 Seventh avenue,
where three pictures were screened for the absence of several prominent directors
their edification.
from the dinner on the theory that they
The first of these was "The Great Train had been tipped off in advance that the
Robbery," released by Edi.-on in 1903, "Great Train Robbery" was to be shown
projected from a duped negative. The and feared being recognized as among
character eliciting the greatest applause those present in the festive events shown
being a painted time-piece whose face, in that picture.
unmoved and undisturbed by scenes of
The informal speech making was conviolence, continued to register precisely at
cluded bya few pleasing and well-timed
9events.
o'clock through a long series of lurid remarks by Leslie Mason on present conditions and problems of the industry.
From comments made by the audience,
The Guests
it seemed to be the consensus of opinion
.Among those present were George
that much more rapid progre-s has been
made in the technique of directing than Archainbaud, C. Anderson, William F.
in train robbing methods, which latter, Ashley, Jr., Clarence S. Ashley, J. Auer,
we were audibly informed by those in a Charles H. Banning, Preston R. Bassett,
F. M. Beckett, David Belaise, Nils
position to know, remained much the same
Bouveng, S. E. Bowles, William C.
as when the picture and incidentally some
of the extras in same were shot.
Brandt, A. H. Carlisle, H. P. Carver, E.
Cohen, Jack Cohn, J. Connolly, Robert
Swedish Biograph Picture Screened
The second picture was a production
by the Swedish Biograph Company, enPessimistic Curtailment
titled "Judge Not," showing most excelRumor Vigorously Denied
lent photography obtained through the
Another rumor of a supposed
lighting effects produced by the Sun-Light
arcs ui ed in the studios of the producers.
in production activicurtailment
ties on the West Coast found
Nils Bouveng, of the Swedish Biocredence with a trade publication
graph Company, who was present at the
this week, though Carl Laemmle,
showing, was introduced by Leslie Mason.
Mr. Bouveng, although requested to exSamuel Goldwyn and Metro offiplain the methods used by his company,
cials, representing the companies
involved, denied the existence of
modestly refrained, stating that he had
journeyed to America to learn and with
any truth in the pessimistic reno idea of presuming to teach his Ameriport. The story had it that Goldcan friends.
wyn and Metro will shut down
about the first of the year and that
The Swedish Biograph's picture was
followed by a reel presenting the high
the Metro plant will be closed for
spots of the recent T. O. C. C. ball, one
sixty days while Bert Lytell and
of the most popular scenes of which was
Viola Dana make a series of perthat depicting C. G. Nesbitt, bowed down
sonal appearances.
by a sense of responsibility and a glass
"There is nothing to it," was the
way Samuel Goldwyn dismissed
paper-weight.
The projection of the pictures was
the story. Various Metro officials
noticeable in that it was by means of a
know nothing at all about it, and
Simplex projector equipped with the new
referred the questioner to Marcus
Sun-Light projection arc.
Loew, just arrived in New York
from Los Angeles, who, however,
Following the showing, the audience returned tothe Sun-Light Arc offices where
could not be reached. "We are
a most satisfying menu was filed away.
going right ahead and will
Harmer Extended a Welcome
not shut down," declared Carl
Laemmle emphatically. Other
J. Justice Harmer, president of the
Universal officials said that any
Sun-Light Arc Corporation welcomed his
such action was out of the quesguests and was followed by George S.
tion because the company is not
Directors'
Picture
Motion
the
of
Sargent
far
ahead
of its production scheunity
Association, who made a plea for
dule. They asked that the rumor
censorbe denied vigorously.
throughout the industry against
ship.
and
S. L. Rothapfel then took the floor
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J. Cooke, Charles S. Doran, E. V. Durling, Thomas W. Dynan, J. Searle Dawley, Thomas C. Fry, V. E. B. Fuller,
Charles Giblytl, W. R. Goodman, William
E. Haddock, J. Justice Harmer, T. J.
Hardy, Dr. John A. Harris, Hiram F.
Harris. E. B. Hattrick, Victor Heerman,
Dr. James Heman, Herman Holland,
Earl Hopkins, George Irving, L. C.
Jacobson, William Travers Jerome, Walter Johnson, Joseph Jordan, E. T. Keyser,
T. E. Lahay, Russell Law, L. Leibling,
Jack G. Leo, Robert Z. Leonard, Dr. A.
Lucey, Oscar A. C. Lund, Hon. R. S.
Lagan, E. A. Manix, Leslie Mason, Henry
I. Mayer. L. G. Meldram, George Miller,
Reed Miller, Ashley Miller, Thos. A.
Morgan, Carl G. Nesbitt, J. S. Northrup,
Sidney Olcott, Hon. Herbert C. Pell,
E. S. Porter. E. M. Porter, Dr. Styles E.
Potter, Dr. C. G. Psaki, Alexander Psaki,
H. F. Rendall, Dr. B. F. Roller, S. L.
Sargent, John G. Scattergood, W. Sistrom, Art Smith, A. A. Soranson, Max
Spiegel, Morris Simons, E. M. Simpson,
Elmer A. Sperry, Edwin Sperry, William
J. Scully, Lawrence M. Symnes, S. E. V.
Taylor, Copeland Townsend, Tom Terriss, Charles Urban, Travers Vale, Robert
G. Vignola, James Vincent, P. K. Westcott. Theo. S. Weeks, George K. Wendall,
Kenneth Webb, C. J. Williams.
Watch For the Release
During the progress of the dinner, motion pictures were taken of the speakers
and the guests, the Sun-Light arc, which
gives absolutely true color effects, being
utilized for illumination.
It is rumored that these pictures were
taken by an ultra-speed camera and that
among next week's releases at the prominent theatres, there will be an educational
feature showing the difference in mastication methods as practiced by the aristocratic directors and the humble toilers of
the trade press, who were also included
in Mr. Harmer's invitation and were most
glad to partake of his hospitality.
Charhs Walder Loses
$1,159 to Holdup Men
Automobile bandits working in the
vicinity of Albany, N. Y., held up Charles
Walder, a salesman in the Albany exchange of the Robertson-Cole Company,
last Saturday night, and forced him to
part with $1,075 worth of jewelery and
$84 in cash. Walder was driving to his
home on the outskirts of the city when
he was passed by another machine, which
gradually slowed down and blocked the
roadwav, forcing Walder to bring his car
to a halt. The bandits then stepped from
their car and ordered hands up.
The cast which Director Ingraham and President Reynolds of Renco assembled for the
production includes several of the best known
and most popular players on the screen. Betty
Ross Clark as "Mrs. Carr," Earl Schenck as
and Wade Boteler as "Dick," are
"Harlan Carr"
unusuallv entertaining, while Victor Potell,
Clara Clark Ward, Monty Colins. William
Hatton. Newton
Cortwright, Mrs. Raymond are
credited with
Hall and Zella Ingraham
the best work in their careers.
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Charlotte
of

PICTURE

Exposition

Great

Exceeds

Educational

become overnight the
HAVING
mecca for notable figures of the
motion picture industry, Charlotte, N. C, on November 29 saw the
greatest gathering of the different interests allied with the screen that ever congregated in a southern city. The affair
was promoted on a scale that held out
brilliant promise of a memorable four
days, and in the end, exceeded the fondest expectations of the members of the
North Carolina M. P. T. O., who worked
unceasingly for six weeks in rounding out
the program.
On Large Scale
The mammoth City Auditorium, decorated from pit to dome, was barely able
to accommodate the colorful crowds that
thronged it every evening, the exhibits
and booths excelled in beauty and taste
anything ever before attempted in the
South, and and the entertainment features were on a scale that has pleased the
public and resulted in bringing thousands
of people into the city from the Carolinas, Georgia and Tennessee. lit is estimated that more than 200 exhibitors
were present and that the total attendance
at the exposition exceeded 15,000.
The opening day was designated Hope

Value

Hampton day, and the fascinating First
National star was accorded many attentions. Mr. and Mrs. Louis Kalbfield, Jr.
prominently known in the motion picture
industry, also their talented daughter
Clarice, a famous dancer, took an active
part in the entertainment.
Walker Lauds Barthelmess
Wednesday was Richard Barthelmess
day, and the star was accompanied to
Charlotte by Earl Hudson of the First
National home office. Barthelmess was
the center of all activities the second day.
Members of the M. P. T. O. organization who had earlier in the day heard
Senator James J. Walker's spirited denunciation of First National, were surprised when the senator made a glowing
talk in introduction of Richard Barthelmess to the exposition crowd Wednesday
night, Walker declaring that Barthelmess
is today America's most finished screen
artist. It may have presaged a love feast
between Earl Hudson, First National representative, and Senator Walker and
Sydney
Cohen.was Shirley Mason day and
Thursday
the diminutive Fox star arrived with her
party, accompanied by Mrs. Mary Carr,
who depicted the lovable mother role in

SCENESBASHFUL
FROM
•THE

SUITOR"

All

Hopes;
to

Public

"Over the Hill." Friday, the concluding
day, was given over chiefly to the grand
ball with which the exposition clo-ed. It
was known as Mary Carr day and many
flocked to see the star.
Banquet a Feature
Winners of popularity contests which
have been conducted by theatres throughout the Carolinas, are receiving screen
tests on the stage in view of the audience
at the Auditorium every evening. They
are also appearing in a two-reel motion
picture which is being made with Charlotte scenes as its locale. B. T. Groome
is filming this.
One of the features of the exposition
occurred Thursday evening when all the
picture folk sat down to a banquet given
by the Chamber of Commerce. Dr.
Charles A. Bland, former major, presided and the Pennsylvania Serenaders,
which furnished the music each day,
Percy W. Wells of Wilmington, presiplayed.dent of the North Carolina exhibitors,
spoke first. He was followed by H. B.
Varner of Lexington. Both men said
that the convention surpassed in many
ways any of its kind ever held in that
part (Continued
of the country.
on follozving page)
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Side Show Fails to Shatter
of Delegates in First National

Integrity

NOT

even the Niagara flow of oratory turned loose by Senator James J. Walker, chief counsel for the M.
P. T. O. A., was able to disturb the serene confidence of the assembled delegates at the "get-together"
meeting of the sub-franchise holders of Associated First National Pictures, Inc., held at Charlotte,
N. C, Tuesday, November 29, to hear a report from the delegates who attended the Chicago meeting. North
and South Carolina are considered 100 per cent, for First National and Senator Walker admitted that lie had
been warned upon arriving in Charlotte that it would be useless to enter upon an arraignment similar to the
circus "side-shows" that the senator has been furnishing at similar gatherings elsewhere in the country.
First National sent down capable home office representatives, who found upon arrival in Charlotte that
there was nothing extra for them to do. Earl J. Hudson was present; also E. V. Richards of New Orleans,
who now has direct supervision over the entire First National activities in the South, and R. D. Craver,
franchise holder for the territory, was present at the meeting. The report of the Chicago delegates was received
without comment and declarations of entire satisfaction were received from many of the sub-franchise
holders, only two minor complaints being filed, which were given immediate attention by the newly-appointed
advisory committee consisting of Max W. Rryant, Rock Hill, S. C; L. T. Little, Camden, S. C; H. R. Varner,
Lexington, N. C, and C. L. Welch, Salisbury, N. C.
Senator Walker's appearance was not at the First National meeting but at a subsequent session of the
exhibitor members of the North Carolina M. P. T. O. Sydney Cohen made an eloquent and forceful address,
however, making no attack upon any producer or exhibitor interests, merely explaining that the national organization in its fights upon certain interests was following the dictates of its executive committee and its
members through the United States who, he said, had demanded these investigations. At the conclusion of his
address he introduced Senator Walker, who was allowed the privilege of the floor for more than an hour and
a half, running his address until such a late hour that it was impossible to allow any rebuttal or reply on the
part of the First National interests, had they been so inclined. Neither Mr. Hudson nor Mr. Craver found it
necessary to enter the ring. Mr. Craver in an interview said:
"I have no desire to enter into a debate with Senator Walker, and would just as soon enter the professional
pugilistic ring against Jack Dempsey. Walker, by his own admission, finds no complaint to file against First
National's dealings in the southeastern territory. He admitted that for this territory First National had been
the lifesaver that had preserved the independent exhibitors against annihilation from other interests, which
have their tentacles pretty thoroughly entwined around the vitals of the industry in our territory. He admits
all of this, but still he sees fit to deliver this arraignment, claiming that the Carolinas should turn against their
friends, annihilate First National and stick with the fight in sections where there have been complaints of
our dealings with exhibitors. If Mr. Walker had been talking for instead of against First National here he
could have made a much finer address and one which would have won him the plaudits of the exhibitors who
heard him."
Earl Hudson, who came down with Richard Rarthelmess, expressed surprise that the convention session had
allowed Senator Walker the privilege of the floor in view of the fact that the North Carolina M. P. T. O. has
already gone on record as completely in sympathy with Associated First National. He further declared that
he had no invitation to attend the meeting at which Senator Walker made his talk, and was given no opportunity, had he been so disposed, to make a reply. It is doubted, however, whether or not be would have cared
to reply, since First National is pursuing the policy of ignoring the haphazard attacks and giving attention
only to protests from their sub-franchise holders, dealing with these in the regular business way or referring
them for settlement to the advisory boards which function on a full representation and home rule basis.
Senator James J. Walker, national exhibitor counsel, was the principal speaker. He waxed eloquent over Charlotte's
hospitality which, he said, refused to be
discouraged by legislation and other handicaps. Other speakers were Sydney S.
Cohen, national president; E. E. Eschman, of the Pathe home office in New
York; Vivian Moses, director of advertising and publicity for Fox Film CorporationE.
; T. Peter of Texas, a director
in the national body ; E. J. Smith of Philadelphia, representing Universal ; Shirley
Mason and Mrs. Mary Carr, Fox stars.
The success of the affair was attested
to by many persons. Herbert C. Wales

of Washington, D. C, general secretary
of the convention, is one of the most
pleased of those who worked unceasingly
for its success and said so emphatically
at a meeting of the picture men on Friday, when they compared notes.
Wales Much Pleased
"It was largely the purpose of the affair to educate the public in regard to
pictures," he said, "as to how they are
made, what the producers and exchangemen and theatre owners have to contend
with and something of what the industry
means to the public. As Charlotte is the
greatest distributing center in the South,
except Atlanta, it was thought this was a

good place to have the exposition. The
wisdom of selecting Charlotte has been
fully vindicated. The exposition here
was a much greater success than the one
held in Atlanta a year ago. There is noreason why Charlotte should not become a
greater picture center than it is at presThe remainder of his talk dealt with
the
localfine
men.co-operation accorded him by the
The grand ball Friday evening began
at 9 o'clock and continued until 1 a. m.
The grand march was led by morion picture stars. It was a fitting end to a great
ent."
exposition.
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Test

of

Praise

at Luncheon
for
Newspapermen
interest and appreciation of his ideals,
By
SUMNER
SMITH
ONE of the most pleasant experiences in Charles Ray's life
Joseph Dannenberg, editor of "Wid's
occurred on December 5 when ArArthur James, editor-in-chief of Mov- Daily," accused Ray of not being an actor,
thur S. Kane put on a luncheon at
ing Picture World, was ihe first to pleas- saying that he once saw him demonstrate
antly embarrass Mr. Ray. Speaking in that he is too much of a gentleman to
Delmonico's for trade, "fan" magazine
and daily newspaper writers in honor of behalf of the trade press, he welcomed argue with a waiter over some food, but,
the actor to the city, assured him of the
the star and Mrs. Ray, now seeing New
ate it.
that "Danny"
dewrinklingFrom
his forehead,
that Ray
York City for the first time. The affair regret of many people that he could not instead, ducted,
is
such
a
wholesome,
likable
individual
make
an
extended
visit,
and
suggested
ly
t
was especial pleasan because when a
person has definite ideals, and struggles semi-annual trips across the continent. that he doesn't have to act.
constantly to achieve them, it warms the He pointed to the X-ray as a boon to huA Surprise to Ray
heart to have those efforts appreciated.
manity, recalled that the advent in pictures nine years ago of Charles Ray was
It was a somewhat embarrassing occasion
J. Thompson Willing of Film Plays
for Ray because, quiet and unassuming another Ray blessing, and declared that waxed eloquent over the star, pointing to
as he is, he was rather overwhelmed by this naturally has been followed by a "The Old Swimmin' Hole" and "Scrap
the number and quality of the econiums "Hoo-ray."
Iron" as ideal entertainment. The star
Harriette Underhill of the New York can play baseball and football, he said,
voiced by speakers. They were all very
real, sincere testimonials by writers to a Tribune arose in some confusion, in re- and he can fight. C. L. Yearsley response to a call from Mr. Kane, to declare
very real, sincere artist who, during his
called that "The Coward," an old Triangle picture in which Ray appeared, is
speech, announced his motto as : "The that expressing herself without the aid of
devotion of thought to an honest achieve- a typewriter was too difficult, but that she the only one to have ever brought the
ment makes that achievement possible." welcomed the chance to say she "adored" tears to his eyes. Speaking for the First
Charles Ray. Robert E. Sherwood, mo- National advertising and publicity departAn Idealistic Artist
ment, he said that it was a pleasure to
tion picture editor of "Life," followed
From the time when introduced by Mr. with a humorous recital of anecdotes that write "copy" for Ray pictures because the
Kane, Ray described his impressions of ended with testimony to the worthwhile imagination never had to be taxed.
The luncheon was a great experience
the East and touched upon his intentions entertainment found in Ray pictures.
in picture-making, up to the closing words Louella Parsons of the Morning Tele- for Charles Ray because it enabled him.
graph declared that it is impossible to to for the first time come into personal
of "Bill" Yearsley, president of the A. M.
P. A. and the final speaker, various writ- take exception to Ray's pictures in any contact with New York writers and to
ers assured him that he is one of the most way whatsoever ; that they are invariably learn from their own lips how highly
worthwhile and likeable figures on the entertaining and invariably clean.
they regard him. He expected a cordial
"Danny's" High Praise
reception but was a trifle surprised to
screen, and an actor whose pictures are
clearly contributing toward bringing
Robert E. Welsh of the Evening Tele- learn the extent of the interest each writer
about a higher standard of intelligence in
work. As Ray was suffergramtracted
toldhishow
Ray'sand
early
had folat- takesinginfromRay's
a slight cold, he spoke briefly,
the world and an understanding of the
attention
howfilms
he has
real joys of right living.
lowed the star's career with the greatest but he spoke effectively.

"FOR HE'S A JOLLY GOOD FELLOW!" AGREED NEW YORK WRITERS
At
the
luncheon
to
Charles
Ray
at Delmonico's.
star there
regretted
that theofwidth
of the festive
prevented
a real get-together
during
the happy moments when the food
was consumed. The But
was plenty
opportunity
before board
and after
for handshakes
and exchanges
of good wishes
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in Schenectady

"Stra
reof the
Theat
y hasCalls
be within
a block
Spiegelnd"
house,
who really
to ascertainShirle
IN order When
when
completed
next
spring,
that
much
"Strand"
right to used" the wordction
confusion will result and that business
the"Mark
with will suffer.
Stran in conne
or
certain pictures theatres in Schenectady,
It appears that Mr. Shirley was forN. Y '., arguments will be heard before the
Supreme Court in New York City on
merly employed by Mr. Spiegel as manager of the Palace Theatre in SchenecDecember 2, in connection with the motady, later acquired by the Shirley intion for a temporary injunction to reterests, and having been remodeled has
strain the Schenectady Strand Theatre,
just opened under the name of the New
Inc., and William Shirley, its manager,
Strand. In November, 1919, Mr. Spiegel
either the name "Strand" or says that he sold the stock of the
from using d"
has
which
for the house
"New Stran
just been opened in that city. The action Schenectady Strand Theatre, Inc., to Mr.
Shirley, but that it was understood that
has been brought by the Mark Realty
Corporation and the Wedgeway Strand
the Spiegel interests should have the exclusive right to the use of the word
Theatre Company.
Before the thing is settled there "Strand." Shirley contends that when
he bought out the Spiegel interests, he
promises to be a lively little fight. Max
also purchased the right of using the
Spiegel is vice-president of the Mark
which has brought about the presRealty Company, which owns the con- nameent fight.
trolling interest in the Strand Theatre
in Albany, N. Y., as well as other picture
houses bearing the same name in Buf- Movies to Illustrate
falo, Lynn and Worcester.
Traffic Regulations
Doesn't Want Any Other Strands
Safety
first
lessons by means of movThe trouble in Schenectady is due to
ing pictures have been suggested to the
the fact that this same company is now
District of Columbia police department
building a theatre which Mr. Spiegel pro- by Sidney B. Lust, and it is possible that
in the near future the programs of the
poses to name the "Strand." He doesn't
want any other Strands in Schenectady
various theatres will be augmented by
and has not only informed Mr. Shirley pictures illustrating various points in the
of that fact, but is now going into the traffic laws which are not universally
courts to compel the latter to seek some
obeyed.
other name for the theatre which was
For the past few weeks Washington's
opened this past week.
beeen very congested, and conThe house will cost upwards of $300,- traffic has siderable
trouble has been caused at -va000. and will seat 2,000. Mr. Spiegel
rious points. Outstanding proof of this
takes the stand that should Mr. Shirley situation was given on Armistice Day,
continue to use the name "New Strand"
for the house just opened, and which will when a j m at the Aqueduct Bridge leading to Arlington Cemetery made hundreds of foreign diplomats miss the ceremonies and forced President Harding's
car to detour through fields. Later, a
Price-Cutting War Is on in
St. Louis
similar jam occurred at the PanVAmerican Building, where the armament conferences are being held.
The price-cutting war is on in
Mr. Lust, who has assisted the local
St. Louis. Charley Warner,
police several times in dealing with such
owner of the New Queens Thesituations, has suggested that pictures
atre, during the past week flooded
be taken under the superintendence of
the city with pink slips which,
.the traffic bureau, so as to insure accuracy, which would then be shown at
on presentation with 6 cents, adthe various theatres.
mitted the bearer to the New
Queens Theatre, except on Sundays and holidays.
The New Queens is only a short
distance from the Maffitt, taken
over by the St. Louis Amusement
Company. The consolidation of
the Koplar-Skouras interests has
created a world of resentment
among the independent exhibitors of the city, and some interesting developments are looked for
this winter.

Lourie Heads Unit
(Continued from page 775)
for the exhibitors in the Zukor case and
the Famous Players-Lasky case. He declared that similar work was to be done
with the First National Company and
expressed the hope that it would have
fully as satisfactory results.
Speaking at some length on the First
National contract, he spoke of "injustice
it's hedged,"
with which
and farinequalities
so
as the exhibitor
is concerned,
and
declared it would be essential that these
be deleted before there could be harmony
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and complete satisfaction between the exhibitor and the Associated First National.
Numerous complaints regarding the working of this contract, or sub-franchise, had
been received at the National office of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, and these would be fully investigated and justice obtained for the exhibitor, the senator concluded.
Brackett at Banquet
The convention banquet, which was
held on Tuesday evening in the Swiss
Room at the Copley-Plaza Hotel, was well
attended and put a delightful culmination
to the first day's deliberations. Senator
Walker presided as toastmaster. There
were brief addresses by several of the
representative New England exhibitors.
President Cohen spoke. The public service work of the organization was disdeclared
O'Toole,to who
M. beJ.extended
cussed by to
and
all states
that it was
all communities in each state.
A powerful plea for unity among the
theatre owners and a co-operative spirit
that will make their united work effective,
was made by Judge Brackett, whose
friendship to the motion picture people is
proverbial in New England. He spoke
of the well-organized movement among
the so-called reformers of the state to
bring about censorship next year, a movement, he declared, that had many hardworking adherents, and he stressed the
importance of energetic and constant
work, if this movement is to be defeated.
Characterizing Massachusetts as the
"Mother of New England," he declared
that as Massachusetts goes, so goes New
England. This will mean, he continued,
that there will be censorship all over New
to be sucis allowed
move State
the Bay
England,cessfulifin the
next year, and
over the United
finally it will spread allplace,
he said, the
States. If this takes
vassal state
a
to
reduced
be
would
screen
and it would result in a defeat of the high
purposes of its present custodians, and
constitute a blow at the liberties of the
people in general. He urged the making
of the Massachusetts organization so
strong that it would be able to thwart this
attempts to destroy the freeand all
the screen.
dom ofother
Fred Stone, the famous musical comedy
star, who is playing a local engagement,
his regular act as the congave part
cludingofnumber.

Judgment by Default
against the Cathrine
Judgment foron$4,600
Curtis Corporati has been filed by Malcolm
McLaughlin. According to the complaint the
judgment is the product of a note given by the
corporation in April last, payable to one Albert
Flower, and when it fell due four months
later it is charged that it was allowed to go
to protest. Flower subsequently assigned the
note to McLaughlin, who failing in his efforts
to recover the value of the note, instituted the
present action.
The papers in the case were served on October
21 on dantFrank
J. Ward,
secretary
of tne
corporation,
but when
the case
was defencalled
for trial it was allowed to go by default, and
judgment was accordingly entered.
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Nitro-Cellulose
Again

Being

THE question of prohibiting the use
of nitro-cellulose film stock and enforcing the substitution of noninflammable and slow-burning film, has
been again revived by the National Fire
Protection Association.
News of the revival of this important
subject was conveyed in a letter from
Franklin H. Wentworth, secretary of the
National Fire Protection Association, to
Frederick H. Elliott, executive secretary
of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry. In it Mr. Wentworth stated that he was appointing a
conference committee on "Motion Picture Film Hazards" which will have as
its principal object the encouragement of
the printing of pictures on slow-burning
stock instead of on . film with a nitrocellulose base, which is now used almost
exclusively in the industry. He requested that the National Association designate representatives to serve on the committee and said that the conference would
be called in New York late in the month
of January.
Committee Named
In response to Mr. Wentworth's request, Jules E. Brulatour, chairman of
the Fire Prevention Committee of the
National Association, ha 5 appointed the
following to serve with him as representatives of the industry at the forthcoming conference : Jack G. Leo, vicepresident, Fox Film Corporation ; Frank
Meyers, assistant secretary and manager
of laboratories, Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation ; F. N. Brockell, sales manager. Associated First National Pictures;
E. M. Porter, general manager, Precision
Machine Company ; Albert deRoode,
counsel, Committee on Fire Prevention,
N: A. M. P. I.; Frederick H. Elliott,
committee secretary.
The question of slow-burning film is
one which has been considered before.
At the Ottawa convention of the National
Fire Protection Association in 1919, a
proposal was made to prohibit the use
of inflammable film. It was opposed by
representatives of the industry on the
ground that it would involve a financial
burden and that such a precaution was
unnecessary because of added safe-guards
that had been placed around the handling
of film. It was the sense of the convention that the u^e of inflammable film
should not be permitted without proper
safeguards and that ultimately, if there
should be devised a practical substitute,
then was the time to take up the matter
of prohibition.
Ottawa Resolution
This was indicated in the following
adopted at that time: "Reresolution
solved, That the use of motion picture
projection machines without a standard
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Prohibition

P. I.
by N. A. M.
Considered
booth ventilated to the outside of the business including manufacturers of raw
building, in churches, schools, clubs, hos- stock, producers, distributors, exhibitors,
pitals and homes, be prohibited unless laboratories and supply and equipment
the film is of the slow-burning type, and and projection machine manufacturers
that state and municipal laws and ordi- will be represented.
nances be adopted regulating motion picture exchanges, tending toward the ultimate end that motion picture films of the
''Clean Up Week"
nitro-cellulose type be replaced when
Is Planned for
practicable by a slow-burning film."
N. Y. Territory
No change has been apparent in the
situation then except that greater safety
With what is said to be the laudable
regulations than ever before have been
placed around the handling, transporta- desire of leading exhibitors and prominent
tion and projection of film. The Na- exchangemen in the Greater New York
tional Association has received no ad- and Northern New Jersey zone to clean
vices as to just what has occurred to re- up all pending grievances affecting money,
vive this agitation by the National Fire credit, dates or service before New Year's
Protection Association.
Day, a committee from the F. I. L. M.
Another matter which will occupy the Club of New York City has inaugurated
attention of the conference committee has "Clean Up Week" December 24-31.
William Marsh is chairman and his
to do with film reels. At the recent semiannual convention of the Society of Mo- associates on the committee are Charles
tion Picture Engineers in Buffalo, a paper
Rozenzweig, John A. Hammell, S. H.
was read emphasizing the alleged need for Fabian and I. Schmertz. Hundreds of
improvement in film reels. It was as- placards are already on display in all the
serted that the reels in use today are of exchanges of Greater New York with the
poor design and quality and do not proper- announcement, "Everybody's Clean Up
ly stand up under the rough treatment
Week December 24-31." Fifty thousand
they receive — that frequently the sides of gummed-stickers are being sent to every
the reels have sharp edges that nick and film exchange, to be affixed on all encut the film, resulting in its being either
velopes carrying correspondence or invoices to theatres or exchanges.
damaged or broken in the projection machine.
The exchanges are all receiving letters
In a letter to Executive Secretary El- from the committee urging that if they
liott, Mr. Wentworth states that the point owe any money, credit or service to any
which interests the National Fire Pro- theatre that they should meet the exhibitor
tection Association is that the use of more than half way in the endeavor to
cheap reels increases the fire hazard clean up all trade grievances in the last
throughout the industry, due to a multi- week of the year, so as to start 1922 with
lation of the film and its breakage while a clean slate. Every theatre in the territory will also receive communications
being projected.
In the committee which will represent from this committee asking them to
the National Association at the coming square all money, credit or dates before
conference, every important branch of the
New Year's.
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Mellon Lauds Congress for
Tax Repeals
Repeal of the rental tax, the
nuisance taxes and the transportation and other levies which
were thrown out by Congress
during its consideration of the
new revenue law is looked upon
as one of the most important
achievements of the year by Secretary of the Treasury Mellon,
whose annual report has just
been submitted to Congress.
The effect of these changes is to
give substantial relief to business and industry, it is asserted,
and to restore in some measure
the freedom of business transactions.
The need now, it is emphasized, is for careful consideration of permanent methods of taxation, under which
business can proceed normally,
with a minimum of interference
by the government.

for Dissolution of Willat Firm
Nicholas Kessel's laboratories for $500 a
partnership dissensions have week,
HOWbrought
half the sum previously paid by the
the Willat Studios and
Laboratories, at Fort Lee, N. J., same concern, and that the lease was made
with an appraised valuation of $485,000, over the protest of Charles Baumann, and
into court, is disclosed in a petition filed this despite the fact that it is alleged the
in the New York Supreme Court by Nicholas Kessel Laboratories already
Charles Baumann and Anne Baumann of owed $12,500 for rent. It is charged
300 West End avenue asking for a disso- Adam Kessel, Jr. also arranged to accept
lution of the corporation, which has a from his brother's concern trade acceptances for certain indebtedness over the
capital stock of $500,000. Charles Baumann is its president, Anne Baumann, its protest of President Baumann.
Finally, it is alleged that the Willat Stuvice-president, Adam Kessel, Jr. its treasdios and Laboratories, now inactive, are
urer and Charles Kessel, its secretary.
According to the petition, which will costing the concern $26,000 a year without
have a hearing before Supreme Court doing a dollar of business, and that Fort
Justice Burr on December 9, the corpo- Lee, where formerly most of the motion
ration was formed in 1914 and built two picture companies had their places of
studios and a laboratory at Fort Lee, the business and plants, has now become what
directors being Anne Baumann, who owns a certain newspaper lias termed "a de1,750 shares of the common and 750
serted village." Hence the application of
the Baumanns for an order of dissolushares of its preferred stock ; Charles tion.
Kessel, 700 shares common and 300 of
preferred, while Adam Kessel, Jr. owns
1,050 of the common and 450 of the preCensors to Ask Legislature for
ferred.
Bill Preventing Illegal Use of
It is alleged by the Baumanns that
since the Kessels came into the concern
Serial Numbers
As a Precaution
in 1915, it has not manufactured any
films, and its sole business has been rent|ERTAIN changes in the law under will really become the headquarters of
ing its studios and laboratories to other
which the New York State Motion the commission during the legislative sesC
concerns up to May last. From 1915
Commission is functioning,
sion. Mr. Cobb said that the Albany
to 1917, it is alleged, they were rented on will bePicture
effected through the introduction office would have a complete record on
a royalty basis of $1,000 a week to the
New York Motion Picture Company, and of bills in the Legislature in January, ac- file of the commission's activities. At
cording to a statement made George H. present, however, the office is closed part
from 1917 to 1920 to the Triangle Film Cobb, chairman
of the commission. While of the time, owing to the fact that its
Corporation for $1,500 a week. From
these
changes
may
appear of little im- manager, Ansel W. Brown, is working
February, 1920 to May last, it is alleged,
portance on the surface, they will be of over the state, checking up the theatres
they were rented without lease to the interest and
importance to the industry and exchanges. Mr. Brown spent the
Nicholas Kessel Laboratories for $1,000
past week in Buffalo. He makes a daily
a week, but since May last, it is charged, generally, as well as to the exchanges.
the concern has been unable to find a
Probably the first change which Chair- report to the commission.
man Cobb will attempt to bring about
The commission's first report, covering
tenant for them, and in order to tide itself over financial obligations amounting will be the introduction of a bill in the not only its activities since August 1, but
to $75,000, it placed a deed of trust for Legislature to combine the seal of the also carrying with it certain recommendations made as the result of its five months'
$100,000 on the property with the Cen- commission and the serial number of the
tral Union Trust Company in October picture itself. The two, combined, will experience in censoring pictures, will be
last.
be given out by the commission at the presented to the Legislature about Janutime the picture is approved. At present
ary 15.
Directors Deadlocked
the seal is provided by the commission
and the serial number, while designated
Wm. S. Hart Marries
The condition the corporation now finds
the commission, is obtained by the
itself in is ascribed by the Baumanns to by
Winifred Westover
differences which have arisen between owner of the film from parties who are
Winifred Westover and William S.
serial numbers with the apthem and the Kessels respecting the man- printingprovalthe
Hart were married in Los Angeles last
of the commission.
agement of the business, with the result
that the business is now at a standstill
In discussing the necessity of bring- Wednesday. Both went the limit in
about some arrangement whereby the choosing physical opposites for life mates.
and the directors "deadlocked." These seal ingand
the serial number would appear Miss Westover is a decided blonde with
differences, it is alleged, arose in April
on
the
screen
at the same time, rather blue eyes, standing barely five feet three
last over the affairs of the Kessel-Baumann Picture Corporation, in which both than having the seal first appear followed in her stocking feet and weighing 134
the serial number, as is now the case, pounds. Mr. Hart towers six feet one
sides to the present controversy are in- by
terested, as well as matters growing out Chairman Cobb said that while he had inch — a husband to whom the little blonde
of the Willat Studios and Laboratories discovered no violations of the law, may "look up" to the extent of almost a
nevertheless he wanted to ward against foot. He is just as dark as she is fair.
corporation.
The bride is a native daughter of Caliany exchange affixing a serial number,
even if it might be for the time being,
fornia, having been born in San FranAlleges Arbitrary Action
cisco. Her earliest screen work was under
to a picture.
the
direction
of D. W. Griffith. She has
Chairman Cobb spent one day last week
It is alleged by the Baumanns that on
April 21 la^t Adam Kessel, Jr. arbitrarily in Albany, looking over the bureau which appeared in a number of successful
leased the Willat laboratory to his brother has been established in that city and which screen features with prominent stars..
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up to the salesman to sell the picture to
the exhibitor for its full value, to state a
price and to stick to it. Homer Howard,
Nu-Art salesman, declared business to be
picking up throughout the territory.
Frank A. Tierney, former secretary to
Governor Glynn and a member of the
Fox executive staff, was a guest and
spoke briefly.
Tierney Heis has
a newcomer in the filmMr.business.
been

Get-Together of F. I. L. M. Club
Archie Moses discussed the evil of
OPTIMISM was the keynote at the
"bicycling,"
much of which he declared
big get-together meeting of the
F. I. L. M. Club of Buffalo in the was going on in Rochester, Syracuse, and
Hotel Iroquois, December 3. Most of the Binghamton. Mr. Mack of Pathe talked
officers and their salesmen guests spoke on co-operation between salesman and long a personal friend of W. R. Sheehan
of improved business conditions and exhibitor. Mr. Kahn discussed the general manager for Fox. Mr. Tierney
painted a picture of an early return to growth of the F. I. L. M. Club and pre- is spending several weeks in the Buffalo
normalcy. The event was staged to acdicted that every branch manager will be territory, familiarizing himself with sales.
quaint the many salesmen attached to the a member in six months.
various film exchanges in Buffalo with
Fred M. Zimmerman of Nu-Art spoke
the activities of the F. I. L. M. Club and optimistically of the future and declared Salesmen Will Carry
the work it is doing to better relations be- that he as an exhibitor could report an
Exploitation News
In order to improve the exploitation aids for
tween exchange and exhibitor.
increase
of
30
per
cent,
over
last
year's
Paramount
pictures,
S. R. Kent, general manAbout seventy-five attended the dinner business. Mr. Zimmerman, in addition
ager of distribution of Famous Players-Lasky
and meeting, which was presided over by to operating the Nu-Art exchange, also Corporation, has evolved a scheme to furnish
Allan S. Moritz, president of the club and is proprietor of the Avondale Theatre in each exhibitor with all the known exploitation
manager of the Buffalo branch of the North Tonawanda, N. Y. Clayton M. news on the picture he buys.
As soon as the Division of Exploitation reFamous Players-La^ky Corporation. The Sheehan, district manager for Fox, disceives reports of stunts from the exploiters,
following officers and branch managers
cussed the working of the Hoy Reporting
these reports are made into news stories, printed on separate sheets, and distributed to the
were present: Mr. Moritz, president; R. System, calling it the Dunn and Bradsalesmen. In this way every salesman can
C. Fox, Select Pictures, vice-president ; street of the film business. Richard C. place
at the disposal of the exhibitor all the
Henry W. Kahn, Metro, treasurer; W. Fox, vice-president, said that the sales- information
on what has been done thus far
A. V. Mack, Pathe, secretary ; Bernard
to
sell
the picture to the public.
man was the star of the picture. It was
Welk, acting secretary; J. E. Kimberly,
Vitagraph; Fred M. Zimmerman, NuNorthern and Southern Ohio to Unite
Art; A. W. Moses, Robertson-Cole; M.
A. Chase, Universal ; Clayton Sheehan,
THE prospect for a united state exhibitor organization in Ohio is
Fox; Lester D. Wolfe, Super Distribsaid to be brighter at the present time than at any time previous
uting Company ; Thomas W. Brady ; Bob
in exhibitor organization history in the Buckeye State. Sam BulMurphy, Pioneer; F. H. Myers, Jr., Fox.
lock, executive secretary of the national organization, as the result of a
Salesmen Present
tour and meetings of exhibitors in both the northern and southern key
The salesmen in attendance were :
states, reports sentiment unanimous in favor of one state body.
Metro, Thomas
J. Joy, E.
E. E.
K. Weekly,
O'Shea,
The two existing state organizations each have functioned for the
George
W. Schaefer,
past two years in their respective sections with a view to eventually
Walter Price ; Famous Players, R. Meyerson, J. G. Fater, Earl R. Brink, E.
effecting a merger. This has culminated in the All-Ohio convention,
Kempner; Vitagraph, P. G. Emslie,
called at the Waldorf Hotel, Toledo, on Monday and Tuesday, Decem"Hub" L. Taylor, J. P. Brophy, Paul
ber 12 and 13, where it is proposed to organize as one body the Motion
Shaver; Pioneer, Leo Murphy, Emil
Picture
Theatre Owners of Ohio, affiliated with the Motion Picture
Kuper ; Nu-Art, A. W. Young. E. Ross,
Theatre Owners of America.
A. Ferguson, A. Witzel, M. Cohen, J.
Emerson Dickman, Esq., Homer Howard,
Ohio exhibitors are determined to be in a position for aggressive
John M. Sitterly; R-C Pictures, Bill
action before the next legislature assembles, as there are several sinister
Allen, Charles E. Faust, E. H. Arnold,
movements on foot aimed at the exhibitor. An enlightening campaign
A. T. Barnett; Universal, M. W. Rowof education will be inaugurated at once in the twenty-two congressional
ley, J.S. Savage, W. F. Bork; Fox Film,
districts. This will also cover national legislation, inasmuch as Ohio
J. L. Cook, Charlie Tohnston, W. C.
Rowell, C. C. Charles ; Pathe. F. D. Lawshowmen appreciate what has been done for them at Washington by
lor, A. Teschmacher, Basil Brady. J. R.
the repeal of the 5 per cent, film tax and the 10 per cent, tax on admisThomson, William Wittneben ; Sele-t, A.
sions of 10 cents.
J. Sharick, H. L. Riehl, and Frank J.
Young.
Many out-of-state exhibitors have signified their intention of being
present. National President Sydney S. Cohen, National Counsel James
President Moritz made the opening adA. Walker, Doctor Francis Holley, director general of the Department
dress, in which he told of the recent reof Public Welfare of Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, and
organization ofthe F. I. L. M. Club and
its excellent results. He outlined the
Representative C. Gilbert Taylor, father of the Taylor anti-blue law
activities and workings of the club and
bill, will address the meetings. Sessions will begin at 2 p. m. Monday,
December 12.
spoke enthusiastically of the success attendant upon the appointment of three
Martin G. Smith, secretary of the Toledo Exhibitors' Association, is
exhibitor members of the grievance comchairman of the convention arrangements committee and announced
mittee. Since the exhibitors have ioined
the committee there have been no hitches
that he is sparing neither expense or effort to put over a real convention
with managers, he said, because every
in Toledo. He expects to make the Winton convention at Cleveland, the
claim is judged from the exhib'tor as
national convention at Minneapolis, and even the Disarmament Conferexwell as the exchange viewpoint. The said
ence appear as mere side-shows in importance, appearance of notables
pleased,
hibitors have been greatly
and
general
attendance.
settleof
fairness
Mr. Moritz, with the
ments.
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With him has been associated Herbert
L. Rothchild, who has devoted his attention largely to the financial problems of
at Its Opening in San Francisco,
the various theatrical projects, but to
whose ideals is clue in no small measure
Many Notables Are in the Audience
the policies that have been followed with
so signal success. He is president of the
Partington, managing directors.
Granada Theatre, San Fran- Jack
THE
It broke out in a tremendous wave of Granada Theatre Company, as well as of
icent
bumost
cisco's
magnif
contri
tion to the amusement world, was
applause following the masterful recital the companies which operate the houses
of Oliver Wallace on the great organ, and of which Mr. Roth is managing director.
opened to an expectant public on NovemThree years ago the California Theatre,
ber 17 under auspices which augur well when the curtain arose on the "vision"
for its success. Complete in every detail, originated and staged by Jack Parting- which has since become world famous,
was opened, and in 1919 the Imperial
w.ith a staff that performed its duties in
ton, entitled "The Court of Abundance"
a manner which excited the admiration
and depicting the famous fountain scene Theatre was consolidated with these two
of even the most staid theatrical magnates,
at the Panama- Pacific International Ex- houses. The Coliseum Theatre has since
and those accustomed to attend opening
position, the acclaim threatened to peel been added, and now the Granada, the
performances, the house at once won
the pomegranate motifs off the walls. largest and finest of all, has been opened.
When the Imperial was consolidated
over its guests.
Another roar of applause broke forth
The theatre was opened informally in when the hundreds of wonderful floral with the California and Portola, J. A.
tributes of friends burst into view on the Partington, who had been manager of
the afternoon, when two performances
were given to the general public, but the stage, at once a novel and effective man- this house since its opening, became associate manager with Mr. Roth in the three
ner of exhibiting them. It was a great
dedicatory ceremonies were held in the
evening, when all seats were reserved and night and the throng was in a happy mood. houses and fills a similar position with
the house was open for inspection. The
The opening program consisted of the the Granada. He has developed unusual
guests included members of the local pic- "Granada March," written especially for abilities in arranging artistic stage effects
ture fraternity, state and city officials and the occasion by Ted Snyder, and played and is also a writer of popular song numbers.
many who came from a long distance es- by the Granada orchestra ; the Newsfilm ;
Herman Wobber, one of the leading
pecially to be present at the opening selections by Oliver Wallace on the organ ;
picture men of the United States and a
event. Jesse L. Lasky, of the Famous
the film comedy, "Love arid Doughnuts ;" pioneer California exhibitor, is also allied
Players-Lasky Corporation, came from a violin solo by Gino Severi, with G. with the Granada Theatre Company and
New York for the occasion and occupied
Ormay at the piano ; Tony Sarg's "The its affiliated concerns. He is likewise
a box with a large party. William RanFirst Vamp;" "Memories," living again
dolph Hearst was a guest, as was also the days of the Panama-Pacific Interna- Pacific Coast manager for Paramount,
having been connected with this organizaMarcus Loew, Sid Grauman, Frank Burt,
tional Exposition, and "Enchantment,"
tion since its inception. To him is largely
R. H. Wurlitzer, George H. Davis, J. J. featuring Marion Davies.
given the credit for planning the Granada
Roth's Part In It
Gotlob, Mayor James Rolph, Jr., the enTheatre and carrying the plans through
tire board of supervisors, and many
The Granada is the outgrowth of the to a successful conclusion.
others.
success of the Portola Theatre, which
Opening night was also ovation night has also been responsible for the building
Joins Paramount
at the Granada. It began when Judge I. of the California Theatre. Inseparably
Sonia Levine, pominent for some time as a
M. Golden appeared on the stage shortly linked with these successes and with the
writer and more recently as assodevelopment of the industry in California magazine
after 9 o'clock and introduced Mayor
ciate editor of the Metropolitan Magazine, has
James Rolph, Jr., as "San Francis o's is Eugene H. Roth. Eleven years ago been engaged by the Famous Players-Lasky
leading citizen than whom no one in Cali- he organized the company which took over Corporation to write specially for Penrhyn
Stanlaws. Paramount producer, according to an
fornia ismore beloved," and the throng the Portola, remodeled it, changed the
by Jesse L. Lasky. Miss Leroared when the mayor referred to the character of the entertainment and made announcement
vine accompanied Mr. Stanlaws to California
ability and far-sightedness of Herbert L. of it such a success as to attract the last Saturday and will start her new work
Rothchild, president of the Granada Theaattention of the entire moving picture at the Lasky studio immediately upon her arrival in Hollywood.
tre Company, and Eugene H. Roth and world. .
Granada

Gets

Tremendous

Ovation

MR. AND MRS. CARTER DE HAVEN IN
"MARRY THE PO EXHIBITORS
OR GIRL." THEIR NEW COMEDY-DRAMA.
ASSOCIATED

RELEASED BY
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Capitalize
and

Higher

Use

Classical

Biblical

n of the Assothe weekly
Picture Advertisers
ciated Motionluncheo
held at the Cafe Boulevard in New
York on December 1, one of the most
interesting and enlightening talks of the
year was given by the Rev. Dr. William
Carter of the Throop Avenue Presbyterian Church in Brooklyn. Dr. Carter
endeavored to point out to his listeners by
means of his subject, "How to Put Motion Pictures Over Among Church
popuhalf ofarethe church
than States
People,"lationthat
of the more
United
goers and that motion picture producers
should realize their importance and their
viewpoints when it came to the selection
of subjects.
Dr. Carter declared there were two factors which should be followed to win the
■confidence of the church-goer. The first,
he stated, would be to take higher classical literature and capitalize upon it. He
•cited "The Three Musketeers" as an excellent example because it was a photoplay which was presented in the right
way and the scenarist did not take liberties with the story. Dr. Carter impressed
the fact upon his hearers that a producer
should be true to the great basic thing in
a story and not insult the public's inBaltimore

Paper

of Censors

Joins

LAST

Minister

CALL

Urges

telligence by changing it to suit a star
or to inject clap-trap situations to cause
sensationalism.
"But," he declared, "to get films into
the churches you must have Biblical
themes. By that I do not necessarily
mean the Biblical costume play, unless it
is a spectacular production. The Bible
is full of material which can be developed along a modern theme. Take the
play, 'A Bill of Divorcement.' That is
a biblical term which was not recognized by a few of our newspaper critics
who wondered why the play was not
called 'A Bill of Divorce.' You all know
the words of Christ, 'He who among you
who is without sin, let him cast the first
stone.' Why not take the title, 'Casting the First Stone' and develop it in mod— it is
suggests
much?" with the
Dr.ern dress
Carter
well acquainted
motion picture industry, as at one time he
was president of a motion picture organization which produced religious and educational pictures. In closing, he said that
the bigger companies in the industry
should be the producers of plays of
Biblical significance, believing that companies formed to produce only Biblical
pictures will never be a success.
in Excoriation

for Emasculating

IN Maryland the board of censors is
under fire. The Baltimore Evening
Sun in an editorial headed "Making
the Movies 'Moral,' " describes what happened there recently to a widely advertised film feature which the public was
on edge to see.
"But the censors saw it first," says the
Evening Sun, "and now the expectant
patrons rage and roar that the joy has
been taken out of the movies as well as
out of life generally by the moralists.

WORLD

Literature

Themes,

AT

PICTURE
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"Alas, the movie censors, like all other
censors, find themselves between the devil
and the deep, blue sea of prudery and
Puritanism. The insistent demand of
women's sewing circles and civic betterment bodies for purification of the movies
to prevent the young from going to perdition, resulted in the board of censors,
the easier because it provided a number
of easy jobs at the expense of the movie
producers. Not long ago there was a
great outcry from some women critics
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M. P. T. 0. A. Membership
Drive on in Iowa
The executive committee of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Iowa met at the Savory Hotel,
Des Moines, on November 29, for
two sessions. Those present were
J. C. Duncan, Thomas A. Brown,
M. R. Tournier, Eller Metzger,
Dr. J. W. Pence, Alexander Frank,
A. J. Deibold, W. E. Waterhouse,
George Cruzon, B. I. Van Dyke
and P. A. Schlumberger.
The main object was to launch
a drive for membership. The goal
is 100 per cent, for Iowa. The
state is divided into Congressional
districts and an executive committee member will direct the
campaign in each district.
Phil A. Schlumberger of Creston resigned from the executive
committee in favor of A. J. Johnson of Fort Dodge, because there
were two members in the same
district. The resignation was accepted with regret after prolonged
efforts to induce Mr. Schlumberger to withdraw it. He promised
the committee his continued cooperation.
A vote of thanks was given B.
I. Van Dyke of Des Moines and
the Des Moines Chamber of Commerce for the reception in Des
Moines. The chamber donated its
rooms for the meeting.

that the censors were not censorious
enough, and again we heard the cry that
the movies since Barleycorn died were
ruining the rising generation. Now the
worm has turned and the censors are
under fire from the other side for emasculating the pictures and making them
deadly dull, and the movie producers are
suffering in patronage.
Varying Standards
"Censorships over the morality of this
or that are like that — nobody agrees about
where the line should be drawn except
the censor. To a certain type of mind a
real picture of Adam and Eve in the
Garden of Eden would be shockingly obscence, and a picture of the Venus de
Milo should be barred from the mails unless the statue was taken in a shirtwaist
and skirt. At the other extreme are the
prurient-minded, to whom the vilest pictures are the most entertaining. Fortunately, the latter are in such minority that
it would not pay to cater to them even
were it allowed.
"While there is a large proportion of
movie fans who like to see something
more or less spicy, it is also true that the
great majority do a good bit of censoring
on their own account. . . . Censorships of all kinds are, as a rule, inordinately stupid. There should be no
place for them in decent and intelligent
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This publication is dedicated to the service of the
moving picture industry in
atl of its elements. Its
foundation is character, its
watchword is enterprise,
its aim is betterment.

the times progress the industry is
being bettered by a realization of
its own responsibility, its own essential soundness and its desire, generally
expressed to become in all but its artistic
endeavors, more and more of a business.
The effort to continue the mistaken
course of supplanting sane, sound, and
equitable adjustment of business differences with trials by oratory and a hue and
crv, is meeting with poor success. We
refer to Senator Walker's effort to publicly put Associated First National Exhibitors, an exhibitor organization of
nearly four thousand members, on trial
before an audience by using every trick
of oratory, every slant of sarcasm and
every clever and adroit means to magnify
each dissatisfaction into a revolution and
local fault into the importo swelltance ofevery
a menace.
The effort has fallen on an unfriendly
field, and already there are rumors that
the deep resentment of First National
exhibitors may crystallize into open revolt against such tactics. We earnestly
hope that such a situation will not arise.
The great body of the members of the
AmerMotion Picture Theatre Owners of
ica has a definite and sincere desire to
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foster and increase the fine start that has
been made for a great exhibitor body,
functioning in fairness and dedicated to
progress and mutual help.
For the sake of this principle which
they so well represent we urge that no
disaffection be permitted to grow. So
much good work has been done and so
much progress has been made that even
the blind fury of a clever lawyer should
not be allowed to discourage the cause.
We are so confident of the essential solidity of the organization that we do not
believe oratory can tear it down any more
than we believe that the bolshevist drivel
of a trade organ conducted by outside
sharpshooters, who have no realization
of the needs or of the decency of our industry, can serve to shake it.
Those who play fair and clean will survive. Those who serve up sensation and
spread mistrust will suffer the de-erved
fate of an early obscurity. The exhibitors

Want

Something

of the United States are far too sound a
body of men to be satisfied with a diet of
rumor, rancor and character assassination. When they fully awake to the situation they will make it mighty uncomfortable for those who with deception in
their right hands and the torch of ruin in
their left have sought to keep our business
in a state of uproar.
We are of the belief that these methods
will undergo a change, because even an
overconfident leadership cannot fail to
observe the danger signals. We see in
Senator Walker a man whose brilliant
talents should be employed in fighting the
enemies of our business, and when he
begins such a campaign we will be among
the first to applaud. All our internal
differences can be settled man to man
without furore or bellowing from the
housetops.
And sure
shootin' that
the man
to man method
is theas method
will
be employed.

Successfully

Different?

we did hear a man in the Capitol Theatre
ALTHOUGH
ask why they called him a lotus eater when he was feeding off cocoanuts, we also heard the same man say that
John Barrymore in the "Lotus Eater" was the
best darn show he ever saw on the screen."
truths in the vernacular but he spoke truths
The cry eternally goes up from the public to the

"confoundest
He spoke his
nevertheless.
exhibitor and

from the exhibitor to the producer, "give us something new!"
And Marshall Neilan in this production, admirably adapted
the cry.
Albert Payson Terhune's delightful story, has answered
from
"The Lotus Eater," with a cast that includes such talent as
Colleen Moore, J. Barney Sherry, Anna Q. Nilsson, Frank
Currier and Wesley Barry, steps away from the hackneyed
and into the realm of splendid entertainment. A story that is
a whimsical treatment of a real protest against the artificial
things in our concentrated civilization and an almost perfect
series of character drawings that melt into complete and
noble groupings, to form a master painting which mingles the
actual and the real with the fanciful and the imaginative —
that's
a work for you, gentlemen, the fine and finished work
of a master.
It's a play that's over nobody's head and under nobody's
best intelligence. John Barrymore was never better. His
Jacques Lenoi is fresh with life, romantic, filled with an idealism that is radiated rather than shouted. The total absence of
the commonplace stamps his performance as one fit to live
forever.
Associated First National Exhibitors, with all the great
pictures they have presented have never excelled this extraordinary production. We are moved to congratulate their
exhibitors everywhere on "The Lotus Eater" as a really great
screen achievement, and we can understand why Mr.
Rothafel is extending his run of it at the Capitol.
This indeed is the greatest season for great pictures.
ARTHUR JAMES.
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Jay

A.

Gove

Is a
What is the real value of star
personality? Is it overestimated or
not rated high enough ? Or is the
day of the star over?
Those are some of the questions
whichant Jay
Gove, Realart's
generalA.manager
says are assistagain
engaging the attention of the industry, and answers them in a manner which should prove of interest
not only to his contemporaries, but
to exhibitors as well. "At least one
producer-distributor has come out
unequivocally with the statement and
the policy that 'the play's the thing,'
the whole thing — meaning, of course,
the story,"
Mr. Gove,
"and that
another equallysays
emphatic
in saying
the direction and general production
is what makes or unmakes the picture, regardless of story or cast.
Still another holds that given the
proper advertising and exploitation
any old picture can be put across.
Must Be Composite
"And in each of these contentions
there is a germ of truth, but none of
them is wholly correct for to insure the success of any picture there
must be a composite of all of these
factors ; story, adequate production
and exploitation — plus star personality whether announced or suppressed.
"It is a ingenerally
known fact,
emphasized
our advertising,
that
we long ago adopted the slogan
'Stars puzzled
are plus.'
may
have
some This
but phrase
its meaning
is simple; we believe that the star
is an added attraction ; that all the
necessary components of a production must be present — plus the star.
"One
only look about
for
signs thatneedemphatically
point him
out the
fact that star personality is the
most potent factor in the sustained
popularity of motion pictures. The
exhibitors themselves are one of the
best mediums through which we can
view the situation as it affects stars

Says

"Star

Personality

Prime
Requirement
of Pictures
for they have the receiver at their asset to every exhibitor and its true emphasis on the need for well-known
ears at all times and the public is value is registered very definitely in
to interpret the roles. 'Last
at the other end of the wire. Every the box-office. And it has been ef- players
saidproduction
Dr. Carter,
'I saw
marvelous
founded
upona
fectually demonstrated by thousands night,'
day, after every performance, in
fact, patrons make it their business of exhibitors that this value is a famous story by one of the old
to comment on the picture so that cumulative; the name of a well- masters and I felt sorry for the
the exhibitors are not left long in known popular star occurring and exhibitor who had booked this picture with the apparent purpose of
doubt as to how the picture went recurring in front of a theatre at
across. And where their comment not-too-long intervals (for the pub- showing a better grade attraction to
is not restricted to the commonplace ronage.
lic is fickle) is a sure bid for pat- his clientele, for there were but a
handful of people to see it. It was
remark that 'That was a dandy pic"That the exhibitor recognizes this exquisitely produced, there is no betture,' they more than likely enlarge
ter author known, yet it was a disupon the one outstanding feature — condition is apparent from the tenor
mal failure from the revenue viewthe leading players. Seldom is of his query when approached by a
point. Iam convinced that had this
praise rendered exclusively or even film salesman. 'Who's in it?' will
particularly to the author, the story more than likly be one of the first picture contained the name of some
or the director. Glance through the things he wants to know, and it is well-known screen personage, it
exhibitor comments in the trade dollars to doughnuts that the picture would have proved one of the most
journals; few of these reports ever stands a better chance for a book- popular films of the timesk and
fail to mention the star.
ing if the salesman is able to answer
day most
for the
exhibitor.'
that So-and-So is starred than if saved
"Onlythe the
skeptical
and obWant News of Stars
stinate will question the existence
he has to stand there swallowing his
"And to clinch the argument there
of
star
personality
as
a
real
factor
is the ample testimony of the fan Adam's apple while he mumbles the today. And while I do not wish
to
wheeze 'all-star cast' and tries
magazines which depend for their old
make a sale without the selling disparage the occasional successful
very existence on their ability to give tc
'special,' I maintain that the star
their readers what they want, and factor of real star personality.
their contents indicate what that "In conclusion let me quote the pictures are the bread and butter
Dr. William Carter, a promiwant is— news of the stars. Scarce- Rev. nent
clergyman of Brooklyn, N. Y., of the exhibitors."
ly a month passes without a new
the Asso- Paramount Film
magazine making its appearance, and who recently
ciated
Motionaddressed
Picture Advertisers
they all seem to thrive. Where
would they be if it were not for star along the lines of how best to interCompany in Spain
est the forty-odd millions of church
personality ?
JohnpanyS.have Robertson
com"Printers who prepare the stock people in the motion picture. Speakarrived at and
Vigo,his Spain,
programs for hundreds of theatres
ing about
disinterestedness ofthe
theapparent
majority
of these and proceeded to Seville, where the
will tell you that 90 per cent, of the
reading matter which is used to potential devotees of the screen he first exteriors will be shot for "Spanboost the pictures hinges its text laid it to the inane character of a nish Jade," Mr. Robertson's next
large number of stories themselves, Paramount picture, which was
on the stars.
"The publicity departments of the suggesting the greater use of stand- adapted by Josephine Lovett from
ard works, but laid particular Maurice Hewlett's novel.
various companies are flooded with
requests for off-stage photos of the
stars and production stills from
their pictures. And the letters that
the stars themselves receive from Keith Official Breaks Rule
all over the world! As a specific
instance I might mention that Mary
to Highly Praise Pathe News
Miles Minter has a bona fide list
exclusive use in virtually all the
of correspondents that numbers
Foreralyears
gen- Keith and allied theatres.
nearly a hundred thousand names.
manager J.of J.theMurdock,
B. F. Keith
"Star personality is a very tangible Vaudeville Exchange, has made it
his policy never to write in com-and in Cincinnati
mendation of any motion picture
subject appearing in any of the
Keith theatres. He has broken his
own rule, however, to express appreciation of the service of Pathe
News which appears exclusively on
the screens of the Keith theatres.
Under date of November 23, Mr.
Muruock wrote to the Pathe home
office as follows:
"I ffeel it is only fair that I write
vou congratulating you upon the
remarkable work the Pathe News
lid in covering the burial of the
'nknown Soldier and also the arr'val of Marshal Foch and his visits to the leading cities of the
country.
"I attended the banquet given to
Marshal Foch in Cleveland and where they need full houses to
was very
much
see pic- make them forget the empty kegs
tures taken
that surprised
same daytoprojected
ASCHER BROS,
on the screen in the evening. These,
the Lewis J. Selznick
as you know, were the first pictures have booked triumph
which Marshal Foch had seen on his
American trip.
"You may be sure we feel that
Pathe News not only shows all important news events, but gets them "A MAN'S
for the HOME"
to
the
screen
with rapidity."
Members of the chorus in the back-stage scenes of "At the Stage
Some months ago, the Keith interests booked the Pathe News unDoor," a IVilliam Christy Cabanne production, presented by
der a contract which called for its Capitol Theatre
R-C Pictures
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SCENES FROM "THE FOURTEENTH
Allan

Dwan

Film

Pat he Closes

1921

WORLD

LOVER," A METRO RELEASE
Feature

Phases in Many
First Run Houses
Releases with "Power Within"
Associated Exhibitors' Allan Dwan
Scheduled for December
18
production, "The Sin of Martha
The
usual
compliment
of art
Pathe's
list
of
feature
releases
Queed," is reported to be a worthy
for 1921 closes with "The Power
offering teriors
because
of
its
splendid
exposters,
campaign
book,
"broadside"
and artistic treatment. The Within," an Achievement Films, and press sheet proved inadequate,
trade press has agreed that the pro- Inc., production scheduled for De- it is said, to present more than a
duction shows the capable hand of
cember 18, and described as a fea- small part of the various attractions
ture picture of human life with a of "The Power Within," so rich is
Mr. Dwan and that its exceptional
fesh
and
powerful appeal. So con- the story in heart interest.
cast and powerful story make is a
It is promised to exhibitors by
vinced are the distributors that "The
decidedly worth-while attraction.
Power Within" strikes a new and Patfae that "The Power Within"
A complete list of first run thea- popular
note certain to be re-echoed once launched, will exploit itself,
tres which have booked the production isnot available, but among those by every picture audience, that they and that in the meantime they will
exhibitors with ex- be afforded every means which exwhich have already shown it are : are supplying
material quite out of the
perience can suggest, emphasized
Republic, Brooklyn ; Broadway, ordinary. ploitation
Very
rarely, they say, has by the unusual attractions of the
Lawrence, Mass. ; Goodwin, New- a production contained
within itself subject, to start the prosperity line
ark; Central, Jersey
; - Isis,; more and varied advantages calcu- forming at the box offices of the
Indianapolis;
Strand,CityNasville
lated to awaken public anticipation. theatres showing the film.
Lyric, Springfield, %I11. ; Rialto,
Louisville ; Strand, Charleston, W.
Va; ; Liberty, Dayton and Palace,
New Orleans.
DeHaven Comedy
fcr December 11
Associated Exhibitors offer for
release on December 11 Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven in "Marry
the Poor Girl." It is a six-reel
comedy drama, taken from Oliver
Morocco's stage success by Owen
Davis, and directed by Lloyd Ingraham.
"Marry the
Girl" iswith
a typical
DeHaven
farce,Poorbedecked
lace,
lingerie and laughter, founded upon
the troubles of two engaged couples,
the man of one pair and the girl of
the other pair being the innocent
victims of an embarrassing situation.
Covering Stage
Coincident with the beginning of
work on the great steel frame which
will support the glass covering of
its second and largest stage. Realart
has taken over the dwelling next
door to the scenario department, and
it will immediately be converted to
the uses of Elmer Harris' staff.
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Ingram 's "Prisoner of Zenda "
Will Be Elaborately Costumed
"The Prisoner of Zenda," Rex advance of the production in order
to clothe the heroine of "The Four
Ingram's
production
adapted latest
for the
screen for
by Metro,
Mary Horsemen" and "The Conquering
O'Hara from the famous book of Power" suitably for this new role.
Anthony Hope, promises to be one Lois Lee, the new Ingram discovery,
of the most colorful pictures yet who, in the role of the Countess
made for the screen, it is said. In Helga, lady in waiting to the Princess, offers her dark beauty as a
dress particularly, Mr. Ingram has
spared no expense or detail to re- vivid contrast to the fair Miss Terry,
flect accurately and brilliantly the also possesses a luxurious wardrobe.
richness of the Hope story.
Uniforms costing approximately Serial May Be
$160,000 have been especially designed for each male principal in
Made Part of
the cast. Lewis Stone alone, in the
role of the King, wears five different
Museum Exhibit
uniforms, all of them replete with
A motion picture serial may be
the gold braid and jeweled trap- made
a permanent exhibit in the
pings of a monarch.
Upon the array of gowns worn Museum of Natural History in New
by Alice Terry, who plays the part York according to word which has
reached the film colony at
of Princess Flavia, the entire ward- just
robe department of the Metro Universal City.
studios worked for several weeks in
The production is "Winners of
the West," an eighteen episode serial
based upon the heroic exploits of
Now is the time to send
Capt. John C. Fremont and his assoin your advertising order
ciates in the conquest of the West.
The big "historical" screen venture
for our big Christmas numnow is being shown throughout the
ber. Don't delay.

country.
Theis realism
of the
historical thrills
said to have
aroused
the interest of educators everywhere
the serial is presented.
I f the serial is made a permanent
exhibit of the museum, it is understood that Edward Laemmle, its
director, will be made an honorary
member of the American Historical
Society and that a similar honor
will be conferred upon Art Acord,
the popular Western star, wh6
appears in the principal role.
Back in Pictures
Florence Roberts, the stage star
who has appeared in such celebrated
plays
"Sapho," "The
"Zaza,"
"The
Eternal asMagdalene,"
Strength
of the Weak" and "The Transformation," has been signed by Realart
to play the part of Mrs. Fabrian
Dumond in a coming Constance
Binney picture which is known at
present as "The Love Complex."
— and in Boston

Where they are wise
CHARLES
HARRIS
beat his competitors to the big picture of the
season. Lewis J. Sclznick's great production
"A MAN'S
for the HOME"
BOSTON THEATRE

MOVING
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Tisdale

Company

Has

PICTURE

Developed

Effective Exploitation Plan
A new and effective angle of According to F. M. Tisdale, president of the organization, this places
theatre exploitation has been devel- the industrial,
form of
oped by the Tisdale Industrial Film pictures where educational
they should be, in
Corporation of Chicago through the way they should be, viz : in the
the production of local features for theatres, in such a way that they
exhibitors. A fleet of camera cars will be of actual value to the theatre
fully equipped with the most from a box-office stand point, instead of in the churches, schools,
modern apparatus used in the manufacture of motion pictures brings Y. M. C. A. or auditoriums, under
a veritable mobile film studio direct the auspices of some civic organto each town. The effect of these
ization, much to the benefit and
highly painted cars with their crews prestige of the latter and to the
of directors and camera men makes eventual disadvantage and loss to
the filming of the picture an event the theatres. "The theatre is the
in the town, and their appearance
for moving pictures," said Mr.
on the streets while the picture is place
Tisdale,ounce
"the ofexhibitor
entitled
benefit tois be
derivedto
being made maintains the interest every
that puts the finished picture over from any and every form of moving
at the box office.
pictures and there is no reason why
subjects
of an
inThe picture is built in the form these important
dustrial, educational
nature
cannot
of a travelogue and topical review,
be exhibited in such a way as to
exploiting the merits of the city and be
lucrative to the exhibitor as well
the various advantages it claims as
as
satisfying to the desires of his
•one of themunities.country's
leading
comThe cities great and near patrons." The Tisdale company, it
great are filmed together with the is stated, has proven that it can be
various beauty spots and places of and leading theatres in the key
local importance. The work is done cities throughout the country are
under the suggestion of the ex- finding them good. The Tisdale
hibitor in each instance, and the de- method makes exhibitors-producers
tails worked out so as to make it a everywhere.
■community proposition in every way.
The various factories and their
product in the making comprise the Miss Tourneur
industrial section, while the comWill Play in
mercial district is represented by the
representative
mercantile establishments.
"Phantom Bride"
A tie-up with the local newsAnother promising screen lumipaper assures running stories of the
nary has been unearthed at the
event each day, whil^ the camera Metro studios in Andree Tourneur,
crews with their cars keep things a beautiful seventeen-year-old blonde,
humming on the streets. Through- who after playing small parts for
out the entire filming campaign the several months, has been, selected by
interest is focused upon the theatre Bayard Veiller to appear opposite
so that not only the full benefit of Bert Lytell in his new starring picthe exploitation is spent upon the
ture. "The isPhantom
latter, but the credit and prestige Mr. Veiller
directing.Bride," which
received from such an undertaking
When
Nazimova
was casting for
establishes the exhibitor still more
her
production
of
"Camille"
was
firmly in his town as a leading looking for several prettyandyoung
citizen interested in exploiting his girls for the gambling scenes, she
town and helping to maintain that
civic pride and interest in local saw Miss Tourneur and gave her
affairs.
two
in this picture.
\fter days'
this work
she registered
at the
Metro
casting
office,
with the reii!miiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimiiiimiiiiiiiii£
sult that she was one of the girls
Get Your
| called for the banquet scenes of
Rex Ingram's production of "The
Conquering
Laterproduction
she was
Julius
given
a smallPower."
role in his
of "Turn to the Right."
| Cahn-Gus Hill 1 Glenn Hunter in
THEATRICAL
Five-Reel Films
RAILROAD
Frank W. Tuttle and Fred Waller,
NEWSPAPER
Jr., have rented the Mirror Studio
=
AND
E to produce a series of five-reel comedy dramas featuring Glenn Hunter.
|
HOTEL GUIDE | Mr. Hunter has several pictures
5 Listing over 23,000 Motion ^ to his credit, having played opposite
S Picture and Legitimate The- = Constance Binney in "The Case of
S atres in the United States = Beck," and more recently as the
■SI and Canada.
= juvenile with Norma Talmadge in
"Smiling
Mr. theTuttle
was
formerly Through."
associated with
Famous
j
PRICE $3.00 | Players' scenario department, where
he adapted several successes for the
~
Address, Room 205 ~
—
Columbia Theatre Building SI screen, notably "The Conquest of
SI
Broadway and 47th Street —
Mr. Waller, who has charge of
New York City — Canaan."
the photography in the Glenn Hunter
series,
was also lately identified
■niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii?.
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with Famous Players. There he
built up an enviable reputation for
his special camera and title work
on "Deception," "Peter Ibbetson,"
"Footlights,"
Golem"is and
others.
Walter "The
R. Sheridan
the
company's
assistant
director.
Albert Viragh Flower and Ernest
Fegte are responsible for the art
direction.
Columnist

Gives

"Two Orphans" a
December Release
D. W. Griffith took his new production, "The Two Orphans," into
New England last week for a trial
showing. The picture will be released first in Hartford, December
19.
Praise

to

Ingram's "Conquering
universal story of Power"
love and greed
Robert Garland, who runs the "By against the background of a French
The
Way"
column
in
the
Baltimore
American, is the latest to praise the provincial town. The producer of
Rex Ingram production for Metro 'The Four Horsemen' has illustrated
of Balzac's "The Conquering Pow- it with pictures that ofttimes have
"It has discernment, humanity and the tonal quality of a work of art."
an ever-present sense of beauty," Ince Announces
he
to end
it iswrites.
a blessed"From
relief beginning
from the hokum
New Drama for
of the average picture play. Nowadays, when so much is being written
First National
and said about the excellence of the
German-made film — an excellence I Thomas H. Ince announces the production of another special feature
was among the first to appreciate —
it is heartening to see such a fine for distribution by Associated First
American photoplay as this. It is National Pictures, Inc., "Someone to
one of the few pictures you really Love,"
the latest original screen
must see.
story by C. Gardner Sullivan, au"Let me tell you that young Rex
of "Hail
Ingram is a real artist in his own
The thornew
storytheis Woman."
declared to be
particular metier, that of the motion one of the most unusual dramas
ever prepared for the screen. The
picture.
productionof oftheIbanez's
'The FourHisHorsemen
Apoc- entire story is laid in a north Canada
and trading post and feaalypse' established him at the age of settlement
tures acircus girl, an elephant and
twenty-nine. Mr. Ingram did for
the Great War what David Wark a young musician who has drifted
Griffith did for the Civil War- into the wilds.
visualized it so that it would never
Mr. Ince promises an all-star cast
have to be photographed again.
and production features that will
make
it one of the big features of
"In 'The Conquering Power,' In- his schedule
for First National.
gram works in an entirely different
The director and the cast will be
genre. Here you have an intimate announced
soon.
study of family life, a more or less

"Three Musketeers" Has Fine
Prelude at Brooklyn Strand
A dramatic pcrsonae of eight
Mr. Hyman devised the "songoperatic stars wearing rich costumes
"The Three Musof the court period of Queen Anne, pageant"kete rs"for
as the only incidental numcast in stage roles, were drawn upon
ber upon the program, excluding the
by Managing Director Edward L. usual film and musical novelties
Hyman to supply the talent needed because of the extreme length of
for the pageant he presented as a
prelude to the film showing of the featured offering. The operatic
stars played the principal parts from
Douglas Fairbanks in "The Three Dumas'
story.
Musketeers," at the Brooklyn Strand.

lidivard "The
L. Hyman's
for United
Three prologue
Musketeers"
at the Artists'
Brooklyn Strand
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SCENES FROM "PARDON MY FRENCH," STARRING VIVIAN MARTIN.

RELEASED BY GOLDIVYN

ney's fifth Realart picture of the seasontionwhichunderhasthejust
gone into
producdirection
of Edward
"Hurricane Hutch" Is Type of
Le Saint. Jack Mulhall plays the
Serial Now Popular, Says Pathe male lead, while Edythe Chapman
Grassby are cast in exPublic taste changes when it comes piling in began to establish it as and Bertram
cellent parts. The story is by
to entertainment, just as it does the most successful serial Pathe ever
Aubrey
Stauffer.
for styles, Pathe says. It is only released.
Now, months after release date,
by keeping their fingers on the pulse
of the public without cessation, that when, it is said, it accomplished Stone R 2 turns
motion picture producers are enabled wonders at the box office during the
to supply
types theatres
of pictures
pat- extremely dull periods of the sumto Screen in
rons of thethescreen
demand.
mer and early fall, exhibitors are
R-C Pictures
still commending Pathe for its enMade Recent Change
terprise and is daring in attempting
Pathe Exchange, Inc., months to produce a serial that was differFred Stone's return to the screen
ent from all others. Among many in productions distributed by R-C
ago began to feel the need for
changing the makeup of serials. letters of commendation are two re- Pictures is being made an event of
ceived the past week from Herbert great importance by hundreds of
The public in many sections, it is
manager of the Audi- exhibitors throughout the country
said, was tiring of the "blood and S. Woltf,
torium Theatre, South Bend, Ind., who recognize the personal poputhunder"
type
of
production,
and
larity of the star among all classes
wanted fast moving stories, with and T. J. Smith, of the Princess
of theatre-goers, according to
plenty of thrills and "stunts" and Theatre, Colchester, 111.
Charles R. Rogers, general manager
none of gun-play.
of distribution for R-C.
"Hurricane Hutch" was the result
Mulhall
in
Film
of this alleged changing sentiment.
Now in Key Cities
How thoroughly it met the demands
Three well-known picture players
of the public was evident soon after have been signed for the principal
The noted star's first R-C release,
its release, it is said. Bookings supporting roles in Constance Bin- "The Duke of Chimney Butte," is
alreadyences in many
entertaining
picture
audiof the big
key points
and
has Proctor
been booked
"solid" circuits,
by the
Keith,
and Moss
embracing many of the leading
theatres in the East.
Mort Singer, general manager of
the Orpheum circuit, also placed his
stamp of approval upon the "Duke
of
Chimney
Butte"theatres
and it of
will the
be
shown
in the
Western chain following its prerelease showing in Chicago.

Scene from "The
Unfoldment,"
a George
Kern production,
released
by Associated
Exhibitors

Inc., to make immediate applications.
While "Behold the Man" hasproved an ideal subject for yearround exhibition, there is no gainsaying that it is a great picture for
holiday showing, particularly beginning with Christmas period and
right up through the Easter period.
Crowds

See Film

in Spite of Rain
Lawrence Beattus, manager of
Loew's Palace Theatre, Washington,
D. C, has telegraphed to the home
office of R-C Pictures as follows:
"Despite heavy, continuous rain, big
audiences last night acclaimed Doris
May in 'The Foolish Age.' The
Washington Post says 'The Foolish
Age' scored a pronounced success.
The Washington
saysseldom
'star
comes
to the stage Star
all too
and is a decided hit.' It looks like
a big winner for business."

—

and in Milwaukee

"Behold the Man"
in Much Demand
for the Holidays where nothing but the best can
With the approaching holiday sea- take their minds off their troubles
son, Pathe again finds exhibitors
ASCHER BROS.
demanding in even greater numbers
than last year, its beautiful hand
have booked the first of the
colored masterpiece, "Behold the
Selznick Supreme Six
Man." This story tells the life of
Christ in the most exacting manner
and never digresses from the Bible.
Bookings have been increasing so
steadily for the past month that few "A MAN'S HOME"
for the
open dates are left now on anv of
the prints, and exhibitors desiring Merrill Theatre
to play the subject are urged by the
home office of Pathe Exchange,

Six

Specials

Are

Production
the First
Six big pictures are on the production schedule of Thomas H. Ince
for the first thr.ee months of 1922 to
follow "Hail the Woman" under his
recently negotiated distribution contract with Associated First National
Pictures, Inc. At the Ince studios
at Culver City four pictures are in
the course of production, one is in
the cutting room and the sixth has
been announced.
For 1922 Mr. Ince has laid down
ahis"big
production
policy
plansyear"
include
definitely,
for and
the
first quarter of the year, the followingence
specials
"Face Value"
FlorVidor,: Milton
Sills, —Marcia
Manon, Joe Singleton, Frank Campeau, Charles Clary and Winton
Hall in the cast. Direction and
scenario by Lambert Hillyer, dimost of at
Bill the
Hart'scamera.
best.
Charlesrector ofStumar
Original story by Marc Edmond
Jones. It is the story of a tin-eared,
broken-nosed crook who receives a
new identity at the hands of a noted
plastic surgeon. Mystery, romance
and thrilling adventure and a drama
with many unusual twists and exploitation possibilities are said to fill
the picture.
"The Hottentot" — From Willie
Collier's recent stage success, Douglas MacLean in the role of "Sam
Harrington,"
thewhomanis mistaken
mortally
afraid
of horses
for a daring steeplechase rider.
Madge Bellamy in the feminine
lead, Raymond Hatton, Stanhope
Wheatcroft, Lillian Worth, Sam
Armstrong and others in support.
Story by William Collier and Victor

on Ince
Schedule

for

Quarter of 1922
Mapes. Scenario and direction by
Del Andrews, the veteran Ince scout
who at last agreed to wield a megaphone after many year.
"Jim"— Milton Sills, John Bowers
and Marguerite de la Motte in the
leading roles. An original story by
Bradley King. Directed by John
Griffith Wray, who directed "Lying
Lips" and "Hail the Woman." The
story of a school teacher and her
soul's conflict between a career and
a great love. The production embodies many thrilling scenes taken in
the Imperial Valley of California
and in San Francisco.
"Wooden Spoil" — Directed
Irvin Willat. The story is from bya
popular novel by Victor Rousseau.
Scenario by Joseph Franklin Poland.
All-star cast. A Canadian lumber
country drama.
"Finding
Timely and with
absorbingHome"
drama of —immigration
the Colorado mines as locale. Featuring an all-star cast. Direction by
Lambert Hillyer. Story by Gertrude Nelson Andrews. Scenario by
ISradley King, the author of "Jim."
"Bellboy 13," another Douglas MacI ean comedy to be released after
"The Hottentot." "Someone to
Love," a drama of a Canadian trading post, a girl and elephant and a
musician, written by C. Gardner
Sullivan and to be produced with
an all-star cast.

Pathe has scheduled for release the
week of December 18th. In this
offering the spectacled comedian
changes slightly from his usual
characterization and becomes a bad
man of the West. Bebe Daniels is
the girl he wins for himself and
"Snub" Pollard is seen as the waiter, bartender, and general utility
man of the old:time dance hall. The
comedy is filled with the situations
that are sure to delight the Harold
Lloyd fan and gives the comedian
plenty of opportunity for his particular brand of humor. The funniest moment in the offering is when
Lloyd is suspected of being a bad
man with a price on his head and
then suddenly becomes one to the
surprise of the cowpunchers and
himself.
Philadelphia

"R. S. V. P." for
Early Release
In the belief that the selection of
a supporting cast is one of the most
important measures for the adequate production of good story material, Charles Ray has paid particular attention to the players who take
part
in V.
the P.,"
star'swhich
latest will
production,
"R. S.
be released throughout the country this
week by First National. In the new
comedy in which Arthur S. Kane
once more presents the star, the
members of the cast have been
picked with a view to their ability
to bring out the comic situations
whichinal story.
feature Rob Wagner's orig-

Ministers

Highly

Praise "The Three Musketeers'*
there was not an objecDouglas Fairbanks' film version of agreed that
tionable feature.
"The Three Musketeers" has,
" 'The Three Musketeers' is a
L'nited Artists says, won the un- laudable example of the motion picqualified endorsement of the clergy
ture art," says Rev. Charles M.
of Philadelphia, who also put them- Boswell.
"Not only is the picture
selves on record as heartily approv- a graphic description of the intrigue
ing wholesome motion pictures as a of those days, but it is edifying
logical medium for the moral educa- throughout," was the opinion of
tion of the public.
Rev. Francis M. Kirkman.
Praised by Clergy
Several hundred ministers of
every denomination of Philadelphia,
their wives, family members and
Rev. John A. Good fellow, for
friends, recently attended a private nearly fifty years rector of the
Church of the Good Shepherd,
showing
"The playing
Three Musketeers"
which isof still
to capacity Kensington, praised the moral of
audiences in an extended run at the the picture very highly. So did
Richard Ormiston, who attended the
new Aldine Theatre.
performance as representative of the
No Objectionable Scene
Church Home of Pennsylvania.
Next Lloyd Re-Issue
Prior to the screening, David Mr. Ormiston will submit a report
"Two-Gun Gussie" is the title of Barton,
a Philadelphia lawyer, to the Church House.
the current re-issued one-reel comagainst the unfit in pictures,
edy starring Harold Lloyd which speaking
called attention to the fact that
"The Three Musketeers" presented David Butler
H. PAULIS STUDIO
a very convincing example of an
with Universal
FOR RENT
art whereby the intrigue of a French
court of the Sixteenth Century
Fully equipped six offices completely furnished; 16 dressing
David
Butler,
popular star of
rooms,
carpenter shop, cutting room, projecting room,
could be shown in a manner that many "human" and "hick" roles, has
dark room,
would not affect the sensibilities of been engaged by Universal to play
locatedflatsat and motor generator
the most exacting. During an in- a leading role with Ghdys Walton
6070 SUNSET BOULEVARD,
Phone S7839S HOLLYWOOD
formal discussion of the picture
that star's next picture, "Kind
following the showing, the ministers in
Deeds." Tod Browning is directing.
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SCENES FROM "THE ROOF TREE," STARR ING WILLIAM RUSSELL.
New

RELEASED BY FOX

Film for

Ay res and Holt
"Too Mucli Efficicny" an adaptation ofPostE. story,
J. Rath's
ing
will Saturday
be WilliamEvenDe
Mille's next Paramount picture, it
was announced by Mr. De Mille this
week before he left for Hollywood,
after a hurried trip East. The
adaptation will be done by Clara
Beranger, who went to California
to collaborate with Mr. De Mille
in the preparation of the script.
Agnes Ayres, who has just finished
her first starring picture for Paramount, "The Lane That Had No
Turning," and Jack Holt, also recently elevated to stardom by Paramount, will play the leading roles,
and the supporting cast will include
other well-known players.
71 R. Barnes with
Marie Prevost
T. Roy Barnes, leading man in
many comedy-dramas, is playing the
chief supporting role in Marie
Prevost's next Universal special
attraction,
Barnes
was chosen "Cupid
because Incog."
of the humorous
character given to the male lead in
the picture, by the author of the
story, Irving G. Thalberg, director
general at Universal City. Clarence
Badger, newly signed Universal
director, has been entrusted with the
making of the picture.

Cecil

B. DeMille's

Staff Plan
Following the departure of Cecil
B. DeMille for Europe and Africa
a few days ago on an extended vacation trip, most of his staff and
some of the members of Jhe cast of
"Saturday Night," his latest picture,
are planning to do a little traveling
on their own account.
Jeanifc Macpherson, author of
"Saturday Night" and many other
DeMille pictures, plans to journey to
New York in the near future. Clare
West, fashion designed for Cecil B.
DeMille, will also visit New York
about the first of the year. Cullen
Tate, assistant director to the producer, has already departed for a
California watering place where he
Two

New

Production

Their

Are Scheduled
Following close on the heels of
"Get-Rich-Quick
Wallingford,"
another Cosmopolitan
Production,
"Just Around the Corner," is scheduled for release by Paramount, December 11, sharing the date with
the special production, "Don't Tell
EverythingIn!"Leading Roles
Wallace Reid, Gloria Swanson and
Elliott Dexter have the leading roles

eWom
O (.arclner
Sullivan

THE WOMAN," A
ONE OF THE 24-SHEETS ON "HAIL
FIRST NATIONAL RELEASE

Vacations

month'sonevacation.
to spend
plans Faye,
of the
whoa plays
Julia
y Night,"
in "Saturda
t roles
ions aboard
importan
has made
reservat
ship
for Honolulu.
Theodore Roberts, who likewise
latest DeMille picthe arrangements
appears
ture, hasinmade
to use
"Sea
the
yacht,
DeMille's
Mr.
for several fishing trips. Bee,"
Ann
Bauchens, who is responsible for the
cutting of DeMille pictures, expects
of vacato enjoytion. nearly
Paul Iribe,fiveartweeks
director
for
the producer, is accompanying Mr.
DeMille on the latter's tour of Italy,
Northern Africa, France, Germany
and England.

Paramount

■ 797

Productions

for December
11
•i "Don't Tell Everything!" which
is one of Paramount's multiple-star
special productions. The picture is
from an original story by Lorna
Moon, with scenario by Albert
Shelby rected
LeVino.
Sam Wood
diand Thompson
Buchanan
supervised the production.
A Fannie Hurst Story

Miss Forrest, who recently completed her work in John S. Robertson's Paramount picture, "Love's
Boomerang,"
which Mr.
produced in Europe,
is a Robertson
native of
Denmark, and had gone home on a
visit. Arrangements were made for
her to be present at court.
Miss Forrest is the first motion
picture actress to meet a king, it is
said.
"Easiest Way" to
Be Screened Anew
When 'The Easiest Way" was
originally staged the screen rights
were purchased and it was presented
in film form three seasons ago.
This season the stage play was re-,
vived and now Selznick will make
an entirely new version of the play,
work starting shortly after the new
year. ishing
Lewis
Browne is finoff the Allen
scenario.
-and in Los Angeles

"Just Around the Corner" is an
adaptation
of "The
Superman,"
story
by Fannie
Hurst,
author ofa
"Humoresque." It is one of a series
of stories published under the title,
"Just Around the Corner" — a title
so appropriate that it was chosen for
the photoplay. Frances Marion,
who wrote the scenario of "Humor- where every exhibitor has a "mission" to get the very best for his
esque," not only adapted this latest
production but directed it as well. "movie wise" patrons
ALEX. PANTAGES
Film Queen Meets
has booked the Selznick production
that has set all America talking
King of Denmark
A queen of the movies met the
King of the Danes Monday when
Ann Forrest, charming Paramount
actress, was presented at court in "A MAN'S
for the HOME"
Copenhagen, to King Christian of
Denmark.
LOIS THEATRE
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WILLIAM S. HART IN "WHITE OAK."

Roland

Serial

Breaks

Records;

Episode Titles Up to Twelfth
Pathe branch exchange reports up Trident" — in which the threeto three weeks before the announced pronged spear, symbol of the heroine'salsoIndian
tribe by menace.
adoption, contains
a dreadful
releasethat
datethe for
Eagle"
show
latest"White
Ruth Roland
serial has broken all advance bookEpisode 2. — "The Red Men's Menin which the dangers of both
ing records. With leading exhib- heroace"—and
heroine produce the beitors in different parts of the counginning of a series of "thrills."
try sending telegrams of congratulation to the Pathe home office, anEpisode 3. — "A Strange Message"
ticipations of greater returns from — it means mysterious peril.
Episode 4. — "The Lost Trail."
"White viousEagle"
than are
from considered
any prePathe serial
Episode 5.— "The Clash of the
Clans" — in which the interests of
justifiable.
two tribes in an immense accumulaTitles of Episodes
tion of gold bring them to the verge
bloodshed,
The vitality and picturesqueness of
storm
center. with the heroine the
of the action, together with its fas"Therelease
Trap" seems
— it seizes
cinatingreferred
"White Rider"
notenotesof theEpisode
heroine6. —and
immystery, are
to with
possible.
of admiration in these expressions
from exhibitors on reviewing the Episode 7. — "The Mysterious
Voyage" — the only member of the
opening
of "White
tribe toto read
a secret cipher
Many ofepisodes
the episode
titles Eagle."
contain heroine's
followed
an outlandish
and
promise of genuine thrills. Here is
perilous region.
they are, up to and including NumEpisode 8.— "The Island of Terber 12— not to divulge the denoueror"— superstition's horrid rites to
ment so early :
be faced.
Episode I.— "The Sign of the
Episode 9.— "The Flaming Arrow"— it causes the heroine to
snmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuc
plunge
from a high cliff into the
sea.
| EXHIBITORS
= Give your patrons a novelty
E program for Christmas and
E New Year.
SINGERS
DANCERS
§
| MUSICAL ACTS
=
or any type of
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A PARAMOUNT

PICTURE

scheduled for January 1. It is in
six reels, and is a powerfully dramatic photoplay based upon truth as
the highest incentive toward human
happiness.
The theme has a strong hold upon
the audience because it deals with
the fundamental emotions in such
a manner that audiences can see
themselves personified in the various
characterizations. It is human and
sincere, and Associated Exhibitors
claims it as a thoroughly big picture
in every respect.
Kern Wrote Story
The story was written by George
H. Kern, and deals with the efforts
of a girl to bring about the reformation of a newspaper owner whose
creed is self advancement; also his
managing editor, who places his reliance upon the strength of his own
personality. The third individual is
the editor's crippled brother, whose
deformity has made him bitter
against God and man. Only through
the power of the screen is the girl

able to visualize to each his own
shortcomings.
"Muskzteers"
Breaks Records
Showing simultaneously in three
Cleveland neighborhood theatres, the
Lucier, the Manhattan and the Capitol, at more than double usual
prices, Musketeers"
Douglas Fairbanks'
Three
played to"The
capacity
on
the
first
seven-day
ing ever made by either of the bookthree
houses, had a "lock-out" on Sunday, andofsetthenewthree.
box-office
for each
It is a records
United
Artists' release.
At Poli Theatres
During December and January the
Locke
story, by
"Morals,"
has
been adapted
Realart which
with May
McAvoy in the stellar role, will be
shown in the Poli Theatres in Hartford, New Haven, Bridgeport and
Waterbury.

^Episode 10.— "The Cave of PerItitle.
E il"— where the hero truly earns his
E Episode 11. — "Danger Rails" —
E apparent
destruction on wheels.
Episode
— "Winon all
or sides,
Lose"the
—
I here,
amid 12.
dangers
heroine makes a critical decision,
= unknowing that the mysterious
"White
may be depended
| upon to Rider"
perform miracles
in the
E three remaining episodes.

|

VAUDEVILLE ACTS |
at reasonable prices E
LEE BEGGS, Gen. Mgr. E "The Unfoldment"
Has a Dramatic
Wire
E
and Sincere Tale
E Independent Booking Exchange —
— Room 323, Rom ax Building E
E
245 West 47th Street
"The Unfoldment," a George H.
E
New York City E Kern production, will be the initial
by Associated ExE
Phone Bryant 3320 — feature released
hibitors for the new year, being
7IIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMH?

Miriam Batlista and Margaret Foster as the mother in "At the
Stage Door," produced by William Christy Cabanne and presented
by R-C Pictures

MOVING
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"At
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Is to Be
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Does Big Work
What in
is believed
to be Days
a record
Twelve
for cutting and titling a special production was set by Cecil B. DeMille
and staff on the producer's latest
picture,
working "Saturday
days were Night."
required Twelve
for the
big task. The rapid work was neces itated bythe departure of the
producer and his art director, Paul
Iribe, on an extended vacation trip.

by R-C
d Decembe
Release
siterFrances11
Hess, another child.
William
Christy Cabanne
and his
The
lead,
in
the
later
scenes, is
staff are engaged at the Sixty-first
street studio in the task of cutting taken by Lillian (Billie) Dove, who
the negative of "At the Stage attained popularity in the Ziegfeld
andNorthinappears
"Sallie,"as while
ElizDoor," the final shots of which were Follies abeth
her sister.
taken last week, reducing the finished production to approximately William Collier, Jr., has a small
part as the suitor of one girl and
6,300 feet.
then of the other.
Story of Sharp Contrasts
"At the Stage Door," the working title of which was "Women of
Conquest," is to be presented by
R-C Pictures, for release Decem"Penrod" Shown for Benefit of
ber 11. It is a story of sharp contrasts and unusual situations, inBedridden Hospital Patients
volving the life of a young girl in
For the first time in the history Angeles, experimented ith the proa little up-State village, who later
comes to the city and enters the of motion pictures, a photoplay was
jection of five
reelslarge
of "Penrod"
on
chorus.
of the
ward.
screened before bed-ridden patients the ceiling
The idea came to Mr. Neilan reLittle Miriam Battista, who played in a hospital ward last week when
cently when he visited a friend at
in "Humoresque," has a number of Marshall Neilan and Dr. A. C. the hospital
who told the producer
interesting scenes in the opening Thorpe, chairman, board of directors
episodes of the story, playing oppo- of the California Hospital, Los that the most unbearable phase of
the bed-ridden patient is the long
enforced idleness without the usual
forms of entertainment and relaxation the healthy person is accustomed to.
Opens New Angle
This opens a new exploitation angle
for exhibitors that will enable them
to do an act of charity in their community and the same time realize
unusual space in their local papers.
A plan is now being prepared by
Air. Neilan in which all theatres
playing "Penrod" may show this
film at local hospitals at little expense. The details
press sheet
on stunt.
"Penrod"
will contain
on this

Plan Campaign

METRO

PRESENTS
VIOLA Ds
FOURTEENTH LOVER"

for

quality will be sufficient to offset
the proverbially bad business which
usuallyday precedes
the Christmas
holiweek in theatres
throughout
the country.
Henry
Siegel, inmanager
of the says
Select exchange
New York,
that exhibitors in the metropolitan
territory are champing at the bit
awaiting with but little patience
the premiere of the picture at the
Capitol.
Change Title
The title of Lee- Moran's first
Century Comedy, which is now finished has been
from "The
Commuter"
to changed
"The Straphanger,"
Moran has started production on his
second take-off on real life. It is
to deal with college atmosphere and
he will play the part of a football
hero. It is to be called "The Touch— and in Philadelphia
down."

where they certainly know

to "ring Company
the bell"
Thehow Stanley
"A Man's Home"
at the Capitol has booked the splendid Selznick
Wires are bing laid for the openproduction
ing of the Selznick special, "A
Man's Home," at the Capitol theatre, New York City, Sunday,
December 18. The picture is go- "A MAN'S
for theHOME"
ing in preceded by an extensive advertising and publicity campaign
and there are high hopes that its Stanley Theatre
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SOME OF THE REASONS WHY CHRISTIE COMEDIES ARE SO WELL WORTHY OF BOOMING
On the top row (left) is Viora Daniel, a recent star, and on the right is Vera Stedman. Between is a scene from "A Rambling Romeo";
staged with all the care of a feature production. In the center are three scenes from "A Barnyard Cavalier," with Al Christie (center)
directing Ncal Burns and Bobby Vernon.
Below are lune Hart and "Laddie," while in the center stands Dorothy Devon
in "Saving Sister Susie"
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New Playing i

Booming Christie Comedies
By Epes W. Sargent
Length alone does not make a feature, and more and more the managers are coming to
realize that sometimes a two-reel comedy will pull far more business than an average five-reel
story, and sometimes pleases even more than a costly super- feature in seven to twelve parts.
Instead
of adding he"andknows
a comedy"
to hisThe
announcement
the wiseSanmanager
now one
is more
specific
when
he
has something
will draw.
Portola Theatre,
Francisco,
of the
important
Roth and Partington houses, gets out special in sert cards for all Christie comedies, and finds
that it pulls in the business of many who may not not be appealed to by the main title, for discriminating playgoers know that the Christie comedies stand for real entertainment, clean, sprightly
and with ideas replacing the old slapstick.
The two pictures on the top row show how the Strand Theatre, Pasadena, handled the first
production
"Oh,theBuddy,"
cards
in black
about town, ofwhile
electric the
signwindow
gave both
producer
and and
title.white being generously distributed
Below is the Ocean Park Theatre with the sign split between a super-feature and the comedy,
in this The
instance,
"Petticoats
exhibitor
who putsandin aPants."
comedy merely to fill in his bill is wasting opportunity. The
wise manager puts in something that will add to the attraction of his program and pull in extra
money on its own account. The Educational-Christie releases have a box-office value of their own.
They can sell tickets to people who do not want heavy entertainment, but are sure of a good
laugh from the Christie brand.

Monaco iiKB if
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Goldwyn

Prepares

' 'Grand Larceny
for Early Release
A photoplay that Goldwyn is preparing for release early in the year,
and one that it confidently anticipates will rank high in the year's
productions, is "Grand Larceny,"
from
a
hune. story by Albert Payson TerIt is a vital and dramatic story
of marriage and disillusionment in
which the husband, John Anixter,
gives up his wife to the man he
thinks she loves and in whose arms
he had found her. She was innocent
of wrongdoing, but Anixter would
not listen to that. His friend had
committed
stealing her love"grand
and helarceny"
tells hisin friend
that he will never have an easy moment because "a woman that can be
stolen from one man can be stolen
from another."
Wallace Worsley directed the picwhich hascasts.
one Elliott
of Goldwyn's
famousture great
Dexter
and beautiful Claire Windsor head
the cast. Roy Atwell, Tom Gallery,
Richard Tucker and John Cossar
are also in it. Bess Meredith and
Charles Kenyon prepared the continuity.
DeHavens in a
Comic Picture
The announcement that Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven will appear
on the Associated Exhibitors program in the screen version of their
stage success, "Marry the Poor
Girl," terest
is creating
considerable
inamong exhibitors,
it is said.
J. E. Storey, sales manager of the
Associated, says that "Marry the
Poor
Girl," onwhich
he has 11,
announced
for release
December
will be
greeted by important first-run bookings in every exchange center.
Neilan

Praises

"Hail the Woman"
The policy of co-operative criticism, adopted on the West Coast
by producers whose pictures are
distributed by Associated First
National Pictures, Inc., brought
from Marshall Neilan the declaration that "Hail the Woman,"
Thomas H. Ince's forthcoming
special production "is indeed an
achievement for the motion picture
world."
Mr. Neilan was among the group
of Los Angeles picture notables who
attended the recent presentation of
"Hail the Woman" at the Beverly
Hills Hotel. Although "Hail the
Woman" duction
is Mr.
Ince'sNational,
initial pro-he
for First
accepted the plan of co-operative
criticism which has been recently
put into practice by First National
producers producers
and invitedto "aseegroup
associated
his newof
release. Mr. Neilan's letter was
one of many received by Mr. Ince.
It reads :
persons
have
told"Noyoudoubt
that so
thismany
picture
represents
your greatest achievement that in
expressing the fact that this is my
belief I am merely repeating the
•consensus of opinion of those who
have been fortunate enough to see

PICTURE

an advance presentation of this
wonderful production.
"While 1 rejoice in the thought
that this wonderful photoplay is a
great personal accomplishment for
you at the same time I cannot help
but saysents that
the production
even more
than this torepreour
industry in general, for it is indeed
an achievement for the motion picture world.
"It isin athephotoplay
thatseeevery
woman
land should
and
entertainment that every man and
youth will enjoy."
Showmen Boost

WORLD

Arranging to Show
''OurMu tua I Friend

Christmas Week
First-run houses are making
special arrangements to show
Charles D.ckens' "Our Mutual
Friend" during Christmas Week,
according to a statement from Wid
Gunning, Inc., distributors of this
picture.
"Dickens and Christmas are indelibly associated in the public mind
and exhibitors know this," says the
statement.
"For to
thatget reason
big
houses
are anxious
play dates
on this film for the holiday week.
"Possession"
Advices received
from branch Their managers are planning to play
author and this reproduction
managers by Charles R. Rogers, up the
his well known masterpiece in
general manager of distribution for of
their holiday advertising.
R-C Pictures, indicate that "Possession,"
Louis
Mercanton's
FrenchAppeal to Schools
made production founded upon
"The exhibitors, too, are looking
forward
to the fact that crowds of
Anthony
Hope's
novel,
"Phroso,"
will have a wide appeal to all exhibitors who are seeking unusual college students, to whom Dickens
productions with which to keep the has a special appeal, will be home
interest of their patrons at high tide. for the holidays. School children
of younger age will have a vacation
that week, and they and their parents will be looking for the theatre
New Number of
which will play a film so especially
Exhibitors News
pleasing to them. The matinee
business for theatres which play
Now Issued 'Our Mutual Friend' on Christmas
Cosmopolitan Productions has just
issued the November number of its Week will be unprecedented."
Exhibitors' News to theatre owners
and managers. The latest issue con- Audience Likes
tains stories of information to exR-C Picture,
hibitors on "Enchantment," "GetRich-Quick
Wallingford,"
exploitation of recent
releases and
the
"Possession"
Members of Paris Post No. 1, the
awarding of Photoplay Magazine's American
Legion, were entertained
Gold picture
Medal to
as the
best
of "Humoresque"
1920.
recently by Louis Mercanton, at a
The eight-page magazine is pro- showing of Mr. Mercanton's picfusely illustrated and is made up
ture, "Phroso," based on the novel
with an idea of informing the ex- of the same name by Sir Anthony
hibitor of coming Cosmopolitan Hope. The production, which has
Productions and furnishing to him been purchased by R-C Pictures,
facts of value in the exploiting of will be shown soon all over America
the pictures. It is distributed free under the title "Possession."
of charge.
Roy E. Hale, chairman of the
Paris Post, entertainment committee, commenting on the showing,
Joins Staff of
said : "The film was shown to a
Wid Gunning, Inc.
Field Carmichael has joined the
sales staff of Wid Gunning, Inc.,
and as special home office representative will for the present make
his
headquarters in the Denver
Exchange.
Mr. Carmichael is widely known
in the industry. He has been connected with the Sells-Floto Circus,
with Pathe and Fox Film Corporations. He has devoted a large part
of his time in the past to work o*the coast, where he has an intimakacquaintance with exhibitors.
Three First Runs.
Goldwyn pictur2S are this week
showing in first runs in three theatres in Pittsburgh. The Katharine
Newlin Burt western melodrama,
"The Man
From Lloyd,
Lost River,"
directed by Frank
is having
two simultaneous first run showings
at the Blackstone, the regular Goldwyn first run house in that city,
and at the Regent Theatre of which
Rowland Clark is manager.
Goldwyn's Italian spectacle, "Theodora," is in its third week at the
Pitt Theatre, where it is showing at
the $2 top scale of prices.

December 17, 1921
very enthusiastic audience. In my
capacity as chairman for the past
year I can assure you that we have
given no entertainment that was so
complimented by everyone, and we
heartily endorse the film to the
American public."
Universal

Drops

Main Title Line-Up
Universal has discarded its old
main title line-up. For some time
Mr. Laemmle has been considering
a change and has naturally given
ear to all the criticisms of newspaper men and theatre patrons, who
constantly lament the long roll of
names that precede the film story.
He feels that it is time someone
took the lead in making it possible
for patrons of the pictures to read
the names of those who contributed
to the success of a production if
they want to, and go out of the
theatre without this extraneous
knowledge if they are not interested.
New Style Opening
In the future Mr. Laemmle promises a new kind of opening in the
big pictures. This will vary so that
the openings will never become
stereotyped as they have been for
years. Each picture will present its
own problem and will be treated by
an expert just as the making of a
musical score or the designing of a
prologue.
J. P. McGowan

in

New Production
One of the biggest productions
among
Playgoers'Exhibitors,
Pictures
features, the
says Associated
is
"The
Ruse
of
the
Rattler,"
Herald production starring J. P.a
McGowan, which will be released
December 4. Playgoers declares
that it is comparable in story and in
treatment
with William
Western features,
and thatH.it Hart's
is one
of the best outdoor offerings of the
dav.

Edward L. Hyman's prologue for United Artists' "Little Lord
Fauntleroy" at the Brooklyn Strand

Achievement

Films

Inc.

Virhin

Story by J{obert Norwood

v L y Distributors v'i^
<f)Pafhe'(iR

*****
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A picture j*£ invigorating
as the salty winds of the sea.
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Fox

Film

Acclaimed

PICTURE

in Detroit

From the off ice of William Fox comes announcement that the experiment of playing "Over the Hill"
in twenty-six Detroit houses for the week ending
November 26 proved an unqualified success. The
result was far more gratifying than expected. In
fact, it was so satisfactory that arrangements have
been made to play "Over the Hill" in Detroit again in
January, when forty theatres have booked the attraction.
The theatres participating in the engagement the
week of November 26 were: The New Home, the
Gratiot, the Lakewood, the Ritz, the Arcade, the
Stratford, the Grand Victory, the Farnum, the La
Veeda, the Acme, the Merrick, the Ferndale, the Dix,
.the Crescent, the Delray, the Duplex, the Medbury,
the Myrtle, the Flcur de Lys, the Dawn, the Park, the
Central, the Chrystal, the Drury Lane, the Majestic
and the Strand. The film played during the week to
an aggregate of 151,000 persons. The average seating capacity of the twenty-six houses was 600 and
the average price of admission during the run was
thirty-live cents.

WORLD

Wid

Gunning

Force

Field

Changes

Sales

Are

Made

for Greater Efficiency
ager of the Buffalo exchange, and E.
A number of changes and additions have been made in the field A. Westcott, well-known for years in
sales force of Wid Gunning, Inc., in the Minneapolis territory, has been
the interests of greater efficiency in .appointed manager of the Wid Gunning office in that city.
putting across the special pictures
W. R. Wilkerson, until now resiwhich that corporation is now distributing.
dent manager in the Wid Gunning
New York office, has been appointed
George W. Sampson, for three
special representative with the
years Pathe exchange manager in aPacific
Coast as his field of activity.
Detroit, has taken over the manage- Mr. Wilkerson will travel between
ment of the Detroit Wid Gunning the Los Angeles, San Francisco and
exchange. Mr. Sampson was an Seattle offices, giving his energies
honor man with the Pathe organiza- to the exploitation on a big scale of
tion and his accomplishments in the the new Gunning specials.
way of exploitation sales and coAlbert W. Edon has been appointoperation with exhibitors are well
representative and has
known to all Michigan film men. goneed a special
to Kansas City, from where
Before entering the picture business he will work on special sales drives
Mr. Sampson was a successful news- territory.
and exploitation in the Middle West
paper and advertising man and his
experience in this regard was of esThe San Francisco exchange has
moved from 124 Golden Gate
officials.pecial interest to the Wid Gunning been
avenue to 284 Turk street and the
George A. Falkner has been added \°<
Boston
exchange
Piedmont
street.has been moved to
to the Wid Gunning forces as man-

New

York's

Great

Welcome

to Gunning's Dickens Film
Lengthens Its Engagement
The welcome which New York
An exploitation campaign without
to Be Turned by Universal
ballyhoo features was carried out by
has given to Charles Dickens' "Our
Wid Gunning home office staff.
Into Series of Two-Reelers Mutual Friend" has insured the con- the
tinuance ofthe presentation by Wid A bulletin board notice was disUniversal has acquired a strong comedian, plays the role of "Tin Ear top.
tributed for use in libraries and leafGunning at the Lyric Theatre at $2
addition to its release schedule by on.
lets appealing to book lovers were
arranging for the exclusive distribu- Fagan," a training quarter hangerfrom book shops. NotiThe almost unanimous enthusiasm distributed
For the third of the series, which
fication tothe Dickens fellowship in
Pushers,"
seriestionofof "The
twelveLeather
two-reelers
whicha is now being filmed at Grantwood, with which the New York critics advance of the presentation resulted
immortalize for the screen the popu- N. J., Mile. Andree Peyre, a noted greeted the picture and the manner in a 100 per cent, attendance by the
lar prize ring characters from the French aviatrix and screen favorite, in which they urged their readers members of that organization.
pen of H. C. Witwer, one of the has been engaged to play the chief not to miss the production, brought
A three-color store window paster
America's
leading
humorists.
The supporting role. This is the first out crowds of people seldom seen reading "Come in. We consider you
stories
recently
appeared
as a series
picture in which she has taken part at Broadway picture presentations. Our Mutual Friend! The perfect
Many school teachers and librarians movie," resulted in more than 100
in
Put- in the United States.
manCollier's
& Sons Magazine.
is publishingG. theP. series
were among the first week audiences. tie-ups along Broadway. This
in book form.
The melodramatic appeal of the pic- paster is being distributed to the
Novel for Films
ture was emphasized in the news- Wid Gunning exchanges for use
"The
Leather
Pushers"
is
being
put into screen form by a special
Crittenden Marriott's interesting
paper reviews,- and this brought out throughout the country. The newscompany, organized solely for this novel, "The Isle of Dead Ships,"
great numbers of people who like
paper advertising campaign followpurpose, known as the Knicker- to be picturized. Hope Hampton isis good drama for its own sake, indeing the opening was largely made
bocker Photoplay Corporation and to be starred in it following the compendent of whether or not it has a up of quotations from the newspaper
reviews.
beaded by H. L. Messmore. Harry
classical inception.
pletion of her present
Pollard is directing the series, which "The Light in the Dark,"production,
which
stars Reginald Denny in the role of now being filmed at the Paragonis
the college football star who seeks Studios, Fort Lee.
bis fortune in the prize ring when
his
father'sstreet.
finances
are swept
awayis
in Wall
Witwer
himself
Retitle Picture
supervising
the screening of his stories.
"White
Faith," Hope Hampton's
IT'S
COMING
FAST
/
Cniversal is not ready to announce next starring feature for First Nait;- plans for the release of the series, in the tional, has been retitled. "The Light
Dark" is the new appellation.
but it is understood that every pos- The story
sible effort will be made to put the in a well will appear in serial form
known magazine shortly.
!EEElGEflEaESlEnEBIEIl i
series over in a way never before at- William Dudley
Pelley is the autempted with two-reelers. Two al- thor.
ready have been completed.
A number of figures well known
in sporting circles have co-operated
Davidson Added
with Messmore and Pollard in makDorie Davidson, whose portrayal
ing the series realistic. Among them
are Sam McVey, who plays the role of the father in "Humoresque" won
of trainer, Danny Hayes, Frankie him fame, has been engaged for an
Ryan, Sailor Ivan, Si Flaherty, Jr., important part in Hope Hampton's
Zulu Kid and Bob Armstrong.
next production, "The Light in the
In the first two of the series, Dark." The cast which Director
Lots of Surprises ! See the nearToombs plays opposite the star. Brown has assembled is a good one,
Others in the cast are Sam J. Ryan, including Lon Chaney, E. K. Linest Wid Gunning Exchange NOW!
Hayden Stevenson and Charles As- Watters.coln, Edgar Norton and Dorothy
IMfllllltllltlllllllJIillllllltllllllltlllllllJlIlllllllllllllltllllllltlllllltllllllllllllllltlllllllllltlllllllllMMEIIMtllllllllllllllJIMtlillllKltf
cott. who is 'a popular vaudeville

Witwer

s Prize

Ring

Novel
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Columbia

University

Course

W. G. Faulkner

Leaves

Northcliffe Company
W. G. Faulkner, who came to the United
States last year and spent three months in
New York, and in California investigating the
motion picture industry, as the special representative of Lord Northcliffe, has severed his
connection with the Northcliffe organization,
and established himself in Commerce House,
Oxford Street, as a special film publicity consultant and advisor.
During his visit here, he sent over to the
Northcliffe newspapers a score or more special
articles dealing with as many phases of the
motion picture industry, but he collected a mass
of information on subjects apart from the film,
had interviews with bankers, merchants, leaders of the film industry, shipowners, labor leaders and others, for use in later articles.
Buffalo's Criterion May
Become Burlesque House
Walter Hays has set at rest all rumors in
regard to the future of his recently acquired
property, the Criterion Theatre, in Buffalo,
N. Y., which for a year or so has been
operated by the Shea Amusement company in
association with Famous Players-Lasky. Mr.
FOR

to Continue

in Motion

Motion pictures mean pictures that move,
and the motion picture industry is typical of
its output — it moves. This is exemplified by
the establishment at Columbia University of a
course in Motion Picture Production — recognizing the industry as a dignified profession —
with Rowland Rogers, recently production manager of the Bray studios, at its head. The
course was established this autumn with thirtythree students enrolled, and it has been so succes ful to date that the university has decided
to extend it for another term and has invited
Professor Rogers to remain. It is likely to
become a fixed course.
The students are taught everything in the
technical line of production, from lights to
camera and direction. Eventually they will
have a studio of their own and make their own
pictures, but in the meantime Professor Rowland has been using the William Fox studio
in New York, and showing by motion pictures
made there the practical background of the
work.
"The Fox studio was selected," said Professor
Rogers, "because it is the last word in completenes . 1have been in all of them and
worked in many, but I find the Fox organization the most complete in the world."

RENT

LIFE
THEATRE
CENTRALLY LOCATED
MERIDEN, CONN.
WELL ESTABLISHED THEATRE
900 SEATS
BUILDING ALL EQUIPPED
DOING FINE BUSINESS
INQUIRE
J. M. RICCI
136 WINDSOR AVE.
MERIDEN, CONN.
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Picture

Its,
Production

Hays announces that following a six-week picture season, when "Over the Hill" and "The
Queen
will be and
shown,
houseThese
will
be leasedof bySheba"
Max Spiegel
I. H.theHirk.
prominent theatrical men will remodel the interior and build a new stage. The policy will
probably be burlesque or permanent stock, according to Mr. Hays.
Because Mr. Hays is connected with the
Mark-Strand interests, the rumor arose that
this organization was acquiring the property
for a new Buffalo Strand. Mr. Hays, however, denies that his company is contemplating
building at this time, declaring that everyone
is satisfied with conditions at the present Strand,
which
was B.Buffalo's
pioneer
picturedirector
house. of
Harold
Franklin,
managing
the Shea picture houses, announces that Vincent McFaul, present manager of the Criterion,
will remain with the Shea organization, in a
capacity which has not as yet been determined.
Confusion

Over

Two

"Three Musketeers"
Is Ended by Court
The National Theatre, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
was prevented from offering its regular show
for the first two days of the week of November 28 through a temporary injunction restraining; the theatre from exhibiting one version of
"The Three Musketeers" after newspaper advertisements had appeared in which the illustrations used are said to have been taken from
the advertising matter for the special feature
with the same title in which Douglas Fairbanks is the star and which is being released
through the United Artists' Corporation.
The plaintiffs were the Winnipeg Allen Theatres, Ltd.,claim
and the
Corporation
and the
was United
that theArtists'
National
Theatre
used cuts and advertising similar to that arranged by the
The case
was United
heard Artists'
Tuesday Corporation.
afternoon by
Chief Justice Perdue, who set aside the injunction but warned the defendant to avoid
employing any advertising which would give
the public the impression that the picture
shown was in any way connected with the
Douglas Fairbanks' feature.
Veteran

Achieves
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Success

Marquette Theatres; secretary, Joseph Walsh;
directors, Wehrenberg, Warner, Karzin, Sidney
J. Baker, who is also manager; L. G. Hehl,
Ozark Theatre, Webster Groves ; Tommy
James, Comet Theatre; J. A. Pappas, Majestic
Theatre ; Sam Sigoloff, Union Theatre, and
Fred Hoelzer, Ivory Theatre.
Practically all the capital stock of the new
organization has been subscribed and the stock
and franchise books will close within a few
days. Forty theatres will hold franchises but
the product will be sold to all independent exholders. hibitors whether or not they are franchiseGove

in Chicago in
Interest of Contest
Jay A. Gove, assistant general manager for
Realart, left last week for Chicago to confer
with Harry Willard regarding the many details connected with the contest which Realart
is now running for the managership of the
Kansas City office.
"I feel that the deciding of this matter is
of much import, not only to Realart, but to
the exhibitors in the Kansas City territory, that
it should have the undivided attention of one
man,"
Manager familiarity
J. S. Woody.
Gove, said
fromGeneral
his thorough
with "Mr.
the
personal records of the contestants as well as
the conditions which they will meet in the Chicago field, is the logical man to cooperate with
Mr. Willard in bringing this contest to a successful conclusion."
London Film Men Gain
Courage, Says Alexander
William Alexander, of the Alexander Film
Corporation, now in London to pilot the popular
English screen player, Eilly Norwood, to this
country, has just cabled his associates a message putting a new aspect on film conditions
in London and Great Britain generally.
He sailed a fortnight ago to arrange for
Mr. Norwood's personal appearances in America in conjunction
withhe theappears
"Sherlock
productions
in which
as SirHolmes"
Conan
Doyle's
hero. Mr. Alexander finds at present
The situation
indicates a swift and substantial return of
the
Kingdom's
post war
patronage.
OnlyUnited
in Ireland
are things
stillfilm
discouraging.
Before his return Mr. Alexander will visit the
film centers of France, Italy and Germany.

with Neighborhood Houses
Carl Chamberlain, a Canadian ex-soldier
who served with the Canadian corps in France,
has become the proprietor of the new Chamberlain Theatre which was opened recently in a
suburb of Winnipeg. The new house, which
seat 400, is situated at Roseberry street and
Ness avenue, St. James district.
Chamberlain also has two other suburban
houses in Winnipeg, one of which is the pretty
Elm Theatre on Talbot avenue, Elmwood.
Since returning from the war. he has made a
specialty of small neighborhood theatres and
has achieved unusual success. The Chamberlain was completed late in November and was
opened
stances. a few days ago under auspicious circum-

Films Help to Recruit
for Summer Encampments
Under the direction of Colonel Frederick M.
Waterbury, chief ordnance officer of the New
York State National Guard, motion pictures
are being used in better illustrating the exercises and advantages afforded by the summer
encampments. On Monday night, December
5, a motion picture consisting of four reels was
shown at the high school auditorium in Saratoga Springs, featuring the activities of the
soldiers at encampments the past summer.
Parents
members
of "L"
company,Springs,
105th
Infantry, ofwhich
is located
in Saratoga
were invited, and no admission was charged
for the entertainment, which is to be repeated
in different sections of the state. Colonel
Waterbury was accompanied by four officers
and nine enlisted men.

Fred Wehrenberg Heads
Direct Service Company
Fred Wehrenberg, owner of the Melba and
Cherokee Theatres, has been elected president
of the newly-organized Exhibitors Direct Service Exchange, a $50,000 organization that is
to purchase
distribution totheindependent
exhibitors productions
of Southern for
Illinois.
Other officers elected were: Vice-President
Ferd Warner, interested in the North Grand
and Queens Theatres; treasurer, John Karzin,
owner of Olympia, Casino, Star, Lincoln and

Norma's next First National release, to follow "The Wonderful Thing," will be "Love's
Redemption," formerly titled "Regeneration
Isle." It has been adapted for the screen by
Anthony
PaulPrinciple."
Kelly, from
Soutar'sby
novel,
and Andrew
was directed
Albert "On
Parker.
The photography
is by Roy
Hunt. Harrison Ford and Montagu Love play
the principal parts opposite Miss Talmadge.
Others in the cast are: Cooper Cliffe. Michael
M. Barnes, E. Fernandez. Fraser Coulter, Ida
Waterman, Marie Chambers and Charles
Brown.
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Accompany

Trip

in

The long heralded print of "Foolish Wives," Carl Laemmle's "million rected
dollarby Eric
picture,"
and has
divon written
Stroheim,
arrived in New York. In its trip
across the continent, Universal safeguarded the fragile fortune in film
with every possible precaution, including a special car and armed
marines. During the journey, four
film cutters and a title writer worked
night and day, with special equipment set up in the car, to complete
the film by the time of its arrival in
New York.
No film ever had a more auspicious trip from Los Angeles to the
East. Its departure was made an
occasion
of celebration
"bon voyage"
at the Los
Angeles station
by the
principals who worked in it. Because of the novelty of the laboratory work done in transit, the Universal "cutting
was met
city officials
and car"
newspaper
men by
at
many important points along the
route. Officials of the Union Pacific road, aboard the train to which
the special car was attached, cooperated inevery possible way with
Harry Reichenbach, in charge of the
Universal force, to facilitate the
work of the film cutters.
So important did Universal executives consider the safe arrival in
New York of the first print of
"Foolish Wives," it was insured for
$1,078,000 for the trip. This protection embraced fire, railroad wreck,
theft and other loss or mutilation.
The prenJums alone for this insurance, which was divided among a
number of companies, totaled to
more than $12,00C.
The installation of a cutting laboratory outfit aboard the train was
a last minute move to enable Arthur
D. Ripley, in charge of cutting the
picture, to deliver the first print in
completed form by December 5. By
working in shifts, day and night,

Special

WORLD

"Foolish
Car

Wives"

Across

A detachment
of Marines
first print
of "Foolish
Wives"
as
it is transferred
from guard
train the
to train
in Chicago
on its
way
to New York
during the transcontinental run, Riplej and his force was able to do six
days' work. More than 3,000 feet
were cut from the film, and an entire new set of titles, written or
edited, as a result of the train laboratory experiment. So impressed
were officials of the Union Pacific
with the stunt, that the railroad will
equip a special car for film cutting,
to be rented to producers faced with
film cutting in transit.
Charles Pike, passenger agent of
the U. P., accompanied the Universal laboratory car from Los Angeles to Chicago. By constant conference with the engineer and with
train dispatchers along the route, he

A. D. Ripley, chief film cutter, and Mrs. Marion Aimslee, title
writer, at work ontransit
"Foolish
while the picture was in
acrossWives"
the continent

kept the train at top speed over the
entire distance. It actually arrived
in Chicago ahead of time He saw
to it . that every convenience was
placed at the disposal of the Universal working force and co-operated with them in publicity and liaison
work at all stops. Eyre Power,
chief of the Union Pacific Press
Bureau, also accompanied and aided the Universal representatives.
By telephone and by wire, Carl
Laemmle. Universal's president, and
his aide, kept in constant touch from
New York. With the progress of
the train and the working schedule
of the transcontinental film cutters.
Universal exchange managers looked

on

Continent
after the comfort of the travelers at
important stops. In Chicago, the
Universal argonauts were accorded
a rousing reception by a delegation
of film men and reporters, headed
by Herman Stern, district manager
for Universal, and I. L. Leserman.
Universal's executives in New
York met the train in New York
and escorted the film and workers to
the Universal home office at 1600
Broadwayof where
dollars'
worth
film the
wasmillion
immediately
locked up in vaults. With the Universal representatives during the
short trip across Manhattan was
Howard Tierney, special representative of the John A. Eckert Insurance Company, the agents through
which the $1,078,000 in insurance
was placed. He kept an eagle eye
on the many cans of film during
streets.
the transit through New York's busy
Von Stroheim did not accompany
the film train east, having preceded
it by several days. After cutting
the huge feature from 295 to 30
reels during the last few months, the
well known director took a vacation,
leaving Ripley the final task of
trimming the feature to exhibition
length.
During the several weeks Ripley
worked on the film prior to the trip
east, he had reduced the print from
30 to slightly over 18 reels. His
contract with Universal called for
a completed print in the Universal
home office by December 5. Facing
the necessity of losing four days or
five
days being
'work,transferred
during which
the
film was
from Los
Angeles to New York, Ripley was at
his wits' end. He had been promised
a bonus of $40,000 for himself and
his fellow workers for completing
the film in time. He saw this fading.
It was then that the idea of a
laboratory car occurred to Harry
Reichenbach, Universal exploitation

Shoxving miniature projection room fitted in baggage car for purpose of working on Angeles
"Foolish toWives"
print in transit from Los
New York
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"Theodora"

Send Praise of Earle Williams
.One of the interesting phenomena Weiss will screen a specialty, "Stunt
in, the motion picture industry dur- wild
Reel,"animal
made stunts
up toandemphasize
the
thrills. The
ing the past year is the way in
which Earle Williams is holding his value of the advertising campaign
popularity and adding new names will be driven home through the
to the large number of his admirers, display of samples of lobby display,
Vitagraph says. Exhibitors all over oil paintings, window cards, special
the country are continually writing literature, etc. At the completion
in their appreciation of the way of his stay in London, the special
this star never fails to fill their representative of the Tarzan orhouses. Some of his pictures made
ganization will journey to Paris to
over two years ago are still draw- confer with Madame Schuepbach,
ing big business, it is said.
who controls France, Holland, Belgium and Switzerland for the serial.
: "This star goes over good with
us," writes Warner & Haskins, of
the Maple Theatre, Marion, N. Y.,
Noted Beauty in
in regard to "The Black Gate," a
release of 1919. "Business is good
on this one. Book it and you can't Isabelle
"Tears
of noted
the Sea"
Savory,
English
go
wrong." areHisattracting
recent Vitagraph
productions
comment actress, will make her American
that is equally favorable. The screen debut in "Tears of the Sea,"
manager of the Luna Theatre, by
Sem Benelli, author of the celebrated stage play,
"The Miss
Jest."Savory
This
Brooklyn, N. Y., says of "It Can production
which
Be Done :" "Dandy picture. Atten- will be the in
featured
player,
will
be
dance very good. Lots of good rereleased by Associated International
marks passed on it."
Pictures, of which Malcolm Strauss
Car,"a big
his hit
lastwith
release
but"The
one, Silver
also made
the is the president.
as an artist even prior to
exhibitors. "Holds interest from hisNoted
into the motion picture
beginning to end," writes W. H. field,entrance
Mr. Strauss has painted porBrenner, of the Cozy Theatre, Winchester, Ind. Of the same picture,
traits of some of the world's most
Harry M. Palmer, of the Liberty beautiful women, and he has pronounced Miss Savory as a distinct
Theatre, Washington, Ind., said :
type of beauty and is convinced that
"An election night audience thor- combined
with her histrionic ability,
oughly enjoyed this picture which
work will be enhanced through
affords an exhibitor quite an oppor- her
the medium of the screen.
tunity for exploitation." Mr. Williams' most recent production,
"Lucky Carson,"
Gets Burr Review
December
release. is scheduled as a
Rights
to Burr's
Noveltyhave
Review,
twelve single
reel pictures,
been
purchased by Sunnywest Films, Inc.,
Arranges London
for New York City and Westchester
County, together with that portion
Trade Showing
of
ton. New Jersey lying north of Tren"Tarzan"
forpresident
Max Weiss,
of Adventures of Tarzan Serial Sales Cor- Two Sales Made on
poration, at present in England in
the interests of "Adevntures of Tar- "Heart of the North"
George H. Davis and Joe Brandt
zan," has arranged for a trade showing in London for this serial. The have sold to John Carlson, the
entire fifteen episodes will be pre- rights to "Heart of the North" for
sented in one of the leading Eng- all of Europe, including Egypt and
lish theaties within the next two Turkey. This production was also
weeks. Preceding the review, Mr. sold during the past week to Phil
yjijjjjljjiiMM
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Now

in Third

Month
Goldwyn's Italian spectacle, "Theodora," is now
in its third month at the Astor Theatre, New York
City, where it will continue indefinitely. It is being
shown in five other cities at the present time — Boston, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit and Chicago.
Starting Christmas and New Year's, it will open in
other big cities.
This outstanding success of filmdom is known and
awaited in every city of the country— even in the
small towns where it won't be played for a long
time to come — because of the great publicity which
the film has received in the magazines of the country
and the echoes drifting to every nook and corner of
the country from the showings now in progress.
Picturegoers are eager to see "Theodora" and its
reception in the six cities where it is now being
screened prove that it will get off at the beginning of
the new year as a big special for 1922.
Goldwyn's publicity, advertising and exploitation
departments have evolved the biggest press and service book ever prepared for any Goldwyn picture. It
is a twelve-page book the size of the New York daily
newspapers with front cover in two colors — golden
yellow and black. The cover is devoted to a scene
depicting the forty lions entering a great room in
the gorgeous palace from the arena. It is a striking
poster, especially drawn for this purpose.
Selznick for Ohio. Mr. Selznick
also handled the previous DavisBrant
feature, "Isobel," successfully
in
his territory.
Ex-King Seen in
Fox News Films
What are said to be exclusive
scenes tional
of raidEx-King
sensa-of
to regain Charles'
the throne
Hungary are contained in Fox
News, Vol. 3 No. 16 Certain of the
shots were taken with permission of
the Hungarian Government and
others at great risk to the cameraman. They include close-ups taken
of King Charles during his campaign to regain his monarchical
power.
Farewell Week
Kathlyn Williams returned to the
coast December 4 after the termination of her contract with Jones, Linick & Schaefer, for whom she had
been making personal appearances
for several weeks. Her farewell
week at McVickers Theatre proved
a great success.

Feature Booked
First-run bookings have been secured for "The Heart of the North,"
the George H. Davis-Joe Brandt
feature, by Guhl Film Corporation,
in the Crown Theatre, Houston ;
h
People's
; thein
t
Palace in Theatre,
Galveston Beaumont
; the Strand
n of Surprises ! See the nearLots
o
Orange ; and the Pearce in Port
M
Arthur, and by Federated Film Exest Wid Gunning Exchange NOW!
changes of Atlanta over the Southern
niiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiTiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiimiiiiiiiiiiimiiniimiiinii niiiiimiiiiimii Knterprise Circuit

"Foolish Wives"
{Continued from page 805)
expert, then
City. Conference withintheUniversal
U. P. officials
and
with the postal authorities, resulted
in a baggage car being assigned to
Universal for the trip. The U. P.
co-operated to the extent of outfitting the car with electric lights, and
attaching a dynamo car behind it.
Laboratory Force
The car was attached to the Los
Angeles Limited, which left Los Angeles at 10:50 a. m. Tuesday. The
laboratory force consisted of A. D.
Ripley, chief cutter and editor; his
three assistants. Eddie Sowders, Bob
Roberts and Danny Mandell; Mrs.
Marion Ainslee, title writer, and a
stenographer. Mr. Reichenbach was
in charge of the car, which had
been named the Pike, out of courtesy
to the U. P. passenger agent. In
the Universal party there also were
Captain James E. Betts, U. S. M. C,
a special guard of honor whose services were obtained by special arrangement with the government, and
JameseignV.exchange
Bryson,
Universal's
fororganizer,
on his way
to New York to assume charge of
Universal's foreign department.
Bonus Won
The picture arrived in New York
about 15,000 feet in length. As soon
as he and his crew had snatched a
few hours' sleep, they set to work
again and by midnight on December
5 had cut the picture to twelve reels
which, it is expected, will be the
exhibition length. The cutters won
their bonus almost by a minute's
margin.
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"Sheik" Breaking Many Records
George Melford's production for Paramount, "The
Sheik," is duplicating in the smaller towns the
records it created in the metropolitan centers immediately following its release, according to a statement by S. R. Kent, Paramount's general manager
of distribution. Hardly a day passes, says Mr. Kent,
that does not bring a telegram or letter from some
exhibitor praising the production and extolling its
merits as a box:office attraction.
Among the messages received is the following
from Joseph Angros, Jr., manager of the Palace
Theatre, Leechburg, Pa.: "Wish to congratulate you
on your wonderful production, 'The Sheik.' It is one
of the year's biggest pictures. It is a knockout. It
is the best Paramount picture ever played in our
house and should be one of the year's best box-office
attractions. Unfortunately for us it rained the biggest part of the evening, therefore probably spoiling
a record."
Frank Panoplos, manager of the Lyric Theatre,
McKeesport, Pa., wired as follows: "Opening day of
'The Sheik' marred by rain but it did not stop
crowds . Second day crowds greater than ever.
Turned hundreds away. Opposition, 'Three Musketeers,' 'Perjury,' 'Her Social Value' and others.
Greatest box-office attraction I have ever run."
W. L. Brown, manager of the Palace Theatre,
Tarentum, Pa., a town of less than 9,000, telegraphed: 'The
"
Sheik' went over big in our town.
Should
booked it sixbusiness
days instead
of four." is
News have
of tremendous
in Connecticut
contained in the following wire from J. D. Powers,
manager of the Paramount New Haven exchange:
" 'The Sheik' playing to S. R. 0. business at Majestic
Theatre, Hartford; Fox Theatre, New Britain, and
Cowan Theatre, New London, exceeding 'Anatol'
records by wide margin. Patrons proclaim it
greatest picture of the year."
At Exposition
R. C. Shannon and Robert R.
Presnell, of the Atlanta Exchange
of Wid Gunning, Inc., represented
the organization at the recent motion picture exposition at Charlotte,
N. C. They installed an unusual
booth, the decorations of which centered around the title of the Wid
Gunning-Lois Weber special, "What
Do Men
Theyinterest
reported
great
deal Want?"
of exhibitor
in thea
Gunning company and the big pictures it is now releasing.

With Wally Reid
Edith Roberts, one of the leading
players in Cecil B. DeMille's "Saturday Night," will be leading woman
for Wallace Reid in "Across the
Continent,"
his and
new adapted
Paramountto picture written
the
screen by Byron Morgan.
Philip E. Rosen is to direct.
Theodore Roberts is cast in a prominent role and Walter Long, Betty
Francisco, Lucien Littlefield, Jack
Herbert and Guy Oliver are others
to appear.

MABEL NORM AND, FORD STERLING AXD M 4CK
SENNET T— THREE OF THE FOUR
STARS W
PHOTOCRAFT PRODUCTION'S FE 4TURE
"OH, MABEL, BEHAVE"
Placer" and many other successes,
Leatrice Joy in
in Booth Tarkington's titular charNew Meighan Film
"Penrodis
." Gordon Griffith,
Thenacter ofthere
also
the
little
darkie
in1 Hal Roach
After
a
couple
of
weeks'
sojourn
hi Manhattan, Thomas Meighan, Comedies; "Baby Peggy"
MontParamount's luck star, has returned
gomery, three-year-old star in Cento Hollywood and started on his
tury Comedies; Newton Hall, Noah
next picture, temporarily titled "The Beery, Jr., son of the famous movie
Proxy Daddy." This is an adapta- villain, and Bennie Billings. ' Other
tion by Olga Printzlau of the book popular movie youngsters in "Penrod" include Junior Aden, Winston
by Edward Peple, who wrote "The Radom,
Florence Morrison, Graham
Prince
Chap."
Leatrice
Joy, who played one of Griffith, Adelaide Baxter, Francis
the leading roles in Cecil B. De- Plottner, Charles Meakin, Lena
Mille's "Saturday Night," has been Backetto, Jack Condon, Peggy Cartengaged as leading woman. Alfred wright, Bradford Ralston, Stephan
Green, who directed Mary Pickford Welz, Billie Bennett, Kenneth Green,
directing.
Eugenie Besserer and Bernice
in "Little Lord Fauntleroy," is Radom.
Mower
Neilan's
"Penrod"
Has 30
Children
Marshall Neilan has cornered the
market of famous child-players in
the movies. No less than thirty
youngsters, each one being a player
of experience and popularity in the
movies, take part in Mr. Neilan's
newest First
"Penrod."
First National
of all film,
is Wesley
Neilan's heroof
of(Freckles)
"Dinty,"Barry,
"BobMr. Hampton

Opposite

Dorothy Da I ton
Under the direction of Paul
Powell, Dorothy Dalton started her
Paramount star picture, "Theron of
Lost Valley," adapted by Beulah
Marie last
Dix week.
from She
Virgie
story,
will F.haveRoe'sas
her leading man Jack Mower, who
played one of the leading parts in
Cecil B. DeMille's "Saturday

Night."

SCENES FROM

PARISIAN SCANDAL,"

UNIVERSAL PRODUCTION, STARRING MARIE PREVOST

SCEXES FROM "CONCEIT," SECOND OF TH E SELZNICK SUPREME

SIX PRODUCTIONS
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Murray

Pictures;

Four
in
Exhibitors'aHerald:Year
"One of the
Metro has "Peacock
completed negotiations made anAlley"
exception in going out First;
of Lang, William Frederic
and M most
delightful pictures of the seafor the release of four special pro our own fold to take 'Fightin' Mad,' Durant.
After the Commodore production, son. There is no strain on the imductions in the coming year, starring the William Desmond production,
Mae Murray. The arrangements and its success has justified our the reviewers summed up their im- agination in following the devious
pressions as follows:
course tionsofare all
the clean-cut
love story,andthe wholesituawere concluded by William E. action.
Atkinson, general manager for "I think 'Peacock Alley' is going
Excellent Reviews
some, settings are beautiful and the
Metro, and Robert Z. Leonard, to be one of the greatest hits of
director general, and M. H. Hoff- many years. Those who saw it at Variety-: "It is the best picture photography could scarcely be imman, vice president and general the Hotel Commodore showing Mae Murray has ever done. A very proved upon."
manager for Tiffany Productions, unanimously, as far as I can find, good
picture, a picture that will do Billboard: "It seems as if Mae
Inc
agree with me. Miss Murray, who something for the exhibitors, for its Murray had out-distanced herself in
The first picture to be released has had so many notable successes, producers, and most of all, for Mae constructing this exceedingly highwill be "Peacock Alley," which has surpassed herself in this picture, Murray's picture standing. Miss geared and very rapid photoplay.
Murray played the girl of the res- Altogether the production is a topscored
success
at a recent
special proud
It's a togreat
and the
Metrorightis taurants
as finely as it could be done, notcher for big houses, where
showinga at
the Hotel
Commodore,
havestory
obtained
She had abandon and demureness limousine trade is sure to follow
By Edmund Goulding, it is based on to distribute it.
shaded to a nicety. Miss Murray the presentation of the picture."
a story by Ouida Bergere. It is
Parisian Dancer
will be measured hereafter by her
presented by Robert Z Leonard its 1<w afe
read annotlnce performance of Cleo of Paris, until
d.rector
The
production
is
titled
the
th ' • £ in which she excels it, and that is going to "Nature's Babies"
by Frederic and Fanny Hatton, Mjss three
Mu
;„ be se fe , be some job — for Miss Murray or
authors of "Lombardi, Ltd.," and will be up to the standard that
in Philadelphia
"The Walk-Offs," which were pro- Tiffany Productions has set with its
"Nature's Babies," the Urban
duced by Metro.
Morning
Telegraph
:
"It
is
an
any
one
else."
magnificent work on 'Peacock elaborate picture, as delectable as special which ran for eight weeks
"Super-Excellent"
a cream puff and as airy as a candy at the Criterion Theatre during
"1 am pleased at getting Miss
The story of "Peacock Alley" box decoration. Exhibitors are advised to book the picture early in the run of "Peter Ibbetson," has
Murray
the Metro
banner," deals
mainlyNew
with York,
the night
life of
been selected by Frank W. Buhler
said
Mr. under
Atkinson,
in commenting
Paris
in contrast
"
order to be able to do their Christ- of
Alley."and
the Stanley Corporation in
on the contract. "It has not been with village life in Normandy and
mas shopping."
Metro's
custom
to
take
productions
in
Indiana.
Miss
Murray
appears
Wid's
Daily:
"Everyth
points
Philadel
to run Theatre
indefinitely
ing
other than our own for distribution, as Cleo, a young Parisian dancer toward a successful box office career the newphia,
Carlton
thereat
but in the case of these Tiffany pro- who falls in love with an Indiana for 'Peacock Aley,' for it certainly during the engagement of Cecil
ductions I feel we have obtained boy, who is in Paris on business,
definite box office appeal. De Mille's newest picture, "Fool's
something of super-excellent quality.
The cast includes Monte Blue, as registers
In offering it to your patrons, you Paradise."
"You can count the pictures of the husband; Edmund Lowe, W. J. are quite safe in making promises, "Nature's Babies" is one of the
other producers that Metro has dis- Ferguson, Jeffrys Lewis, Anders and you needn't be afraid to give collection in Mr. Urban's "Animal
tributed on one hand. Recently we Randolph, William Tooker, Howard Miss Murray the prominence she de- Kingdom" series, all produced by
the
Inc. Kineto Company of America,
serves.
"Lavish, Effective"
Paramount
s Special Lobby
Picture
World production,
: "As Cleo Claire Windsor
of Moving
Paris in
a colorful
Mae
Murray
does
a
striking
bit of
Display Posters Win High
characterization. Robert Z. Leonard
in New Picture
has directed the picture with skill
Praise from Exhibitors
and the production is both lavish So well satisfied is Goldwyn with
Claire Windsor's work in Albert
For Cecil B. DeMille's special pro- wick Theatre, Brooklyn : "The and effective."
duction, "Fool's Paradise," Para- posters on 'The Affairs of Anatol'
Motion
Picture
Journal
:
"Mae
Payson Terhune's story of "Grand
mount has prepared a series of spe- are without a doubt the very best Murray has a sure-fire box office Larceny,"
which was recently corncial one-sheet lobby display posters, I have ever had the pleasure of appeal and 'Peacock Alley' will not pleted under
the that
guiding
handbeen
of
of the same character and quality showing in my twelve years in the fail to prove popular wherever Wallace Worsley,
she has
shown. We can safely say it will persuaded to put her signature
to a
as those issued on "The Affairs of show business.'
Her second
Anatol," "Experience" and "The
E. T. McCarthy, Orpheum Thea- make money for the exhibitor and new Goldwyn contract.
Sheik," which have proved immense- tre, Fargo, N. D. : "We did a for the distributor, both."
Goldwyn appearance will be in the
ly popular among exhibitors. record-breaking business on 'The
Motion Picture News : "It will leading role of Peter B. Kyne's
These posters were executed by Affairs of Anatol' and I wish to pass the severest test known for a South Sea story, "Brothers Under
Henry
who designed
those compliment
you onThey
the are
special
used on Clive,
the productions
mentioned
and three sheets.
some one
of picture — that of getting the money." Their Skins."
above, and are distinguished by the the most beautiful posters we ever
brilliancy of coloring and the fidelity used and certainly brought the deto
the faces
and figures
the charresults." Harry E. Gardner,
acters
represented
that ofmarked
his sired
RialtohadTheatre,
Pueblo,
Colo.: "I
have
a number
of compliments
work
on
the
two
previous
productions.
on the special three and one sheets
Paramount is making a special on 'Anatol.' The latter was eseffort to have the paper issued
pecially effective in lobby and foyer
on its big special productions in while the three-sheets are finest I
keeping with the productions them- have ever handled."
selves, and how well this policy is G. W. Martin, Irvin Theatre,
succeeding is attested in a number of Bloomington, 111. : "Your litholetters from leading; exhibitors which graphs and all advertising matter on
were received by the Morgan Litho- 'Anatol' were one hundred per cent,
graph Co., of Cleveland, and for- Laurence F. Stuart, Palace Theatre,
warded
by thatoffice.
company
Para"Allow
me one
to compliment
mount home
Theseto the
letters
all Dallas:
you on the
special
and three
express the highest praise for the sheets on 'The Affairs of Anatol.'
PRODUCTION
selling
of theare"Anatol"
paper,
lithographs
on this subjectin surand thevalue
following
but a few
of Your
pass all
recent lithographs,
my
Cecil RDeMille's
"Fool's
Paradise'
theFrom
messages
:Houston, the
personal
In posters
additionnowto
C. A. received
McFarland,
special opinion."
lobby display
Tex. : " 'Anatol' broke all records being issued on "Fool's Paradise,"
at the Queen Theatre, Houston, and a series of outdoor paper in the
I feel that your paper helped to a usual sizes has been prepared, a SPECIAL ONE-SHEET LOBBY DISPLAYS ON CECIL B.
DE MILLE'S "FOOL'S PARADISE," DONE FOR
great extent to put this picture striking 24-sheet designed by C. E.
PARAMOUNT BY HENRY CLIVE
over." F. A. Petrich, Loew's War- Millard being especially noteworthy.
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Opens Vaudeville
Booking Agency
The Independent Booking Exchange, a new agency, has located
at 603 Gayiety Theatre Bldg., New
York City, for the purpose of supplying exhibitors with an occasional
singer or a complete vaudeville show.
Lee Beggs, former director of Constance Talmadge and other stars,
and a well known screen player who
appears in a picture role in United
Artists' new Rex Beach picture,
"The Iron
Trail,"
entire and
super-he
vision of the
new has
concern
firmly believes the exhibitor desires
the services of . a reliable office that
can supply him with a? many acts
as required to give his patrons a
novelty program in conjunction with
his feature picture.
The office anticipates a rush of
Christmas and New Year orders for
acts for special holiday programs
and advises immediate booking from
managers desiring service on those
dates.
Vignola Finishing
"Beauty's
Robert
G. Vignola,Worth"
director of
special productions for Cosmopolitan,
is now engaged at International
studios, New York, in putting the
finishing touches to "Beauty's
Worth,'
Sophie
KerryThis
story,is
starring the
Marion
Davies.
Mr. Marion
Vignola's
second
with
Davies
in theproduction
star role,
his
first
being
"Enchantment,"
is reported a big success allwhich
over
the country.
"Beauty's Worth" was made for
the most part in Los Angeles, but
there remained several important
scenes which required the resources
of the New York studio and these
were held up until the company returned to New York. The adaptation was made by Luther Reed, and
the camera work was made under
the supervision of Ira Morgan.
Forrest Stanley, who played the male
lead opposite Miss Davies in
"Enchantment," plays an important
role in "Beauty's Worth."
All Star Cast in
Next Cabanne Film
William Christy Cabanne, whose
latest R-C production, "At the Stage
Door," nightwas
completed
fortago. has
already barely
begun a work
on his next feature offering, "Beyond
the Rainbow," at the studios, 3 West
Sixty-first street, New York. It
was adapted for the screen by
Director Cabanne and Miss Loila
Brooks, a newcomer to picture work.
Two stories, "The Price of Fine
Feathers" by Solita Solano and "The
Mirage"moulded
by Eustace
Hale Ball,
been
together
into have
one
scenario.
Included in the cast, in the order
in which they will appear, are
Courtenay Foote, Lillian (Billie)
Dove, theLee,noted
beauty :
Virginia
winner"Follies"
of the national
beauty contest; Diana Allen, James
Harrison, Macey Harlem, Rose
Coghlan, Maurice Costello, Helen
Ware, George Fawcett, Marguerite
Courtot. Walter Miller, Charles
Craig, Edmund Breese and Huntly
Gordon.

Preview
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of "School
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WORLD

Days, "

Warner Brothers' Release,
Given Enthusiastic Greeting
Over 1,200 persons, ranging from famous songs called "School Days,"
the enthusiastic motion picture and the curtains opened. A schoolroom with eight children, four on
"fan," the exhibitor and up to the
state official, greeted the preview each side of the room, presided over
presentation of Warner Brothers by a school teacher, Margaret Sedlatest production, Gus Edwards don, one of the principals in the
"School Days," starring Wesley picture, greeted the audience.
Barry, at the Astor Hotel, DecemJust after singing the "School
ber 1, with an enthusiasm that has Day"
song,
children
stood toat
and the
pledged
allegiance
seldom been accorded a similar occa- attention
sion. The picture was produced by the American flag. Then the many
Hary Rapf, and directed by William famous Gus Edwards' melodies were
Nigh, who also collaborated in writ- sung, interspersed with clever dancing the story with Walter De Leon.
ing by the youngsters. The revue
Long before the curtains were lasted about twenty minutes, and as
drawn apart to reveal a schoolroom it came to a close the curtains were
scene which served as a prologue drawn together. The school bell
to the picture, the crowds fairly rang once more. The orchestra
swarmed into the Astor ballroom. broke into the school day song again.
The orchestra was capably con- After a moment the curtains opened,
ducted by Erno Rapee, whose baton the stage lights were out, the kids
is wielded daily over the Capitol sang the last strains of the song,
Theatre musicians. A school bell and the title of the picture was
rang through the hall. The orches- flashed on the screen which had replaced the blackboard.
tra broke into one of Gus Edwards'
Yuletide

to Be

Century

Comedy

Week; Strong Program Available
As a tribute to Julius Stern, Brownie the Wonder Dog are now
regarded by exhibitors as among
president of Century and newly ap- the
pointed vice president of Universal, screen.foremost comedy stars on the
Lee Moran, the newest Comedy
salesmen handling the Century product have pledged themselves to put a star, who has projected a series of
Century comedy in every theatre in super-comedies dealing with conditions of modern life, will contribute
the United States and Canada during Christmas week. This period one picture a month to the comfrom December 25 to 31 will be
pany's output. His first release,
known as Century Week and a con- "The Straphanger," which has to do
certed effort is being made by the with suburban life, will be folbookers in the various exchanges to
lowed immediately by "The Toucharrange play dates for this period.
down," of which the theme is colDuring the past few months there
lege
The sports.
Century Film Corporation
has been an increasing demand for
Century comedies by exhibitors all has been forced to double the numover the United States and Canada,
ber of prints of its comedies during
for they have found they are actual the 1921-1922 season in order to
box office builders. Salesmen report supply the increased number of first
that Baby Peggy, Harry Sweet and run accounts now featuring its stars.
Three

Hughes

Films

Released,

Goldwyn Promises Three More
tinuities and aided in directing and
Rupert Hughes has already figured largely in Goldwyn's fifth year casting. In fact, he is in absolute
product. And he's going to figure charge of every detail of "Remembrance," making with
his debut
as a fullstill larger. Three Rupert Hughes' fledged director
the latter.
photoplays have already been reThe Wall Flower" is another big
leased by Goldwyn — "The Old Nest,"
"Dangerous Curve Ahead" and Hughes real life drama with Colleen Moore in the leading role. Rich"From the Ground Up." The first
ard Dix plays opposite her. Colleen
two were Goldwyn specials — two of
the biggest and most human pic- Moore also plays the lead in "Sent
tures yet produced in America. For Out." Ralph Graves is the
the Ground
was used
leading
man.selected
For "Remembrance"
a"From
starring
vehicle Up"
for Tom
Mooreas Mr.
Hughes
an all-star cast
and gave him one of his best roles headed by Claude Gillingwater,
— as good as the one which Mr. Kate Lester, Patsy Ruth Miller and
Hughes supplied him with in "Hold Cullen Landis.
Your Horses" last year, it is said.
The three Hughes pictures nearing completion, and which will be Five Famous Sons
included in Goldwyn's fifth year Aid Ham Hamilton
product, are "The Wall Flower,"
Five sons of men or women known
"Sent For Out" and "Rememinternationally for their connection
b
r
a
n
c
e
J
'
,
the.
two
latter
being
working titles. Mr. Hughes not only with the theatrical profession are
wrote the scenarios directly for the assisting in the production of Mermaid Comedies featuring Lloyd
screen, but himself prepared the con-

"Ham" Hamilton, which are released
through Educational Exchanges.
The roster includes : Lloyd Bacon,
scenario writer, son of Frank Bacon,
of "Lightnin';" Walter Morosco,
assistant director, the son of Oliver
Morosco; Jack Stevens, son of
Lander Stevens and Georgie Cooper,
stage favorite, and Archie Mayo,
scenario writer, son of Louis Mayo,
who brought the Columbia Opera
Company from Europe to the United
States. rector,Hugh
diisthe sonFay,of Hamilton's
the late Hugh
Fay, of Barry and Fay, theatre
owners and producers in New York
years ago.
Latest Sketchograf
Argues Against War
Following up its letter to E. W.
Hammons, president of Educational,
in which it indorsed "What's the
Limit?" the latest issue of Sketchografs by Julian Ollendorff, the
Motion Picture Committee of the
Council for Limitation of Armament has written to practically every
exhibitor in the United States and
Canada urging them to book this
picture, which is based on the world's
great
ments. need for reduction in arma"What the Limit?" presents in
sketches drawn under the camera a
graphic story of the burden laid upon
the peoples of the world all through
the ages by war.
Colorado

Springs

FromLauds
"Pat" ' Argust,
manager of
"Disraeli"
the Princess Theatre, Colorado
Springs, comes a letter of enthusiastic praise
exhibitor's
standpoint,
forfrom
the the
George
Arliss
production
of
"Disraeli,"
a United
Artists' release.
"We have just finished a four-day
engagement of 'Disraeli,' " says the
letter. "As to my personal opinion
of this picture, there are not enough
superlatives in me to do it justice.
The artistry and intelligence of Mr.
Arliss'
'Disraeli'
superb. portrayal
It is one of
of the
most fin-is
ished and finest photoplays I have
ever seen."
Lige Conley Is
in New Mermaid
The negative of the third all-star
picture in the new EducationalMermaid Comedy series, called "The
Bally-ho," is expected in New York
in a few days, when Educational
will prepare it for early distribution.
The story is about a circus and
the picture features Lige Conley,
who has hibitwon
exors for his recognition
fine work in from
previous
Mermaid Comedies, including "For
Land's Sake" and "Free and Easy."
Playing opposite him is pretty Joey
McCreery, known in the film world
as Elinor Lynn.
Chaney Finishes
Goldwyn Picture
Lon Chaney, the actor with a
thousand faces, has recently completed the fourth Goldwyn picture,
in which he has had a leading role
— "A Blind Bargain," made from
Barry Pain's novel, "The Octave of
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and

Carew,
Monte

Sigrid

Blue

Are
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Holmquist,
on

Location

in Georgia
for Scenes
in Special
Jean Paige and Arthur Edmund
By
SIG
SCH
LAGER
Carew at Savannah.
duello scene in 'The
Exclusive to Moving Picture World thrilling
Prodigal Judge,' in which I play a
Arthur Edmund Carew, Sigrid
composite
embracing virtues
the personal vicesrole,
but histrionic
of
Holmquist and Monte Blue at
three characters in the Vaughan
Thomasville.
Kester
novel.
rejoiner.
"JustwithgotMonte
in — making
Thus read the production sched- night
sequence
Blue anda "Miss Jean Paige, Maclyn
ules, respectively, of Vitagraph's Miss Holmquist. Say, Sig, there's Arbuckle, Earl Foxe and other well"The Prodigal Judge" and Pyra- a queen. The Mary Pickford of known
players appear.
mid's "My Old Kentucky Home." Sweden, they call her. She's good,
"You
see that whatever qualities
Two super-specials, the body of
that This
is, Iis mean
she'spicture
a goodin New York may have as a picturewhich was being made in the South, too;
actress.
her first
in Georgia.
producingcasion,center,
on oc-a
needs mustproducers,
find as close
"
She'sto France
America. Going
Long Distance Call
substitute for Los Angeles as possible." (Carew came East to play
I registered a long-distance post"Just a second," I interrupted. in "The Prodigal Judge," having
midnight call to the Tasco Hotel "This interview is costing money. made more than a dozen film plays
at Thomasville for Carew. Then I How about these two productions?" on the West Coast.)
went to bed. About two the phone
"Great 1 Monte Blue plays the
Everyone Well Satisfied
youth, Miss Holmquist the heroine
rang.
"Readytones
withwhile
Thomasville,"
came sleepy
as sleepy and I'm the heavy. Good combina"It's lovely, here, and the location
work seems to be most successful.
ones
answerednap.
"All About
right."fourThen
Smallwood after
says. this
Company's
took another
I gotI going tion,
to
France
picture,
word that Carew was not at which is a filmization of Anthony Everyone is well satisfied and VitaThomasville working with Ernest Paul Kelly's 'My Old Kentucky graph is predicting an unprecedented
reception
Smallwood, but with Edward Jose
A number for
of 'The
personsProdigal
who hadJudge.'
seen
at Savannah. Next night I called
the
'rushes'
at
the
studio
were kind
"Now,
about
the
other
picture.
Savannah. Carew had returned to You know Mr. Smallwood waited
enough to say my work has surthe Pyramid fold and was at quite a time
passed anything I have - done to
for me to finish 'The
Home.' "
Thomasville.
Prodigal Judge' — and only by rare
good
fortune
was
the
ultimate
seThe
telephone
operator at the
"Hello, Proteus" — when I had
quence of the Jose special scheduled Hotel Wellington broke in :
gotten
him,
finally
—
"you're
as
hard
to find as a Moving Picture World for 'shooting' in Georgia, not too
"Your fi' minutes is up."
far from the Pyramid present
"Well, Arthur." I interposed
on the newsstands on Tuesdays."
"Hello yourself," came the tired stamping-ground. There's a rather hastily. "Haven't forgotten anydate."

811
tiling, have yuu? And by the way,
what're
you going
do next?"
"Probably
applyto for
a job in
Ringlihg's as the human skeleton.
I've losttween
fifteen
pounds
chasing
beThomasville and Savannah
and my skin is chafed to nothingness from changing costumes. Goo'
Hope

Hampton

in

"White Faith"
After an absence from the screen
of nearly a year, Edward K. Lincoln,
long a favorite among photoplay
"fans" in stellar and leading roles,
will be seen in support of Hope
Hampton in her next First National
picture,bye."
Faith,"
now Lee,in
process
of"White
production
at Fort
N. J., under the direction of Clarence L. Brown. The picture will be
releasedtionalbyPictures
Associated
some timeFirst
earlyNa-in
the spring of the coming year.
England

Cables

for More Prizmas
Prizma color pictures have, it is
said, met with such approval in England that though it had been thought
that a sufficient number of prints
had been supplied to meet all requirements for the time being, Sir
William F. Jury, managing director
of
Imperialfor Pictures,
Ltd.,
has Jury's
cabled orders
ISO additional
prints to meet the immediate deof the English motion picture mands
market.

SCENES FROM PATHE'S NEW SERIAL, "WHITE EAGLE," STARRING RUTH ROLAND
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"Island Wives"
to Be Filmed
in the South
Corinne Griffith's next Vitagraph
production,
be
filmed in the"Island
South,Wives,"
mainly will
in the
viccinity of Miami, Florida. The
Vitagraph star, with her supporting
company and technical staff, left
early last week for the famous
winter resort. Though the locations
for the picture already have been
selected and work on the production begun, Miss Griffith will take
advantage
of the
days and
preparation for her
firstfewscenes
visit
Havana, remaining in the Cuban
city for three or four days.
"Island Wives" was written by
Bob Dexter and adapted to the
screen by William B. Courtney. Its
opening scenes are laid in Rapia,
an imaginary island in the South
Seas.
Comedy Picture
Makes Big Hit
An example of the growing importance of good two-reel comedies
among exhibitors as a means of
strengthening their bills was given
recently by Walter David, local
manager
of Loew's State Theatre,
Indianapolis.
A Century Comedy featuring
"Around
Brownie,
the week
for Corners,"
to David
bookedcalled
was
beginning November 20, but before
the time was up he asked to hold
it over for the second week. On
the strength of the success of
"Around Corners," the Century
Exchange booked him for another
of their comedies called "A Muddy
Bride,"
ber 4 beginning Sunday, DecemNext Truex Comedy
"Stick Around" is the next tworeel comedy starring Ernest Truex
and produced by the AyVeeBee
Corporation which Pathe has
scheduled for release the week of
December 18. The offering is not
only an important one from the
standpoint of the star, who is now
making the hit of his career in "SixTheat the
Love"York,
Cylinder
atre in New
but Harris
also because
it is from the pen of P. G. Wodehouse, who has written a number of
the most successful Broadway musical comedies, and whose stories in
the Saturday Evening Post, the
Cosmopolitan, and other leading
publications have placed him among
the day's foremost humorists. The
comedy gives Truex a splendid opportunity to display his whimsical
brand of humor and his marked
acting ability.
Visit Cape Cod
Edwin L. Hollywood, directing
Irene Castle in "The Rise of Roscoe
Payne" turnedfor
release,
reto theHodkinson
Estee studios
in New
York last week after a trip through
Cape Cod with Joseph C. Lincoln,
author of the story. While on the
Cape Mr. Lincoln and Director
visited Hyannis, BarnHollywood
stable, Ostable and other towns
where the action of the story is laid.

More

Prints

PICTURE
to Meet
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WORLD
Demand

for

Paramount
Another

Adds
Aid

Triart Great Master Productions
In order to meet the demand for in Syacuse, Park in Boston, Grauman's Rialto in Los Angeles, Stanley
early
"The ofBeggar
first indates
the onseries
Triart Maid,"
Great in Philadelphia, Ascher's Capitol in
Master Productions, released by Cincinnati, Allen in Cleveland, Star
Hodkinson, it has been found nec- in Rochester and Rialto in Washessary to order nearly twice the
These theatres, following the
number of prints originally sent ington.
through the laboratory, according to presentation of "The Beggar Maid,"
an announcement this week from have already aranged play dates for
Hodkinson offices. The popularity
second picture in the series, "The
of the Triart Great Masterpiece the
to be 11.
released by
HodkinsonSuitor,"
on December
series with exhibitors is increasing Bashful
by leaps and bounds, and the series
"The Bashful Suitor," made under
may be booked by every first run- the personal supervision of Dramhouse in the country.
atic Director Herbert Blache, and
A few of the first important Art Director Lejaren a Hiller, is
houses in the country to book the based on the theme suggested by
entire series, on the strength of the Josef Israel's painting which now
drawing-power of the first picture, hangs in the Metropolitan Museum
of Art in New York City. The
"The Rivoli
BeggarTheatres
Maid," in
are New
the Rialto
and
York, leading roles in the story are played
Strand in Brooklyn, Strand in by Mary Brandon and Pierre
Albany, Strand in Buffalo, Strand Gendron.

for Exhibitors
"It Has Been Done" is the slogan
of The
Junior Exploiteer,
the latest exhibition
aid published
by
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
The Junior Exploiteer, like the
Paramount Exploiteer, is a newspaper of stunts that have been successfully executed in selling a Paramount picture to the public, the first
number
is devoted
to "The
In it the
New York
and Golem."
Chicago
campaigns are given in detail. The
features of "The Golem" exploitation is other towns are also described and illustrated. Every issue
of both The Paramount Exploiteer
and The Junior Exploiteer is devoted exclusively to one subject.
They are published shortly after the
picture's release, when enough data
has been collected from the advertising in the early runs.

Smith

Second Holtre for

s Enthusiasm

Over

Special

Delays Departure for West Coast
Albert E. Smith, president of "The Prodigal Judge." Nearly all
the footage on this special was
Vitagraph, has left for a supervis- of
projected for him just before he
ory visit at Vitagraph's West Coast left for the West Coast. Mr. Smith
studios at Hollywood, having been described the film as the greatest he
detained several weeks in the East had ever seen.
that he might give his personal atA very few of the final atmostention to the big forthcoming Vitapheric scenes of "The Prodigal
special, "Theto Prodigal
Judge."in Judge" are now being made near
Thisgraphpicture,
be released
Savannah, Georgia, but Mr. Smith's
January as an Edward Jose Produc- business at Vitagraph's western
tion, Mr. Smith believes will be one studios was too urgent to permit
of the very biggest pictures of 1922, him to make this final location trip.
and so intense was his interest in
One feature of "The Prodigal
this production that he was present Judge" in which Jean Paige is
at the filming of more than three- starred, is the painstaking care
quarters of the exteriors in Canada which is put into every little detail
of costumes and local color. The
and in various parts of the States.
Also, Mr. Smith, while very chary story deals with the South of about
on predictions concerning other 1835, when slavery and corn whiskey were still permitted by the ConVitagraph productions, had no hesi- stitution.
tancy in stating his impressions of

Hodkinson Finished
Work on the second Holtre production, starring Irene Castle, for
release through Hodkinson, reached
the half-way mark this week at the
Estee studios, under the direction of
Edwin L. Hollywood, according to
an announcement from the Hodkinson offices. The name of the production is "The Rise of Roscoe
Payne,"
Cod
story.a Joseph C. Lincoln Cape
The first of the series of Holtre
productions, starring Mrs. Castle,
"French Heels," has been cut and
titled and prints are being shipped
to the various Hodkinson Exchanges
for release on January 8.

Betty Compson in
W. D. Taylor Film
A girl who lives two separate lives
is portrayed by Betty Compson in
the William D. Taylor production
Begins Production of "Pawned"
temporarily
called "The
Noose,"anda
Paramount picture.
As Genelle
for First National Release Coraline, Miss Compson is a famous
With Tom Moore and Edith star of a number of pictures. James danseuse in the great Parisian cafes
an Apache of the underworld of
Roberts as the leading figures of an Barrows, widely known character and
the French capital.
actor,
is
the
only
other
member
of
all-star cast, Irvin V. Willat at the the all-star cast as yet selected.
directorial rudder, and Frank L. The interior scenes of the story will
be filmed at the Thomas H. Ince Lucille Carlisle
Packard,
of "Miracle
as
the author,
J. ParkerMan"
Read,fame,
Jr., studios, Culver City, where Mr.
with Vitagraph
this week launched into production Read has made his headquarters for
"Pawned," his initial special feature the past several years. Many of the Lucille Carlisle, who was a
for Associated First National re- exteriors, however, are to be filmed familiar and attractive figure in
lease.
in San Francisco and the vicinity.
many of the Larry Semon comedies
It is said Mr. Read's selection of
until nearly a year ago, has again
cast, story and director clearly indi- "Doll's Hous
e" to
cate that he intends to strictly conjoined
comedian's
company the
and Vitagraph
is the leading
woman
form to First National's slogan of
Be Full Program in his newest comedy which is now
"Bigger
and
better
pictures."
More
ncaring
completion
at
the
Hollywood
than two months were devoted to Nazimova has found Ibsen's "A
House," her forthcoming studio.
preparing the drama for production Doll's
before Mr. Read would permit thc United Artists' release, too important and elaborate a subject for
first scene to be filmed. The story
was adapted to the screen by Marc a dual film program as originally
Signs First Runs
intended.
The Strand Theatre in Springfield,
Robbins,rentlyfrom
Mr.
Packard's
curpopular
novel
of
the
same
When House"
she firstit began
workintention
on "A III., has signed for first-run on the
name.
Doll's
was her
Hodkinson released proTom Moore has just completed a to produce with it. as the first of a following ductions,
to an offices
announcement from the according
Hodkinson
this
long starring contract with Goldwyn. series of repertoire pictures, Oscar
Miss Roberts, who is to play oppo- Wilde's "Salome," but as work on week : "Jane Eyre," four days bethe
Ibsen
drama
progressed,
she
site Moore, has just completed the
ginningdays
Januarybeginning
1 ; "RipDecemVan
leading feminine role of Cecil B. found it was by far too important Winkle." five
to be produced in any but
de Mille's latest production, prior athework
ber
27,
and
"The
Mysterious
Rider,"
most elaborate form.
to which she has appeared as the
four days beginning January 13.
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Gunning

Reports
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Securing

813

Winner

inwho Hobart
"White
Hands"
Wid Gunning announces that he tors
knew that the picture Bosworth's
was
has had a long experi- tello, Patrick Hartigan and Warren
has taken over for distribution in course of making. One of the Mr. enceGraf
in the picture industry. He Cook are other players of importance to the presentation.
will be at the Cali- was production manager for the old "Conceit"
"White Hands," in which Hobart first playforniadates
is an immediate release
Theatre, San Francisco, the Balboa company and for World
Bosworth is featured. The picture
is the first one made by Max Graf management of which saw the film Film. He has been an executive among the Selznick attractions.
in the new San Mateo Studios. The in the studio projection room and in- with Pathe and other companies, Prints are now in the several Select
sisted on an early showing.
story is by C. Gardner Sullivan and
and in the early days of the industry branches and contracts for presentations have already become operative
Lambert Hillyer directed.
Mr. Graf himself brought the was an exhibitor. He was producin the various territories.
In "White Hands" Bosworth takes master print of "White Hands" to
ing manager
for made
"The Sea
and
the part of Hurricane Hardy, a hard New York and turned it over to Mr. ' Blind
Hearts,"
by theLion"
Hobart
fisted sea captain adventuring into Gunning. He returned this week to Bosworth Productions at the Thomas
300 Cleveland
the Sahara desert in search of goods. San Francisco to start work on his H. Ince Studios in Culver City.
He comes upon a helpless American second picture.
For his first picture under his own
Showmen Praise
girl and carries her back to a coast
"White Hands" is the first big
determined
obsettlement with the plan of seizing picture to be made in the new studios name,tain Mr.
the bestGraf
talent
possible. toThat
First Nationals
her for himself. Here a thrilling erected at San Mateo, in the suburbs accounts for the unusual combinacontest occurs between Hardy and a of San Francisco, by business men
tion of talent which had a part in "The Silent Call" went over big
divekeeper for possession of the girl, of that city anxious to induce pro- the production — continuity writer, with an audience 6f 300 exhibitors
who is finally rescued through the
ducers to settle permanently there. director, cameraman and cast are
their friends at an Associated
efforts of a young American and Mr. Graf was the first producer in- all capable and well known people and
First National private screening at
a 3-year-old white waif. Hardy is
vited to take advantage of the elab- in the motion picture production the Knickerbocker Theatre, Cleveregenerated by the child.
orate equipment there.
land, last Wednesday afternoon.
The picture is said to give Bosworth the most dramatic opportunity
Buster Keaton in "The Boat" filled
game.
he has ever had. It abounds with
out the bill.
Among the prominent exhibitors
thrills, including the killing of a man Scenic Grandeur
of Banff Helps
present were James P. Dunlevy,
by sharks and a fight in which BosStrand Theatre, Akron ; C. A. Barworth bests an entire band of Arabs.
bian, Waldorf Theatre, Akron ; Joe
There is a most dramatic series of
"Concei
of
Effect
Sensati
t"
onal
Trunk, Dome Theatre, Youngsdouble exposure scenes showing
New York theatregoers will pass sent Director George and his com- tcwn
; Leo J. Burkhart, Hippodrome
Hardy fighting with his own evil self upon the first of Selznick's six spepany to the Canadian Rockies to Theatre,
Crestline; W. K. Richin which Bosworth is said to rise to
cial productions for this season when make headquarters at Banff, Alberta.
ards, New Royal Theatre, Findlay ;
Thus were scenic backings secured
unsurpassed heights.
"A Man's Home" occupies the screen
August Ilg, Wonderland Theatre,
The cast selected by Mr. Graf in- at the Capital Theatre week starting that promise
dis- Lorain ; Judge G. H. Foster, Marion
tinctive.toMuch make
of the"Conceit"
action takes
cludes many of the best known peo- Sunday, December 18. Before that
ple in pictures, among them Robert time there will be pre-release show- place out-of-doors and in every one Theatre, Marion. "Three - Pass
McKim, Elinor Fair, Freeman
Harry Mintz"
the Cleveland
con"Conceit,"
second
fea- of
of these
scenes aresnow
different
"shots"
tingent, which led
included
Mike Levine,
mountains,
capped
and
tureingsinofthe
Selznick theseries
in some
Wood, Muriel Frances Dana and
of
the
Erie;
Dave
Schumann,
of
Al Kauffman.
of the larger cities outside of New creased with rugged fissures of rocks Demison Square; Moe Horwitz, the
of
and ice : forests that disclose miles
Lambert Hillyer, the director, has York.
Circuit; H. E. Horfor the last few years been directing
"Conceit" is based upon entirely upon miles of tree-tops ; roaring the Washington
witz, of the Olympia, and the rest of
William S. Hart. C. Gardner Sulli- different lines than "A Man's Home" cataracts and rushing streams — all the members
of the Pinochle Club
van, the scenario and continuity with vastly different phases of hu- forming a natural background for
who
gave
up
an afternoon at the
ferocious
combats,
man
to
man
and
writer, is known as the highest paid
man nature under consideration — but
league headquarters to take a look at
man in that branch of the industry. the Selznick forces declare that more
with wildto beasts.
He wrote the story especially for exciting events and a wider appeal struggles
ceit" is declared
be the "Cononly the much touted H. O. David prothat has carried practically duction.
Bosworth at Mr. Graf's request. to sen r ationalists will be disclosed in photoplay
The photography was done by J. the latest special. "Conceit" was its entire action into that rugged
O. Taylor.
shown to representatives of the trade country of Banff, bringing to the
Painting of Hart
The settings of "White Hands" press during the past week and the screen, in this way, scenery that will
are lavish. An entire Algerian vil- first critical opinions point to a sub- be a revelation to many theatregoers.
An oil painting of William S.
stantiation ofthe Selznick faith in In the matterof cast, Myron Selz- Hart, Paramount star, is the center
lage was constructed, including the
native dance halls, cafes and homes. the new offering.
nick made individual selection of of attraction at the exhibition being
Michael J. Phillips wrote for players. Thus William B. Davidson held in the Stendahl Galleries, AmThe Wid Gunning staff is making
elaborate preparations for putting Munsey's Magazine, the story on became the lead, representing the
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles. The
over "White Hands." The title which Edward J. Montague based type of character who typifies "Con- painting is the work of C. E. Ruttan,
readily lends itself to strong ex- the scenario of "Conceit," from
ceit;" Mrs. DeWolf Hopper is lead- who as a naval lieutenant, was the
ploitation, and special novelties and which Burton George directed the
ing woman and Betty Hilburn fig- official painter of the United States
paper are being made. Contracts al- presentation. Myron Selznick, viceures prominently in the crux of the naval aviation service during the
ready are being requested by exhi- president in charge of production, plot. Charles Gerard, Maurice Cos- war.

GRAF PRODUCTIONS

PRESENTS HOBART BOSWORTH

IN "WHITE HANDS."

RELEASED BY WID GUNNING, INC.
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TorinoFilms,

Inc., Organizes

Capital of One
Committed to a policy of not more
than one production each year,
fprino Films, Inc., has been organized under the New York State laws
with an authorized capital of one
million dollars. The officers of the
new company are: Harry Raver,
president; Bert Wheeler, vice president, and lohn L. Dudley, secretary
and treasurer. Associated with
these on the board of directors are
Robert H. .Davis, editor-in-chief of
the Frank A, Munsey fiction magazines; Larry Giffen, author's,
artists' and publisher's representative; Fred McClelland, well-known
showman, and Dr. Charles Perilli, a
physician and surgeon of note.
The plans of Torino Films, Inc.,
include the production of important
pictures andductionsthewhich exploitation
the companyof promay
decide to purchase in its own right,
or distribute as agent for other producers. The activities of the company, in any case, will be confined
to films of the super class.
Production material will be selected by a literary committee composed of Messrs. Giffen, Davis and
Elaine

PICTURI-:
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with

Million Dollars
Raver. Fred McClelland will have
charge of exploitation, with a corp
of assistants. Bert Wheeler will
have charge of sales and promotion.
The business affairs of the company will be supervised by John L.
Dudley, member of the New York
Chamber of Commerce, and forBank. merly trustee of the City Savings
Absorbing the business of Harry
Raver, Inc., an importing and distributing concern for many years,
Torino
Films takes
over important
d'Annunzio's "Cabiria"
and other
holdings of the former company.
"Cabiria" is about to be released by
First National, following its July
showing at the New York Strand.
The film has been condensed to run
one hour and three quarters so as
to make possible its presentation in
picture theatres. When shown in
legitimate
three hours. houses, "Cabiria" ran
Studio connections for Torino
Films, Inc., have been established
both in Italy and in New York.
Plans are under way to take a company of American players abroad
for the first production.

Hammerstein

\\ ORI D

Successes

MOR.IX IN HIS FIRST CENTURY
"THE STRAPHANGER"
interest keyed to a high pitch.
Prominent in the cast are: Donald
MacDonald. Shannon Day, Darrol
Foss, William Conklin, Charlotte
Pierce, Charles Belcher and Frank
Tokunaga. Bess Merodyth prepared
the scenario from the stage play by
Herbert Bashford. Ernest Palmer
is chief of the photographers.

COMEDY,

penter shops, paint shops, planing
mills, plaster shops, electrical department, generator and transformers,
warehouses, property and wardrobe
buildings, individual administration
buildings, many beautifully appointed
dressing rooms for stars and players,
a huge garage, auto sheds, green
house and flower gardens, wareand other
storehouses
of "flats"
really
houses for stock
scenery and
amazing proportions. The entrance
to the main administration building
is shown in this illustration.

Comments
Causing Nation-Wide
He Married,"
remainfromto the
be Louis
shot, Beautiful Studios
Elaine Hammerstein, Selznick according
to reports
"Why
finished
For R-C Completed
star, who has just Marriag
Mayer headquarters. With Fred
e?" is B.
Announce Your
directing, the production of ' The recently completed R-C
of her Niblo
getting ready for anotherwhich
this
future
First
National
release
studios in Hollywood are among the
is
star-series productions
Get Into Our Big Christmas
along very successfully.
largest and most beautiful in Cal- Issue.
Place your advertising
scheduled to go into work within hasThegonestory
is
along
society
drama
ifornia. They cover an area of order today.
the next ten days or two weeks. lines with just enough melodrama twenty acres,
and include three huge
Ralph Ince will probably direct the
next picture just as soon as he fin- and mystery to keep the spectator's stages, all perfectly equipped, carishes with Eugene O'Brien in
t." The
the Northwestein
"Channing of next
44
reHammers
title of the
lease has not yet been announced.
Miss Hammerstein's most recent
— which will not be reproduction
Hail the Woman"
a Human
Narrative
leased for some time— was shown at
the Selznick home offices recently
lECLARED to be the noted producer's answer to the public demand for
in a more or less uncompleted state.
D bigger pictures, "Hail the Woman," the Thomas H. Ince special production
It is the consensus of opinion that
for distribution by Associated First National Pictures, Inc., is ready for
"Why
Yourat her
Marriage?"
not onlyAnnounce
presents her
best but
immediate release.
is also the best story in which she
Prints have been delivered to the First National exchanges throughout the
has yet appeared. To Lewis Allen
Browne, member of the Selznick
country
by the Ince laboratories, and the premiere presentation will probably be
scenario staff, must go a great deal
of credit for Mr. Browne not only
staged in New York or Chicago within the next three weeks.
prepared the scenario put also wrote
the original story. The direction is
"Hail the Woman" has been called an "epic of American womanhood," and
by Alan Crosland.
although the theme itself has an especial appeal to women, the tenseness of its
"Handcuffs or Kisses," starring
dramatic situations and the rapidity with which Mr. Ince has built one big scene
Miss Hammerstein," which was reafter another gives the production as definite an appeal to men as it has to
cently released, is being well received throughout the country. A
women.
prominent official of Little Rock,
The story is based upon the ruthless philosophy of a stern old Puritan of
Ark., who is interested in prison reform, thought so well of the producmodern times, and the picture opens with a beautiful prologue depicting an incition when he saw it at the State
Lake Theatre, Chicago, that he has
dent of Pilgrim life at Plymouth in 1621, and fades from Plymouth to Flint Hill,
written to the Selznick home offices,
N.
H.,
where the principal scenes of the drama are laid and where a hard old
trying to hurry the production into
the biggest theatre in Little Rock
bigot, narrowed by his devotion to religion, dominates a household and, in a few
in order that his friends may see it
short days, creates conditions which materially determine the life careers of three
and that he may get behind it personally with such publicity aids as
personalities.
his office is able to enlist.
The basic theme is the awakening of modern womanhood from the slavery
of the kitchen and her progress in business and in the professions. It is a picture
Nearly Completed
of vivid contrasts of character and of conditions and of times.
Only a few more scenes for Anita
Stewart's next picture, "The Woman
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this kind to be used by Eugene
O'Brien as screen vehicle. The star
New O'Brien Film
a large company of players,
Has Choice Cast and
under the direction g f Kalph Ince,
will leave this week for Lake Placid
For "Channing
the Northwest,"
Selznick
production,of starring
Eugene and other Northern points to secure
O'Brien, which is now in the mak- suitable snow scenes.
at the company's
New Yorkof
City ingstudios,
under the direction
Ralph Ince, a cast has been selected Christie Lists
that not only fits the various roles
but is calculated to enhance the box
office value.
Strong Pictures
James as "Heavy"
Norma Shearer, a dark eyed
young beauty, who has been steadily
working her way to prominence on
the screen for the past year, and
who is claimed as another "disbyMyron
Selznick,
has been
cast in covery"the
leading
feminine
role
opposite Eugene O'Brien. This is
Miss
Shearer's
second appearance
Selznick
productions,
she havingin
played a role in "The Flapper," one
of the late
Olive Thomas' most successful release.
Gladden James, rated as a most
virile actor, is playing a "heavy"
role in "Channing of the Northwest." James was recently seen in
the Selznick production, "Bucking
the
Tiger,"
Conway
Tearle,
and inalsosupport
had aofprominent
role in the Select picture, "The
Heart
with Norma
Talmadge.of Wetona,"
Martin Faust,
a veteran
screen player, has been cast in the
important role of a half-breed.
"Channing
theimplies,
Northwest,"
which
is, as theoftitle
a tale
of the Canadian Royal Mounted, was
adapted to the screen by Edward
Montague, and is the first story of

for Holidays
Christie Comedies are offering
their strongest releases of the season up to date during the period
from the middle of November
until early January, according to
a statement of Al Christie, who is
planning his present series, distributed through Educational exchanges, with production well in
hand from thirty to sixty days
ahead of release dates.
"Life" Praised
Starting with the comedy, "Saving Sister
Susie," which
was line
released in November,
a strong
of pictures will be available for
first-run houses during the holiday
season down to and including "A
Barnyard Cavalier," which is to be
released early in January. "Saving SisterDevore,
Susie,"recently
which features
Dorothy
drew an
unusual review for a two-reel
comedy outside of the film trade
when "Life" declared that it had
more plot and more entertainment value than most five-reel features.
Other pictures included in th<

WORLD
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late fall release schedule are
"Fresh from the Farm," with
Bobby Vernon; "Kiss and Make
Up," with Earl Rodney and Helen
Darling,
and "No Parking," with
Neal
Burns.
New

Stock Revival

ofAnna
"A Steese
Man'sRichardson
Home"and
Edmund Breese, authors of Selznick's
special, "A
Home,"
have arranged
withMan's
the Century
Play Company to place the original
play in dramatic stock repertoires for
the next season. Because the photoplay
so much shown
attention,hasand attracted
will be generally
during the coming months, the Century Play Company expresses great
faith in the stage revival among
stock companies.
Scene from "Life's Greatest
Withdrawn
Question,"Davis
a Joefeature
Brandt-George
The Richardson-Breese play was
originally acted with George Nash,
the star, but it did not proceed very than they ever did, this broadened
far before Myron Selznick dis- field
"A widely
Man's
Home presentations
will probablyofmore
covered its availability for screen advertise
the screen drama.
presentation.
Through
an
arrangeIn this connection the transition
ment with Miss Richardson and Mr.
of "Scandal" from story form to
Breese, drawn
the andstage
version
was
withturned over to Ralph screen and then to the stage is recalled. "Scandal" was also a SelzInce as the basis of a Selznick
nick production made at a time when
special. Wide Advertising
Lewis J. Selznick was making stars
out of Norma and Constance TalThe authors retained the stage madge and the Cosmo Hamilton
rights and these have now been story was secured for Constance.
transferred to the Century Play Recently the Selznick organization
Company. Because dramatic stock revived "Scandal" and it is now
companies abound more profusely current on screens of the world.
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Three

Productions

Find

PICTURE

Place

on Hodkinson December Program
Three productions are announced
The release date of "Cameron of
for release by W. W. Hodkinson the Royal Mounted" is set for
during December, according to a re- December 25. The story is by Ralph
port from the Hodkinson offices. Connor. In the cast are Gaston
Irving Cummings and
They ondare
Bashful
Suitor,Great
sec- Glass,
in the"The
series
of Triart
Vivienne Osborne. It was directed
by
Henry
MacRae.
Masterpiece Productions; "Fifty
Candles," fourth in the series of
Irvin V. Willat productions, and ]\Jn«,nl film ^of
"Cameron of the Royal Mounted," Jvai,f*' Film O-t
the second Winnipeg productions —
for January 7
Ralph Connor picture presented by
Ernest Shipman.
at Annapolis
A Two-Reel Production
The special showing of "The
Jutland,"
The release date of "The Bashful Battle of
tional will
give atwhich
the EducaNaval
Suitor"
December
in
its areisMary
Brandon11.andFeatured
Pierre Academy at Annapolis has been set
for
January
7
by
arrangement
Gendron. It is a two-reel produc- Admiral Wilson, superintendentwithof
tion adapted from the theme sug- the academy.
gested in the painting by Joseph
Through the courtesy of Dr. Hugo
Israels, which hangs in the Metro- Riesenfeld,
managing director of the
politan Museum of Art in New York
Rialto Theatre, New York, where
City. It was made under the direc- the
picture was given its American
tion of Dramatic Director Herbert
Blache, and Art Director Lejaren premiere, the musical score prepared
a Hitler and reaches the screen and used by him has been sent to
under the sponsorship of the Triart the academy for use by the band
Advisory Board, consisting of there when the picture is presented.
Robert \V. DeForest, president of The Secretary of the Navy and the
the Metropolitan Museum of Art; Assistant Secretary of the Navy will
Francis C. Jones, treasurer of the be invited to attend the showing.
A complete program of EducaNational Academy of Design;
tional pictures will be built around
Edwin H. Btashficld, president of
the National Academy of Design; "The Battle of Jutland," furnishing
Charles Dana Gibson, president of a whole evening of diversified entertainment. One of the Selig-Rork
the Society of Illustrators; Robert
Photoplays, a two-reel Christie
Aiken,
president
of
the
Sculptors'
Society of America ; Louis C. Comedy, a Robert C. Bruce Scenic
Tiffany, founder of the Louis Com- and a Kinograms news reel will be
fort Tiffany Foundation, and Daniel supplied
ton branch.by Educationals WashingChester
French,
one
of
the
world's
foremost sculptors.
Another showing of "The Battle
of
at thewillMarine
Barracks
"Fifty Candles Listed"
at Jutland"
Washington
be given
just
before
or
just
after
the
Annapolis
"Fifty
Candles"
is
also
scheduled
for release on December 11. It is entertainment, and a third screening
a mystery story by Earl Derr a' the Naval War College at NewBiggers which appeared originally
in the Saturday Evening Post. The sidered.port, Rhode Island, is being concast, includes Marjorie Daw, Ber&T^irdGrBurbns,
WilHa'm
COfnedy
Wade
Boteler and
Ruth CaSoU.
King. NeW
"Shake ROddl
'Em Up," the
latest Hal
Dorothy
Sibley
was
the
winner
of
Roach
comedy,
featuring
"Snub"
the recent beauty contest conducted Pollard, which Pathe has scheduled
by Willat through the Movie for release the week of December
Weekly.
18th, is one of the most elaborate

WORLD

one-reel offerings from the Roach
Studios and should please every exhibitor. The comedy is a sidesplitting travesty of photoplays of
the Mexican border, and most of
the mirthquakes are supplied by the
earthquakes
which during
"shakethe'emcourse
up"
every
few minutes
of the day. Pollard appears in the
role
of "theserial
mysterious
rider," a
well-known
play character;
Marie Mosquini-is the Scnorita Teresa Tamale; Noah Young is the
Mexican general, and the Hal Roach
comedians
appear army.
as "atmosphere"
and
the Mexican

Kineto

Foresees

Public in New
Harry J. Shepard, of the Kineto
Company of America, issued this
week the following statement:
"The creation of the 'Official
Urban Movie Chats of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America' will prove to be the most constructive step that has been taken
in the motion picture industry.
Every right thinking member of the
industry, whether he is an exhibitor,
producer or distributor, should lend
his
moral support to this forward
movement.
First Issue on January 15
" 'The Official Urban Movie Chats
of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America' are being produced under the personal direction
of Charles Urban and the first issue
will be ready for release on January
15. Each issue will contain material
which will be as fascinatingly entertaining as it will be instructive;
the finest pictures in the arts and
sciences, in travel and industry and
all the many subjects that can be
pictured interestingly and profitably
to the public mind. These pictures,
supplemented by the best thoughts
of great leaders among men, past
and present, will help to bring to
all patrons of the motion picture
theatre an understanding and appreciation of the better things of life.
"Mr. Urban will produce a reel
which will really be a serial of life.
These Movie Chats will give to the
exhibitor a weekly contact with the

SCENES FROM GOLDWYN'S "THE CITY FELLER1
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Unusual Realism
An example of unusual realism
occurred in the filming of "The
Master of Beasts," the first of
Nathan
Hirsh's
Jungle
Claire Lotto
as the
heroineSeries.
was
supposed to be awakened with a
nightmare to find herself in the toils
of a serpent. In filming this scene
aitself
hugearound
python her
was body.
allowedTheto wrap
snake
did
its
part
so
well
that
it
was
with
difficulty that it was wrested from
its victim, who was badly bruised
and unable to work for several days.

Much

Good

to

Exhibitor Reel
best forces of the community in
which he lives. Conceived in the
highest ideal of motion picture production, 'Movie Chats will work
for immeasurable good in the industry in translating our ideals to
the picture-going public."
Million Persotjs
See Fox Picture
M ore than 1,000,000 persons in
the United States have seen "Over
the Hill," the Fox special superproductiun, according to statistics
compiled from the composite reports of Fox exchanges throughout
the country. It is said that it is
yet to be shown in luuidreds of
smaller cities in a majority of the
states in the Union. The total number of persons who will have seen
the production
materially
thereby.will be increased
Betty Blyth? to
That Bjin
Betty Blythe
has been en"Th?Net"
role in gagedtheto play
nexttheRexleading
Beach feminine
picture,
an
adaptation
of
"The
Net,"
is the
announcement made by Whitman
Bennett, of through
the Bennett
Corportation
United Pictures'
Artists.
It is also announced that work on
this production will begin the week
of December 12.
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Mae

Murray

Off

to Cuban Locale
'Just Around
the Corner' Hailed
^fj^^^ad
Mae Murray and Robert Z.
in
Leonard are on their way to Cuba
as Another "Huntoresque " Success
Com.dizs
s cousin
ThelmaBank
Worth,
of Betty for the Spanish shots of the next
"Another 'Humorcsque,' " is the
Frances Marion, who adapted the
prediction made for "Just Around story and directed it, has proved Compson, has been engaged by Jack Tiffany production. Mr. Leonard
the Corner," a Cosmopolitan Pro herself a skilful translator into Warner, of Warner Brothers, to and his staff crowded into a few
duction presented by Paramount screen values of the authoress' deli- play the leading feminine role oppo- weeks, months of preparation, and
Several factors contribute to the cate sentiment^ warm sympathy for sjte Monty Banks in the forthcom- trunks of costumes and props are
assurance of the producers and dis- the poor and clear understanding of ing new series of Banks comedies, on the same train which is speeding
tnbutors that this picture will more the heart. She is a San Francisco
Miss Worth is a protegee of Miss southward to Key West with Miss
than equal the success of Humor- girl who started her career as a Compson, having studied the tech- Murray and the Tiffany director
esque," which recently won the newspaper writer and artist, and who nique of acting before the camera, general on board.
Photoplay Gold Medal as the best later acted for the screen. She under tne personal supervision of
It was originally planned to sail
photoplay of 1920.
took up the writing of scenarios be- her talented and renowned cousin, direct from New York to Havana,
First of all, the original story is cause she felt it to be her real voca The first of the new series of Banks but owing to the preparation work,
the work of' Fannie Hurst, who tion and her success has justified her the
comedies,
is now
in it
last minute
course"Beof Careful,"
production
at the
go was
by decided
rail to at
KeytheWest
and thento
Secondly, judgment.
wrote "Humoresque."
the scenario was written by Frances
-phe cast is a well-rounded one. Warner West Coast studios. to Cuba by ship.
Marion, who did the script of the Margaret Seddon, who had an imfirst Fannie Hurst picture. Miss portant role in "The Inside of the
Marion also directed "Just Around Cup," plays the mother. A young Many Big Newspapers Use Story
the Corner." A third point is that actor 0f great promise is Lewis
the locale of the story is again New Sargent, who is seen as Jimmie
York's East Side, the dramatic pos- Birdsong. Sigrid Holmquist, called
Form of'TheSon of Wallingford"
sibmties of which were first stnk- the "Mary Pickford of Sweden,"
The Bell Syndicate of New York Vitagraph's special production was
ingly demonstrated by the Gold piays Ess;e Birdsong. Fred C. City reports exceptional interest adapted. The years that the WalMedal photoplay.
Thomson, Edward Phillips,
Phi
Peggy throughout the country in the news- lingford characters have been bethe motion
which
Another strong factor is that "Just Parr, Mme. Rose Rosonova and Wil- paper fiction version of "The Son fore the public
and thepicture
satisfaction
A round
the Corner" was created by cast.
liam Nally round out the capable of
the George
Ran- given
dolphWallingford,"
Chester story
from which
is now byrunning in many big cities
Cosmopolitan Productions and is
are
said shown.
to be responsible for the
said to bear all of the fine touches
interest
and high finish which that producAmong the additional newspapers
which contracted for the publicaucts. tion company claims for its prod"Man to Man, " a New Jewel,
tion of "The Son of Wallingford"
The authorship of the picture is
Finished at Universal City S^WfiTa^^S
more than usually important, for
the Lima, Ohio, News, the Oswego,
Fannie Hurst is considered as the
Y., Palladium, the Lewiston,
short story writer who has succeed- "Man to Man," Harry Carey's fornia. The other great thrill, that N.
ed to the exalted place occupied in second Universal-Jewel production, of a cattle stampede, was made on Me., Journal, the Boston Telegram,
literature by the late O. Henry. It hailed as a greater picture than "The the Agoure Ranch, at Calabassas, the Lynn, Mass., Telegram, the Columbus State Journal, the Worcesis a saie assumption that few are the Fox," Carey's first super-western Cal.
short story writers whose works now said to be packing theatres
ter Telegram, the Waterbury Reboast of the popularity that Miss throughout the country, has been
publican and the Seattle Post-Intelligencer. Among the cities which
Hurst's creations have gained. completed
Universal
City andIt Efflgsf ffillicivd
soon will beat ready
for release.
apparently
benefited
greatly on "The
was directed by Stuart Paton, who
in New Picture Son
attendance,
Was "Superman"
after of
the Wallingford"
serialization was
started
is has come into recent screen fame as
"Just Around the Corner"
in the daily newspapers,
was and
St.
Both
story
_
finjust
has
who
Hilhard,
Ernest
based" on a short story of Miss the maker of Priscilla Dean's latest
Minnesota
pauli
"Idle
m
Hurst's, entitled "Superman," which two successes, "Reputation" and ished playing the "heavy"
created
with George Arhss, will motion picture seemin tothehave
Hands
appeared in the Saturday Evening "Conflict."
Northwest
"Man to Man" is the picturiza- next be seen in a similar role in a a_ big impressionDuluth,
Post. In the first volume of the
Minnesota,
writer's short stories, which was tion of the popular novel of the same special production for Fox, tenia- particularly.
published
under
the title
"Just name
by Jackson
of tively
"BloodwhoWill
Tell,"
another
Northwestern city pubAround the
Corner,"
thisofnotable
the foremost
writersGregory,
of tales one
of the
Mary Carr,
played
the starring
mother was
ijsning
tne story
by
directed
and
Hill,"
the
"Over
short story was included. Cosmo- old West. Two of the great thrills in
All by Chesters
politan Productions used the title of in the picture will be a range fire Edwin Carewe. A recent picture in
the collected short stories for its and a cattle stampede. Permission which he played a ^prominent role The Bell Syndicate reports also
picture
because
Frances
has er
was Service
obtainedto from
Foresttract
Rang'Tropical
approached
by trade
crystallized
in this
East Marion
Side drama
burn the
a great
of was
by Pathe,
whichLove,"
Ralph lately
Ince released
directed that
papersit has
and been
various
semi-trade
pubthe spirit of many of Miss Hurst's dry grease wood and sage brush in for the Porto Rico Photoplay Com- lications. "The Son of Wallingstories.
the San Francisquito Valley, Cali- pany.
ford" lier's
wasMagazine,
firstthepublished
ColNational inWeekbrought
was
after
shortly
and
'y>
^mmmmmm^.
out 'n book form.
It was regarded as a novelty by
the trade for some time, in that Mr.
and Mrs. George Randolph Chester,
the authors, were entirely responsible
for the finished film in all but the
detailed mechanical division, they
having originated the idea, written
the special Collier's Weekly version,
syndicated it to newspapers, rewritten the unabridged book version,
adapted the scenario, cast the pictitled ture,
it. directed it, and cut, edited and

NEW

PLAYERS IN COSMOPOLITAN'S
OF THE PRINCIPAL
THREE
PRODUCTION, "JUST AROUND THE CORNER"
Left to right: Margaret Seddon, Lewis Sargent and Sigrid Holmquist

Gcldwyn Picture
Near Completion
Julien
Goldwynat
photoplay Josephson's
will soon befirst
completed
the Goldwyn studios. It is called
"The City Feller" and was directed
by William Beaudine, his first
Goldwyn picture, and is now in the
final stages of titling. Cullen Landis
portrays the lead.
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Big Exhibitors

Booking "What Do Men Want?"
The biggest first run exhibitors of the country are
rushing to book Lois Weber's "What Do Men
Want?," it is declared at the home offices of Wid
Gunning, Inc., distributors of the picture.
Among those who have recently signed contracts
are S. Barret McCormick for the Allen, Cleveland;
the Pantheon, Toledo; Jensen and Von Herberg,
Portland, Ore.; Miller's California Theatre, Los Angeles; Skouras Brothers, St. Louis, and Jones, Linick
and Shaefer, Chicago.
Among the big first run houses where "What Do
Men Want?" has played successful week runs are
the James, Columbus, Ohio; the Alhambra, Indianapolis, and the Butterfly, Milwaukee. Following the conclusion of a highly successful week at B.
S.
Moss' Broadway,
the picture
has inbeen
sent toNew
the
remainder
of the Moss
theatre
Greater
York.
In Los Angeles, Miller's California arranged an
unusual advertising and exploitation campaign for
the opening on December 11. Claire Windsor, who
played the leading feminine role, made personal appearances. "What Do Men Want?" opened also at
the Temple Theatre, Santa Ana, Cal., and at Bedlands, Cal., on December 11. It will open a week's
run at San Diego on December 18.
In St. Louis, Skouras Brothers opened the picture
December 10 at the Grand Central Theatre. Following the completion of this run it will play the remainder of this circuit.

Norma

Shearer

in Chief

Female

Role in Eugene O'Brien Film
Norma Shearer, the talented young engaged to support Eugene O'Brien,
ingenue, whose work in leading and the Selznick star, in "Channing of
featured roles during the past few the North West," his latest screen
months has brought her to the front offering now in process of producas a stellar possibility, has been tion, under the direction of Ralph
Ince. The story is from the pen of
— Edward
J. Montague. Miss
Shearer's part will be that of a
typical girl of the north woods.
When William Christy Cabanne
was casting his big R-C special,
"The Stealers," last year, he engaged Miss Shearer for the leading
ingenue role. Since then she has
had leading or featured roles in
several important productions, the
most recent of which are "The Man
Who Paid" and "The Trail of the
Law," both Oscar Apfel productions,
in which she is co-starred with Wilfrid Lytell.
Valentino

NORMA SHEARER

Plays

Opposite Gloria
Rudolph Valentino has been especially engaged to play opposite
Gloria Swanson in "Beyond the
Rocks," which Director Sam Wood
has just started for Paramount at
the Lasky studio. It is from a story
by Elinor Glyn, the adaptation being
by Jack Cunningham.
The story covers a lot of ground,
some of the scenes being laid in
China, with others on the Riviera,
in the Alps and in England. The
cast includes Alec B. Francis, Robert
Bolder, Helen Dunbar, Raymond
Brathwayt,'
R.
Butler. Gertrude Astor and F.
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Lists

Eight

Productions for Yuletide
the stars and players, officials and
Whether Santa Claus is aware of of
others. Mr. Ballance is on a
it or not, Associated First National western tour of the exchanges and
announces
"a sockful
success" enjoyed renewing old acquaintancehas been prepared
as aofChristmas
ships on the West Coast.
offering to its franchise holders.
Eight big productions, said to be
the most important group since First British Visitors
National announced its "SelfStudy Hollywood
Starters" at the opening of the fall
season, are listed as current for the
F. E. Adams, managing director
"Christmas sock." Three of them, of Provincial Cinematograph Thea"All for a Woman," "Molly O" and
tres, Ltd., the largest motion picture
"The Lotus Eater," are now play- circuit in England, arrived last week
ing on Broadway, the latter being in Los Angeles, accompanied by F.
in its second week at the Capitol. G. Ball, booking manager of the
Others in the group are: "Hail the English circuit ; Robert Atkinson
Hugh
prominent inEngWoman," "The Silent Call," "Alf's and lish
businessTurtle,
men interested
the
Button," "Stardust," "Tol'able
motion picture industry. Mr. Adams
"All for a Woman," a special and his party visited and inspected
production which is having its pre- many of the big Los Angeles studios
release showing at the New York
and gave attention parStrand
David." this week. This is a big and theatres
ticularly to the independent studios
foreign drama, built around the per- releasing their photoplays through
sonality of Danton, leader of the Associated First National Pictures,
French Revolution.
expecting
takein back
to Eng"The Silent Call," a Laurence Inc., land
some new toideas
theatres
and
Trimble-Jane Murfin production, is studio construction. He also conan outdoor adventure melodrama,
sulted with many of the directors
made from a story by Hal G. Evarts. making plays for First National as
It has a cast headed by John Bowers to the latest American methods of
and Kathryn
Upon his return to EngstandingMcGuire,
character in but
the the
playout-is production.
land Mr. Adams probably will make
"Strongheart," a German police dog. market.
some
pictures
for the English
"Alf's Button," a comedy, is an
importation, declared the greatest
While in Los Angeles Mr. Ball
laugh landproducer
ever made
in Engpreviewed many pictures which will
and, in addition,
grossed
one reach
market next year.
of the largest amounts in the history Upon thehisEnglish
recommendation many
of London. The title role is played photoplays now
in the making here
by Leslie Henson.
may be given English bookings.
"Stardust," a Hobart Henley pro- Mr. Atkinson, who is a prominent
duction starring Hope Hampton, is London architect, visited many of
a Franchise production, based on the Los Angeles' newest theatres and
story by Fannie Hurst, who also studios with a view to gleaning new
ideas which can be incorporated into
wrote
"Humoresque."
the longest
story Miss "Stardust"
Hurst everis the construction of British studios
wrote.
he is planning.
"Tol'able David" marks the dual
Mr. Adams and party visited the
debut of Richard Barthelmess as an Marshall Neilan studio, where they
independent star and as a First were much interested in the making
National unit. The production, of "Penrod" with Wesley Barry in
made from the story of the same the title role. Later Mr. Neilan
name by Joseph Hergesheimer, was took them up in his "Blimp" from
directed by Henry King.
they and
got aitsbird's
eye view of
Hollywood
studios.
"The Lotus Eater," starring John which
Barrymore, was directed by Marshall
Neilan. It was made from a story
by Albert Payson Terhune and Gay Cehbration
presents the star who did "Richard
R. S. Cch Month
III,"other
"Dr.heavy
Jekyllroles
andin Mr.
Hyde"
The success which attended the
and
a character
similar to his earlier successes, as R. S. Cole Month sales drive, with
in "The Fortune Hunter" and "The Charles R. Rogers as general manager of distribution, prompted the
"Hail the Woman" was made staff at the studio, Hollywood, to
under
the personal supervision of hold a gala meeting a few days ago,
Dictator."
Thomas H. Ince, from an original and drink a standing toast to R. S.
story by C. Gardner Sullivan. It Cole and R-C Pictures' Corporation.
is announced that the production
R-C "boosters"
realready has been booked for the The group
sponded withofenthusiasm
and drank
first-run in most of the key cities.
a bumper
of
grape
juice to theof continued
success
and
prosperity
Mr.
"Molly O" is Mack Sennett's new
special production starring Mabel Cole and the corporation.
Normand. The picture is now en- Those present were : Dey Jennings,
joying a prosperous run at the Cen- W. S. Heywood, Joseph Dubray,
tral Theatre, New York, but will Ray Carpenter, Louis Gasnier, Eve
be open for general release during Unsell, Colin Campbell, Allen Boone,
Pauline Frederick. Doris May, R. J.
the present month.
Tobin, W. S. Seiter, Ray Crone,
Hunt Stromberp, James Wilkinson,
At Los Angeles
Bert Cann, Carol Warren, Garrett
E. Fort and C. McDonald. The only
Harry G. Ballance, general sales absentees
were Sessue Hayakawa,
manager of Paramount, accompanied
by his brother. Dr. Ballance, and who with his company was working
G. V. Traggardh, branch manager on location, and William Christy
Cabanne,
is working with his
at Los Angeles, visited the Lasky staff
in NewwhoYork.
studio this week and met several
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SOL AND IRVING LESSER are brothers.
They grew up together, for a long time
were together in business, and in fact,
have been almost inseparable from the time,
twenty-five years ago, when Irving first made
his appearance in the Lesser family. Sol had
been rather lonesome up to then because he was
born exactly five years before Irving arrived.
All that, however, is just a matter of preliminary introduction. Let them now be presented by Harry Wilson, their personal representative, for the purposes of this interview.
To tell the truth, when Harry ushered Irving
into the big sitting room of the Ambassador
Hotel the other day you would hardly have
believed that Harry had in tow one of the
most prominent of the film magnates. For
Irving is a youngish looking man, as you might
judge after having already been told that he's
only 25, but aside from that he hasn't any of
the haughtiness
expectso tomuch.
find inHea
young
fellow whothathasyou'd
achieved
had on a dark suit of conservative cut and he
is passably
tall and
woe
be
unto anyone
who passably
remarks "round,"
in his but
presence
upon his lack of sveltness. For, said he in
the course of the interview, and after his
brother Sol had addressed him familiarly as
"Fat:" "You know I wouldn't take that off
of any other guy; if anybody else called me
'Fat' I'd be likely to clip him one on the
chin."
Both Successful
From this remark you might judge that
Irving is aggressive in his way of doing business, and that probably is so since he has
already shoved himself so far up the ladder
of success.
Sol, on the other hand, appears of milder
temperament, but he has climbed no less high.
You'd
from hisand
manner
that
he
has judge,
done ithowever,
more peaceably
has gone
around any obstacles in his path instead of
shoving them aside. He had just broken away
from a meeting of franchise holders of First
National Pictures, Inc. He came into the
sitting room carrying a newspaper package
under his arm. No false pride about Sol.
He'd
justcorridors
as soon ofasthenotAmbassador
walk through
the
exclusive
carrying
a bulky
done heup is.in newspaper. That's
the
kind package
of a fellow
You've
got
'em
— Irving with
estly dark clothes ofnowconservative
cut, his
andmodSol
carrying his newspaper wrapped package. Now
listen to 'em talk :
Sol : "I've just come from that franchise

Lesser

the

Tell

Bottom

How

and

By T. S. da PONTE
holder's meeting and, phew, there's some warm
argument
on !andI'll get
haveinto
to go
up
there in agoing
minute
the back
milling
again. kind
It's of
a great
crowd, andtheytheypull.
don't Why,
care
what
personalities
when I tried to say a few words somebody
yelled : Are you going to talk to us as an
exhibitoras ora producer
as a producer?
talking
keep yourWhen
hat onyou're
and
when you're talking as an exhibitor take it
off so that we can tell the difference.' And
that's what I had to do — keep my arm going
up worn
and down
all
out. reaching for my hat until I'm
"Well, have I given you enough to write
abouthe; I'm
not somewhat
much of appealingly
a talker, youat know,"
and
looked
Harry
Wilson
for
a
"cue."
Wilson : "Be sure to put in this article that
Mr. Lesser didn't seek this interview — write
it just as though you happened to run into
him accidentally, you know !"
All Want to Break Into Print
Sol : "No, No ! Don't do anything like
that; it would make me look foolish, for every
man
in the
industryintowill
knowjustthat
I'm
only too
gladfilm
to break
print,
as any
of the rest of 'em would be, too; and they'd
know that this meeting was all pre-arranged
no Inmatter
was said
the contrary."
that what
statement
you tohave
the inherent
honesty of Sol's nature summed up.
When Sol had " beat" it back to the First
National franchise holders' meeting, carrying
his bulky bundle with him, Irving had his
inning.
either. HeThere's
made no
thatfalse
plain pride
when about
he toldIrving
how
he started in business.
Began Selling Ice Cream
"I began by selling ice cream cones in my
father's movie house in Frisco, and then to
make a few extra dimes I worked at night in
a penny arcade. I had the job of shoveling
up the pennies," he said.
That wasn't so long ago either, and now
Irving is general manager of the Western
Pictures'
finances
tures andExploitation
productions Company
and has ;nine
unitspicat
work in Los Angeles making films for his
release. He could probably turn his assets
into $1,000,000 cash, and Sol could probably
do
quite insome
advance
for
Sol, the
too, same.
as whenThat's
he began
the film
business
it was in a small way also.

CARMEL MYERS, CO-STAR WITH WALLACE

They

Climbed

Up

"I used to come East to buy 'junk' films at
about a $1 or $2 a reel and take them back to
California and show them or lease them out
there," Sol said.
Now Official of Theatre Company
Now he is vice president of the big West
Coast Theatres, Inc., an organization controlling and owning a chain of fifty-four
theatres all in Southern California. His associates are Mike and Abe Gore and Adolph
Ramish. Besides being an Associated First
National franchise holder he is a producer
of the Jackie Coogan Productions, and can
also lay claim to being responsible for the
Mack Sennett bathing girls appearing in person.
He was behind George Beban in his "One
Man in a Million" personal appearance tour
and produced the First National attraction,
"What Women Love."
Some /ellows, those Lesser boys!
Coran

Arrested

in Suit

Brought by C. B. Peelor
On an order of arrest issued by a New
York Supreme Court justice, Deputy Sheriff
Michael P. Sinnott on Monday last arrested
Chester D. Coran, one of the defendants in a
suit brought against him, William J Freeman
and the Consolidated Films Laboratory, by
Giarles B. Peelor.
Peelor alleges that he was induced by Freeman, who is treasurer of the film concern,
and Coran, who he says had charge of the
New York office of the concern to invest $1,100 in the stock of the films laboratory on the
alleged false statements that there was but a
limited amount of the stock available, that it
had been listed on the New York curb market
and that an application to have the stock listed
on the floor of the New York Stock Exchange
had been favorably acted on by that body. He
also avers that he was told the film concern
had sufficient orders on hand to assure the
stockholders of a substantial return in the
shape of dividends.
Sax on Pacific Coast
Samuel Sax, sales manager for R-C Pictures,
now is engaged in promoting sales on the
Pacific Coast with headquarters at Los Angeles,
after visiting Seattle and San Francisco.
E. D. Jensen, field representative, now is in
the Middle West, and during the next few
weeks will visit Minneapolis and Milwaukee.

MAC DONALD IN THE CLOSING EPLSODMS, Ol: VITAGRAPH'S SER/AL,
"BREAKING THROUGH"
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a Stimulant
Business,

Declares

Hugo Ballin in Reply to Shubert
is in that the present vaudeville competition is a
PICTURE WORLD
MOVING
receipt of the following open letter on tremendous one. Different factions are using
the vaudeville question addressed to every means at their command to attract business. Iam absolutely confident that the moLee Shubert by Hugo Ballin, the producer:
picture judiciously chosen and exploited,
"The scores of theatres operated by B. F. as it tion
would
be by the various companies from
Keith, Marcus Loew, Mr. Proctor, Mr. Fox which you would
draw your attractions, would
and those other gentlemen, who, with you, now benefit you.
vaof
operators
powerful
most
the
constitute
"Will you permit
me of
to arrange
with W. W.of
riety theatres in the world, launched these Hodkinson,
president
the corporation
attrac- that name, distributing
enterprises with vaudeville as the sole
my
productions,
send
intro- a representative to take up this matterto with
tion. That motion pictures were latertheatres
duced into the programs of these
was neither an accident nor caused by any you. Also, on behalf of the industry, to communicate your acquiesence to this suggestion to
on the part of the proprietors to lengthen other motion
desire bills.
picture distributing heads?
their
"Do not think that my attitude bespeaks a
"Motion pictures were introduced into vaudecondemnation of vaudeville as a
ville houses to stimulate business and attract downright
motion picture theatre stimulant. Like every
greater crowds. And, from being the added
attraction, the motion picture has become the other fair-minded man, I am open to conviction—as am
I certain, you must be."
feature attraction. I have on various occasions
attended the vaudeville theatres. At times I
Catholic Art Association
Mr. Moss'
into York,
have tredropped
here in New
not, Broadway
however, toTheasee
Mr. Keith's vaudeville attractions, but to view Now Operating in Canada
the 'act' which is advertised most strongly in
The organization of the Catholic Art Assothe lobby of the theatre and which today is
ciation has been extended to Canada, according
card of this house— the to an announcement made by William E. Coldrawing
biggest
the
motion picture.
lier, a representative of the association, who
Films Essential to Vaudeville
has been visiting various cities in the Province
VICTOR HEERMAN
"Naturally, to a man of your perspicacity of
including the City of Quebec, which
and knowledge of theatrical conditions, I do not is Quebec,
Who is responsible for the megaphone
his former home. A Canadian branch of
that Mr. Moss' the association has been opened at Montreal
namesexample.
have
work in Jackie Coogan's "My Boy"
theatreto isprove
not anciting
isolated
John J. Walsh, A. B., A. M., LL. D., as
"Motion pictures, my dear Mr. Shubert, are with
president. There are already ten branches
Province of Quebec where French-Canadians
what all vaudeville houses need to stimulate the
in the United States.
predominate.
business. The motion picture business at presThe Catholic Art Association is primarily a
ent does not present its most flourishing aspect;
nor do the legitimate and variety angles of photoplay producing company which aims to Ray Rockett on
the theatrical business, though we realize the make features that embody some Catholic belief as well as a moral lesson. It is announced
fact that these businesses are suffering much
Way Back to Coast
the films are produced at studios controlled
Ray Rockett, president and general manager
less than 95 per cent, of other industries re- that
by
the
association
and
so
far
eighteen
pictures
of the Rockett Film Corporation of Los
acting from war time over-inflation.
been released. These pictures are now Angeles, who has been in New York for the
"However, to suggest to motion picture ex- have
hibitors to use vaudeville to attract business making their first appearance in Canada.
past few days, left for the Coast on Thursday,
December 1. Before his departure, Mr.
Founded Four Years Ago
The exreason :because
thisclientel
policy for his
is not good
hibitor has attracted
he
Rockett announced that he had completed
The New York headquarters of the organiza- negotiations for the distribution of his new
shows pictures. His patrons come to see
tion were founded about four years ago by
just that- -pictures. On the other hand, visit- Conde B. Pallen, managing editor of the Catho- five-reel comedy drama, "Handle With Care,"
ing the vaudeville theatre, the patron looks
Exhibitors. Inc. It is unlic Encyclopaedia. Mr. Pallen formerly oc- with Associated
derstood that Associated will release it earlv
forward to and expects the utmost variety for
cupied
the
chair
of
philosophy
at
Georgetown
the fare presented to him. If there is a picture University, Washington, D. C, and Fordham
in the year. The cast includes Grace Daron the bill, the attraction becomes much
University, New York. The Catholic pictures mand, Harry Myers, William Courtleigh,
Morrison,
greater proportionately than merely the addi- are to be offered largely in theatres in the James
Ruth Miller
and Landers
Eugenie Stevens,
Ford. Harry Todd,
tion of another vaudeville act (which incidentally might cost the showman even more
money) to a seven or eight act variety bill.
Ince Declares the Industry Must Satisfy
Why Not Follow Suit?
"You see, Mr. Shubert, the vaudeville man
has a much greater profit to derive from employing the motion picture than the motion picthe
Public's
Appetite
for Human
Drama
motionwith
picture
public demands
ture has from employing the vaudeville book- THEdealing
pxture drama dealing with the actualities of
the actualities
of lifedrama
and life,
ing agent.
which
are
in
themselves
a hundred times
has grown tired of nambypamby stories
"In a statement issued by your office, which according
stronger than the figments of dreams. In proto
Thomas
H.
Ince,
whose
forthcomappears in the current motion picture trade pubducing 'Hail the Woman,' I made it in coning drama of American life, "Hail the Wolications, you cite, as instruments used by
formity with my observations of what the
for
release
by
Associated
First
the exhibitor for greater patronage, Miss Theda Nationalman," is ready
public
really
wants in screen entertainment and
Pictures.
In
an
interview
given
at
Bara. drawing, you say, $3,000 a week, and Culver City, where the executive o.i ce and an answer to the public demand for 'bigger pictures.' C. Gardner Sullivan, who wrote both
Victor Htrbert, whose price you quote as $1,- studio of Mr. luce are located, Mr. Ince ex500 a week. You see, Mr. Shubert, the motion
pressed his determination to give the public the story and the continuity, put into 'Hail
picture exhibitors in these instances have drawn what it wants
the
Woman'
the very best of his ability to
in picture entertainment.
make it a drama that meets the public demand.
upon people interested, primarily, in a motion
"From the outset of my career as a producpicture personality — and it might not be a bad
"The public has been getting educated raper, I have realized that it would be folly on the
idea to recruit more of them for the variety
idly as to what constitutes a good picture and
what
does not. The industry must keep i»ce
part
of
the
industry
to
ignore
any
of
the
destage and an outstanding figure in the music
world. This does not impress your point, Mr.
with
such development of the public mind. It
mands of the all-powerful public," he said.
Shubert.
"Therefore I have made a careful diagnosis cannot stand still, for stagnation means ruin."
"Frankly, your letter and article interested during the past year as to what constitutes a
me extremely. Any suggestion that would help 'better picture' in the opinion of that severest
critics, the American public. Motion picScenarios Wanted
thebemotion
picture
exhibitor's
businessasissuch,
one of all ture
audiences have grown tired of nambyto
carefully
considered,
and, offered
TWO-REEL COMEDIES
of onimpossible
characters,
of senI think I may speak for the industry in pamby plots,
FEATURING CHILDREN AND
sations
founded
sand
and
of
weird
situations
acknowledging it cordially.
VARIETY OF ANIMALS
existing only in the exhausted imaginations of
A Suggestion
hack writers.
Campbell
Comedy Corporation
4530 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, C»L
"Now, Mr. Shubert, may I ask you to con"What the public demands now is motion
sider a suggestion of my own? It is known
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Keeping

in

Personal
$y

in sible for saving many a vaudeville
THE
. for realism
screenpublic
storiescries
act by having written "The Spell of
"Give us life," say the pic- the Yukon," spent a week or two in
ture fans.
the Louis B. Mayer studio for the
"AllPaul
right.Bern,
We'llGoldwyn
give themscenario
life," purpose of getting atmosphere in
says
for his writing a novel
editor. So Bern ordered his whole preparation
based upon moving
life.
* * picture
*
reading staff to spend one day in
going over newspapers from small
Nat
L.
Royster
postcards
from
towns in search of ideas which could Florida that it is hot down there
be developed into photoplays.
but there is good business and plenty
of fish, so let *the *old* world roll by.
"Small
town
newspapers
are
much
closer to people and events than big
John A. Hammell has joined the
Metropolitan journals," said Bern,
in explanation.
enoughof sales staff at Paramount's New York
drama
and comedy "There
in everyis issue
a newspaper to make a good photoplay if the reader can only see it
and develop it."
In any case it's an interesting experiment.
* » ♦
Harold Lloyd will allot himself a
vacation of a month which he will
spend in New York upon the completion of his comedy, "He Who
Hesitates."
Mr. Lloyd
plans oneto
make
five comedies
next year,
of which will probably be a sixreeler, so he feels he will have to
curtail his vacation that can hardly
include this year a trip to Europe
as he had hoped. Jean Havez and
Sam Taylor will continue on his
scenario staff with Hal Roach also
collaborating with them as usual.
* * *
Frank Marshall came East from
the coast last week.
* * *
Joe diLorenzo reversed the above
trip.
* * *
Al Lichtman ditto. He goes for
the purpose of conferences with
Associated Producer members.
* ' * consistent corOne of our * most
respondents seems to have burst into
lyrics. He confesses he was inspired to the outburst by one of
those art photographs of one of
Larry Semon's
He
makes
apologies leading
to Johnwomen.
Greenleaf
Whittier, who, he says, should not
be held responsible however. The
pome is :
Blessings on thee, movie maid,
Barefoot girlie undismayed
By thy boyish pantaloons;
Tattered shirt in rag festoons,
With one shoulder careless bare
And thy careful, dis'rayed hair,
With thy innocence and grace —
E'en
of naughtiness
a trace —
How my
heart is set azvhirl!
Wish I knezv* you,
* * barefoot girl!
Robert W. Service, who is responThe India rubber golf stick
awarded for the bummest pun of
the week goes to the low person
who sent in the gag that Maude
George had no need of a motor
car since she had a Forde already.
Carefully diagramming the point,
we state that in private life Miss
George's
thur Forde.husband's name is Ar-

fritz;

tidden

Features Films, Ltd., the Paramount
Australasian organization, was formerly assistant sales manager of the
Famous Players-Lasky
* * * Corporation.
"The Two Orphans" was given a
trial showing at Norwalk, Conn.,
last week. An event of great importance tomoving picture fans was
advertised widely in the local papers,
but the name of the picture was
kept
want York
any
of thesecret.
trade Griffith
papers didn't
nor New
dailies to review the film at the
tryout.

Photo by C. S. Bull.

PATSY RUTH MILLER
To be seen in Goldwyn pictures in the near future. Her first
appearance will be in a nciv Rupert Hughes story

Exchange.perience dates
Mr.backHammell's
film ex-of
over a period
twelve years, during which time he
has had charge of the New York
offices of the General Film Company as well as those of Pathe. He
also served a term as president of
the F. I. L. M.* Club
* * of New York.
Penrhyn Stanlaws has gone to
California.
* * *
Marcus Loew is back in town.
* * *
Hiram Abrams arrived from
Europe this week.
* * *
J. D. Williams left for California
last Sunday.
* * *
Will Page is no longer exploiting
"Theodora" for Goldwyn, but it is
announced that he will get to work
on another picture for the same firm
around the latter
* *part* of December.
A cablegram received at the home
office of Paramount from Sydney,
Australia, last week announced the
birth of a daughter to Mr. and Mrs.
John W. Hicks, Jr. Mr. Hicks,
who is now managing director of

Touch

The engagement of George
Trilling, of the Peerless Exchange,
and Mildred Shiffman, has just been
announced.
* * *
The luncheon Arthur S. Kane
tendered
Ray athe Delmonico's
December Charles
5, so that
could meet
local trade paper and daily newspaper people, was one of the most
enjoyable affairs of its kind this
season.
Among the speeches following the
desert and demi tasse one of the
gentlemen invited to say something
statedstar
to Ray's
face athatgreat
he thought
the
was not
actor,
merely
"acting
natural"
on
the
screen. The person next to us said
he thought it was in bad taste. The
speaker then advised Ray and all
present to "forget art" in producing
pictures. The same caustic person
at our side said that what the
speaker may have meant was to combine art with other things in producing pictures.* * *
We hope that the motion picture
public has been sufficiently educated
by this time so that it will not be
necessary, upon the release of

Nazimova's new production, "The
Doll's House," from Ibsen's play,
for the exhibitors to state in large
type in the advertisements that it is
not a children's* play.
* *
"Always
Warm
and Green,"
the
title of the new Goldwyn
production
in which Helen Jerome Eddy is to
play the part of a Bohemian girl in
America, has nothing to do with a
cafeteria helping of spinach, according to Miss Eddy's personal representative.
Bough, * * *
The Rubaiyat of Omar 'neath the
A Jug,Thou
a loafing Cameraman — and
Beside me posing in the movie
Ah! enow!
Hollyivood were Paradise
* * * Press Bureau.
Scene— —Rubaiyat
When Theodor von Eltz is asked
where he last played the lead he
invariably
"Don'tthatMention
It." This replies,
doesn't mean
he is
ashamed of his affiliation, but that
is the title of the story by Daniel
Frederick Whitcomb which Fred
Becker is producing at the Hollywood studios and which will be released by the Pacific
* * *Film Company.
Before he left for Cleveland,
where he takes charge of the local
exploiteering for the Paramount
Exchange, Max Doolittle got a
haircut and then went and had his
photograph was
takenstillwhile
the baber's
haircomb
in good
shape.
Mrs. Doolittle had her hair bobbed
called
efficiency.That's what might be
and dittoed.
Our own Epes Winthrop Sargent
started a fund to provide a band
to render appropriate selections at
the train on which Max and the
Missus departed. He collected
enough to result in a complete band
and a cornet, which with the usual
sour notes played
* *Lauder's "We
Parted on the *Shore."
Lillian Walker has received a
flattering offer which may bring her
out of her voluntary retirement and
before
again.
"Dimples"
is just the
as camera
blond and
beautiful
and
full of youthful charm as in the old
Bunny.when she appeared with Maudays
rice Costello and the lamented John
* * *
Vera Gordon, the mother of
"Humoresque," who is appearing in
vaudeville at present, has just been
made an honorary member of the
American Red Cross in recognition
Eric Mayne estimates, after
seeing the pictures in the news
weeklies, that if all the delegates
to the Washington Disarmament
Conference were to shave, the
knights of the razor would salvage enough hirsute material to
stuff three
morris
chair. mattresses and one
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' Guillermo
."
_ Reiley, the IrishSouth American literary troubadour, is now encasing his insteps
in a full set of gaiters that buckle
w'th a '<»"• report.
'
for the splendid work she did for
the organization in its recent drive.
Miss Gordon will return to the
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however, a story which the New
York fiction hounds of the Universal Film Company purchased. They
mailed it to the scenario editor at
Universal City, Lucien Hubbard,
where it might be read, revised or
rewritten, assigned to some star and
put into continuity form.
But a hubbub in Hubbard's sanctum sanctorum the other day re-

of one of the * foremost
the protecting vault. Great was the
* * directors
excitement and diligent the search.
Edwin L. Hollywood, who di- Hubbard instructed Mabel King,
rected Irene Castle
scri t read , d h
Heels, _and is at workin at "French
present Shc went
to various readers' and
upon
"The
Roscoe
continuity writers' offices
in the
with the sameRisestar,of will
leave Paine"
for a story
headquarters; asked each if he
fishing trip in Florida just as soon or she had seen the missing manuas his picture is finished, cut and
script. She approached William
titled.
Younger with a question:
* * *
"Mr. Younger, have you 'Young
Marcus Loew is still opening
theatres. He will open the State
Theatre, Newark, Monday, Decern* '
y°U
Ideas ?' "
,
*
*
d'
arrangements
Elaborate
12.
ber
.
,
„
are being made bv the citv of c- c ui
the reception
Newark
Dallm out a waiter,
n Dy h!u*L"S
Alexander of Jh b!£TJ
by Mayor
starsincluding
the

n^Eawardf „K«S
movid:nddsWleNb^.JlT'beAhSi
at
the Robert Treat Hotel after the
formal opening. Practically all the
stars now in New York will be on
hand, including those in current productions. Marcus Loew has returned
fromthe Los
Angeles
where
attended
opening
of his
StateheTheatre,
to
be at theatre
the opening of the new
Newark

WORLD

THE ENTIRE CAST OF MARSHALL N El LAN'S "PEN ROD"
Mickey appears in the center of his gang and Wesley Barry and
Clara Horton flanfi the director
*? ?rJbey pr0V,de \0n 1 b. en0Ugh;
Edward C ^Y.' *e well-known.
has just completed
the genial
sayyouthata glad
When wegive
photographingwhoSir Rider Haggards
hand, cameraman,
proprietors
Kid"Com-in
"Sam's Film
and African
"Swallow"for the
corking Africa
comfortable
*show,
in thea minutest
risk and
we run no seat

B'lfJt Sidney ^ck To £
^
, Evan B--s Vntaine, one of deta" °f
Jay *X VsTeen
1
£
TT"
n™^
Mediterranean
"H
^ * * *
Fin 7iPJ%Ju •
,
ECSftr ?i t,W" the ga£gPlank
H£ the formS ^"hpr"
h'PP r
Mersereau. She has Cece,ia MoscowitZi who for ^
gg* nicture TnZint ™
been in Germany and taly for three three
has 'bcen h „.
TfaT flan still ^be^ VrTf ^
< i W°&,ng
£ Pret"lt,°us liked booker of Aywon Film Ex£fl C"f' * JL boeng ° rmu 'ated> |P.cctac'e' . Ne[0' ™h,ch. . Go'don change, has been booked for life by
™t£r
MisswillFonte
Ben Sonand'
The
starred hut
onoorne will
, C^he
r»
j "*», / *
■, , c u
wedding
will of
takePhiladelphia.
place on Decemof an ail-star
all star cast.
rlstP
7g
V* ^ary Pans
sailedonforDecernhome bcr n K
* * *
ber
on the
* * *
5. steamship

* * *
"Does the pianist follow the picIn the latest issue of The Cast, lure closely?"
published by Robertson and Webb, "Very closely. When the screen
out in Los Angeles, it is noticed that shows a desert scene or the picture
there has been a change of editors, has anything to do with prohibition
King Young takes the place of Clark she always plays 'The Campbells are
Irvine, who leaves the editor's desk Coming.' "
to establish a news bureau of his
—American Legion Weekly,
own.
* * *
T
, for
, the to 01ga
Petrova*s
anticipated
A good sale* is" reported
the stage
will take
place inreturn
New
Smilin'
Through,"
which
is
York
during
Christmas
song,
"Smilin'
is
week.
She
week
introduced in most theatres during will appear, under Selwyn manage
the running of the First National ment, in "The * White
Peacock."
*
*
picture of the same name, featuring
Norma Talmadge. The film is a
Nothing but first-runs will be
version of the play in which Jane shown at the new State Theatre,
Cowl appeared last season.
Brooklyn, opened by Messrs. Strausberg and Bleendes, December I, and
if
the first run on the box office
"Young
lot. It was. any indication, the fifteen hundredis
It mightIdeas."
mean

SIR GILBERT PARKER, THE FAMOUS NOVELIST WITH
JOHN S. ROBERTSON.
CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA ON
THE OCCASION
OF
THE
AUTHOR'S
VISIT TO THE
PARAMOUNT LONDON
STUDIO

* * *
Harold Lloyd is the recipient of
Keene Thompson has joined the 'etters from would-be comedians
Hal E. Roach studios forces as representing every nationality in the
scenario writer and will collaborate world who offer t0 ™ their fare
with Charles Parrott in the scripts t0 th,s country from some far disfor "Snub" Pollard and "Paul" tant Clty ln order to be a member of
Parrott Mr Thompson is well n's company. Came the other day
known in the newspaper and maga- a letter 311(1 accompanying photozine field as wdl as the motion pic. graph from a youth m Sweden.
turetheindustry.
He has written for ,1 don
f c?us*
feel s0,
{unny
all
comedy stars.
1 know
what
t0 sometimes,
do and 1
* * *
should chust put it in your come. .
dies,"
wrote the comedian and
existing
world's
records
and passage
followedheandwith
an offer
buy ocean
theAllleather
medals
accruing
thereto
a ticket
fromto New
York
are
hereby
handed
over
to
Will
to
Culver
City
if
Lloyd
said
"come."
Payne, famous author and editorial
» . »
writer who
arrived
at the
*
Realart
studio has
to make
his debut
in John Lynch, formerly
scenario
screen work.
editor for Selznick, has joined the
Remember how some famous staff at the Cosmopolitan studio,
authors would go to Los Angeles
* * *
and
for gabout
three"absorb
months atmosph
beforeere"
touchin
pesnBarret McCormi
* * *ck is ;„ town.
t) paper? Nothing like that for
Payne. At 9.30 a. m. he arrived at Sonia Levine, who for some time
Realart— and at 5.00 p. m. he had was associate editor of Metropolitan
made a good start into his first Magazine, is now working for
original story for the screen. Famous Players-Lasky, writing stuff
"No use in wasting time," he says. f°r Penrhyn Stanlaws.
"The best
time to write a story is
* * *
when
it's fresh
in
mind and Pete Milne and Ben DeCasseres
you re all pepped up your
to it.
have cstabIished a partnership to do
* * *
editing and titling, with foreign
Lillian who Walker,
the English films a specialty.
beauty,
has a prominent
part ^
—
in a Paramount picture, John S. T, 7^7,
~, ~.— 7~, —
feature.
Robertson has just completed in . Fh.e tltles, ?,f d°"b'e
changeown theatre.
""''y their
PlayinSthatat tell
England, has changed her name to ,n
week
this
during
York
New
Greater
conavoid
to
as
so
Lillian Douglas* * • .
blazoned
forth on
*tor*
own housete".
™at
wfek announcements
own Lillian. when
flictions with our
front
are:
The Criterion Theatre now has
Albemarle:
its own screen magazine, as a part with
Death." "Scandal" — "Ridin'
Burland: "Playthings of Desof
the
program
surrounding
"Fool's
tiny"—"Silk Stockings."
Paradise." The first issue of the
magazine will have parts of a Alpine: "Hush Money" — "Let
Prizma color study, a FleischerInkwell cartoon comedy, a Goldwyn"A in Parisian
Scandal" —
MeBijou:
Explain."
Woman
His House."
Bray Pictigraph and a Chester fish- "A
ing picture.
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Both Strands Book
"Vendetta"
Samuel Zierler, president
of Commonwealth Film
Corporation, announces
that for week beginning
December 18 his Pola
Negri special production,
"Vendetta," will play at
both the Mark Strand Theatres in New York and
Brooklyn.
"Vendetta" has two big
stars, Pola Negri and Emil
Jannings. The latter
starred at the Strand in his
own right only this week.
The last time Pola Negri
played in the two theatres
was in "Gypsy Blood."
"Vendetta" takes its
name from the action of a
story laid in Bagdad and
Monte Carlo, and is based
on the terrible blood oath
of Corsica. The screen version was prepared from
Leo Lasko's play by George
Jacoby. Mr. Jacoby also
has directed the picture.
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Board

of

Review

Highly

Praises

99

Urban
Feature
"The
Four
Seasons
thereby creates
in the spectator
In the November Bulletin of
"In this way the picture of each an
interest
in its fate.
season
becomes
the
setting
for
a
"Exceptional Photoplays," just series of scenes depicting the . . . "The sum of it all is that
published by the National Board
Four Seasons' is a distinct
of Review of Motion Pictures, the struggle of each form of life to 'The
invention in the matter of the inadapt
itself
to
the
circumstances
Urban Popular Classic, "The Four of Nature that enfold it. The
structional-entertainment film. It
Seasons," heads
the list ofsays
tne : Denew fieldexplored
of pospartment. The reviewer
forms of life are thus made char- opens up asibilitwhole
i
e
s
i
n
the
barely
acters in a real drama, none the
"The pictorial background of
this film is the changing aspect of less gripping because it has only realm of educational pictures. For
Nature through the cycle of the to do with such widely different it is a real photoplay, more thrilling than most ofofunique
the 'thrillers,'
year. The idea, however, has not folk as the elk, the eves-swallow, its utilization
charactersin
been to present Spring, Summer, the snake, the tadpole and other liv- and an ingenious form of narraAutumn and Winter as subjects
ing things.
"It is evidence of the success of
"The Four Seasons" was profor the scenic, but to indicate ea"ch the firm that each of these beings,
season's significance by the cor- as its life comes into play against
duced by Raymond L. Ditmars
responding changes that go on in
and edited under the personal dithe
forms
and
habits
of
all
living
one
natural
condition
after
anrection of Charles Urban.
things.
other, takes on a personality and
Unusual

Mechanical

Effects Are
tive."

be a monster figure of 99a
Employed
Jungle
toin
the air"The
of mystery and
weird- there will Goddess
Colonel
Wm. N. Selig, in making ness.
jungle god.
a mechanical
trivance itis Bypossible
to move conthe
"The Jungle Goddess, chapter pic- "In heightening the effect of mysgiant
arms
of
this
grotesque
form.
Import
ture, which the Export &
tery," says the Colonel, "I am pro- In one scene Elinor Field is caught
the box-ofFilm Company will market, is said
fice value ofportionately
thisincreasing
serial.
I have in the grasp of the god. The huge
be shooting many scenes in which made a close study of movie audi- fingers lift her into the air."
to
mechanical contrivances add greatly
ences. Ihave found that it is the
unusual in settings and action which
helps to intensify the audience's in- "Flints of Steel"
terest.
Lee and Bradford Offer Three
a Super-Special
"The script calls for action, plenThe second Ben Wilson-Arrow
ty of action, taking our leading
Earle
ine
Joseph
Features with
characters in a swirl of complica- super-special western drama, "Flints
tions across three continents. The of Steel," starring Jack Hoxie,
In addition to handling two Jersey to the Capital Film Exspeeding train, the submarine, the places itself among those screen
change;
New
York
state
the
Websuper productions, Lee & Bradster Pictures Company; New airplane and the radio are all called offerings which will succeed by
ford, 701 Seventh avenue, announce that they now have ready England States to the Pioneer upon to play their parts in furnish- virtue of its power of dramatic
value. The story has been so infor distribution on the state rights Film Corp., of New England;
ing thrills.
geniously constructed, it is said, that
"But I am going further. I am
market three Josephine Eatle pro- Eastern Pennsylvania to Screen putting
the suspense holds to the end and
wild
animals
into
scenes
Art;
Western
Pennsylvania
and
"Branded,*
ductions, entitled
hitherto thought impossible and to the action is worked out logically
"Serving Two Masters" and "Way Western Virginia to the S. & S. top this off 1 am introducing some and naturally so that while it enterFilm
Exchange;
Ohio
and
Kentains and excites, it never appears
Man."
a
of These
figures which will score a
pictures are said to be
tucky to the W. A. Kaiser Enter- mystery
knock
-oat.
In
one
jungle
city
set
improbable.
prises;
Michigan
to
the
Minter
high class, well cast society
dramas. Miss Earle was formerly United Amusements; Northwestterritory to the Interstate SERIAL PHOTODRAMAS
SELL SEATS
a Vitagraph star, and is now ap- Film ernExchange;
Louisiana and
pearing in musical comedy.
The following territories have Mississippi to the well known S. T.
already been disposed of: Greater Stephens Film Distributing ComNew York and Northern New pany.
Brandt

Heads

Company

Offering

Charles Ray Two-Reel Subjects
The formation of a new com- "African Love," "After the
pany, Art Brand Productions, Storm" and "Saved from the
and two more of the
Inc., with Joe Brandt as presi- Depths,"
be ready for distribudent, is announced. This organi- seriestion will
by
the
end of the week, with
zation will state right a series of
special line of art paper and actwo reel dramas starring Charles acessories.
Ray, and states that due to the
"Two reelers are coming back
feature calibre of these produc- into
even greater demand than
tions they will be handled on a
feature scale, and a special staff during the early days of the film
has been put to work preparing game," says Mr. Brandt, "and I
these Charles Ray twoaccessories under Mr. Brandt's consider
ASK YOUR
reelers one of the most important STATE
supervision.
RIGHT
offerings
I
have
ever
secured
for
EXCHANGE
A press book is now being prepared on the first three subjects, the state right market."

PHOTOPLAY SERIALS CORP.
E. S. MANHEIMER. Gen. Mgr.
130 WFST 4« STREET. NEW YORK

INSURE
BOOKINGS
NOW

MOVING
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Says Serials Are
Business Builders
of Parents"
"Ashamed
Warners
E. S. Manheimer, of
Year
in New
Early
for Release
Photoplay
Serials Corporato
the
motion
pictures,
and
Marangella, of the Warner staff,
The latest Warner Brothers' pro- and
tion, handling the Ben
it contains a cast including Jack through them are held as future
duction,
"Ashamed
of
Parents,"
is
Wilson and Neva Gerber
announced for release the first of Lionel Bohn, Edith Stockton,
of istheto silent
drama."
the new year.
Charles Eldridge, Walter McEvan devotees
No detail
be spared
by Exchapter-picture, "The
"Ashamed of Parents" has been and W. J. Gross.
in the arrangebooked throughout the Fox circuit,
ments forceptional
the Pictures
production
and no
Mysterious
advocates the use Pearl,"
of serials
as
in addition to many other circuits
effort neglected to make an outand prominent theatres throughout
standing
light
of
the
coming
seasbuilders for ther's
the country. Warner Brothers have Otis
on. Plans are already being laid patronage calling
attention to
urnnneto
RetSki
Screen
for the careful working out of the factatres,
prepared a four-page newspaper size
that the continued
press sheet, containing many aids
every
feature
which
will
go
into
story is one of the most
Highly Praised
and publicity and exploitation sugMany commendatory messages the completed "Mister Antonio."
gestions tohelp place the picture bepopular
types of fiction
fore the public.
have been received by Alexander
published in magazines
The story centers around a small Beyfuss, president of Exceptional "Out of Inkwell"
and
newspapers
today, but
town young man who is aided by Pictures Corporation, following
Series
Bought
have
also
proved
effective
the
announcement
of
the
signing
his parents to achieve a worthy pocirculation builders.
sition in life. After attaining his of Otis Skinner for a photoplay
by the Warners
goal, he neglects the folks back
"The advantages of chapof "Mister
home and is ashamed of the fact version
"Exhibitors
have Antonio."
shown a keen
rights for Califorthat he has come from a mediocre interest in the announcement of Distribution
tered photoplays," says Mr.
nia of Max Fleischer's famous carfamily.
Manheimer,
the
Otis
Skinner
in
'Mister
Antonio,'
toon
series,
"Out
of
the
Inkwell,"
The production has been edited
have been purchased by S. L. printed story''over
Mr.
Beyfuss.
"It
is
pictures
lies
in
the
and titled by Eddie Bonns and Louis says
of this type that draw new patron Warner, and the rights for Greatfact that it is possible to
er New York and Northern New
end the episode at such a
Jersey by Warner Brothers.
The
uniqueness
of
the
Fleischcompelling
moment of suser novelty is evidenced by the
pense in the action that the
Equity Feature "Heedless Moths "
fact that Sid Grauman and Hugo
same audience will be
Booked by Loew and Fox Houses Riesenfeld signed to show the en- drawn
to the theatre week
tire series for one year in their re- after week.
The Fox and Loew circuit of attracting crowds, as shown by
theatres. Mr. Riesenfeld,
theatres throughout New York the accompanying photograph. it is said,spective
will present the series
Like newspapers, theatre
City and New Jersey have booked The booking arrangements were
at the Rialto.
the Equity Pictures Corporation made by Mills and Berkowitz of simultaneously
Rivoli and Criterion.
managers know the value
Elk Photoplays, Inc., controlling
of the serial story and are
feature, "Heedless Moths," star- the
rights to this territory.
ring Audrey Munson. This pictaking advantage of it, and,
It is also announced that this
ture had its premiere at the
Greenwich Village Theatre in picture is being heavily booked all "Pasteboard Crown"
as serials last at least fifArouses Interest
New York City at $2 top and was over New York and New Jersey.
teen weeks, they allow for
then transferred to the Frazee It is lavishly produced and was
The Travers Vale production, extensive advertising and
Theatre on Forty-second street at directed by Robert Z. Leonard. "A Pasteboard Crown," which is
similar prices.
A week's showing in Newark, and being distributed by Nathan & the showmanship advantages are easily recog"Heedless Moths" is now being showing in Paterson and Union Semerad, is arousing considerable nized.
been arranged at promi- interest, according to the number
presented at Loew's State Theatre Hill have
nent theatres.
in the heart of Broadway, and i.->
of inquiries being received by the
distributors, who believe that this
is primarily due to the fact that
this was the first novel written by of these animal false faces. In addition, novel cut-outs will be given
the great emotional actress, Clara
Morris, herandbooks.
the first attempt to to the children in the various pub•■creen
lic schools. Arrangements are beThe story was adapted by Eve
ing made by Weiss Brothers to
Unsell in synopsis form, and the provide other exchanges with
continuity compiled by Thomas quantities of this animal false face.
P. Fallon. It is said to have been
made into a thoroughly satisfac- Burr's Novelty
tory screen play, clein and wholesome, with heart interest, suspense and a good plot.
Reviews Popular
Burr's Novel Reviews continue to
Novel Stunt for
hold aturehigh
placethein conclusion
the motion ofpic-a
field. At
"Tarzan " Serial long picture, especially if it is a
drama where one is held at high tenMasterpiece Film Attractions,
sion, ashort reel with three or four
which controls the distribution of different subjects rest the audience.
The
pen and ink comics by J. J.
"Adventures of Tarzan" serial in McManus
create outbursts of
Eastern Pennsylvania and SouthThese
subjects
esern New Jersey, has devised a laughter.
pecial
favorites
with
the areyoung
novelty for attracting juvenile
folks, especially the kiddies, who
patronage. It is a false face in never
a comedy situation pass
without letnotice.
the shape
of
a
lion's
head,
sufficiently large to cover the entire
Every
youngdress
womancreations,
wants to the
see
face, with openings left for eyes
latest
and mouth. This face has been the
smartest hats and the nattiest sport
imprinted with the names of the
clothes.
Burr's Novelty
Review
title of the serial and the star. are
SNAP OF LOEW'S STATE THEATRE, NEW YORK CITY,
suchIn features.
Others
are
SHOWING LONG QUEUE OF PATRONS WAITING TO
Every child attending the opening nature scenes and slow motion
episode
will
be
presented
with
one
"stunts."
SEE' AUDREY MUNSON IN "HEEDLESS MOTHS"
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Weiss Postpones
Presentation of
Bible Pictures
Louis Weiss, of Artclass Pictures Corporation, announces that
the screen production of the Old
Testament will not be presented
as a feature entertainment in the
theatres until the New Year. It
had been . proposed to show this
•film at one of the leading theatres
during the Christmas season, as
being particularly appropriate, but
the enormous amount of work
necessary to get the several thousand feet of negative down to feature length has made it impossible
to finish the work in sufficient
time to allow for the necessary
exploitation.
It is understood that this film
version of the Old Testament will
be presented in conjunction with
a chorus of fifty, a soloist and
augmented orchestra, with an
elaborate musical setting and
choral effect arranged by one of
the
leadingthatmusicians.
It isNew
now York's
anticipated
the film
will be ready by the middle of
February.
Enid

Bennett

in

Screen Snapshots
An interesting piece of news for
film fans is promised in the next
issue, No. 16, of Screen Snapshots
as it will bring back after an absence of several months Enid
Bennett.
Jack Cohen, while at the West
Coast, found her playing a very
special role, that of wife of Fred
Niblo, and, even more important,
of mother to the two months' old
Baby Niblo in their California
home, and he obtained her permission to film her at home in informal scenes with Fred and the
baby.
Eddie Lyons ' Next
a Minute"
Arrow"Just
announces
that Eddie
•Lyons, director comedian, has just
completed the final' scenes of his
latest super-comedy, "Just a Minute." Production will start shortly on the next of the series of
comedies for Arrow, entitled
"Moving Day."
Allene Ray Sales
Are in Full Swing
Substantiation of the talk of a
brightening market comes in the announcement of Bert Lubin, president of the Western Pictures' Corporation, producers of the new series
of six Allene Ray features, that the
sales campaign on these pictures,
which opened a week ago, has
already resulted in the sale of two
territories.
Lester Scott, traveling representative for Lubin, has closed a contract for the six pictures with the

Independent^Field

All Star
Company
Detroit
for Features'
the Michigan
territory.of
Mr. Lubin personally closed with
Mr. Chadwick, of the Merit Film
Company of New York for New
York State and Northern New
Jersey for the entire series of six
Allene Ray pictures.
Many

Sales Are
Made by Arrow
Arrow announces that the series
of Peter B. Kyne productions, the
first of which, "A Motion to Adjourn," has been sold for New
England to the Lightning Photoplays Company of Boston. The
Phoenix Film Corporation, of
Kansas City, controlled by Joe
Fox, has placed a contract with
Arrow for fifty-two Arrow Comedies, four Neva Gerber specials
and four Peter B. Kyne productions.
Arrow Film Corporation reports that Lee Goldberg, of Louisville, has made the following purchase of pictures from them:
"Headin' North," "Stranger in
Canyon Valley," "Watching Eye,"
"Star Reporter," "The Man Who
Trifled," "A Man's Fight," "A
Man in the Open," "The Light of
Western Stars" and "Nan of the
North,"
the new Ben Wilson-Ann
Little serial.
Sixth Arrow Speed
Comedy Is Named
"Are Husbands
Happy?"
sidered an appropriate
title isof conthe
forthcoming Arrow-Reggie Morrisdiate
Speedrelease.
Comedy
imme-of
This set
is theforsixth
the series of twelve comedies
made under the direction of Reggie Morris and which Arrow is
distributing throughout the world.
While Reggie Morris was at work
with his band of young funsters
on the West Coast, Frank Marshall, the business brams of the
concern, paid a visit to the East
and intermediate cities.
Hoxie's Third
Vehicle Now
in Production
Arrow's great Western cowboy
star, Jack Hoxie and company,
are at work on the third release
of the special series of which the
renowned Jack is the bright particular star. "Under Orders" is
the tentative title and the direction
Clements.is in the hands of Roy

Hirsh Jungle Film
Is Out of Ordinary
■ "The Master of Beasts," which is
the first release of Hirsh's Jungle
Series of four five-reel wild animal
pictures, is said to be of extraordinary interest
urrusual manner. and developed in an
Mr. Hirsh said: "When I arranged for the production of this;

series I bore in mind the fact that Santa Claus Hands
there are several good animal subjects on the market, and I deterAlexander Film a
mined to develop my jungle series
along different lines. I considered
Christmas Present
it to be to the best interest of exhibitors to offer them a complete
The film industry has just handed
five-reel subject, of which there will the Alexander Film Corporation one
be four
in this
the most profitable Christmas
dent of the
other.series, each indepen- of
presents of 1921. In buying the
"There is a never diminishing American rights to the "Sherlock
lure for every one ' in the great Holmes" fifteen two-reel features,
beasts of the jungle, and the magni- each a complete subject, some months
ficent Hagenbeck collection of these ago, the Alexander Corporation laid
creatures forms the nucleus about out
an exhaustive plan for exploitwhich stories of perilous adventure,
ing and selling the series.
high courage, romance and touches
Then several weeks ago the W.
of humor are woven."
R.
Hearst publications
started
'a
nation-wide
public interest
in the
great fiction detective by beginning
Owen Moore Farce
of "Sherlock
Near Completion ain new
theirseries
Hearst
Magazine,Holmes"
which
With the forthcoming Selznick covers the country to an extent of
approximately
over
2,000,000
readers.
picture starring, Owen Moore, nearing completion, word is going out Jack Levy was all packed for a
among the Selznick force that great selling tour when a volume of inthings are expected of the photoplay
coming mail, 'phone and wire in— and that great things are to be
quiries regarding the "Sherlock
done with it in the matter of bring- Holmes" features led him to decide
ing it to the attention of exhibitors he would sell the product comfortably from the home office.
throughout the country.
The new picture, like its predecessors, will be a comedy of feature
length. Among the Selznick releases
it is listed as a Henry Lehrman pro- Many Sales Made
duction because it is being personally
directed by Henry Lehrman.
by Sacred Films
As the work of making the picLarry Weingarten, in Toronto,
ture has progressed there has been
thrown into it by its director a num- has closed a contract for the Bible
Arthur Cohen, presiber of big incidents which will add Picturesdent ofwith
the Regal Films, Ltd.,
much to Mr. Lehrman's reputation which organization holds franas a director. The production, from
chises for Paramount, Metro and
the mechanicle and technical end, is
easily one of the biggest which the Robertson-Cole, and controls
Selznick Company has ever at- twenty-nine of the big first-run
tempted. "Love Is An Awful theatres in the Dominion.
Weingarten also reports he has
Thing" is the working title.
Pauline Garon, of the "Lilies of received a wire confirming his
contract
for the Japanese Empire,
the Field," company now playing an
unprecedented run on Broadway, which was negotiated through
appears in leading support of the Frazer & Frazer, of New York
star. Nita Naldi is also in the cast City. The Minneapolis territory
as are Robert Cain, Tom Wilson, in the United States and ContiFrank Wunderlee, Togo Yamamoto
nental Europe are the only two
and Adolf Milar.
territories now open.

Rights to "Shadows of Conscience"
Bought by Pioneer for Four States
Pioneer Film Corporation of New York has bought
the rights to Russell Production's "Shadows of Conscience" for the state
New York, Northern New Jersey,
Indiana and Northern ofIllinois
. A. E. Lefcourt, president
of Pioneer, believes he has secured one of the biggest
prizes offered in the independent market this year and
states this picture is the best he has seen since his inception in the film business.
The story, by, John P. McCarthy and Frances Powers,
is a human drama of a man whose conscience forces him
to confess to a murder ten years after he allowed an
innocent man to be condemned as guilty. The picture
allows many angles of exploitation and has such favorites as Russell Simpson as the star, supported by Barbara
Tennant and Gertrude Olmstead, and was directed
by
John P. McCarthy.
The picture will be released immediately in Illinois,
andarranged
in New. York as soon as a Broadway showing can
be
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appeal to some of the biggest
houses."
The trade showing of "The White
Eagle"with
starts at 1:45 p. m. and will
open
a taik on
by
Victor Shapiro. A exploitation
Harold Lloyd

Wabash at an early date. He will
handle some of the big independent
attractions and various novelty subjects. During his seven years' ex
perience
in theof trade,
he has held
the posiitons
sales manager
for

•i >yi fr/f-tP
Tpl/? J.r±VI,HJtl>
]\/frti'i VltJ J.PfL^LUI
rtlJ fY?C J.I n&Ul>f
Pi O /l ft"/?V
Chicago's new picture theatres considered practically superfluous.
Players-Lasky m Chicago,
comedy. will follow and then the new Iamous representative
tour of I do not think it is necessary.it isWhen
were the" object of a special
for Select on
only senal 'nt.roducetd b* S>°u* Ind'ans- ^
inspection made by Hugo Riesenheld there is a presentation,
and that
Coast
West
:
the
p.cture
the
w.th
tour
a
for
engaged
for
various
theatres
here.of manager
and
during the week of November 27 successful when it is simple
-the first
trip the
of this
kindwhich
he has
quiet,because
with a ofmessage
that is strong
made.
Among
houses
he only
its subtlety.
Some- in
visited
Now An Exhibitor
Chicago, and
Tivoli,
only aofffewthewords,
few J^gttgpfflg ^4.5
Rooseveltwereandthe^Randolph
his times
song-notes
stageor isa just
praise of these as typical of the enough, and a greater consideration
Howard Watts, who for three
Publicity
Expert
great growth of the industry in the than anything of this sort is the
has been on the sales force of
Personal appearances of popular years
Middle West was expressed in many musical accompaniment. When more
shea-Smith & Company in a degenerous comments.
stress is laid upon this feature of screen stars at houses on the Jones, partment offering special service to
more expense
de& Schaefer circuit have
"I have never seen a more beauucuu- our
our programs
programs and
ana more
joined
ae- Linick
Linick
exhibitors has joined
ranks of
tifully
constructed theatre anywhere
voted
to the perfection
of expense
each detail
proved to& bebenaeter
a decided success nave
this the
exhibitors and is nowtheinstalled
at
than the Tivoli, Mr. Kiesentela said., of the accompaniment than to the season and largely for one reason. tne Shakespeare Theatre
at Forty"and
I do not
of the
hiring of
a greattheatres
number will
of musiRalph
Kettering's
twelveforyears
third isstreet
Ellisof asfourmanager
magnificent
operaexcept
housesany
in the
old cians,
picture
more in
handling
publicity
this spent
firm -r^is
one of and
a chain
houses
world. There is something so ex- nearly attain the high point of art broadest
have
brought
him , not
the and
controlled
Brunhild
and
Young
experience
pansive and gorgeous about the sala for which they are striving,
with only
the .acin the byhands
of
its
promising
of this new theatre that it gives even
companying insight into the in- manager is looking forward to a
tncacies of playing the newspapers, continuation of very good business,
a student of theatrical architecture
a new sensation w hen he steps into j^
but so many real friendship among
/fc OpifliOH
it.
the staff members of the local dailies
that it has often been said that he Btimett StOrV tO
"I think Balaban & Katz have
Toward Serials
done something that is monumental
gets more space and layouts in the n
_,
*1
in giving two such palaces to the
Must TKo Chsin<S£>/1 papers than anyone with the same Be £* limed at U
Chicago public. Theirs is a move
its ;n Chicago Writing the Frances Hodgson Burnett's novel,
prompted by a much stronger and
Coupled with the ^nangCU
announcement pmonologue
for the stars and adapt- "That Lass O Lowrie " soon will
better motive than mere commercial that Pathe will present its big new ing it for their special use in Chi- be seen on tne screen agajn
This
advantage,
it would
serial,
"White12 Eagle,"
to theGrotto,
trade cago
presentations
been
another
time
i{
wyj
^
used
a*
a
'
Superbeen quite asbecause
profitable
for themhave
to on
December
at the Aryan
successful
part of has
his work here. ve|,icle for Priscilla Dean Unihave erected
less costlyin structures
Manager
Harry
Martin, who directs He recently summed up the reasons Versal-Jewel star
'
with
more simplicity
style. I sales
in the
Chicago
territory, ex- for his good fortune in getting Several years ago it was a fivemean to emphasize that they did not pressed his increasing faith in the space as follows:
reel sensation Universal made it
need to spend so much. But the re- serjai as a part 0f every good pro- "I play square with the news- w;th Harry Carey and Helen Ware
suit of their enterprise is that Chi- grarn.
papers, never put over anything on in the leacjs supp0rted by Ella Hall
cago can claim the Tivoli and the
"What tile serial of today needs is «i«n without being fraak and above H^^y Carter and Jack Curtis!
Chicago as two great landmarks, as nQt improvement of theme or modma^e «« P°int •» leave them Robert Leonard directed the producplaces of supreme interest not only cration q{ action_it js accurate sm,ling when [ say good-bye, and I tion at Universal City,
to theatre fans, but as is rapidly be- publicity The current opinion of try „t0 treat the opposition square, ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
ing proved
by the
of visitors at , s0.calied better class of patrons' t0°^
these
houses,
to class
representatives
of
d
fae cha d and when the
the finest American society and many ducer or distributor of this kind \T„
and in Washington
r>:*L+~
who are not .nterested in the show £f subject giyes some q{ hjs best at. Nebraska Rights
business.
tention to this educational campaign,
Are Taken Over
Too Much Vaudeville
he's going to get not only business
Ben
Beadell and William Asch"The programs at the beautiful for the serial but prestige as well.'
mann have acquired the Nebraska
Chicago Theatre are fine to the last
"Serial
Stuff"
in
Features
rights
to
the Rickard fight pictures
detail. I think that the purchaser of
Mr. Martin then cited some of the and announce a splendid sale of the
a ticket at this house gets a great
The Brandies
deal of entertainment for his money, greatest successes among feature pictures in this state. will
show the
and not the least of his enjoyment productions and pointed out that the Theatre in Omaha
is the music furnished by Nathaniel sPark of genius that put these pic- film for one week beginning Deand his orchestra." tures over in each case was the' cember 25, and the Liberty in LinFinston
De"If I were to criticize the policy manipulation of some big, thrilling coin for one week beginning Illiof Chicago theatres," Mr. Riesenfeld spectacular scene, such as the climax cember 26. Sales in Chicago,
nois and Minnesota have exceeded
said in reply to a question as to the m "Way Down East." It is "serial their
fondest hopes, they report, and
comparative value of eastern and stuff," he maintained, that puts the the
results at Barbee's Loop Theatre,
big dramatic feature,
middlewestern methods "I should punch into theartfully
where the biggest men in
the Dempsey-Carpentier fight
where
depostponed
that
«s
^
call attention to the same fault that
the world are in conference
is creeping out in New York and ap- nouement that prolonged suspense has been the main attraction for four
gets weeks, and where it has been show- H. M. Crandall
parently showing itself in all parts "just before the perambulator
that fur- ing at an admission of $1,
across the railroad tracks"
And that is the nishes
of the country. vaudeville.
the thrill that the public stantiate their appreciations.
tendency toward
"Too much color, too much life, wants, whether it comes in the onehas
booked Lewis J. Selznick's
masterpiece
too much of the spectacular on the reel installment or the ten-reel spe- K^l^Ue
ynr/ J I^lll
T?lUntt
To
J 1 1 Id
stage is bound to detract from the cial.
in New Venture
center of the program, the only ex- "But the public is not aware of
subcuse for the existence of the pro- this fact, "Mr. Martin continued,"
gram — the moving picture. I am and so it is up to us to analyze the Clyde E. Elliott, who has resigned "A MAN'S
for theHOME"
looking forward to the day — and I situation for them, and it has to be as president of the Pioneer Film
feel sure there are enough with me done by clever publicity. I have a Corporation, announces that he will
in this sentiment to hasten this day scheme in mind now whereby we can open the Gyde E. Elliott Amuse- Metropolitan Theatre
along — when nresentation will be sound the public on this question and ment Enterprises at 810 South
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J. B. Leong Heads
Chinese Company
Chung Wah Motion Picture Company is the title of a new corporation organized under the laws of
California to produce motion pictures for the purpose of showing
to the world the noble and beautiful side of the Chinese character.
The company is headed by James
B. Leong, a native of China, educated and Americanized in the
United States, who will supervise
all productions of the new company.
A schedule of four pictures a year
will be maintained, and the pictures
will be made with both American
and Chinese players, although about
70 per cent of these players will be
American until the Chinese players
can be trained and developed. Mr.
Leong is the producer of "The
Lotus Mei,
Blossom,"
Lady
Tsen
noted featuring
Chinese opera
singer. Only two American actors,
Tully Marshall and Noah Beery,
appeared in "The
* * Lotus
* Blossom."
Mrs. Nagel Dies
Mrs. Frances Nagel, mother of
Conrad Nagel, died here last week,
succumbing to an illnc ss of six
months'
duration.and Mrs.
with
her husband,
anotherNagel,
son,
Ewing, came to Los Angeles just
three weeks ago, with the intention
of establishing their home here.
* * *

evening
informal
folk of
speakers

of November 29 with an
dinner. Many of the film
Hollywood attended. Addresses were made by prominent
on civic topics.
* * *

"Molly O" Opens
The new Mabel Normand picture,
"Molly O," produced by Mack Sennett, opened an engagement at the
Mission Theatre on December 1,
following a run of several weeks of
"Little Lord Fauntleroy," Mary
Pickford's new picture. On the
night uledbefore
O" wasa special
schedto open "Molly
to the public,
showing of the picture was presented to more than 1,000 invited
guests of Mack Sennett and Miss
Normand. These guests comprised
every prominent member of the film
colony, with only Mayor Cryer and
a few other public officials, and the
local dramatic critics representing
the non-professional
* * * spectators.
Now Producer
Emory Johnson, well known leading man, has begun the production
of "The
inal story Midnight
written byCall,"
himself,an atorigthe
Brunton studio this week. Mrs.
Johnson, who will be remembered as
Ella Hall, former Universal star,
is featured in the production, with
Johnnie Walker, Claire McDowell
and Ralph Lewis in prominent supporting roles. * * *

Christies Are Hosts
"Conflict" Stolen
C. H. and Al Christie entertained
Burglars pried a lock off the
door of the projection room at the
the Business
Mens'
club
of
Hollywood at the Christie studios on the Superba Theatre last Monday night

CHARLES (CHIC) SALE AS "THE BOY"
One of the seven characters he portrays in Exceptional's "His
Nibs," with Colleen Moore as "The Girl"
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industry.
all
interested in the motion picture
and took with them the film "Conflict," the current feature of the
* * *
showhouse. The theft of the picture, which is valued at from $7,000
Fourth Feature
to $8,000, was reported to the police
Helen Holmes, former heroine of
the next morning when the theatre
railway thrillers, has just completed
was
at 8 was
o'clock.
Another
copy opened
of the film
obtained
from her fourth five-reel feature for Herthe exchange in time for the openald Productions, Inc. "Hills of the
performance, and the show went Missing Men" is the title of the picon asing usual.
ture, and J. P. McGowan, who di* * *
rected the action, also played the
leading male role. The company expects to begin another production
OffA. to
Orient
Robert
Brackett
of Los An- starring Miss Holmes before the
geles is sailing for the Orient on close of the year.
* * *
December 5, in charge of an expedition that is being sent out by Harry
Paulis, owner of the Paulis studios.
Hardy Married
Mr. Brackett will produce a series
O. N. Hardy, familiarly known
of pictures entitled "The Window as "Babe" at the Larry Semon headof the World," which will show the
quarters on the Vitagraph lot, was
traditions and customs of the differ- married on Thanksgiving Day to
ent people of the earth.
leading woman in
He intends to cover Japan, China Myrtle Reeves,
and other productions.
and India before any of the films Vitagraph
will be released. Mr. Brackett has The bride and groom knew each
when they were both children
been connected with the film indus- other
in Atlanta, Ga., and the wedding is
try since 1900, having produced the
culmination of an almost lifemany educational films and also havlong courtship. * * *
ing had experience as exhibitor and
distributor.
* * *
Meyers Lunched
New Serial
J. M.
who torecently
arrived fromMeyers,
New York
assume the
A new serial called "The Shad- business management of the Denows of duction
the within
Jungle"
begin
ver Dixon unit of the White-Gooda verywillshort
timepro-at
man organization, was initiated last
the Warner Brothers studio, according to announcement this week. Philo week into the Hollywood film cola luncheon given in his honor
McCullough has been engaged as at theony atAlexandria
Grill. The Dixon
leading man ; Jack Richardson as
heavynile lead.
and Bobby Agnew as juve- company is working on "The Sheik's
Passion" at present, with Marin
* * *
Sais,ertWilliam
McCormack
and RobBurns in the
leading roles.
Theatre Remodeled
* * *
The Garrick Theatre, on Broadway at Eighth street, will close for
Boy Scout Series
Gene Lowry, who wrote and diaperformance,
month, following
Sunday
night's
to undergo
a siege
of
"When We Were Young," a
remodeling and redecoration. When two-reelrectedwestern
made with juvethe house reopens again it will be
nile
players,
preparing to launch
on a much larger and more extensive a series of is
two-reel films of the
scale.
"Reddy Brant" adventures by W.
* * *
C. Tuttle. A company has been
formed in Los Angeles to finance
Welcome Ballance
the
and distribution, and
Harry G. Ballance, general sales workproduction
will start within a short time
manager of the Famous Players- at the old Fine Arts studio.
Lasky Corporation, of New York
One production a month is the
City, arrived in Los Angeles on
and Gene Lowry will diWednesday. A delegation from the schedule,
rect as well as collaborate with Mr.
Hollywood studio of the F. P.-L
the scenarios. The series
Corporation was at the station to Tuttlebe onknown
as the Lowry-Tuttle
welcome him. While here Mr. Bal- will
Productions. Clarke Irvine will
lance will visit with his parents, Mr. handle
the
exploitation
through his
and Mrs. Charles Ballance of North Los Angeles office.
Berendo street. His business will
* * *
inclnde conferences with officials of
both studio and* *exchange.
Fox Preview
*
The new Finis Fox production,
"Man's Law and God's," was given
Englishman Here
showing at the De
F. E. Adams, managing director aLuxepre-release
Theatre, Alvarado and Orange
of the Provincial Cinematograph
night. The preTheaters, Ltd., the largest motion streets,view hadlastbeenFriday
announced to the patpicture circuit in England, has arrons of the DeLuxe a few days berived in Los Angeles, accompanied
forehand, and the crowd was so
by F. G. Ball, his booking manager,
great that the picture had to be run
Robert Atkinson, and Hugh Tuttle, twice.
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Michigan
There have been some changes in Andy Geitner will open his new
Buffalo
personnel at the Nu-Art Pictures theatre on the city square in Silver
N. Y., on Christmas day. The
The mysterious disappearance of
Al Beckerich, manager of the Exchange, General Manager Fred Creek,
announcing the res- house will have a seating capacity Frederick Rowley, manager of the
Loew State, reports business so good M. Zimmerman
of
800
and
will
cost
$40,000.
It
will
i
g
n
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
Mell
R.
Edwards
and
the
Ferndale
Theatre, Ferndale, Mich.,
that he has a squad of policemen ac- appointment of George C. Whitsel, replace the old Park, formerly op- a suburb of
Detroit, is still baffling
company him and the receipts to the formerly manager of the Temple crated by Mr. Geitner.
the police. He left his house in that
bank every morning. Al is nursing Theatre, Buffalo, as his successor.
* » *
village on October 31 presumably to
a bad cold. * * *
Grace Laughren has been appointed
The Buffalo Hodkinson office is
to Detroit. He never returned.
secretary to Mr. Zimmerman and receiving many laudatory comments go
* * * the theatre.
Lally Brothers reopened the Em- Mary L. Foran will assist Art on its four Triart. master produc- His wife is operating
pire in Dunkirk, N. Y., on Thanks- Young, office manager, as a stenWarren
and
Cohen, operating the
one of which "The Beggar Colonial Theatre,
giving Day with Dustin Farnum in
ographer. Mr. Jersey, special rep- Maid," tions,was
first run pictures
at the Mark- and Loew vaudeville,
"The Primal Law." The Lally inresentative for Arrow Films, was Strand all last shown
together with
week and which Manterests also operate the Regent in the in town for conferences with Mr.
ager Bruce Fowler will soon offer a string of neighborhood picture
same town.
Zimmerman
last
week.
Mr.
Zimat the Elmwood. The Regent, houses, were hosts on Thanksgiving
* * *
merman announces that C. A. Hay- Rochester, has booked the series. night to all of the actors playing the
W. A. V. Mach, manager of the man, owner of the Cataract Theatre, Ed Hochstin is out in the sticks for Colonial at a dinner on the stage
Hiffalo Pathe exchange, journeyed Niagara Falls, has signed up for Hodkinson and is turning in many
at midnight. Memto Syracuse with Mrs. Mack for the "Tarzan," the first serial he has contracts. Marion Gueth finds that of thebers of theatre
Detroit's film colony also atbooked at his theatre in eight years. she likes the booking job after all.
Thanksgiving holidays.
tended. Dancing followed the din* * *
Mr. Zimmerman says that the Catner. Warren and Cohen give three
She has a new typewriter 'neveryaract was able to attract 1,000 extra thing.
vaudeville-picture
annually —
"Rip
Van
Winkle,"
seems
to
Charlie Faust, formerly with Rob- admissions each Saturday afternoon be another popular Hodkinson re- at Thanksgiving,dinners
Christmas and
ertson-Cole, in Buffalo, will have when the picture was shown as an
lease, the Star, Rochester and the
charge of the new Albany office of added attraction. The two Pola Lumberg,
Niagara Falls, having New Year's. * * *
Screen Attractions Distributing
signed
up for it.
H. S. Gallup, general manager
Company of which Charlie Saunders Negri subjects, "Vendetta," and "In* * *
of the Delft Theatre, Inc., with
trigue," handled
by Nu-Art
have
is general manager. The new Al- been booked
by the
Strand, New
No less a personage than N. I. headquarters at Marquette, Mich.,
bany exchange will be at 676 Broad- York.
* * *
Filkins is in Buffalo with the an- announces that his new theatre at
way. It will open December 5. The
nouncement that he has been ap- Iron River, also to be known as the
company is releasing an eight-reel
L. Hyman, manager of
pointed general manager of the New Delft, will open December 15. G.
unit program, consisting of a five theEdward
Brooklyn
Strand,
was
in
Buffalo
reel feature, a two reel comedy and the first part of last week to attend York state Merit exchanges. Mr. E. Moyle, formerly assistant manis well known in Buffalo
ager of the Delft in Marquette,
a one reel review.
the funeral of his father, Abraham Filkins
where for a number of years he was will manage the
* * *
* *house.
*
N. Hyman. Mr. Hyman- is a for- connected with various exchanges,
mer Buffalo boy, having been man- being local manager for Merit beGeorge Germaine, formerly with
Detroit
City
Fire
Gabe
ager of the Victoria and assistant Albany.fore going to a similar position in Goldwater announces Marshall
Fox in Buffalo, has been engaged by
that a recent
manager
of
the
Strand
before
going
Manager Maurice Chase as a sales- to
canvass of the theatres of Detroit
Brooklyn.
man to cover the Syracuse territory.
* * *
Mrs. William Bork, who recently reveals the fact that the city has a
Phil Smith is also in that district
resigned as Buffalo manager of the total seating capacity of 116,354 and
The Rev. William J. Metz, of the Rialto
for Universal. Mr. Chase reports
Theatre Supply company, has a standing room capacity of 6,320.
Universalist church in Olcott, N. Y., been engaged by Frank
* * *
"Conflict" going
over
big.
Davidson
* * *
presented Winston Churchill's "The as his assistant at the new IndeThe Motion Picture Theatre
Inside of the Cup," on the screen
pendent Movie Supply Company
Harry Dixon, manager of the at
of Michigan have transferthe church *Sunday
* * evening.
branch, which opened December 1 in owners
red their quarters from the Hotef
Central Park, visited Buffalo's Film
north
Pearl
street,
directly opposite Tuller, Detroit, to the beautiful
Row one day last week. A protubWhen Charlie Ray visited Niagara the new exchange building.
The Ri- new Wolverine Hotel, situated witherance in the vicinity of the hip Falls
last Tuesday. Howard Caralto
company
is
closing
its Buffalo
in a block of the Film Building.
pocket was duly noted. A large
roll, of Cataract Theatre, took ad- store.
Handsome new offices have been fit* * »
gathering of expectant exchangevantage
of
the
visit
to
pull
a
half
ted up for the association on the
men, who had been following him, page ad in the local newspapers.
F. W. Vanzile, principal of the main floor, while the regular
demanded that he "come through." The ads were pllaced next to the Holley,
N. Y., high school, is meet- monthly meetings will be held on>
Harry pulled the bottle out. It was story of Ray's visit to town, with
ing with much success in his pic- the mezannine floor. While the ofmotor oil. The gathering dispersed. Mrs. Ray and business associates
ture shows in the school auditorium
* * »
* * *
fices at the Tuller were spacious and
every week. Mr. Vanzile was in beautiful, the directors believed that
Buffalo salesmen returning to town
Buffalo on a booking
* * *tour last week the location should be in closer
Henry
F.
Thurston,
manager
of
for the week end reported that Nate the Temple Theatre, Locjcport, N.
proximity to the Flm Building for
Robbins, owner of the Majestic and Y:, is mourning the death of his There has been another realign- the
convenience of the exhibitors.
Avon in Utica, had bought out the wife, Elizabeth. Mr. Thurston also
ment of managers in the General The move was made last week.
Watertown interests of Jim and Alex lost a baby a few weeks ago.
Theatres Corporation under which
* * *
* * *
the six houses in the chain will be
bringing under his diPapyanakos,
Michigan
is
proud
its exhibi-of
rection the Olympic, Palace, Strand
by three men. Harry Dixtor-author,
Frank R.of Adams,
Belleville, Ont., interests will soon operated
and Antique in the northern New
on will manage the Central Park
open
the
Dufferin
street
parish
hall
York city.
who wrote "Enchantand Star. Jim Wallingford will Whitehall,
* * *
ment," the Paramount production
in Bridgeburg, Ont., as a motion look
after the Circle and Allendale now being
released with Marion
picture
theatre.
Following a big turkey dinner for
and John Stevens will run the Mar- Davies as the star. Whitehall folks
* * *
lowe and Ellen Terry. The move is are planning a big . celebration in
some 250 orphan children given in
Sydney Sampson, manager of the made in an effort to put the houses their own and neighboring cities
the Lafayette hotel the day before
Thanksgiving, Harold B. Franklin Buffalo Grand and Warner ex- on a more economical operating when the picture is booked.
change, reports all bookings rec- basis.
* * *
* * *
took the whole bunch to Shea's Hippodrome for the afternoon show.
ords being broken by "Why Girls
Sampson, formerly manTalk about the days of real sport !
Leave Home," the production being W. A. V. Mack, manager of the George
ager of the Pathe exchange in De* * *
shown this week at the Strand, where Pathe office, announces that the
troit,
has
resigned and will take
Manager E. O. Weinberg is putting local exchange broke all collection over the managment
of the F. B.
When D. H. Finke put on "The on a big exploitation campaign.
records
during
November,
which
Warren
exchange
here. He will as* * *
Sheik," at the new Bellevue Theatre,
would indicate a return to better
sume his new duties at once.
Niagara Falls, he arranged some ex* * *
Many Buffalo exchange men and business in the Western New York
cellent tie-ups with book stores, exhibitors
territory. Mr. Mack has heard that
received
invitations
from
Harvey F. Lipp of the firm of
.through which he received a num- Morris and Mitchell Fitzer to at- "Buck" Taylor, former Pathe manber of window displays. In return
I.ipp and Cross, exhibitors at Battle
ager in Buffalo, is now in charge of Creek, has returned to the Food
tend the opening of the new Empire
he mentioned the stores in his ads,
the
short
subject
department
for
in
Syracuse
on
Thanksgiving
Day
City for the winter after spending
directing patrons buy the novel be- afternoon.
Universal in Philadelphia.
several months at Gull Lake.
fore the picture was shown.
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San Francisco
Herman Wobber, district manager
for the Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,
has returned from a conference
held at New York.
* * *
R. E. Byard, former booker for
.Famous Players-Lasky Corp., has resigned to become house manager of
the Coliseum Theatre. Mr. Cassidy, formerly with the latter house,
is now assistant to Robert Abraham
in the Century * Theatre
* * at Oakland.
Wid Gunning, Inc., has moved its
local exchange to 284 Turk street,
where splendid quarters have been
fitted up in a building erected especially for film exchange purposes.
Manager W. A. Crank notes that the
change fitted in very nicely with the
instructions received from the home
office to make the change in name on
December 1, making it unnecessary
to change any of the signs or stationery.
* * *
G. C. Blumenthal, manager of the
Educational Film Corporation, states
that the change to the new quarters
on Turk street, near Leavenworth,
will be made about the middle of
December.
* * *
The Ball Model Shop, now located
on Mason street, near Market, will
move shortly to the new building at
Turk and Leavenworth streets.
This shop handles moving picture
cameras and makes to order equipment required for
* *special
* purposes.
The Rialto Theatre recently departed from its exclusive first run
policydid
to offer
the large
"Queen business
of Sheba"at
and
a very
popular pnces. * * *
Work is being rushed on the new
Loew Theatre at Market and Taylor
streets, and the Orpheum Junior at
Taylor and Golden Gate avenue, and
a race is on to see which house can

E. K. LINCOLN
Who tonisin her
supporting
Hope National
Hampnext First
release
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be opened first. The openings will for some time, has been reopened C. N. McCloskey, Uniontown ; Mike
be held in the spring.
with stock and moving pictures and Manos, Greensburg ; M. Rosenbloom,
* * *
plans are being made to show the Charleroi ; J. P. Harris and J. B.
Carl E. Scott, representing the latter exclusively at an early date. Clark, Pittsburgh. This board will
Metro Exchange, has returned from
* * *
meet twice a month to take up all
aCoast.
trip made
to
Eureka
and
the
North
g
M
Anderson
Bronco
Billy
of
Questions of dispute between exhibBusiness is reported to be
were ninety
present
the exchange
and members
itor members
recent
a
was
films,
Essanay
old
the
showing an improvement in that sec- visitor in San Francisco and in- There
and harmony prevailed throughout
tion.
spected the Pacific Studios with the the
* * *
sessions. * * *
idea of renting one of the stage
The Vitaslide Company an.<l units for the production of feature
Harry
Handel, of the Hippodrome
George Breck, formerly engaged in an(j COmedy pictures,
Theatre, Beaver avenue, North Side,
the theatre supply business, have
Pittsburgh, has been discharged
taken upstairs quarters at Golden
Following the completion of the from
the West Penn Hospital, havGate avenue and Leavenworth streets. second
stage unit at the plant of the
fully recovered from the effects
Pacific Studios, San Mateo, it is of aingserious
operation which necesThe La Bonita Theatre, at Clem- planned to commence work on one
sitated his stay at that institution
ent and Twenty-third avenue, has of the largest stages in the world. for three
weeks. During Mr.
been making additions to its equip- This will be 140 by 280 feet in size,
Handel's absence from business, his
with bea thirty-five foot clearance, and house
ment of late, including the installa- will
manager
most modern in its equipment. after the theatre jack Herson, looked
tion of a Fotoplayer.
* * *
Alex. Kraler, an exhibitor of The Tivoli Theatre has placed a
Harry Charnas,
presidentCompany,
of the
Independence,
is making a busi- revised scale of winter prices in ef- Federated
Film Exchange
ness visit to Cal.,
fect. Matinees are now 25 cents and with offices in Pittsburgh, Cleve*San* Francisco.
*
land, Cincinnati and Detroit, spent
prices 30 cents for the balWalter G. Preddey has sold pro- evening
days recently in Pittsburgh.
jection equipment to F. W. Cain, cony and 50 _cents for the entire several
These prices are in- Mr. Charnas is well pleased with
who will operate a moving picture lower floor.
clusive
of
the
tax.
the
progress
being made by the local
show at Las Plumas, Cal., where a
Federated Exchange.
large power development project is
Pittsburgh
located.
* * *
Thomas Gilbert, formerly with the
A meeting in the interests of the Stahl Enterprises in Homestead, Pa.,
Fred W. Voigt, manager of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of and one of Pittsburgh's most suelocal branch of Metro, is preparing
managers, is now in
be held
Pennsylvania
Western
of the San Joaquin at the Logan
tourexhibitors.
to maketo avisit
Hotel, wi'J
DuBois,
on cessful oftheatre
Valley
Rowland
and Clark's Bel* * *
mar Theatre
in Homewood,
sucSunday, December 18, at 2 :30 p. m. charge
Notices will be sent to all exhibitors
ceeding Carl Henning,
J. W. Flood, who sold the Rex of
*
*
* resigned.
that
section
to
be
present,
as
Theatre at Fallon, Nev., some time
On Monday, November 28, O. R.
of vital importance are to
ago to Glenn Hurst, is again operat- matters
ing this house, Mr. Hurst disposing be discussed. Secretary Fred J. Kurtz celebrated the twelfth birthof it owing to the pressure of his Herrington will be present to tell day of his anniversary into the film
aeroplane business. Mr. Flood was the meeting of the advantages and game in Pittsburgh. Kurtz is now
Make a on the road for Vitagraph, and
membership.
necessity
recently
for 19?2 here arranging for service note
01 tneof meeting
now and put it strangely enough it was in the same
* * *
in a conspicuous place. An enthu- building that he started with the old
Al Oxtoby, formerly with First siastic meeting was held in the New General Film Company.
* *Harry Simeral,
4.
Joseph Lefko* and
Johnstown, Sunday,
park Theatre,
National,and ishas'now
Metro
been connected
assigned towith
the December
* * *
Pittsburgh film men, who were
Joaquin Valley territory.
At the meeting of First National seriously injured in an automobile
Franchise holders in the First Na- sub-franchise holders of the Pitts- accident recently, are again back on
tional Exhibitors' Circuit in North- burgh teritory, held recently at the the job. Both, however, still bear
ern California met late in November Fort
an advisory
board Pitt
was Hotel
electedhere,consisting
of bruises
perience. and pains from their exat luncheon at Tait's Cafe to hear
the report of C. C. Griffin, Joseph
Rauer and E. J. Arkush, who recently returned from the convention
and a tour of the East.
The Liberty Theatre at Sacramento was reopened on November
26 after having been closed for several weeks for enlargement and remodeling. Inits new form it is virtual y a new house and one of the
Cmest in the Sacramento Valley. A
fine Robert-Morton organ has been
installed, together with a new heating and ventilating system and air
washing equipment. Many film men
from San Francisco attended the
opening, which was a gala event. Albert Elkus, mayor of Sacramento,
assisted in the dedicatory ceremonies.
The film offering included Mary
Pick ford in "Little Lord Fauntleroy"
and AlW. St.Distasio,
John, manager
in "HappyandPest."
John
part
owner of the theatre, is a pioneer
California exhibitor and wonderfully
popular in the *industry.
* *
Work is being hurried on repairs
to the Hippodrome Theatre, Sacramento, Cal., which was recently damaged by fire, and it is hoped to have
this house in operation again before
Christmas.
* * * ■•
The Auditorium Theatre at Mo.desto, Cal., which has been closed

THE DARK YOUNG GENTLEMAN IS WILLIE GREENE
. I prodigy at African golf discovered by Col. Fred Levy. Here he
shows Hope Hampton how "seben" comes, in front of the Louisville
First National Exchange. Fred Sliter, First National, field manager,
you see on the extreme right.
stopped This
trafficexploitation for "Stardust"
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St. Louis
The Criterion Theatre, Broadway
near Olive street, has been purchased
by Hector M. E. Pazmezoglu for a
consideration said to have been $250,000. The deal was made by a syndicate headed by Samuel Lewis
which recently bought the Criterion
from the Famous Players Missouri
Corporation for $200,000.
Pasmezoglu also controls the Congress and the Delmar Theatres here.
The Criterion opened under the new
management last Saturday with "No
Woman Knows" as the opening attraction.
* * *
Charles Goetz, home office special representative for Associated
First National Pictures spent Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday in St.
Louis. He is perfectly at home here
as at one time he managed the local
office for the old General Film Company. He left for Omaha, Nebr.,
Wednesday. * * *
Manager G. M. McKean, of Fox,
announces that the Strand, Springhas booked
"Over the
for thefield, 111.,second
consecutive
week.Hill"
* * *
A. F. Aronson, Goldwyn vicepresident, was a caller. He left
for Chicago on his way to the coast.
He will visit the principal cities en
route.
* * *
Herman Overstoltz, formerly
with the West End Lyric, is now
traveling Southeast Missouri and
Northern Arkansas for the Enterprise Distributing Corporation.
* * *
The Lyric Theatre, Galatia, 111.,
owned by the Galatia Amusement
Company, will open about December 15. This house represents an
investment of approximately $50,000
and will have accommodations for
900 spectators. E. R. Korns will
be manager. H. T. Towle, a leading Galatia merchant, is president,
and Walter Durham, secretarytreasurer. The St. Louis Exhibitors'
Supply Company has the contract
to equip the house, installing two
Type
Simplex machines and a
Hartner"S"transverter.
* * *
Tom Leonard, of Pioneer, is just
back from a visit to the Pioneer
office at Kansas City.
* * *
C. E. Lilly, manager of Price
Theatres, Inc., Hannibal, Mo., announces that the new Orpheum
Theatre being erected on Fifth
street, Hannibal, will not be opened
before the middle of January. This
theatre will seat 1,600 and cost upwards of $150,000. The Price Corporation also controls the Star and
Broadway Theatres
* * *in Hannibal.
Joe Desberger, St. Louis manager
for First National, attended the convention of Western Missouri and
Kansas franchise holders at Kansas
City, Mo., Monday and Tuesday.
* » *
E. R. Gump, manager of the
Washington Theatre, Belleville, 111.,
interested the Belleville public school
officials in a series of special Saturday matinees for school children
to see the Universal serial, "The
Winners of the West." The matinee
on last Saturday was very largely
attended. It was .the first morning
week-day show ever put on in Belleville.
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R. J. McManus, Paramount manager, was called to Parsons, Kas., by
the death of his mother. The funeral was held on last Friday.
» * *
Tom Leonard, of Pioneer, announces the purchase of a half interest in rights to "The Lady of
the
Dugout"
for twelve
states andis
foreign
countries.
Al Jennings
the star and is making personal appearances in conjunction with the
picture. Illinois, Indiana, Missouri
and Kansas are among the states
taken over by *Leonard.
* *
J. Jamieson, formerly manager of
the Broadway Odeon, Columbia,
Mo., is office manager for Eddie
Dustin of Hpdkinson.
» « »
C. D. Hill, of F. B. Warren Corporation, has closed a contract with
Skouras Enterprises to show "What
Do Men Want" at the New Grand
Central, opening December 10, and
then sent the film over the Skouras
chain of houses. Skouras has also
contracted for "The Girl from God's
Country,"
which will8.start over the
circuit
on December
* * *
Bill Huitt, of the Strand, Robinson, 111., was a caller.
* * *
W. P. Callahan, former Paramount salesman here but now with
Vitagraph in Chicago, was a visitor.
* * *
Billy Mueller, of Jefferson City,
states that his new theatre will open
about January 10.
* * *
The St. Louis office won second
prize of $1,200 in the Paramount
Week national contest.
* * *
Leo Kieler. of Paducah, Ky., was
aFlorida.
visitor. He plans to winter in
* * *
Robert Clarke of the Opera House,
Effingham, 111., was seen in the vicinity of Grand* and
* * Olive.
Sam Hallowell, Scenic, Assumption, 111., was a* visitor
* * of the week.
Noah Bloomer, Gayety, Freeburg,
111.,
and J. Scott,
Scott's
Jacksonville,
111., ofwere
seenTheatre,
at the
Paramount office.
* * *
Charley Raymond, Paramount exploiteer, is back from a tour of Missouri key cities.
* * *
Friends of W. H. Fett, owner of
the Majestic. Memphis, Tenn., will
be sorry to learn that he is ill. Mrs.
Fett is running the theatre during
his absence.
* * *
Marcus I.oew, who was here on
Friday, announced that he will not
start construction on his contemplated $1,000,000 State Theatre at
Eighth street and Washington
avenue until construction costs are
reduced. He expressed the opinion
that the St. Louis scale of wages
for building mechanics is prohibitive, and that a drop in values is so
inevitable his corporation does not
feel justified in going forward with
the theatre under existing conditions.
The Loew corporation has a lease
on lots with a frontage of 135 feet

WORLD

on Washington avenue by a depth
of 226 feet on Eighth street. The
present ground rental is $60,000 a
* * ♦
Felix Kahn, director of the
year.
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
and Hugo Keisenfeld, manager of
the Criterion, Rialto and Kivioli
Theatres, New York, were other
callers the latter part of the week.
They disclaimed there was any
significance in their arriving in town
coincident with the visit of Loew.
» * *
Thomas Curran, special representative of Arrow Film Corporation, was here to close their contract
with the newly organized Exhibitors' Direct Service Exchange, involving $70,000 in royalties on
Arrow productions. He departed
Sunday for Dallas, Tex. The Exhibitors' Direct Service Exchange, a
$100 000 enterprise organized by
exhibitors of St. Louis and vicinity,
opened their headquarters at 3314
Lindcll boulevard on December 5,
with Sidney J. Baker in charge.
On last Friday the company elected
permanent officers. There was but
one change from the temporary
selections. B. A. Pappas, owner
of the Majestic Theatre, Franklin
avenue, was elected a director in
place of Steve Kaiman, of the
O'Fallon Park Theatre. Pappas
was selected to give exhibitors of
his vicinity representation on the
board. Kaiman withdrew as his
section was presented by Ferd
Warner, of the North Grand
Theatre, who is vice president of the
organization. * • *
Dr. J. A. Campbell, of Marissa,
III., has been elected president of
the Fine Art Pictures' Corporation
to succeed S. J. Hankin, who recently sold his interests in the exchange. Secretary Walter Thimmig,
who has been in temporary charge
of the office, has announced that on
December 19, P. E. K. Collins,
present manager for Enterprise, will
assume
Exchange.charge of the Fine Art
* « *
There has been a noticeable improvement inconditions in this territory in recent weeks. Manager McKean, of the Fox Exchange, reported one of the biggest weeks in
the history of his office. Manager
Floyd Lewis, of Realart, and Jack
Weil, of Goldwyn, were others who
spoke in optimistic tones of present
conditions
and the prospects for the
future.
* * »
The Avenue Theatre. East St.
Louis, controlled by Joseph Erber
and Phil Cohn, will re-open as a
picture house next Monday. William Fox's "Over the Hill" will be
the attraction. The Avenue was formerly a combination house.
* * *
Dr. J. L. Price has purchased the
Grand Theatre, Missouri avenue.
East St. Louis. He now controls
three neighborhood houses in the
Southern Illinois metropolis, the
Grand, Star and
* *Liberty.
*
C. E. Jensen, field representative
of Robertson-Cole, was a visitor of
the week. He made a sales talk to
the road representatives of the R-C
organization here.
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G. M. McKean, of Fox, is sporting a new Auburn Beauty Six.
Excuse my dust.
» * *
Eddie Carrier, promotion specialist for Robertson-Cole, has gone to
Pittsburgh, Pa., to open the New
Strand Theatre with "The Lure of
* *Pauline
*
Jade," featuring
Frederick.
M. L. Muhlenbeck, of the Majestic
Theatre, West Frankfort, was a
caller at Wid *Gunning's
* » local office.
Jimmy Clayton, of the Strand,
West Frankfort, was another caller
of the week.
Indiana
The Dreamland Theatre Company, of Michigan City, has filed
incorporation papers with the Secretary of State to engage in the operation of a moving picture theatre
at that place. The capital stock is
listed at $15,000 and the directors
are Jacob Wallerstein, Abraham
Wallerstein and N. N. Bernstein.
* * *
A return to pre-war prices was
announced this week by the Why
Not Theatre at Greenfield, which is
being operated under new management With the exception of Wednesdays and Saturdays, the price of
admission to the balcony will be 5
cents, and the lower part 10 and 15
cents. On Saturdays and Wednesdays the prices will be 10, 15 and
25 cents.
* * *
Workmen are putting the finishing touches on a new moving picture
theatre at Petersburg, and expect to
complete their work in the next few
days. The date for the opening of
the theatre has not been definitely
determined.
* » *
A new
"stunt"
is beingat
used
by advertising
the Orpheum
Theatre
South Bend. The management selects a license number from one
of the automobiles appearing on the
streets of South Bend each day and
publishes it in its daily advertisements in the newspapers. The number entitles the owner of the machine to two of the best seats in
the theatre at either of the two evening performances.
"stunt" is
attracting
much* attention.
* The
*
Harry Van Noy, manaeer of the
Riviera Theatre at Anderson, with
the assistance of the citizens of
Anderson, will take Christmas cheer
into more than 200 needy homes in
the city. Mr. Van Noy is going to
give a special matinee a few days before Christmas, the admission to be
some article of food. All the articles collected, with donations from
the merchants, will be taken as
Christmas gifts to the homes of the
city's poor.
* * *
Business that was discussed at a
meeting of district manaeers of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
held recently in New York, was explained to clerks and employes in
District No. 10, embracing Indianapolis and Cincinnati, by Fred F.
Cresswcll. district manager of the
corporation, at a dinner last week at
the Hotel Severin, Indianapolis.
Following the dinner, which was
part
of a sawtwo-day
program,
attending
a special
screeningthose
of
"The Bird of Paradise."
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a Run

to Five Days in a Town of Only 524
home, some fifty persons left the house.
MANAGER Kelsay, of the Gem Theatre, certain
The wife of a wealthy fanner was the first
y, Ind., ran "The Kid" for ion
Chrisne
five
to reach the orphanage and she arranged to
days in a town with a census populat
of 524, though the figures are somewhat out adopt the child. Later some forty other applications were made and seven other children,
of date and the town may now have 600 to
700. Even with the higher figure, it is some not quite so appealing, but just as much in need,
stunt.
were adopted. Eight children found good
More than this, the same idea provided homes homes as the result of what had originally
been planned as a press stunt, and the Gem
for eight orphan children.
And the Gem is being talked of all through was talked about in all the small towns which
that section.
feed the house its patronage.
It is an old idea, used originally, we believe,
Ordinarily "The Kid" would have been good
in Omaha, but it had been forgotten and is as for a one-day run, but it went over for five.
good as new.
Good for Olhcr Plays
Knew An Orphan
The
same
stunt can be used for other stories
Mr. Kelsay had become interested in an having orphaned
children or foundlings as a
orphan child in an asylum. He had the First central
and some of the First National
National production with Chaplin and Jackie franchisefigure,
holders are already planning to use
Coogan booked, and he decided to let his own
the
idea
for
Snare."
you
"Kid"
help
along
the
run
of
the
pictured
need
is
a
town"The
with Golden
an orphan
asylum Allnearby
foundling.
and
an
editor
with
an
appreciation
of
good
He was friendly with the newspaper and heart-interest stories.
persuaded them to run some paragraphs about
Pick out the most attractive baby, and it
the child. Gradually he worked his own name would
help to have the child dressed by some
into the stories and finally announced that the
in exchange for an advertisechild would be in the lobby to greet the patrons local concern
ment. Start two or three weeks in advance
when he showed "The Kid."
be building business and doing a
It was a pretty youngster and the women and you'll
deal at the same time.
raved over it, asking about its history. Mr. good
recall it, the original child was housed
Kelsay withheld all information, announcing in Asa we
nursery in the theatre. In any
that he would give the story of the child the event special
you will need to keep the child out of a
last day of the picture's run.
cold lobby during the winter.
Boomed Business
This simple appeal boomed business the final
MAKE YOURSELF A CHRISTMAS
day, and when a slide was flashed telling that
PRESENT!
GET A P. T. A.l
the child was an orphan and an inmate of a

the

Public

Frank
Hulsey's
HasL. Good
SalesPlanValue
Frank L. Hulsey, of the Jewel 1 heatre,
Helena, Ark., one of the Saenger string, has
his own ideas on advance stories, and his
scheme has the merit of putting the picture
• over to the best possible effect.
The house uses a double column full drop
on Sundays, and this carries with it a column
of advance work. Instead of wasting this with
a lot of high flown press agent talk, Mr. Hulsey
writes an interesting lead to a recapitulation
of his attractions.
In a current example he starts off by tracing the history of entertainment from the Greek
drama and the hippodromes of Rome, through
Shakespeare to the picture of today. He runs .
on to point out that the educational advantage
of the pitcure lies in the knowledge it gives
youth of all phases of life; knowledge to be
gained through personal experience only at a
terrible cost.
For nearly half a column he says nothing
about his own offerings, but then he slides into
a chatty story of the coming titles. He does
not try to sell the plots, but tells the reader
something about each of the stronger coming
attractions. It is gossipy and interesting, the
sort of talk to appeal not only to fans but
those who are only mildly interested.
And for a final kick he points out that the
Saenger houses make a point of listing for
Friday and Saturday the stories most likely to
appeal to the children as well as adults, since
these are the theatre-going nights for the child,
with no lessons to interfere.
It is a capital idea and well worth several
columns of flaming adjectives and verbose
description
no one
will and
be'ieve.
The whole
carried
under
a head
signature
as anyis
feature story.

OPENING

Dear Mr anc
SAT. ■ SI N. MOJUTlfX Mrs, Oakland:
NOV.

ITS THE BEST "
PICTURE
A PARAMOUNT
YOU ARE C0!NC TO SEE
JUST WHAT
SHOW IN TOWN IFANDITSTHAT'S
AT THE CENTURY THEATRE STARTING NOVEMBER to* WHEN A NEW
POLICY WILL BE INAUGURATED UNDER WHICH ONLY THE LATEST PARAMOUNT
PICTURES WILL BE PRESENTED. ALONG WITH THESE SUPER PICTURES WE
ARE BOINC TO OFFER SANTO. THE VIOLINIST 480 HIS ULTRA ■ MODERN •
THE ADMISSION PRICES WILL BE 22 CENTS FOR
©LASSO SYNCOPATERS.
FOR EVENING AND ALL SUNDAY AND
MATINEES AND 33c AND AO
IffiEEWOHH HOLIDAY PERFORMANCES cordially
i
THE CENTURY THEATRE
p
BRAND

ELSIE
mm
TOOT
LIGHTS

HOW THE CENTURY- THEATRE, OAKLAND, tU'l OVER THE HOUi>E OPENING RECENTLY
It had 24-sheets printed to tell all about the house and the attractions it would flay, and then posted them where the announcement could
not possibly be overlooked. Flanking the announcement ivitlt three sheets gave the opening attraction and the underline, and no one had
any excuse for not knowing all about the new house, for the paper was pasted all over town that he who ran might read
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Kind to Cleveland
Claud Saunders, exploitation manager of the
Famous
has transferred
Doulittle Players-Lasky,
from the Criterion
Theatre toMax
the
Cleveland Exchange and Max left for that city
Wednesday, with all his shirts and Mrs.
Doolittle.
Cleveland
has a treat and
coming
for Max's
shirts
defy description
mustto beit, seen
to be
appreciated. They cannot be prose pasteled and
not even the most elaborate color processes
known
printer's
art can
He is toso the
proud
of them
thatreproduce
lie wearsthem.
the
narrowest collars he can find in order to give
the shirts more of a chance. He can buy the
collars, but he has to have the shirts made to
order. He is the only man in history who has
to travel with a sound-proof trunk.
Max has terminated his somewhat brief stay
at the Criterion. It was a no-decision bout.
He put "Peter Ibbetson" over, but he was
worth more to the exploitation department on
a real job, so he was shot out to the city by
the lake where his work will count, and the
experiment of giving the Criterion a set of
monkey glands will be abandoned until later.
Persistant Lions

an"
One of Leape
the best dlobbyatstunts"Tarz
to be recorded
lately was worked by the Grand Theatre, Rochester, for "The Adventures of Tarzan" serial,
handled in that section by the Nu-Art Pictures
Corporation. It was originated by Claire
Meechum, manager of the Grand.
He used as a basis for the stunt the six sheet
of the fifth episode, showing Elmo Lincoln
upon a dais, with the lions leaping upwards
in their efforts to reach him.
Cut Out the Lions
The lions were cut out and mounted to a
motor wheel on an eccentric with the result that
they were in constant motion, not only attracting attention, but getting over the idea of the
thrill as still paper never could. A lettered
screen in front of the motor concealed the
mechanism.
The photograph sent in was too dull lo permit
reproduction, but we understand that the handlers of the serial are being supplied with the
<lata. If you have the serial booked, you want
this idea. It does not cost much, and it brings
wonderful results.
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Hyman 's Novelties at the Mark Strand
Getting down to normal, Edward L. Hy- sung by the ensemble, the girls beating small
man makes his program at the Mark-Strand, drums. Then comes "I want what I want
Brooklyn, the week of December 11 with when I want it" for the baritone. The next
one production, a prologue and a heavy is the dance of the milliners, by two of the
ballet and "The Time, the Place and the
overture, the latter Girl" follows this, sung by the tenor. "Kiss
^^■K
^B^\
Liszt's
Hungarian
W
Rhapsody Number
Me Again,"
for the
brings
the routine
to asoprano
snappy and
close.ensemble,
1
hen
comes
the
Topical
Review,
while
\
V
ture
the
cemballom
Two- This wil1 fca" the scene shift is made, and the curtains
* *\ 1
part, during the play- again
part to disclose a modern interior.
ing of which the solo- The feature
of the setting is a large frame
>st will be picked up in which is a portrait painted upon scrim.
^■V^^ABHB
^■1
with a white spot from A narrator sits at a table and in recitative
Bjd the booth. The stage
ISHHHHHH1
will
in blue with introduces the various characters who are
the house red and
ED IV. L. HYMAN dome lights blue, the to appear in the play, the latter "All for a
side lighting being Woman," a foreign First National production based upon the story of Danton and
amber.
Robespierre. This will give the spectator
Sport
Pictorial,
follows,a a chance to orient the characters before the
andA this
gives
place to"Stamina,"
the production;
action starts and gives the feature a better
group of six numbers from "Mile. Mod- chance. The characters are shown behind
This ties Herbert
up with atthetherecent
scrim by the usual process of bringing
ance iste."
of Victor
house,appearwhich the the
lights at the back of the scrim when
was partly influenced by the hit his com- aup figure
to be shown. This fades out the
positions have always made there, for Hy- painting iswhich
is seen only when the lightman plays Herbert as his sure fire and has
scrim.ing in fronl is greater than that behind the
never missed out yet.
The usual vocal number does not follow
The setting will be a pink cyclorama with
maple furniture, a centre table, two chairs the feature on account of the length of the
a hall tree, a floor lamp with parchment latter, but the Claude Cook comedy. "The
shade and a lot of hat boxes. The number Toreador" follows, broken only by the inopens with the opening chorus and is folterpolation, ofthe "coming" film trailers. The
lowed by "The Mascot of the Troupe" also organ postludc is "Fanfare" by Shelley.
Got Broadway Windows
on Mabel Normand Play
Tying up one of the leading New York stores
to a picture was easy for "Molly O" because
of the numerous tie-ups made with the manufacturers of various articles appealing to
women.
The week before the opening of the Mack
Sennett production at the Central Theatre,
New York, Gimbcl Brothers made a double
window showing of the hat worn by Miss
N'ormand
in theA play
and used
dozenopening
stills
and
portraits.
few days
beforea the

THESE PERAMBULATORS PUT OVER "THE FOOLISH
The Robertson-Cole exploitation man framed the stunt and sent the boys
delegates
the disarmament
-where
hotel of
into Atheparade
for trying to make his way
be held.
the unemployed
was also
used

the store took nearly twenty column inches to
introduce the hat, with a drawing and a reference to the opening of the picture at the
Central. This came under the head of commercial advertising and not amusements, but at that
it was close to a hundred dollar space and it was
run in half a dozen daily papers.
Abraham and Straus, the largest store in
Brooklyn, also made a large window display,
with stills and a reference to the opening, and
as every woman in Brooklyn makes a point of
looking over "A & S" at least once a week, it
went over strong, though it probably did not
sell many tickets.

AGE" IN WASHINGTON FOR LOEWS PALACE
around town. The impersonator of Bull Montana was arrested
no law under which he could
find picture
couldMay
theyDoris
towere
get stopping,
attention but
for the
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World
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ONE STORMY NIGHT— Dorothy Devore e infamou..
of fa.t farce which has made Chri.t.
ING ROMEO — Neal Burns dashing into a
A RAMBL
hot-water romance.
— Bobby Vernon's drolleries in a
SIMPLE
AND ined
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house full of laughs.
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A BARNYARD CAVALIER — The biggest thing ever
done in two amusing reels, featuring Bobby Vernon.
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RELEASES

TITLE
FEATURED PLAYERS
DIRECTION
Nothing Like It ....Dorothy Devore, with Eddie Barry
Al Christie
Oh Buddy!
Neal Burns, with Vera Steadman......
Wm. Beaudine
In For Life
Viora Daniel, with Jay Belasco
Al Christie
Falling For Fanny. .Eddie Barry, with Helen Darling
Wm. Beaudine
Exit Quietly
Bobby Vernon, with Vera Steadman
Frederick Sullivan
A Pair of Sexes
Neai Burns, with Viora Daniel
Frederick Sullivan
Pure and Simple Bobby Vernon, with Josephine Hill
Wm. Beaudine
Saving Sister Susie.. .Dorothy Devore, with Earl Rodney
Scott Sidney
Fresh From the FarmBobby Vernon, with Josephine Hill
Wm. Beaudine
Kiss and Make Up . Earl Rodney and Helen Darling
Scott Sidney
No Parking
Neal Burns, Helen Darling, Laddie, Baby Jane .Scott Sidney
A Barnyard CavalierBobby Vernon, with Viora Daniel
Al Christie
One Stormy Knight . Dorothy Devore, with Jay Belasco
H. Beaudine
A Rambling Romeo ..Neal Burns, with Helen Darling
Scott Sidney
Now

Booking

Through
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? ? ? ? ? Campaign
"Experience"
Will Sold
Steege, of
the Capitol Theatre, Big
Great
Falls, Mont., used the question mark on all
his paper and newspaper work for "Experience" and byto arousing
curiosity,
put play
the
picture over
better business
thanhe the
would have done in that town without some sort
of a teaser.

STEEGE'S QUESTION MARKS
He used the mark on a banner over the sign,
as a cutout and on the three sheets in front of
the house, and scattered similar marks all
through his display advertising.
It overcame the handicap of an all star cast.
Prizes Displayed Have
Double Public Appeal
Telling your readers that you are going to
give $25 in prizes sounds well, but if you put
the money into gold and display the actual
coin it means a great deal more. There is something tangible in the sight of a five dollar gold
piece that beats all the reading matter on the
front page.
When the Record-Herald of Helena, Mont.,
hooked to the Marlow theatre on a prize contest
for the best essays on Elsie Ferguson in "Sac
red and
ProfaneTheLove"
up
$25
in prizes.
paperthehadmanagement
the money put
in five
gold coins displayed in the window of the leading jewelry store with a sizable card, and put
a shaded lamp above the coins to give the best
sparkle to the newly minted money.
The result was that the offer had more appeal
than would have been the case had the theatre
merely announced the prizes and the newspaper,
the jeweler and the house all came in for their
share of the publicity. If you work a stunt,
work it to the limit, and try and find some ways
of going beyond the former limit. The essay
stunt is old stuff, but it helped to put the picture
over and about half of the value of the idea
was the publicity given the actual money.
Painted Trash Cans
Although most towns now have trash cans
on prominent street corners, comparatively few
have been put to exploitation use.
G. M. Phillips, of the Strand Theatre, got
painted signs on all the recently installed cans
in Birmingham, Ala., and they gave a nice
effect. He also used a beaverboard train in
the lobby to advertise Douglas MacLean in
"Passing across
Thru," thegetting
stretch
arch.a train
As itlong
wasenough
carnivalto
week and the town was filled with visitors,
the special lobby built up the business.

Picture

to

Suiting His Public
With Unique Appeal
Advertising, after all, is merely comparative,
and we believe that the man who puts his
picture over is a good advertiser, no matter
how he does it.
But unique in advertising campaigns is one
which comes from a 300 population town out
West, where the manager, who evidently is
closely related to "His Nibs," who runs the
picture the
palace
in Chic series
Sale'sandfeature,
lately
booked
Paramount
then started
in to tell his little world.
In a form letter he announces, with a disregard for singular and plural that "the manager of the
Theatre wishes to announce that they have gone under a large contract with the Paramount Film Company.
Paramount pictures are high class pictures,
getting away from all blood and thunder." To
cite the stars he includes "A. Washburn," "Emil
Bennett" and "Mrs. Clark."
And in a throwaway he announces "Pictures with some sense," the first being "Adventure Hearts, by Robert Warwick."
It's all a scream to the experienced advertiser, but this manager goes after his clientele
in the way it will understand, and he is selling
the picture just as thoroughly as anyone can.
Used "Mothers" Checks
The three-cent checks used during the
original
"MotherlastEternal"
at the used
Casinoby
Theatre, run
Newof York,
spring, were
Fred Hathaway, of the Alhambra Theatre,
Utica, with the same letter as was sent out in
New York, but the checks had a string tied to
them as they were good only when applied on
admissions to the Alhambra lower floor seats.
One thousand checks were mailed out and
brought good results, Mr. Hathaway reports.
GET A
P. T. A. FOR CHRISTMAS

the&Public
Snell Had

Good

Ideas

on "Musketeer" Stunts
A. L. Snell, who has been acting manager
of the Imperial Theatre, Gadsden, Ala., injected some new ideas into his campaign for
"The Three Musketeers," and if it had not
rained for all three days of the engagement
about every white man, woman and child in
Gadsden would have seen the picture.
He started ten days in advance with a teaser
on "One for All," and in spite of the wide
national advertising the film had received he
had a lot of people guessing and asking the
answer. Heralds were sent to all R. F. D.
boxes and were given out at all industrial
plants. They were distributed at two football
games and at the Opera House during the run
of a dramatic attraction. On Armistice Day
he threw open the house for a memorial service
conducted by the American Legion, and all who
came went out with a herald. And, for fear
he might have missed some one, he had them
stuffed into packages by a department store.
Then he won the window of a vacant store
with a pass for two, whitewashed the glass and
made a peep show. They fell for it so hard
thati people stopped their automobiles and
crossed
window. the sidewalk to see what was in the
He got the department store to give him a
four-inch, double-column cut in their display,
and he got a window showing of nine swords,
each with a card naming the owner, and
"Douglas Fairbanks didn't use this sword in
'The Three Musketeers,' but you should see
him handle the one he does use." As most of
the swords were owned by prominent citizens
the loan display attracted great attention.
Pupils' tickets were given out entitling the
bearer to one admission to any matinee on
payment of 25 cents. As this was the regular
price for children he got a laugh, and that was
as good as a discount.
Four boys in musketeer costumes rode around
the streets, the first one riding the worst locking nag Snell could borrow. At show tiuies
they ushered. He also used the personal telephone call.

PUT THE PRIZE MONEY INTO GOLD PIECES AND GET A WINDOW
That's what the Montana Record-Herald, of Helena, did when it hooked to the Marlow
Theatre on a prise contest
and Profane
it helped the hyphenated
paper onand"Sacred
the theatre
and the Love,"
jewelryandstore
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Mutt Show Made Talk
for Century Comedies
This is an idea for a new contest, and a
chance to horn in with your pet animal comedian. Sell the idea to the local paper, or some
society, and then sell them your own advertising angle.
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benefit of the community chest. Blooded dogs
were not allowed, except as spectators. Every
dog
his day and that was the day of the
mixedhasbreeds.
Brownie, the Century canine comedian, is a
mongrel, as are most clever stage dogs, and
Cutts contributed prizes of $5 and $2.50 to
the owners of dogs which most resembled
"Brownie."
There were prizes for the best looking dog
and the ugliest, the most impudent and a family
group. The prizes were small and so was
the admission fee, but the interest was strong,
and
exhibition
hall was acrowded.
"Brownie"
was theentered
by proxy;
large photograph,
and his contest was the centre of attraction.
Only the cities can hold breed shows, but
any country town can scare up a supply of
mongrels.
If C.
the A.Redor the
CrossBoydoesn't
try
the Y. M.
Scouts want
or anyit,
organization that can use a little money, then
enterit your
dogpopular.
star and clean up. It's new
and
will be

the#Public
sale of the toilet articles and it is reasonable
to presume that it sold at both ends.
Very often watching the store windows will
lead good.
to a good exploitation stunt. This one
was
Elemental Hook-up
Won a Window Show
There is not very much to this window from
New Haven, except that it is a good display
in a most desirable location. It is the show
window of the United Illuminating Company,
which does not approve of theatrical displays.

Drug

THE BROWNIE ANNOUNCEMENT
Horning in on a Seattle "Mutt" Show
brought William Cutts, manager of the Clemmer Theatre, all sorts of advertising for the
Century Comedies he plays, at a cost of $7.50.
The Star held a show of mongrels for the

Store Placards
Made Large Business
Good exploitation is not always a matter of
money. Sometimes it is better when it costs
nothing. I. L. Shields, of the Rialto Theatre,
Augusta, Ga., saw that a prominent drug store
in the shopping section was making a drive on
a line of toilet requisites.
He thought up a card, showed copy to the
store and got in ten stills as well as the large
sign on the right.
"Your
face and
valueno depends
on The
two latter
things:read:
care of
the skin
worry.
Elizabeth Arden's preparations will take care
of
your Hawley,
skin andat 'Her
Face today,
Value,"willstarring
Wanda
the Rialto
make
youTheforget
worries."
only your
cost was
for the card and the sign
writing, and that was very little when compared
with the results, for it clearly increased the

December 17, 1921

LAMPING THE SIGNS
Manager Carroll, of the Rialto, went to
them
for a You
sign have
which heard
read of" 'The
Call ofwiththecopy
North.'
the
lure of the Northern lights. Right at home
you can know the radiance of comfort given
That
sold lamps as well as theatre tickets,
by
the Mazda
so the
companylamp."
told Carroll to go ahead and
lliey made the finished card the centre of a
display of lamps from 500 volts down, and
liked the effect so well that they let in one of
the 22x28 insert cards as well. This card was
lighted from the rear at night, and helped
call attention to Jack Holt, Paramount and
Mazda lamps in a triple alliance.
Had a Queen Full
Birmingham has been having a celebration
and a "Queen" was elected from each county
to participate in the carnival. Being a good
poker player, G. M. Phillips figured a queen
full was a full house, so he invited them all
to
see Elsie
Ferguson
"Footlights,"
the
Strand
Theatre.
. They inbrought
a crowdat with
them and also served as a basis for a newsFor paperthestory.lobby Mr. Phillips cut out the tile
from a beaverboard panel, pasted red paper
over the opening and lighted it from behind.
He also had a row of small footlights in front
of and below the title. On the sides he had
draperies to suggest the drawn curtain of a
stage. It made a showy yet neat front and
helped to put over a 25 per cent, increase.

THESE TWO LARGE CARDS COST THE THEATRE NOTHING
The drug store was glad to get something to call attention to its toilet articles, and
found that it was well worth while to ride on picture publicity. The Rialto Theatre,
Augusta, Ga., used it for Realarfs "Her Face Value"

Personality in the theatre is much to be
desired,
but have
don't notalkspace
so much
yourself
there. You
in whichabout
to sell
your
show.
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Mr. Cross has been at some pains to get a
realistic setting for his railroad and the train
runs through an autumnal landscape, emerging
from a timbered tunnel and disappearing behind
a house in the background, the alternate appearance and disappearance of the train giving a
better effect than would be possible did the
train remain in sight.
An insert card, two lettered cards and the
traffic target were all introduced without hurting the display, and it is figured that several
hundred extra tickets were sold through the
use of this window.
The setting is effective, but not costly. The
trestles are made of boxes covered with brown
cloth, working into a similar floor cloth, and
lightly covered with autumn leaves, a few
branches supplying the trees. The house and
tunnel entrance are made from beaverboard
and represent about the only painting to be
done. It can be made very effective without
prohibitive expense.

THIS IS REALLY WHAT YOU MIGHT CALL A KID MATINEE
How Mrs. Emma Shakespeare, of the National Theatre, Cincinnati, got all the children
in her neighborhood to see "The Kid" and go home and tell the rest of the family
about the Chaplin-Coogan comedy. It cost only four dolls — Coogan dolls, of course
Four

Dolls Assured
a Two Day Success
Using the Jackie Coogan dolls to advertise
"The Kid" gave Mrs. Emma Shakespeare, of
the National Theatre, Cincinnati, a good two
day
day. run for "The Kid" at this somewhat late
She has a neighborhood house and she centered her efforts on the school in her immediate
.vicinity. A week before the showing the dolls
were placed upon exhibition with the announcement that they would be given to some one at
a special after-school matinee the opening day.
Throwaways with the same announcement
were distributed at the school, at closing time,
a couple of days before the opening, and on
the opening day most of the kids made a beeline for the theatre, apparently under the impression that the early child captured the dolls.
The cut shows the advance guard.
The house was packed to capacity and at the
conclusion of the performance Mrs. Shakespeare picked out four children whose behavior
had been most exemplary and handed them
the dolls, and they all went home to tell mother
and father and big sister and brother what a
fine show there was at the National, and the
rest of the family went without any expectation of getting a doll.
A Pink Tipster
Albert Boasberg, one of Claud Saunders'
prize pupils among the Paramount exploiteers, has been up to something new again.
He
sends out
"confidential
on the
all
Paramount
pictures
to the reports"
patrons of
Detroit exchange.
He adds some sound exploitation suggestions to the slips, which are printed on pink
paper, after the fashion of service reports,
and they look very imposing. The exhibitors like them because they give practical
advice.
Bill Robson, who Paramounteers the
Pittsburgh district, works much the same
scheme, though he does not report on the
picture but manifolds the exploitation stunts
he works.

Toy Trains

Popular

Curve"
It isonwell "Dangerous
established that movement
in a
display very greatly increases its value. It is
also well known that a toy train makes appeal
to all ages. Therefore, it follows that a toy
train as a display is about as good as you can
Here is a second example of the use of a toy
train
Curve
Ahead,"
time
from for
the "Dangerous
Post Theatre,
Battle
Creek,thisMich.,
get.
the display being obtained by G. A. Cross,
manager of the house.

Worked Unemployed Stunt
Albert Boasberg, the Detroit Paramounteer, has a lot of good ideas of his own, but
he is glad to take other schemes if they will
work,
and he cleaned
unemployment
stunt. up lately with Gary's
He persuaded Phil Gleichman, of the
Broadway Strand, to hire the breadline to
carry banners reading: "What are you doing to help the unemployed? Men must
live, so the Broadway Strand Theatre gave
us
a job to Picture,
advertise the
'Ladies
Must Live,'
Paramount
Broadway
Stranda
Theatre, now showing. If it's a Paramount
picture,
it's the with
best this,
show Boasberg
in town." got the
Not content
newspapers interested and all of them made
mention and some gave editorial comment
to the question, with an appreciation of the
Strand's practical work.
Leslie Whelan, the Washington Paramounteer, varied the idea by hiring ten men
to peddle bills stating the case, but he did
not use the "men must live" idea though he,
also, exploited the Betty Compson picture.

TOY TRAINS ARE WINNERS ON ALL "DANGEROUS CURVES"
Here is another example of the use of mechanical trains to advertise Goldwyn's
"Dangerous Curve ofAhead."
is fromforthethePosttrainTheatre,
Creek, Mich., and one
the best Itsettings
we haveBattle,
yet seen
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Aeroplane Plays Dates
in the Macon Theatres
Some day H. B. Clark, manager of theatres
in Macon for Southern Enterprises, is going to
get a picture of his aeroplane. He tried it at
the Capitol, but it didn't work, and he tried it
again at the Kialto, and once more you can't
see top
it. ofIt'stheright
under the four lights near
the
picture.
Youit,can't
seeisit,provided
but Macon
saw and
hear
for it
with both
a motor
and
hums around in a circle all day long, giving
both sound and movement to the lobby. It sells
a heap of tickets, and next time Mr. Clark is
going to give it a coat of phosphorescent paint
so it will stand a chance.
He used it at the Rialto for Realart's "The
Speed Girl" and for this he borrowed a racer
and bannered it for the lobby display. It
looked like speed in every line, and it won
plenty of attention for the Bebe Daniels story.
With the one sheet frames out of the waythere was plenty of room for the patrons, and
the results proved that the drag of the car in
the lobby has not yet been exhausted.
Rich Oriental Drapes
Made Wonderful Lobby
Now and then some accident of chance makes
itsmall
possible
cost. to do something big at comparatively
The press
"Dawn of
Realart,
givesbook
the for
suggestion
for thetheEast,"
use ofa
oriental draperies in the lobby, on a dominant
scheme of black and yellow.
Looking around for such effects, the Princess
Theatre, Denver, chanced upon a rich Chinese
merchant who was a collector of Chinese art,
and his pride was appealed to by the suggestion
of a loan exhibit. He let go of about $25,000
worth of material, mostly hand embroideries
and wonderful rugs, and the theatre gave unusual care to the lighting scheme which permitted these to be shown to the best advantage.
It was good enough to bring the crowd just to
see the lobby, and a comparatively simple mat-

THIS AEROPLANE FLEW FROM ONE THEATRE TO ANOTHER
It was first used at the Capitol Theatre, Macon, and then was transferred to the Rialto
to buzz them upstanding
about Bebe
Realart's
out inDaniels
front ofin the
house. "The
H. B.Speed
Clark Girl."
says so!That's Bebe's car
ter to pull them through the door once they had
gotten that far. The care taken with the lobby
display carried the suggestion that the picture
must be out of the ordinary, and they wanted
to see what it was like. It did not cost much,
but it rolled up the box office record like the
bank account of a grafting politician.
Played a Suit Case
Getting a cheap novelty, R. M. Kennedy, of
the Galax Theatre, Birmingham, Ala., bought

a suit case for 75 cents and painted on the
sides,
a peep
at the
Beckywerefree."
A hole"Take
was cut
in one
end case
and ofinside
an
electric light and two pictures cut from "The
Case of Becky," one in each of her phases.
This was placed in the lobby close to the
sidewalk and had an audience all day long.
You can find these paper suit cases in the cheap
sections of the town.
Red

Spot Trade

Marks

for weeks
"Dangerous
Curve"
Four
before "Dangerous
Curve
Ahead" played the Phillips Theatre, Orlando,
Fla., Frank H. Burns placed advertising signs
on the bad curves on the roads leading into
town. They are used the red circle of the
Goldwyn advertising, and they proved such an
attraction that the newspapers urged the placing of permanent signs at all bad curves. It
created more than a one-day newspaper comment.
A week before the showing he got out a
series of cards with snappy sayings, all commencing with the title, and tacked these all
over town. They, too, carried the red disc.
All of the lobby paper was spotted, and a red
disc covered most of thf upper half of the
building
street ran.and could be ? .en as far as Main
It cost $30 to put the stunt over, but it built
up attendance by fully a third and left a comfortable figure on the profit side of the ledger.

THIS BLACK AND YELLOW LOBBY WAS A BIG WINNER
The idea was taken by the Princess Theatre, Denver, from the Realart press book on
Dawn of the East,"
Alice valued
Brady; at but
Orientalin decorations
costly, with
and were
aboutthe $25,000
real money were unusually

Bettered the Tickets
Phil Gersdorf, of the Arcade Theatre, Jacksonville, gavebya punch
the "Experience"
ticket heralds
enclosingto them
in envelopes
similar to those used by the railroad offices but
printed up "Experience Short Line" and below
"The Road to Entertainment." The card in
the corner read "Via Arcade Theatre."
They not only helped the local distribution
by gaining attention above the ordinary, but
they
in theworked
hotels.even better in the guest mail boxes
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No Town Too Small
No Town Too Large
Just because Provo City, Utah has a population of only 10,000, it was no sign that the
place could not be exploited.
When William Fox's "Over the Hill" came
to town, the management of the Columbia
Theatre invited the 200 inmates of the Home
for
Invalids and the Aged to attend the performance.
Borrowing a sufficient number of cars was
a publicity stunt in itself, and a parade of some
forty or fifty cars, loaded with happy old
folks was another wonderful advertisement.
Then, to cap the climax, local florists and confectioners were hooked in and the guests went
back to the home with candy and flowers to
further gladden their hearts.
It brought several columns of heart interest
stories and helped to make business all through
the run.
No town is too small for an exploitation
stunt, if it is sized to the town, and no city
is so large that local exploiting cannot be done.

THIS TELLS THE STORY OF "THE AFFAIRS OF ANATOL"
It is a window display planned by S. O'Hara, of the Armory Theatre, Clarinda, La., for
the Paramount super-production, and represents a new and very good idea. The heads
are cut out and are connected by real ribbons to the hands of the Reid cutout
Novel

Cutout

Effect

on "Affairs of Anatol"
entire window
gavela.,S. aO'Hara,
theGetting
Armoryan Theatre,
Clarinda,
chance of
to
make an unusually effective display for Paramount's "The Affairs of Anatol." Cutouts of
the four women were made in heart shapes
and suspended in the window, real ribbons
running to the hads of Wallace Reid.
The background was paneled beaverboard in
white, with black striping, and there were just
enough stills and cards used to kill the blankness
of the effect without hurting the display.
It is a really artistic effort and better than
the average on a picture on which everyone
has been trying to do his best.
Three

Horse

Did It Again
The Blue Mouse Theatre, Minneapolis, tried
the free score card once and liked the result so
well that it came out again with a card tying
the theatre and "Enchantment" to a local game.
That they used it a second time very conclusively proves the value of the first experiment.
It's tooevents
late for
now,cards
but are
thereused.
are
other
for foot
whichballscore
Take all the openings.

Hooked to Politics
Because Ft. Worth, Texas, was in the thrm-s
of a political campaign with the pee-pul vainly trying to find a candidate to run against an
unpopular mayor about to be recalled, Henry
J. Gould, of the Hippodrome, offered "Honest"
John
No Smith.
one seemed to know which of the Ft.
Worth Smiths most deserved the title, but they
were interested, and they watched for further
announcement, the original newspaper announcement merely presenting the name.
When it was found that this particular John
Smith had his headquarters at the Hippodrome
and wanted to see his supporters on certain
named days, the bubble burst, but Tom Moore
in "Beating the Game" was more popular for
those three days than he might otherwise have
been.
It was a timely hitch to a local stunt and made
a cleanup for the Goldwyn release.

Chariot

Rolled Up Box Score
Ben E. Johnson, of the Fox Audubon Theatre, is full of ideas— good ones— and when one
of
his boss'
own pictures comes along, he
stretches
himself.
"Thethe Queen
of storage
Sheba" warehouses
lately, and
he He
dug had
around
theatrical
until he found an old chariot, then he hired
three horses from Potter's stables and sent the
rig around uptown New York until everyone in
the
Solomon's best
girl territory
was due knew
to showthatat King
the Audubon.
Not every town can boast a storehouse where
you can dig out a chariot, but if you can get
the wheels, you can make something like it out
of cardboard that will last long enough to
parade the town with.
If you look at the picture closely you will
find that this is a two horse rig, with the third
horse running free, so any standard double pole
front wheel will work in a pinch. Hitch the
third horse to the axle by lengthening the
trace.
GET A P. T. A. FOR CHRISTMAS

GETTING "THE QUEEN OF SHEBA" PINCHED FOR SPEEDING
Perhaps
exactly
that, buthackFox's
New Broadway
York, per and
Ben through
E. Johnson,
manager, not
hired
an ancient
and Audubon
sent it upTheatre,
and down
the
cross streets when the Fox production played uptown
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Vadis" Contest
Helped Ticket Sale
Taking a tip from the popular questionnaires
now being syndicated the Strand Theatre, Toronto, included a set of pseudo historical questions in its advertising for "Quo Vadis" and
offejed cash and ticket prizes for the most accurate replies. It made for interest in the
production and those who did not enter the contest were at least interested in the replies, mentally formulated their answers and sent down to
see how close they had come to the facts. The
list may be of interest to others.
CAN YOU ANSWER THESE?
— Who was Nero?
— What Empire did he rule?
— During what year did Rome burn?
— Who was Ursus?
— Who was Tigellinus?
— \\ ho was the first person to bulldog a bull ?
— What does bulldoging a bull mean?
— Who is the meanest man in ancient and
modern history?
— With whom was Lygia in love?
What was
the was
meaning
of "thumbs
down?"
—— What
relation
Vinitius
to Petronius?
— Who was Nero's favorite General ?
— How old was Nero at the time of his death i
— What is the English translation of "Quo
s?" really a nobleman or a beggar?
— WasVadiChilo
Much capital was made of the fact that a
number of Toronto schools and colleges had reserved seats in blocks, and a further emphasis
was given the educational value of the Wid
Gunning product by school-children matinees,
at special prices for the children only.
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Sent Out "The Sheik"
Riding a Green Horse
Painting a white horse green probably did
more
help the
advertise
in Los
Angelesto than
other "The
stuntsSheik"
put together.
Of course,
in one for
sense,
Sheik" does
not
need
advertising,
it is"The
a self-seller,
but you
have to tell the public where they can see what
they want to see, and an elaborate series of
stunts was prepared when the Paramount play
into Grauman's
Theatre, Los Angeles, for
awent
four-week
run.
One of the best stunts was a downtown
window shown in the large cut below. It was
open, apt and attractive, and it really caught
the eye better than the much more elaborate
window shown in the same layout. The materials used were a few camels, used for inkwells and paper weights, a little drapery and
some palms, pins stills, but the display was eyeinviting, and it held the attention.
"The Sheik" and his escort paraded the
streets for several days on their milk white

December 17, 1921
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steeds, and then the newspapers came out with
an offer of a reward of $500 for the arrest of
the person who painted the milk white steed
abright green. Grauman might have made it
$5,000 for he knew his house artist would
rather hold a regular job than collect the
reward and get fired, and it was the house
man who had done the dyeing. After that the
green horse got more than double the attention.
For a final clean-up a $50 prize was offered
to anyone
who fleet
could
but
his
horse was
and catch
he a "The
skillfulSheik,"
rider, and
he could dodge even the automobiles.
Took Two Stunts
Out of the large list at his service, J. B.
McCauley, of the Opera House, Glenwood.
Minn., took two stunts for "The Affairs of
Anatol."tributeHe1,000 got
a department
store to disheralds
in their bundles,
and
he gave the local paper 50 tickets to be
handed persons whose names were buried
in the advertisements in a double truck tieup. Just two, but it sufficed.

Street Car Ballyhoo
The Street car ballyhoo is too common to attract more than passing notice these days, but
when the street car is the only one in town,
it carries some weight.
Otto Schmid, of the Ellen Theatre, Bozeman,
Mont., hired a street car from a neighboring
city, had it run down on the interurban tracks
and shot it around town when the interurban
was out of the way. Accustomed as they were
to the huge cars used for inter-city traffic, the
comparatively diminutive car used for local
trips was a real novelty in Bozeman and it attracted more attention to "The Affairs of Anatol" than
Mr. Schmid
through
any other
means. could have gotten

A REMARKABLY TASTEFUL WINDOW; DRESSING ANOTHER WINDOW, AND A STREET STUNT FOR "THE SHEIK"
How
Grauman's
the aParamount
best-seller
to a continued
Thethetopmore
cut elaborate
shows a
very simple
effectTheatre,
attained Los
withAngeles,
only a put
few over
camels,
little drapery,
palms for
and four
stills.weeks
It is really
a far betterclean-up.
display than
window shown on the lower line. This latter looks more like a lobby display. The horses are the street perambulator, and were kept out for
the four weeks of the run
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STRKND

BAP

A BLACK AND WHITE EFFECT FROM WATTS OF OMAHA '
The manager of the Strand seems to be a believer in painted signs because they bring
him results. This in
is atheblack
and white
for First
"Peck'sNational
Bad Boy"
that made a nice increase
business
for this
production
Made

a Book Window
His One Best Seller
Edward Myrick, manager of the New Liberty
Theatre, Great Falls, Mont., made his drive for
"The
Moment"exploitation
along the lines
suggested
by theGreat
Paramount
department.
He persuaded a local store to obtain a large
supply of the books on consignment, and then
drive on them. He supplied two large cards,
to supplement the advertising sent by the publishers, and took one of these for the house and
gave the other to the store, one reading "See"
and the other "Read."
He not only sold most of the books, but he
ended the campaign with a record that will
let him get into the store the next time he wants
to work a similar stunt on another Paramount
picture.
He might have gotten more of the window
for his own use, but to have done so might
have hurt future campaigns, and he got all
he required, as it was.
Got the Governor
Working the special showing print supplied by the Fox exchange, the Clinton
Square Theatre, Albany, gave its pre-view
in the rooms of the Albany Club, as a feature of one
of the and
club'sreporters
entertainments,
and the
Governors
for all
the papers were among those present. It
carried even more drag than a theatre special.
Two banners were carried in the parade
of Shriners visiting Cyprus Temple of the
Mystic Shrine, the bearers being dressed in
costumes to suggest one of the Arab patrols. Street cars were bannered, menus
stamped and 5,000 heralds were distributed,
all aiding in getting bumper houses.
Using the Contest
The contest originated for "The Great
Moment" and later changed for "Experience,"
to read "My great experience," is being freely
used in the territory of the Southern Enterprises.
Frank Burns, of the Phillips Theatre,
Orlando, Fla., hooked the Sentinel on a contest on "The experience that has done me the
most good in my life," and in Montgomery,
Ala., H. C. Farley, of the Empire Theatre,
used up sixteen dollars in prizes on the most
exciting experience. He could not land the
paper but got the idea over with folders, four
stores assisting with window cards.

Black

and

White

Made

an Effective Change
Harry Watts, of the Strand Theatre, Omaha,
bejieves in painted signs because they are
different. Recently we showed an unusually
elaborate color effect for the Strand. This
time it is something different; a black and
white for "Peck's Bad Boy."
The drawing is spirited and the lettering well
done, with the result that something striking is
obtained. In a stand of colored paper any
black and white will stand out above the rest
because it strikes a different note. There are
times when color is best, but here the strong
contrast makes the display.

Local Lights

Is Greene's New One
Fred V. Greene, the local Paramounteer,
does not go around trying to sell his exploitation ideas to managers any more. He
does not have the time.
When he first came east he had to go
around and coax the managers to try an exploitation stunt for a Paramount picture
"just once." It was hard selling, at that.
Now he sits at his desk in the exchange
like a physician in his consultation room,
andHispasses
latest them
is a out.
corker. It is a series of
scatter ads with the top in 30 or 36 point,
whichever the paper uses for heads. They
read something like this:
MR. JOHNSON
stated to the doorkeeper at the Opera House
last
night,
a Minute" beat any
comedy
he that
had "One
ever seen.
Another one told that
MR. VAN ETTEN
when he left the Opera House last evening
said " 'One a Minute' is one of the best
things
ThereI have
were ever
nine seen."
in the lot, scattered
through the paper, and they all mentioned
a name well known, but they did not specify
which Johnson or which Van Etten or which
Anderson made the statement, and it was
only human for the people to wonder
whether it was Sam Johnson or Jack Johnion. son, or Bill or Mike who had given his opinIt sounds simple, but it had them all talking in Kingston, N. Y., where George Gildersleeve, of the Opera House, was the first
to use it. Take the telephone book, select
the most prevalent names and you have the
entire layout. It's good.

SEE
f r*irfcnw*l ':; .,

THIS IS A GOOD EXAMPLE OF AN INTELLIGENT HOOK-UP
It was done by Edward Myrick, of the New Liberty Theatre, Great Falls. Mont., for
"The Great Impersonation." He persuaded the store to get a stock of the books on
consignment, and then he went 50-50 on the display cards
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Exceptional Campaign
Started the Granada
Nick Ayer, formerly press agent for the
California, Imperial and Portola, has been
appointed by Roth and Partington as manager
of the Granada, the beautiful house recently
opened in San Francisco, and Louis W. McDermott has been added to the press staff.
Wayland Taylor, Paramounteer, helped in the
displays.

HERE IS THE DOG MATINEE COME INTO ITS OWN AGAIN
Roy Holstein, of the Bluebird Theatre, Petersburg, Va., revived the idea for First
National's
"Peck's
Bad Boy,"byoffering
prizedogfordidthenotbesthave
impersonator
of Jackie Coogan
who was
accompanied
a dog. aThe
to be an impersonator

THE GRANADA

CARDS

For the opening of the Granada an exceptional campaign was planned, and the special
sheets drawn by Jewett Bubar were extraordinary. They were plain and dignified, but
they sounded the keynote of the house. Each
card was about 4 by 6 and was boxed in, with
velvet curtains. Ten of them were placed in

prominent store windows, and they are as handsome as anything we have seen.
Special supplements were issued by two of
the papers and several pages of advertising
taken in the others. The house was thoroughly
sold before they undertook to sell the opening
attraction. This was "Enchanted" the Marion
Davies Cosmopolitan-Paramount release, which
was selected for its unusual beauty of scenes.
Taylor contributed to the work on the principle followed by the Paramount exploitation
department, that exploitation is not designed
to sell the picture so much as to sell the house
through the picture, and he aided in obtaining

THESE MEN MADE LIGHT OF A PARAMOUNT PRODUCTION
John Friedl, of the Royal Theatre, Sioux City, sent them around town to look for
experience, and they lamped the pedestrians. By picking out husky looking chaps Friedl
was able to get them through the week without any scraps

some of the best windows. Everyone helped
way.the opening, for the new house had to be
on
put on overnight, and it went over just that
Went

Out

With

Lanterns

Looking
Max Rosenfield,for
of the"Experience"
Paramuont exploitation, contends that Diogenes was one of the
first exploitation men, because his stunt of
going around with a lantern looking for an
honest man has been carried down even to this
generation.
John Friedl, of the Royal Theatre, Sioux
City, la., had three men copying the old
Grecian and they went about town with lanterns
looking for "Experience" when that Paramount
p'ayed the town. If they will come over on
Broadway they will find better light and a
mortf diversified experience, but that would not
help Sioux City any, and they were out to toll
the crowds into the Royal.
They went around looking into the faces of
pedestrians, and no one who was held up forgot
the title or the house, the latter detail being
carried on the blanket of the third man of
the trio.
It is not the first time that the man with the
lantern stunt has been worked in modern times,
but it was new in Sioux City, and it rolled up
the ticket sale to a point to satisfy even
Friedl.
Plays Up Profiles
J. Jasperrounding
Emanuel,
of Philadelphia
and surterritory, also
the Metro exchange,
has devised a good idea for program exploitation. He blacks in profile portraits, has a line
cut
made and offers ticket prizes for the identifications.
Not many can guess, unless the picture is
common, but they are all interested, and they
look next week to see who it was, and have the
name of the star indelibly impressed upon their
recollection. It is simple and cheap, but it pulls
like a thousand dollars.
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more than the track and the trains, but fixed
up with the tunnels, bridges, stations and the
rest of the material supplied by the toy manufacturers, adisplay can be evolved which will
hold the attention of men and boys alike and
bring admiring exclamations from the women.
This simple idea helped put over the United
Artists'crease production
about
one-third
inin business, andto the
cost a was
negligible.

Capital Idea and
a Good Hook-up Gag
M. Rosenthal, lately of the Allen Capitol
Theatre, Cleveland, sends in two good ones.
His best is a new one. He arranged with
the newsdealer to insert a free pass in each
motion fan magazine which prints the story
of a production the Walkerville, (Ont.), theatre
has booked. There is a reference to the fact
that the story has been booked. This is a generous pass distribution, but it is a great stunt
to get them coming when you are trying to
build up, for one pass will always bring in
one or more paid admissions. The tie-up is
made complete with window cards telling of
the coming of these plays and the fact that
they are written up in a certain magazine.
And the passes assuredly do not hurt the
dealer's sales.
Tied Up Kiwanis
Mr.
Rosenthal's
other idea
tie-up theto
Kiwanis. That society
had was
been a using
house when Rosenthal took hold and was
presenting "In Jappyland," with local talent,
for thethebenefit
of theofGirls'
He foundto
that
managers
the Camp.
affair wanted
treat the performers to a supper to mark the
close of the run, but were untilling to break
into the receipts.
He solved their problem by booking the hits
of the show for a few additional days. The
editor of the paper was a Kiwanian and he
turned the paper over to the house for press
stuff, the youngsters got their supper and
Rosenthal got off to a fine start. Right at the
jump he had marked himself as a hustler.
Watch for local productions and book in the
chief numbers for a few days. It can almost
always be done, and it will always return its
cost, and more.

Put on a midnight matinee for New Year's
Eve. You will not only make money, but new
friends. The idea is always a big winner.

Start the new year right. Get a P. T. A. and
follow the schemes right through to the good
ideas for next Christmas.

BEATING THE EXTRAS ON ELECTION NIGHT STUFF
The Empire Theatre, Bridgeport, had two signs painted — one for each candidate — and
slipped the winner the moment the election seemed reasonably assured. It sent out the
car to tell the people "Over the Hill" was a winner
Made Election Extra
An Auto Perambulator
James Rourke, of the Empire Theatre,
Bridgeport, beat the newspapers in recording
the results of the recent local election. He
had signs made for the two candidates and
the moment that the election of one seemed
reasonably assured he sent out a car bannered
Atwater Elected
Mayor of Bridgeport
"OverShow
the Hill"
Elected Best
in Bridgeport
Empire — Now
This was supplemented by ten boys carrying
card signs, and the whole town knew the result
before the newspapers could distribute their
extras.
It was a real news beat and the parade of
the boys did more to call the story to the
attention of the public than the best newspaper
advertising could have done, though plenty of
space was taken to help put over the successful
run.
The Times ran the Carr picture contest and
ran it on the front page, while the editor was
one of the guests at a special showing and
wrote a leading editorial on "The Teaching
Power of the Picture" with "Over the Hill"
as his theme. The stunts gave the house an
entirely new set of records, by days and for
the week.
Toy Trains

Helped

on "The Iron Trail"
H. B. Clark, manager of theatres for Southern Enterprises in Macon, Ga., revived the toy
train lobby idea for the Rex Beach story, "The
Iron Trail,"
train The
and
running
it on borrowing
a platforman inelectric
the lobby.
only cost, other than that for signs, was a
card stating that the train had been supplied
by a local dealer.
Used the latter part of November, when
thoughts are intent upon Christmas presents,
the train possessed an unusual appeal, but the
train always sells the attraction it can be used
for, and it is capable of a variety of treatments. It works well when there is nothing

THIS TOY TRAIN RAN ON "THE IRON TRAIL" IN MACON
H. B. Clark, manager of theatres, worked the popular idea for the United Artists' production, and it helped to explain the title and to gain patronage, for the Beach story
played to about one-third additional business on this engagement
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Snow

Covered Booth
Made No Lobby Mess
Some managers object to the snow lobby because it makes such a mess to clean up. Here
is one from T. G. Coleman, of the Strand, Memphis, which can be put up and taken down with
little effort and no dirt.
He made it for First National's "The Golden
Snare"20 atper a cent,
cost over
of only
was
the $22.85
top. and business
Apparently he used cotton plants in the background, with cotton batting around the corner
boards in front and on the box office. The guard
rail is wrapped in cotton cloth, for it would be
no good advertisement to have the patrons
come away from the box office all covered with
cotton strands. The idea is to decorate the
lobby and not the patrons.
With cotton at the present high prices, the
snow lobby is not as cheap as it used to be,
but if the results are greater than the expense,
the result is worth while and Air. Coleman reports that the receipts went 20 per cent, over
"the book."
Beaverboard Frames
Filled This Lobby
For the wide lobby we like this idea of Oscar
White, of the Rex Theatre, Sumter, S. C,
who used
for "Experience"
with good arch
results. Theit frames
and the connecting
are made from beaverboard and painted white.
Three sheets are set in about six inches back
of the frame, and the space thus formed is
beveled in with orange tissue, 100 watt lamps
at the top yielding the illumination.
Set right up against the front, it gave all of
the effect of a false front with a small proportion of the cost of a built-in lobby and it is
so simple in design that almost anyone can make
it. The bevel of the mat may cause a little
trouble unless you figure it right.
Make two side pieces and set them into the
frame at an angle of 45 degrees, then make a
bottom piece the exact width of the opening
and cut the sides at the same angle. Let this
drop back to the side pieces at the same angle
of inclination. By making the frames and the

THIS SNOW SCENE FOR "THE GOLDEN SNARE" IS CLEAN
Some managers object to mussing up the lobby. T. G. Coleman, of the Strand Theatre,
Memphis, achieved a lobby effect without muss and it cost him only $22.85 to put over
this First National to additional business
arch separate, a lot can be done with this
combination to present a new appearance. This
is like the Taylor designs. It is capable of an
infinite variety of changes, which is the best
angle. You can lay off the cost on a dozen pictures in the course of a year.
Sold Book Readers
In Altoona, Pa., the Capitol Theatre broke
in on the "Read a book a week" idea with
the definite appeal that the book read be one of
Mark Twain's, and to help the suggestion the
Fox exploitation staff assisted Anast N. Natopoulos to a co-operative display of Twain's

A SIMPLE IDEA FOR A FLASH LOBBY FRONT ON "EXPERIENCE"
Oscar White, of the Rex Theatre, Sumter, S. C, used beaver board frames for his three
sheets, hitching them together with a streamer of the same material. He got a fine
flash for the Paramount at a small cost

works in sets and single copies, the card copy
reading, "Read a Mark Twain book this week
and see 'A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court' at the Capitol this week."
Prizes were offered the school children for
the best essays on the book from which the
play was taken, the prizes being the book and
tickets to the Capitol. Working a week ahead,
both the theatre and the store built up business.
Woman Exhibitor Has
a Unique Hen Party
Votes for Women ! Hazel Woody Brinkley
runs the Brinkley Theatre in Moran, Kansas.
She has to count the exploitation pennies, and
she is good at that sort of mental arithmetic,
but she bats them over like a Babe Ruth.
She felt a feminine intuition that "The Girl
from God's Country" was the sort of story she
could clean up on, so she went to it. She pulled
the teaser idea from the Wid Gunning press
sheet and got out a one announcing that "She
will itbe down
here into three
morning that
she
cut
two days."
and thenNext
announced
"She will be here at 4:15."
Next she passed the word that five complimentary tickets would be tossed from a "certain
kind whole
of flying
the
townmachine"
came outwhen "she" landed, and
At the announced hour she tossed a hen out
of the drug store window, the comps being
tucked under her wings. The kid who brought
the hen back also got a ticket and was told he
could keep the chick.
Then in the drug store window there was a
toy airplane flying about with a ladder leading
down to a film can and a sign reading "She's
here." It wasn't much, but it packed them the
opening night and got a fair house the second
in the face of a combined rain and snowstorm.
She works a loi oi pru.ogues aiu >.a . .....n.-d
the high school students into a fair stock company. The prologues are not pretentious, but
the home talent brings out the crowd, which
is what she is after.
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IdeaOrlando,
F. H. Used
Burns, ofLindlar's
the Phillips Theatre,
Fla., worked the open book box othce idea suggested by Walter Lindlar for "The Great Imnation." He likedtheit same
so well
a smaller book persoalong
linesthatforhea made
book
store hook-up — which is something Lindlar did
not think of. He used the sides of the box office
book for two hand painted six sheets, which
helped not a little. Better get up one of those
book
titles. fronts. You can use them for a lot of
Australian Lobbies
Show Improvement
Lobby displays (they call them vestibules),
in Australia, are coming into their own. We
have shown several from Sydney lately, but this
from the Grand Theatre, Perth, a Paramount
house, is the most elaborate we recall having
seen from the island continent.It was designed by J. L. Coombe, of the
Grand Theatre, Perth, West Australia, and is
one of two displays, for the house is at the
junction of two streets and has entrances on
both, joining a common lobby.
The general color scheme of the display, including the lighting, is heliotrope, to match
the production title, and that it helped draw is
shown by the fact that 6,000 persons paid admisopening isdaytheof newest
a week's house
run. in Perth,
HERE IS CONSTANCE TALMADGE WAITING AT THE CHURCH
Thesion theGrand
and was built at a cost of £40,000, seating 1,200
Arch Bamberger, of the Empress Theatre, Owensboro, Ky., takes his show down the
and running continuous from eleven to eleven.
street this time andintoputs
lobby of
display
for Constance
Talmadge
the his
window
a department
store for
a changein "Wedding Bells"
Western Australia is the only state in the
Commonwealth permitting Sunday shows. These
run from 8 :45 to 10 P. M. only, and no admission can be charged, a "collection" being taken
Had Constance Talmadge
Repaid in Kind
at the door.
Because the local department stores were a upThe
show is played by organ until evening,
Waiting at the Church
when a seven piece orchestra is used. The day
dubious
about
enclosing
"Over
the
Hill"
Since he found out how good lobby displays bit
heralds in their packages, H. Buchanan, of
are six and nine pence (about 12 and
were, Arch Bamberger, of the Empress Thea- the People's Theatre, clinched the matter by ' prices
18 cents, normal), in the afternoon and ninetre, Owensboro, Ky., has been dressing his printing on the reverse an advertisement of the pence
and one and six in the evening, general
lobby regularly, but for Constance Talmadge in store's bargains, and they both saw the light.
admission.
"Wedding
Bells"
he
changed
pace
and
took
The
two feature program is the rule, and
If you can get the .privilege without paying
his display to a department store, where he
and good, but if you have to recip- Enid Bennett beats Mary Pickford as a box
built a pasteboard church, showing only two for it, well
rocate, here is a better way than by offering to office attraction, as Perth is her home town.
elevations, and with a boy and girl doll dressed pay in cash.
It costs less and will appeal more
Ninety per cent, of the films shown are of
up and some place to go.
American make.
The department heads got to scrapping as to strongly to the store.
who would profit by the window. One wanted
the space for wedding dresses and another for
dress suits, so they compromised by throwing
them both out and giving the display to mesh
bays for Christmas presents.
It not only put over the First National for a
big two-day run, but the manager of the other
department store wants a window as soon as
Bamberger can think one up, so it ensured
later publicity, as well.
"Wedding
is not
a The
new church
one, butidea
this for
shows
a new Bells"
treatment
of
the idea, and a less expensive one, for only two
faces of the church are shown and there is no
elaborate building required. The only trouble
was dressing the boy doll — the dolls having been
won by Mrs. Bamberger at a card party some
time ago, but the local tailor was glad to make
the suit just to show what he could do.
Real Iron Chains

to

Emphasize
"The
Arch
Bamberger, of the
EmpressOath"
Theatre,
Owensboro, Ky., used a real iron chain to bring
together the man and woman in First National's
"The Oath."
Theof figures
werewith
cut the
out chain
and
placed
either side
the lobby
connecting them and it was loose enough to
clank. This might be helped along by attaching a light sign which would catch the breeze.
The hardware worked as no painted shackles
could. It made the whole thing seem real.

THIS LOBBY FROM PERTH, AUSTRALIA, SHOWS IMPROVEMENT
ft was designed
L. Coombe,
Paramottnt's
"Heliotrope"
that color
was thein
scheme
for all ofbytheI. effects
from for
lights
to the costumes
of the and
ushers.
It brought
6,000 patrons the first day of a run
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Australian Full Page
Is MuM Like Our Own
This
full pageAustralia,
for "Outside
comes
from Sydney,
wherethetheLaw"
Universal
attraction opened at three houses day and date.
It is not unlike the work over here except that
it is rather too dark. The artist has worked
for a solid ground. This was all right in black
on white card, but the paper is yellowish and
the result is hurt through the lack of contrast.
The sketches are capitally done, and the text
l>* t > L U X E

NOTTS
AUSTRALIAN

rT
m

AN AUSTRALIAN FULL PAGE
is set in type mortises where they will show
to the best advantage. The black strip has a
good display value, though it is a question
whether a white ground would have been better,
since this would have gained more prominence
through contrast with the ground color. With
outline sketches, the black would be better, but
with the dark ground, a white strip would have
thrown star and title into greater prominence.
— P. T. A. —
Daily Displays
Show Excellent Points
This double batch of Shea daily ads are of
unusual interest since they run from good to
poor. Only one comes under the latter classification, the third in the top row. Here the head
of Miss Young is too weak to carry the display,
and there is nothing but the name to carry the
appeal. This was for a personal appearance,
and so much of the space was taken to tell of
the fact that this was an appearance in person
that there was not much room for the making
of an attractor, especially as they had to underline the midweek change. The best of the lot is
that on the left of the top row, the double football effect,, appropriate enough for the Ray
football story, and harmonious in the name oval.
It is a much better effort than that adjoining,
in which the name is played up in lettering.
The sash effect in the last of the displays is
conventional, but it serves its purpose well. The
best of the Criterion set is the third, with the
rayed sun. This does not give as much display
to the announcement, but it does give a better
display to the star name than the others in
the set, though it employs the smallest type of
the lot. This is because it has nothing to fight,
and can put the name over clearly. The next
best is the second display, in which the black
figure stands out from the space. This is the
second best of the eight displays because the
drawing is as strong as the coloring. The longest advertisement, a forty-one lines, is the weak-
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est. The extra space taken for the display of
the hand with the whip does not return value
for the cost of the extra lines. Pauline Frederick is what is selling the attraction and not
the whip and the extra five lines do not give a
return commensurate with the investment.
That on the extreme right is much better, along
the same general lines. But with the single
exception of the Wednesday ad for the Hippodrome, all of these spaces are good and suggestive of treatment for the same or larger
spaces for other attractions. It might be noted
that the Sunday displays are now in all hand
lettering. Up to recently the vaudeville house
had the attractions in type, but now the entire
space is all given the same treatment with a
consequent improvement in appearance and with
no loss in display value, for this artist follows
the type-style letter and can be clearly read.
— P. T. A. —
One Advertisement
Sold Five Theatres
All five Gordon Theatres in Boston used
Chaplin inin"The
for advertisement.
first-run, and
combined
a fiveIdleby Cass"
100 line
This gave a 500 line display for each house
at the cost of one-fifth of that sum. All five
of the signatures were run across the top of the
display and the rest of the space is devoted to
selling the film itself, without reference to the
other attractions to be found at the different
houses. The features are sold through other
displays, the Scollay Square for example, takes
120 lineswasacross
three to get
over "Experience"
which
the dramatic
feature,
and shows a
very well designed space with the title against
the silhouette skyline of a city with markers
showing the supposed location of some of the
spots in the story, the Bowery, where the hero
works as a waiter, the cafe "where he meets
the most beautiful woman he has ever seen," the
park bench and the church which figure in his
regeneration. This locality stunt has been used
for other pictures, but not often, and it is still
compelling. The layouts are very well made
and the Gordon houses overshadow the rest
of theatrical Boston with the many display
advertisements. Other houses offer the film,
but you get the idea that the Gordon houses
are specialists in Chaplin laughs and you are
most apt to consider these if you want to see

Shea

HIPP©£t?OME
ClABAIOHWI

HIPFS-ROME
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IN PERSON )

thedPublic
the comedian. This is one of the advantages
the chain houses enjoy. They can work in
co-operation when necessary, but there is nothing to prevent two or more houses in any town
getting together on occasion ; nothing but the
stupid suspicion of some managers. If a two
hundred line advertisement is more than twice

A FIVE IN ONE SPACE
as large as one in one hundred lines, and if the
two hundred liner can be accomplished by combination, itseems foolish not to gain this additional pull, yet it is seldom that managers will
unite
unless
they belong to the same string of
houses.
— P. T. A.—
This

White on Grey
Lacks Full Strength
While the Loew Theatres in Cleveland are
unusually well advertised, some of the work is
better than other designs, and one of the
weakest
we have seen
lately upis better
that for "Peck's
Bad Boy."
reduction thanThis
it doeswillin how
the original, forin the
pulling
in that benday will give a better color than
was found in the original 150 line depth. On
the other hand, the display looks better in the
newspaper than it does set apart by itself, for
one of the reasons for using the benday was
to get away from an all type display to the
right ofIt it,
"Way Down
at thereason,
Stillman.
wasforprobably
figured,East"
and with
that two all types would fight each other more
than where one was different from the other.
This is sound practise, but the artist did not
HIPPSSaOME
THEme PERSONAL
otAPPEARANCE
Queen of
Oil Soetji 5*ors
CLARA
Kimball

-"I Minute "lb Go!'
qharlcTcAY

J*
TCP

^Pauline ^

Pauline
fREDERIClC

LVbeDANIELSi
^Cyie FLIRT'
Hem*) LLOYDS ~"

EIGHT SHEA DAILY ADS

C^*~LTrt - .
HABOLDMAT*LLOYD
R/klV
BE BE DANIELS
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make the design strong enough. What strength
this display possesses, it largely obtains through
contrast with the companion space. This white

Picture

to

stead of offering two punches, one at the top
and the other below the title. It does all the
selling before the title is reached, and it does
it in a clean-cut fashion that is comparatively
A DRAMATIC LIGHTNING BOUT
HAS HIT THE SCREEN!!
-Tomorrow It Will Be the
Most Talked of Picture
Cleveland Has Seen!

the^Public
if you hang over it long enough, but there is
too much detail. Attractors should be given
strong, forceful lines and few of them. This
style of art would be all right in an allegorical
painting, but this is advertising, not allegory,
and detail kills whatever strength the drawings
of the horsemen might have possessed before
the clouds blew in. The display might have

si*

A LOEW CLEVELAND

AD

on grey is not as pronounced as would be white
on black, but on the other hand, it is not as
offensive to the eye, for a large black space
with white lettering may be prominent, but it
is most decidedly not attractive. You see it,
but a part of the effect is lost in your displeasure at the appearance, though this dislike
may be purely sub-conscious. But had the
artist made this design with the black outline
of the letters twice as heavy, he would have
gained a far better result. An outline onesixteenth of an inch in width would not have
been too heavy for the larger letters and then
the white Would have helped the black and the
benday would have aided both. Try something
along these lines sometime, but get a big, black
line around the white, even though your artist
may argue that it will be too heavy. Probably
this artist felt the same way about it, and he
just missed out having a really individual display. It was good, particularly in contrast with
its page-mate, but it could have been made
much
You lettering,
can't get but
a strong
with
benday better.
and white
with cut
a heavy
black line in between, you can get something
really unusual. — P. T. A.—
This Open Layout Is
Pleasing in Appeal
Cutting down somewhat on its space, the Allen
Theatre, Cleveland, gets just as much out of
this 150 by 4 as it would from the quarter page
spaces and larger that it used to employ. It
is plenty large enough to get the attention and
the layout is very nicely planned. The disc
for the title gets the first attention, the pose
cut helps the suggestion of this title, and the
top lines sell the idea of an unusual picture. The
smaller features below are looked up, and can
ride in small type because the patrons know
that the small stuff is as much a part of the
show as the main feature. It does not make
too much noise, but it does convey, in a very few
words, the suggestion that this Warner Brothers
production is something the playgoer must see
to be up with the times. All the sensational
shrieks in the world would draw no better
business from the mob, and sensation would
probably keep away a lot of persons of taste
who will respond to this appeal. The use of
reverse permits two punch lines in what is practically one space and centres the appeal, in-

THE ALLEN AD FOR THE WARNER
PLAY
rare. There is nothing striking to the display, yet it stands one of the best examples of
intelligent work that could be desired. There
is enough white space to catch the attention,
even on a heavily loaded page, and yet not a
square quarter inch of space is wasted in an
effort to get more attention. Another line or
two of type would very probably have wrecked
the entire space. The advertising man knew
just when to stop.
—P. T. A.—
Too Much Attractor
Affects the Display
This display from Newark for "The Four
Horsemen" reminds us of the old steamboat
which lost headway when it blew its whistle.
There is so much attractor that the title is
overshadowed. Between the reduction from a
four columns and the use of a really black ink,
this reproduction will look better than the
original 145 lines, but you can get the idea.
In the newspaper, the reverse cut was not a
strong black, and it would need the most positive black to give the white letters sufficient
strength to fight back that overhanding mass
of attractor. The drawing is spirited and in a
sense effective, but there are far too many lines.
It's all
mess figures
and you
trouble picking
out
the a four
of have
the horsemen.
The
first impression is that of a mass of lines of
no particular meaning. You have to study it
to see what it is all about. You'll get the idea
PICTURE
THEATRE
ADVERTISING
is a book every exhibitor needs.
Packed with ad-stunts, tested advertising wrinkles, information on every
phase
house. of advertising for the picture
$2 postpaid.
.ORDER QUICK! YOU NEED IT!
Chalmers Publishing Co.
51* Fifth Avenue
New York

OPPOSITE
PARAMOUNT
TOO MUCH ATTRACTOR
CITV HALL'
been improved by mortising for the title, but
at best there is entirely too much sketch and
too little advertisement. The picture sells on
title alone, but the title should be given the
fullest possible chance. Only about one eighth
of the space is really an advertisement. The
proportion is too slight. The four horsemen
could have been suggested in an open strip
across the top, which would have left ample
space for the title and other details. Half of
that display at the top and none whatever at
the sides would have brought a larger return
on the money invested. The house probably
did business without any pull from this advertisement, but that does not prove this display
to be good.
—P. T. A.—
Attractive Border
Helps Announcement
Advertising borders are something like the
show windows of a store. They set off the
display. The Century Theatre, Baltimore, had
the makings of a good all-type advertisement
in the copy^ written for the space shown here.
Probably it would have sold tickets to many
transients in addition to the regulars. But
dressing up the space sold to as many more
who might not otherwise have come, because it
framed the type argument with a neat display
which not only isolated the type appeal from
the contending spaces, but which did a tittle
selling on its own account. The cupids with the
man and woman below give a strong hint of a
good story. It does not particularly indicate
this especial story. With other portraits it
might serve for scores of other pictures, but
the pose is suggestive of an interesting story.
The title is suggestive of a good entertainment.
You decide that you want to sec it. Many
borders defeat their own ends. They are so
fussy and flossy that by the time the eye has
absorbed the design it has tired of the space
and passes on to something else. More than
one frame on which the artist may have labored
for hours actually turns business away. It is
better to hold the design to some simple orna-
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CENTURY
BALTIMORE'S LEADING PLAYHOUSE OFFERS
VIOLA

DANA

"TheMatchBreaher"\k

to

the paper permitted good imsimply because
pres ions. In most newspapers this layout
suggest a black border, for
nearly
would more
the backgrounds are too dark to yield effective
newspaper cuts. The cuts, of course, do not
show up in this reproduction and our cut is
used to show the placement rather than the
effect. The figure cut in the upper left hand
corner is a line cut with a benday effect and
even where the stills are brought up, this looks
much better. It is taken from the press book,
and the comparison in effect between this and
the background stills speaks volumes for the
work of Charles E. Moyer and his staff. The
line cuts for this production are among the
best ever turned out for a film attraction and
have contributed very greatly toward the advertising ofthe play. Even with the cuts coming up well, most of the selling in this space
is done by means of the type layout, which is
decidedly good. The compositor has set the
lines with a nice appreciation of their relative
value, playing up the three best lines in bold
inis sothegood
result that
Theto believe
type. clined
was wesentareover
copythat
so carefully marked that the compositor could
not go wrong. Apart from one or two long
lines in small all capitals, the work is excellent.
—P. T. A.—
All Hand Lettering
Hurts This Display
Providence is still clinging to the tradition
that the all hand lettered display is the best.
The belief is archaic, but it persists even after
Boston has abandoned its evil ways. The Rialto
space is a cross page down seven inches. It
has to carry two features, but gives most of
the display to Alice Brady in "Dawn.Irtcs of
MXHCJthe
H'll lil I Ml I I 11 WW IIMlJ
ALICE fiQAD

AN INVITING FRAME
r
than a scene showing a dozen people. These
Century spaces are above the average, as a rule
and show not only care but thought in their
preparation. This is 160 lines by four ; rather
a large space, but we think that it did much
more than pay for itself.
—P. T. A.—
Advertises Fairbanks
with Halftone Cuts
The line cuts prepared for "The Three
Musketeers"
the United
pressall department are by
so evenly
good Artists'
that almost
of
the houses have used these in preference to
half
and with
better results.
Merrilltones,
Theatre,
Milwaukee,
however, Ascher's
uses a
layout of stills and gets an excellent result

ft
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which is made the chief feature of the space.
The display would have looked much better in
part type, particularly the ears to the right and
left of the signature and the list of stars at
the left. There is no reason in the world why
these should not have been worked in with
type, for the mortises could have been cut
without trouble and the result would have been
a clean cut announcement instead of a lot of
hand lettered capitals difficult to read. The
central display is —P.
very T.well
A.—done.
Traffic Signals
Gaining in Favor
William Jobelman, of the Tivoli Theatre,
San tureFrancisco,
a traffic signal thesignahe used in sends
a recentin advertisement,
use
of the traffic disc being suggested by the road
traversed
Girl with
in thetheTaxi."
The road
is a sweepbyof"The
benday
car, bearing
the
title at the far end and with the injunction to
follow the cab for a bubbling
fungh
ride.
-lau
s This
style of display is not unlike the chart advertisement for "Dangerous Curve," but it is
straight ahead

♦Habit;

MILDtrREactaD
HARKI5

urix^liNe
:6rJSai3
-swpasjji^a sown
stylebwuty
sKVafu*
THE EAST'
PROVIDENCE LETTERED AD.
East,"
first of franchise,
the featuresannouncement
obtained underof
its
newtheRealart

WE MIGHT TALK AND TALK AND TALK!
BlTTiWHATS THE UBEt * EVERYBODY KNOWS THAT
DOUGLAS
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mentation and to select for the cut some simple,
vigorous pose rather than an intricate and involved photograph. There are times, of course,
when the best selling is done on the appeal of
bigness and intricacy of production, but this
two-person pose is better for a light comedy

PICTURE

FAIRBANKS

DUMA'S IMMORTAL NOVEL OF MEDIAEVAL FRASCE
GIVES THE SCREES THE FINEST PORTRAYAL IT HAS EVER SEEN.
"T
HE THR
MUS
A WONDER
PICTUREEE
SHOWN
AT KET
POPULAR
PRICES
EER
S

A HALFTONE

LAYOUT

MAPCELLI-TIWLl 5INGOS
MM*
JOBELMAN'S ROAD MAP
germane to the chief attraction advertised and
Mr. Jobelman may never have seen the other
display. This is not a copy, at any rate, and
the circular patch gives a strong attractor.
The First National trade mark is shown in
the middle distance with the injunction to
"swing in at this sign" which will not only
help this attraction, but all First National
billing. The layout is a nice use of white
space and attractor, but we think Mr. Jobelman will get better results if he will use type
lines where he can. He gets all of the distinction he needs in his art work, and having done
this, he should make the text as plain as possible
and were hand lettering more easily read than
Roman, most type would be cut on the lines
of hand letters. He should not permit his
artist to do all of the lettering merely because
he has an artist. One little point to remember
in this advertisement is to note how the sweep
of the road carries the eye from the target at
the bottom to the car at the top, hooking up
the title to the name of the house. Ordinarily
the reader would start at the top and read
down, versebutthe course
you will
rewithfindthisthatcutmost
and persons
start from
the target and follow the road up to the top
because the wider spacing at the bottom suggests that here is the start of the path. Nine
persons
out of ten will start at the bottom with
this
display.
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Reviews

Here are extracts from news available at press hour from publications of the industry boiled down to a sentence. They
present the views of Moving Picture World (M.P.W.) ; Exhibitors' Herald (E.H.); Motion Picture News (N.) ; Exhibitors'
Trade Review (T.R.) ; Wid's (W.).
^^fe^^g
J^r^F*
Tol'able David
{Richard Barthelmess — First National —
7,118 Feet)
M. P. W. — Richard Barthelmess scores a
great hit in his first starring vehicle.
E. H. — Is an intensely interesting story of a
backward Virginia settlement simply told but
vivid in its action and tense in effect. Richard
Barthelmess distinguishes himself as David.
N. — A favorite star in a simple, yet powerful
story.
— Barthelmess'
be W.better
if edited. first starring vehicle would
Poverty of Riches
{Featured Cast — Goldzvyn — 7 Reels)
M. P. W. — Reginald Barker's production of
Leroy
rected. Scott story is excellently acted and diN. — A serious picture, well made, with entertainment possibilities.
T. R. — Is a well constructed picture, ably
directed, cleverly acted by principals and supporting cast and handsomely photographed.
W. — A problem photoplay — story not suitable
for screen entertainment.
E. H. — There are no especially appealing
moments aside from the kid stuff to recommend it.
The Bonnie Brier Bush
{Donald Crisp — Paramount — 4,622 Feet)
M. P. W.— Donald Crisp production for
Paramount has a fine Scotch flavor.
E. H. — Is one of the best of the foreign
made Paramounts. It is an adroit picturization of Ian Maclaren's classic story of the
same title, admirably directed by Donald Crisp,
who also plays a leading role.
W. Pleasing production with quaint and interesting Scotch background.
T. R. — The production is highly artistic, holds
its interest well throughout, its sentimental lure
is strong, without becoming mawkish, and can
on the whole be listed as a desirable attraction.
N. — Simple little love story with Scotch
dressing.

It is still running a slow pace at the opening of
the second reel, when interest is aroused and
maintained for the balance of the feature.
N. — Atmosphere is strong ; melodrama is
weak.
The Man of Stone
{Conway T carle — Selznick — 5 Reels)
M. P. W. — Conway Tearle does his usual
good work in desert drama, Selznick production.
N. — A good program picture.
W. — Pleasing production, star and atmosE. H. — Is a picturesque story of army life in
phere.
Arabia.
T. R. — The Man of Stone registers as frank
melodrama and considered as that kind of entertainment can be set down as a fairly enjoyable attraction.
Little Eva Ascends
{Gareth Hughes — Metro — 6 Reels)
M. P. W. — Barnstorming days of troupe of
ham actors make snappy comedy, which stars
Gareth
lease. Hughes. S-L production — Metro reN. — Clever comedy furnishes amusement and
novelty.
T. R. — Well worth seeing and likely to meet
with universal approval.
W. — Many good laughs with Hughes in role
of "Little Eva."
Cheated Hearts
{Herbert Rawlinson — Universal — 4,415 Feet)
M. P. W. — -Henley has done his best with
the meagre material placed at his disposal,
however, and there are frequent flashes of
high merit to the production.
W. — Even a good production fails to make
story entertaining.
N. — An average program release.
T. R. — This is just a mediocre picture. It

Peacock Alley
{Mae Murray — Tiffany — 7,500 Feet)
M. P. W. — Mae Murray does a striking piece
of characterization in colorful Tiffany production.
N. — Unquestionably "Peacock Alley" is a
good bet for the exhibition.
E. H. — Is Mae Murray's first independent
production and provides screen entertainment
far above the average.
T. R. — The direction is flawless, but besides
the presence of Mae Murray, the photography
furnishes a feature that cannot be overlooked.
W. — Mae Murray does her best work in lavish "Peacock Alley."
The Hole in the Wall
{Alice Lake — Metro — 6 Reels)
M. P. W. — The story has the merit of sticking close to its class and serves admirably to
amuse the spectator who does not go to moving
picture
theatres for instruction or moral uplift.
W. — Not a universal appeal in Alice Lake's
latest.
T. R.— The picture gets off to a slow start.

has all the earmarks and possibilities of a good
develop.
story, but somehow or other the story doesn't
Ladies Must Live
{Betty Compson — Paramount — 7,482 Feet)
_ M. tionP.for Paramount
W. — George isLoane
Tucker's
a dramatic
hash.producW. — Tucker's last production worth while.
T. R. — This last production, sponsored by
the late George Loane Tucker, is a worthy
tribute to the memory of the maker of The
Miracle Man.
E. H. — A picture with splendid exploitation
possibilities and a title that should draw.
N. — Some moving moments in this production.

The Girl from Porcupine
{Featured Cast — Arrow — 6 Reels)
M. P. W. — Arrow offers fine Curwood feature, rich in heart interest.
T. R.— Another great James Oliver Curwood
W. — Curwood story with unusual twist interesting.
picture.
N. — Can complete with any as a program
feature.
The Light in the Clearing
{Featured Cast— Hodkinson—7, 000 Feet)
M. turned
P. W. into
— Irving
Bacheller'sphotoplay
novel has
been
an interesting
by
T.
Hayes Hunter
Hodkinson
release. for Dial Film Company—
T. R. — A good picture that will hold every
kind of human being in any kind of audience.
N.
— Powerful melodrama; superior entertainment.
ler's story.
W. — Rather dismal atmosphere in BachelCall of the North
(Jack Holt— Paramount— 4,823 Feet)
W. — woods.
Paramount picture is virile tale
of M.the P.north
Holt worthy of stardom but material
is W—
ordinary.
"outdoor"
N. — Jackpicture.
Holt stars in entirely satisfactory
E. H. — ft is a splendidly made picturization
of
EdwardstoryWhite's
"Conjuror's
House,"
a vivid
of thenovel,
Hudson
Bay Country.
T. R. — The Call of the North is an excellent melodrama, well acted, beautifully photographed and replete with human interest.

WILLIAM CHRISTY CABANNE
Who has started production on his
latest R-C Special, "Beyond the Rainbow," with a cast of notable screen
personalities

The Lotus Eater
(John Barrymore — First National — 6,960 Feet)
M. P. W. — Fantastic story directed by Marshall Neilan permits John Barrymore to demonstrate his exceptional ability as a screen actor.
W.— -Too frequent variation to make it of
absorbing interest.
N.— Great tertaivehicle
for star and excellent ennment to .
T. R. — It seems to be important for a
screen story. Then, we reach an island and
the audience is greeted with fairy tale im"draw" for thisprobabilitpicture.
ies. The star is going to be the big
E. H. — Is a fantastic and wholly enjoyable
screen play that will meet with general approval because of the unique story.
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Reports

of Sxhibiiors

The box ofTice is the dependable guide for all exhibitors on moving picture productions.
In this department your brother exhibitors tell the story of the success or failure of the
various releases. Your frank reports on all pictures are solicited for this department
You are helping yourself and others by sending them in. Use the blank printed in this
department or better still write us that you'd like a free supply of report cards.
THE GOLDEN SNARE. Good picture, best. A real picture. Advertising; regular
American
space. Patronage; young. Attendance;
picturesquely beautiful. Not so strong as fair.
L. R. Barhydt, Quincy Theatre, Quincy,
PAYMENT GUARANTEED. Fairly good "God's Country" and "River's End." AdMass.
picture that took well with my patrons.
vertising; lobby and newspapers. PatronAdvertising; average. Patronage; mixed.
age; high class. Attendance; fair. C. A.
MERELY MARY ANN. This picture was
Attendance; fair. Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour Pratt, Fox Theatre, Washington, Iowa.
plain punk and in bad condition besides.
Theatre, Canton, Illinois
THE WOMAN GIVES. Not as good as Advertising ; posters. Patronage ; rural. Attendance; good. B. A. Aughinbaugh, Comsome
other Talmadge pictures I run, but
Associated Producers
munity Theatre, Lewistown, Ohio.
Norma Talmadge always draws them in.
HOME TALENT. Fine production from Advertising; weekly program and lobby.
A RIDIN' ROMEO. One of Mix's best.
all angles, with plenty of comedy situations Patronage; family. Attendance; good.
A laughonfrom
finish. You two
can'tdaily
go
throughout. Advertising; two one-sheets James C. Christie, Third Avenue Theatre, wrong
this start
one. toAdvertising;
Watervliet, New York.
was sufficient. Patronage ; mixed. Attendpapers, lobby. Patronage ; mixed. Attendance ;good. Jack Kaplan, Royal Theatre,
TWIN BEDS. Good high class comedy
ance; good G. H. Pardin, American TheSouth Fallsburgh, New York.
atre, Longmont, Colo.
with no vulgar or offensive situations. AdROAD DEMON. Tom Mix does some
vertising; window cards and 1 sheets. PatEducational
tronage; high class. Attendance; good. G.
this, Attendance;
it's a whirlKAZAN. Good northern type feature ;
wind. Patronage ;stunts
small in
town.
Saul, Firemen's Hall, Hillsdale, New great automobile
audience well pleased, drew good second W.
Jersey.
fair. C. S. Bovee, Florence Theatre, Elk
day.
Advertising;
ads.
TWO MINUTES TO GO. A great foot- Point, South Dakota.
Patronage;
small townusual;
varied."special"
Attendance;
ball picture that draws them in. Ray good
CHALLENGE
OF THE LAW.
Its a
good. J. F. Cramer, Majestic Theatre, Wilin this. Patronage; small town. C. S. Bo- shame to put William Russell in such cheap
lits, California.
vee,
Florence
Theatre,
Elk
Point,
South
stories
as
this
and
then
send
out
mutilated
KAZAN. A great picture, but film was Dakota.
films of the production and charge good
rotten, could hardly get it through machines. C. S. Bovee, Florence Theatre, Elk
THE SERENADE. Poor picture, not the money for the service. The audience
Point, South Dakota.
kind Walsh should be cast in, besides, hissed. Advertising; usual posters. Patronage; best rural. Attendance; fair. B. A.
American subjects are more liked. Adver- Aughinbaugh,
Equity
Community Theatre, Lewistising; posters, signs and papers. Patron- town, Ohio.
age; small town. Attendance; fair. J.
FICKLE WOMEN. I didn't think much
of this one at the start, but it improves all Carbonell, Monroe Theatre, Key West, Fla.
BEYOND PRICE. Pleased about 40 per
the way through and the climax is all that
cent, of our patrons. Star fails to draw, acTHE
WOMAN
IN
HIS
HOUSE.
My
can be expected. Fight very well pulled
count of poor stories she has appeared in
patrons complimented this picture, espe- recently.
off. Rural scenes as good as I have seen.
Patronage; small town. Attendcially
the
women.
It
is
an
interesting
story
Advertising; usual. Patronage; neighbor- with lots of sob stuff. Advertising; street
ance; fair. Ray Pfetcher, Isis Theatre,
Roseville, Illinois.
hood. Attendance; good. Jno. W. Joerger,
car cards, newspapers, programs. PatronO. K. Theatre, Enterprise, Oregon.
THREE GOLD COINS. Good Western,
age; mixed. Attendance; good. John A.
Schwalin, Rialto Theatre, Hamilton, Ohio.
plenty of thrills. Fox news and feature
First National
good program. Advertising; usual
MOTHER O' MINE. What a small town made
TWO MINUTES TO GO. Played this
adv. posters and photos and newspapers.
with the High School, fitted the occasion exhibitor would call a knockout from every Patronage; holiday crowd. Attendance;
like a glove. Pleased well, not as good as standpoint. Pleased 100 per cent. Played good.
Anna Frankle, Strand Theatre, Leon,
Lloyd inin"Never
Weaken"
with billboards
it. Best Iowa.
"Scrap Iron," but a keen picture. Get your business
months.
Advertising;
school with you on this. Ned Pedigo, PolGoldwyn
and newspaper. Patronage; all classes. Atlard Theatre, Guthrie, Okla.
tendance; excellent. L. O. Davis, Perry
BUNTY PULLS THE STRINGS. Good
WEDDING BELLS. One of "Connie's" Theatre, Hazard, Kentucky.
light comedy with little draught, well
best, but for me she has lost her drawing
staged and acted, did not draw. Advertispower. Does only about 50 per cent, of
Fox
ing; usual. Patronage ; mixed. Attendance;
what she used to get. Advertising; lobby
TO A FINISH. Very good; the kind peo- fair. E. W. Collins, Liberty Theatre, Jonesand newspapers. Patronage; high class.
ple are asking for; action and fun. Adver- boro, Arkansis.
Attendance; poor. C. A. Pratt, Fox Theatising; lobby and newspapers. Patronage;
tre, Washington, Iowa .
SONG OF THE SOUL. A very good
mixed. Attendance; fair. C. A. Pratt, Fox clean
picture with a wonderful love story.
THE SIGN ON THE DOOR. Norma was Theatre. Washington, Iowa.
Scenes in Everglades are bound to please
at her best and it pleased nearly every one.
DESERT
BLOSSOMS.
A
picture
that
any
audience.
Advertising; newspaper and
Advertising; extra. Patronage; high class. made them talk. William Russell at his
billboard. Patronage; neighborhood. AtAttendance; fair. Geo. Monroe, Gilbert
tendance; fair. Jno. W. Joerger, O K.
Theatre, Beatrice, Nebraska.
Theatre, Enterprise, Oregon.
SCRAMBLED WIVES. A pretty good
Our type-setter is a generous
EARTHBOUND.
Unusual production.
comedy, but not so good as some of her
fellow and last week gave a
Capacity houses on two-day showing at
others. Well liked by the ladies. Star rewhole column of First National
advanced . prices. Eyery one satisfied.
tains her youthful appearance. AdvertisWould not advertise for audiences who care
reports to Associated Exhibitors.
ing; billboard. Patronage; neighborhood.
Also three Stoll productions,
Attendance; good, holiday. B. W. Hamma,
for "gun-play" or "he-man" pictures. PatCasco Theatre, Portland, Maine.
lonage; high
class,
summer
At"The Flame," "Bars of Iron"
tendance; good.
Morton
Fry, colony.
Town Hall,
THE SKY PILOT. Good picture, well
York Village, Maine.
and "Mr. Wu," were handed to
Sclznick when they belonged in
produced, pleased all, cast excellent. AdALL'S FAIR IN LOVE. There were a
Ptithe distribution. We hasten
vertising; newspapers and lobby. Patronfew who did not care for this one, but we
age; general. Attendance; fair. Forest
to make the correction.
class
it as a good picture from any point to
Ehrices, Richmond Theatre, Richmond, Inshow. The director allowed May Collins
diana.
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too much footage in her hysterical scene,
a little was funny, but too much got monotonous. Advertising; regular lobby, 3 column, eight-inch two papers. Patronage;
country town. Attendance; fair. Columbia Theatre, Columbia City, Indiana.
Hodkinson
RIP VAN WINKLE. Just a program picture, draggy. Advertising; billboard, lobby,
newspaper, schools with hand bills. Patronage; mixed and children fans. Attendance; fair. G. E. Shilkett, St. Denis
Theatre, Sapulpa, Okla.
RIP VAN WINKLE. Very, very pleasing production, will especially delight the
children as well as the adult part of the
audience. Few did not care for this fairy
tale, but each night the attendance increased and that tells the story to the
exhibitor. Advertising; four column ten-inch
ads. two papers, regular lobby. Attendance; good as attendance is under present
conditions. Patronage ; country town. Columbia Theatre, Columbia City, Indiana.
Metro
THE MAN WHO. Perhaps far fetched,
but the audience enjoyed every minute of
it. Advertising; newspaper, program. Patronage; family. Attendance; good. Arthur
G.
Mass.Pearson, Pearson's Theatre, Somerville,
Paramount
SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT. The
best picture Paramount ever made. Beats
"Affairs
of Anatol"
to death.
24 sheets,
six sheets,
three Advertising;
sheets, one
sheets, insert cards, slide, herald, newspapers. Patronage; best. Attendance; only
fair. F. M. Holeman, Garrick Theatre,
Madisonville, Kentucky.
LOVE SPECIAL. A splendid cast provided with poor story. Drags, but cast puts
it over and makes you like it. Advertising;
regular. Patronage ; small town. Attendance ;poor against storm. A. L. Middleton,
Grand Theatre, DeQueen, Arkansas.
GILDED LILY. Classy picture, with
plenty of high life. Advertising; newspapers only. Patronage ; down town. Attendance;mixed. T. M. Hervey, Unique
Theatre, El Paso', Texas.
BEYOND. I consider this feature, although over the heads of some, an intensely
interesting one. Advertising; newspapers,
stands, billboards. Patronage; good. Attendancefair.
;
Lr R. Barhydt, Quincy Theatre, Quincy, Mass.
CRADLE OF COURAGE. Good picture,
but Hart is slipping for me. Advertising;
newspapers only. Patronage; down town.
Attendance; fair. T. M. Hervey, Unique
Theatre, El Paso, Texas .
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THE WISE FOOL. Fair picture. Advertising; good. Patronage; good. Attendance; fair. E. H. McCarthy, Orpheum Theatre, Fargo, North Dakota.
CALL OF YOUTH. Sorry to say, I am
not wild over this one. English actors do
not seem to get across with the goods as
an American would. A good story, nevertheless. Advertising; billboard and newsPatronage;
Attendance;paper.
fair. Jno.
W. neighborhood.
Joerger, O. K. Theatre,
Enterprise, Oregon.
CAPPY RICKS. Very good picture and
well acted, good photography, good star
who is well liked here. Advertising; three
24 sheets, eighteen 1 sheets, lobby and
two newspapers. Patronage; the best. Attendance; good. H. B. Barr, Rialto Theatre, Enid, Okla.
FRISKY MRS. JOHNSON. Good picture. Advertising; big. Patronage; good.
Attendance ; good. Orpheum Theatre,
Fargo, North Dakota.
THE RESTLESS SEX. I was away when
this one was run, but it drew fairly good.
Patrons pleased. Advertising; weekly program and lobby. Patronage ; family. Attendance; good. James J. Christie, Third
Avenue Theatre, Watervliet, New York.
TESTING BLOCK. While this is one of
the best, did less business than any other
Hart picture. First day fair, second day
off. Advertising, four 1 sheets, two 3s, one
6, set photos. Patronage ; middle. Attendance; fair. Wm. Thacher, Royal Theatre,
Salina, Kansas.
ONE A MINUTE. While this is a very
pleasing picture, I do not consider it McLean's best effort. Advertising; usual. Patronage; better class. Attendance; fair. K.
H. Sink, Wayne Theatre, Greenville, Ohio.
FOOTLIGHTS. By far the best thing we
have ever had Elsie Ferguson starring in.
Costumes simply wonderful. Interesting
story, superb acting. Certainly a good picture, as keen as a whip. Played this as
benefitlard to
a ladies'
club.
Theatre,
Guthrie,
Okla.Ned Pedigo, PolCITY OF SILENT MEN. It is needless
to say much about this, as Meighan always
gets away in good shape, but this one is
even better than usual. All comment favorable. You can't go wrong on it. Patronage; neighborhood. Advertising; usual.
Attendance; very good. Jno. W. Joerger,
O. K. Theatre, Enterprise, Oregon.
AFTER THE SHOW. We consider this
one a beautiful and well acted picture, a
little sad, but puts home a great good
thought. We need more like this one. Lila
Lee, Jack Holt and Charles Ogle, and the
latter as usual just eats his part up. Some
actor, this Ogle man. Ned Pedigo, Pollard
Theatre, Guthrie, Okla.
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SENTIMENTAL TOMMY. Fine picture,
but should be shortened considerably. Lost
money on it. People would not come, although Iincreased my advertising. Advertising; street car cards, newspapers, programs. Patronage; mixed. Attendance;
poor. John A. Schwalin, Rialto Theatre,
Hamilton, Ohio.
WHAT'S WORTH WHILE? You cannot surpass Lois Weber as a producer. Her
company is superb, and not a flaw in the
picture. Advertising; program, paper and
papers, oil paintings, lobby ,etc. Attendance ;good.
Arthur Mass.
G. Pearson, Pearson's
Theatre,
Somerville,
AFFAIRS OF ANATOL. Elaborate,
plenty of stars, but lacking in the pull of
the old Reid pictures where he worked alone
and which we bought at about one-tenth
the rental, so that we did not have to sting
the public on account of excessive rental.
Played to steady fall-off patronage on a
three-day run. If bought at regular rental
and presented to public at regular prices
of admission, it would be a good buy, otherwise, stay away from it. Patronage; high
class. Advertising; billboards, cards, newspapers, oil paintings, lobby, etc. Attendance; poor. C. A. Pratt, Graham Theatre,
Washington, Iowa.
HELD BY THE ENEMY. A very fine
picture and a wonderful cast. Big business. D. Buss, Star Theatre, Tonawanda,
New York.
Pathe
SAGE HEN. Excellent picture, good
story and moral. Could run as a special.
All pleased, bad weather. Advertising; regular. Patronage; small town. Attendance;
fair. W. F. Pease, Centennial Theatre,
Lowell, Wisconsin.
BUTTERFLY GIRL. Very pleasing, well
liked by patrons. D. Buss, Star Teatre,
Tonawanda, New York.
Realart
OUTSIDE WOMAN. Fair, just pleased.
D. Buss, Star Theatre, Tonawanda, N. Y.
r. a
BEACH OF DREAMS. Picture slow in
action. Cast not well known. Advertising;
newspaper. Patronage; small town. Attendance; poor. L. T. Carskadan, Music
Hall Theatre, Keyser, West Virginia.
THE LURE OF JADE. Unconvincing
story, but Miss Frederick puts it over with
her emotional acting, logical ending. Advertising; newspaper and lobby display.
Patronage; small town. Attendance; fair.
H. M.ville,Cutshaw,
Princess Theatre, GreenTenn.

"All-American Picture Elevens"
Morton Fry, Town Hall Theatre, York Village, Maine, says: "As this is the time of year when Walter Camp and
the other enthusiasts have been making up their All-Am erican Football Elevens, why isn't it perfectly proper for
moving picture enthusiasts to submit their "All-American Picture Elevens"? Mr. Fry submits a first and second
team; we have space only for one; here it is:
7. Western — "The Testing Block"
Famous Players
1. Spectacular Drama — "Four Horsemen"
Metro
2. Drama — "Disraeli"
United Artists 8. Juvenile — "Little Lord Fauntleroy" United Artists
3. Comedy Drama — "Hold Your Horses"
Goldwyn 9. Society — "Sacred and Profane Love". . . .Famous Players
First National
4. Costume Play — "Three Musketeers" United Artists 10. Foreign — "Passion"
First National
5. Underworld Drama — "The Penalty"
Goldwyn 11. Comedy — "The Kid"
6. Northern — "Behold My Wife"
Famous Players
What is your eleven? Tell the world of theatre owners.
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THE FOOLISH AGE. A clever comedy,
we found it needed a little speed in projection as do all pictures of this type, the picture, however, will please the greater part
of an audience. Advertising; one column
reader, three column, eight-inch ads. in two
evening papers, and regular lobby. Patronage; small town and rural. Attendance;
good. Columbia Theatre, Columbia City,
Indiana.
THE WONDER MAN. Very good, well
liked by those who saw it. Lots of action.
Advertising; three sheets, photos, slide and
newspaper. Patronage ; American. Attendance; fair. Edw. W. Weiner, Windsor Theatre, Canton, Ohio.
FOOLISH
Good, May
but not
what it's
cracked
up toAGE.
be. Doris
is excellent,
but
don't
offer
too
much.
Advertising;
posters and signs. Patronage ; small town.
Attendance; fair. J. Carbonell, Monroe
Theatre, Key West, Florida.
Selznick
OUT OF THE SNOWS. Another good
Canadian Northwest picture. Advertising;
sixes, threes, ones, photos and slide. Patronage; small town. Attendance; fair.
Michael Lezczynski, Pastime Theatre, Depew, New York.
GREATEST LOVE. Vera Gordon's work
is excellent. A fine picture, well received.
Book it and boost it. Advertising; newspaper and billboard. Patronage; neighborhood. Attendance; fair. W. L. Landers,
Gem Theatre, Batesville, Arkansas.
CLAY DOLLARS. We do not believe
this
best however,
picture Eugene
O'BrienMuch
has
to hisis the
credit;
it pleased.
good comedy and story enough. You will
have
on this posing
one. stuff,
Mr. 0"Brien
should nocutkicks
the forever
else he
is apt to slip. Others have. Ned Pedigo,
Pollard Theatre, Guthrie, Okla.
BODY AND SOUL. A wonderful story
of a girl who lost and found herself again.
Advertising; sixes, threes, twos, ones, photos
and slide. Patronage; small town. Attendance; fair. Michael Lezcyzynski, Pastime
Theatre, Depew, New York.
United Artists
DREAM STREET. Wonderful picture
from production and character type standpoint, but too slow and draggy getting
started and you wonder for about threequarters of an hour just what they are trying to do. Character of Spike McFadden
allowed to over-act throughout. Pleasing
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State Rights
OFFICIAL DEMPSEY FIGHT PICTURE. The picture is interesting for those
who care. This picture did not do big business, and at the end we lost money. Advertising; photos, heralds, three weeks extensive campaign. Patronage; neighborhood. Attendance; poor. W. Fishkoff, Empress Theatre, Rochester, New York.
GODS COUNTRY AND THE LAW
(ARROW). — Very fine picture, scenery excellent and acting very good. Curwood
pictures get the crowds. Advertising;
newspaper, lobby display and heralds. Patronage; general. Attendance; very good.
Smith & Correll, Portland Theatre, Casselton, North Dakota.
THE RAIDERS (WM. N. SELIG). A fine
story of the Royal Northwest Mounted Police. Advertising; photos, slide, sixes,
threes and two ones. Patronage; small
town. Attendance ; fair. Michael Lezcyzynski, Pastime Theatre, Depew, New York.
Serials
RUTH OF THE ROCKIES (PATHE). A
good serial and will keep them coming.
Patronage; small town. Thos. L. Haynes,
Town Hall Theatre, Old Lyme, Conn.
HURRICANE HUTCH (PATHE). Ran
the first episode with the last episode of
Purple Riders and Lloyd comedy, Pathe
news, and broke my house records on a serial. Started my show at 6:50 P. M. and
had them shut out at 7:30. Every one
pleased. Wm. Thacher, Royal Theatre, Saiina, Kansas.
THE WHITE HORSEMAN (UNIVERSAL). A pretty good serial, 11th episode.
I think "The White Spider" a more appropriate name for it. Advertising; photos,
one six sheet; slide. Patronage; small town.
Attendance; fair. Pastime Theatre, Depew,
New York.
THUNDERBOLT JACK (ARROW). This
is a good Western serial, held up very good
from start to finish. Every one pleased.
No extra advertising. Patronage; mixed.
Attendance; good. U. G. Replogle, Grand
Theatre, St. Marys, Ohio.

F. B. Warren
THE BLOT. Good picture of its kind,

Title of Picture
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and a little different in theme, but my
people want well known books, plays or
stars, and this one lacked them all, so did
not draw. Advertising; billboards, lobby
and newspapers. Patronage; mixed. Attendance; poor. C. A. Pratt, Graham Theatre, Washington, Iowa.

to only a short 50 per cent. The name of
D. W. Griffith apparently means absolutely
nothing to my public any more. Advertising; heavy advance, billboard and newspaper campaign, artistic lobby. Patronage;
high class, what few there was. Attendance; terrible, fell flat. C. A. Pratt, Graham Theatre, Washington, Iowa.
CARNIVAL. An exceptional picture, well
presented, should go over big with better
class patrons. Advertising; big newspaper
space, extra big billboard, exploitation, carnival lobby. Patronage; all classes. Attendance; fair. Alex A. Macdonald,
Orpheus Theatre, Halifax, Canada.
Universal
LURING LIPS. A nice program picture,
well produced. It will please. Advertising;
average. Patronage; mixed. Attendance;
fair. Chas. Kuchan, Idylhour Theatre, Canton, Illinois.
RAGE OF PARIS. A good picture, not
the type of story that pleases everybody.
Entire cast was good, so that helped to put
it over. Advertising; average. Patronage;
mixed. Attendance; fairly good. Chas.
Kuchan, Idylhour Theatre, Canton, Illinois.
Vitagraph
SPORTING DUCHESS. Alice Joyce is
good in this one. Patronage; family. Attendance; fair. A. Wirtenberg. Woodlawn
Theatre, Schenectady, New York.
TRUMPET ISLAND. On the whole a
pleasing picture. The last reels of this production were a bit disappointing compared
with the first four reels, which were particularly entertaining. Advertising; one
sheet, three sheets, newspaper, photos and
heralds. Patronage; community. Attendfair. Ida
Hobart, ance;New
York. Grant, Grant's Theatre,
MORAL FIBRE. Very good picture.
Why do producers persist in making features in six reels? Nearly every one would
be improved very much by being cut to five
reels. Advertising; average. Patronage;
mixed. Attendance; fair. Chas. Kuchan,
Idylhour Theatre, Canton, Illinois.
MORAL FIBRE. Good average picture,
pleased most every one. Advertising; usual.
Patronage; high class. Attendance; fair.
E. W. Collins, Grand Theatre, Jonesboro,
Arkansas.
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"For Those We Love"
Betty Comp son's Own Production Distributed byGoldwyn Has Decided
Sentimental Appeal.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Reminiscent of the earlier days in picture
production when the strength of appeal was
rated according to the abundance of purely
sentimental passages is Betty Compson's feature "For Those We Love." Modern tastes
seem to require entertainment with less emotional strain unless the subject shows some
definite development to balance the prevalence
•of pathos. In other words there must be some
excuse for the suffering which, in this feature
seems to have been inserted rather than blended into the story. This impression is created
largely because of the type of characters featured— the weak brother who steals from the
small family treasury, the old father who
goes blind, the angelic sister whose life
throughout is one of self-sacrifice and the village scoundrel without a single redeeming trait.
Considered as a vehicle for the star, Miss
Compson, the production is auspicious. The
role gives her one of the best chances conceivable for getting over the effects which have
made her a public favorite — innocence beauty,
wounded girlishness and an old-fashioned
■charm, enhanced by a careful selection of wardrobe that is sure to please. Among other good
characterizations is that of Lon Chaney as the
gambler, who in the event of reformation would
have an easy chance to over-act, but who cleverly avoids this. The photography and many
of the out-door sets are lovely. The picture
should make money for the exhibitor.
The Cast
Berenice Arnold
Betty Compson
Jimmy Arnold
Richard Rosson
Vida
Camille Astor
Dr. Bailee
Bert Woodruff
George Arnold
Harry Duffield
Johnny Fletcher
Walter Morosco
Bert
George Cooper
Prank . . . _.
Frank Campeau
Trix Ulner
Lon Chaney
Direction by Arthur Rosson.
Scenario by Perley Poore Sheehan.
Personally Produced by Betty Compson.
Length,
The 5,752
Story Feet.
Berenice Arnold, who was unselfishly de-voting
to make
her tofather
brother her
Jimmylifehappy
is unable
sleep and
one
night because of her anxiety about Jimmy,
who is out. It develops that Jimmy has been
gambling and has come back to the house
and stolen She
money
in hisfrom
father's
keeping.
sees that
him was
escaping
the
house and the next day chides him and
forces a confession from him. She determines to get back the eighty dollars and
return it to the possessor. In accomplishing
this she calls upon Trix, a notorious gambler,
and gets involved in some village scandal.
Unable to secure the entire amount from him
she seeks out Frank, owner of the gambling
house and is insulted by him. Her efforts
to reclaim the money are tireless, however,
and Trix decides to replace the amount by
committing
sake.
Jimmy oneis more
involvedrobbery
In thisforandtheis girl's
shot.
But Berenice succeeds in saving her father's
name and finds solace after her brother's
death In a happy love affair.
Program and Exploitation Catchllnes:
What Is the Strongest Motive That Governs
a Woman's
Life?Widely
Love ItIS aAnswers
Broad Term
But
See How
This
Question in "For Those We Love."
DoPay?
Sacrifices
Love" Brings
Really
This "For
QueryThose
OftenWe Raised
Many Answers — None More Interesting
Than Betty Compson's.

IN THIS ISSUE
"Love

Never
tional).

Dies"

(First Na-

"Mam'sello lo" (R-C.)
"The Right That Failed" (Metro).
"Shattered Dreams" (Universal).
"For Those We Love" (Goldwyn) .
"Get-Rich-Quick
IV a I ling ford"
(Cosmopolitan) .
"All for tional). a Woman"
(First Na"School Days" (Warner Brothers).
"Conceit" (Selsnick) .
"Oh, Mabel Behave" (Photocraft) .
"As Old As the Hills"
This one-reel Bruce Scenic, released by
Educational, depicts ancient castles in England,
Scotland and Wales, none of them less than
600 years old. The resting places of famous
men, such as Grey, author of the "Elegy in a
Country
Churchinteresting
Yard," arefeatures
also shown.
of
the most
consistsOneof
views of the castle in which the Knights of
the Round Table gathered at the call of King
Arthur.— S. S.
'Assorted Heroes"
Like previous two-reel Campbell Comedies,
released by Educational, this subject deals entirely with the antics of children and animals.
While it has many elements of interest, general y itdoesby not
to reach the'
high markof
established
its seem
predecessors.
It consists
a series of episodes that have little or no connection with each other and do not, as a whole,
constitute any sort of a plot. The work of
the children is only ordinary, but the animals,
which include a dog, horse, monkey and
ostrich, are very appealing. — S. S.
"No Parking"
The difficulties a young married couple experience in locating a home for themselves,
their baby and dog, are responsible for this
two-reel Christie Comedy, released by Educational. The man and his wife, played by Neal
Burns and Helen Darling, first encounter a
landlord prejudiced against babies and dogs,
and then decide on a portable house. They
immediately tear it down to rescue the baby,
who has crawled under the flooring, and then
move it by automobile when it is disclosed it
has been built on the wrong lot. The comedy
is ordinarily interesting. — S. S.
Exploitation Ancles: Betty Compson Is
the best angle for exploitation. The sentimental value of the theme — featuring a
young girl whose high standards of living
reform everyone with whom she comes In
contact — should have prominent
Women can be reached through this.place.
Lon
Chaney'sbilitiespart
should strengthen the possifor advertising.

"Shattered Dreams"
Both the Artistic and the Seamy Sides of
Parisian Life Well Pictured in Miss
du Pont's Newest.
Reviewed by Fritz Tidden
"Shattered Dreams" is by a long way the
best feature so far as general results go that
Miss du Pont has made since her starring career commenced not long ago under Universal
supervision. The greatest factors in raising the
standard are a story that more securely retains
the interest of the spectator, and much more
expert direction. The star, however, has not
progressed along with the improvements. By
actual count she changes her expression but
twice during the numerous dramatic incidents
of this melodrama.
The story unfolded during the progress of
"Shattered
builthasalong
familiar
theme. The Dreams"
same oneis that
beena used
for
the wild Arab who turns out to be an English
nobleman, the millionaire bum who had his head
bashed and suffered amnesia, and the crook who
is found to be an upright Croesus whose mind
experienced a queer twist after a fever. So
it can be seen that the current variation is
founded on a theme that has met with wide
popularity, therefore depending upon its treatment for success. Those concerned in the production of "Shattered Dreams" have fulfilled
their task in a thoroughly adequate manner,
introducing some suspense, enough dramatic
situations and fine atmosphere. There are spots
in the picture that seem to be pure padding but
they are generally followed with something that
revives the interest. The cast that supports
the star is excellent. But the title writer exceeded himself with flowery verbiage.
The Cast
Marie Moselle
Miss du Pont
Theophile Grusant Bertram Grassby
Louis du Bois
Herbert Heyes
The Police Commissioner Eric Mayne
Adapted from novel. "Wind Along the Waste,"
by Maude Annesley.
Scenario by J. Grubb Alexander.
Directed by Paul Scardon.
Length,
The five
Storyreels.
Marie Moselle, an amateur sculptress,
bickors with her fiance, Theophile, a society gallant of the ennuied school, over her
artistic ambitions. He is horrified, when she
chooses a huge Parisian Apache as model.
She actually falls in love with the superb
manliness of this model, but resents his caveman advances and flies back to the suave
soothings of Theophile.
The Apache visits her again, determined to
carry her away. She shoots him. Then begins remorse, which finally drives her to his
bedside. While nursing him back to health
she learns she really loves him — for himself.
Then she finds out he is a nobleman, who
sought the underworld as the result of shellshock. His mentality regulated during his
illness, the two look forward to happiness
together.
Exploitation and Program Catchllnes:
She shot her cave man In "Shattered
Dreams," but she loved him Just the
same.
Her shell-shocked Apache was — but see
"Shattered
to
spoil. Dreams." It's too good a story
Exploitation Angles: Play the cave man
stuff for Interest, but try and establish the
star. Feature the atmosphere of the Parisian art studios and the underworld.
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"The Right That Failed"
Bert Lytcll Essays the Role of the TwoFisted American Hero and Proves
a Winner in Metro's Latest.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Primarily because of its quality of heAmericanism, Metro's new special "The Right
Thatout Failed"
should enjoy
a popularity
withclass limitations.
It radiates
certain ideals
of manliness through a love story of an accepted type, that will no doubt coincide with
the cherished standards of every member of
the representative American family. At the
same time the opportunity for humor has not
been overlooked and in fact it is the predominating lightness of treatment attached to a
theme full of possibilities for the comedywriter that makes this feature the best in which
Bert Lytell has starred for some time.
The introduction of the prize ring and the
corresponding characters into pictures is a
modern tendency that has probably never proved
a greater success than in this feature. When
a champion boxer finds that his great prowess
which has won him unparalleled recognition
among men counts for worse than nothing with
the one fair lady, the situation of his helplessness and miscalculations is picturesque and
amusing to say the least. For the first time his
fists are of no use. But the usual takes place
and the feminine admiration for physical fitness is once more the conclusive factor in a
three-angled love affair.
Bert Lytell, as the square-jawed, unpolished
lover, gives an impersonation that will no doubt
surprise many who have followed his work.
He is fully convincing in registering a far
greater ease in the bout than in the love arbor.
Virginia Valli, it might be said is a personality
and an actress who would inspire a vis-a-vis.
Good direction, attractive settings and the comic
illustrations increase the selling value.
The Cast
Johnny Duffey
Bert Lytell
Constance Talbot
Virginia Valli
Mr. Talbot
De Witt Jennings
Roy Van Twiller
Philo McCullough
Mr. Duffey
Otis Harlan
Michael Callahan
Max Davidson
Story by J. P. Marquand.
Directed by Bayard Velller.
Scenario by Lenore Coffee.
Photography by Arthur Martinelll.
Length, six reels.
The Story
Johnny Duffey, lightweight champion of
New York,sationalknocks
out Kid Reagan
senbout and discovers
after allin isa over
that he has a broken wrist as a souvenir. He
goes to Craigmoor to rest. Craigmoor Is a
fashionable resort, attractive to him because
of HeConstance
Talbot's
presence.
encounters
the first
great difficulty of
his life when he learns that Constance comes
from a family which does not share the admiration for prize fighters that he has been
accustomed to expect. Her fiance, Roy Van
Twiller. a dainty asset to social teas, tries
to frame up Duffey by bringing his father,
manager and prospective antagonist to call
upon Duffey to embarrass him in front of
Constance. The three refuse to recognize
Duffey and he in turn manages to get even
with Van Twiller. This he does in fine style
and learns that Constance loves him.
Program and Exploitation Cntchlines :
He Had the Right to the National Championship as a Boxer — He was the Hero of
the
— A Man's
Man Lady
— But ofCould
He
Win Hour
the Love
of a Fair
Society?
What Do Women Prefer in a Lover — Society Manners or a Man with a Fight in
His Right Arm? You will Enjoy Metro's
Answer In "The
RightPlayThaton Failed."
Exploitation
Annies:
Bert Lytell
and hook this to the Legion post or some
other Americanization organization if you
have to give them a percentage, but offer It
as a play and not as propaganda. Don't scare
them away from a good play with this bugaboo. Stress the comedy angle.
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"Mam'selle Jo"
R-C Picture Depicts Graphically the Life
of a Woman Who Rises to Comparative Success Over Many
Obstacles
and Bitter
Hardships
Reviewed by T. S. daPonte.
"Mam'selle Jo" is an interesting picture. It
shows how a woman of indomitable will can
overcome a lot of vicissitudes. In fact, "Mam'selle Jo" has a tough time of it throughout.
In the that
first place
'she was
left withoutwasbeauty
when
feminine
near-essential
dispensed. Later in life -she had a mortgage 1
farm left on her hands, together with a bedridden young sister. Added to these inconwas a "hard-boiled"
insisted onvenienceshaving
his interestmortgagee
payments who
on
the dot and never lost an opportunity to
threaten to throw "Mam'selle Jo" and her sick
sister from under their roof-tree if the payments were at all backward.
A ingbright
spot in was
"Mam'selle
life, however,
the loverJo's"
to hardworkwhom she
was betrothed. But the lover jilted her, and
her sister died, and then for a time her wearyround of existence consisted in keeping her
nose to the grindstone in order to meet the
mortgage interest and pay off the principal by
degrees.
But one dark night the lover, who had married an other girl, stole secretly back to "Mamselle Jo's" farm-house and left his invalid
daughter on "Mam'selle Jo's" doorstep with a
note
requestingher"Mam'selle
to takeoutcare
her because
mother hadJo"turned
to of
be
not a fit personage, and stating that he, himself, was she
dyingneeded.
and couldn't give the girl the
attention
"Mam'selle Jo" was faithful to the request
and raisedyoung
her womanhood,
former lover's
daughterwhoto»
flowering
not divulging
she was and thereby gaining an unenviable
reputation for herself, because the villagers,
putting two and two together, came to the conchild. clusion that the girl was "Mam'selle Jo's" own
The mystery, though, is cleared up when the
erring mother comes to the little village and
makes a confession to the priest, who, in turn
makes it known that "Mam'selle Jo's" supat all. posed daughter is not "Mam'selle Jo's" child
The girl then marries a very upstanding
young villagite who has had the advantage of
a college education, which is more than the
other
villagers can
boast,happiness.
and "Mam'selle Jo"
finds happiness
in their
The photography, at times is so dark that
it makes the picture almost indistinguishable,
but the production as a whole is praiseworthy
and the acting, especially that of Rose Dione
as "Mam'selle Jo." is exceptionally good.
The Cant.
Mam'selle Jo Morey
Rose Dlone
Captain Longville
Tully Marshall
Henry Langley
George McDanlel
Pierre Gavot
George Seigman
Young Tom Gavot
Will Jim Hatton
Tom Gavot
Jack Mower
Father Mantelle
James O. Barrows
James Norval
Jack Livingston
Mary Maiden
Ruth King
Marcel Longville
Kate Toncray
Mrs. Lindsay
Lillian Rambeau
Young Donelle
Jean
Donelle
PaulineO'Rourke
Starke
Mrs. Norval
Ruth Ashby
Nick, the Dog, by Himself
Exploitation AiirIpm:
Sell the idea of the main character. Get
interest for the title role with little
allusions to the high lights In her jareer.
Bring them in in sympathy with the
character and the play will go over
strong.
Play upto the
support
knownt»t t">a
your audience
offset
the lack
known star.
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"Love Never Dies"
First National-King Vidor Picture Has
Roaring Melodramatic Plot.
Reviewed by Sumner Smith.
As full of inconsistences as it is of melodrama, "Love Never Dies" depicts a harrowing, morbid story' of a young man who married without telling his wife he believed himself the son of a woman of ill fame. Of course
the neighbors knew all about "Liz," and the
girl's father
ultimatelythe learned
the circumstances and separated
loving couple.
Then
the husband had a narrow escape from death
in a train wreck and decided to tell the newspapermen he belonged in the mortuary column. So his wife married an old sweetheart,
and what were they to do when Husband No.
1 finally showed up again? Well, one husband
had to be disposed of, so No. 2 managed to
drown himself, despite frantic efforts at rescue by No. 1. Thereafter the original couple
lived happily — "Liz" having repented of her
evil ways and admitted that "Your mother
was arejoiced
good, sweet
but Iofloved
you" —to
and
in thewoman,
possession
a child
recompense them for future gray hairs and,
possibly, mournful memories.
That's the gist of it. It seems almost inconceivable that King Vidor, director of the wonderful "Sky Pilot," handled the megaphone for
this picture. What he evidently did was to
take the story handed him, scratch his head
and
say:wild"There's
inly one
way outand
— pad
into as
a melodrama
as possible
thereit
willThere
be some
will likeof it."
can fans
be nowhocriticism
the work of
Lloyd Hughes, pretty Madge Bellamy, or any
of the others in the cast. Julia Brown, a little freckled- faced girl, is entitled to especial
mention. She is a child who can play Wesley
Barry roles well andTheisn't
Castunlike the boy.
John Trott
Lloyd Hughes
Tilly
Whaley
Madge
Joel Eperson
Joe BellamyBennett
Liz Trott
Claire McDowell
Jane Holder
Winifred Greenwood
Ezekiel Whaley
Frank Brownlee
Dora Boyles
Julia Brown
Sam Cavanaugh
Fred Gamboal
Mrs. Cavanaugh
Lillian Leighton
From "TheWillCottage
of Delight" by
N. Harben.
Directed by King Vidor.
Photographed by Max Dupont.
Length, 6,751 Feet.
There is"Teddy's
an abundance Goat"
of both natural and
forced humor in this two-reel Century Comedy
featuring Teddy, the talented great dane, that
will make 'em laugh. The most humorous incidents are those in which the dog takes physical charge of the destinies of the goat These
will
be "wows"suitable
in any for
theatre.
"Teddy's
Goat"
is especially
exhibition
in theatres
attended by children, owing to the fine animal
stuff. Fred Hibbard wrote and directed the
comedy, and deserves unstinted praise for some
ingenuous ideas. — (Universal) — F. T.
"The Yellow Streak"
The fourth instalment of "The Return of
Cyclone
Smithjustly
Series,"
in Eddie
which Polo,
Universal
features the
popular
will
serve as an excellent contrast on a program
with a society drama or light comedy. It is
typical Eddie Polo stuff, with plenty of action
and quite a little excitement, even if it not
promoted in any new way. A good cast surrounds the star and the direction is thoroughly
adequate. The Western scenery will please,
especially if this two-reeler is included on a
program with a feature photographed mostly
in interiors. — (Universal) — F. T.
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Mabel Behave"
Burlesque Starring Mabel
Ford Sterling, Mack
Cosmopolitan Production
of George
gford"M.
Wallin
and
Oiven Moore. StateCohan Stage Success Is Vastly
Amusing.
hte d by Photocraft
Productions
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell.
Without question J. Rufus Wallingford is
Here is a picture distributed on the Stateone of the most amusing blackguards to be
Right market by a new organization, Photofound in all fiction. The author of the "Get- craft
Productions, Inc., as its first offering
Rich-Quick Wallingford" stories has taken a
box-office angle ; a prorascal and his pals and played them up so en- which hasductionanwhich unusual
is not a re-issue and which has
tertainingly
that,
against
the
spectator's
better
four
big
box-office
stars
that you can play up
judgment, he is forced to rejoice in the success
of their schemes to relieve the rest of man- in your billing, all of whom are well-known to
kind of their cash. George M. Cohan put to- your patrons. There is Mabel Normand, Owen
Moore, Ford Sterling and Mack Sennett.
gether a stage comedy from the Wallingford
stories that had a long and prosperous career. Aside from the appeal of the other three, think
It is this play that forms the outline of the of being able to offer your patrons the wellknownrole.producer, Mack Sennett, in a regular
screen comedy produced by Cosmopolitan. Di- boob
rected by Frank Borzage and skilfully acted by
As for the production itself, it is well made
the entire cast it proves to be vastly amusing
and should register one of the substantial hits and finely photographed and is a straight burlesque on romantic costume plays. There are
of the screen. The director has taken great
pains to secure the correct atmosphere for all a lot of humorous situations which will bring
the scenes. Sam Hardy as Wallingford, Nor- laughs and this has been further heightened by
man Kerry as "Blackie" Daw, Edgar Nelson the clever and witty sub-titles supplied by Joe
as Eddie Lamb, Doris Kenyon as Fannie Jas- Farnham.
Ford Sterling as the irascable country squire
per, Billie Dove as Dorothy Wells and W. T.
Hays as G. W. Battles are competent inter- carries the biggest share of the comedy and
gets away with it in great shape. Mack Sennett
preters of the other important roles.
as his densely ignorant valet and almost inThe Cast
separable companion is excellent and pulls
J. Rufus Wallingford
Sam Hardy
many laughable stunts. Mabel Normand and
"Blackie"
Daw
Norman
Kerry
Eddie Lamb
Edgar Nelson Owen Moore as the young lovers also give a
Fannie Jasper
Doris Kenyon good account of themselves. It is a costume
Dorothy Wells
Billie Dove
period and this fact, too,
G. W. Battles
W. T. Hays picture of the Colonial
more laughs.
Hon. Tim Battles
Horace James has been used for The
Cast
Judge Lampton
Jerry Sinclair
Richard Wells
John Woodford Innkeeper's Daughter Mabel Normand
Gertrude Dempsey
Diana Allen Randolph Roanoke
Owen Moore
Mrs. Dempsey
Mrs. Charles Willard Squire Peachem
Ford Sterling
Abe Gunther
William Robyns Blaa Blaa
Mack Sennett
Bessie
Patterson Dial Directed by Mack Sennett and Ford Sterling.
Mr. Dempsey
Mac M. Barnes
Length,
5 Reels.
The Story
Harkins
Eugene Keith
Bellboy
Theodore Westman. Jr.
Squire Peachem used the mortgage he
Mr. Quigg
William Carr
holds on the innkeeper's property as a lever
Walllngford's
One to
win his daughter, but the daughter cannot
Original
storiesValet
by George RandolphBenny
Chester.
see it that way as she loves a young, swell
Directed by Frank Borzage.
Randolph Roanoke. The squire, with the aid
Scenario by Luther Reed)
of his trusty but ignorant henchman, Blaa
Length, 7,381 feet.
Blaa, seeks to sidetrack Roanoke which leads
The Story
to complications, but how poorly he succeeds
Daw, with
how the daughter brings things around
his"Blackie"
pocket, lands
in a but
smalla few
town dollars
in Iowain and
so that she has her own way furnishes the
and looks about for a prospect. In the meanaction for the burlesque which contains
time he announces that the celebrated cap- fights, a comedy duel, stunts and thrills.
italist, J. Rufus Wallingford, will shortly
and Exploitation Catchlines:
arrive in town in search of a good investment Program
See Mack Sennett, the Best Known Comedy
for some
his idle
"Blackie"
hints
Producer of the Present Day in a Burthat
someof sort
of millions.
manufacturing
interests
lesque Which He Directed and in Which
which should help to enrich the place would
He Appears in a Boob Role.
be about the right thing. When Wallingford
A Delightful Burlesque On Romantic Love
arrives the pair arrange, with the help of
Stories of the Revolutionary Period PorToday. trayed by Four of the Leading Stars of
the
town's
money,
to
erect
a
manufacturing
plant and to buy machinery for it, but can
not decide upon the article to be made until
Exploitation Anglesi Play up particularly
Wallingford hits upon a covered carpet tack. the four stars.
is a cast worth going
He also starts a land company and uses the over the top for. This
early and play them
funds of the manufacturing plant to finance to the limit. GiveStart
space,
to the story
his deals. In the meantime he falls in love angle, playing this in thetoo,same
spirit of
with Fannie Jasper, the pretty stenographer
burlesque
as
that
in
which
the story is
written.
at
the
hotel.
"Blackie"
follows
his
friend's
example, and falls in love with Dorothy
Wells.
One of the stockholders in the tack company is Eddie Lamb, the hotel clerk, who is
"The Wolf and the Kid"
known as the richest young man in town.
He is sent on the road to get orders for the
The folly of playing the other fellow's game
tacks and is told not to return until sent for. is shown in this clever animated cartoon fable,
modernized from Aesop, by Paul Tcrrv. An
A telegram from him saying that he is coming home fills the schemers with dismay. unscrupulous wolf corners a kid ( four footed),
When Eddie does arrive he overwhelms Walthe kid heps him to play music on a whistle
lingford with the information that he has but
that he may dance before he dies. The wolf
orders for five hundred thousand cartons of does,
the dog policeman that owns the whistle
tacks. The pair of rogues realize that their
scheme has turned out to be an honest one comes to the kid's rescue and that is the end
Mr. Wolf. This snbiect has Mr. Terrv's
in spite of them. They turn honest them- of
usval
-C. S.clever
S. animation and humorous touches
selves, marry their sweethearts and become
wealthy and respected citizens of the town.

"All
a Woman"
Foreign
MadeforFilm
with the French
Revolution as a Background Is
Packed with Powerful Drama.
A First National Release.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
Although somewhat disjointed, owing to
heroic cutting down, the version of the foreign made picture
for a isWoman"
and released
by theretitled
First "All
National
packed
with powerful drama that uses the French
Revolution as a background. Taking for its
leading character George Jacques Danton, and
surrounding him with Robespierre, St. Just
and other historic persons, with a few fictitious ones thrown in for the sake of romance,
the picture grips the attention from the start
and sweeps along to the death of the Champion
of the People under the knife of the guillotine.
It is a grimly fascinating tragedy lightened at
intervals by sharp revelations of noble qualities
of mind and heart in the midst of the blood,
hate and horror of that terrible moment in the
history of the world when human liberty was
struggling for its life. In the original picture
the law of contrast was pushed to the limit by
shewinghe the
sexual side
of Danton's
which
permitted
to work
its will character,
with him
even at the time when he was engaged in his
masterful leadership in the cause of humanity.
The
sensualAmerican
scenes. version has been shorn of the
The production shows a marked improvement
in technic over other foreign pictures. The
lighting is nearer to the American
and there are many moments of great standard,
dramatic
strength. The acting is often splendid. Emil
Jannings is a vigorous and compelling Danton.
Werner Kraus, Joseph Rumich, Mary Deiscaft,
Ferdinand Alter and Hilda Worner are the
out-standing impersonators of other important
characters.
The Cant
George Jacques Danton Emil Jannings
Maximilian Robesp
ierre Werner Kraus
St- J"st
Robert Sholz
Camille
Desmoulins Joseph
Rumich
Lucille, his wife
Charlotte
Ander
Yvonne
Maly
Deiscaft
Herault de Sechelles Ferdinand Alter
General Westerman Edouard Winterstein
Fouquier-Tinville
Frederick Kuhn
kittle Babette
f,e"riot
Hugo Worner
Doblln
Hilda
Directed by Dimitri Buchowetzki.
Length,
5,873
feet.
The Story

Following closely the facts of history for
its principal
motive "All for a Woman" introduces the character
of an aristocrat named
Yvonne with whom Danton, the Champion
of the People, falls in love. His efforts to
save her from the knife
him to be
denounced by Robespierre, cause
goes to
his death under the knife ofandtheheguillotine
without a sign of fear. Wresting the rope
that is to bind him from his execution
he
holds it up with the taunt, "Save theersrope
for
Robespier
Program
andre."
Exploitation Catchlines:
"All for a Woman" Is a Historical Drama
of Great Power with Danton as Its Central Figure. Emil Jannings Plays Danton. A First National Release.

"Two-Gun Gussie"
One of the best of the Harold Lloyd singlereelers being re-issued by
containing
considerable material that isPathe,
still being met
with in modern screen comedies. Harold, a
mild-mannered piano player almost afraid of
his shadow, is accused of being a bad man, he
determines to live up to
it. This leads to a
number of humorous situations when he starts
to shoot up the dance hall. Everythin turns
out all right and he wins the girl, Bebe gDaniels.
Snub Pollard appears as Lloyd's team-mate in
the comedy situations.— C. S. S.
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"Conceit"
Lewis J. Selznick Production Has Superb
Scenic Setting and Contains
Much Good Drama.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
There have been any number of Canadian
Northwest moving pictures but for superb
scenic
settingleads
"Conceit,"
a Lewis
J. Selznick
production,
them all.
The picture
was
made in the exact region represented in the
story and the peaks and valleys of the Canadian Rockies form a magnificent background for
the unfolding of the tale. Written by Michael
J. Phillips,
getsits hero
awaya man
fromwhose
the
beaten
trail by"Conceit"
having for
lack of character makes him the jest of his
acquaintances. His awakening to a knowledge
of his own weak points, the manner in which
he eventually finds himself bring the story to
a happy conclusion. The plot contains much
good drama, which is effectively acted by an
excellent cast. Wm. H. Davidson is too well
built and his jaw too square to be thoroughly
convincing in the earlier scenes which fall to
W illiam Crombie, but it is not at all difficult
to believe that he wins out in the end. Hedda
Hopper, Charles Gerard and Betty Hilburn
are other important members of the cast. Burton George has directed the picture skilfully.
The Cast
William Crombie
Wm. B. Davidson
Mrs. Crombie
Hedda Hopper
Hurt Kilstrom
Charles Gerard
Jeanette
Betty Hilburn
Barbe la Fleche
Maurice Costello
Bowles
Patrick Hartigan
McBain
Warren Cook
Indian Trapper
Red Eagle
Story by Michael J. Phillips.
Scenario by Edward J. Montague.
Directed by Burton George.
Length, 4,700 feet.
The Story
William Crombie is a man who has always
been able to buy whatever he wanted with
money. He buys a pretty wife, Agnes, but
is too selfish to give her much of his attention, and too weak to try to hold her when
a stronger man comes along and tries to win
her. On a hunting trip he is the butt of
all the jokes for, not having his guides with
him, he fails to get any deer. The taunts so
hurt him that he determines to go out and
bring home a deer alone. He becomes lost
in the wilderness and is sheltered by a rough
woodsman, who is living with a pretty girl,
Jeanette. Crombie becomes infatuated with
the girl and, promising all of the luxuries of
life, gets her to almost consent to go away
with him. The woodsman discovers them together and coolly suggests that the two fight
for the girl. Crombie is afraid, and the girl
views him with contempt.
He returns home to find his wife continuing her affair with the other man. Crombie
decides he must make a man of himself, and
goes to a trainer. Then Crombie thrashes
the other man and kicks him out of his
house. He then advises his wife to start
divorce proceedings. Crombie next goes to
the woodsman and accepts his challenge. He
finds him in a dying condition and the girl
nursing him. She begs Crombie to get a
doctor. Through the snow he plows, now
unafraid. When he returns he finds a halfbreed attacking the girl. In a big fight he
bests the half-breed and an Indian. He is a
new-made man by this time.
The woodsman then offers to give up Jeanette, telling Crombie he has fairly won her,
but
Crombie
accept tothehisman's
sacrifice. His refuses
thoughtsto return
own
unhappy marriage and he wanders with
heavy heart back to his hunting lodge. There
his wife is watching for his return. She
tells him that when he thrashed the other
man she was ready to beg his forgiveness.
Reconciliation follows.
l'rouram .-ind Exploitation Cntchlines:
"Conceit" is a Lewis J. Selznick Production
of Much Dramatic Strength Set Among
the
Superb Scenery of the Canadian
Rockies.
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wonderful collection of armor in the Metropolitan Museum, including one of the finest sets
"School Days"
worth many thousands of dollars, and
Warner Bros. Offer Capital Entertain- extant,
an extraordinary example of the remarkable
ment in Screen Comedy Starrying
skill of the armorer's art. The Lakes of LomWesley Barry.
bardy and the Capitol of the Sahara are two
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
good sections in Pathecolor and there is an
exquisite section consisting of beautiful views
For a years
Gus attraction
Edwards' in"School
Days" vauhas in soft focus of some of the most attractive
been
standard
the leading
deville theatres of this country. William Nigh scenes in Everglades of Florida. — C. S. S.
and Walter De Leon have taken the sketch for
the foundation of a screen comedy that will
please and amuse the average picture fan. The
production is well stocked with laughs and
"Stick Around"
In this the second of the series of two-reel
its serious moments, although never very im- comedies
starring
Ernest Truex, he has been
pressive, supply the necessary heart interest.
The authors of the scenario have done but lit- provided with better comedy opportunities than
tle experimenting with new material, but have in his first release, "Little, But Oh My." Cast
contented themselves with sure-fire comic de- as an amateur detective he assumes all sorts
vices of the tried and true variety. Harry of comedy disguises which fool no one, while
comedy in which his sweetRapf, who produced the picture, has kept a trailingheart isaonemusical
of the principals. Of course his
shrewd eye on the many details connected with
the making of photoplays, and the work of the work goes fcr naught, but he wins the girl anyway. There is a lot of humor in these two
cast is snappy and of good quality. Wesley
Barry, he of the countless freckles and the reels and especially funny is the scene where
hair-trigger grin, runs, skips and jumps a mouse gets up his trouser leg. He rushes
through the story in a most ingratiating fash- out on the stage, does a shimmy that turns the
ion, and is aided by a bunch of clever kiddies show that is dying on its feet into a big success and is engaged at a big salary. — C. S. S.
and a hand-picked collection of properly cast
grown-ups.
As a result "School Days" offers
capital entertainment.
The Cast
"Shake 'Em Up"
Speck Brown
Wesley Barry
Snub Pollard, cast as the Mysterious Rider,
His Guardian, the Deacon George Lessey appears as the hero of this single-reel comedy,
His Teacher
Friend's Wife
Nellie
P. Spaulding
His
Margaret
Seddon released by Pathe, which is a travesty on serials
His Sweetheart
Arline Blackburn and other photoplays dealing with plots and
intrigue on the Mexican border. Earthquakes
His
The Dog
Stranger
J. H. "Hippy"
Gilmore also play an important part in this picture as
they
occur with astonishing frequency, upsetting
Mr. Hadley, a new f riend . . . John Galsworthy
Mr. Wallace, an attorney Jerome Patrick the calculations of the plotters. There are a
His Sister
Eveline Sherman number of good laughs in this reel in which
The Valet
Arnold Lucy Snub as a secret service man has to rescue
Scenario by William Nigh and Walter
Marie Mosquini, a beautiful senorita. An
De Leon.
amusing scene occurs when both are captured
Directed by William Nigh.
by the general, imprisoned, and the prison enPhotographed by Jack Brown and
tirely destroyed by a convenient earthquake
Sydney Wilcox.
leaving them unharmed. — C. S. S.
Length, 7.000 feet.
The Story
Speck Brown knows nothing but beatings Mrs. Milligan Opens
and a never satisfied hunger while being
brought up by the Deacon, who got him from
the poor house. But Speck is fairly happy
Schuylerville House
with the other boys of the town and his dog
The Broadway Theatre in Schuylerville, N.
Hippy, as there are tricks to be played and
he is fond of his teacher, a kind-hearted old Y., was opened under auspicious conditions on
maid who tries to befriend the motherless
Monday night, December 5. Handsome inviboy. The Deacon is one of the school comtations had been sent out by Mrs. A. E. Millimittee, and he forces the teacher to resign
gan, owner, who is well known to the manwhen she displeases him. A great change
agers of the Albany, N. Y., exchanges, having
takes place
Speck's
life sent
when toa the
richcity
uncleto successfully conducted the Liberty in Schuyturns
up andin has
the boy
rvil e, as well as one of the houses in Sarabe educated. Speck blossoms into a regular
toga leSprings.
dude, wears the most expensive clothes and
Hies high until he discovers that some of his
The new house is a handsome little strucnew friends are crooks. He helps to head
ture, seating about 900.
them off when they attempt to rob the house
where he is living. At the finish the boy
gets into his ragged clothes and goes back
to the small town where he knows every- Two Additions to R-C
body and life is slow and easy.
Program and Sexploitation Catchllnes:
Publicity Department
"School
Days" isin a Which
SnappyWesley
and Happy
Entertainment
Barry
Two
additions
to the publicity staff of R-C
is the Freckled Faced Hero. Produced
Pictures are announced by the home office of
by Harry Rapf.
that organization. Charles E. Carrier and his
brother, James Carrier, have joined the organization and are assigned to exploitation work.
The former will have his headquarters at St.
"Pathe Review 134"
covering Southern and Middle Western
Here is another Pathe Review that is well Louis,
States ; and the latter will cover the Pacific
above the average in interest. Like the pre- now
Coast iswith
headquarters at San Francisco. He
in Seattle.
ceding number that showed slow motion tennis,
this reel treats golf in the same manner and
Charles Phillips, veteran publicity and exshould prove particularly attractive to the
ploitation man, has been assigned to the terrimyriad of golf fans throughout the country.
tory in the vicinity of Chicago. He attended
Jim Barnes and Jock Hutchinson, champion the recent exposition at Charlotte, N. C. Jack
players not only demonstrate their strokes but Pegler will handle exploitation and publicity
the way in which they hold their clubs. Then in the Fast, and has been working recently in
there is another section that deals with the Boston and vicinity.
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Numbers following titles of pictures indicate pages on which consensus of reviews appeared. "R" refers to Reviews.
"C" signifies pages where may be found resume of reviewer's opinions. Unless otherwise specified, all subjects are five-reel
dramas. For pictures previously released refer to Bi-Monthly Index in last issues for February, April, June, August and October.
Watching the Wayands.
Oh! Brother. Gayety Comedies
In Old Granada.
A Fairy Foreland.
Say Uncle.
ARROW
Chester Screenies
MACK SENJ1ETT
From Dear to Dam.
Watch
Your
Neighbor
(Two Reels).
Features
It Pays to Advertise (Two Reels).
Buzz-z-.
New
Wine in Old Bottles.
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
The Star Reporter.
Old
Moose
Trails.
The Stranger in Canyon Valley.
Miscellaneous.
Issuedmagazine
Weekly subjects
(One and
Reel cartoon).
Each — Contains
Dangerous
(Neva (Neva
Gerber).
R-948.
The Crater of Mt. Katmai.
The Yankee Paths
Go-Getter
Gerber).
Could
Columbus
Discover
An
American.
God'sductions).
Country and the Law (Curwood ProPunch
Screenart Series.
Country Chickens.
R-217.
The
(Jack Hoxie).
R-321. and A Rural Cindarella.
Federated exchanges
Five Broken
WesternsSpur starring
Roy Stewart
Chester Comedies
Marjorie Daw.
Six Jack Hoxie Features.
Snooky's
Screen Snapshots.
The Last Fresh
Hops. Heir.
Five
Dramas
Nan ofSociety
the North
(Ann starring
Little). Neva Gerber.
SPECIALS
Fifty-two
Comedies. (Grace Davison). Eve's Leaves. Sketchojp-afs
Dangerous Toys. R; Vol. 49, P. 989.
Love. Hatetwo-reel
and a Woman
Good-Bad
Wife.
Seeing Greenwich Village.
R-587. Dec. 3.
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES
The Dec.
Girl 10.
from Porcupine (Six Reels). R-712. What's the Limit? (One Reel).
Cinal (Slow Speed)
Squirrel
Food.
Fresh Air.
R-811.R-692.
Annette Kellerman in High Diving.
Serials
Cleaned
and
Dry. R-219.
The Manly Art of Self Defense.
The Blue FoxJack
(Anna(Jack
Little).
HALLROOM COMEDIES
Thunderbolt
Hoxie).R-539.
Campbell Comedies
Comedies
The Stork's Mistake.
Two Faces West. (Two Reels)
Eighteen Single Reel Spotlights (Violet Joy Stolen Glory.
Meet the Wife. C-807.
and Billy Fletcher).
Toonerville
Comedies
Put and Take. R-808.
Fourteen Two-Reel Broadway (Eddie Barry,
Start Something. R-588. Dec. 3.
The Skipper's Last Resort (Two Reels).
Harry Gribbon, Helen Darling).
Serial
Twelve Two-Reel Cruelywed (Lillie Leslie,
World
Wanderings
Paul Wiegel).
Stars and ofStripes.
R-219.
Miracles
the Jungle.
Twelve Two-Reel Speed (Neely Edwards, Let's Go — to the South Seas (One Reel).
CHESTER COMEDIES
Charlotte Merriam).
Fourteen
Mirthquakes (Bobby
Snooky's Twin Troubles (Two Reels). R-830.
Burns). Two-Reel
Famous Players -laskt
FIRST NATIONAL
ASSO. EXHIBITORS
September
The Great Moment (Gloria Swanson). 6,372
Golden
Snare (Curwood Prod.). R-438; C-943.
Ft. R-635; C-695.
FEATURES
Donald).
At the End of the World (Betty Compson). Stranger
Than Fiction (Katherine MacThe Devil (George Arllss).
5.729
Ft.
R-929;
C-49.
What Women Will Do (Anna Q. Nilsson).
Salvation
Nell
(Pauline
C-395.
Dangerous
Lies
(Paul
Powell-British
Prod.).
5.355
Ft.
The
Sign
on
the
Door Stark).
(Norma R-234;
Talmadge).
The Rider of King Log (Special). C-495.
R-541; C-789.
The Road to London (Bryant Washburn). The Golem (Special). 5,398 Ft. R-116; C-291.
R-642; C-47.
The Affairs of Anatol (Cecil DeMille Prod.). Nobody
R-636;(Jewel
C-695.Carmen-Roland West Prod.).
8,806 Ft. R-446; C-529.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES
R-880. Bell (Charles Ray). R-831; C-885.
A Midnight
October
(Two Reels Each)
Toonerville's
Fire Brigade
(Two Reels).
Now or Never.
C-397.
Footlights
(Elsie Ferguson).
7,078 Ft.
R-808: C-895.
Among Those Present.
Wedding Bells (Constance Talmadge). R-930;
Never Weaken. R-946.
Meighan). R-96; Serenade (R. A. Walsh Prod.). R-320; C-397.
Ft.
A Sailor
Made Man. R-590. Dec. 3. C-705. CappvC-163.Ricks5,926 (Thomas
Dec. 10.
Against Wife (Whitman Bennett Prod.).
The Great Impersonation (George Melford Wife C-759.
Prod.). 6,658
Ft. R-693;
C-759. Prod.). One Arabian Night (Pola Negri). R-674;
PLAYGOERS' PICTURES
Experience
(George
Fitzmaurice
Women Who Wait.
The Playhouse (Buster Keaton).
After6,560
the Ft.ShowR-827;
(Wm. C-49.
DeMille Prod.). 5,884 Bits C-1076;
of LifeC-47. (Marshall Neilan Special).
They Shall Pay. R-208.
C-895
Ft.
R-810;
C-895.
Home-Keepinsr
Hearts.
R-693;
C-1023.
C-397.
The Family Closet.
The
Idle
Class (Two Reels— Chaplin). R-574;
Beyond
(Ethel
Clayton).
5,248
Ft.
R-219;
Discontented Wives.
ThreeR-694;
Word C-759.
Brand (W. S: Hart). 6,638 Ft. The Child Thou Gavest Me (Stahl Prod.).
6,091 Ft. R-943.
Peter Ibbetson (Wallace Reid and Elsie Woman's
Place
(Constance Talmadge).
C-159.
Educational Films Corp.
5,645 Ft. R-1075; C-47.
Ferguson).
R-1074; C-159.
Two
Minutes
to
Go
(Charles Ray). R-96;
November
Kinograms (Sundays and Thursdays).
Ladies
Must
Live
(Tucker
Prod.).
7,482
Ft.
Sowing
the
Wind
(Anita
Stewart — Six Reels).
R-714. Dec. 10.
BattleDec. of3. Jutland (Three Reels). R-586.
48, P-392;
C-R,— P-668.
The Ft.
Bonnie Brier Bush (Crisp Prod.). 4,622 The R;KidVol.(Charles
Chaplin
Six Reels). R;
Selig-Rork
P-55, 48,
155,P-390;
158. C-R, P-668; Ex. Vol. 49,
Vol.
The Vol.
Sheik53,(Melford
Prod.).
6,579
Ft.
R-336.
(Two Reels Each)
P. 397.
Man —668.Woman — Marriage (Dorothy Phillips —
The White
Ne'er toMouse.
Return R-96.
Road. R-808.
The R-715.
Call of the
Nine Reels). R; Vol. 48, P-391; C-R, PDec. North
10. (Jack Holt). 4,823 Ft.
The
Enchantment
6,982 Ft. The Oath (R. A. Walsh Prod.)
Christie Comedies
R-219; C-289.(Marlon Davies).
The Wonderful Thing (Norma Talmadge).
(Two Reels)
R-458.
Nov. 26. C-581. Dec. 3.
December
Falling
for Fanny.
589. Dec.
Tol'able
David 3. (Richard Bathelmess). RFresh from
the Farm.
Exit
—
the
Vamp
(Ethel
Clayton).
4.545
Ft.
Kiss and Make Up.
Get-Rteh-Quick
(Cosmopolitan Stranger Than Fiction (Katherine MacDonProd.). 7.381 Wallingford
Ft.
ald). 10.R-705, Dec. 10.
Torchy Comedies
Lotus Eater (John Barrymore). R-716,
Don'tter).Tell 4,939
Everything
(Reid-Swanson-Dex- The Dec.
Ft.
Torchy's Frame-up.
R-335.
Just Around the Corner (Cosmopolitan Prod.).
Mermaid Comedies
White6,208OakFt. (Wm. S. Hart). R-1,077; C-289.
For Land's
The
Adviser. Sake.
R-456 Nov. 26.
associated Producers
The Little Minister (Betty Compson).
Free and Easy.
RELEASED THROUGH FIRST NATIONAL
UnderC-289.the Lash
5,675 Ft.(Gloria Swanson). R-218;
Vanity Comedies
C-159.
A Prince
There
Was
(Thomas
Meighan).
Eat and Be Happy.
Blind Hearts (Hobart Bosworth). R-10?«;
R-587; C-705. Dec. 10.
Paying Patients.
The R-714.
Bonnie Brier
Robert C. Bruce Series
Dec. 10.Bush (Donald Crisp Prod.). Devotion.
R-340; C-493.
Strolling Minstrels.
The Dec.
Silent3. Call. R-549. Nov. 26. C-581.
BURTON
HOLMES
Old and New England.
R-466. Nov. 26.
THOMAS H. INCE PRODUCTIONS.
Rural Java. <One Reel Each)
Chester Outing Scenics
Save Your Carfare.
Santa
City Different.
Mother O' Mine. R-747; C-47.
Seeing Fe—
San The
Marino.
No More Gasoline.
Cup of Life. R-318; C-397.
Note. — Refer to top of page for explanation of reference marks
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J. PARKER READ, JR.
(Hobart Bosworth) — Six
to One
A Thousand
Reels). R;
Vol. 47, P-10S2; C-R, Vol. 43,
P-164.
Glaum). R-85; C-149.
am Guilty
IGreater
Love. R-829; C-885.
Than (Louise
ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS.
A Perfect
P-45. Crime (Monte Blue). R; Vol. 49,
A Broken Doll. R-751.
TheDec.Sin 10.of Martha Queed (Six Reels). R-710;
MAURICE
TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS.
The Last of the Mohicans (Barbara Bedford
— ^ix Reels). R; Vol. 47. P-589; C-R, P714; Ex. Vol. 48, P-827.
The Foolish Matrons. R-114; C-189.
MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS.
Call a Cop (Two Reels).
Love's
R-729Outcast (Two Reels — Ben Turpin).
Dec. 3.
O (Mabel
MollyC-705;
Dec. 10.Normand). R-587.
J. L. FROTHINGHAM.
The Ten Dollar Raise. R-323; C-387.
Pilgrims of the Night. R-831: C-386.
fox
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Don't Neglect Your Wife (Gertrude Atherton
Prod.).
5,574 Ft.
R; Vol.
49. P-409. Morris
C-695.
A Tale
Worlds
(Gouverneur
P-469.of Two
Prod ). 5,649 Ft. R; Vol. 49, P-415; C-R.
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (German Impressionistic Film). 6,157 Ft. Vol. 49; C-R, 323.
Snowblind
(All Star).
R-542.
Made
in Heaven
(Tom Moore).
R; Vol. 49.
P-995- C-149
Wet
R-437; R-439.
Head Gold'
Over (Williamson
Heels (MabelProd).
Normand).
Boys R-440.
Will Be Boys (Will Rogers). R-208.
An Unwilling Hero (Will Rogers). C-739;
Beating
Game (Tom Moore). 5.053 Ft.
R-448;theC-529.
The Man from Lost River.
SEASON 1021-1922.
Theodora
10,000 Ft.
R-1073. (Italian
R-47. Spectacle).
All's
Fair
in
Love
(4.979
Ft.)
C-397.
26.
Ace Dec.
of 10.
Hearts (5,884 Ft).
R-94;Nov.
C-705.
For Those We Love (5.752 Ft.).
Invisible Power (6,613 Ft.). R-694; C-769.
Dangerous
5,551 Ft. R-810;
C-895 Curve Ahead
The Old Nest (7.899 Ft.).
From
C-47. the Ground Up (Tom Moore). R-948;
Doubling
C-159. for Romeo (Will Rogers). R-95;
Pardon My French (Vivian Martin). 5,620 Ft.
The Ft.Grim Comedian^ (Rita Weiwam). 5,509
Povertv
Riches3. (Leroy Scott). 6.641 Ft.
R-589.of Dec.
The Man from T^ost River (Katherine N.
Burt). 5,693 Ft
A Poor Relation (Will Rogers).
4.609 Ft.
From the Ground Up (Tom Moore). 4 495 Ft.
The C-163.
Nie-ht Rose (Lerov Scott). 5,630 Ft.
Be Mv Wife (Max Llnder). 4.470 Ft. R-750;

DATES

METRO
Coincidence, R-209; C-387.
The Last Card. R-747 ; C-47.
Home Stuff. C-47; R-747.
Fine Feathers. R-847; C-493.
Over C-695.
the Wire (Alice Lake). R-116; C-943.
The Man Who (Bert Lytell). R-438 ; C-589
Life'sC-49.Darn Funny (Viola Dana). R-634
Big R-92
Game (May Allison — 6 Reels). R-829
A Trip
to Paradise (Bert Lytell). 6 Reeli
C-163.
The Match Breaker (Viola Dana). R-92
The 209'
Infamous Miss Revell (Alice Lake). R
C-163. C-529.
There Are No Villains (Viola Dana). R-94;
Alias1023.
Ladyfingers (Bert Lytell). R-944; CThe Dec.
Hole 3.in the Wall (Alice Lake). R-688.
The Idle Rich (Bert Lytell).
Fightin'
C-705. Mad Dec.(Six10. Reels). R-588. Dec. 3.
10.
The Dec.
Fourteenth
Lover (Viola Dana). C-706.
The
Golden
Gift
(Alice
Lake). R-711. Dec. 10.
Glass Houses (Viola Dana).
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS.
Camille. R-446;
S-L C-539.
PRODUCTIONS.
Garments of Truth (Gareth Hughes — Six
Reels). R-209. C-397.
The Hunch (Gareth Hughes — Six Reels). RC-1023.
Little944:
Dec.Eva10. Ascends (Gareth Hughes). R-713.
Stay Home (Gareth Hughes).
REX INGRAM PRODUCTIONS.
The Conquering
Turn
to the Right. Power. R-339; C-49S.
The Prisoner of Zenda.

Film
Corp.
SPECIAL.
P-623. s
Vol. 46Arthur
the HU1. 10.700 Ft. inR; King
Over
A Connecticut Yankee
7.600 Ft. R. Vol. 48. P-805; C;
Court
Vol. 49, P-135.
Ft. R-730.
Thunderclap. 6.700
C-886.
Shame. 8,200 Ft.Ft. R-789;
R-932; C-273. C-649.
7.400
Perjury.
R-448;
Power).
(Tyrone
Footfalls
The Last Trail.
_ „ , ,„
of Sheba. 9,559 Ft. Vol. 49. RQueenC-947.
The 879;
WILLIAM FARNUM.
Greatest Sacrifice. R-205; C-267. 6,600
His Ft.
PEARL WHITE.
Pathe Exchange inc.
Beyond Price. R-326.
TOM MIX.
Pathe
Review (.One-Reel Educational) and Tnpict
WWHODKINSON
of theNews
Day (Topical)
(One-halfIssued
Reel)Every
lamedWednesday
Weekly.
Trs. Hi ft*
Pathe
C-289.
R-217;
Diamond.
Rough
The
and
Saturday.
Charles
Hutchison
is
star of
DUSTIN FARNUM.
WARD LASCELLE
"Hurricane Hutch." Fable.
The Primal Law. R-575: C-759.
Rip
Van
Winkle
(Thomas
Jefferson).
R-1074.
Releaaea
for
Week
of
November
<>.
3.
Dec.
R-588.
Ft.
C-397.
Nov.
26.
5,997
Within.
Devil Dec. 10.
The C-705;
No. Coast).
7 of Hurricane Hutch (On a Dangerous
WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS.
BUCK JONES.
The Fable).
Fox and the Goat (2-3 Reel Cartoon
God's Crucible (All Star). R-319; C-529.
Bar Nothing. 4,311 Ft. R-809.
BENJAMIN
B. HAMPTON — GREAT
Drama).
C26.
Nov.
AUTHORS'
PICTURES.
R-456.
Death.
Cupid.
Registered Guide (Edgar Jones, 2-Reel
With
Riding
581. Dec. 3.
The Spenders (Claire Adams). Vol. 47, P-769;
On Location (Snub Pollard — 1 Reel Comedy).
WILLIAM RUSSELL.
C-R, Vol. 48, P-194.
The Custard Nine (Negro Comedy — 2 Reels).
A Certain Rich Man. R-809; C-896.
Singing
R-731; C-163.
Just Releimea
Dropped for
In Week
(Lloyd ofReissue
— 1 Reel).
The
Lady River.
from Longacre.
ZANE GREY PICTUBES, INC.
November
13.
SHIRLEY MASON.
No. 8 of Hurricane Hutch (Double Crossed).
The Man of the Forest. R-434. C-603.
The
Mysterious
Rider.
R-1075;
C-47.
The
Heart
of
Doreon
(Santschi-Two
Reel
Queenie.
6,174
Ft.
R-693;
C-759.
Jackie.
J. PARKER
READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS.
Drama). R-219.
TWENTIETH CENTURY BRAND.
The
Owl
and
the
Grasshopper
(2-3
Reel
CarLove Madness (Louise Glaum — Seven Reels).
R-220. toon Fable). R-219.
Little Miss Hawkshaw
(Eileen Percy). R- The R;Brute
Vol. Master
45. P-1067;
C-R, Bosworth).
P-1211.
(Hobart
R; Hocus Pocus (Snub Pollard — 1 Reel Comedy).
807' C-1023.
While the Devil
C-273. Bedford).
Vol. 47; C-R: P-862.
Crack YourWeek
Heelsof (Lloyd
Reissue
Cinderella
of theLaughs.
Hills (Barbara
ROBERT BBUNTON PBODUCTIONS.
November
20. — 1 Reel).
R-95; C-159.
The P-46.
House of Whispers (J. Warren Kerri- No. 9 of Hurricane Hutch (Overboard).
Bucking
the
Line
(Maurice
Flynn).
R-336;
gan). R; Vol. 47, P-1080; Vol. 48, C-R, Dangerous Dollars (2-Reel Drama — Edgar
C-397. Nov. 26.
Jones).
R-336. R-458. (1 Nov.
The
Jolt (MurphyWalker).
Penny-ln-the-Slot
Reel26.Pollard Comedy).
Whatever
She Wants
(Eileen R-456.
Percy). Nov. 26. The Coast of Opportunity (J. Warren Kerrigan).
R;
Vol.
47,
P-1080.
R-336.
SERIALS.
IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS.
Little But Oh My (2 Reels — Truex Comedy).
Fantomas
of the Tide. R: Vol. 49. P-516: The Woman and the Hen (2-3 Reel Cartoon
P-216. (Twenty Episodes). R; Vol. 48. Partners
C-R
P-581
CLYDE COOK.
Fable). R-335.
R-336.
The Face of the World. R-538; C-R39.
The Marathon (Lloyd — Reissue — One Reel).
J. L. FROTHINGHAM PRODUCTIONS.
The Sailor. (Two Reels Each).
the Black
The Toreador. R-446.
The Breaking Point (Bessie Barrlscale). R: Roping
Educational
— OnePanther
Reel). (Major Allen —
The Chauffeur.
P-729; (Six
C-R, Reels).
Vol. 49. R;P-31.
Week of November 27.
The Vol.
Other48,Woman
Vol. 49,
AL ST. JOHN SERIES.
P-627; C-R. P-705.
No. 10 of Hurricane Hutch (The Show Down).
(Two Reels Each).
ROCKETT FILM CORPORATION.
The Comedy).
Jov RiderR-589.(SnubDec. Pollard
— One-Reel
Small Town Stuff.
8.
The
Truant
Husband.
The Happy Pest.
Frogs That
Wanted a King (2/S Reel —
The Indian.
Keeping Up with Lizzie (Enid Bennett). The Cartoon
Comedy).
R-324; C-387.
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS.
Back Comedy).
to the Woods (Lloyd Reissue — One-Reel
HUGO BALLIN.
(One Reel Each).
Fast Frelsrht.
Week of December 4.
The
End. C-47.
R-113; C-589.
The Stolen Snooze.
Jane Journey's
Eyre. R-948:
No. Hounds).
11 of Hurricane Hutch (Hare and
Getting Ahead.
RENCO
FILM
CORPORATION.
Bony Parts.
The 590.
Hustler
— 1 Reel Comedy). RDec. (Pollard
3.
Lavender and Old Lace. R-92: C-149.
SUNSHINE COMEDIES.
TBI ART PRODUCTIONS
The Flv and the Ants (2-3 Reel Cartoon
(Two Reels Each).
Comedy).
R-687. Dec. 3.
The Beggar Maid (Mary A stor — Two Reels).
One Moment. Please.
The Pickaninny (Sunshine Sammy — 2 Reel
A Perfect Villain.
DIAL FILM CORP.
Comedy). R-589. Dee. 3.
Love and War.
Turkey
The Dec.
Light10.in the Clearing (7.000 Ft.). C-715. Somewhere
The Big My«rerv.
issue— 1 InReel).
R-690.(Harold
Dec 8.Lloyd ReLong Live the King.
Note— Refer to page 857 for explanation of reference marks
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Week of December 11.
No. 12 of Hurricane Hutch (Red Courage).
Trapping the Weasel (Bob and Bill — One
Reel). R-715. Dec. 10.
Look Pleasant, Please (Lloyd Reissue — 1
Reel). R-710. Dec. 10.
Sink or Swim (Snub Pollard — One Reel).
The Conceited Donkey (2-3 Reel Cartoon
Fable. R-715. Dec. 10.
Week of December 18
No. 13 of Hurricane Hutch (Neck and Neck).
Two
Gun
Gussie
(Lloyd
— OneCartoon
Reel).
The Wolf and the
Kid Re-issue
(2/3 Reel
Fable).
Shake
'Em Up (Truex
(Pollard
— One-ReelComedy).
Comedy).
Stick Around
— Two-Reel
The Power Within (Six-Reel Drama).
Pioneer

Film

Corp.

Sonny Series.
A Western
R-540. Adventurer (William Fairbanks).
The Mystery Mind (15 Episode Serial).
Oh, Mary,C-759.
Be Careful! (Madge Kennedy). RThe 321;
Forgotten Woman (Pauline Stark).
A Millionaire for a Day (Arthur Guy Empey).
In Society (Edith Roberts).
Wise Husbands (Gail Kane — Six Reels).
The Leech (Claire Whitney — Six Reels).
Peeps Into the Future (Six Two-reelers).
His Brother's Keeper (Martha Mansfield).
Realart

Pictures

A Kiss
C-291.in Time (Wanda Hawley). R-846;
The R-236.
Land of Hope (Alice Brady). R-114;
Such 589.a Little Queen (Constance Blnney). CMoonlight and Honeysuckle
(Mary Miles
Minter). R-830; C-885.
Don'tR-113;
Call MeC-291.
Little Girl (Mary Miles Minter).
A Private Scandal (May McAvoy). R-847; C291
The 695.
March Hare (Bebe Daniels). R-638; CA Heart
C-695. to Let (Justine Johnstone). R-636;
Little Italy (Alice Brady).
R-539; C-695.
Her C-885
Sturdy Oak (Wanda Hawley). R-828;
One Wild Week (Bebe Daniels). R-451.
The 695.
Land of Hope (Alice Brady). R-114. CSEASON 1921-1022.
RoomC-273.
and Board (Constance Blnney). R-319;
Her 576;
WinningC-649. Way (Mary Miles Minter). REverything
C-1023. for Sale (May McAvoy). R-945;
DawnC-1023.
of the East (Alice Brady). R-945;
The Case of Becky (Constance Binney). R947; C-1023.
The Nov.Speed26. C-581.
Girl (Bebe
Dec. 3. Daniels). R-457
R-C-PICTURES
Cold Steel (Six Reels). R-538; C-699.
and Let Live (Cabanne Production — Six
Live Reels).
R-537; C-47.
The C-695.
Greater Profit (Edith Storey). R-115;
When Lights Are Low (6 Parts). (Sessue
C-789. Frederick).
The Hayakawa).
Sting of the R-236;
Lash (Pauline
Six
Reels.
R-931;
C-397.
js
ShamsSix ofParts.Society (Walsh-Fielding Prod.).
A Wife's Awakening (Gasnier Prod.). Six
Parts. R-94; C-397.
The Swamp (Sessue Hayakawa). Six Reels.
R-94; C-159.
The Barricade (Cabanno
Prod.). „,Six „Reels.,
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ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES.
Remorseless Love. R-827; C-49.
Handcuffs or Kisses. R-944; C-1023
The Way of a Maid.
EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES.
Is LifeDollars.
Worth Living? R-541; C-49.
Clay
Chivalrous Charley.
OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES.
The Chicken in the Case. L-5,261 Ft. R;
Vol. 48, P-728.
A Divorce of Convenience. R-639; C-163.
CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES.
Bucking the Tiger. R-206; C-387.
The Fighter. R-830; C-163.
After Midnight. R-575; C-895.
The Man of Stone. R-457. Nov. 26.
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS.
Who Am (All
I? Star).
R-440; C-49.
Conceit
A Man's
Home Love
(All (Vera
Star). Gordon).
R-649; C-759.
The
Greatest
REPUBLIC.
Man's Plaything
tague Love). (Grace Davidson and MonMountain
(Ed Coxen and Ora
Carew). Madness
Tha Gift Supreme (Bernard Burning).
Children of Destiny (Edith Hallor).
SHORT SUBJECTS.
William J. Flynn Series.
Chaplin Classics.
Solznick News.
Kaufman Masterpieces.
REVIVALS.
Scandal (Constance Talmadge).
The Lone Wolf (Hazel Dawn and Bert Lytell).
The Nov.
Iron 26.Trail (Rex Beach Prod.). C-397.

Dream Street (D. W. Griffith Production).
Vol. 49, R-876; C-387
Through
Back Door (Mary Pickford).
R-439; theC-495.
Carnival
(Harley
R-113; C-395. Knoles Prod.). 6,000 Ft.
The R-211;
Three Musketeers
(Douglas Fairbanks).
C-397.
Disraeli (George Arliss). R-96; C-163.
Little Lord Fauntleroy (Mary Pickford).
9.984
The Nov.
Iron 26.Ft.
Trail R-573;
(Rex C-649.
Beach Prod.). C-397.
UN
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JEWELS.
Reputation
(Eight
Reels — Priscilla Dean).
R-205; C-267.
Outside the Law Six Reels — Priscilla Dean).
R, Vol. 48-465.
No Woman Knows (7 Reels). R-447; C-529.
Conflict (Priscilla Dean). R-95; C-159.
JEWEL COMEDIES.
A Monkey Movie Star (Joe Martin).
Robinson's
Trouseau
P. D. Q. (Lee
Moran). (Lee Moran).
The Fox (Harry Carey).
A Monkey Schoolmaster (Joe Martin).
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS.
Go Straight
(Frank Mayo). R-811; C-895.
Red C-895
Courage (Hoot Gibson). 4,481 Ft. R-808;
High Heels (Gladys Walton). R-946; C-1023.
Nobody's
4,640 Ft.
R-1076;FoolC-47.(Marie Prevost).
The C-Millionaire
(Herbert Rawlinson). R-217;
28 9

DATES

SERIALS.
Do
or
Die
(Eddie
Polo). Sedgwick).
The Terror Trail (Eileen
C-649. of the West (Art Acord). R-575;
Winners
WESTERN DRAMAS.
(Two Reels Each)
Raiders of the North (George Larkin).
In the Nick of Time (Jack Perrin).
The Honor of the Mounted (George Larkin).
ATheBluejacket's
(JackLarkin).
Perrin).
Call of DutyHonor
(George
Fair Fighting (Art Acord).
A Woman's Wit (Eileen Sedgwick).
Old Dynamite.
CENTURY COMEDIES.
(Two Reels Each)
Sea Shore Shapes (Louise Loralne, Baby
Peggy Bride
and Teddy).
A Muddy
(Baby Peggy).
Tin Cans (Brownie).
A Nervy Dentist (Charles Dorety).
Around Corners (Brownie).
Playing Possum (Harry Sweet).
Teddy's
Get
Rich Goat
Quick (Teddy,
Peggy the
(BabyDog).
Peggy).
" STAR COMEDIES.
(One Reel Each).
No Place to Live.
Should
Stepmothers
Trifle.
Paris, Stage.
Please.
Back
Noiseless
Line's Busy.Valley.
Ice
Pirates.
HeartBoxBreakers.
SERIES.
The Return of Cyclone Smith (2 Reels Each).
V

I TA G RA P H
SPECIAL, PRODUCTIONS.
The C-R,
Heart823.of Maryland.
R; Vol. 49, P-629;
The
Son
of
Wallingford.
R-943;
C-47.
The Flower of the North.
ALICE JOYCE.
The Scarab Ring.
The Inner Chamber (Six Parts). R-94; C-273.
CORRINE GRIFFITH.
Moral Fibre. R-945; C-159.
Received Payment.
EARLE WILLIAMS.
Bring
Him
In.
It Can Be Done. R-1074; C-289.
ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS.
Three
Sevens.of the
R; Hills.
Vol. 49, P-991; C-4».
The Secret
ALICE CALHOUN'S PRODUCTIONS.
The Rainbow.
The Matrimonial Web. R-220; C-28S.
WILLIAM DUNCAN.
Steelheart.
No Defense. R-450; C-529.
The BellLARRY
Hop. SEMON COMEDIES.
The Sawmill.
JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES.
The Riot.
The Mysterious Stranger.
SERIAL.
Breaking lace
Through
McDonald). (Carmel Myers and WalWid Gunning, Inc.
The R-930;
Blot (Lots
C-163.Weber Production). 7,121 Ft.
Quo F-95;
Vadis C-397.
(Reissue) (6 Reels). S.884 Ft.
Good and Evil (Lucy Doraine). 4,951 Ft. R447; C-649.
Girl from God's Country (Nell Shipman).
6.957
Ft. R-448;
The Old Oaken
Bucket. C-529.5.098 Ft. R-217.
Moongold (Will Bradley). 3.176 Ft.
Post reels).
Nature Pictures (Twenty-six Single
What Do Men Want? R-459. Nov. 26.
Our R-712.
Mutual Dec.
Friend10. (English
Prod. — 6 reels).
(7,698 Ft.)

The Foolish R-218;
Age (Doris
C-47. Sure
Fire'
R-93; C-159.
FalseC-581.
Kisses(Hoot
(MissGibson).
Possession.
C-397. May).
Nov. R-1073;
26.
Dec.
3. Du Pont). R-457. Nov. 26.
The Lure of Jade (Pauline Frederick).
Dr. Jim
R-335; C-397. Nov. 26. (6 Reels).
581. (Frank
Dec. 3. Mayo). R-458. Nov. 26. CSilent705.Years
Scandal (Marie Prevost). 4,739
Dec. (610.Reels). R-586. Dec. 3. C- A Parisian
Ft. R-686. Dec. 3. C-705. Dec. 10.
Stone(Fred
Butte
of Chimney
DukeReel
The Six
The 705.
Fox Dec.
(Harry
s).
._ , .
10. Carey.
(7 Reels).R-690. Dec 3 CSilent Years (Gasnier Prod. — Six Reels).
Cheated Hearts (Herbert Rawlinson). 4 415
Six
—
Prod.
(Cabanne
the Stage Door
At Reel
Ft. R-712.
D*c. 10.Prevost).
s).
„ , .
Princess
Virtue (Marie
Eden and Return (Doris May — Six Reels).
Note — Refer to page 857 for explanation of reference marks
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Releases

ADVENTURES OF TARZAN
Adventures of Tarzan (Serial — Fifteen Episodes) (Elmo Lincoln-Star).
AFFILIATED DISTRIBUTORS
The Lonely Heart (Kay Laurell).
ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
Ghost City (Helen Holmes).
Crossing Trails (Pete Morrison).
Too Much Married (Mary Anderson).
AYWON FILM CORP.
The C-397.
Jack Rider
Nov. (Big
26. Boy "Williams). R-930;
The Vengeance Trail (Big Boy Williams).
The R-451;
Shadow R-335;
of C-289.
Lightning Ridge (Snowy
Baker). R-451; C-397. Nov. 26.
The Nov.
Better26. Man (Snowy Baker). R-459.
Western
(Big Boy Williams). R458. Firebrands
Nov. 26.
Fidelity (Ail-Star Cast).
LureNelson).
of the Orient (Jack Conway-Frances
BLANCHFIELD
A Knight of the "West. R-93; C-159.
C. C. BURR
Burn 'Em Up Barnes (Johnny Hines). R-211.
DU MAHAUT-KLEIN
Monty713.Works
Dec. the
10. "Wires (Monty — A Dog). REQUITY PICTURES
The R;Black
Panther's
Vol. 48.
P-1092. Cub (Florence Reed).
Charge
It
(Clara
Kimball Young). R-848;
C-163.
Heedless Moths {Audrey Munson). R-748.
WhatR-1077.
No Man Knows (Clara Kimball Young).
EMERSON-LOOS
Red Hat Romance. R-713. Dec. 10.
EXPORT AND IMPORT
Wild ductions).
Animal Serial (15 Episodes — Selig Pro-
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PRODUCERS' SECURITY
Diane
of Star
Hollow.Dumplins).
R-880; C-47.
Mr. Bingle
(Daddy
The Soul of Man (Six Reels).
Mr. Potter of Texas.
Cissy Fitzgerald Comedies (Two Reels).
The Right Way. R-21S; C-397. Nov. 26.
Squire Phinn.
Welcome
to Our City.
Trail of the Law.
The Man Who Paid.
Irving Cummings Series (Two Reels).
REELCRAFT PICTURES
Sun-Lite Comedies
ScreamLiars.
Street.
Lion
Mirth Comedies
(Two Reels Each)
Chick
Chick.
R-634.
Vacation.
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS
Holy Smoke (Funnyface). R-810.
RAINBOW FILM CORPORATION
A Girl's Decision. R-93; C-397.
RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows of Conscience (Russell Simpson).
7 Reels. R-1075; C-47.
STOREY PICTURES, INC.
Shadowland
(Every two
weeks). Screen Review
Rurlesque
Photoplays
(Elsie Davenport)
(Once a Month). (2 Reels Each).
SWEDISH BIOGRAPH
Sir Arnes Treasure. 6,500 Ft. R-711. Dec. 10.
TEXAS GUINAN PRODUCTIONS
Texas of the Mounted. R-1073.
Code of the West R-94.
Across the Border (2 Reels). R-590. Dec. 3.
The Spitfire (2 Reels). R-590. Dec. 3.
WESTERN PICTURES
EXPLOITATION
A Dangerous Pastime.
That
Something.
Scattergood
Stories R-758.
(Two Reel Comedies).
The Masked Avenger (Lester Cuneo).

Miscellaneous
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Quick Action (William Russell).
Sally Moonshine
Shows the Menace
Way (Mary
Minter).
The
(HelenMiles
Holmes).
High-Gear Jeffrey (William Russell).
Youth's Melting Pot (Mary Miles Minter).
A Crook's Romance (Helen Holmes).
A Rough-shod Fighter (William Kussell).
The (Helen
LoggersHolmes).
of Hell-Roarin's Mountain
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage).
ASTA FILMS, INC.
Hamlet (Asta Neilson). R-336.
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
Fritzl
Rldgeway
Reel Westerns).
Neal Hart
Series Series
(Two (Two
Reel Westerns).
Helen Gibson Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Al Jennings Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Capital
Witches Two
LureReel
(All Comedies.
Star Cast).
KINETO

COMPANY OF AMERICA,
INC.

The Four Seasons (4 Reels). R-694; C-159.
KINETO REVIEWS
(Released Through National Exchanges. Inc.)
(One Reel)
(Third Series)
Kentucky Thoroughbreds.
Hiking the Alps With the Boy Scouts.
Manhattan
EccentricitiesLife.of the Wasp and Bee.
Fur and Feathers.
My Adirondacks Outing.
The
of Combustion.
The Chemistry
Victory Pageants.
The Delta of the Nile.
A Glimpse of the Animal Kingdom.
Better Milk. R-587. Dec. 3.
Permanent Peace. R-586. Dec. 3.
URBAN'S MOVIE CHATS
(Released Through State Rights Exchanges)
First Series from No 1 to 26, inclusive
(One Reel).
Second Series from No. 27 to 52, inclusive
(One Reel).
EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
January — Martin
"Jungle AdvenR-449;Johnson's
C-649.
Januarj
— Histures." Nibs
(Chic Sale). R-947;
C-1023.

C. B. C.
Dangerous
Love.
The Victim.
Captivating Mary Carstairs.
WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Star Ranch Westerns (Two-reels, bi-monthly).
Partners of the Sunset (Allene Ray).
Lady Luck (Allene Ray).
GEORGE H. DAVIS
The Heart of the North (Roy Stewart).
W. KURTZ & CO.
R-208; C-649.
WORLD FILM CORPORATION
Shattered
(Foreign
Film). R-460. Nov. 2(.
THE FILM MARKET
Whispering Shadows (Lucy Cotton).
Wakefield Case (Herbert Rawllnson).
The Supreme Passion (Six Reels). Vol. 49, The R-757;
C-49.
NATIONAL
EXCHANGES,
INC
P-194; C-R, P-581.
Shadows of the West (Hedda Nova).
The Spoilers (Reissue — Nine Reels).
JimmyReelers).
Callahan Comedies (Twelve TwoThe Lotus Blossom. R-809; C-159.
WESTERN FEATURES PRODUCThe Ella
Great Hall).
Reward (Serial — Francis Ford and
TIONS, INC.
GRAPHIC
Kineto
Reviews
Educational).
(Featuring "Bill" Fairbanks)
Rainbow Comedies(One-Reel
(Edna Shipman
and John
Mother Eternal (Vivian Martin — Seven Go Get Him.
Junior)
(Two
Reels
Each).
A Western Demon (William Fairbanks). R-96.
Reels). R; Vol. 49, P-990; C-45.
TIFFANY
JANS PICTURES
R-714. Dec.
WARNER BROS.
Man and Woman. R-447; C-529.
6-8. Alley (Mae Murray).
Peacock
The Amazing Lovers. R-946.
Why Girls Leave Home (Anna Q. Nilsson).
R-210; C-273.
Parted Curtains (H. B. Walthall and Mary
VICTOR KREMER
WILL ROGERS
Hell'sAlden).
Border. R-94; C-397. Nov. 26.
I Am theLove
"Woman
(Texas(Zena
Guinan).
Where
Is Young
Keefe).
Fighting Heart.
The
Ropln'
Fool
(Two Reels). R-335.
Winding Trail (Buck Manning).
Daredevil of the Range.
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
WESTERN CLASSIC SALES
The Toreador (3,600 Feet).
The Able Minded Lady (H. B. Walthall).
Rigoletto (6.000 Feet).
COMPANY
The Call from the Wild. R-323.
The Fatal Thirty.
(Two-Reel
Dramas)
Bullets and Justice.
The Impossible Boy.
SACRED FILMS
The H»art of Texas Pat.
Folly Comedies (George Ovey — Single Reels).
Folly Comedies (Vernon Dent — Single Reels). The Unbroken Trail.
The Bible. R-219.
Note — Refer to page 857 for explanation of reference marks
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Mazda Projection
Projection by means of an incandescent light
source is no longer an experiment. Its practicability, within certain rather wide limits, has
been thoroughly established. Mazda projection
now is, and for a considerable time has been
giving satisfaction in a very large number of
theatre, ranging from small-town houses to
city theatres of considerable pretension.
In order to form an intelligent opinion as
to the advisability of substituting an incandescent projection light source for the old, tried
electric arc, it is necessary that the projectionist, upon whose knowledge the exhib.tor
is presumed to rely in such matters, have a
good basic knowledge of the various principles
involved, and for this reason, if for no other,
I would strongly recommend the forthcoming
fourth edition of the Handbook to Mazda projectionists, because therein these are explained
in detail.
I have been asked several times by Friend
Cudmore (toothpick Cudmore for short) of
the Argus Lamp and Appliance Company and
others, to examine closely into the merits of
the incandescent lamp as a projection light
source.
I side stepped for a long while, knowing it
to be still more or less in the experimental,
formative stage, but at last made a trip to
Boston for the purpose, because for certain
reasons it is near that Home of the Crooked
Streets that competent investigation may best
be made. I am prohibited, or at least prevented by courtesy from being more explicit,
because the folk up there are tremendously
bashful and have their blushes right handy,
all ready to put on the very moment I print
their names.
Was a Revelation
Well, anyhow I am well pleased that I gave
Nancy Hanks, the Go-Devil, that particular
drink of gasoline and headed her for Bawston,
because what I saw in and around that city
was in the nature of a revelation.
R. L. Hosmer, general manager, Eastern
Theatre Equipment Company, Boston, took me
under his wing (figger of speech of course —
Hosmer is no chicken) and toted me around
in his gasoline cart, fed me on the fat of the
ocean (shore dinner) and in general crowded
a lot of good
and a instructive
candescentfellowship
information into
minimum inof
time. He rather insisted on my remaining
three days, because the representative of
another trade paper had come up there and had
been toted around, dined and entertained for
that length of time. After considerable argument I made him admit that a day and a half
was ample — in fact a plenteous plenitude of
time to see all there was to see, provided the
evenings be given over to inspecting theatres
instead of Boston pultry, and right then and
there things began to happen.
First of all let me speak of the practical
results observed in visiting something like a
dozen theatres in Boston and vicinity, because
I am a great believer in what I see, and in
the
that after
all the screen's
the tothing,
and fact
anything
that delivers
the goods
the
screen, doing it efficiently and well, is entitled
to the glad hand, whether it meets with our
pre-conccived ideas of what is best or not.
Character of Screen Important
I quickly came to a conclusion that when
Mazda projection light is used the character
of the screen itself immediately becomes a
matter of vital importance. I witnessed the
-projection of several pictures on a so-called
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through
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THE LENS CHART
Are You Working by "Guess" or Do
You Employ Up-to-Date Methods?
You demand that your employer keep
his equipment In good order and up to
date. He owes it both to himself and
to you to do so, but you owe It to him
to
keep abreast
with methods.
the times In
knowledge
and in your
The
lens
chart
(two
In
11x17
inches, on heavy paper forone,
framing)
is In successful use by hundreds of
progressive projectionists.
"Don't Price,
guess."
Do your
RIGHT.
fifty cents,
stamps.work
Address Moving Picture World, eltber
516 Fifth Avenue, New York City;
Garrlck Building, Chicago, 111., or
Wright Cal.
& Callender Building, Los
Angeles,
metallic surface screen at varying distances of
projection, and soon settled on one point, viz:
where a good semi-reflective screen is used it is
quite possible to project an entirely acceptable
picture 12 to 16 feet wide, in an auditorium
reasonably well illuminated, although the picture will not be very brilliant from the extreme
viewing angles in a wide auditorium. By this
I mean there will be the usual fade away which
accompanies semi-reflective screen surfaces.
On the whole, however, the results are surprisingly good if the projection and those
various factors which affect it be handled intel igently. Ieven found several very acceptably illuminated pictures projected on a
plain white screen, and in these cases the viewing angle made comparatively little difference.
I think the conclusion may reasonably be
drawn from what I saw that the Mazda projection lamp may be used with acceptable and
very satisfactory results wherever a picture
not exceeding sixteen feet in width will serve,
although a twelve foot picture will be much
more brilliant. Straining a point we might,
under carefully planned auditorium lighting
and high-class work on the part of the projectionists, even expect to get good results
with an eighteen foot picture.
Intelligent Lighting Is Important
Too great stress cannot be placed on the
importance of intelligent auditorium lighting
when working with a light source of compower. protection
By "intelligent"
lighting Imean paratively
the low careful
of the screen
from all light rays other than those from the
lens, and the careful protection of the eyes of
the audience from all glare spots of light.
Each of these is of equal importance to satisfactory results. The auditorium may be well
lighted, within reason, provided it be done
INTELLIGENTLY.
Coming down to projection room practice, I
want to say that the G. E. equipment I saw
in the theatres certainly is high class, and one
particular item thereof seems to mark a de-

cided step forward in the practicability of
Mazda light source projection of motion picures, viz :the
the projectionist
"lamp setter."
This istobecause
by its taid
is enabled
mount
his extra lamps in extra sockets, and to so
adjust them that when a lamp burns out he
has only to pull it out and shove in another,
with full assurance that the filament of the
new lamp will be in an absolutely correct position, without adjustment of any sort whatever. By means of the lamp setter and extra
sockets the whole process of replacing a burntout lamp should require not more than tenseconds, there being absolutely no adjustment
of any sort necessary after the lamp is in place.
Accurate Adjustment Is Essential
The importance of this is appreciated when
one considers how very objectionable, not to
say impossible it would be to stop the show
while a new lamp is installed and adjusted,
with an audience waiting, the adjustment consuming probably a matter of several minutes.
Also the further fact that an accurate adjustment is absolutely essential, because if the
filament of the new lamp be even so little as
one sixteenth of an inch off the optical axis
of the lens system, the loss of light resultant
would probably be as much as thirty per cent.
Projectionists who have not handled the
Mazda incandescent light source seem to have
the idea that it is a semi-automatic affair, and
something of a kid's job.
Forget it, neighbor; also forget it QUICKLY.
The Mazda does require much less attention
than does the arc, once it is properly adjusted,
but believe me, it takes real knowledge and
ability
to get the best possible results with the
incandescent.
With the arc, the projectionist is able to
make up for his lack of ability to obtain satisfactory illumination of the picture with fifty
amperes by boosting the amperage to seventyfive or more, the extra fifteen hundred or so
watts of energy representing the cost to the
boss of his — shall we say ignorance? Perhaps
lack of knowledge would SOUND better, but
they both mean precisely the same thing.
No Side-Stepping Possible
But with the Mazda no such side-stepping
(at the expense of friend boss) is possible.
To get maximum results requires real knowledge of the equipment, and of those other
matters which affect projection, and maximum
results are very necessary. Therefore you need
not worry about
emphatically
it is itnot.being a "kid's job." Most
No, brother, there will be plenty for you to
do, and plenty of chance for you to prove the
value of yourself and your knowledge if the
boss puts in incandescent.
To sum up, my visit to the g-r-rand old
state where they keep a granite boulder which
most likely not a single Pilgrim ever saw,
under a shed and call it Plymouth rock (and
we all rubber at it with awe, though its not
noticably different from any other rock around
here) has convinced this particular department
"conductor" that the Mazda projector lamp is
making very decided progress in the motion
picture theatre field, and that it is a factor to
be reckoned with in projection in the future,
though it is not at present able to displace the
arc lamp in large theatres where very brilliant
screen illumination is demanded.
I do, however, believe the time has come
when the small-town exhibitor, or to put it
perhaps more correctly,, when the exhibitor
who has a theatre in which the last rows of
seats are not too far from the screen will do
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well to examine carefully into the possibilities
of the Mazda light source for projection.
He should, however, approach the subject
with a definite understanding that satisfactory
results may only be had by intelligent, careful
auditorium lighting and intelligent, careful
work in the projection room, and that the
screen surface will play a very important part
in the success or failure of incandescent projection.
Projectionists' Society
Harry T. Dobson sends in the following dope,
which has been sadly delayed in publication
Fourth Edition
through my efforts to get the
Mss finished: Apologies. Will try not to let
it happen again, provided I am forgiven this
doing,
time, but when you see whatthatI'veyoubeen
will overor trying to do, I have hopes
been
have
may
there
look any short comings
during the past two years. Brother Dobson
SeiysHere
* is the final dope on the school idea,
sent you the "In and
concerning which we name,
but I didn't pick
(bum
of Focus"
Out
it) account
recently.
Famous Players
the
of
onists
projecti
The
nt Theatres
Canadian Corporation. Paramou
at 21 Adelaide
met
Theatres
and Pantages
4, and
Btreet, Toronto, Friday, November Famous
formed what is to be known as theProjectio
n
tion
Corpora
n
Players Canadia
as bad as the
Society (Heavens! Almost
Stage
al
Theatric
of
ion
International Associat
Machine
Employees and Moving Picture
Canada,
United States and
Operators ofmorethe than
it). Its
in
letters
100
which has
aims are education and the betterment ofin
projectionists
the projectionists, and the
the supervision of
all the theatres under
projection.
Charles Dentlebeck, supervisor of discussio
ns
, union or political
No religious
permitted.
Friday Meetings
All members are to attend each Friday at
will be at the company's
10 a. m. Meetings
All pros at 21 Adelaide street. asked
laboratorie
to
be
jectionists unable to attend orwillanything
else
write and exchange ideas,
which may be for the benefit and betterment
of course, refers
of the craft. This latter, The
company has
men.
only to out of town column
in the company
made available a
each
Focus," direct
Out beof mailed
and will
publication,
which
a copytheof "In
week,
to each projectionist.
Now, Brother Richardson, we are open to
and will welcome suggestions, or anything
Charlie is having
you care to put forward. crowd.
Will send
aonestill
soon.photo made of the
a flight
took
once
I
way;
the
Oh! yes, bye
in a plane myself, over in that Dear France I
in a perfectly safe area — and
way back
—surely
smiled at your description of your
first venture into the clouds. My spell of
near heart-failure came when he started
down.
Hully gee but that old earth came up
quick. Thought sure it was going to slap
dollarsIs
bet boat
face.oldI'llsky
in the
right square that
me mis-frames
to
if that
still in commission the imprints of my fingers
are in her sides yet. What did you think
when you were taking that bank. Rich?
That the belt would break and drop you?
Was All Ready to Jump
Nope! Belts were nothing in my young life
just then. If that danged contraption actually
turned over, I was all ready to jump right out
and walk down.
Where is that "still," Friend Dobson. I'll
begin to think you're as big a prevaricator
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Dealers
The 4th Edition (25000)
of
F. H. Richardson's
HANDBOOK
Now Going to Press
The new 4th edition of the Handbook will
contain more than 800 pages of technical
matter — 100 pages more than the last
edition.
A limited amount of advertising will
accepted up to press time.
For rates address ADV. DPT.
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Murray Hill 1610
S16 5th Ave, N. Y. C.
(means liar, but sounds better) as Hon. Charles
Dentlebeck. Ask him what I mean, and see if
he don't look guilty !
As to suggestions, why they are easy to give
and hard to follow. In a matter of this sort,
success is always dependent upon the amount
of interest and enthusiasm that it is possible
to maintain. When interest and enthusiasm
wane, the organization itself quickly loses its
usefulness.
And now here is a suggestion, which very
likely is not available. It is made to Dentlebeck, and through him to the company.
Devise some carefully thought out method
of rewarding faithfulness and excellence in
service in a SUBSTANTIAL WAY. But
remember, you cannot get something for nothing. (A) Suppose you inaugurate a system
whereby the company will increase the pay of
every projectionist who measures up to a fixed
standard in satisfactory service by a certain
sum the first of each year, up to a fixed maximum, this standard to be fixed by the supervisor of projection the first of the year, but
to be kept secret until the results are announced.
(B) That a substantial cash prize be given
January first each year for the suggestion of
greatest value to the company made by a projectionist, the said suggestion to be on some
subject, either directly or indirectly having to
do with screen results. (C) That a substantial
cash prize be offered the projectionist who can
pass the best examination concerning matters
pertaining
to projection and projection equipment.
Indicating a Line of Procedure
This is not at all intended as a suggestion to
be adopted as it is, but merely the indication
of a line of procedure which I believe would
work out well, and add pep to the desire to
excel. The exact monetary incentive and the
points for which it would be awarded would
have to be very carefully considered.
May I also suggest that in any city where
there is a sufficient number of members of the

Every continent knows the dependability and superiority
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4 kw.work,
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Motor 30Co.
Oshkosh, Wisconsin
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society, it would be a splendid thing if once
every year they give a dinner, inviting all exhibitors and managers, each projectionist excourse. hibitor and manager to buy his own ticket, of
The American Projection Society of New
York City gives a dinner each year. It is
always a really nice affair, ranging from three
to five dollars a cover, and we all rather look
forward to it. Some of New York City's very
best theatre managers attend — S. L. Rothafel,
for instance. Think it all over, gentlemen.
If my suggestions are not acceptable, at least
they have the virtue of costing nothing.
Motiograph DeLuxe
The Enterprise Optical & Manufacturing
Company, Chicago, Illinois, has placed on the
market a new model projector, known as the
Motiograph DeLuxe Model.
I have not as yet seen this projector, but
have examined close-up photographs of its
mechanism and a photograph of the projector
as a whole; also I have had a very complete
description, down to the very most minute detail.
The new projector seems to be of excellent
design, and knowing its designer and builder
as I do, I have not the slightest doubt but that
the material and workmanship will be excellent.
Old Time Projectors
The Motiograph is one of two of the old time
projectors left. The other is, of course, the
Powers. In 1908 the recognized professional
projectors were Powers, Edison, Motiograph,
Selig Polyscope, Lubin and the American
Standard. On second thought I am not so
sure the last named was yet on the market in
1908. Don't really believe it was. There was
also a projector known as the Viascope, which
was used considerably in Chicago, Illinois, and
surrounding territory. Also there had been a
projector made by the Vitagraph, but before
1908 that had ceased to be, I think, and shortly
thereafter (about 1909, I think) the Viascope
gave up the ghost and the Selig folks ceased
making a projector. The Lubin quit along
about 1911 and at about the same time Frank
Cannock came out with the Edengraph, which
took its name from the old Eden Musee on
Twenty-third street, New York City, with
which Cannock had connection for many years.
Edengraph Was Light
The Edengraph was of too light construction, though a very finely built projector, and
later Cannock, working in conjunction with
Edwin S. Porter, brought out the Simplex,
which of late years has assumed such an important place among projectors.
The Motiograph came out first, as nearly as
I can remember, in about 1907, or 8, and while
it has undergone many changes, the shape, size
and even the frame of the Motiograph mechanism was, until the advent of the DeLuxe model
a few weeks ago, absolutely unchanged from
the very first motiograph mechanism made.
And that is quite some record, let me tell you.
Also, as I said in the first place, of all the
projectors of that day the Motiograph and the
Powers are the only two remaining, the Edison having given up the ghost about three
years ago.
The Motiograph DeLuxe model is welcomed
to the field. We hope and believe it is a projector which will not deserve any serious
criticism, and to friend Roebuck we wish success with the new model.
MARTIN
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Granada
of San
Francisco
THE Granada Theatre of San Francisco, tabloid scenes from the attractions offered.
each side of the plaisance is a ladies' dressing
Passing through the great oak doors the room and men's smoking room, also an enwhich opened November 17, is an architrance to the general business offices and the
visitor enters a great central rotunda, octagonal
tectural triumph inspired by the PanamaPacific International Exposition and is said to in shape, with polychrome pillars at the corners office of the house manager.
be the most distinctive structure erected at and four balconies with carved balustrades
The plaisance connects directly with the balthe Golden Gate since 1915. The architect, overlooking it. In the centre of the high
cony, where the loges and boxes are located.
Alfred Henry Jacobs, has succeeded in fitting vaulted ceiling is an immense lamp with parch- A second entrance to the theatre, and one
which promises to become very popular, leads
the enchanting loveliness of the exposition to
ment shades containing colored lights. On one
the utilitarian purposes of a modern moving side of this foyer is a large golden throne, directly to the plaisance from Golden Gate avenue. This entrance has a special box office
picture theatre.
while others are graced by flower stands and
The house fronts on Market street, and antique vases. To still further enhance the for patrons who use the loge seats and the
balcony. Automobile parking facilities are in
while the facade is impressive and stands out beauty of the foyer are eight metal standard
vicinity, with space for hundreds of cars.
distinctively among the buildings in the neigh- lamps with parchment shades in Moorish de- the
On the main floor there are but two boxes,
borho d it scarcely reflects the magnificence
signs.
but
in
the balcony, and practically on the level
of the interior and gives no idea of the vast
At the left of the foyer is the downstairs
size of the house. It is copied from one of women's rest room, a dream of comfort and of the Golden Gate avenue entrance, are boxes
and many rows of loges, with comfortable
beauty, with walls of brocaded silk, furniture
Mexico's
cathedrals
in Spanish-Colonial
wicker chairs and hand rails covered with rosestyle and isgreat
graced
by a wrought
iron window,
in ivory and gold, individual dressing tables, colored
velvet. At the extreme rear of the
with gold trimmings. A large statue of Balboa parchment lamps decorated with peacock motifs
balcony, which has a seating capacity of about
is one of the decorative features of the facade and a carpet of special design. The lavatory
1.800,
are
two de luxe boxes designed especially
and there is also a golden bust of Cervantes
is fitted with fixtures of the most expensive
for theatre parties.
in the centre of the great window. The front make, all metal parts being silver mounted.
is built largely of ornamental tile, with Cali- On the right are the men's smoking room and
Lavishly Decorated Auditorium
fornia motifs, and is surmounted by two tow- lavatory, while near at hand is a garment
The main auditorium is decorated in the same
ers, finished in brilliant colors.
checking room.
lavish manner which distinguishes the facade,
lobby, foyer and plaisance. There is a great
A Large Outer Lobby
Foyer Resembles a Patio
ceiling eighty feet high, concentrating in a large
From the foyer, which is suggestive for the centre dome, with lights concealed by cornices ;
The outer lobby is fifty by seventy-five feet
in size, but appears smaller, as there is an patios in the homes of Spanish America, the draperies that were made by Belgian looms
unusually large box office in the centre. The visitor passes up one of the two grand stair- since destroyed in the war, and which cannot
ceiling is finished in aged oak, decorated in
ways to the secondary foyer, or plaisance, which
be duplicated, and grills, friezes, pilasters,
amber and rose, and the floor is of herring- leads to the balcony and boxes. The furniture carved busts and figures in bewildering numbone tiling. Boxes set deeply into the walls is of the old Spanish period and of the Italian
bers and details. On either side of the proscenafford facilities for unusual displays which
Renaissance and the hangings are of rich
ium arch are two large Etruscan vases repromay consist of art posters, photographs and Spanish brocade and rose jardine brocade. On
duced from the originals in the Royal Museum
at London. The auditorium is lighted by great
parchment shaded lamps suspended from the
ceiling by bronze chains. Four color circuits
of lights are installed in each of the fixtures
which are connected with dimmers to control
their brilliancy.
The Granada has a seating capacity of almost
3,500, of which the main floor accommodates
about 1,700. The temptation to devote some
of the valuable ground floor space to stores has
been resisted, making possible the great rotunda,
or foyer, and here, and in the plaisance upstairs,
many hundreds can be accommodated when it
is necessary to wait for seats. The main floor
alone is one hundred and sixty feet in length
by one hundred and eight feet wide.
The heating and ventilating equipment is
of the highest order and each floor has an independent system. The air supply is pumped
into the basement and passes through a stream
of water to purify it, after which it is heated,
when necessary, by radiators which secure
steam from outside sources. Seven huge ducts
carry this purified air under the floor of the
auditorium into which it passes through mushroom openings near each seat, being exhausted
through the ceiling by a seventeen foot fan.
Battery of Three Simplexes
The projection room is located at the rear
of the balcony and is furnished with three
Simplex machines, one Simplex spotlight and
a Simplex stereopticon, all supplied by the
Western Theatre Supply Company. This room
is fireproof
A PORTION OF THE GRANADA AUDITORIUM
nected withand
the soundproof
outside air. and is directly conShowing the characteristic decorations of the interior walls
The stage of the Granada Theatre is the
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A CORNER OF THE PLAISANCE
With its elaborately carved stair-rails and period furniture
largest in the West, being sixty-two feet in one, with room for eighty musicians. Four entrances are provided, with full height doors,
depth. In fact, there is but one larger in this
country, that of the Hippodrome in New York. something new in conveniences for musicians.
There is a direct entrance from the street to The organ console is mounted on a movable
the stage and it will be possible to present acts platform which rises to the level of the stage
impossible elsewhere. The main curtain is of when concert numbers are to be offered.
pomegranate colored velour and is the only
A Monster Switchboard
one in this city that can be electrically operated
All of the main lights and the complicated
at any desired speed. In all there are no less
than thirty curtains, one that was made in system of indirect lighting are regulated by
France for producing atmospheric effects be- the largest theatre switchboard in the world.
ing fifty by thirty feet in size and all in one The main switchboard is located on the leftpiece. Both the stage floor and the entire or- hand side of the stage, but this is merely the
chestra pit have been finished in white cedar preselective system of control, the real board
in the basement and protected from outto perfect the acoustic properties of the thea- being side
interference. What is handled on the
tre.
Music is furnished by an orchestra of thirty stage are switches which control the contractors
pieces, directed by Gino Severi, and by a below. There are one hundred and fifty-six
dimmers on the swifchboard and thirty differmammoth organ, presided over by Oliver Walent light centres are controlled from here.
lace. The orchestra pit is an unusually large
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A

THE GRANADA FOYER
Showing the great lamp suspended from
the dome
Electric current is secured from two companies and in case one source fails connections are automatically made with the other
supply.
The personnel of the Granada Theatre consists of Eugene H. Roth and J. A. Partington,
managing directors ; E. N. Ayer, house manager ;J. H. Wall and Earle Anderson, assistant house managers ; Louis W. McDermott,
advertising and publicity ; Gino Severi, musical
director; Oliver Wallace, organist; Miss Grace
Millerick, hostess, and Jewett Bular, art director. House Manager Ayer has been connected with the Imperial, California and Portola Theatres during the past two years as
director of publicity and had chrage of the
advance publicity on the Granada Theatre.
Miss Grace Millerick, formerly with the
California Theatre, has been made hostess
at the Granada and for six months prior to the
opening of this house has been working on plans
to make the ushering perfect. In answer to
her call for girls more than six hundred applied and from these forty-five were selected,
costumes of the usherettes designed by her
are very simple, but effective. The color
scheme of the theatre is carried out in these
costumes, the dress being a Spanish peasant
blouse effect in pomegranate and black, trimmed with tiny black pompons. The attire is
completed with the black mantilla. The same
color combinations will be worn by the cashMargaret Landis, who plays the feminine
lead opposite Henry B. Walthall, in "Parted
Curtains,"
the know
latestthat
Warner
the world to
she isrelease,
five feetwants
six
and one-half inches tall, weighs 123 pounds,
and has blonde hair and gray-blue eyes.
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Skinner

Brothers

System

Will

Heat

and Ventilate Webster Groves' Ozark
Stoesberg, stage man and electrician ;
Lock- Arthur
Theatre atWebster
Ozark avenues,
beautiful
THE
wood and Maple
Marshall Lindhurst, Joseph Cushing, Fred
Groves, Mo., opened its doors on Wednes- Clamp and Elmer Burson, ushers.
day evening, October 12, with Clara Kimball
Young in "Charge It," as the feature attraction.
Recent Organizations
As Mayor Peterson said in congratulating
LOS
ANGELES,
ler Feature
Pictures, CALIF.—
Inc., has Chapman-Schilbeen organized
the
the owners
city. of the new house, it is a credit to
with $100,000 capital to deal in manuscripts,
The Ozark sets back a comfortable distance
plots, etc., for photoplays.
from the street and its California mission
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF— West Coast
architecture harmonizes with the landscape
Film Corporation has been organized. Address
work and beautiful white walks leading to the Isadore Bernstein, president.
main entrance.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.— Continental Pictures Corporation has been organized with $150,Soft Rose Decoration
000 capital.
The theatre, which is owned by the Webster
WILMINGTON, DEL.— George Randolph
Theatre Company, a corporation formed by Chester Productions, Inc., has been organized
leading residents of the St. Louis suburb, rep- with $100,000 capital to own and dispose of
resents an investment of $75,000.
moving picture films.
The interior decorations, by Hugo R. Volland,
ASHEVILLE, N. C— Cadison Theatre Company has been organized with $25,000 capital to
well-known artist, who died suddenly a few days
ago, are of soft rose tinting with touches of operate Vance Theatre. Address L. H. Cadison,
gold and light tones. A series of historic 2310 Central avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Ozark Mountain scenes constitute the stage
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.— Stobe Amusement Company has been organized with $50,000 capital by W. E. Deegans, A. M. Stobe
and others.
CASPER, WYO.— Strand Theatre has been
organized with $150,000 capital. Address J. H.
Weir, secretary.

THE OZARK THEATRE
Webster Grove's $75,000 picture house
decorations. The draperies are of rose tone
and were furnished by Scruggs- VandervoortBarney, St. Louis.
Ground for the Ozark was broken on April
10, and on October 9 the builders, Wilson &
Ferris Construction Company, and the architects informed Frank Thompson, president of
the theatre company, that the structure was
ready for occupancy.
The Ozark lobby is spacious and elaborately
decorated. The auditorium has seats for 1,200
with standing room for 250 additional in the
foyer. To the west of the foyer is the ladies
rest room, comfortably furnished with divans
and settees.
Skinner Bros. System Installed
The building is equipped with a Skinner
Brothers combination heating and ventilation
system. This is a direct fire heating system
equipped
a twelve-horse
power
motor to
drive itswith
fans.
The hot air
is circulated
throughout the house evenly and the proper
amount of cold air is brought in to keep the
atmosphere always fresh.
The stage is eighteen feet deep by fifty feet
wide, furnishing adequate space for large road
shows. The screen works on pulleys so that it
may be lifted out of the way when stage acts
are to be presented.
The projection equipment is of the latest,
two Type S Simplex machines and a Hertner
transverter being used.
The large Ozark sign, fifteen feet high and
four feet wide, was obtained from the Brilliant Sign Company.
The staff of the Ozark consists of : Louis
C. Hehl, manager; Edward Florreich, projectionist ; Miss Irene A. Bauer, ticket seller ;

Improving Theatres
CHICAGO, ILL.— Garrick Theatre Corporation, 64West Randolph street, will remodel
theatre at above address, to cost $150,000.
HIBBING, MINN.— Majestic Theatre plans
to remodel theatre on Third avenue near Howard street. Address Thomas Reedy, manager.
NEW YORK, N. Y.— N. Cohen Construction Company, 110 West 40th street, has contract for alterations to one-story moving picture theatre at southwest corner Third avenue
and 112th street for Joseph Nobiletti, 156 East
143rd street, to cost $60,000.
Market
Square Theatre will
be URBANA,
remodeled O.—
at cost
of $3,600.
APPLETON, WIS.— Neil Duffy has plans
by H. Wildhagen, 842 College street, for an addition to theatre, 60 by 135 feet, to cost $70,000.

A GRANADA FEATURE
The impressive and beautiful foyer
staircase
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house in Bath, in which leading citizens of
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operations
pace in western
New continue
York. at a merry that town wiil also be interested.
The new Strand theatre in Niagara
M. P. Ryley has opened a 700-seit theatre
Falls is expected to be roofed in thirty days. in Clarence, in a new two-story brick building
With the completion of the facing of terra which he has built on Main street. A $5,000
cotta on the house, an artistic front is exposed. organ is one of the features of the house.
Captain Hyland of Belleville, Ont, has
The material for the Strand front was purleased the theatre in Bridgeburg, Ont., and
chased from the Atlantic Terra Cotta company
Coincident with the erection of the masonry will soon open it as a picture house.
front, the frame work of the front building,
The board of education in Lockport has dewhich will house six stores, eleven offices, the
clined the offer of the Lockport Theatres cortheatre entrance and the private offices of the
poration to turn the two-story brick building
Cataract theatre corporation have been com- now occupying the site of the new theatre at
pleted and the roofing placed. The interior East avenue and Elm street.
It was decided that the cost of moving the
construction will follow rapidly, and it is expected that the stores and offices will be ready structure would be too great for the uses to
which the board could put it. The company,
for occupancy about February 1.
In the meantim. the massive foundations, however, was thanked for its generous offer.
supporting the steel frame work of the auditorium proper have been completed and tlie
steel columns and trusses of the auditorium
have been placed. These trusses, spanning the Giant Monsoon's Cool
entire width of the theatre, just an even one
Topeka's
hundred feet, weigh twelve tons each.
The
accompanyingGrand
illustrationTheatre
shows the
The steel frame work of the balcony and installation of two nine- foot single Monsoon
blowers
aranged
in
tandem
and
operated
by a
stage is now being placed and the small mempower variable speed motor, furing. bers are being put into position to receive the fifteen horse
nished by the Monsoon Cooling System, Inc.,
slab gypsum roof over this portion of the build- to the Amusement
Syndicate Company, Topeka,
The ornamental plaster work is under way in Kan., for the Grand Theatre.
The comparison afforded by the illustration
the studios of Eduard L. A. Pausch of Buffalo.
between the height of the fans and that of the
New plans for the marque have been filed by mechanic making adjustments upon them — and
A. C. Hayman, president of the Cataract com- the latter is no undersized individual at that — is
pany. They provide for a very ornate porte particularly striking and serves better than
cochere of figured iron, with a larqe sign, tion.
words to convey the magnitude of the installastudded with electric bulbs. The marqi'e will
be supported by four iron standards at the
Only a Portion of the Equipment
curb, these posts being exactly similar to the
Falls street illumination system standards. The
These two nine- foot blowers are but a portion
marque will extend a distance of eighty feet of the ventilating equipment with which the
rlong
Falls street on which the new Strand Grand is furnished, as, in addition to these,
will face.
an eight-foot Monsoon duplex set, operated by
a fifteen horse power variable speed motor, was
Other Activities.
also supplied.
Samuel Carver, manager of the Empire
The nine-footers are set on a specially artheatre in Buffalo, will soon erect a 1,500 seat
ranged platform conected to grille and ceiling,
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THE CINEMATOGRAPH
ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAINEXHIBITORS'
aV IRELAND.
LTB.
■■IJPjVaaaVaBVMHBal
MAILING

LISTS

MOVING PICTURE AND
LEGITIMATE THEATRES
Z21M Moving Picture by States per M
1ZM
Film Exchanges,andforStudios
List
IN Manufacturers
4U Machine and Supply Dealer*
3*74
Legitimate Theatre*
Theatre* U. S. at Can.
llo Vaudeville

S5.H
7.5*
IM
4.*»
ZS.*»
ISt

A. F. WILLIAMS
1(4 W. ADAMS ST.
CHICAGO

TITLES
FOR ALL
PURPOSES
-ANY Product
LANGUAGE
10 Vein Alauras
SpMiallzIni
Yeu Inef Thlt
the
BEST
Moderate Price! Quick Servlae
PREMIER TITLE COMPANY
JS6-3S8 EAST 33rd STREET CHICAGO
AMERICAN

r
otoplape
Jf (Trade-Mark
Registered)
The Musical Marvel
Write for Catalogue
AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
1600 Broadway
New York City

PERFUMES
FOR COMBS AND SPRAYS
HEWS LABORATORIES
CHAPMAN DOCKS BROOKLYN, N. Y.

BARGAINS— Rebuilt Machines
POWERS— SIMPLEX— M0TI0GRAPH
Complete Theatre Equipments and Supplies
Write for Cataloe
MONARCH THEATRE 8UPPLY CO.
228 Utilnit Ave.
Memstile. Tana.

Date
Name
Dec. 15 Unnamed
Dec. 15 Lyric
Dec. 25 Grand
Jan. 11 Unnamed
Unnamed
Jan.
Jan. 15 Lafayette Square
Jan. 15 New Orpheum
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while the eight-foot duplex set is over the
proscenium in the attic space and the air drawn
from an overhead bulk-head.
The installation was so satisfactory that the
Monsoon Company received a very strong
letter of recommendation from the Amusement
Syndicate Company, who stated that notwithstanding the fact that the Grand has a sixtyfive- foot ceiling, the house was the most comfortable place in town during the hot weather.
Another Big House to
Be Built in Batavia, N. Y.
Batavia, N. Y., seems determined to get on
the theatrical map. Only recently Nikitas
Dipson announced plans for a new $175,000
theatre in that western New York town. Now
comes Newman L. Hawks, a real estate and insurance man, with plans for a $200,000 house
to
be
called
Community
Theatre,"
which will be"The
erected
at 206 Main
street. and
The Community will be started at once, the
promoters expecting to have the foundations
ready this fall. Henry L. Spann of Buffalo
is the architect. The building will be of brick,
three stories high, with a front of white terra
cotta. There will be four stores and a lobby
facing Main street.
The seating capacity will be 1,600. The stage
will be thirty-five feet deep. A large pipe
organ and the latest heating and ventilating
devices will be installed. In addition to Mr.
Hawks, Allen F. Childs, a furrier and former
Councilman Walter W. Buxton are also interested.
Simplex

Distributors
Report Recent Sales
The Yale Theatre Supply Company, Kansas
City, Missouri, has installed Simplex projectors
in the new 4,000 seat Main Street Theatre,
operated by the Orpheum vaudeville circuit.
The Exhibitors' Supply Company, Inc.,
Chicago, reports the opening of the new
Orpheum Theatre, Jerseyville, 111., owned by
S. E. Pirtle. The projection room is equipped
with two Simplex incandescent projectors
installed by the Exhibitors' Supply Company.
Simplex projectors, G. E. generator set and
screen are part of the equipment installed by
Lewis M. Swaab & Son, Philadelphia, in the
new 1,000 seat Riant Theatre, Conshohocken,
Pa., built by Harry Schwalbe.

Exhibitors

Supply

Co.

Equips the New Plaza
The recently opened Plaza Theatre, Galesburg, 111., was completely equipped by the Exhibitors Supply Company, 845 South Wabash
avenue, Chicago, 111.
Among the apparatus supplied was the following : two type "S" Simplex Machines, a
Ft. Wayne 50-50 Generator Set, a 14x18 Minusa
Screen, a Lightning Coin Changer, a Double
Dissolver, Snaplite Lenses and a bank of nine
Dimmers. Also two 48 inch and two 36 inch
Ventilating Fans.
Schayer Joins Argus
D. E. Schayer has been appointed Branch
Manager of the Salt Lake City office of the
Argus Enterprises, Inc. For the past seven
years Mr. Schayer was with the Famous Players, Lasky Corporation and the Salt Lake
Theatre Supply Company.
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Picture Theatres Projected
CHICAGO, ILL.— Vernon C. Sea vers, 6817
Sheridan road, has plans by Henry L. Newhouse, 4630 South Prairie avenue, for fourstory brick theatre, store and apartment building, 150 by 125 feet, to be erected at southeast
corner Howard street and Malvern avenue.
Theatre will have seating capacity of 3,000.
FREEPORT, ILL. — Amusement park is
planned one mile from city on Walnut road.
Promoters
air
theatre. considering the erection of an openFORT WAYNE, IND.— Consolidated Realty
& Theatres Corporation has plans by J. E. O.
Pridemore, 38 South Dearborn street, Chicago,
for six-story theatre and hotel building.
ALBIA, IA. — Eller Metzger, manager,
Strand Theatre, Clinton, is interested in new
theatre being erected here.
SPENCER, IA.— New Solon Theatre, with
seating capacity of 700, has opened. G. M.
Solon, owner.
OSAGE CITY, KANS. — New Strand
Theatre has opened. Address Floyd Hamil.
manager.
PITTSBURG, KANS— Theatre is being
erected at Sixth street and Broadway for
Ensley Barbour, Muskogee, Okla., to cost
STOCKTON, KANS.— R. H. and C. J.
$55,000.
Kern, Speed, are considering site for erection
of moving picture theatre, to cost $10,000.
BALTIMORE,
MD. —withMotion
Films
has been organized
$250,000Pictures'
capital.
DETROIT, MICH.— Federal Realty & Construction Company, 113 East Grand River
avenue, has plans by F. T. Kroppe for theatre,
to cost $200,000.
CARTHAGE, MO.— W. S. Crane, this city,
and G. W. Bays, Newton, Kans., are considering the erection of theatre on Third street.
KING CITY, MO. — Reported new moving
picture
house will open under management of
Leland Yates.
STANBERRY, MO.— F. A. Flader, forcharge of Rigney Theatre, has leased
Princessmerly inTheatre.
TARKIO, MO— Linwood Theatre has been
purchased by E. S. Nesbitt.
NORFOLK, NEB.— Business interests of
Auditorium, New Grand and Lyric Theatres,
has been merged into company known as Norfolk Amusement Company. Will be supervised by Robert S. Ballantyne, Omaha.
MADISON, N. J.— Lazarus Kamelhar, S3
Jay street, New York, has plans by Convery
& Klemport, 764 Broad street, Newark, for
two-story brick, limestone and terra-cotta moving picture theatre, store and lodge building,
to be erected on Main street, to cost $115,000.
OCEAN CITY, N. J— Casino Company has
plans by L. L. Headley, 515 Eighth street, for
alterations and an addition, 50 by 75 feet, to
one-story frame theatre on Boardwalk, to cost
$150,000.
PATERSON, N. J.— Jacob Fabian, 209
Main street, has plans by F. W. Wentworth,
140 Market street, for eight-story brick theatre
at Church and Market streets.
UNION, N. J.— European Film Corporation,
Dispatch Building, has been organized with
$200,000 capital to produce moving pictures.

Picture Theatres Scheduled to Open
Location
Capacity
Manager in Charge
Ridgefield, Wash
O. E. Foley, Yacolt, Wash.
Galatia, 111
900
E. R. Korns, Galatia, 111.
Marion, 111
1,500
Thomas Reed, care Reed & Yenn, Du Quoin, III.
McMinnville,
Ore
750
T.
Ore.
Casper, Wyo
1.020
Mr.O'Neill,
Brennan,McMinnville,
Casper, Wyo.
Buffalo, N. Y
4,000: M. Slotkin, Monument Theatre Corp., Buffalo, N. Y.
Hannibal, Mo
1,600
C. E. Lilly, Fifth St., Hannibal, Mo.
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AUTOMATICKET
ACCOUNTING
MACHINES
are giving perfect
service in all Theatres that use them.
The new
LOEWS STATE THEATRE
New York
ASCHERof Chicago
THEATRES
THE NEW
MARK STRAND THEATRES
of New York
Have just been equipped with our latest models which are helping them
handle the large daily audiences. Let us help you.
GIVE YOUR PATRONS THE SERVICE THEY WANT and at the same
time make it possible for you to keep accurate, unchangeable records.
THE FLUSH COUNTER AND THE DROPPED KEYBOARD help the
cashier to make quicker change and prevents congestion around the
ticket booth. Easily installed in any box office.
TICKETS
of all kinds and color with or without coupon can be printed by us at a price
second to none. 100% service and the best quality.
AUTOMATIC TICKET REGISTER CORPORATION
1780 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

Previewing
It has often been necessary for you to devote some
of your working hours to
previewing films. Perhaps
this had to be done in a cold
theatre — keeping your
operator overtime.
Think of previewing your program in your
own home. You can do this with a DeVry
Portable Motion Picture Machine. Attached
to any light socket — can be operated on any
alternating or direct current. Takes standard
size film — shows any size picture from 9x12
feet depending upon the distance from the
screen.
It is portable — can be carried anywhere.
Shows a movie on the wall, ceiling or floor.
Distributors in principal cities. Write today for descriptive literature.

The
DeVry
FACTORY:
12S6 Marianna Street
Chicago, Illinois

Corporation
NEW YORK OFFICE:
141 West 42nd St.
New York City

lran^&rteK

gj

Perfect
uc
odrc
s es
ProA

TRANSVERTER permits the most
artistic projection of pictures.
Double Arc TransVerteR provides two arcs in series, simultaneously, thus making possible a
perfect dissolve.
No ballast is used as automatic
voltage is provided.
The projectionist, by a slight
turn of a convenient control handle,
can instantly increase or decrease
the amperage generated and furnished to the arc, thus obtaining
the light best adapted for the film
being shown.
Improve your projection and
your attendance and profits will
grow accordingly.
TransVerteR will do it.
The Hertner Electric Co.
1904 W. 112th St.
Cleveland, Ohio
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Cost Little
Do Much

SITUATIONS uuiuTcn 0„ nor
and help WANTED 3c per
All Other COMMER- Cjl M-_J
CIAL ADVERTISING 9C WOrQ
Smallest ad twenty words.
Notice:ment* madeTheIn Publishers
expect thatwillallbearstateevery advertisement
the
strictest Investigation.
SITUATIONS WANTED
EXPERIENCED ORCHESTRA director desires
engagement
conductorBoxor 238,
pianist-leader
references ; largeas library.
Moving ;Picture
World, New York City.
EXPERIENCED
25, de-or
sires steady positionPROJECTIONIST,
anywhere ; preferageIllinois
adjoining States. Not member of union, but willing
to Join. Work guaranteed ; no pay for trial week
If unsatisfactory. Excellent references. Wilfred
Hickman, Parlmount, Illinois.
HELP WANTED
COMPETENT MOTION PICTURE ORGANIST
with ample
experience
State
salary
expected
and and
give good-sized
referenceslibrary.
first letter.
Six-day
week,
matinee
and
night.
H.
W.
O.,
Moving Picture World, N. Y. City.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
I HAVE A WONDERFUL PROPOSITION for
some one who wants to manufacture a portable
motion picture machine. This is a chance of a lifetime for responsible parties, if interested or know
of some one you can get interested in this business
write for particulars. S. M. Bradley, Morehead, Ky.
THEATRES WANTED
WANTED TO LEASE — Moving picture theatre,
fully equipped ; must pass state inspection. Tell
all particulars first letter. Box 2.17, Moving Picture
World, New York City.
THEATRES FOR SALE OR RENT
ON ACCOUNT OF DEATH of my husband, I have
for sale one of the best equipped theatres in East
Texas, seating capacity, . 465 ; only first run house
in city of 15,000. Equipment A-l condition. For
particulars
writeTexas.
Mrs. F. A. Alexander, Queen Theatre, Marshall,
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CAMERAS, ETC., FOR SALE
CAMERA, 150-foot capacity, F 3.5 lens, regular
and trick cranks; Erne-man tripod outfit for topical
work.
Bargain sale; $li>0.00. J. A. Rehkopf, Daytona, Florida.
CAMERA— SACRIFICE ! A Pathe Professional
Studio Camera ; 3 magazines, dissolve, 2 lenses, ;>1
m m. each. Tripod ; fine condition. Apply Room
213, 107 Broad Street, City. Phone, 5655 Broad.
Hours, 3-6.
FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT
FOR SALE — "Adventures of Jimmy Dale" (32
reels)
"Scarlet Runner"
(24) ; "Secret
Kingdom"
(32) ; ; "Adventures
of Female
Reporters"
(30) ;
"The Vampires" (27) ; "The Liberator" (27) ; "The
Grey Seal" (32) ; also "The Submarine Eye" (8) ;
"Idle Wives" (7), featuring Dorothy Phillips; "The
Stafford Mystery" (6). featuring Billie Burke and
David Powell; "A Million Bid" (5), featuring Anita
(5) ;
; "The Juggernaut"
Harry
Stewart,
also
largest
and Morey
most complete
selection of other
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS,
high-grade SERIALS, etc.
Guaranty Pictures Co.,
Comedies, Educationals,
130 West 46th Street, New York. Cable address:
"GAPICTCO."
WE HAVE thousands of film — 1-7 reels ; comedies,
dramas, Westerns, serials. Claire Productions, 60
Graham Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.
MISCELLANEOUS
SOMETHING NEW! Scenes for cinema arranged.
Native war dance, native wedding ; hunting and
your operator.
other Interesting pictures. SendFull
particulars.
Durhan.
rail from
One day'sWeenen,
Natal, South Africa.
Penlston,
(Continued
BROOKLYN, N.
ment Company will
story moving picture
avenue.

from page 870)
Y.— 15th Street Amusemake alterations to twotheatre at 187-89 Prospect

BROOKLYN, N. Y. - Charles C. Steele,
real estate broker, will erect theatre, with seatat Fourth avenue and
2,000,$250,000.
capacity toof cost
Dean ingstreet,
NEW YORK, N. Y. — Coleman Brothers have
leased site on Burnside avenue, between Jerome
and Walton, for erection new moving picture
theatre, with seating capacity of 2,000.
NEW YORK, N. Y. — Nathan Wilson, president Occidental Holding Company has purchased site at southwest corner Jerome avenue and 176th street for erection theatre, with
seating capacity of 1,500.
NEW YORK, N. Y.— Douglas Theatre, 515
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
West 125th street, has plans by Sidney Daub,
FOR SALE) — Two late Simplex machines ; both 217 Broadway, for alterations to one-story theamotor-driven ; one practically new. Wire best offer.
tre and store building at 650-54 Lenox avenue,
B. H. Small, Colebrook, N. H.
to cost $12,000.
FIVE THOUSAND YARDS Battleship Linoleum,
NEW YORK, N. Y. — Louis Wolf and othfour thousand of best grade cork carpet. Governers have plans by Morgan & Glaser for theatre
ment surplus stock, at less than wholesale prices.
J. P. Redington, Scranton, Pa.
to be erected at Boston Road and 180th street,
to
cost
$200,000.
OPERAchinesCHAIRS
war camps,
booths,
maand entire from
equipment
furnished
at half
NEW
YORK, N. Y.— Kriger & Aaron will
RedWrite
cost.Scranton.
original ington.
erect theatre and store building at 1662-66
Pa. your requirements. J. P.
Broadway,
with seating capacity of 2,000.
motor-driven,
— Two Power's
FORA SALE
machines :110-In
moving 6Apicture
C. 60-cycle
trolt
NIAGARA
FALLS. N. Y. — Wright &
Webster
bargain.
good condition ; $148.00 each. A N. W., Washing- Kramer, Inc., Gluck Building, have contract to
Street,
9th
719
Company,
Electric
erect one-story moving picture theatre, store
ton, D. C.
and office building at 31 Falls street for
FOR SALE — One Simplex complete ; motor-driven ; Cataract
Amusement Company.
: 110-volt, A. C. 60-cycle ; a
guaranteed
condition
Webster Electric Company, 719
$245.00.
at
bargain
SYRACUSE,
N. Y.— Dawson Brothers,
9th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
UNIVERSAL
A STANDARD
trkk erank. forward and
and
regular
lens,
F:3.5
capacity.
ft.
400
take-up. three all aluminum magazines. laUtt
directnew,raehet
reverse
olive drab finish, guaranteed.
model, like
HERE IS A RARE BARGAIN
and
per cent, deposit
with twenty-fiven.
ORDER NOWnatio
WIRE onYOURexami
balance
$255.00
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
109 No. Dearborn St., Dept. 107, Chicago, Illinois
now. Most complete stock In the eountry
pictureat needs
motion want
Bass your
P. S.any Write
arid
Information
you might
your disposal.
LA VITA CINEMATOGRAFTCA
The Leading Independent Organ of Italian Film Trad*
•poS!?8Ttcount:,°e5
six: Tariff
dollars
Advertisement!
on Application.a year
Editorial Offices: TURIN (Italy)-Gallerla Nazionale
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Union Building, have contract to erect twostorying atmoving
picture
theatre
andforoffice
218 West
Fayette
street
Maxbuildand
Mitchell Fitzen, care Happy Hour Theatre.
WESTBURY, L. L, N. Y.— R. J. Hill will
erect
one-story brick and stucco theatre and
store building.
TULSA, OKLA.— Shrine mosque and theatre
will be erected at Fourth street and Denver
avenue, with seating capacity of 2,000, to cost
$300,000.
ELLWOOD
PA. —plans
Thomas
Barnes,
112 FifthCITY,
street, has
by H. V.J.
Lehman, McKeesport, for three-story brick
Liberty (moving picture) Theatre, 66 by 150
feet, totweenbeFourtherected
on Lawrence
avenue, beand Fifth
streets.
CHARLESTON, W. VA.— Better Theatres
Corporation
remodel
Theatre.
dress Harriswill
P. Wolf
berg,Plaza
general
manager.AdHUNTINGTON, W. VA.— Stove Amusement Company will shortly break ground for
erection of new moving picture theatre on
16th street, near Eighth avenue, to cost
$100,000.
SHINNSTON,
W. VA.picture
— M. theatre,
C. Shinn80 has
contract
to erect moving
by
30 feet, on Bridge street, for Miss Lynne
Monroe, with seating capacity of 800, to cost
WENATCHEE, WASH.— Henry Grass,
$20,000.
Vancouver, Wash., will erect new theatre, with
seating capacity of 800.
BARABOO, WIS.— F. C. Keith and C.
Halloway have opened Gem Theatre.
BELOIT, WIS— Majestic Theatre will be
remodeled and seating capacity increased to
1,300, to cost $50,000. T. M. Ellis, owner.
DANE, WIS. — M. Laube contemplates erecting brick and tile addition to theatre.
JANESVILLE,
Amusement
Enterprise, 160 FifthWIS.—
avenue,Saxe
Milwaukee,
has
plans by Martin Tullgren Sons, 425 East Water
street, Milwaukee, for two-story moving picture and vaudeville theatre, 82 by 192 feet, to
be erected on West Milwaukee avenue, to cost
MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Saxe Amusement
$250,000.
Enterprise, 160 Fifth avenue, will erect onestory moving picture theatre at 36th street and
North avenue.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Teutonia Realty
Company has plans by Dick & Bauer for theatre, store and office building to be erected on
Teutonia avenue, Detween Center and Hadley
streets to cost $125,000.
FORT WORTH, TEXAS— Rialto Amusement Company, Fifth and Main streets, has
opened new theatre.
PORTSMOUTH, VA.— Jones-Spear Company has contract to erect one-story brick front
moving picture theatre, 35 by 170 feet, on High
street, for Pertihaion Development Corporation (controlled by Karinicholas Brothers), to
cost $18,000.
BEST FOR 39 YEARS PAST
NEWMAN
BRASS LOBBY
FRAMES
FOR POSTERS AND PHOTOS
Classy Display Frames in Finishes Which
Require Little or No Polishing.
Used to Splendid Advantage in Over
10,000 Theatres in the U. S.
Write for Catalog "W"
The Newman Mfg. Company
721 Sycamore St.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Chicago Branch: 68 West Washington Street
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Better Projection —
Better Definition — Flatter Field
Greater Contrasts — Brilliant Illumination

873

WORLD

For

BETTER

GLOBE Reels are such for they are made to withstand
the hard usage they are subjected to, as is proven by
the fact that they outlast all other types and makes.
Made of excellent steel and fitted with a hub that has
a detachable spring, permitting easy replacement of a
broken
of reel. one, they are far superior to any other make
Bausch

&

Lomb

GLOBE

10" Diameter, Type FS-1022 R, suitable for carrying
1,000 feet of film.

CINEPHOR
The

New

Projection

Reels are made in two sizes:

Lens

Write for interesting literature.
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.
St. Pau! Street, Rochester, N. Y.
New York
Washington
Chicago
San Francisco London
Leading American Makers of Photographio Lenses, Microscope*,
Projection Apparatus (.Baloptioons) , Ophthalmic Lenses and Instruments, Photo-Micrographic Apparatus, Range Finders and Gun Sights
for Army and Navy, Searchlight Reflectors, Stereo-Prism Binoculars,
Magnifiers and other High-Orade Optical Products.

14" Diameter, Type HS-1422 R, suitable for carrying
2,000 feet of film.
We shall be glad to quote prices upon receipt of information conveying the size and quantity you will
use.
THE GLOBE MACHINE & STAMPING
CLEVELAND

We also manufacture special Reels for Nicholas Power's
Machines and others; Reel Cans and Reel Shipping Cases.

Columbia
Projector Carbons
Columbia Silvertip Combination
From the beginning of the motion
Carbons for Direct Current: The
picture industry, every notable
narrow diameter of the silvertip
improvement in projector carbons
has been a Columbia achievement.
negative lower compels it to burn
with a sharp point, holding the
Columbia White Flame Carbons
arc steady and keeping the shadow
for Alternating Current: The only off the lens and screen.
carbons yielding a sharp and purewhite light, steady and silent, with We invite correspondence with a
view of bettering your projection.
alternating current.
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.
Cleveland, Ohio
San Francisco, Calif.
Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited, Toronto
American

Carbons

COMPANY
OHIO

for American

Pictures
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DEVELOPING
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PRINTING
TELEPHONE
203T0
M e W

SIGNS

WITHOUT

COLOR

ARE

AUDUBON

3716

211 W. 146th
X O R K
C IT V

"FLAT"

ST.

THE.

RECO
COLOR
HOODS
Successfully solve your color problem. Made of Natural
Colored Blown Glass which never fades or wears out. The
hoods are easily slipped over bulb and held in place by simple
non-corrosive spring fastener.
MADE IN FIVE COLORS
Ruby — Green — Blue — Amber and Opal
TWO SIZES
For 5 and 10 watt lamps 22c. each.
For 25-40-50 watt lamps 50c. each.

HAFTONE

AMUSEMENT
SUPPLY
COMPANY
We are the oldest Supply House in the motion picture trade
746 S. Wabash Avenue
Chicago, 111.
Write today for our latest bulletin.

SCREEN
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Raven
Screen
Corporation
One Sixty=Five Broadway, New YorK

GREATEST

PICTURE

ON

EARTH

PORTER installs SIMPLEX PROJECTORS, Special Lenses, Robin
Electric Speed Indicators at 44th Street Theatre, N. Y., and Crescent
Theatre, Brooklyn, for D. W. GRIFFITH'S "WAY DOWN EAST."
B.

F.

PORTER.

EXCLUSIVE

EQUIPMENT.

729-7th AVENUE, NEW YORK

TYPHOONS
fOOUVENTI
LATE
1 TYPHOON FAN COMPANY
V* 345 WEST 39-ST.I
NEW YORK CITY
1044 CAMP ST., NEW ORLEANS. LA.
64 W. RANDOLPH ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.
255 NO. 13- ST., PHILADELPHIA PA.
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"Navy Standard"
The Navy Department has
drawn tionsupfor linoleum
rigid specificato be
used on the decks of battleNaturally, toa these
linoleum thatships.
conforms
exacting Navy requirements, and that will endure
under the terrific wear imposed by Navy service, is
exactly the type of floorcovering needed in the
theatre.
All so-called battleship linoleum isnot made according
to Navy specifications. To
be absolutely certain you
are getting genuine battleshipcordlinoleum,
acing to Navy made
standard,
you
insist Linoleum.
on GoldSeal should
Battleship
Motion

Picture

Exhibitors

DURING the past year we have asked
motion picture exhibitors all over the
United States what they demand in a theatre
floor-covering. Here, in condensed form, are
their opinions :
"Theatre floors must be extremely
durable to withstand the heavy, daily
traffic, up and down the aisles,
through the corridors, etc."
"Floor-coverings must be quiet underfoot so that people walking about
and looking for seats will not disturb
those already seated."
"They must be easily and inexpensively cleaned to keep down overhead expenses."
"Must be durable?"— Gold-Seal Battleship
Linoleum is manufactured in strict accordance with the standards set by the U. S. Navy
— made to withstand such terrific, grinding
wear as is given the decks of battleships.
'GOLD

tell

us —

"Quiet underfoot?" — "Easy and inexpensive to clean ?" — As cork is its main ingredient,
Gold-Seal Battleship Linoleum is comfortably
quiet to walk on — pleasantly resilient under
foot. Its smooth, sanitary surface can be
cleaned in a jiffy by a few whisks of a damp
mop. It comes in three colors — attractive
shades of terra cotta, brown and green.
No other linoleum so fully meets the requirements of motion picture floors as does
Gold-Seal Battleship Linoleum. It will pay
you to insist upon the genuine.
Gold-Seal Cork Carpet
Some exhibitors, who desire absolutely soundproof floors, prefer Gold-Seal Cork Carpet.
This efficient floor-covering is very durable
and as velvety quiet underfoot as a woven
rug.
Made in 6 attractive shades.
Congoleum Company
INCORPORATED
Philadelphia New York Chicago Boston Dallas Atlanta
San Francisco Minneapolis Kansas City Pittsburgh Montreal

CAUTION!
The Gold Seal, facsimile
of which is shown at
right, is pasted on the
face of all genuine
Gold-Seal Linoleum.
Look for it !

SEAL
JJ> GUARANTEEM
EU j
lNOLGUARANTEED
SATISFACTION
T
OR YOUR MONEY
BACK

GOLD

SEAL

Linoleum
Battleship
(THE FAMOUS FARR & BAILEY BRAND)
Made

According

to U.S.Navy Standard

PICTURE

MOVING

A picture that
blows its own
horn!
For twenty years, as book
it's been advertisand ingplay,
itself.
You reap the benefits — and
they'll be enormous!

Adolph

Zukor

presents

Bett

^(pm

pson

J. M.
The

Barrie's

Little

play

Minister

A Penihyn Statnlaws Production
Scenario by Eugene Mullin
(X

Published by CHALMERS
Entered as second class matter June 17, 1906, at the Post
Office at New York, N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Published weekly. $3 a year.

(paramount

PUBLISHING
516

FIFTH

{picture

COMPANY

AVENUE,

NEW

YORK

CITY

MOVING

PICTURE
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Playgoers Pictures
Presents

RUTH
II

CLIFFORD
in

From "Peaks of Gold" by Guy W. McConnell.
Directed by Ralph Ince
Love*
l
icaPictures
pPlaygoers
Troby
Distributed
thru Pathe Exchange Inc.
Foreign. Representative for Playgoers Pictures
Sidney Garrett

4

Because it is as fascinating as the lure of the tropics, as
rousing as the rugged lives of the adventurers who brave its
fatal spell,
as itshasmoon-flooded
why
this taleas passionate
of the tropics
the lure whichnights—
leads tothat's
the
box office.
"Tropical Love" was made "on location" in Porto
Rico.
Its atmosphere is real, its production perfect and
its
cast includes
Ruth Clifford
Fred Turner
Reginald Denny
Margaret Fitzroy
Catherine Spencer
Huntley Gordon
Ernest Milliard
Margaret Seddon
Paul Doucet
Carl Axzell
The Biggest Theatres Are
Booking

It!

Jesse

L'Laslur

CECIL
yyiildved

presents

a,

BDeMILLE
PRODUCTION
CovirVad

tool's
Paradise"
foi/BeulahMai'ieDix and
Sada Cowan"" 'Suggested by
Leonard Merric^s story VkeOmrels avid theCcuty"
CC Gparamount
mm

Q>icture

Cecil B.DeMille
PRODUCTION

tool's

Paradise
Cpicture

CC (paramount

ies
most appealinga stor
the n.
ONEever ofwri
Acted by stellar
tte
cast. Staged in sets as luxurious
rt of Nero, as mighty as the
cou
as the
pyramids. weep at the poor blind youth
You will
who loved a selfish ballet dancer; you
will pity and love the girl who tried to
deceive him into happiness. You will
thrill at the fight with the maddened
crocodiles, at the secret temple rites,
the huge ballets, the native uprising.

"
You will remember "Fool's Paradise
forever, because it gives you every
sensation the human heart can feel.
!SmMOUS HATCM-lMIWCXMiaMBIOHl

cCittCe

jCord
p-RANCQT

cJauntferow"

WODGJON
J^vottx

DUHiNETT^

SCENARIO BY BERNARD MCCONVILLE
PUOTOGRAPUY BY CUARLES ROSUER
DIRECTION BY JACK PICKEORD AND
. ALrRED E GREEN

Q/f supromo picturization
of an aff-sacrifincf raotherlocre - — the perfect duafrofe
that charms — ' a hoy cuho
wins the hearts of afC

UNITED
MARY
DOUG

ARTI/IT CORPORATION
DICKTORD
CUAI3LIC CUADUN
LAUl IJ*RAMTAIRDANKJ"
D W GBimTU
ADdAM/ DftCTIDCNT

is
More

than two

years were

ten

required

in the making of "Theodora." The
actual production cost exceeded three
million dollars.
Twenty

gigantic

forums,

amphitheatres,

vilions and
were

sets, reproducing
palaces, pa*

gardens, built of stone,

constructed

for the

sets by

Armando Brasini, the famous
tect of the Vatican.
Over

30,000

made

for

costumes,
this

archi*

all especially

production,

were

required.
So vast was the assemblage
for the production
government

of actors

that the Italian

assigned a regiment

of

cavalry to keep order.

Goldwyns

sensation
motion

Theodora

one

in

pictures

has played

to big money

in several of the big Eastern
What the Critics
say about Theodora
Photoplay
"In attempting
adequately, oneIt
looks
in vain tofordescribe
suitableit superlatives.
literally knocks one's eye out."
New York
"Collect all your 'Ohs!' your 'Ahs!' and
your interjections "of acme gaspology and
prepare to utter them when you see "Theodora" at the Astor Theatre. It was a perpetual feast for—Alan
the eye,"
Dale in N. Y. American
Cleveland
"One cannot
over-praise
film, init.fact,It
cannot
adequately
describe this
or critisize
is beyond anything that I expected from
producers of films for years to come."
— Archie Bell, Cleveland News'
Detroit
"And
if
it
cost
millionof dollars
achieve the amazing three
succession
trip-ham-to
mer punches such as one sees in this production, al I can say is that it looks like a full
moneys' worth."
Pittsburgh —Deroit Journal
"Gorgeous
a word-frequently
used by whose
those
who
would isdescribe
dramatic scenes
magnificence has pleased. The word is much
too weak to adequately fit the settings of this
production."
— Chronicle 'Telegraph
Chicago
MThe
splendors
of
the
Byzantine
Empire, the
stupendous
cast ofthe25,000
rain of climaxes,
under people,
current theof aterrific
frenzied love tragedy will lift the jaded movie fan
out of his lethargy Into the seventh heaven
of attention."
Boston —Herald Examiner
"It
is
a
picture
that
will live
as one
the
great spectacles of motion
picture
art. ofThere
is a gorgeousness of pageantry whjch surpasses any thing that has ever been
—Bostonshown."
Qlobe

It is the talk of the whole
loving

public, because

heralded

and

great national
It is now
in New

written

picture-

it has been
about

in the

magazines.

going into its fourth month
York

at the Astor

at $2 top. The

Theatre

critics of all the cit-

ies where it has played have
about

cities.

raved

"Theodora."

immortal
dou's
Sarromance
love
Produced hy Unione
Cinematografica
Italian*

picture

the

world

has

ever

known

/
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has
money

Exhibitors

other

PICTURE

than

individual

#

J

'LL stand back of that statement.

And

I

/
f

know it won't be challenged.
Back in the Eclair days when Wid Gunning was making money for exhibitors by
showing them how to advertise and doing it

*

for them — at a time when most of us didn't
know we had anything to advertise in a
"movie."
Back

to the start of the review

service

when

"people" said, "You will never get exhibitors to pay ten dollars a year for reviews."
And clear through the days when we made
the discovery that exhibitors would pay ten
dollars and more if necessary to get honest,
unprejudiced, competent, intelligent, appraisals

of motion pictures —
Wid Qunning has been making money for exhibitors.
On through the recent years of his association with
George Loane Tucker, Lois Weber and other leading
producers; right up to the moment that finds the
four-square, clean-cut, square-shooting distributing
organization that bears his name —
Wid Qunning has always made money for exhibitors.
Ten years ago— yesterday— and today —
Wid Gunning's bread and butter, Wid Gunning's
milk and honey — have depended upon the exhibitor,
has rested upon making money for the exhibitor.
Wid Gunning has never "sent an exhibitor wrong"
in his life.
Wid Gunning has prospered because he has been
true to the exhibitor faith placed in him.
And Wid Gunning's distributing organization is
prospering because it is created to make money for
exhibitors —
By giving them pictures that make money; exploitation that makes money; efficiency of operation that
makes money.
H-u.,, ,
1812. j G™»« Si
DUNNING
Pmorr .... IWEwEluabnbS.
^BuBrffcHiiilMI^^

ZOM lUri tot
HKThttlMMkSu ILV

Sutm
* MNfl
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Wid

Gunning

made
for

any

more
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has
money

Producers

other

PICTURE

than

individual

HERE
isn't a man in a studio who won't agree with
that statement.
There isn't a man who ever burned his eyes under
the studio glare or labored thirty-six hours in a cutting room for the glorification of some "Vice-President
and General Manager" who won't echo that statement.
We used to think Wid was crazy in the early days.
Pictures weren't made, we thought. They were
just thrown together and every once in a while you
accidentally got a good one.
Then Wid
DIRECTOR.

Gunning began to talk about — THE

Some have talked of— THE PRODUCER. What
Wid has always meant was — THE CREATOR.
But whatever the title — Wid Gunning fought
for the man whose genius was responsible for the
creation of better motion pictures. Wid told us
there was no financial reward* that could overpay
the man big enough to create. Wid told us that
the industry's future depended upon its creators.
Wid told us that the day would come when the
"captains of industry" who bore our grandiloquent
titles would pursue the creator.
We laughed at Wid Gunning — in the days when
directors received one hundred and fifty dollars a week.
We laughed at Wid Gunning — in the days when
directors began to get three hundred and fifty dollars
a week.
We laughed at Wid Gunning — and then stopped
laughing, when we found that seven hundred and fifty
and a thousand dollars a week for a director was only
a salary, and that no salary could properly reward the
creator, whose genius, art, experience and enthusiasm
created the goods we have to sell — the motion picture.

Icmttt 9l nl Bnwd-

Third At* ....
MIT'CI Washington
ThtM«-nih Ave.> . *

And today —
Exhibitors don't have to be told what
them to see a distributing organization
and inspires the highest of creative ideals,
and most efficient of business methods,
exploitation brains.

it means to
that fosters
the cleanest
the best of

I 884
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DOLLAR

STEREOPTICON
HAS

AMAZED
OF

THE

THE

LEADERS

INDUSTRY!!

E. M. Porter and W. E. WaddelL Inventors and Manufacturers of the

PORDELL

PROJECTOR

announce that with the newly developed Pordell optical system combined
with an ordinary flashlight battery it is possible to produce upon any white
background a remarkable screen picture ranging in size from

ONE
Just

INCH

TO

NINE

Think!

FEET
A

Instead of lantern slides — film clippings or single
"frame"
views aredefinition.
projected with an astonishing light
and remarkable
EVERY
INDIVIDUAL
IN THE INDUSTRY
SHOULD OWN A PORDELL.
ITS PRACTICAL USES ARE INNUMERABLE.

IN

WIDTH

Christmas

Suggestion

Why not give your friends a Pordell, which so appropriately represents the spirit of the industry?
Special quotations on dozen lot orders.
By ordering on the attached coupon, a Pordell will
be on its way to you one hour after receipt of order.

When battery is required add 50c to remittance
PORDELL PROJECTOR, INC.,
323 East 34th Street, N. Y.
Enclosed please find Qiec^ for
Send same prepaid to —
MR

Pordell Projector.

INCLUDING

50 FILM VIEWS

STREET
■•fA0i- ■'■■ ■■ •'• • "i-'-V; ■ • • • • *
CITY
STATE

Battery
50c
Extra
00
$5.
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WORLD

HERE

searching

usual, Strand - Capitol

for

- Rialto-

the

un-

class

of

pictures

You

saw

the

way

Wid's

release, "OUR

MUTUAL

FRIEND," went over at the Lyric — what extraordinary
reviews and notices it received? Well
I have
which

more

of these superb

I selected from

all the producing

NORDISK

Productions

over 300 pictures examined

centres of Europe.

If your idea of a

fine picture calls for Guillotine, Headsmen's
Howling

mobs

in

axes and

of half -starved supers, you'll be disap-

pointed. But— if you believe with

me

in clean, cen-

sor-proof, intense, beautifully photographed, faultlessly acted dramas, that will please all classes and
draw

as well in the lowly house in Podunk as in Broadway palaces, please get in touch with me today.

CHESTER
501 FIFTH
NEW
VANDERBILT
5599-7416

BEECROFT
AVENUE
YORK

mm
"A

Man's

Home"
not

only

is
the

greatest
picture
ever
the

that

bore

Selznick

trade

mark-

It is also

the

most
successful.

Two

courses

are
open
every

to

exhibitor —
book
be

it, or

sorry.

MOVING

PICTURE
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PICTURES

Now offers at a price
within the reach of even
the

smallest

exhibitor —

their great and spectacular
production

S

KISMET

"Kismet" has been declared to be one of the finest pieces of acting the screen
has ever seen. Otis Skinner, against a background of lavish, colorful gorgeousness,
gives an amazing character interpretation that reaches the pinnacle of perfection.
If vour public has not yet seen Kismet you have the opportunity of a life time
to give them the greatest motion picture enjoyment they have ever had. Wherever
"Kismet" has been exploited it has produced box office results.
R-C

PICTURES

the

competition

included

special

every

big

offered

this

year-None

missing
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262— Straight

by Carl

PICTURE

Laemmle,
Film

from

the

President

Manufacturing

IT
Shoulder
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OFF!
Talk

of the Universal
Company

Ask your operator not to make any change in the main title of our Gladys Walton
picture, "Playing With Fire."
We are trying out a new main title plan. Under this new plan, all the preliminary
and explanatory matter which generally appears BEFORE THE PICTURE will appear
AFTER THE PICTURE.
All producers have been sharply criticized for many months because of the large
amount of matter which the audience has to read on a main title before the picture itself
appears.
In answer to this criticism, the Universal has exploded a bombshell in the main title
problem in the Gladys Walton picture. It has simply "busted up" the old order of things.
We

think the public will be pleased with the innovation.

Instead of telling what wig-maker curled the villain's false whiskers, who painted
the scenery, who wrote the story, who drew up the continuity, who made the art titles,
who directed the picture, who released the picture and who everything-elsed the picture,
we start the Gladys Walton picture with a very brief, informal talk about Miss Walton and
then jump right into the story.
After the story is ended, we then run the matter mentioned above. Those in the
audience who want to know all the details can wait and read it. Those who don't care
a rap can walk out.
Your operator may think this was done by mistake. He may want to run it in the
old-fashioned form.
Please ask him not to do it, not to change our own arrangement in any manner.
Let him read what I have written here and he will instantly appreciate what we are driving at. His complete co-operation is necessary in order to bring about this radical
change successfully.
Look at the picture yourself! Nine out of ten companies would charge you extra
for a gem like "Playing With Fire." But it goes to Universal customers as one of our
regular "Special Attraction Releases"— AT NO EXTRA COST TO YOU!
price.

We're giving our customers a superfine quality of pictures at a live-and-let-live
WHO ELSE IS DOING AS MUCH?

December 24, 1921
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PRJSCILLA

DEAN
IN STUART PATON'S TREMENDOUS THRILLER
MADE FROM THE NOVEL by CLARENCE B.KELLAND||
p

MARRY

CAREY
in/

The First Super-^festem,ever
Directed by Robert Thornby

Screened
\^^m

»

Mabel JulienneScott^*
Jtuart Holmes
IN THE BIGGEST HEART- PICTURE OF THE YEAR,
■from Edna Ferber's -famous "FANNY HERSELF"
Directed by TOD BROWNING, who made "OutsldeThe taw"

NO

WOMAN
UNIVERSALJEWEL
PRODUCTIONS
DE LUKE

KNOW

OM.BOYWUAT

k

PICTURE!

IF YOU CAN'T CLEAN UPON THIS PICTURE LET SOME OTHER
FELLOW RUN YOUR HOUSE. OH, BOY, WHAT A PICTURE!
IF
YOU

LET THE

OTHER

Get

"GEM OFAPICTURE,SURE-FIRE BOX-OFFICE BET!
this one quick! It means dollars for u,ou,and rich

entertainment

FELLOW

GET

IT YOU* RE TO BLAME?
— WIDS —

for your patrons."
'
"\ ~
— MOTION

"YOU'LL

PAVE

OVER

PICTURE

'SCHOOLDAYS-

NEWS
J

—
~

A picture like 'School Daijs'isa qif t in such depressive
time as these. It's a wonderful picture. It carries a punch
in every

reel!'
i

'"SCHOOL

—EXHIBITORS

DAYS' OFFERS

TRADE

CAPITAL

REVIEW — \

ENTERTAINMENT-

Weare moved to congratulate thatenterprisinq firm_of
real showmen,
the Warner Bros.,on this their newest
venture.
money

Theu, will more
for themselves
'

"SHOULD

BE SHOWN

than

make

a great

deal

and the exhibitors!'
, — MOVING PICTURE WORLD

TO ALL THE WORLD

of

—

-

Wesley
Barry as'Speck'offers
moremale
entertainment
than
the combined
efforts of a dozen
stars. This screen
classic

rides

Entertainment

faster
value

than

an airplane,straiqht

one-hundred
—

to success.

percent?
BILLBOARD

—

MOVING
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READ

PICTURE

WHAT

' SCHOOL

pathos, and

PROVE

humor,

will appeal

of good clean
.
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THEY

DAYS' SHOULD

It is fujl of qenuine

reels

WORLD

SAY-

A MONEY-MAKERlittle

to any

touches

audience.

comedij."
— EXHIBITORS

of

Seven

HEARLD

—

' f
'
*
* '
%.
*j"A REALLY NOTABLE ACHIEVEMENT—
It's a safe prophecy
into a memorable

that the
one?

picture

1h

will develop

— VARIETY —
A SCREEN

GOLD

MINE

—

It has been well done, so well, indeed, that biq time
and small time audiences alike will find it full of
delightful

incidents, good

actinq

and

the eternal

youth." v
appeal of unquenchable
J*f
— N.Y. MORNING
TELEGRAPH

"ONE
A human

OF

interest

THE

BEST

story

'A 'BABEJ?UTH'IN
.,
"AMUSING

AND

PICTURES

that

THE

CHOCKFUL

School Days' isqood
:
life."

OF THE

YEAR!

will sweep

the

—

GLOBE

—

N.Y.

—

coun

.
try!

LAUGHTER
LEAGUE!*
N. Y. TELEGRAM

OF HUMAN

for a lenqthy
N. Y. EVENING

INTEREST-

and

prosperous

WORLD

—

I
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FIFTY

by EARL
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DERR

BIGGERS

CANDLES

Maturing Marjorie Daw, Bertram Gra6sl>y and Dorothy Sibley
l°roclucecl .hy Willat Reductions Inc. C. AWillat, JW.

Your

Patrons

Will
in

Like
This

MARJORIE

DAW

One

Millions of movie fans were charmed with this popular screen actress when she played
with Douglas Fairbanks in "He Comes Up Smiling," "Down in Morocco," "Mr. Fix-It,"
"The Knickerbocker Buckaroo," and "His Majesty, the American." They were thrilled
with her performance as "Mary Conniston" in Marshall Neilan's "The River's End" and
as the "Kid" in his "Bob Hampton of Placer," and cried with her in Metro's "Great
Redeemer."

In "Fifty Candles," where she portrays the role of an American girl, secretary to the
in
much hated owner of extensive enterprises in China, which connection involves her
many thrilling experiences, and as the sweetheart of Ralph Coolidge, a business associate of Drew's, she gives a performance that will raise her to new heights of popularity.
"Fifty Candles" is sure to make money — a great picture with tremendous
possibilities.

advertising

HODKINSON
PICTURE

HODKINSON

PICTURES

DISTRIBUTED

THROUGH

S

FAMOUSCANADIAN
P LAYERS DISTRIBUTORS
FILM SERVICE LTD

HODKINSON

EXCHANGES

IN
PREPARATION
OTIS

SKINNER

/^MISTER
>6y Booth

ANTONIO"
Tark.ino'fo A7_

*GRUMPY"
by Horace Hodcies
zjltf/tjney Percy oa/
INTERNATIONALLY
FAMOUS THROUGH
THE INSPIRED
INTERPRETATION
BY CYRIL MAUDE

EXCEPTIONAL

/

PICTURES

j.p.

Sag,

Listen!

If you could get something the whole
world had heard about through
Daily newspapers — hundreds

of them;

"Movie" Magazines, that Dad peeks
into for styles; Mother for pretty
girls; Sister for cute little children,
and Brother for handsome men.
And

National

The

Magazines,

including

Saturday Evening Post, blazing an advertising trail,

And

when
CHARLES
(CHIC)
:VEfl DlfTtRE/NT CI
HIS

you

advertising

AIBS

thing they all knew

Sure

A

Cast He

Colleen
Joseph

Moore

about

and

Profits

Mean
?

Charles

P. Dowling

Lydia Yeamans
Whitman
then

that some-

some.

you're getting

Picked!

Titus

(CHIC)

Sale

playing seven different characters in
"HIS

Colin Kenny

and

It

Well! that is what
when you book

J. P. Lockney

Walt

can

believes

advertising

See What

you had

you

wanted.

Wouldn't

in

accessories, sugges-

tell the world

re
NIBS"

a line of

tions and helps by which

Front cover of 4-page Program-Herald, one of the
many accessories prepared for the exhibitor.

HIS

got it, with

and, oh!!! what

NIBS"

a Press Book!*

'HIS NIBS" SYNDICATE, INC.
L. L. HILLER, President
LONCACRE BUILDICMC
42nd Street and Broadway
New York City
* A ropy of Press Book to any Exhibitor on request.

The

The

Film

Third

Leg

Producer

The

Theatre

Owner

The

Motion

Picture

Press

"riESE are the three legs on which stands that great institution
J- known to the public as Motion Pictures, now recognized as
one of the most powerful institutions of modern times.
Without
have grown

the Motion

Picture Press, the industry could not

to its present dignity and proportions.

In the field of the Motion
including Motion

Picture

Picture Press, Brewster Publications,
Magazine,

Motion

Picture

Classic

and Shadowland stand pre-eminent.
Motion Picture Magazine was first in the field of general
motion

picture publications. Since 1910, it has been the great

connecting link between

film producers and the public.

The three Brewster Publications, combined,

far exceed in cir-

culation, prestige and influence, any other combination
field.

in the

Are you using these Magazines?

Are you receiving them
Are you using them

at your desk regularly each month?

in every national advertising campaign ?

If not, you are over- looking a service that in a peculiar sense
has become

an integral part of the industry.

BREWSTER
PUBLICATIONS,
EUGENE V. BREWSTER, President

Inc.

175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
"Publishers of
MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

*

MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC

< SHADOWLAND
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The
Greatest
Woman

Ever
Mad

DoTTlenWunt?

IOIS WEBER'S greatest picture is sweep•* ing Ohio off its feet. In Cleveland at the
Allen; in Columbus at the Grand; in Toledo
at the Pantheon, the million dollar question
packed

'em in as we told you it would!

Showmen

without

exception

have

pro-

claimed itthe biggest clean-up picture of the
year. Grab it— book it— ride witk it. Let
your old cash register sing a bit for a change!
A

Great

Title.

A

Sure

A

Big Week.

A

Delighted

Fire Free

When — For

Space

Grabber.

Exhibitor.
You?

Executive Offices
1540 Broadway. New York
Atlanta
146 Marietta St.
Boston ...........
19 Piedmont St.
Buffalo
. 257 Franklin St.
Cleveland
607 Film Exchange Bldg.
CmCAOO
804 South Wabash Av
Cincinnati .... Pioneer St. and Broadway
Dallas
1812^ Commerce Si.
DxNvxa
1714 Broadway
Dethoit . . . . 143 Earn Elizabeth Sl

Film Bldg.. 17tb and MairrSla. Kansas City
KM South Olive St,
Los AncEles
16 North Fourth St. .......
. Minneapolis
7291235Seventh
Avenue
..
t
jj
.
.
.
New
Yoke, City
Vine St
1. . . . Phtladelftiia
1201 Liberty Ave
Ptttsbubch
284 Turk St
San Francesco
2024 Third Av.
Seattle
3617 Waahington Ave
Sr. Louis
52S Thirteenth St., N. W. . Washincton
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nights

seven

capacity

only

Not

PICTURE

BUT

Every

Due

to

seat

the

•

filled

at

the

great

appeal

~~~~

coki,okA

matinee

to

wome

offices

■DeceTftoeT
1 9 2 1

3uri»S *T
a picture a* ^
Jen Want' •
^ v^ed tki9JL\,ouia 6ra"+
A to see
but &9 a lv,fl. we

sis"""

hat

Do

r
-^Jf* ove

Men

Want?
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Mistakes

Figures

Herald is unhappily

lation claims. Nothing

but

an

in error in its circuerror could account

for it.

The Herald announces in two pages the following
schedule of circulation in the State of New York:

Exhibitors
Motion

Herald

Picture

...
News

Moving Picture World
Exhibitors Trade Review
Wid's

457

-

-

218

-

-

162
161
58

Now, then — here's the error, or rather both of 'em: The
Herald left out a one in front and changed a 9 to a 2.
The exact, sworn, A. B. C. audited circulation of
MOVING
PICTURE WORLD
in New York State is

1169

It must have been a horse or a horse's half-brother that
did the Herald's figuring.
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DolTlenlthnt?

Cleveland

has

Toledo

Weber's

Columbus
Akron
Canton

felt the

electrifying

smashing

impulse

dramatic

of

Lois

sensation.

Cashiers — who for weeks have just "sold
tickets" were jolted into action
by the rush of patrons.
Doormen — who just "took tickets" felt the
effect of this high voltage drama
that brought a steady stream of
tickets to them.
Usher

s — in the habit of saying "plenty of
seats" were busy controlling the
crowds.

Managers — felt again that feeling of a few
seasons past — complete satisfaction— a big picture making big
money.
Get set for your shock. It'll do the old B. O. lots
of good and make you feel better around the B. R.

Film Bldg., 17th and Main Su
Executive Offices
1540 Broadway, New York
838 South Olive St
Atlanta
146 Marietta St.
16 North Fourth St
Boston
19 Piedmont St.
729 Seventh Avenue
Buffalo
257 Franklin St
„_,
1235 Vine St
Cleveland
607 Film Exchange Bldg.
Chicago
804 South Wabash Ave.
Cincinnati .... Pioneer St. and Broadway
l3V
GUNUlin
NINO \PV\A 1201284TurkSt.
2024'-,l>cr,y
ThirdAvc
Ave
Dallas
1812 .Commerce St.
Denver
1714 Broadway
.
3617
Washington
Ave
UaUtUUiall^ 525 Thirteenth St.,
N. W.
Detroit .... 143 East Elizabeth Si.

Kansas Gear
Los Anceles
Minneapolis
New York City
Philadelphia
Seattle
San Pittsburgh
Francisco
St.
Louis
.Washington
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Picture,

Packed

Scenes

Stupendous

Read

what

the

marvelous

Trade

Reviewers

say

of this

production
A BIG PICTURE
"Figures are made compelling
through the sheer artistry of the
players. The picture builds dramatically with ever increasing
suspense. The players are superb
in their roles. An impressive
achievement, well acted and
staged — a big picture — play it up
big." — Motion Picture News.
ALIVE

WITH

BIG MOMENTS

"It stands comparison

with

such director
masterpieces
as 'Passion.'
The
has outlined
a series
of tremendously thrilling events. Even the critical will be impressed by the wonderfully vivid scenes. They can not fail to be
carried away by the melodramatic sweep of the picture, its nervestraining suspense and tragedy. Its photography is excellent; the
continuity well preserved, and the work of the large cast of players
admirable. The whole picture is alive with big moments, the
mob scenes are marvelously effective and there never is an instant
when the interest slackens. Emil Jennings is an imposing figure,
giving a performance remarkable for its dignity and realism.
Werner Krauss' impersonation is a marvel of dramatic skill — the
cast is truly 'all star.' " — Exhibitor's Trade Review.

Andrew

ALL

qherell

J. Callaghan's

presentation

of

FOR

be a Franchise

everywhere

December 24, 1921

With

picture

PICTURE

WORLD

Powerful

All

A

MOVING

The

that

tion at the

created

big New

Drama

Experts

a

tremendous

York

Strand

Agree

sensaTheatre

STUPENDOUS— MASSIVE
"A massive production, and it
is no exaggeration to go further
and call it stupendous. Countless
experienced actors secure 'action'
such as has probably never been
seen before in a film production.
The action is vivid to the verge of
uncanniness. Replete with romance. As a photoplay it stands
alone," — Variety.
STRANGELY

FASCINATING

"A picture that should be seen.
It has wonderful moments and is strangely fascinating."
— New York Morniny T elegraph.
GREAT

DRAMATIC

STRENGTH

"Packed with powerful drama. It grips the attention from the
start and sweeps along to the end. A grimly fascinating tragedy —
great dramatic strength, the acting is splendid, vigorous and compel ing."— Moving Picture World.
TREMENDOUS

AND

FORCEFUL

"A spectacle in every sense of the word.
Masterly handling of
a tremendous theme and forceful acting. The action is smooth but
swift and maintains a fine comprehensiveness all through.
It is
• big and well worth while seeing." — Wids.
A

A

First National

Attraction

WOMAN
*lhere1l be a (Franchise

everywhere
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Watch
The

Most

For

Beautiful Woman

It!

in the World

in a

Beautiful Picture
B. P. Schulberg presents

Katherine

MacDonald
in

"The

B

A Comedy

eautiful

Liar"

Drama by George Marion, Jr.;

Directed by Wallace Worsley; Scenario
by Rutk Wigktman ; Pkotograpky* by
Josepk Brotkerton; Art Direction by Floyd
Mueller ; Art Titles by Renaud.
A

First

National

Attraction
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The

Biggest

PICTURE

Thrill

WORLD

Ever

Depicted!
Exhibitor's Herald

A drama of nerve-tingling thrills and gripping
heart interest, romance and love. Read what the
critics say:
MOST THRILLING

SCENE

"Our hat is off to King Vidor for giving us a realistic
train wreck. It is one of the most thrilling and convincing disasters ever pictured on the screen. And there
is a race down a rapids over a falls that is quite as nerve
tingling. Lloyd Hughes does some of the best work of
his career. Madge Bellamy is especially pleasing in an
able cast. The story has many unusual angles. It compels your attention from the opening scene to the last
foot." — Exhibitor's Herald.
WILL THRILL

THEM

"The train wreck will thoroughly thrill an audience.
King Vidor has got in some good bits." — Wids.
STRONG

HEART

INTEREST

"King Vidor has long been recognized as a director
who is ever striving to make his pictures genuine. He
is ever searching for the human note and audiences are
certain to find enough to satisfy them. The exhibitor
who books 'Love Never Dies' will present his patrons
with a good heart interest drama. There are also melodramatic touches — a thrilling scene of a train plunging
off a high trestle and picturesque rescue scene." —
Motion Picture News.

Speaking

After years of separation they were
united at last, for love never dies.

of

King

"LOVE

s

dor'
Vi
presentation
of

NEVER

DIES

Adapted from Will N. Harben's famous novel, "The Cottage of
Delight," directed by King Vidor ; photographed by Max Dupont.
Distributed by Associated First National Pictures, Inc.

Released

on

the

Open

Market— Available

to All

Exhibitors
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Busting

His

Records!

Have you seen Buster Keaton's NEW series of comedies
for First National? Through arrangements with Joseph
M. Schenck he is making six comedies for Associated First
National. These can be contracted for in a series of three
each or singly. The first three are finished.
ABSOLUTE
KNOCKOUTS!

Joseph M. Schenck
presents

THEY'RE

His second
u
The

Boat

BUSTER
Here's the opinion of the critics:
KEATON

in
Hislfirst

"It's a great play — the most remarkable shipyard and
the most
launching you ever saw." —
Detroit
News.remarkable
"One of Keaton's funniest comedies." — Detroit Free
Press.
"New and unique comedy. Good entertainment." —
Detroit Journal.

U
The

Playhouse
His third — coming

Read what the critics say:
"The most unique and original comedian. An amazing
bit of double photography seen in this picture. There's
a whiff of love interest and plenty of comedy. You ought
picture. It's so unique it's uncanny." —
to see thisJournal.
Milwaukee
"It is originality itself. It certainly entertains you." —
Milwaukee Sentinel.

"The

Paleface

All written and directed by
Buster Keaton and Eddie Cline.

First National

Attractions

"It's a riot." — Indianapolis News.
"His funniest picture — with original ideas." — Indianapolis Star.
"It handed me a big laugh. Keaton at his best. Clever
work.
"Photographically unique. Keaton has never made a
comedy with more ingenious contrivances to amaze the
audience. Neither has any other film comedian." —
Atlanta Journal.

Released

on

the open

market

MOVING

PICTURE
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19
2 1

ARTHUR JAMES
Editor-in-Chief

Again

the

One

Big

Problem

MANY
months ago, and on many occasions since, we advocated for the moving picture industry
a system of organization that called specifically for an exhibitor body, a distributor-producer
body and a separate grouping for every other important branch of the business.
For matters that affected the industry as a whole we advised a general committee composed of
representatives with power from each of the branches affected. This was in effect a federation with
autonomy and complete liberty for each branch in the working out of its own problems.
A considerable flurry was created last week when a New York daily newspaper published an
elaborated and imaginative report of the activity of producers and distributors in projecting an
•organization of their own which would deal solely with their own problems and be separate and
apart from the National Association. It was feared that the publication of this part fact and much
fiction report might wreck the project.
Our best information contradicts this idea and is to the effect that the organization will be
launched at a seasonable period. Of course, it will be fully representative if it is to be effective and
we assume that this fact is not news to the able men who have the project closest at heart.
One of the alert proposals is the selection of a nationally important man outside the picture
business to head the body in much the same manner that Judge Kenesaw Mountain Landis presides
over the destinies of baseball. If it is the purpose of the organizers to give into the hands of this big
man the responsibility of representing the industry before the lawmakers, the press and the public
the idea has much in its favor. If, on the other hand, he is to settle business differences and other
differences within the industry itself the plan must be accepted by all the elements of the industry
who will be affected by it.. We doubt if a man big enough for the job would accept it under any
■other conditions.
An important part of the problem is presented by the existence of the National Association. This
body cannot be called perfect but it has done in the past year enough effective work to justify its
right to life and continuance. All claims to the contrary notwithstanding, it was the National Association through its representatives who are definitely and directly responsible for the abolishing of
the five per cent, tax which will save the exhibitors millions of dollars, and certainly this kind of
work is not to be discarded lightly or without hard-headed thought.
There is no objection to a producers' and distributors' organization and there is much in its favor,
but existing organizations in all branches are to be considered and in no case scrapped or destroyed
unless there is something better in each instance to take their place. Possibly it is in the mind of the
•organizers to continue the National Association as a central body which would be the representative
organization, representing all branches by their full and free consent and with their complete co-operation before the world at large.
The industry needs a centralized body representing all elements and the particular form this
would take is not so important. The groups can settle their own problems in their own way and
probably better than they could settle the problems of one another. Yet there must be unity, there
must be co-operation, there must be an end to working at cross purposes when the very life of the
industry is at stake. We all of us know the necessity. The details should not be so difficult to work
out provided the leaders are willing to forget personal ambition for the common good and forswear
all things that interfere with our progress toward the one great important goal before us.
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"Get-Togethers"
in Western
ws Pennwrites says, for
's Ne
N BUSHSpo
We
the
STEPHE
in
you can't
please all the
peo- ek
W Hi
sylvania, Oklahoma. Iowa, Oregon
gh
m
Picture World frots
Moving
ple all the time, but you can please and California.
• Italy that the conquest of some of the people
• * all
* of the time.
Europe by American films is sure to
Lee Beggs takes issue with Hugo
follow economic improvement
Samuel Mayer, one of the most
abroad. He describes in detail the prominent members of the West
Baffin in the vaudeville-picture controversy, criticizing the cost of picmethods of presentation and exploi- Coast film colony, dies suddenly of lures to the
exhibitor.
tation in vogue overseas, and what a complication of diseases.
• * *
kind of pictures are making the
Theatre owners and the F. I. L. M.
strongest impres*sio*n *on audiences.
Manager Baker of the Exhibitors'
Direct Service Film Exchange, re- Club in New York City agree on the
cently opened in St. Louis, denies any appointment of a non-partisan body
Ohio exhibitors, meeting in a twoof judges to adjust all disputes.
day session for merging the two state intent to checkmate the consolidation
« * •
bodies, hear an attack on First Na- of the Skouras Brothers and the City
tional and are warned that the Wide Amusemnct Company.
October exports total 2,500 miles of
* # #
Massachusetts referendum on cenfilm, 10,211,050 feet of it being exposed film worth
sorship must be won.
Folks up in Rome, N. Y., are wait• *$468,408.
*
ing with bated breath to see if they
Globe Productions asks the New
Aaron Fox, brother of the well will have Sunday picture shows. The
known William, is authority for the council said "yes" by a vote of four York Supreme Court to restrain
statement that newspaper advertising
Henry L. Gates and Allen Rock from
to two. Now it's up to the mayor.
is the best medium for the theatre
suing Tiffany Productions in the
name of the Globe
and that the trade papers are the best
* * company.
*
mediums for producers.
Read Your
* * *
Star Productions, Inc., is capitalized for $200,000.
The suit of Charles G. Binderup of
* * *
Fellow Exhibitor's
Minden, Neb., against Pathe, the
Pictures
produced
in Western New
Omaha Film Board of Trade and vaOpinions of
rious other companies and officials,
Current Productions in
York may be reviewed by the censors at the Albany office, where the
is set for a hearing in the United
States Circuit Court of Appeals, St.
commission has established a buStraight from
Louis, for January 17. Binderup
reau, but without projection facilithe Shoulder Reports
ties.
alleges his business was ruined by a
• * *
Published
"trust," and asks
damages.
* *$240,051
*
Answering Fannie Hurst's critiin Every Issue of
cism of "Stardust," W. A. Clark of
A survey of theatre returns filed
Hope Hampton Productions says
with the Bureau of Internal ReveMOVING
PICTURE
nue indicates that attendance inthat changes in adaptation were abcreased during October.
WORLD
necessary,
but was
that lived
the con* * *
tract solutely
with Miss
Hurst
up
to in every respect.
See Pages 977, 978, 979
Albany has been selected as the
# * *
meeting place of New York State Exof This Issue
Corinne Griffith wins the star popbibitors on the occasion of the anularity contest conducted by the
nual convention. The dates arc FebGeorge
J.
Wehner N.
chain
ruary 14, 15 and 16. Preliminary deatres in Brooklyn,
Y. of ten thetails are now being arranged.
•
*
*
Montreal
approves
of
Sunday
pic* * *
ture shows while shutting down all
Cosmopolitan leases the Republic
New York State labor men are ex- other forms of Sabbath amusement.
Theatre, New York, to present
pected to denounce censorship when
"straight" picture shows will be "Humoresque" and "Get Rich Quick
they convene this week to outline Only
allowed, the ban being put on pro* * *
their legislative* program.
logues, solos and
* *
* vaudeville.
* *
Wallingford."
Many circuits are tieing up to Fox
The historic old Kalem studio,
Richard A. Rowland's mysterious
Anniversary
Week to obtain the speerected ten years ago at Cliffside,
cials that have had successful runs
proves
to
be
"L'AUantide,"
on
Broadway.
N. J., is burned in a night fire of apurchase
spectacular French picture. Metro
will release it.
* * *
unknown origin.
* * *
* * *
Pathe announces a rich variety of
Alice Brady escapes serious injury
Many exhibitors praise the obtainshort subjects, including serials, for
when the automobile in which she
use in 1922.
ing of Charles
Chats"of
* * •
the
official Urban's
screen "Movie
publication
was speeding to Albany, N. Y., over- as
the
M.
P.
T.
O.
A.
turns. She suffered a badly sprained
S. S. Cassard leaves vice-presidency
* * *
of Nicholas Power Company to
ankle, bruises about the body and a
nervous shock.
assume sole distributorship of Baird
J. M. Voshe.ll is appointed produc* * •
tion manager of Universal City and
Portable Projector Company, Newark, N. J.
O'Hare becomes its conCecil Hepworth, the English pro- Maurice
troller.
ducer, sees a tendency in the United
* * •
E. M. Porter of Simplex announces
States toward highly specialized exFranchise holders express entire a new portable projector with many
whole
the
regard
Don't
hibiting.
world as a potential audience, he satisfaction in First National at features to commend it.
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Albany

Given

New

Exhibitors

York

State

Arranging

Convention;

Preliminary

Details

ALMOST before the ink had dried on the papers announcing the fact that Albany had been awarded the state
convention of the Motion Picture Owners, on February 14, 15 and 16, the members of the Albany Managers'
Association were busy in arranging the preliminary details of the gathering which is expected to be the biggest
and best of its kind in the history of the association. A meeting was held at the Majestic Theatre last Sunday afternoon, and on Monday George Roberts, president of the association, left for New York to confer with Sydney Cohen,
president of the national association, and Charles L. O'Reilly, president of the state body.
Arrangements for the convention will largely rest in the hands of Mr. Roberts and his associates, including Fred
Elliott, owner of the Clinton Square Theatre and vice-president of the Albany Managers' Association; Sam Suckno
of the Albany and other theatres, treasurer, and O. H. Stacey of the Majestic Theatre, secretary. William Berinstein
of the Colonial Theatre will also co-operate. Assurance has already been received from Schenectady and Troy that
the owners in the two sister cities will go the limit in helping out Albany on the convention.
As for the Albany Chamber of Commerce, a message from Roy Smith, secretary, was to the effect that the
chamber proposes to leave no stone unturned in showing not only the Capital District but the legislators who will
be in session at that time the magnitude and importance of the industry as reflected by the theatres represented at
the convention, as well as the exchanges. Mayor-elect William Hackett also authorized a statement to the effect
that the keys of the city will be handed over to the delegates.
All business sessions will be held at the Hotel Ten Eyck. The exchanges will be placed on the mezzanine floor and
in all probability will also occupy the tea room adjoining. The banquet will be served on the roof garden, where
the Legislative Correspondents' dinner is annually held.
The ball, which will come as the closing event of the convention, will be held at the State Armory, four blocks
distant from the hotel. The armory has a floor space of over 49,000 square feet, and, according to Colonel Walsh,
will accommodate at least 3,500 couples. Owing to the fact that New York City is but a matter of 150 miles
distant, President Roberts expects that he will be able to secure practically all motion picture stars working in the
East in February as an added attraction to the ball.
Albany is on its tiptoes already in anticipation of the convention. Business houses have promised to decorate.
The General Electric Company in Schenectady, which maintains an entire building given over to the production of
film used by the company for exploitation, will throw open its doors to the delegates.
Delegates will also have an opportunity of visiting the State Capitol to observe the Legislature in session. There

The State Armory at Albany, N. Y ., zvhich will the scene of the
big ball concluding the annual convention of the Nezv York State
M. P. T. O., on February 14, 15 and 16, 1922
Upper left: George Roberts, of Albany, president of the Albany
Managers' Association, arranging for the state convention.
Upper, right: Fred P. Elliott, vice-president of the Albany
Managers' Association. Lower left: Samuel Suckno, treasurer,
and, lower right: O. H. Stacy, secretary, of the Albany
Managers' Association
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will be at least one of the heads of the New York State Motion Picture Commission at the Albany bureau during
convention week.
The Albany managers are jubilant in having secured the convention, in competition with Buffalo and Binghamton. Six ballots were necessary at the meeting of the executive committee in Utica last week before matters were
settled.
. The coming convention will occur somewhat earlier than those of past years, and in doing so will avoid
conflicting with the Lenten season. Exchange managers in New York, Buffalo and Albany will be placed by Mr.
Boberts on his committee and every bit of mail sent from these exchanges during the next few weeks to come will
call attention to the convention.
At Sunday's meeting President Boberts called attention to the fact that never have the theatres been so closely
affiliated with the exchanges as at present, and that much of the publicity and attractiveness of the convention to the
general public rested with the exchanges. From now on Albany managers will meet once or twice a week in
perfecting plans for the convention.

Theatre

Owners

in New

York

and

F. I. L. M.

Agree

Club

on Appointment

the equivalent of the tax saved under the
new tax law, which will become operative
on January 1, 1922, for the week starting
1 to 7 inclusive,
the MotionJanuary
Picture Theatre
Owners ofto America,
in recognition tor the services rendered
in eliminating this 5 per cent, tax on film
rentals. The members expressed themselves as being jubilant at an opportunity
to show their appreciation, and their enthusiasm was reflected by the fact that
they rose en masse and cheered when the
resolution was adopted.

of a Non Partisan Body of Judges
change to fail to deliver a motion picture
rs Chamber of
Owne
re
Theat
THE
Commerce and the F. I. L. M. Club to an exhibitor in the event said exhibitor
of New York City, after several has failed to comply with the demand of
weeks of conferences and discussions, an exchange made pursuant to the terms
finally came to an amicable agreement of its contract, and to the rule of the
with reference to the appointment of a F. I. L. M. Club, for additional security
non-partisan body to hear and adjust all not exceeeding the sum of $250, to insure
the differences that might arise between the safe return of its film, with the. provision, however, that the F. I. L. M. F. I. L. M. Clubs, New York
the exhibitor and the exchangeman in
that territory, last Wednesday.
Club as a body, on behalf of their resand Albany Co-Operate
The new rules and regulations provide
pective members, shall guarantee the carMembers of the F. I. L. M. Club of
that three members of the Theatre Ownrying out of the decisions against individ
ers Chamber of Commerce and three ual exchanges, handed down by the joint New York City, met with those from the
members of the F. I. L. M. Club shall arbitration board and that no judgment Albany F. I. L. M. Club in the latter city
constitute a board of arbitration, with a shall be taken by default, except after a last Friday for the purpose of bringing
chairman appointed by the F. I. L. M. judgment is allowed by the joint arbitra- about greater co-operation among the extion board after a hearing of the parties.
Club to preside, who shall only vote in
changes and a better establishment of
case of a tie. When the chairman votes,
"The board of arbitration shall deem boundary lines. It is claimed that the
his act automatically leaves ground for existing contracts and unpaid accounts, Albany territory is frequently invaded by
an appeal to the Appeal Board, which binding upon the new owner, assignee of New York and Buffalo representatives.
shall consist of three members from the lease or purchaser of stock in the cor- The meeting was held at the Pathe ExChamber of Commerce and three memporation, inany theatre, but shall not be
change. Among those present from New
bers from the F. I. L. M. Club, with no binding upon the new owner of a theatre York were Arthur Abeles, Metro; Lester
chairman.
which has been closed for a period of Adler, Realart; Sam Zierler, Commonwealth ;Henry Siegel, district manager
The joint arbitration board was pro- thirty days, where such sale, transfer of
vided with the following set of rules for lease or assignment of stocks has not for Selznick and a Mr. Byer representing
its guidance, and a copy of these rules beeen made by the former operator of the the independent producers. The Albany
hosts for the occasion included Bert M.
were mailed to every exhibitor and exBrandt Happy
change in the territory over which the
Moran, president of the Albany F. I. L.
theatre."
board will have jurisdiction :
M. Club and manager of the Pathe ExPresident William Brandt, of the Thechange in that city ; R. C. Halligan, UniRules Laid Down
atre Owners Chamber of Commerce
versalMarie
;
Wheeler, Merit ; B. F. Gibbons, Vitagraph ; Louis Green, Fox ;
himself as exceedingly happy"The right of the home office of the expressed
exchange to reject any application for over the adoption of the idea and said Charles Walder, R-C Corporation, and
contract within fourteen days shall not that he considered the joint arbitration Earl Cramer, Select.
be abridged or denied.
board the greatest achievement of his administration. Already requests have
Universal City Is
"That written contracts shall be binding on both parties ; that oral evidence been received from other film centers for
Given New Controller
may be introduced and considered by the a copy of these rules, so that other key
committee in all cases where the comcities can operate under a similar arrangeMaurice
for heads
eighteen
months
has O'Hare,
been onewho
of the
of
mittee .finds that oral evidence is neces- ment.
President Brandt paid special tribute the accounting department at the Unisary to explain the terms of the contract,
versal home office, 1600 Broadway, has
but not to change the price or protection to I. E. Chadwick, president of the
F. I. L. M. Club, for his courteous man- been appointed controller of Universal
except in case of fraud or duress.
ner, for his tact and for his readiness City, and is now on his way to the Wesi
"Any involuntary breach of a contract
and ability
with respect to one picture in a contract adopted.
, to serve in having the rules Coast to take over his pew duties.
O'Hare is a former official of the Sunfor several pictures, shall not be deemed
light Arc Corporation. He also was in
to constitute a breach of the entire conThe Theatre Owners' Chamber of
tract.
Commerce at the last meeting ratified the the accounting and auditing department
"The board of arbitration shall not adoption of a resolution whereby each of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation for more than six vears.
deem it a breach of contract for an ex- of the theatre members will contribute
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Walker

Repeats

His

Stock

Attack

on

First
National
at
Chicago
Meeting
(By Hire to Moving Picture IForld)
a copy of a First National sub-franchise
ment of not being altogether bad. Catchcontract and attacked the contents, clause
Chicago, Dec. 14.
ing sight of J. F. Cubberly, branch
the
of
for clause, making it appear an adroit manager for First National in MinneNEY COHEN, president
SYDM.
P. T. O. A., and Counsel James
composition for the financial damnation
apolis, he was further inspired to say that
J. Walker were guests today of of the unwary. In his hands and in his in some territories, including that of Mr.
words it could be likened to a gas barrage Cubberly, he found perfectly satisfactory
about forty Chicago exhibitors at a luncheon in the Gray iated
Room in the Hotel
Sherfor rendering dizzy the unsuspecting ex- conditions existing between First National
man when Assoc
First National was
hibitor. He said it was an instrument that and the exhibitor. This not alone applied
lacked mutuality, arranged purposely as in Minnesota but also in Ohio. What
again placed on the griddle by Walker,
pursuing what he styled an offensive de- positive material for First National and Walker appeared to wish to drive home
fensive of the business principles of the negative for the exhibitor.
was the necessity for adjustment of all
relations between First National and the
company as exercised in their dealings
Admitting that the M. P. T. O. A. was
with their own franchise holders, memaltogether good, in the same breath he exhibitors of the country which had a
. bers of the M.P.T.O.A.
paid First National the glowing compli( Continued on [>agc 91f> )
John Silha, president of the Motion
Theatre Owners of Chicago, was chairman. After introducing several of the
Only a Few Responding, Says Peter
state executive heads of the exhibitor
organization he gave Cohen the floor.
UNDER a Dallas (Texas) date line, E. T. Peter sends the
Cohen responded with an informal talk
following telegram, which we reproduce in full, as well
relating to various legislative matters now
as a later telegram received from the newly elected presipending pertinent to the organized exhibitor, among them being the present
dent of the
Peter: exhibitors' organization.
readAlabama
First
censorship referendum to take effect in
Massachusetts at the beginning of 1922,
Moving Picture World,
which he stated was the pulse of the feeling of the public towards censorship by
516 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
which every state in the Union could be
The statement carried in some trade papers to the effect
guided.
that the Alabama exhibitors, at a meeting held in Birmingham
He spoke at length on general purposes
last week, refused to affiliate with Motion Picture Theatre
and the present strength of the national
organization, and referred to what it had
Owners of America is an absolute error. There were only
accomplished in the direction of a settlesix
exhibitors present, and they did not deem it their prerogament with Famous Players. He said the
tive to speak for the whole state. The meeting was called
long existing controversies between the
corporation and the national organization
by Mr. Hackworth of Huntsville, who was vice-president of
had been finally healed satisfactorily. To
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Alabama, organized a year
be used in defense of all unfair legislation,
ago and affiliated with Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
he advocated play dates in all theatres of
America. There was no resolution passed at the meeting nullithe Kineto Movie Chats which will be
fying this affiliation. While the meeting was called by Mr.
produced and released under the auspices
Hackworlh it was at the solicitation of Sydney S. Cohen and
of the exhibitor organization through the
Hodkinson branches.
myself. I personally called on Mr. Hackworth, and the
In referring to the trade papers, he
national headquarters sent out notices to the exhibitors to be
declared it was the consensus of opinion
present.
There were four out-of-town exhibitors, two from
among all of the executive heads of the
Birmingham, and myself, present at the meeting. We did
M. P. T. O. A. that there are more nanot deem it advisable to endorse the official Urban Movie Chats
tional papers published than are necessary,
and that on suggestion from several of the
with so few present.
national distributors and producers of
E. T. PETER.
pictures, he and his associates were making an investigation to determine the relaThen read Mooney and do your own judginy:
" ' tive value
all the papers
published
insofar as theofexhibitor
is concerned.
Other
matters, such as the reduction of insurBirmingham, Ala., December 14.
ance rates, competition among schools and
Moving Picture World, New York:
churches, and cost of accessories were
Alabama Exhibitors organized a strictly state body. E.
expounded. Cohen refrained from a First
T. Peter, of M. P. T. 0. A., sought an affiliation with body
National attack and then introduced
Walker.
here. The new organization took the stand that its first duty
Walker, psychologist, trained orator
was to build up a strong state organization, and at the meetand clever showman, warmed up the gathing aligned itself with no national body. Mr. Peter was instruering immediately with a number of
mental inarranging the meeting for the purpose of having an
witticisms concerning himself and his own
Alabama unit of M. P. T. 0. When the meeting was held it was
particular ability, and was as usual verv
entertaining. Their thinking sense was
organized under the name of Alabama Exhibitors' Association
and was declared strictly a state body.
destroyed by his pandering to their risibilities. Walker has that happy ability of
B. H. MOONEY.
hiding his dynamite. He finally flashed
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Announcement

Q In line with
service

Q Mr.

the progress

which

is essential

to the

to our readers, we are glad to announce
lowing staff additions and advancements :

Fritz Tidden

charge

of the
mented staff.

will preside

Department

over

and

of [Reviews

best

the fol-

will be in full
with

an

aug-

<3( Mr. Roger Ferri has been specially engaged to conduct
the Department of Independent Productions and to
handle the news of the independent field.
Q Mr. Charles

S. Sewell

has been

Producers News, a readjusted
mation of exhibitors.

placed

in charge

department

of the

for the infor-

Q Miss Mary Kelly has been advanced from Chicago to the
main office because of her competence as a reviewer of
pictures.
Q A. Van Buren Powell has been selected to supervise the
Straight from the Shoulder Reports, a department that
has proved so satisfactory to exhibitors.
Q In presenting

each

week

to our readers

the best written,

the most constructive and the one authoritative publication, devoted exclusively to moving pictures, we aim
solely to serve

the industry

lessly, fairly and with
ing'and

and all of its elements

a sincere

devotion

fear-

to its upbuild-

prosperity.
ARTHUR

JAMES

Moving

Picture

World
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Toledo, O., Dec. 12.
tion of
tant conven
imporre
most
THEMotio
n Pictu
Theatre Owners
yet to assemble in Ohio was opened
on December 12 in the WaJdorf Hotel,
Toledo. Exhibitors from all the principal cities in the state were present, as
well as visiting delegations from New
York, Michigan, Illinois and other states.
Among the leading representatives of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America were Sydney S. Cohen, national
president ; Senator James A. Walker, national counsel ; Sam B. Berman, state secretary of New York; Francis Holley
director of the Motion Theatre Owners'
Public Service Department; M. J.
O'Toole, chairman of the Public Service
Department, member of the National
Legislative Committee, Scranton, Pa.
The purpose of the meeting was to
more completely solidify Ohio exhibitors
in a state-wide organization for the purpose of affording a better degree of protection to them in all matters requiring
attention in and out of the industry. The
special matter to be considered by the
Ohio organization is possible adverse legislation which may come forward at
Columbus after the new year, as well as
to care for legislation of a national character at Washington.
Partial Merger
A number of conditions within the
business itself, affecting the relative interests of producers, distributors and exhibitors, are also to be considered with a
a view to making such proper adjustments
as will set aside every element of injustice and give all concerned a square deal
in the conduct of their business. There
are now two divisions of the organization
in Ohio representative of the northern and
Southern sections of the state. For the
purposes of purely local matters, these
two bodies may still continue to function,
but for all matters affecting the state as
a whole, as national legislation, the state
body created will have complete charge.
The meeting was opened about 2
o'clock by M. G. Smith, a well-known Toledo exhibitor. Mr. Smith welcomed the
exhibitors and then introduced Director
of Law Lawton of Toledo, who spoke for
Mayor Cornell Schreiber who was unable
to be present. Mr. Lawton said that no
class of men come in more pronounced or
more frequent contact with the public and
that their influence for good in this relation isincalculable. He told of the efforts
put forth by a number of theatre owners
which added materially to the elements of
entertainment, education and general instruction indifferent localities.
James A. Mattox, president of the

Refusal
as

Ohio

to

Meet

Cohen

Exhibitors

to Necessity of Winning

Massachusetts

Southern Ohio Exhibitors Association,
was then introduced by Mr. Smith and
made a very pleasing response to the address of welcome made by Mr. Lawton.
He expressed the hope that the theatre
owners would measure up to the exalted
station set for them by Mr. Lawton, and
that they would in every way conform to
the duties encumbered upon them as caterers to the entertainment and general
welfare of all communities.
Secretary Sam Berman of the New
York State exhibitors, told of the efforts
made at Washington to bring about the
repeal of the 5 per cent, film tax. He
spoke of the value of organization in
New York and other states and urged
all of the exhibitors to pay special attention to the work at hand and realize how
important organization is to them in this
state.
O'Toole on Legislation
M. J. O'Toole of Scranton, Pa., spoke
on legislation generally. He called attention to the need for a better understanding
between the people of all localities and the
picture theatre owners and said this could
be brought about through elements of
service which the screen is able to give.
He said that when this is done there would
be no more adverse legislation, as the
power of the screen for good would be
so manifest in all parts of the United
States as to bring to the side of the theatre owner favorable public opinion which
would not be set aside.
He instanced the fact that the present

Merge

Referendum

president of the United States, Warren
G. Harding, was a newspaper publisher
in Marion, Ohio. He placed beside
Editor Harding the motion picture theatre owner in the same city. He declared
that both are practically in the same line
of business from the standpoint of publicity, one presenting news and other information on a printed page and the other
visualizing it on a celluloid film. Both are
operating constructively for the good of
the community, both are to the front in
all matters where the promotion of progressive public programs are necessary,
and yet one is free of taxation because
this service was generally recognized and
the other pays taxes because his division
of the service is not as fully recognized.
Cohen Reviews Events
National President Cohen was next introduced and was received with applause.
Mr. Cohen told of the development of
the national organization from the initial
meeting in Cleveland two years ago. He
pointed with pride to the fact that the organization grew with such rapidity the
first year that at the Minneapolis convention this year, over 2,000 exhibitors were
present from all parts of the United
States.
He said that the purpose of picture
theatre owners of America is the protection of its members and their investment, and were it not for the efforts of
this organization many theatre owners
would be in a deplorable condition today.
He called attention to the negotiations
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with Famous Players- Lasky and said that
he was pleased to say that all of the promises made by Mr. Zukor since the Minneapolis convention have been kept and
that the best of feeling now prevails. He
said there were a few matters yet to be
taken up and expressed the hope that
these, too, would be adjusted in the same
agreeable manner.
Massachusetts' Peril
Mr. Cohen dwelt at length on the work
of the national organization in legislative
matters. He claimed that were it not for
the power thus presented and the ability
of the theatre owners to concentrate their
energies along this line, there would be no
repeal of the film tax and adverse legislation of all kinds would have passed in the
various states. He said that in Massachusetts there was to be a state-wide referendum on the question of censorship and
that this was the first state where such
a condition was presented. He called attention to its great importance to every
exhibitor in the United States, as it tends
to fasten permanently consorship on the
country if the people of Massachusetts
declare in favor of the proposition. He
said the national organization and the
Massachusetts exhibitors are arranging to
defeat the proposal in the referendum
vote.
Referring to the question of other producing companies and the manner in
which disputes were being adjusted, Mr.
Cohen called attention to complaints
agains' \ssociated First National Pictures, Inc. He alleged there was nothing
personal in any of these disputes and the
only purpose was to produce justice for
the exhibitor. This, he said, would be
done irrespective of the personnel of any
of the companies involved.
Committees Named
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WORLD

night was an interesting affair and
brought to the front a number of personages friendly to the motion picture interests of Ohio, and yet in no manner
definitely identified with the business. At
the speaker's table the rather odd situation
was presented of lawmakers from two
different states, mingling with the warden of the State Penitentiary in close association with three ministers, all fraternizing with the representative picture men
and women of the state.
Senator James A. Walker of New York
City was introduced as toastmaster. The
first speaker introduced was Mr. O'Toole,
who spoke on public service within the
lines of the motion picture industry.
The Rev. Dr. Arnold of the Washington Street Congregational Church was
next introduced. He told of the use of
motion pictures in teaching religious lessons and said he regarded them of the
utmost importance and second only to the
pulpit in potency in public appeal.
Praise from Pastor
The Rev. S. McLeod Smith, secretary
of the Federation of Churches, said that
he came to this section from Buffalo
where he helped to put ever the censorship
law in New York State. He said he was
in favor of censorship but at the same
time recognized the fact that the picture
people are improving the character of
pictures and making them more educational and serviceable to the people. He
said that unless the picture interests had
the churches behind them that they would
fail in any effort put forth.
Dr. Francis Holley told of the work
being per formed by the Bureau of Commercial Economies in conjunction with
the Public Service Department in forcing forward industrial, educational and
other programs of a helpful nature in the
United States and elsewhere.
Mrs. Titus of the Toledo Federation
of Women's Clubs and connected with the
motion picture committee of that organization, complimented the picture people
on the many improvements in pictures and
extended them the greetings and the helpclubs.ful agency of the members of the women's

The following committees were announced byChairman Mattox:
Credentials — P. Z. Zehnder, Dayton;
A. J. Pail, Galion; H. W. Lungdren,
Sebring; Peter Sun, Toledo; B. J. Levine.
Cleveland.
Resolutions — Ernest Schwartz, Cleveland; E. P. Moyt, Wooster; L. H. Greiner, Leipzig; Horn Kress, Piqua; M. V.
McKeeson, Napoleon.
President Cohen's Talk
Nomination — John Kumler, Toledo;
National President Cohen was greeted
Al Kinzler, Davton ; F. W. Wheeler,
with applause when he was introduced by
Gallipolis; W. H. Price. Norwalk; D. C. Senator Walker as the "George WashingSchuman. Cleveland ; Mr. Botzom, AkRepublic." Mr.
MotionintoPicture
ton of the
ron;William James, Columbus.
Cohen
entered
a serious discussion
Organization — Fred Dezbueg, Cleve- of the problems confronting the organizaland; W. J. Denim, Cleveland; J. Motry,
tion, telling of the advances made since
Tiffin ; Henri Bieterson, Jr., Delaware ; A. the Cleveland convention and declaring
F. Kinzler, Dayton; Myer Fine, Cleve- that the future welfare of the industry
land; H. E. Mickey. Fostoria; Thomas
as a whole centered entirely in the exhibEvans, Vanwert.
itor body. He called attention to the
Public Service — D. L. Schuman,
different conventions now being held and
Cleveland ; C. M. Young, Bowling Green ; the enthusiasm everywhere manifested by
John Kessler, Akron; J. W. Spurlock, exhibitors. He declared that the unity
Ottawa; R. C. Stouve, Canton; E. P. found in the picture theatre owners everyMott, Wooster ; M. P. Brown, Cleveland ;
where is the keynote which guarantees
James A. Beidler, Toledo; E. S. Emery, their safety.
He illustrated a number of conditions
Mansfield ; H. C. Henry, Defiance ; W. K.
Richley, Findley.
within the industry as needing attention
and said that these are being handled with
The dinner at the Elks' Club Monday
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all due expediency and dispatch. He expressed the gratitude of the organization
for the good will evidenced by the Michigan exhibitors who attended the Ohio
convention in order to give as much information and advice as they could to
their fellow exhibitors. He said it showed
a spirit of fraternity which made the organization stronger and its work more effective.
President Cohen then again spoke of
the referendum vote to be taken in Massachusetts next year as being of the most
vital concern to all theatre owners in the
United States.
Speaking directly of public service, Mr.
Cohen said that all theatres in New York
City are always at the disposal of any
element in the community with respect to
this form of service. He said that scarcely a day passes in New York when some
one of the theatres are not being used for
community service, and that this is true all
over New York and in practically every
section of the country. The work, he said,
is being handled to some extent in segregated fashion and without proper system,
and that therefore the public is not quite
as able to appreciate it as would otherwise
be the case.
"But," he said, "we are placing this
work within the four corners of our public service department and from this time
forth it will be made manifest in every
city, town and hamlet in the nation. We
fully appreciate the great powers and responsibilities which are ours, and the picture theatre owner will occupy a central
point in the activities of all communities
and in the hearts of all the people."
100 Per Cent, the Goal
He urged the Ohio exhibitors to follow
in the footsteps of those in New York.
Michigan, Connecticut, Minnesota and
other states, all of which he claimed had
practically a 100 per cent, membership
with other states in the Union vying with
each other in the effort to be first to attain the same goal. He thanked the Ohio
exhibitors on behalf of the national organization for the courtesies extended
during this and other visits, and said that
they could always call upon the national
office for such assistance as might be reAs a number of the speakers had made
facetious
quired. references to New York City as
the hurly-hurlv town of the universe.
Senator Walker said that as a native New
representative of a considerand of
Yorker
able section
its sterling manhood and
noble womanhood in the Senate of his
state, he felt called upon to say that New
York was not only the center of the
world's activities in the things which were
commercial, but also occupies a high and
exalted position, in the things that were
the best, the noblest and the truest.
Taylor's Statement
One of the strongest talks of the evening was delivered by Representative C.
Gilbert Taylor of Norwalk, Ohio. Mr.
of the
the fatheron page
Taylor is(Continued
922) Anti-Blue
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National

given over to these reports, and to disat PEN
Five
"Get-Togethers
"We made four tickets — nominees
NSYLVANIA.Enthusiastic
ERN
WEST
cussions ofgeneral topics by the franchise
and Oklahoma franchise from larger towns were placed on one
Iowa
those from smaller towns on an- holders. The advisory board was elected
ho'ders of Associated First Na- ticket, other,
and so on down. Then when the as the first business of the afternoon sestional convened for local "get togethers" ballots had been distributed, we read the
sion, with the following membership :
ve
ange
ers
ecti
durcent
exch
in tVeir resp
ing the final days of November, listened nominees, starting first with those from Michael Rosenbloom, C. M. McCloskey,
to the reports of their delegates to Chi- the larger towns. Each member cast a M. Manos and John P. Harris.
cago and elected advisory boards for the vote for one man in each group. Thus
Telegrams were read from J. D. Willpurpose of carrying on the plans for in- the members voted for four men and
iams, expressing regret at his inability to
creased co-operation and consolidation cast an intelligent vote."
be present and announcing some of the
laid down at the National meeting.
The Kansas City method of electing forthcoming attractions, and from H. O.
In every instance, open satisfaction was the board was adopted after this explan- Mooney.
Schwalbe, Joseph M. Schenck, Al Lichtation, and the elections resulted in the man, James R. Grainger and Paul C.
expressed by the franchise holders with
the personnel of the new boards. The choice of Mr. Diebold, of Cedar Rapids,
manner in which the election of these Mrs. Steen of Atlantic, Mr. Dunkel of
Oregon Meeting
boards was conducted, particularly at the Iowa City and Mr. Moore of Centerville.
Iowa meeting, was indicative of the serPublic theatre patronage is demanding
iousness and importance attached to the
A resolution passed at the afternoon
"bigger pictures," according to the Oreprocedure by the exhibitors present.
gon exhibitors who gathered at the Bensession of
Iowa "Get-Together"
indicated thethe
confidence
of the franchise
sen hotel last Tuesday to hear reports
It was felt by the Iowa franchise holdholders
in
that
territory
in
the
happy
ers that every kind of town and every
of the delegates who attended the annual
kind of theatre should be represented on solution of all the problems now con- convention of Associated First National
the board by exhibitors who, from their
fronting the organization and its memstockholders in Chicago last month. A.
bers, and put them on record as against H. McDonald, of the Rex and Castle
own experience, had as wide an acquaintance as possible with different conditions. any investigation of the affairs of the theatres in Eugene, was the official deleSome expressed the belief that the state
gate who represented Oregon franchise
non-franchise holders, "enas a whole should be divided into four company dorsingbyto the
fullest the great accom- holders at the Chicago convention. His
sections, and a member elected to the
plishment ofthe delegates to the Chicago report was supplemented with reports of
board from each. Others wished four
Dr. Howard Clemmer, of Spokane, not
classes of committees to be selected, based
an
official delegate, but who also attended
the Oklahoma franchise holders'
getAttogether."
on population, and an exhibitor chosen meeting,
equal care was taken to obtain the Chicago convention.
from each of the four to represent towns
as representative an advisory board as
Mr. and Mrs. Public of today insist
of that size.
possible by selecting them from towns
upondiscussion
having "big"
according
to
widely different in population and loca- the
whichpictures,
took place.
A big
Method of Selection
tion from one another. The board
chosen consists of A. B. Momand, of picture, according to the franchise holdAfter considerable discussion, Mr.
ers, consists not only of a photoplay
Shawnee; G. F. Roetzel, of Okeene ; Al- starring famous actors or actresses or a
Rhoden, the Kansas City branch manbert Jackson, of Pawhuska, and W. T. drama built around a thrilling plot. A
ager, who came to Des Moines, suggested that the plan pursued in Kansas City Blair, of Poteau.
big picture has both these qualifications.
in electing the advisory board there might
It also has much attention paid to detail,
The
Pittsburgh
"get
together"
convened at the Fort Pitt Hotel in that city, is convincing, does not sacrifice art to
be helpful to the Iowa meeting.
and though James J. Clark, the original
"As the nominations were made," said franchise holder, did his best to dodge lower cost of production by substituting
Mr. Rhoden,
didn't
the nomination as chairman, the franchise paper sets for genuine article, and is from
attention
to the "we
section
from pay
whichso amuch
man
holders insisted that he occupy that posi- every standard "a good, finished produccame as long as there were nominees
tion from the box office value."
from towns of 50,000 and over, from tion.
The exhibitors expressed their appretowns of 10,000, from communities of
Mr. Smoot, Mr. Scherer and Mr. Mcciation of the manner in which Associat1,000 to 3,000, and from the suburban
Closkey, as delegates, submitted carefully
(Continued on page 922)
districts of large cities.
detailed reports.
The morning was

LOCAL "GET-TOGETHER" MEETINGS (LEFT)
OF FRANCHISE
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Here's a Nine-Unit Christmas Program
Prepared by New
York Concert League
MOVING PICTURE WORLD is can work out his own light plot, beginning
in receipt of a nine-unit Christ- with early evening and ending with the
mas program conceived by the full dawn of Christmas Day.
Unit No. 2 would be a scenic. Scenes
New York Concert League, Inc., for picture theatres during the holiday week.
from thetoricalHoly
Land or
hislife of Christ
are Educational's
suggested. The
Many copies of this have been mailed
exhibitors and it has met with general music could be "Jerusalem the Golden."
Unit No. 3 would be a vocal selection.
approval. It is printed herewith at the
request of the league so that it may have Here are some of the suggestions : "The
general circulation.
First Noel," old French; "Silent Night,
Unit No. 1 would naturally be the
Holy
Night," plus organ chimes ; "While
overture. For this three are suggested,
Shepherds Watch," "Ring Out Wild
the exhibitor to make his own choice —
Bells," Gounod ; "Come All Ye Faithful."
Unit No. 4 would be the news weekly
"Merry Wives of Windsor," Nicolai;
or
magazine, and Unit No. 5 a dance,
"Raymond Overture," Thomas; "Dance
possibly a toy specialty to the Toy March
of the Hours," Ponchielli. The exhibitor
Famous

Players

Absorbs

Realart

bring about necessary business economies Realart Pictures Corporation has been absorbed by Famous PlayersLasky and its pictures will be released in the future
through the Paramount exchanges. No formal announcement
has been made nor will one be made by Realart or by Famous

TO

Players until the details of the rearrangement have been satisfactorily worked out.
Although the announcement comes as a surprise to the
trade in general, it is by no means news to those who have
been in close touch with Realart affairs. The company has for
some time been presenting excellent pictures to the trade, but
the overhead incident to the maintenance of a separate sales
force and a separate business organization has piled up costs
which, in the judgment of the management, could be eliminated by a combination such as has been effected.
The immediate effect was the release of some eighty salesmen and word of other changes where combinations encountered an over-plusagc of staff in the various departments.
It is understood that Realart pictures in future will be sold
alongside Famous Players-Lasky productions, and it is not
unlikely that such stars as Mary Miles Minter, Alice Brady,
May McAvoy, Constance Binney, Bebe Daniels and Wanda
Hawley will before long appear as Famous Players-Lasky
stars. Whether separate brand names will be maintained is a
question which will be settled during the present week, but
the present indications are that the merging of the two companies will be complete.
Realart, while a separate organization, conducting its own
affairs in its own way and maintaining a separate producing
and sales force, was an allied interest under the same ownership as Famous Players.
It is understood that Morris Kohn, president of Realart,
will be given an executive position in the Famous PlayersLasky organization, and that certain others of the present Realart staff will be similarly absorbed.
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from "Babes in Toyland" by Victor
Herbert. Unit No. 6 would be the feature picture.
Unit No. 7 would be a Christmas
divertissement. Here's what is suggested : The time, midnight. A clock chimes
twelve. The setting is a nursery, with
a Covential Christmas settings clock on
the mantelpiece. The decorations would
be a center fireplace, hanging stockings,
the
a child's
bed. Santa
The action
wouldtreebe:andAfter
the chimes,
Claus
would come out of the chimney, do a little dance or song novelty and leave his
gifts and hide. The child would awaken,
surprised and delighted at the gifts. A
song or dance or pantomime could be used
here. The mother or the father— pref— would enter when
the former and
the childerablyawakens
there would be a
duet or dialogue. The finale would be a
Christmas dance by the parent, child and
Santa Claus.

comUnit No. 8 would be a children's
one-steps and
edy and the music popula9r would
be the
fox trots. Unit No.
the
from
lujah
organ postlude, the "Halle
Messiah" or Handel's "Largo."

Chicago Exhibitors Meet
{Continued from page 911)
ion ofr.being unfair to the interests
complex
of
the exhibito
He stated First National had done great
things for the industry, was a decidedly
important factor in the business as a
whole and that he was not trying to destroy but rather correct certain alleged
in
by the exchange heads
evils practiced ies
with regard to booking
various territor
dates. He said the M. P. T. O. A. wished
to have a feeling of commendation instead
of condemnation for Associated First
National but it was up to that institution
to adjust things to the satisfaction of the
ed ofso-call
'sFirst
Walkeragainst
executive heads. fensive-defensive
National
was
and
was at no time particularly bitter,
toned down as a result of his previous
experiences. But his remarks indicated
that he could be somewhat of a cynic as
well as an astute lawyer and politician.
Following his dynamic discharge against
First National and that poor contract
blank, he shot his final blast against the
world's greatest motion picture trade
paper — Moving Picture World. While
the volley was heavy, it was lost on the
hearers because of the apparent animus
of the speaker. In this connection many
vitriolic adjectives were used in reference
to the editor of Moving Picture World.
It was a big advertisement for the paper
upon which Walker attempted to visit his
vituperation. Any attack from Walker
has come to be in fact a splendid guarantee of merit for the organization and
the personality attacked.
At the close of Walker's speech the
meeting was adjourned and a number of
exhibitors went directly to the depot to
catch the 5 :30 train to Peoria, where a
state convention was held December 15.
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By W. STEPHEN

Films

Improvement

BUSH

Rome, Dec. 21.
FROM the new confines of Italy t o the Eternal City, I have visited a
score or more of motion picture theatres from the most pretentious in
the centers of populous cities to the humblest little house in country
towns. I was anxious to give the readers of MOVING PICTURE WORLD
a true picture of conditions and particularly anxious to pick up some novelty
in exhibition, to discover some new wrinkle in presenting the pictures,
which might interest the American exhibitor.
Thus I have visited for a stay of three to five days the cities of Rolzona,
Verona, Pistoia, Rologne, Arezzo, Ravema, Imola and Florence. Comparing first the average show and then the high class entertainment with the
same grades of theatres in our own country, I had to conclude that I was
comparing the era of the canal boat and the stage coach with a highly
modernized railway system. The Italians average a little better than the
Germans in the matter of decoration; there is an artistic touch and endeavor
and as a rule there is more comfort for the patron.
In the Calzo Theatre at Verona the curtain was flanked by two mural
paintings, illustrating the power of the motion picture. The two pictures,
evidently painted by an artist of skill and originality, show the light of a
camera throwing its rays on the life of the world. The pictures are full of
movement and dramatic action. Unfortunately they can never be distinctly
seen, even in the intermissions, because the light from the projecting
machine is arranged in such a way that one is lit up too much while the
other is cast in the shade.
In the lobby the pictures would have been well placed and I wished most
ardently I could have transferred them to the big lobbies of some of our
theatres. Mural decorations in a lobby, symbolizing the electric spark as
the herald of a new epoch in human progress, would add tone and atmosphere to the best show-house and it seems to me might well be given the
preference over general artistic decorations. In the Italian theatre the lobby is
generally very small, but it is never entirely neglected.
As to actual presentation the most
conspicuous and most unpleasant feature
is the condition of the film. "Rainy"
and poorly spliced film are found everywhere. In the first-run houses even the
film is never in good condition. Evidently on the way from studio to exchange they begin to "treat their films
rough." A visit to the projection room
furnishes the further evidence. The public here accepts this condition as a matter of course — with some exceptions.
Primitive Advertising
As one travels further south in Italy
one finds an increasingly large number
of Italians who have been in the States.
I have spoken to some of these and they
criticize the Italian motion picture entertainment quite severely and though none
of them were experts they all laid special stress on the poor condition of the
film. The projection is no better than
in Germany.
Exploitation and advertising are in the
primitive stage, though here and there
one may see a flash of enterprise and
originality. There is no agreement here
among exhibitors to conduct their ex-
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ploitation and advertising campaigns
along certain rigid and conventional lines
under heavy pains and penalties. In
Germany such agreements exist, decidedly to the disadvantage of the intelligent
and progressive exhibitor. Exploitation
and advertising in the American sense of
the word are practically unknown.
Music Disappointing
As in Germany the musical accompaniment of the pictures was a great disappointment. All houses in Italy are
small in size when judged by American
standards and they probably have not
the room to spare for the introduction
of a real orchestra. There is an effort to
make the music fit the picture as there
ought to be, considering the long runs of
pictures in both small theatres and large.
The Italian audiences pay far more attention to the details of the music than our
audiences, while the Italian orchestra,
with its natural talent and aptitude for
music, knows how to gratify the
audiences.
The prices of admission are very high.
A good seat in a good house is somewhere in the neighborhood of half a dol-

lar in American money. There are
cheaper seats of course, but none lower
than about 12 cents in our money. Now
what makes the situation ever so much
worse for the Italian patron is the very
small amount of entertainment that he
gets for his money. Our people expect
a drama, a comedy, a weekly, a scenic and
a lot of added attractions in the bigger
houses. The Italian public gets just one
feature and that is all — five reels for anywhere from 12 to 50 cents.
Patronage is good everywhere. The
lobbies are crowded with waiting patrons
and
cheerful
cry of "Hold
theminout"
(in the
Italian,
of course)
is heard
the
land. An American dollar loses its superior purchasing power the moment you
step up to the cashier's window and ask
for a seat in the "poltrone." It is then
that your American dollar meets American prices and the tug of war, alias the
high cost of living, begins.
Talking and Singing Pictures
Italian audiences are still unsophisticated and "bite" on things that would
raise a mild disdain on the part of Americans. Thus when I arrived in Rome I
found the town plastered with huge
multi-colored posters, announcing that the
greatest, much longed-for discovery had
come at last, to wit: the pictures that
sang and talked and danced, etc., etc.
"Moving picture opera," the posters
went on to say, "is here at last, synchronization isperfect, the novelty of the age
at the Teatro Quatro Fontane and all for
9 lire and 50 centesemi."
I felt it my duty to go, for likely the inventor will be wanting to sell the American rights for a couple of million of dollars. There were two reels of this thing
and they ran with the usual three-minute
intermission from half past four to half
past six. I have to go Mfck to the days
of "Pop" Lubin's famous talking pictures in Philadelphia for a comparison
and the Lubin synchronization was not
one bit worse. The best part was a scene
from even
the opera,
"ThenotBarber
but
that was
much.of Seviglia,"
The talking apparatus seemed about a
mile back of the curtain ; also it squeaked
in the silent interim as if it needed a
lot of oil. There was no connected
story. An interlocutor did most of the
talking and introduced the different
scenes and characters. This talking picture "packed them in" for a week. It was
the opera that seemed to go best.
The American Picture in Italy
Now as to the American-made picture in Italy, I have not seen many and
with one exception they were of a poor
grade — worn-out old "Westerns." The
one
was "Theat Red
whichexception
was presented
the Lantern,"
Excelsior
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Theatre at Florence, a small show-house
in the center of the city, frequented by
the better class of people. It made a
great hit — greater than any home-made
picture, according to what was told to
me. Even the inferior grade of American picture, however, has unsual drawing power here.
I noticed here and elsewhere that
passersby will stop in front of every
theatre advertising American pictures.
They gather in little groups and in their
animated way, often alarming to the
foreigner, will discuss the "stills" of an
American-made picture, when they pass
other pictures with a good deal of indifference. The soldiers, representing all
parts of the Kingdom and therefore a
pretty representative average, crowd
into every theatre showing an American
picture.
This preference of the native for productions imported from America has not
been lost upon the native producer and I
find in many of the domestic pictures a
distinct and very often a labored effort
to imitate Americans. I spoke of a
similar tendency of the German producer.
These imitations are without exception
both painful and amusing. 1 know we
have frequently made pictures dealing
with French, English and Italian subjects. They have not always been successful for lack of what the French call
the "milieu" or what we would call atmosphere.)ur
(
Frenchmen or Englishmen or Italians often bore a remarkable
resemblance to native Americans. Strange
to say, many of these pictures went well
even in the countries where "they knew
better."
No such good luck will ever befall
these German or Italian -imitations of
American life. They might with a little
judicious cutting and titling be converted
into comedies and properly advertised
might become a choice and rare delicacy
on the American kinematographic bill of
fare.
I he danger of a'l this to our films is
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obvious. The large and growing markets
within easy reach of Italy and Germany
might eventually be flooded with spurious
American pictures, for I doubt whether
the new nations along the lower Danube
are sufficiently sophisticated to distinguish the counterfeit from the genuine,
besides, the counterfeit can be produced
with very little cost, while a lot of money
has to be put and is put into our most
ordinary negatives, when judged by the
present rate of exchange.
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IV hat Our Pictures Mean to Europe

ropean audience. It tells men and women
and children, in language that needs no
interpretation, of a great, virile race on
the other side of the water ; it teaches
them the unity of a nation of 100,000,000,
one in ideals, institutions and language.
It makes them acquainted with the
characteristics of the American people of
which they could scarcely learn in any
other way. It makes them realize the
folly of their own petty national and
political divisions, their lack of vision,
their want of progress. It preaches a
order. of freedom combined wth law and
gospel

All of which leads again to the conclusion that the American picture is destined
to become a big factor in every European
market just as soon as economic conditions improve. The response of Italian
audiences to American pictures is especially gratifying. As I have pointed out
in another part of this letter, the prices
of admission charged, even by the
average house, are substantially the same
as Americans pay to see an entertainment that is incomparably better and
richer, both as to quality of pictures and
variety of presentation.
Southeastern Europe, like the rest of
this continent, appreciates the American
picture better than any other, its own
product not excluded. It is "up to the exporter" to get the right prices for American pictures and see to it that he gets his
value out of this territory and its tributaries, (iermany, it is true, cannot pay
much, for its depreciated currency buys
nothing of real value outside its own
borders, but it is wholly different with
Italy and the markets that are now supplied by Italians.
The popularity of the American picture in Europe, gratifying as it must be
to American producers and exporters as
an indication of a great coming harvest,
has a significance far transcending any
mere question of money. Every American picture on the European screen does
great missionary work. It brings home
American conceptions of life to the Eu-

I am quite convinced that a steady
supply of American pictures is the rarest
antidote against the germs of Bolshevism
and Communism. Europe is still oscillating in painful suspense between militarism and mob rule and everywhere the
people are groping for a happy medium
— for a real democracy. To these people
there is a message of cheer in every
American picture ; that is why they turn
to our pictures with such enthusiasm and
why the sight of the American flag
pleases them. Any American picture
carries its wholesome propaganda — it is
unconscious and incidental propaganda.
It is absorbed by the audience without
an effort and the flavor lasts.
An Interview With the Leader of the
Italian Senate
I had an illuminating interview yesterday with Senator Emilio Agostinone, one
of the leaders of the upper House in the
Italian Parliament. The interview, which
had been arranged by a friend on one
side of the water, took place in the office of the distinguished statesman in the
Chamber of Deputies. The Senator is
one of the founders of the Minerva Institute, asociety composed of publicspirited men and women and devoted to
promoting the cause of the educational
film. The president of the society is the
Hon. Corradiun, Under Secretary of
State for(Continued
the Kingdom
of Italy.
on Page
920) Sena-
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The
Vaudeville-Picture
Controversy
Lee Beggs Adds a Chapter on the Vaudeville Side in the Form of An Cpsn
Letter to Mr. Ballin

manager of
gener
,'enden
LEEthe BEGGS
t alBook
ing ExIndep
ing
change, inthe follow
open letter
takes exception to Hugo Ballin's views
on the vaudeville-picture controversy :
"As in your last reply to Mr. Shubert
you have brought into controversy the
names and policies of other vaudeville
theatres than those of Mr. Shubert, I
consider myself, as a vaudeville booker
of numerous picture theatres, included
in your declaration against the necessity
of vaudeville as a stimulant to picture
patronage.
"I am speaking as one who is in a
position to know more, perhaps, of this
particular case than yourself or Mr. Shubert. Mr. Shubert sees it from the
vaudeville angle, you from a picture producers' angle, and I see it from all angles.
I was a picture producer for over six
years. I was up to a short time ago an
exhibitor. I know the effect of the constant playing of program pictures on my
box office and on many another exhibitor
with a limited population to draw from.
I am now general manager of the Independent Vaudeville Booking Exchange.
Had to Increase Prices
"It is true, as you recently stated, that
the big Broadway run type of picture
does not require the addition of vaudeville to attract the public, but in my case,
as in many another, after waiting for
months after the picture was released, to
Service

Exchange

get a cut and mutilated print of some big
production, I was permitted to fill my
theatre AT RAISED PRICES for the
benefit of the DISTRIBUTOR. Not
only did I have to pay most of my profit,
if the weather permitted any, but the advanced admission prices affected my box
office for the following week.
"I therefore adopted a vaudeville and
picture policy, using vaudeville as my big
attraction. It cost me less than the special feature. I became my own boss and
could run my theatre as a manager, not
as a janitor for the distributor. I put up
no deposits. I did not have to wait for
office approvals on contracts or a bookI was it,always
sure er's
of apleasure
show for
afterdates.
I advertised
while
as to pictures I will cite an instance:
One Instance

AGE EXHIBITOR TO VAUDEVILLE.
"As to your statement that Keith and
Proctor were forced to pictures to bolster
up vaudeville patronage, I wonder if you
were in the business and can recall the
time when pictures first attracted attention and were considered a novelty —
when Keith and Proctor discontinued
vaudeville in a great many of their theatres and played only pictures. But it
was eventually necessary to install vaudeville. Reluctantly they did this, first one
and then two acts, and so on until vaudeville again took its place as the drawing
card of their theatres and made them
the wealthy firms they are today. I
could go on with other instances if space
would permit.
Pictures Need Novelty

"I was booked for a special production
from a prominent producer-distributor.
Five days before my playing date, after
all advertising was out, I received a notification that the picture had been booked
to a first run house that objected to my
date on it. I was informed I would be
allowed to play it at a later date, and
many is the time the big feature never
came, but" some program picture in its
place, if I was lucky. As a vaudeville
manager I was not subject to the verdict
or disapproval of C. B. Hoy and the
F. I. L. M. Club.
"THESE ARE THE CONDITIONS
THAT ARE DRIVING THE AVER-

"I do not agree with Mr. Shubert that
pictures are a thing of the past. But
the program pictures being produced today do require some added novelty to attract the public.
"I notice that Mr. Reisenfeld agrees
with your opinion regarding stage presentations inconjunction with pictures.
As one of our leading exhibitors I would
suggest that, as he receives the best of
first run pictures, he eliminate the added
attraction before advising the little exhibitor and his monotonous run of program pictures to cease playing a novelty

Manager

Denies

Intent

to Fight Skouras or City Wide Company
"We have no intention of antagonizing
J. BAKER, manager of the
SIDNEY rs
Exhibito Direct Service Film Ex- Spyros Skouras and Harry Koplar and
change, which recently opened its their associates in the St. Louis Amuseoffice at 3314 Lindell boulevard, St. Louis,
ment Company, or any other man or group
issued a statement in which he officially of men in local film circles. The recent
denied that there is any foundation for consolidation of the City Wide Amusethe impression that seems to prevail in
ment Company controlled by Harry Koplar and Sam Hamburg, Jr., with several
some film circles that the new exchange
was formed to checkmate the recent con- of the Skouras Brothers' theatres was
solidation of the Skouras Brothers and not responsible for the formation of our
exchange.
City Wide Amusement Company. The
,
rs
Help, Not Fight
Direct Service Company a
Exhibito
"The men behind the Exhibitors Direct
$50,000 organization, is owned by forty
of the independent exhibitors of St. Louis Service Film Exchange believed that there
and vicinity.
was a field for such an organization in
St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and Southern
"I am very sorry that there are some
Illinois, and are organized with that
who believe that our exchange was formed
thought alone in their minds. We into fight St. Louis Amusement Company
tend to purchase high class independent
or any other organization or company,"
Baker said. "The Exhibitors Direct Ser- productions which will be distributed to
vice Film Exchange was organized be- our stockholders and any other exhibitors in our territory that desire to obcause the theatre men behind the company
tain our service. We are not out to
believe that through it they can obtain
high class independent pictures at lower fight anyone. We hope to help everyprices.

Taxes Indicate Boom
in Theatre Attendance
program."
Slightly increased theatrical attendance
on the part of the American public is indicated by returns filed by the theatres
with the Bureau of Internal Revenue,
collections from the admission tax during October totaling $6,413,426, as compared with $6,122,383 in September.
October collections, however, despite this
slight increase, were still more than a
million and a half below the $7,931,177
reported for October of last year.
Collections from the rental tax during
the month amounted to $388,616,, as
compared with $315,151 for the preceding
month, and $533,472 for October of last
year, while the seating tax returned $77,178, as compared with $135,727 in September.
In addition to the direct taxes upon
the industry, exhibitors and producers
contributed heavily to other taxes, among
them the following: $11,693,473 from
freight shipments; $1,427,038 from expresstransportation,
packages; $8,569,958
from from
personal
and $247,742
seats, berths and staterooms. All of
these taxes, however, will be repealed, effective Tanuarv 1.
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tor Agostinone, known as a profound
thinker and an eloquent speaker, ,is
thoroughly persuaded of the value of the
screen as an educator of the masses.
"In our country especially," he said in
the course
of our talk,
vate the educational
film."weWe must
still cultihave
large numbers of people who can neither
read nor write, but who can easily be
reached by the screen. The Minerva Institute has no idea of any commercial
gain. We do not want to come into competition with the producers of films intended for the theatre. What we aim
at is to get educational pictures to the
illiterate and into the schools. We were
in a fair way of succeeding when the
war came and for the time being put
an end to our efforts.
"Nevertheless we have produced some
interesting films, one for instance, which
shows the history of the Roman territory,
its development from a very primitive
stage to the days of the glories of the
Empire. We have also produced some
films showing certain industries peculiar
to Italy. If such pictures will interest your
American schools, I believe we would
be very glad to exchange them for some
good American films similar in character.
In this way I think a better understanding between the two peoples might be
promoted.
"We are, of course, anxious to enlarge our library, but as we depend entirely on voluntary contributions and have
so far received but little aid from the
government, the growth of our library is
somewhat slow. I know that millions of
our people have either no idea of your
country or an erroneous idea. The
sources of their knowledge are sometimes
tainted. Pictures from your country
dealing with social and industrial phases
of America will be of inestimable value
to our people just as I think that Americans will be glad to get a true picture
of Italy. There is only one instrument
for such an exchange of knowledge and
that is the Kinematograph, which I consider has only begun its mission of benefiting, educating and uplifting mankind."
An International Contest in Motion
Picture Art
In the meantime there is being staged
right here in Rome, a center of both ancient and modern art, a most interesting
and historic contest between the motion
picture art of the Old World and the
New. Just as the Teatro Quattro Fontane was sending forth one advertising
blast after another announcing the first
run in the near future of "La Nave"
(The Ship), a superfeature made by the
Ambrosio Company and for which
Gabriele dAnnunzio wrote the scenario,
the largest theatre in Rome, the Cinema
Teatro Corso, is displaying upon its
screen advance notices and advance
scenes of the Famous Players big production "Joan of Arc."
It is indeed an historic event — this chal-
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lenge of American art. The American
producer offers his competition in a field
in which the Italians have heretofore
been pre-eminent, the making of spectacular superfeatures with an heroic cast and
dealing with an epic subject of wide renown. The advance scenes of "Joan of
Arc," which it had been my privilege
to review in New York, showed a power
and dash and color which thrilled the
heart and delighted the senses anew after
the reels upon reels of mediocre Italian
stuff that I had seen.
It is said that "La Mare," the Italian

"L'Atlantide,
Is Bought
Ibanez
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picture which is to play against "Joan of
Arc," is a real superfeature. Of this picture and of Italian production generally I
shall speak in my next letter, but I cannot help adding here, that cheers greeted
the announcement of an American picture in Italy's biggest motion picture
house. The day will surely come when
the American picture's conquest of the
European market will be complete, for
we can export every grade of our productions from the ordinary sort to the
superfeatures and be sure of our superiority.

" French Spectacle,
by Rowland
for Metro;
Marvels

presiROWLsAND,
A. Picture
RICHARD
dent of Metro
Corporation,
who cabled from Paris several
weeks ago that he had obtained the
American rights to "the screen sensation
of Europe," returned to New York this
week after a three months' stay in
Europe and announced that the picture
is "L'Atlantide."
"LAtlantide" is said to be the biggest
spectacle ever attempted by a French producer. It has beeen jamming Paris
theatres and arousing great enthusiasm
among the reviewers, who say that with
this picture the French industry has again
obtained the world leadership. The picture is an adaptation of the romantic
novel by Pierre Benoit, which was
crowned two years ago by the French
Academy as the best novel of the year
and which has broken sales records for
modern books in France. It has been
popular in this country, as translated and
issued under the title of "Atlantida."
In addition to purchasing "L'Atlantide," Mr. Rowland, during the three
months he spent abroad, introduced the
Rex Ingram production of Ibanez's "The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse" to
Europe. Showings were given before
selected audiences of statesmen, writers,
artists and theatrical leaders in London,
Paris and Rome. The enthusiasm it
aroused was even greater than that when
it was first shown in New York.
Ibanez Sees Masterpiece
Mr. Rowland also visited Ibanez at
the author's villa in Nice, bringing the
print of "The Four Horsemen." After
a private showing, Ibanez said :
"It is a strange thing for a writer to
admit, but I cannot now turn back to
read my own book, 'The Four Horsemen.' Ifind I must go on creating new
things, and I cannot read the things I
have already written. But I take a tremendous delight in seeing 'The Four
Horsemen' on the screen. It is such a
masterful realization of my novel that I
feel I owe a deep debt of gratitude to
Metro for producing it and to Mr. Ingram for the artistry of his direction.

at "Four Horsemen
If it were done at all, it had to be done
on a monumental scale. The lavishness
of the production quite took my breath
away. The acting, too, is of superlative
quality. I am particularly indebted to
Alice Terry and to Rudolph Valentino
for their realization of my characters
of While
Marguerite
and Julio."
in Eigland,
Mr. Rowland was
the guest of Sir William Jury, head of
Jury Imperial Pictures, Ltd., exclusive
distributors of Metro Pictures throughout Great Britain. Indorsing the popularity of these pictures, Sir William renewed his contract to release them before
Mr. Rowland left for France.
Scenic Display
The picture is enacted by leading
French screen players : Stacia Napierkowska, Jean Angelo, Georges Melchioh
and Marie-Louise Iribe.
"The story," said Mr. Rowland, "indicates the wonderful possibilities for unusualthing
scenicthatdisplay.
I don't recall these
anynearly approaches
settings in imaginative beauty. Each
scene anything
is a work quite
of exquisite
art.everI don't
think
like it has
been
achieved
before." was accompanied on his
Mr. Rowland
trip by Mrs. Rowland, who returned to
New York two weeks ago, and by the
Count de Cippico, who returned with
Mr. Rowland on the Aquitania.
Want

Open Sunday

Unless Mayor Mickle of Rome,
N. Y., vetoes a matter now in
his hands, within the next ten
days, Sunday picture shows will
prevail in that city. The council has signified its favorable
attitude in the matter by a vote
of four to two. Should the
mayor take no action, the matter
automatically becomes a law.
Petitions bearing the names of
over 3,000 persons favorable to
Sunday shows were presented to
the council.
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Cecil

Hepworth

Toward

Sees

Highly

beginning of a movement
THE
toward the specializing of picture
theatres in the same manner that
legitimate houses specialize in drama,
vaudeville, musical comedy and other
forms of spoken entertainment, is the
most encouraging sign for the future of
the industry noted by Cecil M. Hepworth,
the leading producer of England, on a tour
of this country which he has just completed. He spent considerable time in
studios on the West Coast prior to a
stay in New York studying distribution
methods, and some of his impressions he
summarized in an address before the
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers.
"The most encouraging sign I noted
on my trip is the fact that in Los Angeles
a theatre has been established with a
definite policy of showing only one style
of picture," he said. "It is quite some
time ago that I came to the conclusion
that the coming of the day when picture
theatres would assume definitely established strata in relation to the kind of
entertainment they offered was inevitable.
"That is the result that every other art
has reached in its development. Motion
pictures have grown so rapidly that we
have quite lost sight of the necessity of
orderly progress if success is to be attained. In seeking a guide it would seem
only right that the progress of other
established arts should be accepted. Music
offers an inspiration. Jazz as well as the
most beautiful of the accepted classical
pieces has its place in the musical world.
However, each particular kind of music
is offered in its own temple. Music
lovers know where to find the kind they
like. Lovers of jazz, for instance, can go
into a cabaret with a surety that they will
not be offered a Beethoven recital.
Can Please Some All the Time
"The trouble is that we producers and
dispensers of picture entertainment have
gotten into the fallacy of regarding the
entire world as a potential audience. Your
beloved martyred president well illustrated
the fallacy of being able to do anything
concerning an entire people in regard to
fooling them. We are not attempting
to fool them, our efforts are to please
them and I think a paraphrase of Lincoln's famous saying points out the truth.
You can please all the people some of the
time, and you can please some of the people all of the time, but you can't please all
of the people all of the time.
"That is why I am so enthusiastic about
this one theatre in Los Angeles. The
management has accepted the dictum that
he can't please all the people all of the
time, but that he can please some of the
people all of the time. Therefore he has
started on the policy of letting the people
who enjoy the kind of entertainment he

Tendency

Specialized

is to offer know that they can always
find it at his house. It is a definite step
toward the establishment of a permanent
clientele.
Would Raise Standard
"As soon as the majority of theatres
adopt such a policy the betterment of
pictures is bound to come. The producer
or director who has the talent to produce
a certain kind of picture will be able to
do his best. He won't have to compromise in the effort to please those
people who don't like his particular kind
of production, for he will know that his
audience wants the very stuff that he
best knows how to do. The makers of
pictures
sonatas will comparable
be relieved toof Beethoven's
the necessity
of
injecting jazz. The change must come to
the industry through the exhibitors, for
they are the ones that must decide upon
policies. The theatres in the larger cities
will specialize in only one style of production. Those in the smaller cities will
establish definite days of the week for a
certain kind of production.
"Such a condition will show a marked
improvement in every branch of the industry. Distributing organizations will be
relieved of the necessity of selling the
world on each production. Advertising
men will no longer have to carry every
appeal in every page they prepare, and
the publicity man won't have to inject
a strain of logic into slapstick comedy.
America Leads
"I came to America, made my present
trip for the sole purpose of studying
production methods. Through the courtesy and hospitality of Americans the trip
has resolved itself into an enjoyable holiday. Ilearned much and observed much,
much that in my opinion is admirable,
and some that isn't so admirable. For
those methods which are so admirable
I believe that the statement that I regard
American pictures as being the greatest
that are made anywhere, and that American producers are strides ahead of the rest
of the world, will indicate to you that I
am a sincere admirer of the things I
have observed.
"There are some practices which I
have observed in the course of production
and in the finished result which I cannot
admire. I don't know whether they are
general, for my study has been far from
exhaustive, so that things that I am about
to refer to may be exceptions. You
gentlemen are in far better position to
know whether they are general than probably I ever will be.
Illusion the Main Thing
"In the first place, I strongly feel
that illusion is the main thing to be sought

in
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Exhibiting

in a motion picture — that the effect of
illusion is far greater in the picture house
even than in the 'speakie' theatre. Therefore, anything that intends to destroy
illusion is detrimental to the effect of the
production.
"Sub-titles and close-ups are both destroyers of illusion. They interrupt the
smooth sequence of plot development and
therefore should both be treated as necessary evils and made as unobtrusive as
possible. Make-up is another thing which
should be closely watched. Up to a certain
point it is a great aid to illusion. Beyond
that it becomes patently artificial and
therefore a detriment.
"Another evil is a lack of confidence
within the industry in the other branches
of it. I as a producer regard my story
writer and my advertising writer as being
competent, otherwise I would not have
them. I would not think of tearing apart
a page of advertising matter and rearranging it. If it did not exactly meet
my idea of what it should be, I would
automatically put it down to my short
comings, that the advertising writer knows
his job better than I do because I am a
producer and director of pictures.
Originality Impaired
"My story writers get the same respect.
When a story is accepted by me it is
accepted in toto, and in the course of
production it is not changed in characterization, plot development or atmosphere.
That confidence is supreme throughout
the organization. The continuity writer
would not depart materially from the
original story, any more than I or the
other Hepworth directors would depart
from a script, or my advertising staff or
sales staff would re-cut and re-edit the
finished picture.
"Here I have been told that it is
somewhat different, that anywhere along
the line anyone who feels competent to
improve a picture feels justified in taking
the necessary steps. I have been told that
this extends even to the exhibitor, that
he sometimes will re-cut and re-arrange
a picture after he has booked it. If
such a thing does exist, I sincerely hope
that it is an exceptional case, for nothing
could be more conducive to removing
every sign of originality from the finished
production."
Judgment Filed
Judgment has been filed by the Tribune Productions, Inc., against the Ziegfeld Cinema
Corporation for $2 251. According to the
papers, the Ziegfeld concern on October 13
made its promissory note for $2,200 payable
to the plaintiff corporation, the note being
signed by W. K. Ziegfeld, president. When
it fell due it went to protest, and the Tribune
people
allege
they have since failed in their
efforts to
collect.
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Censorship

WHEN
the New York State* Federation of Labor meets in Albany
this week to outline its coming legislative program a resolution
will probably be introduced denouncing the State censorship of
motion pictures. The coming meeting of the Federation will be one of
the most important of the entire year. The attitude which the Federation will take at this time will make itself felt in connection with
many measures during the entire session of the Legislature.
The recent collapse of a picture theatre in Brooklyn, with the consequent loss of life, will also come before the Federation. There have
been complaints filed within the past few days by labor unions in New
York City as the result of the accident. It is contended that there should
be provided a State agency for the supervision of construction.
The State Industrial Commission now has charge of enforcing the
building code, but only in so far as scaffolding, exits and similar details
are concerned, having practically no jurisdiction in the erection of a
building. The enforcement of the law in so far as the State Industrial
Commission is concerned follows the completion of a building and its
usage.
The State Federation of Labor takes the attitude that with the establishment ofa State agency, which would have complete supervision over
the construction not only of picture houses but of buildings generally,
a repetition of the sad affair in Brooklyn would never occur.

First National Meeting
{Continued from page 915)
ed First National Pictures, Inc., has kept
down the cost of production.
The resolutions committee was composed of A. H. McDonald, Eugene;
Frank Bligh, Salem; George Hunt,
Grants Pass and Medford; C. F. Hill,
Albany and Roseburg, and T. E. O'Neill,
of McMinnville. The most important
action taken during the conference from
the standpoint of exhibitors throughout
the state was the appointment of an advisor}- committee to meet four or five
times a year and settle individual problems. It is composed of C. H. Phillips,
of Portland; A. II. McDonald, Eugene;
Cy Danz, Astoria ; Frank Bligh, Salem,
and C. S. Jensen, Portland, with C. H.
Feldman, manager of the local First National offices, to serve as secretary.
Two new departments in the First National distributing offices for the Northwest were announced by Manager Lukan.
A special department for sales promotion
with Guy G. Maxey of Seattle in control
has beeen created, and in the near future
tbere will be organized a special comedy
department which will handle only the
Charles Chaplin. Mack Sennett, Buster
Keaton and Ben Turpin comedies.
Franchise holders of the Southern
California area held their territorial "Get
Together" at the Paulais Banquet Hall in
Los Angeles, on the afternoon of November 22, heard the reports of the three
delegates to the Chicago meeting, placed
their unqualified O. K. on all the action
taken, and after electing an advisory
board, adjourned. The session was a
short one and was marked by no dissension of opinion.

The advisory board chosen is comprised of the following: Michael Gore,
Los Angeles; Glenn Harper, Apollo Theatre, Los Angeles; J. L. Lustig, Starland. Los Angeles ; O. N. Lewis,
Alhambra, and J. L. Lazarus, Royal, Los
Angeles. David Bershon, manager of
the Los Angeles First National exchange,
will act as secretary of the committee
without vote.
In addition to the franchise holders
elected to serve on the committee, those
present were : H. L. Wilber, Rialto, Fullerton ; T. B. Corcoran, American, Ventura; E. A. Johnson, California, Santa
Barbara ; F. Batolph, Argone, Colton ;
W. H. Smith, Elysian, Oceanside; A. M.
Fielding, Colonial, Uplands; J. M.
Young, Apollo, Hollywood ; F. A. Grant,
Wilshire, Los Angeles; Lee Walton. Sunbeam, Los Angeles; L. L. Bard, College,
Los Angeles ; H. W. Anderson and Mr.
Wa'goner, Jewel, Los Angeles; A. L.
Gore, West Coast ; J. E. Rickards, Rickards Nace, Phoenix, Ariz. ; J. A. Froelich.
Gay, Los Angeles ; J. Johanson, Casino,
Yuma, Ariz. ; G. F. Cody, Cody's, San
Fernando ; Turner, Dahnken and Langley, Pasadena, Glendale and Alvarado ; J.
G. Knapp, San Bernardino ; F. L. Titus,
Fairyland, Los Angeles ; J. A. Titus,
American, Long Beach, and B. H. Lustig,
La Tosca, Los Angeles.
Mr. Lazarus, the first of the three
delegates called upon for a report, told
in detail of what had been accomplished
at the Chicago meeting, mentioning in
particular the three resolutions adopted
by the Los Angeles contingent in their
sectional conference — recommending to
the executive committee that onlv pictures of known box office value be pur-
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chased and eliminating the purchase of
pictures of doubtful value; recommending the creation, of advisory boards in
each zone, and suggesting that the executive committee obtain from the producers
their consent to permit franchise holders
to extend the run to double regular
length on all pictures of less than $400,000 exhibition value, by paying the
$400,000 price or rate.
to theholders
regional
Together"at
thePrior
franchise
held"Get
a luncheon
which a number of producers releasing
through First National, or their agents,
were called upon for addresses. Many
other prominent figures in the West
Coast film circles were present as guests.
John McCormick, West Coast representative for First National, was the toastmaster. Among the speakers were
Thomas H. Ince, J. L. Frothingham, A.
MacArthur, representing Mack Sennett ;
Pete Smith, representing Marshall
Neilan, and Joseph M. Schenck.
Ohio Convention
{Continued from page 914)
Laws bill, and a strong exponent of die
rights of the picture interests of the state.
He was greeted with much applause when
he arose. He said that the time had arrived for plain speaking and declared with
emphasis that the Federation of Churches,
Lord's Day Alliance and kindred organizations, are endeavoring to destroy the
picture business.
Mr. Taylor told how one of the laws
aimed at the industry was defeated in the
Ohio Senate after having passed the lower house. He said it was an attempt to
exclude from the screens of the state so
many references to the affairs of life as
to render pictures practically worthless.
"If that bill passed." he said, "it would
keep the censor so busy cutting film that
your manufacturers could not supply it
fast enough for the activity of their
shears. It was by all means the most vicious and un-American piece of legislation that I ever saw. and yet I want to tell
you that in the face of this it actually
passed the lower house of our General
Assembly and was caught in the Senate
just in time to save your business from
complete
this state." of the
Warden extinction
Harry H.in Hurlburt
Michigan State Prison at Jackson told of
the wonderful effect of the motion picture in reforming those accused of crime.
He thanked the motion picture people for
their great interest in this reform work.
One of the chaplains of the penitentiary
stated that the prisoners are being very
much benefited by Sunday pictures and
Sundav baseball as a relaxation in prison
life.
First National Arraigned
Toledo, Dec. 13.
When Walker
the secondwasday's
session opened,
Senator
introduced
and he
made the same sort of oratorical attack
on First National that he made in New
York
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Porter

Introduces

Is Admirably

device I've ever,"
st little
niftieway
THEis the
that many men and
women in the industry have commented after their first look at the Pordell
Projector. This machine has had the film
industry in New York talking, for few
would believe that one would see an ordinary pocket flashlight project a clear and
sharply defined nine-foot wide picture on
a white wall. But it is done, and not only
does this little machine lend itself admirably to dozens of purposes to all in the
business, but as a high-class toy it truly
represents the progress of the industry.
The Pordell Projector derives its name
from the composite syllables of the last
names of E. M. Porter and W. E. Waddell, who are the inventors. The machine
consists of a regular pocket flashlight
mounted upon nickel standards, which are
in turn fastened to an ebonized baseboard,
thus forming a regular small stereopticon.
In place of the usual flashlight "bullseye," on the lamp end of the flashlight
there is mounted a silver optical unit and
slide-carrying mount, contained in which
is the new devised light intensifier lamp
and lens. The lenses, by the way, are
manufactured in the Simplex lens plant
at Morris Park — are made of a regular
quality of optical glass highly polished
and are said to be of a quality that has
not yet been discovered in a machine of
such nominal cost.
A small metal slide carrier is also part
of the equipment, this carrier being so
arranged that instead of projecting the
usual glass slide pictures, one inserts three
little "frames" of film into the carrier,
which is pulled across the lens and projected upon the screen. The system of
intensifying the light is one which will

E. M. PORTER
President ut Pordell Projector, Inc.

Adapted

Baby

Projector;

to Many

greatly interest all who are acquainted
with projection illumination, for the Pordell method is merely a miniature form of
light multiplication which when applied
to the commercial field may result in overturning and rendering obsolete the present means of screen illumination, it is
claimed.
To one expecting to see the ordinary
"toy"" results, it is a surprise to be confronted with a clear, bright perfectly defined picture about -eighteen inches in
width. When the person holding the machine begins backing away from the screen
there is a picture fully nine feet in width.
The amazing screen results are explained bythe fact that the Pordell intensifier consists of a semi-spherical reflector,
which resembles the unbroken half of an
egg shell, in the narrow end of which is
located the small lamp. The curves of
the reflector are so developed that every
possible light ray that is produced in the
lamp is picked up by this reflector and
concentrated into one strong beam of
light which is so formed as to render it
capable of projecting a film view at a
distance of twelve to fourteen feet, this
being accomplished without condensers of
any kind.
E. M. Porter, who is secretary and
general manager of the Precision Machine
Company, builders of the well known
Simplex Projector, and also - is a vicepresident of the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry and the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, is
greatly pleased at the showing which the
Pordell has made in this brief time.
"Many people," said Mr. Porter, "are
under the impression that the Pordell is
being built by the Simplex organization,
which impression is due perhaps to the
fact that we are occupants of the Simplex
building. It is true that the lighting principle as used in a Pordell is being developed for Simplex use later on. The results that we are obtainng with our Pordell unit of lighting, indicate clearly that
tremendous strides in commercial projecHghting may be expected within the next
several years. Together wth my associate, William E. Waddell, who for several years has been heading the Division
of Films of the American Red Cross, and
who has been prominently identified with
the Edison Company in the development
of talking pictures and home projectors.
— in the past we have worked upon the
Pordell for several years and the results
obtained through our first complete model
took the industry by surprise.
"Its amazing efficiency clearly indicated
to us that we had a big thing, and then
the question narrowed itself down to producing this machine in such quantities as
to make possible a retail price that would

Purposes

be popular with all. Today we are turning out on an average of 2,500 complete
Pordells daily, which production of
course necessitates day and night work,
and the fact that the holidays are so
close at hand of course requires our working at high speed, in order to take care
of thousands of orders.
"The leading directors and cameramen
who have used our Pordells are highly
enthusiastic over the results that they obtain, and an indication of the popularity
of the Pordell in our own circles is indicated bythe fact that I gave one to a trade
paper editor friend of mine at a luncheon the other day and he called me up
this morning and informed me that he had
sold thirty of them to as many employes
on his paper, and these sales were made
without solicitation of any sort. It
seems that every person who sees the
Pordell apparently finds some individual
use for it, and we are confident that in
this element alone there lies a great cause
forTheits Pordell
popularity."
will find its greatest usefulness in those circles in the industry where
an intimate examination of film subjects
is called for. while its entertainment value
is greatly enhanced to those in the motion
picture business who have access to the
volumes of motion picture subjects that
are produced and distributed in the industry every day. A box of fifty views is
included with every Pordell machine.
For those whose work calls for the close
(Continued on fn"? 924)

W. E. WADDELL
Vice-President of Pordell Projector, Inc.
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2,500 Miles of Film Are
Exported in October ■
More than 13,000,000 feet— 2,500
miles — of moving picture film
were exported during October,
according to statistics compiled
by the Department of Commerce.
Unexposed film totaling 3,252,365
feet, valued at $92,871, and exposed film to the extent of 10,211,050 feet, worth $468,408, comprised the industry's contribution
to export trade during the month.
Of the exports of unexposed
film, more than half of the total
was shipped to Japan, England,
Australia and Canada. Japan's imports amounted to 1,820,527 feet,
worth $46,855, while those of England were 589,704 feet, worth $20,348; those of Australia, 400,009
feet, worth $11,500, and those of
Canada, 390,464 feet, worth
$10,566.
Canada was our most important
market for exposed film, taking
1,532,757 feet, valued at $84,847,
while Argentina was second with
1,447,521 feet, valued at $55,219,
and Australia tbird with 1,028,635
feet, worth $43,344.
Exhibitors

Help Put

Over "Clean-Up Week"
When the meeting of the executive
board of Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New York State was concluded
at Utica with the naming of a committee to complete arrangements with the
F. I. L. M. Clubs of Albany, Buffalo
and New York City for equal representation on all grievance committees in
the prompt settlement of all trade disputes, "Clean Up Week," December 2431, was given added importance.
Then the Theatre Owners Chamber
of Commerce arrived at an amicable agreement with the F. I. L. M. Club of New
York City for the Empire zone and a complete set of rules governing the prompt
settlement of all trade difficulties. This
agreement is expected to go into effect
on the first of the new year, following
"Clean Up Week."
The joint meeting of the M. P. T.
O. A. and F. I. L. M. Clubs for the three
zones was held December 13 and a new
standard of arbitration was adopted
which will be ratified by each body and
it is hoped to have the system in operation by January 1.
In the meantime, the "Clean Up
Week" Committee, headed by_ William
Marsh, reports great co-operation from
both exhibitors and exchangemen in the
campaign to settle all old grievances during the week December 24-31 so that
the new svstem can go into effect January 1 without any old entanglements
to hamper it.
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Resigns from Irving National Bank
to Head Paramount
s Finance Committee

anric G.Bank
Fredeonal
Lee has
ng that Nati
Irvinounces
THE
man
ned
resig
as vice chair
of the
bank to accept the active chairmanship of
the finance committee of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, but will continue
his connection with the bank as one of its
valued directors.
Lewis E. Pierson, chairman of the
board, Irving National Bank, in commenting, said: "We shall all miss Mr. Lee
very much. We have known for some
time that his services have been sought
by Adolph Zukor, president of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. Mr.
Zukor has finally induced Mr. Lee to enter his company actively in order to contribute a trained and expert judgment
upon its financial matters. Mr. Lee, in
leaving his splendid banking position with
us, has entered a field not in the least new
to him, as his study of the moving picture
industry, and particularly the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, has been
most intimate and has extended over a
period of years.
Service Valuable
"Mr. Lee's services to our stockholders
and to the banking community have been
most valuable. We believe that his brilliant career as a banker may be but a
forecast of the success which awaits him
in his new enterprise. When we first became acquainted with Mr. Lee he was
secretary of the Broadway Trust Company at Broadway and Eighth street, an
institution then possessing resources of
about $4,000,000. Later he assumed the
presidency of the Broadway Trust Company, in which capacity he served until
the merger of the Broadway Trust Company, whose name had been changed to
the Irving Trust Company, by this time
an institution possessing resources of over
$80,000,000, with the Irving National
Bank. During this entire period of about
Lee's
of Mr.
fourteen years,is the
administration
one history
of success
and popu-

picture business and finance. His financial experience has been unusually thorough. He was president of the Irving
Trust Company until it was merged with
the Irving National Bank and has been
a very important factor in the success of
the latter."
Ordinances Governing
Picture Theatre Erection
Must Be Advertised
All ordinances asking permission to
erect moving picture theatres in Baltimore, will only be considered by the Committee on Police and Jail of the City
Council, in the future at public hearings
which must be advertised in advance by
the committee so that persons who are
against them as well as those who favor
them may be present at the hearing.
This section came about when an ordinance was introduced in the Second
Branch of the City Council of Baltimore
asking permission for the Druid Theatre
Company to build a moving picture theatre at 1610-14 Druid Hill avenue, by
Beverly W. Smith, who made the introduction byrequest. This is the first ordinance to be considered by the City Council since the scandal which has arisen out
the alleged misappropriation of some of
the money realized on the sale of stock to
build the Boulevard Theatre.
Ordinance Vetoed
When an ordinance came up some time
ago to build a theatre on this same site
it was vetoed by Mayor Broening because
of some objection from a colored church
and the colored Y. M. C. A. in the vicinity. Objection is made now to the theatre by the pastor of a colored church in
the vicinity. The persons back of the
Druid Theatre Company have not been
disclosed as yet.
Baby Projector
(Continued from page 923)

In confirming the announcement of the
election
larity." of Mr. Lee as chairman of the
finance committee of his corporation, Mr.
Zukor said : "Mr. Lee's acceptance of
this chairmanship makes me very happy
indeed. Mr. Lee has been my valued
friend for years, indeed, ever since I first
became interested in motion picture production. He was the first banker in the
United States to make a study of the motion picture business and to recognize it
as a sound investment, and he welcomed
the business of picture producers long
before other bankers had come to recognize the sound business possibilities of
the screen.

inspection of film, the Pordell is recommended byMr. Porter, for with a special
slotted unit which is part of each Pordell.
a film may be passed through the optical
head and each view in the film may be
examined at leisure in an enlarged form.
The fact that no wires, electric current
or connections are required, makes the
Pordell a most practical toy, while the
absence of the open flame lamp usually
found in the average magic lantern, completelv eliminates the fire hazard, it is
said, thereby making; it a particularly
desirable toy for children.

Thorough Experience
"Mr. Lee is particularly valuable to
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and
to the entire industry since he knows both

Tom Mix, the Fox star, in his first December release. "Trailin'." For the first time
Mix makes his appearance on the screen minus
the familiar cowboy accountrements which have
characterized his previous productions.
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Barroom,

"Arrow

Film,

Breaks
Records
in "Coldest
Show
Town
ell,
made
his
appearance
they accorded
ger,
By ROGER FERRI
Dr. W. E. Shallenber
WHEN
him a real ovation. Those 489 "hardpresident of Arrow Film Corpoboiled" men shed tears as they looked on
ration, wants to ascertain the ex- pour on Monday morning, December 12, the
death scene. And they laughed
tent of the drawing power of any at 9.30 o'clock, an hour before the time
heartily
at the many humorous situations.
ng
ction
set
for
the
opening
of
the
theatre,
waiting
prisi
produ
that his enter
firm is to
Greatest Premier
distribute, he selects what in the vernacu- to be admitted. By 11 o'clock we saw that
lar of show business is a "tough dog." spacious Victory Theatre — a B. F. Keith
Here was the acid test for any picture
Some few months back Arrow pur- house, jammed to its very doors with hu- — and
this one scored.
chased from Blazed Trail Productions the
manity, all anxious to get a first glimpse
But
getting
back to the world premier ;
at
the
picture.
We
saw
the
lobby
of
that
L. Case Russell screen version of "Ten
it was the greatest premier staged in
Nights in a Barroom," starring John theatre jammed at 11.20 with a line two Providence and to this fact many of the
Lowell. Dr. Shallenberger knew he had blocks long waiting to get in. And we
city's leading citizens, who were on hand,
a good picture, for he is too keen a show- were near the box office when the manman and too trained a business man to
agement was ordered to close the box of- readily testified. Mr. Lowell was receivfice
until
after
the
first
show
was
out.
ed by Governor San Souci of Rhode
invest money in a feature that is otherIsland, who welcomed him to the state.
wise, and he knew, too, that he had a title We waited and saw the Victory Theatre
that had box office value, and a star with better the previous Saturday (the big Mayor Joseph H. Gainer of Providence
gave him the key to the city and told of
a magnetic personality. He knew these
day) receipts by many dollars at 2 o'clock the popularity of the story on which the
things and he thought they made a splen- on a Monday, a cold, rainy, uncomfortable Monday. And later we saw the pic- picture was based. Later Mr. Lowell was
did combination. But he didn't want to
ture shatter record after record.
greeted by Superintendent of Police Peter
merely think he had a money-maker — he
wanted to know just how big a box office
J. Gilmartin, the executives of the ProviBut
that
wasn't
all.
Motion
picture
enasset it was.
thusiasts are not an easy lot to please, but
dence Police Department, Amusement Inspector Richard Gamble, who pronounced
they all walked out smiling in spite of the
A Deliberate Choice
fact that they had to fight their way the picture " the most entertaining he had
So he selected what George M. Cohan through a crowded lobby at the close of seen in Providence," George Carpenter of
and others have characterized as "the every performance. They were not the the Providence Evening Tribune, Jean
coldest show town in America." That is, only ones who indorsed the picture, for Sabate, managing editor of the Providence
theatrically speaking. But it has been
News, and scores of other representative
common knowledge among showmen that on the previous Sunday evening, "Ten citizens of Providence. At the theatre
Nights in a Barroom" was shown to the
the indorsement of Providence is honest- "hard-boiled"
inmates of the State Prison
"Matt"
Riley, manager
ly and truly a certain sign of success for at Howard, R. I. The inmates applauded he
of was
the greeted
Victory,bywho
together
with J.
that particular venture. Incidentally, so enthusiastically that the chapel seemed
Charles Davis, 2nd, the live publicity diProvidence was the only city in this coun- to rock. And when the star, John Lowrector of Arrow Film Corporation, extry that openly came out and fought the
Volstead Prohibition Amendment and
sent the State Attorney General to fight
that law before the Supreme Court of the
United States. Dr. Shallenberger was
well aware of this fact and he wanted to
convince the industry in general that the
most hostile "dry" city in America would
receive "Ten Nights in a Barroom" with
wide open arms. He wanted every exhibitor and exchangeman in the country to
know that "Ten Nights in a Barroom"
was not propaganda, but high class, clean
and wholesome entertainment with a
punch in every reel.
We knew Dr. Shallenberger meant
business when he contracted to stage the
world premier of "Ten Nights in a Barroom" at the Victory Theatre in Providence, R. I. We realized at that time that
Dr. Shallenberger was putting his feature
to the severest test possible, for we know
Providence and also understand its natives' peculiar taste for things theatrical.
And we could not help being tempted to
make a special trip to the Rhode Island
metropolis several days in advance of the
date set for the premier. Are we happy ?
Did we learn anything?
We indeed are happy to have made that
trip and we learned that "Ten Nights in a
Barroom" is a 24-karat box office attracMayor Joseph H. Gainer of Providence welcoming John Lowell, star of Arrows Ten
tion. We saw the picture exploited and
Nights in a Barroom," and Roger Ferri, representing Moving Picture World. At right.
we saw hundreds stand in a heavy downMayor Gainer receiving Mr. Lowell in executive chamber of Providence City Hall

926
plated the production as few have been
exploited in New England.
The entire city was "ci reused" with
24-sheet5- There were hundreds of sqc
three and one-sheets billed in die city. But
the outstanding feature in the exploitation
lay in the fact that for the first time in
the history of the city the authorities allowed the management to plant oO paintings in vacant stores along Providence's
main thoroughfare, Westminster street.
And thatthewasn't
aTL ofThebanners
city ordinances
prevent
hanging
from the
marquis. However, following a conference with the police authorities and buildmg commissioners, a special permit was
giauled and the three sides of the
were adorned with artistic banners.
Xewspapers Help
The newspapers of the city also co-operated inno small degree. The Providence
Journal, which had advanced the claim
that it had never "fallen*' for a publicity
story, opened its heart and gave threequarters of a column to reporting the
showing at die State Prison and inddendy
devoted as much more space in reviewing
the picture, which the icnievm said was
"remarkable and constituted the most entertaining offering on the boards of the
Victory Theatre.** He also emphasized
the fact that "Ten Nights in a Barroom"
was as "appealing to advocates of a return
to the old days as it is to the 'dry' champions. Itis good, dean and well chosen
z--z—%:~—.tr.: i --ler.iic -~ :ha:
teDs a famous story in a most dramatic
manner." The Providence Tribune.
Bulletin and News also commented favorably on the picture and devoted considerable space to the auspicious opening.
We are convinced that "Ten Nights in
atheBarroom"
production outIt ofis
ordinary.is aItfeature
is entertainment.
not propaganda. It is a rich production
replete with thrills. The rapids scene is
one of the most exciting we have ever
seen. The fight scenes are realistic
Everythmg considered. "Ten Nights in
a Barroom" is a feature production out of
die ordinary. It is censor pi oof and makes
its appeal to the masses. It will hold them
in die seats until it's all over — and then
it will make them ask for more. It offers
exploitation possibilities galore. It has
title and story and what is more, a good
cast, for John Lowell makes a splendid
Joe Morgan. You hate him when you see
how he neglects his family, but when he
starts his fight for regeneration, after the
death of his lovable child, you learn to admire hhn for his manliness. He's a heman
all
Baby Ivythrough.
Ward. And
She we
is asmustn't
cute asforget
anv
child can be. You cry with her ; you laugh
with her. She's a jewel and a "little leadla-';. " you should watch. The rest of
the cast does equally well.
The photography is a work of art and
a credit to Joseph Settle. L Case Russell
made a screen version of which he can
truly be proud, for die story is weH told
and an improvement on the stage pby.
r srar At:*: t'rt-rret.
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The story of the downfall of Joe Morgan, who is cheated out of a lumber mill
which his father had founded, and his regeneration after the death of his child,
who was killed by a heavy beer glass
thrown by the cheat, Simon 5 lade, is one
with which die theatregoing public is well
acquainted. But in the screen there is interwoven another romance concerning
Dora Sktde. daughter of the saloon keeper, and Willie Hammond, a wealthy
village boy. who also falls a victim of
Slade's criminal doings.
In conclusion, we will say that "Ten
Nights in a Barroom** is sure-fire, and if
you pass it up you are not playing fair
with yourself — only giving your competitor a good many thousand dollars on a
Dr. platter.''
Shauenberger. Ben Wilson, the
silver
well-known producer, whose releases are
distributed through Arrow ; L. Case Russell of New York Gty. Baby Ivy Ward
and Mrs. Ward and many others were
pieseut at the opening. Baby Ivy Ward
made
a personal appearance a'ong with
Mr. Lowell.
Special Shewing Xecessary
Keen exploitation will draw crowds at
the opening, but after that the picture attracts on its own merits. And again "Ten
Nights in a Barroom" scored, for after
being shown to six record-breakmg audiences on the first day. the crowds on
Tuesday morning turned out bright and
eartv. There were than 800 in a fine that
Metro

Coast

Studio

for 90 Days;
Release

was three blocks long waiting to get in at
8.30 o'clock that rooming, one and a half
hours before the regular opening time.
As the minutes passed the crowd grew in
such proportions that Manager Riley and
Mr. Davis
to give filed
a 9 its
o'clock
show.
The decided
crowd, pleased,
way
into the house. By 10 o'clock the capacity of the house was taxed and it became
necessary to hah the sale of tickets until
10.30. when the first show was let out
and the waiting hundreds admitted.
So great was the demand for seats that
it became necessary to start the showing
at 9 o'clock
instead
the
usual
10.30. every
This morning
is the first
time of
in the
history of motion picture exhibition in
Rhode Island where the demand for seats
has been so great that an early morning
show was necessarr.
The Cut
Little Mary Morgan
Baby Ivy Ward
Toe Morgan
John Lowell
Fanny Morgan
Nell Clark Keller
Simon Slade
Charles Macvay
r ran'-- Ta~t$ Ph-lhps
Dora Slade
Ethel Dwyer
Harrcr Green
Charles Beyer
Judge Hammond
John Woodford
Willie Hammond
Kempton Greene
His Aunt
Mrs. Thomas Ward
Sample Swhchell
Harry Fisher
Mehitable
Lillian Kemple
Hi--: Sr.- ::h
J S'orr.i-. \Ye!ls
Mrs. Ha='< Smith
Leatta Miller
Judge Tyman
Thomas ViH
Produced by Blazed Trail Productions. Inc.
Adapted by L Case Russell
Directed by Oscar Apfel
Photographed by Joseph Settle
Length, eight reels

Suspends

Eight

Months

List; September

eighte,months
ITS
s
die product
releaseionschedul
Metro ahead
Pictureof
tion
y
Corpora
wfJJ. Januar 1. suspend
the making of photoplays in its Hollywood studios for a period of ninety days.
Every picture listed for distribution
between die first of the year and the beginning of September has been completed.
This includes not only the actual photography of the action, but practically all
the cutting and tiding.
The smooth-rurming efficient y of die
Metro western production staff has permitted even the placing in exchanges of
a
f:'r.g matter and scene Stifc am virtually every photoplay the branches will
release for the first eight months of 1922.
Although the coast studios hare relaxed
their energies for a short period, production of Metro releases has not come entirely to a standstill Mae Murray, who
recently closed a contract with Metro for
die distribution of her special features
made by Tiffany Productions. Inc.. left
this week for Cuba, where she win enact
the stellar role in "Fascination.'' by Edmund Goulding. With her and the company of supporting players went Robert
Z. Leonard, director general of the Tiffany production forces, who personally

Production
Ahead

Pictures

of
Ready

ticm." and M. H. Hoffman, |
ager and vice-president of 1
ganizatkm.
Miss
.Murray'sth
production will
be released

tal man-

January
It is "Peacock
by
Edmund 23.
Goulding.
based on aAlley,"
story by
Ouida Bergere.
The suspension of production activity
in the Metro Hollywood studios was
hailed with no little gratification by die
technical staff of the plant, who wtfl. in
the time allowed for a vacation to players
and directors be able to work unhampered
by daily routine upon a multitude of improvements toincrease to a still greater
degree
the
knack
Metro the' ^""iremaking organizationof ofthegetting
jump
on the picture-releasing rate.

In nulling 'Star Home" m photoplay form.
"Garetb Hrehes, ms directui and the sapporting cast are exhibiting an otter disregard
for the title. They are display ing their contempt of the imperatively domestic tone of
the name by journeying first to r -»*-»'^»-- Isbad. thence' to the grounds of the Saa Diesto
expoatkn and fiaaDy into Mexico. "It b a
picture of paradoxes," said George D. Bate,
director of on S-L Picture for Metro. "We
ry in the face of the title— and we're goiaf
to take a majority of the exteriors m the kv
of Mexico.-
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Newspaper

Advertising

Best

Medium

for

Theatre,

Trade Papers Best for Producers, Says Aaron Fox
NEWSPAPER advertising is the best medium for theatres; trade papers, including the national and regional
publications, are indispensable for exploiting moving pictures, in the opinion of Aaron Fox, brother of
William Fox, president of the Fox Film Corporation, and exploitation and publicity director for that
organization, who was in St. Louis the past week arranging the exploitation features for the third consecutive week's
showing of "The Queen of Sheba" at the William Fox Liberty Theatre, Delmar Boulevard.
"Advertising is the foundation for success in the moving picture industry," Fox said. "It is 98 per cent, of the
battle. Newspaper advertising is the keystone of success for the theatre. Trade papers are the best medium for the
producers and distributors. Exploitation features and other publicity mediums, such as billboards, etc., are auxiliary to the press.
"An exhibitor might be showing the greatest picture ever produced but he would lose money unless he told the
public what he had to sell. There is one sure way of reaching the public, through their favorite newspapers.
"In times of depression, some exhibitors cutting down expenses think of reducing their advertising first. That
is wrong. Personally I would reduce my orchestra, lay off some of the help and dispense with other incidentals
before considering any reduction of advertising. When the public has less money to spend for amusements they
select their entertainment with thought and care. A theatre owner should first make sure he has a high-class attraction and then go the limit in advertising that fact to the theatre-going public. That is what we are doing with 'The
Queen of Sheba.' The fact we broke all box office receipts the past two weeks indicates the public will patronize
high-class pictures."
Fox's pronouncement on the value and necessity of newspaper and trade paper publicity, appeared almost
simultaneously with an interview with Festus J. Wade, president of the Mercantile Trust Company of St. Louis,
which appeared in Printer's Ink, a trade publication. Wade, who is regarded as one of the leading bankers of the
country, very forcefully told the value of advertising when he asserted that his bank immediately reduced the
credit rating of any business man who reduced his advertising budget beyond the limits which the bank officials
believed that a going concern in his line should.
I
In effect he said that in times of business depression, or select buying by the public, a business with a high
class article to sell must advertise to get quantity producing. He pointed out that when they did not do so it was
evidence there was something wrong with that concern and the wise banker immediately should cut down on the
amount of money he is willing to loan it.

Pictures
May

Produced

in Western

Be

Reviewed
MOTION pictures may be reviewed
in Albany, N. Y., by some member of the state's motion picture
commission ; that is, if the requests of
Buffalo producers are recognized. Of
course the producers in the western part
of the state would prefer reviewing in
their own city of Buffalo, but if this cannot be secured then the state capital at
Albany, where the commission has already
established a bureau, but without projection rooms, would be preferable to New
York City. The claim is made that New
York* is too far away and that too much
time is consumed in shipments, and that
a half way reviewing bureau should be
established.
Ansel W. Brown, head of the Albany
bureau of the commission, has been spending much of bis time in journeying over
New York State, inspecting the exchanges
and theatres. A week was recently spent
Scenarios Wanted
TWO-REEL COMEDIES
FEATURING CHILDREN AND
VARIETY OF ANIMALS
Campbell Comedy Corporation
4S30 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Oil.

New

York

by Censors in Albany
in Buffalo. In one or two instances Mr.
Brown unearthed exchanges there which
were failing to supply the licenses and
permits along with the films. Insofar as
the owners of picture houses are concerned, however, Mr. Brown has found
in every instance a desire to show only
films such as bear the license or permit
and serial number furnished by the commission.
It has ben decided by the commission
to keep a supply of film bearing the seal
of the commission, as well as serial numbers, in the Albany office. During the
coming session of the legislature, the
Albany bureau will probably become the
headquarters of Chairman George H.
Cobb of the commission, who not only
will have certain legislation introduced,
bearing on the commission, but will also
be on hand to thwart any movement on
the part of those who are opposing the
continuance of censorship in New York
State.
Voshell Engaged
by Universal
J. M. Voshell, a motion picture executive with a wide acquaintance in the in-

dustry, has been appointed a production
manager at Universal City. He succeeds
Harry Schenck, who recently resigned
from a position in which he had charge
of several Universal units.
Mr. Voshell's initial efforts will be centered on two special productions, "Human
Hearts," a Universalization of the famous Hal Reid stage success now being
directed by King Baggot, and another
venture of an uncommon nature, probably an all-star feature. The latter has
not been organized sufficiently to warrant public announcements.
Percy Phillipson on
a Visit to America
Percy Phillipson, sales manager of Pathe
Frcrcs Cinema, Ltd., of England, is on his
first visit to this country, seeking "American
ideas," as he said on his arrival. Mr. Phillipson
is a film man of long experience in the United
Kingdom, beginning in the exhibition field more
than fifteen years ago. As head of the Pathe
sales department there, he keeps in personal
touch with the chief centres of distribution,
the branches under his direct supervision being
located at London, Leeds, Liverpool, ManGlasgow, Cardiff, Birmingham, Newcastlechester,
and Dublin.
"In round numbers," he said, "we give service to 3,000 theatres, handling all the Pathe
products — with the famous Pathe serials — and
attractive array of comedies leading in public
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Films
Blue

Law

But

Prologues and Solos Are Banned
many years the lid has been gram with orchestral or organ accomAFTER ed
clamp
down upon Sunday
paniment. These theatres will be peramusements in the cosmopolitan
mitted to give overtures, but there is to
's largest center, be no acting such as prologues, ballet
city of Montreal, Canada
with the very important exception that numbers, vocal solos or other such specialties.
"straight" picture theatres will continue
to operate without hindrance, providing
Picture Houses Effected
they offer nothing in the form of vaudeville, dance or solo features.
The ruling will hurt the recognized
The order to close all but the picture vaudeville theatres, burlesque houses and
houses was handed to Chief of Police French dramatic houses which have been
Pierre Belanger on December 9 by the operating freely on Sundays. It will
aldermanic executive council after delib- also hurt the picture theatres in the
erations covering a period of severai French quarter, which have followed the
days. Chief Belanger was instructed to policy of presenting rather elaborate
bills in conjunction with picclose
theatresstatute,
under the
Lord's those
Day vaudevil'e
tures on Sunday only. Such theatres
Act, aall federal
excepting
which were offering only a picture pro- as the Capital and Allen, large new picCassard

Leaves

Nicholas

Power;

Accepts

Sole

Distributorship of Baird Machine
as "Dick" efforts. My office will temporarily be at
SS. to CAS
stry,know
the SAR
induD,
hasn resigned as 839 East Nineteenth street, Brooklyn.
It was nine years ago this December
* vice-president of the Nicholas
Power Company. He has entered into a 17 that Mr. Cassard entered the employ
sole distributorship contract with the of the Nicholas Power Company as chief
clerk. Within three months he became
Baird Motion Picture Machine Company
of Newark, N. J. The ces
latter action fol- purchasing agent and he continued in this
lowed aseries of conferen
between Mr. capacity for five years. Later, as vicet
Cassard, and Presiden Emory and Secre- president, he was called upon to reorgantary Ruth of the Baird concern.
ize the company, knowing the work of
Mr. Cassard had much to say about the all departments, as he had served as adBaird Intermittent Movement, declaring
vertising manager, sales manager and assistant general manager.
that it will do anything any other movement will do, barring none.
On November 1 of this year he determined to enter the field of portable pro"I am going to have 'dealers,' " Mr.
manufacture. He did not feel
Cassard said, "but they will be analogous free as jector
an officer of the Power company
to the organizations that are now misto enter into negotiations with any other
named 'distributors' by the other manufacturers.shall
I
make no change in terri- organization and so resigned. While he
tories which are now being properly,
was perfecting plans to "break into" the
covered by a competent dealer. Rather, it field,
news of his resignation reached the
will be my idea to give real assistance to lowed.
Baird company and his new affiliation folthe dealer so that he will redouble his

TWO EXECUTIVES OF THE BAIRD MOTION PICTURE MACHINE
COMPANY AND ITS SOLE DISTRIBUTOR
Left to right: T. DcC. Ruth, secretary and treasurer; Robert I. Emory, president, and
S. S. Cassard, sole distributor of the Baird projectors
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ture houses which had been making a
specialty of prologues and dance features,
will also be seriously affected because
they will only be permitted to present a
portion of their regular program on Sundays.
H. M. Thomas, manager of the Capitol, however, has expressed the belief that
the order will undoubtedly be amended
to allow recognized picture theatres to
give their regular bills on Sundays, prologues included. In his opinion, the
ruling was meant to be applied to the
vaudeville, burlesque and French dramatic theatres.
Not a New Law
There are two Loew theatres in Montreal, one of which, the Court, shows
nothing but pictures at all times. The
main Loew house has announced, however, that Sunday shows will consist of
pictures only, to conform with the regulation. Incidentally, the order is not a
new law, but the enforcement of one of
the oldest Canadian statutes, which has
been largely ignored in the past in Montreal. Moral uplifters attempted to close
all local theatres in 1916, but failed absolutely. The present order comes direct
from the civic administration.
Star Productions, Inc., Is
Capitalized at $200,000
The largest motion picture company
incorporating in Albanv during the past
week, was the Star Productions. Inc.,
capitalized at $200,000, and including
among its directors, two residents of
Newark. N. J., Egidio W. Mascia and
Angelo R. Bianchi. as well as Jennie Cassinelly of New York City. Other concerns filing papers in the Secretary of
State's
office during the last few days
are :
Adventure Film Corporation. $100,000,
with Frank S. Beresford. Louis A.
Sareckv and Arthur B. Rothau,T. of New
York: X. L. Productions. $50 000. Harry
S. Manus. Harold Flatte, New York,
Charles Giblvn. Yonkers ; Prvmart Productions. $100 000. Murray Gid'in. E-nest
Demure. Louis Lancaster. New York;
Unitv Pictures. $50,000. Ida L. Engelhart. Plainfield. N. J., Isabella R. Chambelain, Staten Island, Anna E. Bauman,
New York; Be-sel Theatres $1 5.000.
Mineola, Harry Gross, New York, Mendel and Helen N. Lerner. Brooklyn ; Morris Kleinerman. Inc., $5,000. Morris and
Anna City.
Kleinerman. Max Margulis, New
York
Joins Wid Gunning
Harry McDonald, for the past several
years associated with the Fox circuit of
theatres, has joined the Wid Gunning organization attheir home office in New
York City. While with the Fox organization, McDonald had direction of metres starting in Springfield. Mass.. and
covering every territory where Wi'liam
ver.
Fox was represented, as far West as Den-
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Binderup's

Suit Against Pathe and Other Companies
Set for January 1 7, U. S. Appeals Court, St. Louis
THE suit of Charles G. Binderup, of Minden, Neb., against Pathe Exchange, Inc., the Omaha Film Board of
Trade and various other Omaha film organizations and officials is set for hearing in the United States Circuit
Court of Appeals, St. Louis, for January 17. During the past week the court overruled a motion by counsel for
defense to dismiss the case. The court decided that the case should be heard on its merits.
Binderup, who formerly conducted theatres at Minden, Upland, Blue Hill, Alma and Bloomfggton, and through
the Binderup Circuit provided film and advertising matter for various other theatres in Nebraska, filed suit in the
Omaha United States District Court for Nebraska in 1919, alleging that the Pathe Exchange, Inc., the Omaha Film
Board of Trade and the various other fdm organizations and officials named defendants to the suit, had conspired
in violation of the anti-trust statutes to refuse to sell him films and thereby ruined his business, as it was impossible
for him to obtain pictures for his theatres and clients elsewhere, tn his petition he asked for $240,051 damages. Under
the anti-trust laws should he have obtained a verdict for the amount asked, he would have received judgment for
thrice that amount, or $720,153.
The case was tried in the District Court for Nebraska and on June 11 last the court instructed the jury to find
for the defendants. Binderup had claimed that he was placed on the blue or black list of the Film Board of Trade
after he had been found guilty of "trumped-up" charges. The defense was that he had been found guilty of violating
the rules of the Film Board of Trade, which regulations were necessary for the protection of the producers,
distributors and the exhibitors of the Omaha district. It was contended that on one occasion a film, "A Musical
Tramp," was shipped by the Sterling Film Company to Binderup's Minden Theatre by mistake on June 8, 1919, and
it was not returned to the exchange until June 20, 1919, apparently having been used in the meantime. On another
occasion he was charged with using a Pathe film without permission and with detaining Hallmark films beyond
contract dates.
Among the film companies that are defendants to the suit are: Pathe Exchange, Inc.; Pathe Exchange, Inc., of
Nebraska; Exhibitors' Mutual Distributing Company, of Omaha; Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation, Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, Select Pictures Corporation, Goldwyn, Fox, First National, A. H. Blank, of A. H. Blank
Enterprises, Vitagraph-Lubin-Selig-Essanay, W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, Metro, Universal, Laemmle Film
Service, Carl E. Laemmle, Enterprise Distributing Corporation, Fontenelle Feature Film Company, Globe Film Company, Hallmark Pictures Corporation, the Omaha Film Board of Trade and the officers of the Film Board of Trade
and the managers of the Omaha offices of the various distributing organizations named.
Binderup alleges that he had contracts for film with several of the exchanges, which he alleges they have
declined to fulfill. He also has claimed that he was told he could not obtain film until he put up a $1,000 cash bond
subject to the check of the Film Board of Trade that in the future he would obey all the rules and regulations of the
organizations if admitted to good standing again. He charged that this regulation imposed on him was in restraint
of legitimate trade.
The outcome of this case is being awaited with great interest throughout the country. It probably will be
eventually carried to the United States Supreme Court.

Smith,

Cohen

and

Walker

of Exhibitors to
AW. SMITH, JR., sales manager of
the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, has returned to New York
from a week's tour through the Middle
West in company with Sydney S. Cohen,
president of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America ; Senator James A.
Walker, counsel of the organization, and
Michael O'Toole, in the interests of the
Official Urban Movie Chats of the M. P.
T. O. A.
They visited Toledo, Peoria, Milwaukee and Chicago, in each of which cities
enthusiastic meetings were held with
members of the organization, who
pledged their support to the new Movie
Chats to appear as a weekly release on
January 15 through the Hodkinson exchanges.

Hear

Support

Pledges
Movie

Chats

"My experience on this trip," said Mr.
Smith, "convinces me that the exhibitors
of the country will stand squarely back
of this one-reeel subject which Mr. Urban is producing for the M. P. T. O. A.
After all, it is their own reel, produced
to serve their best interests, and the sentiment in every city we visited was unanimous in favor of booking Movie Chats
solidly through the year. I had an opportunity to discuss not only Movie
Chats, but general business conditions,
with leading theatre owners in the four
cities we visited, and it was gratifying
to hear a better tone in their sizing up of
conditions in the industry.
"All of them appeared to be keen1y interested in Mr. Cohen's exp^nation of
the scope of Movie Chats, and I believe

every theatre owner we met was wholeheartedly infavor of booking any feature
to put his program on a higher plane,
fhey seemed to sense immediately the
enormous value Movie Chats would have
in providing a point of more intimate
contact with their audiences.
"Business seems better in every section
of the country. Our own branches in
the first six weeks of their operation
broke all records for contracts, and when
you consider that this covers a period
during which their offices were in the
chaotic state of moving, it speaks well
for the completeness of their organizaOld Kahm Studio Burned
Fire destroyed the studio of Kalem
& tions."
Co., Inc., at Cliffside, N. J., last week.
The cause is not known and no estimate
of the loss has been announced. The fire
occurred at night.
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Women

Journalists

Luncheon

Attend

to Anna

By MARY
THE woman journalist was cited as
the possible source of much fine
screen material in an entertaining
talk given by Mrs. Anna Steese Richardson, author of "A Man's Home," in
whose honor Lewis Selznick gave a luncheon at the Pennsylvania Hotel, December
14. Invitations were issued to women,
exclusively and about thirty, representing
the newspapers, trade papers and magazines weie present.
"All the romance and color of life in
a big city, all the rattling skeletons of
hardships and horror, all the thrills of
an uncertain existence are understood by
the average woman reporter." said Mrs.
Richardson.
"Sheseesmay
all
this, but she
muchnotof experience
it on her
daily round, and with her imagination and
sympathy, she has one of the greatest opportunities conceivable to write successful
screen dramas.
"Where many an ambitious writer has
only his own fancies to draw from, she
can go to life itself for her ideas, and
her familiarity with character types naturally increases every day. Added to that
she has learned to develop a sense of
humor — so indispensable in this line of
work.
Script Unchanged
"Another little bit of encouragement.
Most of you have heard of the terrible
things that are done to the original manuscript, bymotion picture producers, and
rather than see your brain-child massacred, you hesitate and defer submitting
it. I am hanpy to say I have no such
complaint. When the word came that
this play which Mr. Breese and I had
done together was under way at the
studio, our first impulse was to stay away
rather than suffer from seeing the many
changes which we expected.
"When I got out there, however. I
found that Mr. Ince was using not a
scenario, adapted from our play, but our
own manuscript. The continuity, only,
had been changed.
"To show you that producers are as
anxious as writers to keep pictures clean.
I will mention, what perhaps has not
been announced before, that Mr. Selznick
did make one important change in the
story. My version was taken from something which actually happened in New
York City, but in his desire to keep the
entire tone of the production above reproach, he did modify it in this instance.
My entire experience with this company
gives me assurance that the writer of
wholesome themes can secure the cooperation ofthe producer of today."
Sketches Her Life
Mrs. Richardson sketched the story of
her rise to success interestingly and franklv. Her first attempt to sell a play, she
mentioned, occurred twenty years ago.
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Richardson

KELLY
and was not encouraging in its result.
The success of "A Man's Home." she
explained, was such a surprise to her that
she hasn't
solved
it, nor
is she
that
she canyetsell
another
one.
But sure
the
longevity of the play of the home and
family is something in which she has
great faith.
Mrs. Richardson was introduced by
Agnes Johnston, who represented the
Selznick Company, and among the other
guests of honor were Grace Valentine
and Margaret Seddon, prominent in the
cast of "A Man's Home." which will have
its first showing at the Capitol, the week
of December 18.
President Harding in
Pat he News No. 99
What Pathe says are the only motion
pictures for public consumption showing
President Harding addressing the 67th Congress at its opening session will be presented
in Pathe News No. 99. a reel that contains
some of the most important events in world
history, it is stated.
From Washington, one is taken via Pathe
News to England and Ireland, in a story that
covers in many details the great accomplishment of the settlement of the Irish question by
Great Britain and the declaration of the Irish
Free State. All the important personages associated with this historic development are shown
in Pathe News.
Also the first scenes in Petrograd taken in
many months are shown in this issue. A Pathe
N'ewsnewcameraman,
was right
the job while
when
the
U. S. submarine.
S-48. onfoundered
making a trial run off Bridgeport. Forty members of the crew nearly lost their lives, and
many thrilling rescues were performed. The
first use to be made of Helium gas, as a carrying power for U. S. military and naval blimps,
was made in Washington, and a Pathe News
man reported the event.
Oberholtzer Seeks Job
as a Federal Censor
In an address at the Maryland Academy
of Sciences on December 6. at a meeting
which was held under the auspices of the
Citizens'
League of
for Better
Moving Pictures.
Dr. Maryland
Ellis P. Oberholtzer,
organizer of the Pennsylvania Board of Motion Picture Censors, said that a vital necescity of the future is a federal censorship of
motion pictures.
He urged that five men and women be
placed on the federal board and that cooperation of the state boards should be
given this body, and he claims that the
boards now established in various states in
the country are not working in harmony.
A resolution was then passed in which the
establshment of a federal board was favored
Leaves Allen Theatre
Francis A. Mangan. who for the past year
has been production manager of the Allen
Theatre in Montreal, has resigned to take a
similar position in a large Eastern city in the
United States.
This information is contained in a statement
from Mr. Mangan. which also says the Montreal
Allen Theatre will discontinue its elaborate
presentation programs.

Large Audience Votes
Against Censorship
An overwhelming vote against
legal and state censorship of
motion pictures, as indicated hy
ballot already received, was
recorded at Town Hall, Saturday
evening, December 10. when at
a private showing of two films
held by the National Board of
Review of Motion Pictures, questionnaires were filled out by the
audience and indicated an almost solid vote against mutilation of the pictures bv censors.
"The Cabinet of Dr.CaUgari,"
a picture shown as an exceptional photoplay by the Committee on Critique of the National
Board last March, and "Shattered," which was likewise ranked
as exceptional, were the two
pictures screened.
The reason for the presentation as indicated in a program
note was two-fold: to present to
the judgment of the public for
comparison two films, and at the
same time to sound an intelligent
motion picture audience upon
the vital question of censorship.
On this
issue,been
the the
notecontention
says: "It
has
always
of the National Board that censorship isunnecessary; that the
ordinary police powers such as
govern the spoken drama are
sufficient to curb any alleged indecency that might appear on
the screen and that the social
and esthetic criticism exercised
by a
people
". .
screen

group of public-spirited
covers all requirements.
. Critical appreciation of
values will, in our judgment, go far toward setting the
power and virtue of the screen
in their proper light. We have
invited you tonight to help us
in this important work of raising this new form of expression
to a constantly higher level.
We want your honest judgSome fifteen hundred guests
of the National Board of Review
attended the showing.
ment."
Gunning, Inc., Additions
A number of important additions to
its field sales force is announced by Wid
Gunning. Inc., Joseph Bloom, for years
Hodkinson division manager throughout
the Middle West, has joined the Wid
Gunning offices as Kansas City manager.
Charles Schwann, one of the best known
film men in the East, is now Pitsburgh
manager for the Gunning organization.
J. F. Flarity, who ranked as one of the
most popular exchange managers in the
New Orleans territory, returns to that
zone as representative.
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mances of "Forever After" at Harmanus
Bleecker Hall under the auspices of Albany Shriners.
The car in which the actress was riding went forty feet straight through the
air before it landed, according to a
farmer living near East Greenbush, who
witnessed the accident. It was traveling
faster than 50 miles an hour, he said.
When it landed the two women were
inside, Haysu, the Japanese chauffeur,
being thrown for several feet and lying
unconscious when he reached the scene.
Persons who later on saw the wrecked

M. P. T. O. A. Through the "Movie Chats'
in importance to the will probably be doubled by the time the
OND only
SECinitial
announcement concerning the "Movie Chats" are scheduled for release.
Official Urban Movie Chats which
Additional action on "Movie Chats" of
the M. P. T. O. A. will release through importance to the industry was taken
Hodkinson, is the announcement made
last week at the meeting of the executive
public this week to the effect that all committee of the New York State M. P.
proceeds accruing to the M. P. T. O. A. T. O. A. held in Utica. Every theatre
from rentals in each state will be first owner present at the meeting signed a
contract to show the productions, and it
al quota,
ed toover
and was
nationthe
the state's
credit
indicated that the series will be booked
individual
and above
sums
all
more than 80 per cent of the members
car
declared
it washadlittle
state quotas will be returned to the treas- by
miracle
that that
all four
notshort
been ofin-a'
uries of the states having exceeded their in the state.
stantly killed.
quotas. Taking into consideration the fact
The interest taken in "Movie Chats"
Leo McKenzie suffered a bad cut on
that practically every member of the M. P. on the part of theatre owners throughout
"Movie Chats" the the country is said to exceed the interest the left leg which required several
A. will book es
T. O.dual
state revenu from the sale of in any other production, or series of pro- stitches later on at the hospital. As soon
indivi
ductions, ever announced for release. as Miss Brady was able to issue orders,
the productions may eventually, it is
This feeling is only natural, since the she asked that her personal physician,
pointed out, prove to be the largest source
of New York, be sumof income that the state organizations
"Movie Chats" are the property of the Dr. McPherson,
moned. He arrived on an afternoon
will have.
M. P. T. O. A. and the sale of the product
At the New England convention of the to the various theatre owners reverts to train.
Miss Sullivan was not badly injured.
M. P. T. O. A. held last week in Boston, the credit of the national organization.
McKenzie,
who was limping about on one
which was attended by Sydney S. Cohen
Each state operates under a stipulated
foot when help came, informed those who
quota,
and
following
the
ruling
that
rentals
and Senator Walker, "Movie Chats"
were booked for more than 100 days on exceeding quotas will be turned back to reached the scene that there were two
each issue. Additional bookings continue the state in which the quotas are passed, women under the machine. These were
dragged forth to safety, the machine
to be received and the original number of there is every reason why theatre owners
meanwhile resting on its horn and keepbookings in the New England territory everywhere should book the product.
ing up an unearthly screeching.
All unmindful of her own painful injuries, Miss Brady kept calling for her
Metro Entertains Mae Murray
at Lunch
pet
dog
"Sammy,"
fearful
wirehaired fox
terrier had
metthat
an the
untimely
in Celebration of Releasing Contract
death in the crash which had come within an ace of snuffing out the lives of the
IN celebration of her becoming a Metro ard, Mr. Hoffman, Mr. Goulding and a
star, Mae Murray was entertained at company of players would leave the fol- four persons. But Sammy was found,
luncheon at the Hotel Claridge, New
lowing day, Tuesday, for Cuba, there to and as Miss Brady was assisted into one
of the waiting ambulances, summoned
York, December 12, by officers of Metro
Pictures Corporation, distributors of her begin producing the star's second photo- by Dr. Garrison, of East Greenbush, she
play for Metro release, "Fascination."
specials ; executives of Tiffany Producall about her own sufAs in the case of "Peacock Alley" the apparentlyferings inforgot
the joy of having her pet
tions, Inc., makers of them, and the dis- story of "Fascination" is by Edmund
alive
and
in
her
arms.
trict and branch managers of the Metro
Goulding. It was prepared on conferAll performances by Miss Brady and
exchanges.
ence with Miss Murray and Robert Z.
Congratulations were extended to Miss Leonard.
her company were called off.
Murray for her achievement in the first
of the photoplays to be released through
Alice Brady Hurt When
Theatre Successfully
Metro, "Peacock Alley," which those
present at the luncheon had seen at a
Speeding
Auto
Overturns
Defends Suit Alleging
preview a few days before. This screen
By wire to Moving Picture World
story of Paris and New York by Edmund
Assault by An Usher
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 12.
Goulding, based on a story by Ouida
A
jury
in the St. Louis Circuit Court has
Bergere, is presented and was directed
Alice Brady, Motion Picture star, was
returned a verdict in favor of the McKinley
by Robert Z. Leonard, and is a Tiffany injured in an automobile accident near
Amusement Company, owner of the Majestic
production.
Albany this morning when the limousine
Theatre, which had been sued for $35,000 damPresent at the luncheon were Marcus
ages by Steve Catnatson. The jury was out
in which she was speeding here from
only
a few minutes.
Loew, Richard A. Rowland, president of New York City to fill an engagement,
alleged that when he, his wife and
Metro, who last weeek returned from a skidded and turned turtle at East Green twoCatnatson
children went to the Majestic Theatre
night, an usher struck Mrs. Camatson.
three-months' European trip in the inter- Bush, five miles south of this city. In one
He said that he resented the attack and was
ests of the company ; J. Robert Rubin, addition to- Miss Brady, two other occuthen beaten by the usher, who he claimed struck
attorney for Metro ; Charles K. Stern,
pants of the car, Adelaide Sullivan and him
on the head with a blackjack. Camatson
Leo McKenzie, were also injured.
William E. Atkinson, general manager
claimed he was knocked unconscious. He
of Metro ; E. M. Saunders, general sales
The three were removed to the Albany charged that as a result of his injuries he lost
manager of Metro; Robert Z. Leonard,
Hospital, where it was found that Miss his memory and was unable to keep his position
as a waiter.
Brady's injuries consisted of a badly
The defense contended that Camatson created
Mis'- Murray's director; M. H. Hoffman,
sprained
ankle,
together
with
bruises
about
a disturbance at the theatre and that the usher
•vice-president and general manager of
Tiffany Productions, Inc., and the Metro the body and a severe nervous shock. acted in self-defense. Camatson was arrested
district and branch managers who came
Later in the day Miss Brady was taken on a charge of disturbing the peace, but was
acquitted in police court. In his petition he
to New York in order to witness the pre- to the Hotel Ten Eyck. The other two asked
$35,000 damages on three counts, but
view.
occupants of the wrecked car remained
the court sustained demurrers to two of the
In the course of the luncheon it was
at the hospital. Miss Brady and her com- counts
the jury.for $20,000 before the case went to
announced that Miss Murray, Mr. Leonpany were to have appeared in two perfor-
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As we approach the closing of the year
we find ourselves as a business on the
upgrade again and recovering in a substantial, even if in a slower, manner than
all could wish from the slump of the
late Spring and Summer months. It requires no extreme optimism to view with
enthusiasm the trend toward big and
bigger business and none can feel other
than gratified that our business has been
able to successfully endure a severe season
and come through as we have.
We believe we voice much more than a
hope when we express our belief that the
new year will see new high records hung
up in the theatres as the productions are
better now than ever before and the business is on firmer ground than at any time
in its history.
The acquisition of S. S. Cassard by
the Baird Company as sole distributor
of the product of that organization is
announced in this issue. This is important news and it comes as a sort of plus
guarantee for the Baird projectors as
Mr. Cassard is the type of business man
who refuses to sell goods unless he himself is absolutely satisfied regarding their
merit. His fine reputation in the trade
gives him an illustrious start on his new
activity and we extend to him our very
best wishes.
In the acceptance by Frederic G. Lee
of the chairmanship of the finance committee of Famous Players-Lasky, the
company has secured the complete attention of a man of sound financial training and ability who has had the advantages of a close association with the

Famous Players-Lasky organization. We
congratulate the company on this happy
choice.
We call the especial attention of our
readers to the special Christmas number which will come to you as the next
issue of Moving Picture World. It will
contain much of beauty, photographically,
and much of interest in text and advertising. We advise you in advance so
that you may be prepared to enjoy yourselves in a seasonable manner.

James A. Walker, the high salaried
orator, now trooping through the West,
his attacks against Associhas modified
ated First National Exhibitors because of
the apparent lack of response by exhibitors to this style of trial of the company. :n the industry. The chief crime
of which First National is accused is the
desire to run its own business as an
exhibitor
organization
of outside interference.
The regardless
orator, stung
by
the truths told in pleasant form by
Moving Picture World, has included
this publication and its editor in his
repertoire of vituperation. We acknowledge' with due modesty this splendid
tribute to our decency and we are willing
to be classed with Mr. Zukor, Mr.
Williams and all the other fine men who
have at one time or another been targets
for were
Jimmynot Walker's
alluring
he
already fully
paidshouts.
we wouldIf
feel inclined to pay him well for the advertising. But possibly he feels his indebtedness for the nice things we can't
help saying about his clever wit and the
general cheerfulness of his spell-binding.

Splendid

THE return of the moving picture
business to what it considers normal has been and will be a slower
process than the over eager may expect.
That the return is in progress there is
no doubt whatever. In some centers it
has already come back but by no means
in all sections. It will be remembered
that our industry was probably the last
to be affected by the general business depression and this can easily account for
the fact that it has not been among the
first to feel. the benefits of the business
revival. On the other hand the pictures
have not suffered so much as many other
businesses and this is the best possible
tribute to its stability. The industry was
not prepared for a depression and in consequence the hardships were greater.
The lesson has not been without value
as it is not likely that it ever will be caught
unready again.
With an eye to the future a conservative, perhaps a too conservative, program
has been adopted by most of the larger
and almost all of the smaller producing
incompanies. This has made room for the
dependent production of merit and
independent market is already beginning
to feel the effects of this stimulation.

Entertainment
entertainment good and plenty we

recommend
FOR
Molly 0', the Mack Sennett production in which Mabel
Normand is the star by reputation and by the absolute
right of a great performance. We saw Molly O' at the Central
Theatre in New York as one of a large audience and with a
large audience is the one and best way to view a comedy.
The critics laugh their approval or in silence register their
disapprobation. We have not been in the center of such a
storm of merriment and natural laughter since we sat under
circumstances very similar to see Mr. Chaplin in The Idle
Class.
If it is thought desirable to analyze the story of Molly 0'
our dramatic structure experts will find two stories in one,
but the audience by their laughter at the fun and by their
breathlessness at the thrilling things made their own complete
continuity and Molly O' became for them a thoroughly enjoyable and satisfying recreation.
Admirably

cast, richly presented, beautifully photo-

successes. graphed, the production is another of the season's splendid
ARTHUR JAMES.
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Pathe

Including
Serials,
Special preparedness to meet the these different groups of people to
needs of exhibitors during 1922 is make a paying audience. And unless everybody in the audience gets
announced by Pathe. Acting upon
he or she especially likes,
convictions which have remained un- something
changed through many months past, habitual attendance at that theatre
and which are now cordially sup- is not to be counted on."
ported by leading exhibitors in all Out of recognition of this situation
has come the discovery that certain
parts tion
of declares
the country,
this able
organizaitself more
than short subjects, properly announced,
ever before in its history to provide have all the drawing power and are
theatre owners with the means of just as logically "featured" as any
stimulating increased attendance
five or eight reel "feawithout increased expenditure, with pretentious
ture." The multiple reel, Harold
the result of a quicker turnover Lloyd comedies,
as is well known
and the consequent solution of prob- throughout the motion picture world,
lems most pressing at this time.
are often taking the place of the
In this connection Pathe places usual feature on the programs at the
emphasis on the increasing value of big New York theatres, and in many
the program made up mainly of the other cities.
best class of short subjects. In a Because of contracts which had to
statement published more than a be lived up to, the Symphony Theayear ago Paul Brunet announced
tre in Los Angeles recently closed
that this tendency was foreseen and a short subject program run of
that Pathe Exchange was concen- forty-four days, using the Lloyd
trating on short subjects and serials
"Never Weaken,"
as the
feature attraction.
The body
of
— the episode character of the latter comedy,
placing it in the same classification. these programs was made up exThe present announcement declares
clusively of Pathe short subjects.
that energetic action under this During the entire run of this short
policy enables Pathe to face the subject program the theatre was
new year with confidence in keep- packed to its doors. It is stated that
ing with the variety and richness of instances of the same sort in differthe material on its lists, and the
ent sections are of increasing octimely value of which enterprising
currence, and that episodes of the
exhibitors already have attested.
avidly booked new Pathe serial,
The claim is made of having very "Hurricane Hutch," are featured at
as the leading attracsatisfactorily solved the "feature manytion theatres
of all short subject programs.
problem" so vexing to a large class
of exhibitors — meaning the picture
Thirty Features
of from five to eight reels that is
In thus emphasizing the exceptattractively exploited and relied upon
ional value of their list of short subto
The "problem"
jects, Pathe in no way minimizes
thatfillofthethehouse.
many exhibitors
who, inis
order to meet the expense of playing the standard importance of "feasuch a feature, feel it necessary to
tures," of which the active Pathe list
omit from their program standard names more than thirty, with others
presently
to be announced. One of
short pictures, although aware that
these are established favorites with the latter, the release date of which
will be forthcoming very shortly, is
their
patrons.
Evenit ifdoes
the not
"feature"
is a sure
fire hit
lessen said to offer to American audiences
the need for a diversified program, a masterly picturization of the greatest work of a European author more
but if it is lacking in broad popular
appeal, many in the audience will greatly appreciated in this country
than
even in his own.
regret their admission investment
who would have gone away almost,
Exhibitors
familiar with
if not quite satisfied, after a hearty and generous arein very
their bookings of
laugh over a one-reel comedy fol- Pathe short subject releases which
lowing the feature, or contained in a have long been standard — as Pathe
short subject program.
News, Pathe Review, scenic and eduMore For a Dollar
cational reels and Topics of the Day.
Referring to his conversations The same is stated to hold good with
with exhibitors in different sections, respect to the many releases of
a Pathe executive states the case varied subjects in this classification
made during the last year, and which
this way:
alive.andThese
in"The tendency of the times is to remainclude very
the Tommuch
Santschi
Holman
give more for a dollar. When a
Day
two-reel
dramas
of
intense
movie patron goes to a candy store
she finds that more and better candy action depicting real life in different
can be had for a dollar than at any manifestations of the great outdoors; the fascinating "Adventures
time in the past three years. Natand Bob," the
humane
hunturally she expects a similar advan- of Bill
ers and trappers;
series boy
of jungle
tage when paying her money in at
adventures
of
Major
Jack
Allen,
the picture theatre box office. An
audience is a gathering of people and the continuing weekly releases
of Hal Roach
Pollardof
brought together by different motives. one-reel
comediesandand"Snub"
the series
A certain percentage come to see the
Film Fables, the latter
'feature,' but there is also a large Aesop's
number who attend through a desire marking the highest development yet
to see Pathe News. Others consider reached in the animated cartoon
medium, and enormously popular.
in 'Aesop's
their money best invested
exceptional value to exhibitors
or a 'Snub' Pollard andOf welcomed
Fables'
Film
everywhere is the
comedv, and still a great many others
series of the one-reel Harold Lloyd
attend the theatre only when Harold comedies
which placed that screen
Lloyd is the attraction. It takes all
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Short

Subjects,

Scheduled
comedy genius in his present exalted
position, in which appear also
"Snub" Pollard and Bebe Daniels.
Continuation of these prime laughmakers extends into the new year,
with their exhibitor value still increasing. Besides these, short comedy series featuring other Hal Roach
comedians are enjoying growing
favor.
Nezv Comedy Series
For the end of this year and the
beginningleases anofattractive
the new year
Patheseries
recomedy
of a highly original character, produced by the AyveeBee Corporation
and starring the Broadway stage
favorite, Ernest Truex. Three subjects are announced in this series —
"Little, But Oh My," "Stick Around"
and "The Bashful Lover." These
are of two-reel length, rapid and
spirited in action, and are considered
to possess unusual drawing power
owing
to the star's
reputation
as an original
and wide
refreshing
type
of Two
spontaneous
laugh-maker.
other short subject releases,
fresh for the beginning of the year,
hardly need to have their qualities
explained to film patrons anywhere
in the United States, as they are
based on stories in the Saturday
Evening Post
which than
have had
a circulation of more
40,000,000
copies. These are by Harris Dickson, famous southern creator of

Associated

for
1922
"Old Reliable." They are filmed by
the Harris-Dickson Corporation under the author's direct supervision
with the original titles of "The
Custard Nine" and "The Beauty
Contest." The length is two reels
each.
Soon after the beginning of the
year, it is stated, Pathe will make
definite announcements of other
short subject material to be released
during the winter and spring.
There will be also a new Charles
Hutchison serial, now in production, which is expected to challenge
the success scored from the start by
"Hurricane Hutch." The last named
already has a close second in Ruth
Roland's "White Eagle," which she
will follow in a few months with
another bearing the intriguing title
of "The Timber Queen."
Hope

Hampton

in

"White Faith"
"White Faith," a novel by William Dudley Pelly which is shortly
to make its appearance in serial
form in one of the leading magazines, has been selected as the next
starring vehicle for Hope Hampton
First National star, who has just
completed
Dust."the Clarence
L. Brown "Star
will direct
coming
production.

Thanks

Exhibitors

Theatre Owners for Support
mendously appealing comedy based
Associated Exhibitors have issued
a statement by J. E. Storey, sales on married life, which proved a
manager, in which he expresses big winner. Following this offergratitude to the exhibitors of the
ing, came
a 'Never
veritableWeaken,'
triumphwhich
for
country for the manner in which proved
Harold Lloyd and is acknowledged
they supported
the
Associated
Exhibto
be
one
of
the
most
sensational
itors' features and the Associated
Harold Lloyd comedies during the comedies ever made."
year which is just closing.
part Mr. the
Storey
youIn consider
fact says
that: "When
during
the past summer the exhibitors were
handicapped not only by a protracted
hot period but by a business depression which reflected the general situation in all of our industries, it
is gratifying to realize that the
product of Associated Exhibitors
made as splendid a record as any
organization comparable to ours.
"Associated Exhibitors set out
with the sole purpose of distributing
feature attractions of consistently
good box-office value. The business
which we have done and the expression which we have received from
hundreds of exhibitors indicates
that we have not fallen short of our
expressed intentions.
"We are particularly proud of our
Harold Lloyd comedies. Starting
with 'Now or Never,' which was
released last March, Harold Lloyd
has steadily, I might even say phenomenally, risen in box-office value
and in popularity with the general
public. In May we released 'Among
Those Present,' which was hailed
as one of the finest comedies Hal
Roach ever produced. In July,
came Harold Lloyd's T do,' a tre-

knock

em

for a

goal f

Leather
Pushers
in a series
oP 2 round
smashes
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A P AT HE RELEASE

novelist, now writing for Realart.
Realart Month
Included
this complimentary
fair for thein two
scenario heads afof
Is Announced
the Lasky Corporation, and the author,
were
the
following
Realart
Out of the Chicago office of Realfor the Students at Annapolis scenarists : Harvey Thew, Douglas
art comes
the month.
announcement
another Realart
Several ofweeks
Doty.
Aubrey
Stauffer,
Milton
Educational is to provide an eve- showing of "The Battle of Jutland" Schwartz, Frey Myton, Percy
ago
the
New
York
office
announced
used for this picture.
ning's entertainment
for the with
middiesits being
at Annapolis
in connection
The program will open with an Heath, Eugene Lewis, Tom Hop- a similar booking. The Maplewood
kins, Nathan Stedman and Wells Theatre in Chicago is the latest
special showing of the short feature, overture by the Academy musicians. Hastings.
house to run a Realart month.
A Robert C. Bruce Scenic Beauti"The
Battle
of
Jutland"
at
the
Naval
Academy on January 7.
ful, "Strolling Minstrels," a subject
With the co-operation of Admiral that lends itself particularly to
Wilson, superintendent of the Naval musical accompaniment, will follow.
Academy, Educational has arranged Then the current issue of Kinograms "The Right That Failed" to Be
a program of short subjects such as will present for the students and
Released by Metro February 20
Broadway theatres in New York naval officers present the news of
have been running more and more the week.
"The
Right That Failed," the prize the Harvard Lampoon. He then
frequently in the last year for the "The White Mouse," the latest of
started newspaper work on the magring
photoplay
will be reentertainment of the discriminating the Selig-Rork Photoplays in two
leased by Metrowhich
on February
20 agine
page of the Boston Evening
Transcript.
Broadway audience.
reels, with an all-star cast headed with Bert Lytell as star, is an
From the pictures available at the by Lewis Stone, Wallace Beery and adaptation of a Saturday Evening
Washington branch of Educational Ethel Grey Terry, will provide the Post story by J. P. Marquand. It "When this country declared war,
I chucked my job and went to the
Film Exchanges, Inc., pictures of all dramatic part of the program, and was the writer's first story, the only first
camp at Plattsburg, and
types that are typical of Educa- then "The Battle of Jutland" will story he has had published so far, was officers
given
a
first lieutenancy of arbe
shown.
although
he
has
sold
two
serials,
tional's product have been selected
til ery," hesaid. After the war Mr.
The program will be closed with "The Unspeakable Gentleman" and
and arranged around the presentaMarquand
got
a job as assistant
what is perhaps the biggest picture
of "The
Battle ofby Jutland."
magazine editor on the New York
Music tionwill
be provided
the band Christie has ever made in two reels, "Only a Few of Us Left," which advertising
copy. he gave up to write
published
Ladies' Tribune, which'
at the Academy, the score arranged "A Barnyard Cavalier," in which will
Home be Journal
and inthetheSaturday
and used by Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld Bobby Vernon dreams that as a Evening Post.
at the Rialto for the first American cavalier of Old France he has saved
"The Right That Failed" was
Marquand is twenty-eight.
Princess Jane after battling fifty HeMr.
started writing fiction last July, adapted for the screen by Lenore
guardsmen, and then tries to carry when he chucked his job as an ad- Coffee. It is being produced byout his dream in real life on the
writer and retired to New- Bayard Veiller, with a cast that infarm, failing sadly in his efforts buryport, vertising
cludes, besides Bert Leytell, VirMass., with $600 he had
stop
to be a hero.
saved and thousands of dollars
ginia Valli, DcWitt Jennings, Philo
Educational is also to show "The worth of ideas that he had been ac- McCulIough and Mr. Otis Harlan.
cumulating for some time. He was The photography is by Arthur MarBattle
of in
Jutland"
at the for
Marine
Barracks
Washington
the in the class of 1915 at Harvard, tinelli
and the art direction by A.
stailin'f benefit of naval and army officers where
he was one of the editors of F. Mantz.
unable to attend the showing at
Annapolis. A second print of this
picture
world's arrived
greatest innaval
conflict, ofhasthe recently
the Sinking Ship Makes Realistic
United States, and the negative is to
follow shortly. On receipt of this,
Educational plans to rush work on
for
"The
Power
"
the picture for its early release
One Scene
of the most
realistic
and
Prints
"TheWithin
throughout the country.
been onshipped
toPower
all theWithin"
Pathe
thrilling shipwreck scenes ever por- have
trayed on the screen, it is said, is branches and trade showings will
only one of the many dramatic be held. Pathe considers this picGives Dinner at
m the
ture will set standard for 1922 repunches inby"The
Power Within."
Leather
produced
Achievement
Films, Kennedv. leases. It was directed by Lem. F.
Inc.
Writers' Club
Supervising Director Elmer HarThe actual sinking of a five thousris
of
Realart,
and his scenario staff
and ton passenger vessel, was staged
Pushers
recently gave a dinner at the off the New Jersey coast and proOn Vacation
vides aremarkable screen sensation,
Writers'
Club, Bullitt,
Hollywood,
in a series
of
William
head inofhonor
the
picthis
for
was
It
stated.
is
it
The first three weeks of Decemof 2 round
Scenario Department, New York ofture that the authorities of the New
ber will mark the first long vacafice of the Famous Players-Lasky York Shipbuilding Corporation at
wallops I
Corporation ; Frank E. Woods, Camden, N. J., turned over all the
tion Bebe Daniels has had since becoming a Realart star, nearlv two
supervising director. West Coast facilities of their immense plant to
vears ago.
Laskv Studios, and Will Payne, the producers.

Educational

to Give

Showing
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"Garments of Truth, " a Metro
Picture, Receives High Praise
The new Gareth Hughes picture, to say. It is putting it mildly to
tell you that we were astonished at
' Garments
of communication
Truth," has inspired
the
following
from the finely wrought 'Garments of
Harry L. Tyler, of 1 West 37th
street,
am frequently invited to the
tion : to Metro Pictures Corpora- best"I theatres
in the city to see the
Truth.'
"Do you and the creators of 'Gar- world's widely heralded films. I
have probably been among the first
ments of Truth'youreally
how superbly
have appreciate
. made a
a great many of the picmasterpiece? Last evening I took to review
ture now enjoying world-wide fame.
several people to the Bunny (I live "But I want to say to you that never
at the corner of 143rd street and in all my experience have I before
Broadway, which is near) and, to had the good fortune to see on the
be frank, did not expect anything screen anything that in many reabove the upper Broadway average —
spects approached 'Garments of
which is high enough, I am glad

WORLD

Fox Recommended
Picture

for Yule tide
"Over the Hill," the Fox superspecial, has been named by the
National Board of Review as one of
the most appropriate pictures for
presentation by exhibitors during
the Christmas and New Year holidays. It was named according to
announcements issued early this
week as among the best productions
of 1921, and the suggestion is made
by the Board to showmen throughout
the country that selections be made
from its list for the holiday program.
A large number of bookings of
"Over the Hill" have been recorded
by Fox Film Corporation. Exhibitors
from hundreds of the smaller cities
Truth.' "
throughout the United States and
Canada have been requesting Christ"Without Benefit of Clergy"
mas Week bookings, with the result
Continues to Win Approbation
that despite the large number of
prints originally provided, many of
Production fidelity to Rudyard
tone'
in those
of the large
Theportrayal
details
of costumes
Snd the demands will necessarily be
Kipling's own scenario of "Without cast.
for the time being beBenefit of Clergy" is winning ma- sets are marvellously well carried disregarded
cause of shortasre of prints.
terial rewards far beyond the metroA reviewer in the Cincinnati
politan areas, where the picture was
so warmly welcomed by its earliest Times Star of November 29, writes:
audiences, according to accumulating "We have never been to India, but Hughes Is Star
reports from various parts of the these
out." scenes, the people and the
poignant romance of the Englishman
coutry, says Pathe.
A reviewer, in the Wisconsin
the little
'Ameera'
"Stay
Home"
GarethinHughes,
the dreamy
youth
News of Milwaukee, of November and
are just
as wedark-skinned
dreamed them
when
of "Sentimental Tommy" and "Gar22, refers to "Without Benefit of wc
read
'Without
Benefit
of
Clergy!'
Here i» one of the most delightful
ments of Truth," swings into a new
Clergy" as a "de luxe production picturizations
of a novel that was style of characterization in his forthfrom Pathe studios," and continues :
.
photoplay,
"Stay young
Home,"busi-in
. . . There is not a single 'under- ever made."
which hecoming
plays
a brisk
ness man who is lured into an adventurous career in a chase that leads
from California to the Andes
Mountains in South America.
"The Beggar Maid" Shown for
"Stay Home" is the first of a new
University Students series
Columbia
of Gareth Hughes pictures
at
the
Park
in
Boston
and
is
now
The faculty of Columbia Univerproduced by George D. Baker for
sity introduced an innovation last in the second week of an indefinite S-L (Arthur Sawyer and Herbert
week when actual films were incor- run at Grauman's Rialto in Los Liibin) Pictures, for release) (by
porated inthe studies of the class on Angeles.
Metro.
A. O. Price, a representative of
motion picture technique and production. The first film used in the the Triart office, was present at the
Beggar Maid"
class studies was Triart's "Beggar showing
Columbia ofand"The
afterwards
dwelt onin McGowan 's Second
Maid," first of the series of Great the
technical
points
involved
in the
Masterpiece productions being disfor the Playgoers
tributed byHodkinson. This is the production of pictures, and of "The
production based on the painting by Beggar Maid" in particular, follow"The
of the Rattler" is the
ing which he devoted a half hour to current Ruse
J. P. McGowan feature
Sir E. Burnc-Joncs which ran two
weeks at the Rivoli and Rialto answering questions of the college being released by Playgoers PicTheatres in New York, three weeks students.
tures. This is the second of a
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series of five reel features made by
Herald Productions, Inc., in which
J. P. McGowan is the star as well
as director. The first was "Discontentedsupported
Wives," in which
Mr.
McGowan
was
by Lillian
Rich.
It is understood that the third
McGowan feature will be released
in
January, a the
title being
Chances,"
railroad
story "Fighting
of many
thrills
a bigofheart-interest.
fourth and
feature
the series has The
the
temporary title of "Hills of Missing
Large Cast with
William Famum
One of the biggest screen casts
thatMen,"
has been assembled recently is
supporting William Farnum in a
picture he is making at the New
York studio of William Fox. The
feminine leads are divided between
Peggy Shaw,
late of the Ziegfeld
Frolic, and c'mon,
Myrta Bonillas.
c mon ,

mix

it up /

Leather
Pushers
in a series
of 2 round
knockoul-s \

936
Convicts

MOVING
Praise

"Over the Hill"
As evidence of the emotion
aroused in the 2,300 male convicts
of the Michigan Penitentiary, during
the recent screening there of "Over
the
Hill,"Henry
the L.FoxHulbert
super-special,
Warden
sent to
the Fox offices more than fifty of the
several hundred letters written
voluntarily to him by the men in
praise of the photodrama.
One letter signed 12.439 (the convicts are known by numbers) read in
part
:
thanks "Words
we boyscannot
feel express
toward the
the
producer
of
'Over
the
Hill.'
I
could
not help but notice the tears of some
boys who sat near me, in whose
hearts I felt no tenderness existed.
You would be surprised to see what
an effect it has taken on us. There
seems to be a warmer feeling
amongst everybody here."
"The

Wheel" to
Be Eight-Reeler
What is alleged to be the most
expensive French picture ever produced is "The Wheel,"
Abel
Gance production
which thean young
author-producer intends taking to
America as soon as he has finished
cutting it. The picture was more
than a year in the making and four
camera men were constantly on the
scene. The present length of the
negative is 500,000 feet, and it is to
make an eight-reel picture in its
finished state. Ivy Close plays the
leading feminine role.
Three

"Villains"
in Dalton Film
Dorothy Dalton's latest Paramount
picture, "Tharon of Lost Valley,"
which has just been put in production under the direction of Paul
Powell,
threeCampeau,
screen "villains."
They arehasFrank
Clarence
Burton and George Fields.

Gents /
the
winner/

Strand

Leather
Pushers
in a series of
2 round upper cuts

Presents

"All For a Woman"
in French Style
Once a man was forced by many
necessities to accomplish an unusually difficult task. He taxed his
ingenuity until even he himself was
amazed at the result of his own
efforts. But he was not content

with that alone ; he wanted to know
more of his dormant genius at invention inorder that he might have
more control of it; and in experimenting with his great gift, each
new attempt culminated by being
better than the last.
DirectorStrand
JosephTheatre,
PlunkettManaging
of the Mark
N. Y., has emulated that wonderful
man. When he presented his first
prologues at the Strand, they were

Exhibitors will be specially interested in the current year's production of Fox super-specials, all of
which either have had or will have pre-release runs
on Broadway to demonstrate their worth. Among
these specials are "Over the Hill," "A Connecticut
Yankee in King Arthur's Court," "A Virgin Paradise," "Thunderclap," "Shame," "Queen of Sheba,"
"Perjury," "Footfalls" and Zane Grev's "The Last
Reports already made public show that these speTrail."
cials have broken records for long runs in hundreds
of theatres. In many localities they have set a pace
which is difficult to comprehend. "Over the Hill"
has enjoyed runs of two and three weeks in theatres
which heretofore never played pictures longer than
three or four days. Many small towns in the Middle
West, whose programs have been changed thrice
weekly, have given several of these super-specials
profitable runs of seven and eight days.
Barrymore

Is Impersonated
John Barrymore was impersonated
in a prologue staged to precede his
film, "The Lotus Eater," when it
was played at the Brooklyn Mark
Strand, Managing Director Edward
L. Hyman arranging a typical south
sea festival for the novelty which
included opera singers, dancers and
a wealth of stage scenic art.
Walter Smith, operatic basso, appeared inthe prologue as Mr. Barrymore, dressed as the stranded aviator who found contentment upon the
island inhabited by happinessseekers. Mr. Hyman created
throughout the prologue the atmosphere of happiness which is the
motif of the story.
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Circuits Tie Up to Fox Week
Reports from key centers throughout the United
States, Canada, Europe and points in Mexico and
South America show that thousands of exhibitors
are booking Fox Film Corporation productions
solidly for the week of January 29 to February 4,
inclusive, which has been designated as Fox Anniversary Week. Reports are confidently awaited from
the Orient.
Although less than a month has passed since the
initial announcement concerning the ninth birthday
celebration of the organization headed by William
Fox, branch managers have reported more than 85
per cent, of the large American circuits already lined
up with Fox features for the big week.
The contracting with these large strings of chain
houses is indicative of the popularity of the plan and
of the assurance that when the smoke of the campaign is over negotiations will have been consummated with more than 95 per cent, of the exhibitors
who have shown Fox pictures at any time, and with
a host of others.

John

\

PICTURE

extraordinary, — in conception, execution and presentation. Of course
he didn't stop there; he continued
excelling himself. His latest creawhich tionheis "Place
presentedde aslaa Revolution,"
most approprologuenewest
to "All
For a
Woman,"priatethe
continental
picture which is released by First
National. He has taken the most
impressionable bit of action from the
film — the guillotine scene — and has
breathed life and realism into it by
putting on the stage in settings,
colors and music. The settings were
painted by John Wenger according
to Mr. Plunkett's idea.
Proclamation Read
"Robespierre" (Litolf) is played
by the Strand Symphony Orchestra
as the overture, and when the music
describing the stirring scenes of
the French revolution is reached,
the announcer, guarded on each side
by a soldier, makes his entrance and
reads the proclamation. As he nears
the finishing sentences the lights go
up, revealing the guillotine and the
mob clamoring about it as a victim
is being lead by the soldiers for
execution.
First Nationals
as Holiday Films
The popularity of First National
pictures with the picture loving public of North Central Ohio, was
indicated by the fact that First
Nationals were offered by exhibitors in a great many instances, as
Thanksgiving day attractions.
W. K. Richards, of the New
Royal, Findlay, served a veritable
First National banquet with Constance Talmadge's "Lessons In
Love" as the piece de resistence.
Wesley Price, of Norwalk, formally
opened his recently purchased Huron
theatre, Huron, on Thanksgiving
day,
"The The
Golden
Snare,"
First with
National.
largest
crowdsa
that had ever attended picture show
performances in Huron, were attracted, itis said.
Issues Heralds
for More Films
Cosmopolitan Productions has
followed its ingenious doll cut-out
herald for "Enchantment" by issueing two more unusual heralds — one
for "Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford"
and the other for "Just Around the

Corner."

Edward L. Hyman's prologue for First National's "The Lotus
Eater" during its presentation at the Brooklyn, N. Y., Strand
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SCENES FROM "HER MAD BARGAIN," STARRING ANITA STEWART.

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION
Devore in this picture, it is stated.
Jay Belasco plays opposite Dorothy.
There is another well-known comedy
pair in Alice Maison and Earl
Fannie Hurst Contract Followed
Miss
Ir^n
Rodney. Other comedy parts are
2V^/
^ni
You
can
generally
count
on
Al
ht
and Changes in Adaptation Were
Christie and his comedies to do some- taken by Ward Caulfield, an old
thing in each comedy that is different standby of theatregoers and one of
Absolutely Necessary, Says Clark from what they served for enter- the original variety men; Tom
tainment before, Educational says. Dempsey, Billy Fletcher and Vic
Rodman, all of whom have been
W. A. Clark of Hope Hampton changes we have made in the narra- This time Dorothy Devore, petite featured
in comedies.
brunette leading lady, is put into a
Productions, which produced "Star- tive have improved Miss Hurst's suit of steel armor in which to escape
dust," starring Miss Hampton and story for screen purposes. The picbased upon the recent novel of that ture has been shown in three cities when she gtts into an innocent
name by Fannie Hurst, gave out the to date, Atlanta, Charlotte, N. C, mixup. It all happens in "One Ballin Finishing
following statement, relative to the and Louisville. In each of these Stormy Knight," the latest Christie
New Production
objections of Miss Hurst after she cities the press and public have pro- comedy completed for Educational
had viewed the picture with some of claimed our picture one of the best release.
her friends at the First National they have seen in a long time. The
Miss Devore opened the new
Hugo Ballin has nearly comprojection room last week.
changes in the story have been ap- year's series of Christie Comedies
pleteddependent
"Luxuryproduction
Tax,"forhisHodkinson
fifth inproved by critics and public where by appearing as Cleopatra. Later
"So far as Miss Hurst's threats shown, and we more than confidently she was a ten-year-old vamp in release. The
work is being finished
of legal action are concerned," said await the final verdict of the public "Saving Sister Susie." Now she is at the Jackson studios. The story is
Mr. least.
Clark, The
"we contract
are notunder
worried
the
whichin at large as to whether our changes in an entirely new role. There is a woven about a girl with little money,
Miss Hurst sold the film rights in were amply justified or not." fine comedy cast in support of Miss and a young millionaire with a
great deal, and is said to have many
the novel gave the producer every
novel twists and an unusual ending.
right to change or alter the story in <<n
Mabel Ballin heads the cast. Other
any
way
the
producer
deemed
denotable actors are Raymond Bloomer
BeyOnd tlflC RatUbOW
fOr R~C
sirable for screen purposes, and this
and Crauford Kent.
is all we have done. The contract
Release Middle of February
also requires the producer to carry
Miss Hurst's name on the film as
author of the novel. However, in William Christy Cabanne has Craig, Huntly Gordon and Clara
completed the casting of "Beyond Bow. "Beyond the Rainbow" is
order to avoid any possible objec- the
Rainbow," which will be his scheduled for release about the
tion on Miss Hurst's part, we have
knock em
by her novel.
aryFebru
of
e
to
shoot
some
of
the
scenes
at
the
middl
£&
Zg
V>£$
Eg ^t
« of the studio
for a
Work Started on
at 3 West Sixty-first street.
"As to the desirability
changes we have made and whether
There is an all-star cast, and the
they have improved the story for production will be invested with
"One Clear Call"
the screen, Miss Hurst is of course splendid scenery and lavish effects,
"One Clear Call," a John M. Stahl
entitled to her own opinion. We it is said. The scenes are laid for
regret very much that the author the most part in New York. In production, was started this week
should feel so terribly offended and adapating the story a newcomer to at the Louis B. Mayer studio. The
tfoal J
consider the changes made in the the ranks of screen writers has had signing of Claire Windsor, Milton
nature of personal insult. No one an important part. She is Miss Leila Sills, Henry B. Walthall and
more than ourselves has greater re- Brooks, of whom Mr. Cabanne Annette De Foe for important roles
abilitystories
as a says : "Miss Brooks shows re- indicates that this cast is to be of
writer gardoffor Miss
most Hurst's
entertaining
markable adaptability for film work, truly all-star calibre.
which read marvelously well.
She possesses a peculiar sense for The picture will be made under
"It has been the experience of all s«nic e.fftec*s and drama|,ic Yalu«- ^u?earsSnal.,?^ection
°! ]fn ™'
producers that it is necessary and She assisted rne materially in the Stahl and will be presented by Mr Leather
Operative
very often
only toa
of Th^Pr^of F™
*2
change
one situation
but not
to change
great many when translating to the 'The Mirage' by Eustace Hale Ball, adapted by Bess Meredyth from the
book by Frances Nimmo Greene. Pushers
screen some famous work. Only for screen use."
who have been selected for Albert
Grasso,
the
lately a film has been shown on theThose
late George
Loaneformerly
Tucker, with
is acting
cast
include
Harry
Morey,
in a series
Broadway which has had tremendous
as
assistant
in
chief
to
Mr.
Stahl
"Billie" Dove, Virginia Lee,
success, but this film did not follow Lillian
of 2 round
Diana Allen, James Harrison, Rose and Ernest Palmer, who photothe lines of the book.
Cocflfen, Maurice Costello, Helen
graphed "The Miracle Man" and
smashes !
are judge
perfectly
willing
Child Thou Gayest Me," is
the"We
public
whether
or to
nothave
the Ware,
Breese, Marguerite
Walter Courtot,
Miller, Edmund
Charles "The
head cameraman.
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SCEXES FROM WILLIAM FOX'S BIG PRODUCT/OX, -GLEAM O' DAWN." STARRIXG JOHX GILBERT

"Turn to the Right" Bigger
Attraction on Screen Than

and Continental, but it bears the Elinor Glyn
same masterly Ingram touch. If
there is any picture that can be a
Goes Back to
bigger box-office success than 'The
Hollywood
Four Horsemen' it is 'Turn to the
Arriving from Ix>ndon recently,
Elinor Glyn, noted author who is
writing for Paramount pictures,
Alice Lake Only
stayed in New York only a day
before hurrying on to the Lasky
Right."
Studio in Hollywood, where she will
Four
principals in
make "Hate"
up the en- assist in the production of her story,
Woman
tire list of characters to be seen "Beyond the Rocks," in which
in Alice lake's new Metro picture, Gloria Swanson will star. Sam
"Hate," a Maxwell Karger pro- Wood will direct.
"Motion pictures are the greatest
duction
Irom t,le "story by Wads influence
worth Camp.
in the world today," said
Lake The
is themenonlyarewoman
in eager
Mrs. Glyn,
authors
theMisscast.
Conrad
to have"andtheir
work should
put uponbe
Nagel, Harry Northrup and Charles the screen. The producers, however.
Clary. Mr.
were collaborate
are right inwith
asking
that writers,
authors
obtained
by aNagel's
special services
arrangement
scenario
with the Famous Players-Lasky directors and stars in the production
company for this production. of their stories."

States
Stage, R. A. Rowland
That "Turn to the Right" is an M. Saunders, general sales manager,
oven greater success as a photoplay and the district and branch manthan as a theatrical production was agers of the Metro system of ex■he opinion, Metro says, expressed changes.
by all present at the special showing Much bad been heard of the merit
of the first print of the Rex Ingram of Mr. Ingram's photoplay succeedproduction of John Golden's record- ing his "The Four Horsemen of the
breaking Broadway
success, by Apocalypse" and "The Conquering
Winchell inSmith
and John
Power,"
but flashed
not untilon the
Hazzard,
the projection
room E.
at was
actually
the picture
screen
the home offices of Metro Pictures in New York was its excellence
Corporation. The print arrived this vividly impressed, it is stated,
week from the Metro studios in Mr. Golden himself, who still reHollywood,
tains half-interest in the screen verAmongwhothepresented
audience thewasplayJohn
sionremembered
of "Turn tothat
the Metro
Right"—paid
it will
Golden,
on be
the
— said
:
the stage; Marcus Loew, Richard A. record price of $250,000 for its half
Rowland, president of Metro; William E. Atkinson, general manager
"Aside from the splendid way Mr.
of the motion picture company ; E. Ingram
has caught the spirit of
'Turn to the Right,' let me say what
I think of the picture as a moneyit's the
biggestpicture
thing "Son of Wallingford" Welcomed
in sight. maker.IIthink
am not
a motion
man — at least I haven't been until
by Many California Theatres
Stop
now. But when I put 'Turn to the
the heart strings, a shudder, a
Out in California, they're wel- at
Right' on the stage, both Mr. Smith
coming back "The Son of Walling- thrill — what more would a film fan
and Mr. Hazzard and myself reford." It was on the coast that
stallin'/ gretted in a way the limitations of G
Randolph
Chester, the crea- want
a picture."of the San FranThe inreviewer
he stageout and
their
necessita
tion
of
*
ft
ord character
leaving
some of the biggest stuff JRrmrtmA ltt.Wallingf
s
„^*5*fc»T_
rl„««no
"'Wallingford'
the production — -changing seems cisco
to Bulletin
have says:
stepped
out of the
indicated in the dialogue. In the directed
over a part of the Pacific Ocean novel to the screen of the California
Picture, these are shown, where they {o
make \ ^c {or hjs fi,m ,own q{ T|)catre ,his weck_ It Iives up to
could not be in the play."
Fawn City,"of and
getting California,
the entire all
it. There
one
Richard A. Rowland, president of population
Whittier,
verypromised
striking for
feature
of theis film
Metro Pictures' Corporation, who to turn out for the big pageant play and that is all of the characsaw the picture, said: "I've just scene. Now the big coast cities are ters are particularly well selected."
come back from Europe, where I enjoying this spectacle on the screen. "The Son of Walling ford" is makliave had opportunity to show Mr.
xne reviewer of the San Fran- ing a big bid for first place among
Ingram's 'The Four Horsemen of cisc0 Call said, concerning it: the Vitagraph specials of the past
the Apocalypse' to persons highly "Magazine readers who got a kick three vears. It has been a particular
prominent politically and socially in out 0{ tne 'Wallingford' stories favorite with the big circuits.
Leather
London
and Paris,
to thehimself;
author wrjtten by George Randolph Chester Among the circuits to play this
of the novel,
Senor and
Ibanez,
and the unrestrained enthusiasm of will get a whale of a wallop out special recently are Finklestein &
the picture play at the California Rubens, the Gordon Circuit of New
everyone who saw it made me won- of
Pushers
Theatre this week. The story as England and Jensen and Von Herder if such a success could be dupli- screened
is full of the typical Wal- berg. Sixteen William Fox houses
cated.
in a series
lingford comedy, plus a delightful played it last week.
"Andbythereturn
first thing
shownis and
romance
betweenkindJimmy
of 2 round
upon
to NewI amYork
the biggest
of a and
thrill Mary
with
To Begin on Film
wallops !
Turn to the Right.' It is entirely which it is climaxed when a burning
Charlie Chaplin will start work
different from 'The Four Horsemen.' lake of oil threatens the life of the
It is American in setting, where the three younger characters A laugh, on his next comedy for First NationIbarez story was South American a sob clutching at the throat, a pull al release in a few days.
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■THE RISE
SCENES
FROM
OF
ROSCOE PAINE"

Selznick Places
Critics

and

Public

Enthusiastically
In its initial showing at the Strand
Theatre,
New York,
Charles
Ray's
latest First
National
attraction,
"R. S. V. P.," proved conclusively
that the public, wearied of upset
world conditions, is particularly receptive to good, clean comedies.
The star's newest production, in
which he is again presented by
Arthur S. Kane, was well patronized
as usual and the Sunday opening
found every seat in the Strand
occupied, with indications that business would continue excellent
throughout the week. The reviews
of the New York critics in the
Monday morning newspapers bore
oue this indication by their praise
of the star's latest efforts in the
comedy field. The comic situations
of
scriptthewerereviewers
singled
out Bob
for Wagner's
mention and
were particularly pleased that
"R. S. V. P." furnished constant
opportunity for Mr. Ray to appear
before the camera.
Above Average
Hevwood Broun, the New York
World critic, found "R. S. V. P."
an "entertaining film far above the
average. Ray is a sort of artist
who starves and who drapes a hat
on top of a pole and pretends he has
a model. The hero and his roommate manage to attend the same
dance with one invitation and one
dress coat. The farce complications
are inevitable and the farce is generally amusing." The New York
Herald found Mr. Ray's comedy
amusing and says "he has carried

Responding

to "R. S. V. P. "
an unusual situation along easily and
plausibly, effecting a climax without
shovelling in a melodramatic punch.
A* a consummation of his aims this
is probably the most artistic of Mr.
Lay's pictures and of course he is
helped by his scenarist, Bob Wagner, master of his craft and a painter
himself." Credit to Myers
Harriette Underhill, motion picture critic of the New York
Tribune, hailed "R. S. V. P." as
"the most amusing thing Mr. Ray
has done in a long time, and part
of the honors must go to HarryMyers who plays a fellow artist in
distress.
Unlike
Ray's ofrecent
pictures, this
one Mr.
has plenty
the
star in it, and he remains as delightful as he always has been. His
humor
is inimitable."
Similar
opinions were expressed
by Helen Rockwell, of the Morning
Telegraph,
wrote with
: "Once
again
Charles Raywhoproves
engaging
sincerity that shyness is an asset
rather than a liability in spite of
your notions to the contrary. There
is no one who can be shy as engagingly and entertainingly as he.
The newest picture to exploit his
likeable self-consciousness may be
seen at the Strand this week and
has
the beseeching
title, 'R.
V. P.'it
Needless
to say those
whoS. saw
yesterday responded with a good
amount of enthusiasm. The fun is
clean and good and is helped along
immeasurably by one of those chums
without which no artist of fiction is
complete."

Sport News First
An exhaustive investigation by the
Selznick News into the preferences
of the public
regarding
their animated news fare
indicates
that
sports, lead by a wide margin as
the most popular type of event of a
news weekly. While picturization
of the latest fashions attracts the
feminine theatregoers, it has been
found that sporting events have a
tremendous appeal for both sexes.
In Selznick News 98-B, the latest
issue, there are, in addition to the
regular
' varied sporting
views ofandimportant
world events,
fashion

"Fascination" wire not announced
before
Murray's
for
the WestMissIndies,
but it departure
is understood
to be different from her first Tiffany
production,
the
first of a "Peacock
series to Alley,"
be released
through
Metro. in
"Peacock
has
its background
Paris andAlley"
New
York. It is by Edmund Goulding,
based on a story by Ouida Bergere.
"Fascination," from the location
chosen for exterior, is to be a drama
of the tropics, in part at least.
Miss Murray expects to spend
several weeks in the West Indies.

the
Gents /
scenes which include, "Young Jake"
Schaefer, new world's champion winner/
billiardist, a fox hunt in "Merrie
England," a rabbit hunt in California, the Harvard hockey team holding first practise of the season and
the latest thing in fashionable dress
for the fair sex.
Mae

Murray

Way

on

to Produce

"Fascination "
Mae Murray sailed from New
York December 13 to begin enactment of her second Tiffany production for Metro release, "Fascination." With her went Robert Z.
Leonard, director general of Tiffany
Productions; M. H. Hoffman, vice
president and general manager of Pushers
the same organization ; Edmund
in a series oP
Goulding, author
cameramen,
and ofa "Fascination;"
company of
2 round uppercubs
players.
Details regarding the nature of
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Theatre

"Humoresque"

and

"Get Rich Quick Wallingford"
A gala double bill of motion pic- 'Battlesburg Blade," was written,
ture successes has been put on at set up in type and printed by the
the Republic Theatre, Forty-second thousands. This newspaper announces in bold type the arrival of
street and Broadway, New York,
by Cosmopolitan Production. The J. Rufus Wallingford in the town
pictures are "Get-Rich-Quick Wal- of Battlesburg. It contains an interview with the world-famous profresh from
week'sTheabig
run at the lingford,"
Rialto
and aRivoli
moter and dilates upon his smashing
big
plans for the development
and "Humoresque,"
the Gold
Medal tres,winner
of 1920. These
two of the community. The "Blade" also
carries
much
information of interest
pictures, surrounded by a fine musical comedy program, are being to all who see the picture or to those
shown at popular prices, a unique who have lived in Battlesburg or
towns. This newspaper was
entertainment
the city'sorchestra,
holiday similar
distributed broadcast without charge
crowds. A bigforsymphony
under the direction of Ludwig in the Times Square district.
A large crowd assembled in front
Laurier, provides the musical setting
for the productions and Miss Jean of the Republic Theatre before the
doors were opened and soon filled
Tell, a well-known soprano, sings.
The taking over of the Republic the house to capacity. "Get-RichTheatre and its preparation for Quick
Wallingford"
motion pictures was a triumph of with gales
of laughterwas
and greeted
hearty
applause.
speed
and
energy.
At
eleven
o'clock
Saturday night, December 10, a During the day numerous inquiries
spoken drama closed there. From came to the producing company regarding the possibility of reviving
that hour until seven-thirty Sunday
night, when the doors were re- "Humoresque." Because of the inopened, a large force of men was
terest in Borzage's previous picture
at work. A platform was built in stimulated
by the release of "Getthe balcony and a projection booth Rich-Quick Wallingford" it was dewas built. Two machines were
cided to close at midnight Sunday
brought from storage and set up.
add "Humoresque" to the bill the
The exterior and the interior of tofollowing
day and to make the run
the house were draped with Amer- of the show continuous from noon
ican flags. Lobby displays -were put to 11.30 p. m. daily. Immediately
up and announcement signs painted orders were issued for the changing
for the front of the house. The of the advertisements in Monday's
large orchestra was assembled evening newspapers to include the
hurriedly but not in time to afford second picture and a new half -page
a rehearsal of the musical score. advertisement was made up for the
Miss Tell went over her selection early editions of the New York
Rvening Journal.
quickly with the orchestra leader.
The original intention was to
present "Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford" as the only feature picture Cowboy Story for
and half page advertisements announcing that picture were made up
Hart's Next
with the greatest of speed and in- Wm.Neal
Productions, nowserted in the Sunday morning news- producing Steiner
the new Neal Hart series
papers.
In the early morning hours of of five-reel features, have completed
first release,
Trails,"
Sunday a four-page newspaper — the athethrilling
story of"Tangled
the Northwest.
It is said to be the strongest story
that Mr. Hart has appeared in, and
packed with stunts and startling incmon,
cidents ;with big, outdoor, winter
c'mon,
scenes. The company covered from
the far Northwest to New York
City, to take the last shots of
mix it up /
"Tangled
Trails."
The second
of the series will be
a story dealing with the cattle country, where Neal Hart will feel at
home as he is an old ex-cowpuncher,
and was at one time a sheriff and
later a brand inspector. Neal is an
expert
the Miller
show heroper.
gave With
exhibitions
not "101"
only
in roping but bulldogging and riding
bucking horses.
, the
Leather

WORLD

"SkinD?ep", Title
of luce Release
Thomas H. Ince announces that
the title. "Skin Deep," has definitely
been selected for his second production to be distributed by Associated
First
Pictures', under
Inc. The
pictureNational
was produced
the

Pushers
in a series
of 2 round
working
"Lucky
knockoute ! and
is nowtitle,
in the
cutting Damage,"
room at
the Culver City studios where Mr.
Ince is editing the negative. No

in a scene from Allan Dean's
Walsh
and Niles
Mary
"The Thurman
Sin of Martha
Queed,"
released by Associated Exhibitors
definite date for release has been tribution to theatres throughout the
determined but it will probably reach
the theatres late in February.
countryandin "The
the near
future, "The
Paleface."
"Skin Deep" was produced under Boat"
R.
A.
Walsh's
"Kindred
the direction of Lambert Hillyer Dust" is in the final stages ofof the
its
from his own continuity. It is from editing. Three foreign productions,
an original story by Marc Edmond "A Sentimental Bloke" from AusJones. The cast includes such popia; are-issue of "Cabiria," the
ular players as Florence Vidor, famous tralItalian
and for
"Alla
Milton Sills, Marcia Manon, Joe for
a Woman" production,
are also ready
Singleton, Frank Campeau, Charles
release date.
"Thea
Clary and Winter Hall.
Rosary"
and "TheSelig-Rork's
Lotus Eater,"
The story is one of unusual dram- Marshall Neilan production starring
atic force dealing with the regenera- John Barrymore, completes the list
tion of a criminal through reconstruction of his face. It is a story
of a tin-eared crook who, through Semon Promises
an accident, falls into the hands of
Novel Picture
a plastic surgeon, receives a new
face and a new identity.
Larry Semon promises a novelty
in his newest Vitagraph production
which has just been completed at the
First National
West Coast studios. With the exception of the comedy chase at the
close of the picture all the action
Has Twenty- four
takes place in a theatre, either in the
or back stage. While
Ready to Release auditorium
this
in itself is not a novelty the
Twenty-four big photoplays are comedian
has introduced a new way
now ready for their First National of provoking laughter by playing
releasing dates. Charles Ray has two separate roles. When he is not
turned over "The Barnstormer," a member of the audience, disrupting
"Gas, Oil and Water" and "The the show, he is back of the scenes
Deuce
of Spades"
National'sof producing a similar result as the
New York
offices.to First
The editing
Katherine MacDonald's latest plays, property man.
"The Beautiful Liar" and "The Donovan Shows
Infidel" also has been finished.
Mack Sennett has two short subcomediescompleted;
— "Be Reasonable"
and
Mamer"
At the"Silas
Hotel Plaza,
New York,
"By ject
Heck"
J. L. Frothon Wednesday evening, December 7,
ingham
has
shipped
"A
Bride
of
the
Gods" East and is finishing the Frank P. Donovan presented "Silas
Marner," based on the novel by
editing M.of Stahl
"The Man
Who Smiled."
John
has completed
the George Eliot before an audience
composed
of prominent society
editing
Life"
the
Louisof B."The
MayerSong
plantof and
Anitaat people. This showing was by special
request and was for the benefit of
Stewart's received
"A Question
of finishing
Honor" the
Committee on Devastated France
recently
its final
touches and was shipped East. Anita and the Maternity Hospital of New
York.
completed
engagement
in "The
It is announced that a trade showWoman He herMarried"
this week
and
the picture is now being edited.
ing of this picture will be held in a
At the Thomas H. Ince studio the few days, and Mr. Donovan is now
casting
a second Eliot picture.
editing of "Skin Deep" was recently
"Adam Bede." The cast of "Silas
completed. Norma Talmadge's two Marner"
includes George Fawcett,
plays,
"Smilin' Through"
"Love's Redemption,"
which she and
fin- Crauford Kent, Anders Randolph,
ished in New York, are now ready Bradley Barker, Marguerite Courtot,
for a release date. Buster Keafon Carl Randall and Marie Edith
has two comedies scheduled for dis- Wells.
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with

PICTURE

Featured

WORLD

Players
Year

Isthat Goldwyn's
Fifth
of unusual
Goldwyn believes
the day of Claire Windsor, a blonde
the big picture with featured players type. The story is one of marriage
is here, as is evidenced by recent and disillusion.
productions by that corporation and
"Doubling for Romeo" is a Will
by new photoplays being prepared Rogers
comedy and promises to surfor early release. The company has
in popularity Goldwyn's other
already released, in its fifth-year great passcomedy,
"Scratch
My the
Back."
product, five or six such productions Elmer Rice wrote
it, with
aid
and has that many more almost of Will Rogers and Will Shakeready for release with more to
speare. It's a take-off
on motionon
come.
picture actors
and directors,
"The Old Nest," by Rupert Western dramas and on ShakeHughes, with Mary Alden in the
speare's "Romeo and Juliet." Rogers
role of the mother, was the first of blazes his way through its length,
emitting
as many comedy sparks as
Goldwyn's
year productions. Thisbigwasfifth
followed
by the a comet does when it hits the earth's
same author's "Dangerous Curve atmosphere.
Ahead,"
Helene Chadwick and
Rupert Hughes' new picture, "The
Richard with
Dix featured.
Wall Flower," directed by himself,
In the second group of releases features the charming young actress,
for the fifth year were "Poverty of Colleen Moore. It is another dramatic
of and
modern
Riches,"
Barkerstory,
producicanpresentation
domestic life
willAmerrank
tion froma aReginald
Leroy Scott
with
Leatrice Joy and Richard Dix fea- along with this author's other photoplays which are blazing a new trail
tured ;Charles Kenyon's "The In- in American
motion pictures.
Power," directed
Lloyd, visible
featuring
Irene by
RichFrank
and
Nexv
Western
Comedy
House Peters, and Katharine Newlin
"His
Back
Against
the is Wall,"
Burt's first original screen play, featuring Raymond Hatton,
a new
"The
House Man
Peters.from Lost River," with kind of Western comedy, directed
by Rowland V. Lee. It is from a
Among Biggest Films
magazine
John Frederick and novelette
tells how by
a finisher
in a
In the six pictures comprising the
third group of fifth year releases are New York East Side tailor shop,
several productions that will rank, who is a moral and physical coward,
in the belief of Goldwyn executives, develops the strength he had longed
with the biggest pictures that firm for when thrown into contact with
has ever made.
Western gunmen.
Stress is laid upon "The Sin
Mary Roberts Rinehart's story,
"The Glorious Fool," has Helene
Flood,"
directed
by Chadwick
Frank Lloyd
and
featuring
Helene
and Chadwick and Richard Dix in the
Richard Dix. It is a screen version leading roles. It was directed by
of Henning Berger's drama, "Syn- E. Mason Hopper and is a very
dafloden" and is declared to be a humanatic situation.
comedy with a strong drammost remarkable production in every
way. It has a brilliant cast.
Other big Goldwyn pictures with
Albert Payson Terhune's "Grand featured players now nearing completion or in preparation at the CulLarceny,"hasdirected
by Wallace
Worsley,
two featured
players,
ver City studios are "A Blind BarElliott leading
Dexter, men,
one ofandthe beautiful
screen's
gain," with Lon Chaney and Jacablest
queline Logan ; "Hungry Hearts,"

SCENE FROM "SHOWS RELEASE
OF THE

SEA," A SELZN1CK
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with Bryant Washburn ; "Yellow
Men and Gold," with Helene Chadwick and Richard Dix ; "Sent for
Out," with Colleen Moore; "What
Ho, the Cook," with Jack Abbe and
others.
New

Companies

Begin

on Work

for Paramount
Last week was location week at
Paramount's Western studio. Several new companies started work
and most of them journeyed to locations near or far. Meanwhile, the
carpenters and decorators were busy
on the big interiors which now
almost fill the stages and in which
the companies will work on their
return.
Gloria Swanson, starring in
"Beyond the Rocks" by Elinor Glyn,
is at Catalina Island. Sam Wood is
directing and Rudolph Valentino has
the male lead. T. Roy Barnes, his
fifteen trained dogs, and a big cast
are at the Lasky ranch doing scenes
under direction of James Cruze for
"IsWallace
Matrimony
Failure?" by Philip
Reid,a directed
E. Rosen, is in San Francisco for
opening shots in "Across the Continent," by Byron Morgan. Betty
Compson is at the studio but working on the
Argyle
in "Theby
Noose,"
directed
and lot
produced
Wm. D. Taylor. Dorothy Dal ton,
starting "Tharon of Lost Valley,"
by Virgie E. Roe, adapted by Beulah
Marie Dix, and directed by Paul
Powell, is one who worked inside
throughout the week. Thomas
Meighan back in Hollywood after
his trip to New York started the
first of this week in "The Proxy
Daddy,"is directed
by Alfredby Green.
This
an adaptation
Olga
Printzlau of Edward Peple's story.
Art

Titles Are

MAR^

WALLOP

Magazine readers who got a kick out
ttt
the "Get RichbyQuick
Wal Randolph
ingford"
stories
Ge-Tfte
Chester written
will get a whale
of a wallop
out ofnia Theater
the picture
play at the Califorthis week.
The picture
is ''The production
Son of Wallingford," a Vitagraph
made
under the personal direction of George
Randolph
Chester
himself
with
able assistance of Mrs. Chester. the
In time it carries the vie er further
along in the years of the life of J. Rufus Wallingford
and with
"Blackie"
Daw.
dealing,
it does,
the theadventures of asJimmie
Wallingford,
son
of J. Rufus, and "Toad" Jessup. tlie
ward of the two sch.-mers. when .Tirnmie. close to man's estate and driven
to desperation
fear ofa I
his
"lobeless" by
ear hisandfather's
the potent'
js
criminal tendencies it betokens, leaves
home and starts out on his own account.FA-MI LIAR CHARACTERS
AH the familiar characters are there,
Fl
with a few not in the original stories
but added for romantic and photodra- TIE
maticcat schemes,
Interest- spite
J. Rufus.
wildtheirwh.se
nefarious
intent, had ainhabit
ofof turning
out all
to the good, is acted by Wilfred
North, who looks as though he might ■The V
have stepped out of the original illustrations of the
printedinstory.
Daw,
partner
doing"Blackie"
"good." hisalways
the optimist
withothers
the It IS
unfailingphone, issmile
and
inevitable
saxo- but the
brought to life by George
Webb, whomarkablegives
portrayal.the character a re- tached
Fannie
(Mrs.
let Bonnie (Mrs.Wallingford)
Blackie) areandin Viothe
capable hands of Florence Hart and first
story
unique,
L.yla Leslie, respectively. The f.tmiliar ater
bald
bead
of
"Onion"
Jones
is
found
opened
on the shoulders of Bobby Mack.
Tom Gallery is Jimmie Wallingford
and
Antrim
Short isparticularly
"Toad" Jessup.
Both
players
fitted for
their are
parts and look justwellas to av? \
one
would
imagine
the
two youngsters
would look as young men.
jbisTheleaTYPICAXLY WAXLINGFORD
factory
The interpolated characters are Mary young
opport
Curtis,
appeallngly
played
by Priscilla
Bonner,
with
whom
Jimmie
falls
in
theTh<c?1
love when he sets out to seek his lng
fortune,
Andrew
-is her morn
father, onwhilewboee
land Art>u»~kle
Jimmie strikes
that
oil and makes the whole town rich old
whoThem1h.
a .id happy, except, of course. Henry
Bcgoode,
the local
magnate
tightwad (played
by Van
Dyke andBrooke),
and
his
son
Eertraro
(Sydney
hrook), who through their own D'Algreed
fell victim to the scheming of J. Rufus. miser
The story as wrreened is full of the
typical Vv'aJlingford
comedy,Jimmie
plus a and
de. of bla.
ligbtiul
romance between
left
lon
Mary
and
tho
biggest
kind
of
a
thrill
tbreatei
with which it is chmared when a determi
placesar
the
burning lake of oil threatens the life
his ber
ofthe thehands
threeofyounge*"
a mob, characters,
frenzied bywhila
the heart,
nose a
man's
supposed loss of their money, are at 6*creU
and '
the
J. Rufusto the
and rescue.
"Blackie." the
with.throats
"Onion"of Jones
SC*
?ris2a
100 PER CENT! PICTURE
he M
The picture is billed as a 100 per "TThe
cent picture
it lives up toa thepicture
billt has and
cveryt^in*
the girl
realist*
shoulding. Ihave
to gain thethatenthusiastic
and
his
save
approval
of
the
"00
per
cent"
as
well
of theiiall
as those
high
brows
who
have
a
savsense ofA humor
rise to ata
real ingthrill.
laligh, and
a sobcanclutching
the throat, a pull at the heart string?, atthtre aclat]te
a shudder, a thrill— what more could a
"film
fan want
in a inpicture*'
And they
can find
allthisthose
California
we^k. many fold at the ofKi.thDesithr
On the music program Henri I>e
Bonte,
a splendid
tenor, isand
singing
"On The
the
to Me."
Mandalay"
"I Heir
Voa Road
Calling
Herman
conducts the California
orchestraHellerthrough
selections from V'prmi'ii" (Bizet) and
theThepopular
Yoxnewstrot.weekly
"Bimini .mdBit other
usual^ubjecjts
short reel
are also screened

Warmly Praised
Hoey Lawlor, motion picture art
director, has, it is said, received
considerable praise from the trade
press for his ingenious art work.
It is said to- have aided materially
in enhancing the value of the Warner pictures, namely, "Why Girls
Leave Home," featuring Anna Q.
Nilsson, "Ashamed of Parents" and
the
Gus Edwards' "School
Barry.recent
Days"
production starring Wesley
Other productions titled by Mr.
Lawlor are : "I Accuse," "The
Golem," "Red Hot Romance," "Experience," "Foolish Wives" and "The
Tenth Symphony."
Huntly Gordon in
New Cabanne Film
Huntly Gordon, who played the
leading male role in "At the Stage
Door," the Christy Cabanne special
which has just been released by
Robertson-Cole, is again playing the
leading role in the new Cabanne
picture, "Beyond
the has
Rainbow,"
pro- ^\The Barricade' veatu\
duction of which
just been
started at the Metro studio.
jzt Portola Is Ten?'
Screen P~

There

V

Ruth

Roland
in

White
Eagle
produced by
Ruth Roland Ser.ial.Smk
Supervised By HalRoACH
Directed By WS.VanDyke

i

Ruth

Roland

White
One
opinion,
all sections
"Eagle
From

From

the East

than 'HandA.
"
s Up.'
K. Beusad,
Woild in Motion Theatre,
Kansas City.

Hutch,' which is going some."
Frank Valli,
East End Theatre, N. Y.

" 'White Eagle,' a world
beater. Daring performance
of Ruth Roland unexcelled.

" 'White Eagle' should go
over big in all serial theatres.
Rutn Roland always draws
business my theatre.
Expect to do extra business

Photography 100 per cent.,
settings magnificent. Would
do credit to feature product.
Eveiy exhibitor should book
it to fortify himself against a

'White Eagle' because of
unique cliff dweller sets and
Western atmosphere.
Clean, filled with action, yet

F. E. Wolcott,
long winter."
Majestic Theatre,
Racine, Wis.

censorproof."
Charles Rollins,
Star Theatre, Boston.

boys.

are just a few,
The

ja m rn e d
of "White

mails

with

West

" 'White Eagle' even better

"I consider "White Eagle'
even better than 'Hurricane

These

the Middle

are

praise

Eagle."

From

the Far West

"Have used every Pathe
serial, and there have been
some mighty good ones, but
'White Eagle' looks like the
best in a long time. We always figuie on a knockout
when Ruth Roland is the
W. E. Shipley,
Empire Theatre,
Salt Lake.
'"White Eagle,' Ruth Rostar."land's best serial. Contains
the things fans want, a good
story, Indians, cowboys and
S. B. action."
Steck,
plenty of outdoor
Cozy,
and
RexLyceum
Theatres,
Ogden, Utah.
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of

First Caliber for New
York
The
second
series
in
the
Goldwyn
Goldwyn's two short subject series,
are selected and arranged
Goldwyn Graphics and Sport Re- Graphics
views, have had a most cordial re- from the motion pictures of foreign
ception from exhibitors despite the countries — adventure scenics, really
fact that only two or three of each — taken by the noted traveler and
have so far been released. Both lecturer, Major E. Alexander
scries will continue through the year, Powell.
1922. There will be twenty-six of The six Goldwyn Graphics so far
each subjects during the year, re- prepared for release are: "High
leased alternately so that the ex- Water" (Finley), "Ship Ahoy"
hibitor can count on a Goldwyn
Scenic), "Page Mr. Edison"
short reel for every week in the (Powell
(Finley Nature), "Climbing Mazamas" (Finley Nature), "Tropical
year.
These Goldwyn short reels are Teatime" (Powell Scenic) and
among the finest spcrt and travel "Fishing
in Oregon Waters" (Finley
pictures on the market today. The Nature).
Sport Reviews are edited by Grantland Rice, produced by Jack Eaton
and J. L. Hawkinson, and released Corinne Griffith
by Goldwyn through an arrangeWins First Place
ment with Artclass Pictures' CorCorinne Griffith, the Vitagraph
poration.
Grantland
Rice's
standing in the sport world and Jack star, was the winner in a star popularity contest completed last week
Eaton's are
accomplishments
in short by the George
J. Wehner chain of
subjects
a sufficient guarantee
that the Sport Reviews for 1922 will ten theatres, in Brooklyn, N. Y.
equal if not surpass anything of the The star's production which won her
sc.rt hitherto seen. By the frequent the greatest number of votes was
use of the slow motion camera, the "What's Your Reputation Worth?"
mechanics of motion, showing the A close second was her most recent
grace and beauty of human motions, production, "Moral Fibre."
Corinne Griffith is now on location
are vividly shown.
The Sport Reviews which have in Florida, where exteriors are being
been assembled and edited by Mr. filmed on her forthcoming feature,
Eaton to date include "Speed," "Island Wives." This will follow
Single
release. Sev"Form," "Stamina" and "In the "The eral
membersTrack"
of the tosupporting
cast
Pink."
The Goldwyn Graphics, edited by accompanied Webster Campbell, the
Jack Eaton, titled by Katharine director, to Florida, a number of
ago. William "Kalem" Wright,
Hilliker,
produced
by Bray the
Pictures'
Corporation,
are running
Sport days
of Vitagraph's Brooklyn studio, was
Reviews a close race for first place a member of the party, and in a recent letter states that a wealth of
in popularity with exhibitors and
picture patrons. The Graphics com- covered.
picturesque locations had been disprise two series, one trade up of
nature studies selected from the "We worked yesterday," wrote
footage taken by William L. Finley, Mr. Wright, "in a very historical
which the naval survey
of the National Audubon Societies, location,
on an expedition devoted to photo- have entitled Cape Florida. On the
graphing birds, animals and other end of this cape on the Atlantic
nature subjects. Infinite patience side there is a lighthouse built of
was required to get the exceptional brick that is about 150 feet high.
nature views which the coming Nearby are the ruins of a brick
Graphics will show.
building formerly occupied by the

Selznick's

WORLD

Promises

to

Be a Second to "A Mans
Home"
Lewis J Selznick's second special Rockies, the players making headquarters at Banff, and into the acfor this season, "Conceit," comes
tion, that largely transpires out-ofinto early prominence on Select's doors, is woven the wonderful
booking sheets according to infor- scenery
for which that section is
mation that comes from Sam E. famous.
Morris, vice president in charge of The cast of "Conceit" includes
William B. Davidson and Mrs. De
distribution. "A Man's Home" has Wolf Hopper who are familiar to
made an auspicious start as the first hosts of theatregoers. Davidson has
of six specials promised among the been leading man in numerous screen
"Forty from Selznick" for this productions
and in "Conceit" is
season. "A Man's Home" is the featured for the first time. Hedda
Hopper
has
won
her way to great
offering
at theNew
Theatre for
week York's
before Capitol
Christ- popularity on both stage and screen
mas, starting December 18. "Con- and as leading woman in "Conceit"
ceit" is readyits forrecent
immediate
release,to is declared to have the best opporfollowing
showings
tunity the screen has ever given her
representatives of the trade news- to develop her native gifts as an
actress.
The presence in the cast of
papers.
"Conceit" is admittedly a different Maurice Costello, Betty Hilburn,
type of photoplay from "A Man's Charles Gerard, Warren Cook and
Home," being more sensational and Patrick Hartigan give further aspicturesque, according to the resurance of goodunder
acting.
views, than the domestic drama now is just getting
way "Conceit"
with the
entirehind it.Select sales organization beso
generally
in
service.
"Conceit"
was photographed in the Canadian

The Prologue which Managing Director Josefh Plunkctt presented
at the Strand Theatre, Neiv
York,Attraction
for "All for a Woman," a First
National
lighthouse keeper and his family.
More than a hundred years ago,
while Florida was a possession of
Spain, the Seminole Indians, who
were the sole inhabitants of this portion of the peninsula, with the exception of the lighthouse tenderssix men— attacked the place and the
men retreated to the top of the
lighthouse. The Indians broke in
the door
of stairs.
the light-A
house andatsetthefirebase
to the
Spanish naval boat, however, arrived
just in the nick of time, drove the
Indians away and rescued the five
survivors. In the meantime, however, the Indians had destroyed the
lighthouse
tender's
see the place
todayhome
it isand
justas asyouit
was when the Indians were driven
Mr. Wright stated that Miss
Griffith received a rousing reception in Havana. Cuba, last week.
The principal film houses in the
Cuban capital play her productions,
and when it became known there
that the Vitagraph star was in the

city, they
tions uponliberally
her and showered
her aunt,attenwho
accompanied her. The Corinne
Griffith Company have been working
the past few days at Fort Lauderdale, 27 miles up the coast from
Miami, and Mr. Wright reports
the discovery of some beautiful locations with magnificent cocoanut
palms for a background and the
ocean in the distance.
Miss Da It on in
Paramount Film
George Melford's next special production, itis announced by Paramount, will be an adantation of the
story, "The Cat That Walked
Alone," duction
by willJohn
Colton.
TheLasky
probe started
at the
studio January 3. Dorothy Dalton
will be featured. She is now engaged in the production of "Tharon
of
Lost under
Valley,"
in which ofshePaulis
starred
the direction
Powell.

off."

TAKING

THINGS
EASY!He's having the time of his
life counting up the receipts
after playing one of the
HALLR00M
BOYS
COMEDIES
Featuring SID SMITH
and Jimmie Adams
He was wise — he played it
up as big as his feature/

Book 'em today at FEDERATES)
I FILM EXCHANGES °f AMERICA .INC. Ir
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SCENES FROM "THE LITTLE MINISTER," STARRING BETTY COMPSON.
Showmen

Praise

Ruth

Roland's

he newest
Serial,
Eagle"
In RuthPat
Roland's
serial as "White
if it will equal
'Ruth of the
for Pathe distribution, "White Rockies!"' H. Peterson, Hippodrome:
"Starts
out
fine. Full of
Eagle," more than 500 Indians were
employed throughout the fifteen epi- pep and action. Think it equals
sodes. A typical Indian pueblo was 'Ruth of the Rockies.' Have played
built for part of the action. In them all and certainly will play this
this Western serial, Hal Roach, producer, introduced many novel efFrom other territories, the comfects, it is said. A great number
ments are just as enthusiastic: H.
of exhibitors booking it, according C. Park of the Winter Theatre,
to reports.
one."
Recently a trade showing of Akron, writes: "Having previewed
reels of your new serial, 'White
"White Eagle" was staged by the five
Eagle,'I will
is the cleanest
Pathe branch manager at Omaha. serial
have say
everit viewed.
Knives
M. L. Overman, of the Hostettler and guns are conspicuous by their
Amusement Co.. Omaha, after wit- absence. It carries a very fine
nessing the showing, commented :
After booking it for three
'"White Eagle' is the best serial in story."
which Ruth Roland has ever ap- days, A. C. Morrison of the MaHartford, very
wired:entertaining
"Consider
peared." V . Creal of the Suburban, 'Whitejestic,
Eigle'
Omaha, backed this up with : "If the serial. Believe anyone booking it
first three episodes are a criterion, will meet with success and make
'White Eagle' will be the best serial money out of it. Have booked it
ever made."
Ruth Roland
at Majestic.
Hartford."
Other comments by Omaha ex- three
N. days
V. Darley,
Alpha,
Atlanta,
hibitors were as follows: S. Ka- says:
"Hive
iust
viewed
first
three
than
better
"Even
:
Victoria
morski.
Eagle.'
my
I expected. Ruth Roland serials episodes
estimationofit 'White
is the best
serial InPathe
are all good." E. A. Harms. has ever released."
Apollo: "Starts out good. Looks=
W.
-dimiiiiimitiiMHiiHiimiiiiiiiiimiUi
Get Your
D 3 Milk to
Julius

Film

Noted

Stage Play
Jesse L. Lasky announced recently
1 Cahn-Gus Hill | that William d'e Mille's next production for Paramount will be
I
THEATRICAL
|
Georee Rroadhurst's play, "Bought
|
RAILROAD
| and Paid For." Clara Beranger is
now completing the scenario and
|
NEWSPAPER
1 work on the production will be
at the Lasky studio about
EE
AND
— started
December 20.
|
HOTEL GUIDE | "Bought and Paid For," originally
on the stage by William
= Listing over 23.000 Motion = produced
Brady a dozen years ago and
E Picture and Legitimate The- E Apresented
the road for several
E atres in the United States = years after,onproved
one of the most
EE and Canada.
EE successful dramas ever
launched on
the American stage. The phy is
PRICE $3.00
now enioyini a successful revival
Playhouse Theatre.
~
Address. Room 205 — at InMr.Mr.Brady''
de Mille's production, the
EE
Columbia Theatre Bu ld:ng EE leadin-r roles
will be enae'ed by
Broadway and 47th Street ~ Jack Holt and Agnes Ayres. Walter
EE
New York City =1
Hiers w'll play the Frank Craven
^IllllllllllllllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIffi role of Jimmy, while the actress to
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play yet
the been
part announced.
of Jimmy's wife has
not
In Hawley Film
George Seigmann. whose mulatto
governor
"The ofClansman"
still standsrole
as ainclassic
villainy,
and Casson Ferguson, have been cast
for important roles in the new
Wanda Hawley picture which
Thumas Heffron has just started.

Have

Special

PICTURE

"Torchy"

tj Bz

"Box-Fig
a Hines,
Johnny
knownhter
on "the
screen as "Torchy." is to take part
in a battle in the roped arena in
connection with his next picture for
Affiliated Distributors. For the occasion he will be known as "Battling Torchy," and it is stated that
his opponent will be a genius knightof-the-padded-mitts.

Array

of Ad

Aids

Release
Lloyd's
forExhibitors
Associated
have pre-Christmas
press sheet containing feature stories
and
especially
valuable
material for
pared an augmented
of advertising
materials on thearray
Harold
Lloyd the photoplay editor is enclosed with
the campaign book.
special,is "A
Sailor-Made
which
released
on DecemberMan."
25.
A special sixteen-page campaign
book contains an entire section de- Lincoln Watching
voted to exploitation ideas and stunts
designed to afford the exhibitors
Making of Film
with plans for street and lobby
Joseph C. Lincoln, author of more
displays. Another section is given than
a dozen Cape Cod stories, inover to a series of one, two and
three column newspaper advertise- clrding srch well-known novels as
ments, with compelling copy for "Cape Cod Folks," "The Woman
each layout, supplemented by both Haters,"
"Galusha the Magnificent,"
line and half tone illustrations "Shavings," "The Rise of Roscoe
Pa ne" and manyce others, has been in
available in cut or mat form. A close
attendan during the past
page is devoted to catch lines and week at the Estcc studios in New
suggested program and newspaper Ycrk, where Director Edwin L.
advertising ideas.
g "The Rise
producinstarring
Special publicity stories for use Hollywoo
d isPaine,"
Roscoe
Irene
before, on and during the run occupy of
kinson.
for
Castle,
through
release
Hodtwo more pages. These are supplemented bya series of short writeups.
This
is
the
third
Lincoln
On the inside back cover is a special that has been produced on story
the
music plot prepared in keeping with screen, and Mr. Lincoln, himself,
the nature of the production, and is authority fcr the statement that
the back cover displays in two it is being given better treatment
colors the attractive, one, three six than the preceding two.
and twenty-four sheet posters available.
In addition to this paper, the
exhibitors can secure a stock one, More Interest in
three and twenty-four sheet on HarVitagraph Film
old Lloyd. The lobby display photographs include eight 11 by 14 The Vitagraph bookings for the
colored stills, a special 22 by 28 six-part motion picture, "From the
colored display and ten black and Manger to the Cross," indicate an
white photographs. Two attractive intense interest in this picture this
year. This production was made
slides,umnastarthumb
and aLloyd,
one colcut ofnail
Harold
as several years ago in Palestine and
well as a supply of one and two Egypt and is a masterpiece of its
column eyeglass slug cuts are type, it is said. The borkincs on
arron" the special items of available this picture for this Christmas
season are reported to have set a
material.
In addition to all this, a special record.
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Fine

Exploitation

Break

Existing

NT?"N erWApro
WHAT
duc
LoisMEWeb
the bigDObeing
tion released by Wid
g,
g
Gunnin did $1,'.00 in a pourin rain
when it opened at the magnificent
Pantheon Theatre, Toledo, Ohio, on
Sunday, December 11, and that
means capacity. The production has
aroused such interest and comment
that the question, "What Do Men
rd in
Want?" has become a passwo
Toledo and the surrounding territory. Probably never was so much
free publicity secured for a film
in Ohio.
After the opening, Wid Gunning
received this wire from H. C. Doc
Horator, managing director of the
Pantheon Theatre:
"Your production, 'What Do Men
Want?' opened at the Pantheon
Theatre today to the biggest Sunday business of the season, in face
of heavy competition and heavy
downpour ot rain all day and evening. My patrons more than pleased.
Whole town is talking about picture.
Indications point to continuous capacity business during engagement."
Great Title
The title had everyone discussing
the film and hundreds of ways of
bringing it to the attention of the
people of Toledo were developed one
after anothei by the Pantheon management. The Pantheon exploitation department, assisted by Paul
Gray of the Wid Gunning forces,
did a good job of arousing interest.
First, they tickled the bump of
curiosity of die Toledan population
— the bump first exhibited by Adam
and Eve. 1 wo weeks before the
picture opened, the good citizens of
the city awoke one morning to find
that the most pressing question
brought to their attention by their
favorite daily was not whether Ire-

Helps
Toledo

land should be free or Japan retain more ships, but "What Do Men
Those four words, in bold, unescapeable type, seemed to blossom
Want?"
everywhere.
Not much space was
used — each teaser was one column
and twenty-one lines deep — but it
did just one thing — it drove home
the question and title. The ad appeared five times in each daily paper
on the first day of the drive, and
before evening the combined circulations ofthe newspapers had carried the message to the multitude.
Got the Curious
People started calling up the newspapers to find out what it was all
about — some of them offering answers to the question — but the newspapers vouchsafed no information,
helping
curiosity.to intensify the widespread
The next morning, the campaign
showed a secuiid development. Each
newspaper carried the ad in the same
position as the day before, but the
mysterious question this time was
addressed to particular people— and
each person was one well-known in
the life of the city. A bank president, the mayor, the president of a
federation of women clubs, the
sheriff, the chief of police and a big
merchant were first asked to answer
the question. On the next day, the
prosecuting attorney, a popular
judge, the leading minister, a county
ccmmissionei and a leading woman
social worker had the poser shot at
them. All those named were chosen
because they were most widely
known, either in their official capacity or for personal reasons. .
Paper Aided
The exploiteers had, in the meantime, hooked up their campaign with

Scene from "Tangled
Trails,"
starring
Neal Hart. Distributed by
William
Stciner
Productions

Gunning
Theatre

Toledo's most conservative and substantial daily, the Toledo Blade, an
evening newspaper, widely circulated both in Toledo and the surrounding section of Ohio. The next
morning, the Blade carried the question in a box in a prominent place
on its first page, with the following:
"Can women answer this question?
Do women know? If they do, they
can win a cash prize or tickets to
the Pantheon Theatre. Watch the
Blade's Movie Page Wednesday for
The next day, the Blade had anparticulars."
other first page box, and on the inside ahalf-page story, with an eightcolumn head and a picture lay-out.
The story announced the start of a
contest for the best answer to the
question. It was conducted by AnLee, the
editor, nabeland
was paper's
open tomotion
womenpicture
only.
The Blade offered a $25 prize to the
woman who would give the best
answer in a 200-word essay.
Ticket Prizes
It was announced that in addition
to this prize, arangements had been
made through Paul Gray, personal
representative of Miss Weber and
H. C. Horater, managing director
of the Pantheon Theatre, to give
200 other prizes in the form of tickets of admission to the Pantheon
foF the run of the Lois Weber picture there.
Questions raised in the picture
were given publicity in the Blade as
aids to the contestants. "Is love the
greatest
a man feels?"
the
article. desire
"Is it wealth
he wantsranmore
than anything else in life? Or
home, happiness, excitement,. thrills,
children, tentmadventure,
peace and conent ?
"Women say they understand men
better than men understand themselves. Ifthis be true, why is there
so much social unrest? Why is the
number of divorces increasing daily ?
Do young men of today prefer the
flapper type or do they find their
ideal in the Quaker girl of former
The Smash
No attempt was made to interest
men directly in the campaign or the
picture
was pointed for
?"— everything
thedaysfeminine
eye and mind. But the
Pantheon management worked on
the psychological principle, which
proved itself sound, that if the
women saw the picture, they would
brinT their men folks with them, or
would come back again with them.
Then, two days before the picture
opened, there was a big newspaper
smash. The Blade on that day carried on its first page, in the most
prominent news space, a three-column layout, with the pictures of
three pretty shopgirls, who, it was
announced, hid been selected to
iud"e the lecters which were pouring into the Blade office at the rate
of hundreds a day. A three-column
streamer head, quite overshadowing
the news of international imoortance,
re^d : "They'll Decide What Men
The story and pictures took up a

Film
Records

quarter of the first page, and that
quarter was in the upper right-hand
corner, known in newspaper parlance as the "fold," the part of the
paper seen when it is folded on the
stand. In addition, another story on
the photoplay page of the paper told
of the number of essays sent in, gave
a summary of the classes into which
the answers were falling, with love
leading the way and happiness running aclose second, and reported the
conditions ot the contest.
In every one of the stories — front
page and inside — printed by the
newspaper, the name of the production, the producer and the theatre
and play dates were given prominent
places.
Other Angles'
Mention has been made thus far
only of the newspaper tie-up, because the high standing of the Blade
and the
prominence
test made
it at oncegiven
the the
talkcon-of
Toledo. But not a single exploitation angle had been overlooked.
Scores of the leading stores had been
tied up with the picture. They displayed eye-filling window cards and
stickers reading: "What Do Men
Want? lowedStep
We of
Havethe It,"
folwith a in.
mention
theatre
and play date.
Following the laying down of this
barrage of tree publicity, which only
such a title could get, the reception
given the production at its opening
was not a surprise. Long before
the doors opened for the matinee
performance, a queue a block long
led from the box office. A canvass
was made and revealed the fact that
almost eveiyone in line was interested in the contest, either as a participant or a reader, while a number of the prominent people who had
been enlisted in the terser campaign
were present, too. All of them had
fairly definite views on what men
wanted, and they were eaaerlv waiting to see what light Lois Weber
threw on the question by way of the
screen production.
Although women alone were permitted in the contest, many men
wrote in to the newspaper and the
management of the theatre, indignantly taking issue with some of
the women and giving their own
point of vievv. "It takes a real man
to tell what men want," wrote one
busy
courtsproveof
Toledo attorney.
and every "The
other place
that without
In some
CTses
husbands aanddoubt."
wives had
both
written in. giving opnosite opinions,
showing the spirited discussions that
had
homes.been started in hundreds of
Although the weather was bad for
the opening, the Pantheon was
crowded from the first to the last
show. And the next d->y, Monday,
the theatre drew the biggest Monday attendance it has ever had.
That was the last word received at
th.e time this was written, but hundreds of personal and te'enhone inquiries at the theatre indicated the
widespread interest in the picture
would be maintained throughout its
run.
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Film

Has

of Barriers "Little Minister"
Vitagraph has completed its pro- big successes ever put out by the
duction,
"The Little
Vitagraph Company — "Over the
adapted from the
famous Minister,"
story by Top"
and "Black Beauty," being
James M. Barrie. The film was pro- among them.
duced in California under the direction of David Smith.
Mr. Smith devotes his time en- Warner Oland on
tirely to the filming of the division
Way to Hollywood
of Vitagraph output known as
Warner Oland, film villain, sailed
"specialsibleproduction,"
and
is
responfor such notable Vitagraph for Los Angeles December 10, leaving from Baltimore on the trip from
successes as "Black Beauty," "The
Courage of Marge O'Doone" and the Atlantic through the Panama
Canal to the Pacific, where he will
"Flower of the North."
Alice Calhoun plays the part of arrive at Los Angeles harbor in
Lady Babbie. Whether appearing as time to have his Christmas dinner
Lady Babbie, or masquerading as at the famous Hollywood Hotel.
WINIFRED WESTOVER
the Gypsy, Miss Calhoun is reMr. Oland recently completed a
ported to display an art mellowed five-year
contract
with
the
Pathe
In "Anne of Little Smoky," a
beyond any comparison to her youth. Company. His plans for the future
western production. Distributed
The title role of "The Little are a little uncertain except for the
by Playgoers Pictures
fact that he will never again appear
Minister"
James Morrison, one ofis played
the bestby known
of the in serials, preferring to support
younger leading men on the screen. some female star in features or to Sam Wood, who also directed Miss
He has been identified with many be starred himself.
Swanson
in "The
Great Moment."
The
scenario
was written
by J. E.
Nash and is an adaption of the noted
novel,
"The Askew
Schulmanite,"
and Claude
and the byplayAlice
by
"Peacock Alley" Scheduled for
Claude
Askew
and
Edward Knoblock.
Release by Metro January 23
Metro will release its first Mae stellar role, there was a unanimous
Murray picture,
"Peacock
Alley,"23.a insistence upon letting the Metro "Hail the Woman"
Tiffany
production,
January
Exchanges
"Peacock
May Run First in
Announcement of this came this the
earliest have
possible
date. Alley" at
week from the home offices of the
L egitimate House
Metro Company, following a special Paramount Films
"Hail the Woman," the Thomas
showing, befcre Metro and Tiffany
Productions, Inc., executives ; and
H. Ince special, which will be disfor December 18
tributed by Associated First
before district and branch managers
of the Metro Exchanges.
Thrills dominate the Paramount National Pictures', Inc., will have its
New
York
premiere soon after the
on release schedule for December 18. first of the new year.
the"Peacock
screen by Alley"
Robert isZ. presented
Leonard, the
when William S. Hart in "White
Mr. Ince has not yet determined
director general of Tiffany Produc- Oak" and Gloria Swanson in "Under whether
he will release it to one of
tions, inc., and director of the pic- the Lash" are released. A typical the Broadway picture theatres or
ture. Itis by Edmund Goulding and "Bill" Hart Western drama is permit the production to go into a
based on a story by Ouida Bergere. "White Oak," it is stated. Lambert
Not until the special exhibition Hillyer directed. Vola Vale is Mr. legitimate theatre for an ex'ended
run.nowPrints
of "Hail
the Woman"
of the feature last week was it de- Hart's leading woman.
are
in the
exchanges
of First
cided to distribute it as early as the
"Under the Lash," which is Miss National, and a nation-wide exploidate mentioned, but after viewing Swan Son's second starring picture
tation campaign conducted from the
Miss Murray's enactment of the for Paramount, was directed by Ince studios is under way.
The picture has been presented
only before test audiences in three
Los Angeles theatres where it met
with approval from audiences of
distinctly different types. Mr. Ince
held a personal preview at the
Beverly Hills hotel for motion picture producers, directors, actors and
West Coast press representatives.
Mary M. Minter
Stars in New

Scene from "Rolling Stones," an Educational-Mermaid comedy,
showing little Bobby De Vilbis with Lloyd "Ham" Hamilton
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Realart Film
Ewart Adamson's tropical story,
South of Suva," is the next picture
in which Mary Miles Minter appears, set for early release by Realart. "South of Suva" is said to be
a production that tests to the limit
the dramatic abilities of Miss
Minter. She has to run every
gamut of emotion, it is said.
"Nothing kills a motion picture
star quicker
thansame
a monotonous
succession of the
kind of roles
and plays," said J. B. Woody.
"Peonle like variety. They like to
see their favorites in a broad range
of situations."
rected the picture.Frank Urson di-

Duncan
Begun

on

"Man Hunters"
William Duncan started production earlyhisthis
on "Man
Hunters,"
nextweek
Vitagraph
production. It is being filmed at the
West Ccast studios.
The story is laid in the Northwest and the famous Royal Northwest Mounted Police play an important part. Mr. Duncan plays two
separate characters, father and son.
As the father Mr. Duncan appears
as a man of about fifty-five, and as
the grown-up son as about twentyeight years of age.
The current William Duncan production, now ready for release after
titling
and editing,
is "Noexpects
Defense."
Vitagraph
confidently
this
latest Duncan feature to equal the
success
feature. of "Steelhcart," the previous
Find Only Puebh
Theatre in World
Herford Tynes Cowling, photographer for the Paramount-Burton
Holmes
Travel Theatre.
p:c:urcs, discovered
the
EI Onate
Santa Fe,
New theatre
Mexico, onwhich
s^ys "is
the
only
the heIndian
Pueblo
in this country — or in any other
in
design.I know of — and is unique
country
"The people of Santa Fe are
building a lot of their homes on
this
type of
architecture—
the only
truly
American which
type ofis
architecture."
Chio Likes
Davis Feature
PhilProductions,
Sclznick, head
of Phil
nick
of Ohio,
who Sclzwas
in New York this week on a short
trip, complimented George H. Davis
and Joe Brandt on their feature,
"The Heart of the North." and resuccess forMany
this big
productionports
in hisgreatterritory.
firstrun houses throughout the territory
have booked this feature, and he
believes it will be one of the biggest
box-office attractions he has handled.
Trade Press Elicits
Manv Inquiries for
"Parted Curtains"
Many responses have been
received by Warner
Brothers, following the announcement of the release
of "Parted Curtains," costarring Henry B. Walthall
and Mary Alden.
"The replies we have received from various sections
of the country, and the negotiations that we are about to
close can all be attributed to
the trade paper mediums.
And we are more than gratified with the results we have
thus
far obtained," says Mr.
Warner.
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Will

Habit
Going
Picture
to Restore
Help
in the various capitols of Europe as cester, to Dayton, to Dowagiac, to
"Imported films will be the sal- he
is in America.
vation of the independent disSalt Lake, or to the thousand other
tributor during the current season,
live towns that form the real backPower in Foreign Films
and will do more to revive the
bone of the business, and you will
flagging interest of the picture fans
"The sure fire value of the im- find that the fans don't go back every
throughout the country than anyported film has already been de- Tuesday ot Thursday or whatever
thing that is likely to be done by
finitely established by such powerful their regular picture night used to
our habit-bound producers in this distributors as Famous Players- be, because the habit has been
Lasky (Deception), First National broken ; they will tell you that they
country."
This statement, which is likely to (Passion — Gypsy Bood — Quo Vadis
'sick of the same old thing' —
stir up comment and stimulate some — All For a Woman — Caberia), are
the society drama — the formula
thought, was made by Chester Bee- Goldwyn (Caligari — Theodora), made productions — the pretty star
croft, of 501 Fifth avenue, in an in- United Artists (Carnival), so that and poor company — the horrible
terview with a Moving Picture the Independent now realizes that sameness that has bored them stiff
World reporter.
they are the safest form of invest- for the last two years. These folks
What Mr. Beecroft says merits
ment," continued Mr. Beecroft.
used to go religiously on certain
serious consideration, for he has had
"Every
picture
man
knows
that
local theabroad experience and enjoys high there must be a deeper underlying nightstre.toNowtheir
they favorite
go irregularly
and
standing in the trade. During the cause for continual bad business only when some special appeal is
than
financial
depression.
Heat,
war he was one of the largest inmade and their interest in some pardependent exporters of American which was the cause generally asticular thing has been aroused.
films to Europe, and since then has
cribed during the summer, no longer
Creates
Hope and Promise
brought over some of the best Eu- answers for any of the empty seats.
ropean productions which have been Commercial business conditions seem
"Right
here
the foreign
shown here. Back of all that he to be generally on the mend, or at film comes in.is Itwhere
has novelty of
knows the picture game thoroughly, least the populace is becoming used appeal to rouse and attract them
having been prominently identified to it and is attempting to readjust and novelty of expression when they
with it since 1909, through such me- itself. Why, then, doesn't business see it. It gives them a fresh and
diums as the then all powerful Mo- in the picture houses come back to a new view point. It breathes life
and so stimulates a business that is
tion Picture Patents Company, The normal ?
poor and uncertain only because it
General Film Company, ChaplinTired
of
Same
Old
Stuff
has grown stale. It gives to the
Mutual Company, the halcyon days
'regular' who has grown pessimistic
of David Horsley and Famous
"Circulate
among
those
who
used
to be habitual fans and ask that and cold, hope and promise — and
Players-Lasky.
For the last five years he has question. Never mind New York — will do moie to revive the movie
specialized in export and import and that is never a safe gauge for the habit than any move the exhibitor
is personally as well known to the amusement business — but go to can make at this time ! New trade
important people of the film trade Stamford, to Patterson, to Wor- comes with it as a natural course, but
what the exhibitor needs is his old
dependable community trade; the
First National to Distribute
regulars
the repeaters."
Asked— whether
there was any
danger of the foreign film crowding
out or hurting the home product,
Mr. Beecroft was most emphatic in
Jackie Coogan's "My Boy"
his statement of a contrary belief.
"My leased
Boy,"
Jackie
Coogan,
is toPictures,
be re"I cannot imagine a more helpful
throughstarring
Associated
First
National
influence," he said. "The tendency
Inc., according to an announcement made this week
of these 'different' European picby that organization.
tures, is to rouse up the American
producer arid pull him out of the
The completed print of the production was shown
fatal rut he has gotten into. We
to the First National officials in New York last week,
have more great directors here than
and it evoked so much enthusiasm that negotiations
they have in all the rest of the world,
but they have gone a little stale.
were begun immediately, and the releasing arrangeThe foreign film will be like mediments entered into within twenty-four hours.
them.
"My Boy" is more than a worthy successor to
strone,cine tobut
for They'll
the next come
seasonbackor
two they will have to be content with
"Peck's Bad Boy," this little actor's first starring
vehicle, it is said, and gives more opportunities for
second place. As to crowding out
the
product,
that's produced
foolish.
effective acting than he received in "The Kid," in
Out home
of every
1,000 films
which he appeared with Charles Chaplin and which
abroad there are but two or three
was the starting point of his cinema fame.
of the magic kind. Tons of trash
Wearing the same costume which he made famous
are sent over and peddled around
that will never, and should never,
in the Chaplin classic, Jackie demonstrates his innate
find a imrket. Furthermore, there
talent by his perfect acting of the part of Jackie
are but three of four concerns in all
Blair, a part which calls for humor, pathos and
Europe capable of turning out hi"h
strenuous action.
class stuff. But when they do make
a good one, man dear ! It looms up
First National officials are confident that "My
like the sun over the horizon.
Bov" will exceed the success of "Peck's Bad Boy,"
"Last year I looked at over 300
which has broken as many box-office and attendfilms which were highly recommended to me in various pTts of
ance records as any recent picture, and which estabEurope. I selected five. One of
lished Jackie as a permanent favorite in the hearts of
them
was just
"Our
the public.
which has
been Mutual
released Friend."
by Wid
Gunning.
It
is
clean,
beautiful and
This confidence is based on the fact that "My
inspiring. It took the jaded critics
Bov" is more ideally fitted for Jackie, having been
bv storm and is certain to be the
written especially for him; and the picture is exbiggest money making successes of
pected to take the country by storm.
the year, foreign or domestic.
The story is a human document, one moment
Not Greatest Producing Center
bringing tears of laughter to the eyes of the spec"And right here I would like to
tator, and the next pulling at the heartstrings.
correct the erroneous impression that

Germany is the great producing
center of Europe. It is not. I 947
say
this only after the most careful
study, madt on the ground, and
with a full knowledge of producing
conditions
in all
— "Our
Mutual of
Friend"
and countries
otherseason
scheduled
events
the current
will
prove beyond question that the finest
pictures, with the most consistent
quality and sustained high standard,
are made by the Nordisk Films
Kompagni of Copenhagen, Denmark.
I have now in hand five of these
photographic penis which will soon
be on the market, and with which,
while proving my point, I hope to
dc my share toward winning back
the wayward fan, and so help the
exhibitor to lestore his old time continuously profitable, week in, week
out business. That will mean prosperity for the distributor, the producer— everyone."
Wayburn Devises
Prol:gue for
In the wake of"Molly
the demandO"
for
bigger shows
by
prominent
exhibitors throughout the country,
Edward Small, New York theatrical
and motion picture manager, has
entered into an arrangement with
Ned Wayburn, theatrical producer,
to create special prologues for motion picture productions, and the picture which is the first to have this
honor bestowed upon it, is Mack
Sennett's latest production, "Molly
O," starring Mabel Normand and
dirce'ed by F. Richard Jones.
Arrangements are now completed
and Mr. Small is negotiating with
several exhibitors throughout the
country
are endeavoring to secure thiswho
prologue.
Playgoers Film
Heavily Booked
A statement from Playgoers Pictures lays much emphasis upon the
manner in which the Wistaria
production,
"Anne of by
Littleexhibitors.
Smoky,"
is being received
Although released as recently as
November 20, already a very representative list of theatres in every
exchange center have arranged for,
or have finished, their showings.
Playgoers Pictures maintain that this
release bears every indication of
being
most successful
featuresoneon of
theirtheprogram.
The picture is described as a
romantic drama of the mountains,
wherein a lone government ranker
steps into a hornet's nest of trouble
when he endeavors to run the inhabitants of the town off the government forest preserves. The plot is
complicated by his love for the
daughter
of the leader of the
mountain clan.
Dorothy

Wood

in

Universal Film
Dorothy Woods will play opposite
Art Ac^rd in "The Days of Buffalo
Bill," Universal announces. The
long-planned Universal historical
serial will, it is said, have a strong
is directing.
cast
of players. Edward Laemmle
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Indianapolis Record Broken
A new motion picture record has been set up in
Indianapolis by George Melford's Paramount pro"The Sheik,"
according
to the
following
telegram duction,
received
at the
Paramount
home
office
from J. B. Dugger, branch manager at Indianapolis:
" 'The Sheik' now on second week at Ohio Theatre, Indianapolis. Still doing capacity business and
will be held over for third week, which is the first
time in the history of the city that any picture has
run three consecutive weeks in a picture theatre.
Receipts have passed 'Anatol,' which held previous
record at the Ohio."
A similar necessity for an extended run was
created in Baltimore, where "The Sheik" was presented at the Century Theatre. In a personal letter to C. C. Wallace, branch manager at Washington, :General Manager L. A. De Huff' commented as
follows
"This success is the more gratifying as it promptly
discounts the adverse criticism which preceded its
appearance owing to the drastic censorship to which
the original story was subjected. The truth of the
matter is that while a few unnecessary features appealing tothe sensational taste have been eliminated,
these have been replaced by others of far greater
dramatic value in heightening the absorbing interest
and rapidity of events, and giving to the play a conciseness and finish which are lacking in the widely
read novel of Miss Edith M. Hull from which it was
taken."
Studio

"Exteriors'*

Are

One

of Year's Big Achievements,
Declare Lasky Art Directors
Fewer outdoor locations and more in construction of the village scenes.
made in the studio — this was one of This combination makes the continuity better, it was explained, and
the outstanding art developments in
motion pictures during 1921, accord- saves money in transportation and
ing to Max Parker and Robert M. lighting. It gives the director much
more latitude in filming his story
Haas, art directors for all Para- than
under the old plan where the
mount pictures made in the United
States.
company
to af>location and was
then transported
brought back
the
There has been a marked increase
in the tendency to build exteriors in studio for interior work.
the studios during the last year and
Absolute realism is another development in motion picture settings,
do less location work. Excellent
examples of this can be found in Robert Haas points out, the tendency being not toward more beautiGeorge Fitzmaurice's production of
ful settings but more expressive.
"Forever," an adaptation of "Peter
"Settings must live up to the
Ibbetson," where all of the French
exter.ors were built in the Para- drama," he said. "There is no excuse for a setting unless it furmount Long Island studio; in "Miss
nishes the proper kind of backLulu Bett," a William DeMillc proground for the characters in the picdi cticn, in which the exterior and interior of the Deacom home were
Mr.
Parker
and Mr. Haas arc in
built on the stage at the Lasky studio
accord on this point in dein Hollywood, and in "Is Matrimony perfect
ture." signing settings. For the past year
acomedy
Fa'Iure?"
a special
Cruze art
direction in pictures has been
started
at theJames
Paramount
West Coast studio late in November. getting farther and farther away
from
the set formulas for settings.
In this latter picture the modern
tendency in combining exteriors and There used to be a time when a
rcom had to be ornate and folin eriors probably is best illustrated ball low
certain lines, and the same thing
A street intersection of a modern
town was built at the Lasky ranch, held good for the banquet hall, the
showing
the town.
principal
sec- reception room and the boudoir.
tion of the
Thebusiness
bank, hotel
"Art directors for pictures are
and butcher shop were so built thai not copyists any more," explained
were "shot'' Mr. Parker. "They are designers
scenes
the exterior
when
the company
could
move into die and creators now, which shows how
art of building sets has adbuildings and photograph the inter- far the vanced
last few years. We
ior scenes. In other words, a com- are strivingin the
to fit the action with our
plete hotel, bank and butcher shop settings instead
of making them orwere built and not just shells of
buildings, as is the general custom
nate "
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Welcome

to Charles

Ray

in City of Beans and Dignity
Boston forgot to be restrained in The following noon Mr. Ray was
its enthusiastic reception this week officially welcomed to the city of
when Charles Ray arrived at South Boston by Mayor Peters, to whom
Station to look over the historic the star was introduced by Nathan
town. Although the star, accom- H. Gordon. The afternoon was depanied by Mrs. Ray, Arthur S. Kane, voted to newspaper interviewers who
Rxhard Willis and Albert A. called at Mr. Ray's suite in the
Kiader, Jr., stepped off the train on Copley Plaza in large numbers. The
Wednesday
after 10 o'clock,
party attended
there
was night
a tremendous
crowd Ray
of Holbrook
Blinntheinperformance
"The Bad
awaiting
him
as
a
result
of
advance
Man"
in
the
evening.
Friday
notices in all Boston newspapers. Mr. Ray was received On
by Mayor
The reception accorded the star on Quinn at Cambridge, where he
his first visit to Boston was heart- toured the Harvard campus under
warming. After cordial welcomes the personal escort of a committee
by
Governor
of Massachusetts, from the Harvard Daily Crimson.
Mayor
AndrewCox,J. Peters,
of Boston, Special photographs of the
and Mayor Edward Quinn o Cam- togcther with long interviews, star,
apbndge, followed by three
days peared in all Boston Ad_
ot activity in and around fullBoston,
vance notice was
imcd o{ M
the star has returned to New \ork. Rav's contemplated visit to the GorAccording
to present plans Mr. Ray don houscs of ,he
will remain m the metropolis until thcatre was jammed citwhcnandthe£ star
December 17 when he leaves for a appeared in a box. The star visited
brief tour of the South with stop- Gordon's
Washington's Street
overs at Baltimore Washington, oivmpia,
Scollay Square,
Atlanta and New Orleans. Gordon's Gordon's
Central Square at CamAfter motoring to New Haven en
bridge and Gordon's Strand
route to Boston,
Kay University
party was Dorchester"*
escorted
throughtheYale
his final day in Boston Mr.
and campus by Lawrence J. Kane RayQn paid
a visit t0 thc famous s,ate
and Arthur S. Kane Jr a senior Housc where
he was fcrmall re_
at the codege, and both sons of ccived by Governor Cox, chief exeArthur S. Kane. Visits were made cutive of the State of Massachusetts,
to the \ ale Bowl, Harkness Memorial Quadrangle, fraternity
houses and other points of interest Kineto Picture
in order to give the visiting luminary an idea of a great Eastern uniNow at Strand
versity. Yale students received the
star with enthusiasm.
"Washington Irving," one of the
General Manager J. J. Maginnis, twelve links in the "Great Ameriof thc Gordon New England theacan Authors" series, published as
tres, escorted the Ray party when Urban Popular Classics by the
the star resumed the journey by Kineto Company, is making its bow
train, and on arriving at South at the Strand, New York.
Station they were met by Tom Spry,
It gives in a single reel a fine
First National manager in Boston ;
like
summing-up
Washington ofIrving's
W. A. Spragg, publicity director of life; at the ofvisualization
some
the Gordon New England theatres, of his famous characters
and Joe Sachs, publicity director of Ichabod Crane, "The Headless
the Gordon Boston houses, in addi- Horseman," Rip Van Winkle and
tion to a large and enthusiastic others. James A. Fitzpatrick dicrowd of fans and newspaper men. rected the entire series.

Charles Ray is introduced to Mayor Andrew J. Peters of Boston
by Nathan H. Gordon, well-known Boston exhibitor, zvho acted
as host during the star's visit to that city
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Seattle; the Strand, Springfield, 111.;
the Criterion, St. Louis; the Casino,
Spokane, and many others.

Makes

Contracts
Covering
German
Pictures
Ben Blumenthal, president, and of Pharaoh," and the other at Wol- units.
gamating important German film
Samuel Rachmann, vice-president of tersdorf, where the scenes of "The
Al Kaufman, an American of wide
the Hamilton Theatrical Corpora- Mistress of the World," which takes
tion, announces the consummation of the characters throughout the entire experience and successful in the production of motion pictures in this
negotiations by which that company world, were built. These grounds
retains the distribution rights for extend over a space of several square country, is now general manager of
miles.
productions
in Germany. Johannes
Great Britain and its colonies coverWerthauer is in charge of the legal
ing a large number of German
Conducting
Subsidiaries
end. Ike Blumenthal will be in
photoplays with internationally
The Hamilton, through its Euro- charge of the business management.
known stars, while the Famous Playpean companies, it is announced, has
Sam Rachmann, vice president of
ers-Lasky Corporation will release
also surrounded itself with high the Hamilton Theatrical Corporathese productions in this country.
tion, will be president of the boards
The Hamilton Theatrical Corpora- class for conducting its various subsidiaries, including Paul Davidson,
tion statement details that it conCompanies and its subtrols the exclusive service of Pola who was of the original Ufa Com- of the Efa sidiaries.
He left recently for
panies
and
a
pioneer
of
the
German
Europe
for
the
further extension of
Negri, star of "Passion," "Gypsy film industry, and Carl Bratz, who
the holdings and to complete a genBlood"
and
"One
Arabian
Night,"
also Ernest Lubitsch who produced was formerly of the Univers Film
eral survey of the entire organiza"Deception" and who has just com- Company, which he formed by amal- tion.
"The Wifehe ofclaims
Pharaoh,"
spectaclepletedwhich
will bea
his masterpiece.
Joe May is another director af- "The Fox," Big Universal- Jewel
fected by the contract. He is now
at work on a twelve-reel feature.
Western, Playing to Capacity;
His last production was in thirtysix reels, starring Mia May, and is
Listed to Go Into the Central
said to have produced a profound
impression in Europe. Also included
"The Fox," a Universal-Jewel pro- put into the production of any Uniin this arrangement are Professor
duction starring Harry Carey, is beversal-Jewel special was given to the
Max Reinhardt, now producing a
ing heralded by exhibitors through- making of "The Fox." In addition,
out
the
country,
Universal
reports.
it
is
the
first
Universal-Jewel in
film version of Milton's "Paradise The picture is now playing some of
Lost"; Paul Gegener, director and the biggest theatres in the United which Harry Carey has ever apstar of "The Golem," Emil Jacobi, States and Canada, and, according
Already,
"TheU. Fox"
who
is Polafamous
Negri'sfordirector;
shown
in many
B. O. has
housesbeenin
Jannings,
his workEmilin to information received by the Uni- peared.
versal sales department, is filling and around New York City, includ"Passion," "Deception" and "All for
of the Keith, Proctor
in the face of stiff op- and ingB.the pick
a Woman"; Saerves Cerventes, these houses
S. Moss Circuits. It has
position programs.
leading woman in "All for a Wombeen
acclaimed
as unequalled in en"The Fox" will go into the Cenan" ;Harry Liedkte, co-star in "The
tertainment value, because of the
tral Theatre, Broadway and 47th
Wife of Pharaoh" and Demetri
street, Sunday, December 19, for an elaborate grandeur of its settings
Buchowetski, director of "All for a indefinite
run. Due to a previous and the lively action of its story.
Woman."
Subsidiaries of the Hamilton The- booking for "Molly O" now showLeading Theatres
atrical Corporation consist of the
ing in the Central, it was not posEuropean Film Alliance, called the
Among the leading out-of-town
sible to show "The Fox" there immediately after its release date.
theatres which have shown the proEfa. and its subsidiaries, namely Efa
duction or which will show it in the
Studio Company, Efa Theatre ComA Broadivay Presentation
pany. Efa Distribution Company, the
next
few
weeks are Fay's Theatre,
Ernest Lubitsch Company, Toe May
It will receive a Broadway pre- Rochester ; the Rose, Chicago ;
Dreamland,
Columbus, O. ; the Allen,
Company, Max Reinhardt Company,
sentation in keeping with its success in other parts of the country. Akron ; the Gayety, Cleveland ; the
Emil Jacobi Company, Demetri
Buchowet7ki Company and the Paul Manager Cobe of the Central Thea- Standard, Cleveland : the Empress,
tre has made it known that he Denver ; the Isis, Indianapolis ; the
Wegener Company.
The company owns a studio in is arranging a unique prologue for Blue Mouse Theatres, Minneapolis
and St. Paul ; the Moon Theatre,
Berlin and it also owns two film the lively super-western.
; the Strand, Washington, D.
cities, one at Steglitz, near Berlin,
"The Fox" is the greatest "super- Omaha
where an entire city has been built western" picture ever attempted by C. ; the Rivoli, Philadelphia; the
up for the production of "The Wife Universal. All the care and expense Majestic, Portland, Ore.; Clemmer,

SCENES FROM "SHADOWS

OF THE SEA," STARRING CONWAY

TEARLE.

"Two

Orphans" to
Open in Hartford
How
D. W. Griffith's latest proInc.
duction "Thein Two
Orphans"
be presented
the larger
cities will
has
been announced by Albert L. Grey,
general manager of D. W. Griffith,
The New York premiere is scheduled for the Apollo Theatre either
Thursday, December 29, or Friday
following. The openings will proceed in the following order : Hartford, at Parson's heatre, December
19; Boston, the Tremont Theatre,
December 26; Philadelphia, the Forrest Theatre, January 9; Cleveland,
Ohio, Hanna Theatre, January 9;
Pittsburgh, the Pitt Theatre, Januaryern16;Theatre,
Chicago,
The Great NorthFebruary
5. .either January 30 or
With the opening of these shows,
travelling companies will have been
organized to present "The Two Orphans" throughout the country in an
elaborate manner. It will be presented as a first-class theatrical attraction, with full accompaniment of
orchestra and stage staff.
Her Best,
MissLast
Swanson
's
Says Ballance
H. eralG.salesBallance,
genmanager, Paramount's
who was recently in Los Angeles on his tour of
the western Paramount exchanges,
attended a studio showing a Gloria
Swanson's new Paramount picture,
"The Husband's Trademark," and
sent the following telegram to S. R.
Kent at the home office in New
York.
" 'The Husband's Trademark' is
a most wonderful production and
surpasses by far any of Miss Swanson's previous efforts. The fascinating story, Missgowns,
Swanson's
ability,
her marvelous
the splendid
cast and rapid-fire action make it a
sure box-office attraction. It will
make many
for Paramount and new
Gloriafriends
Swan?on.
The
story rises to a terrific climax and
the interest is as intense as in any
picture ever made for us."

RELEASED BY SELZNICK
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on Big
for Its New
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publicity campaign. Special press
books and exploitation material now
are being whipped into shape for the
exhibitor.
Another tie-up, which promises
great returns to exhibitors of the
Universal-Jtwel-Collier's series, is
the syndicate of the Witwer prize
ring stories, through the United
Feature Syndicate, which supplies
newspapers all over the country.
The country already is being canvassed for this service. It is expected that the local newspapers will
run the series simultaneously with
the film chapters. The United Feature Syndicate is projecting a campaign to help the exhibitor place the
story in his local papers.
George P. Putnam & Sons, pub-

Series "The Leather Pushers'*
In anticipation of its early release
mediately, every news-stand handwill becomeIn aaddition,
booster
of "The Leather Pushers," a super- for ling
theCollier's
two-reelers.
series of two-reelers made by H. L.
Messmore from the series of prize every house-to-house canvasser for
ring stories by H. C. Witwer, Uni- Collier's will be instructed to bring
versal has arranged several excel- to the attention of all persons interviewed, the moving picture adaptalent publicity and exploitation tie-ups
tion of the Collier story. Each will
by which the series will be popularized all over the country.
have literature to distribute concerning the film
The main
tie-up
is with the
Collier's,
which
recencly
published
series
Both news-stands and house-toas the outstanding feature of the house agents will be used in tiemagazine. The series is to be ups with local exhibitors who show
known as the Universal-Jewel-Col- the series. Universal will back this
lier's Series. Beginning almost im- exploitation up with a most extensive Full
December

Big

Production

Month

in Los Angeles Movie Studios
The month of December has so awaiting the arrival of Richard
far seen motion picture production Walton Tully from New York. Mr.
in the independent studios releasing Tully will commence work upon his
on "The
Masquerader."
their photoplays through Associated arrival
The Ince
production
plans increase
First National Pictures, Inc., at its in scope each week. The big Culver City plant will be humming its
height, it is said.
At the Thomas H. Ince Studios J. bvsiest by the first of the year,
Parker Reid, Jr., has started work when "Finding Home," "Wooden
on "Pawned" and Maurice Tourneur Spoils," "The Hottentot," "Jim,"
will shortly begin production of a "The Desert Fiddler" and "The
Brotherhood of Hate," as well as
big feature. At Brunton's Ccn- the
J. Parker Read, Jr., and Maurs ance Talmadge has started "The
ice Tourneur productions, all will
Divorcee"
under
Sidney
Franklin'j
be
in
the making.
direction. Allen Holubar begins
With Richard Barthelmess finish"The
Soul
Seeker"
with
Dorothy
Phillips in the title role at the same
ing "All one
at Sea"
up in Maine
there
studio this week.
is only
independent
producing
At the Louis B. Mayer studio organization in the East releasing its
through First National
John M. Stahl is just beginning "One productions
is beginning a new picture.
Clear Call," while on Mack Sen- which
That is Hope Hampton, who has
nett's
"lot" during
coming
both Mabel
Normandthe and
Ben week
Tur- just started "White Faith" from the
Pelly novel. Barpin commence wcrk on spec'al com- William Dudley
thelmess'Los
next picture
probably will
will
edy features. Mabel's vehicle will be trade in
Angeles.
be "Suzanna," a romantic drama. start work about the time HeNorma
Ben'sits comedy
fcr
temporaryhastitle."Bright Eyes"
begins "The Duchess of
Katherine MacDonald under Chet Talmadge
Langcais"
at' the Brunton
Marshall
Neilan
will thisStudio.
week
Withey's direction has just started
"shoot" the final scenes of "Pcnrod"
"DomesticferredRelations"
at
the
PrePictures Studio. Charlie with Wesley Barry in the stellar
Chaplin also has begun another big role. Mr. Neilan will immediately
comedy, but its character is a se- begin the cutting and editing of
cret. At Brunton's they are daily Both Tarkington's popular work.

Provision
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lishers, are now bringing out "The
Leather Pushers"
novel form.
By
arrangements
with inUniversal,
special
co-operation will be extended by all
bookstores handling this book, to
exhibitors booking the series. This
will includt window-displays, spetion. cial phamphlets and other exploita"The Leather Pushers" series now
is made under the direction of Harry
Pollard, Reginald Denny is starred
as the ciety
young
collegetoathlete
soman torced
make and
to the
prize ring to recoup his shattered
fortune.
Many roles
well-known
"pugs"
play
important
in the various
two-reelers making up the series of
twelve. Each two-reelcr is a complete story in itself.

Is Made

for

O'Briens Selznick Series
The Selznick organization de- Around the Corner." the only feature she has appeared in since comclares that full provision has been
made for the six presentations with
ing to America,
will be
O'Brien'sis
leading
woman. Miss
Holmquist
Eugene O'Brien that were announc- known as "the Swedish Mary Picked as that star's share of the "Forty ford" and before coming here had
From Selznick" promised for the been starred in several
pictures made
current season. Some of this halfScandinavians.
dozen have already been released, by Ralph
Ince is now directing
in "Channing of the Northbut still
the bulk
O'Brien's byofferings
are
to be ofdistributed
Select O'Brien west."
exchanges.
The picture has to do with
the mounted police of British
Co"Clay Dollars," first of the lot,
lumbia.
Shearer will be the
was released in October and is well leading womanNormaand
Gladden James
will also be promine in the cast.
circulated
time.comedy
O'Brien's
appearance byinthis
rural
has Scenes are now beingntphotogra
phed
shown a new side of his screen char- at Lake Placid.
acterizations and "Clay Dollars" has
C. B. Lancaster's story, "The Law
been repeatedly praised by exhi- Hringers,
" will
bitors.
be directed
Ralph Ince and also
a selection will by
be
"Chivalrous Charley" was released made from several scenarios already
early in December and reviews are procured to complete the set of six
appearing in current issues of the attractions in which O'Brien will
trade papers. This new feature pre- star before the current season ends.
Se'znick
unfoldssents thewith
speed.star in a plot that
Like Fox Stars
Alan Crosland prepared "Prophet's
Paradise,"
the
production
now
comin S. America
pleted and in progress through the
Selznick laboratory. This will be
South America is increasingly
released early in the new year. The interested in motion
s, and
star role presents an American in among the leading picture
tes of
Constantinople who meets adventure that continent are thefavori
Fox stars,
through his attempts to rescue the Fox
During last week there
girl he loves from crooks who would were states.
severa
l
dignita
ries
of South
feature her as the prize in a spurious American Republics in New
slave sale.
York,
and they included in their sightseeing
Sigrid Holmquist, being now ad- a visit
to the Fox studio.
vertised in conjunction with "Just

«'
9

THE GEORGE H. DAVIS-JOE BRANDT FEATURE, "LIFE'S GREATEST QUESTION"
from the production
Center panel shows Roy Stewart and Louise Lovely, who are the featured piayers. At rxgnx ana ,c/r are two typical scenes

Alls oiOn murder,

too -» thai Was

lyl which

the plight

CPreston

really UVes, as enacted,
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Sennett's supervision, is directing the
new picture. S. T. Barnes and Paul
Guerin. respectively technical chief
and master electrician at the Sennett
studio, are supervising the erection
and embellishment of the sets for
"Suzanna." Mabel Normand has
engaged an additional wardrobe
woman to take care of the great
assortment of gowns of various
periods which will be worn by the
of "Suzanna"
and also has
acastnovel
thing in securing
the done
services of Mrs. Sada Nathan, widely
known among Hollywood actresses,
for the sole purpose of dressing the
hair of the actresses in her new play.

951
Mooney

Praises

"Song general
of Life"
Paul C. Mooney.
manager
Franchises from First National
for Louis B. Mayer Productions,
The principle of "exhibitor co- entered the field it was met with the
Inc., is authority for the statement
operation," which has won for As- usual predictions 'can't last' and 'a
that "The Song of Life," the
sociated
First National
flashexhibitors
in the pan.'
however,
second John . M. Stahl independent
Inc., its prominent
positionPictures,
in the the
began Soon,
to realize
that
production to be made for First
United States, has met with simi- quality and consistency count. After
National distribution, is as strong
lar response in the Antipodes, it is a triutnphant entry into the best moa picture, from the audience standreported,
tion picture theatres in the suburbs,
point, as "The Child Thou Gavest
On Exhibitors
March 26,of 1921,
Firstallied
Na- districts
First National
country
Me," tureStahl's
first independent feational
Australia,
of Newentered
South the
Wales
and
for Mayer.
with the American body, began met with the same enthusiasm that
operations, obtaining during the first was evinced in the cities.
week the signatures of three per
"During September we expericent of the showmen of Australia
enced our greatest success in sellNew He use Opens
to the First National franchise.
ing franchises to Haymarket TheThe new Harmonie Theatre, DeMany
Ohio
Theatres
atres, Ltd., and Union Theatres,
Twenty-six weeks later it had entroit, was opened on December 12,
rol ed atotal of 85 per cent of the Ltd., thus gaining entrance to the
playing as its initial feature the Wid
exhibitors, including the two larg- and
Cross
Bookirg "What
Majestic Strand,
TheatresKing's
in Sydney,
est circuits on that continent, and a Haymarket,
Gunning special production, "The
Girl
From God's
large proportion of the remaining and the Union Theatres houses in
Nell Shipman
in theCountry,"
leading with
role.
Melbourne — a splendid tribute to "What
DoDo Men
Want?
" Eert
Williams,
director
of the new
Men
Want?"
the
Lois
15 per cent was expected to "sign First
National
and
recognition
oi
Weber
picture
distributed
by
Wid
up" within the near future. •
house, also booked the picture for
demand for First Na- Gunning, Inc., practically owned the the
At the head of the company ac- the public
La Salle Gardens and Palace
tional attractions. At the head of theatres
credited with this momentous
of Ohio during the weeks Theatre, two other houses under
First
National,
in
its
American
achievement is Harry G. Musgrove,
of December
11 and ment
December 18, his "control.
one of the pioneers in the film game home, sits Mr. J. D Williams, the acceding
to announce
from the
in Australia and who is thoroughly one man controlling the dest.nies of Gunning home
office.
a
great
film
corporation,
who
knows
The production and the title
cognizant of conditions in the industry in the entire world. He is gov- Australia intimately and understands gained remarkable free publicity
No "Cinch"
erning director of First National the requirements of its exhibitors." space with contests and before— TheIt's
of comedy makExhibitors of Australia. Commemorating its first semi-an- Christmas tie-ups all over Northern are vicissitudes
secn>
Educational says, in the
In discussing the success of his nual anniversary, First National Exorganization. Mr. Musgrove said: hibitors of Australia has issued a Ohio. The extensive advertising ^act tnat Helen Darling, who suppublicity campaign during that Ports Neal Burns in "No Parking,"
"First National has given Australia 24-page art brochure, with cover in and
fortnight aroused the greatest inter- an. Educational-Christie comedy, was
'Bigger
Pictures inbuta all
Better
gold,
maroonof the
and organization
purple, in which
not occasionally,
the Way,'
time, lated.
the history
is re- est, and the production opened to ,aid UP in Dcd f°r a week as the
packed houses in Cleveland. Co- result. of the jolts she got when ridTwenty-six weeks did not mean
lumbtis, Toledo, Akron. Canton, ,nS ln a shimmying flivver that
merely twenty-six weeks pictures ;
but twenty-six pictures that, taken in
Youngstown,
and that
Norwalk.
danced from
over Los
the Angeles
desert roads
Because ofLorain
the fact
Geve-' miles
to thesixty
actheir entirety, have easily outdis- "Suzanna", Title
land,
Columbus
and
Toledo
newscompaniment
of
various
phonograph
tanced any twenty-six released by
of Normand Film papers scope
interlock
in their circulation
any other exchange, and by their
throughout
Northern records.
Mack Sennett announces that and
cleanliness, quality, unusualness and
Ohio, the Buckeye State was in'Suzanna" isis the
the title
title ot
of Mabel
versatility, built up the business of 'Suzanna'
Mabel NorJNor- "7"
^"»"= "J**3 •"" /TV
A
r
many exhibitors and strongly ffirti- mand's next picture. Production be- tv°,ved *Poro.V^'y *h,s„we(* w,fh * lne ACC2SS0Y12S fOV
r>» .
gan this week. "Suzanna" is the the Q»est,on, What Do Men Want?"
fied others.
"The history of motion pictures second Mack Sennett-Mabel Nor- . One of the most magmficent thea- fhOtOCrajt t llm
tells of no greater nor more mete- mand picture for release through
1 w o» uS h°nore.d What Do
The advertising accessories to
oric success than First National's First National. F. Richard Jones, fMe.n wfant: b? cP°°s'n? it as the "Oh, Mabel Behave!" the five-reel
conquest of Australia. When it first who made "Molly O" under Mack Ieat.l,re ,or'ts opening bill, according Mack
Sennett comedy starring
r,,nn;„„
„fc„„„
tuu
•
i
,"aucl
muiniaiiu, <>wL
uwen ..Moor."
Moore,
= b.e,
tZtTT" re^d^*i^
&*ioffering
Normal
ft ProducW new Lorain
t ?" Fulton
J u Theatre,
£u ,S thea first
Mack Sennett ofandPhotocra
F°rd Sterling,
the
Four Selznicks for January
week of December 25. The booking The rosters.
posters,a"dran.x.W
ranging
size
from
in
ordinary
the if,*
out of
at theofLorain-Fulto
ows a sen-he Prehensive
n foilti,^"8,
n^iah
week
styles of
1 sheets
tofw£24
Include Two Talmadge Revivals
sational run of the picture at S. several
are attractive and artistic.
Two of the Talmadge revivals Browne prepared for the screen. Barret McCormick's Allen Thea sheets,
The scenes were selected with the
and new offerings by Conway Tearle Arthur Houseman, Crawford Kent, tre, in Cleveland.
idea of presenting some of the most
Barney Sherry, Jack Drumier,
humorous episodes of the picture.
and Elaine Hammerstein are an- J.
Harry Lane, William Nalley and
One of the six-sheets is said to be
nounced by Selznick for distribu- Miss Frankie Mann are the principal "The R-of Tree"
something entirely new in lithosupporting players. January 10 is
tion through Select Exchanges dur- set
graphs, four
being a stars.
cartoon representaas
the
release
date.
25
Dec
for
tion of the
ember
ing January. Although "De Luxe
Annie" is released as of December
There is already a great demand
Constance Talmadge's revival of
Fox announces the release ■ on
30, it is
practically
January issue
"Good20.Night,
is set Edwards
for Jan- Christmas Day of William Russell's for the souvenir mirrors and "Put
and
should
be aincluded
with uary
The Paul"
late Walter
"Shadows of the Sea," "Good Night, produced this Roland Oliver and btest starring vehicle. "The Roof an-d Take" games, and Mr. Hirsh
Paul" and "Why Announce Your Charles Dickson play for the screen Tree," written by Charles Neville nad t0 place an additional order.
Buck and directed by Jack Dillon. The tie-up with the music stores
Marriage?"
as the
Selznick
the last works he con- It
tette
that begins
the new
year quar- as one oftributed.
is a romance of life in the South throughout the country for the song
Norman Kerry and Harrison
Ford
are
a
duo
of
players
in
in
which the title is applicable to entitled, "Oh, Mabel Behave!" is
Norma Talmadge is star of "De
Luxe Annie" and Eugene O'Brien Miss Talmadge's support with John a great tree the spreading branches we'l under way and it is predicted
is
manconception
in a "crook"
Steppling,other
Beatrice
Van and
Rosita °f
which a are
traditionally
believed
that this hit.
very catchy piece will be
to exert
protective
influence
over popular
prominent
associates.
thatleading
had its
in a drama
great Marstini
an
old homestead.
stage success before Selznick orig- "Good Night, Paul" will be released
inally produced Edward Clark's play as of January 20.
at the time he was elevating the TalElaine
Hammerstein's newest
madge girls to stardom.
Roland offering is set for release January
Many °^ers f°r
West directed the presentation, 30 with Niles Welch as leading man. Miss DuPont in
which now returns to the screen Lewis Allen Browne, of the Selz_,
Weiss Brothers announce
that
nick scenario staff, furnished an
res
Pictu
after two season's retirement.
w .
I he alastNew
scenes on
"The rsal
Unive
Golden many
inquiries and offers
have
been
Gallows,
another
dramatic story received reeard;ng the purchase of
Conway Tearle in "Shadows of original
story and scenario. Alan
the hisSea"
will lady
have inDoris
Kenyon Crosland directed. Arthur House- starring Miss du Pont, has been rights to the film spectacle of the
as
leading
a sensational
man, James Harrison, Huntley taken and the film is now in the Old Testament, which thev contrd,
drama directed by Alan Crosland. Gordon, Frank Currier, Florence
Frank Dazey, now associate editor Billings, Emily Fitzroy, Marie ?,~£es!L0, cutt,ne at Universal City, several were from State Right (UsBurke and Elizabeth Woodmere are by
. Victoria
„. GoldenGalland
Gallows"
written
tributors rights,
and twoand for
the forentire
and was
published
in theatrical
of
department,
others
the
wroteSelznick's
the storyscenario
that Lewis
Allen in Miss Hammerstein's support.
a popular magazine.
non-theatrical rights.
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Personal
5Z?37 FRITZ

shed
weeksdedagolistwe ofpubli
TWO
an exten
novels
which included some works we
thought might some day reach the
light of screen. They were part of
the output released by publishers in
their frenzy to catch the Christmas
shoppers. Contrary to numerous
persons who have written in to us
about it, we did not state that we
thought they were moving picture
material. We would never take that
chance, what with so many sharpshooters ready to pop at us on the
xt, and for no parslightest prete
ticular reason find fault, which we
do not fear from anyone but which
annoys our peace loving soul. We
merely published the list as a forecast of what might be expected in
the way of so called literary translations on the screens in the not too
distant future, and let the chips fall
where they may, to make a mixmet.
Since we published the list two
weeks ago the publishers have been
tearing along at the same destructive pace and have placed on the
market more huge stacks of novels
for the Christmas
purchasing.
Among buyers'
the laterfrenzied
novels
to ease their way under our casual
gaze are :
Alias Richard Power (William
Allison), The Go-Getter (Peter B.
Kyne), The Jubilee Girl (Arthur B.
Hankins), Glenwood of Shipbay
(John H. Walsh), The Triumph of
Virginia Dale (John Francis, Jr.),
The Flower of Monterey (Katherine
B. Hamill), The Princess Naida
(Brewster Corcoran), Beau Rand
(Charles Alden Seltzer), El Diablo
(Brayton Norton), Wild Blood
(Gordon Young).
* * *
Mary and Doug arrived from
abroad December 12 and checked in
at the Ritz. They expect to stay in
New York two* weeks
* * at least.
Ernst Lubitsch has sailed for
America, and will probably arrive
in New York the latter part of next
week.
* * *
Cosmopolitan Productions have
leased the Republic Theatre for an
indefinite period. "Get-R:ch-Quick
Wallingford"
"Humoresque"
are
being shownand
there.
Jack Newmark
has
been
appointed
manager
of the double bill show.

The double bills that tell their
own story when blazoned forth
from the fronts of various theatres in Greater New York this
week are:
Eighty-third Street: "Bar
Nothin'" — "The Woman in His
House."
Forty-second Street: "The
Golden Snare" — "Hush Money."
Albemarle: "Perjury" — "The
Way of a Maid."
Bijou: "Stranger Than Fiction"
— "Her First Love."
Fordham: "Ladies Must Live"
—"Never Weaken."
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The New York American published the other morning an editorial
headed
"On Planning
Your Leisure."
A pertinent
paragragh
from it
follows :
"For in our hours of amusement
our spirit is receptive, our faculties
keen and the impressions we receive
are vivid. It is for this reason that
the diversions of a people are so
important, and we can say what the
future generation will be depends
more upon the movies and the theatres than on the churches and the
schoolhouses."

Touch

TIDDEN

Toe Lee left town last week on
an extended trip
the West.
* *through
*
Robert C. Bruce, producer of
Bruce Scenics for Educational, returned recently from a photographing trip. * * *
Richard A. Rowland arrived the
latter part of last week on the
Aquitania from his European trip.
* * *
"The Battle of Jutland" pictures
will be shown at Annapolis on January 7.

NORMA NICHOLS
Appearing in Gasnier's production, "The Call of Home." Presented by R-C Pictures
Russell Clark, of the Russell
Fred Baer, publicity disseminator
Clark Sales Syndicate, Inc., pre- for Kineto, has gone to Chicago for
senting independent productions in an important event. He is to be
the State Rights field, has selected irarried on December 28. The girl
Raymond Cavanagh, for a number in the case is Helen Roth. After a
of years with the Universal, to honeymoon Mr. and Mrs. Baer will
handle thea dvertising and publicity arrive in New York around the
of the Syndicate. For the past two second week in* January.
* *
years "Cavvie" has been engaged in Bob Sherwood, of Life, wants to
industrial and educational film production; and his many friends in know why the sloiv motion camera
the industry will welcome him hack lias not been used to give an analysis
to advertising circles. Cavanagh has of Bee Palmer's shimmy.
taken offices with his former partner,
Thetion foridea
us. has a strange fascinaBurton Rice.

Norma Talmadge is resting at the
home of her sister, Mrs. Buster
Keaton, at Hollywood, and will not
start a new picture for two months,
it is reported by one of our coast
sleuths.
* * »
The old saw about Delilah taking
all the fight out of Sampson by
cutting off his hair is now understood to have been a bit of insiduous
ing.
propaganda promulgated by the
barbers' union for dissemination
among housewives. King James and
his fellow pen-pushers notwithstandThe real facts in the case are now
known to point to the conclusion
that it is by cutting off her own
hair, that a woman can render the
sterner sex properly awed and subdued.
Take Maud
"e") and
Robinson
Toombs,
of the (no
Universal
Century Comedy publicity departments,
for instance. Forswearing all allegiance to the Seven Sutherland Sisters last week, she submitted to the
shears of fate and had her hair
bobbed. Since then various fan
magazine editors, trade-paper editors
and just ordinary editors have reported that Universal and Century
publicity cannot* be* denied
space.
*
Baby Peggy, Lee Moran, Harry
Sweet and Brownie, the Century
Wonder Dog, really belong in any
story about Maud Robinson Toombs,
but
since they
in the
above
chronicle,
theydon't
are fit
listed
herewith
so that contention
* *may* be avoided.
Sidney Olcott. responding to a call
to Europe by cable for the purpose
of consultation with one of the big
film organizations there, relative to
the adoption of American methods
of direction and studio production,
left this counTy December 13.
While abroad Olcott expects to visit
Rome, Berlin and
* * London.
*
Ella Hall, a former Universal
star, who has been in domestic retirement for three years, is planning
to return to the* screen
* *
Jim* Loughborough, acting as
press representative for Marshal
Foch while on tour in this country,
placed a most interesting signed
Yoikis
Sunday's
last title
article
article
of theNew
World. in The
taken from what the Marshal says,
and is "We Can't Establish Lasting
Peace by Hoping for It, We Must
Work
for It." The story runs about
three thousand
words in length and
interesti
vitally
is
ng from the first
sentence to the* last.
* »
Gertrude Atherton, recently writing for Goldwyn, has isolated herself in a small town in California
and is at work on a new novel.
Camera clubs are being organized in many cities.
They will probably be used in
beatine the censors.
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The National Research Council
has estimated, by some queer
method all its own, that the intel igence of the average male is
that of a normal fourteen-yearold child.
It is unfair to the rest of the
males of the country that the
average is so vigorously pulled
down by such gentlemen as those
who prostitute what a few sycophants might call their writing
ability by dashing off incorrect,
ill-bred attacks on moving pictures and the people in the industry when they know nothing of
either subject.
And for which they get well
paid. Selah.
Setting famous paintings in
motion by way of the photoplay
screen had its first successful production when Triart made "The
Beggar Maid," based on the painting by Sir Edward Burne-Jones,
and it was immediately proclaimed
as one of the most beautiful and important works in the film world.
The fact that a group of artists had
been interested in the idea of bringthe world's
famousof canvases
the ingpeople
by means
stories onto
the screen, gave the plan an assurance that only the finest paintings
would be chosen for the stories and
that they would be treated with
■dignity without losing the charm
surrounding them.
"The Bashful Suitor," based on
the painting by Josef Israels in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, is the
second Triart production. It is presented by Hugo Riesenfeld at the
Rivoli Theatre this week.
* * *
Lucia, the lioness who had a temperamental outburst when "Theodora" was sort
beingof filmed,
and tried
to do some
dance among
the
25,000 extras in the Hippodrome
scene (without getting close enough
to any one, however, to find a partner) is not dancing any more.
Word came from Rome, in a letter
to Count Ignazio Thaon di Revel,
American representative of the
Uniane' Cinematografica Italiana,
received the other day that Lucia is
a rug. | The only chance Lucia gets
to do a shimmy now is when one
■of the servants of the Countess di
Cupneco, which is the name of Rita
Jolivct in private life, takes Lucia
out into the" backyard of the
Countess's
house
in Milan and
shakes the town
dust out
of her.
* * *
On December 15 Herbert Brenon
lectured, before the class in Moving
Picture Production of Columbia
University.
• ro'vm i ■ * * *
Will Rogers made a series of personal appearances in numerous Loew
Theatres throughout Greater New
York last week, by arrangement between Marcus Loew and Flo Ziegfeld. He played his complete vaudeville act in four theatres each night.
There was a commotion in one
of the New York east side movie
palaces a little while ago. People
down front got frightened and rose
to push their zvay out, but the excitement subsided when an usher
announced : "It's all right. Keep
your seats. There's nothing wrong
— only a gentleman hit a lady."
— Topics of the Day.
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Pauline Garon, leading woman for
Owen Moore in his new comedy, is
playing on the stage in "Lillies of
* * *
the Field."
J. C. Graham, general foreign
representative of Famous-Lasky, and
Montague Goldman, general manager of distribution for FamousLasky Film Service, Ltd., Paramount distributors in the British
Isles, rivals
were
arin Newamong
York the
fromrecent
London.
They will remain here throughout
the month in conference with Paramount executives
* *at *the home offi'-e.
Walter Wanger is presenting
"The Three Musketeers" at Covent
Garden, London.* * *
"How soon will Austrian carbons
be
German
films?"It goes
asks
Thefollowed
Biograph,by of
London.
on to say that it hears a well-known
vaudeville house is contemplating
setting the fashion by putting on
"Anne Boleyn"* ("Deception").
* *
Abe Selig is now in Savannah,
handling the exploitation and publicity for the Odeon
* * *Theatre.
The War
official
moving
picturesDepartment's
of the bombing
of
the former German warships by airplanes last summer were shown at
Cooper Union one evening last week,
under the auspices of the Society of
Automotive Engineers.
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talked at, around and about, and
praised, slammed and kidded for several hours, Kann was the recipient
of a handsome shirt stud and cuff
link set, presented to him by his
Universal friends
* *and* co-workers.
Exceptional Photoplays, the publication of the Critique Committee
of the National Board of Review,
lists the following in alphabetical
order, as "the five most significant
photoplays
1921" : "The Cabinet
"All for aofWoman,"
of
Dr.
Caligary,"
"The Kid" and "A "The
SmallGolem,"
Town
This is the season for picking the
year's
bestthousands
productions
the
literal
that and
have among
come
in to us the Board of Review is the
first
Idol."to have sense of perception
enough to include "The Small Town
Idol."
* *is * in New York
C. L. Chester
from Los Angeles.
* * *
C.
C.
Pettijohn
England
on the Aquitaniasailed
this for
week.
He
will be gone about
five
weeks.
* * *
George Mel ford
* * is* in town.
Willie Weber, well known to the
trade through long association in the
bindery at O'Brien's print shop, is
about to forswear single blessedness.
Willie will do an altarwalk in the
near future. He is fortunate enough
to have snared Mary Hunt.

THE BRIDE AND GROOM
William S. Hart and Winifred Westover were married December
7. They recently appeared before the camera together in Hart's
production for Paramount, "John Petticoats"
Ideal Films, of London, announce
We can't get angry with the
they have secured for the screen
people who do not like "The Lotus that
one of the few still uncaptured stage
Eater."
Our
pity
for
them
counteracts all other *emotions.
artists, in the person of Robert
* *
Loraine, the distinguished actorGeorge E. Kann, Universal export airman. Loraine will appear in the
manager, who is leaving that com- new Ideal production, "Bentley's
pany to head the foreign depart- Conscience," a picture version of
ment of Goldwyn, was the guest of Paul Trent's popular novel.
honor at a dinner given December
12 in the Cafe Boulevard, New York
City, by the officials and employes
/. /. Cohn, Goldzvyn's production
of Universal. A lively and amusing manager,
heardthea other
man day
describinsays
g his new hehouse
skit, takingsVoff certain phases of
Kann's work with Universal, and in these words; "It has a glass
acted in by various Universalites, enclosed porch, a magnificent sitting
was the outstanding feature of the room and a dining room that will
evening's entertainment. After being scat eighteen people — God forbid."
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It has just come to our attention that Burton Rascoe, the man
who recently got published a
poorlytack on written,
misinformed
atthe film industry
and the
men in it, and stated, attempting
to raise the dickens about it, that
pictures pandered to poor but
popular taste, is the associate
editor
McCall's
Magazine.
Can ofit be
that the
article is
another exhibition of the pot
McCalli ng the kettle black?
Moving pictures of a stoker fire
with a temperature approaching
3,000 degrees, or about ten times
the heat of a baking oven, were
shown before 2,000 mechanical engine rs at a meeting of the AmerSocietyhome
of Mechanical
eersicanat its
in New YorkEnginlast
week. R. Sanford Riley, of Worcester, Mass., exhibited the pictures,
and after the showing, said in part:
"The opportunity thus offered of
studying the fuel bed in operation
will lead to greater familiarity with
this action and suggest new lines in
investigation and development.
"When the question of taking
moving
of a stoker-fired
furnace pictures
was broached
to various
moving tinued,
picture
experts,"
he was
con- :
"the usual
response
'Oh, sure.
Any
day
you
say.'
However, the first intimate contact with
a roaring hot stoker fire usually
developed that motion picture
cameras, being valuable, must be
treated with more respect. A temperature of 3,000 degrees presented
new problems to the camera man.
"The camera was mounted on a
stand arranged to roll up to tire
door of the furnace. A heavy
asbestos shield was built to protect
the front and side of the camera
and fit against the hot brick lining
of the door when the latter swung
open. Even with these precautions,
an electric fan was required to keep
the
camera safe and the operator less
uncomfortable.
"Of course the real problem was
the protection of the lens. The hole
for the lens in the front screen was
normally closed by another asbestos
plate which was tripped open by the
operator's
were to be foot
taken.only when pictures
"For protection of the lens, a
water cell with glass windows and
a forced circulation of water was
tried. Finally, the combination of
two sheets of heat resisting glass
with a thin sheet of gold between
was tried. The gold acted as a
mirror and threw back into the furnace approximately 75 per cent, of
the radiant heat, while it allowed
approximately 75 per cent, of the
light rays to pass through. This
protector was itself protected by two
jets of compressed air.
"At the suggestion of John A.
Stevens, of Lowell, Mass., a spectrometer was used, and this showed a
complete spectrum from reds down
to violet and a brilliant yellow
sodium line. The blues and purples
increase in intensity, depending on
the temperature of the fire. A
panchromatic film stock was used
so as to bring out the reds. This
combination of gold screen, Wrattan
filter and panchromatic film shows
theThetexture
of the
fire."were taken at
pictures
shown
a plant at East Walpole, Mass.
Engineers who saw them said they
would lead to savings in fuel.
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The recent agitation caused by the
overruling of Chief of Police Fitzmorris' refusal to issue a permit for
the fight hlms by the plea of Corporation Counsel Ettelson, has given
new impetus to the discussion of a
new ordinance eoverning censorship
in the City Hall.
The judiciary committee of the
city council met Monday afternoon
with the censorship commission and
reviewed sume pictures that had been
rejected and other pictures that were
up for permits and for which no
permits had been issued. No definite
decision was reached relative to the
ordinance recently submitted by the
censorship commission, but the judiciary committee became more familiar with the methods used in determining whether or not a picture shall
be admitted.
An agitation arose about two years
ago concerning Chicago's present
censorship ordinances, and Alderman George N. Maypole introduced
a new ordinance eliminating the
right of the Chief of Police to have
the last word concerning the admission or rejection of a picture.
The judiciary committee appointed
a censorship commission to investigate conditions,the
and commission
after two years'
deliberations
has
submitted a proposed ordinance.
This ordinance is now the subject
of considerable deliberation by the
judiciary committee. It is Aldermanmitted
Maypole's
the subordinance belief
will bethat
shelved,
and
a new one based upon the submitted
one with a number of changes will
be adopted.
T?moth^ Hurley, chairman of the Censorship
Commission, whose regime created considerable disturbance among
producers, was installed
ps p iudee in the Superior Court on December
P Tt is believed by the
•r--^ that this recent
r^nointment bv Mr. Hurr
'" -HWMm of all
censorship duties.
The exponents of the proposed 3
per cent, tax on picture theatres in
Chicago received a jolt this week
when Assistant Corporation Counsel Derby announced the council had
no power to chanee the licenses now
in practice for one of percentage of
gross receipts, as proposed in an
ordinance introduced by Alderman
Joseph Kostner.
Mr. Derby stated that the new law
passed by the recent legislature,
which enables a city to collect a percentage of gross receipts, does not
apply to theatres. The law is
specific in mentioning baseball,
wrestling, boxing, football and other
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Middle

West
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athletic exhibitions. The city coun- have 1,500 seats. The property and
cil, therefore, would not have the theatre building is controlled by the
power to remove theatre licenses Uhlein interests.
and substitute a percentage scheme
against the theatres.
Another discussion of the proposed
Over-Production?
law of taxation will take place next
A keen and cautious
week, at which a committee appointed by the local offices of the M. P.
young Chicago exchange
head rises this week to
T. O. to present
men's
viewpoint,
will also the
havetheatre
a hearing.
offer his observations of
* * *
business conditions for
At the ofclose
the "Get-Together"
the beginning of the year
meeting
the ofAssociated
First National franchise holders, held in
1922, conditions already
Chicago this week, Al Lichtman,
regulated by the national
general manager, departed for Los
Angeles. He will return East after
producers and distributors.
a week's stay *on »the * West Coast.
He says during JanBernard D. Russell, head of the
uary, 1922, the actual
scheduled releases from
producing staff of Russell Productions, Inc., left immediately for Los
national distributors (exAngeles, after his arrival in Chicago from New York, where he
cluding "independent"
closed with the Pioneer Corporation
releases) number
fortyfor the rights to the company's latone features. These agest feature, "Shadows of Consixty-eight bookscience," for New York, Northern
ing gregate
or service
days,
New Jersey, Illinois and Indiana.
based on one or two days
Mr. Russell will remain in California indefinitely attending to busifor each subject. In
ness incidental to a resumption of
January there are thirtyproduction activities in the comone calendar days, which
pany's
Coast way
studios.
Negomeans that a number of
tiations West
are under
now for
the
disposal of the rights to several
the releases for that
southern and mid-western states for
month must be shelved.
the "Shadows" picture. The first
It indicates an over-proshowing of the feature will take
place in New York
duction and over-produc* * City.
*
tion represents the kind
It is announced from the offices
of competition which
of Greiver Productions, Inc.. that
tends to destroy recogthe entire output of the Second Nanized honest values and
tional Distributing Corporation will
be released in Illinois and Indiana
foes
for
the demoralizabusiness.
,;^n of the exchange
by the Greiver offices. The rights
to the Second National Productions
in Wisconsin, Minnesota. North and
South Dakota, have been bought by
the K. B. Distributing Company, of
which Walter Baier is the head.
Lloyd D. Lewis, 33d degree pubThe first release in these territories
licist, who has been associated with
will be "The Skin Game." Follow- the Fox Film Corporation for the
ing that there will be one subiect past two years, whose activities more
released each month for a period of recently have had to do with the ad* * *
a year.
vertising and publicity work in connection with the Woods Theatre run
A new million dollar theatre is to
be built by the Saxe Amusement of the Fox Socchl Attractions, "The
of Sheba" and "Over the
ave- O'een
and Grand
at Sixth Ground
Companv
Hill." Fox
has toresigned
his position
nue. Milwaukee.
will be with
join thefrom
publicity
forces
broken shortly after the first of the of Balaban & Katz Enterprises.
year, and it is expected that the
Mr. Lewis will assist W. K. Holbuilding will be completed about
lander, head of the office. His work
June 1. The seating capacity of the will not he confined alone to the new
main auditorium will be ab"ut 3.500. Chicaeo Theatre, but also to the
It is planned to present diversified Central Park, Riviera and Tivoli
programs, such as the exhibitions Theatres,
all on the Ralaban & Katz
at thetheatres,
Chicagowithanda full
o'hersymphony
of the circuit. Lewis says he is a Hoosier
larger
orchestra.
and a newspaper
fromhiminherit* * *
ance. His friendsmanclaim
as a
The old Schlitz Restaurant and Chicaeoan and say he is a newspaper man from choice. He has had
Cafe at Third and Grand avenue,
varied career as a corMilwaukee, is being converted rapid- a wide and respondent
story writer,
ly into a picture theatre. The reno- having writtenand special
features for the
vating and remodeling of the old
building will be finished in the course Philadelphia North American. Chiof two or three months. It will
cago Herald, Kcely-Handy Snydi-

cate and Chicago American. He
also handled
newspaper
exploitation for the therecent
Chicago
Daily
News' $30,000 » scenario
» • contest.
Charles (Buck) Jones, the popular Fox star, accompanied by Mrs.
Jones, stopped off in Chicago during
the week en route from California
to Newmain York,
whereor they
refor a week
two will
before
returning to the Fox studios in Los
Angeles. The party was joined in
Chicago byHernard
Shirley Durning.
Mason and her
husband,
C. A. Eckhardt. local exchange
manager for Fox, followed the party
East, leaving Chicago on December
11. The entire party will be guests
of William Fox during their New
York visit. Some time will be given
to a discussion of the proposed
■ » * * and releases
schedule of productions
of Fox Films for next year.
E. J. Eichen'aub, county sales
manager for Associated First National in the Illinois territory, announces the addition of H. A. Washforce. burn and O. J. Wood to hU sales
Gertrude

Olmstead

Voted Most Popular
Carlture Laemmle's
belief inOlmstead,
the fustardom of Gertrude
Chicago, chosen last year as beauty
contest
winnerhasatbeen
the Elks'
Chicago
convention,
vindicated
by
her salgrowing
pictures. popularity in UniverFrom "extra" bits she rapidly has
progressed to important supporting
roles, and at present is playing opHerbert adaptation
Rawlinson of
in "Blarney,"posite
a screen
R. G.
Kirk's popular Saturday Evening
Post
story "Malloy
Campeador."
Universal
has received
word from
George J. Wehner, owner of ten
picture theatres in Brooklyn that
patrons have voted her their most
popular film player.
Victory Theatre
Has Great Record
The Victory Theatre, in Evansville, Ind.,
of whichwasByron
linger
is manager,
openedBrentonly
last sumrcr and has broken many
records. The home of First National
pictures in Evansville. it has built
up a large
and loyal
ager Brentlmger
wasclientele.
satisfied Manwhen
Constance
Talmadge
in
"Woman's
Place" and Charles Chaplin in "The
Idle Class" broke the box office and
attendance
records
during
week's
showing from
October
16 toa 23,
but
when "Peck's
Bad
Boy"
was
exhibited, November 2 to 5, it eclipsed
the attendance record set bv the
double bill. Manager Brentlinger
was host to 1.400 poor children of
the city, including those from orphan
asylums and other charitable institutions.
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In

the

"Oh, Mabel, Behave!"
Not a Reissue
A number of exhibitors
and several buyers appear
to be under the impression
that "Oh, Mabel, Behave!"
the five-reel Mack Sennett
comedy starring Mabel
Normand, Owen Moore,
Mack Sennett and Ford
Sterling being offered by
Photocraft Productions, Inc., is a reissue.
Nathan Hirsh, president
of Photocraft, announces
it is an absolutely original
picture and not a single
scene of it was ever shown
before in this country or in
any other; that he realized
its value as a box office attraction and found in it an
excellent vehicle for his
newly established firm, and
before purchasing the negative he made a thorough investigation as to the picture's originality.
Thirteen

Varied

Independent

Mundstuk

Buys

Jield

Michigan

Rights

99
to of "Life's
Greatest
Following the announcement
Mr. Brandt is also
preparing an will be Question
used in connection with
the opening of the sales campaign exploitation campaign in which the teaser campaigns, etc. The press
on "Life's Greatest Question," the title will figure largely, and an- book on "Life's Greatest Question"
second of the George H. Davis-Joe
that he has already received is now ready, together with a musBrandt features, Dave Mundstuk, nounces
numerous letters requesting advice ical score prepared by James C.
president of Strand Features of in conection with this title, wh.ch Bradford.
Detroit, viewed this production
while visiting New York and purchased the rights for Michigan.
Mr. Mundstuk's interest in this Kirkpatrlck Is Highly Pleased
production was heightened by the
fact that he successfully handled
the first Brandt-Davis feature,
Nibs"
"Heart of the North," in his terriofthe "His
Over Reception
A. S. Kirkpatrick,
vice-president him.
In
Nibs' it
tory, and announces he is confident
has been
the case
aim ofof'His
Exceptional
and
general
manager
of
Exceptional
that "Life's Greatest Question," Pictures Corporation, reports that from the beginning to do this.
which is also a Harry Revier pro"That our efforts have borne fruit
duction, with Roy Stewart in the the number of inquiries already
proved by the fact that L. L.
leading role, will prove an even received from theatres throughout is
Hiller has already closed for a large
greater success.
portion of the United States, which
Mr. Brandt and Mr. Davis both the country requesting bookings on demonstrates
that exchanges apprethe initial screen offerleft New York recently on extended "His ingNibs,"
ciate the value of the work Exstarring Charles (Chic) Sale,
tours of the principal key cities to
c
e
p
t
i
o
n
a
l
i
s
doing
and feel that they
buyers of success, indi- will have no difficulty
confer with buyers who have asked insures catingthe
in making a
that
the
bookings
for
first
and
to have this production screened for second runs and circuits will more success with this production.
them but are unable to come to New
total the price to the buyers.
"The method followed on this proYork at present. It is stated that than
duction will be outlined for every
"This condition convinces me that
almost without exception buyers there
is every reason, not only for other production to be made by Exhandling
of the
because it has proven its
have asked"Hearts
to view
this North"
second Exceptional, but every other factor value and ceptional,
because we hope to build
feature.
in the business to be optimistic," on sincerity of purpose, one of
says Mr.
"It proves
there
is a Kirkpatrick.
place at any time
for a whose chief factors will be worthproduction which the exhibitor can
while co-operation and a demonstrabe
convinced
will
make
money
for
Subjects in
tion of the value of our product."

New Series of Kineto Reviews
The next series, the fourth, of including the dog; and "Willing
the Kineto Reviews, consisting of Captives"— dealing with wild animals
thirteen one-reel subjects, for re- happy with their lot.
lease through National Exchanges,
has just been scheduled by the Kineto
Company of America, and consists Balloon Flight
of the following:
in S:lig Serial
"New York. America's Gateway"
— a sightseemg trip around ManhatThe initial episode of "The
tan Island by aerop'ane to points of Jungle
Goddess,"andthe Import
Selig serial
Builders"— the which Export
"Frrtune
Film
interest;
story of the silk moth, an F. Percy Company will distribute,
will be ir.
Smivh production: "The Game of three reels, opening right into the
Golf" illustrating the proper use of story without a prologue. In this
the many different golf clubs and episode
there is a thrilling scene:
o'her
pointsBoyof Scout
the game
; "How
the Swiss
Spends
His where the heroine as a little girl, is
agentsin ofa her
'scheming
Vacation" — of particular interest to kidnapped
uncle and by
placed
balloon.
An
accident
causes
them
to
drop
from
*the
Boy
Scouts
of
Amer'ca
account
of the difference in climate and geo- the basket, leaving the child alone
graphical conditions : "Rambles in the free balloon. Vonda Phelps
'Round Rio" — s:ghtseeing with the appears as the little girl and Elinor
Marines to the beauty spots around Field, the same character grown to
Bnzil's capital.
womanhood. Truiran Van Dyke is
Then there is "Liquid Air" — a co-starred with Miss Field.
popular scientific picture dealing
The first three episodes are now
clearly with this wonderful phenom- in New York and the third and
enon ;"A Day's
at Blacknool"
fourth on the way: the final episodes
— which
is an Fun
English
pleasure uary.
are
expected by the middle of Janresort like Coney Island; "Rejuvenated Mexico"— showing the strides
made by that country since the
Hcxie Busy
revolution: "Childhood" — a picture
of many kinds and types of children
Jack
Hoxie has completed work
at work and at play ; "Giants of
Industry"— a study of ants and on the Ben Wilson's production,
flies showing them to be titans of "Under Orders," and started preparations for his next picture. Hoxie
the
"In Gypsy
— a insect
travel world
reel ;dealing
with Land"
these is directed by Roy Clements.
Evelyn Nelson has been selected to
roman'ic nomads: "Friends of M^n" enact
feminine lead with Jack
— shoeing the sagacity and useful- Hoxie the
in his newest picture.
ness of animals and birds, of course

McGovern

&Egler

Shorty Hamilton
McGovern & Egler, of 130 West
Forty-sixth street, announce they
have contracted with W. A. S.
Douglas, of Tulsa, Oklahoma, for
distribution rights to a new series
of twenty-six two-reel Westerns,
featuring Shorty Hamilton. Six
pictures
completed, "The
Runt,"
"Pep," are"Let-'er-go
Gallagher,"
"Pony Boy," "Sand" and "Ride 'era
Cowboy."
were and
directed by W.TheA.pictures
S. Douglas
produced at the W. M. Smith studios
at Tulsa.
Alreadv this series has been sold
for three territories to W. G.
Underwood, of the Federated Film
Exchange of Dallas, Texas, for
Texas, Arkansas and Oklahoma, to

Handling

New

Two-Reel Films
Seaboard Film Corporation of
Washington for Maryland, Delaand D. strict
of Co- ,
lumbia, ware,
andVirginia
to Arthur
C. Bromberg
Attractions of Atlanta, for the six
Southeastern States.
New Davison Film
Grace Davison's second special
feature for Arrow Film Corporation willand
be "The
Lie,"
written
directedSplendid
by Charles
Horan. It is based on the theme
that a pretty girl cannot be too careful in her dealings with handsome
strangers of -the other sex. In the
star's support are Noel Tearle, J.
Thornton Baston and Jcre Austin.

Tivcnty-four sheet shoiving Charles (Chic) Sale as he is and as
he appears in seven characterizations in Exceptional s "His Nibs"
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Coast

A.H.GIEBLER

to film his pictures, at Santa Bar- SentlCtt StudiOS
bara. Mr. Schertzinger has four
stories in continuity form, with reGoing Full Blast
leasing arrangements all made, and
Production activities at the Mack
he expects to be shooting within a Sennett
studios in Hollywood are
few weeks.
now at their maximum, with all
companies working at top speed for
Albert E. Smith, president of Vit- Associated First National release.
agraph, has arrived with his wife, Mabel Normand has started on her
Jean Paige, and will launch several
production, the working title of
mid-winter productions at his Holly- next
"Suzanna." Shooting bewood studio within the next few whichgan lastisweek,
but the nature of the
weeks. Miss Paige, it has been an- story is secret, as yet. Prints of
nounced,
will
be
starred
in
a
series
Richard Walton Tully has come of features to be filmed on the West "By Heck," featuring Billy Bevan
from New York to confer with Coast, and Alice Calhoun, who ar- and Mildred June, were shipped to
New York this week, and work was
Director James Young on the film
rived several weeks ago. will also
be
busy
for
some
months
to
come
begun
almost with
immediately
"The
production
"The Post
Masquerader,"
those onfavorite
in
which Guyof Bates
will star. on productions planned by W. S. Blockhead,"
"joy-makers"
playing
the
leads.
Director Young is assembling a cast, Smith, manager of the Hollywood The illness of Miss Phyllis Haver
and perfecting his studio organiza- Vitagraph plant.
has delayed completion of her latest
tion in order to start shooting within
* * *
a few weeks.
picture,recovered,
"Bright and
Eyes,"it but
she has
now
is expected
* * *
Arthur Beck, president of the Leah
Baird Productions, now in course that the prints will be ready for
Harry Mv_Coy, formerly of the
production at the Ince studio, shipment East within a week. The
Sennett Comedies, and Marguerite of
leaves for New York this week on
release,praise
"Be from
ReaMarsh will co-star in a series of business connected with the series current Sennett
sonable." is evoking
two-reel comedies of the domestic of six pictures starring Miss Baird, critics universally.
type which will be produced on the which are to be filmed during the
West Coast by Will Morrissey for coming year.
Pantages. Morrissey has been tour* * *
ing in a vaudeville act which closes
Smoking
in
Los Angeles dramatic Schenck Studios
at San Diego this week. He will
and picture theatres will be unlawful
return to Los Angeles to begin pro- hereafter
if the City Council adopts
Are Busy Places
duction on "The Dumb-Bells," the the recommendation
presented this
Marsh-McCoy Comedies.
The
JosephbeenM. particularly
Schenck studio
week by Fire Chief Scott and the forces have
* * «
busy
Board of Fire Commissioners. The in Los Angeles
during the past
recommendation
was
made
in
the
inweek under Mr. Schenck s direction,
The American "Flying A" studio
at Santa Barbara is about to re-open safety. terests of fire prevention and public preparing plans for the forthcoming
again after a long siege of idleness.
* * #
First National productions to be
Vivian Rich, who has organized her
made with Norma and Constance
own company, has leased space at Jack Cohn, producer of the Hall- Talmadge as stars. Constance Talthe big plant and will begin produc- room Boys' Comedies, and of Screen
startedSidney
work on
"The
tion on a feature
picture there about Snapshots, in partnership with Louis madge
Divorce"haswhich
Franklin
December
IS.
Lewyn, departed for New York this will direct. Norma expects to begin
* * *
week, after having been in the West
playing
leading rolein in
"Thea
Victor Schertzinger, former direc- for more than a month.
Duchess the
of Langeais"
about
* * *
tor of Ince and Goldwyn pictures, is
fortnight. Meanwhile Buster Keaalso about to launch out as a proSol Lesser, vice president of the ton's cutting and editing staff is
ducer, and is making arrangements West Coast Theatres, Inc., returned busy getting the finishing touches
his latest profrom an extended stay in the East to "The ductionPaleface"
for First National.
last Tusday. While in New York
Mr. Lesser closed a deal for the
distribution of the new Jackie
Coogan picture,* "My
Ben Wilson Now
» * Boy."
Jane and Katherine Lee, former
in New York City
little Fox starlets, are billed to appear in a vaudeville headliner at the
Ben Wilson, the well-known proOrphcum Theatre next week.
ducer, has been in New York for
several days making his headquarters at Arrow Film Corporation.
Brandt Has New
He brought the concluding episodes
of
the new serial, "Nan of the
Two-Reel Series North,"
as well as prints of other
big
features.
He is now at the head
Joe Brandt
announces
he
has
secured for distribution on the State of four producing units starring
Ann Little, Neva Gerber, Roy
Right market
seriesRay,
of which
two- Stewart and Jack Hoxie, and his
reelers.
starring aCharles
for 1922 will be dishe characterizes as "modernized entire output
tributed by Arrow.
versions"
before with
Mr. Ray's
present made
affiliation
First Mr. Wilson is optimistic as to
National. In addition to Charles the future and states that his relaRay, the casts include Louise
tions with Arrow and with indepenGlaum, Clara Williams, J. Barney
dent exchanges have been most satisfactory and that he will stick to
Sherry,
Frank
Borzage,
Enid
Scene from "Resident Patient," one of the group of "Adventures
Markey,
Dow
ling. Jack Nelson and Joe ductions.
the independent field with his proof Sherlock Holmes" two-reelers. Distributed by Alexander
Film Corporation

The Writers'
elaborate
social
function Cramp,
given atan the
Hotel
Ambassador last Saturday night by
"'The Writers," an association made
up of screen and dramatic
writers,
was a huge success. More than a
thousand persons attended the affair,
and the funds derived from the sale
of tickets will be used to equip a
new athletic field for the Writers.
The reception committee included
Thompson Buchanan, Edward Sutherland, Bryant Washburn, John
Davidson, Theodore von Eltig and
Richard Dix. TIv Rev. Neal Dodd
was toastmaster. Frank E. Woods
delivered the address of welcome.
AThompson
skit entitled,
"Father's
Sin," by
Buchanan,
was presented
with an all-star cast composed of
Tully Marshall, Lionel Belmore,
Enid Bennett, Bert Lytell, Sylvia
Bremer, Theodore Roberts, Roy
Atwell, Noah Beery, Mary Miles
Minter, William H. Crane, Herbert
Rawlinson and Mayme Kelso.
Ruth St. Denis and Ted Shawn
gave an interpretation of an original
dance entitled, "The Writers'
Cramp."
Songs, boxing
matches
and
other specialties
were presented
during the evening.
* * *
Charles Gordon, the young actor
who played the part of "Clarence"
in "The Connecticut Yankee," has
formed his own company and has
gone to Manilla to produce films.
Walter B. Oakes is at the head
of the new company and has secured
five acres of land just outside of
Manilla on which to build a studio.
The land was obtained through the
Manilla Chamber of Commerce and
the business men of the city. The
object of the Charles Gordon Producing Company will be not only the
making of films, but also to bring
about a better understanding between
the Filipinos and the rest of the
world.

Janice Wilson, sister of Lois Wilson, Lasky leading lady, was married last Monday evening to James
Bell, Jr., of Memphis, Tenn., at the
Hollywood Episcopal Church. Janice
Wilson has appeared in several film
productions, and gave promise of
becoming as great an actress as her
sister Lois, but upon her marriage
she abandoned her screen career and
departed with her husband for Memphis, to establish a home there.
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Buffalo
Frank Davidson, assisted by Mrs.
William Bork, former manager of
the Buffalo store of the Rialto Theatre Supply Company/ is receiving
exhibitors at the new Independent
Movie Supply Company branch in
North Pearl street, across from the
tiew exchange building. The branch
is the agency for the Powers projection machine.* * *
O. T. Schroeppel, former assistant manager at Realart and recently
manager of the Star, a General Theatre Corporation house, has resigned
from the L. R. Steel Service Company and is contemplating a return
to the film business.
* * *
George Falkncr and William M.
Myers, both from the home office of
Wid Gunning. Inc., have arrived in
Buffalo to take charge of the local
exchange
in the Mr.
Warner
Building',
Franklin street.
Falconer
will
be office manager and Mr. Myers
will have charge of exploitation and
sales. Mr. Myers was formerly in
Detroit with the old Warren organization.
* * *
At the get-together meeting of
First National franchise holders in
the Western New York territory
November 29 and 30, A. C. Hayman,
Harold B. Franklin and Edgar Weill
were appointed members of the advisory board for the district. This
board will meet at the end of each
month at the request of the branch
tnanager in Buffalo to hear any complaints from exhibitors. Reports
were given on the national get-together meeting in Chicago by Fred
Elliott, Albany; C. C. Fitzgibbons,
Long Island; J. H. Michael, Buffalo; Harold B Franklin, Buffalo,
and Doc Hall, Troy. Malcolm
Williams has resigned from the
Buffalo F. N. offces to join Realart.
F. J. McKenna, formerly with the
Allen interests in Canada, is now
•covering the Southern tier. H. L.
Levy won the first prize in the state
sales contest last week. Business
continues excellent and Manager
Hayes is now preparing for the anniversary *week. February
18 to 25.
* *
A. W. Moses, manager of the Buffalo R-C Pictures branch, denies
that C. E. Faust will leave his organization totake over the Albany
office of Screen Attractions Distributing Company, of which Charles
P. Saunders is the head. Mr. Faust
will remain with the R-C Pictures,
Mr. Moses declares. E. H. Arnold,
formerly with F. B. Warren Corporation in Buffalo, has been engaged by Mr. Moses to cover the
northern part *of *the* state.
Harold B. Franklin, managing
director
Shea'sCadillac
Hippodrome,
sporting of
a new
victoria.is
Harold is having an extremely hard
time these days making both ends
meet.
* * *
Al Beckerich, manager of the Buffalo Loew State, has been ill for a
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week but is improving rapidly. Business continues capacity at the new
theatre.
* * *
A new stage setting is being installed at the Elmwood Theatre,
Buffalo, by Manager
* * *Bruce Fowler.
Harry T. Lotz, manager of the
Realart exchange, is showing Buffalo his new Haynes brougham. In
order to keep folks away from the
veh'cle,
HarryThehas dog
also will
purchased
police dog.
carry aa
gun and a club.* * *
Henry W. Kahn, Metro branch
manager, announces that Dr. J. Victor Wilson has resigned as exploitationist in the Buffalo district, to accept a position with the Robbins
Amusement Company, of Utica.
Nate Robbins recently took over
Papyanakos' interests in Watertown,
N. Y. "Doc" will probably handle
publicity for the company in Utica
and Watertown. He has been exploiting "TheNew
Four Horsemen,"
in
the Western
* * York
* district.
Sidney C. Allen is giving his patrons in Medina some great picture
bills for the holidays. Mr. Allen
operates the Allen and Scenic thea'res in Medina. Such pictures as
"Ana^ol," "The Sheik" and several
big Universal offerings are on the
schedule this week.
* * *
Managers have agreed to stimulate the sale of Christmas seals by
flashing on screens reasons why
Buffalonians should buy health
stamps and berculosis
thus association
aid thein Buffalo
Tuits warfare
against the great
* *white
* plague.
M. P. Ryley has opened a theatre
in Clarence, N. Y., in a new brick
block which faces on Main street.
The house has 700 seats. A large
organ furnishes the music. The
building, which has four stories in
front, cost $60,000.
* * *
Captain Hyland of Belleville, Ont.,
has leased the Crown Theatre in
Bridgeburg, Ont., and will open it
as a picture house.
* * *
Elmer C. Winegar, Western New
York representative for Pathe
News, accompanied a large delegation of Buffalo Shriners on a trip
to Washington * last
* *week.
Manager
Rice of
atre in Warsaw,
N. the
Y., Oatka
donatedThethe
use of his theatre to the Wyoming
County Farm Bureau last week for
afarm
showing
"Spring
bureau offilm
dealingValley,"
with thea
wool industry. * * *
There have been many changes at
the Buffalo Realart exchange.
George Canty, who has been shipping clerk, has succeeded Norma
Kratt, resigned. Joseph Shea, formerly with Paramount, is the new
shipping clerk. Malcolm Williams
and Frank E. McAvoy arc new
salesmen.
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Everywhere

San Francisco
Harry Schmidt, well known in
local film exchange circles, has been
made head booker in the Selznick
exchange.
* * *
Newton Levi, for seven years
with the Mutual Film Corporation
and Robertson-Cole, and who for
several years has been the Pacific
Coast manager for the latter, has
given up this position. He will go to
Los Angeles shortly for a brief
stay and then plans to go to New
York to form new
* *connections.
*
Eddie K. Fernandez, an exhibitor
of the Hawaiian Islands, sailed for
home recently, following an extended stay on the mainland.
* Consolidated
Joel C. Cohen,* of*. the
Amusement Company, Honolulu, T.
H., returned early in December
from a business trip to New York
where he made arrangements for
film service for the coming year.
Shortly after his return he was
tendered
banquet anat event
Tait's that
by
local film ainterests,
was largely attended. He will leave
for the Islands at an early date,
reaching
holidays. home before the Christmas
* * *
A. WileyHonolulu,
Mather, T.
of the
Theatre,
H., People's
has returned home from a brief business
visit to the mainland in connection
with plans for rehabilitating this
amusement enterprise.
* * *
The First
Circuit
and theNational
All starExhibitors'
Features
Distributors have arranged to move
from their
presentto lo.-ations
on
Golden
Gate avenue
the new film
exchange district on Turk street as
soon as a building can be erected
for their requirements. They will
have as neighbors in the new location the Pathe Exchange, G. A. Metcalfe, Wid Gunning, Inc., the Educational Film Corporation and the
W. W. Hodkinson Corp. The Pathe
Exchange has moved to its new
building on Turk street, near
Leavenworth, where one of the finest
film exchanges on the Coast has been
fitted up. The former quarters at
985 Market street have been taken
over temporarily by the W. W.
Hodkinson Corp. which is also making use of its film
plant.
* *distributing
*
L. Ernest Ouimet, president and
general manager of the Special Film
Import, Ltd., Montreal, with branch
exchanges at St. John. Toronto,
Winnipeg, Calgary and Vancouver,
was a recent visitor here, having
come to California to spend the
holidays with his family, which is
wintering in this state. He plans
to return home in January and will
make a business trip to New York
the following month.
* * *
,
G. L. Metcalfe has furnished
projection equipment to George
Kirchof, who is opening a theatre
at Westport, Cal.

A. C. Karski, of the Royal
Theatre, located in the Polk street
district, has been made chairman of
the Polk street lighting committee,
which is seeking to have a distinctive
system of illumination adopted.
* * *
Alexander Pantages, who recently
arrived here on a tour of inspection,
announces that new Pantages
Theatres will be erected in Greater
San Francisco, one in the city
proper and one* in* Oakland.
*
C. C. Kaufman, of the Gem
Theatre, Colusa, was a recent visitor
in town and was besieged by nimrods
on Film Row seeking information in
regard to duck hunting. Colusa is
located in the center of a fine hunting district and the Kaufman home
is the center of many gatherings of
film men during the season.
* * *
A. McDonald, of the Rialto
Theatre, Yallejo, has taken over
the Strand Theatre
* * at* Dixon.
Al Sather and Barney Fenebock
have
leased the Star Theatre at
Maricopa.
* * *
The Auditorium Theatre at Grass
Valley is now beins; operated by a
co-partnership consisting of William
V. Tamblyn, Gerge H. Calanan, A.
L Gill, William Williams, James C.
Tyrell and A. H. Mooser.
* * *
James Beatty, of the Liberty
Theatre, San Jose, announces that
work on the theatre to be erected
on South First street will be commenced shortly after the first of the
year. Upon the completion of this
house eledthe
present one will be remodand enlarged.
* * *
Joseph M. Schenck, producer of
moving pictures starring Norma
Talmadge, Constance Talmadge and
Buster Keaton, addressed the members of the Northern California
division of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit at a meeting held in
Knights of Columbus Hall on the
morning of December 7. Mr.
Schenck came to this city on the invitation of Joseph Bauer, . of the
Wigwam Theatre.
* * *
K. Mikaldo, a producer of Tokyo,
Japan,
is a business lvisitor in San
Francisco.
* * *
Pantages Circuit is making a
wider use of moving pictures than
ever before, and in order to have
proper music for the interpretation
of theseinstalled
is having
organs
in allRobert-Morton
of its houses,
many
of
which
have already been
so equipped.
* * *
Among the recent visitors at the
Pacific Studios have been James
Davis, director of Mack Sennctt
comedies; Harry Williams, director
of Chester comedies, and Harry
Revier, who will use this studio in
the production of four pictures for
C B. G, of which Joseph Brandt
is president.
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Canada
Capt. H. Livingstone, of Toronto, Ontario, has succeeded
James T. Moxiey as manager of
the Allen's
Regent who
Theatre,
wa. Mr. Moxiey,
has Ottabeen
in charge of the Ottawa Regenf
for many years, will now devote
his attention to Allen's Russell
Theatre, over which he has also
had charge for a number of
months.
Capt. Livingstone has been one
of the right-hand men of the Aliens in Ontario. He opened the
Allen Col.ege Theatre in Toronto
and also supervised the completion and opening of the Allen
Theatre in Windsor, Ontario,
some few months ago. He had a
distinguished service with the
Canadian Corps in France and,
upon his return from overseas,
was the officer in command of the
discharge branch in Military District No. 1, with headquarters in
London, Ontario.
Mr. Moxiey, former manager of
the Regent, is one of the most
widely known men in the Canadian Capital, and, under his direction, the Regent Theatre has
been one of the best paying propositions for Jule and J. J. Alien.
Starting with the week of December 5the Ottawa Regent had
tures, including "Virgin Paradise, '
a very attractive schedule of tea"The
Jutland,"
booked Battle
for oneof week
runs, both
and
Fox'srun"Queen
of Sheba,"
will
two weeks
at least. which
♦ * *
Several important theatres in
Canada have announced reductions in admission prices during
the past few days, statements issued by managers indicating a desire to fall in line with the movement to get back to a pre-v\ar
basis which is evident in other
business circles. The Allen Theatre in Vancouver, B. C, a comparatively new house of large
porportions, was one which announced a price reduction, the
new scale being 25c for matinees
and 35c for night performances,
including the amusement tax.
This is a reduction of 10 cents for
the night shows.
The Starland Theatre, Winnipeg, a downtown theatre, also
came out with the notice of reduced prices to start with the first
week in December. The new
scale provides a 10c charge for
children for all shows, 15c general
admission for matinees and 20 c
for evening performances. Theatres in Quebec have also made a
slice and a tendency toward lower
prices is evident in other parts of
Canada.
* * *
The civic authorities of Hull,
Qi'ebec. are up in arms because the
Quebec Provincial Government refuses to share the amusement tax
which is collected from the patrons
of thca'res in Hull because there
does not happen to be a charitable
institution in the municipality to
which the money could be paid. The
Quebec Government keeps the whole
revenue, it is pointed out, while the
city has to pay for the upkeep of
wards in an institution in Ottawa,
the neighboring city. Incidentally,
the Quebec Government recently
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notified the Hull officials to raise
the amusement tax locally to a flat
10 per cent, of the value of theatre
admission tickets. The officials are
trying, to find a way to secure what
they consider as their rightful share
of the revenue for charity purposes.
In the meantime, theatre patrons are
paying the tax.* * *
Harold Vance, a veteran theatre
manager of Montreal and Ottawa,
has been re-appointed manager of
the Casino Theatre, Ottawa, which
he manager for many years until a
comparatively short time ago. Vance
became manager of the Strand in
Ottawa and a short time later went
to the Russell Theatre, but is now
back with his favored house, the
Casino, which continues to do exceptionally fine business. Vance is
offering a variety of features, Pathe,
Vitagraph and Fox comedies and
Pathe serials.
* * *
After
two
months
of "stock,"
the
Russell Theatre, Ottawa,
managed
by James T. Moxiey, has reverted
to its original policy of big road
shows along with special film attractions at frequent intervals.
* * *
Ben Cronk, manager of the Allen
Theatre, Toronto, on December 9
received a black hand letter from an
anonymous person in which a demand was made for $300. The letter
also contained a threat of violence
unless the money was placed in an
office window within a short distance
from the theatre and at a certain
hour. Cronk notified the police,
hired a man to put a fake roll in
the hiding place and a few seconds
later a mysterious individual reached
for it and was arrested. He gave
the name of John Morgan and admitted having written the letter,
claiming that he had been forced to
do so because of destitute circumstances. He declared that he did
not know Cronk and that he had
never seen his *"victim."
* *
The Rialto Theatre, of Edmonton,
Alberta, is another theatre in Canada
which has fallen in line with a reduction in admission prices, according
to an announcement by Manager
J. K. Reith. Incidentally, the Rialto
has adopted the growing policy of
arranging one price for both afternoon and evening shows. This price
has been fixed at 25 cents, plus war
tax, a reduction of 10 cents from
the previous evening scale.
* * *
The sales managers of the Famous
Laskv Film Service, Ltd., gathered
in Toronto during the week of
December 5 to take part in a sales
convention under the direction of
the general manager of the Canadian
organization, George W. Weeks.
The western representatives included
William Hansher. of Vancouver;
M. A. Milligan, Eddie Rosecan and
W. B. Mor, of Winnipeg, and A. J.
Ferte, Calgary.
* * *
Prominent British-made productions are being featured at the Garr;ck Theatre in Winnipeg, Manitoba.
The Garrick is a comparatively new
house and for some weeks Manager
Wilson has specialized with British
releases, including "The Better
'Ole," "Kissing Cup's Race." "Dangerous Lies" and "The Call of the
Blood,"
the latter starring Phyllis
Xeilson Terry.
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St. Louis
Mr. and Mrs. J. Ziegler, who recently purchased the Idle Hour
Theatre, Festus, Mo., from Harry
Miller, were in town for the weekend. They closed the Idle Hour
two weeks, and it is said there is
some controversy regarding the purchase price and terms of the sale.
It is said both sides have retained
counsel and the matter may get into
the
final adjudication. civil courts* for
* *
Charlie Murray, advertised as
Mack Sennett's favorite comedian,
is appearing in person as the chief
attraction of Children's Week at
the Empress Theatre, Olive street,
near Grand avenue.
* * *
Jack Truitt, of the Grand,
Moberly, Mo., was a caller to Fox
headquarters. * * *
S. C.andSears,
of the Grand,
field,
his brother,
W. C. BrookSears,
of the Lyric, Booneville, were seen
in the vicinity of Grand and Olive
streets.
* * *
Another visitor of the week was
Lee Jones, of the Auditorium, Marshall, Mo. He reports that business
is "not so worse."
* * *
W. J.111.,
Hall's
Centralia,
will new
opentheatre
shortlyat after
January 1. It is designed along the
lines of the New Capitol Theatre,
St. Louis, and seats 1,000 persons.
Hall plans to have a twelve-piece
orchestra and show first-run pictures
with perhaps a soloist to fill out his
program. The new show house will
cost upwards of
* *$125,000.
*
S. E. Schmidt, of the Star, St.
Jacobs, 111., recently took over the
Gem, Pocahontas, III. He was in
town Saturday booking film for his
houses.
* * *
George McKean, local Fox manager, announces that the Fox organization has booked all the government army posts for Fox Week,
January 29 to February 4. Already
105 exhibitors
in this territory have
signed
up.
Baltimore
The plans for the new church
proposed by the Wilkens Avenue
Southern Methodist Episcopal
Congregation includes paraphernalia for exhibiting moving pictures. The approximate cost of
the new church will be $100,000,
of which $28,500 has been raised
by subscriptions since the campaign was launched by the Rev.
H. P. Baker November 27. Beside
the moving picture facilities a
complete gymnasium in included
in the plans. According to Rev.
Baker the idea of incorporating a
gymnasium and moving pictures
in a church room connected with a
church is a new one in Baltimore.
It is intended to show only entertaining and instructive films relating to bible studies and educational subjects. This is in accordance with part of the program
backed by the Centenary Movement and the general board of
Church Extension of the Southern
Methodist Church for carrying on
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mission work embodied in the
church enterprise.
* * *
Metropolitan
Papers of incorporation
for the'
Theatre Company
have been filed in the office of the
State Tax Commission of Maryland. J. Alan Fledderman, Ellsworth C. Knight and John Ament
are the incorporators. It is the
purpose of this company to build
a moving picture theatre north of
the northeast corner of North und
Pennsylvania avenues, to cost
about $500,000 and to be known
as the Metropolitan. The seating
capacity of teh proposed playhouse is to be about 1,800. The
opening is scheduled for September I, 1922. The directors, beside
the incorporators, are: Edward
Gettier and William T. Van Lill.
* * *
The property at 518 South
Broadway, which is subject
an
annual ground rent of $200,to has
been purchased by the Polish Department Stores Company, Inc.,
from Benjamin Cluster, proprietor
of the Cluster * Theatre.
* *

Edward Rosenbaum, Jr., who
has had wide experience in the
publicity field and until recently
was connected with the Metro
Film Company, acting as business
agent
"Four
Horse
film in for
this the
territ
ory, has
nowmen"
become associated with the Whtiehurst Theatrical Interests of Baltimore, as manager of the Century
Theat
Roof. re and the Century Theatre
Philadelphia

The Park Theatre in Kutztown
which has been closed for three
years, has been taken over bv Quinten Herma
who . is meeting with
consid
erablen, success
* * *
Thomas Frytag has on display in
the lobby of the Third Street Theatre, Easton, two stuffed dcers. the
trophy
of a week's
County. gunning trip in
Montgomery
* * *
The new Regent Theatre now in
the course of construction at Harrisburg, is progressing rapidly and
will be another link added to the
chain of theatres operated by Pete
* * *
Megaro.
Glenside Theatre, now nearing
N'irdlinger.
completion
at Glenside. will seit 800
and be managed by Fred. G. Nixon* * *
Wid Gunning Corporation has
just completed its new and handsome
projection room. A 6 R- Powers
machine and full equinment was installed bythe Motion Picture Equipment Corporation.
* * *
The P. O. S. of A. of East Berlin. Pa., will operate a picture show
every Saturday on the ground floor
of their building. Two 6 R-Powers
machines and a Gold Fibre Minusa
Screen have been
* * installed.
*
John N. Flinn of the Robertson
Cole won the highest percentaee over
twenty-six exchanges during the special Robertson-Cole month, having
secured the greatest number of film
rentals.
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A meeting of the executive committee of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Missouri will be held
at Jefferson City some time in January, according to an announcement
by Lawrence Goldman,
* * * secretary.
The St. Louis district of the Motion Pictme Theatre Owners of Missouri will hold a meeting December
21.
* * *
J. J. Milstein, formerly with the
F. B. Warren Corporation, has arrived here from Denver to assume
the management of the W. W. Hodkinson branch. Mr. Milstein succeeds Ralph Simmons, who was
transferred to the Chicago branch
of Hodkinson. * * *
H. G. Gill, formerly with Standfor First National.ard, is now traveling
* * *
Ben Taylor has been appointed assistant manager of the Sterling Picture Enterprises, distributors of
"Burn 'Ern Up* Barnes."
* *
W. H. Johnson is representing
Midwest Educational in the Eastern
Kansas and the Western Missouri
territory Johnson is a new man
in the film game, but Manager H. E.
Schiller says that he is making a
fine record. * * *
M. A. Tanner and Eddie Green
have returned from the Chicago territory where they were competing
with three other men for the position
of manager at the local Realart
branch. As yet there has been no
appointment made.
* * *
Superior
Pictures, of
Inc.,the has
purchased the franchise
Pioneer
Film Company for the Western Missouri and Kansas territory, and will
distribute the productions handled by
Pioneer as well as numerous other
attractions. John F. Paine is president and manager of the new company. He was formerly manager
for the local Fox offices.
* * *
Herman Lerch has been added to
the sales force of the CrescentFederated Film Exchange and will
cover the Northern
territory.
* * Kansas
*
The Broadway Theatre. Thirtyfourth and Broadway, Kansas City,
has been purchased
* * bv* L. M. Bales.
L. S. Cook is the new manager
of the Rialto Theatre at Augusta,
Kansas.
* * *
Carthage, Mo., is to have a new
1,500-sent theatre, which will be
1. The theaFebruary
openedtre willabout
be under
the direction of
Enand Cy a Crane.
G. W. tranceBays
will be through
hotel lobby.
theatre will be betThe policy of the vaudevill
ter pictures and* * * e.
The New Grand Theatre, recently
opened at Buffalo, Mo., has been
equipned with a Power machine and
Fcxelite equipment by the Cole
Theatre Supply* Co.
* *
Herman Stern, manager of the
Middle West territory for Universal,
was a visitor last
* *week.*
The Dunbar Theatre of Kansas
City, Kas., is being remodeled at an
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approximate cost of $20,000. A balcony is being built, a canopy added
and a pipe organ installed besides
other equipment. It is said that the
Dunbar will be the finest house for
the colored in *either
* * Kansas City.
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Welk have
bought the Star Theatre at Altoona,
Kas., from C. D. King.
* * *
M. B. Mesler, of Clifton Hill. Mo.,
came up and purchased a new Motiograph from the Stebbings Supply
Company.
* * *
Marcus Loew, head of the Loew
theatre syndicate, was in Kansas
City the week of December 5, en
route from California. Mr. Loew
denied a rumor that he came here to
close the Garden Theatre, saying
that he was merely on a tour of
inspection.
* * *
Out-of-town exhibitors seen at the
various film exchanges the last week
have been. H. Roy Payne, Palace
Theatre, Springhill, Kas.; S. H.
Blair, Majestic Theatre, Belleville,
Kas. ; C. P. Rogers, Concordia,
Kas.; I. E. Runyon, Eris Theatre,
Hutchinson, Kas.; Lloyd Ware and
C. M. Patee, of Lawrence, Kas. ; H.
A. McCline, of Emporia; C. B.
Hudson, Hutchinson, Kas; H. K.
Truitt of the Strand Theatre, Sedalia, Mo. ; Oscar Zimmerman,
Zimm's Theatre, Winfield. Kas.; Mr.
Bradley of the Gem Theatre at
Comway Springs, Kas.; Harry Neptune, manager of the Electric Theatre at Robinson, Kas.; R. W. Christian of the Casino Theatre, Excelsior Springs, Mo. ; JoTin L. Stacy,
Leeton, Leeton Theatre, Leeton. Mo.,
of the Echo TheaH. Weber
and W.
tre at Great
Bend, Kas.
Pittsburgh

Associated First National salesmen and exhibitors have been getting their heads together during the
and making plans
past few weeks
for First National Anniversary
Week, which has been put down in
all 25.play-date books as February 18
to
* * *
J. Joscak, Jr., a Pittsburgh boy,
who for the past few years has been
connected with the film studios in
California, is in the city and connected with the Metro exchange
here. Mr. Joscak has done camera
and other work on many big film
prodrctions, including the Metro
." Hee
Horsemen
'"The Four
special,
knowledg
working
an intimate
has
of this production, and as a result,
during his stay here, he will do special exploitation work on the film.
He is a son-in-law of Harry Brown,
manager of the* Nixon
* * Theatre here.
The Consolidated Coal Company,
with offices in Fairmont, W. Va.,
have opened picture houses in Jenners, Acosta and Gray, all towns in
Pennsylvania. The theatres are
called Pennsylvania Recreation
buildings. They are under the managership of C. L. Green. The
Acosta house opened on November
IS, Jenners on November 21 and
Gray on November 16. with a flat
admission price of 25 cents for
adults and 11 cents for children.
Bo'h prices include war tax. The
buildings are very substantially
built, and include, besides the the-
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atres, pool and billiard rooms, confectionery, barber shop and bowling alleys. The theatres are open
three nights a week each. Jenners
has not had a picture theatre since
the old house burned down about
five years ago. Gray never had a
movie
to. Acosta's
show
house towasgo turned
into aoldgeneral
store about six* years
ago.
* *
H. F. Thomas, owner of the Casino Theatre, Greensburg, Pa., was
out hunting deer the first two weeks
in
December.
heard
whether
or not We
he hadhaven't
any success.
* * *
John Shander has opened his new
house, the Columbia at Conemaugh,
Pa. Mr. Shander was formerly proprietor of the Commercial Hotel in
this town. L. W. Barclay, of the
Grand Amusement Company, Johnstown, will do the booking of pictures for this new theatre.
* * *
J. J. Jeffries, of the Liberty Theafre, Big
Run, Pa., is hunting
another deer
exand bear.hibitor inthe mountains
* * *
Jehu Jehu, of Sykesville, Pa., has
opened his new house and it certainly is a dandy. The building is
of solid brick construction and has
a seating capacity of 600. He also
has a stage and complete equipment
to run road shows. He has named
his
house the
from new
all rumors
since"Popular"
its openingandit
is living up to its name.
* * *
Jake and Ike Silverman of the
Strand Theatre, Altoona, Pa., visited Pittsburgh recently, and for
once
in
their livesMayer
didn't forget
that
their brother,
Silverman,
runs an exchange here.
* * *
F. H. Locke, of the Brentwood
Theatre, Carrick, Pa., has solved the
serial problem in his town. His serial patrons do not want features
and
who like Therefore
the features Locke
can't
bear those
the serials.
has set aside one day each week for
the showing of serials exclusively
and is just now showing "Miracles
of the Jungle'"' and "Winners of the
West" together with a comedy and
news'
reel. The
ideaway,
is working
out
splendidly.
By the
Mr. Locke
is a brother of Edward Locke, author of Realart
"The release.
Case of Becky," a recent
* * *

Detroit
Detroit's newest theatre, the Harmony, at Mack and Beneteau avenues, opened December 12 with a
policy of feature photoplays and
vaudeville. Bert Williams is supervising the bookings and Gus Greening is house manager. Both men
are prominent in theatrical circles.
Mr. Williams also supervises the
bookings at the LaSalle Gardens and
Palace Theatres in Detroit, while
Mr. Greening formerly managed the
Miles Theatrei
The Harmony is a strictly modern
structure comprising a first floor and
balcony with 1,500 seats. The stage
is large and fully equipped and the
decorations of the auditorium are in
ivory,fectgreen
gold. atA theGothic
has beenandsecured
back efof
the huuse with built-in coves and
arches. The fixtures are in polychrome finish. The policy will be
three changes weekly and three
shows daily.
* * *
Aaron Fox, brother of William
Fox, is spending a few weeks in
Detroit looking after exploitation
and advertising matters for the Fox
Washington Theatre.
* * *
Harold Heffernan, formerly in
charge tional
of publicity
the First
NaExchange in forDetroit,
is back
on the Detroit News as photoplay
editortres and
promises Detroit theaa live hesection.
* * manager of
H. S. Gallup,* general
the Delft Theatres, Inc., Marquette,
Mich, announces the opening of the
New Delft Theatre at Iron River
on December 19. He has appointed
G. E. Moyle manager. The Delft
corporation now operates theatres in
Marquette, Escanaba and Munising.
Eddie Murphy., former manager
of the Gladwin Park Theatre, Detroit, and one of the best known
film men in Michigan, has joined the
local branch of Wid Gunning, Inc.,
under the management of George
Sampson.
* * *
O. F. Spahr, general manager of
the Enterprise Mfg. Co., Chicago,
was in Detroit last week and while
here closed a deal for two Motiogranh deLuxe projectors for the new
million dollar Capitol Theatre which
John H. Kunsky will open early in
January.
* * *
When
H.
A.
Ross, recently
district he'd
man-a
ager for Paramount,
sales convention in Cleveland lasting
four days, he was presented with a
beautiful loving cup by the Pittsburgh branch, over which he has
supervision. * * *
The Detroit owce of the Michigan
Motion Picture Theatre Owners has
been moved to the first floor of the
Hotel Wolverine, which is more convenient to the Film building, being
just one block *away.
* *

Harry J. Smith, of the Hollis,
Smith, Morton Company, has returned to Pittsburgh after looking
over his oil holdings in Texas.
* * *
F. W. Redfield, C. W. Anthony
and H. D. Nixon are three wellknown film men of this city who recently went deer and bear hunting
and
their came
guns. back with nothing but
* * *
E. L. Rife, manager of Rowland
and Clark's
and aPerry
atres, Erie. Strand
Pa., spent
few Thedays
Fred W. Schroeder has been apat R-C's. Pittsburgh
* * *offices recently.
pointed treasurer and assistant manFrancis Guehl, formerly with the aeer of the Fox Washington Theatre, Detroit, succeeding Irwin
Apex Exchange, is now assistant
booker at the Fox
here.
Schwab resigned. Mr. Schroeder
* * branch
*
came from the Academy of Music,
New
York City.
Miss Ethel Herring, well known
to Pittsburgh film people, who re* * *
cently went to the West Coast,
Many
theatre
owners from
southwrites that she is working in the
ern Michigan attended
the Toledo,
Hodkinson office there.
Ohio convention of the Ohio exhibitors December 12 and 13.
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Selling
the
Picture
8y EPES WINTHROP
SARGENT

Sold 1,400 Seats in
Seventy-two Hours
Sometimes when we have spoken of writing
jazz copy some manager has written in to ask
just what we meant. It may interest others
to see what was used to sell out a 1,400-seat
theatre at a two-dollar top in less than three
days. It was written by the editor of this department.
This was printed on a letter size sheet with
a proper heading and was signed by the officers
in cut signatures. The "Drop whatever you
are doing" and "Now memorize this" were set
in 18 point display and "Our big Shrine party"
to "December 7" was set in ten point bold.
The rest is in eight point Roman without effort at display.
Dear Noble:
When you get this
DROP WHATEVER YOU ARE DOING
dig up your Shrine card and a little money
and HURRY down to the Apollo Theatre, 219
Forty-second street, just west of Broadway,
and get your seats for
Our Big Shrine
Party
to
Noble Louis Mann (Mecca 8770)
Wednesday Evening, December 7,
who has just opened there in a play that is
going to please you perhaps even more than did
"Friendly Enemies," and you know what that
was.
The new show is "Nature's Nobleman."
That's
rottenfun,
title.
suggest ofthree
hours ofa solid
but Itit isdoesn't
the moniker
one
of the best little combinations of heart throbs
and ha-has that has been brought to Broadway
in many a weary month.
One moment the tears start to trickle down
your cheeks and before they can drip off your
chin Mann says or does something that brings
a gale of laughter to blow the brine clear back
into the tear ducts. It's not just a comedy,
and
is not
for the
real it
play,
witha amonologue
gripping story
thatstar.
holds It's
youra
interest for four acts and leaves you wanting
more. It's one of the REAL plays of the season and you are going to get a chance to get
seats without enriching McBride or Tyson.
You just walk up to the box office and get the
best in the house, but the sooner you go the
better wait
you for
get.lunch
Do time.
it now — this minute — don't
even
Seats are $2.20 for the orchestra, $1.65 and
$1.10 for the balcony and $2.75 for the box
seats. These prices include tax.
The box office is open at 9 :30 a. m. and
closes at 10 p. m. You get your tickets any
day this week between those hours except for
an hour before the regular performance. To
get
"seatsCard.
for this night, you must show your
Shrine
For the convenience of the Nobles, seats
will be on sale at Carnegie Hall in the corridor
from the time the doors are opened until nine
o'clock during our ceremonial session, NovemDON'Tget WAIT
THEN
you bercan30, but
possibly
down to UNTIL
the Apollo
before,if
for the sooner you do it the better seats you
get.
NOW MEMORIZE THIS
Apollo Theatre, 219 West 42d street, Wednesday evening. December 7, at 8 :20, to see
Noble Louis Mann, 8770, in the best play he
ever
Go tohad.
it. Wear your fez. Take our tip—
This was put into the mails to be delivered
Monday morning, the date of the opening of
the sale. When the box office closed Monday
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night the entire orchestra was practically sold
out, and Wednesday night there were only
about 200 balcony tickets to be offered and
those went in a couple of hours. Between then
and the night of the party, one week later,
more than 500 applications for two or more
tickets had been received which had to be
turned down and more were turned back at
the box office the night of the performance.
It is not an accidental hit, for a somewhat
similar letter helped to bring an attendance of
6.000 at a ball two weeks earlier, and last
year we sold out the lower floors of the Century theatre so quickly that a lot of the members charged that the theatre was holding out
the tickets on them.
If You Get
All We Wish You
It Will Be
A Merry Christmas
Unemployment Stunt
Aided 11 Old Nags
Most exhibitors saw only men out of work
in the unemployment stunt launched in Omaha
for "Experience" and since widely copied for
that Paramount and other productions.
F. H. Faitchild, of the Curran Opera House,
Boulder, Col., saw deeper, and he switched
to eleven old horses to carry the banners.
The first named the Curran theatre and the
last
added
Picture."
between
were"It's
the anineParamount
letters of the
title. In
With the gradual spread of the Ford car
it has come to pass that there are as many
horses out of work as there are men, and Mr.
Fairchild not only made a lot of laughs but he
had a procession more than a block long, and
when you come to think of it, it is not often,
even in the towns, that you see eleven horses in
a row, outside of a race or a circus.
There are always new angles to the old
stunts, if you take time to think them out.

the

Public

Used

"Over the Hill"
to Combat Censorship
When Fargo, S. D., recently was oppressed
with a demand for . censorship, the Strand
Theatre tainedbooked
in "Over
the Hill"
and oban advance
showing.
The ministers
were not only invited to attend this performance, but they were called on the telephone
and them
urgeddid.to come, with the result that most
of
They were so well pleased with the play that
they wrote strong opinions, which were not
only used in daily advertising work, but in
herald form were sent to the rural mailing list.
It did not completely stop the demand, but
it had a very material effect in lessening the
outcry, for the ministers and others felt that
they were too inclusive in their outcries and
moderated their demands.
Escaped from Atlanta
Gerald
one from
of Lemthe Stewart's
finds,
has B.beenGallagher,
transferred
publicity
work for the Howard theatre, Atlanta, to the
Texas branch of Southern Enterprises.
Gallagher seems to be a coiner and Stewart's pridetempered
in his protege's
somewhat
by sorrowadvancement
at the loss ofis
his services in his own territory. Gallagher
will take charge of the Palace theatre, Dallas,
Stewart. to present plans, replacing "Buddy"
according
Brightened His Comer
Ernest Weldon, of the Jewel Theatre, Rusk,
Texas, cannot afford big publicity stunts, but
he figures on doing what he can for the big
pictures, and' he dug out the log cabin box
office
"ThewithGirlnorthwest
from God's
Country"
flankedforthis
scenes.
Then and
he
cut out the grizzly from the six sheet and made
that carry his billing.
It was not much, judged by his big town
standards, but it was big for Rusk and it
brought the business even from out of town.

UNEMPLOYMENT AID IS EXTENDED TO HORSES NOW
F. H. Fairchild, of the Curran Opera House, Boulder, Colorado, figured it out that there
were a lot of horses in need of a good feed of oats, so he hired nineteen of them to
make a ballyhoo parade for Paramount's "Experience"
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Selling
Clever Motion

the

Picture

to

the^Public

Stunt

for "The
Sp2ed
S. S. Wallace,
Jr., of the
ImperialGirl"
theatre,
Columbia, S. C, has devised a clever lobby or
window
for "The
Speed
will workdisplay
for other
pictures
as Girl"
well aswhich
for
this Realart.

Mr. Wallace did not have a photograph
made, but his drawing shows an ornamental
panel lettered for the feature and just below
the title, a girl in a car, with a cloud of dust
streaming from the back wheels. The front
and rear wheels rest upon the circumference of
a disc, painted red, and proportioned to the
size of the painting. In front of this revolves
a second disc, of black, cut like a three-wing
shutter, and of the same "diameter as the still
red circle. This is given rapid motion by belting it to an ordinary electric fan, placed behind
the display. When the black disc revolves it
gives the effect of the brown road shooting
from beneath the wheels of the car, giving the
effect of motion to the car. It cost only $5 to
make, not counting the labor, and it gives a
wonderful effect.
A strip of tin is fastened to the frame of
the fan so that the tips of the blades barely
touch the metal, which gives the hum of the
car to complete the suggestion.

Hyman's Novelties at the Mark Strand
will be six spots overhead and at the
Edward
L. Hyman's
the there
week of December
18 at program
the Mark for
Strand,
sides, four in amber and two in straw.
Brooklyn, is rather light, in comparison These will shoot away from the drop so
with recent programs. The pre-Christmas as not to kill the blue-white light.
business is never
The Topical Review and Tony Sarg's
heavy, and so solo "The
Vamp" follow and then comes
numbers are used in "Maria,First
Maria" (Russo di Capua), sung as
place of ensembles and a concert number from the front stage.
a string quartet will
The feature is immediately preceeded by
be
picked from
the
orchestra.
It
makes
string Cantabile.
quartet playing
Tschaikowsky's
ing. inviting program, aAndante
They will
be placed
an
behind a white sheet with each of the players
but not a heavy offer- provided with a spot to throw his shadow
into relief as was done some time ago at the
The overture is that Criterion and illustrated at that time. Two
of the spots will be amber and the other
to the "Orpheus1'
of two magenta.
Offenbach,
with the
EDW. L. HYMAN piayers
in a whlte
flood from the booth andThenthisfollows
Pola place
Negri toin a"Vendetta"
will give
Mermaid
tempered by lemon 500 watt lamps over- comedy, "Robinson Crusoe, Ltd." The vocal
head. The windows at the sides will be in solo which usually spaced the comedy from
straw. The house lights will be one-half the feature will be omitted in future as it
each red and white with the dome in red. has been found that it is too far down on
program. On the second night show
The second number is a Post scenic, "The the
the orchestra leaves after the feature, the
City," showing views of New York, and comedy being played by the organ, and it is
the first vocal number will be "Believe me inexpedient to hold them for the soloist.
if all
those endearing
young
charms"setting,
sung It is also apparent that so far down on the
by
a soprano.
For this
a garden
program the audience prefers to get the
with arbor, will be used, with the singer in films,
so the number has been moved up in
an old-fashioned hoop skirt. She sings front of
the feature.
while seated on a bench in the centre of
the stage. Three 100 watt white lamps and
The serves
Pilgrim's
Chorus
a blue strip will light the blue backing and hauser"
as the
organ from
postlude."Tann-

Copizs Lindlar

Lobby

"
an ofAtlant
forissue
In the
Novembera 12"Sheik
this department carried an idea for a lobby on "The
Sheik," devised by Walter Lindlar, Claud Saunders' first assistant. The cut below shows how
the idea looks when actually adapted to a
house front.
Lem L. Stewart, director Of exploitation for
Southern Enterprises, recommended the idea
to all his managers and Gerald Gallagher, of
the Howard thea.re, Atlanta, the chief house
of the string, was first to put it into play.
It looks pretty good, but if you can imagine
the striped marquise in red, yellow and green ;

the approved Arabic colors, you can imagine
the real effect. It was a wonderful color splash,
yet it was not too gaudy because it belonged.
Not only is the marquee in color, but the
same fabric is used to cover the pillars, ort
the doors and for wall drapes. It helped to
bring in receipts within a few dollars of "The
Affairs
Anatol"
which holds
the the
record.
The of
second
illustration
shows
inside
lobby with the advance advertising, the week
before showing. The figures and trees are cut
out in silhouette and are backed by transparencies which give the changing sunset hues
through the use of flashers. As shown in the
illustration it was used for a second week with
the statement that "If you've enjoyed 'The
Sheik' you're sure to like 'Over the Hill.' "

THIS LOBBY FOR "THE SHEIK" FROM THE HOWARD, ATLANTA, IS A PARAMOUNT SUGGESTION
It was originated by Walter Lindlar, of the Paramount exploitation staff , and first illustrated in this department. Lem Stewart urged his
■Southern Enterprises' managers to follow the idea, and this shoivs how Gerald Gallagher, of the Howard Theatre, Atlanta, carried out the
scheme. The other half of the cut shows the interior lobby, with another picture riding on "The Sheik" success
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"The Wonderful Thing"
Is a Window Grabber

HATS WERE "THE WONDERFUL THING" IN THIS WINDOW
The Circle Theatre, Indianapolis, played hard on the title of the latest Norma Talmadge
picture for window hook-ups, and this millinery display ivas but one of a number of
windows brought in by the selling title of this First National
Whistled

for Business

for
Fox's
"Over
the Hill"
Because
the Chamber
of Commerce
of La
Salle, 111., had planned a gold-star mothers'
celebration, E. Newman, of the Majestic Theatre, had a hunch that it would pay him to hook
in "Over the Hill" about that time, and he
played his hunch — also the picture.
The Fox exploitation man came along, and
together they sold the owners of three factories on a whistle blowing stunt. The fact
that the factories were on a slight rise of land
on the outskirts of the town and because anything with a rise of ten feet to the mile is a
"hill" in Illinois, they advertised that "Everyone will hear the whistles blow 'Over the Hill'
on Gold-Star Mothers' Day in La Salle."
The advertising was kept up without explanation for a week and at noon and at six
o'oclock in the evening the day of the celebration,, the factories let go with their whistles
for ten minutes.
They could be heard all over town and
everyone knew that this was what the mystery
meant, and were reminded to go and see the
picture.
Made

ment felt that with such an attraction they
could go the limit in exploitation, and results
proved the wisdom of their judgment, for they
had a mob for a standout.
Staged Daniels

Pinch

"The
John B.for
Carroll,
of theSpeed
Imperial Girl"
Theatre,
Charlotte, N. C, used a tableau representing
the crucial moment in the play for "The Speed
Girl" when it played his house.
He borrowed a car from a local dealer and
two
from was
a ' department
One wax
of thefigures
dummies
dressed as store.
Miss
Daniels in the Realart and placed at the wheel.
The other was dressed as a policeman and
posed in the act of giving her a summons. It
got over the idea of the title and brought more
than the usual business. A toy automobile
with a doll driver was also used in the front
of the lobby, carrying out the same idea.

Norma Talmadge's latest picture, "The Wonderful Thing" is good for all sorts of window
hook-ups, for anything from shoes to suspenders can be the wonderful thing to talk about,
and no one can deny the attention-getting value
of The
MissCircle
Talmadge's
Theatre,portrait.
Indianapolis, has a lot
of stores trained to appreciate window hookups, as the result of intensive work on the
part of Donn McElwaine, who learned how to
grab
windows
he wasa good
"Up excuse,
in Mary's
Attic."
All National
theywhen
require
and
this First
titleiswas
all the excuse
a reasonable shop-keeper could ask, so the shopping district was flooded with hooked windows,
each announcing its wares as the wonderful
thing, along with the show at the Circle.
The hook-up shown was with a milliner and
the display was in black and gold, with the portrait in bright colors. The circles at either
side give the connection with the theatre.

Putting
Overof "Disraeli"
"Disraeli"
the Manager
engagement
in Anniston,ForAla.,
K. S. Smart capitalized
the
editorial appearing in a Birmingham paper
mildly
roasting
the citizens of that town for
not
seeing
the play.
He also posted every room in the high
schools, made a special prize to the students
of privilege tickets, and each teacher was given
passes for those students who were financially
unable to pay the reduced admission, on the
proposition that this was a play all students
should see. But few of these passes were
given out and they had a wonderful effect in
persuading the teachers to sell the idea to the
others.
Mr. Smart also made a clean-up on the
schools
"Rip asVanwellWinkle,"
posting
the
gradewithschools
as going
over all
to
Oxford, where the children were brought in to
the show in the school truck.
No man can make lasting friendship based
upon bad treatment. Play fair with your
patrons.

Striking Scene

Fauntleroy"
One for
of the"Lord
most pretentious
displays for
Mary Pickford in "Little Lord Fauntleroy"
comes from
Milwaukee, whereAscher's
a framed Merrill
scene wasTheatre,
placed above
the entrance doors. It covers the width of
three doors and proved especially attractive
to
the children,
whom appeals.
this United Artists'
production
most tostrongly
The photograph can only suggest the display, for the scene seems flat and without
perspective, due to the fact that perspective
was gained through the use of cutouts, the
entire front line standing well in advance of
the sky backing, upon which electric lights,
screened by the ground row, played with
changing color effects.
electricforeground,
fountain, which
can be up
seenandin
the5"hemiddle
was hooked
added not a little to the effect, but the general
picture was .what caught the eye and it sold
more tickets than a carload of 24-sheets could
have done
It is rather a costly effect, but the manage-

AN UPSTAIRS DISPLAY FOR MARY PICKFORD IN "FAUNTLEROY"
This was placed above the entrances to Ascher's Merrill Theatre, Milwaukee, and was
strictly a best seller. The picture does not give full value to the perspective of the cutouts. The electric fountain in the center is real
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'Woman's Place" Title
Won Window Hook-ups
Constance Talmadge's new play, "Woman's
Place," lends itself well to window hook-ups,
and the T. & D. Theatre, San Jose, Cal., went
to the idea for two good windows.
One was in a shoe store and contended that
woman's place was to wear the advertised shoes.
The other was a drug store, which said that it
was woman's
placeThe
to have
complete
of
itoilet
essentials..
idea a might
havelinebeen
carried
out to dresses,
suggest orthatcorsets,
woman'sbefore
placea was
inside certain
gas
stove or vacuum cleaner. The idea is capable
of indefinite expansion.
In the drug store window shown, enlargements were locally made and colored with
transparent oil colors, four of these being used
in addition to a large cutout and a number of
stills.
Young Perambulators
Sold Doris May Play
To put over "The Foolish Age" at the
Palace Theatre, Washington, the RobertsonCole exploitation man sent out several boys
with front and back signs to perambulate the
streets. The front signs called attention to
those on their backs.
One young husky wore the announcement
that he was not "Bull" Montana, and as "Bull"
'used to live in Washington, he came in for
"unusual
attention.
got to
evenenter
more the
whenhotel
he
was arrested
for He
trying
housing most of the delegates to the Disarmament Conference, and taken to court for parading without a license.
It was found that there was no law on the
statute books prohibiting an individual from
carrying signs, so they had to let him go, but
the police are framing such a statute for the
approval of the District Commission in the
hope of preventing similar occurrences, in
which event the R-C man is going to be popular
with other exploitation men.
Use was also made of the unemployment idea,
a delegation walking the streets with the signs
shown in one of the photographs and with
humorous legends on their backs.

'

Wm

'•WOMAN'S PLACE" IS AT THE DRESSING TABLE
At least that zvas the construction the Owl Drug Store, San Jose, Cal., put on the First
National title when Connie Talmadge played at the T. & D. Theatre. Another shop
contended that it ivas "IV Oman's Place" to wear their shoes
Steady

Drive

Sold

"Quo Vadis" Largely
Wid Gunning, Inc., sent William M. Meyers
to Grand Rapids to help put over "Quo Vadis"
for Power's Theatre, and he spend all of eleven
dollars and eighty cents, not including his
hotel bills.
He put out a man in a toga with a sign
warning people that if they stayed away they
would everlastingly regret it, and he put much
the same message on toy balloons and heaved
them over the edge of the hotel cornice. He
staged a special showing for the higher ups
and a school matinee for the kiddies. He tied

up a drug store to a display of roman candles
(according to the veracious press agent), and
made Nero's virtuosity the excuse for a violin
tie-up with a music store, and of course the
book store sold the published version.
He had them phoning in for reserved seats
three days before the opening, and that is pretty
good for Grand Rapids, where exploitation has
been highly developed.
Don't forget those Midnight Matinees New
Year's
the
year!Eve! It will be a winner and help all

THESE LOOK LIKE OTHER STORE WINDOWS, BUT ONE OF THEM IS IN NEW YORK
The
other
is
in
leading
dry goodsthe store
hard-to-get.hooked
It wasup easy
for story.
Mack Most
Sennettof sthe"Molly
O"
because the storesthehave
to advertise
picturein toBrooklyn,
put over and
the both
many represent
brands ofthemerchandise
to the
planting
is done through the manufacturers of the goods, and that makes it easy for the oftentimes alert press agent
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Buss Asks Questions
in His Open Letters
C. D. Buss, of the Strand Theatre, Eastern,
Pa., combined the open letter with the personal
approach in a series of advertisements for Goldwyn's
"Acea of
Hearts."
He ran
series
of advertisements addressed
to well-known persons in town, asking if they
thought a man could live too long.
The question was startling and it had many
persons interested, and by the time he was
ready to run into a two column smash they were
all eager for the answer, which, of course, was
connected up with the play.
Good Just Once
This is a just once stunt, but the shock of
seeing well known names will pull business if
the questions are properly framed and do not
give offense. It would not work as well, for
example, were someone recently divorced to be
thus publicly appealed to for his opinions of
the morality of divorce.

THIS LOBBY WAS ATTRACTIVE, SO IT SOLD THE PLAY
It didso not
connect that
verypeople
well With
Chancy
in "The
NighthadRose,"
zvas
attractive
came thein story
to see oftheLonstory
because
the lobby
sold but
them.it
It's the Strand Theatre, Asheville, and was J. C. Duncan's idea
Pretty Lobby Display
Sold Goldwyn Picture
Not having much material to work with,
J. C. Duncan, of the Strand Theatre, Asheville, went on the title of "The Night Rose"
rather than the story of the Goldwyn production,
and theHe"rose"
the title pretty
suggested
floral lobby.
got anin unusually
effect,a
with a lattice work covered with Spanish moss
and plenty of flowers and growing plants.
Business went up about 25 per cent.
One of the strongest arguments in favor of
lobby work is found in the fact that an opposition house with a popular star trusted to the
star to carry their picture over. The opening
night was so poor that they made an attempt
at lobby decoration the second day, but the effort
was too weak to put the picture over, and that
is where Duncan got his 25 per cent, of excess
business.
An odd point of the Strand dress is that the
walls are calsomined on occasion to heigltten
the effect of a lobby display. In this instance
the walls were done in green to match the general display, and the paint washed off following the run without damage to the permanent
painting.
Ashevilh Lobby Is
Quick Change Artist
J. C. Duncan, of the Strand Theatre, Asheville, N. C, is a believer in lobby displays,
because he has proven by the box office that
they pay. He is not afraid to muss things up
in order to gain an effect and by planning ahead
he is able to effect a complete change in the
appearance of the front overnight.
The man who came out from the last show
on the end of a run passes the house the next
morning and wonders at the change, but he does
not pass the theatre with the unspoken "O,
well.
is a newI was
showthere
and last
goesnight."
again. He knows it
"The Girl from God's Country" followed the
lobby, also shown on this page. Duncan

made a complete change from the floral dressing to the log cabin idea and did it while the
rest of the town slept. He went to some trouble
to get things just right and even had a dirt
floor put down to make things more real.
A new touch is the use of gay indian blankets
on the doors. This gives a needed touch of
bright coloring to the bark and boughs. There
is a saddle and other gear over a rail at the
left of the picture as well as an axe left sticking in the chopping block and the wash bench
before the cabined box office.

One Cent Sale Worked
The City Line Theatre a neighborhood house
in Brooklyn, made a one cent sale its exploitafor "Experience"
"The that
Hell ifDiggers."
Jesse tionWeil,
the manager,andfigured
he could
get out record crowds to see these pictures he
did not have to worry about the cash receipts
as he would get his money back in the weeks
to come through bettered business. Taking hit
cue from the drug stores, he announced a onecent sale for the week, a second ticket being
sold for an additional penny. Just to make it
easy, he gave the patron the penny in the form
of a green promissory note on his throwaways.
It not only brought out the families, but it
had an odd angle in the number of small boys
who watched up and down the street for single
theatregoers with the appeal to let the kid supply the other penny, getting in on the second
ticket. It made talk, and talk makes business.
Where the week is split, it would be an even
better angle to offer a seat for the second attraction for the extra penny.

THE STRAND THEATRE LOBBY, ASHEVILLE, IS A WONDER
J . C. Duncan manages to change its appearance overnight, and he often uses elaborate
dresses. This lobby immediately followed that for "The Night Rose," recently published, and sold "The Girl from God's Country" to even better business
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a Theatre

to Sell
"Footlights"
Roy S. Smart,
of the
Noble Theatre,
Gadsden, Ala., borrowed a toy theatre from a
dealer for the run of "Footlights." For three
days before the Paramount opened he displayed this in the lobby of the house, with
cutouts from the 11x14 stills for the players,
and with a one-sheet made up of stills placed
alongside.
When the attraction opened, and he needed
more lobby room, he took the display over to
a drug store and landed their window.
The theatre outfit was very elaborate, with
electric footlights and all the trimmings, and
it worked almost as hard as does the toy train
in getting attention.
A Double Deck Display
Fox's Strand Theatre, Denver, made a twostory lobby display for Wid Gunning's "The
Girl
from ceiling
God's Country."
A false
of compo board was put in,
and on this the house artist built a wood scene
with a lot of stuffed animals, borrowed from
a furrier, with a backing made from a cutout
six-sheetwaswithshallow
the house's
own lettering.
The
display
and showed
up well from
the sidewalk and even better from across the
street, and the novelty brought more attention
than would a ground floor display.
Made 48-sheets Sell
Two Gunning Features
Two pigs under a gate make more noise than
one, and H. W. Poole, of the Liberty Theatre,
Klamath Falls, Oregon, figured that by putting
up 24-sheets stands for both "The Old Oaken
Bucket" and "Our Mutual Friend" he could
sell both to better advantage.
He booked them for a split week and then
got busy. He did a lot of newspaper advertising to back up the posters, but the fact that
he was using two twenty-four sheets was what
seemed to convince the average patron that he
was selling something good.
He made his drive on "Our Mutual Friend,"
adopting the slogan, "You'll like the Liberty
better after seeing 'Our Mutual Friend'," and
the patrons yessed the idea after they had seen
the picture.

GEORGE SCHADE SAYS HE MADE THESE FLOWERS HIMSELF
Every one of these pink tissue posies is the work of his own fair hands, and the town
came down to inspect his handiwork , 'which is perhaps the reason he says he made them.
But it put Constance Talmadge over in Sandusky. That counts!
George

Schade Turns
Out Tissue Flowers
George J. Schade, of the Schade Theatre,
Sandusky, says he made each and every one of
the paper flowers used in his bridal bower for
Constance Talmadge himself, personality.
and felt
was
up Heto had
him "Wedding
io provideBells"
a canopy
for that
the itbride,
so he got busy with tissue paper and paste
and wire — so he says — and turned out these
flowers — so he says — and put them up in place
with no more assistance than could be had from
his secretary, two or three girl ushers and a
step ladder.
He cheated a little by making the side bells of
beaverboard and lettering them for the First

National attraction, but the rest he'll tell the
world, he personally fabricated.
He did tell that portion of the world which
lives in Sandusky and they came down to the
theatre to criticize his work. It is this press
work angle which makes us just a trifleskeptical of the picture the press agent paints
of George down cellar laboring with the tools
of his new trade.
Be Dignified
The manager ic/10 fails to make his personality felt is losing his best asset, but the man
who is so crazy for personal publicity that he
neglects to boom his house and attractions is
the greater fool of the two because he soon
becomes a public nuisance. Make yourself
known, but not obnoxious to your public.

THESE TWO 24-SHEETS FROM KLAMATH FALLS MADE THE TOWN THINK OF A CIRCUS
It would be small exploitation in some sections, but in Klamath Falls it zvas a knockout to get up two 24-sheets for the same week; and it
had an additional effect — that both were Wid Gunning productions. There was the suggestion that tivo headlincrs with the same l>nr:J
must be something out of the ordinary, and so they went to see both in the conviction that they must be good
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TWO NICE EXAMPLES OF E. R. ROGERS' DRAWINGS
The manager of the Tivoli, Chattanooga, makes, his own posters and finds that a few of
these in desirable locations help the regular lithographs to sell more tickets than ■would
the lithographs if used without these aids
Trusted

to Teasers

"The
Age"
R. R. on
Rogers,
of theFoolish
Tivoli Theatre,
Chattanooga, worked an elaborate teaser campaign
on
FoolishAll Age"
put over were
the Doris
May"The
picture.
sorts and
of changes
rung
on the question as to what was the foolish age,
from the flapper who "rolls her own" to "Is
16 orguessing,
60 the Foolish
When thehe facts
had them
all
he cameAge."
out with
and
everyone read to find out if it gave the answer.
It did not, so they went to see the play.
Paints Them Himself
Mr. Rogers is doing some exceptionally
pretty work in the poster line, painting them
himself. We reproduce two on this page.
Worked in with the straight lithographs, they
seem to help the display and can be placed
in windows where no lithograph, no matter
how ornate, can find lodgement. The cuts do
not suggest the color values, but they do show
exceptional drawing.
Distinguished

the star from the three sheet, illuminated by
the frosted white lights on the frame. Some six
inches back was a drape of royal purple satin,
which gave the touch of elegance to the entire
display.
The banner board at the top is a stock affair,
already wired for lights, which are set in to
match the scheme of the other decorations.
This is an exceptionally handsome design,
can be used for any single pose, and is best
used for an attraction intended to appeal to the
better class of patrons.

Jungle

Lobby

Sold First Chapter
Huy A. Kenimcr, of the Rialto Theatre,
Jacksonville, had to sell the first episode of
"Miracles
the kids
Jungle"
night
when all ofof .the
and on
mostHallowe'en
of their elders
were planning parties. He had to do something strong to pull them away from the apple
tub and the rest of the time hallowed stunts.
No heralds were available, but he posted five
twenty-four sheets in advantageous positions
in addition to live sixes, seven threes and twenty
one-sheets. A little advance newspaper work
was also done and slides were used in the other
Jacksonville houses of Southern Enterprises.
But the seller was the lobby. He used scrub
palms, palmetto, limbs of trees and a lot of
Spanish moss to change his lobby into a jungle
with open paths to the box office, the entrance
and exits. The palmetto was tacked against
the wall, with the bases covered with moss, and
through the bare branches of the trees could
be seen three cutouts from the paper ; the fight
with a lion, the crouching tiger and the wounded
man. Slightly hidden by the trees, these proved
more startling than if they had been openly
displayed and at a cost of $7.40 Mr. Kenimer
boosted his receipts over his Monday average
nearlywent
$70.outHeanddidn't
could isdomuch
nothing.
He
did sayit, hewhich
the
better way from the box office angle.
Kept Lloyd Winking
Oscar White, of the Rex Theatre, Sumter,
S. C, used a cutout of Harold Lloyd for
"I Do," but he put small electric bulbs on
flasher sockets into the eye holes and Lloyd
winked furiously all of the time, with a consequent gain in attention.
He also used a ballyhoo clown on the street
and at the fair grounds to distribute heralds
for "I Do" and "The Three Musketeers."
The
for thepromise
Lloyd to
throwaway
read :Lloyd
"Do
you copy
solemnly
see Harold
today
in hisa latest
Getting
laughlaughter
offset special,
some of'I Do?'"
the fair
counter pull.

Lobby

for "The Great Moment"
Distinction in the lobby display for "The
Great Moment"
a fifty
per cent,
increase in businessbrought
for Gloria
Swanson
at the
Rialto Theatre, Columbus, Ga.
For only $12, plus some old material, C. B.
Grimes got a display that not only sold this
Paramount but gave tone to the house. Apart
from the lithograph boards in the lobby and just
outside, the attention was centered upon the
display in front of the box office.
This was a box frame in pale green, surmounted by a clock face, also in pale green,
with the numerals in black with the exception
of the 12. This was in red, as were the clock
hands which stand at two minutes to twelve.
Frosted white bulbs are set at each hour with
the exception of the twelve, which had a red
light on a flasher socket.
Just in front of the frame was a cutout of

"THE GREAT MOMENT" IS TWO MINUTES TO TWELVE
At least that is the way C. B. Grimes, of the Rialto Theatre, Columbus, Ga.. looks at
the time in the Gloria Sivanson-Elinor Glynn-Paramount production. This is a good
example of a plain but rich lobby effect. It cost $12
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Castle

for ''Three Musketeers"
C. B. Grimes, of the Rialto Theatre, Columbus., Ga., built a castle especially for the run
of "The Three Musketeers," cutting out
entrance and exit doors and using these pieces
in place of the usual three-sheet boards at either
side, mounting stills instead of posters.
In the centre he used the group from one of
the 24-sheets pasted directly against the wall,
flanking the cutout with potted plants.
There was plenty of room for the patrons,
and the unusual display had a marked effect
in persuading the passersby that this Fairbanks' production was something out of the
ordinary. Considering capacity and price, this
was one of the most successful engagements
the film has played in Southern Enterprises
territory, and the castle is largely responsible.
In the evening all seats were reserved and but
two performances were given each day so that
there would be no need to race the picture.
Staged

a Parade for
Only Eleven Passes
Some months ago the sectional banner parade
was popular with the Paramounteers and then
it dropped for a while. Joseph Schwartzwolder, of the Universal Theatre, Auburn,
N. Y., revived the idea recently for "Experielevenwith
boystheforcards
a passspelling
apiece outto
parade ence,"
thehiringstreets
the title and giving the details.
Made a Parade
He sent them in single file through the principal streets with instructions to pose in company front whenever there was an opportunity
to do so, and to make certain that he got reliable boys, he made a deal with a Boy Scout
Patrol and the scoutmaster went along to take
command.
When you consider the sign you can figure
that the boys got a lot of experience, and they
saw the picture free, to boot.
It was the star stunt used to hold up business
for the four-day run.

NO HOUSING PROBLEM BOTHERED THE MUSKETEERS
C. B. Grimes, of the Rialto Theatre, Columbus, Ga., built a French castle for them, and
put a cutout from
the Unitedcut Artists'
24-sheet
The sidewasboards
the sections
out of the
doors,in sofront.
the material
used are made from
Roses for Chaney
"The Night Rose" seems to have been a
puzzler to most managers, and a majority of
them worked upon the title rather than upon
the story of the play.
O. C. Lam, of the Elite Theatre, Rome, Ga.,
planned a lobby display of a red rose four feet
in diameter bedded in moss on the lobby floor
and surrounded by a white picket fence two
feet high and 5 by 9 feet. At night a spot was
trained
upon the rose, and it showed up very
effectively.
The exploitation cost only about $5 and
brought in five times as much.

Made

His Big Drive
on a Society Weekly
When the Newman Theatre, Kansas City,
put
on "After
the weekly,
Show," the
it made
a drive and
on
the local
magazine
Independent,

got after
the "society
crowd"
withcuthook-ins.
The
Muehlback
hotel, for
instance,
its old
time copy to read "Before or After the Show'
visit Hotel
and other advertisers
came
in alongMuehlbach"
similar lines.
The result was that the socially elect decided that they wanted to see the Paramount
picture, and they all went, and where society
goes, the crowd is apt to follow, so getting
hold of a handful of people through a special
campaign sold the idea to everyone.
The society angle is one too often overlooked
by managers. They go after the crowd, not
realizing that the crowd will follow the leaders, and where the class of the attraction will
warrant, the appeal through the social publication will often bring more good than the
straight newspaper campaign ; though this last
is not to be neglected.
It is a long day since S. Barret McCormick
built up a Denver clientele through the society
pages
of thesince
dailythatpages,
been made
time. but little advance has
Metzger

STUNT COST AS MANY PASSES AS THERE WERE BOYS
Joseph Schwartz-voider, of the Universal Theatre, Auburn, N. Y ., hired eleven Boy
Scouts with a pass apiece and got an impromptu parade that helped business considerably at a very small cost. They marched single Ale

Publicity
Takes New Angles
E. Metzger, of the Strand Theatre, Creston,
la., has been noted for the cheapness of his
exploitation stunts. He could do more with
two dollars than most men could with twenty.
It was almost a shock to find that recently
he offered a Shetland pony to the kid who
could most successfully impersonate Chaplin
in "The Kid." Unless Metzger found the
horse, he certainly has gone to the other extreme, for a pony is a pretty rich prize when
contrasted with the usual ticket offers.
We can scarcely believe that it is Metzger,
but he sends in pictures of the pony and the
winner, and it is a real pony, with four legs
that eats oats and acts just like a horse. There
must be a catch somewhere.
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following this suggestion and raising the side
grills. Right now, mindful of the New Haven
fire, many patrons will he somewhat fearful of
the boxed-in entrance.
Ferguson Thought Faster
Than Coppers Could Act
Business has not been so good in Wilmington, Delaware, and the Majestic Theatre asked
W. R. Ferguson, the Goldwyn exploitation
man, to come down and help Elias VVetstein,
their publicity man, out when they booked
"Dangerous
Ahead."and by keeping one
Ferguson Curve
went down
jump
ahead
of
the
police, he put the picture
over to capacity.
His first stunt was to use the bridal auto
from the press book, but he used a wrecked
machine instead of the trim car, and it assuredly
was a wreck. Wilmington is not a Sunday
town, so the car stood in the lobby all day
Sunday and most of Monday morning before
the police called attention to the fact that it
was not only a lobby obstruction but that it
was two
hogging
out
feet. the sidewalk, as well. It stuck
Put in a Gong

WORKING THE OIL PAINTINGS INTO A LATTICE LORHY
The lattice idea is not new. but C. H. Creslein, of the Modjeska Theatre, Augusta, Ga..
seems to haze been the first to work oil paintings or other decorative effects into the
general design. It helped to put Paramount's "Experience" over
Lattice Grill Framed
Production Pa in tings
Lattice grills for lobby fronts are growing
in popularity in the south, for they are cheap
and effective. C. C. Creslein, of the Modjeska
Theatre, Augmta. Ga., used the idea for "Exand he worked
paintingsdesign,
supplied by perience"
Paramount
intothetheoilgeneral
getting a better effect than with straight grill
work.

The photograph shows how this was done
;in<I also shows the general back.ng design. It
is very nicely planned, but we think that it
builds the front in too much. The fence leading to the box office should be dispensed with
in favor of an ornamental design above. The
general effect of any design should be to head
the prospect in the general direction of the box
office, but the steering through must be more
artfully done.
Mr. Creslein has hit upon a good idea, but
we think the design can be bettered slightly by

Then Ferguson put in a huge electric gong
and rang it for two minutes out of every ten.
It was large enough to be heard ten blocks,
and pretty soon the men in blue intimated that
if
didn'thimlike
at thestation
hotel
theyFerguson
could move
overhisto room
the police
He took the hint and the gong came out.
Meanwhile he had had an enlargement made
of a still of Helen Chadwick looking into a
mirror. It was about three by six feet and
with the frame it was even larger. A real
mirror was set beside the pictured one, and
any woman who looked into the glass and felt
that she resembled Miss Chadwick was at
liberty to leave her name and address at the
box office and the one most nearly resembling
the star got a five dollar bill. This lasted the
week out and gave both Ferguson and the
police a rest.
In the lobby paper streamers were freely
used and a cutout cupid was perched on a heart
at the street line with the legend "They didn't
see the 'Dangerous Curve Ahead.' "

EERGlTSON THOUGHT UP STUNTS EASTER TH AN THE POLICE COULD ACT TO STOP THEM
The Goldwyn exploitation man put the wrecked bridal automobile in the lobby of the Majestic Theatre, Wilmington, Del. It lasted a day
and a half, when the police called it off; but an electric gong 'was permitted to remain only a couple of hours before the stop order came
Then Ferguson got up a resemblance contest for "Dangerous Curie Ahead." and it lasted the rest of the week.
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Boy"
C. L. "My
Yearsley,
head ofLithog
the Firstraphs
National
promotion department, got his job because he
knew how. He can write a story, devise an
exploit or lay an advertisement and in a pinch
he can do the lithograph work.
Coogan
picture,
he For
couldthenotJackie
get just
what he
wanted"MyfromBoy"
his
artists, so he sat down and designed the suite
of paper himself. Six West Forty-eighth
street rocked to its foundations when he kidded
the sacred trade mark by giving it legs and a
little hat, but it helped to put over the announcemiint, j st as it is going to get a laugh
when Jackie wonders why Sol Lesser has to
present him. But the gem of the collection is

Picture

to

the bathtub picture, which is not in the play
"because the baby cried."
Hundreds of other lithographs have been
shown based on scenes cut out of the finished
production, but Bill is the first one to make
capital of
fact. aIt'sselling
close pose
to aand
stroke
genius,
for the
it saves
makesof
it better than if it were in the play.
Piggery

in Lobby

Was

"The
Wonderful
Thing"
Steve
Willitt,
of the Liberty
Theatre,
Astoria, Oregon, was not asleep at the switch
when he played Norma Talmadge in First
National's
Wonderful
He knew "The
of the
great hogThing."
farm scenes, and
he knew that the breeders were sending their

[VOU VfONT SEE THIS IN THE PICTURE
I CAUSE IT AINT THERE WE CVT IT OUT
[CAU5 THE &ABY CFUBD BUT YOU dAN
SB ME TAKE A BATH THE
DIRECTOR fA*£>£ *E*
BUT | PIDN'T NEED IT
ONLY ACTING

the^Public
stock in to the Pacific International show at
Portland so he borrowed a brood of prospective
prize winners and put up a sty in his lobby,
with a cutout of Miss Talmadge looking into
the pen.
Each of the small porkers wore a ribbon
around its neck and was blanketed with an
announcement of the play.
A card to the owner and the cost of the sty
was the only expense other than the boardbill
of the porcine guests, for they were lodged in
a livery stable nights and given a bath and a
manicure each morning.
It was something unusual, and it made a lot
of extra business for the play and its influence
went beyond the play, for like any novel exploitation, itlasted beyond the playing da c.
MAKIi IT A M T.RRY CHRISTMAS .

THIS
ME ANDiSWHfKt
THE

TMIS »» MV Ui<>K<H$ MAD AflSR TM%
010 OR6AH 0RI*«gR TAKS MY SHARE
THE MOMSWHAt
Y
BUTOBOy
>AN0HS MONK}
it OOHK TO HIM
!»IT you UKTV"

P cap we both
Get o</R om
NEK
A WT HLEE Gs
©or
LONG
THEIS PiCfy«.fc
CALLED

MY FRIEND SOL LESSER PRESENTS Mf
I DO NT K.NOV/ WHY I ALWAYS «OT-rDS<W
SOU LESSER
PRESENTS ME

JACKIE

CO°(i/\Nl
H*^
IT -•• A «-'K!
F ! w •v
tiitf\
* i Almost? ' foRto' to than*;
f"
AoY*
aT jMl
MYO.RCCT0R5 \flCTOH HBtHHAH
♦MY

n
"
an*
■ ewvr picture

*»*H
£fBo
w«
-M
Y
Y-1$ m IT TO
PS CLAtiOB
(MUJNGWATfX
*HO ntHA BUT-i.
Munp/Vi'C
AK1> A Bi6 COP Hf CHASfS
roOL HIM ,

Sot Letter ?*€sehts rtfc

IV)ATHilvA BHu^pAOfe is IN iT TV,

JS A r=/ft*T NASHN&^J^

jKt^

THE ORIGINAL SKETCHES FOR THE POSTER DESIGNS OF FIRST NATIONAL FOR "MY BOY"
even "kidded"
and appealing,
be characteristic
something
to getmore
up the
that's "Bill"!)
(yes, trade-mark,
Yearsley
C.
and he
whollyandin hekeeping,
to get something
he wanted
sacred;thatbutwould
is nothing
theresketches
which
thandrew
National
the L.First
to sell a
going
is
paper
That
attempt.
first
his
being
from
miles
many
is
this
and
it,
get
to
how
knows
and
did. Bill knows good advertising
bunch of extra tickets
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CAN YOU PICTURE THIS CARD IN A SMALL TOWN?
Two Harbors, Minn., is not what you might call a large town, but it has a live manager,
and when lothe ofbooked
"On butwithhe the
from and
the heParamount
he bought a
posters;
addedDance"
tliis one,
cleaned upexchange
the village
Made

Special Drawings
S:ll Mae Murray Play
They never get old if they are never shown.
Mae Murray in "On with the Dance" is hardly
what you would call a pre-release, but the play
was brand new to Two Rivers, Minn., and the
management of the Happy Hour theatre felt
that the villagers might like to come and sec
it if they were properly tipped off.
Practically all of the stores had window
showings, but the star appeal was this black
silhouette used for one of the windows. It
might not attract much attention in some places,
but in a small town all the men went and the
women
went towent
'see because
if their men
foks went
the children
the others
did.andIt
was a snappy piece of work, even though Miss
Murray is given no neck to speak of. The attention was not directed to her neck and no
one noticed the omission.
Of course the sensation died out when it
was found that the star wore much more than
the string of beads in which she is pictured,
but the play had been sold.
Just in passing, it is a neat example of
lettering.
Four

Cards and Cutout
Gained in One Window
Some exploiters can spoil a window with a
single unsightly card. Others can retain an
effect while using plenty of material. This display for Wells' Bijou theatre, Richmond, shows
four cards and a cutout for "The Sheik" with
the Paramount press-book idea "Half of Richmond has read 'The Sheik,' all Richmond will
see the picture at the Bijou" for the main appeal.
A cut out of Miss Ayres is set at the side
of the window instead of the center, which
gives a better, because less formal, effect, and
also permits the display cards to be grouped
instead of divided.
Set the same four cards two on either side
of the cutout and you will get a more regular
dressing, but will lose materially from the
mass effect. At the same time a balance is
preserved to the eye by the use of the table on
the right. This is not obtrusive, yet it complies
with the law of composition.
Make it a Merry Christmas! Get a P. T. A.
and start the new year right with good business getters. If no one gives it to you buy it
yourself!

Talked by TeLgraph
to Make Them Read
People will read two cent letters who basket
the one cent circulars, but Phil Gleichman, of
the Broadway-Strand Theatre, Detroit, carried
the argument further. He night-lettered 3,000
possible patrons with a wire reading :
"Take the entire family to see Paramount's
'Enchantment! at the Broadway-Strand this
week.
A Wiseman."was checking up the mailing
One by-product
list, for the messages not delivered were reported in, but the big idea was to get real
telegrams delivered by real messenger boys.
Cost Was Not Great
Even at wholesale rates the cost was not
small, but the result was large because it was
direct and effective. If you try the stunt, work
it sufficiently far in advance to permit a campaign to be mapped out. If you work it right,
the stunt beats the fake telegram and has a
more direct result.
The stunt was widely talked about and the
business manager of the Times was so impressed that he sat down and wrote a commendatory letter to Mr. Gleichman. When a
newspaper man commends stunt advertising it
must be good, since he is praising the opposition.

for Showing
a Live Ra ttlesnake
Some of those yap sheriffs are peculiar. Ask
Frank Buzetti, of the Maverick Theatre, Thermopolis, Wyoming.
He was fixing up a window in a drug store
for "The Affairs of Anatol" when a kid came
along with a rattlesnake for sale. Buzetti
bought it and used it for an attractor. He was
pointing out the snake to a couple of women
who shrieked and fled. Pretty soon the tinstar man came around and ordered it out of
the window. The manager argued to the point
of pinch and then agreed to remove the snake,
getting all the talk he could out of the incident
without actually having to go to jail.
Then he hustled around to the newspaper
office and got a column on the front page and
you couldn't tell whether the story was about
the snake or "The Affairs of Anatol." "Sweet
arc the uses of adversity."
Good Hook-up Angle
Getting a reason for a hook-up page is half
the start. Sell the merchant a catchy line and
you sell him on the general idea. Ralph S.
Crocker, of the Star Theatre, Elgin, 111.,
adapted Paramount's "After the Show" to a
co-operative page by advising the patrons "after
the show" to see the advertised goods, call a
taxi or go out to supper. A taxi service and
restaurants naturally would hook-up to such a
title, but the others came in by urging people
to see their window displays on the way home.
"After the show go window shopping" was the
general idea. You can hook-up on anything if
only you get the right angle.
Gets Two More
Claud Saunders has made public two letters
on film publicity, one from the dramatic editor
of the Salt Lake Telegram and the other from
the editor of the Mineapojis Daily News, both
telling how the pictures have helped the circulation.
This is working along the same lines as the
latter from the Des Moines editor which was
obtained by this department some time ago and
later was used by the Paramount exploitation
department for missionary work. If you are
trying to land stuff on your local editors, get
these letters and use them to back up your
argument.

HERE IS THE SUGGESTION FOR A NOT OVERCROWDED WINDOW
There is plenty of advertising, yet the 'window has an open effect. It was used by the
Bijou Theatre, Paramount
Richmond, press
for "The
and on
the the
cards
book. Sheik,"
The figure
left take
is a their
cutout texts from the
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Cuts Help

These Large Displays
Considerable preparatory work was done by
the Howard Theatre, Atlanta, for Douglas
Fairbanks
Musketeers"
and
most
of the incut"The
work Three
was small
stuff, wherein
this campaign differs very largely from the
others we have shown in these pages. Most
of the campaigns have made effective use of
the large cuts, employing little more than the
cut, the star, title and house name. The Atlanta
campaign is based largely upon the New York
and Boston press notices, but the selections
detail the action rather than the adjectives,
though adjectives are tacked to the descriptions of the action. In other words, the critics
in this instance have written the selling talk,
and perhaps have done it better than any one
man couW have done. There are several displays in the set, all about 200 lines across four
columns, and none of them employs a large cut.
The largest is the two column title cut shown
in the reproduction. The others are all smaller,
but in a type page they look large and give
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over this Associated Producers' First National
release. The large painting at the left was the
chief selling factor. It was not only well done,
but it had the effect of making people realize
that a picture so elaborately exploited must be
worth while. Some of the frames carried stills
and others portions of one sheets, but they all
showed very clearly the title, and the title sells
to
whoalldowhonot. know the story — and there are few
—P. T. A.—
Standard

Display

Shows Good Taste
Although there is nothing unusual about this
space from the Strand Theatre, Baltimore, it
offers a good example of a standard style, in
which the star and title are well displayed without any marked departure from the conventional. Itis 80 lines by three columns, and not
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advisable
the had"First
National
These cuts than
can be
in small
sizes presents."
and there
is a distinction to the cut which the type line
lacks. We have never been particularly urgent
in the matter of trade mark cuts, but if any
credit is given, we think the cut better than
type if it is, in itself,
— P. T.distinctive.
A. —
Gets Something

Smart

Thisfor
fifteen
inch cross page space
for the
"Dangerous
Curve''
Park Theatre, Roanoke, Va., for "Dangerous
Curve Ahead," is a departure from the usual
style of advertising for this Goldwyn, but it
gives a very smart display and we think it one
of the best to date. There is no getting away

PARK
THEATRE
FOUR DAYS— COMMENCING, TODAY, OCT. 10
Carve Ahead
Rupert Hnghe£

WEEK OF
OCT. 17

KET
MUS
From the Famous
Novel, byEER
Alexandre DumasS
pTWFXVE REELS OF DYNAMIC ROMANCE! |
An Amerii an (to<1ui tion r~h;it I'lia 1

*

Dmsjlu Ft.Flinki mrtr Ku wn befnr. tni t»n Hil h> if^H^oe iaiM, ^^^^^^fc.
pending numlwi; iMn. Ii ijiuulillmlt (llc-d ln.1 \l.llbululj jfiHt /
"rfc. Tk--»« MmlfU-n" wUTj,, ftifn'ijtai MH...-I ■ ■ mil ptitm, ted Is
^^^T^^^^ *** U"- ^ "I1** l^rtuli pmurt ui VT^V TORK HljB-S'lNCl TO*
H« «M -.r-nlUn (Wl U,H film icUor, Mr Falrfenh 1> lb <-*»■ . " lj(P 4|X

"The Three Musketeers"
GAM WEEK

A BALTIMORE ANNOUNCEMENT
a large space as Baltimore counts space, for
some of the houses take double this space and
even more, but it gets over star and title adequately, and holds its own on the page. Where
credit is given First National, we think that
the use of the trade mark cut is much more

A DIFFERENT ADVERTISEMENT
from the cut and the text gives plenty of selling
talk. There are three banks of a clean eight
point in addition to the full face at the bottom
which tells of the musical program and winds
up with : "The management can personally
guarantee this production as one of the best

...5

THE ATLANTA
an excellent display. The fencing figures in
column size appear to have been adopted as a
trade mark, for they are used more often than
all the others put together. It is an effective
display and probably sold better than the purely
circus style of advertisement. One of the
spaces panels the press talk and finds room on
the left for the poem. "When men were men,"
but the greater trust seems to have been placed
in the appeal of press opinion descriptive of
the action and the various angles. From all
accounts this faith was well founded, for the
picture played to an unusual number at advanced prices. The circus style of display is
excellent and has sold the picture in many
centres, but it would seem that in some sections the story must be sold on argument, and
the Howard conducted an excellent campaign.
— P. T. A.—
Large

Painting

Showed

of the
This"Last
is not exactly
the wayMohicans"
the lobby of the
Rivoli Theatre, Portland, Ore., looked for
"The Last of the Mohicans," but it shows the
number of signs used by J. C. Stille to put

THE LOBBY DISPLAYRIVOLI
FOR "THE
LAST PORTLAND,
OF THE MOHICANS"
USED BY THE
THEATRE,
ORE.
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of its kind ever made. We did not disappoint
you on 'The Old Nest' and we can truthfully
say that this
is as sell
good."
an do
advertisement like picture
this cannot
tickets,If we
not
know what will, for it combines the best in
argument and cut attractor.
—p. t. a.—
Crowded

Small Space
Gets Over the Idea
Ordinarily this 90 lines across two columns
would be far too crowded to be a good display.
Used for an ordinary picture it would be bad,
but it put over the special showing of
"Theodora" in Detroit because it created the
impression of so much to be said about the
subject. It was about the only all-type display
on the page, and it gained some distinction
from that fact, but the main point is that the
compactness of the setting suggests that there
is so much to be said about that play that even
a comparatively large space must be crowded.
It uses simple
two of inWill
A. Page's itbest
lines and
though
appearance,
is really
the

NOV- (
I NEXT WEEK [5TARTING SUN- MATTHE MOST COLOSSAL OF ALL
MOTION PICTURE OFFERINGS
GOLDWYN
Has the Honor to Announce the Detroit Premiere of
THE GREATEST SCREEN SPECTACLE
THE WORLD HAS EVER KNOWN
THEODORA
Produced by the Union* Cinemotografica Itotiana
Sardou's
the Elm famous
press ofandthe sensational
East who lostlovetheromance
throne of
of the Caesars rather than .sacrifice
the man she truly loved
The history of the world has been written
in love stories and this is one of them
SPECIAL NOTE—
IFWELL
YOU STOP
DONTSEE
YOU MIGHT
GOINC "THEODORA"
TO SEE MOTIOf
PICTURESAS

THE DETROIT 'THEODORA"
result of clever building. Page is a dramatic
man, following drama theatre styles, where
display is not so strongly counted upon nor,
for some reason, so necessary. He knows the
value of relative lines, and if you will study
this display you will note that the proportioning is the result of study and has not been left
to the compositor. You can spot the value of
the line from the size of the type, and we imagine that the copy handed the printer was very
carefully marked. He was not merely given
typewritten copy and told to set it up. He was
probably told the face in which each section
was to be displayed and had to follow the copy
with reasonable exactness. It is a nice example
in compact
isof acorrect
touringdisplay
attraction,
but form.
you will"Theodora"
probably
get it for your house later on. Hold this
sample against that time.
— P. T. A.—
Contests
Contests are like any other stimulant. In
moderation they work, but used too often, they
become a habit. A wise physician uses a stimulant with care, enabling a patient to gain ficti-
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tious strength until such time as he can rally
his recuperative powers. He knows thit, used
permanently, any drug must be administered
in ever increasing doses to gain the same effect
and that eventually a point will be reached
where the largest doses will have no real effect.
It is the same way with contest stunts. One
will help business now and then. Used regularly it does not help business, but merely
holds it to normal and business falls when
the stimulus
is notoradministered.
Don't overwork the contest
you will presently
need
some new exploitation
to
sell
even
the contest.
—P. T. A.—
Now

Jewett Dubar
Finds a New Idea
Cast your eye on this space for the California
Theatre,
Francisco,letter.
and noteNotJewett
latest — theSancucumber
contentBubar's
with
streaking his black letters with hairlines of
white, he has invented a warty face that makes
his letters look like a bumpy dill pickle. It's
all theretimes heindents
that the
line,line
"ThewithSpeed
Girl."of Somedimples
white
and again he has little fatty tumors of black
sprouting from the spines of his outlines. Just
when we were getting to be really fond of
Bubar, ing.heHe has
goes drawn
and gets
It's portrait
discourag-of
an flossy.
admirable
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lately and it gives an unnatural look to the
eyes, no matter how popular this device may
be with chorus girls. But there is no mistaking the likeness you would know it for Miss
Daniels anywhere. The copy is very brightly
written for this space and the idea of the story
is smartly suggested in the huge hand of the
motorcycle cop reaching out to capture the
speeding automobile. Outside of the freak
lettering and the eyelashes, this is one of the
California's best— and they are almost always
good. You have to fall for such lines as " 'The
Speed
Girl' ofis the
and brightest
five reels
joy snappiest,
that has gayest
been unreeled
in a
— P. T. A. —
long
time."Baltimore Space
This
Employs Psychology
This 125 lines by five lacks the artistic touch
of some of the advertisements of the Centurv
Theatre, Baltimore. It is crude in its poverty
of design and you would set it down as a poor
advertisement, unless you study it closely, but
the more you think it over, the better you are
apt to like it. In the first place, it is so crude
that it finds strength in this crudeness. The
design is elemental, but it fairly leaps at you
from the page. The eye-glasses suggest Lloyd

California

y TOMORROW
STARTING.
Bebe

l,**

DdniPK,

ifkeSPEED

GM

to. k.( UflM.
■ StwVi MiMaba" to ■
TV. C*lU*ru> OVtk«tn fbwt to lk> W«m).
■ HdUr n>i>ctei «OI pUt "L» r«rw

BUBAR'S LATEST bRHAK
Bebe Daniels in spite of the fact that her eyelashes are beaded like the sketches of a comic
artist. He has taken a freak of beaded lashes
PICTURE
THEATRE
ADVERTISING
is a book every exhibitor needs.
Packed with ad-stunts, tested advertising wrinkles, information on every
phase of advertising for the picture
house.
$2 postpaid.
ORDER QUICK! YOU NEED IT!
Chalmers Publishing Co.
516 Fifth Avenue
New York

CRUDE BUT COMPELLING
before you even sec the features of the cut.
Lloyd
good comedy.
"and"starin
the bowsuggests
of the glasses
leads to The
the other
and suggest an cqualitv of position. You know
Lloyd to be a real star. You naturally associate his space-companion with greatness.
Miss Binncy has not yet taken her rightful
position in the minds of many patrons. She
is liked, but she is not yet the favorite she is
destined to become, and so this coupling of her
name with that of Lloyd through the suggestion of the cut helps to advance her in the
minds of the patrons. The rest of the selling
is done with a minimum of words. The Lloyd
title is given to show that it is something new
and not a re-book. The title in the case of
Miss Binney is sufficient when coupled with
the Bclasco name. The placement of the type
emphasizes the double attraction idea. There
is real psychology in the entire appeal. It is
not pretty, but it pulls, and that is the main
office of any advertisement.
— P. T. A.—
Stage Door

Appeal

"After
the Show"
Grauman'sin Theatre,
Los Angeles,
plays up
the mysterious appeal of the stage door in both
word and
The
artist
does picture
most offorthe"After
work the
with Show."
the pictures
of the stage door with its waiting silk hatted
men, and with a second picture of the after
theatre supper which is supposed to be a part
of every show girl's nightly life. The copy
writer backs this up with such lines as "Do
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you want to take a trip behind the scenes of a
show?"
agorgeous
journey musical
back on comedy
the stage.
Studyandthe"Take
lives
of those behind the footlights who mask the
sorrows and tragedies of their own lives with a
smile that the world may be amused." This
gives a strong appeal to the layman, who seems
to think that actors are different from other
people. The space is a strong seller for the
Paramount production, and it will work even
better in a town where half the population is
not working out on the picture lots. The panel
gives a whoop for "The Case of Becky," announcing aprologue "directed by wire from
New York by Sid Grauman." One thing we

THE GRAUMAN

STAGE DOOR IDEA

like about the Grauman advertising is the way
they make the artist mind his own business.
The lettering is all in type, even where they
have to mortise to get it in. If you will look
closely, you will find that there are small type
lines of dialogue between the players and the
table in the scene cut ; lines selected to pique
curiosity. This is done very frequently in the
Grauman spaces, and we like the idea. It is
infinitely better than hand lettering would be
in the same position, and even if it costs a little
more to mortise the cut, it is worth the cost.
—P. T. A.—
Brunette Harold Lloyd
Displayed in Dallas
Apart from the mulatto Harold Lloyd, this
three fives from Dallas, Texas, is a nice display. The Palace is the star house of the
section of Southern Enterprises that was formerly the Hulsey string, and apparently they
pin their entire campaign to this Harold Lloyd
subject. It is very nicely done, with a capital
display and a splendid punch line in that "Come
and
get theIt linger
Thatto line
a gem.
sounds longer
almostlaugh."
too good
comeis

PALACE
m
Come and Get the Linger Longer Laugh
The Monarch of Mirth

Harold LM
'I DO

AN EXCELLENT LLOYD DISPLAY
from Texas, but Herschel Stuart can hold his
own with the best of them and it is probable
that the line is home-grown. This announcement shows up just as well as would a larger
display, and it looks better. It is not the size
of the type, but the manner of its display which
counts, and this hand lettering, approximating
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a five line letter for the star and a three line
for the title looks as large as would a ten line Artistic Speller
letter packed up in a lot of other big type.
at Foot of Class
It is attracting and attractive.
— P. T. A.—
The Goodwin Theatre, Newark, should
present its artist with a spelling book and urge
Even in Washington
him to at least read it over. In the language
of the day, he is all wet when it comes to text.
All Type Gets Over
He speaks of "The Match Breaker" as "an
Usually the Washington theatres use cut anti-vamps career," ignoring the possessive
attractors, but now and then some house goes apostrophe, and then goes blithely on to tell
Alice Lake in "Unchartered" Seas. He is
to all type and gets away with it nicely because of
the standard of composition in Washington is working overtime and has two letters too many,
but he gets the apostrophe in "A woman's test
unusually
is Moore's
which
doesgood.
betterThis
withtimeall ittype
than it Rialto
could of manhood," proving that he does know that
with a cut, because it gets an advertisement
which looks different. Almost half the space
GOODWIN //V
-ANOTHER SURPRISE PROGRAM—
TO-D^V S ALL WEEIO
DOUBLE FEATURES
RIALTO
TODAY AND ALL WEEK
IN
'^MATCHBREAKER^
WILLIAM
de MILLE'S
SUPERB PRODUCTION
VAMPSCAREEFO
A COMEDV DRAMA °/an AIMT1"AFTER
THE
JACK
HOLT LILA
LEE SHOW"
CHAS. OGLE
7HB GREATEST BACKSTAGE ROMAXCE EVER PICTVR12ED
-■•"EXCLUSIVE CONCERT 0FFERWG"*«— WEBER —
MALE

QUARTETTE
ORCHESTRA— ""KiniARJES

A WASHINGTON

ALL TYPE

is given to music, for the Washington houses
are just making the discovery that music can
be made to mean as much to a patron as the
picture. Crandalls was the first to play up
the orchestra, and now all of the others are
stressing the music, though for more than a
year now we have been playing up the Hyman
programs to show what can be done with
music. Hyman's musical numbers have pulled
more than one weak sister through the engagement and have made better business on even
the strong attractions. Now Washington has
awakened, and even the second-run houses are
making a fuss about their musical programs,
where previously little was said. This Moore
display is nicely done on approved lines. It
gets the names and titles over nicely and sells
better than an indifferent cut could.
— P. T. A.—
Permanent Hook-ups
When your artist is not busy on rush jobs
get him to paint up half a dozen prosceniums with a stage opening just about large
enough to take in a scene photograph,
slightly curved. Provide a back of pasteboard or metal, and letter the top, "What's
at the Star Theatre this week." Make room
for a small title announcement card below
the foots, and arrange a light so that the
photograph will be properly illuminated.
Change the photographs promptly, selecting
the best of the lot, and in a few weeks you
will have the town stopping regularly to
look in on the miniature stages. If you want
something more simple, build flat beaver
board mounts with an opening and a screen
and letter that "What's on the screen at the
Star," with the title card below. Use a
change of pace on your other advertising,
but make this permanent.

==AjJo ,
A WOMAN'S
TEST OF MANHOODASOUL-STIRRINSSTORt*
^> 'CONCERT ORGAN
COMEDY
UNCHARTERED
u^X PATHESEAS*
NEWS
A NEWARK
SPELLING
BEE
STANDING PAT"
I
LICEIAK
it is occasionally used. This sort of thing is
just plain carelessness and if the artist cannot
spell, he should submit his pencil outline to the
manager for correction. It is too late to do
this after the cut has been made. Probably it
did not interfere with the sale of tickets, but
it certainly does not help any to announce a
wrong title. Even an artist should know the
difference between a chart and a charter. One
break may not amount to much, but a theatre
which continually offers poor proof reading will
suffer in the long run. It will assuredly react
against the house ; particularly when the errors
appear in the titles.— P. T. A. —
Pasted Posters
F. H. Richardson, who pays more attention
to projection than exploitation, came in the
other day to enthuse over the appearance of
some cutouts pasted onto the mirror walls of
a house he had visited. He thought they looked
better than all the card displays he had ever
seen. They do, because they have a brilliant
background, but chiefly they are of value because it is only human nature for men and
women alike to glance into a mirror as they
pass. You are putting your paper where it
has the best possible chance of being seen.
This has been pointed out before, but like a
lot of other good ideas, it seems to have been
forgotten. Try it, if you never worked the
stunt, but use bright colored posters to get the
best result. A dingy poster looks worse than
ever against the bright
of a glass.
— P. T. surface
A.—
Sold the Milk
During the milk strike in New York there
was some question as to where supplies could
be obtained. Some service was maintained to
dealers, but along upper Broadway long
stretches of the street were tagged with announcements that milk could be obtained at the
Bunny Theatre. The lobby was turned over
to the
distributors
at seven o'clock a. m. and
the
crowd
had procured
its supplies and had
gone in time to permit the cleaners to remove
all trace of dairy before the doors were opened
for the performance.
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Reviews

Here are extracts from news available at press hour from publications of the industry boiled down to a sentence. They
present the views of Moving Picture World (M.P.W.) ; Exhibitors' Herald (E.H.) ; Motion Picture News (N.) ; Exhibitor!'
Trade Review (T.R.) ; Wid's (W.).
sIS^

Love Never Dies
{Featured Cast — First National — 6,751 Feet)
M. P. W. — First National-King Vidor picture has roaring melodramatic plot.
E. H. — A splendid audience 'picture and one
that'
appeal homespun
to the ladies.
N. —will
Enough
touches to make an
average heart interest drama.
W. — Nothing new in this old-fashioned
"movie" plot.
School Days
(Wesley Barry — Warner Bros. — 7,000 Feet)
M. P. W. — Warner Bros, offer capital entertainment inscreen comedy, starring Wesley
Barry.
W. — One of the best pictures seen in months.
E. H. — It has all the whimsical charm of
"The Old Swimmin' Hole" and the exploitation
possibilities of a "Mickey."
T. R. — A splendid title that a hustler should
make pack his house.
bet.N. — Gem of a picture; sure-fire box office
Our Mutual Friend
(Featured Cast—Wid Gunning— 7,698 Feet)
M. P. W. — English production of Dickens'
story, released by Wid Gunning, is splendid entertainment.

W. —charm
Dickens'
well known story produced
with
and interest.
N. — Highly interesting picture made from
Dickens' Classic.
T. R. — Care was taken in furnishing an entertainment vehicle worthy of public con-,
sidcration.
Stranger Than Fiction
(Katherine MacDonald
— First National —
6,388 Feet)
M. P. W. — Will prove first rate entertainment.
E. H. — Presents Katherine MacDonald in
a>ociety
pleasing
play. though not very substantial little
W. — Has good number of thrills and stunts
that provide excitement.
N. — Novel "film within a film" picture.
The Right That Failed
{Bert Lytell— Metro— 6 Reels)
M. P. W. — Bert Lytell essays the role of the
two-fisted American hero and proves a winner
in Metro's latest.
T. R. — It is a film that audiences will like
and therefore in all probability will prove a
good box office attraction.

est.W. — Bert Lytell as a prize fighter in his latN. — Popular Post story developed along
broad comedy angles.
For Those We Love
(Betty Compson — Goldivyn — 5,752 Feet)
M; P. W. by
— Betty
Compson's
own sentimental
production,
distributed
Goldwyn,
has decided
T. R. — Promises to attain a high degree of
appeal.
popularity.
W. — Heart interest story and strong cast
make exceptional production.
E. H. — It is way above the average, both
in construction and in presentation, and offers
splendid entertainment.
Sir Ame 's Treasure
(Featured Cast
— Swedish
6,500
Feet) Biograph —
M. P. W. — Romantic tale of olden days produced by Swedish Biograph Company has real
charm and much artistic excellence.
N.
—
melodrama is vigorous in its
action Fantastic
and atmosphere.
T. R. — While bearing all the earmarks of a
foreign-made production, nevertheless it is well
up to American standards.
W. — Good
braves
tragicproduction
ending. and acting in story that
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of dxhibitors

The box office is the dependable guide for all exhibitors on moving picture productions.
In this department your brother exhibitors tell the story of the success or failure of the
various releases. Your frank reports on all pictures are solicited for this department.
You are helping yourself and others by sending them in. Use the blank printed in this
department or better still write us that you'd like a free supply of report cards.
Attendance; fair. W. E. Elkins, Temple
program. Patronage ; younger set. AttendAssociated Producers
Theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.
ance; good. J. S. Schwalin, Rialto Theatre,
NOMADS OF THE NORTH. This is a
THE SCOFFER. Picture fair. Advertis- Hamilton, Ohio.
very pretty picture. Forest fire scenes very
WEDDING BELLS. This is an extraoring; newspapers and billboards. Patronage, best. Attendance; good. William P.
good. There is no question about this drawdinarily good picture. Everybody well
ing, it will. Book it. Patronage; family.
Fleming, Academy of Music, Newburgh,
pleased. Two days' run. Advertising; lobNew York.
Attendance; good. James J. Christie, Third
by display and one sheet boards all over
Avenue
Theatre, Watervliet, New York.
HOME TALENT Was told this was no town, newspapers. Patronage; first class.
Attendance; good. H. C. Neale, Princess
good, but found it better than "Small Town
Fox
Idol." Patrons more than pleased. Adver- Theatre, Mayfield, Kentucky.
SIGN ON THE DOOR. Excellent, just
PRIMAL LAW. Extra good. Dustin
tising; extra newspaper. Patronage; general. Attendance; good. G. Replogle, Grand the sort of picture my patrons want. Ad- Farnum is well liked. More of his pictures
are welcome. Advertising ; posters, signs
vertising; window cards and program.
Theatre, St. Mary's, Ohio.
Patronage; high class. Attendance; fair. and papers. Patronage; small town. AtEquity
tendance; good. J. Carbonell, Monroe TheG. W. Saul, Firemen's Hall, Hillsdale, New
atre, Key West, Florida.
STRAIGHT FROM PARIS. Advertise it Jersey.
SALVATION NELL. Too much religion
THE NIGHT HORSEMAN. Popular with
big, let the women know about it. It will
please and in fact you will say the best Clara for a general audience. Would be much bet- the masses and not objectionable to anyone,
ter if reduced to five reels. Advertising; on the whole a very good picture. AdverKimball ever made. It has a good deal of
comedy. Advertising; sixes, threes, ones, window cards and program. Patronage;
tising; newspapers, weekly program. Paslide, photos. Patronage; neighborhood. high class. Attendance ; poor. G. W. Saul,
tronage; usual for country town. AttendAttendance; good. W. E. Elkin, Temple Firemen's Hall, Hillsdale, New Jersey.
ance; good. Arthur B. Smith, Fenwick
Theatre,
Salem,
New Jersey.
Theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.
SKY PILOT.
"Thetheatre,
Sky Pilot,"
it THE
will bring
people toPlayyour
who
GIRL OF MY HEART. Very nice little
First National
have never attended before. Pleased all. picture. Clean and wholesome for the
NOT GUILTY. A good production with Advertising; regular. Patronage; mixed. family trade. Good clean comedy-drama,
an Oriental flavor. Photography poor in Attendance; extra good. Arch E. Bam- is the stuff that pleases now. No more
spectacles at fancy prices are wanted in
parts of the picture. Pleased the majority. tucky. berger, Empress Theatre, Owensboro, Ken- DeQueen.
A. L. Middleton, Grand Theatre,
Advertising; two one-sheets and slide. PaDeQueen, Arkansas.
SIGN ON THE DOOR. The best Norma
tronage; small town. Attendance; good.
DYNAMITE ALLEN. This picture
J. F. Schley, Columbia Theatre, Columbia, Talmadge picture I have played. Poor busiNorth Carolina.
ness due to fact they had not forgotten pleased everyone, starring George Walsh,
best. Advertising; photos, herWEDDING BELLS. Broke both box-of- "The Passion Flower," which they did not one ofalds,hisbillboards.
Patronage; neighborhood.
neighborhood. Attendfice and attendance records. Picture pleased live. Patronage;
ance; small. J. A. Emery, Star Theatre, Attendance; very good. Harry Waffle, Ly100 per cent. Second day more than doubled Bar Harbor,
Maine.
ric Theatre, Mcintosh, South Dakota.
first. Advertising; regular. Patronage;
mixed. Attendance; extra good. Arch E.
PRIMAL LAW. A good Western and
PECK'S BAD BOY. This pleased everybody. Has an especial appeal to children, well worth the money. Patrons satisfied.
Bamberger, Empress Theatre, Owensboro,
Kentucky.
but pleased also the adults. Advertising; Patronage; small town. Attendance; good.
S. Bovee, Florence Theatre, Elk Point,
SIGN ON THE DOOR. Good plot, good newspapers, program, chiTdren's matinee and C.
Patronage; all kinds. At- South Dakota.
star, good photography, a pleasing box- street car cards.
tendance; good. John S. Schwalin, Rialto
AFTER YOUR OWN HEART. We never
office attraction. Norma never fails. Ad- Theatre, Hamilton,
Ohio.
vertising; posters, sign and papers. Patronhave shown any picture in six years which
age; small town. Attendance; good. J.
TWO MINUTES TO GO. Very good pic- pleased like this did. You can boost it
Carbonell, Monroe Theatre, Key West, ture and always up. to Charles Rays stand- as a "special" and not disappoint any one,
Florida.
ard. Pleased everyone. Advertising; four for it is better than most specials. Advertising; posters and mail. Patronage; high
ALL FOR A WOMAN. A wonderful pic- 24 sheets, fifteen one-sheets, two newspapers
ture of the kind, but the American people and lobby. Patronage; the best. Attend- class rural. Attendance; good. B. A.
ance; good. H. B. Barr, Rialto Theatre, Aughinbaugh, Community Theatre, Lewishere do not want this foreign stuff. Why
town, Ohio.
do they get them here? Patronage; small Enid, Oklahoma.
Goldwyn
MAN, WOMAN, MARRIAGE. A very
town. Attendance; fair. C. S. Bovee, Florence Theatre, Elk Point, South Dakota.
elaborate picture, but seemed to play over
THE WOMAN IN HIS HOUSE. Fine their heads, a college town at that. Fair
SNOWBLIND. Picture fair. Had comAdvertising; triple crosses everypicture. The baby made the picture a hit. business. where.
ments both ways. Played this ThanksPatronage;
general.
Attendance;
giving. Advertising; usual. Patronage;
Well worth the money. Should cut out the fair. Joe Gerbracht, Princess Theatre,
small town. Attendance; good due to holisuggestiveness. Advertising; weekly pro- Ames, Iowa.
gram, three photos, slide. Patronage; small
day. W. Ray Erne, Arcade Theatre, Chartown. Attendance; good. E. S. French &
BOB HAMPTON OF PLACER. Excellent lote, Michigan.
Son, Memorial Hall, Pine River, Minn.
THE OLD NEST. Although this picpicture which pleased all my patrons. Advertising; window cards. Patronage; high
BOB HAMPTON OF PLACER. A relief
ture is not very strong in plot it can be
from many of the pictures now being re- class. Attendance; good. G. W. Saul, Fire- termed one of the big pictures of the year,
because it is so true to life. Advertising;
leased. Our patrons liked it. Advertising;
men's Hall, Hillsdale, New Jersey.
window cards, newspapers, etc. Patronage;
three one-sheets, one three-sheet and
TRUST
YOUR
WIFE.
"Curtain"
and
better class. Attendance; poor. K. H. Sink, "Trust Your Wife" are two of the best throwaways. Patronage; mixed. AttendWayne Theatre, Greenville, Ohio.
ance; good. Jack Kaplan, Royal Theatre,
MacDonald subjects so far. It is hard to
LESSONS IN LOVE. This is a most en- tell which one pleased best. Miss Mac- South Fallsburgh, New York.
joyable picture that will keep the audience Donald draws the best of people and genDANGEROUS CURVE AHEAD. Absoin an extremely pleasant state of mind.
erally pleases. Advertising; sixes, threes,
lutely wonderful. Pleased big crowd. PlayAdvertising; newspapers, street car cards, ones, photos.
ed three days to big business. Patronage;
Patronage; neighborhood.
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general. Charles DePaul, Dreamland Theatre, Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan.
GIRL WITH JAZZ HEART. Good dual
roles well acted. Fine colored effects. Advertising; posters, photos, slides and two
newspapers. Patronage; neighborhood.
Attendance; good. Anna Frankle, Strand
Theatre, Leon, Iowa.
THE OLD NEST. One of finest productions ever played in our theatre. Pleased
our patrons 100 per cent. Want more pictures of this class. Advertising; one sixsheet, four one-sheets, big cloth banner,
1,500 heralds. Patronage; small town. Attendance ;fine. H. Adorn, Dixie Theatre,
Durant, Mississippi.
SNOWBLIND. Excellent picture, wonderful scenery, good acting and directing.
Advertising; usual methods. Patronage;
small town. Attendance; good. Morton
Fry,
Maine. Town Hall Theatre, York Village,
Hodkinson
A CERTAIN RICH MAN. The house was
dividedandon some
this one,
some li'<ed
very
much
left before
it wasit completed. Advertising; newspaper, extra billboard. Patronage; high class. Attendance;
fair. W. L. Landers, Gem Theatre, Batesville, Arkansas.
THE BRUTE MASTER. Beautiful
scenes, great acting, but why do they spoil
a big picture with too much rough stuff?
Advertising; one sheets, lobby. Patronage;
small town. Attendance ; fair. J. R. Rush,
Pastime Theatre, Pearl City, Illinois.
Metro
LOVE, HONOR AND OBEY. Print was
bad and in poor condition and was only
fair program picture. We are losing money
on all Metro pictures. Advertising; slides,
one sheets and monthly cards. Patronage;
small town. Attendance; poor. John C.
Mapes, K. of P. Theatre, Chester, New
York.
THE FOUR HORSEMEN. A magnificent
picture, great, almost beyond description.
Cast and staging are perfect. Advertising;
widely billed and heralded. Patronage;
high class. Attendance; only fair. E. W.
Collins,
Empire Theatre, Jonesboro, Arkansas.
THE MAN WHO. Pleasing comedydrama with plenty of laughs. Satisfied
everybody. Never imagined that Bert Lytell could be so funny. Advertising; two
one-sheets and throwaways. Patronage;
mixed. Attendance; good. Jack Kaplan,
Royal Theatre, South Fallsburgh, New
York.
TRIP TO PARADISE. Best thing Lytell
ever did. Pleased them to a dot. Keep
up the good work. Medium prices and
made me money. Pleased as well as those
wonderfully
heralded
that
make you hustle
to get"world
in forbeaters"
rental while
the exchange gives you the laugh. Ned
Pedigo, Pollard Theatre, Guthrie, Okla.
Paramount
MARY'S
ANKLE.
A mighty
fine picture, exhibitors
will make
no mistake
to
book it. Advertising; regular, ones, threes,
sixes. Patronage; mixed. Attendance;
fair. L. P. Stubblefield, Huntsville Theatre,
Huntsville, Tenn.
WHITE AND UNMARRIED. Very
pleasing and satisfactory picture. Meighan
gaining in popularity. Such pictures will
put him over. Comment from audience uni-
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versally good. Decidedly clean and fitted
for any house. Advertising; attractive title
well exploited through newspapers and
posters, as well as lobby. Patronage;
mixed. Attendance ; good. J. J. Wood, Redding, California.
HELIOTROPE. One of the best and
most unusual pictures we have ever shown,
but public passed it up. Advertising; extensive newspaper. Patronage; small town.
Attendance; poor. L. T. Carskaden, Music
Hall Theatre, Keyser, West Virginia.
GHOST IN THE GARRET. We booked
this on account of commendable reports of
Exhibitors' Reports and sure did come
across with everything claimed except attendance. No fault of the picture. If you
want a good comedy, boys, go to it. One
of the best we have ever played. Advertising; good. Patronage; village and country. Attendance; poor. Lindrind & Buntinger, Cochrane Theatre, Cochrane, Wisconsin.
WITCHING HOUR. They are killing interest in pictures with such long drawn
out, slow moving stuff. Seven reels of torture. Nothing ever happens. Splendid cast
wasting time. Advertising; regular. Patronage; small town. Attendance; poor.
A.
L. Middleton, Grand Theatre, DeQueen,
Arkansas.
BEYOND. Fair picture. Ethel Clayton is
well liked here but it seems the stories do
not suit her acting. Advertising; lobby,
slides, papers, billboard. Patronage; mixed.
Attendance; Sunday, good. W. J. Clark,
Rialto Theatre, Eureka, California.
LADIES MUST LIVE. A picture that
surely is true to life. Women in particular
liked film. Fine story. Advertising; newspapers, posters. Patronage ; high class. Attendance; fait. L. R. Barhydt, Quincy Theatre, Quincy, Mass.
BRONZE BELL. .The sooner producers
get away from this type of theme the better
for the industry. Very uninteresting. Patrons walked out before picture was finished. Patronage; better class. Attendance;
poor. K. H. Sink, Wayne Theatre, Greenville, Ohio.
EASY ROAD. This picture is alright and
with Meighan as star it satisfies. Advertising; newspapers only. Patronage; mixed.
Attendance ; good. T. M. Hervey, Unique
Theatre, El Paso, Texas.
PRICE OF POSSESSION. Fair picture.
Advertising; big. Patronage; fair. AttendDakota.ance; fair. Orpheum Theatre, Fargo, North
WHAT'S
YOUR
HUSBAND DOING?
Listen, fellows, if you haven't played it,
take a tip — it's the biggest scream of the
year. Better
Hours."
Advertising; postersthan
and "23
iobby1-2only.
Patronage;
transient. Attendance; very good. W. F.
Harding, Princess Theatre, Mt. Doro. Fla.
BEYOND. Star and pictures are good,
will appeal to the best of audiences. Advertising; posters, signs and papers. Patronage; small town. Attendance; fair. J.
Carbonell. Monroe Theatre, Key West, Fla.
AFTER THE SHOW. A very good attraction. The plot is very good and the
stars were magnificent. Book it. Advertising; posters, signs and papers. Patronage;
small town. Attendance; fair. J. Carbonell,
Monroe Theatre, Key West, Fla.
TO PLEASE ONE WOMAN. Very good
picture, well liked. D. Buss, Star Theatre,
Tonawanda, New York.
THE GHOST IN THE GARRET. Good
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picture with plenty of good comedy and
many
they don't
laugh theynewswill
have tolaughs.
see a Ifdoctor.
Advertising;
paper and one-sheet boards and lobby. Patronage ; good. Attendance ; poor, bad
weather. J. H. Solomon, Bijou Theatre,
Clarksburg, West Virginia.
AT THE
END OF THE WORLD.
Pleased everyone. Acting, direction, attention to detail, photography of high order,
will pull anywhere. Advertising; 12 sheets,
one six sheet and 700 fliers. Patronage;
first class. Attendance; very good, bad
storm. W. P. Dow, Opera House, Bridgton,
Maine.
CIVILIAN CLOTHES.
One of the best
Meighan has been in, in a long time. Excellent cast. Well liked. D. Buss, Star
Theatre, Tonawanda, New York.
THE FAITH HEALER. A very good
picture. Pleased the older people but was
not received very well by the younger people. Advertising; street car cards, newspapers and program. Patronage; mixed.
Attendance; poor. John S. Schwalin, Rialto
Theatre, Hamilton, Ohio.
THE TESTING BLOCK. This is a good
one, received many favorable comments.
Advertising; posters, heralds and newspapers. Patronage; small town. Attendance; Illinois.
good. Ray Pfetcher, Isis Theatre,
Roseville,
THREE WORD BRAND. A good western picture. Seemed to please all. Hart
is always a drawing card here. Advertising; regular. Patronage ; mixed. Attendance; good.N.Fred
Belvidere,
J. S. Wedenor, Opera House,
TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE. How do they
expect people who never saw a game of golf
to accept such stuff? This, with "The Great
Day" made a holiday program I was really
ashamed of. and yet they say for us to advertise "If small
it's a town.
Paramount,
it's good."
Patronage;
Attendance;
fair
(holiday). A. L. Middleton, Grand Theatre,
DeQueen, Arkansas.
SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT. One
of the season's best pictures. Pleased 100
per cent.
You Will
can'tplease
go wrong
in booking
this
picture.
all classes.
Advertising; regular. Patronage; mixed. Attendancegood,
;
second clay picked up. Arch
boro,
Ky.
E. Bamberger,
Empress Theatre, OwensALARM CLOCK ANDY. A good Ray
picture. In fact better than most of his
late ones. Was well received by our patrons. Advertising; good. Patronage; village and country. Attendance; poor.
Lindrind & Buntinger, Cochrane Theatre.
Cochrane, Wisconsin.
Realart
HER BELOVED VILLAIN. Fair picture but film in awful condition. I would
not run the best pictures made, in such condition, ifsupplied gratis. Patronage; small
town. Attendance; fair. A. L. Middleton,
Grand Theatre, DeQueen, Arkansas.
HER STURDY OAK. Good comedydrama, although the drama is funny. A real
pleasing picture for the higher class audience. Advertising; newspaper. Patronage:
mixed. Attendance ; fair. C. S. Malone.
Casino Theatre, Eldorado, Illinois.
TWO WEEKS WITH PAY. Bebe Daniels sure went
has some
picture about
here. it.It'sAdvergreat.
Patrons
out talking
tising; lobby only. Patronage; small town
and transient. Attendance; good. W. P.
Harding, Princess Theatre, Mt. Doro, Fla.
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"At The Stage Door"
William Christy Cabanne's Drama of the
Show-Girl's Life With Beautiful
Billie Dove Is Highly Ornamental Production.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.
The introduction of a beautiful new screen
heroine, Billie Dove, would, in itself, mark
Robertson-Cole's
"At the
Stagewere
Door"there
as no
an
unusually
interesting
feature,
other reasons for commending it— which there
are. Miss
Dove's
has that
and
lasting
quality
thatbeauty
will make
her distinct
a favorite
not with the select few, but with everyone, with
both sexes and all ages, and that is the quality
of sincerity. Physical charm she surely has,
but a human appeal, as well.
As a slant on the life of a show-girl, the
picture scores again. The long shots of the
stagetor reviews,
revealing
that the casting
direc-a
was an artist
of discrimination
and also
choice of effective settings, the scenes back
stage and the dressing room interiors with their
galaxy of typical chorus ladies, have enough
novelty, as yet, for the average theatre-goer to
be very intriguing.
From the standpoint of plot material and
dramatic development, the story is not striking
in its originality, and at times shows crude
touches. But the mere spectacular side will
hold the interest and the use of some splendid
types in the cast, such as Viva Ogden, Doris
Eaton, Charles Craig and Miriam Battista is
an additional merit.
The Cast
Helen Mathews
Frances Hess
Mary Mathews
Miriam Battista
Mrs. Mathews
Margaret Foster
Mary Mathews
....Billie Dove
Helen Mathews
Elizabeth North
Arthur Bates
Willie Collier, Jr.
George Andrews
C. Elliott Griffin
Grace Mortimer
Myrtle Maughan
John Brooks
Charles Craig
Miss Reade
Viva Ogden
Harold Reade
Billy Quirk
Philip Pierce
Huntly Gordon
Betty
Doris Eaton
Written and Directed by William Christy
Cabanne.
Length, 5,600 Feet.
The Story
Mary Mathews leaves her home-town,
which has brought her little else but unhappiness through the selfishness of her
sister and a disappointing love affair to go
on the stage. She becomes a chorus girl in
a Broadway show and soon progresses to
the featured position. Philip Pierce, a young
millionaire, is attracted to her, but preferring the simple life, she declines all of
his Invitations, much to the amusement of
her sister of the chorus. Finally one night,
she allows him to take her home, and she
soon falls In love with him.
Her second great moment of disillusionment comes when he makes It clear that his
intentions are not perfectly honorable. Seeing her unhappiness and sincerity, however,
he suddenly changes his attitude and asks
her to marry him. Following her acceptance,
his mother announces his engagement to a
society girl, to the press. Mary collapses
at the news. But his explanation, when It
comes, restores her faith In him and in love.
Program and Exploitation Catchlineni
Disappointed in Love, Beautiful Mary
Mathews Seeks the Stage; Disillusionment Again Faces Her; a Successful
Career Falls to Bring Happiness; Admiration and the Offer of Riches Likewise
Fall; It Is Left for Love to Add the
Magic Touch.
Would You Like to Take a Look Into the
Fascinating Life Behind the Scenes — See
Another Drama as Interesting as That
Before the Footlights.
Brings a Beautiful New Star to Tour Attention, Billie Dove, the Girl With a Soul,
as Well as Beauty.
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' ' Wha tever She Wants"
Fox Comedy-Drama
With Eileen
Percy Has Many Clever Touches.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.
A stretch of rollicking burlesque toward the
close oftator "Whatever
leaves the spec-of
with a feelingSheof Wants"
hearty appreciation

A

the picture. The saying of "whatever is worth
while is worth waiting for" might be applied
with accuracy in describing the course of this
film. A more or less stilted effect at the opening and subsequently at certain intervals whenever something new is introduced, tends to
delay the action and at times break the suspense
when it should be maintained, so that the general tone is uneven. There are rare sparkling
moments followed by sudden lulls — anticlimaxes— until moment
the storyarrives
"gets going."
When
this enjoyable
there is action
and excitement aplenty and the situation of the
father of seven straying for the first time,
going cabareting, dodging the arrest and bringing his fair lurer by mistake up the back
stairs to his own home and wakeful kiddies, is
an uproarious success.
Eileen Percy, the star, is personally and
dramatically adapted to her role. As an adventurous young woman with the best of
motives but handicapped from becoming a
startling success in the business world because
of her great feminine charm, she has a part
with just enough, not too much of a touch of
modernism to be generally pleasing. Otto
Hoffman is an excellent type as the tempted
husband. The sub-titles would be better if they
left more to the imagination and intelligence
of the spectator. The picture comes under the
class of good comedy-drama and should be
The Cast
popular.
Enid North
Eileen Percy
Henry North
Herbert Fortier
John Barr
Richard Wayne
Amos Lott
Otto Hoffman
Story by Edgar Franklin.
Directed by C. R. Wallace.
Photography by Otto Brautigam.
Length,
The 4.616
Story Feet.
Enid North, engaged to John Barr, decides
to makea business
of he'rselfcourse
a practical
help-mate,
takes
secretly.
She getsso
a position
in
Barr's
office
without
his
knowledge, as the general manager had been
instructed by Barr to give her anything she
wanted. He is furious upon discovering what
she has done and discredits her ability. One
by one the members of the staff fall for her
charm, and orders each one fired.
Then, when she comes upon him in the act
of comforting a sobbing girl, she believes he
is faithless. Learning that the girl is hostess
at a foreign cafe, she asks Lott, one of her
admirers in the office, to take her to the
Cafe Scarapi that evening. He is delighted
to acquiese, but is inexperienced, as his home
life and seven children have heretofore absorbed his time. He takes his fling that
night, however, and because Enid resembles
a notorious crook, they both are nearly
arrested. In their haste at seeking shelter
they land in his own home. Confusion amplified, follows, but she finally gets safely home
and her sweetheart and Lott's wife are
pacified. and Exploitation Catchllnes:
Program
"Whatever She Wants" She Should Get — Is
That a Safe Policy for Bringing Up a
Wife?
He
— And His Seven Kiddles
FoundStrayed
Him Out.
Exploitation Angles; An Important question might be raised in connection with this
feature.
to indulge
the modern
woman so "Isfar itassafe
to give
her whatever
she
wants — has she progressed enough since
primitive days to be allowed a free rein?"
Also
don't for
forget
the hishusband
who strays
the to
firstline-up
time and
seven
children who act as detectives. Give the
children pasteboard badges as "Domestic
Detectives."

''Don't Tell Everything"
Pleasantly Interesting Is ^ This Clever,
Comedy
withbya Edward
Three-Star
Reviewed
WeitzelCast.
A long time ago some wise man discovered
that it is not necessary to be original in order
to be entertaining. "Don't Tell Everything" is
that way.
isn'talla single
complication in the There
plot, but
of its new
situations
are
near enough to life to make it pleasantly inThe production
is up toofthetheParamount teresting.
standard.
The excellence
cast
does not stop with the names of the three stars.
Wallace
Gloria
and Elliott
Dexter are aReid,
strong
trio,Swanson
but Dorothy
Cumming
and the three little people who are among those
present
formance.more than hold up their end of the perThe title means just what it says and is
meant as a warning for the man who tells his
wife or sweetheart all about the love affairs he
had before he met the "only woman he ever
really loved."
of worry
happiness that The
Mr. amount
Cullen Dale
stirs and
up unfor
himself will prove vastly amusing for the
average
moving picture patron. Sam Wood
story.
shows real expertness by his directing of the
The Cast
Cullen Dale
Wallace Reid
Marian Westover
Gloria Swanson
Harvey Gilroy
Elliott Dexter
Jessica Ramsey
Dorothy Cumming
Mrs. Morgan
Genevieve Blinn
Cullen's niece
Baby Gloria Wood .
Morgan Twins
The deBriac Twins
Story by Lorna Moon.
Scenario by Albert Shelby LeVino.
Cameraman, Al Gilks.
The Story
Length,
Cullen Dale, wealthy, loves Marian Westover. Harvey Gilroy, Dale's best friend, loves
her,
Dale,wherein
doesn'tDale
let and
her
know too,
it. but,
In a loyal
polo to
game
Gilroy are captains of the opposing teams,
their ponies crash together and all go down
in a heap, the friendship of the two men Is
exhibited in their mutual solicitude. Cullen
proposes to Marian and is accepted. She
promises not to be jealous, but becomes so
immediately on seeing some old photographs
showing him with various pretty girls.
There comes to the Dale home, Jessica i
Ramsey, who has set her cap for Cullen. Marian again becomes jealous — for had not Cullen just told her that Jess was in Africa?
He had lied! Harvey tries to knock a corner off the triangle and help Marian and
Cullen to happiness which he must himself
miss. Marian tries hard to emulate the golfing, tennis playing and riding of Jess, but
finally comes the show down.
A furnished lodge in the mountains belonging to Jess, is the scene. Jess invites
Cullen and Marian to be her guests. Cullen
is eager to go, but Marian protests. Cullen
precipitates his courtship by sweeping Marian out of an automobile and in the presence
of a housekeeper, he causes a wedding ceremony to be performed. Marian who likea
cave man methods, agrees to keep the marriage secret and while she returns home, the
bridegroom goes to the lodge, where Jess,
in complete
awaits
him. ignorance of what has happened,
When Cullen decides to return home, a
terrific storm forces him to remain. Alarmed
for her husband, Marian obtains the help of
Gilroy and they go to the lodge where the
truth isJess.
revealed to the satisfaction of al!
except

"Day's Fun at Blackpool"
This Kineto Review gives some excellent
views of the great Lancaster pleasure resort,
near Liverpool, England, which is much on
the order of Coney Island. A company of
clowns lead the way, in the picture, from one.
amusement to another. — T. S. daP.
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"Playing With Fire"
Wholly Delightful Entertainment Is Furnished in Gladys
Walton's Latest
Universal.
Reviewed by Fritz Tidden.
Misnamedhilarating
"Playing
Fire" humor
is an has
excomedy. Its With
continuous
a sparkle and exuberance that is positively
infectious. What is more, it is suitable for
any type of audience and could easily serve
as the feature for such theatres throughout
the country as typified by the Capitol, Strand,
Rivoli and Rialto in New York.
Credit for the genuine spirit of comedy permeating "Playing With Fire" is chiefly divided
between Gladys Walton, the star of the Universal release and Bob Hopkins, who wrote
the frequent and hilarious titles. Miss Walton
draws a characterization that is intrinsically
amusing and apt, even though it frequently
borders on broad burlesque. Her intermittent
overdrawing of the tough girl that learns how
to
become
comedy's
rather
than aa "lady"
fault asisitinis the
in the
spirit offavor
the
thing. Too much cannot be said for the title
writer. His texts are brilliant examples of
the "wise cracking" school that is now in such
favor and their contributory value to the picture is immeasurable. They will supply one
"wow" after another in any house. Although
the story is wholly preposterous and is another
variation of the Cinderella theme, the method
of telling lifts it up and becomes the main
•object.
The director has staged the production with
care and taste, and the individual scenes are
concise and illuminative. Eddie Gribbon plays
the role of the man who "spends most of his
life under
a sink,"
plumber,from
in such
a way
that
he should
not bea omitted
the comedy
credit sheet.
There is a fire scene towards the end of
"Playing With Fire." Evidently hence the
title.
The Cast
Enid Gregory
Gladys Walton
Janet Fenwick
Kathryn McQuire
Bill Butler
Eddie Gribbon
Bruce Tilford
Hayward Mack
Jack Taylor
Harold Miller
Kent Lloyd
Hallam Cooley
Pat Isaacs
Sydney Franklin
Miss Seraphina
Lydia Knott
Maggie Turner
Harriet Laurel
Mrs. Taylor
Elinor Hancock
Story by J. U. Giesy and William M. Clayton.
Scenario by Doris Schroeder.
Directed by Dallas Fitzgerald.
Length, 4,994 Feet.
The Story
Enid Gregory "tickles the ivories" in the
Melody Shop, a sheet music store on Broadway, perfectly content to be a minute ahead
of all the other girls of her acquaintance.
Then Janet Fenwick. a society girl, whose
father committed suicide under a cloud of
disgrace,
board
house, andcomes
from tothen
on atEnidEnid's
gets boarding
in close
touch with society. She is the chief assistant
tn helping
clear meets
her dead
name
and inJanet
so doing
a bluefather's
blood
youth who immediately falls in love with
her.
Program and Exploitation Catchlines:
Jazz in the Melody Shop and Jazz in the
Society Ball Room Are Two Different
Things. Gladys Walton Finds in "Playing WithSaved
Fire." for a Year — and Then
She Had
Spent It All in Two Wonderful Days at
a Fashionable Resort — But She Had Met
"H m" and She Knew He Loved Her.
See Gladys Walton in "Playing With
Fire."
Exploitation
Angles: After you tell that
It is Miss Walton, get busy with the music
stores for additional exploitation. Get a
store demonstration and let them demonstrate at the house as a prologue to the
picture, with prizes to the best singers. You
can make this a close second to the fashion
show idea to put your play over.
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"R. S. V. P."
Charles Ray Has Capital Role in Amusing
ComedyFirst
Written
by Rob
Wagner —
National
Release.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel
The role of Richard Morgan permits Charles
Ray to expose the startling fact that all the
ingenious young gentlemen in the world are
not farm or village bred. In "R. S. V. P." Mr.
Ray plays a most likable young chap who prefers to paint pictures at nothing a day rather
than become a business man and dine three
times every twenty-four hours. This sort cf
ingenuousness in a youth born and raised on
the Island of Manhattan is rare — but none the
less pleasing when found. The Wagner story
has many neat twists and turns in it and, in
several ways the picture is the best piece of
direction to be set down to the credit of the
star. There are times when the action needs
speeding up ; other times when the movements
of the characters should be slowed up. On the
whole, it is a satisfactory production of an
amusing comedy.
Charles Ray has dropped that over-worked
hesitation trick which was the one blot on his
previous performances. His Richard Morgan
is a clean cut and thoroughly enjoyable characterization. Harry Myers as Benny Fielding,
Tom McGuire as Mr. Plimpton, Jean Calhoun
as his daughter and Ida Schumaker as Minnie
Meadows are the high lights in the excellent
supporting cast.
The Cast
Richard Morgan
Charles Ray
Mrs. Morgan, his aunt Florence Oberle
Benny Fielding
Harry Myers
Augustus Jonathan Plimpton ... Tom McGuire
Betty, his daughter
Jean Calhoun
Private Detective
Robert Grey
Butler
William Courtright
Minnie Meadows
Ida Schumaker
The Story
When Richard Morgan refuses to become a
business man with a large bank account and
opens a studio he finds that art and appetite
are as strangers. Forced to advertise for a
model, he mistakes Betty Plimpton for one
when she calls at his studio. Betty lived next
door when a little girl and has never forgotten Dick. She enters into the humor of
the situation and poses for Richard, who
paints her as Priscilla. Benny Fielding, who
has
studio
next lady.
to Richard's,
tries to toflirta
with a the
young
An invitation
dance at the Plimpton home gets the pair of
artists into no end of trouble. The moths
have ruined Richard's dress coat, and the
pair try to get along with one dress coat between them. Their adventures the night
of the dance gets Mr. Plimpton down on
them, and they about break up the party.
Richard
to histostudio
by Betty's
father whois followed
is determined
give him
a flogging, but when Mr. Plimpton discovers that
the artist has painted a splendid picture of
his daughter and that he is nephew of Mrs.
Morgan, his old neighbor, he is ready to say
"Bless
children." Catehllnes:
Program you.and my Exploitation
Charles Ray Has a New Character in "R.
S.There
V. P."Areandin Plays
It for All the Laughs
It.
"Pathe
135"
Tackling
anotherReview
popular sport,
this issue
of Pathe Review shows slow motion pictures
of football, from the kick-off to the actual
scrimmage, and will be found particularly interesting to followers of this sport. A timely
section shows how dolls are made and this will
please the little girls. An odd number shows
the Hopi Indians preparing a luncheon of corn
cakes which do not look appetizing. Another
section is a travelaugh by Hy Mayer, which
deals interestingly with puppies. The Pathecolor section shows the quaint costumes and
depicts the atmosphere of rest that pervades
a Sunday in rural Alsace.

"Fool's Paradise"
Cecil B. DcMille Production Contains
Highly Colored Romance Acted
with Skill.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel
The men and women in "Fool's Paradise,"
Cecil DeMille's
newest inproduction
mount, have nothing
common for
withParathe
shrinking violet sort of existence. On the contrary, they all seem to court the limelight and
to be conscious that the public eye is upon
them. This is not to say that they are not an
interesting crew. Any set of human beings
who go through the hectic experiences given to
Poll Pa'chouli, Rosa Duchene, Arthur Phelps,
Prince Talaat-Noi and the other characters in
the story can not escape fascinating the rest of
mankind. Added to this director DcMille has
produced the picture with lavish scenic effects
and selected the cast with keen judgment.
The scenario writers have not been as successful with their share of the work. The first
two-thirds of the story is cleverly handled. It
then does an abrupt shift of scene and plot and
introduces an episode in which the hero rescues
his rival from a batch of alliga*ors. The thrill
to be obtained from the rescue will depend largely upon the dislike the spectator has for things
that crawl.
Dorothy Dalton has never done anything better than her performance of Poll Patchouli.
She makes the girl thoroughly human and attractive enough to win the admiration of any
man worth the name. Mildred Harris is a correct Rosa Duchene, and Conrad Nagcl, Theodore Kosloff and John Davidson are a skilled
trio in the leading male roles.
The Cast
Poll Patchouli
Dorothy Dalton
Rosa Duchene
Mildred Harris
Arthur Phelps
Conrad Xagel
John Roderiguez
Theodore Kosloff
Prince Talaat-Noi
John Davidson
Samaran, his chief wife
Julia Faye
Manuel
Clarence Burton
Briggs
Guy Oliver
Kay
Kamuela Searles
Girda
Jacqueline Logan
Suggested by Leodard Merrick's "The Laurand the Marie
Lady." Dix and
Scenario by elsBeulah
Sada Cowen.
Directed by Cecil DeMille.
The Story
Arthur Phelps, a returned soldier, drifts out
West and meets a girl who nursed him when
he was wounded in France. Like many a
man before him. he does not recognize true
affection when it is offered him. but runs
after another woman, Rosa Duchene. Poll
Patchouli, who truly loves Phelps, is a dancer
and the idol of the rough men who crowded
the
dance
hallother
wherewoman
she leads
works.him Phelps'
pursuit
of the
to the
country of Prince Talaat-Noi. who is smitten
when he meets Rosa. The girl throws her
glove into an alligator pit and bids the man
who really loves her to get It. The Prince
Is hurt in trying to regain the glove, and
Phelps saves him from being killed by the
alligators. Both men then turn their backs
upon Rosa, and Phelps goes to Poll and
makes her his wife.
Program and Exploitation Cntchlines :
In "Fool's Paradise" Cecil DeMille Has Used
a Fine Cast and Introduced Brilliant
Scenic Effects. A Paramount Picture.
A Correction
Intent on giving due credit to the RobertsonCole picture, "Silent Years," the reviewer inadvertantly confused the film's title with that
of
the the
interesting
novel, "Mam'selle
Jo," from
which
screen production
was adapted.
Correction is herewith made. The review printed
on page 854 of Moving Picture World, of
December 17, under the title, "Mam'selle Jo,"
was written for "Silent Years."
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Numbers folloiving titles of pictures indicate pages on which consensus of reviews appeared. "R" refers to Reviews.
"C" signifies pages where may be found resume of reviewer's opinions. Unless otherwise specified, all subjects are five-reel
dramas. For pictures previously released refer to Bi-Monthly Index in last issues for February, April, June, August and October.
Watching the Wayands.
Oh! Brother. Gayety Comedies
In
Old Granada.
A Fairy
Foreland.
Say
Uncle.
ARROW
Chester Screenies
MACK SENNETT
From Dear to Dam.
Watch Your Neighbor (Two Reels).
It Pays to Advertise (Two Reels).
Features
Buzz-z-.
New Wine In Old Bottles.
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
The Star Reporter.
Old Moose Trails.
The Stranger in Canyon Valley.
Issuedmagazine
Weekly subjects
(One and
Reel cartoon).
Each — Contains
Miscellaneous.
Dangerous
(Neva (Neva
Gerber).
R-948.
The Crater of Mt. Katmai.
The
Yankee Paths
Go-Getter
Gerber).
An American.
God'sductions).
Country and the Law (Curwood Pro- Could Columbus Discover
Punch
Screenart Series.
Country Chickens.
Federated exchanges
The
(Jack Hoxie).
R-321. and A Rural Cindarella. R-217.
Five Broken
WesternsSpur starring
Roy Stewart
Screen Snapshots.
Chester Comedies
Marjorie Daw.
Six Jack Hoxie Features.
SPECIALS
The Last Fresh
Hops. Heir.
Five Society Dramas starring Neva Gerber. Snooky's
Dangerous
Toys. R; Vol. 49, P. 989.
Nan of the North (Ann Little).
Good-Bad Wife.
Sketchografs
Fifty-two
two-reel
Comedies.
Eve's Leaves.
Love. Hate and a Woman (Grace Davison). Seeing
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES
Greenwich Village.
R-587. Dec. 3.
SquirrelAir.
Food.
What's
the
Limit?
(One
Reel).
Fresh
R-811.R-692.
The Girl from Porcupine (Six Reels). R-712.
Dec. 10. (C-849. Dec. 17).
Cleaned and Dry. R-219.
Cinnl (Slow Speed)
HALLROOM COMEDIES
Serials
Annette Kellerman in High Diving.
The
Manly
Art
of
Self
Defense.
The
Blue
Fox
(Anna
Little).
R-539.
Two
Faces
West. (Two Reels)
Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie).
Campbell
Comedies
Meet
the
Wife.
C-807.
Comedies
Put and Take. R-808.
StolenStork's
Glory. Mistake.
Eighteen Single Reel Spotlights (Violet Joy The
Start
Something.
R-583.
Serial Dec. 3.
and Billy Fletcher).
(R-853. Dec. 17).
Fourteen Two-Reel Broadway (Eddie Barry. Assorted Heroes
Stars
and
Stripes.
R-219.
Toonervllle Comedies
Harry Gribbon, Helen Darling).
Miracles of the Jungle.
Twelve Two-Reel Cruelywed (Llllie Leslie, The Skipper's Last Resort (Two Reels).
CHESTER
COMEDIES
Paul Wiegel).
World Wanderings
Twelve Two-Reel Speed (Neely Edwards,
Snooky's
Twin
Troubles
(Two Reels). R-830.
Charlotte Merriam).
Fourteen
Mlrthquakes (Bobby Let's Go — to the South Seas (One Reel).
Burns). Two-Reel
First national
Famous Players -LASkt
Golden
Snare (Curwood Prod.). R-438; C-943.
ASSO. EXHIBITORS
Donald).
Stranger
Than Fiction (Katherine MacSeptember
FEATURES
The Great Moment (Gloria Swanson). 6,372 Salvation Nell (Pauline Stark). R-234; C-395.
Ft. R-635; C-695.
The Devil (George Arliss).
Sign onC-7S9.
the Door (Norma Talmadge).
At the End of the World (Betty Compson). The R-541;
What Women Will Do (Anna Q. Nilsson).
5.729 Ft. R-929; C-49.
Nobody
(Jewel
The
Rider
of
King
Log
(Special).
C-495.
R-636: C-695.Carmen-Roland West Prod.).
Dangerous
The Road to London (Bryant Washburn).
5.355 Ft.Lies (Paul Powell-British Prod.). A Midnight
R-880. Bell (Charles Ray). R-831; C-885.
R-642; C-47.
The
R-116; Prod.).
C-291. Toonerville's Fire Brigade
(Two Reels).
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES
The Golem
Affiirs (Special).
of Anatol 5,398
(CecilFt. DeMille
C-397. Bells (Constance Talmadge). R-930:
(Two Reels Each)
8,806 Ft. R-446; C-529.
Wedding
October
Now or Never.
(R. A. Walsh Prod.). R-320; C-397.
Among Those Present.
Footlights
(Elsie Ferguson).
7,078 Ft. Serenade
Wife C-759.
Against Wife (Whitman Bennett Prod.).
R-808: C-895.
Never Weaken. R-946.
One
Arabian
Night (Pola Negri). R-574;
A Sailor
Made
Man.
R-590.
Dec.
3.
C-706.
CappyC-163.Ricks5,926 (Thomas
Meighan). R-96;
Dec. 10.
Ft.
The Playhouse (Buster Keaton).
The
Great
Impersonation
(George
Melford
Bits C-1076:
of LifeC-47. (Marshall Neilan Special).
PLAYGOERS' PICTURES
Prod.). 6,653 Ft. R-693; C-759.
Women Who Walt.
Experience
(George
Fitzmaurice Prod.). The C-895.
Idle
Class (Two Reels — Chaplin). R-574;
They Shall Pay. R-208.
6.560 Ft. R-827; C-49.
Home-Keeping
Hearts. R-693; C-1023.
After the Show (Wm. DeMille Prod.). 6.884 The Child Thou Gavest Me (Stahl Prod.).
The
Family Closet.
Ft. R-810; C-895.
C-397.
Discontented Wives.
6,091 Ft. R-943.
Beyond
(Ethel Clayton). 5,248 Ft. R-219; Woman's
Talmadge).
5,645
Ft. PlaceR-1075;(Constance
C-47.
ThreeR-694:
Word C-759.
Brand (W. S. Hart). 6,638 Ft. Two C-159.
Minutes to Go (Charles Ray). R-96;
Educational Rlms Corp.
Peter Ibbetson (Wallace Reid and Elsie Sowing the Wind (Anita Stewart — Six Reels).
Ferguson).
R-1074; C-159.
R; Vol. 48, P-392: C-R. P-668.
Kinograms (Sundays and Thursdays).
November
The P-55.
Kid 155.
(Charles
Six Reels). R;
158. Chaplin—
Vol. 48.
P-390;
C-R, P-668; Ex. Vol. 49,
BattleDec. of3. Jutland (Three Reels). R-586. Ladies Must Live (Tucker Prod.). 7,482 Ft.
R-714.
Dec.
10.
(C-849.
Dec.
17).
Sellg-Rork
The Ft.Bonnie Brier Bush (Crisp Prod.). 4,622 Man —668.Woman — Marriage (Dorothv Phillips —
(Two Reels Each)
Nine Reels). R; Vol. 48, P-3'91; C-R, PThe Vol.
Sheik53 (Melford
The Ne'er to Return Road. R-808.
P. 397. Prod.). 6,579 Ft. R-336. The Oath (R. A. Walsh Prod.)
The White Mouse. R-96.
The
Wonderful Thing (Norma Talmadge).
Christie Comedies
The R-715.
Call of' Dec.
the North
(Jack Holt).
4,823 Ft.
R-458. Nov. 26. C-581. Pec. 3.
10. (C-849.
Dec. 17).
Enchantment
(Marion
Davies).
6,982
Ft.
(Two Reels)
Tol'able
David 3. (C-849.
(Richard Dec.
Rathelmess).
RR-219; C-289.
589. Dec.
17).
Fresh from the Farm.
Stranger
ald). Than
R-705.Fiction
Dec. 10.(Katherine MacDoiDecember
Kiss and Make Up.
No Parking (R-853. Dec. 17).
Exit — the Vamp (Ethel Clayton). 4,545 Ft. The Dec.
Lotus10. Eater
R-716,
(C-849.(JohnDec.Barrvmore).
17).
Torchy Comedies
Get-Rlch-Qulck Wallingford (Cosmopolitan
Prod.). 7,381 Ft. (R-855. Dec. 17).
All Dec.
for a17).Woman (Foreign Film). (R-855.
Torchy's
Frame-up.
R-335.
Torchy Takes a Chance.
Don'tter).Tell 4,939
Everything
(Reid-Swanson-DexFt.
Love Never Dies (R-854. Dec. 17).
Mermaid Comedies
Just Around the Corner (Cosmopolitan Prod.).
White
Oak
(Wm.
S.
Hart).
R-1,077;
C-289.
For
Land's
Sake.
The Adviser. R-456. Nov. 26.
6.208 Ft.
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
Free and Easy.
The Little Minister (Betty Compson).
RELEASED THROUGH FIRST NATIONAL
UnderC-289.
the Lash
(Gloria Swanson). R-218;
Vanity Comedies
6,675
Ft.
Eat and Be Happy.
C-159.
A
Prince
There
Was
(Thomas
Meighan).
Paying Patients.
Blind Hearts (Hobart Bosworth). R-1078:
R-587; C-705. Dec. 10.
Robert C. Brace Series
The Bonnie Brier Bush (Donald Crisp Prod.). Devotion. R-340; C-493.
R-714. Dec. 10. (C-849. Dec. 17).
Strolling Minstrels.
The Dec.
Silent3. Call. R-549. Nov. 26. C-681.
BURTON HOLMES
Old and New England.
R-466. Nov. 26.
As Old as the Hills (R-853. Dec. 17).
^One
Reel
Each)
THOMAS
H. INCE PRODUCTIONS.
Rural Java.
Chester Outing Scenics
Santa Fe — The City Different.
Save Your Carfare.
Mother O' Mine. R-747; C-47.
Seeing San Marino.
Cup of Life. R-318; C-397.
No More Gasoline.
Note. — Refer to top of page for explanation of reference marks
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J. PARKER READ. JR.
A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth) — Six
Reels). R; Vol. 47, P-1082; C-R, Vol. 43,
P-164.
I am Guilty (Louise Glaum). R-85; C-149.
Greater Than Love. R-829; C-885.
ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS.
A Perfect
P-45. Crime (Monte Blue). R; Vol. 49,
A Broken Doll. R-751.
TheDec.Sin10.of Martha Queed (Six Reels). R-710;
MAURICE
TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS.
The Last of the Mohicans (Barbara Bedford
—714;Six Ex.Reels).
Vol. 47. P-689; C-R, PVol. 48,R; P-827.
The Foolish Matrons. R-114; C-189.
MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS.
Call a Cop (Two Reels).
Love's
R-729.Outcast (Two Reels — Ben Turpln).
Molly O (Mabel Normand). R-587. Dec. 3.
C-705; Dec. 10.
J. L. FROTHING HAM.
The Ten Dollar Raise. R-323; C-387.
Pilgrims of the Night. R-831; C-385.
Fox

Film

Corp.

SPECIAL.
Over the HU1. 10.700 Ft. R; Vol. 46, P-623.
A Connecticut
Arthur'sC;
Court. 7,600 Yankee
Ft. R, InVol.King
48, P-805;
Vol. 49, P-135.
Thunderclap. 6,700 Ft. R-730.
Shame. 8,200 Ft. R-789; C-885.
Perjury. 7.400 Ft. R-932; C-273.
Footfalls
(Tyrone Power). R-448; C-649.
Tli
6 Lsst Tr&ll
The Queen of Sheba. 9,559 Ft. Vol. 49. R879; C-947.
WILLIAM FARNUM.
His Ft
Greatest Sacrifice. R-205; C-267. 6,500
PEARL WHITE.
Beyond Price. R-326.
TOM MIX.
Trallln'.
The Rough Diamond. R-217; C-289.
DUSTIN FARNUM.
The Primal Law. R-575: C-759.
The Devil Within. 6,997 Ft. R-588. Dec. 3.
C-705; Dec. 10.
BUCK JONES.
Bar Nothing. 4,311 Ft. R-809.
Riding
R-456. Nov. 26. C581. With
Dec. Death.
3.
WILLIAM RUSSELL.
Singing
R-731; C-163.
The
Lady River.
from Longacre.
SHIRLEY MASON.
Queenie. 6,174 Ft. R-693; C-769.
Jackie.
TWENTIETH CENTURY BRAND.
Little Miss Hawkshaw
(Eileen Percy). R807; C-1023.
While the Devil Laughs. C-273.
Cinderella of the Hills (Barbara Bedford).
R-95; C-169.
Bucking
Line26.(Maurice Flynn). R-336;
C-397. theNov.
The
Jolt
(MurphyWalker).
Whatever She Wants
(Eileen R-466.
Percy). Nov. 26.
SERIALS.
Fantomas
R; Vol. 48,
P-215. (Twenty Episodes).
CLYDE COOK.
The Sailor. (Two Reels Each).
The Toreador. R-446.
The Chauffeur.
AL ST. JOHN SERIES.
(Two Reels Each).
Small Town Stuff.
The Happy Pest.
The Indian.
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS.
(One Reel Bach).
Fast Freight.
The Stolen Snooze.
Getting Ahead.
Bony Parts.
SUNSHINE COMEDIES.
(Two Reela Each).
One Moment, Please.
A Perfect Villain.
N
Love and War.
The Big Mystery.
Long Live the King.
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GOLD
W
Y N
P-469.of Two Worlds (Gouverneur Morris
A Tale
Prod.). 5,649 Ft. R; Vol. 49, P-415; C-R.
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (German Impressionistic Film). 5,157 Ft. Vol. 49; C-R. 323.
Snowblind (All Star). R-542.
MadeP-995;
in Heaven
C-149. (Tom Moore). R; Vol. 49,
Wet
Gold
(Williamson
R-437; R-439.
Head Over Heels (MabelProd).
Normand).
Boys R-440.
Will Be Boys (Will Rogers). R-208.
An Unwilling Hero (Will Rogers). C-739;
Beating
Game (Tom Moore). 5,053 Ft.
R-448;theC-529.
The Man from Lost River.
SEASON 1021-1!>22.
Theodora
10,000 Ft.
R-1073. (Italian
R-47. Spectacle).
All's
Fair
in
Love
(4.979
Ft.)
C-397.
26.
Ace Dec.
of 10.
Hearts (5,884 Ft.). R-94;Nov.
C-705.
For 17).
Those We Love (5,752 Ft.). (R-853. Dec.
Invisible
(6.613 Ft.). R-694; C-759.
C-895 Power
Dangerous
Curve Ahead
5,551 Ft. R-810;
The Old Nest (7.899 Ft.).
C-47. the Ground Up (Tom Moore). R-948;
From
C-159. for Romeo (Will Rogers). R-95;
Doubling
Pardon
My French (Vivian Martin). 5.620 Ft.
The Ft.Grim Comedian (Rita Weiwam). 5,509
Poverty of Riches (Leroy Scott). 6 641 Ft
R-589. Dec. 3. (C-S49. Dec. 17).
The Burt).
Man from
5,693 Lost
Ft. River (Katherine N.
A Poor Relation (Will Rogers). 4.609 Ft.
From the Ground Up (Tom Moore). 4.495 Ft.
The C-163.
Night Rose (Lerov Scott). 5,630 Ft.
Be My Wife (Max Linder). 4,470 Ft. R-750WWHODKINSON
WARD LASCELLE
Rip C-397.
Van Winkle
Jefferson). R-1074.
Nov. (Thomas
26.
WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS.
God's Crucible (All Star). R-319; C-529.
BENJAMIN
B. HAMPTON — GREAT
AUTHORS' PICTURES.
The C-R,
Spenders
Adams). Vol. 47, P-769Vol. (Claire
48. P-194.
A Certain Rich Man. R-809; C-895.
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
The Man of the Forest R-434. C-603.
The Mysterious Rider. R-1076; C-47.
J. PARKER
READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS.
Love Madness (Louise Glaum — Seven Reels).
R; Vol. 45, P-1067; C-R, P-1211.
The Brute Master (Hobart Bosworth). R;
Vol. 47; C-R; P-862.
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS.
The P-46.
House of Whispers (J. Warren Kerrigan). R; Vol. 47. P-1080; Vol. 48, C-R,
The Coast of Opportunity (J. Warren Kerrigan). R; Vol. 47, P-1080.
IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS.
Partners
of the Tide. R; Vol. 49, P-616:
C-R P-581
The Face of the World. R-538; C-539.
J. L. FROTHINGHAM PRODUCTIONS.
The Breaking Point (Bessie Barriscale). R;
P-729; C-R, Vol. 49, P-31
The Vol.
Other48,Woman
(Six
P-627; C-R, P-705. Reels). R; Vol. 49,
ROCKETT FILM CORPORATION.
The Truant Husband.
Keeping
with Lizzie (Enid Bennett).
R-324; UpC-387.
HUGO BALI. IN.
The
End. C-47.
R-113; C-589.
Jane Journey's
Eyre. R-948;
RENCO FILM CORPORATION.
Lavender and Old Lace. R-92; C-149.
„,
ART PRODUCTIONS
The BeggarTBIMaid
stor — Two Reels).
DIAL (Mary
FILM A CORP.
The Light In the Clearing (7,008 Ft). C-716.
Dec. 10. (C-849. Dec. 17).

DATES

METRO
Over the Wire (Alice Lake). R-116; C-943.
The C-695.
Man Who (Bert Lytell). R-438; C-589.
Life's Darn Funny (Viola Dana). R-634;
C-49.
Bfg R-92.
Game (May Allison— 6 Reels). R-829;
A Trip to Paradise (Bert Lytcll). 6 Reels.
C-163.
The Match Breaker (Viola Dana). R-92;
The 209'
Infamous
C-529. Miss Revell (Alice Lake). RThere Are No Villains (Viola Dana). R-94;
Alias1023.
Ladyfingers (Bert Lytell). R-944; CThe Hole in the Wall (Alice Lake). R-588.
(C-849.
17).
The Dec.
Idle 3.Rich
(Bert Dec.
Lytell).
Fightin'
Mad
(Six
Reels).
R-588. Dec. 3.
C-705. Dec. 10.
The Dec.
Fourteenth
Lover (Viola Dana). C-705.
10.
The
(AliceDana).
Lake). R-711. Dec. 10.
GlassGolden
HousesGift(Viola
The Dec.
Right17).That Failed (Bert Lytell) (R-854.
XA7.IMOVA PRODUCTIONS.
Camille. R-446;
S-L C-539.
PRODUCTIONS.
Garments of Truth (Gareth Hughes — Six
Reels). R-209. C-397.
The Hunch (Gareth Hughes — Six Reels). RLittle944;EvaC-1023.
Ascends (Gareth Hughes). R-713.
Dec. 10. (C-849. Dec. 17).
Stay Home (Gareth Hughes).
REX INGRAM PRODUCTIONS.
The Conquering
Turn
to the Right. Power. R-339; C-493.
The Prisoner of Zenda.
TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS.
Peacock Alley (Mae Murray), (R-714. Dec.
3); (C-849. Dec. 17).

Inc.ange and
ExchEducational)
e (One-Reel
Path
Pathe
Review
Topic*
of
the
Day
(One-half
Reel)
Issued
Weekly.
Pathe News (Topical) Issued Every Wednesday
and Saturday. Charles Hutchison is star •/
"Hurricane Hutch."
Week of November 20.
No. 9 of Hurricane Hutch (Overboard).
Dangerous
Dollars (2-Reel
Jones).
26. Drama — Edgar
R-336. R-468. (1 Nov.
Penny-in-the-Slot
Reel Pollard Comedy).
Little But Oh My (2 Reels — Truex Comedy).
The Fable).
Woman R-336.
and the Hen (2-3 Reel Cartoon
R-336.
The Marathon (Lloyd — Reissue — One Reel).
Roping
the Black
Educational
— OnePanther
Reel). (Major Allen —
Week of November 27.
No. 10 of Hurricane Hutch (The Show Down).
The Comedy).
Joy Rider
— One-Reel
R-589.(Snub
Dec. Pollard
3.
The Cartoon
Frogs That
Wanted a King (2/3 ReelComedy).
Comedy).
Back to the Woods (Lloyd Reissue — One-Reel
Week of December 4.
No. Hounds).
11 of Hurricane Hutch (Hare and
The 590.
Hustler
— 1 Reel Comedy). RDec. (Pollard
3.
The Flv and the Ants (2-3 Reel Cartoon
Comedy).
R-687. Dec. 3.
The Comedy).
Pickaninny R-589.
(Sunshine
Dec. 8.Sammy — 2 Reel
Somewhere In Turkey
(Harold Lloyd Reissue— 1 Reel). R-599. Dec. 3.
Week of December 11.
No. 12 of Hurricane Hutch (Red Courage).
Trapping
Reel). the
R-715.Weasel
Dec. (Bob
10. and Bill — One
Look Reel).
Pleasant.
R-710. Please
Dec. 10.(Lloyd Reissue — 1
Sink or Swim (Snub Pollard — One Reel).
The Fable.
ConceitedR-716.Donkey
Dec. 10.(»-3 Reel Cartoon
Week of December 18
No. 13 of Hurricane Hutch (Neck and Neck).
Two R-856.
Gun Gussle
Re-Issue — One Reel).
Dec. (Lloyd
17).
The Fable).
Wolf and
the
Kid
(J/S Reel Cartoon
(R-856. Dec. 17).

Note— Refer to page 983 for explanation of reference mark*
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Shake(R-856.
'Em UpDec.(Pollard
17). — One-Reel Comedy).
Stick (R-856.
Around Dec.(Truex
17). — Two-Reel Comedy).
The Power Within (Six-Reel Drama).
Week of December 25
No. 14 of Hurricane Hutch, "The Secret in
the Flame."
Fireman
issue).Save My Child (Lloyd — 1, reel — ReThe Wayward Dog (2-3 reel Cartoon Fable).
The Corner Pocket (1 reel — Pollard Comedy).
Pioneer

Film

Corp.

Sonny Series.
A Western
R-540. Adventurer (William Fairbanks).
The Mystery Mind (15 Episode Serial).
Oh, Mary. Be Careful! (Madge Kennedy). RC-759. Woman (Pauline Stark).
The 321;
Forgotten
A Millionaire for a Day (Arthur Guy Empey).
In Society (Edith Roberts).
Wise Husbands (Gail Kane — Six Reels).
The Leech (Claire Whitney — Six Reels).
Peeps Into the Future (Six Two-reelers).
His Brother's Keeper (Martha Mansfield).
Realart

Pictures

A Kiss
C-291.in Time (Wanda Hawley). R-846;
The R-236.
Lund of Hope (Alice Brady). R-114;
Such 589.a Little Queen (Constance Binney). CMoonlight and Honeysuckle
(Mary Miles
Minter). R-830; C-885.
Don'tR-113:
Call MeC-291.
Little Girl (Mary Miles Minter).
A Private
291. Scandal (May McAvoy). R-847- CThe 695.
March Hare (Bebe Daniels). R-538; CA Heart
C-695. to Let (Justine Johnstone). R-636;
Little Italy (Alice Brady).
R-539; C-695.
Her C-885.
Sturdy Oak (Wanda Hawley). R-828;
One Wild Week (Bebe Daniels). R-451.
The 695.
Land of Hope (Alice Brady). R-114. CSEASON 1921-1022.
RoomC-273.
and Board (Constance Binney). R-319Her 576:
Winning
C-649. Way (Mary Miles Minter). REverythm^g for Sale (May McAvoy). R-945;
Dawn ^of^ the East (Alice Brady). R-945;
The 947:
Case C-1023.
of Becky (Constance Binney) RThe Nov.Speed26. C-581.
Girl (Bebe
Dec. 3. Daniels). R-457

R-OPICTURES
Cold Steel (Six Reels). R-538; C-699.
Live and Let Live (Cabanne Production — Six
Reels). R-537; C-47.
The C-695.
Greater Profit (Edith Storev). R-115;
When Lights Are Low (6 Parts). (Sessue
Hayakawa).
R-236; C-789.
The Sting of the Lash (Pauline Frederick).
Six Reels. R-931; C-397.
ShamsSix ofParts.Society (Walsh-Fielding Prod.).
A Wife's
Parts. Awakening
R-94; C-397. (Gasnier Prod.). Six
The Swamp (Sessue Hayakawa). Six Reels.
R-94; C-159.
The Barricade (Cabanne Prod.). Six Reels.
R-807; C-159.
The Foolish Age (Doris May). R-1073; C-47.
Possession. R-218; C-397. Nov. 26.
The Lure of Jade (Pauline Frederick).
R-335; C-397. Nov. 26. (6 Reels).
Silent705.Years
Dec. (610.Reels). R-586. Dec. 3. CThe Six
DukeReels).
of Chimney Butte (Fred Stone —
At Reels).
the Stage- Door (Cabanne Prod. — Six
Eden and Return (Doris May — Six Reels).
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or Die (Eddie Polo).
I Do
The C-649.
Terror Trail (Eileen Sedgwick).
Winners of the West (Art Acord). R-575;
ELAINE HAMMER STEIN STAR SERIES.
WESTERN DRAMAS.
Remorseless Love. R-827- C-49.
Handcuffs or Kisses. R-944; C-1023
(Two Reels Each)
The Way of a Maid.
In the Nick of Time (Jack Perrin).
The Honor of the Mounted (George Larkln).
EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES.
The Call of Duty (George Larkin).
Is LifeDollars.
Worth Living? R-541; C-49.
Fair Fighting (Art Acord).
Clay
A Woman's Wit (Eileen Sedgwick).
Chivalrous Charley.
Old
The Dynamite.
Brand of Courage.
OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES.
The Chicken in the Case. L-5,261 Ft. R: The Dream Girl.
CENTURY COMEDIES.
Vol. 48, P-728.
A Divorce of Convenience. R-639; C-163.
(Two Reels Each)
A Muddy Bride (Baby Peggy).
CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES.
Tin Cans (Brownie).
Bucking the Tiger. R-206; C-387.
A Nervy Dentist (Charles Dorety).
The Fighter. R-830; C-163.
Around Corners (Brownie).
After Midnight. R-575; C-895.
17). Possum (Harrv Sweet).
The Dec.
Man 17).
of Stone. R-457. Nov. 26. (C-849. Plaving
Teddy's Goat (Teddy, the Dog) (R-854. Dec.
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS.
Get Rich Quick Peggy (Baby Peggy).
A Family Affair (Charles Dorety).
Who Am I? R-440; C-49.
STAR COMEDIES.
Conceit (All Star). (C-856. Dec. 17).
A Man's
Home Love
(All (Vera
Star). Gordon).
R-649; C-759.
(One Reel Each).
The
Greatest
Should
Stepmothers
Trifle.
REPUBLIC.
Paris, Please.
Back
Stage.
Man's Plaything
Valley.
tague Love). (Grace Davidson and Mon- Noiseless
Mountain
(Ed Coxen and Ora Line's Busy.
Carew). Madness
Ice BoxBreakers.
Pirates.
Heart
The Gift Supreme (Bernard Burning).
Show Me Your Samples.
Children of Destiny (Edith Hallor).
SERIES.
SHORT SUBJECTS.
The Return of Cyclone Smith (2 Reels Each).
William J. Flynn Series.
Chaplin Classics.
Selznick News.
Kaufman Masterpieces.
VlTAG
RAPH
REVIVALS.
Scandal (Constance Talmadge).
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS.
The Lone Wolf (Hazel Dawn and Bert Dytell).
Heart823.of Maryland.
R; Vol. 49, P-629;
The Nov.
Iron 26.Trail (Rex Beach Prod.). C-397. The C-R,
The
of Wallingford.
The Son
Flower
of the North. R-943; C-47.
ALICE JOYCE.
United
Artists
The Scarab Ring.
The Inner Chamber (Six Parts). R-94; C-273.
Dream Street (D. W. Griffith Production).
CORRINE GRIFFITH.
Vol. 49, R-876; C-387.
Through
Back Door (Mary Pickford). Moral Fibre. R-945; C-159.
R-439; theC-495.
Received Payment.
Carnival
R-113; (Harley
C-395. Knoles Prod.). 6,000 Ft.
EARLE WILLIAMS.
The R-211:
Three Musketeers
(Douglas
Fairbanks).
C-397.
Bring Him In. R-1074; C-289.
It Can Be Done.
Disraeli (George Arliss). R-96; C-163.
Little Lord Fauntleroy (Mary Pickford).
ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS.
9.984
The Nov.
Iron 26.Ft.
Trail R-573;
(Rex C-649.
Beach Prod.). C-397. Three
Sevens.of the
R; Hills.
Vol. 49, P-991; C-49.
The Secret
ALICE CALHOUN'S PRODUCTIONS.
The Rainbow.
UNIVERSAL
The Matrimonial Web. R-220; C-289.
WILLIAM DUNCAN.
JEWELS.
Steelheart.
R-450; C-529.
Outside the Law Six Reels — Prlscilla Dean). No Defense.
R, Vol. 48-465.
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES.
Reputation
(Eight Reels — Priscilla Dean). The Bell Hop.
R-205; C-267.
No Woman Knows (7 Reels). R-447; C-529. The Sawmill.
Conflict (Priscilla Dean). R-95; C-159.
JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES.
The 705.
Fox Dec.
(Harry
Riot.
10. Caroy.
(7 Reels).R-590. Dec 3 C- The
The Mysterious Stranger.
JEWEL COMEDIES.
SERIAL.
A Monkey Movie Star (Joe Martin).
Breaking lace
Through
McDonald). (Carmel Myers and WalRobinson's
Trouseau
P.
D. Q. (Lee
Moran). (Lee Moran).
A Monkey Schoolmaster (Joe Martin).
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS.
Red C-895
Courage (Hoot Gibson). 4,481 Ft. R-808;
Wid Gumming, Inc.
High Heels (Gladys Walton). R-946; C-1023. The Blot (Lois Weber Production). 7,121 Ft.
Nobody's
4,640 Ft.
R-930; C-163.
R-1076;FoolC-47.(Marie Prevost).
Vadis C-397.
(Reissue) (6 Reels). 5.884 Ft.
The C-289
Millionaire (Herbert Rawllnson). R-217; Quo F-95;
Good
and
Evil
(Lucy Doraine). 4,951 Ft. RSure
Fire'
R-93; C-159.
FalseC-581.
Kisses(Hoot
(MissGibson).
C-649.
Dec.
3. Du Pont). R-457. Nov. 26. Girl 447;
from
God's
Country (Nell Shlpman).
Dr. Jim
Ft. R-448; C-529.
581. (Frank
Dec. 3. Mayo). R-458. Nov. 26. C- The 6,957
Old
Oaken
Bucket.
A Parisian Scandal (Marie Prevost). 4,739 Moongold (Will Bradley). 5,098
3.175Ft.Ft. R-217.
Ft. R-586. Dec. 3. C-705. Dec. 10.
Post
Nature
Pictures
(Twenty-six
Single
reels).
Cheated Hearts (Herbert Rawllnson). 4 415
Ft.
R-712.
Dec.
10.
(C-849.
Dec.
17).
What
Do
Men
Want?
R-459.
Nov.
26.
Shattered
Dec. 17).Dreams (Miss Du Pont) (R-853. Our Mutual Friend (Enellsh Prod. — 6 reels).
R-712. Dec. 10. (7,698 Ft.)

Selznick
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ADVENTURES OF TARZAN
Adventures of Tarzan (Serial — Fifteen Episodes) (Elmo Lincoln-Star).
AFFILIATED DISTRIBUTORS
The Lonely Heart (Kay Laurell).
ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
Ghost City (Helen Holmes).
Crossing Trails (Pete Morrison).
Too Much Married (Mary Anderson).
AYWON FILM CORP.
The C-397.
Jack Rider
Nov. (Big
26. Boy Williams). R-930;
The Vengeance Trail (Big Boy Williams).
R-451; R-335; C-289.
The Shadow of Lightning Ridge (Snowy
Baker). R-451; C-397. Nov. 26.
The Nov.
Better26. Man (Snowy Baker). R-459.
Western
(Big Boy Williams). R458. Firebrands
Nov. 26.
Fidelity (Ail-Star Cast).
Lure Nelson).
of the Orient (Jack Conway-Frances
BLANCHFIELD
A Knight of the West. R-93; C-159.
C. C. BURR
Burn 'Em Up Barnes (Johnny Hines). R-211.
DU MAHAUT-KLEIN
Monty713.Works
Dec. the
10. Wires (Monty — A Dog). REQUITY PICTURES
The R;Black
Vol. Panther's
48. P-1092. Cub (Florence Reed).
ChargeC-163.It (Clara Kimball Young). R-848;
Heedless Moths (Audrey Munson). R-748.
WhatR-1077.
No Man Knows (Clara Kimball Young).
EXPORT AND IMPORT
Wild ductions).
Animal Serial (15 Episodes — Selig ProC. B. C.
Dangerous
Love.
The Victim.
Captivating Mary Carstairs.
Star Ranch Westerns (Two-reels, bi-monthly).
GEORGE H. DAVIS
The Heart of the North (Roy Stewart).
R-208; C-649.
THE FILM MARKET
The Supreme Passion (Six Reels). Vol. 49,
P-194; C-R. P-581.
The Spoilers (Reissue — Nine Reels).
JimmyReelers).
Callahan Comedies (Twelve TwoGRAPHIC
Mother Eternal (Vivian Martin — Seven
Reels). R: Vol. 49, P-990; C-45.
JANS PICTURES
Man and Woman. R-447; C-529.
The Amazing Lovers. R-946.
LEE-BRADFORD
The Unconquered Woman (Rubye DeRemer).
VICTOR KREMER
I Am the Woman (Texas Guinan).
Where Love Is Young (Zena Keefe).
Winding Trail (Buck Manning).
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
The Able Minded Lady (H. B. Walthall).
The Fatal
Call from
the Wild. R-323.
The
Thirty.
The Impossible Boy.
Folly Comedies (George Ovey — Single Reels).
Folly Comedies (Vernon Dent — Single Reels).
PHOTOCRAFT PRODUCTIONS
Oh, Mabel
17). Behave (Four Stars) (R-855. Dec
Nott

PICTURE

RELEASE

PRODUCERS' SECURITY
Diane of Star Hollow. R-880; C-47.
Mr.
Bingle
Dumplins).
The Soul of (Daddy
Man (Six
Reels).
Mr. Potter of Texas.
Cissy Fitzgerald Comedies (Two Reels).
The Right Way. R-218; C-397. Nov. 26.
Squire
WelcomePhinn.
to Our City.
Trail of the Law.
The Man Who Paid.
Irving Cummings Series (Two Reels).
REELCRAFT PICTURES
Sun-Lite Comedies
ScreamLiars.
Street.
Lion
Mirth Cnmeilleft
(Two Reels Each)
Chick Chick. R-634.
Vacation.
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS
Holy Smoke (Funnyface). R-810.
RAINBOW FILM CORPORATION
A Girl's Decision. R-93; C-397.
RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows of Conscience (Russell Simpson).
7 Reels. R-1075: C-47.
STOREY PICTURES, INC.
Shadowland
(Every two
weeks). Screen Review
Burlesque
Photoplays
(Elsie Davenport;
(Once a Month). (2 Reels Each).
WILLIAM STEINER
Tangled Trails (Neal Hart).
SWEDISH BIOGRAPH
Sir Ames Treasure. 6,500 Ft. R-711. Dec. 10.
TEXAS GUINAN PRODUCTIONS
Texas of the Mounted. R-1073.
Code of the West R-94.
Across the Border (2 Reels). R-590. Dec. 3.
The Spitfire (2 Reels). R-590. Dec. 3.
WESTERN PICTURES
EXPLOITATION
A Dangerous Pastime.
That
Something.
Scattergood
Stories R-758.
(Two Reel Comedies).
The Masked Avenger (Lester Cuneo).
WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Partners of the Sunset (Allene Ray).
Lady Luck (Allene Ray).
WORLD FILM CORPORATION
Whispering Shadows (Lucy Cotton).
The Wakefield Case (Herbert Rawlinson).
R-757; C-49.
WESTERN
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Miscellaneous
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Quick Action (William Russell).
Sally Moonshine
Shows the Menace
Way (Mary
Minter).
The
(HelenMiles
Holmes).
High-Gear
Jeffrey
(William
Russell).
Youth s Melting Pot (Mary Miles Minter).
A Crook's Romance (Helen Holmes).
A Rough-shod Fighter (William Russell).
The (Helen
LoggersHolmes).
of Hell-Roarin's Mountain
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage).
ASTA FILMS, INC.
Hamlet (Asta Nellson). R-336.
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
Frltzi
Ridgeway
(Two Westerns).
Reel Westerns).
Neal Hart
Series Series
(Two Reel
Helen Gibson Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Al Jennings Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Capital
Witches Two
Lure Reel
(All Comedies.
Star Cast).
EMERSON-LOOS
Red Hot Romance. R-713. Dec. 10.
KINETO

COMPANY OF AMERICA,
INC.

The Four Seasons (4 Reels). R-694; C-159.
Kineto Ret letIB
(Released Through National Exchanges, Inc. )
(One Reel)
(Third Series)
Kentucky Thoroughbreds.
Hiking the Alps With the Boy Scouts.
Manhattan
EccentricitiesLife.of the Wasp and Bee.
Fur and Feathers.
My Adirondacks Outing.
The Chemistry of Combustion.
The Victory Pageants.
The Delta of the Nile.
A Glimpse of the Animal Kingdom.
Better Milk. R-587. Dec. 3.
Permanent Peace. R-586. Dec. 3.
I rbaiiN Movie < hat»
(Released Through State Rights Exchanges)
First (OneSeries
.'6
Reel).from No 1 to 26, Inclusive
Second Series from No. 27 to 52, Inclusive
(One Reel).
EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
January
"Jungle Adventur.s."— Martin
R-449; Johnson's
C-649.
C-1023.
January—
His Nibs (Chic Sale). R-947;
W. KURTZ & CO.
Shattered (Foreign Film). R-460. Nov.

FEATURES PRODUCTIONS, INC
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
(Featuring
"Bill"
Fairbanks) R-96. Shadows of the West (Hedda Nova).
Go Get Him.
A Western Demon (William Fairbanks).
The Lotus Blossom. R-809; C-159.
Hell's Border.
The Ella
GreatHall).
Reward (Serial — Francis Ford and
Fighting Heart.
Klnetc Reviews (One-Reel Educational).
Daredevil of the Range.
Rainbow Comedies (Edna Shipman and John
Junior) (Two Reels Each).
WARNER BROS.
Why Girls Leave Home (Anna Q. Nllsson).
WILL ROGERS
R-210" C-273
and Mary
The
Ropin'
Fool
(Two Reels). R-335.
Parted
Curtains'
(H.
B.
Walthall
Alden). R-94: C-397. Nov. 26
School Days (Wesley Barry) (R-856. Dec. 17)
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
WESTERN CLASSIC SALES
The Toroador (3,600 Feet).
Rlgoletto (6,000 Feet).
COMPANY
(Two-Reel
Dramas)
Bullets and Justice.
SACRED FILMS
The Heart of Texas Pat.
The Unbroken Trail.
The Bible. R-219.
Refer to page 983 for explanation of reference marks
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right to govern their own affairs, select the
name they prefer for their profession, and in
general to decide what they want and do not
want.
I certainly see no good reason why they
should, in order to have the support which union
stage employees OWE them as union men, be
at the absolute mercy of stage employees, who
even granting their good intention, know about
as much about projection as a brick layer
knows about painting pictures.
That there should be amalgamation in some
form is just plain logic, but I nevertheless see
no reason why the mouse should seek safety
by being on the inside of the lion.
Please understand me clearly. I am NOT
suggesting separation, but I AM suggesting
that there should be a fair division of representation in both union and international
officers. A by-law making the election of a
projectionist international president say every
third term would not be asking anything even
bordering on unfairness, but do you think you
could get it through ? Huh ! Try it and see !
Worth Ten Times Its Price
William Kem, Projectionist Strand Theatre,
Ithaca, New York, says :
This is my second offense. First of all,
allow me to congratulate you on the lens
charts. It has enriched me by just ten times
its price.
This is how it happened: I was called on
to repair a projector used in an assembly
hall. Upon examining the condenser I found
they were using a 7.5 collector and a 6.5
converging lens for a 25 ampere arc; distance
of projection 50 feet. Consulting the lens
chart I procured a 5.5 collector and a 6.5
converging lens, and O boy! You should have
seen the difference.
They asked what I did to the projector.
Never before had they such a light. Well,
the credit
belongs
the chart,mebutwith
I'll just
use
the
five bucks
theytopresented
the same. It will help finance Mr. S. Claus in
a month or so.
And now comes the sad part. A salesman
came to our theatre selling lenses. We were
talking in the projection room about its
qualities when he spied the lens charts.
"Where did you get that," he cried as he
grasped the chart. "It is just what I've
been looking for for a long time." Needless
to say, he has it. He offered to copy it and
send
it back, so urgent was his need, I hope
he does.
Credit Where Credit Is Due
Now please understand me. This is no
"puff."
am just
is due. IKeep
up thegiving
good credit
work. where
There credit
must
be hundreds of theatres wasting light
through faulty condenser combinations.
now I'm trick
expecting
a bit of
for
theAndfollowing
I pulled
off praise
recently.
We have had considerable trouble with the
power failing. Last Saturday we had a $900
house and— no power. I told the boss, "you
get me a bunch of storage batteries and we'll
have a show."
He immediately
called
battery
service station
and ordered
a setup toa
give 32 volts. The battery man was quite
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The 4th Edition (25000)
of
F. H. Richardson's
HANDBOOK
Now Going to Press
The new 4th edition of the Handbook will
contain more than 800 pages of technical
matter — 100 pages more than the last
edition.
A limited amount of advertising will be
accepted up to press time.
For rates address ADV. DPT.
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
Murray Hill MM
516 Sth Ave., N. Y. C.

skeptical, but they came in ten minutes
nevertheless. I hooked them up to a 30 volt,
20 ampere Mazda in an Argus-Scheck adapter
and, considering the hasty preparation, gave
a wonderful show. The distance was 110
feet, Mirroiroid screen and No. 2 projection
lens. ter.
WeNow were
whereusing
is thea 2-wing
man whoExtralite
said 80shutfeet
was
the
limit
for
Mazda
projection?
Show
him to me!
Well, brother Kenrick, the fellow who told
you is right, under any ordinary circumstances.
The reason he is right is that the nearness of
the condenser to the aperture, especially with
prismatic condensers, causes such a very wide
divergence of the light beam beyond the aperture that if the focal length of the projection
lens be long, as in the case of long projection
distance, there is a large loss of light at the
projection lens, with unevenness of illumination
of the screen as a result.
But you
might nevertheless
"get by"it
picture
in emergency
all right, get
and a because
was an emergency it looked mighty good to you.
You may even get an acceptable picture at 110
feet, especially with piano convex condenser,
but you would have a lot of light loss just
the same. That would, I think, be inevitable.
You are justly entitled to a lot of credit for
having the knowledge and ingenuity to save the
situation— and $900.
I am of course glad you find the charts of
value, but just wait until you see the new
book. That will please you mightily, or I miss
my guess.

QUARTER
SIZE
2>/2 inch
inch
3Z% Inch

$30
5H to 6 inches
$25

PICTURE

SOLD BY ALL LEADING SUPPLY HOUSES
Send for Descriftiv Booklet.

HALF
SIZE
S to 8% Inches
* to 11 inche*
$50
$60

K0LLM0RGEN
OPTICAL COMPANY
35 Steuben Street
Brooklyn, N. Y., U. S. A.
Manufacturers of the finest lenses in the World
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Carbon Tetrachloride
Recently I published something concerning
the cleaning of film. The Eastman folk saw
it and sent a circular dealing with the effect
of Carbon Tetrachloride on Motion Picture
Film.
For the benefit of all concerned I publish the
text matter verbatim. It is known as Motion
Picture Bulletin No. 1. Presumably may be
had gratis by addressing the Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, New York, inclosing a
self addressed, stamped envelope.
A series of tests made at the Research
Laboratory of the Eastman Kodak Company
has shown that commercial carbon tetrachloride, if left in contact with motion picture film, will attack the image, especially in
the presence of moisture, and bleach it out
to a faint yellowish-white image.
This corrosive action of the tetrachloride
is probably due to traces of sulphur chloride,
formed as a by-product in the manufacture
of tetrachloride by the action of chlorine on
carbon bisulphide. On exposure to the air
in the presence of moisture, the sulphur
chloride deposits sulphur which combines
with the silver image to form a faint yellow
image of silver sulphide. An image faded
by tetrachloride
for
silver sulphide.gives all the chemical tests
To Confirm This Theory
To confirm this theory of the action of
tetrachloride on film, one part of sulphur
chloride was added to 1,000 parts of moist
carbon tetrachloride and a strip of dry
motion picture film immersed in the solution.
After twenty-four hours the highlights had
faded to a pale yellow, and in three days
the image was bleached out entirely.
To produce any marked effect with commercially pure tetrachloride, prolonged contact for a month or more is necessary, depending on the purity of the sample, so that
usually no trouble will be experienced if the
solvent is allowed to thoroughly evaporate
from the film before rewinding. To insure
this the film should be wound spirally on a
large wooden drum covered with cloth, and
the cleaning liquid applied with a soft cloth
or piece of velvet. The solvent has then
sufficient
rewinding.time to thoroughly evaporate before
If Cleaned on Remnder
If the film is cleaned on the rewinder by
allowing it to pass through a cloth moistened
with tetrachloride, the solvent has not time
to evaporate before the film Is rewound on
the reel. The result is that a certain amount
of the solvent is held between the folds of
film and, on storing, this attacks the film
image, producing a patchy, faded out effect.
Solvents which do not attack film are
gasoline, benzene, toluene and xylene, though
they are inflammable. The solvent tetrachlorethylene is non-inflammable and can be
recommended for film cleaning. This substance does not attack the film and is sufficiently non-volatile to remain on the film
for a short time before evaporating, and so
has a chance to dissolve out the grease from
the film before it is wiped off.
The precautions above for cleaning on a
large drum should also be observed with this
solvent.

I CAN'T
AFFORD
IT
If you need a projector, and cannot afford a new one, glance over our
list of GUARANTEED REBUILT PROJECTORS. Absolutely guaranteed
by the ness.oldest
and mostwillresponsible
These machines
save you house
money.in the Theatre Supply Busi4.
Power'sdrive
6, complete with lenses.
Type
S Simplex,
used a Motor
short time.
Hand
$100.00
Complete
with lenses.
drive
A Mechanisms
Only,handle.
comonly
$425.00 4'/2. Power'splete with6 crnnk
and
framing
Regular Simplex, complete with lenses.
2
or
3
wing
shutter.
In
flnc
condition
$75.00
Hand drive
$200.00
Motor drive
$250.00 5. Motiograph Oe Luxe, complete with
lenses. Motor drive only $425.00
Power'sdrive
6 A, complete with lenses.
Motiograph,
1918 drive
Model, complete
Hand
$175.00 6. with
lenses. Hand
$173.00
Motor drive
$200.00
Motor drive
$200.00
ALL ORDERS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE.
ABOVE MACHINE8. COMPLETE WITH LENSES ANO REELS.
FIVE PER CENT DISCOUNT ALLOWED FOR CASH WITH ORDER.
AMUSEMENT
SUPPLY
COMPANY
We are the oldest Supply House in the motion picture trade
746 S. Wabash Avenu.
Chicago, HI.
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WOULD

Equipment

Conducted

b$TL.T. KEYS

ER

Dresner

When

a I Citron

the Manager

Yells for
Should

Be

Ventilation
Given

the Air
POTENTIALLY one <>f the l>i««« si assets or one of the greatest liabilities of i picture house is the manager in charge and one of the
hardest jobs <>r the ownership is to sce nic the services of a manager
who may be trusted not to act particle more chesty than If he owned
the house.

Here is an instance: For some time pail I have been attending a
sinnll picture iheutre because the program was bully and tlx* music
mighty good. I rather Imagine that my appreciation of these good
points was Increased by an experience which I had with the owner when
I first begun visiting his show.
ii was a feature picture, i was late and tlic house was full, so I stood
for a While Waiting an Opportunity to Utah the sent of some curly exiter,
hni the audience stuck like leeches, and at the end of fifteen minutes I
gave ii up us a bad Job and started t<> make a getaway.
I WSJ half way through the lobby when someone rushed up from the
rear and grabbed me by the coal tail. "Quitting?" he asked l admitted
that I was. IWhat's the Idea?" he asked, I confessed mat I was too
lazj to stand, but that did aot make the slightest bit of a dent on him.
"Why. you did not sec live cents' worth of (he show," he said. I admitted
thai this was true, but If I was ■ fool enough to come late on a big night,
it wai my own exclusive funeral and I did not see any particular reason
Why he should worry over my shortcomings.
Thai he did won y was evident because he Instantly gave me a return
check, explaining thai he could not see ins way clear to charging
admission !<• I man who had seen .is little of the show as I had.
He did not know who 1 was and he does not know today, hut I have
heen one hii^ booster for that little house ever since ami I Imagine thai
he h;is other boosters who appreciated similar treatment.
Recently, the boss been me loo busy to attend to house matters and
put :i manager In charge, The kist time I attended the temperature
climbed unil it bore a strong resemblance to that <>r the sub cellar <>r
the great hereafter :md it was ahout as hrealhahle ;is the aftermath of
a blast charge,
Everyone In my vicinity was kicking and finally l signalled to the
usherette and asked her to open :i window, break a few panes of k';|ss
or do something thai would stave off asphyxiation, she did something
and atmospheric conditions hecame normal.
On my way out after the show I suggested to the manager thai the
Usherette should have kept closer l.ihs on the ventilating system and
have regulated ii without prompting from a patron. 1 put the sugge*
lion with the belief that he would appreciate the information so thai he
could remedy it in future. Hut he did not seem to lake it that way al
all, "Dcr heat V88 turned off, hut he could not please everybody and
maybe I was hotter than the rest of the audience."
Anyway, the fact that I had bothered him by making ;i complaint.
When the rest of the BUdience were only kicking tO each other, struck
him :is a piece of impertinence.
I am wondering how long mat house will continue to hold the
patronage thai the boss himself worked up.

Reports Seven
Power's Installations
Al>e DrcMici, tlx- live wire distributor for
Power's Projectors in the WasliitiKton, I).
territory, states that seven out of right C,
installations recently made in his locality have
Keen Tower's Projectors.
Mr. I)rc ;sikt, who is general manager of
the Washington Theatre Supply Company, lists
these installations as follows: Hroadway
Theatre, ISIS Seventh avenue, Washington,
two type "E" machines; Pirkside Theatre.
type , "E"
two Md
Italtimore,
Harford
4703
machines;
( ntcavenue.
rioii Theatre.
Kaston,
two
type "!•*" machines; New Theatre, Pocahontas,
Va., one type "I." machine; Radium The it re.
Va.. one type "K" machine; Sut< 'ape Charles,
Opera House,
Thomas, W. Va., two
Kxrclitcton'sequipments.
Senator Penrose Installs Powers
Of interest as indicating to what extent motion picture machines are being used for private
use, wc also informed Mr. Dresner that a
complete professional projection equipment has
Mist ban inst tiled in the home 01 Senator
Penrose at Wardman Park Hotel.
Such installations are made from time to
time and the re now are ipnte a number of
them. They can, however, have no detrimental
effect upon the him business and in fact their
influence should be beneficial. The installation
of motion picture equipment in private homes
is in about the same ratio as the installation
of large pipe orgaai in private homes. A few
can afford such luxuries, but they will always
ment
remain a very small fraction of the business
done by manufacturer! Of professional equipA Hied La bora tori s
Plan Iliii Movie Rail
Although less than a year old the Allied
I'ilm Laboratories Association, Inc., has completed plans for what it declares will be the
biggest "Movie" ball given in years. The affair will take place in the Twelfth Regiment
Armory, New York City, on New Years Rvc,
ami, according to present plans, the festivity
will he made an annual affair.
Not since the days of the Madison Square
Garden and Grand C entral balls has the industry concentrated on one big annual ball
which would be representative of the personalities engaged in the making and exhibition of
pictures. The laboratories affair, it is promised,
will be a revival of thus,- big successes -and
something more,
The Twelfth Regiment Armory, one of the
most spacious in the city, was selected because of its si/e. It is anticipated that the
general public as well as all branches of the
industry will welcome the opportunity to get
together in a grand jubilee and that the supgiven by ball
the public
years past to the
annualport movie
will bein revived.
Opera House May Remain
The fate of the Opera House, located in
Carthage, N. Y.. will not become known until
January, according to reports following the
return Of Gasper litglio. the proprietor, to his
home in Port Henry. While plans have been
drawn which would turn the theatre into an
apartment house, the change would require so
much remodeling that Mr. (iiglio has decided
to |tost|Kinc a decision until next month.
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It is THE projector of no regrets and no afterthoughts.
Bulletin PW will tell you more about it. Write for a
copy.

Proctor
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Are

a

Few

ALDINE

Projectors

Supplying

Are

a Part

High-class

of the

Equip-

Theatres.

Here

Examples:
THEATRE

BROADWAY

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
U-T-E PROCTOR PROJECTORS
HALLBERG ARC CONTROLS
HALLBERG SPEED INDICATORS AND
RECORDERS
HALLBERG MOTOR GENERATORS
10
3
1
1

THE U-T-E PROCTOR
AUTOMATIC PROJECTOR

NEWBURGH, N. Y.
2 U-T-E PROCTOR PROJECTORS
1 HALLBERG 75/75 AMP. MOTOR GENERATOR
1 MINUSA SCREEN
NEW

SPECIAL CONTROL PANELS, "DEAD FRONT"
HALLBERG MULTIPLE UNIT RHEOSTATS
CURTAIN MACHINES
ELECTRIC TICKET CHOPPER
ELECTRIC TICKET MACHINE
AISLE LIGHTS
EXIT BOXES
SEND

US

YOUR

THEATRE

INQUIRY

LINDLEY

THEATRE

PHILADELPHIA,
3
1
3
1

FOR

PA.

U-T-E PROCTOR PROJECTORS
HALLBERG 75/75 AMP. MOTOR GENERATOR
HALLBERG ARC CONTROLLERS
MINUSA GOLD FIBRE SCREEN
TICKET CHOPPER
EXIT BOXES
EQUIPMENT

TODAY

UNITED
THEATRE
EQUIPMENT
CORPORATION
H. T. EDWARDS
President
25 WEST 45th STREET, NEW YORK
j. h. hallberg
Vice-President
Stores in All Principal Cities
EVERYTHING FOR THE Branch
MOTION PICTURE THEATRE EXCEPT THE FILM
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Government specifications or standards on
cork carpet, and no great differences in the
quality of
such floor-coverings
as madehowever,
by the
several
manufacturers.
Cork carpet,
and Durability in Floor Coverings
is primarily intended for floors of extreme
softness and resiliency, and therefore, the
Battleship linoleum, which is really thick brand
IT is essential that floors in moving picture
of this material that proves to be the
theatres should have, above all other fea- plain-colored linoleum, is usually manufactured in three thicknesses, standards for which most yielding and comfortable underfoot, other
tures, the qualities of noiselessness and
being equal, is the logical purchase.
durability. If, in addition, they are sanitary, have long been established by the United qualities
carpet will not give quite the length of
easy to keep clean, attractive to look at, and States Navy on account of the fact that Cork
service that battleship linoleum of equal thicklinoleum is frequently used as a deck coverreasonably low in cost, so much the better.
ness gives, but its cost is considerably less and
Linoleum and cork carpet floors have all
ing on men-of-war.
its resilient qualities are so pronounced as to
these qualities to a remarkable extent, and a
Resilient Qualities.
make it the ideal floor covering in certain
brief description of the manufacture of such
These thicknesses are one quarter inch,
materials will show why.
There are several places in the average
In the first place, the chief raw materials three-sixteenths of an inch and one-eighth of places.
picture theatre where linoleums or cork
used are linseed oil, finely ground cork, rosin, an inch, and linoleum supplied to the navy not moving
make the most efficient floors, after
gums and the proper coloring pigments. These are decorated and draperies of grey and old carpet
is taken into consideration.
materials, of course, have to be carefully se- standard thicknesses is specified, but must also everything
In the lobby, it is not necessary to have an
lected and prepared before they are mixed to- undergo successfully several severe tests for absolutely
noiseless floor, yet durability and
gether. In manufacturing cork carpet, more weight, smoothness of texture, evenness of
cork is used than in linoleum, with the obvious seasoning, and resilient qualities. Some makes appearance are primary considerations. Therefore, one quarter inch or three-sixteenths inch
result that the finished product is more springy of linoleum always conform to the rigid navy
linoleum, in cither brown or green,
and resilient. Thus, it is peculiarly adapted for requirements, others do only occasionally, so battleship
will
make
a wonderfully suitable floor, and
noiseless floors, although linoleum is not far that the purchaser, in order to make sure that will give satisfactory
service indefinitely, in
the highest quality is obtained, will do well
behind in this respect.
to investigate and secure linoleum that is al- spite of heavy traffic and severe wear.
Method of Manufacture
The Cost Problem.
After the raw materials have had their
preliminary treatment, they are carefully
Linoleum floors can be installed at an
ground and mixed together by heavy mixing
appreciably lower cost than hardwood, marble,
How Franklin Regards
machinery. The resultant composition is
or really satisfactory composition floor. They
firmly pressed on a heavy burlap base, either
Ideas on Construction
will never chip or crack, and in case of fire
will only smoulder. There is absolutely no
by
hydraulic
or by
running
"mix"
Harold B. Franklin, managing
between
two pressure
heavy steel
rollers,
whichthe revolve
danger of fires starting on such floors from
in opposite directions. Thus, long sheets of
carelessness
with lighted matches or cigarettes.
director of Shea's Hippodrome,
linoleum or cork carpet are turned out, and
Such floors, in addition, are easily kept clean
Buffalo,
thinks
so
highly
of
the
these are hung, festoon-like in high, narrow
and attractive in appearance, which constitutes
building sections of the Moving
dry-rooms. Here the goods remain at tema great advantage.
Picture World that, for several
peratures ranging up to 160 degrees Fahenheit
for periods of time which vary according to
Cork Carpet for Quiet and Resiliency
years, he has clipped the photos
the type and thickness of the linoleums. After
and
stories
on
all
the
new
theFor
the interior of the moving picture thedrying out sufficiently in such rooms, the
atre, cork carpet is the logical floor material,
atres from the various issues,
linoleum is pulled out, inspected, trimmed,
chiefly on account of its noiseless qualities.
made into rolls, crated and shipped.
and has pasted them in a large
The patrons of a theatre floored with this maIt is quite obvious that any material conterial will never be disturbed by the footsteps
scrap book. He has a full detaining alarge proportion of cork is bound to
of people entering and leaving the place, while
scription of every important
have resilient qualities. In linoleum and cork
the work of ushers and attendants will be made
house built in the country during
carpet, these characteristics are accentuated by
more pleasant and efficient because of the
the linseed oil used. This, before being mixed
the past several years.
resilient floors on which they walk.
with the other infredients, is made into a very
The book of clippings has
In new theatres, or where it is possible to
elastic form of oxidation; and although it acts
been of inestimable value and
remove the seats temporarily, the best plan
as a binder, along with the gums and rosin,
would b« to install cork carpet over the entire
the Shea Amusement Company
tor the cork and coloring materials, it is also
interior floor surface. Not so satisfactory, but
will find it a rich storehouse of
very
strong
in
producing
springy,
rubber-like
far better than nothing, is to cover the aisles
characteristics in the finished linoleum.
ideas when the time comes for
and
rear areas only. This prevents most of
The thorough, intimate mixing which the
the
noise, but, of course, not absolutely all of it.
the
erection
of
its
new
Metromaterials undergo insures not only a smooth,
politan, which, it is rumored,
*.ven surface, easy to clean and to keep saniProper Laying is Important.
tary, but also a toughness and durability proven
will be veiy soon. Mr. Franklin
When having linoleum and cork carpet inby linoleum floors that have been in use for
thinks so much of the book that
stal ed, se to it that the materials are cemented
over twenty years, and still show no signs of
he keeps it in the Hippodrome
(irmly to the floor-base. It is not enough to
wearing out.
tack
the
goods down or to cement them only
safe.
Types and Colors Suitable for Theatres
at the edges. Such installations are by no
There are many kinds of linoleum and
means permanent. It makes no difference
oimiiar floor-coverings, but for moving picture ways manufactured and guaranteed to meet whether the theatre floor is concrete or wood,
theatres battleship linoleum and cork carpet the Navy Department specifications.
in either case cementing the linoleum or cork
Plain linoleum of good quality may also be carpet "solid" is the proper procedure, and
adapt themselves peculiarly well. These floorcoverings may be secured in several colors, secured in grades thinner than the recognized the only way to secure a permanent floor of
such as brown, green, gray or terra cotta. standard battleship grades. Such goods are this kind.
However, due to the fact that the brown color- suitable for floors where traffic is light, but
Another thing to be sure of is that the floorings show footprints less than the others, and cannot be classed as permanent floors for such covering is laid by a responsible and exare consequently easier to keep clean and less places as theatre lobbies or aisles.
perienced firm and the latest methods of layexpensive to maintain, they are by far the
ing employed. Poor laying will ruin the best
Cork Carpet and Its Uses
material, so one should make sure of having
most popular shades of linoleum. In cork carthe work done by a concern that can guaran
pets, however, the green colors are most often
Cork carpet is usually made approximately
used.
one-quarter of an inch thick. There are no tee a satisfactory result.
How

to Secure

Date
Name
Dec. 17 Lindlay
Dec. 19 Regent
Dec. 25 Grand
Dec. 31 Glenside
Jan. 1 Unnamed
Jan. 1 Unnamed
Jan. 1 Hall Theatre
Jan. 15 Lafayette Square
Jan. 15 New Orpheum

Quietness,

Resiliency

Picture Theatres Scheduled to Open
Location
Capacity
Manager in Charge
Philadelphia, Pa
1,200
J. A. Ridgeway, 5th & Rockland Sts., Phila., Pa.
Harrisburg, Pa
1,800
Peter Magcro, Regent Theatre, Harrisburg, Pa.
Marion, 111
1,500
Thomas Reed, care Reed & Venn, Du Quoin, III.
Glenside, Pa
800
Nixon-Nirdlinger, 16th & Walnut Sts., Phila., Pa.
McMinnville, Ore
750
T. O. Neill, McMinnville, Ore.
Casper, Wyo
1,020
Mr. Brennan, Casper, Wyo.
Centralia, 111
1,000
W. J. Hall, Centralia, 111.
Buffalo, N. Y
4,000
M. Slotkin, Monument Theatre Corp., Buffalo, N. Y.
Hannibal, Mo
1,600
C. E. Lilly, Fifth St., Hannibal, Mo.
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COHEN
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POWER'
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E.

LAMP

Wh

y

Thirty-First and Troost
{ KANSAS CITY. MO.

A

<7

Noted

Western
Exhibitor
Prefers

Power's

^

NICHOLAS POWER
COMPANY
EDWARD NCORPORATEC
E ARI . President
Ninety Gold St. New York. N Y.
IIP
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SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS
Tour »wi special Ticket,
any colon,
numereryaccurately
rail guaranteed.
Gout Km bered;Tickets
for Prlie
Drawings: »5 ■•».
Prompttbe shipment*.
wltb
order. Got Cub
the
sample*Bond
dUtrnm
nUserred Seat Com pea Ticket*,foraortal
or dated.to OoTuruioat
All tlekrts BUat eonform
hear eotabUehed
price at admUelon reenlatloe
and tax
SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand
P-M
Ten Thousand
1H
Fifteen Thousand
• 5*
Twenty-five Thousand
Fifty
Thousand
1Z-M
One Hundred
Thousand
MJt
National Ticket Co. shan.oi<im.p».
RECO Hoods are
made of natural colored glass and show
brilliant and permanent effects. Cheaper
and better than any
dip.

Hoods are easily
cleaned and last 7a
forever.
2 Sizes
10 Watt— 40 Watt

Reynolds Electric Co.
2650 WEST CONGRESS STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Also make Flashers, Small Motors, etc.
THEATRE SPECIALISTS
Designers of 0«er 200 Theatres
C. HOWARD
CRANE
ARCHITECT
ELMER GEORGE KIEHLER. Assotlate
CYRIL E. SCHLEY
Mala Office:
BLOC Chleaoo.
DETROIT.
Branch
Office*;— —HURON
New York.
WlasMr.MICH.Oat.
AMERICAN

toplaper
Jfo
(Trade-Mark Registered)
The Musical Marvel
Write lor Catalogs
AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
New York City
UN Broadway
PERFUMES
FOR COMBS AND SPRAYS
HEWS LABORATORIES
CHAPMAN DOCKS
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

PROJECT/OX ROOM OF CHICAGO THEATRE
Showing three of the Simplex projeetors
the stere equipped
optic on with Peerless are controls, also

Sturdy Simplexes — Count 'EmInstalled in the Chicago Theatre
Balaban and 'Safety
first"
feature, which is indeed a projecTheatre
Chicago111.,
THKKatz,newChcago,
tion room
necessity.
is an ofunusual house
and represents an investment which is said
To care for the high standards set by Messrs.
to total $4,000,000.
Balaban and Katz, four other Simplex projectors are installed in other parts of the theatre
The projection room is spic and span. It is
twenty-five feet in length and ten feet deep, and arc used for pre-reviewing.
and is finished in battleship grey to harmonize
The installation of projection equipment was
with three Type "S" Simplex Projectors, made by the Kxhihitors' Supply Company, Inc..
Cinema Spotlight, Stereopticon and Peerless of Chicago. 111., exclusive distributors of SimArc Controls which adorn its floor.
plex projectors, who also equipped the other
The three Simplexes project what is probably Balaban and Katz theatres in Chicago.
the largest motion picture screened by any
permanent motion picture theatre today in the
United States or Canada. It is twenty- four New Canton House Opens
feet in width and the throw is one hundred and
N'orthen New York added another up-to-date
forty-eight feet with direct current through motion picture theatre to its list in the openSnaplite lenses onto a flat white screen.
ing of the American, located in Canton, N. Y.,
and built by Byron H. Rogers, of that village.
All the Latest Fixings
The house is among the finest and most modern
The Simplex projectors in the projection in the vicinity, and it is the intention of Mr.
room of the theatre are equipped with double
Rogersknown
and in
his local
associate.
motion"Stan"
pictureSouthworth,
circles, to
motor speed control handles, film measuring well
devices, arc reflectors, speed indicators, while show pictures of the highest type obtainable.
under the lamphouse of each boxes have been The opening attracted not only residents of
installed into which can be placed the discarded Canton, itself, but many from the surrounding
ends of hot carbons when making a trim, a sections.
Seven

CORCORAN'S LATEST DEVELOPING
CUT YOUR DEVELOPING
COSTS
SEND FOR PRICE LIST NO. •
751 Jersey Avenue

A. J. CORCORAN, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS AND PATENTEES
Office and Factory

TANK WILL
IN TWO

Jersey City. N. 1.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Cost Little
Do Much
"™TIO« WANTED 4.
wv Hcl
AND HELP
j
All Other COMMER- .„
CIAL ADVERTISING 9C WOTO
Smallest ad twenty words.

Noticemade
: TheIn Publishers
expect that
menu
every advertisement
will allbearstatethe
strictest Investigation,
SITUATIONS WANTED
EXPERIENCED FILM SALESMAN, 25, good
address, trained salesman, desires position. Willing
to
Yorktravel.
City. Box 239, Moving Picture World, New
YOUNG MAN, 26, experienced in theatrical line,
desires position as manager or assistant to theatre
manager. Well educated and hard worker. Box
240, Moving Picture World, New York City.
PROJECTIONIST,
NON-UNION, Expert
fourteen
years'
experience,
desires employment.
in optics,
electricity and overhauling machines. Competent
and reliable ; good references. P. C. Shiversl,
Lexington, Neb.
WANTED — Position as theatre manager. Experienced. Have movie camera equipment and can
produce
local pictures. L. E. Brewer, Wanette,
Okla.
EXPERIENCED ORCHESTRA director desire*
engagement as conductor or pianist-leader ; referlare;eYork
lihrarv
World,ences ;New
City. Box 238, Moving Picture
HELP WANTED
COMPETENT MOTION PICTURE ORGANIST
with
experience
State
salaryample
expected
and and
givegood-sized
referenceslibrary.
first letter.
Six-day
week,
matinee
and
nlsht.
H.
W.
O.,
Moting Picture World, N. Y. City.
THEATRES WANTED
WANTED— THEATRE in good, live town. Have
movie ment,
camera
tradecomplete
in as part
payand willequipment
Instruct Into its
technical
operation without charge. An opportunity for a
man
desiring L.to E.travel
to obtain
proposition.
Brewer,
Wanette,a money-making
Okla.
WANTED
TO
LEASE
—
Moving
picture
theatre,
fully equipped; must pass state Inspection.
Tell
all particulars first letter. Box 237, Moving Picture
World, New York City.
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FIVE THOUSAND YARDS Battleship Linoleum,
four thousand
of bestat grade
cork wholesale
carpet. Government surplus stock,
less than
prices.
J. P. Redlngton, Scranton, Pa.
OPERAchinesCHAIRS
war camps,
booths,
maand entire from
equipment
furnished
at half
original
cost.
Write
your
requirements.
J.
P.
Redtngton, Scranton. Ps.
FORA. SALE
— Two Power's
motor-driven,
volt.
C. fiO-cycle
moving 6Apicture
machines :110-In
good condition ; $148.00 each. A bargain. Webster
Electric
ton. D. C.Company, 719 9th Street, N. W., WashingFOR SALE — One Simplex complete ; motor-driven ;
condition guaranteed: 110-volt, A. C. 60-cycle ; a
bargain
$24."W.,00.Washington,
Webster Electric
9th
Street,at N.
D. C. Company, 719
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"Idle Wives" (7), featuring Dorothy Phillips; "The
Stafford Mystery" («), featuring Billie Burke and
David Powell; "A Million Bid" (5), featuring Anita
Stewart,
Harry
; "The Juggernaut"
(5) ;
also largest
and Morey
most complete
selection of other
high-grade SERIALS, SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS,
Comedies, Educatlonals, etc. Guaranty Pictures Co.,
130 West 46th Street, New York. Cable address :
"GAPICTCO."
WE HAVE thousands of film — 1-7 reels ; comedies,
dramas. Westerns, serials. Claire Productions, 60
Graham Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.
Picture Theatres Projected
SOUTH CHARLESTON, W. VA.— New
theatre to be erected on Seventh avenue, is
to be financed by Quincey Jones, president
First National Bank, to cost $30,000.
WHEELING, W. VA.— W. H. Morgan, 98
Eighteenth street, has plans by J. L. Metcalf, Toronto, O., for brick, tile and ornamental terra-cotta moving picture theatre,
42J/2 by 110 feet; interior tile, composition
roof, concrete and wood floors, probably
hot-air heat, to cost $24,000.
ANTIGO, WIS. — Harvey Hanson, owner
Palace Theatre, has plans by H. I. Leibert,
47 Mack Block, Milwaukee, for moving picture and vaudeville theatre, including stores,
to be erected at Fifth avenue and Edison
street, to cost $100,000. Seating capacity of
theatre 1,500.
BELOIT, WIS.— Beloit Amusement Company has plans by Claude & Starck, 8 South
Carroll street, for theatre, with seating
capacity of 1.600, to cost $130,000.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Contract has been
let for erection of two-story moving picture
theatre, store and office building, 85 by 200
feet, to be erected at Teutonia Center and
Hadley streets for Teutonia Avenue Realty
Company, 1047 Teutonia avenue, to cost
$200,000.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Oscar Brachman
and Saxe interests have plans by Martin
Tullgren & Sons for theatre and business
block to be erected at Grand avenue and
Sixth street, N.W., to cost $2,000,000.
TWO RIVERS, WIS.— Rivoli Theatre
Company has plans by W. J. Raeuber for
new theatre, to cost $100,000.

Changes in Management
GREEN FOREST, ARK.— Roy Kirkpatrick has purchased Majestic Theatre.
WASHINGTON, D. C— Miss Edyth M.
Blackman
purchased
atre on EasthasCourt
street. Wonderland TheWAYCROSS, GA.— F. A. Adams, of Milledegville,
is new manager of Orpheum Theatre.
BETTENDORF, IA.— J. H. Pabst has sold
his moving picture house to N. Gordon. 1330
Washington street, Davenport, for $25,000.
New owner will continue same policy.
BOONE, IA.— W. J. Oakes, of Creston, has
purchased Lvric Theatre.
WATERLOO, IA.— Walter F. Davis has
resigned as manager of Crystal Theatre to
CAMERAS, ETC., FOR SALE
accept position as business manager for HosI.'0-foot
capacity.
Company in the home ofandCAMERA.
trick eranks
; Erneman
tripodF 3.5
outfitlens,
for regular
topical tettlerfice atAmusement
Omaha, Neb.
work.
Bareain sale ; $100.00. J.. A. Rehkopf, Daytona. Florida.
GALVA, ILL.— O. U. Peterson, of Toulon,
FOR SALE — High-grade motion picture camera
tre. purchased Star (moving picture) Theaequipped with all the latest improvements. Chronik has
Brothers, 73 Gold Street, New York.
WASECA, MINN.— New Garden Theatre
FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT
will be managed by M. C. Martin, of MinSERIALS. FEATURES, 5-6 and 7 reelers. Cow- neapolis.
boy and comedies carried in stock. Let us quote on
CENTRAL CITY, NEB. — J. W. Fosbenyour requirements. Serial Film Exchange. 126 der,
manager Donelson Theatre, has purWest 4fith Street, New York City. Cable address:
chased Empress Theatre.
"Serialfllm."
CLEVELAND, O.— Control of MetropoliFOR SALE — TWO HUNDRED SINGLE, double
tan Theatre at 5012 Euclid avenue, has
reel comedies and western dramas : excellent condition : $3 per ree]. Shorty Hamilton in "Pen passed to Euclid-East 17th Street Company,
Vulture,"
$50.
Also
educational-classic
features.
through 99-year lease concluded by Joseph
I. S. Fisher. 729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
of Building.
Joseph Laronge Company, WillFOR SALE— FEATURES. WESTERNS, one and Laronge, iamson
two reel Comedies ; Posters on everything. Central
Film Company, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
TEMPLE, PA.— George Maurer, 910 North
FOR SALE — "Adventures of Jimmy Dale" (32 Eighth street, Reading, is manager of new
reels) ; "Scarlet Runner" (24) ; "Secret Kingdom" theatre to open here shortly.
(32)
"Adventures
Female
Reporters"
DALLAS, TEX— George D. Waters is
"The ;Vamnires"
(27) of: "The
I.IWatnr"
(27) ■ (30)
"The ;
Grey Seal" (32) ; also "The Submarine Eye" (8) : new manager Capitol Theatre.

THE
CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE
30 Gerrard Street
W. I. London, England
Has the quality circulation of the trade in
Great Britain and the Dominions. All Official
Notices and News from the ASSOCIATION
to itsjournal.
members are published exclusively in
this
YEARLY RATE:
POSTPAID, WEEKLY. $7.25
SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST
Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14
THE OFFICIAL OROAN OF
THE CINEMATOGRAPH
ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAINEXHIBITORS'
4 IRELAND.
LTD.

MAILING

LISTS

MOVING PICTURE AND
LEGITIMATE THEATRES
22166 Moving Picture by State* per M
1219 Film Exchanges, for List
196 Manufacturers and Studios
419 Machine and Supply Dealers
3674
Legitimate Theatres
Theatres U. S. A Can.
610 Vaudeville

SS.0O
7J6
3-Sa
4.00
ZS7 .56os

A. F. WILLIAMS
1(4 W. ADAMS ST.
CHICAGO
LA CLNEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIAN A ED ESTERA
Official Organ of the Italian Cinematograph Unlso
Published on the
15th and 30th of Each Month
Foreign Subscription: $7.00 tr 85 francs Per Annua
Editorial and Business Offices.
Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy
TITLES
FOR ALL
PURPOSES
— ANY
LANGUAGE
10 Years Assures
Specializing
This Product
You ofIn the
BEST
Moderate
Prices
Quick Service
PHEMIER TITLE COMPANY
3SC-3S8 EAST 33rd STREET CHICAGO
QUALITY plus SERVICE
Developing
—valePrinting
backed upwithby every
a fair order
price* ——forareTitles
offered and
delivered
weof receive
Write for Latent Scale ol Pricet
STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CO.
Mailers Building
CHICAGO
Phone: Central 2347
AGENTS WANTED
We haveowners
a splendid
slde-Une that
S"Us readily
theatre
and managers.
It consist*
of brassto
railings
and
door
hardware,
metal
and
wooden
lnbb>
frames.
choppers,andmarquise,
LiberaltlcVet
commissions
exclusivesigns,
rightsetc..In etc.your
territory If you can qualify.
Write to-dty for particulars
THE NEWMAN MANUFACTURING CO.
717 Sycamore St.
Cincinnati, Ohio
BARGAINS — Rebuilt Machines
POWERS — SIMPLEX — M0TI0GRAPH
Complete Theatre Equipments and Supplies
Write for Oat aloe
MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
228 Union Ave.
Memaala. Teas.
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WINTER
IS HERE
NOW IS THE TIME TO INSTALL A
gTaaaiT

BOX

OFFICE

WINDOW

SHUTTER

Safeguards the Cashier's Health
Protects the Contents of the Ticket Office
and aids in keeping the building warm

gT3>?3|

TOUCH THE BUTTON— the Shutter opens automatically
PULL THE LEVER ar.d the opening is quickly closed
SPECIAL PROPOSITION FOR DEALERS
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE $7.50
In ordering mention size of opening in window
Erker Bros. Optical Co., 608 Olive St., St. Louis* Mo.

Automatic

Arc

OPEN

Let the theatre

Control
i

tip ATiiJr
heating
\/eNtilatins

| ventilation*
specialists
|
tell you j nowise
Send to day for
Booklet 6

I47~6 BRBADWAy

'The Watch Dog of tht Arc
THE
ON

FIRST

IMPRESSION

YOUR

AUDIENCE

when you install PEERLESS AUTOMATIC ARC
CONTROLS is the constant brilliancy and even illumination of your screen. The quality to unfailingly
maintain that brilliancy is built into the PEERLESS—
that is the real secret of its popularity.
Writt for Circular.
THE J. E. McAULEY
84 N. JEFFERSON ST.

MFG.

PROJECTING

J

A
STANDARD
UNIVERSAL
400 ft. capacity. F:3.5 lens, regular and trick crank, forward and
reverse
directnew,rachet
all aluminum magazines, latest
model, like
olive take-up,
drab finish,threeguaranteed.
HERE IS A RARE BARGAIN
WIRE onYOURexamination.
ORDER NOW with twenty-five per cent, deposit
balance
$255 and
00
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
109 No. Dearborn St., Dept. 107, Chicago, Illinois
P. S. Write Bass your motion picture needs now. Most complete stock In the country
and any Information you might want at your disposal.

COMPANY
CHICAGO, ILL.

THE

few York., rt.V.

GREATEST

Every continent knows the dependability and superiority
of thisard forUniversal
4 kw. work,
plant —either
the recognized
motion picture
permanent standor
traveling. Also for circuses, carnivals, etc.
4 k. w.
Electric
Plant
Get Catologue
Universal
Motor 30Co.
Oshkosh, Wisconsin
PICTURE

ON

EARTH

PORTER instalTs SIMPLEX PROJECTORS, Special Lenses, Robin
Electric Speed Indicators at 44th Street Theatre, N. Y., and Crescent
Theatre, Brooklyn, for D. W. GRIFFITH'S "WAY DOWN EAST."
B.

F.

PORTER,

EXCLUSIVE

TYPHOONS
1 TYPHOON FAN COMPANY
104* CAMP ST., NEW ORLEANS. LA.

EQUIPMENT,

729-7th AVENUE, NEW

YORK

COObVENTILATE
\rf 345 WEST 39- ST.I
NEW YORK CITY
64 W. RANDOLPH ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.
255 NO. 13- ST., PHILADELPHIA PA.
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Chicago is Twenty-Four
Hours Nearer
American Laboratories serve the most particular buyers
of film printing in America and abroad, because they
give you the benefit of quicker service — the finest equipment— and the most experienced organization in the
country.
No matter where you may be located there is direct
express-train service from Chicago to you. Your prints
come quickly to our plant and as quickly return to you.
There
everyprinting.
reason why you should try "American"
on
youris film
And the price is RIGHT!
Developing
Printing
Tinting
Toning
Editing
Titling
Ordinary film reduced
to American Standard
Safety size.
(Absolutely fire - proof
film passed by all fire
underwriters.)
Laboratory Capacity One
Million Feet Per Week.
American Film Co.,
Inc., Laboratories
6227 Broadway
Chicago, Illinois
London,andEngland
Samuel S. Hutchinson, Pre*.

Direct from the Neto York Strand
American 10 Points:
1— QUALITY. Prints known for
brilliancy and clearness. Expert
staff, trained by years of experience, assures highest quality prints obtainable.
2- REPUTATION.
Gained In It
years of experience. A concern
1— RESPONSIBILITY.
of strong financial standard.
4— LOCATION. In the proper geographical location, assuring
quick delivery anywhere.
5— modem
EQUIPMENT.
obtainable.All of the most
•—CLEANLINESS. Within two
blocks of Lake Michigan. Away
from dirt and dust.
7— SAFETY. Plant approved by
City
of Chicago and Board of
Fire Underwriters.
8— PROMPTNESS. Accustomed to
sprve exacting requirements.
9— PRICES. Reasonable and competitive.
10 — GUARANTEES.
Write for our
unique guarantee of quality
work.

is a guarantee of the quality of the movpicture to be displayed in other towns
and ingcities.
As in pictures, so likewise in equipment, the Strand sets a standard excelled by
none.
And of course the New York Strand is
equipped on every floor with

PENNY VENDING MACHINES
cup
XIE
I
D
From opening time to closing these machines
bring in a steady revenue. They do so only because
the public thoroughly appreciates the service.
Jndividval Drinking (vp (ompany Jno
Original mjfcerj of the paper cup
EASTON. PENNA.
TH B-ANCHC9 AT (CLEVELAND
CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA
LOS ANGELE9
BALTIMORE
J NEW YORK

Previewing
1T

It has often been necessary for you to devote some
of your working hours to
previewing films. Perhaps
this had to be done in a cold
theatre — keeping your
operator overtime.
Think of previewing your program in your
own home. You can do this with a DeVry
Portable Motion Picture Machine. Attached
to any light socket — can be operated on any
alternating or direct current. Takes standard
size film — shows any size picture from 9x12
feet depending upon the distance from the
screen.
It is portable — can be carried anywhere.
Shows a movie on the wall, ceiling or floor.
Distributors in principal cities. Write today for descriptive literature.

The
DeVry
Corporation
FACTORY:
NEW YORK OFFICE:
1254 Marianna Street
141 Wert 42nd St.
Chicago, Illinois
New York City

E
EXPENS
GREAT
REDUCER

H, ,

*

f
I

The New
Automatic
Ticket
' Accounting
Machine

Gives the theatre ownera
an accurate, unchangeable
record of the tickets sold.
Issues the tickets with the
greatest possible speed.
the exists
Cashier's
sold. Prevents
Doing
this, it fillsCongestion
a long-felt wantat that
whereverBooth
tickets are
The New Ticket Accounting Machine
eliminates bookkeeping, as daily and perpetual records are immediately
available
to the proprietor or manager. Easily installed in any box;
effice.
COMMUNICATE DIRECT WITH US OR ASK YOUR
NEAREST DEALER FOR TERMS
Important to You
We print tickets in all colors and forms, giving the BEST SERVICE
—QUALITY AND PRICE.
Automatic Ticket Register Corporation
1780 BROADWAY
NEW YORK
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depend

give

your

projector

consideration
motor

CAREFULLY

as
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you

do

car?

LOOKED

AT THE FIRST FAINT KNOCK IN THE ENGINE
A MECHANIC LOOK IT OVER.

upon

OVER

AFTER

THE CAR OWNER

A LONG

USUALLY

RUN.

INSISTS THAT

How often is your Simplex mechanism on the repair bench?
A MAN SELDOM EXPECTS HIS MOTOR
WITHOUT SOME SIGNS OF WEAR.

CAR

TO RUN

AT HIGH

Do you know that the projector, geared-up higher than a mpt
MANY CAR OWNERS CONTINUALLY REPLACE
PARTS BECAUSE THEY EXPECT TO.

SPEED

REaR ENDS, TIRES AND OTHER

low that there are hundreds of Simplex Pr
nine consecutive years of service?

in

spite

lappy
"WE

HAVE

to

of

we

say

NOT

PLAYED-OUT

WEARING

YEARS WITH-

"running in theatres today after

these

culiar kinks of

Dsychology

YEARS

usually run on "high'

Do you cuss about "poor material" when a sprocket DOES need replacing?
THERE ARE FEW MEN WHO EXPECT TO KEEP A CAR MORE THAN THREE
OUT REPLACING IT.

but

FOR

pe-

human

are

still

that —

YET

HEARD

SIMPLEX"

ThePrecision Machine (o.Tnc.
317-29 East 34th:St- NewYoik

OF

A
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GEO.H.DAVIf
A HARRY
REVIEIi

-Presents
PRODUCTION

AN EMOTIONAL
PLAY s^AWOM AN'f
PROBLEM --SHOULD SHE HAVE TOLD?
f= e ATM RING
BY

IKE

STEWART

LOVELYANDDOROTHy
PRODUCED
BY

VALECRA

QUALITY FILM PRODUCTIONS
JOE. BRANDT, PR.ES.
16OO BR.OADWAV NEW yORX.
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FLOWER
FROM

GOLDWYN

Published by CHALMERS
entered at aecond claae
June 17, 1MB, at the Poat
Offioa at New York, N. Y.,matter
under the
o< March 3, la79
Published weekly.
(3 aactrear.
VoL 53. No. 9

PUBLISHING
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FIFTH

31. 1921

COMPANY
AVENUE, NEW
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Price 25 Cents
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Cecil

TIONMine's
PRO
ue
B' DUC

Jesse

L. Lask\|-

Cecil

Some

of the

Thrills i

T"OM'S

rescue of Iris by
hanging over the trestle
as the roaring train goes by.
The Ferris Wheel
at Coney Island.
The

Hallowe'en

accident

bathing

party.
The tenement house fire
and the thrilling rescues.
The most gorgeous gowns
of any DeMille picture.

(X

(paramount
Q>icture
FAMOUS PIAYKRS [ \SKY CORPORATION

!

presents

PRODUCTION
s
ille'
B.DeM

Saturday

ANOTHER
record-breaker
in Cecil
^ long line of record-breakers.

B. DeMilie's

Like his biggest successes, a study of marriage.
Like them also, lavishly gowned and superbly staged.

JU
qh
t
With a story
throbbing with
heart- interest,
with
a title that's worth a million, and a huge cast of
popular favorites.
You will do Saturday Night business
every day in the week when you show it!

1

A

*

girl was poor,
ONE
and she dreamed of
marriage with a millionaire. And the other
was rich, and dreamed
of marrying a poor man.

And they got their
wishes!
How did they work
out, these two strange
marriages?
That is the story, told
as only DeMille can tell
it.

Jesse L. Laskij
presents

Cecil

PRODUCTION
DeMille's
B,

VjaturdaLf
TJtfht
^^^^
bi| Jeani
Jeanie
i\A.acpherson
bu
e .M.ac
bhei-son

IT is a picture that is
bound to cause discussion the best kind
of advertising.
It is bound to interest
every sort of person, of
every class of society.
The notable cast includes Leatrice Joy,
Conrad Nagel, Edith
Roberts, Jack Mower,
Julia Faye, Edythe
Chapman, Theodore
Roberts, Sylvia Ashton,
John Davidson and
James Neill.
CI Cparamount
Qicture
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JL 0 the many 'who have
encouraged and supported us
in 1921, to all those we have
yet to enjoy serving, to everyone in the motion picture
industry —
Educational Pictures 'wishes
A

Merry

and

a

Christmas

Prosperous

IQ22

\,

MOVING

PICTURE

As "Man

To

HARRY

WORLD

Man"

CAREY

wishes his exhibitor friends

H

Jfflerrp

Christmas

anb
8

i^cto

gear
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PRESENTS

IN
J. P. McG0WAN

the

A HERALD PRODUCTION
tler"
Thkough PaTHE'
'EXCHANGERat
', /JVC.
The
of
e
RusDistributed
Thrilling

FEW features have come out of the
west which match this one for sheer
action and breath - quickening heart
throbs. It is a story of revenge and romance centered in the career of a character who killed by instinct and by
profession.
to "get"
man,of his
he
found
in theSent
flashing
blue aeyes
victim's sister a power which challenged
the scrutiny of his steel-grey stare;

a courage which matched his relentless
nature. The manner in which he deceived the girl in order to rescue her
brother is one of the higgest moments
in a feature which abounds with rapidfire action. The castincludes J. P. McGovvan, Lillian Rich, Jean Perry,
Gordon McGregor, Stanley Fitz,
Andrew Waldron and Dorothy
Wolbert.

You can book "The Ruse of The Rattler" and be assured that it will
satisfy your patrons' demands for rousing good entertainment

filmed by Vitagraph from the world-famous story of the same title,
breathes the very spirit of Barrie.
MINISTER"
E
TTL
Ispectacular
Econtains L
Hbook
T
Barrie's
several
scenes which have never been
visualized except in the minds of
the millions of readers of
"THE LITTLE MINISTER"
In the role of Lady Babbie, Alice Calhoun
I
has found real scope for that gift of naturalness
which has been remarked by every trade paper and
magazine reviewer. James Morrison proves an ideal
little minister.
A big picture made in a big way, yet with studied simplicity.
A screen classic. Six Reels.

1008
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Box

Office

Records!

at B. F. Keith's
Providence
Theatre,
Victory

"TEN

Played
the

NIGHTS

BARROOM"

A

IN

to one

City

Person

out

of Providence.

previous

attendance

Records.

And

of every

six in

Shattering

and

Box

this at regular

all

Office

admission

prices!
THOUSANDS
AWAY
DAILY!

TURNED

WATCH

FOR

BIG

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ON

THIS

FUTURE
THIS

RECORD

THEATRES

SPACE

BREAKER.

WIRE

OR

WRITE

FOR

BOOKINGS.

ARROW

FILM

W. E. SHALLENBERGER,
220 West

I IU1U1WIIUIU

42nd

HIIIUUUmiffllllllUUUMIIIUIIIIIUIIIMIJM^^

Street

CORP.
President
New

December 31, 1921
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Year

RIGHT

/

^ Ik
Pictures
where
more.

that will make

money

always

get the dates

the subjects set aside are just pictures and nothing

January, 1922, is WID GUNNING MONTH
for us— it is
MONEY-MAKING
MONTH
for thousands of exhibitors
who

have determined

to start the new

after pictures that will make
Look

your calendar

over.

year right by going

money.
Are

you

sure

of making

money in January? Or is the month's calendar just the
same as many other ordinary ones of the past year?
Change

it now!

Start the new

year right!

Get on the band-wagon with WID GUNNING, who has
always made money for exhibitors and always will make
money

for exhibitors!

i

Get on now — let January
The

good

brings them

j$t January

old days
back — with

Be

be the turning

are back

point.

for the exhibitor

pictures that will make

who

money.

lUoneu-lUaluna

Ulonthl
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m STUART PAIDN'S TREMENDOUS THRILLER
Madefrcrothe novel by Qarenoe B. Kelland
MARRY

Owtjlkt

The first Super-western everScreened
Directed byRobf:Thornby
II

MABEL
JULIENNE
SCOTT
with STUART HOLMES
in -the Bidbest HeartrPrcture of
the ^fear, from Edna Ferberls famous
"FANNY HERSELF", Direct by TOD BROWN IN6 ,who
made "OUTSIDE THE LAW"
- JTSI—

NO
offered
Carl

WOMAN

by

Laemmle

"

OWS
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femousAthlete
and

National

feature
Star
Soon to be presented by
CAQ-L LAEMMLE
In a Splendid

new

Universal

Chapter-play,ite-ctteatinff
Histoiyi Most ftarin^Adventuil

mam

IN

AFRICA
Directed

by Edward

Watch your mail
for your Big
Campaidr

v u

BooP

*

Kull
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For

Your

Stars
Director
Production

Thealf©

Three

Box Office Attraction
Entertainment

of a
and
A

Pair

99

"Oh!

By
is a WINNING HAND for any exhibitor anywhere,
Mabel
B
ehave
and means a FULL HOUSE for every
performance

TERRITORIAL

RIGHTS

PhoIOCRAFI
Nathan

NOW

SELLING

\jfaoDUCllONS
I? J Hirshp**.

729 Seventh Avenue, New York
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Every film year has its big clean-up. Lois
Weber's greatest production, "WHAT DO MEN
WANT?", is speeding along to prove the big
1922 whirlwind, just as she gained the honor
in other years with "Hypocrites," "Where Are
My Children?", Price of a Good Time," "For
Husbands Only," "Jewel" and "Shoes."
All through the country the, million-dollar
question is blazing a trail of profits. It swept
Ohio off its feet. The newspapers in Cleveland,
Akron, Toledo and Columbus were veritable
"What Do Men Want?" Extras. The magical
title copped more free publicity than any other
picture ever shown in the Buckeye State.
And in California, Los Angeles and Santa Ana
accorded this dramatic sensation an ovation that
will add a page to picture history of 1922. Everywhere,exhibitors
.
are juggling play dates, and
from those who have played it comes the word,
"Give us MORE like it."
Get on the band-wagon. Get in the swim.
Ride along with the biggest clean-up of the year.
But don't wait until "tomorrow" and be sorry —
Get your name "on the line" today and be glad.
Film Hide,. 17th and Main Sl»
Kansas Cm
Executive
Offices 1S40 Broadway,
New YoiSt.
838 South Olive Sl
Lam Anceles
Atlanta
146 Marietta
16
North
Fourth
St
Minneapolis
Boston
PiedmontSt.St.
729 Seventh Avenue ..... . New York City
Buffalo * -f ,2S719Franklin
1235 Vine Sl
Philadelphia
Cleveland , 607 Film Exchange 11 I.I - .
.
Ave
Pittsourgii
Ciiicaco
804 South u .1. , l. Ave. jPy (ill A -™ 1201284 Liberty
Turk
Si
San
Francisco
Cincinnati .... Pioneer Sl and Broadway
JeWniMU ^^^' ' " '
2024 Third Ave
Seattle
Dallas
1812>{
Commerce
S<
Xit
1
3617
Waahington
Ave.
.
.
t
.
St. Louis
Denveb
1714 Broadway
525 Thirteenth St., N. W. . Washington
Detroit .... 143 Esat Elisabeth Sl.
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TIMES
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FAIRBANKS
M. SCHENCK
Norma Talmadge
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i
JACKIE COOGAN PRODUCTIONS
ALLEN HOLTTRAR

O
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1 1 V_- > V
thp

1
operative

IlnitpH

Xproduction

I

'Hill
KJ L \^\J
nlpjn
of
po-

control, studio

space, organization and production
1 UV. 1 1 I
i ' C 1 1 CA Y 11CIJJ1V CA L- CA X m~J L XX X X-J ' J
facilities arp available at a FLAT" FEE
with
labor
on
XPER
JLill
XPICTURE
IVj 1 U 11U)
Willi
ICXUKJl
VJLl an
CAil
HOURLY
BASIS, AT COST,
terial at wholesale cost.

and ma-

Dorothy Phillips
RICHARD

WALTON

TULLY

Guy Bates Post
CHESTER
TIONS

BENNETT

gUlldllUll

PRODUC-

Jane Novak
B. B. HAMPTON
LEWIS

Thp
fpntfil Idle
ptitp lo
ic U.CIC1
HptPT*minpf1
1 11C ICllldl
111111CU
111

dLlvdllCc,

UpUll LIlc Lldbb Ul

dllU

hvV 11C
np1J

15) UdoCll

piUUULLlUll

dllU Lllc

number

of pictures to be made.

Through

this plan the producer

PRODUCTIONS

J. SELZNICK
Elaine Hammerstein
Eugene O'Brien
Owen Moore

AT ONCE
much

knows

within a few dollars of how

his picture is to cost him.

Special Unit
J. L. FROTHINGHAM
TIONS

PRODUC-

EMORY
JOHNSON
TIONS

PRODUC-

That's why the cream
produce

HAMILTON-WHITE

COMEDIES

here.

WHY

UNITED
STUDIOS,
(Formerly Robert Brunton Studios)
LOS

ANGELES,
M. C. Levee
President

of the industry

CAL.

NOT

Inc.

YOU?
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Brin

ging

patr

new

ons

by

the

thousands

And the regulars never saw such a rip-snorting
melodrama, such delightful humor, such a pretty
love story.
But think what those new

patrons mean

this

year of all years, when "fillums" are failing to draw
and near stars are dying dismally. Think what it
means

to have a production ;that enlists the wide-

spread newspaper interest given "OUR MUTUAL
FRIEND," and that brings hundreds and thousands
of new faces to moving picture theatres.
%
Every element needed to hold old patrons and
attract new people to the movies is contained in
Charles Dickens' "Our Mutual Friend" — the screen
sensation that jolted blase New York into a keener
appreciation of better pictures.
Never before in the history of the film industry
has there been a picture with an appeal so broad as
to satisfy the fan's hunger for melodramatic action
and whet the interest of "the people who never
attend the movies."

Charles

Our

Dickens'

Mutual
WID

GUNNING,

Friend

INCORPORATED

I
j

f
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I

1
|
i
S

AMERICA'

i
I

PREMIER

1
i
1
i

LABORATORY

Specializing

Negative

in

Developing

and

oample

NOW

DOING

Prints

THE

NEGATIVE
AND
RELEASE
WORK
FOR
AMERICA'S
FOREMOST PRODUCERS

I
i
1
Claremont
W. E. GREENE
President

Film

Laboratories,

H. J. STREYCKMANS
Gen'I Manager

Aid flitrpmont Parlcwav N Y Citv

Inc.

PAUL L. RIPLEY
Tech. Director
Tel Tremont T7fifi-?7fi7

i
1

---J] ^r-J
/cfy

r sr

eoNCErr

A

OF

TRIUMPH

ALL

THE

SECOND

SUPREME

ARTS

OF

SELZNICK

THE

SIX

WHO

THEY

SAYS

ITS

BIG?

SAY

ITS

BIG.'

A story of characters recognizably real, told
against the most impressive backgrounds ever collected from the Canadian Rockies, makes this picture
stand out as something really conspicuous.
— Laurence Reid in Motion Picture News.

For superb setting "Conceit," a Lewis J. Selznick
production, leads them all. * * * "Conceit" gets
away from the beaten trail * * * effectively acted by
an excellent cast.
— Edward Wetzel in Moving Picture World.

Fid

If we were an exhibitor we would book "Conceit,"
give it first-class exploitation and then sit back confidently and watch its effect on patrons. It is a picture
which will appeal to nearly everybody for the very
good reason that it contains stuff of real appeal and
it has been splendidly produced. * * * "Conceit" is an
exceptional picture.
— Exhibitors Trade Review.

The story is told with conviction. * * * It is revolutionary. ** * The characters are conservative, believable creatures who act like people. And they look
like people, too.
—Helen Rockwell in The Morning Telegraph.

►

•♦
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haul
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FIRST
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this
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big

playing

the

time.
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Capitol

The

their business.
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the
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run.
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0

ERNEST

SHIPMAN

presents

of

MBRON

W^

the

imWmMOUNTE
RALPflfSONNORS
bi&e&d

HENRY

by
MACRAE

Stirring
* *

Story

"Cameron of the Royal Mounted" will
establish Ralph Connor as one of the
greatest box office authors of today.
It is the fastest moving and most engrossing story of the Canadian Northwest that has been portrayed on the
screen in many years — and for the first
time in the history of moving pictures,
a squadron of Royal Mounted Police
actually participate in the making of
the picture.

GASTON
GIASS
VTVTENNE OSBORNE
IRVING CUMMINGS

HODKINSON
PICTURE

*

S

WM AA VO GEL
I FOREIGN DISTRIBUTOR j
FAMOUS PLAYERS FILM SERVICE LTD
\ CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS J

HODKINSON PICTUPES DISTRIBUTED
THROUGH HODKINSON EXCHANGES

Thrilling fights, hair-breadth escapes,
with all the beauty and wonder of the
Canadian Northwest as a background,
"Cameron of the Royal Mounted" will
be voted by your patrons one of the
best pictures ever shown in your
theatre.
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WHAT
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DONE
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world

and
Present

RORK

ROSA

R

Y

An original story by Bernard McConville inspired by the theme of
the famous stage play by Edward E. Rose, Directed by Jerome Storm.
Released by

ASSOCIATED

FIRST

NATIONAL

EXHIBITORS,

INC.

An All-Star Cast in This Famous Seven-Reel Classic
Lewis

Stone

Eugenie

Besserer

Mildred

June

Goodwin

Jane Novak

Dore Davidson

Harold

Wallace Beery
Robert Gorden

Pomero
y Cannon
Bert Woodruff

j™^
Conway
Walt Whitman

Book these four new sensational Selig-Rork two-reel
dramas released by Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.

"The

Northern

Trail"

"The

Policeman

"The

Ne'er-To-Return

"The

White

and

by
the

James
Baby"

Road"

by

Oliver
by

Curwood

Clarence

Mrs.

Otis

L. Cullen
Skinner

Mouse" by James Oliver Curwood
All-star casts headed by Lewis Stone, Wallace Beery,
Ethel Grey Terry, William Desmond, Jack Mulhall
Directed by Bertram Bracken
by

DEBONNAIRE
William Farquhar Payson
Adapted by Bernard McConville
All-star cast featuring
LEWIS STONE

In

Preparation
SNOWY
BAKER
The Australian champion all-around athlete
IN
SLEEPING

ACRES

Brayton byNorton
Adapted and bydirected
Bertram Bracken

The greatest wild animal serial ever made — TH E JUNGLE GODDESS — By Agnes Johnston and
Frank Dazey.
Directed by James Conway.
Featuring Elinor Fields and Truman Van Dyke.
Released by Export and Import Film Company.
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AJEXefcourt
Pioneer

Corp.

NewYorK

i #vvl^v
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Photo-

Supreme

play Corp.
Denver,
States Rights

Saw

I
0
V

Colo.
Going!

The great American classic, "Shadows of
Conscience," the picturization of a story
that will drive a message into the hearts
and minds of all who see it — is under
way. It can be booked from two of the
biggest states rights operators in the
country. With a star and supporting
cast equal to any that have appeared —
or will appear — in a feature attraction,
this picture is scheduled for a winner,
not alone for the states rights man, but
also the exhibitor. Get aboard now I
Write for territorial quotations.

-ladowstf

Conscience

Jn

American

WITH-A Russell Production
Classic

SIMPSON*

RUSSELL

Supported

by

a Jfotahle

Cast

Storu by Francis Powers <s> <J.McGxrthj
Directed by John RMc(hrthy

SOUTHERN

MO.

<v

KANSAS
COLORADO

*
UTAH
MEXICO
NEW

NEW

YORK

NORTHERN

INDIANA
ILLINOIS

N. J.

<v
*
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res

Inc.

rom an original story by
Anthony

Paul Kelfy

Produced under the personal direction of

RayC.Smollwood

ALL

STAR

CAST

PYRAMID PICTURES IS
Walter f. Greene,

J^ramid Pictures Inc.
fxecutiveOffices/SOWeftJWtreet

President
Jtev 1/ork City

36l-363We;t ttS*Jl.
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AND

OLD

AGE!

THE WESHNER-OAVIDSON AGENCY

IVAN

ABRAMSON

MOTHER

affirsfor-

lgQO

ETERNAL:

JUST THE DRAMA
OF A MOTHER
— AND THAT'S ENOUGH
FOR EXCHANGEMEN WHO APPRECIATE REAL BOX OFFICE VALUE WHEN IT COMES THEIR WAY
GRAPHIC

FILM

CORPORATION

729 Snytorkave-

"WATCH

GRAPHIC

IN

1922"
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SNOOKY
THE

"HUMANZEE"

CHESTER

COMEDIES
Means

a Merry

ALL

THE

CHESTER
OUTINGS

Audience
GLAD

and

a Happy

NEW

Exhibitor

YEAR

CHESTER
SCREENICS
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'Em

Better

Mack

Sennett's

Making

Watch
THEY'RE

His

All

New

2-Reel

TKe

Series!

NOKOUTS

Take it from us they're GOOD
We've seen trie first four !

"BY

"BE

Time!

!

!

HECK"
anc

REASONABLE"
With

Bill}? Bevan

ana Mildred

June

Directed by Roy Del Ruth

Meet
Face

Me
on

Face

to

the Screen

Ben Turpin's back vJould make $ou laugh
but v?ait till $ou see him roll his Criss
Cross E>)es at his ladyMove. Your patrons
will rock with merriment

MACK

SENNETT
presents

BEN

TURPIN
in
»

"Bright
Eyes
and

'Love

and

Doughnuts"

Distributed hy Associated
First National

Released

on

the

Open

Pictures, Inc.

Market— Available

to

All

Exhibitors
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Ray

at

Best

—

Story

Is
Picture
Whole
Charles Ray delights vast throngs at the New
Strand in "R. S. V. P. " while
in calling it one of his best.
DELIGHTFUL

FULL

PICTURE

"Ray always interesting — this story
an unusually good one — the result
furnishing about as pleasing entertainment as one could wish for.
Charles has given his best, and the
story is excellent, the cast good and
the picture as a whole delightful.
The best film in which he has been
seen in a considerable period.
HumorYorkaplenty,
Nezv
Eveninga fine
Mail.comedy." — ■
GOOD,

CLEAN

unanimous

HUMOR

AMUSING

AND

MERRY

"Merry and amusing. The most
artisticYork
of Herald.
Mr. Ray's pictures." —
Nczv
DELIGHTFUL

COMEDY

"Ray's admirers will be delighted.
Humor is plentiful and superabundant. Immensely
amusing." — New
York Evening
Telegram.
LOTS

OF FUN

"Delightful comedy. Far above
Ray's
average.
It isPost.
lots of fun." —
New York
Evening

AMUSING

"The most amusing thing Ray has
done in a long time. He is every bit
as delightful as he always has been.
His humor is inimitable." — New
York Tribune.
VERY

OF

Delightful"
New York Evening- Mail
York

"A comedy which is always amusing. Far more humor than is usually found." — New York Globe.

FUN

"The fun is clean and good. Ray
is individual." — New York Morning
Telegraph.
MOST

the critics are

Excellent;

ENTERTAINING

FULL

story.

"An
engaging laughable
Turns
out laughs." — New
Sun.
FAST

"An entertaining film play far above
the average. Story is amusing and
Ray more so." — New York World.
Arthur

OF LAUGHS

S. Kane

CHARLES

AND

York

FURIOUS

"Fast and furious in its many complications. I'm certain you'll like
it."- — New York
Daily Neivs.
Presents

RAY

4 4
in
P."
V.
S.
R.
By Rob Wagner; Directed by
Charles Ray and produced by
the Charles Ray Productions, Inc. ;
Photographed by George Rizard.
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it, he sends

in regard

to its bigness,

know

something

in

Read

This

and

him

hot statement
there's

From

a

you

it I

Statement!

Marshall Neilan

[§( x i
Los Angeles, Calif.
Mr. Thomas H. Ince
Hollywood, Calif.
Dear Mr. Ince:
No doubt so many persons have told you this picture
represents your greatest achievement that in expressing
the fact that this is my belief I am merely repeating the
consensus of opinion of those who have been fortunate enough
to see an advance presentation of this wonderful picture.
While I rejoice in the thought that this production
is a great personal accomplishment for you, at the same time
I cannot help but say that the production represents even
more than this to our industry in general, for it is indeed
an achievement for the American motion picture world.
It is a photoplay that every woman in the land
should see and entertainment that every man and youth will
enjoy.
(Signed) MARSHALL NEILAN

Thomas

H.

Ince
presents

HAILTh
Distributed by Associated
First National Pictures, Inc.
Released

On

the

Open

Market
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good

a
on

sales

manager,

his sales

who
home

on

a big box office attraction
you

know

And

Then

there's

to make

office, gets

up

handle,

a picture,

has

wrought
what

over

to the

he wires

This

he has

J. D. Williams
Associated First National Pictures
6 West 48th St., New York, N. Y.
For human touches,

strong dramatic moments and greatest climax ever portrayed
on the screen, this production reigns supreme.
It is a
human story paged from the book of life.
Superb is the
real definition by which to refer to this cast. Sincere
congratulations and regards to producer.
3
(Signed) SAM Y . EDWARDS

American

Today,

C.

by

Drama

Gardner

of

Sullivan

WOMAN
Directed by John Griffith Wray
Photographed by Henry Sharp
Supervision
Available

to

of Thomas
All

H.

to

in it!

One!

San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 1, 1921

His

so
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something
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Just reviewed Hail the Woman.
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FRONT!

Just push Alf's button, the magic
symbol that brings the slave of
Aladdin's Lamp.
He brings the picture that will
bring in the big crowds and roll up
the box office receipts.

He's the boy who will shake your
audiences with laughter!

A

Hepworth

Picture

Play

with

LESLIE

HENSjON

England's foremost comedian — and
ALMA

TAYLOR

The Screen Darling
of London Town
From the novel by W. A. Darlington ;
• Adapted
Produced
A

The

FIRST

Funniest

You

Ever

*7hereVJ be a Franchise

by
by

Blanch Macintosh;
Cecil M. Hepworth.

NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

comedy

Did

everywhere

See!

ARTHUR JAMES
Editor-in-Chief

DECEMBER 31
19
2 1

i

The
Season's
Greetings
all of us, in this the season when our good will toward our brothers is expressed in gifts and
kindly words, will do well to regard the celebration as one in which every faith and creed and
sect may join because the spirit of Christmas is a universal spirit. It is the brotherhood of man
that we celebrate and carnival and the merry making are befitting things that benefit us all.
WE,

For those in our industry the Christmas season is one of added labor for we provide the holiday
setting for the millions who in their brief hours of leisure find in the "movies" their relaxation and
their celebration.
Moving pictures are in perfect harmony with all holidays and especially with the holiday that
begins on Christmas and lasts until the first day of the New Year.
The screen has brought and daily is bringing happiness to all the world. It lightens the heavy
heart, it refreshes the tired mind, it spreads cheer and joy to the great masses of the people. It is
the greatest Of all Christmas gifts.
Each of us who has had a part in the pleasurable business of providing this entertainment to the
world may view with satisfaction his partnership in the joyful conspiracy to delight and give comfort
to all ages and conditions of men.
We take this occasion to extend our congratulations and cordial good wishes to all who have the
good fortune to be in any way associated with or interested in this business. We believe there is no
finer thing in all the world and we view with enthusiasm each man and each woman who feels a sense
of pride in the work that is going forward.
The progress of moving pictures has been constantly upwards toward the better and the finer .
things. Today the theatres are better places of amusement than they ever were before. The pictures
have shown a constant improvement and never in our experience have we seen so many really
splendid screen offerings as now. There is no monopoly of excellence, as each company seems to
have striven for the best.
The twelve months that have sped by on hurrying feet have witnessed many betterments and
toward their close the horizon has grown bright again with a promise of a real return to the
profit point.
We wish you exhibitors, players, producers, authors, distributors and all of you the best of gifts
and the happiest Christmastide you ever have spent.
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But

the

has had cause on many

Truth

previous occasions

to point

out to the industry the mad course of the Exhibitors' Trade Review in acting
as the organ of the hierarchy of chaos and in spreading as far as its circulation would permit the spirit of rancor, hatred, malice and unrest in our industry.
Our labor in pointing

out this fact repeatedly

duty and our sense of responsibility
were

roundly

publication

belabored

would

We
charges

permit.

For this service we

We

were

acquainted

thereby

with the fact that we had

just as the soldier on the range

is advised

from

the

he hits the bull's eye right in the middle.

pointed out when Famous Players-Lasky was attacked with sensational
that the attacks were unfair and unjustified. The attackers finally were

forced to quit because
candor

to the trade in its entirety.

to

and editorially scored as deeply as the writing talent of that

fulfilled our duty successfully
targets when

was due solely to our adherence

Adolph

Zukor

met them

at every turn and killed malice

with

and square dealing.

For saying then what
Adolph

Zukor

Sydney

and Famous

Cohen

and James

Players we were

A. Walker

described

are saying

now

of

as "a tool of the interests,"

the "hireling of the producers" and in various other ways pictured personally and
professionally as a low and conscienceless devil who was trying to strangle all the
forces

of right and

decency.

Then came the political attack by oratory on Associated First National Exhibitors, and again we set our face squarely against the manifest injustice to the First
National

and the absolute

gram of character

harm

assassination

to the industry by the hue and cry, rip and roar proand

business

bolshevism.

we are met with the same abuse and are characterized
luncheon circuit as the lowest form of animal life.

When
National

the roars die out and
as the salvation

Artists, for the cards seem

But the exhibitors
beginning

Walker

Jimmy

of the exhibitors

and

of the country

conscienceless

self. The Exhibitors'

Trade

by Jimmy

Walker

case,

on his

begins to extol the virtues of First
may

expect the attack

on United

to be set that way.

and

to get a slant on the motives

these brazen

we

As in the previous

methods

Review

all other

behind

elements

of the business

these attacks and a nausea

of scrambling

for power

has had all it can stand.

against

is evidencing

In words

are
it-

identical with

repeated utterances of Moving Picture World it has proclaimed that it is against the
. , m
settling of business differences in the political forum.
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It would
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in

the

ently striven, have
we

extend

has

Industry

be easy for us to treat this about-face

with pride to the fact that the principles
suddenly

to our brother

become

publisher
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maneuvre

sneeringly and point

of fair play, for which

the platform
a hand

have

consist-

of a rival publication.

Instead

of congratulation

we

that the awakening

come.

It won't be long, if the Trade Review continues to steer straight in its new
course, before Mr. Boynton will be in for abuse and slander and cheap mob play
epithet from
We

both Cohen

can assure him

and Walker.
it won't

harm

him

as it is a sure and

certain certificate of

character to be opposed by the political clique that is seeking to hypnotise
itors of the country by secret message and open uproar.

the exhib-

Another cheering sign is the Exhibitors Herald's courage in asking for the facts
about Dr. Francis Holley and his pictures that are to educate the young of America.
Universal

used to have Dr. Holley on its payroll, and it is possible it might tell whether

the Doctor
Martin

ever was
Quigley

engaged

in the advertising

film business

will be lucky if he is not accused

in the industrial field.

of writing the letters and sign-

ing Holley's name to them in order to carry out a plot to destroy the Statue of Liberty
or wreck the Peace Conference.
A sample
tax was

of the brass of the political clique is the claim that the five per cent,

repealed

after the Senate

as a result of their efforts, when
Committee

facts. J. D. Williams
know

the facts.

really want
■
We

Ask

knows

had

voted

the facts.

these gentlemen

wonder

how

large the bubble

Owners fully understand what
big enough to hold the clique.

William

Fox

William

and

A. Brady

his counsel,

knows

the

Saul Rogers,

for the truth and they will all tell you if you

and

distributors

they have

before

comes
had

and

attacked

the inevitable
the Motion

fed to them

that will demonstrate

are being

light. It will be an eye opener

will grow

that time

look for an announcement

producers

for the repeal.

to do with it until

to know.

prehension punctures it. When

We

they had nothing

and

pin of com-

Picture

this country

won't

fully the real reason

placed in a false and

that even P. S. Harrison

Theatre

why

shameful

will understand.
ARTHUR

be

JAMES.
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High
Spots
in
the
Week
s News
Penrhyn Stanlaws lays aside the exhibitors, merged into one state orHearings on the Fordney Tariff
Bill have been set for December T.\ brush and easel for motion pictures.
* * #
ganization.
and 27.
Here, very briefly summarized, are
Improvement in the exchange rate
and the reduction of armament is ex- the views of prominent men in the
Artists'to bring
Guild pected to stimulate exports, says industry on what the future does
is Independent
organized in Screen
Los Angeles
about the eventual lowering of ad- John Cecil Graham, general foreign and should hold:
mission prices in picture theatres and representative of Famous PlayersThe most hopeful sign is the unthe establishment of direct relations Lasky.
number of great pictures. —
* * *
Jesse L.usualLasky.
between the studios and the 18,000
theatres in the *country.
The Franceses Then tic. San Fran' The public is demanding big pic* *
tures as never before and exhibitors
cisco, will show Hodkinson released
for a period of twelve should plan for them. — Sydney R.
Jimmie D'Artagnan Walker, Syd- productions
Kent.
ney Aramis Cohen and Sam Porthos solid weeks.
* * *
The screen has passed the stage of
Berman make long speeches at the
A gradual and consistent increase imitation and must now look for
semi-annual convention of Illinois
exhibitors.
in business is expected by John E. creative efforts. — Paul Bern.
* * *
Storey, Associated Exhibitors sales
Beconciling art with the dollar
New York Supreme Court gives manager.
* * *
signLeonard.
is the director's task. — Robert
Z.
Jacques Gibrario immunity from
The New Year should be viewed
suits brought by the Russian Soviet
New action by the Montreal alderGovernment.
men allows exhibitors free rein Sun- with optimism, I am planning sev* * *
features as well as comedies. —
days. The Lord's Day Act will be Mack eralSennett.
Robbers shoot Jack Williams, disregarded
entirely
* * in* the future.
Panama, 111., exhibitor, while holding
A new type of western, containing
J. D. Williams is in a series of con- more human interest, heart appeal
up a bank, and* later
* * write regrets.
ferences with *western
* * producers.
and ing.—
story
details
of the West, is comHarry
Carey.
New York censors are now worryCharles Ray is touring the South
A careful preliminary examination
ing for fear exhibitors change the
before returning to Los Angeles on of the overseas markets is essential to
serial numbers of pictures.
December 28.
* * *
the interests of the industry. W. W.
* * *
Hodkinson.
The sudden overflow of Uie Los
We will continue our comedies, as
Week's
Newa
York
State incorporations
number seven, inwith
Ihe
diversified program has proved
AngelesversalRiver
wreaks
havoc
at
Unicapitalization of
only
$37,500.
City.
* * *
its merits. — Al Christie.
* * *
The greatest need is keen competiNew York State Federation of LaCaptain Joseph Morisson, actor
tion among exhibitors. — Harry M.
bor backs the legislative bill to repeal and former French army officer, has Warner.
censorship.
The education of the exhibitor is
* * *
an affecting meeting with Marshal
Foch.
one
of the
most vital problems. —
R. Kershaw is elected president of
William
S. Nigh.
Manitoba exhibitors.
Carl Laemmle announces that
In orde r to maintain quantity pro* * *
duction the United States must hold
"Foolish Wives" will go direct to exhibitors in fourteen reels on January the markets it has made for its picSpringfield, Mo., "Blues" engineer 15.
a special election on Sunday closing,
tures all over the world. — George E.
* » *
but without much
Kami.
* * hope
* of success.
Vitagraph begins work on new
The public is now so "pictureRobbers raid New York's Capitol Omaha exchange
wise" thai it will have nothing but
* *building.
*
Theatre and gel $10,000, locking up
the best. — Carl Laemmle.
three men and * a *
girl.*
New production methods forced
George Beban's combination screen
and
stage
drama
scores
in
San
Franby
the public will aid directors to
New Canadian company will en- cisco.
realize the true psychology of the
deavor to arouse further interest in
screen. — Robert G. Vignola.
English productions. It is called tbe
New plan of co-operative produc- ning.
The industry's future lies in the
Empire Film and Press Educational
tion control is adopted by the United
of the directors. — Wid Gunhands
Association.
Studios, Inc., Los Angeles.
* * *
George Loane Tucker's will leaves
$22,000 to relatives and nurse, and
declares Wid Gunning is entitled to
50 per cent, of die profits on all pictures Tucker made under the Mayflower contract.

Tampa, Fla., suffered financial
loss because news reel views of the
recent storm kept
away.
* * tourists
*
Ernest Lubitsch arrives with print
of "Pharaoh's Wife," to study American methods of production.

More producing units to be added
to the Western Pictures Exploitation
Company.
* * *
Charles Ray Productions, Inc., to
celebrate
uary 7. second anniversary on Jan* * *
Pathe intends to put
four big serials during
* * *
Deeds
and
not
words
.
ar
ye
rule in Ohio, President

out at least
the coming
will be the
Smith tells

A Correction
In an article last week quoting
Mr. Aaron Fox's views on the
value of advertising to both the
exhibitor and the producer, Moving Picture World erred in identifying him as advertising and
exploitation manager for the
Fox Film Corporation. He is
looking after the exploitation of
the
atres.William Fox circuit of the-
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of
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Tempests"
Illinois

"Three Musketeers'
• "Self-love is like a
football filled with wind,
from which, when pierced,
terrible tempests issue
forth."
— Zoroaster.

— it
a treat
what have
MY, would
been— aforjazz
our feast
ancient
friend, Zoroaster, had he been
able to project himself into the scene in
Convention Hall! This Illinois State
Convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, held in Peoria
on December 15, was served with a classic
combining of all the elements of good
drama, comedy, psychology and the subtle
art of self-expoitation. The Society of
Mutual Admiration, numbering three,
known hereinafter as the "Three Musketeers," (with apologies to Dumas), was
surely an object worthy of the emulation
of the gods! Modern Americans would
describe them as the three sharpshooters.
Jimmie
D'Artagnan
Sydney
A rami
s Cohen
and Sam Walker,
Porthos Berman
furnished these factors of the diversion of
the convention. It was blanket-like continuity. Every little or big individual
who did not agree with them in every
particular received a broadside — directly
was treated to the sneer of insinuation.
While their "one for all and all for one"
swords clashed harmoniously in attacks
upon the First National sub-franchise, it
remained for D'Artagnan Walker to sputter out the end of a two hour speech with
a. characteristic medley of Billingsgate.
Porthos Berman did a little promoting on
the side.
Business Interlude
The members of the Illinois organization, to the number of about forty, who
were footing the bills, by the way, found
short periods between the three oratorical
spasms for the transaction of the serious
business of their convention. The meeting was called to order by President L.
M. Rubens, of Joliet. Mayor Michel of
Peoria greeted the delegates with a hearty
speech of welcome. He informed the
visitors that, officially and personally, he
is opposed to Blue Laws and to censorship. Joe Hopp, a veteran exhibitor and
a live-wire showman, made a very felicitious answer to the mayor's greeting.
Michel O'Toole, Scranton, Pa., was introduced bythe president. He gave a talkon his experience as a newspaper man and
a local politician in his native state and he
was, as usual, constructive. Secretary J.
B. Dibelka of the state association read
a letter from an exhibitor in a town of
711 population. The letter stated that the
writer was willing to do anything in his
power to help along the organization. The
secretary said he deplored the fact that
this was the only answer he received to

WORLD
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Interrupt

Meeting,

Progress

Called

" Tirades Waste Exhibitors'
the hundreds of letters sent out to every
exhibitor in the state asking them to
attend the convention. Business should
have brought them, but possibly they had
no stomach for the campaign of vituperation by Walker and Cohen.
The Committees
The following committees were appointed bythe president :
Organization : W. W. Watts, Springfield; Dee Robinson, Peoria, and J. J.
Ruben, Aurora.
Ways and Means : K. Fitzpatrick, Chicago ;William Cadoret, Kankakee, and
Julius Lamm, Chicago.
Resolutions : W. D. Burford, Aurora ;
T. R. Yemm, Du Quoin, and John Silha,
Chicago.
Amendments to by-laws : McElroy,
Chicago; H. A. Arnold, Colfax; J. E.
Condon, DeKalb ; Harry Dittmer, Pekin ;
H. T. Loper, Springfield; Louis Frank,
Chicago, and W. D. Burford, Aurora.
Cohen Kills an Hour
Aramis Cohen spoke as usual with an
addition. He asserted that the M.P.T.
O.A. had its inception in his mind when
he came to the knowledge that "three
people were making plans to monopolize
the moving
picture
industry,"his and
he realized that if they
succeeded,
investment
would not be worth 10 cents on the dollar.
He said that there were only twenty-six
persons present at the initial meeting.
Here the speaker made mysterious illusions to mysterious messages conveyed to
him in mysterious manners.
Then he said solemnly: "Information
has come to me (of course it was through
mysterious channels), that some trade
papers are about to attack the leaders of
its
cause,
you beis alarmed.
reason
for but
suchdon't
an attack
to be foundThein
the fact that certain forces in the business
feel that we have become too strong. They
have influenced the attack. We are goHeing along,
did however."
not say that the telling of the
truth tious
required
no influence with conscienmen.
Referring back to the quotation from
Zoroaster, it is but just to report here
that Aramis claimed all the credit for the
removal of the 5 per cent, tax on rentals
for his organization. He said that "Conhas no sympathy
and hegressmade
it possibleforforthehisproducers."
hearers to
visualize, always taking his word for it,
how President Harding, Senators McComber, Smoot and other solons fell on
the necks of the Three Musketeers when
the latter condescended to call upon them
in Washington, and told them they could
have anything their martial souls desired.

for

Work

Time in Peoria
Having settled the real reason for the
removal of the tax, at least to his own
satisfaction, Cohen branded any other
statements about it as "wild publicity
stuff." Incidentally, he was modest
enough, or at least seemed to be, to disclaim any desire for credit in the matter
and in this he is very wise indeed as developments will demonstrate. Cohen referred to the First National contract as
a "burglar's license" and called the excondition. hibitors "fools" for permitting such a
"The time has come in the moving picture business," Cohen said after much
soft voiced talking, "for the circus men
to get out and the real substantial business
men to take hold. The purchasing power
of the moving picture industry is now
placed at $800,000,000. The theatre owners represent the substantial part of this.
The balance is publicity and water." He
left out the oratory as unimportant and he
was right.
Incidentally, the speaker dismounted
from his high horse of idealism long
enough to tell the need of ordinary coin
of the realm in his national headquarters.
These trips are costly.
D'Artagnan Walker and Porthos Berman, parked in different corners of the
room, led in the ensuing applause.
Back to Real Business
After the lunch and recess, the committee on organization reported through
Chairman Watts in favor of stimulating
new membership by the adoption of a
zone system. Mr. Watts intimated that

Santa Claus these days comes out of a
fault instead of the conventional chimney.
Anyway
that's what
Pathe comedian,
says,Santa
and Claus
so doesPollard.
Marie
Mosquini, who sa<c him come mil of one

1038
there was too much of the "Let George
do it" idea among the exhibitors, and
that, in view of the necessity for intensive
organization, the committee had reached
this agreement. The report was adopted
and the organization committee was retained to perfect the zone system idea.
K. Fitzpatrick, chairman of the ways
and means committee, reported that there
were no funds in the treasury with which
to meet the expenses of the convention —
$100. He said it was the sense of the
committee that such members as were
behind in their dues and who were present should pay up. This plan was adopted,
after Secretary Dibelka explained that
individuals in the executive committee had
made personal advances during the past
months in order to meet the organization's
running expenses. The response to the
committee's suggestion, which was adopted, was whole-hearted, many of the exhibitors admitting that their failure to pay
dues up to this time was due to personal
negligence, a fault which each of us is
guilty of now and then.
Silha Brings Laughs
A resolution was adopted demanding
that all him exchanges operating in Illinois be notified that the state body is
opposed to the renting of drama films to
schools, churches and civic bodies in competition with the regular exhibitor. John
Silha. the genial president of the Chicago
branch, M.P.T.O.A., furnished a real opportunity for an honest laugh when he
related the story of a church exhibiting a
First National picture and giving an
oyster stew to boot- — all for 20 cents.
After considerable discussion a resolution was adopted, pledging the members
of the organization to discourage the percentage engagement of pictures. This discussion was entered upon eagerly by many
of the delegates, and brought out the fact
that even in the same sized community
there was decided difference of opinion
as to the percentage plan.

MARY WYNN
A protege of J. L. Frothinghant, looks
over theWorld)
Top o'andthe
Picture
seesWorld
a bright{Moving
future
ahead in the year 1922
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The organization went on record as
pledging its Undivided support to the
national body in its efforts "to curb the
unfair
practicesMovie
of producers."
The Kineto
Chats to be produced
under the auspices of the national organization and distributed through the Hodkinson branches were discussed at length
and a resolution was introduced pledging
them to substitute the single reels for such
as they are now using. Fifty per cent, of
the net receipts derived from booking
dates will be turned over to the state organization. Apart of the total profits
will be used to maintain and sustain the
national organization.
It was voted to hold the next state convention in Chicago, in April, 1922, the
date
to
be
chosen by the executive committee.
The Musketeers Bow In Again
When a resolution was introduced
pledging the support of the organization
to a film trade circular, Porthos Berman
thrust his plump form forward and
yelled : "Gratitude." Of course, it seemed
to be a spontaneous movement on his
part. It was also spontaneous in Toledo.
Al Treamer, president of the Nebraska
organization and Charles T. Sears, president of the Missouri organization, made
addresses to the convention. They both
expressed the opinion that with proper
organization the exhibitors' organizations
everywhere should have a voice in all
things relating to their business.
Enter D'Artagnan Jimmy
At the close of a speech from Charles
T. Sears, the atmosphere of the meeting
was warmed up nicely for the introduction
and reception of the hero of the plot —
D'Artagnan, who, up to this time, hid
modestly in one corner of the room and
was not heard from, with the exception of
vociferous handclapping in support of his
two employers. We forbear from reporting completely the many witty sayings
which this astute politician and quick
manufacturer of satire, and smart feller,
attributed to his pals, Sydney Cohen and
Sam Berman. In order to keep the record straight, it might be well to mention
here that Syd exercised the same prerogative and told the crowd about the many
devilishly funny things that Jimmie had
said in the course of their joint career as
employer and employee.
D'Artagnan endeavored to make it very
plain at the start that he had no selfish
interest or motive in the pursuance of the
activities of the M.P.T.O.A. He said he
had no financial interest. He didn't mention heavy counsel fees. He was enthusiastically carried into the game (the picture business) when he heard the story
of sorrow as presented by — who do you
think? — Aramis and Porthos! D'Artagnan then began his stock vituperative onslaught against First National and the
much-discussed and well worn franchise
contract blank, which he waved incessantchise.ly. It was a dizzy analysis of the fran-
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Although at the outset D'Artagnan
wished to make it clear that the personality angle was far removed from his mind
and that his acquaintanceship with film
men was decidedly small, during the
slaughtering of the franchise contract
blank he stated that J. D. Williams in
; erson had made the statement, at a time
not long ago, that 2,000 legitimate First
National Franchise holders were members
of the M.P.T.O.A., were ready to follow
the dictates of himself, and that at a
snap of his fingers he could use this
influence to smash — who? — the M.P.T.O.
A. ?— No !— Cohen ! He openly accused
the First National of "fear" or "contempt" in their refusal to meet him and
the redoubtable Cohen and Berman.
The mental agility of D'Artagnan may
be judged from the following two paragraphs in which he turns a dashy somersault and prepares for the future. Each
paragraph represents a sentence and the
sentences followed each other consecutively in his speech.
"Schwalbe and Williams would take
your money and double it over your fingers and short change vou when handling
"Should First National correct these
abuses we would shout their praises from
theAnd
housetops."
yet, another little paragraph which
was mysteriously uttered with fine forensic effect: "If they only knew, they are
closer to jail than they may think."
("they" meaning Schwalbe and Willams. ) It may be necessary to get a
search warrant and go in and get them.
They want to lookout if they only knew
it." D'Artagnan made this statement,
looking suggestively
at the representatives
it."
of
the press.
smiled
sweetly. These gosh awful hirelings
"Subsidised Rats"
D'Artagnan W'alker did not make evident the fact that his own football had
been pierced until he had shot his last
firecracker in the direction of First National, and wended his way of malignment
to Moving Picture World, its business
methods and its editor. With characteristic oratorial effect he invited his listeners
to "take the cotton out of your ears" for
now he really had something to say. He
poised his figure on tiptoes and proceeded
to call the editor of Moving Picture
World "either a liar or mentally unfit."
It may be remarked that just prior to this
attack Porthos had denounced the trade
paper editors, with a single exception, as
"subsidized rats." D'Artagnan, piqued
and with the wind from his pricked football still whistling, further declared that
the editor was "a kept man of the producers" and that he wanted to brand him
"faker." doesn't like him a bit.
again as ayou
HeJimmy,
won't play see,
politics for Jimmy. He
prefers to tell the truth.
Referring to the mysterious and anonymous communications
D'Artagnan
and Aramis
hinted at which
so many
times in
(Continued on page 1042)
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Big

Pictures

and
Exhibitors
Should
Plan
for
Therm
Now
and
then
an
exhibitor
has
written
this
of
And
we
have
on
hand
"The
Little Minhistory
in the
NEVER before
industry has the American public in that he failed to make money with one
ister," "Saturday Night," "Fool's Parabeen shopping for good pictures to or another of these big productions.
dise," "Miss Lulu Bett," "The Husband's
that he had good weather and Trademark," "Just Around the Corner,"
the extent it is now. The day of "Let's Granting
other local conditions were favorable —
go to a movie !" has gone. "Let's go and did he advertise properly? Did he apply "Boomerang Bill," "The Law and the
Woman," "Forever," "The Champion,"
see 'The Affairs of Anatol,' or 'The
Sheik,' or 'Fool's Paradise' " is taking its sufficient sound exploitation ? Did he raise "Three Live Ghosts," "Moran of the Lady
"The Man from Home."
place. The public of today is a wiser pub- his admission prices to a figure that the Letty,"
With the public demanding big pictures,
lic than it was a few years or a year ago.
public would gladly have paid, even exand
with
a truly remarkable supply of big
pected to be asked to pay ? Did he create
Some people unthinkingly declare that
pictures
ready
to satisfy this demand, the
this is due entirely to the fact that money
the proper public respect for his big picture ?
question naturally arises as to what the
is tight. This is not altogether correct,
If he can answer those questions hon- exhibitor plans to do for the distributor
for last year — in a "period of depresestly in the affirmative there is something who does not want to put his big producsion,"
mind
you
—
more
box-office
records
were established than ever before. These
tions into legitimate houses. It is obvious
wrong with that exhibitor's management.
box-office records were made by big pic- And I think I know what his chief trou- to all that the backbone of the picture inble is. He is carrying too much overhead.
dustry isthe picture theatre, and unless
tures, and the only conclusion to draw is
that the public would rather see one big He is giving his people too much stuff the picture theatre is prosperous the rest
of the industry must suffer. But in the
picture — and will pay more money to see
coming year the prosperity of the theatre
it— than it would to see three weak picwill depend on the manner in which it
tures. Itis a question of how much they
handles the big pictures.
can get for their money; if they get their
money's worth they will pay for their entertainment gladly and in great numbers.
But there is another reason for this
"show learned
me" disposition.
is, people
have
that whereasThat
a short
time
ago the really big pictures were rare as
wild flowers in December, today they are
actually numerous. This shopping for
pictures has passed on as a habit to the
exhibitors. They have found that little
pictures will no longer attract crowds.
The New Problem
Thus the problem of the exhibitor has
become at the same time both simplified
and complicated. It has become simpler,
because in the picture market he is being
offered an ever-increasing supply of big
pictures to satisfy the growing demands
of his patrons. It has become more complicated for the plain reason that the big
picture — the picture that the public now
demands — costs more money to produce
than the little one, and consequently it
necessarily costs the exhibitor more
money in rentals.
Let us look for a moment at what some
of our big pictures have done at the boxoffices during the past few months. I
mention, of course, only Paramount pictures, for they are the only ones I am directly interested in or of which I have
definite knowledge. Cecil B. DeMille's
"Forbidden Fruit," one of the finest, biggest and most costly productions we ever
released, smashed records right and left.
We followed it up with Mr. DeMille's
"The Affairs of Anatol," with its twelve
stars and lavish production of a great
story. Released day and date, immediately following a tremendous smash of national advertising, in more than 200 leading theatres, it has set up new records of
attendance and receipts in hundreds of
houses. Then came "The Sheik," which
in nearly every instance is surpassing the
remarkable record of "Anatol."

SIDNEY R. KENT
that they don't care about, and as a result
he is not giving them enough of what
they really want. Except in the big downtown houses in the larger cities where audiences are transient, it is a waste of money for an exhibitor to try to run a glorified vaudeville show. Picture fans want
good pictures and that is the primary reason for their patronage of the picture
theatre. If they wanted vaudeville they
would seek a vaudeville house.
I venture to say that in 95 per cent, of
the cases where exhibitors are not getting
a proper return on their investments it is
on account of the conditions I have cited
above. As to the other 5 per cent., I bow
to their knowledge of local conditions
which I do not possess.
Big Paramounts
The day of the big picture is here.
There are a lot of them and there are going to be more. We have seen "The Affairs of Anatol," "The Sheik," "GetRich-Quick Wallingford," "Deception,"
"The Great Moment." "Experience."

Underselling Also Fatal
Is the exhibitor doing the right thing
by himself, the producer and his public if
he handles
picture
Para-a
dise" on thea same
basislikethat"Fool's
he shows
small picture? He is not — for a number
of reasons. In the first place, the public
doesn't expect him to. If the exhibitor
respects his big pictures and shows that
respect through increased prices, increasing advertising and a longer run his public will reflect that respect by increased
attendance. If the exhibitor does not get
the money, through increased admission
prices and a longer run, he is not offering
encouragement to the producer to make
more big pictures. And at the same time
he himself is losing actual money at the
box-office.
Underselling one's product to the public is just as fatal as overselling it. And
underselling not only effects a distinct loss
at the box-office, but it also means loss of
prestige to the picture before it has a
chance
mind. to establish its worth in the public
If the motion picture exhibitor is to get
the maximum of benefit from the big pictures offered him this coming year he
must have a pliable policy both as to admission prices and as to length of run.
It exhibitors have a policy which will
enable them to get the full benefit from
big pictures, they need have no fear of
distributors putting the big attractions
into legitimate houses, tor then the picture theatre will be able to absorb the
biggest picture ever made.

General Manager, Department of Distribution, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
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RKKD Smoot. Utah.
CHAIRMAN.

mtnxteb

J£>lctle& J&eruxle,
COMMITTEE ON
PUBLIC LANDS AND SURVEYS.
December 13, 1921.

Mr. William A. Brady, President,
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry,
1520 2rc^- Lway,
iiew York.
"ear Mr. £rudy:

It has Just come to my attention that one
of s viral hundred formal letters bearing my signaturo end
acknowledrii.j communi cat ions whice. thanked me for my work in
bringing about a repeal of the five percent filn. rental tax,
is bein? given wide publicity, apparently for personal advantage or for the purpose of furthering factional advantages,
by one of the several hundred individuals to whom' the same
letter was sent.
!The assistance I received froui you -aid your
associates in the National Association of the Motion Picture
Industry was invaluable, and the facts and convincing reasons
you set forth assisted
greatly in winning the very close
fi^ht in Committee. •
I do not recall any detailed information re ceived t'rerr anyone representing the motion picture industry,
other than yourself, Mr. Saul Rogers, and Mr. Jack -Connolly,
either before or durin
ths hearings ?uid final action on this
tax.
>in

The Document That Settles the Dispute as to Whom Credit for the Repeal of
the Film Rental Tax Is Rightfully Due
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from
Smoot
to Brady
ANY doubt about who won the 5 per Mr. Connolly were in sole charge of the New York and Washington for several
cent, film rental repeal has been 5 per cent, rental tax repeal campaign in weeks, sacrificing his own personal business to the demands of the situation. If
removed by a letter to William A. behalf of the National Association. For
Brady, president of the National Associa- several months they were in constant the real inside story of the rental tax
tion of the Motion Picture Industry, touch with Senator Smoot and other repeal is ever written, the facts will come
from Senator Reed Smoot of Utah.
from William A. Brady, for he is the one
members of the Senate Finance CommitIn this letter Senator Smoot states that
man in the industry who knows them at
tee, the House Ways and Means Com- first
hand.
mittee and the Joint Conference Comhe cannot recall having received any demittee of the Senate and House. It was
tailed information either before or during
E. J. O'Toole announced that he had
the tax hearings from anyone represent- they who secured the cooperation of Sena- secured Senator Smoot's spoken permission to publish his letter of thanks, the
tor Smoot and who induced him to chaming the motion picture industry other than
pion the cause of the industry at a time same one referred to by the Senator in his
President Brady, Saul E. Rogers, chairwhen all would have been lost without letter to Brady. He says also that he -is
man of the association's taxation commitsuch aid. Their efforts were augmented willing to let the claims stand as results
tee, and Jack S. Connolly, Washington
representative of the association. He says by excellent team work by executives of are the important thing. It is generally
agreed that the result is the important
also that a formal letter, one of many several of the National Association's comthing
but in view of the claims made the
bearing his signature and acknowledging
members. divided his time between
thanks for his work in connection with
Mr.panyBrady
industry is entitled to a clear record.
the tax repeal, has been given wide publicity, "apparently for personal advantage, or for the purpose of furthering Deeds and Not Words to Be the Rule in
factional advantages, by one of several
Ohio, President Smith Tells Exhibitors
hundred individuals to whom the same
letter was sent."
must be no north, no south, no east, no
t of
presiden
G. SMITH,
IN
the Motion
Picture
Theatre
MARTof
Senator Smoot's letter to Mr. Brady
west ; our problems are state-wide. Ohio
Owners
of Ohio, 519 Main must be solidly organized from Cincinnati
wastheinspired
by theoneSenator's
discovery
of
use to which
of the formal
letstreet, Toledo, O., sends the following to Conneaut — and from Bridgeport to
ters he refers to has been put. He says to
Moving Picture World :
Bryan — including every intervening;
in the Brady letter that invaluable assist"The
exhibitors
of
Ohio
answered
the
county
and legislative district — thus inance was rendered by President Brady
Ohio's hearty co-operation with
and his associates in the National Asso- call for an all-Ohio State organization. Nationalsuring
President Sydney S. Cohen and
ciation of the Motion Picture Industry, Every exhibitor received two letters at in- the officers of the Motion Picture Theatre
tervals, descriptive of the object and purand that the facts and convincing reasons
pose
of
the convention. They were fa- Owners of America, and thus assist maset forth by them assisted greatly in winmiliar with the details of the business at
terially infinishing the business in hand
ning the close fight in the committee.
hand. Almost two-thirds of the theatres at Washington. We take it that no exSenator Smoot's letter definitely lays
hibitor can be unappreciative of what has
on two separate postthe dust cloud that was raised by the wide- of Ohiocards,answered
giving
authority
to
proceed
with
been
recently
accomplished at Washingspread publication of the formal and
ton in the repeal of the 5 per cent, film
routine letter he refers to as having been plans as outlined. One negative answer
thecents.
10 per cent, tax on admissent out from his office and bearing his only was received. The balance were tax and
sions of 10
'yes' and most of them emphatically so.
signature. The letter follows :
Many supplementary letters were of the
"In conclusion, to the exhibitor who
comehundred
to my formal
attentionletters
that same trend.
one"Itof has
the just
several
asks : "What are you going to do for us ?'
bearing my signature and acknowledging
"Fourteen Congressional districts of we simply say — first, enroll your theatre
communications which thank me for my the twenty-two in Ohio were represented as a member, and our slogan being 'an
work in bringing about a repeal of the in person by exhibitors, from as far away injury to one is the concern of all,' we
five per cent, film rental tax, is being as the northeastern border and down will try to take care of you as one of the
given wide publicity, apparently for along the Ohio River, 250 miles away exhibitor family. Conditions of membership will be known to every exhibitor
furthering factional advantages, by one of from Toledo. It was a representative
the several hundred individuals to whom
gathering, with no outside entertainment shortly, and in the meantime all inquiries
attractions as are usually staged at such will receive prompt attention from this,
the same letter was sent.
gatherings
— it was purely a business pro- office. We are working hard to clear up>
"The assistance I received from you
the mass of correspondence and details
and your associates in the National Asso- position.
incidental to the convention and soon will;
ciation of the Motion Picture Industry
"The exhibitors who responded by mail,
was invaluable, and the facts and con- or in person, meant business and the offi- be able to function 100 per cent."
cers elected interpret this attitude as a
vincing reasons you set forth assisted
greatly in winning the very close fight in mandate to function without delay by
Lupino Lane Made One
deeds and not with words.
committee.
of William Fox Stars
"I personally so interpret that man"I do not recall any detailed information received from anyone representing
date and feel a corresponding responsibilIn
accordance
with news forecasted
ity as president of the Motion Picture
the motion picture industry, other than
yourself, Mr. Saul Rogers, and Mr. Jack Theatre Owners of Ohio, honored as the more than a year ago, William Fox announces the accession of Lupino Lane,
Connolly, either before or during the unanimous choice of the Toledo convention of December 12 and 13 when the England's well liked comedian, to the
hearings and final action on this tax."
When asked to comment upon the let- merger of the two former state bodies ranks of Fox stars. Lupino Lane has
ter from Senator Smoot, Mr. Brady said : was accomplished without a discordant completed his theatrical engagements in
East and has left for California, where
"I have no comment to make. The let- note. This mandate I also interpret the
he will start work on his first William
means
that
past
difference,
both
personal
itself."
ter speaks for
President
Brady,
Chairman Rogers and and sectional, must be forgotten — there Fox production on January 1.
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attleDavid
;
R. Blyth, Denver ; Harry W.
CONSOLIDATION of Realart with
Famous Players-Lasky, begun last Willard, Chicago ; Ralph B. Quive, Detroit Mark
;
Goldman, Cincinnati ; Louis
week, is expected to be completed
by the end of the month. The entire Reichert, Washington ; Melville E. Maxwell, Minneapolis, and Lester W. Adler,
Realart sales staff, except the managers,
New York.
has been reelased.
Harry E. Lotz, Buffalo manager, on a
Famous Players- Lasky has assumed
charge of sales and contracts and the recent trip, stopped off in New York long
booking records of Realart are now being enough to say that the future looked rosy.
incorporated with those of the parent M. A. Tanner and J. W. Thornton, asorganization.
sistant managers at Kansas City and Philadelphia, respectively, are supervising the
Several of the home office departments,
transfer of their offices to Famous Playincluding those of the supervisor of con- ers-Lasky.
tracts, purchasing agent, advertising
Alan D. Marr of the home office sales
manager and sales statistics also having
department
will join the Arthur S. Kane
been temporarily transferred.
One of the managers, Walter R. Scates Corporation January 1.
of Boston, has been given a place in the
Famous Players-Lasky organization. He R. Kershaw Elected Head
will have the Boston office. Messrs. Leof Manitoba Exhibitors
vine and Bullwinkle, his oldest salesmen,
have entered the employ of First National
R. Kershaw, one of the pioneer exhibin Boston territory.
itors of Winnipeg, was unanimously reelected president of the Manitoba Motion
President Morris Kohn is delaying development ofhis future plans until after Picture Exhibitors' Association at the
the transfer of Realart has been com- meeting of the organization in Manitoba
Hall on December 15. W. S. Jones, local
pleted. Report has it that J. S. Woody,
general manager, is contemplating the manager for the Associated First Naformation of a partnership, the details of
tional, was the unanimous choice for the
which will be announced after the first of vice-presidency, replacing Milton Millithe year.
gan, another local exchange manager. F.
Dario L,. Faralla, assistant treasurer, R. Hyde was re-elected treasurer of the
expects to be busy for some time closing organization for 1922.
the Realart books and will not do his
The annual general meeting of the
planning for the future until that work is Manitoba exhibitors will be held in Winfinished.
nipeg next February during the annual
Jay A. Gove, assistant manager, says Winter Carnival. As in previous years,
exhibitors are co-operating enthusiasticit is expected that exhibitors from all
ally with January bookings, which are ex- parts of the three Prairie Provinces will
pected to make next month's rentals attend in order to enjoy the special entertainment program which is invariably
among the largest in the history of Realart.
John N. MacMeekin, special represen- provided.
tative, isreported to have signed up for
special work in connection with the sale Progress of Illinois
Meeting Interrupted
of "Foolish Wives."
Floyd Lewis, St. Louis manager, is in
(Continued from page 1038)
New York on a private mission which he
expects will result in a new business con- their talks, it is interesting to know where
nection. J.B. Reilly, manager in Cleve- Jimmie obtained the information that
land, was at headquarters for a day last there were very few subscribers for Movweek.
ing Picture World among the exhibiL. F. Guimond, advertising manager, is
tors
of the country. Jimmie ! Let's hope
temporarily helping Jerome Beatty of the rest
of your mysterious sources of
Famous Players-Lasky. Messrs. Karpen information are more reliable than the one
and Juergens and Mrs. Cole of his de- from which you obtained the information
regarding the subscription list of Moving
partment have not yet made new connecPicture World.
tions.
The Moving Picture World, says
Sherman T. O'Brien, Omaha manager,
is considering returning to Minneapolis,
Jimmy, is "getting money for printing
his home, to accept a managerial position. ads for you to read." Somehow, Jimmie
James Hommel, manager at Pittsburgh,
discovered this fact, and Moving Pichas not decided which one of several
ture World frankly admits that its advertising ispaid for, but its editorials and
propositions to accept. L. W. Kniskern,
supervisor of contracts, is renewing old news columns can't be bought by any man
acquaintances in the film district.
alive. People pay money to reputable
The following managers have not es- journals for advertising when they know
tablished new connections so far as their those journals are read by the people they
friends in New York have been advised : desire to reach and Jimmy advertises us
F. Simpson, San Francisco ; Oren F. so much that we hate to have to smite him
Walker's mode of attack, apparently,
My, Los Angeles ; Paul R. Aust, Se-

December 31, 1921
was not appreciated by his hearers, and
the further he went in his course the
louder his voice became and the more he
gestured and the redder he got, until he
finally spluttered out like a dying candle.
A fatter
man would have been in danger
of
apoplexy.
Aramis and Porthos, parked in different corners of the room, led in the round
of applause that greeted the extinction of
Walker.
Back to Business
In answer to a roll-call for First National franchise holders present, as suggested by John Silha, several assented by
raising their hands. Those present, by a
unanimous vote, expressed their support
of the demand made by the national association for the investigation of the business methods of the Associated First
Xational Pictures, Inc.
The following are those who attended
luncheon at the Hotel Sherman in honor of
President Cohen and Senator Walker:
Drake Amusement Co. — H. Kahn, D. J.
Chrissis, Andrew Cuser, Axel Lindskog, R.
J. Dclley, H. Lutz, M. Taub, O. J. Treulich,
C. P. Lautenslager, A. A. Kaplan, H. H.
Kopald, I. Teacher, Frank Siem. J. R. Kallal,
Philip Frank, Arthur J. Haley, Max Hyman,
Arnold C. Ottmann, I. J. LaRose, Samuel
Abrahams, Henry E. Newell, Lester Retelim,
James B. Dibelka, Brunhild & Young — Julius
Lamm, J. J. Sampson, Henry Goldson, S. H.
Selig, Michael Siegel, Joseph Hopp, Louis
H. Frank. John Silha, Louis Fichtenberg,
William Junius, Aaron Saperstein, Sol Fichtenberg, Thos. A. Murray, Sam Katz, Hymen
M. Schwartz, H. D. Koffman, George D.
Hopkinson, Henry Von Meeteren, Mr. &
Mrs. Sam Rabinovitz, Nathan Rabinovitz,
Mr. & Mrs. James Stepanek, Bud Stepanek,
L. Siegel, A. Powell, E. J. Krug, Paul H.
Bush, F. Earl Gottner, J. A. Salter, Ralph
Simmons, T. Greenwood, Theo. L. Hays,
Stuart Gould, Lawrence E. Goldman, Sam
Berman, T.M.Sears,
J. O'Toole,
Charles
Fred C. Francis
Seegert, Holley,
L. M.
Rubens, Frank Thielen, W. D. Burford, J. J.
Rubens, Joe E. Tabor, Frank Koppelberger,
James J. Hoffer, W. A. Steffes, A. R.
Pramer, J. Catlow, C. W. Hall, J. Cubberley,
William J. Sweeney, Senator J. J. Walker.
The following are those who attended the
convention at Peoria :
Bert Norton, Mrs. & Mr. Ben Rovin, W.
W. Watts, H. T. Loper, Gus Kerauter, L. A.
Burnstine,
Bert Lauber,Geo.G. E.
M. Koehn,
Luttrell, M.C. J.A. O'Toole,
Gerard,
Wm. R. Wyatt, W. E. Barricklow, J. B.
Ross, J. Ben
K. O'Neil,
ElmerSteve
B. Ramsey,
J. E.
Candan,
L. Berne,
Bennis, A.
C.
King, H. A. Arnold, T. E. Yemm, W. D.
Burford, J. J. Rubens, E. E. Alger, Wm.
McNamar, Wm. H. Cadoret, L. M. Rubens,
Chas. J. Law, Glen W. Reynolds, Raymond
Schneider, Bradford Brayton, P. B. Herbst,
Harry Dittmer, Maurice S. Carlson, Evert
R. Cummings, Sam Robinson, R. B. Francis,
H. D. McNally, H. Weisbrink, Dee Robinson, A. W. Szold, Frank Wooley, J. Lamm,
C. P. Lautenslager, Joseph Hopp, James B.
Dibelka, Louis H. Frank, John Silha, S.
Rabinovitz, Charles T. Sears, Geo. D. Hopkinson, Reid Yemm & Hayes, Benton
Amusement Company, Wm. J. Sweeney, B.
McElroy, K. Fitzpatrick, H. J. Wayman,
Stuart Gould, A. R. Pramer.
John M. Stahl has secured Irene Rich,
formerly Will Rogers' leading lady, to
play an important part in "One Clear
Call," the Frances Nimmo Greene story
which he is now producing. Miss Rich
has just finished in "The Strength of the
Pines,' 'starring William Russell.
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TYPIFYINGon the spirit of unselfish
co-operati between the producers
and exhibitors which has been gaining ground lately with gathering momenendent Scree
s'
Artist
bern 15
Guild tum,
wasthe Indep
organized Decem
at a
history-making meeting in the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles. The charter
members consist of forty-five independent producers, stars and directors, headed by Norma Talmadge and Charles
Chaplin, and it has for its object tne
establishment of direct relations between
the Los Angeles studios and the 18,000
theatres in the United States.
Fear Cheapening
The guiding motive in the formation of
the guild was the prevalent belief that the
threatened cheapening of the quality of
photoplays through the forced lowering
of production costs could be obviated by
a concerted action for more efficient production methods.
An appeal has been issued by the new
guild to the independent theatre owners
of the United States to set aside the week
of February 18 for the simultaneous
presentation throughout the country of
the latest big photoplays of the independent stars and producers. The members
of the organization have pledged themselves to appear in person in as many of
the theatres of the country as possible,
for the purpose of "appearing before our
friends and express the gratitude that is
ours for the manner in which the kindly
world has received our humble efforts."
Immediately following the meeting
formulation of plans was begun, with the
object of making the week of February
16 a huge success and of interesting the
exhibitors throughout the country in the
association. The charter members of the
guild will extend invitations to other independent stars and producers to join the
organization as soon as it completes its
future plans.
At the initial meeting in the Guild Hall
of the Ambassador Hotel, the following
producers, stars, directors and other persons prominently identified with the industry were present :
Producers : Joseph M. Schenck,
Thomas H. Ince, Mack Sennett, J. L.
Frothingham, Allen Holubar, J. Parker
Read, Jr., Maurice Tourneur, Jack Coogan, Sr., Marshall Neilan, R. A. Walsh,
Louis B. Mayer, John M. Stahl, Col. William N. Selig, Sol Lesser, Al and Charles
Christie, Sam Rork, Richard Walton
Tully, King Vidor, B. P. Schulberg, H.
O. Davis and Gus Ingliss.
Stars: .Norma and Constance Talmadge, Charles Chaplin, Katherine MacDonald, Anita Stewart, Dorothy Phillips,
Jackie Coogan, Buster Keaton, Miriam

the
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Cooper, Florence Vidor, Carter De
Haven, Flora Parker De Haven, Colleen
Moore, Mabel Normand, Marcia Manon
and Phyllis Haver.
Directors : James Young, Sidney
Franklin and Hobart Henley.
Some of the other prominent invited
guests were Al Lichtman, Mrs. Margaret
Talmadge, Natalie Talmadge Keaton,
Rudolph Cameron, Jack Morrell, M. C.
Levee, John McCormick, E. V. Richards,
Julian Saenger, Lou Anger, Motley H.
Flint, vice-president of the Los Angeles
Trust
liams. and Savings Bank, and J. D. WilThe purposes and aims of the Guild are
explained in the following proclamation
proposed by Mr. Schenck and unanimously adopted at the meeting :
"Be it known by these presents, that
we, independent producers, directors and
stars of that mystic realm of filmland, do
hereby issue to the great American public
our most hearty Christmas greetings and
best wishes for a happy New Year.
"Furthermore, by this proclamation we
desire to inform all good patrons of the
new art of the cinema of our earnest desire to provide for them during the coming New Year, amusement feasts greater
than any they have ever enjoyed before.
"There be those among us who wear
cap and bells ; there be those who seek to
entertain while they instruct. Others
there are who sit at the feet of the mighty
and are known to the far corners of the
earth. One and all we bespeak the kindly
attention and consideration of the public
during the coming year 1922.
No Conflict with Other Arts
"In the court of the arts of painting,
sculpture, music, literature and drama, we
of the cinema are comparative newcomers.
We seek to usurp none of the older arts,
but to call them to our aid in order that
the public may profit. The great public
which has succored the older arts can aid
our newer art, too.
"We appeal to the public to continue
their patronage of this new art so that it
may progress and not retrograde. We
appeal that the worthy may survive. That
the photoplay of moral theme and artisticmerit may reach greater heights.
"In return, we, independent producers,
directors and stars, on this fifteenth day
of December, in the year of our Lord
nineteen hundred and twenty-one, have
formed an organization which shall be
known as the Independent Screen Artists' Guild, whose purpose shall be an
undying effort to please the public and
justify the confidence which has been reposed in us.
"Let all be apprised that it shall be
the sincere endeavor of the Independent

of

Guild
Pictures

Screen Artists' Guild to make bigger and
better photoplays during the coming
twelve months, and to aspire in all we do
to surpass that which we already have
done,
the end that our public shall
benefit tothereby.
Appeal to Exhibitors
"As evidence of the desire of the Independentmembers
Screen Artists'
Guild doto propose
give of
its best, its
therefore
to the independent theatres of America
the national, co-operative exhibition of
Guild's finest motion pictures.
"It is the independent theatre owner in
every city who makes it possible for us
to further advance the art of the cinema
by allowing us to produce our photoplays
in our own studios, unhampered by any
restriction. It is our public which makes
it possible at the box office for theatre
owners to so support the producers, stars
and directors.
"We wish by our direct relations with
the theatre owners to eliminate the profits
of the middleman and Wall Street, with
the result we may be able to put our entire
effort into making finer pictures with a
saving to the public at the box office.
"The Independent Screen Artists'
Guild, therefore, proposes as a tribute to
the independent exhibitors and our public
who have so nobly fostered our desire to
advance the art of the screen, that the
week of February 16 be set aside for the
purpose of presenting simultaneously
throughout the United States our greatest
screen efforts, upon which we have toiled
unceasingly many months.
First National Aids
"The Independent Screen Artists'
Guild announces to its public that it has
accepted the offer of co-operation extended by J. D. Williams, manager of Associated First National Pictures, Inc., an
organization composed of 3,500 independent exhibitors, which, since its inception,
has faithfully and successfully fostered
the efforts of the independent producer,
director and star.
"Besides these 3,500 theatres, welded
in First National's great chain, we invite
every independent theatre owner in the
United States to assist us to join personally with them in the desire to simultaneworld. ously lift its burdens from a care worn
"We, the Independent Screen Artists'
Guild, do hereby pledge ourselves to devote the week of February 16 to our
public, and throughout the United States
we will appear before our friends and
express the gratitude that is ours for the
manner in which the kindly world has
received our humble efforts.
"In testimony whereof, we hereby append our seals, and signatures."
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tions, Inc., and has refused demands of
the company that he return them, and
Cronenwith seeks to have the court compel Rock to surrender them. Gates in his
^uit charged Mae Murray and Leonard
with breach of contract in the "Peacock
Alley"cern with
production,
and into
the so
Tiffany
enticing them
doing. con-

Suing Tiffany in Name
of Firm
rity
condemned
him
for
so
doing
and recase of disputed autho
NICE
A is
solved that his action in using the Globe
disclosed in an action instituted
name to bring the suit be brought to the
in the New York Supreme Court
by the Globe Productions, Inc., of 220 attention of the proper authorities.
Melford Coming to N. Y.
It is charged against Rock by CronenWest Forty-second street, against Henry
with in his affidavit that on November 7
George Melford, Paramount producer, havL. Gates, writer and author of 2 West
he took possession of certain books and
ing completed
Letty,"
featuring Dorothy"Moran
Dalton,of istheon Lady
his way
to New
Sixty-seventh street, and Allan Rock, excontracts belonging to the Globe Produc- York, accompanied by Mrs Melford.
ploiter of motion picture stars. The
action out of the ordinary seeks no damages, but merely seeks to compel Gates
and Rock to refrain from bringing suit
Rapid Progress on Convention Plans
against the Tiffany Productions, Inc., in
the name of the Globe Productions, Inc.
PLANS are rapidly moving forward for the annual convention of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New York State, in Albany,
The action of the Globe concern, acon February 14, 15 and 16. Following three days spent by George
cording to the affidavit of Herbert E.
Roberts and Samuel Suckno, of Albany, in New York City, conferring
Cronenwith. its president, recites that
when the Globe was incorporated Cronenwith
President
O'Reilly
of theChamber
state association,
President
William
Brandt Charles
of the L.
Theatre
Owners
of Commerce
and
with invested $13,500 and received 135
shares of its stock and the presidency of
others, the Albany managers' association held a meeting last Friday
the concern, two shares went to Gates,
afternoon, and chose the following as chairmen of the respective committees: Entertainment. O. H. Stacy; program, Harry Helman; printwith the vice-presidency, and one share to
ing, Fred Elliott; ball, Samuel Suckno; music, Harry Lazarus; banquet,
Rock, who was made secretary. CronenWilliam Berinstein; publicity. Fred Elliott.
with declares Gates and Rock never paid
for their shares, and that it was mutually
All members of the Managers' Association of Albany will constitute
the remainder of all committees, thereby assuring 100 per cent, coagreed they were not to "come into their
operation. Business sessions will be held at the Hotel Ten Eyck between
privileges as officers until they had paid
for the stock." On April 26 last. Cronen10 and 4 o'clock each day. It has been decided to eliminate the trip to
with says, Gates resigned as vice-presithe General Electric Company's plant in Schenectady, it having been
figured
that this would consume at least seven hours. The convention
dent of the newly-formed corporation,
and in this letter of resignation, a copy
will be first, last and always, according to Uiose in charge one of business. Aside from the evening entertainments the only diversion during
of which is attached to the papers, Gates
any of the three days will be afforded in a trip through the State
stipulated that he also resigned all interest he might have in existing contracts
Capitol.
A committee consisting entirely of women, made, up of wives of
"between me, or the Globe Productions,
Inc., with Robert Z. Leonard and Mae
managers of Albany's theatres, will be formed next week for the purpose
Murray, or with Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
of entertaining all women attending the convention. There will be automobile rides, luncheons, as well as a dinner on the second day.
or the Associated Exhibitors, Inc."
Cronenwith says the Globe concern was
The Movie Ball, which will be held on the night of the second day
of the convention, will have as one of its features an orchestra and band
organized with a capital stock of $200.000 to produce motion pictures, and more
of not less than sixty pieces. There will be no intermission between
dances, thirty pieces of music alternating. Personal appearances by
Alley,"
"Peacock
picture
the
particularly
with Mae Murray in the star role, and
Mae
Eugenewere
O'Brien,
and Mr.
other
stars who
working
the
East Murray,
in February,
assured
Boberts
whilewillin beNew
York. in Not
her husband to have charge of the production. This particular enterprise.
less than $1,500 will be spent in decorating the huge armor}' for the
Cronenwith says, did not materialize and
gala event of the convention.
"Peacock Alley" was produced by the
Mayor-elect William Hackett has been selected to open the conTiffany Productions, Inc., which, he said,
vention. All sessions will be held in one of the large private ball rooms
had the right to present it.
of the Hotel Ten Eyck.
Without the knowledge or consent of
At the banquet on the closing night of the convention, held on the
the Globe corporation, Cronenwith alleges
roof garden, there will be at least a dozen speakers. These will include
Gates and Rock brought suit in the name
Sydney S. Cohen, president of the national association; Dr. Francis
of the Globe Productions, Inc., against
Holley, Senator James Walker and others.
the Tiffany Productions, Inc., and Miss
president
of the state for
association,
L. O'Beilly
preside.
Murray and Leonard seeking $50,000
ThereAs will
be reservations
not moreCharles
than 450,
which will
means
that
damages for alleged breach of contract.
those contemplating attending should lose no time in making their
reservations.
It was alleged in the papers in this
vice-presiwas
he
that
action by Gates
All exchanges in the state will work with the committee on arrangedent of the Globe corporation, although
ments in advertising the convention to the limit. The exchanges will
April
it is alleged he had resigned in
be located in the tea room of the hotel. Samuel I. Berman, secretary of
last, several months before the suit.
the state association, will have this in charge. There will be a souvenir
program in connection with the ball. Work on this will begin next
Cronenwith says he had no right or auweek.
thority to bring this suit in the name of
the Globe concern, that it left this conIt is expected that of the 1,200 theatres in New York State, fully
cern liable to suits for counterdamages
900
will
be represented at the convention. The committee in arrangehe
when
last
23
November
on
and that
ments will hold semi-weekly meetings from now until the week of the
hurriedly
he
conduct,
Gates'
of
convention.
heard
called a meeting of the board of directors
of the Globe, which repudiated his action.
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of

Armament
Expected
to Stimulate
Exports
five
years.
This
applies
also
to
France,
embargo,
along
the
exean
Europ
in
NT
EME
IMPROV change rates already made and Germany and other European countries. commercial dealings.lines of reciprocity in
"The British exhibitor is confronted
further development which is con"The recently organized French Paratingent upon the successful solution of with about the same problem as that facmount company, known as Societe
some of the important problems now
ing
the
American
exhibitor.
IndiscriminAnonyme
Francaise des Films Parat
ence
mamen
at
confer
before the disar
ate booking of pictures during the wild
mount, is making splendid progress.
Washington, promises much for the fu- scramble for pictures during the last few Since the first release on October 21,
ture of the film industry, not only in years, has brought him face to face with Paramount bookings have increased 400
Great Britain but on the continent as
the necessity of supplying better enter- per cent. An extensive advertising and
well, in the opinion of John Cecil
tainment for a more discriminating pub- exploitation campaign was used to
lic.
Graham, general foreign representative
launch the beginning of releasing activities. Central offices are maintained in
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corpora"The advance booking problem is not
tion, who reached New York December
so acute as it was a year or more ago, splendid quarters in Paris at 63 Champs
9 on his annual business trip. He will due in a large measure to the fact that Elysees and a Belgian branch has been
spend several weeks at the home office the peak of the great film load which
opened at Brussels. Later, offices will be
of the corporation in a series of con- poured in upon Great Britain was passed opened at Lille, Lyon, Marseilles and
ferences on the European film situation some months ago. Beginning next Sepwith E. E. Shauer, director of the fortember British releases will be pracIn addition to his duties as general
eign department.
tically stabilized on a basis of a twelve
Bordeaux."
foreign representative, Mr. Graham is
"While there is no immediate promise months' interval between trade show and
of speedy improvement in the European release dates. During the period of the managing director of the following corporations Famous
:
Players Film Comfilm industry as it affects the American
excess film supply this interval has been
export business, there is a promise of as long as eighteen months or more.
pany, Ltd., Paramount's European parent company ; Famous-Lasky Film Servbetter things to come within the next
ice, Ltd., the British Distributing orBooking
Situation
Better
two years," said Mr. Graham. "Inasganization, and Famous Players-Lasky
much as the depressed condition of the
British Producers, Ltd., the Paramount
the period following the war
various European money values has the"During
country was flooded with more prod- British producing organization. Mr.
uct that it could take care of or its needs Graham was preceded to New York by
served as a big handicap to American exporters, the rapid improvement in Brit- demanded. As a result exhibitors were his wife and daughter, who will return
ish, French and other European ex- booking more pictures than they could with him to London in Fanuary.
changes should be accepted as an encouruse — in some cases seven times their
aging sign for the future. Should the capacity. With the passing of the peak
Washington conference be successful in load of film indiscriminate booking is berelieving European and other governcoming less noticeable. Therefore book- Paramount
LoseWon't
James Cruze
ments of some of their great armament
ings for the year beginning September,
burdens, business undoubtedly will be 1922, will be more in line with the actual
Rumors that James Cruze, the direcstimulated and the exchange of those needs of the individual theatre. This
tor, would sever his connection with
countries hardest hit by deflation un- marks a great step forward in the BritFamous Players-Lasky at the end of the
doubtedly will make more rapid strides
year are unfounded and arrangements
ish industry and undoubtedly will prove
toward recovery.
beneficial to all branches of the film are now under way to retain his services.
trade.
There is no doubt that Mr. Cruze will
Physical Changes Fezu
remain with Paramount for some time
"The progress made towards the stabi- to come.
lization of booking conditions has served
"Physical changes in the British industry have not been numerous. Except for to eliminate much of the discussion on
the completion of those theatres for the subject of block booking, which has
He is at present engaged on "Is Matriwhich licenses were obtained before the
A Failure?" a Paramount special
unfortunately been very much confused comedy monywith
T. Roy Barnes in the leadwar, there has been little theatre build- with the practice of some renters who
ing role and Walter Hiers, Lila Lee, Lois
ing. I do not believe the problems
really followed blind booking. The law Wilson and others in the cast. Mr.
brought about by the shortage of theatres of supply and demand is operating to
will be solved in fewer than three to remove some of these difficulties of the Cruze has directed some of the most successful Paramount pictures and recently
past, with the result that the British ex- completed "One Glorious Day," featurhibitor will in future devote more attening: Will Rogers and Lila Lee.
Theatres Get Clean
tion to the selection of his pictures. UnBill of Health
doubtedly the exercise of greater care in
his bookings, will enable the exhibitor
Binghamton and Cortland moNo More Vaudeville
to present a more attractive program for
tion pictures were given a clean
his patrons.
bill of health last week by Ansel
The Century Theatre, Mishawaka, Ind., has announced a
W. Brown, of the New York
German
Conditions
Chaotic
change in policy. The custom of
State Motion Picture Commispresenting vaudeville acts will be
sion, on a visit of inspection to
"Conditions in Gemany are still in a
these two cities. In fact, Mr.
discontinued and the entire prochaotic state as the result of the collapse
gram will be devoted to moving
Brown characterized the houses
of the mark. No one seems to know
in Binghamton as being as clean
just what will happen next. At present
pictures.
A seven-piece orchestra has
very few American pictures are finding
as the proverbial hound's tooth.
Mr. Brown is spending this week
been engaged to furnish the musitheir way into Germany as the result of
cal accompaniment for the picin the Auburn and Geneva disthe embargo. There is the possibility
tures.
trict.
that the German government will take
some action next spring to remove this
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Because there are several foreign productions of "The Two Orphans," the D.
W. Griffith production has been named
"Orphans of the Storm." This will serve
to identify the picture fully and the Griffith organization has done a wise thing in
thus settling all disputes in advance.

the whole thing about. On . this basis
appeals are being made for money from
exhibitors.
This is on a par with a program of pretense by which exhibitors are being deceived. They are being deceived into
thinking that all who would tell the truth
in matters which are vital to our business
Published
the Chalmers
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ComSany, 516weekly
Fifth byAvenue,
New York
(Telephone:
lurray
Hill
1610-13).
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Price:
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publication is dedicated to the service of the
moving picture industry in
all of its elements. Its
foundation is character, its
watchword is enterprise,
its aim is betterment.

are hirelings and "kept" men. Certainly
the spirit of fair play in our industry is
not dead. Surely the exhibitors will soon
find out who really are their firm friends
and conscientious advisers.
We are glad that Senator Smoot, who
could scarcely be called a "tool of the interests" (whatever that is), saw fit to correct a wrong impression and to characterize the false claims as "apparently for
personal advantages or for the purpose of
furthering factional advantages." When
Senator Walker introduced Sydney Cohen

A new type of industrial picture that
justifies its own presence by the brains
evident in its preparation and the entertainment and instruction it affords made
its bow at the Rialto Theatre in New
York this week under the title "A Movie
Trip Through Filmland." The subject is
two reels long and is notable because of
the attention it attracted from the newspapers. It was reviewed at length and
complimented highly. The public is interested inthe making of moving pictures
and the Eastman Company has produced
a picture of the making of film in its
plant at Rochester which is comparable
to a personal tour through Kodak Park
in company wtih a competent guide. It
has the added advantage of hitting only
the high spots and saving a world of time.

at a recent meeting as the "George Washington of the Motion Picture Industry"
he must have referred only to the use of
the axe on the cherry tree and not to the
subsequent life of the father of our country. The reference, in our opinion, is a
close approach to blasphemy.

This

IN the news columns in this issue we
print a letter written by United States
Senator Reed Smoot to William A.
Brady. This letter gives a clear view of
the facts and it presents them from a
source wholly disinterested and aside and
apart from the industry. Senator Smoot,
at whose hands our business received just
consideration as well as cordial co-operation, says that the detailed information
from the industry which enabled him to
force the repeal of the five per cent, tax
came from Mr. Brady, Mr. Saul Rogers
and Mr. Jack Connolly, and that he recalls no other information from other
sources in our business either before or
during the hearings and the final action
of the Senate.
Moving Picture World advised the industry fully of this situation before any
claims were made to the contrary. Sydney Cohen knew that neither he nor his
political handy boys had anything whatever to do with the tax repeal. Yet by
bulletins and in speeches he has permitted the impression that he brought
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Production
Control
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and
side
street,
street of India, large
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produce
the
both
THE interest of
ing the exclusive services of an art direc- French chateau, concrete
tank of 200,000
and the Los Angeles banks has
tor of the regular studio staff, also the
been aroused by the new plan of art and technical director and assistant ; gallon capacity, and all settings belongco-operative production control adopted the property superintendent, chief elec- dios. ing to companies operating in these stutrician, transportation manager, casting
by the United Studios, Inc., which is acStock Scenery Units
quiring the massive Brunton Studios with director and assistant ; location manager,
a formidable list of producers and stars purchasing agent and storekeeper.
"Stock scenery units, including office
on its roster of tenants.
"Janitor and general watchman serv- sets, bank sets, library sets, bedroom sets,
According to M. C. Levee, president of
ices; office accommodations, including jail partitions, ship beams and cabins,
the United Studios, the financial institu- telephone service; stage space, projection wainscoting, flats, pilasters, columns,
tions have made a careful and scientific
room, including service of operator, cut- newel posts, stairways, balusters, balusting rooms, concrete vault for negative
analysis of this method of operation, untrades, door frames and doors, fire places,
der which the producer is charged a flat and film ; dressing rooms for cast and western bars, window frames and winfee per picture, and have concluded that extras ; special suites completely f urdows, arches, openings, ornamental peit is the logical plan through which the
riod hardware, miscellaneous backings,
producer can operate most economically
diffusers, parallels, canvases and velvets,
and successfully. In addition, declares
reflectors,
rope nets, rain effects.
Producers and Stars on the
Mr. Levee, these banks indicate that they
"Draperies,
including portieres and
will be more willing to negotiate with
United Studios Roster
curtains of every description ; properties,
producers who'seek capital to operate unincluding period, modern and character
MARY PICKFORD
der this policy.
furniture, tapestries, pictures, electrical
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
The blanket fee is determined in adfixtures, hand props, palms, plants and
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK
flowers, box cars, fire engines, gondolas,
vance by negotiation between the proNorma Talmadge
ducer and the studios, and is based upon
canoes, period vehicles.
the class of production and the number
Constance Talmadge
"Electrical equipment, including arc
of pictures to be produced. Labor is
MME. NAZIMOVA
spot lights, overheads, special 120
lights,
provided on an hourly basis, at cost, and
ampere spotlight, special baby spot lamps,
JACKIE COOGAN PRODUCmaterial is furnished at wholesale cost
domes, Cooper-Hewitt banks, wind maTIONS
at about 25 per cent, under the market
chines, lightning machines, generator
ALLEN HOLUBAR
trucks,
transformer wagons, cables, feeds,
because of the co-operative buying power
Dorothy
Phillips
of the studios. Under such a policy the
switchboards and plugging boxes.
RICHARD WALTON TULLY
producer knows before he commences
"Labor on an hourly basis, at cost;
production, within a few dollars of how
Guy Bates Post
material at cost, obtained through comuch his picture is to cost him.
CHESTER BENNETT PRODUCoperative buying power with saving of
TIONS
about 25 per cent, under the market;
Await Selznick Stars
Jane Novak
miscellaneous equipment including fire
The United plan has attracted such big
B.
B.
HAMPTON
PRODUChose,
hose carts and fire extinguishers."
Eastern producers as Joseph M. Schenck,
TIONS
Mr. Levee declares that the new
plan
who has already established Norma TalLEWIS J. SELZNICK
of
supplying
labor
at
cost
on
an
hourly
madge and Constance Talmadge at the
basis will mean a considerable saving
Elaine Hammerstein
United Studios. Lewis J. Selznick is also
to the producer, because once his sets are
sending to the United a special producbuilt he will not have to carry a carEugene Moore
O'Brien
Owen
tion unit which is to commence its series
penter, painter or mechanic on his paySpecial Unit
roll. Electricians and property men will
with Eugene Walters' "The Easiest
J. L. FROTHINGHAM PRODUCbe charged to the producer only while
Way," and three of his stars, Elaine
TIONS
actually being used by him.
Hammerstein,
Eugene
O'Brien
and
Owen
Moore, will soon be at work on the same
EMORY JOHNSON PRODUCTIONS
grounds.
New Haven Film Houses
HAMILTON-WHITE COMEDIES
In discussing the newly adopted plan
Mr. Levee said :
Must Get New Licenses
"The reorganization of these studios is
As a result of the disastrous picture
being met with hearty approval, as is
demonstrated by the class of independent nished for stars ; storage facilities for theatre fire in New Haven recently,
Mayor Fitzgerald on December 9 inproducing units actually operating in our props, scenery, etc.
structed Chief of Police Smith to recall
"Studio grounds, including approxistudios. The Los Angeles financial instimately thirty-three and one-half acres for the license of every picture house in the
tutions, after carefully scrutinizing the
new United Studios plan of operation, exterior settings ; mechanical devices in city. The management of each will have
have indicated that they will be more mill, electrical, blacksmith and tin shops, forty-eight hours of grace in which to
willing to negotiate with producers who including over twenty different kinds of comply. Thereafter, each may apply for
a new license.
seek capital to produce under this policy. machines.
"Permanent
exterior
street
scenes
and
Yale gymnasium was closed the same
The Facilities
settings belonging to this company, in- day because of a lack of fire escapes and
cluding the Mexican street with patio radical changes will be made in the build"Here is a summary of the organization and production facilities which are and hacienda adjoinment; New England
ing. The state police have thus far closed
included under the blanket charge to the or Southern street, Early Western street, six picture houses in the state on the
New York City dock street, New York
charge that the law on safety has not
producer :
been complied with.
"Services of department heads, includ- or London tenement district, London
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Through the pages of the Moving
Picture World, I am grateful for this
opportunity to extend the greetings
of the season to all of my friends in
the motion picture business.
In reply to your question, "What
is the one thing most needed in the
industry at the present time?" my
answer is "New Faces on the
Screen."
Without in any way disparaging
the excellent work being done by our
popular favorites, I am convinced
that the public would welcome greater variety in the interpretation of
photoplays. There has been a tendency to place too much emphasis
on types and too little on the development of new screen personalities.
I believe that in this great country
there are many young people who
should be given an opportunity in
our studios. It is our task to find
them.
SAMUEL GOLDWYN,
President, Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation.
At the close of this year 1921 let us
congratulate ourselves that we have
solved probably the most vital problem with which we have been confronted— a problem which, in fact,
has been with us since the industry
\\;is born. Wre have found out what
the public wants! For years we have
beeen feeling around, trying this policy and that. We have tried capitalizing the popularity of stars. We
have experimented with famous
stories and famous plays. From time
to time we have thrown the entire
burden upon our directors. But 1921
has taught us that only the big, special production in which are combined all these forces will definitely
satisfy what we may reasonably call
the entire public. That is the kind
of production that has been the one
and only real consistent success this
year. The records of the box-offices
this year have proved it. They have
fixed our policy for the future.
The
Season's Greetings are extended to all.
ADOLPH ZUKOR,
President, Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation.
Greetings and best wishes for a
prosperous and Happy New Year to
everyone connected with the motion
picture
industrypolicy
and always
will beEquity's
the policy
of has
the
square deal. It's the policy we have
built this business upon and the policy that prompted the firm name.
Plans for 1922 point to big things,
and in these accomplishments we
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hope to share our prosperity with
those we number among our many
friends and clients and to those who
have yet to become our clients and
friends.
/. I SCHNITZER,
President, Equity
Pictures Corp.
Twenty-four Hodkinson Branch
Exchanges celebrate their first
Christmas by conveying to the theatre owners of the country their
warmest appreciation of the support
accorded their producet in the first
two months of independent operation.
I should say that man-power is one
of the industry's greatest needs — not
in numbers, but in the breadth of vision and steadfastness of purpose
necessary to bring about that co-ordination of interests which will push
the business forward on sounder
economic principles.
Phenomenal as has been its growth
I doubt if the motion picture industry
has even begun to exercise its broad
functions to their fullest extent, and
in the further development of its possibilities we shall witness a greater
expansion than we have heretofore
known.
W. W. HODKINSON,
President, W.son W.
Corp. HodkinOn the occasion of this season of
glad tidings and good will to men,
we want to express one sincere wish
— may the year 1922 be to every factor in this vast industry of ours an
exceptional year in its broadest
sense.
A. S. KIRKPATRICK,
Vice-President , Exceptioml
Pictures Corp.
On behalf of Mae Murray, Robert
Z. Leonard and the directing heads of
the Tiffany Productions. Inc., I extend the season's kindest felicitations
to our fellow workers in every
branch of the great motion picture
fraternity.
May tiie New Year be rich in opportunity and achievement; may we
all labor with the best interests of the
industry at heart, and in our labor
find both profit and pleasure.
May we have a full realization of
the fact that we are servants to the
American Public, and that upon us
rests a serious responsibility and
may we always be true to that responsibility.
M. H. HOFFMAN,
Inc.
J'icc-President, Tiffany
Productions.

Recited

Personally, and on behalf of Pathe
Exchange, I prize this opportunity
of expressing to motion picture exhibitors our heartiest Christmas
greetings and best wishes for a prosperous new year. These are not
empty wishes, for they rest upon convictions daily growing stronger that
1922 will be a year fruitful in returns
for all who have been diligent in adjusting themselves to the changed
conditions. These include tin great
majority of motion picture exhibitors, the very nature of whose investment requires them to be especially
vigilant. Upon their discernment of
their patrons' preferences the forces
of production and distribution depend for guidance. That, in fact, is
what the industry most needs more
accurate information of this kind and
a consequently greater certainty of
satisfying different tastes and keeping the picture theatres filled.
PAUL BRUNET,
President, Pathe Exchange, Inc.
As one friend to another, I want to
extend my best Yule-tide wishes to
the Moving Picture World and to its
exhibitor patrons. Friendly co-operation betweeen producers, exhibitors
and other branches of the moving
picture
should
be the more
keynote forindustry
1922. Less
mistrust
open-hearted dealings and. above all,
co-operative service to the public
must prevail, if moving pictures are
to progress in quality and in popular
esteem. You can count on Universal.
CARL LAEMMLE.
President, Universal Film
Manufacturing Company
To everyone in the motion picture
industry,
Educationalfor Pictures
extends congratulations
the forward
steps made against obstacles in 1921.
and its hope for prosperity during
1922. Our best wish for the industry
is that the coming year will see the
end of judging pictures solely by
their length. This will mean an increase in diversified short subject
programs
— "screen
vaudeville"
and
pictures in
five reels
or more — only
when the story warrants this length.
The result will be more concentrated
value in return for the box office admis ions— a better pleased motion
picture going public.
E. W. HAMMONS.
President, Educational Film
Exchanges, Inc.
To my mind the greatest need of
the film industry is that it be conducted on a sound commercial basis.
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am the child of man's genius, the triumph of man over space
and time. I am a mute, but I am eloquent to millions.
I travel desert sands, I climb the tallest mountain peaks, I
traverse prairie, glacier, jungle, forest, sea and air and bring
the vision of my journeys to the eyes of common men.

I

am the pleasant hour of prince and child, of master mind and
little boy. I instruct, I delight, I thrill, I entertain, I please,
I shock, I cheer, I move the world to laughter and to tears.

am the sublime story teller of all the ages.
greater brother.

I am

the drama's

have more friends than all the friendly men of Earth. I stir
the blood, I quicken the pulses, I encourage the imagination,
I stimulate the young, I comfort and I solace the old and
sorrowing.
I bring priceless gifts and make them yours.
show more of travel than all the books penned by all the
writers of the world. I preach sermons to congregations
greater than the combined flocks of the pulpits of all lands,
I make for happiness, I make for kindliness, I am the one great
international friend.
1

am history, written for generations to come in a tongue that
every race and sect and creed can understand. I preserve
heroes for posterity. I give centuries more of life to the arts
and sciences.
am
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the Motion

I am

man's

greatest and noblest invention.
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To know that you
will be happy and
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May 1922 be the
biggest, finest year in
all your business history.
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Whose ability to produce odd and out of the ordinary
pictures is best demonstrated in his latest Independent

"Fifty
Candles"
From the Saturday
Evening Post Story
by Earl Derr Biggers
Released through Hodlcinson Exchanges
J

Scene from "Star Dim" a First National Attrac
titn, starring Hope Hampton.

"STARDUST"
and

"THE

LIGHT

IN

DARK"
THE
Two First National
Attractions
starring
HOPE
HAMPTON

Hope Hampton and Lou Chancy from a scene
in
Lightfeature.
m The Dark." Miss Hampton's
nextThe
starring

'STARDUST'
is now being shown in
leading theatres and is
meetingderfulwith
wonsuccess the
predicted
for it
THE

LIGHT

is at present being proDARK"
THE
duced at Fort
Lee It
will not be ready for
release until after the
first of the New Year.

The opera scene "Thais" it one of the big
momenta
in "Starmaking
Dust."her This
Hope Hampton,
debut.shows the star,

"The Light m The Dark" is now being produced at Fort Lee. Hope Hampton is starring it.

IN

Another scene from "Star Dust," Hope Hampton's present starring production.

WHITMAN

BENNETT

STUDIOS
YONKERS,

W.

O.

THE

HURST,

HOME

PRODUCTIONS
SEASON
SPECIAL

N.

OF

Y.

Manager

ARTISTIC

DEVOTED

EXCLUSIVELY
RELEASES

UNITED

FOR

THIS
TO
THE

ARTISTS

ARTHUR

EDMUND

CAREW

IN

'THE

PRODIGAL

JUDGE'

Featured in:
The Palace of Darkened
Windows', 'Rio Grande',
•Breath of the Gods',
With Anita Stewart in:
'Playthings of Destiny'
Now FEATURED
WITH SIGRID
HOLMQUIST AND
MONTE BLUE IN
ERNEST
WOOD'S

SMALL'MY OLD

KENTUCKY

HOME'
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What

the

Confidence Is the Best
Asset for the New Year
To be of value, any forecast of the
year 1922 with respect to what it holds
for the motion picture
industry must be
based upon indications
equally affecting business in general, not
only in the United
States but throughout
the world. The main
interference with normal business conditions has been of an
international character
— world-wide uncertainty regarding the
attitude of the great nations toward one
another, serious post-war problems apparently incapable of solution and several of the world's best markets virtually
bankrupt. Toward the end of 1921, however, events began to shape themselves
into a message of confidence which already has produced practical results on
both sides of the Atlantic.
The advance of the English pound sterling, the French franc and the German
mark, are healthful and confidence-inspiring indications. They are eloquent for
steady improvement of all lines of business during the coming year, in which the
motion picture industry inevitably must
share.

Producing and Exhibiting
Overhead Must Be Reduced
Two factors must be constantly borne
in mind during 1922 — the need for big
pictures — bigger than
ever before — and the
necessity for economy.
The industry has
been passing through
the most critical period
of its history. We
now can see the light
l^^H
^k^njHV
in the clearing and we
^k^flF
know that with big
MELA
pictures we shall be
well on the way to
prosperity in 1922. But we have a long
distance to travel before we are out of the
woods. Good sense demands that extravagance must cease — extravagance
not only in production methods but in exhibitor policy.
Producing and exhibiting overhead
must be reduced materially. Strict economy must prevail. We must study our
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Year

public more closely than ever before. We
must give it what it wants, but without
side trimmings that it doesn't want. Let
our patrons have their money's worth, but
let's all keep our feet on the ground.
That is the safest policy — the only sensible one — for the coming year.

Forecast
Has

in

Store

worthwhile propositions, who are content
with a fair profit, who "shoot square."
2^
Sincerity, Confidence and
Hard Work Bring Victory
The coming year will see victory given
to those strong of inpurpose,
effort. and
Everysincere
step

New Arrangement Between
Branches of the Industry
The year 1922 will see the climax of
the period of transition which is adjusting the arrangement
of the producer, the
distributor, and the
exhibitor, upon a more
equitable basis.
It will be gradual
and slow ; nothing
phenomenal will occur.
Anything
be durable andtopowerful,
must be built slowly.
Yet, ihe fact that such
condition does exist should be the cause
for the greatest optimism on the part of
every factor in this vast industry of ours.
It points unmistakably to increased prosperity for the year 1922, and a continued
success, building with ever-increasing momentum, for every future year's prosperity, even beyond the dreams of the most
hopeful.

of progress must be
pavedtion andwith
hard preparawork.
There will be no
place for the slacker,
or straggler in our
ranks, for all of us
will have to buckle
down to hard work,
firm in our confidence
in our industry, and
sure of our own ability to produce the
The day of the hit or miss specialist
is
past — everyone will have to do or die.
goods.

Bending

Every

Effort for

Betterment and Progress
So far as it is possible to forecast, I
believe that 1922 will be a year of progress for the motion
picture industry, a
year of settlement, of
getting down to bed
rock, of taking stock
and setting out with a
A Better Industry in All
new foundation that
Branches During New Year
will prove a better and
Ik
more successful one in
A better industry all around. The
the long run.
Boaters, the get-rich-quick promoters ; mm jmmmmmwm The organizations
in fact all of
with which I am aft h e undesirables
filiated will bend every effort toward the
who do everything to
hurt and nothing to betterment and progress of the independent field. We have always striven to uphelp motion pictures
hold the standard of the independents to
will not be with us in
1922. The year just help in the creation of a definite and imfinished has cured
portant place for this branch of the industry. We believe we have reached this
them, I think.
and
will
hold to a very high standard of
We need business
men in the real sense production and distribution.
of the word — particularlv
in the field of state right endeavor. Men who are willing to work, to
place their money and confidence in
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Output to Consist of
Star Series and Specials
London, England, December 10//i.
The motion picture industry is considerably interested in
tor the
outlook
the
^MH|^BH|
M^^^'^B
^^K.
■
mI

attention
our
Star Series
attrac-to
particular
tions which have been
growing steadily in favor. There will be a
number of big specials,
including "The Easiest Way," "Justice,"
and the as yet unnamed Owen Moore
production. The names of Elaine Hammerstein,
O'Brien,
Tearle. OwenEugene
Moore and
DirectorConway
Ralph
I nee have come to mean a great deal to
the picture-going
— and
they'll
mean
a whole lot morepublic
before
the Christmas season of 1922.
MYROX SELZXICK.
Test in Which

Only Fittest Will Survive
Soon merchants will be taking inventory and the motion picture industry
should take stock of
itself. The past year
has been an unprecedentedly difficult one
in the commercial
world. Generally, producers, distributors
and exhibitors have
made a brave fight
against adversity and
it is still necessary to
show a united front.
The coming year will be an endurance
test in which only the fit will survive, and
there must be closer co-operation between
distributors and producers. Contracts
must be inviolable, so as not to leave all
the burden upon producers. Only so can
the independent market be secure.

A Good Product

and Title

Plus Advertising Will Win
First and foremost you've got to capture the interest of the public with your
product. The product
must be good and
must live up to expectations. In order
to capture the public
interest, you've got to
have a good box-office
title.
These, backed by a
sweeping publicity and
advertising campaign
by the enterprising
showman will be the big winners of the
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coming year. Given a good production,
picture theatre men have got to realize
that every avenue of exploitation must
be used to put the picture on the money
making side of the register. Then the
so-called days of depression will be a
thing of the past.

are going right ahead
with the production of
better picture?, paying

slA
HI
^^fc^
^^
B^
^B
^^\^B>|^
v^e,*^B

Endurance

PICTURE

change will bring about the good times
that were short stopped by the great war.
Give the exhibitors a square deal. Give
them good pictures at living prices so that
we may at least uphold the present condition of things and keep from slipping
back. Holding fast to conditions and applying that sure fire Yankee hustle will
pull the industry out of the fire into days
of sunshine and prosperity.
/. /. SCHX1TZER.
Must

Closer Co-ordination with
Exhibitor to Add Strength
If the closing days of the old year are
to be taken as indicative of what we may
expect during the
course of the new
year, I should say that
1922 is destined to see
many important
developments inthe motion
picture industry. The
yearval ofwill
see a survithe fittest.
I believe that the
closer coordination of
the exhibitor interests
will find the position of the theatre owner
strengthened, and in the strength of the
exhibitor lies the hope of improved
product.
There will, of course, be the inevitable
agitation over regulation, in the form of
censorship and other coersive legislation.
The industry has gone far this year in
obviating the necessity for censorship by
building cleaner product. Let it redouble
its efforts in this direction during 1922,
and the spectre of the censor will vanish
for want of work.

Cater to Demand

for

Bigger and Better Pictures
Nineteen twenty-two will be a year of
awakening for the motion picture industry. The producer
and the exhibitor who
do their part to satisfy
the public appetite for
bigger tures,
andwill reach
better new
picattainments.
The picture public
is no 'onger the unsophisticated public of
five years ago. We
have educated the public, elevated their sense of the dramatic
and improved their taste for the artistic,
and now we must satisfy this new taste.
There is no greater teacher than the motion picture, and this fact itself has made
shrewd and not easily satisfied critics of
our public.
Nineteen twenty-two will be a great
vear for big productions and for real
showmen. It will be the hardest year of
the industry's history for producers and
exhibitors
who fail to recognize the public's new demand.

h: creased Prosperity for
Give Exhibitors Square
Deal and Good Pictures
That the industry has turned the corner is certain. Although the progress
that has been made in
the past three months
has been slow. I look
for it to increase by
leaps and bounds in
the new year just
ahead. The settlement
of international problems shows men are
learning that co-operation is the keystone of
permancy and peace.
It's my guess that the Fall of 1922 will
see the picture business back on a prosperous basis again and that the end of
1°22 will see all the industries of America
busily engaged in the production of goods
which with the stabilization of foreign ex-

the Industry in 1922
Business is emerging from the cloud of
uncertainty which followed the chaos of
post-war depression.
Recent political and
economic developments. l)oth national
and international,
promise
a new era
understanding.
Theof
subsequent
in taxation reduction
and the
broadening of world
markets seems assured.
Production is increasing in due proportion to the public demand and unemployment is gradually decreasing.
By all indications business is certainly
on the upward swing.
We must not anticijuite a tremendous
progress all at once, yet the situation in all
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merchandising fields is certainly most encouraging. The motion picture industry
will assuredly share in the increasing
prosperity which is going to make itself
felt during 1922.

PICTURE

pendence of thought, judgment and action. Arrow's forecast for 1922 is that
the independent movement will grow by
leaps.
W. E. SHALLENBERGER.
Solid, Steady, Stable

Big Productions

Have

Made

Good and Are Here to Stay
What has been the big thing in 1921 ?
The big picture! Reaching the market
the inat a timedustrywhen
.—^^^
was facing the
B^^»^^^B

mustall serious
situation
in
its history,
the
that
producti
big
1
ons
f^
were delivered from
A
T B
the studios in just the
*""**" nick of time and
in
A^Kg^fl
sufficient quantity actually saved the day.
tfl Such
K
^HHBi
productions have
long been the hope and
the promise of producers and distributors.
We have all been working toward that
end for a long time, diligently and conscientiously, but I do not hesitate to say
that it was sheer necessity that finally
opened the portals to success. The big
picture, with its value fully proved in so
many instances during the past year, is
here to stay. It inevitably means the
passing of the mediocre and the establishing of the motion picture on the very
heights of artistic achievement.

Independent Movement Will
Continue Its Rapid Growth
The motion picture industry in 1922
will witness the elimination of many elements that hamper its
progress. The fittest,
those who are mentally
best qualified to undertake the work of
producing motion pictures and distributing
them will survive.
A study of the motion picture industry
in the last decade
shows there are. a
number of incompetent persons who
thought they could make and distribute
motion pictures satisfying the needs of
the public.
It cannot be too strongly insisted upon
that the motion picture field demands
mental qualifications of the highest order.
The motion picture industry owes
everything to Independence — to inde-
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Prosperity Will Return
There have been clouds on the business
horizon, and there has been a certain depresion—■ and suspense. Events in the
last few weeks have
shown that the clouds
are lifting, and the
suspense naturally is
lightening.
It is my opinion that
the coming year will
see business conditions
in the motion picture
industry at as high a
point of prosperity as they were at any
time before the beginning of the European War.
It can scarcely be expected that the
abnormally inflated business conditions
of our own war period will be repeated,
but it is my firm belief that the solid,
steady, permanent and stable prosperity
of the pre-war period will return — and
that it is right at the door.

For Pictures That Justify
Increased Playing Dates
The movement towards longer runs has
been gradual, but none the less certain
and we are concentrating on pictures
that willhibitorsjustify
exin extending
the number of their

Big Pictures Will Oust
Lethargy and Pessimism
Because of its big productions — the
only real stimulus to dispel the industry's
lethargy and pessimism— Metro expects
1922 to be the most
signally successful
in its life as a produccompany.
ing and distributing
The Metro organiJL
W
has a running start in
^^^.^^^MB^ the big productions
phs
.y has trium
|^2l^^
it alread
released
and which show no signs of having spent
even a fraction of their box-office power ;
and we have scheduled, so that their sensations will overlap those of the first two
big ones, two forthcoming Ingram pictures, the new series of Tiffany productions, and an extraordinary French screen
W. E. ATKINSON.
play.
Better Screen Stories By
the World's Best Writers
Watch 1922! It is to be a year of
Good Will. A re-action to blue-law agitation is setting in.
Depression in other
amusement fields has
made millions of new
moving picture fans.
Excellence of production, both in long and
short subjects, can
hold them.
Keep your eye on
Short Subjects this
ing into their ownyear.
again.They are comLeading writers have learned their lesson. The Screen is an individual art and
its technique is solely its own. The future holds promise of better screen stories,
written in terms of the screen, by the
world's best pens.

playing
"The dates.
Old Nest"
and ''Dangerous
im^' j«j
■■■kdr \

Curve Ahead"
examples
of whatare may
be accomplished
through the merit of
story and production without relying on
the names of stars.
To start the new year, the Goldwyn
Company has another picture of extraorquality "The
Flood,"
faith is dinary
centered
in the Sin
picture
as a where
whole
and not in the value of a star's name.
The optimism reflected through our organization ibased
s
on the knowledge that
never have we entered on a new year with
so many productions of outstanding
merit ready for distribution.

Quality and Not Length
in Judging
Filmthe 'sNew
Merit
Educational
approaches
Year
with its hopes high and with
fidencefull
inspiredconby
comments from exhibitors tlxit we have
been of real service to
them during our first
We take great pride
in believing that we
have greatly raised the
standard of the short
reel, where it is no
year.
longer considered a
"filler," but a feature well worth exploit-
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ing. If a story can be told in two reels,
and instead is lengthened into five reels,
the entire industry suffers.
Educational Pictures will continue its
crusade to have pictures judged by their
merits, and not by their length. Educational's entire strength and weight will
back up the exhibitor in giving audiences
real entertainment with diversified programs.

New Year to See Further
Stabilization and Economy
Forecast of 1922
I am not particularly desirous of being
placed in the light of a prophet because
so many things happen in this ever changing industry that what
may seem possible today may seem impossible tomorrow. However, in a general way
I feel certain that
whatever does happen
there is sure to be a
closer approach to
stabilization, a further
extravagance'
and industry.
of waste
elimination
and
accordingly
a healthier
The various elements that comprise this
wonderful business have come to the realization that deflation is absolutely necessary if the industry is to survive, and
with this remedy in progress there is no
reason why the coming year should not
be good.

Walker Repeats Speech
Addressing the semi-annual
convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Wisconsin at Milwaukee on December
19, Senator James J. Walker, the
national counsel, again discussed
the controversy of the national
officials with Associated First
National Pictures and in practically the same language he has
used at other similar exhibitor
meetings, he said that First National's policy of silence meant
contempt or fear.
President Sydney Cohen devoted some time to calling
Hiram Abrams, president of the
United Artists Corporation, a
"parasite." He also urged uV
use of the Urban Movie Chats by
exhibitors.
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Pictures

Exploitation

Company

to Add

T with the return of
COINCI
IrvingDEN
M. Lesser, general manager
of Western Pictures Exploitation
Company, to the home office in Los Anannouncement
that now
sevnew units will be was
eralgeles,
addedmade
to those
making independent productions for distribution bythis firm.
Mr. Lesser has just completed a transcontinental trade survey and selling campaign in behalf of independent producers
operating in the Los Angeles film colony,
and he has found that conditions justify
an increase in production.
Michael Rosenberg, treasurer of Western Pictures, and Mr. Lesser have been
in conference since Mr. Lesser's return
with a director of prominence and a
feminine star who has played leading
roles with practically all of the foremost
male stars of the screen.
There is a possibility, too, that the Irving Cummings Northwest Mounted Police stories, now being made in two-reel
lengths, will be increased to five-reels.
Existing contracts for the Maple Leaf
Specials, as the Cummings pictures are
known, must be carried out before the
added footage can be put on.
Mr. Lesser said that he was what might
be termed "a conservative optimist," in
that he always had to see definite evidence of prosperity before accepting reports of it.
Middle West "Tight"
"In the Middle West there appears
to be a tightness of money, and in the
New England states theatre owners are
not doing the business they should," said
he. "But in the eastern, central eastern,
southern and western states all of our
product is being contrated for and playing to good houses.
"Since my return I have had an opportunity to talk with the independent producers working under our banner and I
can safely predict that productions now
in the making will pleasantly surprise
state rights buyers everywhere.
"Lester Cuneo is just completing 'Silver Spurs,' an unusual story of big drama
and thrills. It was something of an experiment when Charles W. Mack, general
manager of the Doubleday Productions,
allowed the authors, Henry McCarty and
Leo Meehan, to direct. Mr. Mack is enthusiastic over the picture.
"Dick Hatton has finished his third
Prairie Production, temporarily titled
'The Black Ranch,' but which is now
called 'The Fightin' Fool.' His other two
pictures, 'Fearless Dick' and 'The HellWest," westerns
were fast,I have
but this
one of houndtheof theswiftest
seenis
in a long time.
"Louis Burston telephoned me today
that he expects to make the last cut in
David Butler's 'The Milky Way' in a
day or so. He says he does not want
me to see it until every title is in, and

Producing

Units

he declares that if I don't say it is a
knockout then he is all wrong in his judgment of picture values, and he is an inveterate tan himself. 'The Milky Way'
was written especially for Dave Butler
by Lottie Horner and Clyde Westover.
Mr. Westover is a successful novelist,
having half a dozen popular novels on
the market.
"There is a distinct novelty in Irving
Cummings' latest Maple Leaf Special,
"Campbell of the Mounted.' It requires
courage and imagination to get away
from the commonplace, but Mr. Cummings has done it. It is a Northwest
Mounted Police story two reels in length,
with very fine atmosphere, unusual acting, swift-moving incident and a twist
at the finish that will make audiences
want to see more of the Cummings productions.
"Two of the Cactus Features, two-reel
westerns, have been completed. While I
have not had an opportunity to see them,
I hear they are far superior to any tworeelers of their kind on the market.
Maryon inAye
'Bob'Features.
Reeves are
costarred
the and
Cactus
Albert
Rogell is directing and Victor Hugo Halperin writing the stories for the RogellBrown Company, the producers."
America
Foreign

Need

Not Fear

Competition

etition in
foreign comp
A need not fear
AMERIC
motion pictures, according to a comprehensive report
just made by Secretary of Commerce Hoover in response to a
Senate resolution asking the
Secretary of Commerce to report the development of the industry in foreign countries and
the extent of importation into
the United States of films of
foreign manufacture.
Mr. Hover goes into the effect
of the war upon the foreign production, declaring that the
American producers have become so intrenched in their own
country as to be well able to
take care of their business. He
points out that it is doubtful,
for instance, if Italian imports
will regain their pre-war importance.
In the report it is pointed out
that many of the films imported
from Europe never go before the
public, and doubt is expressed
that any considerable percentage
of films from either Germany or
Italy will duplicate in popularity
"Passion," "Deception," "Caligari," "The Golem" or "Theo-
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Most
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Hopeful
Unusual

SOMEONE asked me the other day
what I considered the most hopeful
sign now evident in the world of the
e. My reply wastions
"The
motion
big produc this :before
number of
unusual pictur
the public today, and the fact that more
and more are being planned for the immediate future — not to mention those that
are already completed and ready for distribution as soon as the market can absorb
them."
My questioner smiled. I knew what
was passing through his mind. He was
thinking that he had heard something like
that before, that it was "old stuff" — the
same that he had heard and read in announcements byproducers periodically for
the last half dozen years. And what, is
more, he said as much, and I had to tell
him that he was wrong, and I told him
just wherein he was wrong.
For years producing and distributing
organizations have been talking, predicting and promising
"big pictures."
of them
have been hoping
that they Some
could
make good. Others have honestly believed that they could. Most of them
were
just
eitheror they
know how tobluffing
make — good
they didn't
never
intended to try.
But today the big picture is actually
here. Look back over the past few
months — back to last January, if you
will — and consider what the screen has
presented to you during 1921. Paramount
alone has given the world "The Inside of
the Cup," William deMille's "Midsummer
Madness," Cecil B. DeMille's "Forbidden
Fruit," "The Witching Hour," "Deception," John S. Robertson's "Sentimental
Tommy," "The Great Moment," "The
Golem," "The Affairs of Anatol," "Experience," "Footlights," "The Sheik,"
"Enchantment," "Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford," "Don't Tell Everything" and
William S. Hart's "White Oak."
These are only a few of our own productions, listed in the order of release.
Other companies have done well, too, in
presenting "Way Down East," "The Old
Nest," "Over the Hill," "The Three Musketeers," "Passion," "Little Lord Fauntleroy" and "Theodora."
Take Cecil B. DeMille's "The Affairs
of Anatol," for instance. Here was Mr.
DeMille at his greatest. When we announced the galaxy of stars that were to
appear in this production, the public
gasped. Such a thing never had been
heard of before — twelve stars in one picture ! It was released simultaneously in
more than 200 of the leading theatres of
the country.
George Melford's "The Sheik" is having similar success because it deserves it.
Based upon one of the most popular
novels of the day, it was handled by its
producer in such a way that its right to
be called one of the biggest productions

Number

the
of

By JESSE L. LASKY
First Vice-President of
Famous Playcrs-Lasky Corporation
of
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John S. Robertson. Working along similar lines he has produced "Love's Boomerang" and is now in Spain making another
production,
"Spanish
the novel by
Maurice
Hewlett.Jade," from
George Mel ford has recently completed
one of the biggest productions to be
shown next year. It is "Moran of the
LadylateLetty,"
wonderful sea story by
the
Frank aNorris.
Two special comedy productions were
planned some months ago. One of them,
directed by James Cruze, has been completed. "One Glorious Day" is the title
and Will Rogers heads the cast. The
other "Is Matrimony A Failure?" is now
in the making with T. Roy Barnes in the
leading role.
Gloria Swanson will be seen in "The
Husband's Trademark" (it has a thrill
bigger than the famous ice scene in "Way
Down East") and another story, "Beyond
the Rocks," by Elinor Glyn, author of
"The Great Moment."
Betty Compson will appear in Penrhyn
Stanlaws' production, "The Law and the
Woman," adapted from the Clyde Fitch
play, "The Woman in the Case." She will
also be seen in "The Noose," a William
D. Taylor production, and in W. Somerset Maugham's story, "The Ordeal."
Agnes Ayres will soon be presented to
the public as a full-fledged star in "The
Lane bert
ThatParker.
HadSheNo isTurning,"
Gilabout to by
startSirwork
in a new William DeMille production,
"Bought and Paid For," in which she
will
appear with Jack Holt and Theodore
Roberts.

recent years cannot be disputed.
On Christmas Day we are releasing
Penrhyn Stanlaws' production of Sir
James M. Barrie's "The Little Minister,"
with Betty Compson in the stellar role of
Lady Babbie. I have always prided myself considerably on being fairly accurate
in my predictions as to how the public is
going to like a picture, once I have seen
with my own eyes the finished production.
"The Little Minister" is going to be acclaimed everywhere as the most beautiful
thing ever thrown upon the screen. Mr.
Stanlaws has produced a masterpiece, and
it is Barrie, every inch of it. As for Miss
Compson, she is simply ideal — lovely beyond my power to describe.
On January 1 we are releasing William
DeMille's production of Zona Gale's novel
and
prizeDeMille
play, "Miss
Lulu inBett."
So well
has Mr.
succeeded
transferring
this absorbing story of American small
town life that Miss Gale has actually told
us that both her story and play have been
improved upon.
When Cecil B.'DeMille and I were in
Chicago recently on our way East — Mr.
DeMille bound for Africa and Europe on
an extended vacation — an interviewer
asked me what I considered the finest picture Mr. DeMille ever made. My answer was "Fool's Paradise." The same
question was put to Mr. DeMille. His
choice was "Saturday Night." The truth
is that they are both so good that the
Wallace Reid will be seen in "The
public will have a difficult job in finding Champion," the stage play in which Grant
out which of us is the better judge of Mitchell scored a great hit a year ago ;
"Across the Continent," an automobile
pictures.
As soon as Mr. DeMille returns to
Hollywood, which will be some time in story by Byron Morgan, and "The Ghost
February, he will immediately start the
Ethel Clayton has completed "Her Own
production of Alice Duer Miller's great- Money,"
Breaker." "The Cradle," adapted from the
est story, "Manslaughter." What a story French play by Eugene Brieux, and "For
for picturization in the hands of DeMille ! the
Defense," an adaptation of the play
While negotiations for the purchase of by Elmer Rice.
Thomas Meighan will be seen next in
this story were still pending we received
more than 100 letters from people outside
"If You Believe It, It's So," by Perley
the industry recommending it for the Poore Sheehan, author of "The Whisperscreen.
ing Chorus," and later in "The Proxy
George Fitzmaurice's production of Daddy," by Edward Peple, and "Our
Leading Citizen," by George Ade.
"Peter Ibbetson," with Elsie Ferguson
and Wallace Reid in the leading roles,
On Jack Holt's list, besides the William
will soon be shown in some of the large
cities outside of New York under the DeMille special, is "While Satan Sleeps,"
an adaptation of Peter B. Kyne's "The
title of "Forever." For those who have
Parson of Panamint," while Dorothy Dalseen this production at the New York
ton,
who is featured in Mr. Melford's
Criterion, where it smashed the house
"Moran of the Lady Letty," will next be
records at legitimate theatre prices, no starred in "Tharon of Lost Valley."
comment from me is necessary.
In addition, we will have from CosThis masterpiece will be followed by
mopolitan "Boomerang Bill," with Lionel
two productions made by Mr. Fitzmaurice
Barrvmore; "Back Pay," "The Bride's
abroad, "Three Live Ghosts" and "The
Play,'" "Find the Woman," "Sisters,"
Man From Home." We have also sent to "The Young Diana," "The Price of
Europe another of our greatest directors. Beauty" and others.
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Vision,
Business;

Foresaw Popularity of Short Reels
By CHARLES S. SEW ELL
in whose field he had chosen his life
C CAPITAL, energy, service to your
■ customer, are all prominent ele- work. But — he had vision.
He assigned himself to the task of
ments of the success of any business. W ithout vision no business, even changing not only the opinion of the
given all the other factors, ever reaches buyers in his industry, but the public
the ultimate goal of its possibilities. as well ; of converting all to his conception of the value he saw where others
Countless examples are at hand within
our own business age, of the power of saw nothing, or next to nothing.
vision in business. Vision many times,
Had Courage of His Convictions
within the easy memory of us all, has
carried to success certain ventures when
He said, "1 shall make the short subother necessary adjuncts were weak or
ject that to-day is just a filler, a piece
wholly lacking. Yet no great outstand- of footage that is simply run because it
ing victory was ever attained when vision comes in the can with the feature, as
was lacking.
important as the feature itself, yes — in
Many energetic men have entered this instances the feature."
His sanity was doubted by some few
industry and made temporary or permanent gains, and their example stands out at times ; this young man with the couras a guide for ns all. They had vision.
age to place his dream against the hardThey required vision to spur them on headed practical judgment of older men
and to keep them to the track of their and of men older in the business. They
original conceptions of their chosen told him no one could get those buyers
work.
to pay a just price for fillers and therefore he could not adequately recompense
Seven Years Ago
producers for the creation of a product
One man stands out among the men of
merit along short subject lines. They
of this industry because he, a bit more
told
him he had no star, that no short
than most others, had clearer vision of
could support a star.
his destiny, or rather the destiny of the subject
This man had vision. He believed in
work he had chosen for himself, than
himself and in his conception of the
the others. Seven years ago in a little value of his ideas. He secured adequate
room on Madison avenue that would not
financial backing only after five years
today hold his private office, this man
of the gruelling struggle all pioneers
worked and dreamed a great possibility. must
face, but because he had the mental
He visualized the taking of what others
brawn,
the vigor and the perseverance,
regarded as dross and making of it a he has succeeded.
force, a compelling force in the fourth
largest industry in the world. He reaHis Star Is —
lized that to do this thing he had to
He has a star — a star that is not subcombat the prejudice, the custom, the
ject to human ills or human fraility ;
fears and the indifference of the men
a star that justifies any required investment because that star is not transient
and will not dim. He has built a star
in one short year surrounded by a welldeserved reputation for quality and
service, and it radiates. He is building a
great reputation steadily, a reputation
for honesty, fair dealing, just recompense for the service he renders. His
star will grow in splendor because short
subjects are growing in popularity, because their adaptability to any program
make them a needed addition to-day, not
a filler.
He has seen his dream come to a realization, when big first run theatres all
over the country are showing programs
made up exclusively of short subjects —
well-balanced programs, diversified programs. He stands at the head of his
chosen field of endeavor, his company
dominates the element of the industry he
chose for its work. And — he is marching steadily on.
This man has vision! The man is
E. W. HAMMONS
E. W. Hammons. His star is EducaPresident of Educational Films
tional Pictures.
Corporation

MARION DAVIES
A Christmas

Message

By MARION DAVIES
Christmas is a joy — Christmas is a
bore — Christmas is the greatest fun of
the year and the greatest nuisance. But
without the annual fuss and fun the year
would drag along right wearily, I supThere are gifts to buy — for those we
like — fine, for the others — well, it has to
be done and if we forget them they are
pose.
sure to remember us and that's an embarrassment we don't like to invite.
There's one good formula for the receiving of presents if the donor is present. Say "Um — ah — what a lovely thing
— just what I wanted!" That always
works. If the donor is far away and it
isn't whatscience beyou
— well, let your conyourwant
guide.
I like one factor of Christmas best of
all. That is the youngster's part. It is
the
great
day.tooI many
can't
dresskiddies'
too many
dollsfield
or buy
toys both for my own young relatives
and for the many little strangers — those
children for whom Christmas is a lonesome time indeed if someone isn't sure to
remind Santa Claus of their humble existence.
Take it all and all, by and far, it is
a jolly season. It brightens our jaded
spirits and makes us remember how once
we used to hope and pray for the great
day of the year. And in spite of the
nuisances involved we do like to be remembered byour friends and to remember them.
"Merry Christmas" has and always
will have a merry ring. And I wish all
my friends the brightest of Christmases
and the happiest of all New Years.
Shirley Mason, on her recent trip south,
was received by President and Mrs.
Harding at the White House. This is
the second time the Fox star has been a
guest of a President. When she was
quite a little girl, playing with Thomas
Jefferson
"Rip Van and
Winkle,"
she was
received byin President
Mrs. Taft.
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Preliminary

Examination
of the Overseas
Market
restricting our export business. The tax
THAT the American film market is public is entitled to view it as a work
only just recovering from an over- of art, if for no other reason. There is would be a boomerang; it would kill
revenue instead of producing it.
plus of indifferently done pictures, no occasion to penalize ability ; if every
and that British producers, if they plan really worthy film produced in Europe
"Only the very best of foreign films
to enter this market, must send over their were brought to this side, it would hard- come here, anyway, and these will conbest, is the opinion of W. W. Hodkinson,
tinue to come, tax or no tax. The puba moment's disturbance in our
ownly reflect
market.
lic will, as usual, foot the bill. The
president of the Hodkinson Corporation,
one thing I fear is the practical certainty
"On the other hand, such a tariff may
and a pioneer of some fifteen years' exinduce retaliatory action on the part of that any tariff we impose will very
perience in the motion picture business,
quickly result in retaliatory duties on the
as recently reported in one of the Eng- European countries, and here is where
lish magazines.
the shoe will pinch the American pro- part of European countries. Thus, the
ducer, for American pictures are poputariff imposed here wouldn't cause a rip"Perhaps you may recall," said Mr.
ple of concern, from our own standpoint,
lar in foreign markets, and the export
Hodkinson to the New York representative of the Film Renter and Moving Pic- revenue accruing to the American pro- but any action Europe took in retaliation
would seriously affect our entire export
ducer is a constantly increasing factor business.
ture News, "that some two years ago I
endeavored to interest the leading British in his income account.
"From a purely esthetic standpoint,
producers in a plan to enter the Ameri"Our theatre-going public can and will
we have much to learn from the Eurocan market under auspices that would
readily absorb any ordinary tax placed
have gone far toward removing much of on exceptional foreign films, but the
pean producer in spite of our leadership
in the industry. He has recently turned
the uncertainty inevitably attendant upon European is carrying all the taxes he can
a venture of this nature.
bear, and the addition of a few centimes
out some clean, wholesome and well-cona
seat for the privilege of witnessing
ceived films — something we need. He
"When the attempt was finally made,
the only effect was to flood this market
an American film will go a long way to- isn't submerged by the heavy expenses
ward convincing the Frenchman that he of the 'star' system, and is constantly
with a great many pictures which I firmly
working out new and impressive effects.
believe to be misrepresentative of the best can get along very well without Chariot
British product, and the enterprise not and his American film-compatriots.
Therefore, let's welcome the foreign
film and give it a free market. Perhaps
only failed but it left the exhibitors of this
A Boomerang
we can learn something from it.
country under a cloud of misapprehen"I should like to see British producers
sion as to the character of British pic"The importation of foreign films
tures. The few English films that have into this country is a small factor. A pay more attention to the 17,000 picture
theatres of this country. It is a huge
come to us under skillful handling by tax on them wouldn't produce enough
those who have specialized on the needs of revenue to pay for its collection. But
market, served by a constantly improving product, and there is no reason why
the export of American films is a very
our picture theatres have proved successful.
large and rapidly growing industry, and the English film, carefully prepared for
America and brought here under strong
retaliation on the part of foreign counForeign Pictures
tries would inevitably have the effect of
auspices, shouldn't make money."
"Naturally, the vast size of the film industry of America has made it difficult
for imported product to gain a foothold ;
Reconciling Art with the Dollar Sign
there has been too much domestic product
to absorb. Germany has thus far had
greater success than any other European
Is the Motion Picture
Director's
to admit. One
of these is the Task
fact that
country in popularizing her films here.
By ROBERT Z. LEONARD
This has been accomplished through the
every detail, artistic or otherwise, conDirector General Tiffany Productions
nected with the making of a picture
infinite care with which they are premust
be
measured by a monetary standpared for American consumption, and
of
field the
r oneresstudie
deepe
THEmotio
ard. In other words, everything put into
n pictu
whole
as sa the
you will always find a German film commore impressed one becomes with a picture must be of direct benefit to the
ing out under the banner of some disthat this industry is one of box office.
fact
the
tributing agency thoroughly equipped to
The drama, in some foreign countries,
s and subdivisions. But
angle
many
get out of the market all the market can
is subsidized by the government. Men
when all the different problems of progive.
duction, exploitation and distribution are of artistic ability can do many things
"Italy has sent us very little accept the viewed collectively, one realizes that the purely in the interest of art, because their
spectacular film in which mass scenes preem is simply one of re- efforts are not directly dependent upon
dominate. Inthis respect, the Italian im- supreme probl
art
the dollar sign.
with
conciling
public response. But in pictures we must
portations have even surprised our own
In other words, a director must at all sell ourselves to the public. If it buys
creators of spectacular features. France
sends us comparatively few pictures, and times realize that in addition to being a us we are considered successful ; if the
I have also noted a marked falling off in creative artist he must also have an in- people do not support us, we are, by all
telligent understanding of the market
rules of the game, unsuccessful.
English films."
Thus it is that the successful director
conditions prevailing in the industry.
"What will be the effect of a tariff on Within the scope of my experience as a is an artist first, and a manufacturing
foreign pictures?" was asked.
merchant afterward. Many people T have
director I have seen many accomplished
Fffect of a Tariff
and sincere men wielding a megaphone,
met are of the opinion that the prinwho refused to allow their creative work
ciples of art and business will not mix.
"Picture production in this country,"
I think that they are wrong, and if I
to
be influenced by the advice of experts
said Mr. Hodkinson, "has long since
passed out of its swaddling clothes and upon whose shoulders rested the remay say so, what success I have enjoyed
is due to the fact that I realized that
sponsibility ofmarketing the finished proneeds no protection as an 'infant indus- duction.
try.' If England, France, Italy, or Germy pictures must be sold by the exThere are many facts about the motion
change to the exhibitor, and then by the
many produces a beautiful picture, let's
picture business which we do not like exhibitor to the people at large.
have it by ajl means, The American
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Hal

Roach

Comedies

Comedies

that
on

sparkle

a frosty

like the stars

night

S>v ub Pol la ro
First class one reel comedies
things in the market today.

are the scarcest

But if they were as thick as flies in summer, the
Hal Roach comedies would still be doing what
they are doing now, playing more theatres than
any comedies made.
Hal Roach, the man who discovered and developed
Harold Lloyd, knows how to make comedies that
sparkle like the stars on a frosty night.
November 26, 1921

EX

And they are getting better all the time.

REVIEWS OF CURRENT f
SHORT SUBJECTS
• 1 y Distributors v

"PENNY IN THE SLOT" (Hal Roach
comedyuled for featuring
"Snub"Nov.Pollard
sched-is
release
by Pathe
20. — bS?k
This
a really
good comedy.
It brings
to
memory the days of old when you could
visit a penny arcade and by dropping a
coin in the slot see bathing girls or
mothers-in-law,
havewithyouronefortune
told ar-or
listen
to a record
of those
r
a
n
g
e
m
e
n
t
s
t
h
a
t
resembles
a
physician's
sethescope. Pollard plays the part of the
idler with a few pennies, Marie Mosquini
the cashier and Noah Young is "Horrible Horace," a bad man.

'

"LateU^Comeaye'

th
f) Pa

.Lave^ours''comeay-
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1 «el «tne4T
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ACHIEVEMENT
FILMS,
PRESENTS

THE

POWER
Story

by

Robert

INC

WITHIN
Norwood

A Drama
of A Soul's Awakening
How many men do you know who have achieved great
success and who give credit to anything or anybody,
save their own sagacity ?
How many men do you know who have come to gieat
oower, yet who remain modest and unspoiled?
If anyone had told Job Armstrong that his soul was
sleeping and that he was bloated with his own impor- '
tance he would have thought him crazy.
Yet it took disaster after disaster and a young and inexperienced girl to rouse him to his better self, to teach
him the power within.
A picture that really thrills' and inspires.

-Jls Distributors n
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Anniversary

of

Productions

be celebrated the
January 7 will
ON second
anniversary of the Charles
Ray Productions, Inc., the independent producing unit formed by this
popular actor as a means for creating picture-plays according to his own ideas and
according to the demands of film fans,
with whom he is in clo:e touch. Upon the
completion of a contract with his previous
affiliation, Mr. Ray in January 1920 found
himself in a position to put into practice
the ideas and convictions that came to him
as a result of many years of hard work
in the motion pictures. Negotiating a
contract with the First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc., Mr. Ray set about to
build up a strong organization capable of
furnishing the twelve features called for
by his arangement with the releasing organization.
In joining hands with Arthur S. Kane,
president of the Arthur S. Kane Pictures
Corporation, Mr. Ray became affiliated
with one of the keenest business minds in
the industry, and in the hands of Mr.
Kane, who presents the star in all of his
pictures, were placed all eastern business
matters. The executives of the star's
producing unit in Los Angeles, who join
in celebration of their second corporate
anniversary in January, are Charles T.
Ray, Sr., president ; Richard Willis, vice
president and general manager ; Albert A.
Kidder, Jr., secretary, treasurer and assistant general manager; Gus Inglis, second vice-president, and Charles Ray and
Mr. Inglis, directors.
During the first year of existence of the
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Fulfillment

Charles Ray Productions, much energy
was directed toward the building of a
permanent studio capable of measuring up
to the ambitious program planned by the
star and his associates for the years to
come. After acquiring the old Fleming
Street Studio in Hollywood, which previously had housed the Kalem, Jesse Hampton and other enterprises, the Ray Productions added the adjoining plot and by
remodelling the old and constructing on
the new ground, a single compact plant of
large and diverse capacity came into being as the Charles Ray studios.
The studio grounds were so laid out
and the outdoor and indoor stages so built
as to give to the producing unit the means
for carrying out their policy of building
as many exterior sites within the studio
walls as possible. Throughout the career
of the Ray Productions the belief has been
steadfastly adhered to that better results
and more thoughtful acting could be attained in the privacy of the studio, far
removed from the disconcerting atmosphere of exterior locations. Where the
natural beauties of the countryside were
unattainable in studio construction, as in
"The Old Swimmin' Hole," Mr. Ray
leased a site of ground for the use of the
company. The realistic Main Streets in
"Nineteen and Phyllis" and "A Midnight
Bell," the former with a real trolley line
and the latter with a complete little village of stores, church, bank, etc., were all
constructed within the studio walls.
During the second year of his indeendent career, Mr. Ray saw the realiza-

faulme
in R-C
Pictures,
of the Children's
OrthopedicFrederick,
Hospital star
at Los
Angeles.
Miss entertaining
Frederic/; isthe
one children
of the patronesses
of this
hospital, and has done much to bring cheer into the lives of the little ones who are
handicapped in life's battle

of Ideals

tion of several important things which
he had long desired. These were the
creation of a motion picture without any
sub-titles whatsoever, the chance to direct
his own productions and the long awaited
opportunity to pay his respects to the
metropolis of the East, New York City.
For one so busily engaged in the production of photoplays, the consummation of
these wishes may be considered in the
light of an unusual achievement.
In February of the past year Mr. Ray
gave to the world the first long feature
to be constructed entirely in action and
pictures and without the aid of written or
spoken words. The production, "The Old
Swimmin' Hole," has been singled out as
one of the most important films of 1921
and will doubtless go down in motion picture history as a milestone in the development of the photoplay. Following closely
upon this achievement, Mr. Ray announced that thereafter he would direct
his own productions, and the first sample
of this progressive step was evidenced in
the
has
been release
hailed of
as "Scrap
one of Iron,"
the bestwhich
features
ever made by the star and in itself a
directorial triumph.
The third important step to be taken
by Mr. Ray during his second year as
a star-producer was his visit to the East.
With his production schedules in excellent
shape as a result of constant and efficient
application during the year, Mr. Ray
found his opportunity to combine business
and pleasure in a trans-continental journey. Many things had conspired to interfere with the star's projected visit to New
York, and by the time he was ready to go,
Mr. Ray was aware that the accumulated
demands coincident with his first visit to
the East would mean a heavy and strenuous program rather than just a vacation.
Mr. Ray took the opportunity to stop off
at Chicago to meet newspaper people and
in New York he placed himself readily at
the disposal of the local press who were
anxious to meet the man and learn of his
work and his ideals. At present writing
the star is making a brief tour of the
South prior to entraining for Los Angeles
to take up his work at the studio.
The productions which have been completed thus far at the Charles Ray studios
are "Forty-five Minutes From Broadway," by George M. Cohan; "Peaceful
Valley," by Edward E. Kidder; "Nineteen and Phyllis," by Frederick Stowers ;
"The Old Swimmin' Hole," by James
Whitcomb Riley; "Scrap Iron," by
Charles E. Van Loan ; "A Midnight Bell,"
by Charles Hoyt ; "Two Minutes to Go,"
by Richard Andres ; "R.S.V.P.," by Rob
Wagner ; "The Barnstormer," by Richard
Andres,
"Gas Mr.
Oil Ray,
and Water,"
by
the
same and
author.
in addition,
owns the rights to more than twenty well
known vehicles.
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was — and at that not so distantly far back — when motion pictures manufactured in the United
States, were made for home consumption. The industry then was truly in its
infancy. Pictures were in terrific demand, almost anything would pass muster, and profits were accordingly large.
The foreign market meant little if anything to the American .manufacturer — in
the parlance of the day, it was just so
much additional "gravy." Like all infants, the industry's demands were negligible, all it wanted was to live, and if
it could live blithely and easily — it was
happy and satisfied.
But presently it evolved from this
stage. The infant had become a youth
and was beginning to make demands.
And these demands were made in terms
of quality. The youth had become discriminating. He had begun to choose
between what was good and what was
bad. True, it was being done blindly
— his preferences had not taken shape,
but he had begun to discard what was
palpably bad, from what appeared to be
tolerably good. The manufacturer was
inevitably forced to abandon the policy
of buying or making pictures at so much
per foot, and had to use better brains,
greater ability and newer ideas to make
his pictures salable. All this meant a
greater outlay of money. The domestic
markets were being overcrowded. Where
should the greater revenue come from?
Answer — the foreign market.
Now no one can dispute the fact that
prior to the war, America as an export
factor, was scarcely to be reckoned with.
We were exporting all classes of commodities, which were indigenous to
America, but never did we go after foreign business in the same measure nor
with the same effort as had for instance,
England, Germany, etc. The war
brought the change. The studios of
France and Italy were dormant, the people occupied with other problems. England was producing with only moderate
success. The cinema world turned to
America for its supply and America
jumped into first place as the source of
supply. Despite the increased and everincreasing cost of production in this country, the manufacturer was able to keep
up with it largely because of the increased
revenue from foreign sources.
But the war ended. Every line of
commercial endeavor figuratively dancing
while Rome burned — found itself eventually in the position of setting its house
in order, and readjusting itself to new
conditions.
Moving pictures too, had and have to
face the readjustment period. The cost
of production having continued to mount,
conditions in home markets being far
from satisfactory, the American manuTIME
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Markets
All

Over

By GEORGE E. KANN.
(Mr. Kann Will Become Manager of
Foreign Sales for Goldwyn, Jan. 1 )
facturer cannot afford to lose the foothold and prestige that his pictures have
gained in the foreign market. He must
hold what he has gained, so dearly.
Even the merest novice will admit that
picture for picture, taking the productions made in this country — America has
achieved a place for herself, that all other
competitors will have difficulty in keeping pace with. Certain outstanding pictures of other countries will always find
a place on American screens whether
made in France or England or Germany.
But the American company that first
recognizes that not only the United States
and Canada is its audience but that it
is bidding for the patronage of the movie
fan of Bombay or Buenos Aires or Berlin— in short that the moving picture does

Frothingham

Defies

It
the

World

speak an international tongue — that company isnaturally bound to find the greatest favor all over the world and consequentlearn
y'
the greatest revenue.
In studying the list of Goldwyn pictures available for foreign distribution I
have found an unusually large number
that have what I consider that general
appeal. The productions that I have in
mind have everything that will be understood byeveryone, irrespective of national traits and prejudices. They avoid
the very things that foreign audiences,
not interested in our strictly localized
conventions do not understand. Goldwyn's "Earthbound" was a tremendous
success abroad because of the bigness
and the universality of its theme.
"Madam X" and "The Penalty" also
were ideal for European audiences and
unless
I am soon
mistaken
"The
Flood"in
which will
have its
firstSinrelease
this country
tion of them will
all. cause the greatest sensa-

"Dead

Season " By

le, "Bride of Gods'*
Releasing Spectac
busi- and as a result often enjoys record-breakthe exhione noproduc
THERE ness whois has
fearerof inwhat
ing business during December and January. He books the biggest pictures he
itors term "the dead season." The
Christmas and New Year holidays should can secure for this period and then 'steps
not mean poor business to follow, to on the gas.' Instead of curtailing his
those exhibitors who are prepared to meet advertising appropriation, he doubles it.
the occasion. At least, such is the con- He feeds his local newspapers double the
tention of J. L. Frothingham, noted pro- amount of publicity he has given them
ducer, who will release his most costly before. He invites tired Christmas shoprest in his theatre, to make free
and elaborate production, "A Bride of the use ofpers tohis
retiring and dressing rooms ;
h the offices of Associated
Gods," throug
First National Pictures, Inc., during the in fact, he does everything possible to
holiday season.
make things convenient and inviting for
the worried and tired women who are
"Although many exhibitors have complained about poor business following the generally
distracted by holiday crowds
and late shopping.
holidays in the past, I believe that this
condition can be remedied if managers
"I venture to say that an exhibitor who
will take a sporting chance and book
is willing to meet the situation half-way,
really big pictures to be shown during in the manner I have described above,
cannot possibly fall down and that his
this period," says Mr. Frothingham.
"During the past years, many exhibitors business will be more than satisfactory."
have anticipated a slump during the holiBacking up the producer's statements.
day season, and have shown cheap ren- Associated First National will offer J. L.
tal pictures because of their cheapness.
Frothingham's dramatic spectacle, "A
They figured they were making money
Bride of the Gods," to exhibitors in the
midst
of the busy holiday season. This
by holding down expenses during this
time. To me, this action is not any more
special, made at a great cost, should prove
logical than that of the merchant who an exceptional box-office attraction. It
would pull good merchandise off of his has an exceptional cast which includes
shelves and load them up with inferior Marguerite De La Motte, James Woods
goods in anticipation of a quiet season.
Morrison, William V. Mong and Ethel
Both the exhibitor and the merchant us- Grey Terry.
ually experience just what they expect,
In answer to the many inquiries as to
and they are satisfied to let it go at that.
the whereabouts of Teddy, the Sennett
Doubles Advertising
wonder dog, let it be known he is doing
"The progressive exhibitor of today his bit, which is a mighty important part
has no dread of the holiday season. He in Billy Bevan's third comedy, known as
is prepared to 'take the bull by the horns' "The Block Head."
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Warner
Discusses
While
Harry
M. WARNER of Warner
HARRY ers
is firm in the belief
Broth
that the greatest need of the motion picture industry is keen competition
among the picture theatre owners,
"The very life of the industry is competition, because only through competition can the art of the motion picture
reach its highest pinnacle. Without
competition the industry would become
stagnant.
"Now, while the producer — the conscientious producer whose aim is to
bring forth only the best productions for
the entertainment of the masses — fulfills to the best of his ability every requirement to materialize his cherished
ideals, he finds the theatre owner a
stumbling block to his progress. Let me
stress right here the fact that there are
exhibitors throughout this country who
control many of the small and big towns.
Their attitude is that of the magnate
who has cornered let us say the wheat
market.
"And in having this control, this
monoply of showing whatever they think
fit for their respective communities, they
jeopardize the producer. For the producer cannot get his product into that
town unless he comes down and meets
the order of the exhibitor. In other
words,
the producer
is upto against
tough proposition
in order
realize ' aa
fair profit on his product.
The Predicament
"If the exhibitor controlling a town
sees fit to ignore the producer's product
it takes no stretch of the imagination
to see that the producer can never hope
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Industry's
Chief
Need
Rapf
Forecasts
Coming
Winners
to get very much for his brain child. of the industry and his opinion is based
And if he can't get a requisite amount of on a complete survey of the exhibitor
money out of a good box-office produc- situation in contrast to that of the producer. Some of the recent achievetion, then he can't ever hope to produce
money -ma king pictures.
ments with the Warner productions, no"In the final analysis it simply means
tably that of "Why Girls Leave Home,"
that the market will be cluttered with have brought
to light the fact that strong
inferior productions. Everywhere the box-office features offered to the state
market are immediately purchased.
cry is for big pictures. 'They've got to right
It is said that this feature was sold
be big money makers,' is the cry. And
when you bring forth a winner — what throughout the entire world within the
is the result? Instead of coming out short space of thirty days.
squarely with an honest statement, you
In view of the exceptional success
that
is following in the wake of "Why
are
told
that
your
product
isn't
much
to
rave about.
Girls Leave Home," Mr. Warner is of
"A glaring example of this fact was the opinion that his latest production,
recently made by several prominent
Gus Edwards' "School Days," featuring
showmen after one of our pictures was
Wesley Barry, will repeat and eclipse
unanimously praised by both the trade the success of its predecessor both as a
press and newspaper critics as being one state right feature and in the theatres
of the finest pictures ever produced,
throughout the country.
suitable for all classes of people in every
A Forecast
town and hamlet through the world. But
they can't kid us into the belief it is not
There are comparatively few proa winner. They can't refute the stateducers in the industry capable of conments of others in the hope of getting
sistently picking out box-office winners,
the
song.and They've
standpicture
flat on for
botha feet
play thegot
gameto and Harry Rapf, that astute producer
"Why Girls Leave Home" and
like men — play it so that both the pro- _ of
"School Days" can truthfully be said to
ducer and the showman can carry on in be
one of them. He says :
their respective enterprises.
"You've
got to capture the interest
"The sum and substance of the entire
matter is this. If there is more than of the public at the outset with a production. And that production must live
one theatre in a town — that is to say, if
they compete with each other for the up to expectations. In order to capture
best product available— then and only the public interest, it is necessary to
then will this industry progress to its have a strong box-office title.
"With these two assets a sweeping
natural growth, because the producercan feel assured that his productions will publicity and advertising campaign must
be carried on. There are many methods
receive their due reward."
Mr. Warner is one of the pioneers of exploiting a production. Some exhibitors have as yet to wake up to the
fact that advertising pays and pays
heavily. Enterprising showmen who
know a good box-office attraction when
they see one, go out and get the people
to come to their theatres. But there are
a great many who work under the delusion that you don't need to exploit a

picture.
good
"When
the exhibitors fully realize the
tremendous value of publicity and advertising inputting a production in the
money making class, then they won't
complain of hard times. A wise showman will not wilfully mislead his patrons
into the belief that what he is about to
exhibit is the greatest box-office picture
of the season when it really is a mediocre
one. You've got to play square with
your patrons
order that
to win
their both
confidence. Andinwhen
is done
the producer and exhibitor share in the

Between scenes for her next Pathe serial Ruth Roland found time to make clothes for
these dolls. The star will distribute them to Los Angeles kiddies on Christmas Day

glory.
"A strong box-office title, backed by
unlimited advertising and publicity —
these are the aids that will make history for the productions during the com-
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IN "PEACOCK ALLEY," A TIFFANY
BY ROBERT Z. LEONARD
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THE New Year will be a big and
prosperous twelve months for the
Sennett organization. I am looking forward to it with much optimism.
I have been on the same location and
trying for ten years to supply the exhibitors of the world with a type and
quality of pictures which would be remunerative tothem and at the same time
please their patrons. Several years ago
I visualized the present day demand for
bigger and better pictures, and am happy
indeed with conditions as they are, and
my new affiliations with the Associated
First National Pictures, the largest distributing organization in the industry,
will enable me to produce for a market
so long hoped for.
In consummating the new alliance
which has banded together the foremost
producers in our business, I have given
my pledge to those Associated Producers
and the Associated First National franchise holders, that my years of experience
and entire assets will be laid as a foundation on which my future productions will
be builded.
Not Only Two-Reelers
Although to most people the name
Mack Sennett is synonomous with tworeel slapstick comedy, I have made several comedy and comedy drama features
of longer length, the most readily remembered being "Tillie.'s Punctured Romance,
starring Marie Dressier; "Mickey," featuring that inimitable little star of stars,
Mabel Normand, and "Yankee Doodle in
featuring
comediennes.
IBerlin,"
would like
it said bathing
and understood
now
that I don't ever intend abdicating the
position created and held all these years
by my organization, that of leading the
field of two-reel comedies. The comedian with the moustache, big feet and
loosely fitting clothes, bathing beauties,
trained animals and children were all
seen in Mack Sennett comedies long before the idea was adopted by other companies.
Now that we have settled down and
have fallen into our stride, a strong pace
will be set for the New Year. Besides
Ben Turpin, Phyllis Haver, Billy Bevan,
Mildred June and Kathryn McGuire,
who will be featured in two-reel comedy
specials throughout the year and distributed bythe Associated First National
exchanges, that wonderfully clever and
camera trained dog, Teddy, will also be
seen in supporting casts for these artists, besides being featured in a series of
his own pictures with child actors.
Augmented Staff
Under my contract arrangements for a
series of independently produced feature
productions for Associated First National Pictures, Inc., distribution, I have
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augmented a staff of technicians and artists to co-operate with Mabel Normand,
who will be starred in the forthcoming
specials to be directed by F. Richard
Jones. It will be remembered that this
same combination of star and director
brought to a successful completion the
much
"Mickey,"
production
which heralded
made Miss
Normandthetalked
of as
the headliner of her profession.
Talking of the present and for the future, my first contribution to the featured
literature of the screen under the new
producing and distributing arrangements,
is "Molly O," in which Mabel Normand
is starred. It is almost unnecessary for
me to say anything about this picture
now, because the notices given it in advance of the pre-release showings were
not only numerous but most flattering.
Now, since it has been exhibited in New
York City, Chicago, Cleveland and in
our home city, Los Angeles, the newspapers and magazines throughout the
country have devoted columns on columns of space in highest praise of the
theme, artistry of the star and the manner in which the production in its entirety was handled.
Another Novel One
Miss Normand's next vehicle, a period
of "Suzanna,"
the working
play
to be bydirected
by Mr. title
Jones,
has passed
through the preliminary stages, has been
cast and production started. In this, as
in "Mickey" and "Molly O," Miss Normand will be different, but only in character. That youthful roguishness and fascinating personality will predominate —
the personality which refuses to be hidden by costume or makeup. I am giving
my promise to make "Suzanna" a legitimate
successor
to Miss Normand's previous screen
successes.
Your observance of product turned
out from the Sennett lot will be rewarded
when you witness my idea of "bigger
and better" pictures. My interpretation
of that word "bigger" doesn't mean that
we must employ casts of hundreds, build
larqe, elaborate sets which necessarily
mean the expenditure of huge sums of
money, when fewer people and smaller
sets will suffice.
We also endeavor to dispense with
long stays on location. A good story
with a big theme and a carefully chosen
cast to surround and support the star,
placed in the hands of a capable and conscientious director, with competent assisting executives, whose combined motto is
to always make a good product, will
succeed.
By conscientious effort to turn out an
average, good special with an organization like the Associated First National

As

Comedies

Pictures to superintendent its distribution, there is nothing to fear through
legitimate competition and the name of
Mack Sennett on a film will continue to
remain, as it has been in the past, an
assurance of something different in the
way of wholehearted entertainment and
embodying the ingredients of cleanliness
and wholesomeness.
Says No More Favoritism
Will Be Shown to Pictures
By RALPH BLOCK
(Associate Editor, Goldwyn
Scenario Department)
Human beings always get in
the habit of thinking that a new
year is like a new suit of clothes.
Perhaps it is, spiritually, but of
course the most superficial consideration discloses that time is
purely an artificial invention by
man for his own convenience,
and the thing that we call a New
Year is really the projection of a
new idea by ourselves.
What the New Idea of 1922
will mean to people who are
engaged in this most humorous,
most interesting, and sometimes
most heart-breaking business of
making motion pictures, is difficult to say. We often talk of
progress when we mean change.
There is actually nothing in human life which proves that
progress is a condition of it, but
certainly all the indications of
living point to a constant shedding of old ideas, old attitudes,
old emotions, and the taking on
of new ones. Picture entertainment, therefore, may be expected to fulfill itself a little more
exactly, a little more completely,
a little more interestingly,
searching the human heart a little more deeply, scanning the
horizon of human absurdities
ingly.
and follies a little more sweepTo do all this will not be the
result merely of a whim, a lazy,
half -a wakened desire to understand the medium in which we
are dealing, but the result of
necessity. Motion pictures have
had their opportunity, and no
opportunity has ever been so
generous. Perhaps picture makers have been prodigal and have
wasted their talents; at least
now no favoritism will be
shown to this youngest child of
the Arts in the struggle for survival.
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BOTH exhibitors and the motion picture going public have a right to
expect a definite statement of
policy for the year of 1922 from the men
who are actively engaged in making motion picture*. In past years it has been
easy to predict continued prosperity and
popularity for the motion picture because
the exhibitors and public have been satisfied with the novelty of spectacular and
sensational pictures. But those who follow the trend of public feeling realize
that the motion picture must offer something more vital, something more interesting ifit wishes to retain its predominant position as a public amusement.
As an editor, I am concerned with the
motion picture story. The screen story
of the future must have a theme; by
this, I do not necessarily mean that it
must carry a message or preach a moral.
But it must have a theme that relates
closely to the thoughts, feelings and problems of the men and women of today.
If the theme can be stated amusingly
and entertainingly, so much the better.
It may be presented in the form of melodrama— not rambling and purposeless
melodrama — but vivid melodrama
tout lied with color an/1 life.
The picture with a theme will not be
a propaganda picture; it will not be a
pi' ture to appeal to the intellectuals. But
it will be a picture to sharpen the
thoughts an'] io awaken the imagination of the men awl women who have
learner! to look to the screen for their
chief diversion Jn following this 'ourse
the screen wii) be breaking no precedentThe novels and plays which now have
become classic were definitely aimed to
shatter social, political and moral evils.
The greatest and most popular of the e
works were not idle romances to befog
the minds of the public; they were sharp,
clarifying, entertaining and stimulating.
During the ' oming year Goldwyn
hopes to produce pictures that are not
only moving pictures, but living pictures.
These stories must be written by author
who have much more than technical facility. They must be written by men
and women whose minds are alert and
keen. And they must be written by men
and women who have fai'h in the motion picture and who believe in its great
'J he writer who lias develpossibilities.
oped the habit of thinking cautiously and
determining story values on the basis of
his personal success cannot bring much
to the screen. He must have an open
mind, lie must not make the mistake
of rewriting his stories for the screen.
'J he public does not want warmedover, second-hand stories. Stories must
have a spark of life. Goldwyn does not
want to produce pictures that arc "good
enough" for >hc exhibitors and the pub-
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By PAUL BERN
( Editor, Goldwyn Scenario Department )
lie It wants to produce pictures that
are worth producing because the storie->
have intrinsic merit.
In other words, the screen has passed
Christie
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Efforts

through a period of imitation. It has
imitated the stage play, the spectacle and
the novel. During the coming year it
must not look for borrowed ideas; it
must look for creative efforts. It is only
by eliminating all that is false, imitative
and cheap, that the motion picture can
fulfill its legitimate destiny.

Short

Pictures;

Program

Company, in anChristienouncing itsFilm
program for the coming season of 1921, makes the
declaration that it will continue its policy
adopted with the signing of its most recent contract with Educational of making short comedies exclusively, for the
very good
com-e
edies havereason
done that
more high
thangrade
vindicat
themselves in the past year.
At the beginning of 1921 there was a
feeling on the part of some exhibitors
that they could do without comedies ;
that music, prologues and tabloid acts
would take the place of the short films
on the bill. But 1921 has shown that the
short comedy has demonstrated its reason for being and for continuing as one
of the features on the bill.
The complete program of diversified
films has won out very strong this year.
Thote who have done without comedies
have discovered that they lost a lot of
thunder in their campaign of selling their
shows to the public, because the public
primarily wants to be amused and entertained.
THE

No Features Scheduled
This means high grade short film entertainment will always have its place. A
recent forward step along these lines was
announced by a western showman who
lias stopped the use of all prologues and
vaudeville and declared himself strongly
in favor of an all-picture bill with a concert
ture onorchestra
the bll.as the only non-film feaAs far as the Christies are concerned,
announces Al Christie, who is in charge
of production, that company will not be
looking toward the longer film business
for some time, because Christie "would
rather stand at the top of the ladder with
high grade short subjects, giving twenty
minutes of the show in best theatres, than
to be among those present with the feature films which come out with the lesser
frequency."
The present Christie contracts with
Kducational Film Fxchanges cover a long
period of time and include the release of
a Christie two-reel comedy every alternate week. Up to January, 1922, Ed-

of Proved
Merit
ucational has released thirty-six Christie
Comedies featuring such players as
Bobby Vernon, Neal Burns, Dorothy
Devore, Viora Daniel, Helen Darling,
Earl Rodney, Josephine Hill, Eddie
Barry and Fay Tincher. Three directors, Al Christie, Scott Sidney and William Beaudine, are making the present
Christie series, with production going on
in California about thirty to sixty days
in advance of Educational releases.

Lookfl for Industry to Make
St early Advancement
By WALLACE IVORS LEY
(Goldwyn Direotor)
People say,
don't quite
say "Newnaturally,
Year."
They
"Happy New Year," because the
0CCM1OH oilers a new chance for
the old goal, happiness. If it is
true thai the past three hundred
and sixty-five days have not
been among the most prosperous our country has enjoyed,
it is also true that we have
shown our enormous capacity
to stand a world-strain of hard
times and to turn towards good
times.
The motion picture industry,
in common with all other great
enterprises, has felt the crisis of
the day, and has proven its firm
foundation by weathering the
storm. Even now it is preparing to resume in great volume
and make the new year a resurrection of its possibilities and
hopes. I am convinced that from
the production and exhibition
viewpoint, the worst is over, and
that henceforth there will be a
•teady :in'' eventually rapid progression towards complete normalcy. We are going to have
both a happy and happier New
Year in 11122 and, believing this,
I am happy indeed to say
"Happy New Year!"
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ONE of the most vital problems of
the motion picture industry today is the education of the exhibitor," is the contention of William
S. Nigh, author and director of "Why
Girls Leave Home," "School Days" and
other film successes. Mr. Nigh's contention is founded on a personal observation of picture conditions since the
•earliest days of the motion picture, and
he has discovered that before the screen
play can reach its highest estate the exhibitor has got to be educated to a point
of appreciation of the artistic value of
a given production.
"By the education of the exhibitor is
meant that he must be big enough to
realize the true worth of a production
.as entertainment for his patrons," continued Mr. Nigh. "I do not mean to
imply that the commercial side of the
•exhibitor's enterprise should be ignored.
On the contrary, that factor must be
taken into consideration, but we must
not get away from the fact that in order
to bring the art of the motion picture
to a higher estate we must be able to
•discern good screen values.
The Exhibitor' s Duty
"If we ignore the screen play as an
art and take it purely from a commer•cial standpoint, then this industry will
peter into oblivion. For no creative work
•can long survive if its primary purpose
is monetary reward. To make this point
clear we have only to note the examples
■of the successful, the big authors whose
names will live until the dawn of time.
They struggled and toiled to make themselves what they are purely because they
loved their work. And because they
loved their art, because they lived and
seeped themselves in the throes of their

WILLIAM NIGH
Director of "Why Girls Leave Home"
and "School Days"
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artistic endeavor, they came out on top.
And in the process they reaped their
financial reward.
"Now the exhibitor has got to be as
big if not bigger than the director of
motion pictures. It lies in his power to
mould the minds of the public, to entertain and make them feel that this old
world is a good place to live in. To
perform this great function properly, the
exhibitor must educate himself to an
artistic appreciation of the motion picture. The financial side of his venture
will take care of itself.
Screen Needs Realism
"The cry for better and bigger pictures has been wailed since the days
when
'The ofGreat
Train Robbery'
was
the classic
the screen.
It is natural
that this cry should persist year in and
year out, for without an incentive to
bring forth worthwhile productions containing an appeal that is as broad as
humanity itself, ,the industry will relapse into the commonplace. And becoming
commonplace it will die an ignominious death.
"What the screen also needs is realistic, human dramas — pictures that pulsate with the fire and the fervor of life.
Why can't we have more human, realistic dramas ? Because the average pictureplay is built on a time worn formula.
The plays are spineless, devoid of the
spark
of life, devoid of any semblance
of
reality.
Spontaniety Lacking
"Spontaniety is what is lacking in
the making of motion picture plays. By
that I mean the successful director cannot do his best work with a continuity
in one hand, a megaphone in another.
The script may call for a certain location. The director cannot find that very
location. He, therefore, adapts himself
to whatever he thinks best.
"For example, during the making of
'School Days' I wanted the dog to
throw Wesley Barry over. It was
called for in the script. As intelligent
and as trained as the dog was, I could
not get him to throw Wesley over. And
this is where spontaniety played a big
part. The dog was made to swim across
the pond, and Wesley was instructed
to go out half way and meet him, and
this scene proves to be one of the biggest in the production.
"All photoplays in order to be successful have got to have a big central
idea — an idea that will linger with the
picture patron long after he has left the
theatre. In other words, the idea must
be universal in its appeal. This idea,
coupled with spontaniety and human, |
realistic touches and a true sense of
screen values, will bring about bigger and

William

Nigh

finer productions, and they need not be
necessarily elaborate.
"But above all, the exhibitor must
educate himself to a keen discrimination
of the better class of photoplay entertainment."
Events

Move

Rapidly

By E. MASON HOPPER
(Goldzvyn Director)
Christmas comes but once a year, even
in the motion picture business where
events happen so much more rapidly than
in the lay world. We share in the great
privilege of enjoying the sacred holiday
spirit — a spirit which surpasses creeds
and sects ; and all competitive forms of
activity, in its universal appeal to the
blessed and joyous side of human nature. Who can say more, now, than
"Merry Cbristmas''? Merry Christmas!
Canada's New Premier
Friend of Motion
Picture Industry
The overwhelming victory of W. L.
Mackenzie King, in the recent elections,
places a man at the head of the Canadian
Government who is public-spirited, progressive, strong for closer trade relations
between all countries and favorable to all
forms of wholesome entertainment.
His influential connection with the activities of the Rockefeller Foundation
work some years ago is a matter of record
and any national movement for the advancement ofCanadian art and industries
is assured of his staunch support.

WHO'S

THAT
ONE FOR,
CONSTANCE?
Miss Binncy, Realart star, gets an early
start on Santa Claus
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MADE IN THE LAND
WHERE CHRISTMAS SNOWS
ARE ALWAYS PRESENT—
"CONCEIT,' second of the big
Selznick specials for the season
1921-1922, is a holiday release.
The exteriors for "Conceit" were
made in the vicinity of Banff,
Alberta, in the heart of the Canadian Rockies, where snoiu-capped
backgrounds were possible for
every wildly beautiful shot.
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there were seven companies, but the seven
represented a capitalization amounting to
only $37,500. The heaviest capitalization
of any of the number was by the Castleton Theatre Company, of New York,
amounting to $20,000, and naming as
directors, O. T. Kvenvik, together with
Alfred and R. V. Huttar of West New
Brighton.
The other companies which were incorporated during the week, with the capitalization ineach instance, and the directors selected are : Seiden Industrial and
Educational Film Corporation, $10,000,
Joseph and Jack Seiden, Samuel V. Heimberger, New York ; Roamax Films, Inc.,
$500, New York, Lillian Ward, Dorothy
Chappell, New York, Charles Stebbins,
Cambridge, Mass. ; Circle Dramatics, Inc.,
$1,000, R. T. Langsley, M. P. Greene,
R. S. Mazzola, New York; E. H. C.
Amusement Corporation, $5,000, Emanuel H. Cansor, Walter Herbrun, Grace B.
Wiley, New York ; Singer Pictures Corporation, $500, Harriet C. Lingren, Rhea
Finn, Anna Rosenthal, New York.

of the Directors, Wid Gunning Declares
SPEAKING of the outlook for 1922 of three members, a different committee
to be elected each month, the duty of
in the motion picture industry, Wid
Gunning, head of Wid Gunning,
which will be to adjust differences beInc., has this to say :
tween exhibitors and Philadelphia exchanges. Various other steps will be
"Nineteen twenty-two will see the
workers — the creators — in motion pic- taken, Mr. Mendelssohn says, to enlarge
tures getting their rewards, and will mark
the scope
the association's
activities
a tremendous advance toward the ideal of during
the of
coming
year.
The retiring president was presented
'Better Pictures,' which I have done
everything in my power to advocate and with a handsome marine clock, and was
help concretely.
given a note of thanks.
"I have always fought for the man
whose genius was responsible for the
creation of better motion pictures — the
director. I believe that the future of the Seven More Companies
Enter Movie Business
industry is in the hand^ of the man whose
talents, art, experience and enthusiasm
Low capitalization marked the greater
are all bent to the task of taking the raw
materials of the industry, and creating the number of the companies which incorporated in New York state the past week, to
finished product — the motion picture engage in the motion picture business,
which we sell.
according to news from Albany. All told
"Not alone the director, but each man
who really makes a contribution to the
industry's
advancement,
whether
produNew Type of Western
cer, distributor
or exhibitor,
will receive
the reward that is rightfully his during
the coming year. The day is past when
a 'prospector' could enter the motion
-picture field, just as if it were a gold
field, grab a good title, do a little 'promoting' and then get away with the larger
part of the return greeting the work of
the creative brains which made the picture, the exploitation brains which sold it
and the showmen's brains which brought
the public to see it.
"The exhibitor is now wise to the fact
that in the past the greater portion of his
dollar, laid out for film rentals, when it
reaches New York has gone to swivel
chair warmers, with a picayunish amount
to the creative brains responsible for the
production, and a few paltry pennies to
the men who actually 'put over' the picture through the work of distribution,
sales and exploitation.
"The condition must change, and I
know it's coming in 1922 because I'm
seeing it at work in my organization. Just
as better pictures can only come through
giving the full, honest and rightful reward to the creative brain that inspire
and make them, so must better presentation and exploitation result from giving
a just share to those who handle them.
We are whizzing along on all twelve cylinders because we are giving every cent
of the exhibitor's dollar to those who
should get it."
Mendelssohn

Now

Heads

Philadelphia Managers
Felix Mendelssohn, Goldwyn branch
manager in Philadelphia, was elected
president of the Exchange Men's Association at the annual election of officers, succeeding "Bob" Lynch of Metro. With
a full membership the passing year has
been considered most successful.
It is proposed to appoint a committee

Drama

Is Coming

By HARRY CAREY
Star in Universal-Jewel Productions
ANY Europeans have said that the only truly distinctive type of
American drama is the western. This cannot be far from
M
wrong because the base of all other American drama is founded
on business or society, which differs from European business and society
only in detail.
The western photodrama offers a greater scope for progress than
any other form of drama. Though the East steadily creeps West and
the time is soon coming when the range will be largely a memory, the
valiant deeds of the pioneers will live in story and song just as the tales
of ancient Greece and Rome have far outlived the actual importance of
these nations today.
Producers of society dramas for some time past have been centering
their attention to the human interest details which make up a really
successful picture. But human interest, heart appeal and the many
story details of the West have been overlooked by most producers of
westerns.
That the western did not die was due to the fact that suspense and
melodramatic thrill has held the fan. That the western is today growing in favor is due to the fact that producers are beginning to'learn that
this type of drama demands first class actors and the best of directors.
•There is more heart appeal to the West because there has always been
less sham. Sons and daughters of the West have been real men and
real women — not puppets of tradition, social convention and social
decorum.
In the West the heart counts; in the East it is the veneer which demands the greater attention. The virility of the West has always made
the heart pulse faster, but the plots of western stories have been woven
too tightly about lawlessness and too little attention has been paid to
detail.
;
By detail I mean human interest and heart appeal— not the exploitation of lynching or shooting. The old West had fewer laws than
the East but it had more justice and less red tape, and stories of the
West are stories of the heart first and the hand second. The coming
year is to see a new type of western drama— the heart of the West and
not its calloused surface.
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SCENES FROM FORTHCOMING PAT HE PLAYLETS WITH NOTED PLAYERS
Irene Castle in "Vengeance Is Mine," and "Sylvia of the Secret Service," with Irene Castle, Elliott Dexter and Eric Von Stroheim;
Frank Keenan in "The Midnight Stage"; William Courtenay and "At
Marguerite
Snoiv in "The Hunting of the Hazuk," and Florence Reed in
Bay"
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Record

of America's
Great
Reception
to Him
the courtesy of Paul York for his final reception before de- honor of the success scored by the exTHROUG
Brunet Hof Pathe, Marshal Foch of
parting for France. He expressed his
change during the week ending DecemFrance took with him when he reber 10, when the largest volume of booksincere appreciation
of
Mr.
Brunet's
turned to France aboard the Paris on courtesy
ings as well as the largest cash collections
and thoughtfulness, and before
Wednesday, December 14, a two reel sailing dispatched to the Pathe president in any single week in the history of the
an autographed photograph as a token of exchange were recorded.
motion picture record of America's re- his
esteem.
Among those who were present and
ception to him on his 21,000-mile tour
of the United States and Canada. The
spoke were E. E. Shauer, assistant treasTitled in French
urer ;S. R. Kent, general manager of
presentation was made to the Marshal,
distribution ; G. B. J. Frawley, G. E.
on behalf of Mr. Brunet, by Emanuel
The two reel picture is titled throughout in French, and bears the head title : Akers, H. E. Elder, Jerome Beatty and
Cohen, editor of the Pathe News, whose
F. V. Chamberlin from the home office
special representative accompanied the "Tribute to Marshal Foch by America,"
and H. H. Buxbaum, Harry Danto and
Foch party on its entire trip, and made and a sub-caption, "Presented with coma celluloid record of all its important
pliments of Paul Brunet, president of Paul Swift from the exchange.
events.
Exchange,
of Paris,
New York."
Before
leaving Inc.,
on the
Marshal
The Marshal was presented with the Pathe
film in his private car, the Loretta, as he Foch, in his own hand, wrote a message
Griffith Changes Name
to the American public to be published
journeyed from New England to New
in the Pathe News issue No. 101. All
of "The Two Orphans"
D. W. Griffith has changed
of the Marshal's personal friends and
aides who accompanied him on his trip
N. A. M. P. I. Sends
the title of his new film producwere in the Loretta when Mr. Cohen
tion from "The Two Orphans"
Out Literature on
delivered the film on behalf of Mr.
to "Orphans
UnBrunet.
der that title ofit the
will Storm."
be exhibited
Fire Prevention
at the Apollo Theatre, opening
The Fire Prevention CommitWords of Appreciation
Friday night, December 30.
tee of the National Association
Although costly and disturbThe
great
French
war
hero
said
:
"I
of the Motion Picture Industry
always will cherish in my memory the
ing, the change is made to avoid
has forwarded to exchange manwonderful reception given me as Marshal
even greater confusion with
of France, but with this film Mr. Brunet
three other films bearing the title
agers' associations throughout
the country a bulletin containing
was so kind to have prepared for me,
"The
Two Orphans" which variten fundamental rules for preous promoters are now offering
there
always
will
be
preserved
America's
venting exchange fires. Manto exhibitors.
never to be forgotten tribute to France
agers have been requested to
as expressed by its touching reception
At the time Mr. Griffith deread the rules to all employes
cided to make the picture, he
and to post them conspicuously
In his message to the American public,
advertised widely his intention,
as a constant reminder that good
through
that there might be no coincidence
to me." the medium of the Pathe News,
exchange housekeeping is the
of production to bring about
Marshal Foch said : "May the people of
only kind of insurance that
such a situation as now exists.
the United States always be happy and
really insures against destrucprosperous ! May they, under the hand
He also protected himself as far
tion by fire.
as possible in a legal way, havThe bulletin service is in line
of God, accomplish their great destiny !"
ing purchased all interests held
with the National Association's
by
Miss
Kate Claxton in the draClara
Beranger
Returns
endeavor to co-operate with fire
matic rights, even to increasing
departments of all exchange
the sum she originally named.
Clara Beranger, who has written three
cities in minimizing the risk in
original stories for Paramount pictures,
The other films are reported
exchanges.
to have beeen made abroad sev"The Gilded Lily," "Exit the Vamp" and
"Have nothing for fire to feed
eral years ago. They are now
"The Husband's
Trademark,"
returned to the Paramount
WesthasCoast
upon,"
the bulletin,
"andway.
no
being widely offered and the refire cansayseven
get under
lease dates for them were withstudio to adapt William de Mille's forthGood housekeeping wherever
held until Mr. Griffith ancoming
production,
"Bought
and
Paid
film is used is your best insurnounced his presentation. The
For," which will be started before the
New Year. Miss Beranger has been in
motion picture industry has
ance."
A model inspection room is
New York for several months on a vacanever made an effort to protect
tion and in search of material for more
pictured with approved autoitself from such practices.
stories for Paramount.
matic sprinkler system, radiaThe change in title means a
tors and electric lights properly
loss of tens of thousands of dolguarded, no wires wrapped on
lars to Griffith, and the scrapParamount Executives
pipes, no scrap of loose film on
ping of all his publicity and
Entertain Staff of
the floors, small quantity of
advertising. Because of unique
film on the tables, all-metal
features attending the making of
New York Exchange
the film, it has had probably the
waste cans, all film in cans exThe executives and salesmen of the
cept that actually in work, metal
largest amount of press comfurniture throughout, hand hose
Famous Players-Lasky New York Exment ever attending such a proand fire extinguisher in proper
change were the guests of Paramount
duction. All the paper for billhome Office executives at a dinner given
places, and order and cleanliness
board advertising must be reThursday evening in the Blue Room of
newed.
predominant.
the Hotel McAlpin.
The affair was in
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of Labor
to Repeal

the Moving Picture Censorship Law
W alton, of Kingston, may become the
THE first definite move has been
launched in an effort to repeal the leader of the Senate.
present New York State motion
At a meeting of the executive council
picture censorship law. A bill will be in- of the New York State Federation of
troduced inthe Legislature early in Janu- Labor, in Albany last week, the following
ary backed by the New York State
the way to the later inFederation of Labor, and calling for a resolution, paving
troduction of a bill in the Legislature,
repeal of the present obnoxious measure.
was passed :
The bill will be non-partisan in character
and while it may later on resolve itself in
"Despite the protests of organized labor of the state and liberty loving citia party measure, it is believed that many
members of the Legislature will rally to
zens generally, the Legislature of 1921 enacted a law creating a board of state
the support of the bill, regardless of any
censors
and empowering them and their
year's assembly
political affiliations. This
subordinates to approve and disapprove
will be of a different complexion from
that of last in that it will contain more
motion picture films and printed and
other advertising connected therewith,
than fifty Democrat members. •
There is also a strong possibility that thus defying the constitutional provisions
the leadership in the State Senate may be guaranteeing freedom of press and publication of fact and opinion, and thereby
in other hands and as such, more friendly
to the motion picture industry than a year menacing the liberties of the people by
ago, when the bill was passed. There is establishing tyrannical control of the
means of communication ; therefore, be
talk that Senator Clayton R. Lusk, who
it resolved by the executive council of
engineered the bill in the upper house,
the New York State Federation of Labor,
may shortly be named at lieutenant-governor, replacing Jeremiah Wood, present in annual meeting Tuesday, that a bill be
lieutenant-governor, who may be named
introduced and supported in the Legislato the bench at a salary of $17,500. Should
ture of 1922 repealing the motion picture
such take place, it is possible that Charles
censorship law of 1921."
Metro

and

Tiffany

Celebration

Officials

on Eve

Departure
OFFICERS of Metro Pictures
Corporation and Tiffany Productions, Inc., and district sales heads
of the - Metro forces, distributors and
makers, respectively, of a new series of
pictures starring Mae Murray, attended
in a body the performance of Al Jolson's show, "Bombo," in New York
Tuesday evening, December 13, and later
were entertained at Healy's restaurant,
66th street, by M. H. Hoffman, vice-president and general manager of Tiffany
Productions.
This was the second event to signalize
the agreement upon a contract for Metro to release "Peacock Alley," Miss Murray's first Tiffany picture, and others
forthcoming. A few days previous the
star herself was the guest of the officials
of Metro and Tiffany at a luncheon at
the Hotel Claridge.
The merit of "Peacock Alley," which
it is said, motion picture critics hail as
Miss achievement,
Murray's most
photodramatic
and splendid
what is said
to be
Scenarios Wanted
TWO-REEL COMEDIES
FEATURING CHILDREN AND
VARIETY OF ANIMALS
Campbell Comedy Corporation
Hollywood, Cal.
4"0 Sunset Blvd.

Hold

of Mae
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Murray's

the Chicago-Record-Herald and Examiner, and Edward E. Pidgeon. Southard
Brown, press representative of Tiffany
Productions, assisted Mr. Hoffman in arrangements for the entertainment.
"Peacock Alley" is by Edmund Goulding, and based on a story by Ouida Bergere. Robert Z. Leonard directed the
production.
Robbers
and

Shoot Exhibitor

Later

Write Regrets

Jack Williams, owner-manager of the
Grand Theatre in Panama, 111., is recovering in the hospital at Hillsboro from a
bullet wound received last Monday when
he was shot by one of four men who
robbed the Bank of Panama of $31,000.
Williams drove his automobile out of the
alley in back of his theatre just as the
men were making their escape in another
automobile. They evidently thought he
was attempting to pursue them and
opened fire. A bullet struck Williams in
the face, inflicting a serious wound.
A few days later he received an anonymous letter purporting to be from one
of the robbers. It read : "We are sorry
we shot you, Jack, but we thought you
were following us. All four of us hope
you" make a quick recovery." The letter
was unsigned. It was turned over to the
authorities. Williams, however, put an
ad. in the papers telling the robbers if
they were really sorry they could show
their regret by sending him $200 to cover
his hospital bills.
Gore & Lesser Purchase

Full Paramount Output
to Film ' Fascination "
H. G. Ballance, general sales manager
the certainty of its box-office success
prompted a final get-together before the of the Famous Players-Lasky CorporaMetro district managers left New York
tion, has returned to New York from a
for their several territories, and members
trip of four weeks during which he held
sales conventions at the Paramount exof the Tiffany production staff departed
changes in Denver, Salt Lake City, Los
with the star and her company for Cuba,
where the next Mae Murray picture, Angeles, San Francisco, Portland, Seattle
and Minneapolis. These conventions
"Fascination," is to be made.
The star and Robert Z. Leonard, di- were supplementary to the recent district
rector general of Tiffany Productions,
and branch managers' convention held in
New York. He noted a pronounced turn
Inc., who supervises all Mae Murray pho- for
the better in the picture business,
toplays, were so busily engaged in prep- especially in the Rocky Mountain and
arations for the West Indian trip that Pacific Coast territories.
they could not attend the theatre party,
While in Los Angeles Mr. Rallance
but found time only to drop in for a
closed with Gore & Lesser one of the bigmoment at the supper at Healy's. They
gest contracts of the year, selling the full
stayed until the time came to catch the
Paramount output for the entire Gore &
midnight train for Florida, whence they Lesser
circuit of some fifty theatres. He
will sail for Cuba.
also closed contracts with Finkelstein &
Ruben for their chain of houses in MinMr. Hoffman's guests included William
E. Atkinson, Metro general manager; E.
neapolis and St. Paul.
M. Saunders, Metro general sales manager; and T. J. Connors, his assistant;
Grand Opera with Films
George Perry, treasurer of Tiffany ProThe Victory Theatre, Tampa, Fla.,
ductionsJ.
; E. D. Meador, director of
publicity and advertising for Metro ; the gave its patrons a pleasant change when
following Metro district managers: C. E. on December 16 and 17 performances
Kessnich, of Atlanta; E. A. Golden, of were given by the Cola- Santo Grand
Boston; S. A. Shirley, of Chicago; W. C. Opera Company and Band, with the
Bachmeyer, of Cincinnati ; H. Lustig, of prima donna, Maga Dahl. Selections
Los Angeles; A. Abeles, of the Metro
from leading operas were presented. The
New York exchange ; Frank Carson, of theatre was crowded both performances.
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Scores Heavily in San Francisco
GEORGE BEBAN returned to his unfolded silently on the silver screen in
home town of San Francisco re- the usual manner. Gradually the screen
cently and captured the admiration
figures melt away, voices are heard on
of his many friends and the moving pic- the stage in the semi-darkness, then the
ture public in general with "The Sign of lights brighten and there comes into view
the Rose," offered at the new Granada a stage replica of the flower shop, with
Theatre as a combination screen and stage the original characters of the silver sheet
revealed as living persons. It is as though
drama. His home coming was marked
by a public reception and welcome in a magic wand had touched the picture and
Union Square, and during his stay there transformed it into a living actuality.
were numerous dinners and social affairs George Beban, peerless delineator of Italin his honor.
ian characters, is there as the wonderfully
For several years it has been the cus- pathetic Pietro Baletti. With him are
tom of this artist to make public appear- Helene Sullivan, famous character woman who won renown on the San Francisco
ances from time to time where his pictures are shown and these have enhanced
stage ; Arthur Thalasco, who so ably imhis popularity in no uncertain manner.
personates the hard-boiled detective sergeant; Charles Edler, the father of the
His latest offering of "The Sign of the
Rose," a filmization of his famous vaude- kidnapped child, and Miss Jeanne Carville sketch, was made for this express
penter, the child, who is some clever kid,
purpose and marks an advance in moving by the way.
The next two reels are offered as the
picture presentation that promises to add
to the lure of photoplays, judging from real thing, although these are also recordits initial success.
ed on celluloid for use when the star and
Received an Ovation
For the first time in the history of
moving pictures an artist and the cast
supporting him, dares to risk their screen
reputation by appearing in person in the
role of actors. The staging of the spoken
part of the play is one of the theatrical
surprises of the season. This new form
of entertainment, the mingling of the reel
with the real, created a demonstration at
the opening performance that was in
reality an ovation, the artist being obliged
.to take a dozen curtain calls.
The first four reels of the picture are
Los

his company are not available.
As presented at the Granada Theatre
the act has a realism that is pleasing, and
when a snappy looking motor car drawsup at the entrance to the flower shop the
production takes on the appearance of a
late Broadway success. This is the first
occasion that real use has been made of
the huge stage of the Granada, and Jack
Partington has made the most of it.
At the close of the engagement on December 17, George Beban and his company will go to Chicago for a run, and
following this the production will b.e
offered in New York.

Angeles River's Sudden Overflow
Wreaks Great Havoc at Universal City
CITY was heavily and semi-permanent sets from being
UNIVERSAL
damaged December 19, by the washed away, but the water rushed
sudden rise of the Los Angeles through the big studio and wrecked picRiver, which runs through the centre of
ture settings valued at $28,000.
the town. The river rose six and a half
A hurry call was sent for man-power,
feet in a short space. Only desperate and executives, actors and directors
efforts by men hastily pressed into serv- worked vigorously in the mud and water
ice prevented the almost total destruction in an attempt to stem the tide. It was
of the lower part of the town. As it believed for a time that the magnificent
was, the loss runs- into many thousands of villa set used in the making of "Foolish
dollars.
Wives" might be saved, but the latest
The Los Angeles River every year is news received by Universal's New York
a source of worry to the people of Uni- office was that the water was still rising,
versal City, because of the rise of its and hope of saving the set was almost
witters during the rainy season. But this abandoned. The waters had battered down
year's torrent exceeded all others, both in the timber supporting the elevation, and
the volume of the water and the sudden- it was expected to cave in at any moness of the rise.
ment. Its destruction would add approximately $29,000 more to the loss which
All work in the Universal plant was
stopped when the water was seen to be Universal City has already suffered, the
rising abnormally, and the employes were telegram said.
ri ving G. Thalberg, director general of
put to work trying to confine the river
within its banks by piling sand-bags along Universal City, called stars and directors
its edge. But their efforts were unavail- from the sets to fight the flood. Wading
ing, and the water swept out of its chan- hip high in swirling water, plastered with
nel and threatened devastation. Hard mud and looking utterly unlike heroes of
the silver sheet, were such celebrities as
work prevented some of the permanent

House Peters, King Baggot, Hoot Gibson, Art Acord, Elmo Lincoln, George
Walsh, Frank Mayo, Herbert Rawlinson,
Jack Conway, Hobart Henley, Paul
Scardon, Edward Kull, Albert Russell.
Clarence Badger, Tod Browning, Lloyd
'
Ingraham, Edward Laemmle, William1071
Worthington, Stuart Paton, Robert Hill
and Craig Hutchinson.
New

Manitoba

Tax

to Be 10 Per Cent.;
Tickets Abolished
Edward Brown of Winnipeg, provincial treasurer for Manitoba, has announced that the Amusement Tax Act
for that province will be given important
changes for 1922. The present scale of
tax charges, varying according to block
admission rates, is to be amended to provide for a straight 10 per cent. tax. This
will mean a slight reduction in the tax
for some tickets and an upward trend for
other prices.
The announcement was made that tax
tickets are to be abolished entirely, as
their 'use has proved inconvenient, cumbersome and expensive for the government, theatre managers and patrons. In
place of tax rolls, the managers will be
required merely to make returns under
oath at regular intervals. This arrangement will apply to both small and large
theatres.
It was also announced there would be
no exemptions under the Amusement Tax
Act, because the privilege extended to
various charity, military and educational
organizations has been abused. This
means that the government will require
a 10 per cent, tax on tickets for every
performance,
and exhibition. This willconcert,
remove recital
the discrimination
which has worked to the disadvantage of
the theatres.
The announcements were made following an interview by a deputation representing theofMotion
Picture
Exhibitors'
Association
Manitoba,
which
was arranged to secure information from the
government
proposed amendments to the regarding
tax act.
New Theatre Planned
Watertown, New York, is to have a
new theatre next year, according to an
announcement just made by Frank A.
Empsall and H. C. Sesonske, owners of
the Avon in that city. Mr. Empsall has
just returned from Sana Monica, Calif.,
coming back east for the purpose of making the final decision as to a new theatre.
The house will be similar to Loew's Theatre in Buffalo, and will have a seating
capacity of 2,500. on the ground floor
alone.
Projectionist Killed
John Schon, veteran projectionist of
the Rialto Theatre, Kewanee, 111., was fatally injured last Friday afternoon when
a film he was running exploded.
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Is Set for Christmas Day in Canada
tures of the Dominion, as telling backCHRISTMAS DAY will see the ofgrounds to the diversified film drama
ficial presentation of Ralph Connor's "Cameron of the Royal which is now planned for future producMounted," an offering which has been tion.
financed, managed, directed and produced
Another of the Ralph Connor successes,
by Canadians, thus proving that photo"The
Man from Glengarry," is scheduled
graphically, technically and from the business standpoint, Canada, as a film for spring "shooting" upon the "Upper
producing country, is entitled to write its Ottawa" and in the lumbering countries
success in large letters cn the film horizon of Quebec. Others of the Ralph Connor
productions will be produced in the Far
of the future.
West within the current year. The works
"Back to God's Country," "The Sky of such Canadian authors as Sir Gilbert
Pilot" and other productions have been
identified with Canadian enterprise, but it Parker, W. A. Fraser, Robert A. Hood,
Charles G. D. Robert, Robert Watson and
has remained for "Cameron of the Royal Douglas Durkin will all in turn be filmed
Mounted" to be the first to embody in its upon the actual locations as described by
manufacture, the actual workings, under the
authors in their stories.
official permit, of the Royal Mounted of
Canada, it is said. This body of men
Plans are on foot for a number of producing units to be operating in various
have been represented, in past productions, by actors and supers, but now in parts of the Dominion between St. Johns,
"Cameron of the Royal Mounted" they Newfoundland, and Victoria, B. C, during the spring, summer and fall of the
stand out in their own right as monuments to the efficiency of the force.
coming year. Marketing arrangements
Future plans in connection with Cana- have been made by Ernest Shipman and
dian-made productions will continue to his associates for this entire Canadian outintroduce the actual, vitally realistic, fea-

Censors

Fear Exhibitors

Change Serial Numbers
George H. Cobb, chairman of the New
York State Motion Picture Commssion,
spent Thursday in Albany conferring
with Ansel W. Brown, head of the Albany
bureau. Duplicates of all records in the
New York office have now been received
in Albany. These will be used in checking up every film which Mr. Brown sees
in his trips of inspection about the state.
By this procedure, the commission can
learn if any serial number assigned to a
film has been changed to another picture.
Chairman Cobb believes that there are
many pictures which were not given permits by the commission, and which are
occasionally sent out. The situation arises,
Mr. Cobb said, through the fact that when
the censorship bill became effective, some
of the film exchanges had a lot of old
films on hand.
Not knowing when there would be a
demand for all of these, the companies
hesitated about taking out a permit for
certain ones. It happens, said Mr. Cobb,
that some theatre occasionally sends in an
order for a picture on which a permit has
not been taken out. The exchange, without bothering to get the permit, sends out
the film. Meanwhile, the theatre owner
has advertised the picture and is placed
in a predicament when the film, without
the permit, arrives.
While Mr. Cobb does not specify any
particular instance, he is now checking
up every picture shown before Mr. Brown
or any member of the commission, to see
that the serial number corresponds to the
picture for which it was assigned.

put.
Springfield, Mo., "Blues" Engineer
Special Election on Sunday Closing
election will be held at is A. F. Baker, a member of the executive
L
CIA
A SPE
Springfield, Mo., on Tuesday, De- committee of the state organization.
cember 27, to decide whether
Through their picture theatres they have
ecarried on the fight against the would-be
ar
amus
simil
res
and
picture shows, theat
ments shall operate on Sundays. The
regulators
low citizens.of the private life of their felSunday closing agitation was instituted
by the Blue Law reformers following a
recent local revival by a traveling evangeRobbers Raid Capitol Theatre and Get
list brought to the city by the Protestant
Ministerial Alliance. Springfield has
$10,000, Locking Up Three Men and Girl
50,000 population.
into the closet and warned that death
HILE a crowded house was
After the revival clo=ed the Protestant
would
be the penalty for making an outchurches circulated petitions calling upon
w
watching "A Man's Home" at
cry. Then it was an easy matter for the
the Capitol Theatre, New York
the City Council for Sunday closing legrobbers to stuff the money — $10,000 in
islation. Failing in that move they then
City, about 10:30 o'clock Sunday eve- bills — into the collection bag, and make
ning, December 18, three men with guns
demanded a special election on the mattheir escape. In their hurry they missed
ter. A canvass of the situation indicates
auditor's
that all the Blue Law advocates will suc- "stuck
office onup"
the four
thirdemployes
floor and ingottheaway
with packages of bills amounting to $2,000 lyceed in doing is to cost the city the ex- $10,000. The victims were trussed up
in plain
on the
desk.
Asing the
men view
climbed
out auditor's
of the window
penses of the special election. Unless all with wire and locked in a closet, and the
advance data fails entirely, the proposi- robbers escaped by means of a fire es- to the fire-escape, Frank Limo, a youthful usher, entered the office and saw them.
cape.
tion will be voted down overwhelmingly.
Fresh from their recent successes at
The bandits evidently entered the the- He yelled an alarm but the men escaped.
Chillicothe and Kirksville, which cast
atre with an exact knowledge of the time
aside the antique Sunday closing laws and the place the money would be handThursday's morning paper said that
porter in the theatre has confessed to
led, on the only night in the week when
without resorting to a referendum, the ofpart in the robbery.
ficials of the Motion Picture Theatre
day's receipts are kept overnight in the
Owners of Missouri, headed by their abuilding
instead of being deposited in a
Tariff Hearings
counsel and secretary, Lawrence E. Gold- bank. Unheard, they entered the room
man ;Charles T. Sears, president, and where the money was being counted. In
Hearings on the Sundries ScheJack Truitt, treasurer, have waged a dig- the room were J. L. Falconer, the audidule, Fordney Tariff Bill, includtor ; John Matthews, house manager ;
nified and well planned education caming films, have been set for
Miss Pearl Courtright, cashier, and
paign to warn the people of Springfield
December 23 and 27. All hearof the dangers of Sunday closing, and Thomas Maher, watchman and guard.
ings will close January 3, when
how unnecessary such Puritanical ideas Maher was the only one armed, and they
the Senate Finance Committee
are in this twentieth century.
"got the drop" on him.
will begin an executive consideraThe men's hands were tied with wire
S. E. Wilhoit, second vice-president of
tion of the bill.
the Missouri Motion Picture Theatre
brought for the purpose and they and
Owners, is a resident of Springfield, as the girl, who was not tied, were pushed,
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Continues
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Immunity
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to Expand;

New
Omaha
Building
it erected the first film exchange in the
big chain of branch
GRAPH'S
VITAoffices,
which has been steadily Manitoba city to comply with the new
lengthened in the past two years, is fire laws there. Its new branch in Winniout on as spacious and sumpto have another link enlarged — this time tous pegais laid
scale as any in New York City,
in Omaha. For the past couple of years the offices alone covering more than 2,000
Vitagraph has been opening branches in feet, It was reported that, even before
cities which previously were not used as the new Winnipeg branch was opened,
exchange centers, has been constructing Vitagraph had spent a sum approximatnew Vitagraph buildings and enlarging
ing $500,000 in building up its elaborate
its old ones. This was made necessary
exchange system. Several months previthrough the greatly increased production
ously it had completed studio expansion
of the company. Then, with its big ex- work, particularly on the West Coast,
change system thoroughly built up, the essary.
which made the exchange expansion neccompany announced several weeks ago
Within the past three years Vitagraph
that it would make use of this enlarged
organization to distribute high-class out- buildings have gone up in several cities
put of independent producers, as well as and exchange floor space has been doubled
its own increased production.
and tripled in other cities. Ground for
Vitagraph
buildings was acquired in ChiWork on Omaha's new Vitagraph
cago, Seattle, Dallas, and a new_branch
building has already been started, Vitagraph having completed negotiations opened in Oklahoma City a few months
early last week with C. W. Calkins, ago, Vitagraph buying the ground and
president of the Calkins Company of erecting the structure.
Since July of last year, branches in
Omaha. The new exchange will be firetwelve cities have been enlarged and the
proof and equipped with three standard
size film, vaults. It has been leased for Vitagraph executive offices in New York
shifted to larger and more commodious
ten years.
Vitagraph received editorial publicity quarters, now occupying the entire tenth
floor at 469 Fifth avenue.
in Winnipeg, Canada, late last fall when
Supreme

Started

PICTURE

on

Decision

Gives

Cibrario

from Suits by Russian Soviet
THE persistent legal battle waged by had not been officially recognized by our
Jacques Roberto Cibrario against government. Justice McAvoy, however,
the Russian Soviet government
in appointing Henry L. Sherman as rehas been rewarded by a victory won by
ceiver, held otherwise and said in his dehim in the Appellate Division of the Sucision that Cibrario's recognition of the
preme Court, which has just handed down
Soviet government "by his own conits decision on his appeal from the order
duct" had placed him beyond any group
of Justice McAvoy of the New York that might claim that government had no
Supreme Court appointing a receiver for right to sue them.
Soon after the commencement of the
his effects and the property of the several
motion picture enterprises he was instru- civil suit an indictment was returned in
mental in forming.
the Court of General Sessions against
The appointment of the receiver was Cibrario in a criminal action in connection with the same deals, which indictment
the result of an action brought in the Supreme Court of the Russian Soviet gov- was recently dismissed. The decision of
ernment to recover $1,000,000, which it the Appellate Division means that Cibrario is free from further prosecution in
was alleged had been advanced to Cibrario as its agent in this country for the our civil courts by the existing Russian
purpose of acquiring films and equipment government.
to be used in propaganda work by the
Soviet government in Russia. It was
Universal Celebration
alleged that such of this material as
Held in New Zealand
Cibrario did forward them was through
its faulty condition useless, and that he
Co-incident with the arrival of James
had a considerable portion of the money
V. Bryson, Universale new export manadeposited to his credit in banks in this
ger, from the Orient, word reached 1600
city to his own use.
Broadway, that the first anniversary of
This was denied by Cibrario, who in Universal's New Zealand Exchange, recently was celebrated in Wellington, N. Z.
fighting preliminary motions, and on the
application for the appointment of a re- at a large dinner. Bryson founded the
ceiver, contended the Russian Soviet gov- Wellington Exchange in November. 1920,
ernment should be non-suited and the case after having opened up Australia for Universal films by the creation of six branch
against him thrown out of court, on the
ground that they were incompetent to exchanges on that continent. E. O. Gurbring a suit in this country, since they ney is the New Zealand manager.

CAPT. JOSEPH MORISSON
Foch

Meets

Foch

As Marshal

Docks

on His Visit Here
Foch met Foch when the French marshal visited New York City, America's
visitor being astonished to find that there
is a motion picture actor who so closely
resembles him as to be able to appear as
him in the "movies." The actor was
Captain Joseph Morisson, who, while the
World War was still raging and Liberty
Loan drives were on, played the marshal
in Goldwyn "trailers" and other pictures.
It was an Did
affecting
meeting because
His "Bit"
the marshal is a warm-hearted man and
one susceptible to emotion, despite his
military training. The tears came to the
eyes of both men — the "man of the hour"
and the former French army officer, for
Captain Morisson served until retired on
a pension — as they shook hands. They
chatted about their native France and the
war until those assigned to see that Marshal Foch reached his destination on time,
became uneasy. The captain told how he
had helped here in the campaigns for war
funds, as age barred him from active serice, and the marshal applauded as enastical y asthough
"bit" Ashada
been done on thusithe
westernhisfront.
matter of fact, Captain Morisson wears
the Legion of Honor medal for exceptional services rendered with the French
army in Arabia. He now proudly exhibits the Marshal's autograph.
Recovers from Accident
Following the automobile accident near
Albany on December 12, Alice Brady,
motion picture star, has recovered to the
extent that she was able to appear at
Harmanus Bleecker Hall in Albany on
December is
19,still
in "Forever After." Her
chauffeur
at an Albany hospital,
suffering from a fractured skull.
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$22,000;

Wid

Gunning Shares in Picture Profits
George S. Loane, better correctly estimate the damage, and this
THAT
known as George Loane Tucker, caused exaggerated subtitles to be apthe director, left property in New
York City valued at $22,000 became pended.
As told in Moving Picture World imknown when Herbert D. Chabot of 222
mediately following the storm, the damage was confined to the water front and
s
n
,
ed
gate'
Fulto
street
appli
to
the
Surro
Court of New York County for ancillary did not exceed $500,000. High water did
letters of administration that will permit not at any time reach any of the principal
him to take charge of this property, which business streets, nor was the business section of the city damaged to any apprehe says consists of Liberty bonds, War
ciable extent.
Savings certificates and jewelry, kept in
a strong box in the vaults of the Hudson Trust Company.
Texas "Get 'Together"
According to Chabot's petition Tucker
Is Complete Success
left personal property in California valued "in excess of $10,000," and his will
The local
"get together"
the —First
was admitted to probate in the courts out National
franchise
holders of ofTexas
one
there. Under its provisions, according to of the most important of all the regional
the exemplified copy filed with Chabot's
meetings on account of the difficulties
application, three trust funds were set up,
confronting
the southwestern exhibitors —
each of $20,000, the income from same
was held at the Adelphus Hotel, Dallas,
to be paid
Tucker'sElizabeth
mother, Risdon
Ethel on December 15. So pleased were the
Tucker
; histo widow,
franchise holders present with the conLoane, and his son, George S. Loane,
duct and results of athequarterly
"get together"
Jr., and on the death of the mother and that several
meeting
grandmother the principal of these funds of the same suggested
kind.
is to revert to the son ; $2,000 bequeathed
The election of an advisory board was
to Richard W. McFarland, whose ad- the signal for a display of enthusiasm
dress isgiven as the Los Angeles Athletic
that halted the proceedings for a few
Club, and $1,000 to the decedent's "faith- minutes. Five men were elected, with
ful nurse," Ethel Hieber.
F. R. Newman of the Crystal Theatre,
The will states that while Wid GunGreenville,
as chairman. His four assoning was never the partner of the deceased
ciates are W. R. Fairman, of the Queen,
he was his agent, and for such services
Bryant; C. J. Musselman, Grand The"is entitled to 50 per cent, of the profits
atre, Paris; Abie Levy, Strand, Waco;
on all pictures made under my contract
J.
A.
Holton, Pierce Theatre, Port Arwith the Mayflower Photoplay Corporathur.
tion." The will was dated March 22 last,
Meetings will be held on the third Wedjust prior to Tucker's death, which ocnesday in every month, at Dallas, begincurred on June 20, 1921, and it appointed
ning with January 18.
McFarland and the Guaranty Trust and
Savings Bank of Los Angeles executors
and trustees of the estate.
Ray Leaves New York
News

Reel Storm

Views

Kept People from Tampa
Evidence that injury was done to
Tampa, Fla., through wide circulation of
news reel views of the storm of October
25, is being received by citizens with the
arrival of tourists from all parts of the
United States, many of whom claim that
they were delayed in coming to Tampa
because of having seen the pictures.
The reels were exhibited at the Grand
Theatre, Tampa, a short time after the
storm and caused wide comment. While
no one cared to dispute the authenticity
of the photographic work, regret was expressed that some of the subtitles were
misleading, conveying the impression that
the damage portrayed was general in nature, rather than isolated.
No blame is attached to the several film
companies circulating these pictures, citizens realizing that the companies acted
in good faith. However, the pictures were
rushed out of Tampa by the photographers immediately after the storm and
before there had been an opportunity to

for Tour of South
After more than three weeks of continuous activity in New York City,
Charles Ray left the city Saturday, December 17, for a brief tour of the South.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray accompanied by Richard Willis, Albert A. Kidder, Jr., Arthur
S. Kane and George Rizard, cameraman,
will make short stop-overs in Washington, Baltimore, Atlanta and New Orleans. The star plants to be at his Los
Angeles studio on December 28.
Mr. Ray will arrive in Washington on
the night of the 17th, stopping off at Baltimore to attend a ball being arranged in
honor of the star by the Movie Club of
Baltimore. This function originally
scheduled for November was postponed
owing to a change in the plans of the
star and complete arrangements put forward to the later date. More than fifteen
thousand persons are expected to be presents and the Baltimore Armory, the largest auditorium of the city has been
engaged for the occasion.
The Ray party will spend three days
in the national capital, during which an
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auspicious program has been arranged for
the star. They will stop at the Hotel
Shoreham. According to present plans
the star will leave for Atlanta on the 22nd,
arriving there the following day. While
in Atlanta Mr. Ray and his party will be
the guests of Sig. Samuels and Willard
Patterson of the Metropolitan and Criterion Theatres. On the 24th, the Ray
I>arty arrive in New Orleans where they
will spend the Christmas holiday, leaving
for Los Angeles the following day.
Arthur S. Kane will accompany Mr.
Ray as far as New Orleans when he will
return to New York.
Universalites Gather at
Farewell Dinner to Kann
As anwith
appreciation
seven years'
service
Universal, for
andhisbecause
of his
cordial relations with his fellow-workers,
George E. Kann, who has resigned as
Universal export manager to head the export department in the Goldwyn organization, was the guest of honor at a "surprise" farewell dinner given by Universal
employees last Monday night in the Cafe
Boulevard, New York.
All Universal executives and department chiefs in the East, headed by Carl
Laemmle, president, and R. H. Cochrane,
vice-president, assembled to pay their respects to the departing export manager.
After the dinner, a handsome shirt-stud,
vest-button and cuff-link set was presented to Kann by his Universal friends.
The evening was enlivened by a humorous sketch produced by Harry Reichenbach, who also was master of ceremonies.
Those acting in the playlet were Paul
Gulick, Reichenbach, Ben Grimm, George
Brown, George Uffner, Paul E. Perez,
Sidney Singerman, George Lennington
and Teddy Saloman. These men took the
parts of various Universal executives in
a take-off of office procedure. A muscal
number was rendered, with Harry Zehner
at the piano, George Brown playing the
violin and Lennington singing.

See n'liat Santa Claus brought Helene
Chadicich at the Goldzeyn
mas Tree studio Christ-
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Williams in Conferences
with Western Producers
J. D. Williams, manager of Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., returned to
Los Angeles on December 12 from San
Francisco, where he spent three days in
conference with theatre owners in the
Golden Gate district. Upon his return,
Mr. Williams conferred with Producers
Marshall Neilan and R. A. Walsh,, and
viewed their latest photoplays, "Penrod"
and "Kindred of the Dust," which will
be shipped to New York in a few days.
During his stay in Los Angeles, Mr.
Williams had interviews with all the independent producers releasing their photoplays through First National. Among
the producers who visited Mr. Williams'
temporary offices in a local hotel last
week was Maurice Tourneur, who has
started
the Studios.
productionMr.of Williams
"Lorna Doone"
at
the Ince
before
his departure to New York also viewed
the filming of the opening scenes of Producer Allen Holuber's "The Soul Seeker,"
which stars Dorothy Phillips.

PICTURE

Association has been formally organized
with headquarters at Montreal, Quebec.
The association has been organized as a
chartered company and has secured registration under the provincial laws of Quebec with Lieut M. F. Gregg as president
and Capt. Charles R. Smith as vice-president, both of these men residing in Montreal.
The main object of the association is
to boost British-made pictures throughout Canada and • also to encourage the
Canadian people to read English newspapers and periodicals. Lieut. Gregg is
secretary-treasurer of the Anglo-Canadian
Picture Plays, Ltd., of Montreal and
London, England, which has been serving
as the distributor of British films, in the
Dominion for several years.
GLORIA SWANSON
Star in Paramount pictures, sends hei*
Christinas greetings through a zvreath
of Holly
New

Lubitsch

Due

Here

to

Study American Methods
Ernest Lubitsch, director of "Passion,"
"Deception" and "One Arabian Night, ,:
and protege of Max Reinhardt, arrives
December 23, bringing his "most ambitious" film, "Pharaoh's Wife," in which
126,000 persons appear. With him will
be Paul Davidson, film magnate of Europe, whose theatres and pictures extend
through Germany, Italy, France and Holland, and Mrs. Davidson, a French
woman.
Both are coming to America under the
auspices of the Hamilton Theatrical Corporation, to spend a month in studying
American methods of film production.
On their return to Europe they will
launch another spectacular production
along the lines of "Pharaoh's Wife,"
which was begun in February and completed three weeks ago.
Palace

to Open
On Christmas Day
The Palace, in Troy, owned and operated by Gasper Battaglia, is scheduled to
open on Christmas Day. The house has
cost in the neighborhod of $65,000. It
will use "Over the Hill" as its opening
attraction.
The Olympic, in Watertown, New
York, will reopen on Christmas Day under the management of the Robbins
Amusement Company of Utica, which recently purchased three houses in that city.
Patrick Conway, well-known band leader,
will be in charge of the symphony orchestra which will be one of the features of
the house. Presentations will be in charge
of J. Victor Wilson, of New York. The
management of all three houses will be
in the hands of Sol Manheimer, who has
been connected with the Shuberts in New
York City, for several years.
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Canadian Company to
Boost English Pictures
For the purpose of arousing further interest in Canada in English productions,
the Empire Film and Press Educational

New

Action
Allows

Aid

Fund

Three of Albany, New York's theatres
are co-operating with the Times-U,nion of
that city toward swelling the Christmas
fund of the Empty Stocking club. Fred.
P. Elliott, of the Clinton Square Theatre,
will giveceipts,a whilepercentage
the week's
rethe Strandof Theatre
is also
contributing heavily. At the Harmanus
Bleecker Hall, the receipts from Tuesday
night's
the club.performance were contributed to

of Montreal
Exhibitors

Christmas

Authorities

Free

Rein

Sundays

BECAUSE the Aldermanic Executive Council of Montreal, Quebec,
discovered it did not hold the power to extend permission to local
theatres to hold picture shows on Sundays and to prohibit any
vaudeville or prologue offerings on that day, the recent order providing
for the curtailment of Sunday shows in Montreal has been rescinded
entirely and the Lord's Day Act, a federal law in Canada, is to be disregarded entirely, it was announced on December 15 after a meeting of
the council. The only exception is that burlesque is not to be presented,
but no special instructions were issued in this respect, however, because
the management of the local burlesque theatre voluntarily offered to
cancel Sunday performances.
The revoking of the original order means that the large picture
theatres may now continue to present their complete programs on Sundays, including prologues, solos, ballet features, grand opera scenes
and vaudeville novelties, as before. The Loew Theatre will be able
to stage its vaudeville acts in addition to moving pictures.
The aldermanic executive found that its Sunday closing order was
ultra vires because a strict interpretation of the Lord's Day Act prohibited any form of Sunday performance in Canada; therefore, it was
decided to ignore the federal law entirely. Theatre managers have
been promised immunity from prosecution for alleged technical infringement of the Lord's Day Act, provided the Sunday shows are
conducted in a manner that does not offend public taste. Jules Crepeau,
director of municipal services, has announced that the civic administration will take no action, provided the Sunday programs do not
include anything in the way of an unduly noisy or burlesque nature.
No objection will be taken to stage costumes or elaborate stage settings.
The revoking of the Sunday order came about after the local exhibitors had held several conferences with civic officials. It is interesting to note that formal anouncement regarding the revoking of the
order made reference to "the desire of the managers to comply with the
law in every way." Manager Rotsky, of Allen's Palace Theatre, Manager H. M. Thomas, of the Capitol, and Manager Elms, of Loew's, were
particularly pleased with the action of the civic administration, because
they can now stage their complete shows on Sundays.
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The rumor persists that Will
H. Haysmasterwill
as PostGeneral resign
to become
head
of the picture producers organization now in the process of
formation.

of Stillman Cottage at Grande Anse
Illustrative of the difficulties a news already set in and because of the ice in
cameraman is liable to meet when sent out the river the boat could only be used for
to "get" certain pictures, is the experience short distances when it became necessary
of C. F. Sanwald, - Jr., of the staff of to get out and portage through the brush
Selznick News, who was recently sent to on the bank sometimes for several miles,
Canada to procure scenes of interest in until open water was again reached. The told he could not take any pictures withconnection with the Stillman case. Even snow was not deep enough to make the
out permission and questioned as to
whether he was a newspaper man. He
with the use of the many tricks of the entire journey overland.
trade and ingenious schemes for which
states he apparently convinced them that
Finally reaching Grande Anse, he found
these pictorial reporters are noted he was this town, located 200 miles north of he was harmless, explaining that he had
Montreal, to consist of one church, one
not altogether successful.
injured his camera on the way up, showAs Mr. Sanwald describes it, he was house for the priest, and one combination
ing a bent range finder to prove it, and
told to go to Grande Anse, somewhere in house and general store, while scattered that as the day was quite dark his pictures
Quebec and get pictures of the Stillman around at great distances apart, were a were probably no good anyway. He was
cabin and anything else of interest. Going few other houses, miles intervening be- then allowed to leave and after several
tween them.
more vicissitudes again reached Montreal.
to Montreal as a starting point, he experienced difficulty in finding anyone who
By this time the weather was below
Thesion other
part ofpictures
Mr. Sanwald's
miswas to secure
of the guide,
knew just where this place was located. zero, and after again waiting over night,
Finally a French railway clerk dug over he started out on the fifth morning for Fred Beauvais. After three days of quesinnumerable time-tables and discovered the Stillman cottage located five miles
tioning and scouting he finally located him
that in the summer a boat ran occasionally from the town. Mr. Sanwald reports he on the outskirts of Montreal, but discovfrom Grande Piles to Grande Anse. With
found the cottage to be quite a pretentious
ered he was a very elusive fellow. He refused to allow his pictures to be snapped
this as a starter he journeyed all day by affair, said to have cost about $60,000 and
rail, reaching Grande Piles only to dis- surrounded by a 10,000-acre estate run- and Mr. Sanwald waited for hours at
cover after remaining there over night
ning back into the hills and embracing secluded points of vantage, but to no avail.
that the only way to reach Grande Anse lakes, mountains, rivers, etc. It was oc- This kept up for several days during
cupied by servants and watched by two which all the wiles of the cameramen's
was by sled. After another day of preparation, including a trip across the St.
art were employed, but though as Mr.
Maurice River which, though not very guards.
Eluding the guards he secured some
Sanwald explains, Mr. Beauvais was
wide consumed about four hours, as it good pictures of the house and surroundeasily accessible after dark and he had
was necessary to break the thin ice so that
ing grounds and was getting a birds-eye several conversations with him, he was fithe small ferry could cross, he succeeded view from an elevation when a shot
nally compelled to return to the states on
in getting an outfit and two guides who passed close to him. Another shot, land- other important business minus the decould speak English, while Mr. Sanwald
ing nearer, brought him quickly down to
sired pictures of the elusive guide. — C. S.
himself was not on speaking terms with where the guards were waiting. He was
Sewell.
French.
Starting out the next day, although the
journey was only about forty miles, two
European Service;
entire days were taken up, as winter had Fox News Expanding
Director-in-Chief

Sessue Hayakawa, star in R-C Pictures,
follows the custom this year, as in other
years, of entertaining large numbers of
children of the film colony at Hollywood,
both Japanese and American, at a great
Christmas party, with a richly laden
Christmas tree '» everything. Sessue
himself plays the role of Santa Claus,
which he says gives him more pleasure
than any other role he has ever essayed

director-i
ll ef
K,, and
A.
Russen-chi
News
HANCOC
DONof Fox
n
rama
of the
Muth, the star came
New York staff, were fellow-passengers
on the Steamship Paris with Marshall
Foch when the French Generalissimo set
sail for Europe on December 14.
Despite the fact that their presence in
company of the great Frenchman was a
stroke of news reel enterprise which
promises interesting film of his return
voyage, the purpose of the European trip
of Messrs. Hancock and Muth is the execution of plans by William Fox for an
extension of facilities for filming European news events. Although convinced
that Fox News lives up to its trademark,
"Mightiest of All," Mr. Fox is determined to strengthen the already formidable foreign service in anticipation of an
increased volume of news events which
will interest the world at large.
With this object in view, he directed
Mr. Hancock to inspect the foreign offices and to reorganize and enlarge the
overseas staff wherever it is possible to
improve on the already high level efficiency of the Fox news gathering organization.
The exclusive filming of Ex-Emperor

and Cameraman
Sail
Charles of Austria, while under arrest and
on his way to exile, was a recent example
of the wisdom of Mr. Fox in maintaining
a large force of staff correspondents in
Europe. This force now will be made to
include every centre of importance. Features of international importance will be
planned when the field has been surveyed,
and special efforts will be made for the
filming of events which heretofore have
been considered unobtainable by all news
reel services.
A hundred assignments on special pictures to be worked up by the French staff
in addition to the ordinary news that develops, will be arranged at the Paris
headquarters. Special efforts will be made
at the London offices to expand the already widespread camera correspondence
in Great Britain and the Irish Free State.
In fact, all means will be utilized toward
placing
Great Britain on the same level
ciency.
as the United States in news reel effiRussell Muth's individual mission will
be to introduce the Yankee idea of news
filming to the foreign cinematographers.
After a short stay in Paris the party will
tour France, Italy, Spain, Germany,
Switzerland and England.
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News

from
Edited

Laemmle
Says
Direct
to
Be
In August of this year while Mr.
Laemmle was in Europe, R. H.
Cochrane, vice-president of the Universal, made a promise to the exhibitors of the country. That promise
concerned "Foolish Wives." It was
a big promise to make and it was
made in an unequivocal way. No
ifs or buts or unlesses about it. He
said thatto "Foolish
was ittowasgo
direct
exhibitorsWives"
and that
not to be road-showed. Lots of
water has run under the bridge since
August. Rumors about "Foolish
Wives"method
have offlown
fast has
and come
furious.in
The
release
for just as much gossip as any other
part of this film.
Inasmuch as the film itself is at
last on the brink of actual completion, Mr. Laemmle feels that it is
high time to confirm in detail the
promise made by his associate and
to set formally a release date. In
fact, Mr. Laemmle has decided that
the situation warrants his going even
further in his promise than Mr.
Cochrane did.
Mr. Cochrane said in August:
"Hundreds
peopleto have
me
how we everofexpect
make asked
a profit,
or even to get our money back, on a
production in which we will sink
a million and three-quarters of dollars before we get back a nickel.
There is no doubt in the world that
it could easily be done by playing it
in the legitimate houses of the country for long runs. With the high
cost of routing traveling companies
the big theatres out of New York
and Chicago are hungry for big attractions like 'Foolish Wives.' But
there are several good and sufficient
reasons why Universal is not going
to get its money out of the production in this way, though several very
tempting offers have been made to
us looking to such a form of release.
Not a Theatrical Business
"In
the firstbusiness.
place, we Weare have
not noin
the theatrical
desire to get into it. It would be
inevitable under this plan. We are
in the moving picture business and
we are going to stay in it.
"In the second place, this plan
would
'Foolishof Wives'
entirely
out of place
the reach
exhibitors
of
moving pictures, possibly for years.
This is the furthest thing from our
intention. We would not feel that
we had kept the faith if we ever
consented to do such a thing.
'Foolish Wives' was made for moving pictures and we feel that it will
prove the best picture ever made for
moving picture audiences.
"In the third place, this plan would
virtually make us exhibitors ourselves and place us in competition
with the very people to whom we
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Producers

C. S. Sewell

"Foolish
Wives"
Will
Go
Exhibitors;
Production
Will

14
Reels
Long;
Released
wish to sell our product. We have
pany to exploit the film in a numsteadfastly refused to become exber of big cities to "set" the picture,
hibitors except for exploitation pur- as it is called, before turning it
poses, even in the face of severe over to exhibitors. Elaborate
provocation from competitors and preparations had been made to make
the fact of support in quarters where this exploitation as thorough as
it woudl have been most natural to
But a number of big exhibitors
possible.
expect it.
have been talking to Mr. Laemmle
Principals of Success
since "foolish Wives" has become
"Universal's success in this busi- so imminent. These men have all
ness has been due to its recognition been against having the Universal
of several basic principles. One of exploit the picture before they had
them is that if exhibitors are not
They argue that "Foolish
making money, we are not making it.
exploited itself for almoney. And conversely, if we give Wives"most has
two years. There is scarcely
exhibitors the productions and the a man, woman, or child who does
exploitation material with which not know about it. They say it does
they can make money, we make not need any more exploitation before it is turned over to exhibitors.
money
too. any
We way
can'tto make
for themoney
life
of us figure
Since Universal has promised to
on 'Foolish
or any othermake
pic- give "Foolish Wives" direct to exture unlessWives'
the exhibitors
hibitors, why not give it without
money also. We have always fol- any strings at all?
lowed out that principle and we are
Will Not Exploit Film
stillMr.going
to follow
or bust."
Cochrane
then itwent
on to say These personal arguments and the
that it was the intention of the com- many letters he has received have

Playgoers Policy Continued
In reviewing the progress made during the past
year, Playgoers Pictures declares that the exhibitors
have justified the continuance of their policy of releasing feature productions on the basis of thirty-six
a year.
A statement just issued says that the company
will proceed during 1922 on thai release basis and
will offer an array of program features which will
be of consistently good quality and box-office value.
In part,
announcement
with to
considerablethe
satisfaction
that we aresays:
able"Itto ispoint
such
features with the realization that they are proving
successful offerings upon the screens of hundreds of
theatres. The Wistaria production, 'Anne of the
Little Smoky,' for example, which has taken a tremendous jump in business, owing to the presence in
its all-star cast of Mrs. William S. Hart, who formerly was Winifred Westover. 'Tropical Love,'
made in Porto Rico by Ralph Ince, and including in
its cast Reginald Denny, Ruth Clifford and Fred
Turner, is going over splendidly.
"Likewise, the J. P. McGowan features, 'Discontented Wives' and 'The Ruse of the Rattler,' have
distinguished themselves by their swift action and
splendid audience appeal. Herald Productions are
now working on a series of five of these McGowan
features, the third of which, 'Reckless Chances,' is
scheduled for January 15. Other Playgoers features
which are proving very satisfactory are 'Across the
Divide,' 'Father Tom,' 'The Family Closet' and
'Home Keeping Hearts.' "

January
15
had the effect of convincing Mr.
Laemmle
that "Foolish
Wives" has
actually had
all the exploitation
that is necessary and that there is
therefore no reason why exhibitors
should and
not asgetsoon
"Foolish
Wives" Mr.as
direct
as possible.
Laemmle therefore announces :
"I have determined to renew and
confirm the promise made by R.
H. Cochrane and for reasons that
have seemed good to hundreds of
big exhibitors, who have both told
me personally and written to me, I
have decided to forego the pleasure
of exploiting
selves except in"Foolish
the one Wives"
instanceour-of
the Central Theatre in New York
City. The lease of this theatre was
secured for the express purpose of
showing this super-Jewel picture and
it has been thought wise to follow
out our own original plan in this
case.
Big Exhibitors Chance
"In regard to all the other cities,
we have determined to give the
biggest exhibitors in each city the
opportunity to book "Foolish Wives"
in preference
to where
giving itit might
to "legitimate" houses,
be
played for longer runs and be kept
away from
the
great
body
of
exhibitors for months and months.
"We have selected thirty-three
cities in the United States in which
to offer the first showing of "FoolWives"runin ispicture
untilishthe
over houses.
there willNotit
be shown in the lesser theatres. We
have a special corps of men who
will call on all the first run exhibitors in these cities at once and
arrange dates and exhibition problems. We have virtually accepted
several offers where the dates were
satisfactory to us.
In Fourteen Reels
" 'Foolish Wives' in its final form
will be in fourteen reels. We have
tried various other lengths and since
we have waited so long for the picture we have not been in a mood to
take any chances on a cutting which
did not preserve all the virility and
smoothness of the wonderful story
and atmosphere. The picture I have
just seen is so rippingly smooth in
its development, so gorgeously exquisite in its artistry, so powerful
in its character analysis, so grippingly full of suspense and so smashing in its climaxes that I take the
utmost oride in offering it as the
best answer to those carping critics
who recently declared moving pictures to be a failure as a vehicle
of artistic expression.
"The release date of January IS
has been set as the official one but
the picture will be shown at the Central Theatre on January 8."
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Exploiting for
Wid Gunning Film
The exploitation department of
Wid Gunning, Inc., has just issued
on the new Hobart Bosworth reHands,"
press book
said tolease,be"Whitealive
with a exploitation
suggestions.
A number of novelties with pull
are being made for this picture, including astiff paper herald in the
shape of a cutout hand, and a white
hand sticker. An unusual teaser
campaign is suggested, and there
of exploitaare many
tion laid outother
for angles
the use of the live
exhibitor.
Studio Work on
Film Completed
Hugo Ballin has filmed his final
of "Luxury
close-up
studiocomedyEthel
ma by Tax,"
melodra
the
be the director's
whichon will
Donoher,
for Hodkinson renext producti
lease, and next week will find the
on location for exteriors.
company
Mabel Ballin is starred. Raymond
Bloomer, who supports her, is in the
role of a young millionaire, while
Crauford Kent is the "heavy."
R. W. Tully to
Produce Film
Richard Walton Tully has returned to Los Angeles to begin
preparations for the production of
his famous stage play, "The Masqueradcr,"
in film
for release
by
Associated
Firstform
National.
Guy
Bates Post will have the leading
role.
An

Elaboratz

Set

for Torchy Film
An elaborate set, representing
street scenes on the lower East Side
of New York, is being used in the
making of "Battling Torchy," the
forthcoming Torchy Comedy, feaas "Torchy"
Hincs
turing JohnnyFord
of the Sewell
stories.
The set
is the biggest ever built for any picture of the Torchy series.
Workers Eager to
See Production
Stories coming from the Selznick
studios in East Forty-eighth street
indicate that the making of the
Henry Lehrman production starring
Owen Moore is proving of more
than usual interest even to the
"hard-boiled" studio crew. It is said
that
"Jimmie"
Dent, "Joe"
of theSchleiff
Selznickand
organization,
whose business it is to see that
Selznick employees draw their pay
for doing work and not for being entertained have a hard time keeping
the workers on their jobs, so eager
are they to watch the picture being
made.
Contracts for
Six Pictures
Allen Holubar has contracted to
make six productions starring
Dorothy Phillips at the United
studios in Los Angeles. It is planned
to release the first of these photoplays, "TheFirst
Soul National
Seeker," Pictures,
through
Associated
Inc.
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screen written by Edmund Goulding,
in conference with Miss Murray and
Robert Z. Leonard. The picture is
the second Tiffany production for
distribution by Metro, following
List of Talmadge Revivals
"Peacock Alley," by Mr. Goulding,
and based on a story by Ouida
Prepared for Coming Year Bergere. Mr Leonard directed
The pictures that Lewis J. Selz- Paul." Earlier in the year "Ghosts "Peacock Alley," which, at a review
nick produced at the time he was of Yesterday" and "The Moth" were recently at the Hotel Commodore,
making Norma and Constance Tal- issued as Talmadge revivals and it New York, was acclaimed the most
madge stars of the screen have was the box-office reception these flashing triumph of Miss Murray's
previously
been output
announced
as year
part fluenced
"trial balloons"
in- ceived
career from
according
of
the Selznick
for the
the decisionreceived
to revivethat
twelve
Metro,to information reand thus far several of them have more.
been released. When the schedule Norma will, during 1922, be seen
is complete there will be six of each in "By Right of Purchase," "The "One Clear Call"
star in a. selection of their release Safety Curtain," "Her Only Way" Is Now Under Way
that demonstrated their box-office and "The Secret of the Storm
One of the important events of
value
firstConstance
released.
and the Constance releases
Threewhen
of the
Talmadge Country"
wil include
"The Lesson," "Mrs. the past year was Louis B. Mayer's
announced revivals have either been Leffingwell's Boots" and 'A Lady's introduction of a series of John M.
released or are in Select Exchanges Name." When these are all in cir- Stahl productions. Only one of
for distribution and two photoplays dilation the full schedule of Tal- these pictures, "The Child Thou
with Norma have reached the screen, madge revivals will be complete. Gavest Me," has been released by
"Poppy" and "De Luxe Annie" be- These attractions were originally First National as yet. The second
ing Norma's issues while Constance screened little more than two years of the series, "The Song of Life," is
has appeared in "Scandal," "A Pair ago. Actors and actresses of now completed and ready for disof Silk Stockings" and "Good Night present popularity were in support, tribution.
The now
thirdunder
picture,
Clear Call."
way "One
withB.
strong
cast isheaded
by Henry
Walthall,
Claire
Windsor
and
MilInternational News Cameraman
ton Sills. The story is by Frances
Nimmo Greens.
Roughly Handled
by Russians
Ariel Varges, the International anced this animus inspired horseplay Goldwyn Shows
News Cameraman in Russia, who with delight.
Salmon Fishing
now is supplying International News Varges is known as one of the
Reels with pictures of life and condi- most resourceful cameramen in the What Goldwyn says is perhaps the
tions in the starving land of the business. He made the first official most remarkable nature picture vet
Soviet, daily, it is said, is taking pictures of Pope Benedict XV at screened is that contained in the new
his life in his hands to get these the Vatican last year, and which Goldwyn Graphic, "Fishing in Orepictures,
were included in the Internatioal gon Waters," taken by William L.
At a recent anniversary of the News Reels as the news film "beat" Finley of the National Audubon
Chika, the Extraordinary Commis- of the year. Varges risked his life. Societies, edited by Jack Eaton and
sion of the counter-revolutions, in the face of machine gun fire, to produced by Bray Pictures CorporYarges was roughly handled while film pictures of the great street ation. Titles are by Katharine Hillfilming the celebration in front of riots in Berlin two years ago. His jker. The one-reel film shows salthe Kremlin. The Red soldiers film actually showed civilians drop- mon fishing along the Columbia
buffeted him around, and threatened ping in the streets before withering river in various phases.
to take his life and destroy his bursts of machine gun fire. Varges
camera, but finally appeased their also, it is said, made the first pic- Friedman Makes
wrath by tossing him in a blanket tures ever shown in this country of
Record Booking
many times. Djerjinski, the review- Lenine and Trotsky, after their
ing officer for the occasion, counten- ascent to power in Russia.
Joe Friedman, manager of the
Detroit Universal Exchange has established arecord for quick booking
on the three latest Universal-Jewel
"Conflict" Best Universal- Jewell;
Selznick

Big

Company

Has

Full

Success Forecasted KtS^KS
"Conflict," the Priscilla Dean alone it has played to more than "Jhc ,F°*" _.and. "No, Woman
super-production from George Bud- gD days over the V B. O circui^ gj*
1
"^d ^
ington Kelland's popular Red Book S^™^™ ^
same
°!
the
*T°
f" Michigan,
novel, has proved to be the most sue- icngth 0f time. In more than 100 Universal reports,
cessful Universal-Jewel picture in cities the film has been shown for
Chet Withey Is
many months. The Universal sales runs of a week or longer,
department reports that the picture
Officials of the Universal sales
Directing Film
has
had where
remarkable
runs and
in every
force pointan outunusual
that "Conflict"
theatre
booked,
has achieved
record has
for
Under diet Withev's direction.
broken house records all over the itself in playing five, six and seven
country,
in the face of unusual oppo-rl days
in«.
theatres towhich
nJ^l*!
,at
. * .held
... heretofore
i u i tne
Pictures. \r„r%
Losfinis.hed
Angeles
sition
have
.... ^referred
. on
„ Katnerine
Lr,»u„,:„^
c programs.
t
r
•
*ri_-stnctlv
i split-week
, •book-. studios,
MacDonald\a< s
bince its initial run of a month ings. This has occurred in most
' A ■ . j t-- . Xt »• i
at the Central Theatre, New York, cases by the exhibitor holding the
^„estfc
RrfaS 1
picture
over
after
watching
ms
uuai
"Conflict" has been shown in lead- 1
r> Larleton
r-__i_. plavs
i the
.i mas '
,
• • i his rboxit. livti:
William r.
ing houses in almost every key city office during the original run of the c ]jn | acj
'
in the country. In New York City film. ' "In
'
the Pink" a
Mae

Financial

Murray

in Havana

Picture, Gets
Havana is giving a warm welcome
to Mae Murray, who arrived recently
in the Cuban capital to make scenes
for a forthcoming picture, "Fascination," aTiffanv
production for release
through Metro.
The crowds at the dock when the
star's steamer was warped in were

to Make

Hearty Greeting
so dense that not only the police
were called upon to keep them in
check, but two companies of the
military, Metro states. Miss Murcar, on itswaswayheldfromup the
harbor
to theray'shotel,
it seemed
manv times by the people.
"Fascination" is a story for the

Goldwyn Release
The fourth issue of the Sport Review, edited by Grantland Rice, produced by Jack Eaton and distributed
by
Goldwyn
with Artclassthrough
Picturesan arrangement
Corporation,
is called "In the Pink." It shows
how girls and young women can
acquire the pink cheeks of health
without patronizing the corner drug
store.
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"A

Mans

Home'

Released and
Now
Ready
In the pre-season announcement
made by Lewis J. Selznick he promised, in addition to his four-star
series and the Talmadge re-issues,
six specials to complete the "Forty
from Selznick" that were to come to
the screen during the current season.
Two of the specials have been completed. "A Man's Home" has been
released
and "Conceit"
is ready
be launched.
Two more
specialsto
have been definitely decided upon
and decision will be made as to their
production when Myron Selznick,
vice president in charge of production, returns from his present European trip.
"A Man's Home," the first of the
Selznick six, and a Ralph Ince production, was given its Broadway
opening at the Capitol Theatre
December 18, subsequent to showings in most of the larger cities
throughout the country.
Now comes the Selznick drive to
put "Conceit" across as a successor
to "A Man's Home." "Conceit" is
the second Selznick special, a feature
directed by Burton George and proRuth

Roland

Has

PICTURE

Been

"Conceit" Is
to Be Launched
duced almost entirely in the Canadian Rockies. Mrs. De Wolf
Hopper, known on the dramatic
stage as Hedda Hopper, and now
leading woman in "Six Cylinder
Love," running this season at the
Harris Theatre, plays opposite William B. Davidson in leading the
cast. "Conceit" is now in the various Select Exchanges and the sales
drive is on for showings early in
January.
The production of John Galsworthy's "Justice" and a new pretation of "The
Easiest
are
promised senas
to the
four Way"
Selznick
specials still to be distributed.
Myron Selznick, now in England,
is playing special attention to the
details of correctness in "atmosphere" that is to be created for the
screen
"Justice."
Ince hasversion
been of
decided
upon asRalph
the
director, and probably will also
direct
EasiestnewWay."
Thereof
will be "The
an entirely
screening
"The Easiest Way" — and not a retion. issue of the first Selznick presenta-

Is the Star

in

he's
Eagle"
Pathe Pat
Exchange,
Inc., Serial,
announces Cat "White
and mated
thecartooni
Mice"of is the
the latest
series aniof
that the first episode of "White
"Aesop's Film Fables," produced by
Eagle,"
the
new
Pathe
serial
starring
Ruth Roland, will head the serial Fables Pictures, Inc., and created
episode and short subject features by Cartoonist Paul Terry. "Victory
scheduled for release the week of comes not always to the strong" is
January 1. "The Sign of the Tri- the moral.
"The Last Duel" is the title of the
dent" is the title of the opening
chapter. The serial is censor-proof, fifteenth and last episode of "Hurriit is said. The support of Miss
Hutch," the Pathe serial
Roland includes Earl Metcalfe, starringcaneCharles
Hutchison.
In many towns where serials were
Harry Girard, Virginia Ainsworth,
Otto Lederer, and others. In ad- banned by the city officials, "Hurridition, five hundred Indians and a
cane Hutch" was the opening wedge
small army of cowboys were em- for the return of the chapter play
in that particular city, it is said.
ployed for the production.
Pathe Review No. 136 presents a
"The
Beautyadapted
Contest"
second comedy
for isthethescreen
number of widely diversified subjects. Pathe News, Nos. 2 and 3,
by Harry Dickson from his original
story which appeared in the Satur- present the latest important current
day Evening Post and scheduled for events of the world photographed
current release. Mr. Dickson him- by the staff of Pathe cameramen.
self supervised the production. Mr. Topics of the Day No. 140, throws
Dickson has established himself as the wit and wisdom culled from the
one of the most celebrated writers presses of the world on the screen.
of fiction dealing with the humor of
the Southern negro.
Engages Watson
"Before Breakfast" is the current
Billy Watson, well-known on the
re-issued one-reel comedy starring Pacific
Coast as a successful
Harold Lloyd. He is supported in
comedy director, has been engaged
the comedy by Bebe Daniels, "Snub" by
Mack Sennett to direct the Ben
Pollard, and a well-chosen cast.
Most of the comedy takes place in Turpin Company. Ben Turpin and
a cheap restaurant. "Try, Try Phyllis Haver have started "Bright
Eyes," the Mack
first ofSennett
a series comedies
of eight
Again"
is the titleItofevolves
the latest
Hal two-reel
Roach comedy.
around
for
First
National
release.
a newspaper beauty contest. "The
ARGENTINE
SOUTH
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"The

Fox"

Opens

Delayed
"The Fox,"
characterized asby
the
most lavish Western picture ever
screened, was presented to Broadway this week in the Central Theatre. It is a Universal-Jewel picture
starring Harry Carey and the first
super- Western in which he has apThe picture was scheduled to go
peared.
into the Central late in November,
but the unusual success of "Conflict." Priscilla Dean's latest Universal-Jewel, caused the extension of its
run over the time alloted to "The
Fox." Although the Harry Carey
picture has been released in the
Metropolitan district, it has met
with such great success that its
present engagement in the Central
promises unusual results, it is the
opinion at Universal.
New York newspaper reviewers,
commenting
upon "The
following its initial
CentralFox"
Theatre
showing, highly praised the vigorous
action of the film and the unusual
natural settings against which the
story was enacted. The painted
cliffs of the Mojave Desert are one
of the show places of the United
States and the Universal Company
which produced
"The full
Fox"advantage
lost no
opportunity
to take
of the colorful and weird topographical formations of these cliffs.
"The Fox" brings to light one of
the tragedies of the motion picture
world. One of the strongest appeals
of the picture is the sympathetic
work of little Breezy Eason, the
diminuative Universal star. Almost
co-starred with Harry Carey, Breezy
did by far the best work of his short
screen career as the little waif in
"The Fox." It promised a brilliant

PICTURE, "RENT FREE"

at Central;
future
for him. Hardly Run
had the
"Conflicts"
picture bfc:n released, when he was
killed in an automobile accident.
Moss, Proctor and
Keith Book Film
Big bookings
"What Do Men
Want?"
the
LoisonWeber
continue
to come
into theproduction,
offices of
Wid Gunning, Inc., that company
reports. The Gunning organization
distributing the picture.
In New York City and the East,
three important chains of theatres,
the Keith, Proctor and Moss circuits, have booked or begun to play
it. The booking directors of these
circuits stated it was one of the best
box-office and artistic attractions
they had seen.
Selznick Company
Returns to N. Y.
Eugene
O'Brien,
Ince, and
their Selznick
crewRalph
of photoplay
artists and technical men returned
to New York City Thursday, De15, after aNew
ten days'
at Lake cemberPlacid,
York, sojourn
where
they were engaged in making a number of scenes to be used in "Channing of the Northwest."
A

Paper Within a

Trade

Paper Is Our

State Right Section

AMERICAN
FILM CORPORATION
(CORPORACION ARGENTINO- AMERICAN A DE FILMS)
AMERICA'S LARGEST MOVING PICTURE DISTRIBUTORS CONCESSIONARY FOR
Associated Producers, Inc., and W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
Main Offices: Corrientes 1715 BUENOS AIRES. Cable Address: ROMULONAON
NEW YORK OFFICE: Edward T. Ricci, Representative, 30 Broad Street
BANKERS: NATIONAL CITY BANK OF NEW YORK
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Pictures

Names

Suitable for
Aiming to give exhibitors the
utmost service during the holiday
season, R-C Pictures have arranged
to offer a group of special productions that will have big appeal to
theatregoers during Christmas week,
according to Charles R. Rogers,
general manager of distribution for
R-C Pictures.
The array of Christmas subjects,
the stories of which are full of the
yuletide spirit and have special
interest for children, include productions starring Mae Marsh, Max
Linder and George Beban. Still
another is a drama produced by
William Christy Cabanne, for the
R-C program. It is called "The
Stealers"
possess
much
of and
the isfinereported
spiritualto element
that so strongly characterized "The
Miracle Man."
The Linder subject is "Seven Days
Bad Luck,"
embracing
solid
fun based
upon five
the reels
popularof
superstition of the shattered mirror.
Linder, according to Mr. Rogers,
has always been a prime favorite
with the young folk and his R-C
production should prove a strong
attraction for Christmas patronage.
Mae Marsh appears in two of the
Christmas attractions: '^he Little
'Fraid
Lady' and are
Nobody's
Kid."
Both productions
ideally suited
to holiday exhibition inasmuch as
they are full of the whimsical charm
and romance that young folks like
so well on the screen at Christmas
time.
Moreover, according to R-C Pictures, they both were fashioned along
lines that suit them to Miss Marsh
as starring vehicles. They give her
plenty of opportunity to get home
the fine, warm sentiment that appeals
to old as well as young during the
Yuletide period.
"Nobody'sto Kid"
commends
itselfit
especially
exhibitors
because
was founded upon the immensely
popular novel "Mary Cary," which
has been read and re-read by millions
in this country.
The Beban production presented by
Sol Lesser and distributed by R-C
Pictures, is also especially adapted
to showing at Christmas time because

PICTURE

Releases

Yuletide Seaso
of Mr. Beban and because itntells
a story of the reward that is always
attained by human kindness.
"The smart exhibitor will make his
entertainment during Christmas
week conform with the spirit of
the
statedhimMr.every
Rogerspossible
"and
w.e holidays,"
aim to give
assistance. Productions that combine entertainment and moral value
are the ones that should be shown
during the holidays and the exhibitor
who makes the. best of this opportunity will certainly not regret it."
Build Replica
Elevated
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Ashton, John Davidson and James
Big U Magazine
Neill.
Makes Its Debut
A new weekly magazine published
At the
rnia
"What's
The Califo
Limit?" the
latest of by the Big U Exchange to create
the series of Sketchografs by Julian exhibitor enthusiasm in the exploitation of Universal productions in the
Ollendorff, recently released by Educational, was given an exceptionally New York territory, made its debut
strong presentation for a one-reel on Monday, December 12.
subject at the Ca ifornia Theatre in
publication is called "The
Los Angeles, where it had its Wes- BigThe UnewExploitation
Weekly"
and
tern premiere.
it is v/ritten and edited
by Marc
Lachman,
Exploitation
representative of the Big U Exchange. The
Big U Exploitation Weekly will be
Moving Picture World Re- distributed
gratis, upon request,
views Are Sincere and Un- among
territory.exhibitors in the Metropolitan
biased.

of

Railway

for DeMille Film
If you can't go to the mountain,
bring the mountain to you. That's
Cecil B. DeMille's production motto
and he put it in practice in the making of "Saturday Night," his latest
Paramount picture, which is scheduled for release early in February.
For atmospheric reasons, the producer wanted the effect of an elevated railway thundering past the
windows of a tenement flat in which
an important sequence of scenes
were played. Since it was impossible for the Lasky studio to go to
the
New
the elevated
came to theYork
Lasky"L,"
studio.
Inasmuch as it wasn't necessary
that this railway carry actual passengers, the cars were made of single
thicknesses of building board and
painted to resemble railway coaches.
These were coupled together but
instead of running on a track they
ran on an overhead carriage from
which they were suspended. Two
of these overhead tracks were constructed each carrying a train of
three cars. Motion was supplied by
a gang of workmen, two large drums
and the necessary cables.
The story of "Saturday Night" is
by Jeanie Macpherson and the picture boasts of an all-star cast which
includes Leatrice Joy, Conrad Nagel,
Edith Roberts, Julia Faye, Edythe
Chapman, Theodore Roberts, Sylvia

SCENES FROM "RENT FREE," STARRING W

"Molly O" Opens at Mission,
Los Angeles; Critics Praise Picture
"Molly O" opened at the Mission find the secret of its beauty and
Theatre, Los Angeles, November 30,
for an extended run. E. M. Asher,
in Herald: gathering
"When 1
that Price
the distinguished
personal representative for Mack sayGuy
Sennett, now in New York, received at the Mission Theatre last night
pleased, understand me I am
a telegram from Harry David, man- was
perfume."
it mildly. No more appreaging director of the Mission Thea- putting
ciative crowd ever was jammed into
tre, in part as follows :
" 'Molly O' received the greatest an enclosure." Linton Wells in
opening the Mission Theatre has the Record: "It is doubtful if Los
has witnessed in a good,
ever had. Crowd greater than 'Four Angeles
Horsemen' or 'Three Musketeers.' long while a picture filled with such
humor, pathos, heart-interPictureAsher
went received
over to another
flying start."
Mr.
wire genuine
est, thrills,
acting,
evidence
of exceptional
directing and
supervision,
December 13 from Mr. David stating thatof"Molly
O" hasTheatre
broken and
all and rare photography."
records
the Mission
that it would be held on till after
the first of the year, which means Mothers' Clubs
that the picture will have more than
Endorse Pathe
a month's run.
Excerpts of criticisms of the Los
Film Fables
Angeles papers are as follows :
The Queensboro League of MothMonroe Lathrop in Evening Exers' Clubs placed their mark of appress: "The new film is just the
kind that Mabel's admirers like to
proval upon "Aesop's
Fables"
featuring
this PatheFilmrelease
on
see her in. She's funny and pretty by
the film program at their annual fair
and
mischievious
and
abused."
Florence Lawrence in Examiner : held recently in the Good Citizenship
"In 'Molly O' Mr. Sennett has given League Auditorium at Flushing,
the world a dainty, wholesome story Long Island.
of humanity." Grace Kingsley in Mrs. Park Mathewson, of DougTimes : "It just holds you and you laston, L. I., who is president of the
Queensboro organization states that
laugh andtention cry
pay strained
at- the
Paul Terry cartoons were well
to theandthrilling
moments,
Similar clubs are finding the
that's all. To try to disect it would liked.
be like tearing a flower to pieces to films much to their taste.
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Pathe

Playlets"
Three

Pathe Exchange, Inc., which in
the past has blazed the motion picture trail with many far-reaching
and successful innovations, plans
another sensational move after the
first of the new year, with the reissue of many of its greatest features edited down to three reels.
The process of selecting these
features — which are required to meet
the present day standard in story,
production and acting — has been
completed. The work of cutting them
to three reels, will be completed before the first of the year, and the
initial "Pathe Playlets," under which
name these productions will be released, will be issued on January
29.
Frank Keenan's "The Midnight
Stage,"thea distinction
fast movingof western,
will
have
inaugurating
the series. It is said that it was in
response to the insistent demand of
exhibitors for pictures that will enable them to get a quicker turnover
of audiences without sacrificing feature quality — that led Pathe to consider the re-editing and shortening of
its many great features.
Some of the screen's foremost
'actors
actresses placed
appearedonin the
the
picturesand already
"Pathe
Playlet"
schedule,
and
they
were directed by eminent artists of
cinematographic construction, including George Fitzmaurice, Ernest
Warde, Edward Jose and Theodore
Wharton.
Among the starred and featured
players are Frank Keenan, Irene
Castle, Florence Reed, Warner
Oland, Elliott Dexter, Eric Von
Stroheim, Helene Chadwick, Gail
Kane, Bruce McRae, Paul McAllister, Marguerite Snow, William
Courtney, Frank Sheridan, Madelaine Traverse, Antonio Moreno, J.
H. Gilmour, Ethel Grey Terry,
Creiehton Hale and William Riley
Hatch. Many of these players are
now starring in their own right, or
are appearing as featured performers.

to

Reels

PICTURE

Be
of

Included in the list of "Pathe
Playlets" will be several Baby Marie
Osborne attractions, the titles of
which will be announced later. Under the present arrangements, the
initial releases will be as follows:
January 20.
"TheKeenan.
MidnightFebruary
Stage,"
starring
Frank
5. "Convict 993," starring Irene
Castle, directed by William Parke.
February
Wireless,"
from
the
stage 12,
play"Via
of the
same name,
by Winchell Smith and Paul Armstrong, starring Gail Kane. George
Fitzmaurice directed..
February 19, "The Hunting of the
Hawk," co - starring Marguerite
Snow and William Courtney, directed by George Fitzmaurice. February 26, "At Bay," from the Broadway stage success by George Scarborough. Florence Reed is the star.
George Fitzmaurice directed. March
5, "Sylvia
of the
SecretFitzmaurice
Service."
This
is another
George
production starring Irene Castle.
It is proposed by Pathe to release
fifteen pictures in the first series.
These all have been selected, and
while the schedule is subject to
alteration, in its present status, it
is as follows: March 12, Baby
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Re-issued
Big

Pathe

Marie Osborne feature (title to be
announced later). March 19, "Loaded
Dice," starring Frank Keenan in a
story from the book by Ellery
Clarke. March 26, "The Closing
Net," adapted from the book by
Henry V. Rowland. Madelaine Traverse is featured.
April
"The Castle.
Mark of Adapted
Caine,"
starring 2,Irene
from the book by Carolyn Wells,
and directed by George Fitzmaurice.
April ture9,(title
Baby
Osbornelater).
feato beMarie
announced
April
"More Trouble,"
starring
Frank 16.Keenan
and directed
by
Ernest Warde. April 23, Feature
to be announced later. April 30,
Babybe Marie
Osbornelater).
featureMay(title7,
to
announced
"Vengeance is Mine," starring Irene
Castle in the story adapted from
John
Morosco's
novel.Fitzmaurice.
This was
also directed
by George
Miss tonio
Castle's
Moreno. leading man is An"Pathe Playlets" will be three
reels of compact action. There will
be no excess footage, it is stated.
Expert cutters have been engaged
in the process of trimming down
those selected as exemplary releases,

Flash-o-KnowJedge

Company

to

in
Features
and from their reports all the pictures
appearing will
on the
Playlets" schedule,
be "Pathe
very worthy
attractions.
Millions

View

Hill"
It is "Over
estimated bythe
the Fox.
Film
Company that the Fox photoplay,
"Over the Hill," will be seen by 80,000,000 persons in America. It was
shown in New York for twelve
months to 2,500,000 persons and the
receipts were approximately $769,000. It played in Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, Pittsburgh and Milwaukee altogether for twenty-seven
weeks and the receipts totaled nearly
The attendance in Chicago during
$350,000.
a nine weeks' engagement was approximately 300,000 and nearly a
million persons saw it in Philadelphia. In eighteen other cities in the
country nearly 3,000,000 paid to see
the picture and it is still running in
many of the principal cities. Thus
far the total receipts have been
more than $2,500,000.
At the Capitol
The attraction at the Capitol
Theatre Christmas week will be a
Messmore Kendall production, released by Goldwyn, starring Vivian
Martin,
called "Pardon
My French,"
a farce-comedy.
The picture
is a
film version of a story by Edward
Childs Carpenter, author of "The
Cinderella Man" and other stage
successes, entitled "Polly in the
Pantry." Sidney Olcott, who directed "Scratch My Back" for
Goldwyn, directed Miss Martin in
this comedy. The titles were written by Irvin S. Cobb.

Make Films Under Microscope
Plans for incorporation of Flash- moie or less acquainted. However,
o-Knowledge Films, Inc., are under there are interesting features in the
way. It intends to make pictures of lives of these creatures that only the
a different sort from any that have microroscope discloses, and these will
heretofore been filmed, according be "played up" in an entertaining
to an announcement by George G. way
with titles designed to create
C. Freisinger, who is prominently laughs.
identified with the new organization.
"actors"
"stars"
These pictures are to be made be The
put little
through
theirandpaces
by will
Dr.
with the aid of a microscope, and Victor Donnet, a prominent physician and laboratory man of Paris,
will show the activities of extremely
small living animals, and insects — France. All the subjects will be
Read Our "Straight from
bees, bugs, beetles, flies, and more short lengths, 250 to 300 feet, and
minute creatures of the same species will be released at the rate of one a
month.
the
Shoulder Reports."
wi.h all of which human beings are
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Work on New Play
The fi m editors at the R-C studios in Hollywood are working on
Pauline Frederick's latest picture, a
film adaptation of Jackson Gregory's
novel, "Twocompany
Kinds ofis Women."
The
Frederick
said to have
obtained some beautiful scenic effects in the wooded mountainous
slopes of the California Sierras. The
picture was directed by Colin Campnings.bell and photographed by Dev. Jen-

January 1, 15, 22 and 29
Four productions are on the Asso- her experience as a newspaper woman in New York, is the foundation
ciated Exhibitors lineup for January. The first production of the of this feature. It is said to be replete with many perfect exteriors,
new year is an Associated Exhibitors feature in six reels, entitled both of town and country atmos"The Unfoldment." The feature is
billed as a George Kearn produc- phere.
tion, and is said to be a powerful
drama of -tremendous public appeal,
based upon the power of faith. The
Ex-Emperor Shown in Film
cast of "The Unfoldment" includes
Barbara Bedford, Florence LawScenes of the exile of Ex-Emperor Charles of
rence, Wm. Conklin, Chas. K. French
and others. It will be released on
Austria are among the important world events picJanuary 1.
tured by Pathe News in current issue No. 101. The
On January 15, Playgoers Pictures
event
is especially picturesque in the light of memwill offer one of the popular J. P.
ories of what happened to Napoleon I shortly after
McGowan features, entitled "ReckWaterloo. Not since the defeated French Emperless Chances." It is in five reels,
and was directed by Mr. McGowan
or's arrival at St. Helena had the allied powers of
who, in taking the stellar role, is
Europe inflicted that punishment on an imperial ofsupported by a new leading woman.
fender until Ex-Emperor Charles qualified for it.
Miss Dorothy Wood, as well as
The screen shows the arrival of Charles and Zita at
Andrew Waldron and Robert WalkFunchal, their visit to the cathedral, and many views
er. The title, "Reckless Chances,"
of the island.
conveys a suggestion as to the daredevil stunts and heart stopping
Pathe News No. 100 shows Soviet Russia and presthrills which characterize this proent conditions in Petrograd. Colonel William N.
duction, Associated Exhibitors says.
Haskell is seen at his work as head of the American
It is a railroad story.
Relief Administration. The frozen River Neva
On January 22, Associated Exhibitors will present as an Associated
floats
ships carrying food supplies.
feature, the Al. and Ray Rockett
The
clash between the police and the Chicago
production, "Handle With Care."
stockyards strikers furnished lively action for the
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., has parPathe News cameraman. Women are shown as the
ticularly directed the attention of exhibitors to this drama, which is dechief leaders of the strikers' demonstration. Marclared to be one of the finest proshal Foch is shown viewing Grand Canyon, Arizona.
duced features of the month. ParGeneral Leonard Wood is seen taking his oath of
ticular care was taken in the production details, it is said, and, as a
office as head of the Philippine Government. And
in New York City shops the camera introduces
result,
"Handle
With
Care"
has
a
high class tone in its settings and
Christmas Giftland.
atmosphere, which distinguish it as
an unusual attraction, it is stated.
The cast is large and includes Grace
Darmond, Harry Meyers, Wm.
Courtleigh, James Morrison, Lander
"Micky" Writes to Santa Claus
Stevens, Harry Todd, Ruth Miller
Claus Mount Prosperity
ber of this family and in accordance
and Eugenie Ford. Associated Ex- Mr.U. Santa
A.
with the iron-clad custom of every
hibitors ispreparing an especial ar- Dear S.Santa
Claus :
son of the Film Business clan, I
ray of posters and advertising material on this subject.
Through your side-kick, Mr. H. wish to address an "open letter" to
On January 29 conies the Play- New Year, I learn that you plan to you entering my plea in behalf of
up the large family of Mr. and my brothers and sisters and includgoers Pictures attraction, "Sunshine pass
Mrs. George Film Business this
ing myself.
Harbor," in which Margaret Beecher Christmas.
While it is true that we have many
is
starred.
A
story
of
a
girl's
As a young and ambitious mem- stepsons, black sheep and censors
estrangement from her father, and

SCENES FROM "MISS LULU BETT."
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boarding with us (rent free) these
persons are not actual members of
our family and we should not be
compelled to suffer because of these
bad boys and girls.
In the event that your action is
based on the impression that we do
not believe in Santa Claus, please
forget it. After one or more years
existence in the motion picture family, we are ready to believe anything.
It is also true that many of us
have been playing with that naughty
boy, Johnmaining Depression,
of reinour own yardinstead
of prosperity. The mud that John has thrown
on our spotless clothes of success
still sticks, but we promise sincerely
to remove this mud, which as you
know, is a very sticky substance
composed of many evils, mistakes
and bad judgment.
In view of these promises will you
please be kind and not give us the
cold stare on Christmas Eve?
There arc many gifts you can place
in our stockings, gifts that are not
only desirable but hichly necessary.
Please, therefore, fill the stockings
of Willis Distributor with higher
rentals to exhibitors and lower negatives costs to producers. Also give
him great pictures for nothing and
plenty of conventions. If he likes
anything better than a great picture
cheap, it is a convention.
To Johnny Exhibitor please bring
lower rentals and more investigaIf Johnny
give himtions.either
one can't
or thehave
other both
for.
he likes them equally well. Also
give him more organization meetings and speeches. Don't forget he
loves "Soandso Weeks" and "Catswhiskers Months," because of all
the free slides, one-sheets and banners he gets to advertise them.
To the little Producer boy, please
present a picture book on how to increase negative advances and how to
get finances. Also give him a book
of ghost stories about Overhead, the
Terrible. What he desires most of
all, however, is the power to sell a
picture after it is finished, to a distributor in New York and return
home with his watch and chain intact.Sense would be a useful gift to
the censor and if you could give the
trade journals the magic word that
releases page advertisements with
ease from the safes of the advertising man, the family would have,
A Merry Christmas,
Marshall Neilan.
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Pathe

Intends

Four
Serials figure largely in the plans
of Pathe Exchange, Inc., for 1922.
At least four big new ones are
promised for release during the
coming year. Charles Hutchison is
the strenuous
star" of with
one,
now
well along"stunt
in production,
preparations all made for its successor. "White
Eagle,"
Ruth Roland
in her
tenthstarring
Pathe
serial, is announced for release on
January 1. She and the picked company surrounding her are now at
work on another, produced by Hal
Roach under his direct supervision.
These four, Pathe says, certainly
will be the biggest productions in
serials it has ever produced.
The Pathe heads are emphatic in
their declaration that Pathe serials
never were in greater public demand
than at the present time, while advance bookings of those not yet released show the extent to which exhibitors rely on this class of offering
for good business returns during the
coming year. This was conspicuGoldwyn

Big

Put

Screen

Lobby

Flood"
"The
of
drawings Sin
by J. Henry
Bracker,
an artist of wide reputation whose
illustrations appear in many of the
big circulation magazines. Mr.
Bracker considers these drawings
among the finest work he has ever
done. The figures are executed in
strong, dominating blacks with backgrounds of various striking colors,
it is said. Each display is enclosed
in an individual frame, the complete
set of five being fastened together
with steel plates at top and bottom.
The five players whose portraits are
uSv.d on this screen are Helene Chadwick, Richard Dix, James Kirkwood, Otto Hoffman and L. H. King.
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Serials

ously demonstrated, it is said, in the
case of its"Hurricane
booked
full quota Hutch,"
in nearly which
every
section of the country before release
date. The same situation is reported
in the case of "White Eagle," which
starts
the newoff year's
picture
attractions
with popular
most excellent
prospects.
The story of "White Eagle," by
Val Cleveland, makes the three-fold
appeal tense
of dramatic
romance,
mystery
inaction,
Pathe and
states.
"White Eagle" will be followed
by a serial on which Ruth Roland
and her supporting cast are now at
work under the supervision of Hal
Roach, many of the locations of
which are in the great timber regions
of the Pacific Coast. This serial is
not yet named, and a certain amount
of mystery surrounds its story and
the character of its action. The
story is by Val Cleveland, continuity
by Bertram Millhauser. The production is directed by Fred Jackman.
first two
episodes
ed andThe
screened
at the
Pathe receivhome

Prepares

Goldwyn Display
has prepared whatfor
it believes is the finest accessory ever
presented to the exhibitor for use in
connection with screenings of its
forthcoming big release, "The Sin
Flood."
It is a special screen lobby display. The screen is in five panels
which may be used together or detached and used separately or in any
desired combination. Each panel
measures twenty-seven by forty-five
and one-quarter inches and contains
a portrait of one of the five star
players
"The Sin
These inportraits
are Flood."
reproductions

to

PICTURE

at

in

Least

Coming

Year

offices are reported to encourage the
best anticipations of exhibitor and
public acceptance of the second
Roland serial release for 1922.
The favor with which "Hurricane
Hutch" was received is said to have
determined Charles Hutchison to
follow that serial with another quite
outdoing
minute"
Productionits is"thrill
well aalong,
the record.
as yet
nameless story and continuity being
provided by Frank Leon Smith, with
George B. Seitz's direction. As in
the casetheofstar
"Hurricane
of
which
is creditedHutch,"
with the
authorship, Charles Hutchison invents his own "stunts" and adapts

them for consistent effect throughout the course of the dramatic
action.
Before beginning work on the
successor
Hutch,"
Hutchison to
had "Hurricane
been in consultation
with Pathe production heads about
a novelty in serial construction calculated to give his special abilities
fuller play than ever before. It is
said that the "stunt star" entered
into the plan with such enthusiasm
that the completed continuity will be
ready, and production preparations
all made, by the time the last scenes
of the serial now being produced
have been photographed.

R-C's

of Jade," Has
by Big Circuits
ed, moreover, in every other section
of the country. The Loew Circuit
has booked it solid. The Fox Circuit, embracing many theatres in
the metropolitan
districtalsoandbooked
elsewhere near New York,
the Frederick
according to Mr. subject
Rogers.''solid,"
Still another big circuit that booked the
Frederick production was the Stanley Circuit of Pennsylvania. Others
were the Ruben and Kinkelstein interests of the Middle West; Southern Enterprises, Lubliner and Trintz,
and Miles Theatres of Detroit and
the Jake Lipson enterprises of Ohio.
Among the important theatres that
have contracted for "The Lure of
Jade" are the Rialto, Providence;
Empress, Oklahoma City; Shea's
Hippodrome, Buffalo; the Blackstone and Cameraphone of Pittsburgh ; the Modern and Beacon
Theatres of Boston and the Butterfly
Theatre of Milwaukee. The Skouras
Brothers of St. Louis also have
booked the film for their various
theatres.

"The

Lure

Been Booked
Basing his judgment upon the
volume of circuit bookings already
recorded for Pauline Frederick's
most recent R-C production, "The
Lure
it isgeneral
the opinion
Charlesof R.Jade,"
Rogers,
managerof
of distribution for that organization,
that the popularity of Miss Frederick is right now at its highest
Practically
every big
motion
picture theatre circuit
in the
country,
peak.
Mr. Rogers says, has booked the
Frederick production, which was released on November 13. Not only
have the leading chains of theatres
booked it, but virtually all of the
smaller ones as well, it is said.
It was booked by the California
Theatre, Los Angeles, and then by
Miller's Theatre where it repeated
its success by establishing a box officeciscorecord.
the San
Fran-it
theatresAmong
which have
booked
is the Granada, one of the biggest
of the new picture palaces erected
on the West Coast.
Circuit bookings have been record-

LOBBY DISPLAY FOR GOLDWYN'S PRODUCTION, "THE SIN FLOOD"
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Star Series; Two
When Young Man 1922 rings out
the old and rings in the new — he'll
have something worth thinking
about, and talking about, in R-C Picture's 1922 schedule for the Hunt
Stromberg Productions starring
Doris May.
Advices from the R-C Pictures
studios on the West Coast indicated
a hum of productional activity for
the Hunt Stromberg unit, with two
stellar stories, "Boy Crazy" and
"Gay and Devilish" in course of
production and preparation for respective release along the early
months of the New Year.
"Boy Crazy," now nearing completion, is an original story by
Beatrice Can. Exploring into the
new fields of farce-comedy, the
forth-coming picture, to follow
"Eden and Return" in order of distribution, narrates the exciting experiences ofa little lady who opens
a haberdashery shop for men — just
to prove to a certain young man,
who operates a style salon for
ladies — that her home town and its
home talent can compete with any
form of modern business.
Plot Moves Swiftly
Underlying the central idea and
big situations is a swiftly moving
melodramatic plot which deals with
mystery, suspense and thrills in a
way altogether new to screenfare.
Doris May is seen as "Jackie
Saunders," whose boy-admirers are
legion — and likewise steadfastly
faithful, even to the extent of buyof "new
clothesing allandsorts
apparel,
just toideas"
aid theirin
pretty proprietress of the haberdashery establishment.
The character of the plot clears
the way for innumerable comedy
exploits and Hunt Stromberg and
Director William A. Seiter have

Year
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Promises

for Doris

May

Listed Already
made the most of the opportunities.
In the cast with Miss May is Harry
Myers, Otto Hoffman, Fred Gamble,
Gertrude Short, Frank Kingsley,
"Billy" Elmer and Edward Brady
are others in support.
"Gaylease and
the attraction,
fourth reof the Devilish,"
Doris May
is an original story from the
versatile pen of Charles A. Logue,
whose screen and stage successes are
numbered by the dozens. It is being adapted for the screen by Garrett Elwlen Fort. "Gay and Devilish" refers to a strictly up-to-date
girl who so blunders that it requires a stout-hearted
and ironfisted lover,
one perfectly aggravated
uncle, and a flock of other interested ones to extract her from the
wreckage. This assistance, accordto one of isthemade
play's
furiously
fast ingsequences,
all the
more
difficult because Jackie runs amuck
in a fur coat — under which is nothing more or less than daintily ribboned silk lingerie. When certain
"benefactors" insist that it's too
warm for the moleskin, the heroine
becomes involved in more complications— and horrors.
Making Plans
Negotiations are now under way
which will bring Bull Montana and
Otis Harlan, who appeared so succes ful y in"The Foolish Age" cast,
back in Miss May's support. The
estimable Mr. Montana, it is reported, will assume the role of an
athlete who poses, in gold and
bronze,
benefit of Jackie's
art
careerforandthe incidentally,
for the
romantic reason that he's madly "in
love" with a baby-vamp who becomes enmeshed in Jackie's scheme
of things.
The manner of presenting "Gay
and
Devilish"
upon the
screen will
furnish
an innovation
in construction
and narrative-visualization, scenarioist Fort, working out some brand
ney phases in continuity.
The timeliness, and box-office appeal, of the titles for the new Doris
11

(

Scene from 'The Little Minister." A Vitagraph release, starring
Alice Calhoun

MA
SCENE FROM GOLDWYN'S "THE WALL FLOWER"
May pictures are heralded as im- Harold Lloyd
portant selling angles. Both "Boy
Crazy"
and "Gay
Devilish"
are
to Be Featured
of
the short
and and
snappy
type that
arouse the imagination, and create
in New Comedy
the desire to see. Emphasis also is
Associated Exhibitors state that
made of the exploitation possibilities
attached to the titles.
the Harold Lloyd feature production,
"A Sailor-Made Man," will be the
big holiday week attraction on the
Has Big Role
programs of many of the largest first
In the new R-C all-star production, run theatres throughout the country.
"Beyond the Rainbow," now being As a special exploitation aid, Associated Exhibitors has had prepared
taken at the studio on West SixtyFirst Street, Helen Ware has been a novelty, consisting of a white paper
secured to play the part of the sailor hat, such as Lloyd wears
solicitous society woman, Mrs. throughout the comedy. These caps
Nathaniel Gardener. At the same are cut from a pattern and joined
time Miss Ware is also appearing at the sides and top by the wearer.
Exhibitors can obtain them from
in "Therone Wandering
with Ty- their
Power at the Jew"
Knickerbocker
Pathe branch office. Several
Theatre and the work in the two theatres like the Liberty of Seattle,
plays is giving her little time to Wash., which is situated near a
spend
County. in her home in Westchester naval station, are giving a special
showing to the navy men.
Paramount
s "Saturday Night"
Was Finished in Record Time
ture. We actually made three, and
What is believed to be a record for
editing and titling a special produc- one of them was 'Carmen.'"
tion, says Paramount, was set by
Cecil B. DeMille and staff in finish- Brenon Talks to
ing the Paramount director's latest
picture,
"Saturday
Night,"
in order
that he might
embark
promptly
for
his vacation in Europe. Twelve
working days were required. Jeanie
MacPherson, author of the story,
did the literary work on the titles.
This demand for speed gave rise
to
on Mr.
DeMille's
partreminiscences
concerning the
rapidity
with
which it is possible sometimes to
work on a pjcture without detracting from its value.
"I made two pictures at the same
time once," he said, "one during the
day and the other at night. And
they were both very successful, too
— "The Cheat' and 'The Golden
Chance.' The man elected to stick
it out with me was Alvin Wyckoff,
director of photography. He and I
slept an hour every evening. And I
remember when we had Miss Geraldine Farrar under contract for eight
weeks. During that time we were
entitled to make one or more pic-

College Students
At Columbia University recently
Herbert Brenon, director for William Fox, delivered a lecture on the
Art of Motion Picture Directing,
before the students of the class in
Motion Picture Production. William
Farnum also talked to the class.
The director and star were there at
the invitation of Professor Rowland
Rogers, in charge of the class.
Wagner Praises
Ray Production
Rob Wagner, writer and authority
on motion picture subjects, has seen
the completed screen version of his
comedy
V. P."he and
he makes
public the"R.factS. that
is thoroughly
delighted
CharlesThis
Ray'sis production of hisby script.
a First
National production in which Arthur
S. Kane presents the star.
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early feudal period, it is said. The
huge castles with their towers and
battlements, the vast interiors of
Six
New
Goldwyn
Productions
to
ducal halls,
the vastfolk,
crowds
of retainers and country
the knights
in their brilliant trappings and the
Be
Released
Early
in New
Year ladies in their sumptuous silks are
In carrying out its new year policy novelist and playwright, Henning Badger directed. Sylvia Breamer all reproduced with a perfect regard
■of Big Pictures with Featured Play- Berger.
and Sydney Ainsworth head the sup- for correct historical detail, accorders, Goldwyn is preparing six big Albert Payson Terhune's drama
ing to reports.
porting cast. Elmer L. Rice fashnew productions for release to ex- of marriage and some of the modern
ioned the original story — with the
hibitors early in the new year.
that afflict it, "Grand Larceny," aid of Will Rogers and Will Shakes- Fox Picture
These six photoplays will comprise ills
is a photoplay about everyday huthe third group of releases of the
man beings placed in a false and
"His Back Against the Wall" is a
Shown in
Goldwyn fifth year product.
sort of western photo-comedy
difficult
through
woman's new
peare.
admiration
and a attention.
in which Raymond Hatton is the
"The Sin Flood" heads the six. love forsituation
British Prison
It is a bigger picture than Goldwyn Elliott Dexter and Claire Windsor featured player. It was founded upon
has produced before, it is stated. A are featured. Wallace Worsely di- a magazine story by John Frederick
From
the
offices of Fox Film Corrected.
and was directed by Rowland V.
poration comes the statement that
complete
and
practical
exhibitors'
Eee.
service book is being devised for this
"Over the Hill," the big special, is
"Doubling for Romeo" is a screen
photoplay together with an unusual comedy
that, while totally different
"The Wall Flower," Rupert the first motion picture ever shown
line of accessories, according to re- from Goldwyn's great fourth year Hughes' new photoplay, directed by in a British penal institution. The
ports. The story told in "The Sin comedy, "Scratch My Back," may himself, in which Colleen Moore is statement quotes in part a column
Flood" is said to be one of the most yet be compared with it for the high featured, is in the list of six new story in the Manchester, England,
dramatic that the films have yet pro- position it is going to hold among Goldwyn pictures. It is another Evening News under date of Noduced and the cast is announced as the year's screen comedies, Goldwyn Hughes portrayal of everyday
vember 21. It follows:
the most perfect that Goldwyn has states.
It is a take-off on western American home life. Richard Dix,
"Six hundred inmates of the Penever assembled for any production. photoplays, on "movie" directors and Gertrude Astor, Laura Laplante, tonville Penitentiary yesterday saw
Helene Chadwick and Richard Dix actors with a mirthful flash-back to Tom Gallery, Rush Hughes, son the first film exhibited in a British
are featured in the production. The the Verona that Shakespeare drew of the author, Dan Todd, Fanny prison. The photoplay selected was
story was adapted from the drama, in his "Romeo and Juliet." Will Stockbridge and Emily Rait are in 'Over the Hill,' the William Fox
ten-reel super-production. It was a
"Syndafloden," by the Swedish Rogers has principal role. Clarence the cast.
Mary Roberts Rinehart, one of poignant theme to set before the
prisoners
in Pentonville. They fell
America's most popular novelists in love with
the film. They were a
and playwrights, turned original trifle
Says Film Shows Unanswerable
suspicious at first, but they
scenario writer for the occasion, is
soon began to laugh and applaud,
by "The
Gloriousdramatic
Fool," and they applauded all the right
Reasons for Eliminating War arepresented
comedy with
a strong
For all the thrall of the drama it the writer drives home in words in- situation. Helene Chadwick and things — right, that is from a moral
spired by the irresistible message of Richard Dix are featured in the point of view. They picked up
unfolds, Metro's picturization of
production. E. Mason Hopper di- every subtlety — there are many in
"The Four Horsemen of the the picture, the meaning of "The rected.
the film — and never missed a draFour
Horsemen
of
the
Apocalypse."
matic point.
Apocalypse" transcends being only It says in part:
"The projection arrangements,
entertainment, Metro says and al- "Conquest, War, Famine, Death —
which were faultless, were carried
leges that substantiation of this is these 'four horsemen' that John saw Planning for
out free of charge by Cineo, Ltd.,
found in the editorial columns of in
his vision and pictured in the
and the film supplied by the Fox
the newspapers of the country. The Book of the Apocalypse — Ibanez has
the Release of
Film Corporation under the direction
appearance of leading articles point- riding as ghostly omens of evil
ing out the significance of Rex through his great tale of two contiof Mr. Levine and Mr. Fog well."
nents. In the wonderful photoplay
Ingram's
masterly
screen production
"Lady Godiva"
of the novel
by Vincente
Belasco now running in this city they not
W. D. Taylor Busy
Word from the offices of AssoIbanez in relation to the Disarma- only appear in all the personal
ciated Exhibitors states that plans
ment Conference has come to be al- hideousness that the evangelist and
Interesting scenes with a small
being made to release Wistaria
most commonplace, it is stated. Yet the novelist conceived them, but the are
travelling circus in France and in
Productions'
big
spectacle
film,
some of the comments of journalists terrible scenes in the drama illus- "Lady Godiva," during February. the beautifully decorated star
are of such particularly trenchant
trate most conclusively how far Associated Exhibitors declares that dressing room and reception room of
power that they cannot be denied reaching are their influences upon it will be preceded by a smashing a big Parisian theatre, are engrossrepetition. None is more forceful human life, how vast would be the big advertising campaign.
ing the attention of the William
this week, it is stated, than the prin- boon to humanity were the four to Founded upon the famous poem of D. Taylor Company at the Lasky
cipal editorial in the Rome (N. Y.) be eliminated as near to absolutely Lady Godiva, by Lord Alfred studio producing "The Noose," in
Betty Compson will star for
Sentinel, headed "The Four Horse- as man's part in the universe would Tenyson, the film version is perfect which
in its delineation of England in the Paramount.
men." For more than a column
permit."

WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS PEARL WHITE IN "ANY WIFE"
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Educational

Plans

Share
Having distributed during 1921 —
its first full year as a national and
international distributing organization— as many high quality short
subjects as were ever before released
by any one organization, Educational
Film Exchanges, Inc., will begin
the new year with enough short
pictures of various types ready for
distribution, in production, or
planned, to supply a big share of
the short subject requirements of
American exhibitors in 1922.
With the several brands of tworeel comedies released by Educational, an average of at least half of
the
in the
19211922 pictures
contractscalled
haveforbeen
delivered
to Educational or completed ready
for early delivery and release.
These comedies have maintained
as high an average of fun and quality as has ever been shown in any
large group of short comedies,
Educational states. From the standpoint of production, sums of money
have been spent on many of these
pictures that exceeded the cost of
some features of greater length. Expensive sets, large casts including
many comedy stars, really entertaining and worth while stories, all
have gone to put these comedies on
a new high level of quality, it is
stated.
The beginning of the 1921-1922
production season also has seen the
introduction through Educational of
an entertaining and instructive novelty that has met with wide approval
— the series of Sketchografs by
Julian Ollendorff. The new year
will see the presentation of a new
type of scenic picture by Robert C.
Bruce, creator of the Bruce Scenics
Beautiful. Mis new pictures are to
be called "Wilderness Tales," and
present, it is stated, simple but attractive little stories of men in the great
out-doors, with beautiful scenic
backgrounds.
Among the two-reel comedies the
Christie Comedies furnish a fine
example of a high level of quality
consistently maintained, according to
Educational. "Nothing Like it,"
"Falling For Fanny," "Saving Sister Susie," "No Parking" and the
recently completed "A Barnyard
Cavalier" ofareelaborate
said to production
be outstanding
examples
and
uproarious fun.
Twenty- four comedies arc to conthe year's
of the picture
Christie stitute
Studio.
Theoutput
thirteenth
of
the
series,
"One
Stormy
Knight,"
featuring Dorothy Devore, has just
arrived in New York, and three
other pictures are in varying stages
of production on the coast. "By
Hook or Crook," with Bobby Vernon ; " 'Twas Ever Thus," featuring Viora Daniel, and "A Rambling
Romeo," with Neal Burns as the
featured actor, are the pictures that
will
follow
Besides
these"One
stars,Stormy
each ofKnight."
whom
has been featured in one or more
other pictures, there have been in
featured roles such popular comedians as Vera Steadman, Eddie
Barry, Helen Darling and Earl Rod'r- scries
,,
Picture No. 6ney.
in the
of
twelve Torchy Comedies, in which
Johnny Hincs plays the role of the

of
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Short

Big

Subjects
in 1922
finest
theatres,
including the Capitol
theatres of the country. His fifth
office
in the boy,
stories"Torchy,"
by Sewellmade
Ford,famous
is in picture, "The Rainmaker," is now in in New York. Coy Watson Jr. and
production at the Mastodon Films the final stages of production at Doreen Turner have been the principal child actors in most of the
Studio in New York. It is to be
Hollywood. I lis third picture, "The pictures of this series, including "A
called
"Battling
Torchy,"
and
will
Advisor,"
has
just
been
released,
and
present Hmes in a story laid in New "Rolling Stones," in which Hamilton Nick-of-Time Hero," "Stolen Glory,"
and "Schoolday
York's lower East Side, including a is supported by Bobby DeVilbiss, "Assortedthe Heroes"
last two of which are
boxing contest and many other said to be an exceptionally clever Love,"
late
December
and
January
releases,
features. The biggest set ever con- child actor, is to be released soon. respectively.
structed for a Torchy Comedy has
Other pictures in the Mermaid
been built for the leading scenes of series have included all-star casts.
Ollendorff's
have included such Sketchografs
popular subjects
as
the actors of note who appear "Eve's Leaves,"
this release. "Battling Torchy," Among
a
review
of
the hisfollows "Torchy Take a Chance," in these pictures are Lige Conley,
Adams, Hap Ward, Elinor
tory of women's styles; "Play Ball,"
in
which
raffle
ticket"Torchy"
No. 13 finds
has that
won his
an Jimmic Jack
"Seeing Greenwich Village," and
Lloyd, Conley,
Otto Fricsc
automobile, and then sees it fly out Lynn,
Frank Coleman.
who and
has others. His latest release, "What's
of the window. While scenes in been seen in "For Land's Sake" and The Limit?" has, Educational says,
been approved
by the Council
"Free and Easy," has done such Limitation
of Armament
as one for
of
"Battling
Torchy" are
"shot,"
work
is progressing
on being
the story
for excellent
comedy work that Jack the strongest arguments against the
the following Torchy Comedy, which White, under whose supervision all international race in armaments
is as yet untitled.
of the Mermaids arc made, has which the nations of the world are
The Mermaid Comedies have won
that he will picture,
be fea- now trying to find a way of stopping.
tured in the forthcoming
greater applause than ever before, it just announced
Comedies by Fonis stated. Critics of the trade press for which several sets have already Six Toonerville
are to be released. The
and the news press alike have agreed been built. This will be the fourth first oftaine Foxthese,
already available to
that Lloyd Hamilton, who is featured of this group, and will follow "Step
theatres, is "The Skipper's Last
in six out of the twelve pictures in This Way," just completed.
the current series, has been doing the William S. Campbell has produced
During 1921 Educational has rebest work of his career, Educational for Educational a group of comedies
leased, in addition to the pictures
alleges. "Robinson Crusoe Ltd." featuring children and animals. This mentioned and the occasional World
and "The Vagrant," his first two series of Campbell Comedies began Wanderings, showing in pictures
pictures of the new series, have
Resort." scenes of unusual places and
unusual
showed in many of the biggest with "The Stork's Mistake," which people,
several Specials that have been
showed in some of the country's
among the year's most popular short
subjects. These have included "The
Race of the Age," "Modern Centaurs." "The Runaway Train" and
Business on Upward
Swing
others. This service will be continued
during
1922,
the first of such specials
John E. Storey, sales manager, declares that
been approved by the Council for
Associated Exhibitors anticipates a gradual and con"The Battle of Jutland," which has
sistent increase of business for 1922. After reviewbeen acclaimed
of the screen's
greatest
records asofonehistory.
It took
ing the general situation from a national point of
an entire year to photograph it after
view, and enumerating the underlying economic and
two years of hard work and study
political reasons leading up to the present improvein preparation.
"The Battle of Jutment, Mr. Storey declares that certainly business is
land" will be released
during
early weeks of the new year. the
on the upward swing. He states that the leaders in
our industrial and commercial life do not anticipate
Educational's news reel, Kinograms, has also recorded a big adthat a tremendous spurt will come all at once, but
vance during 1921, and will continue
nevertheless, they are agreed that the return of
its policyment.ofThe last
expansion
and improvefew months
of the
prosperity has started and will consistently increase
year have seen the staff of cameraduring the year 1922.
men built up to several times its
When asked what plans Associated Exhibitors is
former strength, and extraordinary
making for the coming year, Mr. Storey said that
efforts made to provide entertaining
features. This reel will continue to
they are going ahead with arrangements to secure
be
released twice weekly.
an array of feature attractions in line with the deAmong the finest pictures made
mands which will be created by an active buying
available to theatres during the Fall
public. As specific instances, Mr. Storey enumerated
of
1921 were the Sclig-Rork Photothe following productions to be offered:
plays, dramatic subjects in two reels,
based
on stories by famous authors
First,taria
theproduction,
spectacular
film,
"Lady
Godiva,"
a
Wisand played by casts including such
founded on the poem by Lord
well-known actors as Lewis Stone,
Alfred Tennyson; an Al and Ray Rockett feature,
Ethel Grey Terry, Wallace Beery,
"Handle With Care," with Grace Darmond and an
Walt Whitman and others. Plans
for the coming year assure Educaall star cast; a big outdoor lumber story, "Clansmen
tional of continuing its place among
of the North," which was recently completed under
the leaders in the short subject
the direction of John W. Noble; a new Arthur Reck
branch of the industry, it is stated.
featureRaird
entitled,
"Don't Doubt Your Wife," in which
Leah
is starred.
Harold Lloyd in
"Finally," concluded Mr. Storey, "we have a release of particular importance and interest to exFilm at Capitol
hibitors inour forthcoming Florence Vidor producHarold
Lloyd in "A Sailor-Made
tion which is now completed under the working title
Man" will be the big Christmas
week
offering
at the Capitol Theaof 'Woman, Wake Up!' We believe that this will
tre, starting on Sunday, December
be one of the biggest and most successful dramas
25.
S.
L.
Rothafel
is preparing a
that Florence Vidor ever appeared in, and we are
Yuletidc program on which he will
feature
the Associated Exhibitorlaying plans accordingly."
Lloyd comedy.
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Hodkinson

Pictures

Weeks

ONE of the longest bookings ever noted in the industry is one announced this week whereby the Franceses
Theatre in San Francisco, under the management of R. E. Sharbara, will show Hodkinson released
productions for a period of twelve solid weeks.
The contract provides for an extensive exploitation
campaign which will be conducted by the Hodkinson branch in San Francisco.
Beginning with the week of December 10, with "The Breaking Point," the productions included in the
engagement, and the dates, are as follows: Week of December 17, "The Other Woman;" week of December
24, "A Certain Rich Man;" week of December 31, "Lavender and Old Lace;" week of January 7, "The Journey's End;" week of January 14, 'Rip Van Winkle;" week of January 21, "God's Crucible;" week of January
28, "Fifty Candles;" week of February 4, "Cameron of the Royal Mounted;" week of February 11, "At the
Sign of the Jack O'Lantern;" week of February 18, "Heart's Haven," and week of February 25, "The Grev
Dawn."
Of this list, four productions, "Cameron of the Royal Mounted," "At the Sign of the Jack O'Lantern,"
Heart's Haven" and "The Grey Dawn," have not yet been released. "Cameron" will be released late in December, "Jack O'Lantern" in January and "Heart's Haven" and "The Grey Dawn" in February. The remaining
productions in the schedule have all been released since last April, with "Rip Van Winkle" and "Fifty
Candles," duction,
the
October asand
releases,
respectively. The latter attraction, an Irvin V. Willat prowas released
late December
as December
11.
The Francesca Theatre has recently changed hands and under new management has been remodeled and
refurnished to an extent that placed it on a plane with San Francisco's leading downtown houses. It cater3
to the highest class of patronage, and since its recent change in policy the theatre has come to be recognized
as serious opposition to the largest houses in the city.
The Francesca booking is believed to be the first one in the history of the industrv in which the productions of any one company have played an enaagement of twelve weeks running. This definitely establishes Hodkinson product in the San Francisco field, a territory in which the releases of the Hodkinson Corporation are ably handled by S. Vogel and J. P. Meehan, division managers.
The Francesca booking, with its eighty-four consecutive play-dates, has done more to stimulate a spirit
of keen rivalry among Hodkinson salesmen than a cash prize of any amount which might have been offered
by the home office. Following closely upon the inter-office announcement of the bookings, came statements
from a number of branch executives in eastern and southern territories that Messrs. Vogel and Median's
achievement would be equalled, or surpassed, or their brother managers would "bust a leg" in the attempt.
At any rate, Messrs. Vogel and Meehan have set a high mark for their brother branch managers to shoot at
during the coming year.

"Little Minister" and Negri Film
Are Paramount
Christmas Gifts
Paramount makes a generous R. Walling, Guy Oliver, Fred HuntChristmas gift to the picture public
ley, Robert Brower, Joseph Hazelton
of America when it releases on De- and Mark Wilkinson.
Much
interest centers in the Pola
-cember 25 the Penrhyn Stanlaws'
production of Sir James M. Bar- Negri production from UFA, "The
rie's "The Little Minister," with Last
Payment,"
that init the
presents
famous
Polishin star
first
Betty Compson in the stellar role, the
modern
role
in
which
she
has
been
and Pola Negri in the UFA pro- seen in America. Magnetic to
a
duction, "The Last Payment."
The matter of choosing the play- great degree, she is here seen as a
ers for the roles of Lady Babbie and beautiful, ruthless, frivolous woman
Gavin in "The Little Minister" re- who, after causing great trouble in
ceived long and careful attention the lives
orableofpenalty.others, pays the inexfrom Mr. Stanlaws. The selection
The
story was written by John
of a young woman to play Babbie
Brennert and George Jacoby, two of
presented an especially difficult prob- the
known writers for the
lem, for the people of America, par- screenbest
Europe, and Mr. Jacoby
ticularly the lovers of Barrie, had directed.in The
are laid in
come to think of her only as Maude France and Southscenes
America and the
Adams, America's foremost stage production is one of large proporstar, had portrayed her.
tions, the investiture being massive
The selection of Miss Compson is
said to have proved to be the ideal and the crowd scenes unusually
one and her portrayal, Paramount comprehensive.
says, is certain to rank with the
greatest artistic achievements in all Doris May Film
the history of the screen. George
Hackathorne as Gavin, the little
Is for Release
minister, is said to give such a splendid performance as to cause him to
Christmas Day
share the honors almost equally with
the star.
"Eden and Return," Doris May's
The scenario was provided by second starring vehicle for R-C Pictures, is scheduled for release by
Ed f rid Bingham and Thompson
Buchanan supervised the production. that organization on Christmas Day,
The members of the supporting cast, after which date it has been booked
all seen in character roles, include by virtually all of the important
Edwin Stevens, Nigel Barrie, Will circuits of the country, R-C states.

Miss May's second production,
supervised by Hunt Stromberg and
directed by William A. Seiter, is
based upon the stage comedy of the
same name which was written by
Ralph E. Renaud and produced with
great success in New York and
other big cities several years ago.
After having inspected the picture
at a recent pre-view in the home office of R-C Pictures, the executive
committee declared it to be a worthy
successor of Miss May's first R-C
release, "The Foolish Age," which is
still entertaining thousands of picture fans throughout the country. .
Paramount

Gets

Unusual Letter
An unusual letter of appreciation,
concerning George Fitzmaurice's
production, "Forever," came to H.
H.
Paramount's
York Buxbaum,
district manager,
and was New
forwarded by him to the home office of
the company. The letter was signed
by M. L. Ullman, of 454 Fort Washington avenue, New York City, and
follows in part :
"It is with a mind still dazed and
a soul still drenched to the core with
the beauty of the story, that I am
writing you to tell you how your
picture— but no 1 It isn't a picture,
it's a beautiful, sweet dream — -'Peter
Ibbetson,' made me, a mature man,
hardened, practical, materialistic, cry
like a kid !
"It has done more than move me
momentarily, it has done more than
fill me with a wistful yearning for

beauty and sweetness and true love
and devotion ; it has brought me back
my belief in humanity and in the
essential goodness' in all of us. . . .
That's the way I feel, and I must
have my say."
Talmadge Film
Breaks Records
"The Sign on the Door," a First
National attraction starring Norma
Talmadge, recently had a two day
showing at the Grand Theatre in
TiTn, Ohio, which city is a strongthe "blue
law"theatre
advocates,
but thehold ofcrowds
at the
were
so large that Manager R. W. Lawrence, of the Grand found it necessary to book the picture for an
additional day. Box office records
were smashed, and Mr. Lawrence
expects toshowing.
book the picture soon for
another
To Bgin

Filming

New Production
Preparations for the filming of
Gareth Hughes' next Metro starring
picture, an adaptation of Blanche
Brace's Saturday Evening Post
story, "The Adventures of a Ready
Letter
Writer,"
have inbeen
started
at
the Metro
studios
Hollywood.
George D. Baker, who has directed Mr. Hughes in his four previous productions to be filmed by
S-L Pictures for Metro, will produce the youthful star's new story.
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"LornaDoone;"

Selected
for
Title
Role
teres*
with
an
absorbing
plot and
at details of the cos- thrilling action.
"Lwib Doone,"" sndoobtedly one in a I
part in "Hail The • ve months
tumes and customs of the period.
of the popular *zA rnflnring V> omu
"Loma Dog ne" will be afforded a Inasmuch as the story is as well,
novels of Fngftsh literature, wiD be For I
of "John Ridd," the
and pretentious pro- or better, known than any one other
of the_ novel, Mr. most spectacular
Maurice
Tonrneur's
initial
producstalwaduction, to which the action is ad- rto-.el. » hook that ha* been rend by
ohoien John fiowtr s.
twn f'T Associated First National To-jhm
mirably suited. The many exterior millions of Americans and is still inrelease. Putting an end to more iLan one of
popuiar leading men
cluded in most educational curricuzri~i i'i the its- scenes will be taken in both Cala year of rumors and unofficial re- of the
ifornia and Eastern Nevada, while lums. it possesses all the requireports, a
announcement to tured p
several
of
the
enormous
interior
sets
ments of an exceptional box-office
this effect was issued this week from producl
are already under construction on attraction.
the
noted
producer-director's
headMr.
'
Mr.
Tourneur would have rethe big stages of the Ince Studios,
quarters at Culver City, CaL
every <
where Mr. Tourneur is making bis
For ten- months preparations have rising c
sumed
the filming
"Lornaago.
Doone"
neauQuar ters.
more than
two of
months
but
been actively under way for the the coi
neither
Miss
Bellamy
nor
Frank
Accordinz
to
those
acquainted
screening of R- D. Blackmore s fam- the ma
were available. The proons classic. Many of the most spec- Beat p
with Mr. Tourneur's preparations. Keenan duction
will be released by Assotacular scenes of the story have al- rector s Association, is his assistant. "Lorna Doone" should be the finest
ciated
First National, probably in
ready been filmed, several thousand Mr. Beal is regarded as one of the production of a career characterized
feet for the prologue having been - -.i-.s': >. z.:ii :r. the West Coast, by many auspicious successes. The the late spring, as a special. While
made early this summer. Arrange- baring assisted John Griffith Wray novel itself is ide^l motion picture it will not be definitelv decided until
ments for the filming of the re- with "Hail the Woman" and other material Generally regarded as one "Loma Doone" is completed, Mr.
mainder ofthe drama are so far per- Thomas H. I nee productions. Mil- of the greatest love stories of litera- Tourneur is planning to release it in
ton Menasco, who for several years ture. it combines engrossing love in- not more than eight reels.
fected that Mr. Tourneur expects to
complete the entire picture within the has been associated with Mr. Tournext two months or ten weeks.
neur as art director, has designed
Frank Keenan, noted dramatic star the settings, in collaboration with
Mr.
Tourneur,
who is as versed in
of both silent and spoken drama,
will return to the studio stages after architectural designing as he is in Last Scene of "Pen?vd" Taken;
Prelude Dedicated It to Boys
an absence of many months as "Sir motion picture direction. Among the
Ensor Doone." the picturesque chief settings are a replica of the vesFor
the
final
scene for Marshall In dedicating this production to an
of
"thosethe Doones
of Devon
Bagwortby
of Westminster
Abbey and the
Forest,
awe of all
and tibule
picturesque
Doone Village.
Neilan
s
picturization
has direct
appealmo-to
Booth Tarkington storyofand"Penrod,"
play on institution
the heart that
of every
American
Somerset, outlaws, traitors, murSpectacul
ar
the
screen,
Mr.
Neilan
has
conceived
tion
picture
patron,
young
and old,
r
derers."
ti j D_ri
The working continuity of the a special prelude in which historic Mr. Neilan said: "To know the
Madge Bellamy m was
American youths are portrayed. In heart of a boy — your boy — any boy,
by Mr/Toun
Madze Bellamy has been selected and Wyndham Gittens, who jeur
were keeping with the entire spirit of the is to enjoy the golden pages of life,
for the title role. Recognized as one assisted by Catharine Reed and Cecil
Ab- achievement
\\"hat riches,is greater
what than
power,
of the most beautiful and talented Mum ford. The latter three devoted story,
raham George
Lincoln Washington
as youths, inand
historic
the what
reality of having been just a hoy?
young players on the screen, she has many weeks to the research work boyhood incidents appear as part of
"Never
are
the
colors
of
love,
huappeared in the leading roles of a necessary to the adaptation and pro- the
"Penrod"
productionsto which
mor and drama more appealing than
Neilan
has dedicated
every Mr.
boy
number of recent Thomas H. Ince duction of the noveL Gittens, in par- in
America.
when blended into a paint of boyproductions, and v. ill soon be seen ticular, has worked for more than
hood. The American boy — the
youngster we all know so well, is
the most fortunate of all — for some
day
he may
be President of our great
United
States.
"This film then, is dedicated to the
"My
Old
Kentucky
Home"
Fulfills
greatest institution of its kind in
generations,
past, present and to
Promises
Made,
Pyramid
Declares
come
—
The
American
boy."
Headed by executives who have Pyramid boasts that this is one of fices. In Ray C. Smallwood we have
made an enviable reputation for the most evenly balanced casts given a director whose past achievements
"What is true of the first picture
themselves. Pyramid Pictures. Inc., to the motion picture world and ap- have been synonymous to commer- is true of the second picture. Pyramid will expend money only when
was organized during the current
successes. Our all- that money is reflected on the screen.
artistic
cia' 411(1
this star
super-production
in theGreene
pearing Mr.
year. At the time of its organiza- year.
jhat
cast
in
the
first
picture,
our
announces
direction and the story from the In the making of Pyramid's product
tion, Walter E. Greene, who was one
we have eliminated motion picture
of the organizers of Famous the picture
ruary 1. will be ready about Feb- pen of Anthony Paul Kelly assures fiction
and have substituted commerus of a picture that is bound to be
Players-Lasky, and who at present is
president of Pyramid Pictures. Inc., Now that "My Old Kentucky a big money-maker.
Home" is almost complete, Pyramid
openly declared
that Pyramid's
in- executives
are working day and night
ception in the motion
picture field
cial facts."

r££VXr* kept its 'prom
Ka"
ThatthePvramid
its promise
with
field is has
bestkept
proven
by the
class and calibre of its first producOld Kentucky
Home,"
which tion
was"My personally
produced
for
Pyramid by Ray C. Smallwood from
an original story by Anthony Paul
Kelly, one of whose most recent successes has been his adaptation of
"Way Down East"
"MymostOld
Kentucky
alcomplete.
At the Home"
present istime.
Mr. Smallwood, his technical staff
and his all-star players are in New
Orleans completing the exteriors
Monte Blue, Sigrid Holmquist, Lucy
Fox, Julia Swayne Gordon, Frank
Currier, Matthew Betz, Arthur
Carew, Billy Quirk, Pat Hardigan
and Francis Grant are the players
making up Pyramid's all-star cast,

Bellamy

Btt^tiMSTUS «
Veiller Production for Metro
O^eenpurchased
of the Moulin
Rouge," sechas
Trr.iJ
TT
r%
. Lytell
y
, „ as Star
~
been
for Pyramid's
Will Have
Bert
ond all-star vehicle.
Monte Blue
yesterday affixed his signature to a Bayard Veiller. stage producer and cesses, and who played the leading
Pyramid contract A cast in keep- playwright is about to produce one feminine role in Mr. Veiller's
ing with Mr. Blue will be engaged to of his own original stories for "Within the Law" when it was produced in Australia, will also have a
work hand in hand with him in mak- Metro. Bert Lytell, star of the
ing "The Queen of the Moulin Metro producing unit of which Mr. prominent part.
Veiller is director, will appear in
Rouge"tions of the
one coming
of the year.
biggest
Ben producCarre, the stellar role.
the technical and art director, will Incidentally, two of the players
assist in the making of this picture. who enacted important roles in Mr.
"Pyramid Pictures has a definite Veiller's greatest stage successes,
Moving Picture World
plan and nothing will force us to "The Thirteenth Chair" and "Witheliminate any part of that definite
Reviews Are the Best
in
Law,"
have
been
cast
for
his
plan in the making of our bigger screen drama. De Witt Jennings,
in the Field
the iron-jawed police inspector of
and better product" said Mr. both of the stage productions menso-called motion picGreene. "This
tioned, will be seen in a similar role
ture slump is over. Exhibitors today want a product that will bring in the Lytell picture Sylvia Breamdollars and cents into their box of- er, star of numerous screen sue
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The story oi the motion picture
show business in Chicago dates from
Christmas Eve, 1905. A tiny playhouse, the first in Chicago and in
the state, was opened that night on
the site now occupied by BrowningKing & Co. Jones, Linick &
Schaeffer were the builders. In
1895, when Aaron Jones was selling
popcorn and peanuts at the Ferris
Wheel Park up on the North Side,
he joined hands with George K.
Spoor, then selling newspapers at
a stand at the Northwestern depot,
afterward head of the Essanay Film
Company, and on October 19, in
Waukegan, Illinois, the world was
given the first motion picture exhibition by a machine known as
Amet's Magniscope. It was not
very successful, but it established
Aaron Jones and George Spoor as
the first exhibitors of motion pictures.
With the arrest of William
Pearson, one of the owners of
the Washington Light Company, 186 West Lake street,
the police believe they have
uncovered the "brains" of a
gang of international film
thieves, with headquarters in
Chicago. Film valued at more
than $5,000,000 have been
stolen from this country,
shipped, sold and exhibited in
the principal cities of the
world. Although Pearson
denied any knowledge of the
film thefts, the police say he
has been named by Morris
Taitus in a complete confession made at Buffalo last
week.
Taitus confessed he was
hired by Pearson in Chicago
to obtain employment in film
exchanges, say the police. He
would gain access to the
vaults where new films were
kept, stealing the films and
shipping them to Chicago,
where they would be reshipped to New York for consignment to South American
countries and to San Francisco for sale in the Orient,
he is reported to have said.
The band had agents in Japan,
China, all the capitals of
Europe and South America,
who always undersold producers by half. The World
Film Corporation, Famous
Players-Lasky, First National,
and other leading producers
suffered huge losses.
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Ail the accessories to be used as
"Kid pictures" are the plays aids to put both the serial and the
that get the crowds nowadays, comedies where they belong as booking actractions, were displayed and
is the assertion of Sam Katz,
explained instructively. A symof the Balaban & Katz Enterphony orchestra furnished the musical accompaniment to the presentation of the pictures.
prises.
"The simple home life pic* * *
A holiday matinee for the benefit
tures,
those
with
'kids'
as
stars or supporting players, of the Girl Scouts was given at the
are the ones
that 'mop
up' Chicago Theatre, Wednesday, Debusiness
wherever
they are
cember 28, the entire box office receipts being gturned
over showing
to that orshown," says Mr. Katz, "The
anization. A special
of
picture craze goes in drifts, "My Boy," featuring Jackie Coogan,
anyway. The vamp pictures was given. The entire balcony was
had their day, then the crook filled by Girl Scouts in uniform, and
pictures, and now it is the the lower floor and boxes were taken
up by theatre parties of young folks
'back home' stuff that goes home for the holidays. The admission price was $1.50 with the boxes
theMr.strongest."
Katz is known among at $15. The benefit performance
the trade as a keen observer was arranged by Mis. Benjamin
commissioner of the Girl
of public likes and dislikes, a Carpenter,
Scouts.
philosopher who finds pleasA very effective lobby display,
ure as well as profit in analyzunder the diing public sentiment. His producedrectioninof theChicago
local Universal Extheory of the craze for "kid
change, which is a miniature replica
stuff" is being carried out by of a log-jam and water-fall scene —
the forthcoming programs at the climax of the Universal feature,
the Chicago Theatre, which ''Conflict," starring Priscilla Dean — ■
is on display in the Orpheum Theainclude "Hail the Woman,"
tre during the showing of the picture
this
week. It is attracting thousands
with two child players; "Peneach day. The set is ilrod," with Wesley Barry and of people luminated
and worked by motor, beBaby Peggy Montgomery ;
ing of the animated variety.
"My Boy," with Jackie
opening broke
day ofall"Conflict"
Coogan, and the as yet un- theTheOrpheum
records ofat
named John M. Stahl produc- this theatre for Saturdays since the
tion featuring Buddy Hedrick. theatre was originally opened. The
theatre management makes the statemen^ that their gross revenue on the
Two Milwaukee motion picture opening day (December 10) exceeded that of the Randolph Theatre,
critics;, Mary MacDonald of the
Milwaukee Journal and Henrietta where "Way Down East" is being
Luscher of the Milwaukee Sentinel, shown at a considerably higher rate
were entertained last Saturday and of admission, by about $400.
A considerable difference in box
Sunday by the Balaban & Katz Enterprises. They were guests at the office receipts has continued every
Chicago and other theatres of the day. The picture will be continued
Balaban & Katz circuit in Chicago. for an extended period after the
The two critics are en route home initial week, or until such time as
bookings contracted for
from a trip to New York as guests subsequent
will necessitate transferring the picof the William* Fox
* * Company.
ture to other houses.
The success of the run may be
Victor M. Shapiro, the keen and
inventive head of the Pathe exploita- partly due to the generous use of 24sheet
bill posting boards of the city,
tion forces, gave a talk on "Ex- and the
use of considerable space
ploitation" at a Pathe
in the Motion Picture Directory
ing in Chicago
duringtrade
the showweek. columns
of the Chicago daily papers.
Mr. Shapiro advanced some real arid
* * *
late advertising ideas to the exhibitors present.
Watterson R. Rothacker spent
This Pathe exhibition was a de- eleven hours in his Chicago headparture from the usual time-worn
quarters one day last week, on his
method of presenting a trade show. way from the West Coast, dispensing a reel of gossip before
It was first-class and a truly original
exhibitors' showing of the first six hurrying on to New York. He predicts great success for Marshall
episodes of "White Eagle" and
Neilan's feature,
which isit
Harold Lloyd's latest comedies, virtually
finished."Penrod,"
He declares
"Never Weaken" and the "Sailor
will
be
the
screen
sensation
of the
Made Man,"
at the Aryan
Grotto
Theatre.
In response
to invitations
sent out by local manager, H. O. Mr. Rothacker predicts that the
Martin, about 250 exhibitors were quiet production period in Los
year.
Angeles will soon be a thing of the
present.

past, arid while it is true there arc
rumors of Metro, Goldwyn and Fox
inactivity for a short period, there
is a steadily increasing production
on other lots.
* * *
The Benson Victory Orchestra, a
jazz orchestra which makes records
for the Victor Company, is being
successfully used as a feature act in
the Balaban & Katz houses in Chicago. They play dance music between pictures, being used as a special number of the program rather
than an accompaniment to the pictures.
"The shopping spirit" is as
noticeable in the theatres
nowadays as it is on the
streets. The patrons want a
lot for their money — in other
words, as one noted exhibitor
says, they want everything
possible on the program.
They want classical music,
they want jazz music, they
want a feature, a comedy,
singers, dancers; in fact, they
demand a show lasting
several hours in which they
are given a great variety of
entertainment.
"It is the echo of 'hard
times'," declared the exhibitor, "they are accustomed to
'shopping' for necessities, and
they
their entertain-*
ment.'shop'
The forhouse
with the
greatest variety in its programs is the house that gets
the crowds."
The Sunday noon Symphony Concerts at the Chicago Theatre are
proving immensely popular. The
audience numbers between three and
four thousand each Sunday. The
usual Sunday admission price preconcert.vails, with no extra charge for the
* * *
Dan Roche, the publicity premier
of Famous-Players Lasky Corporais hoping
SantatheClaus'
yearly
visit tion,
will
retrieve
loss of
his
watch suffered several days ago.
Having finished his Christmas shopping at Field's last Saturday, he
plunged into the maelstrom of
Christmas shoppers in the block intervening between Field's and the
Chicago Theatre. Arriving at the
theatre, he sought his watch to again
note the hour and behold— it was
not! He is trusting Santa Claus
himself did not steal it to secure
measurements of the Roche pocket
for a flask.
Manager William Cadoret of the
Bijou Theatre, Kankakee, III., was a
Chicago visitor last Tuesday en
route York.
home from a trip down toNew
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Here's a little moving picture called :
"My Christmas
for Thee!"
Author:
Just an H'ish
old time
friend,
Actors : You and me;
Photographed by: Memories bright,
Produced by: Friendship true;
Released: December Twenty- fifth,
Especially for : You.
MERRY CHRISTMAS
* * *
The December issue of the A. M.
P. A. Bulletin has reached the members of the organization. It is called
the "KrisforKringle"
number,
and the
editor
the month
is Glendon
Aivine. One of the best things in
the issue is a poem, "Christmas
Cheer
Exploitecr,"
whichtwois
too longfromto an
publish.
However,
of the pertinent short paragraphs
are :
"Zona improves
Gale says
picture
upontheher Paramount
novel and
prize drama. William DeMille, in
other words, did Miss Lulu better."
year, all
right, areso
far"It's
as atheGoldwyn
New York
censors
concerned."
» * *
There is all the earmarks of a
dirty crack in the news item that
proceeds from the coast to the effect
that Herbert Rawlinson is under the
doctor's care, suffering from
painters'
developed
after
he
playedcolic,
somewhich
intense
love scenes
for his latest Universal picture.
* * *
Edwin Carewe arrived in town
from the coast last week.
* * ♦
Two Clevelanditcs, Phil Selznick
and Harry Charnas, are New York
visitors.
* * *
John D. Tippet sailed for London
December IS.

Pauline Garon, leading woman for
Owen Moore in his new comedy, is
playing on the stage in "Lillies of
* * *
the Field."
joe Friedman, of Celebrated
Players, Chicago, spent a few days
in New York this week and then
went to Boston. He will return to
Chicago without coming again to this
city.
* * *
Two Philadelphians, Hill Magert.-.
and Dave Segal, also made a short
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sidercd blase. These people are not
afraid to condemn a production in
ringing terms when it is bad. but let
a feature be extraordinarily fine and
they immediately
becomeforsake
non-committal. They cannot
the
pose of unresponsiveness. They must
always convey that their puny
thoughts are so much better than
anything they might see and hear.
Witness the reviews in some places
of "Playing With Fire."
We wait with curiosity the treatment of Paramount's production of

guests of Ruth White of "Good
Morning Dearie" and Belle McEwan, formerly
of Lewhome
Field's
"Snapshots"
at their
on
Seventy-fourth
street,
Sunday
afternoon, December 18. The party was
a sort of reunion of stars who had
attended the opening of Marcus
Loew's State Theatre, Newark, last
Monday, and the motion pictures of
that event were shown. In the party
wire W ill Rogers, Lew Cody, Nina
and Frances Whitmore, Peggy
Eleanorc. Loretta McDcrmott, Betty
Rrownc, William Kent, Irving Irwin,
Yvonne Shelton, Rose Mints, Helen
Shipmen, Seena Owen, Anetha Getwell, Sophie Tucker, Zena Keefe,
Lillian Walker, Lillian White, Niles
Welch, Dave Stamper, Mrs. Crane
Wilber, Dorothy Mackaill, Singers
Midgets and the three well-known
directors. Robert Vignola, Frank
Borzage and William Christy
Cabanne.
Several newspaper and trade paper
people were standing around, first
on one foot and then on the other.
» * *
Harold
Lloyd
heard
bitterly assailed the
otherprohibition
day by
two colored extras.
"It ain't constitutional this takin'
away
hones'
man'sas drink,"
one of
them awas
saying
the comedian
drew near.
"I ain't disagrecin' with you
theah, brothah," said the other, "but
I'se troubled about lindin' a reli'ble
boot leggah. You know they all put
so much ill-natuahed alcohol in a
* * *
Whfwl The rumors!
The Astor, Claridge and Algonquin lobbies and restaurants sound
OS though there was steam escaping
indrink."
them, what with the -whispering.

BABY I'liCGY AS I) BROll'XUi
The two-year-old star of Century Comedies and the Century
wonder dog stage a real Christmas

Mistletoe or holly.'' Whichever
it is Gloria Swanson, the Paramount star, is ready for a
Merry Christinas

visit to New York this week.
* * *
Harry Mitchell, of Atlanta, was
in town last week and returned home
December 20.
* * *
H. G. Ballance, of Famous-Lasky,
returned Monday
* *from* a sales tour.
One of the most tiresome things
one confronts in this business is the
manner in which some reviewers
treat certain pictures. This group
is afraid to commit itself especially
when a picture is unusually good — it
has a terrible fear of not being con-

"The Little Minister."
The people under consideration in
this sweet, yuletide spirited little
thing also include daily paper
"critics." Seventy-five per cent, of
them do not know a good picture
when they see one, nor know entertainment value when it bumps them
on the nose.
It will he realized this is not
merely a personal opinion. It is
*
held by scores * of' * readers
of mam
publications, daily or otherwise.
A remarkable aggregation of motion picture and sta^c stars were the

T
Dorothy DtX'ore, featured player
in ( hriiiit Comedies, says it
with holly
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Emmett J. Flynn arrived in New
York this week.
* * *
Is there any truth to the rumor
persistently floating around the
Algonquin that Charlie Burr is
negotiating with Theodore Dreiser
for the screen rights to "The Hand
of the Potter"? It is said that the
firm of Bennie & Bernie are advising him to do *it, *regardless.
*
"I bet that Santa Claus will find
that rolled down stockings are out
of style when he comes down the
chimney on Christmas," says Larry
Semon.
* * *
Fables in a few words are creeping* into the editorial columns right
along the line of leadiny newspapers
since Paul Terry started making
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for the work he zvas doing.
—WINNIPEG FREE PRESS.
Fable: Once there was a man
zvho dug out his rubbers from the
closet after the first snow in the
fall and found a pair without a hole
in them.
—PORTLAND, ME., EXPRESS.
Fable: Once there was a man
tc/zo didn't think his beard unusually
tough — and brag about it to the
barber.
—AKRON BEACON
* * * IOURNAL.
Anatol
Zeidman spent
end in Philadelphia,
for theno weekgood
Every time, no matter how often,
we see a news weekly we experi-

Every Yuletide Lois Wilson,
leading woman in Paramount
pictures, burns a bayberry
candle in keeping with the old
English custom

Jacqueline Logan, in Goldivyn
picl u res. will make some child
of toys
supremely sethappy
with a full

Bebe Daniels gave the Coasters a
decided start recently when she announced she was going to speed
through parts of Calif orr.ia at eighty
miles an hour.
"How do you expect to get by
with it?" she was asked.
"I'm going to San Diego by air* * *
plane."
Wheeler Oakmen is stopping at
Mrs. Claridge's
house.
brought
with himboarding
from the
coastHea
print of "Slippy* McGee."
* *
Last Monday evening Al Jolson
interpolated into "Bombo" some
priceless propaganda for the Pola
Negri
in "Vendetta"
the
Strand showing
Theatre.
Jolson has atbeen
using a gag concerning the picturesque Continental actress in "Passion." This week he changed the
material to include "Vendetta" and
strung it out.

"Old isIronsides,"
U.Another
S. S. Alert,
about to the
be
relegated to the scrap heap, according to an order from the Navy
Department. But if an offer, made
to Washington, is accepted, this warship, the oldest naval vessel on the
Pacific Coast, may be saved from
the ravages of target fire or the
death-bombs of naval aviators, for
Max Linder, the French film star,
now
a burlesque
on "The
Threeproducing
Musketeers"
for Goldwyn,
learning that the Alert was to be
scrapped before January first,
promptlyfering towrote
the department
ofpurchase
the vessel for
converting into a floating motion
picture
Navy studio.
men deplore the fact that
the old ships should be discarded.
They are not in sympathy with
Oliver
Wendell
Ironsides,"
whichHolmes'
says : poem, "Old
O better that her shattered hulk
Should sink beneath the wave.

MARY
MILES MINTER
The Realart star illustrates that she still believes in the real
Christinas spirit
those
Filmpeople,
Fables."on
They popular
hit the "Aesop's
nail, or the
the head just as do the tales of
Aesop.
* * *
/■'able: Once upon a time there
was
woman
'whoinstead
didn't of
minda young
being
calleda an
old hen
chicken.
—CRANFORD CHRONICLE.
Fable.- Once there was a man
who did another a favor and later
reminded him of it only 3,764 times.
—N. Y. EVENING TELEGRAM.
Wesley Barry, star of Marshall
Neilan'stray the"Penrod,"
to porspirit tries
of Christmas

Fable: Once upon a time there
was a man who told his boss that
he was being paid too much money

encc a distinct and new thrill. We
cannot help but think what a wonderful thing it is to have the world
brought to your and our eyes,
vividly. There is a thrill in the fact
that by this medium one portion of
the world may see what all the rest
of the world is doing.
We do not thing that we are
going too far in saying that the
news weekly should be ranked among
our
the age.
greatest benefits to mankind in
* * *
Since Robert Brunton sold his
studio holdings in this country it
is learned that he contemplates
establishing
a studio in or about
London.

May McAvoy, Realart star,
costumed herselfmas dollas a Christ-
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If Linder gets the craft, he will
fit her out for a five-year aroundthe-world cruise, making pictures,
using peoples of all races, and backgrounds of all countries, for his
films.
The Alert was built at Chester,
Pa., in 1873, and is now in Pacific
waters, under the command of Lieut.
C. M. Cassidy. She has cruised all
over the world.
It's a good story,
* * anyway.
*
Walter
Law's
personal
representative says the American Legion
has
asked Walter to sing one of the roles
inwhen
theirit all
star revivalin ofLos"Pinafore"
is presented
Angeles.
One of the reasons he was chosen
was because before starting picture
work he was a prominent member
of the Jackson Opera Company.
If they had heard Walter sing
when a certain young gent held four
deuces over his ace full some time
ago in the Green Room Club they
would have asked him to sing the
whole opera. * * *
Ed Moriarity, formerly known as
the handsomest newspaperman in
Los Angeles, now known as the
handsomest press agent, besought
professional aid to describe the
costume
worn inbyoneLarry
leading woman
of the Semon's
theatrical
scenes
of
a
new
comedy.
"Mory"as
is known to newspaper readers
a sporting — not fashion — -editor.
Therefore he wisely consulted
Lucille Carlisle herself before writing up her spiffy dancing dress.
"It's entirely of sequins — half jet,
half
she turning
informedslowly
him
liftingopalescent,"
one arm and
around in the best mannequin
manner.
"Oh!" said Mory, fishing for a
pencil. "What sequence did you say
this was in?"
"Not sequence,
silly!theThisscript.
has
nothing
to do with
S-E-Q-U-I-N-S."
"Oh ! Well, what are those
sparkling things all over the, ah —
well, dress?"
Lucille sighs patiently. "Those
are the sequins — jet and opalescent.
Don't
make though,
it pretty?
awfullytheyheavy,
and They're
if they
start to run . . . I"
"This side's black and the other
white, isn't it?"
"Jet and opalescent ! Do you like
it?"
"Fine ! But what color "
"And see this aigrette plume, secured by a cluster of brilliants?"
"Uh-huhhh. ... Oh ! you mean
those
hair I"
Morywhite
goes feathers
back to inhis your
typewriter,
smokes two or three cigarettes, tears
up two or three sheets of paper, and
grinds out the following :
"In a resplendent new costume,
Lucille Carlisle is stepping the
boards in the current Larry Semon
comedy."
* * *
Viola Dana is to start on a personal appearance tour of theatres
upon the completion of her latest
picture.
* * *
The New York studios of Fox
Film Corporation were the scene of
an impromptu reunion of Fox stars
and directors this week, when a
number of these from the West
Coast studios dropped into the big
Manhattan production plant.
Shirley Mason, who had reached
Chicago en route back to California
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after personal appearances in the
South and a two week's visit to
New York, was there met by Bernard Durning, Fox director on the
West Coast, Sol Wurtzel, studio
manager for William Fox in California, and William Russell, whose
latest
picture,
"The Roof Day.
Tree," With
will
be released Christmas
them she returned to New York.
Emmett J. Flynn, the director, had
arrived in the metropolis a few days
before, and soon after him came
Charles Jones — this Fox star paying
his first visit to the nation's largest
city.
was York
William
Russell's
trip toItNew
in years
; he first
was
born in the Bronx.
The stars will visit most of the
theatres and a big Christmas party
is planned for their entertainment;
but they will all be back at the coast
plant ready to begin work on new
productions by the first of the year.
Their trip to New York came as a
surprise, because it was necessary
for Fox officials to rearrange production plans to enable the group to
spend the holidays in Gotham.
* * *
The Rivoli Theatre will hold
special Christmas week morning
matinees for children, comprised of
suitable short reels and musical and
dancing features.
* * *
W. N. Hurlburt, manager of the
Favorite Film Company, Detroit, is
in town.
* * *
A few weeks ago we stated that
we had not heard socially from Pete
Smith since the great loquat mystery.
This week we received a letter explaining that he was not in hiding,
as we had guessed, and gave expert
reasons as to why the customary
words had not come from him. Also
Pete said that his social style was
badly cramped because two of his
side kicks, Bennie Zeidman and
Bernie Fineman were away from
California at present, probably doing
business in New York, if any.
The latter part of his letter contains some news in Pete's inimitable
style, so here goes :
"Charlie Fuhr, close friend of
Walt Hill, Horace Judge and Ben
Grimm, has just arrived after an
extended sojourn in Europe. I understand his trip was extended thirty
days by a Paris judge, for trying
to tell Tom Geraghty one of his own
jokes. the
Charlie
a rumor
going
roundssaysto there's
the effect
that
Douglas Fairbanks is visiting places
of interest
Europe.forI don't
believe this, in
however,
if Doug
were abroad the papers would surely
have printed something about it.
"Charlie has bought himself a
bungalow for his typewriter, no — we
refer to a machine, and is busy on
a new scenario which has for its
temporary title, 'From Boot-black
to Boot-leg.'
His the
reason
ing this story for
screenforis writthat
it offers a great opportunity for
tie-ups with shoe stores and stores
selling bottle tops, malt and parlor
stills. One of his exploitation
schemes for the picture will be to
have street parades consisting of
drunken prohibition agents and
bilious boot-blacks. As a special
lobby display he plans to furnish
small stills to every exhibitor to deal
out home-brew to every dissatisfied
customer so that they will forget
about the picture.
"Well, Toucher, I don't want this
to appear as a business communica-
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tion, so I wont mention Micky along came a stranger. A manuwho fancied
Neilan, 'Penrod,' or Wesley "Pete."
Barry. Katherine facturerandofjardinieres
approached her father
on the subject. He was greeted like
* * *
a long lost banknote — and after
Harold Lloyd is now an uncle. various consultations, zuon KathHis brother, Gaylord Lloyd, the
erine. After which Katherine's
other comedian in the family, re- troubles started.
cently became *the *father
* of a son.
Once
home
's new found
beast of burdenKatherine
began asserting
his
Raymonde says he has discovered authority. Backing her under a balwhere Universal gets the titles for
cony, he playfully dropped a flower
its features, which often sound pot fully occupied on her bare head.
pretty but have little connection with Later in a spirit of jest he broke a
the subject. He says, first someone bamboo rod over her bare back, then
names a parlor car. Then a slight followed an hour's tongue lashing
but flossy change is made and the
by an hour's
name is given to a cigar. Finally closely
lashing followed
and Katherine
zvent toactual
bed
another revamping is performed and sort of weary. A restless morning
it is put on a film. Raymonde. is was broken by her being suddenly
cruel.
and playfully jerked out of the hay,
* * *
her face dipped into a pail of plaster
of Paris, after which hubby kicked
Number 7 in Harry Reichenbach's her
and down a narrozv alley that
amusing series, "Foolish Wives of led up
to the local baseball ground.
History," is :
Later Katherine sat down on a
soft cushion and wrote home.
"KATHERINE THE SHREW"
"Dear folks; My hour of triumph
complete, I am happy, I know he
Katherine the Shrezv, who, one is
loves
me and can prove it by the
day called her secretary and dictated
her complaints on husbandly treatKatherine was docile but untamed
ment for Bill Shakespeare, a young
playzvright, was the forerunner of and waited many years till her husbayid grew too zi'eak to treat her
present day wild women — except that bruises."
rough — when she pined away and
she was never actually tamed.
Katherine caused her folks all died of neglect.
manner of trouble. From stealing
* * Ben* Franklin."
jam to setting fire to her father's Xumbcr 8; "Mrs.
whiskers,
in atoday's
The folks ivere
were all
trying
marry-work.
her
Max Linder is suffering from a
ments.
off
and offered all kinds of induce- serious case of eye burn, and work
has had to be temNo one zvould have Katherine. on his picture
porarily suspended.
* * *
She was offered to the local butcher
who feared her, the local baker who
Ernst Lubitsch arrives on Decemdespised her, and the local plumber
ber 22.
* * *
zvho said life with her zvould be no
MERRY CHRISTMAS.
pipe and passed her up. Finally
Selznick

Studios

Active

on

Production for Coming Year
Owen Moore, who is just finishing Simp" and "The Chicken in the
the biggest picture the Selznick Case." Director Henry Lehrman,
Company has ever made, is scheduled who is finishing the shots on the
to begin another big production present Moore picture, will have a
almost immediately. Elaine Ham- great deal of work to do with this
production
before it is released some
merstein, whose "Why Announce time
in February.
Your Marriage?" has not yet been
No Title Yet
released from the film editor's hands,
will benick studio
back before
on theanother
job at week
the SelzThe title of the forthcoming
has Elaine
Hammerstein picture has not
been announced. Ralph Ince will
The
new
Owen
Moore
picture
will
direct it, with only a few days of
passed.
be directed by Victor Heerman, who elapsed time between his finishing
has worked with Mr. Moore before,
Eugene O'Brien in "Channing
having been responsible for both with
of the Northwest" and his taking up
story and direction of "The Poor the next Hammerstein release.
Pat he to Start "White Eagle"
During First Week of January
The same successful formula used has been scheduled by Pathe for release the week of January 1. Five
in
"Hands
Up" adhered
and "Ruthto hundred
Indians take an active part
of producing
the Rockies"
has been
in Ruth Roland's latest Pathe serial, throughout the entire fifteen episodes, and a small army of cowboys
"White Eagle," which it is said, even
surpasses the two chapter plays was also employed. A massive setwhich brought the serial star to the
ting was built for the production,
front in fast action and elements of representing the Stone Indian Wigan exact replica of a huge
mystery.
star- Indian wam,pueblo
dwelling now existing
ring vehicleMiss
is alsoRoland's
absolutelynewcensorin
Arizona.
proof, it is reported, proving that
a chapter play full of thrills, adventure and suspense, can be proA Paper Within a Trade
duced without the use of firearms.
The first episode of "White Paper Is Our Enlarged State
Eagle," "The Sign of the Trident." Right Department.
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THE new year is at hand. What it will bring to the
independent market time will decide. One tiling
is certain. The next twelve months will constitute
a period of reconstruction in which only the fittest will
survive. Much will depend on the co-operation between
producer and national distributor, national distributor
and local exchange, and local exchange and independent
exhibitor. All hands must, of necessity, labor in harmony, not only 100 per cent., but fair and square. There
must be no tug-o'-war; there must be an end to exaggeration— we must all put our shoulders to the wheel and
honestly and energetically do our share to stablize a
market, the real value of which few financially interested in it fully appreciate. This will be — and must be —
a year of hard work, co-operative action and confidence.
The fighters cannot help but survive the ordeal that
faces us; the "slacker" only will succumb.
JUST what has the past year contributed to the independent market? That is a question that has been
hurled at us time and again during the past three
weeks. Financially, the year has been anything but a
lucrative one to the trade in general. But while money
has been tight, the fact remains that there has been
progress in other directions. We have seen many firms
that two years ago promised to blossom forth into big
establishments succumb because of the lack of ready
cash. But the fault has been with the firm in question.
Many forgot that the tricks of days long gone by no
longer brought that respect and confidence that is so
essential to any enterprise dedicated to permanency.
Others invested in one picture, sold it and dropped out
of sight, giving the exchange and exhibitor no service.
Still others lost out before they even started. And this
latter class of operatives has only itself to blame.
BUT as a whole, there has been a marked progress —
and this under most discouraging conditions. Take
such enterprises as Arrow Film Corporation, Warner
Brothers, Natonal Exchanges, Affiliated Distributors,
Producers' Security Corporation, C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation, Equity, Jans Pictures, Export and Import,
Aywon Film Corporation, Alexander Films Corporation
and many others realized that in just such times as confront us now they must work the hardest. The result
has been that the year was literally crowded with box
office attractions. What has this done? Considerable.
It has attracted to our market the attention of many
who in the past stayed clear of independent exchanges.
These productions were placed on the market at a reasonable figure, reasonable enough to keep many houses
open. And it is not exaggeration when the statement is
made that independent pictures have kept open many a
theatre that otherwise would have had to close its doors.
PICTURES like "Why Girls Leave Home," "School
Days," "When Dawn Came," "God's Country and
the Law," "The Girl from Porcupine," "Judgment,"
"Ten Nights in a Barroom," "The Heart of the North,"
"Vendetta," "Out of the Dust," "Man and Woman," "Oh,

Field

FERRI

Week

in

Review

Mabel, Behave!" with its four-star combination, "Adventures of Tarzan," "Burn 'Em Up, Barnes," "The
Black Panther's Cub," the Clara Kimball Young productions, and others of a like calibre, have and will make
money and keep the wolf away from the door of many
a theatre. And these features have been contributed
duringattitude
the year establishes
that inspiredseveral
nothingessential
but "tightwadness;"
This
points: That
the independents believe in the market in which they are
so vitally interested, that they believe in the independent
exhibitor, that they believe in their pictures — and, what
is more, that they are not afraid of spending money
on real box office pictures when the chance of getting
back their investment is seemingly discouraging. It is
convincing proof of the determination of the independents to cater absolutely to the needs of the box office.
And with this spirit the independent cannot help but
ultimately come into its own.
T) UT the fight is far from won; there must be more
hard fighting. We must continue working as industriously as we have in the past year. We must convince those skeptical exhibitors that we will offer nothing
but what we honestly and conscientiously believe will
make money
for them.thatWeconfront
must atus.
all We
timesmust
be considerate of conditions
not
produce pictures so prohibitive in price that the exchangeman and exhibitor dare not touch them. We
must turn out pictures that are within the reach of the
local buyer, for, after all, he cannot be expected to invest
all his capital on one feature, because quantity as well
as quality in pictures enable the exchange to cater to
the wants of exhibitors in his territory. It's going to
be a hard road to travel, but the journey is worth while
and chockful of a more promising and lucrative a
future. How great this future will be depends entirely
upon the individual. But, as we have already said, if
all hands join in pulling together and co-operate in
every way possible there can be no doubt as to the status
of the morrow.
HOW
men
Simple.
exchange

can we convince the exhibitor and exchangethat we believe in pictures that we offer?
Merely sell service as well as film. Give the
that service which makes for a better understanding of what he has to sell. Get back of your picture and don't allow yourself to lose interest in it after
you have once sold the country one hundred per cent.
Remember that permanency comes not from neglect
Don't neglect your pictures, Follow the career of each
picture through the very last run. Serve the exchangeman so that he can serve the exhibitor, and by so doing
you will serve yourself. Think of the morrow and not
only of today. And remember that you are in business
for twelve months in the year and not one month. Establish yourself. You can do it— you've got to do it.
You owe it to yourself.
A

ND finally, we want to wish you all a most happy
and prosperous New Year.
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Lucy

Doraine

Slated
During

Resume

For

Arrow

Coming

of Week

Year

s Business

Territorial Sales
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
Entire program to Exhibitors Direct Service, St. Louis, for Missouri.
"Nan of the North" to Standard Film Service, Pittsburgh, for Western
Pennsylvania.
Eddie Lyons Comedies to Independent Film Company, Boston, for
New England.
EAST COAST PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Franchises.
Pioneer Exchange, Boston, for New England.
Warner's
Exchange, New York City, for New York City and northern
New Jersey.
Grand-Warner Exchange, Buffalo, for New York State.
Skirboll Brothers, Cleveland, for Ohio and Michigan.
Reelcraft Film Corporation, Chicago, for northern Illinois and Indiana.
PHOTOPLAYS SERIALS CORPORATION
Rider"York City and northern
Warner Brothers, New "The
York Mysterious
City, for New
New Jersey.
Grand-Warner Exchange, Buffalo, for New York State.
Metro Exchange, Philadelphia, for eastern Pennsylvania and southern
New Jersey.
Confederated Film Exchange, Boston, for New England.
GRAPHIC FILM CORPORATION
"Mother Eternal"
Commonwealth Film Corporation, Baltimore, for Maryland, District
of Columbia, Virginia.
WEISS BROTHERS
"Adventures of Tarzan" serial.
Strand Film Exchange, Detroit, for Michigan.
RUSSELL CLARK SYNDICATE, INC.
"The Love Slave"
First National Exchange, New York, for New York State and New
York City.
Foreign Sales
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
"The Blue Fox"
Inter-Ocean Film Corporation for United Kingdom.
SACRED FILMS, INC.
Bible Series.
Regal Films, Ltd., Toronto, for Canada.
Frazer & Frazer, New York City, for Japan.
WEISS BROTHERS
"Adventures of Tarzan" serial.
Jury Imperial Pictures, Ltd., London, for United Kingdom
Mundus Film Co., Paris, for France.
EXPORT & IMPORT FILM CORP.
"The Melbourne,
Jungle Goddess"
Australasia Film Company,
for Australia, New Zealand,
Philippines, India, Ceylon, Buramh, Japan, China, Dutch East
Indies, Straits Settlements and Siam.

Is Starred

Russell
The
release by theClark's
Russell Clark
Love Slave,"
"The
of
Inc.,
Syndicate,
presented by the Herz Film Corporation, marks the screens
second ofappearance on American
Lucy
Doraine, the European emotional
star who first appeared here in
"Good and Evil."
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With "Ten Nights In A Barroom"
successfully launched as a proven
box office attraction, its first week's
at B. F. Keith's
engagement
Theatre in Providence,
R. I.,Victory
being
such a record breaker and the public
demand for a return engagement so
week's
a. second Dr.
persistent
was
made that
necessary,
W. runE.
Ehallenberger, president of Arrow
and his able assoFilm Corporation,
ciates this week conclude plans for
what promise to be a particularly
busy year.
Reports poured into the Arrow
home offices from numerous buyers
who sought quotations on territorial
rights to "Ten Nights In A Barroom." Several Boston exchanges
already have submitted offers for
this picture, but owing to the many
exhibiNew England
requests
nothing as yet
bookings,
tors forfrom
has been done concerning the distribution ofthat feature in that district.
Tony Luchese of De Luxe Exchange of Philadelphia also is besieged with requests from his territory for first runs. Negotiations
already are said to have been closed
whereby that feature will be shown
over the Stanley circuit in eastern
Pennsylvania, southern New Jersey
and Delaware. "Ten Nights In A
Barroom" will play in Reading, Pa.,
on Jan. 9 and Exploitation Manager
Bill Magerts of De Luxe Exchange
is busy exploiting the picture, haying
already arranged a newspaper tieup
and a number of other stunts that
should attract large crowds to the
theatre.
While the Arrow organization is
laboring overtime answering the
many inquiries concerning "Ten
Nights
Barroom"
starring
Lowell, InnoA time
is being
wastedJohnin
paving the way for the many new
releases that that firm will announce
within the next few weeks. The
personal appearance tour of Jack
Hoxie, which testified to the popularity of this cowboy star, is demonstrating itseffectiveness, for the demand for Westerns in which he is
starred is usually heavy. Ben Wilson already has purchased a number
of scripts that will be used for pictures starring Hoxie.
The Ann Little pictures also have
become popular and a number of
surprises are promised in the future
release of this series. The comedy
contingent also will be elaborated.

PICTURE

in

ft
"The Love Slave
In "The Love Slave," Mile.
Doraine appears first as Kora, a
young Arabian girl, captured when
a child by a band of roving Kurds,
and later made the personal chattel
of one in particular who varies the
monotony of their companionship
by abusing her whenever the mood

takes him. From one of these
numerous chastisements Kora is
rescued by George, a young Parisian
traveler, who happens upon the scene
while exploring the byways of
Damascus. In the struggle George
is wounded by her giant master,
thus earning Kora's undying deHow George
the beautiful votion.
slave with
him takes
to Paris;
how
her Eastern temperament reacts towards the ways of civilization and
the West, are said to be a treat.

c. b. Mcdonald
Exploitation
Proctor-Moss manager
houses, for
u.hoKeithput
over "The Right IVay" at
Broadii'ay Theatre
New

Film for

Export and Import
The Export & Import Film Company, Inc., has just announced the
closing of a contract with the Amalgamated Products Company which
provides for the foreign distribution
for the latter company's product
The Amalgamated Products Company, of which Mr. G. M. Anderson,
the
world famous
is president,
has an"Broncho
extensive Billy"
producing campaign mapped out for the
1922 season. It is contemplated releasing one feature monthly. "Bronseries.cho Billy" appears in only one of the

America's Pal
Disarms Self
Ncal Hart, America's pal
and Western star, in his initial release for William
Steiner Productions,
"Tangled Hearts,' never
once pulls a gun. Marvelfor Neal's
ous? Nay, nay,cowpuncher,
an up-to-date
for what he does not do
with
a gunHehe is
doesa with
his
lists.
Royal
Mounted officer, who gets
his man and when he gets
through getting him in the
last good
reel, the
"it"
and criminal
aplenty. gets
In "Tangled Hearts" Neal
Hart proves to movie fans
llial the fist is mightier than
the tengun,
and call
so of
he civilized
has liscd to the
nations by disarming.
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Charley Conklin
to Head Firm
Charles Conklin, former Mack
Sennett star and one of the most
popular fun-makers on the screen,
will soon be starred at the head
of his own company acording to
announcements made by Harry S.
Haven, prominent film man who
lolds the office of president and gen
eral manager ot tne newly formed
and incorporated Charles Conklin
Company.
The pictures will be two-reel
farces based on original themes, and
will have every advantage in the
way of extravagant sets, beautiful
photography and other production
assets that go with the making of
six and seven reel features. Mr.
Haven is now completing negotiations for a director of national reputation and hopes to have the filming of the first pictures started
early next month. Included in the
plans of the concern is the launching
of one, and possibly two, additional
star companies as soon as the Charles
Conklin unit gets well under way.
Federated

Men

Hold Meeting
Members of the board of directors
of the Federated Film Exchanges
of America, Inc., held a session at
Hotel Astor in New York City this
week. Joe Friedman, of Celebrated
Players, Chicago, and president of
Federated Exchanges, presided, and
after
sessionGrand,
he went
Boston Monday's
to visit Sam
of theto
New England Federated office, who
is confined to his bed with illness.
Other Federated directors in New
York were M. Mitchell, of Atlanta;
Ben Amsterdam and Harry Charnas,
of Cleveland.
Spectacle Nears
Production End
Rialto Productions, Inc., which is
distributing the productions of Hamilton Fyfe, the English author,
announced this week that Elmer Mc•Govern and George Kelson have
already conmpleted editing the first
release. Camillo Innocenti directed
the initial production which is now
in the hands of Capt. Mims and
Warren A. Newcomb.
The picture has been entitled
"Power
the Borgias,"
effort isofbeing
made to and
give every
it a
Broadway premier.
Hoxie's Latest
Finally Ready
Arrow Film Corporation announced
this week the title of the next Ben
Wilson-Arrow western feature starring Jack Hoxie. The title finally
decided upon is "Two Fisted Jefferson." The direction and story are
by Roy Clements. Besides Jack
Hoxie the cast includes Evelyn
Nelson, Claude Payton and E. La
Neice.
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First Tru-Art
Feature Ready

Gossip

Of

Nothing has come from negotiations among twelve State rights
distributors for the establishment of
their own exchanges in territories
where they claim they are not getting
the proper representation. Three
such exchanges, operated on a cooperative basis, were planned, but
thus far nothing has materialized.

The

Trade

ture. second week's run of that feathe
W. Magerty of De Luxe Film
Corporation, Philadelphia, is authority for the statement that that exchange has contracted for a supply
of films that will assure it good
territory.
bookings at the big houses in that

Harry Charnas, of Standard Service Exchange, and Phil Selznick
of Selznick Exchange, both of
Cleveland, while in New York last
week looked over many features.
They agreed that the past year was
not up to expectations, but they
believe that the new season will see
many changes for the better.

Joe Brandt of C. B. C. Film Sales
Corporation is on the road in the
interests of his latest pictures, "Life's
Greatest Question" and the Charles
Ray re-issues. He will return to
New York for the holidays.

J. Charles Davis, 2nd. publicity
director for Arrow, returned to New
York from Providence where "Ten
Nights in a Barroom" broke all
records at the Victory there, only
to go back to the Rhode Island
metropolis on Monday to supervise

Nat Leftkowitz, of Standard Film
Service, of Cincinnati, has signed
Percy C. Strauss as a member of
the sales force of that organiza\ <>n. Mr. Strauss is a newcomer
in the industry, but is well-known
in Southern Ohio.

The end of the current week
saw the final scenes photographed of
the first feature drama to be produced by the Becker and Tullar
Tru-Art Productions. This concern's schedule calls for six features
and the second production, for which
Manager Harry Tullar is now
considering a story, will be started
as soon as the preliminary editing
of the initial picture has been comFred Becker is directing, while
pleted.
Sherwood
MacDonald is in charge
of scenarios. The maiden effort
of the Becker and Tullar concern
is "The Power," starring Ora Rarew,
who is supported by an all-artistic
cast.

Lester Scott, Jr., who is on the
road for Bert Lubin, has been made E. L. Klein Agent
special
representative for the East
Johnny Kent of Ay won and Photofor Foreign Firm
Productions, Inc., of which
craft is planning a trip about the Coast
Franklyn Backer is the head.
Edward L. Klein of A. N. DuMahaut-Edward L. Klein was this
country in the interest of "Oh Mabel
Behave"
pictures those
week appointed representative of
two
firms and
are other
handling.
Fred Murphy of the Boston Photo- Artistic
Films, Ltd., by George E.
play Company of Boston, Mass., has
Rodman,
managing director of that
taken
over
the
Dempsey-Carpenter
Charles P. Saunders is now managKlein- Mahaut Organfight pictures and is encountering no company.izationThe
ing the Albany, N. Y., office of trouble
have purchased
two pictures
booking them in New
Screen Attractions Distributing England intheatres.
from
the
Artistic
Films, Ltd. One
Company.
is a screen version of Jerome K.
Baron Hirsch has severed all Jerome's story, "Three Men In A
P. and D. Adler are now comfortably situated in their new offices connections with Lightning Photo- Boat," while the other is "Monty
Wires,"
starring Montin Buffalo. Messrs. Adler recently
plays, Inc., of Boston and this week Works The
morency, aclever
canine.
took over the Lande Film Distribut- visited New York. 'Tis rumored
that the "Baron" will establish his
ing Company in that city.
own exchange in Beantown late next
David Segal of Royal Pictures, month.
Inc., Philadelphia, was a New York
Notice
visitor last week. David reported
A. H. Fischer, producer of "Man
"Burn 'Em Up Barnes" as going And Woman" which Jans Pictures,
over with a bang in his territory. Inc., State righted, visited New York
this week and announced that he
This
CharleyHines
Burr's
feature in will
soon have another feature ready.
which isJohnny
is starred.
CORPORATION, 33
Jans, of course- will handle its disWest 42nd St., New
The Chariot Film Corporation has tribution.
,UI
process
in TUR
now PIC
hasTY
City
ES
been incorporated at San Francisco
EQ
on a mult
iple
of producti
with a capital stock of $12,500 by Sam Zierler, President of Commonreel feature picture carrywealth Film Corporation of New
A. C. Crichter, V. L. Beeler, B. F.
Robinson, M. W. McMillin and E. York, was indeed a happy man, for
"W
—s
ing thehtitle
atof'
M. Underhill. The firm will deal in to him fell the honor of furnishing
the Christmas week attractions at
State rights pictures.
Wrong
the New York Strand Theatre where
The Standard Film Service of his Pola Negri special, "Vendetta,"
Pittsburgh has been appointed the held the boards and played to big
local representative of Second Na- audiences. Last year this distinction went to another State righter,
York. tional Pictures Corporation of New Joe Brandt, for his James Oliver
With
Curwood feature, "Isobel, or the
The Imperial Film Exchange of Trail's End," established a Christmas
week
record
for
that
house.
Pittsburgh have been appointed the
local repersentative of Second Nathe
tional Pictures of New York.
Jesse Levinson, who is State righting "The Polish Dancer," a Pola
special, returned to New York
Photocraft Film Corporation's Negri
from a successful trip through the
latest feature comedy, "Oh Mabel eastern
territory. He closed many
Behave,"
starringMack
MabelSennett
Normand.
Watch for further advertiseOwen Moore,
and deals.
ments on this production and
keep
your
eye open for
release
Ford Sterling, opens at the Plaindate.
We
something
field Theatre, Plainfield, N. J., next
David Mundstuk of Strand Feational. new, promise
brand
original
and
sensatures, Inc., of Detroit, is looking
week.
ing. Melvin Hirsh made th» bookWomen"
around for good two-reel subjects.
EQUITY
Pictures Corporation
33 W. 42nd St., New York City
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"Nine

Points

of

Big Demand for
Two-Reel Films
In response to post-card inquiries
sent out by Alexander Film Corporation to theatres throughout the
country
to whetherrequesting
audiences information
preferred anyas
particular kind of two-reel subjects,
romance, costume, comedy, western
or drama, it is announced that 8,767
replies have been received, of which
5,789
report
a demand
two-reel
subjects,
however,
with for
no lessening
of
the popularity
of the proper
five-reelis
features
and that drama
in the greatest demand.
While the cards made no mention
of
thethenew
"Sherlock
Holmes"
series,
Alexander
Company
desired information in connection with
the marketing of this group of pictures and are pleased with the out-

the Law"
ztith All-Star
Cast
Joan Film Sales Co. this week first because it is clean, fine, and Elaborate advertising campaign
completed negotiations for the six- gets right down to first principles of books are now being prepared to
reel special Western feature pro- playing square with your fellowmen. back up this picture, also a wide vaduction, "Nine Points of the Law," There is no ranting nor outbursts riety of exploitation and advertising
of uncalled for melodrama. . . It is accessories by the Joan Film Sales
starring
Coxen andHe'.en
Lee Gibson,
Maloney EdwarH
and a done in a way that gets under the Co., Inc.
One of the most striking of the
picked cast This is the picture that skin of the average person and after
was directed by Wayne Mack from all if a picture can do that, it has exploitation ideas is the placing of
an original story by L. V. Jefferson. every element of success. It held police standards on prominent street
It will be distributed beginning im- my interest from the opening panel intersections with a uniformed officer to watch the standard and to
mediately on the State Rights to the last fade out and when a picture can grip you for six full reels see that all observe the "Nine Points
market, with some territory already
sold even before the negotiations it's got to have something in it of
the Law." The child player in
were completed.
andThethisdealoneforhas."
Rainbow was handled the picture is said to do some splenIt is said to be a pulsating westa "kid" of
its tender
An forextended
trade
paper
ern melodrama with splendid sus- by Fred T. Robert, who assisted in years.did acting
pense, and punch throughout with a the supervision of the production in campaign will be begun on "Nine
the process of filming.
genuinepares'he-man'
fightseen
thatoncomPoints of the Law" at once.
with anything
the
screen tureintheaMoving
long time.
Of
this
picPicture World
said
:
"Well
acted,
wellthat
directed,
tells story in a manner
grips Bert Adler
With
Art
Brand;
C. B. C,
interest"
several
slight
inconsistencies are easily overlooked by the
general excellence of the producWill
Handle
Entire
Distribution
Of it The Motion Picture News
tion."
Bert Adler, well known as pro- the actual State Rights distribution. Styles and customs do not change and
said : "Good State Rights bet — a
ducers'
representative, this
an- Messrs. Adler and Brand have for that reason it would have been
nounced his association
withweek
the Art
money maker — type of picture which
worked out this plan in detail.
to make
Brand
Productions,
of
which
Joe
tion than the
twentya better
picturesselecwe
is ever in demand — story cleverly
Commenting on his association impossible
have chosen for release.
worked out . . . the suspense is ad- Brand is president. Announcement with Mr. Brand, Mr. Adler said:
"The
answers
to
a
query
sent
out
mirable." The Exhibitors Herald also was made of a program of ex"These pictures are particularly
pansion of activities for the coming
described this picture as "Picture
release, by rea- to exhibitors all over the country by
with plenty of action . . . picture year. Mr. Adler will be treasurer fine sonforof thepresent-day
fact that they have never a certain film company only last
that will excite children to shouts of the firm which is handling the and will never
go out of style. Every week tell the story — more than
and cheers . . . good States Right Charley Ray two-reelers. The firm, one of these two reelers is an out- seventy-five
per cent, of them declarpicture. . . . Exhibitors Trade Re- however, is negotiating for other acdoors picture. Not one of them is a
ing the great need for two-reelers —
quisitions, which will be announced 'costume picture' — they were all especially
for
pictures coming under
view
said
:
"Acting
throughout
is
praiseworthy. . . . Helen Gibson when the pending deals are com- made in the great outdoors where
makes heroine that one cannot help
the head two-reel 'dramas.'
but admire . . . difficult role por- pleted IV ill Distribute Product
trayed with realistic vividness. . . C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation
action is rapid . . . fistic combat be- will distribute all the product of Art Peters to Photograph Burr
tween McLeod and Cullum a hum- Brand Productions, Inc., according
dinger. The story is that type which to Mr. Brand. The firm announced,
Feature Productions in 1922
never fails to delight every class of too, that a complete program for
Burr will make with Johnny
exploitation of features turned out
George W. Peters, one of the
patron."
One exhibitor who was present by that company had been arranged. best
known
cameramen
in
the
Burr's
prowhen a private showing was being The concern will lay out all exploita- business, was this week engaged Hines starred.
duction
plans soon
forMr.1922
are elaborate
and
will
be
announced
tion
and
advertising
campaigns,
pregiven,
"This
typemovies
of picture
Charles C. Burr, president of
will livesaid:
as long
as the
exist
pare all accessories and will take by
Affiliated Distributors, Inc., to in detail. The success that atand still be popular with all classes, care of all the details of release save turn the crank for Johnny in detail.
"Torchy" Hines productions. Coincident with this announcement Jimmie Adams in
"15-Episode-Serial" Advertising Pays 15 to 1
came the statement that
Hallroom Comedy
"Torchy's Luck" was finished in
record time, but one day being
consumed in finally titling and Comedies,
The firstinofwhich
the Hallroom
Boys'
Jimmie Adams
OF
edy.
editing the latest "Torchy" com- appears as Ferdie in support of
is featured as Percy
HFVTE,
Mr. Peters is reputed to have Sid Smith, who distributed
by Fedphotographed more famous men in this eratedseries,
Film Exchanges of America,
than any one in the business, ac- Inc., is almost completed. It is the
cording to Mr. Burr. He has first of a series of special comedy
been turning the crank for ten stories
by Lex Neal, with
years,
having
startedcompany
his careerof the helpprepared
of Harry Cohn, Herman
with the
old Selig
C.
Raymaker
and
Noel Smith, the
Chicago. He photographed
of these comedies, to make
Katherine Williams, who was directors
fullest possible advantage of
then the premier woman star; the comedy
talents of both Sid
Thomas Ince, and others. He has the
Smith and Jimmie Adams.
also been with World Film Cor"THE.
poration, Metro, Selznick, Bison
Co., Goldwyn and others. His
State Rights Reviews
last picture was "The Power
in Review Section
NEW
PHOTOPLAY SERIALS CORP.
NEW
In goingtributorswith
Affiliated
DisBOX-OFFICE E. S. MANHEIMER, Gen. Mar.
EXCHANGE
Mr.
Peters
will
film
all
PATRONS 130 WEST 4«TH STREET. NEW YORK BUSINESS the feature productions that Mr.
Within."
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Film

Sales

Co.,

inc.

ANNOUNCES
— to State Right Buyers, — Independent Exchanges and Exhibitors
throughout America and Canada, the early release of a new melodrama,
a type of picture that never fails to draw crowds and get money for
exhibitors. Using the words of the MOTION PICTURE NEWS— "A
type of picture which is ever in demand." This picture is six reels in
length, made in California, and stars Helen Gibson, Edward Coxen and
splendid cast of players. The title— "NINE POINTS OF THE LAW"
is dramatic in the extreme and a high powered Press Book is now
being prepared to show exhibitors how to get big profits on this picture.
Part of the territory was sold before the contract was even signed.
Other territory already spoken for. If you are interested, write or wire
Joan Film Sales. Co., Inc., 33 W. 42nd St., New York, for complete
details, territory and price, and keep in your mind this smashing Box
Office title—
99
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Season
of Unusual
Activity
Ivan Abramson of Graphic
which hadrecently.
a run at Ex
the the name of "The Fountain of
Casino Theatre
Film Corporation in a statement Eternal,"
Youth." This production is said
issued this week detailed his hibitors' reports on this picture to
have been made on a lavish
plans for the coming year have all been highly gratifying, scale in order to interpret the
Speaking of his plans the veteran says Mr. Abramson. There are true idea of "Faust." Private
a few territories unsold on this showings on "The Fountain of
State
said:
sparing righter
no effort
to "I
makeintend
the production, but it is expected in Youth"
are said to have elicited
new year the best in the history the next two weeks all pending the commendation of those who
of my business. It will mean a negotiations on these territories were present. Abramson is
lot of hard work, but if the will be closed. In conjunction
with "The Fountain of
wants of the market are filled I with this feature Abramson is pleased
Youth" and has made arrangecan see nothing but good re- offering a six-reel allegory based
ments with the Weshner-Davidon the operatic score of "Faust," son Agency for a special exhibisults."
Following closely upon this an- which is being distributed under
tors' exploitation campaign on it.
nouncement of broadened policy,
comes the statement that Weshner-Davidson Agency has prepared a special advertising and
Many Thanks
exploitation campaign on the
three latest Graphic releases,
We are happy to acknowledge receipt of the kind
"Mother Eternal," "A Bride's
expressions of good wishes from the following on the
Confession" and "The Fountain %
occasion of our joining the happy Moving Picture
of
Youth."
Elaborate
books
containing
many press'
new
World
family: Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, Ray Johnangles on exploitation have been
ston, J. Charles Davis, 2nd, Arrow Film Corporacompleted
on
each
of
these
pictions, Joe Schnitzer, NatRothstein, Equity, Joan Film
tures.
Sales Company, Joe Brandt, Jack and Harry Cohn,
Abramson is having little difficulty in State-righting "Mother
Herman Jans, Foster Moore, Alexander Film Corporation, Graphic Film Corporation, Nathan Hirsh of
Hirsh Outlines
Aywon and Photocraft, John A. Kent, Jesse A. Levinson, Matt Radin, Weiss Brothers, Bert Ennis, Harry
Plans for 1922
and Abe Warner, Eddie Bonns, Louis Marangella,
Nathan Hirsh, president of Aywon
Al Thompson, Lon Young, Bert Adler, Esther
Film Corporation and Photocraft
Linder, Sam Zierler, Lieut. Richard Gamble, amuseFilm Corporation, when interviewed
ment inspector of Providence, R. I.; John Lowell,
by a representative of The Moving
Picture World this week, detailed his
L. Case Russell, William A. Mahoney of Rialto Theplans for the coming year. Mr.
atre, Providence, R. I.; Dave Mundstuk of Strand ExHirsh, who is one of the leading
change, Detroit; Phil Selznick; George Fecke, Herfigures in the State rights distribuman Rifkin, Motion Picture Journal; Dave Segal,
tion field, is devoting all his efforts at
Tony Luchese, Bill Magerts, Larry Weingarten, Tom
present to exploiting his four-star
comedy,
"Oh,
Mabel
Behave,"
in
Bedding, Ivan Abramson, Weshner-Paglin Prowhich appear Mabel Normand, Owen
ducers' Security Corporation, A. H. Fischer, Mr. Van
Moore, Ford Sterling, and Mack
Pelt, Lester Scott, Bert Lubin, Matt Riley of Victory
Sennett.
Mr. Hirsh stated this week that his
Theatre, Providence, R. L; A. D. V. Storey, Julius
firm already has received numerous
Singer, Franklyn Backer, George H. Davis, Lew
requests from exhibitors in the
Rogers, Jesse J. Goldburg, Harry Wilson, Sol Lesser,
metropolitan district who seek dates
Irving Lesser, Ray Rockett, Fred Baer, Arthur Lee,
on the Mack Sennett comedy. The
and our other friends in the legitimate show
premier will be staged at the Plainbusiness.
field Theatre in Plainfield, N. J.,
showing on a day and dite basis with
We'll do our best, and with your co-operation we
the Strand Theatre in Perth Amboy,
are confident that we will give you a section that will
N. J. Negotiations are also pending
be chockful of trade news and other helpful informafor a showing in Providence, R. L,
probably at the Rialto Theatre, over
tion. Again we thank you, and wish you all a
which William A. Mahoney presides.
Happv New Year.
BOGER FERRI.
Cruelyweds On
Arrow Program
The Cruelywed Comedies under
McGovern
Makes Correction
the general direction of S. M. Hernected with him for the past two
zig are figuring prominently just
Charles F. McGovern, of McGovern & Egler, who are dis- years as an assistant editor and
now
on
Arrow's
comedy
franchise.
The two stars, Paul Wiegel, who
also special sales representative
tributing theon
new the
"Shorty"
ilton series
State Hamright for "The Woman Untamed,"
plays Mr. Cruelywed and Miss Lily
Leslie, who plays Mrs. Cruelywed, market, wishes to correct an im- which
"Elmer J." controls.
are most prominent throughout.
pression that is prevalent
Recently "Charles F." and
Miss Leslie is well known on throughout the trade that Elmer Charles
J. Egler formed a partnership for the distribution of a
Broadway. So too is Mr. Wiegel J. McGovern is the "Mac" who is
with the above men- new series of Shorty Hamilton
both having played in big metro- connected
tioned combination.
two-reel Westerns, and "Elmer
politan successes like "The Boomer"Charles F." is a brother of J." is not connected in any way
ang," "Up Stairs and Down" and
with
that organization
"Are You a Mason?"
"Elmer J." and has been con-

"Smiles"

a New

"Smiles" have made their
.£™Z?°Til
screen
appearance and
Primex Pictures Corporation of 1540 Broadway will
state right this new series
of comedies, the first of
which was released this
week. The series will consist of 26 subjects and will
be released every other
week. Brewster - Kemble
Productions is producing
the series, which John
Kemble is directing.
Cosmopolitan Film Company purchased the New
England territorial rights
to the series this week.

Coast
Rights

State
News

Howard Higgin has been engaged
by
Harry Young
Garsan into future
co-directreleases
Clara
Kimball
that Kquity will state right.
A] McClain will photograph the
new series of Westerns which Bob
Horner is directing at the Balshofer
studios and which will be state
righted.
Dick Talmadge is slated to start
production on a series of features
intended for state rights distribution.
Work on Warner Brothers*
"Shadows of the Jungle" is well
under way. Derelys Perdue has
been added to the cast.
Production work on the latest
Ben Wilson feature, "The Price of
Youth," starring Neva Gerber, has
been completed. Arrow Film Corporation will distribute.
"Sleeping Acres" is the next SeligRork
picture,
starring
"Snowy"
Baker, and
work on
this release
was
begun last week. Brayton Norton
is responsible for the scenario.
Aywon Film Corporation will distribute.
Charles Gay has quit the Century
Film Corporation and it is understood in film circles on the Coast
that he will go into business for
himself, producing pictures for the
independent market.
Reginald E. Lyons has returned
to Los Angeles from Tulsa, Okla,
where he directed a Western featuretions,
for thestarring
W. M. Smith ProducFranklyn Farnum.
The picture is now being cut and
titled. A title will be selected within the next few weeks.
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West

Coast

A.H.GIEBLER

J. D. Williams, general manager
of Associated First National, who
has been in the West for the past
few weeks, and has returned from a
flying trip to San Francisco, has
completed the round of the studios
where First National attractions are
in process of making, and with Mrs.
Williams, is leaving for the East
this week.
Among the new pictures that are
about ready for the public which
Mr. Williams has looked over, or
partly looked over, are : The Marshall Neilan production, "Penrod;"
R. A. Walsh's "Kindred of the
Dust;" the Anita Stewart picture,
"The Woman He Married," and
JohntheM.Louis
Stahl's
at
B. "One
Mayer Clear
studioCall,"
; an
almost completed J. L. Frothingham
production, "The Man Who
Smiled;" "The Hottentot," and
"Pawned," Ince features; Katherine
MacDonald's "Domestic Relations,"
"Divorcee," with Constance Talmadge
; Buster
Keaton's
"Cops,"
and
the current
Charlie
Chaplin
comedy.
* * *
Allen Holubar and Dorothy
Phillips, who have been vacationing
for several weeks, have made all
arrangements for space and office
room at the United studios, and will
begin production on "The Soul
Seeker,"a avery
Harvey
within
short Gates
time. novel,
Mr.
Holubar is now engaged in assembling his studio staff, prior to engaging players to support Miss
Phillips in the new play. Harold S.
Bucquet, who was associated with
Mr. Holubar in former productions,
has again been chosen as chief assistant to the producer.
* * *
Maurice Tourneur, after having
planned for the past year to produce
"Lorna Doone," from the novel by
R. D. Blackmore, announces this
week that he has made definite ar-

rangements tobegin shooting on the
picture within a few days. Associated First National will release
the production when it is finished.
Only a few members of the cast
have been engaged as yet. Frank
Keenan will undertake the role of
Sir Ensor Doone; John Bowers will
appear as John Ridd, and Madge
Ballamy as the* heroine.
* *
George Melford, in company with
Mrs. Melford, left last week for
New York, where they will remain
over the holidays.
* # *
Spottiswoode Aitken, film character actor, saved the lives of his three
children last Monday when his house
caught fire and almost burned to
the ground before the flames could
be got under control. Frances, aged
8, discovered the blaze, and ran to
her father crying that the house
was on fire. Mr. Aitken got the
children out safely through a window, and when the mother, Mrs.
Aitken, who had been down town on
a shopping expedition, returned, she
found her home in ashes, but her
family safe and sound at a neighbor's. The other two Aitken children are Spottiswoode, Jr., aged 6,
and Shirley, 3.
* * *
Mme. Elinor Glyn returned to
Los Angeles last Sunday, after having spent several months in England
and France. Mme. Glyn will immediately begin work on a new story
for the screen. Her story, "Beyond
the Rocks," now in the filming at the
Lasky studio, under the direction of
Sam Wood, is progressing rapidly.
Gloria Swanson and Rudolph Valentino play the* leading
+ * roles.
All the Western managers of
Loew's Theatres, to the number of
about cisco
150,this week
are meeting
in San
to discuss
the Franways
and means of bettering Loew ser-

SCENES FROM "PLAYING WITH FIRE," UNIVER

vice to the theatre-going public. Nat
Holt,
resident
manager
of Loew's
New State
Theatre,
at Seventh
and
Broadway,
is
attending
the
conference.
* * *
M. Mukaeda, head of the Orient
Pictures' Corporation, and owner of
a string of the principal moving picture theatres in the Orient, who has
been in Los Angeles for the past few
weeks, has just left for Japan, with
the expectation of returning here in
about six months. While here Mr.
Mukaeda spent a portion of his time
with Sessue Hayakawa at the Robertson-Cole studios, studying the
technical side of picture making, and
with the aid of his cameraman, obtained some special scenes for use
Ohio

Exhibitor

About

First

in exploiting
his
country. American pictures in
* * *
Harry "Snub" Pollard's hundredth
comedy for Hal E. Roach was completed this week, and in honor of
the event a dinner-dance was given
the star by the producer and his
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Roach, at the
Green Mill. The guests included
Marie andMosquini,
Pollard's
leadingof
lady,
principal
members
the
Pollard thecomedy
company.
* * *
A son arrived at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Gaylord Lloyd last Monday. Gaylord
Lloydandis isa starring
brother
of Harold
Lloyd,
in one-reel comedies produced by
Hal E. Roach.

Enthusiastic
National

It isn't often that an exhibitor
goes into rhapsodies over a picture
which he has not played or even
booked,
National, butsays
it Associated
happened First
recently,
the
picture being "Hail The Woman,"
Thomas
H. Ince's
masterpiece,
the
exhibitor
Lemotto
Smith and
of
Alliance, Ohio. Mr. Smith saw the
picture in the projection room of the
Cleveland exchange of Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., and
waxed highly enthusiastic about it.
Will Coin Money
"I know of no picture that can be
compared to it from an entertainment standpoint,"
has every
quality thathe isdeclared.
necessary "Itto
make it a tremendous box office
attraction, and any exhibitor who
cannot make money on 'Hail The
Woman' would do well to get out
The exchange force likewise was
business."

Picture

unanimously of the opinion that
"Hail The Woman" is the best picture they have seen in many months.
They
requiredattractions
to look atreleased,
all the
First are
National
and submit written criticisms. The
feminine viewpoint is given in this
report. written by Miss May
Sweetis :
Homey Picture
"It was a big surprise to me, as.
I had been expecting to see something spectacular, with gorgeous sets
and stupendous mob scenes and to
tell the truth I expected to be bored.
I didn't see the mob scenes — and I
wasn't bored. When the picture was
finished I was sorry. Because in
place of what I expected to see was
just a homey, heart-touching, and
above all, human story of honest-togoodness
more effective than apeople.
thousandIt was
stupendous
sets
and mob scenes could ever be."
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Buffalo
The past week was an eventful
one at the Buffalo Paramount office.
It was Buxbaum Week and the local
exchange sales staff turned in some
big business in honor of the state
supervisor, who with S. R. Kent and
F. V. Chamberlain of the home office executive staff, journeyed to
Buffalo on Thursday to preside at
the dinner given by the New York
headquarters for Allan S. Moritz
and his force. The "feed" was held
at Stein's in Orchard Park and was
a huge success. * * *
Buffalo audiences will have some
fine pictures for the holidays. At
the Mark-Strand, Manager E. O.
Weinberg is putting on a two-week
run of Mary Pickford in "Little
Lord Fauntleroy," the Criterion is
showing "Over
Hill"Amusement
under the
direction
of thetheShea
Company, and the Hippodrome's
Christmas bill is headed by "Way
Down
East" exploitation
at popularhasprices.
Some excellent
been
put over on all these attractions.
* * *
Manager Harry E. Lotz, Assistant Manager Ray Powers, the office
and sales force, will bid adieu to
Realart January 1 and seek new
fields of endeavor, for on that date
the company will be merged with
Paramount. Manager Allan S.
Moritz announces that the Buffalo
Paramount office will occupy the entire building on Franklin street.
Mr. Lotz may go west to accept a
position and has some bargains for
sale in the form of such things as
an automobile, police dog, home
equipment, etc. Mr. Powers would
also like to dispose of a police dog.

Brief
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It is very likely that Mr. Powers
will remain in Buffalo. Other members of the office force are finding
positions along* Film
* * Row.
There have been more changes in
film exchange circles. Old Bill Allen, than whom there is no better
known gentleman, has resigned from
Robertson-Cole to accept a position
with Manager M. A. Chase at Universal. Bill is now associated with
Phil Smith in covering the Syracuse
territory. W. C. Bissell, who resigned from Realart a few weeks
ago, has been engaged by Manager
John Kimberly as a Vitagraph salesman. Howard Boyle, former sales
manager at Hodkinson, has left
Buffalo to accept a position at the
home office. Mr. Boyle was recently
succeeded by Tom Brady. Byron A.
Interbitzen, formerly with Pioneer,
has been added to the Grand &
Warner sales staff, covering the
western part *of *the* state.
Business was capacity all last
week during the personal appearance
of Doraldina at the new Loew State.
In addition to her apearances at
the theatre, the star was the guest
at several club functions, attended a Hula-Hula dance staged in
Lancaster by Bobby Albert of the
Albert Theatre in that town and
aided the local chapter of the Disabled War Veterans by selling flowers on Forget-Me-Not Day. Doraldina also appeared at several stores
in advertising tie-ups. Mildred
Harris was at Shea's Hippodrome
in person,
tion to herthis
talk.also dancing irl addi* * *
Henry nounced
W.that C.
Kahn
of Metroof anT. Nickum
the
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Everywhere

Palace Theatre, Olean, N. Y., put
on "The Four Horsemen" last week
and broke all attendance records.
Walter Price, who is handling this
big feature, was downstate last week.
He wrote in that he would probably
be able to get back to Buffalo by
next July if the snow melted by
that time. Mr. Price is covering
the territory on snow-shoes. Mr.
Kahn left for New York last Saturday for conferences with home office
officials.
* * *
William Pearson is under arrest
in connection with the thefts of films
from the Buffalo exchanges of
United Artists, Educational and NuArt. He was arrested in Chicago by
Burns' detectives. T. Shima, alleged
shipping agent, has been arrested in
Seattle. R. Kubley is being held in
Honolulu and Morris Taitus is now
in the Erie county jail. All are alleged to have been members of an
international gang of film thieves.
Taitus was caught in Texas. He
formerly worked in the shipping department ofthe* Buffalo
* * exchanges.
E. A. Cooper, who has been touring the state with Bob Murphy of
Pioneer, has returned
* * * to New York.
Wilfred H. Robson, of Holley,
N. Y., a former Albion liveryman,
has purchased the Family and
Temple Theatres in Albion from
Henry W. Russell
* * for* $17,000.
Moe interests,
Mark, head
the MarkStrand
was of
in Buffalo
last
week. It is understood that he has
become interested with Walter Hays
and Eugene Falk in the Criterion
property, recently acquired by Mr.
Hays and which has been leased to

I. H. Herk and Max Spiegel for
burlesque purposes, following the
six-week season of Fox pictures under Shea Amusement Company aus* ♦ *
A. E Badgeley, contractor, with
apices.
force of workmen, is making improvements inthe Symphony Theatre Building on Chenango street,
Binghamton. The property was recently acquired by the Kodeco Company of Binghamton and Scranton.
The changes include altering the interior and decorating the exterior.
A matter soon to be discussed will
be the joining of the Kodeco Company with M. E. Comerford of the
Comerford Amusement Company of
Wilkes-Barre, Scranton and Carbondale, co-partner with the Kodeco
Company in Wyoming Valley movie
enterprises,
a new $250,000 theatre in
in *building
Carbondale.
» *
Herman Lorence, formerly an officer in General Theatres Corporation of Buffalo, has been engaged
as manager of the International
Theatre in Niagara Falls, N. Y.,
succeeding Howard Carroll, who is
now devoting all his time to the
Cataract in that city. Mr. Lorence,
while in Buffalo, was manager of
the Allendale and in charge of short
subject bookings for the General
chain.
* » *
Richard C. Fox journeyed to
Gotham last week for a visit to the
home office of Select.
* * *
E. M. Porter of the Precision
Machine Company visited Frank
Davidson at the new Independent
Movie Supply
office in North Pearl
street
last week.

NO, IT ISN'T A FILM CONVENTION AT ALL!
But a gathering of the employes and friends of the Bijou Theatre, Springfield, Mass., which has been conducted by Manager Shock —
seated in the center — since its inception
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Indiana
The New Grand Theatre at
Evansville has announced a change
in policy. A combined program of
vaudeville and moving pictures is
now offered instead of only vaudeville, as in the past. Matinees begin at 1:30 and run till 5:15 and
the evening shows now begin at 7 :15
and run until 11.
* * *
James Cavanaugh of Los Angeles,
a member of the advertising staff of
the Paramount Pictures Corporation,
addressed the Indianapolis Advertising Club at its noon luncheon
Thursday on "Advertising Photoplays." Mr. Cavanaugh, who has
originated several unusual advertising featuresgarbed
for "The
Sheik,"
his address
in the
replicamadeof
the costume of the principal character in the motion picture.
* * *
Fire, the origin of which was not
determined, destroyed part of a reel
of the film, "The Conquest of
Canaan," which was shown last week
at the Orpheum Theatre at Elkhart.
The fire started in the projection
booth at a time when the theatre
was crowded, but was extinguished
before many of the patrons knew
what had happened. Only a few
persons left their seats.
* * *
An effort is being made by the
Parent-Teachers' Association of
Kokomo to get picture theatres there
to present Saturday morning programs for children. The movement
started a few days ago following the
reading of a paper at a meeting
which the effects and suitability of
the average motion picture for children were discussed.
On invitation from a committee of
ihe association, Frank Heller, proprietor of one of the Kokomo theatres, addressed a meeting of the association this week on motion pictutos and their relation to school
children. Mr. Heller, who formerly
was president of the Parent-Teacher
Association at Anderson, expressed
his interest in the movement and
said he was sure the other theatre
men of the city would be glad to
join him in putting on the Saturday
morning shows if they were assured
of the co-operation of the parents.
The matter will be taken up with
the other theatre men shortly.
* * *
The Luna Theatre at Logansport
was opened last Sunday night under new management with "The
Sign Luna
On theis Door"
as the feature.
The
now operated
by E.
L. McDermott, who for a number of
years managed the Ark and Grand
Theatres in Logansport.
* * *
J. B. Stine, who recently bought
the Wonderland Theatre at Clinton,
took active charge this week, succeeding William Shaw and his son
Paul, who have operated it for seven years. Stine has a chain of seven
picture theatres in Paris, 111., Clinton, Terre Haute
* * and
* Jasonville.
Colored residents of Evansville
will soon have a theatre of their
own. It will be located in the heart
of the colored section and be known
as the Lincoln. It will face Lincoln
avenue and will have a frontage of
about 125 feet. The cost will be
about $100,000. The project is being backed by a committee of negro
residents. There are about 15,000
negroes in Evansville.

MOVING
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Through a contract signed this
week, the Palace Theatre, now in
course of construction at South
Bend, passed to the Orpheum circuit for a period of ten years. The
consideration mentioned in the contract is $40,000 a year and 50 per
cent, of the annual net profits.
When the Palace is opened the present Orpheum Theatre will be devoted entirely to moving pictures.
Work on the Palace is rapidly being
rushed to completion.
* * *
The Indianapolis Lodge of Elks
and the management of the Circle
Theatre are busy preparing for their
annual joint Christinas party for the
city's orphans and poor children.
The committee in charge of the affair estimates that about 3,000 children will be entertained at the theatre. The program arranged by Ralph
Lieber, manager of the theatre, includes "My Boy," Buster Keaton's
"The Boat," a lavish spectacle, "Toyland," presented by Mile. Theo
Hewes' ballet dancers, and the Circle
ensemble of voices. Money contributed bythe Elks from a concert
and by subscription of members will
provide toys, clothing and candy for
each child.
* * *
The high cost of music will probably result in the elimination of orchestras from the picture theatres
of South Bend, according to word
received in Indianapolis this week.
A decision on the part of the exhibitors isexpected within the next
several days. The demands of the
musicians' union, both as to the
scale of wages and as to the number
of men who must play in a theatre,
are said to have led to the proposal
for the elimination of orchestras.
South Bend orchestras employ from
eight to seventeen players with an
average weekly wage of about $75
each* Ifhibitors the
proposal
of themusic
exiscarried
out, organ
will be used.
St. Louis
William Goldman, manager of the
Missouri Theatre, Grand and Lucas
avenues, has adopted the following
method of celebrating Christmas :
In addition to putting on an extra
good show, headed by "Miss Lulu
Bett." he has decided to turn over
all the receipts of the daily matinees
to the Post-Dispatch Christmas Festival Fund. Every year the newspaper gives a big celebration in St.
Louis Coliseum for the poor of the
city. This year more money than
ever will be required. Needless to
say Goldman's splendid spirit will
spread Christmas Joy to many homes
that otherwise would not know
Santa Claus this
* *year.*
G. B. Howe, traveling auditor for
Universal, was a visitor.
* * *
Floyd Lewis of Realart has gone
to New York to consult with national officials of that organization,
which recently dispensed with its
sales organizations.
* * *
J. G. Burbank has disposed of
his theatre at St. James, Mo., and
taken over the management of the
Rolla Theatre, Rolla, Mo. He was
in Thursday and signed a contract
for the 1921 program of Universal.
He has arranged a special showing
of "Winners of the West" for the
benefit of the faculty and student
body of the Missouri School of

WORLD

Mines tionsand
other educational instituof Rolla.
* * *
Col. Bill Yoder, district manager
for Pathe, passed through the city
on his swing around the circuit.
He departed Friday
* * for
* Cincinnati.
A. Goettler, formerly with First
National, has joined the RobertsonCole sales organization. His first
week on the road for R. C. was
very successful.* * *
Mrs. Rodgers, of Popular Bluff,
came to town to do her Christmas
shopping early and to arrange details
of the coming program of the many
theatres in which she is interested.
She returned recently from a trip
to Florida.
* * *
Leo Kieler, of Paducah, Ky., who
owns a string of theatres throughout Kentucky, *was* a* visitor.
Eddie Dustin, because of ill health,
has been forced to give up the management of the local Hodkinson
office. He has been succeeded by
Guy Bradford, formerly of Pathe at
Atlanta, Ga. Dustin suffered a
nervous breakdown a year ago.
Feeling that he had fully recovered
he accepted the local management
when Hodkinson opened its own
exchanges.. * * *
Barney Rosenthal of Universal
gave his annual Christmas Eve gettogether party for the local Unioffice force
and sales
organizationversal
at the
American
Annex.
This
event has become an institution with
the U are
boysexchanged
and girls.andRememberances
it has a
wholesome effect on the entire year's
work.
Pittsburgh
According to Samuel Sivitz, publicity director for the Rowland and
Clark Theatres, the big, new house
which is being erected by these interests in the Squirrel Hill section
will be known as the Manor. Construction progress is going ahead
steadily -and it is expected that the
house will be ready for dedication
about March 1.
* * *
Samuel and I. H. Fleishman have
disposed of their Superior Theatre
on the Northside, Pittsburgh, to
Mrs. Rose B. Kelly. The Superior
is a fine house, and Mrs. Kelly has
the best wishes of her many friends
for her success in this venture. I. H.
Fleishman will hereafter confine his
efforts to the Brighton Theatre, of
which he is the owner, and Samuel
expects to go back to his old home
in New York.
* * *
L.
Ferro's
picture
house atbyBentley ville, Pa., was destroyed
fire
recently. The loss is estimated at
between $15,000 and $20,000. The
fire was discovered early in the
morning and is believed to have
been of incendiary origin. Mr. and
Mrs. Fcrro, who were sleeping above
the theatre, narrowly escaped with
their lives.
* * *
Rapid headway is being made on
Rowland and Clark's new State
Theatre and office building on Fifth
avenue in downtown Pittsburgh.
Present plans indicate the opening
about February 1. When the building is completed, Rowland and
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Clark's executive offices, which are
now located in the Jenkins Arcade
Building, will be moved to the State
Theatre Building.
» * *
Joe Simons, formerly superintendent of the Nemo Theatre, Johnstown, is now managing the new
National Theatre in the same town.
Joe has just gotten over a severe
attack of stomach
* * trouble.
*
M. Schoff, of the Wonderland
Theatre, Madera, Pa., has bought
out the interest of his partner and
is
nowtheatre.
in full charge of this cozy
little
* * *
Dan McCann,.who formerly conducted a confectionery store and
bowling alley at Osceola Mills, Pa.,
has
takentown.
oyer the Whalen Theatre
in that
* * *
At a recent meeting of the Motion
Picture Salesmen's Association, of
Pittsburgh, the following officers
were elected for the following
year: President, E. J. McGurty,
Pathe; vice president, Jack R. Levy,
First National ; secretary, Irving S.
Frankel, Hodkinson ; treasurer,
George W. Collins, Metro.
* * *
Workseatonhouse
T. in
B. Ellwood
Barnes' City,
new
1,200
Pa., will be discontinued during the
winter, and again resumed when
warmer weather sets in. This house
will be one of the finest in the state
and will be devoted to the showing
of photoplays exclusively.
* * *
M. J. Chernoff, formerly on the
road for Metro here, has resigned
and accepted a similar position with
Hodkinson. Irving S. Frankel is
also sona roster.
new addition to the Hodkin* * *
Manager Forrey, of the Superior
Pictures' Exchange, is recovering
from a severe attack of lumbago.
* * *
John Ward, formerly assistant
city editor of the Chronicle-Telegraph, is now assisting Samuel
Sivitz in compiling publicity»for the
Rowland and Clark Theatres.
Canada
National Non-Theatrical Motion
Pictures; Inc., New York, has made
an arrangement by which its productions will be distributed throughout Canada by Pathescope of Canada, Ltd., King * street
* * west, Toronto.
The Feature Film Company of
Canada, with headqunrters at Winnipeg, has been granted a charter by
the Manitoba Provincial Government to operate as a moving picture
exchange. Leon Goodman is the pro* * *
prietor.
A provincial charter has been
granted by the Quebec Government
to the Alcazar Theatre to operate
as a picture house. Sam Landau,
Moses Gelman and Leon Singerman
are the directors.
* * +
Miss Ethlyn Murray of Hamilton,
Ontario, 19 years old, won the
beauty contest conducted throughout
Canada as a feature of the "Maple
Leaf Week," staged by the FamousLasky Film Service, Ltd., distributor of Paramount pictures in the
Dominion, She was chosen from
among 5,000 entries.
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number of stagehands for certain Jess Fishman, manager of the
San Francisco
work be done away with. The latter Standard Film Service, recently purchased achimpanzee in Detroit for
M. E. Cory, manager of the com- declines to make any changes in
edy film department of Associated these rules but offers to accept a $2,500 which he shipped to the Warner Brothers in Hollywood, for
First National, left recently on a reduction of 7l/2 per cent, in wages,
tour of the San Joaquin Valley terri- such as workers in other lines have training for comedies and serials.
tory.
accepted.
The ape was with a circus act win* * *
* * *
tering here, and when Mr. Fishman
of it he immediately wired
Nick Turner has been made manF. E. Adams, managing director learned
ager of the T. & D. Theatre at of the Provincial Cinematograph Warner Brothers, who instructed
Stockton, Cal., succeeding Phil Theatres, Ltd., the Associated him to purchase the ape at any reaBrubeck.
sonable price. Mr. Fishman then
Provincial Picture Houses, Ltd., the
* * *
London Film Company, Ltd., and arranged for a specially built cage
H. F. Reed, director of publicity the Ferrestone Press, Ltd., with and a special freight car over the
of the Turner & Dahnken Circuit, headquarters at 199 Piccadilly, Lon- Michigan Central and Sante Fe
direct to Hollywood. A
returned recently from a visit to all
don, W. I., was a recent visitor railroads
man accompanied
the ape on the
the houses operated under the T. & here and was the guest of Turner entire
trip.
D banner.
& Dahnken officials during his stay.
* * *
* * *
accompanied by his archiH. H. Bru, an official of the He was
tect, Robert Atkinson ; his builder,
C. Sharp, formerly with the
Turner & Dahnken Circuit, has left W. Turtle, and his booking manager, cityF. sales
department of the Pathe
for New York to confer with Asso- Stanley Ball. A careful inspection Exchange in Cleveland, has been
ciated First National.
was
made
of
local
theatres
to
secure
appointedchange in Detroit,
manager succeeding
of the Pathe
Ex* * *
western ideas.
George
* * *
W. R. Wilkerson, representing
W. Sampson, who has joined the
Wid Gunning, Inc., arrived here reRapid progress is being made on Wid Gunning *organization.
* *
cently toconfer with Manager W. A. the erection of the T. & D. Theatre
Crank on the publicity campaign on at Richmond, Cal., and it is expected
Another important change in
"What Do Men Want?," booked for that this will be ready for opening Detroit is at the Metro Exchange,
presentation at the Tivoli. During in March. It will seat 1,600.
where Fred Nugent, also of Clevehis visit the local office was moved
* * *
land, has been placed in full charge.
to the new quarters at 284 Turk
He succeeds Clair Townsend. Mr.
The
new
California
Theatre
at
street.
Coalinga, Cal., will be ready for Nugent was formerly associated
* * *
about February, according with the Metro office in Cleveland
C. C. Thompson, formerly with occupancy
as salesman.
Associated Producers and well to present plans.* * *
* * *
known in this territory, has joined
Eddie
Sellen
is
making
a
great
Plans
are
practically completed
the force of Wid Gunning, Inc., and
with the Robert-Morton organ for a joint social banquet and dance
is now traveling out of the local hit
at
the
Strand
Theatre,
Salinas,
Cal.,
to be given at the Hotel Statler the
branch.
* * »
this being the first time that an second week in January. Both the
instrument of this character has
exhibitors' and exchangemen's orThe W. W. Hodkinson Corpora- been used there.
ganizations have appointed commit* * *
tion which had arranged to remain
tees. It will be the first time that
at 985 Market street, pending the W. F. Richardson has taken over both associations
have held a joint
erection of its exchange buiding at the Strand Theatre at Reedley, Cal. social affair. It is
to be given on
Turk and Leavenworth streets, has
* * *
quite an elaborate scale and every
changed its plans and has secured
vited.
Loew's San Franciscco State exhibitor in Michigan is to be inspace with Wid Gunning, Inc., 284
has been incor* * •
Turk street, for the next few months. Theatre Company
porated with a capital stock of
* * *
$100,000
by
Irving
C.
Ackerman,
The Grande Theatre, 8024 West
J. D. Williams, general manager
avenue, re-opened on
of Associated First National, and Sam Harris, John W. Slater, M. J. Jefferson
December
11 after being closed five
Cagney
and State
E. P.Theatre
Levy. hasLoew's
John E. McCormick, western repre- Los
Angeles
also months for repairs. It is now one
sentative, were here during the been incorporated here with a of the largest houses on the west
second week of December conferring similar capital stock.
side, having 2,100 seats. The owners
* * *
with officials of the Turner & Dahnand Fred Wilken Circuit, which controls the franE. A. Schiller and Terry Turner are Tomliams. ALancaster
new heating and ventilatchise in this territory.
ing system has been installed and a
* * *
of
Loew's,
Inc.,the
are publicity
here fromstaff
New ofYork
and
organ. Messrs. Williams and
Harry Balance, general sales man- a Pacific Coast publicity department big
Lancaster are also building a new
ager for Paramount, was a recent for the circuit is being organized. house in Ferndale, Mich.
visitor and has since left for the This department will be managed by
* * *
Northwest.
Tom W. Bailey, who has been hand* * *
John H. Kunsky announces that
ling the publicity work for the houses forthcoming
to play his
E. O. Child, personal representa- in the Greater San Francisco. Colin Adams Theatrepictures
for indefinite runs,
tive of Mack Sennett, is here from Spangler is to be placed in charge of
Los Angeles in the interest of the publicity department of the starting January 1, are "The Four
Century Theatre, while Emil O. Horsemen," "Theodora," "Conquer"Molly
'O" which opens shortly at Bondeson
will handle the work for
the
Imperial.
ing Power" and* "Molly
* * O."
* * *
the Casino and* Hippodrome.
* *
W. N. Hurlburt. Detroit manager
Sol Lesser of the Claremont
The Star Theatre at Fellows, for the Favorite Film Company, was
Theatre. Oakland, Cal., has purchased the interests of George Mann Cal., has been taken over by Al in New York, December 19 and
20 to attend a meeting of the franin the Lyceum Theatre, San Fran- Sather and Barney Fenneback.
chise holders for the Triangle procisco.
ductions.
* * *
Detroit
* * *
Al Oxtoby and C. E. Scott, Metro
salesmen, participated in the prize Announcement is made that the Ralph Holmes, former dramatic
money distributed throueh the Metro opening of the New Capitol Theatre and photoplay editor of the Detroit
Week sales contest, making an even here will be approximately January Journal, has switched over to the
capacity.
showing, while Phil Weinstein won 12. Occunving virtual 'y three-quar- Detroit Times, *in *a similar
*
ters of a city block, the New Capitol
the
booker's
prize
for
the
western
ofFces Some class to these San will seat 4.250 persons and thus be- The general contract for the new
Francisco lads !
come one of the five largest photo- Martha Theatre to be erected at
* ♦ *
play theatres in the United States. Trowbridge and Joseph Campau
The Theatrical Federation of San A $50,000 organ is now being in- avenues, Hamtrfnck, Mich., has been
stalled. The orchestra will comprise let for Max and Martha Manteuffel,
Francisco, which comprises five
unions, is holding daily meetings to forty-five uniformed men and there the owners. The architect is P. R.
consider propositions advanced by will be a corps of forty trained Rosello. The building will be of
the Allied Amusement Industries. ushers. The New Capitol will be Roman style of architecture and will
Theatre owners demand the removal equipped with a battery of four seat 1,169 people. Construction will
of many of the restrictions im- Motiograph DeLuxe projectors. It be of brick and steel, with exterior
posed by the Theatrical Federation is the biegest unit in the John H. of terra cotta and granite, trimmed
with enamel brick and marble.
and insist that the rules setting the Kunsky Theatrical enterprises.
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Seattle
The Northwest Theatres Comof Missoula,
Montana,
sold allpanyits
Idaho theatres
to W. has
A.
Simons, formerly president of the
company.
dealofgives
Simons sole This
control
the Mr.
theatres
in Mullen, Wallace, Kellogg, and
Coeur-d'Alene. The Liberty and
Empress in Missoula are left to the
Northwest Theatres Company, of
which E. K. Taylor is manager.
* * *
The new Blue Mouse Theatre of
Portland was opened on November
28
withwas
"Thefilled
Queen
Sheba." from
The
lobby
withof flowers
John
friendsof and
wishers,Hamrick's
and a number
film well
men
went down from Seittle for the
opening. Harry Sismond, formerly
counsel for the Northwest Film
Board of Trade, is the manager of
this addition to the Hamrick chain
of theatres.
* » *
J. A.
Hushes
as manager of the Seattleis resigning
office of Supreme
Photoplays Company to accept the
position
of shortin s'ibject
mana"er
for Universal
Spokane.
Mr.
Hughes was transferred from the
Denver office
and-a-half
ago. of Supreme a year* * *
. R. E. McDonald, manager of the
Harmonie Theatre in Anchorage,
Alaska,
Seattle's
row
last weekvisited
and lined
up a film
complete
service for Anchorage. Mr. McDonald plans to acquire theatres in
other towns of Alaska in the near
future. Seattle fUm men consider
him a real showman.
* ♦ *
Mr. and Mrs. John Spicket
stopped off in Seattle on their way
home to Juneau, Aliska. from a
two months' vacation in CaliforniaMr. and Mrs. Spicket operate the
Dream Theatre in Juneau.
* * *
James P. Shea is now manaeing
the Salt I,ake office of Greater Features. Mr. Shea was formerly
salesman in the Salt Lake territory, having been connected with the
company ever since the opening of
the Salt Lake office. According to
General Manager Sheffield good results are already noticeable as a result of Shea's management, and
Greater Features products are now
substantially
Lake territory.placed through the Salt
* * *
J. J. Sullivan, formerly in charge
of the Fox office in Butte, has been
transferred to the post of salesman
out of the Seattle office.
* * *
P. B. Dana, manaeer of the
Seattle Arrow office, has just returned from a trip to Spokane. He
will leave next week for Los
Angeles
Mrs. Dana.to spend Christmas with
* * of the Ray
Wilson and * Zabel
Theatre, Olympia, have purchased a
Hope-Jones Wurlitzer organ to be
installed in the theatre in January.
Mrs. A. M. Allen will preside at the
console.
* » *
Jimmie sentative
Carrier,
repre-of
from the exploitation
St. Louis office
Robertson-Cole, is spending a month
in the Seattle office, helping to exploit the service.
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SARGENT

Hyman

Suggests

Some

Musical

to

Novelties

Year Prologue
Appropriate for the New
Brackett
, of the Mark- "The Lord Is Our Leader"
L. HYMAN
RD Brooklyn
EDWA
, suggests
Strand,
a list of music
Mezzo-soprano and Baritone
which can be used for a New Year mus- "Peace of God"
Gounod
ical production. This list will not only be of
Soprano
and
Alto
value to the manager who regularly makes "O Lovely Peace"
Handel
productions, but it will perhaps give the nonSoprano and Contralto
producer the courage to make a small presenta- "Evening Twilight Gathers"
Liston
Tenor and Soprano
tion to mark the holiday season.
Mr. Hyman suggests that the simplest setting
INDIVIDUAL SOLOS FOR VOICE
would be a plain black cyclorama with brass
Ambrose
candelabra on either side. It would be effec- "Abide With Me"
tive to run a railing across the front of the "On Wings of Living (with
Light"
violin
and
harp)
stage with a curtain, the top perhaps eighteen
inches above the stage, to suggest the front of "The Lord Is My Light"
Alleston
Adams
the choir loft. From this simple start the "Stars of Bethlehem"
setting can be made as elaborate as desired, "O Holy Night"
Busch
Gaines
with stained glass windows, spotlight effects, "Adoration"
etc.
"Let All the World Rejoice" Greeley
If the stage is too narrow to permit this, use
ENSEMBLES, CHORUSES, ETC.
a church front, and keep the music off stage or
"Hallelujah Chorus" from "The Messiah"
to one side of the screen. In its last analysis
Night, Silent Night"
you can get a lantern slide of a church and "Come Ye "Holy
Disconsolate" Deitton
keep that on the screen in default of scenery.
Gottschalk
These selections are all standard and may be "Thy Will Be Done"
"Lord With Glowing Heart I Praise Ye"...
ordered from any music house.
Schnecker
OVERTURE
"Unfold Ye Portals" from "The Redemption" Gounod
"Omnipotence"
Schubert
SACRED MARCHES FOR SMALLER
ORCHESTRAS
"March Religioso" introducing "Onward
Christian Soldiers"
"Adestes Fideles"
NOVELTY NUMBERS
"Largo"
Handel
Strings in unison
"Ave Maria"
Gounod
Solo for violin ; but violin harp and
soprano is better
"The Lost Chord"
Sullivan
Solo for bass, cornet or trombone
DUETS
"The Good Shepherd"
Danks
Soprano and Contralto
"Eventide"
Nevin
Soprano and Baritone

One
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Taylor Idea
Worked Four Times
C. M. Watson, of the Grand Theatre, Columbus, Ga., made up the columned lobby display
devised by O. T. Taylor and reproduced in this
department last summer. The other day he
used it for the fourth time and it is still good
for a number of repeats. Of course the design is changed each time.
This
used for "Morals,"
a cutoutencore
of thehethree-sheet
group and making
setting
this four inches in front of the background,
which was repainted with a Turkish scene with
a mosque for local color. Frosted lights were
set into the panels, and the whole was enclosed
in a shadow box of purple fabric.
If you are overlooking those Taylor designs
you are missing one of the most valuable aids
to lobby decoration we know of.

the

Student

Public

Tickets Gave

Advertising Concession
Although it is against the policy of the Board
of Education, of Johnstown, Pa., to permit advertising in the school paper which circulates
in about 85 per cent, of the Johnstown homes,
the Parkview Theatre not only got an advertisement in,but it got it for nothing.
The attraction was "A Connecticut Yankee"
and by arguing the educational angle and offering to give a reduced rate ticket to the students,
the management obtained the free announcement
and also authority for the ticket distribution.
One of the papers ran a Mark Twain essay
contest, a department store gave Mark Twain
book markers, and windows were generally employed. A motorcycle agency loaned two
machines for riders in armor, and alleged old
armor
exhibits. was used for the window displays as
Jazzing

Cincinnati

"MollyO," O"
a Fake
with has
Cincinnati
a vengeance.
The been
First having
National"Molly
Exchange with
tied
up all sorts of places and things to the new
Sennett production and then kept a clever girl
busy helping out the hook-ups.
She didn't look a lot like Mabel Normand,
but she was very much in earnest and a fast
worker. She had to be to cover all the ground.
She would stick around a song shop while a
plugger would megaphone the special song to
the crowd she had gathered, then she would
slip away to stand before a bakery window
advertising "Molly O" rolls, "sugar topped
glory filled. As sweet and pure as the bright,
winsome character in Mabel Normand's greatest play"she
and would
they cost
quarter
dozen.
Next
hop only
over a and
treata herself
to a "Molly O" sundae, look up the show window with the "Molly O" hats, buy some "Molly
O" crackers from the chain stores and when
she could find nothing else to do she just plain
ballyhooed.
Her only advertising was her eccentric get-up
and a tin lunch pail on which was painted the
title of the play, but all Cincinnati knew about
it before the end of the second day.

HERE'S A PICTURE OF THE BUSIEST LITTLE GIRL IN CINCINNATI AND VICINITY
She was hired by the First National exchange to put over the many "Molly O' " hook-tips they had effected with all sorts of stores on the
various "Molly O' " wares, and she went from one to the other, helping to put over each of the displays. Throwing in a ballyhoo with window
and store hook-ups is something brand new, but it aided in telling all of Cincinnati about the coming of Mabel Normand in her successor
to "Mickey" with an even greater number of hook-ups
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Best Birthday Stunt
Comes as a Surprise
Fred V. Greene, Jr., the New York Paramounteer, has been stirring up the gray matter
with the result that he has planned a new birthday stunt for Paramount exhibitors, which the
exploitation department is passing along to the
others.
Most birthday stunts lack the element of
surprise. It depends upon the patron sending
in his birthdate, but the new stunt, which is
now
field, being
comes worked
entirely byas Proctor's
a surprise.Theatre, PlainRichard B. Sheridan obtained from the Elks,
the name, address and birth date of each member, and on the morning of his anniversary the
celebrant gets a nice letter from the theatre
telling him to hand the card in at the box office
and get two seats.
Naturally the man is pleased, and most generally he goes and takes his whole crowd with
him.
It's
not onlyas splendid
advertising, but it
is good business,
well.
Many lodges and societies have a rule against
the giving out of addresses, but in this case a
greeting can be sent through the secretary, very
often, when the addresses will not be given out.
This is the best birthday stunt yet. Try it
out. You'll be as pleased with it as is Mr.
Sheridan,
as
well. and you'll be grateful to Paramount,
The Silver Lining
An optimist can find something in anything.
W. K. Richards was another First National
franchise holder to clean up on the recent
smallpox scare in the Middle West.
When Norma Talmadge came to his Royal
Theatre, Findlay, Ohio, a blind advertisement
in the newspapers urged "Watch for the Sign
on
Door."
people ofthought
somethe new
stunt Aoflottheof Board
Health,it was
and
they watched. Then came the full advertising
and they went. Simple but satisfying.
Two

Important

Displays

for"WhatDoMen
Want?"
It is not only in the small towns
that the
window hook-ups work. One of the best ex-
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Hyman's Novelties at the Mark Strand
Christmas Week is the big week in the angels, perform a slow pantomimic dance
picture theatres with the children all out of as the numbers are sung, the choreographic
chool and clamoring for some place to go, figures being in harmony with the selections : a dance only in the technical sense
so Edward L. Hyman, of the Mark-Strand,
Brooklyn, has framed of the word.
his program to appeal
In place of the usual news events, the
to the children and at Topical Review will be "Christmas the
the same time please World Over," and this is followed by a
their elders. He has dance of the toys with twelve dancers
done this by selecting dressed as toys. The setting shows a toy
music which will ap- shop, with well stocked shelves and a Christpeal to the child and
mas tree in the rear through which the
dancers make their entrance.
yet be sufficiently
important to meet the
Linking to this comes a Fleischer cartoon,
approval
of the older "Invisible Ink," in which the chief cartoon
folks.
character is a clown. A coloratura soprano
His tionopening
selec- sings Strauss' "Spring Waltzes" as a conis a combined
EDW. L. HYMAN
cert number, and gives way to a production.
orchestral, vocal and
scenic number, with a film interpolation.
This is called "An Indian Idyl" and emAs the orchestra starts the opening number,
ploys Herbert's "Indian Summer," Cavaness'
Waters of Minnetonka" and "In the
the "Hallelujah Chorus" from "The "The
Land ofis used
Sky for
Bluethis,Waters."
A forest
Messiah,"
the
curtains
will
part
to
disclose
setting
with set trees
and
the screen on which is running a Christmas an electric waterfall
and
moon.
The
greeting prepared by Lyman Howe. As this Herbert number is played as the prelude,
ends, the curtains close in and the basso,
who with the others in the ensemble, is with an empty stage, the lights coming up
seated at the rear of the orchestra, will toward the close as the singers enter. They
near the close, apparently assing Gounod's "Nazareth." There follow exit as theythe mountain,
and the last notes are
"There Dwelt in Old Judea," "The Little heard offcending stage,
the curtains closing in on
the
bare
scene.
Town
Bethlehem"
"Silent
Night."
As the ofchoral
numbers and
begin,
the curtains
of the production stage again part to disJackie Coogan in "My Boy" is the feature
close a church interior with a transparent with
Larry Semon in "The Bell Hop" for
window, centre, through which shines an the
comedy.
The postlude is Widor's
illuminated cross. Eight girls, dressed as "Marche
Pontificale."
ploitation stunts was tying two "joblot joints''
to
displayGunning
for "What
Do was
Men playing
Want?" atwhen
thea Wid
picture
the
Broadway Theatre, New York.
These were on East Forty-second street, only
adaily
block'
fromin Grand
which
brings
to NewCentral
York Station,
a half million
commuters. In addition, the crowds headed
for the East Side roads all pass one of the two
stores, and it is safe to say that these two
together showed to more than half a million
people a day.
A "joblot joint" is a temporary store where

mill ends and stickers are worked off on the
public. There are scores of such places
handling a fair line of goods at astonishing
prices; prices which attract the attention of the
crowds,
and the windows probably helped the
sale materially.
In one window every sign was lettered "What
Do Menit was
Want?"
and assuggested
articlemento
which
attached
one of thethethings
wanted. The other store split about even with
the theatre on the signs.
These price cards may be had from the Wid
Gunning exchanges. Get some. Get a lot.

HERE IS EXPLOITATION FOR 'WHAT DO MEN WANT" PUT WHERE IT SHOWS UP BIG
These
two
stores
Forty-second
in Nezo
York,ofand
they madeThedaily
to close
million people,
for they are in thearenext"job-lot
block jonts'
to Grandon Central
Stationstreet,
with its
thousands
commuters.
stuntappeal
was run
when tothe half
Wid a Gunning
special
was playing at the Broadway. Every card in the window repeats the title, and one window carried nearly fifty cards
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Let Trade Novelty
Put Over a Picture
Combining the appeal of "The Affairs of
Anatol" with the introduction of a new style
phonograph put over the Paramount production and the phonograph alike.
W. W. Walker, of the Bell theatre, Paso
Robles,
Calif.,
had "Anatol"
and The
he Melody
wanted
to give it
all possible
publicity.
Shop had a novelty in a combined lamp and
phonograph. They wanted to put it over. By
letting Walker decorate the window, they got
all the fan publicity, the general appeal of
the Clive posters and the novelty punch of
loose film.
Walker took a reel of old film, hung it up
near the top of the window and pulled down
the film to stream about the window floor in
seemingly careless manner, though in reality it
framed an insert card. He paralleled the film
with several hundred of the novelty heralds
also pasted into the continuous strip. The
phonograph was placed in the centre of the
window with a split card to one side. In back
were the Clive posters.
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Timeliness Told
Freemont, Ohio, has been through the throes
of a smallpox scare, with quarantined homes
and the theatres and churches closed. Just as
the period of isolation was closing, the newspapers carried the single line, "The Sign on the
Door" and
wondered what new
antine everyone
move this foreshadowed.
The quarnext
day the story was continued with the announcement that the Strand would reopen with the
Norma Talmadge play of that title, and everyone knew just when the house would open and
the title of the opening attraction.
It got the house off to a flying start with the
First National, and did much to offset the last
traces of the scare. Many persons might have
held off a few weeks, in order to make doubly
sure they would not be infected, but the appeal
of the stunt sold them on the opening show
and the ice was broken.
Adapted Rural List
The La Crosse (Wis.), Theatre used an
adaptation of the rural list idea to help put
over
"Over attraction.
the Hill" when it recently played
that Fox
There are between fifty and sixty small towns
near La Crosse which will contribute patronage
on a big attraction. To advertise in all the
papers covering these smaller places did not
seem feasible, but a half column story was
prepared and sent in typewritten form to
the editor of each paper with the offer to admit
him
on presentation of the,
letterand'
and histhefamily
printedfree
story.
As many of the editors had extraordinarily
large families, it was not exactly free exploitation, but it was cheaper than the advertising
would have been, and it brought in the country
trade.
Other exploitation stunts were the advance
showing, car cards, window dresses and 600
tack cards.

the&Public
New

Book Displays

Here is a new idead in for
book displays
k"
"Sheiwhich
Worke
comes cago.
from
Ascher's
Roosevelt
theatre,
ChiThe illustrative matter is the
8x10 stills
from the Paramount accessories.

THE BOOK DISPLAY
This is a new idea in displays and one we
like above the usual method of sticking the
books and stills into the window without particular designs. The rest of the window is used
for the general sale, yet the easel dominates
every inch of the display. We believe that it
would pay to have one or more of these racks
made up and kept for permanent use.

The man ivho goes around telling that business is bad is going to convince his
patrons that he is speaking the truth, and presently they will feel too poor to come to
the theatre no matter hoiv much money
they willgood!
have. Don't be a pessimist! Boost, and
make business
THE PHONOGRAPH

HOOK-UP

They even let a local footgall game into the
window on the theory that football at the
moment is a public institution and it was better
•to favor the game than to vainly seek to oppose it.
It all made a fine hook-up and both the store
and the theatre made a substantial clean-up on
the combination.
Whistler Portrait
Sold a Photoplay
Most of the exploitation for luce's "Mother
O' Mine"poem,
seemsbut tothehave
been Palace,
tied up Sydney,
to the
Kipling
Crystal
Australia, made the chief lobby display a ren ofWhistler's
portrait
his mother,
and hung aproductiohuge
painting
in theof arch
of the
lobby.
While it is not to be presumed that this
stunt sold all the extra business, it certainly
aided not a little in putting over the Associatedhas
Producers'
story in
to twelve
the bestweeks.
businessIt
the house
recorded
should be remembered that they are in the summer slump in Australia now, and are not shoveling snow.

MAKES A FAMOUS PAINTING THE CENTER OF DISPLAY
The Crystal Palace, Sydney, Australia, is the first on record to use IVhistler's "My
Mother" forbrought
a ballyhoo
on business
Ince's Associated
O' Mine," and it
the best
the house Producers'
has had in "Mother
three months
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Hats

Sold of "Molly
O" Seats
Jim Dunlevy,
the Strana Theatre,
Akron,
Ohio, got busy when he booked the Mack
Sennett suadedproduction
of "Molly
anda perone of the leading
stores O,"
to give
full
window to the "Molly O" hats, loaning pictures of Mabel Norrr.and in the hat to let window shoppers see just how it would look — if
they had faces like Miss Normand. This display ran for a week in advance of the showing and during the stay of the picture at the
Strand.
Gave Song Away
He also bought a lot of copies of the song
and gave them to the music stores in return
for the plugging the donations received. He
figured that was a better way than trying to
talk them into buying the copies for themselves.
His wisdom was shown by the fact that he
had the only standout in town that week and
made a nice cleanup over the exploitation costs.
Manager and Musician
Combine on Lobby Work
Musicians who "double in brass" are common enough, but the Rialto Theatre, Columbus,
Ga., has a musician who doubles in lobby decoration, for he helps manager William C. Johnson with all his displays.
This lobby for Constance Talmadge in First
National's
fromwerean
old
frame "Wedding
and a six Bells"
sheet. was
Themade
figures
cut out and pasted to suggest a clutch, the
poodle Connie carried being eliminated. Real
flowers were placed in her hand, and others
were draped around the frame, with potted
palms to back them up. The scroll and bells
at the top were new. The background was
purple satin, which gave a richer effect than
painting will yield, and the entire display was
prominent and yet not garish, suggestive of
the atmosphere of the story without making
too much noise. An illuminated sign was used
at the top and ones on either side.

HERE IS ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF THE "MOLLY O' " HOOK-UPS
This is from Akron, where Jim Dunlevcy tied up a leading store to the "Molly 0' " hats
for a week before and during the engagement of the Mack Sennett-Ftrst National
special release
Metzger's Scrap Iron
Was Turned Into Gold
E. Mctzger, the economical exploiter, of the
Strand Theatre, Creston, la., did such good
work
for Charles
in "Scrap
that he
was surprised
at theRayresult
of his Iron"
own stunts.
When he started in to put over the First
\ational, he announced that he would stage
a fight, "regardless of the State law." Then
he hired a husky from the ranks of the unemployed and sent him around town in a taxi
with signs stating that "Battling Burke," who
would meet "Fighting Steel" at the theatre that
night was inside, and that, after the scheduled
bout he would meet all comers, winner to take

all
the and
loser.pay the hospital or funeral expenses of
Then he put a punching bag in the lobby and
the husky turned out to be a good ex-mixed-ale
fighter from Chicago, who could do some tricks
with
the house.
bag, and he virtually punched them
into the
During the fight scenes the pug socked the
hag at the proper moments to synchronize with
the blows on the screen, a real gong was used
lo time the rounds and a dozen kids were admitted free to root for the two fighters, each
being told in advance who their man was.
The first night showing was so satisfactory
to the patrons that the second day business was
larger than the first.
Getting Reckless
But something must have happened to Mr.
Metzger. First he gives away Shetland ponies
and now he not only hires a taxi for his perambulator, but he gave the ballyhoo an extra
five because he did so much more than was
expected of him. He is getting to be a reckless spendthrift.
Sold the Wallingford

THIS DISPLAY WAS MOSTLY MADE FROM OLD MATERIAL
It cost the Rialto Theatre, Columbus, Ga , only six dollars because Manager IVilliam C.
Johnson and one of his musicians build all their own displays. The basis of this is a
reconstructed First National six sheet

to Big Business Men
Taking an entirely, new tack, the Strand
Theatre, Birmingham Alabama, sought by
means of a circular letter to sell the idea of
"Get Rich Quick Wallingford" to the business
men.
The letter points out that Wallingford made
a lot of money selling carpet tacks; insignifithe merthatselling
suggests of
and example
tacks,
cantchantcarpet
can put
a good
pep
before
his
salesmen
force
by
sending
them to
see the play.
Should Have Been Signed
It is a corking good idea, but a letter to
business men should have been signed with a
"The itStrand
and isnotso merely
name idea
The
good that
would Manager."
have paid
to use regular letter heads, multigraphing and
filling in a direct address instead of using
a mimeograph and plain paper.
You can't sell a merchant on the selling idea
unless you sell him on your own proposition
hy observing all the points.
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is good

enough for the
Marshall Field Company ought to be
good enough for
your local merchants.
Keep this until you
need a window then

Mr. Dan Roche,
Exploitation Representative,
Famous .elayers-Lasky Corporation,
Chicago.
My dear Mr. Roche:

flash it on your loco!
Merchant Prince,
and convince him

You have asked our opinion as to
results obtained from displaying books in connection with
motion pictures.

that you arc tryh»j

We may say to you that we enjoyed good
returns in cooperating with you in an advertising display of
Mark Twain's "Huckleberry Finn", and other plays, based upon
books, that you produced, have also helped to stimulate the
sale of the books.

to help him as iveL
as yourself. The
letter is worth a

We have found your advertising display
material to be most attractive, and can assure you that we
shall be glad to continue to cooperate with you.

page and more of
home-made talk, for
it means something.

Yours very truly,

MANAGER 0^ BOOK SECTION
MARSHALL FIELD & COMPANY
MBH K
One
Madz

of the Most

Important

a Big Feature
Retrieve a Failure
Because he was stung on the screen put into
the Broadway Theatre, Ncwburgh, N. Y., after
it has been enlarged from 800 to 1,350 seats,
Louis F. Hanmore got a black eye. He put in
a good screen at once, but the damage had been
done, and something was needed to get over
the idea more quickly than the gradual process of passing the word along.
Hanmore decided to fight for it, so he booked
in "The Sheik" and made the most intensive
exploitation campaign the town had ever seen.
He started with 4,000 heralds, used the split
card scheme of Paramounteer Fred V. Greene,
Jr., with thirty of the second half of the card,
of which 27 came to the box office, hooked in

Exhibitor

Helps

six
windows and went after the street railway
company.
Walden, a 5,000 town some twenty miles
away, had a car service which stopped at 8.15
p. m. Hanmore offered to guarantee $12 a trip
if the car people would put on extras, but they
saw the big idea and took the risk, even putting
in a newspaper advertisement to announce that
"Sheik Specials" would leave Walden at 7.15
and return at 11. It brought more than the
offered guarantee in fares and it gave the impression that there was a really big show if
they had to run excursions, and this hit the
home town as well as the feeder.
The net result was a 500 matinee and two
hie night houses which not only showed a cash
profit, but put the theatre back on the amusement map as no educational campaign could
possibly have done.

We

Have

Ever

Seen

Clocked the Crowd
Making use of a familiar reaction, R. J.
Perrin, of the L O. O. F. Theatre, Rhans,
N. D., made clocks his ballyhoo. He sent out
folders with a clock on the face with a legend
reading : "Let all clocks remind you of 'The
The Herald went on to tell all about the
Witching Hour.'
"
Paramount
production,
but the clinch was made
right there, for after that every clock was a
silent reminder of the attraction.
This stunt is so simple that it sounds absurd,
but it has been working, off and on, for the
past fifteen years and more, and it has never
failed to get over.
It was invented by George W. Day, a vaudeville actor, and he hooked it to the trade-mark
of the American Baking Company.
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Chair

of Uncertain Value
While it may be argued that anything which
gains attention to the lobby is good exploitation, we do not think that this death chair,
used in connection with "Mother o' Mine" by
the Rex Theatre, Sumter, S. C, helped the run
of the attraction.
For a smashing melodrama in which the
death chair figures largely and which will appeal to the morbidly minded, such a ballyhoo
might conceivably be of some value, but the
Ince attraction is not gruesome. It does not
center about the chair, and we believe that such
an object will create an erroneous impression
in the minds of those persons who would be
best pleased with the play itself.
In other words, it keeps from the theatre
those who would like the production and brings
into the house those who are disappointed, not
in the play, but by the lack of the horrible
which the lobby display suggests. It pleases
neither those who come nor those who stay
away.
Mr. White reports that it drew large crowds,
but the crowd attracted is not the test of
value. It is the persons brought inside, and
we believe that this reacted.
It was skilfully done, with a spluttering arc
lamp above the box office apparently connected with the electrodes, and it would thrill
even the hardened, but it did not make for
the right sort of business and therefore is
not to be regarded as good work. The place
for that sort of thing is the chamber of horrors
in the wax works show, not out on the sidewalk
where it can shock women and children. We
do not think Mr. White gets the right angle
on exploitation.
Start the new year right. Begin with a midnight matinee, then jazz right through the season. Don't merely
placeideas
of
entertainment.
Be onsell
the film.
lookoutRunfor anew
and work them as fast as they come out. Giz r
your patrons pictures plus, and make it worth
their while to come.

THIS ELECTRIC CHAIR IS HARDLY CLASSED AS AN ATTRACTOR
Oscar White installed it in the lobby of the Rex Theatre, Sumter, S. C, for Ince's
"Mother O' Mine." It brought attention, but whether it brought business for this
Associated I'roducers-Eirst National is questionable
Personal

Publicity

Idea Is Spreading
New ideas developed by Paramount exploiteers are spread all over the country through
the interchange of stunts worked through the
main office, but nothing seems to have taken
hold as quickly and as widely as the personal
appeal
letter. idea, which is a variation of the open
The latest to use it is the Century Theatre.
Baltimore, which used a set of eight teasers.
One was addressed to the mayor, of course,
and others to the head of a department store,

a prominent physician, a banker, the auto
commissioner, the fire chief, the prohibition
en forcement officer and an undertaker. The
latter reads :
MR. COOK
Your's is a sad trade, but there is a bright
spot awaiting you next week if you see
Ladies Must Live
with Betty Compson
at the Century
The others were along similar lines, the enforcement officer being told that the making
of home brew would stop while everyone went
to see the play and the fire chief being appealed
to discard his boots and walk into the Century.
Ralph (Buster) Thayer, worked the scheme.
You can, too, and make a cleanup, but save it
for a big
production.
show
to come
along. Don't waste it on the first
Card

Writer Posed
as Jim

ANOTHER NICELY DESIGNED DISPLAY FOR "THE SHEIK"
It was done by "The Fair," Chicago. The central stack is composed wholly of copies
of "The Sheik,"
with other
books without
on the advertising
side displays.anyThe
cutout from
dominates
the whole
particular
theatrethe six sheet

the Penman

Thomas G. Coleman's novelty on "Jim the
Penman" at the Strand Theatre, Memphis, was
an old-time card writer who sat in the lobby
writing cards on which were the title of the
play
"Strand,
The and
old-time
card today."
writer is virtually a thing
of the past and the old man excited no end of
interest. The lobby was thronged for the three
days of the run, in which time the penman
wrote 1,200 cards, with all the spencerian
flourishes which were once considered the last
word in elegance in calling cards.
Another stunt was a succession of blind
advertisements taken from the First National
press book and offering a reward for the capture of the forger. These were signed by a
fictitious detective agency and were not even
run on the dramatic page. When the proper
time came, these were hooked-up with a great
"Captured"
for
the house. over
With theraininitial
two advertisement
out of the three
days the picture played to more than the average business.
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THREE TEASER POSTERS FOR "A FOOL'S PARADISE"
A three and two one sheets devised by Walter Lindlar for the neiv Paramount production. On the right is the subway card. The other two are one sheets for general use.
There is also a 24-shect posted along the railroads leading into New York
One More Twist
On its opening day the new State Theatre,
Scranton, had "Over the Hill" for its attraction and Mrs. Carr made a personal appearance. A few days
later aallGrandmothers'
Day
was announced,
at which
women over sixty
would be admitted free and later would be
photographed with Mrs. Carr and her daughter
in front of the theatre.
The blowoff came when it was announced
that all who desired might purchase prints of
the picture, and most of the guests invested
in a tant
print.
might ofnotthehave
been been
impor-so
had not That
the name
theatre
prominently displayed in the print that it will
servethey
as took
a perpetual
why
the pictureadvertisement.
in front of the That's
house
instead of some place where they could step the
crowd.
idea, isn't
houseandgot then
the
newspaperNicecomment
on it?
the The
matinee
sold the advertisement.
To prevent confusion, tickets for the special
had to be obtained at the box office before the
performance and in non-showing hours. This
scheme is to be recommended on all free admission stunts.
Negri a Tent
Over in Brooklyn
Blood" and
suggests
the average
man"Gypsy
and woman
it makestentsno todifference
that
the story is that of Carmen and the cigarette
maker lived in a house. She is a gypsy and
lives in a tent so far as convention goes, and
by the time the spectators at the Parkville
Theatre, Brooklyn, found out to the contrary,
they had been sold on the picture and were
on their way home. '
Tent Alone Pulled
The tent was simply arranged, with a cutout
placed in front and a card on each side. It
was the only lobby exploitation, but it sufficed
to get in the crowd because it was something
different.
Working on these lines, a very elaborate display can be made with a fire, a tripod with
kettle or even the back of a gypsy van. The
main point is to get something that will call
attention to the title and make it sound interesting.

Universal
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a Useful Tack Card
The Universal publicity department has dea tack
new
lines ; vised
onefor "Conflict"
which should
provecard
veryalong
generally
useful. It is designed to be put upon the trees
along the streets, and in heavy type reads,
"Don't Mutilate This Tree." Below is a
smaller legend, "If you are a lover of trees
and most
the thrilling
forests, don't
missthe seeing
the
story of
logging'Conflict,'
country
filmed,
starring
Dean at the — — "
Aeverspace
is left
for thePriscilla
house signature.
Cards Are Cheap
These cards are cheap and very effective,
and will make an appeal to those most apt to
be
interested
in the story of "Conflict." It is
excellent
exploitation.

the&Public
Big Teaser

Campaign

for "A
Realizing
that a Fool's
play is bestParadise"
sold before the
run commences, the Paramount exploitation
department prepared an extensive campaign for
"A Fool's Paradise" before its opening at the
Criterion.designed
Walter theLindlar,
assistant,
posters. Claud Saunders'
The first of the series is intended for the
subway stations, and the red arrow on a blue
ground with white lettering, is supposed to
point uptown. These direction posters are all
right if they are properly used, but if Lindlar
will go around the corner from the office, he
will find one on the annex to the National City
Bank, on Forty-third street, which points in
the general direction of Harlem.
Point Them Right
The posters, without the "take uptown
trains," are duplicated for general use and employ the same color scheme. They are dotted
all over the city, being thickest in the theatre
district, and are strong and effective. The use
of capitals has been avoided and the title is not
quoted on the general argument that any man
intelligent enough to be possessed of the price
of a theatre ticket knows a play title without
the use of the identifying quotes.
Cut Out the Quotes
This is a reform that should be spread. The
average manager will spend from four to six
hours each year putting in these unnecessary
quotes senceand
it's anis infernal
The abof capitals
merely tonuisance.
get attention,
but
the
elimination
of
quotation
marks
is
sound
sense.
There is also a 24-sheet poster, not shown in
the cut, which is posted along all the railroads
leading into New York, and two one-sheets
with a "blood maroon" backing, scarlet title
and white general text.
These carry text as shown in the cut and are
used
as and
freelyredasmixture.
snipes. "Blood mareon" is
a brown
The paper will probably be available for
general use when the picture is released.

Gave

THIS TENT IS TO WARM POLA NEGRI'S GYPSY BLOOD
This teas used in Parkville, Brooklyn, for the engagement of the Polish actress in First
National's "Gypsy Blood." The figure is a cutout and the tent is very simply built of
.cloth. A camp fire might help the illusion
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Stores Motorcyclists'
handling motorcycles areGlances
glad to give
window space to displays for "Hurricane
Hutch,"
for in
Charles
has made a
special place
serials Hutchinson
for the motorcycle.
When the Pathe serial opened in Oakland,
Calif., at Pantages, one of the headquarters
made used
a very
fromwith
the a24-sheet
and
this striking
inside thecutout
window
banner
outside. The rider was suspended by invisible
wires and seemed actually to be making the
jump, the wires permitting a certain amount
of vibration which gave a slight motion to the
figure.
The picture is obviously posed, but it does
not exaggerate the interest taken by the cycle
men in the display, though they did not all
crowd around at once.
The treatment of the cyclist suggests a
similar
tions. handling for other paper and attracTwo

Striking Lobbies
from Noble Heame
Every little while someone shows a lobby
from the Folly Theatre, San Francisco, the
work of Noble Hearne, the manager, but
Hearne sends in two lobbies for Universal
attractions which put him in the class with
Lacey, of Portland ; O. T. Taylor, and a very
few others.
His Record Display
The best display he ever made, in that it
brought him the most extra money, was for
Herbert
in "The
box
officeRawlinson
was enclosed
in a Millionaire."
safe, with a The
real
combination knob, hinges and a pair of handles.
It was so realistic in its shiny newness that
people touched it to see if it really was steel,
and found it to be painted cloth. And the cost
was $0. In other words, the safe company, a
local concern, built up the safe and supplied the
hardware in return for the advertising it received from the lettered front, and that lettering served to add realism to the display, at
that. In back a grill was built, safe deposit
fashion, with 1,100 money bags stacked up.
These were borrowed from about every bank
in town, fifty here, a hundred there, according

HOW "HURRICANE HUTCH" HIT THE MOTORCYCLISTS
Just a little gathering of speed fans in front of an automobile accessories store to look
over one of Hutchinson's
the Pathe in
serial.
Theby24-sheet
figure of stunts
the riserin suspended
the air
invisiblewas
wirescut out and the
to what they could spare. Gold lights were
used for a subtle suggestion.
The other lobby, for Hoot Gibson, in "Sure
Fire." itFelt
was soaked
crumpled
up.
Then
waspaper
moulded
on theandwalls
and box
office and before it dried old pieces of scenery
were wet in glue water and pressed over.
When it dried a little brush work and a powder
of sand gave rocks and not flat scenery. A
sky cloth was used with a rolling cloud effect
from a lantern, and blue lighting was employed.
This lobby cost $100 for there was less to be
borrowed. "The Millionaire" cost only $50
for lumber
andin paint.
We'll say that Mr.
Hearne
belongs
Class AA.

This One Worked
C. M. Watson, of the Belvedere Theatre,
Tuscaloosa, Ala., had a new angle on Douglas
Fairbanks in "The Three Musketeers." He
opened a contest for yellow horses of the sort
described by Dumas as that on which the hero
entered Paris, and by rounding up a few in advance, he had quite a showing of nags when
the judging came off in front of the theatre
just before the night show the opening day.
Slides were used in the lobby to explain the
idea and the winner was used as a lobby display for that evening.

For New Year's P. T. A.

YOU'VE GOT TO HAND IT TO NOBLE HEARNE, OF THE FOLLY, SAN FRANCISCO
He is among those present when it comes to building lobby displays. The one on the left— for Herbert Rawlinson in "The Millionaire" — uses
1,100 money sacks, borroived from practically every bank in town. It cost about $50. For Hoot Gibson's "Sure Fire" he spent a hundred on
a built-up display, and he had a sky cloth with a cloud effect that was the last touch of realism. Both are Universal attractions
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for a One-Sheet
on
LLY the best exploitation comes
GENERA
from the smallest towns, and Amherst,
Nova Scotia, is small enough to produce
big work. A. A. Fielding, of the Empress and
Gem Theatres, sends in a one sheet effect he
used
on distinctly
"The Devil,"
new and
good.which
It notoffers
only something
will make
business for "The Devil," but similar pictures.
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Has

Clever

to

Idea

Pat
If you he's
have no "The
play bookedDevil"
on which you
can use this effect, hold the description. You
will
need
it
some
time,
and
it
is
more simple
than it reads.
Don'tto zvork
too far date
in advance.
down
the playing
all cold. Don't
Savecome
up.
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Hyman Makes a Drive
on Christmas Tickets
Although he sells books of tickets the year
around, Edward L. Hyman, of the MarkStrand, Brooklyn, makes a drive each year the
two weeks before the holidays, using both his
screen and cards above the box office.
These books contain ten tickets and are sold
at the full face value. No reduction is offered,
because Hyman has found a line to offset that
necessity. He prints on the face of each book
and advertises on cards and screen, "No waitThat is what sells them. The Strand does a
largeing inbusiness
line." and in spite of two box officesthere is always a delay in getting to the window. And the waiting patrons have plenty of
time in which to absorb the "No waiting" part
cr. J_»

T)0

mm
(2)

C
GO
THE HYMAN

J. X% UPROOT
THE DETAILS OF THE SIMPLE MECHANISM
The foundation of the display is the Pathe
poser,
"The This
Devil"
his
puppets 1909,
on a showing
mimic stage.
was with
cut out
and mounted to the glass of a one sheet frame.
If you use a thin starch paste, have the glass
perfectly clean, and are careful not to permit
air bubbles to form under the pasted parts, you
do not destroy the brilliancy of the printing
in the process. Paste too thick will dry down
white, and greasy glass will not take the paste
at all.
Wiring It Up
The five wires are attached to a 6-volt storage battery with an induction or spark coil
strong enough to produce a half inch spark.
In other words the spark will jump a half inch
gap in the wires.
Two of these gaps are formed in the cutout
eyes of the figure of the Devil. The other
three are led from his finger tips to the heads
of the women in the three groups on the stage,
the gap occurring just above the heads. A little
study of the two photographs will give you
the idea.
The Mechanism
The mechanism is shown in the diagram.
Current from the battery passes through the
induction coil and on to the shaft of the wheel,
which is rotated by a fan motor. The motion
is geared down by the use of a small pulley
on the fan and the large wheel on the contact.
Five brush contacts are provided, one for
each circuit, and as the four-point contact on
the wheel slowly revolves, the current is
shunted in rotation to the five gaps in the wire
on the poster, giving twenty sparks with each
complete revolution of the wheel.
The effect is that of a flashing-eyed Devil
throwing thunderbolts upon the heads of his
victims. It is used for window work and in
the daytime a shadow box of black cloth will
very materially enhance the effect.

H«hD\*(! ft*D

FOR DEVIL POSTER

The James Theatre,
Columbus, Ohio,
gave a
Caught
the School
Ma'ms
special showing of the Lois Weber-Wid Gunning because
production, this
"ThedealsBlot,"
the schoolIt
teachers,
with toeducators.
not only brought in some strong letters, but
each teacher went out to advertise the play as
widely as she could because she approved.

r-tQ [£3
FRONT

of the sign while they watch others entering
the house without the delay at the box office.
And once the patron has a book, he is more
apt to come with friends since it is one thing
to put down sixty cents for each guest and
quite another to merely tear off a coupon.
Each coupon states the admission and war
tax, in conformity with the law, and is about
the size of the usual strip ticket. The other
three pages of the cover are used for house
advertisement.
You are losing a real bet if you are overlooking the ticket books. For ten years they
have been standard around Christmas time, but
they are just as good around the Fourth of
July or any other time of year, for the books
will always find a sale if you exploit them.
Tell your printer today!

FRONT AND BACK VIEWS OF FIELDING'S DEVIL EFFECT
The poster is the one-sheet No. 1909, supplied by Pathe, on George Arliss in "The
Devil." The coil gives aapparently
half inch spark
Devil's eyes spark and
throw gap,
boltswhich
on themakes
figuresthebelow
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Chest

Still in the Running
Some months ago the buried treasure chest
was a weekly happening, but it has dropped
away of late, and comes to light now for the
run of "Dead Men Tell No Tales" at the Grand
Theatre, Columbus, Ga. It worked very well,
except that it held the darkies fascinated.
Negro Not W anted
Down South the negro is not wanted around
the amusement
"white" theatres.
He has his
of
and is supposed
to own
stay places
there.
This ballyhoo with its real skull and the title
held him glued to the spot and they had to keep
chasing the crowd away.
Only Cost $5.25
Outside of that it made a strong impression,
for it was nicely done and matched in with
the title. The skull, just to the right of the
chest, was a real one, and was lighted from
within by a small green lamp.
The only cost was the haulage of the sand
and the paint for the top of the packing box
and $5.25 covered everything. The increase in
business was marked.
The display was very simple. They merely
set the box on the lobby floor, heaped the
sand around it, backed this with potted palms
to heighten the tropical suggestion, and buried
the electric wire to the skull in the sand.
Priscilla Dzan

PICTURE

Is

First Into Germany
Following the American army across the
Rhine, Priscilla Dean was first of American
picture stars into Germany and "The Virgin
of
Stamboul"
first American
feature
to playwas
thatthecountry
since the superkaiser
beat it over into Holland.
Remade the Poster
She opened at the Film Palast Puhlmann,
and the pictures give an idea of the way the
paper was handled, the interior lobby being
much more pretentious than the entrance. Some
of the American paper has been cut out to
make art posters with the German title, but
the six sheet remains unchanged, as does the
three at the rear of the lobbv.

THIS DISPLAY HAD JUST ONE DRAWBACK— NEGROES
They don't
the colored
hanging
of "white"
theatresfordown
south,
and tiu;i/
the skull
with thebrother
gleaming
greenaround
eyes the
had front
an awful
fascination
the
colored population on Vitagraph's "Dead Men Tell No Tales"

Asks

for Birthday

Date

butway Not
Patron's
One
to get for
a birthday
list is being Age
worked
by a Broadway Theatre, Yonkers. It has
been publishing a coupon daily adorned with
two letters of the alphabet.
On the E-F day, for example, all persons
whose names are spelled with those two letters
are entitled to free admission if they fill in
a coupon giving their name, address and birth
date. The exact wording of the date line is
"I was born on the
day of
"

and just below is "Only day and month reensure that the women
patronsquired— not
will thenotyear,"
take tooffense.
When the list is completed, it will be used
as a mailing list for complimentary passes and
a greeting letter on each anniversary.
It will be considerable trouble to keep this
list alive, but the effects of the stunt will be
year-round and* valuable. It is an extension of
the scheme of noting the births in the daily
papers and sending a greeting card each year.
Since the coupons are to be used for a
double purpose the visitor is required to show
identification.

HOW BERLIN PUT OVER "THE VIRGIN OF STAMBOUL," THE FIRST AMERICAN SUPER-PICTURE SINCE THE WAR
The Universal picture, with Priscilla Dean, zcas the first to be shown in Germany, and made its debut at the Film Palast Puhlman. American
paper had to be used, but the banner translates the title into German and some of the lobby sheets are made over to read "Die Bettferin neu
Stambul" so that people would know what it was all about. The owners of the house are shown at the right of the left-hand picture
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Some

New

Exploitation

Done
"Over
the Hill"
Des
Moinesfor
has been
Maxdoolittled
so often
that it was a comparatively easy matter for
Lowell Cash to play extra innings when he
dropped
in there
to help
put over
"Over
the
Hill" with
Edward
Helmts,
of the
Strand
Theatre.

THIS BANNER IS MADE FROM CUT-UP POSTERS
The Aschcr Merrill Theatre, Milwaukee, tied to the Paramount 24-shects and yet
achieved something different
for its
"The Sheik" with this banner
fabricated
fromlobby
otherfront
posteron material
Makes

a Banner

from

Fragments of Poster
Ascher's
places
considerable Merrill
emphasisTheatre,
upon theMilwaukee,
banner displays
above the entrance, striving to get something
out of the ordinary.
For "The Sheik" a large number of the Paramount 24-sheets were posted around town and
the management wanted to hook-up to this
without actually pasting the full sheet.
To that end an old banner mounting was
painted a dull grey with an undulating line of
yellow sand below. On this line were pasted a
cutout
frompaper
"Theto Sheik"
from stock
achieve paper
a desertwith
scenecutouts
with
palm trees, cacti and, of course, a caravan.
Then the title was lettered in and partly obscured with the paint splashes which suggested
the sand storm.
It made an effective display with a minimum
of painting, and looked far less woodeny than
the photograph suggests. It ties up to the
pasted posters and yet was different and more
artistic for lobby work.
Lattice Lobby
Is Easily Assembled
Putting up and taking down lobby decorations without damage to the walls is sometimes
a problem. M. Bainaiver, of the Alhambra
Theatre, Canton, Ohio, solved the problem
of the latticed lobby very neatly.
The front of the house does not lend itself
to decoration, but he wanted something strik"Over
the Hill"
and he
used inga when
20 hefootplayed
banner
flanked
by American
flags. The banner could be read at a distance
of three blocks.
For his inner lobby he had a double lattice
built which, when linked together, stands without bracing. Vines were trailed over the lattice work, and two white pedestals, supporting
flower pots, complete the scheme.
The frames which shut off the entrance to
the box office in the picture were carried down
front at showing times, and only the wicker
vase of chrysanthemums blocked the passageway.

Be willing to learn. No man ever knew it all,
and no man ever will. The more you learn
from the other fellozv the greater your advanhim -because
you
know tageandover what
he knowsyonas knozv
zvell. %<hat
The man
who feels that he does not need all the help he
can get is in a hopeless position. He'll never
get ahead.

the Tribune
interested
theThey
Hill"gotcontest,
and then
built onin an
this"Over
with
the pre-view, making the Tribune the host.
This, of course, meant stories of the comments
of the guests, and there were 175 prominent
persons in the audience in response to the nearengraved invitation.
Cash persuaded a local police judge that a
viewing of the picture was equal to a ten-day
sentence in some classes of offenses'. The judge
sentenced a boy who had run away from home
and had been picked up for a minor theft to
see the picture. He saw it chaperoned by a
uniformed cop, which did not interfere with
the publicity in the least. The papers all carried
stories of the odd sentence.
Pleased a Minister
One minister took his entire Christian
Kndcavor Society to see the picture at the
Thanksgiving matinee. Cash does not say how
much he gave the minister, but we all know
that the Thanksgiving matinee is apt to be
rotten and the scats could well be spared in
return for the wonderful endorsement the
stunt carried.
There were five phonograph windows and an
exceptionally elaborate modeled scene in a
the of
theatre,
avacant
stream'store
and next
all sorts
novel with
effects.a hill and
It was one of the most varied campaigns
recorded for this picture, and the receipts told
of the success of the stunts.

Double

THIS DOUBLE LATTICE LOBBY STANDS BY ITSELF
It not only helps the display, but it is possible to set up or take it down without driving
or drawing nails which damage the walls. Used by the Alhambra Theatre. Canton,
Ohio, on Fox's "Over the Hill"
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Creatore, and Greek Evans, a soloist. Each of
these is made one of the six reasons with
Valentino, in support of Nazimova, and the
prices as the other two. For once the orchestra
tailpiece is thrown into the discard in favor of
a new signature because the top is taken for
the "six reasons" reverse cut. The use of the
same design in all of the advertisements holds
the set together and makes the pull cumulative.
We scatter
believe advertisements,
that this is Mr.andFranklin's
first use
of
he certainly
put
it over in admirable style.
■— P. T. A.—

Gets Over the Title
Better Than the Idea
For the second week announcement of "The
Sheik" at Grauman's Rialto, Los Angeles, the
title is put over nicely in a reverse sash, but
the idea of the play is hardly conveyed by the
caption just above. This shows the girl and
Gaston apparently shooting at the Sheik instead
of standing off the robber tribe as the still
reads,
and istheas caption
really depicts,
shoot!
His love
warm as
the "Don't
desert
sands — don't, don't shoot !" That is amusing

Sivitz Makes
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WORLD

a Hummer

for Opening of Perry
Sam Sivitz, of the Rowland and Clark Theatre, Pittsburgh, also does the work for the
Erie houses, and, he sends in a capital display
for the opening of the Perry Theatre, Erie,
Pa., with "The Three Musketeers." Like most
Opening Week

the^Public
show up as well as this does, but we think that
it will give a good result even with poor printing, though the cross hatching may mud up a
little. Mr. Sivitz has made a wonderful improvement inthe Rowland and Clark ads in
Pittsburgh, but in Erie he can take larger
spaces and get more pretentious effects. This
put the Perry open with a bang.
— P. T. A. —
Tell It in Type with
a Good Cut Attractor
The Blue Mouse Theatre, Seattle, made an
effective appeal for May McAvoy in Realart's
"Everything for Sale" with a cut working into
a rule-work panel which gives the effect of a
larger cut at a smaller cost and still permits
the use of all type instead of hand work. This
FOR THE WEEK
NOW PLAYING-

GOING
GOINGGONE!
SOLD TO THE
HIGHEST
BIDDERor
— ndards
THE VTV1DAGAINST
STORY THEOf
A YOUNG GIRL'S

V TMI wOniDS GREATEST ATTH ACT^OI*/ IP
J I 'A THE FILM'S UNMRALLELED MASTEBPIECE /
"ffi*vPou(la,r
(airbaivkr I
W at °D,ATta4j\an ^Alexander oumas 1
THE THREE

THE SHEIK'S SECOND WEEK
to anyone who has seen the play, but confusing
to those who have read the book. Apparently
the copy writer is a bit weak on opulent lines,
for he often is banal where he tries .to be
appealingly thrilling. These lines should be
snappy or should be omitted. There is no
appeal to a line like that and it conveys in the
minds of those who have read the book the
suggestion that the story has been changed
about, which is a poor impression to make.
In theseseems
advertisements
for some
"The ofSheik"
the
artist
to have done
his best
layout work while the copy writer has done
his worst. None of his lines carry conviction. The story sells on the title alone and in
spite of the copy used to back it up.
— P. T. A.—

CLYDE COOK

others, the press book drawings are made
the
ERJ"
basis of the display, but the stuff is very
neatly assembled and it makes both a sightly
and a conspicuous advertisement. The reproismade the
fromtypean matter
engraver's
proofpanels,
and
does notductionshow
in the
but it suggests the general effect and it shows
the new style of Sivitz lettering. It is one of
the prettiest adaptations of the press book we
have seen yet, and there have been many capital
ones sent in. Just how that black and cross
hatching will look in the paper depends upon
the press work the paper gives. It may not

Odd

Scatter Singles
Sold a Franklin Idea
Here is something radically different from
the usual Shea daily ads. It is a set of six
single 55 line ads scattered through the Saturday paper to put over the first half of the following week, with an unusual bill including
Creatore. The bill included Nazimova in "Camille," Buster Keaton in "The Playhouse,"
6 BIG
REASONS
WHY
THE *MIPP'
CROWDED
NEXT WILL
WEEKBE.

"THE TOREADOR"

THE ERIE OPENER

6 BIG REASONS

6 BIG REASONS ■

CREATORE
BUSTER. KEATON
GREEK EVANS ,i,ZSS£Z
H.pp Prcsoi'ot-on SET TINGS
BEGINNING SUNDAY ^e. 4 DAYS ■ I

NAZJMOyA:arnille
CREATORE
GREEkl EVANS
H.pp fYes«<ito!*v, SETTINGS
BEGINNING SUNDAY 4 MYS

H

HIPPSSi*OME|

HIPt^OME

I HIPPC^OME

NAziMWA'CamUle;
BUSTER. K EATON
GREEK EVANS i *>■**,*■
. . . _ _ ^v—^-. Til

A SET OF SIX SCATTER ADVERTISEMENTS

BLUE

MOUSE

AN EFFECTIVE COMBINATION
cut was made and then notched, so that the rule
could be brought close to the cut face. The
title was paneled in, pierced by an arrow, and
the remainder of the talk was set in straight
display. The result is that the panel seems to
be a part of the art design, since the background lines extend into the panel, and the
effect is nicely gained without undue cost,

6CROM/DED
VHYBIGTHE REASONS
~MW VEEK.
VILL BE
NEXT
rREASoi?JGREEK
^o4/ EVANS
THAT
THRILL
&Li SONGS
NAZIMOVA

6 BIG REASONS
CROWDED NEXT WEfK

-^C. A. rvl I L LE "
CREATORE
B- U'X*ST PLAY
ER °KjjOl^iF
E ATCJT^M.pp Presenbk-n SETTINGS
BEGINNING SUNDAY fit* A DAYS

HER GREATEST cSSjcW
PpCTuBX.
CREATORE
NAllMOVA.Vomille'
DUSTER KEATON .WW
Hipp Presentation SETTINGS
GREEK EVANS *"""■'
HIPPSDSOME

| HIPfSSSOME ■

6 BIG REASONS
' REASOn'f•HIPP PRICES
wN.6.

THE WOftLD

—A QuOOlPH VALE.NTI NO
CREATORE
MZINOVA
"Camille*
BUSTER KEATON
GREEK E\«\NS.!£SS.
'W.pp Praenlnhon SETTINGS
beginning Sunday /» 4 days
HIPFtSaOME

BY HAROLD B. FRANKLIN FOR SHEAS HIPPODROME, BUFFALO
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though setting up panel work is, of course,
more expensive than straight display. There
is very little copy employed, but it all bears
strongly on the story and it all helps to sell.
There is nothing startling or novel about the
display, but it is a good standard model, departing somewhat from the conventional and
yet within the reach of the average small
exhibitor who has to count the pennies.
— P. T. A.—
Calling

Miss

Walton

"La Domadora" in Cuba
Picture stars have to get used to being called
names when they see their pictures abroad.
Here is a clipping from Havana in which Gladys
Walton is called "Le Domadora de Hombres,"
but
that is just
the title
Man title
Tamer"
in Spanish.
It costs
moreof to"The
put that
into
the electric lights than in the English, but
otherwise it looks pretty much the same as an
American advertisement of the less ambitious
sort. No elaborate attempt is made at display,
but it is clean and open in its layout and well
displayed. More care is given the border than

ESTRENO 5>/4 Y 9V« ESTRENO
l)i I prccloM foiodrama, original de J BARTON
CRIPORD, timfmlo
LA

DOMADORA
DE HOMBRES
i'rodnetiun especial de la artists
GLADYS WALTON

/Es usled horabrc' Aprcnda a defendcrse
LA DOMADORA DE HOMBRES. , Es ustcd n
jer* Aprcnda a GLADYS
tratarlos coroo
"ellos" merecen. c
WALTON

AN HAVANA

TWO COLUMNS

to the display lines, yet there is a nice proportion between the title and star, which are put
up above the rest of the space and it is much
more attractive than the overloaded spaces the
American printer often achieves. It is rather
deep for its width, but it makes an inviting
appearance, and probably put the story over.
The lower part of the space is the underline
for
Dean inon "Reputation."
The house
seemsPriscilla
to be strong
Universal subjects.
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► O'lTLtllNTS
! AGeorge Tflelfbrd
Ths Great
Impersonation
t^*i James KirHuiood
William S. *-' ' /V^v ' i

JAY EMANUEL'S NEW

IDEA
IN A DAILY
UNDERLINE
EACH CHANGE
DAY

Jay Emanuel Invents
a New Style Program
Here is a new idea for a program layout
sent in by Jay Jasper Emanuel, of Philadelphia
generally. It gives three display pages, two
program pages and a front on a six page folder.
The other side of the sheet shows the remainder
of the program on the middle page, gives another to one of the stronger features, and the
other to the front. This gives three punches
to a weekly program with a daily change, permitting the house to splurge on the best three
of six. On the side shown the program gives
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday and the display pages the Friday and Saturday features.
On the reverse are the program announcements
for Thursday, Friday and Saturday and a display for the Tuesday picture, so that you are
pretty well sold, no matter which side you are
looking at. It is a new form, and a useful
one to the advertiser with a daily change. It
was used for the Ridge Avenue Theatre, but
there is no patent on it, so you can use it too,
if you desire. Most programs are laid out
with the program on one side and the display
pages on the other. Jasper broadens the appeallieve andit, try
sellsthis
morelayout
tickets.
you don't
beout. IfAnother
feature
of this program is that the underline for each
day is printed under the current day, that for
Monday in the Monday space, and so on. Instead of the usual concentrated underline each
day carries
" and
gives theweek.
attraction for"Next
that day of the
following
This appeals to those who have certain days for
theatregoing, and a lot of people go by days
rather than by attractions.
— P. T. A. —
Did It in Style
J. W. Sayre, of the Seattle Jensen & Von
Herberg houses, got something good for "The
PICTURE
THEATRE
ADVERTISING
is a book every exhibitor needs.
Packed with ad-stunts, tested advertising wrinkles, information on every
phase
house. of advertising for the picture
$2 postpaid.
ORDER QUICK! YOU NEED IT!
Chalmers Publishing Co.
SIC Fifth Avenue
New York

PROGRAM
HART

WITH
AN
;;\'o

Three Musketeers." He won a page layout in
the Sunday section of one of the papers, and
got it in the color form, with brown, blue and
yellow tint blocks on five cuts. It is one of the
flashiest advertisements ever put over, but
Sayre is right on the job and he puts more
jazz into his weekly film issue than some of
the professional fan papers. This is the sort
of work you would naturally expect from him,
but we'll say he rose
expectations
and plus.
— P. to
T, A.
—
Put

Over

Hines

Play

With Speedy Jazz Talk
H. E. Jameyson, of the Liberty and Doric
Theatres, Kansas City, put over Johnny Hines
in "Burn 'Em Up Barnes" at the Liberty with
jazz talk to match the play. He realizes that
superlatives in advertising are a thing of the
past. Copy writers have lied so persistently
that of"greatest,"
all over
that
line
talk is no "most
longerwonderful"
believed. and
He put
"Dream
Street" picture
by sayingGriffith
that "maybe"
was
not
the greatest
had ever itmade,
but it was different. People came in to see
what it was like and thought it better than
the press
agent
had said.
But "Barnes"
made
to be
jazzed,
and Jameyson
went was
the
distance. He matched his talk to the speed
lines in the sketches. We do not like the change
of color in the title of this 105 by four, but
the talk puts it over. The design was copied
DOS t COME'
hines
Of "n>refuj
Comedy Tame
Johnny
hVfjWt Reel Quoad'

If they hang mtn for tpctding
A JAZZY DISPLAY
from the State Theatre, Minneapolis, but the
text is Jameyson's own. Some of the other
examples are : "Even the moon shines when
Barnes steps on the gas. He's always high and
that's too low. When it comes to love making,
he's three speeds ahead and no reverse."
Another runs : "Garlic is strong, but that
doesn't
beginis to
describe
its potent
This picture
funny,
but when
you say powers.
funny,
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you haven't even started. If Webster hadof
it was coming he'd have made a lot
known
extra adjectives to describe it. As it is, pity
man. Words fail him." There are
the
threeadothers in the set and Jameyson writes
that it took him all day to dope out the lines.
Its slow at the start, but practise brings proficiency and he'll find he can run this stuff off
as easily as regular copy after a while. It is
like everything else, it has to be acquired
through study, but once you get the trick it is
as easy as straight writing. Only one of the
is an idendisplays differs from the set. Thisleading
chartification space which gives the
If
acters, including Francis Jones, who was "so
Meet Some More Celebrities!
Kay See
'

1 ■ Burn-'Em-Up" Dames

THE ART GALLERY ON TOP OF THE COLONIAL THEATRE, WINONA, WIS.,
FOR -THE AFFAIRS OF ANATOL"

JAMEYSON'S INTRODUCTION
tight he expected the Lincoln penny to give
trfe
addressbrought
before inhe more
spent than
it."
TheseGettysburg
advertisements
could have been won through describing the
play in large sounding adjectives, and it left
Jameyson clean for the next stunt. The overpraise has been done to death. Make a man
read an argument with a grin on his face and
you have him cinched. Try it once, do it right,
and you'll use it for every appeal — save the
most
dignified
kid even
those. plays — and you'll be tempted to
—P. T. A.—
An

Upstairs Art

Gallery

Anatol"
'Affairs
L.for
G. Rosener,
of the of
Colonial
Theatre,
Winona, Wis., picked up this idea for the
decoration of his marquise for "The Affairs
of
Clive posters
and Anatol,"
mounting cutting
them onoutthethe
awning.
He got
the suggestion from the trade papers, for
the stunt has been worked very generally
since it was first put into use by Paramounteer Leon J. Bamberger for the Rivon
Theatre, La Crosse. Rosener writes Bamberger that the stunt worked as well for
him as it did for others. The idea can be
used for any attraction which has a variety
of three sheets, but "Anatol" has an exceptional number of threes because of the
multiplicity of stars and it works better
than the average, for the big effect comes
from the number of figures rather than from
their artistic excellence, for they are so high
art work does not show parup that theticularly. Ifyou
save your posters, you can
anbe used for The
that can same
often get cutouts with
star.
the
other attraction

drawback of this display is that it cannot
be seen by the apporaching patrons, but the
downstairs display takes care of this and
the marquise art gallery makes a wonderful
flash from across the street. If you use the
stunt, try E. E. Collins refinement and give
the cutouts a ride around town on a truck
before you mount them on the marquise. It
helps along. Or you can work the Jacksonville idea and use them in windows for advance work and then bring them down to
the house.
—P. T. A. —
Vignette Display Was
Chief Columbia Appeal
The Majestic Theatre. Columbus, Ohio, made
the vignettes of the characters the chief appeal
in selling the Yitagraph production of "The
Son ofused,
Wallingford."
circles
were
the charactersTwenty
being one-inch
put in without
©QMAdESTfCO©
~—
JTAATIHG THIS SUNDAY

SPOILED WITH HAND LETTERING
particular reference to their relative importance, and the rest of the appeal was hand
lettered in, though there was room for a couple
of type mortises which would have done much
better by the argument. The appeal is almost
wholly lost through poor, crowded lettering,
and the selling was all done on the title and

author. Mortising for type in the panels would
have put over the big features of this really
important production to better advantage.
Perhaps more selling was done in other displays, but with a score of strong talking points
the few points picked up are huddled together
so that they cannot make an appeal and it
winds up with "One of the greatest love stories
ever told." That's about the one thing this
storya isn't.
It is a but
really
and it
has
love interest,
thisbigis spectacle
made secondary
to the fight between Wallingford and his son,
and it is in no sense a great love production.
On the other hand the burning lake, the magic
city, the lowdown on fake oil wells and all the
rest are ignored where they could be made to
sell strongly. The Majestic is throwing away
money on a space like this when it has so much
it could advertise. There is plenty of space,
for this house took four sevens, but it does
not
anything. It's a horrible mess to waste
moneytell on.
—p. T. A.—
Told It in French
The Family Theatre, Ottawa, took rather
more than half a page in the French paper to
put
overeditor
"Thethrew
Threein Musketeers"
and page
the
pleased
the rest of the
for the Fairbanks story to testify his appreciation. More than that, it gave a very nice display to the announcement ; better than some of
the English language papers.
—P. T. A —
Asked and Got It
Evert Cummings, of the Fort Armstrong
Theatre,
Island, ofsends
in nearly
threefourths ofRock
a column
editorial
matter
on
"The Old Nest" with the caption "Elevating
Amusements," and adds that he got it merely
by asking the editor to see the picture. He did
not ask for a write up, but merely for a personal opinion, but the production pleased the
editor and he did the rest, giving publicity
worth a couple of pages of paid advertising.
Did you ever try it on your own editor. If he
says, "No," it doesn't hurt, and if he does say,
"Yes," it's something you cannot buy. It doesn't
cost anything to ask in a tactful way.
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Rubbernecking

A retrospective rubbering reveals
considerable that is interesting and
worthy of note among the happenings of the past two weeks.
Of course everybody has been busy
getting ready for Santa Claus.
You'd thirst
think from
the old
had an
awful
the boy
preparations
that are being made in some quarters. Home brewers have been especialry active — what is the gladsome
Yule Tide without some sort of a
tide, even if it be no more than gas
range wassail?
However, Pat Dowling says that
a reading of old-time recipe books
will convince any one that the stuff
that surged in the wassail bowls of
our ancestors was no better — and
maybe not so good — as the cheerful
juice that the modern kitchen chemist, armed with a few raisins, a high
resolve and an ardent thirst, can
produce.
But to get down to news.
Recent Arrivals and Departures
Sol Lesser, one of the most important of our local amusement magnates, has returned from New York ;
Irving Lesser, Sol's brother, moving spirit of the
Western has
Pictures'
Exploitation
Company,
also
come home from the same seaport,
and Harry D. Wilson, publicity
director for the Lesser enterprises,
arrived about the same time wearing
an iron hat and other distinguishing
marks of the Effete East.
Jack Cohn, of Screen Snap Shots
and
who
was Hall
on theRoom
coastBoys'
for Comedies,
several weeks,
conferring with his Western partner,
Lewis Lewyn, and picking up some
snappy Snap Shot stuff, said goodbye and has gone home.
J. D. Williams, who came out a
few weeks ago, has gone back home.
James Rennie, who came out to play
a part in "The Dust Flower" at
Goldwyn's,
has gone
back toDorothy
spend
Christmas with
his wife,
Gish.
Bull Cert'nly Has Tough Luck
Signor Bull Montana, who is playing the part of Cardinal Richelieu
in Max Linder's film version of
"The aThree
is laid
up
with
busted Musketeers,"
leg. Last week
Spike
Robinson and Broken Nose Murphy
called on him and absorbed a jar of
peach preserves that an admiring
lady fan had presented to the gentle
Bull. Reprisals are looked for as
soon as Signor Montana recovers
the use of his limb.
George Mel ford has gone to New
York and from there will proceed
to Ottawa, his old home town, to
spend Christmas. Mrs. Mel ford
went along with George.
Elinor Glyn, who has returned to
our midst after an extensive tour
to foreign parts, has made herself
solid with the Sons and Daughters
of the Golden West and the press
of our fair city, by issuing a statement to the effect that the dames
of Our Fair City are more beautiful, more stylish, more chic and
more everything, than the dames of
Paris.

Yeggs busted into the prop room
at Metro and pinched enough movie
guns to arm every hold-up man in
town. Ray Leek, publicity director
at Metro, says he would advise
citizens
keep ontoputting
'em up
high whento ordered
do so, because
the yeggs did not take any of the
movie cartridges along with the
guns. Chaplin Not Now Engaged
No Chaplin engagement denials
have been issued recently. Maybe
it's because Charlie has not been
seen in public with any one but Max
Linder for the past two weeks.
Usually
it's front
a dullpages
weeksmudged
that does
not see the
up
with a "Tain't so, we're just good
friends" statement. O. C. Klutch
says
thinks a to
lot o'Charlie
dames before
denies
beinghe engaged
they're accused of it.
Watterson Rothacker, who has
been here looking over the big
Rothacker-Aller Laboratory, has
gone back to Chicago. William V.
Mong, who played the featured part
in J. L. Frothingham's new film,
"The Man Who Smiled," started to
Pennsylvania to spend Christmas
with his mother, as soon as Director
Ed, Sloman fired the last shot in
the picture. Billy being the
"champeen" hog raiser of these
parts, we expect to see him leading
aturns.
flock of Pa. porkers when he reWilliam Hepner, who is said to be
the king of wig makers, has come
to our fair city to ply his trade.
Good news for a lot of our juveniles.
Gaston Glass and Marguerite De
La Motte (Gosh, what a long name)
carried off first honors at a dancing
bee held in the cocoanut grove at
the Ambassador last week. Herb
Rawlinson, Colleen Moore, Lila
Lee, Sylvia Bremer, Lee Moran and
a lot of other actors, also danced,
but none of them stepped pretty
enough to cop a cup.
Wesley Barry has tonsilitis.
New York Corrupts Charles Ray.
News drifts back here that Charlie
Ray is making speeches in New
York. We always knew that Charlie
would never be the same if he went
to that wicked town.
Nazimova
de luxe
automobile bustedgot
in aherwreck
last week.
Frank Keenan is all puffed up over
the fact that two of his grandchildren were kissed by Marshall
Foch recently in New York. If
you'd see Frank stepping along the
boulevards you'd never believe he
was old enough to have grandchildren.
Robert Edgar Long, Eastern publicity director for Nazimova, and
author of the "Life of Dave
Griffith," which starts off with the
modest sentence, "Griffith, Griffith,
we
New want
YorkGriffith,"
after a has
shortgone
visitback
to theto
coast.
No More Rumors About Bill
Of course the most interesting
topic of conversation in Filmland
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just now is the wedding of William
S. Hart and Winifred Westover.
Bill's marriage was not entirely unexpected ;rumor has had him stepping off with a variety of ladies,
ranging from Mary Garden of
Grand Opera to every unattached
dame of the movies for the past
year. But with all the guessing, no
one guessed Winifred Westover.
Every one wishes the couple great;
happiness. Miss Westover is well
and favorably known in the profession. She is an artist of great ability ;her personality is pleasing, her
manner gracious, and her eyes are
the color of corn flowers. Bill, the
lucky stiff, ought to be proud of her,
and show his appreciation by drying
the dishes
and around
making the
himself
wise useful
house.otherI visited a few studios this week.
Watched Tom Moore and Charles
Gerrard put up a dandy fight for
"Pawned," a Frank L. Packard
story that Irvin V. Willat is making for J. Parker Read at the Ince
studio. Tom and Charlie were
mussing it up in fine shape just as
I arrived on the set, and I got to
see the whole thing.
Tom had a chunk of hide missing
from one of his hands when the
fight was
over, he'd
but lost
he said
know
whether
it on hethedidn't
furniture
of
the
room
or
on Charlie's
dome.
Ella Back, Chic as Ever
I also watched Emory Johnson
directing a scene for "The Midnight
Call," at the United studios, a film
that will bring Ella Hall, Mrs.
Emory Johnson, back to the screen.
East-Side

Little Miss Hall is just as lively and
chic and pretty as she ever was, and
you would never guess, to see her
working before the camera, that at
home she is a staid matron, the
mother of two children.
Ralph Lewis and Johnny Walker
of "Over the Hill" fame, are supporting Miss Hall in the picture,
which tells a simple story of simple
people and their simple lives, and
judging from what I saw, with a
whole lot of dramatic punch and
heart interest mixed up in the plot.
I dropped
over and
to Mack
Sennett's
studio
one day
watched
Dick
Jones making a scene for a comedy
entitled, "The Blockhead," with Mildred
June,Pompom,
Billy the
Bevan
sieur
ownerand ofMonthe
only
set
of
educated
whiskers
in
the
movies.
Sennett Aspires to Be Angler
I had a talk with Mack Sennett
and discovered the great ambition
of his life. Most people think that
making ambition,
comedies but
is Mr.
greatest
that isSennett's
only a
side line. His great soaring aim in
life out
is toof snag
a_ broad-bill
fish
the bosom
of the swordPacific
Ocean.
Catching
a broad-bill
ambition, if anyone
shouldis some
ask you.
Common, ordinary swordfish are
caught
are not.very
Thereoften,
have but
onlybroad-bills
been ten
or fifteen caught in the last year,
and these were hauled in by the most
expert
fishermen.
fishingis
to
fishermen
is whatBroad-bill
tiger killing
to big game huntsmen.

Workers

Pictured

the Corner"
Around
in "Just
Cosmopolitan
says that study
in force with him to the studio. The
realism on the screen is afforded by work tables and materials also were
The flower-makers, all
"Just Around the Corner," Cosmo- brought.
women, were set to work and the
Productions' In
newest
release scene photographed. The factory
through politan
Paramount.
this picture,
based on a Fannie Hurst story, there scenes on the screen are a silent but
is a scene in an artificial flower fac- convincing testimonial to the value
tory where the girl of the story, of InMiss
efforts, it Seddon,
is said.
the Marion's
cast are Margarey
Essie Birdson, earns her living.
Lewis
Sargent,
Sigrid
Holmquist,
The director, Frances Marion, was Nally. C. Thomson, Edward Phillips,
not content with a conventional fac- Fred
tory scene ; she wanted a factory Mme. Rose Rosonova and William
from life so she scoured the lower
East Side of New York in company
with her assistant. Stewart Heisler.
Miss Marion and Mr. Heisler Selznick Issues
eventually discovered in a dingy,
miserable and dirty basement the
a New One-Sheet
artificial flower factory that impressed the director as having the being
A new
formforofthejazzy
one-sheet
issued
Selznick
News,is
proper atmosphere. The place was
which
has
been
very
favorably
recompletely
from sevceived and utilized by exhibitors as
eral anglesphotographed
and the photographs
were laid before Joseph Urban, the a lobby display and magnet.
production manager, who designs all The design on the new paper
of the settings for Cosmopolitan represents a newsboy "crying" the
Productions. In a short time Mr. latest news, which is printed in large
Urban had the setting complete. and glaring type on the newspaper
which the boy is holding. It was
It was Miss Marion's basement fac- especially
designed for live wire
tory in every detail.
The foreman of the real factory showmen who have come to realize
was persuaded to bring his working the attraction powers of news reels.
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Reviews

Here are extracts from news available at press hour from publications of the industry boiled down to a sentence. They
present the views of Moving Picture World (M.P.W.) ; Exhibitors' Herald (E.H.) ; Motion Picture News (N.); Exhibitor!*
Trade Review (T.R.) ; Wid's (W.).

The Jolt
{Johnnie Walker and Edna Murphy —
Fox — 5 Reels)
M. P. W.— The spirit of "Where Do We Go
From Here, Boys 1" has been put into the civil
life of the returned "Yank" and the result is
vastly entertaining.
N.— Fairly entertaining picture on a hackneyed theme.
E. H. — Should interest our A. E. F. boys.
A dramatic climax lifts the story from the
slough of slow moving action in the early part
and saves the whole.
Tangled Trails
(Neal Hart—Steiner^,902 Feet)
M. P. W. — Especially good snow scenes and
excellent outdoor atmosphere of the Great
Northwest marks this five reel N eal Hart
feature.
T. R. — The romance and thrills generally
attributed to all stories of the Royal Mounted
Police are here.
N. — Northwest mounted formula is fairly
satisfying.
The Sin of Martha Queed
(Featured Cast — Associated
6 Reels) Exhibit or s-Pathe —
M. P. W. — Technically, the production is
well-nigh flawless with some of the most beautiful photography seen in many a day. The
story is not so good — the situations employed
have been used again and again until they are
thoroughly familiar.
E. H. — Presents a forceful, impressive picture of a lover's faith, a mother's trust and a
father's suspicion.
N.— Story of parental distrust and anger is
fairly entertaining.
The Old Oaken Bucket
(Featured Cast — F. B. Warren — 5 Reels)
M. P. W. — A charming and artistic visualization of the thoughts and sentiments in "The Old
Oaken Bucket."
N. — A happy memory of youth; great audience picture.
W. — Picture suggested by familiar poem is
delightful offering.
Oh, Mabel Behave
(All-Star Cast—Photocraft—5 Reels)
M. P. W. — Laughable burlesque starring
Mabel Normand, Ford Sterling, Mack Sennett
and Owen Moore. State righted by Photocraft
Productions.
All For a Woman
(Foreign Production — First National)
T. R. — This latest German production can
safely stand comparison with such Teutonic
masterpieces
of film art as Passion and Deception.
N. — Impressive achievement — well acted and
staged.
Dead or Alive
(Jack Hoxie — Arrozv — 5 Reels)
M. P. W.— Hoxie is again the upright, redblooded hero. The picture will be liked by
those who enjoy his work.
E. H. — Jack Hoxie appears to advantage in

the leading role and the story moves swiftly
from one point to another.
N. — It is brimful of action and contains
much good photography.
The Better Man .
(Snowy Baker — Aywon — 5 Reels)
M. P. W. — Snowy Baker as a fighting parson
has abundance of action in his latest Selig
production.
"W. — Star and director make good Western
production.
one.N. — Here is Snowy Baker with another good
R. S. V. P.
(Charles Ray — First National — 6 Reels)
M. P. comedy.
W. — Charles Ray has capital role in
amusing
T. R. — R. S. V. P. offers fair entertainment.
W. —atJudging
fromshowing,
the laughs
accorded
latest
its Strand
it would
seemRay's
that
they
were
well
pleased
with
"R.
S.
V.
P.,"
but
Charlie can make much better pictures by just
doingtion the
acting
himself
and
leaving
the
directo someone else.
N. — Ray
taining story.turns farceur in slender, but enterPlaying With Fire
(Gladys Walton^-Univer sal— 4,994 Feet)
M. P. W.— An exhilarating comedy. Its
continuous humor has a sparkle and exuberance that is positively infectious.
T. R. — "Classy" is the right word to fit the
description of this offering from Universal.
N. — Brilliant comedy-drama. Make no mistake, this picture will please a large majority.
W.— Gladys Walton's current release is one
of the best farce comedy entertainments that
has appeared on the screen of late and it is by
far the best thing the star has done — or had
to do — in some time.
At the Stage Door
(Billie Dove— Robertson-Cole— 5,600 Feet)
M. P. W. — The scenes back stage and the
dressing room interiors with their galaxy of
typical chorus ladies, have enough novelty, as
yet,
for the average theatre-goer to be very
intriguing.
— William
Cabanne's
latest is with
sure
to W.satisfy
folks Christy
who delight
in pictures
an atmosphere of the stage.
T. R. — A most interesting story of the stage
and stage- folk.
N. — -"At the Stage Door" has all the piquancy
of theatrical 'ife to fascinate the picture public.
E. H. — An exceptionally well cast and well
acted picture that should go big.

Don 't Tell Everything
(Wallace Reid-Gloria Swanson-Elliott Dexter
— Paramount — 5 Reels)
M. P. W. — Pleasantly interesting is this
clever comedy with a three-star cast.
T. R. — "Don't Tell Everything" is a pleasing
mixture of farce, straight comedy and a more
or less sentimental struggle.
N. — A live little story built to suit three
stars. "Don't Tell Everything" would have
been a success even if the Reid-SwansonDexter combination were lacking.

E. H. — Brings out an interesting bit of philosophy through orderly and entertaining narration of a very modern story.
W.
—
Capable
make interesting cast
picture.and effective direction
A Fool's Paradise
(Dorothy Dalton — Paramount — 8 Reels)
M. P. W. — Cecil DeMille production contains
highly colored romance acted with skill.
T. R. — "Fool's Paradise" is a production of
wide range of interest.
E. H. — In direction, lighting, settings and
continuity this is probably the most magnificent production of Cecil DeMille.
W. — Anti-climax spoils what would have
been fine picture.
N— Appealing to the eye if not always impressive.
Whatever She Wants
(Eileen Percy — Fox — 4,616 Feet)
M. P. W. — A Fox comedy-drama with Eileen
Percy has many clever touches.
T. R. — Good entertainment, but the story
suffers because of failure to reach a point.
W. — Suitable vehicle for star and an average
entertainment.
N. — In "Whatever She Wants," the personable Fox star, has a story which, while conventional and familiar in its general outline,
furnishes first rate entertainment when the film
finally unwinds its spool.
The Golden Gift
(Alice Lake — Metro — 6 Reels)
M. P. W. — Well-known stage play is translated to screen in picture of varying merit.
W. — Mother love angle, though slight, may
offering.
putN.it— over.
Mother love theme serves for program
T. R. — The "Golden Gift" registers as a
mildly interesting attraction.
Shattered Dreams
(Miss du Pont — Universal — 5 Reels)
M. P. W. — Both the artistic and the seamy
side
Parisian life well pictured in Miss du
Pont'sof newest.
story.
W. — Nothing especially worth while in the
T. R. — This time Miss du Pont has a vehicle
suitable to her attainments.
N. — Conventional story of Parisian underworld. There is some good atmosphere here —
the outstanding feature of the offering.
Conceit
(Featured Cast— Selsnick— 4,700 Feet)
M. P. W. — Lewis J. Selznick production has
superb scenic setting and contains much good
drama.
N. — Exquisite backgrounds and likely story
spell entertainment.
T. R. — If we were an exhibitor we would
book "Conceit," give it first-class exploitation
and then sit back confidently and watch its
effect on our patrons.
E. H. — An intensely human story told in an
unusually entertaining manner. Skillfully
directed and with scenic effects second to none.
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Reports

of Exhibitors

Edited by A. Van Buren Powell
The box office is the dependable guide for all exhibitors on moving picture productions.
In this department your brother exhibitors tell the story of the success or failure of the
various releases. Your frank reports on all pictures are solicited for this department.
You are helping yourself and others by sending them in. Use the blank printed in this
department or better still write us that you'd like a free supply of report cards.
Arrow
SHERIFF OF HOPE ETERNAL. Jack
Hoxie
goes very
but his
I can't
hand
this picture
much,goodnothere,
up to
standard.
Advertising; newspaper, billboards. Patronage; all classes. Attendance; good. W.
L.
Landers, Gem Theatre, Batesville, Arkansas.
A MAN FROM NOWHERE. Good Western picture, featuring Jack Hoxie; patrons
seemed to be satisfied, though photography
is absolutely rotten. Advertising; two onesheets and slide. Patronage; rural. Attendance; good. J. F. Schlez, Columbia
Theatre, Columbia, North Carolina.
CUPID'S BRAND. Westerns always go
well with the average patron : this one is a
fair Western. Advertising; posters, program and newspaper. Patronage; country
town. Attendance; good. Arthur B. Smith,
Fenwick Theatre, Salem, New Jersey.
Associated Producers
HOME TALENT. They have sure got
nerve, and in unlimited quantities, to take an
exhibitor'stractionmoney
for this asrentals.
a feature
atand at exorbitant
About
the silliest, most useless thing ever palmed
off to an exhibitor to offer the public as
entertainment. Oh! for the old Biograph
days of split reel comedies, $2.50 per, and
one-sheets gratis. Advertising; newspaper
and lobby. Patronage ; mixed. Attendance;
very poor. C. A. Pratt, Fox Theatre, Washington, Iowa.
First National
DINTY. A truly wonderful production,
one that will satisfy the most critical clientele. Poor business on account of shutdown in local shops. Pleased those who
attended 100 per cent. Patronage; mixed.
Attendance; fair. A. C. Abrahamson, Gem
Theatre, Hill City, Minnesota.
THE GOLDEN SNARE. Excellent. One
of
Curwood's
Advertising;
one
sheet
postersbestandstories.
program.
Patronage;
high class. Attendance; fair. G. W. Saul,
Firemen's Hall, Hillsdale, N. J.
IN SEARCH OF A SINNER. Connie is
right there in this picture. Will appeal to
all. Patronage; all classes. Attendance;
good. Clarence W. Langacher, New Glarus
Theatre, New Glarus, Wisconsin.
THE KID. A very good comedy, you
can't
get however,
away from
it either.
When
get this,
be sure
that you
will you
get
a complete print. Patronage; all classes.
Attendance; fair. Clarence W. Langacher,
New Glarus Theatre, New Glarus, Wis.
LESSONS IN LOVE. Very good. Constance well liked. Advertising; usual. Patronage ;neighborhood. J. A. Emery, Star
Theatre, Bar Harbor, Maine.
LOTUS EATER. Although I am a subfranchise holder there is nothing great about
this but the price. Advertising; heavy. Pat-

ronage; small town. Attendance; poor. C. S.
Bovee, Florance Theatre, Elk Point, S. D.
MY LADY FRIENDS. Best DeHaven
picture we have shown. Good comedy. Our
people liked this picture. Advertising; newsfolder, lobby display. Patronage; general.
Smith & Cornell, Portland Theatre, Casselton, N. D.
OLE SWIMMIN' HOLE. A good kid picture. Advertising; newspaper and lobby.
Patronage ; young people. Attendance ; fair.
Forest E. Mills, Richmond Theatre, Richmond, Ind.
PASSION. A good picture of its kind,
but the average exhibitor of a small town
will find that it will not please the majority
of the patrons. Advertising; extensive.
Patronage; high class. Attendance; fair.
Clarence W. Langacher, New Glarus Theatre, New Glarus, Wisconsin.
PECK'S BAD BOY. Jackie Coogan is a
wonderful little actor. He is 100%. Advertising; window cards, heralds, paper. Attendance good.
;
D. D. Purcell, Amuse-U
Theatre, Cortez, Colorado.
PECK'S BAD BOY. V/onderful little
Coogan makes much out of a very ordinary
picture. A wonderful drawing card which
hits
the bull's oreyeschool
with any
audience.
Great
for Saturday
holidays.
Advertise
big and prepare for terrific box office attack. Advertising; every known method,
with economy. Patronage; mixed. Attendance; great. J. J. Wood, Redding Theatre,
Redding, California.
SCRAMBLED WIVES. Welcome back,
Miss Clark.' A come-back that is one. Picture pleased everybody. Many favorable
comments. Advertising; newspapers, lobby
and posters. Patronage; mixed. Attendance;
good on rainy night. J. J. Wood, Redding
Theatre, Redding, California.
SOWING THE WIND. Excellent picture, Anita Stewart is quite a favorite in
our section. A good drawing card if properly advertised. Advertising; two one-sheets
and slide. Patronage; better class. Attendance; good. J. F. Schlez, Columbia
Theatre, Columbia, N. C.
THE SKY PILOT. Very good picture.
Received more favorable comments on this
picture than any shown in a long time. Will
please any audience. Newspaper and' lobby
display. Patronage ; general. Smith & Cornell, Portland Theatre, Casselton, N. D.
SOWING THE WIND. Unquestionably
Anita
best. Awithwonderful
given aStewart's
fine production
a perfect story
cast.
Our patrons were loud in their praise. Advertising; regular. Patronage; mixed. Attendance; fair. W. H. Pike, Majestic Theatre, Las Vegas, Nevada.
UNSEEN FORCES. Good in spite of its
low price. Gave excellent satisfaction. Advertising; one sheet posters and program.
Patronage; high-class. Attendance; poor.
G. W. Saul, Firemen's Hall, Hillsdale, N. J.

Fox
AFTER YOUR OWN HEART. Five reels.
This is Mix's best picture and many said it
was
ever had photos
and I
play the
manybestofwestern
them. I've
Advertising;
and sheets. Patronage; neighborhood. Attendance ;good. Harry C. Waffle, Lyric
Theatre, Mcintosh, South Dakota.
AFTER YOUR OWN HEART. A fine
Mix picture. One of the most popular stars.
Anyone not running Mix pictures is missing
a sure bet. Advertising; nothing extra;
Patronage; mixed. Attendance; best of
week. W. H. Pike, Majestic Theatre, Las
Vegas, Nevada.
CYCLONE. Film in poor condition, considerable amount missing, weak points in
picture due to acting, price too high for this
class of play. Advertising; regular. Paronage ; small town. Attendance, good. W.
F. Pease, Centennial Theatre, Lowell, Wis.
OVER THE HILL. Remarkable picture.
Prohibitive prices due to unreasonable greed
of producer who takes all. House lost
money, producer got his. Advertising; used
every possible means to put it over for
benefit of producers. Patronage; mixed.
Attendance; very, very poor. Mrs. J. B.
Franelle, Elite Theatre, Placerville, Calif.
OVER THE HILL. The greatest mother
picture ever filmed. Even the balcony crowd
cried then cheered. Advertising; extensively all kinds. Patronage; best. Attendance;
fine.
Mass. L. R. Barhydt, Quincy Theatre, Quincy,
NIGHT HORSEMEN. A very good Mix
film. Plenty of action. A story that pleased
everyone. Advertising; newspapers and
billboards. Patronage; young element. Attendance; good. L. R. Barhydt, Quincy
Theatre, Quincy, Mass.
THE ROUGH DIAMOND. Somewhat
different from the usual Mix production. It
has some new stunts and goes over well.
Advertising; posters, newspapers and house
program. Patronage ; will please 90% of
any class. Attendance; good. Arthur B.
Smith, Fenwick Theatre, Salem, N. J.
Goldwyn
THE CABINET
OF DR. CALIGARI.
Diversified opinion. 50% thought it to be
the most wonderful production they had
ever seen, while the other 50% thought it
to be terrible. But we packed the theatre
at both performances at advanced prices. It
surely gives your patrons something to talk
about. Ran it during Summer season. Advertising; lobby, cards in hotels only extra.
Patronage; high-class. Attendance; good.
Morton Fry, Town Hall Theatre, York Village, Maine.
DANGEROUS CURVE AHEAD. This is
a good picture and with the advertising it
has had should get out a crowd. Our people liked it but did not think it as good as
"The Old Nest." Advertising; special lobby,
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slides, program, dodgers, traffic signs
around town. Patronage; mixed. Attendance; good. W. H. Pike, Majestic Theatre,
Las Vegas, Nevada.
DANGEROUS
CURVE
AHEAD. Not
what expected. Just a good program picture. It pleased two-thirds of my attendance. Advertising; billboard, lobby display
and newspapers. Patronage ; mixed. Attendance ;fair. G. E. Shilkett, St. Denis
Theatre, Sapulpa, Okla.
NORTH WIND'S MALICE. Good northern picture with several noted stars. Picture sure to please. Advertising; heralds
and usual advertising. Patronage; mixed.
Attendance; fair. Anna Frankle, Strand
Theatre, Leon, Iowa.
OLD NEST. Very good, suitable for any
audience. Advertising; usual. Patronage;
all classes. Attendance ; good. Arthur B.
Smith, Fenwick Theatre, Salem, N. J.
PRISONERS OF LOVE. Is a good picture. Didn't
draw 90%.
very well,
but no fault
picture.
Pleased
Advertising;
cards,of
one sheet, newspapers. Patronage; firstclass. Attendance ; fair. A. E. Rogers, Temple Theatre, Dexter, N. Y.
Hodkinson
LAVENDER
AND
OLD
LACE. A
worthy presentation of a reliable old play,
well staged and beautifully played. Everybody well pleased. Especially fitted for
better class audience, but pleases all. Advertising; newspapers; also usual billing and
lobby. Patronage; mixed. Attendance;
satisfactory. J. J. Wood, Redding Theatre,
Redding, California.
Metro
MADAME PEACOCK. Not a very good
picture, pleased about 25% of my patrons.
Advertising; usual and photo slide. Patronage; small town. Attendance; poor. M.
Lesyczynski, Pastime Theatre, Depew, N. Y.
THE OFF SHORE PIRATE. Very good
program picture. Patrons pleased. Advertising; usual. Patronage; neighborhood.
Attendance; fair. T. E. Loomis, Cozy Theatre, Schenectady, New York.
Paramount
APPEARANCES. Unconvincing drama of
English high-brows. Poor picture and was
not liked. Advertising; usual. Patronage;
neighborhood. J. A. Emery. Star Theatre.
Bar Harbor, Maine.
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DECEPTION. While this is no doubt one
of the big ones and a fine picture, the majority of our patrons did not enthuse over it.
It did not get a crowd for us. Advertising;
special slides and lobby, program and handbills. Patronage ; mixed. Attendance ; poor.
W. H. Pike, Majestic Theatre, Las Vegas,
Nevada.
ENCHANTMENT. A dandy production.
Rich settings and comedy in this one will
sure make them talk. Grab it and advance
your admissions. Advertising; newspaper
and lobby display. Patronage ; small town.
Attendance; fair. F. M. Cutshaw, Princess
Theatre, Greenville, Tenn.
EXPERIENCE. Not the least doubt of it,
this is a great picture. Far better than
"Everywoman," a similar production. We
consider it positively the best picture we
have ever shown, and I have shown as many
different pictures as any exhibitor in the
Unitedmanager
States. should
"Enchantment"
a picture
any
be proudis of.
Ned.
Pedigo, Pollard Theatre, Guthrie, Okla.
HELIOTROPE. A picture that is appreciated by any audience. So well acted that
you forget stars. Advertising; newspaper,
program and cards. Patronage; family. Attendance; good. A. Mass.
G. Pearson, Pearson's
Theatre, Somerville,
INSIDE THE CUP. Wonderful, will do
more good than most sermons. Will make
"fans" out of people objecting to picture
shows. Advertising; newspaper, program
and posters. Patronage; all classes. Attendance; good. Mrs. Phelps Sasseen, Lyric
Theatre, Easley, S. C.
LADIES MUST LIVE. Personally, I
think this is one of the finest and most perfect pictures of the year. It did not draw
well, however, and our patrons were divided
in their opinion, some liking it very much
and others couldn't see what it was all
about. Advertising; special lobby and
slides, program and«handbills. Patronage;
mixed. Attendance; poor. W. H. Pike, Majestic Theatre, Las Vegas, Nevada.
PASSING THROUGH. Very good picture and star well liked by patron* who sawit. Power line down and could only show
one day. Advertising; usual. Attendance;
fair. H. B. Barr, Rialto Theatre, Enid,
Okla.
SACRED AND PROFANE
LOVE. A
picture hard to class. Class a little too
high for my town, I guess. Too much of
the stars shown and not enough entertainment is the way I would put it. Patronage;
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small town. Attendance ; fair. A. L. Middleton, Grand Theatre, DeQueen, Ark.
SAND. A picture that took exceedingly
well. Have not played many Westerns, but
this sure hit the spot. Will be enjoyed by
any lover of Westerns. Advertising; good.
Patronage; village and country. Attendance; poor. Lindrund & Smithinger, Cochrane Theatre, Cochrane, Wis.
WHAT
EVERY
WOMAN KNOWS.
Another good picture spoiled by too much
footage. A great picture for married women. Not romantic enough for flappers. Absolutely clean, thanks to Mr. DeMille.
Advertising; special banner, ballyhoo. Patronage small
;
town. Attendance ; fair. A.
L. Middleton, Grand Theatre, DeQueen, Ark.
WITCHING HOUR. A very good picture
but not the kind to pull in a small town.
Many favorable comments from the better
class, but did not go over with the others.
Advertising; extra billboard. Patronage;
small town. Attendance; fair. Jno. W.
Joerger, O. K. Theatre, Enterprise, Oregon
SICK ABED. Wallace Reid is a popular
star and tures.
"Sick
one ofGood
his good
picLots ofAbed"
clean isfun.
subtitles,
it will please. Advertising; posters. Attendance; fair. B. A. Aughinbaugh, Community
Theatre, Lewiston, Ohio.
Pat he Exchange
HOUSE OF TOYS. (American.) Only
fair. Too draggy. Advertising; regular.
Patronage; middle class. Attendance; fair.
M. Oppenheimer,
Empire Theatre, New Orleans, La.
WOMEN WHO WAIT. (Associated Exhibitors.) Very good. Story well liked.
Businss holding
Tonawanda,
N. Y.up. D. Buss, Star Theatre,
Realart
SWEET LAVENDER. Very sweet little
picture, was well received. Miss Minter is
well liked here. Advertising; newspaper and
billboard. Patronage; small town. Attendance; fair. W. L. Landers, Gem Theatre,
Batcsville, Ark.* R-C
THE BARRICADE. Picture is very good
but too inflated in price. Picture will nol
draw. Advertising; billboard and paperfl
Patronage; small town. Attendance; poor.
J. Carbonell, Monroe Theatre, Key West,
Fla.
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BIG HAPPINESS. A good production
suitable for any house. Pleased many. Advertising; usual. Patronage; small town.
Attendance; fair. Michael Lescycznski, Pastime Theatre, Depew, N. Y.
BLACK ROSES. Good mystery story.
One of Hayakawa's best. Advertising;
newspaper. Patronage ; small town. Attendance; good. L. T. Caskaden, Music Hall
Theatre, Keyser, W. Va.
THE LURE OF JADE. A splendid production, pleased 100 per cent. Pauline Frederick's greatest
"Madame high
X." class.
Advertising;role
regular.since
Patronage;
Attendance; fairly good. J. C. Rowton, Victory Theatre, Shawnee, Okla.
ONE MAN IN A MILLION. A good picture, pleased 100 per cent. Excellent acting
by Beban. Advertising; mailing list, newspaper, lobby. Patronage; mixed. Attendance; good. J. A. Bailey, South Side Theatre, Greensburg, Ind.
SALVAGE. A very fine production, one
that pleased. They stopped as they went
out to tell us how good the picture was.
Advertising; regular newspaper and billboard. Patronage ; mixed. Attendance ;
fair. Steve Farrar, Orpheum Theatre, Harrisburg, 111.
Selznick
A MAN'S HOME. A good picture, but
far from being a super; it pleases. Acting,
photography and direction good. Advertising; newspapers, heralds and programs.
Patronage; same as usual. Attendance ; poor.
Theo. P. Davis, Fourth Street Theatre, Moberly, Mo.
GIRL WHO DARED. Only fair Western,
a few thrills, just an average picture. Advertising; billboard and newspaper. Patronage; all classes. Attendance; poor. W.
L. Landers, Gem Theatre, Batesville, Ark.
JUST OUTSIDE THE DOOR. Not much
to the story and less action. Advertising;
posters, newspapers and screen. Patronage;
neighborhood. Attendance; fair. Edward
W. Weiner, Windsor Theatre, Canton, O.
SCANDAL. Fairly good picture, audience
pleased. Advertising; lobby and newspapers. Patronage ; best class. Attendance;
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fair. J. Solomon, Bijou Theatre, Clarksburg, W. Va.
SIN THAT WAS HIS. Excellent picture.
Pleased from start to finish and commanded
great attention. Advertising; sixes, threes,
newspapers. Patronage ; good. Attendance;
good. A. V. Bothner, Majestic Theatre,
Troy, New York.
UPSTAIRS AND DOWN. Good program
picture. Advertising; usual small town advertising; Patronage; all classes. Attendance; good. Clarence W. Langacher, New
Glarus Theatre, New Glarus, Wis.
VALLEY OF DOUBT. Well received,
very good picture, not a knockout, but
good program. Advertising; newspaper and
billboards. Patronage ; small town. Attendance ;fair. W. L. Landers, Gem Theatre,
Batesville, Ark.
United Artists
THROUGH THE BACK DOOR. The best
Pickford with the exception of "Daddy Long
Legs" and compares very favorably with
that one. Advertising; special slides, program, lobby and handbills. Patronage;
mixed. Attendance; good. W. H. Pike,
Majestic Theatre, Las Vegas, Nevada.
POLLYANNA. Ran this for benefit of
church and filled the house, despite rain.
Picture was good, but nothing wonderful.
Rental too high for us to tackle Pickford
pictures often. Advertising; local papers and
billboards. Patronage ; neighborhood. Attendancegood.
;
Chas. W. Lewis, I. O. O.
F. Theatre, Grand Gorge, N. Y.
WAY DOWN EAST. Wonderful picture,
has greatest scene ever filmed in ice scenes.
Good drawing power. Pleases, but producer
wants too much money for it, which forces
exhibitor to charge too much in small town.
Advertising; billboards and newspapers.
Patronage; better class at advanced prices.
Attendance; good. Mr. O. O. Davis, Perry
Theatre, Hazard, Ky.
CONFLICT. One of the greatest box office attractions I've ever played. S. R. O.
business three days against extraordinary
competition. Advertising; newspaper, special lobby and heralds. Patronage; general.
J. C. Rowton, Victory Theatre, Shawnee,
Okla.
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THE FOX. We showed this first run
ahead of Los Angeles, made a big noise
about it and got out the maximum crowd
under present conditions. It is all that
Universal claims
it and
a lot.lobby,
Advertising; circusfor
hand
bills,that's
special
program and special slides. Patronage;
mixed. Attendance; good. W. H. Pike,
Majestic Theatre, Las Vegas, Nevada.
Universal
MOONLIGHT FOLLIES. Good. First
appearance
star. Much
favorable
ment. of
Advertising;
posters,
photos comand
newspapers. Patronage; small town. Attendance; good. Anna Frankle, Strand Theatre, Leon, Iowa.
NO WOMAN KNOWS. Good. Patrons
well pleased
this production.
tising; usual.with
Attendance;
fair. I. J. AdverCraite,
Majestic Theatre, Rice Lake, Wis.
REPUTATION. Bad weather. Advertising;age;
posters,neighborhood.
newspaper Attendance;
and screen. Patronpoor.
Edw. W. Werner, Windsor Theatre, Canton,
Ohio.
SOCIETY SECRETS. Eva Novak star.
Very good. Everyone pleased. More truth
than poetry in this picture. Advertising;
usual. Patronage; all classes. Attendance;
good. D. D. Purcell, Muse-U Theatre, Cortez, Colo.
REPUTATION. Did not see this one but
our patrons were very well pleased and we
did a fine business. Universal gives a fine
line of publicity to work with. Advertising;
slides, trailer, program, special lobby and
scandal sheet, heralds. Attendance; very
good. W. H. Pike, Majestic Theatre, Las
Vegas, Nevada.
HIGH HEELS. A very good picture,
well liked by this city. Gladys Walton
seems to improve in every new picture. Advertising; local newspaper. Patronage;
general (small town). Attendance ; great.
Harold Clouse, Hollywood Theatre, Highwood, Minn.
SURE FIRE. The newest Hoot Gibson,
but my first booking. Fairly good but a
poor scenario. Not one to build up patronage. Advertising; nothing special. Patronage; general. Attendance; good. R. J.
Relf, Star Theatre, Decorah, Iowa.
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WOLVES OF THE NORTH. A good
northwoods picture. Will please 100 per
cent. Advertising; newspaper and lobby.
Patronage; general. Attendance; good.
Forest H. Mills, Richmond Theatre, Richmond, Ind.
Vitagraph
BLACK BEAUTY. A very good picture
from the standpoint of the story from
which it was produced, reports from the
children and some adults show good drawing
power, photography and interest. If you
can get the school behind you on this you
ought to ma'<e
a littlealljac'<.
Advertising;
extensive.
Patronage;
classes.
Attendance; very good. Clarence W. Langacher,
New Glarus Theatre, New Glarus, Wis.
THE SILVER CAR. Good. Pleased 90
per cent, of patrons. Advertising; no extra
advertising. Patronage; small town. Attendance; fair. Ray Pfetcher, Isis Theatre,
Roseville, 111.
TRUMPET ISLAND. Here's something
for the people who like thrills, a picture that
will appeal to all classes. Extra good. Patronage; all classes. Attendance; very
good. Clarence W. Langacher, New Glarus
Theatre, New Glarus, Wis.
THE MASK
(GEORGE HAMILTON).
Personally, I was disappointed, and the
patrons expressed the same opinion. Jack
Holt usually popular, but lost favor in this.
Advertising; usual billboard. Patronage;
small town. Attendance; fair. John W.
Joerger, 0. K. Theatre, Enterprise, Oregon.
Wid Gunning, Inc.
QUO VADIS. Very spectacular and massive picture. Pleased most of patrons, but
was a little too big for some. Draws best
week day crowd. Advertising; extra billboard and usual newspaper. Patronage;
small town. Attendance; good. W. Ray
Erne, Arcade Theatre, Charlotte, Mich.
GIRL
GOD'S criticisms.
COUNTRY.If wild
Picture thatFROM
caused divided
stunts are appreciated, the picture will make
a hit. Advertising; regular method. L. R.
Baibydt, Quincy Theatre, Quincy, Mass.
Serials
MIRACLES OF THE JUNGLE (FEDERATED). On the 11th episode, holding up
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To every exhibitor who sends
these helpful comments, and to
those other thousands who read
them, Moving Picture World
extends the wish that Christmas
may be both merry and prosperous, and that the New Year may
inaugurate a season of S.R.O.
business.
fine with a big business. Every one likes
this serial. You can't go wrong on this one,
also finished the "Purple Riders" to a good
business all the way through. Lots of acKansas.tion, good serial. Royal Theatre, Salina,
Comedies
SEASHORE
SHAPES (UNIVERSAL).
Fair comedy, but they are overdoing the
thing with this kid. She's cute, but too
much of anything ceases to be funny. Advertising; regular. Patronage; small town.
Attendance; fair. A. L. Middleton, Grand
Theatre, DeQueen, Arkansas.
TIN CANS (UNIVERSAL). A very good
comedy with plenty of laughs. Advertising;
photos and two one sheets. Patronage;
small town. Attendance; fair. Michael
Lezczynski, Pastime Theatre, Dcpew, New
York.
HIGH AND DIZZY (PATHE).
If you
are looking for a real thriller do not pass
up this one. Had them holding their breath
from start to finish. Advertising; just the
name of "Lloyd." Patronage; neighborhood.
Attendance; good. John W. Joerger, O. K
Theatre, Enterprise, Oregon.
JAIL BIRD (PATHE). A fairly good
comedy, suitable for any theatre. Patronage; small town. Attendance; fair. Michael
Lezczynski, Pastime Theatre, Depew, New
York.
SNOOKY'S TWIN TROUBLE (FEDERATED). This is some comedy. This monkey
is great. If you play this one boost it
strong, will go big with the kids as well
as the grown ups. Tell them you have some
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comedy coming. Wm. Thacher, Royal Theatre, Salina, Kansas.
NEVER WEAKEN (ASSOCIATED
EXHIB). A wonderful comedy. Lloyd leads
them all. Greater than any rival, also strong
at box office. Advertising; 20% increase
in newspapers. Patronage; mixed. Attendance; good. E. W. Collins, Grand Theatre, Jonesboro, Arkansas.
Short Subjects
TONY SARG ALMANAC. This is our
first attempt at this stuff and if the features
are not any better they will not last very
long. We are going to try a couple more.
Advertising;
advertise and
glad of
it. Patronage;didn't
neighborhood.
Attendance;
good. John
terprise,W.
Oregon.Joerger, O. K. Theatre, EnSTAR RANCH WESTERN.
These two
reel western are good fill in. They help
to pull up a weak picture. Some of them
have as much action as a five reeler. Advertisinone-third.
g;
Patronage ; middle. M.
Oppenheimer,
Empire Theatre, New Orleans,
La.
NE'ER TO RETURN ROAD. Some said
this was pretty sad. A great story crowded
into two reels. Advertising; one sheets.
Patronage; small town. Attendance; fair.
E. E. Corr, Princess Theatre, Thompson,
Iowa.
Special Subjects
ACTUALITIES OF WAR (LOANED BY
U. S. GOVT.) A real picture of real battles
in the recent World War. A great education for everyone. Six reels, not padded;
went over big. Advertising; newspaper,
program, 15,000 blotters. Patronage; all
classes. Attendance; broke all records for
this season. Theo. P. Davis, Fourth Street
Theatre, Moberly, Missouri.
Seeks Injunction
Benjamin N. Judell, of Minneapolis, manager
for Audrey Munson, artist's model and star
of the film "Innocence," has filed application in
the United States District Court for an injunction preventing R. T. Kelly and Charles
Vollmer of St. Louis from distributing and
exhibiting the picture. Judell claims he had
exclusive rights to show the film in Iowa,
Kansas, Nebraska and Missouri, and that he
has information that Kelly and Vollmer intend
to show "Innocence" without his consent.
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Advertised

Type of Patronage

Attendance
□ Good
□ Fair
□ Poor
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City

State

Date
Signed
FILL THIS OUT, MR. EXHIBITOR, SEND IT IN, AND WE WILL MAIL YOU POSTAL CARDS FOR FUTURE REPORTS
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"Orphans Effective
of the Production
Storm " by
Tremendously
Griffith of Thriller Based on
Old Melodrama.
Reviewed by Walter Brown
When Dad who answers the questions asked
in the advertisements was a youngster he
used to see the billboards wildly announcing
Kate Claxton in "The Two Orphans," and if
he was a lucky kid his Dad took him to see the
weepy old D'Ennery melodrama with Miss
Claxton playing both the orphans and piteously
making
blindplay.
Louise's
the Frochard
principal
feature the
of the
And plight
Mother
was most evil in her treatment of Louise and
the brothers fought a great knife-duel and the
youngster wis much impressed. Kate Claxton
played the piece until most people in the country probably thought she was the only one who
possibly could play that sort of emotional stuff,
and then, years after, Grace George went out
in an all-star cast playing the two sisters for
a time.
But in the Griffith picture now offered the
girls' parts
not sisters
"doubled"
are Dorothy
charmingly acted are
by the
Lillianbutand
Gish and in the picture the blind girl does not
have most of the emotional acting to do. That
falls to Lillian who is given much work to do
that is not at all remembered as coming from
the old play — and need it be said she does it
well. As the protector of the innocent blind
sister she is not only sisterly but motherly ;
as the brave girl helping the injured Danton
and thereby winning the gratitude of the man
who is to save her life at the end of the
play, she is delightfully womanly and sweet;,
and as the girl in love with the noble Chevalier
she is certainly all that a girl in love ought to
be. A delightful piece of characterization it
is that Miss Lillian gives throughout the play.
Dorothyinteresting
Gish's portrayal
of the
blind in
girltheis
delicate,
and most
pathetic
scenes of her distressful plight in the squalor
and poverty of old Paris, and in the scene in
which the sisters come so near to be re-united
— only to be kept apart when Henriette is arrested for harboring an aristocrat — her playing was most effective. Mention, too, should
certainly be made of the excellence of Joseph
Schildkwt as the hero, Monte Blue as Danton,
Herbert's extremely fine portrayilandof Sidney
Robespierre.
The picture as Mr. Griffith has made it rests
more on Carlyle's "French Revolution" and
Dicken's "Tale of Two Cities" for its environmentdrama,
than italthough
doestheonsalient
the oldpoints
D'Ennery
of the melostory
of "The
Orphans"
aretheallbig
utilized.
the
power Two
of the
play is in
pictures But
of
those turbulent times in France when the
people seized the rights so long denied them
and went to terrible excesses of cruelty and
injusticeof in
those "rights."
scenes
the enforcing
French Revolution
— like the The
assault on the Bastille, the horrible pageantry of
the guillotine, the wild harangues before the
crowds that attended the evil courts of "justice"
that were established — these and many others
:ertainly h^d their appeal to a director of David
W. the
Griffith's
imagination.
his scenes
of
crowded
streets, ofAndtheinbattles,
the
barricades, the prisons, the place of the guillotine, the wild ride of Danton and his followers
to save the lovely heroine and her lover from
the falling knife — these are all made tremendously effective in the art of the producer.
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IN THIS ISSUE
"Orphans
Griffith).of the Storm" (D. W .
"Stardust" (First National).
"Eden and Return" (R-C).
"The
New Disciple" (Federation
Producers).
"Chivalrous Charlie" (Sehnick).
"Miss Lulu Bett" (Paramount).
"The Fire Eater" (Universal).
" Vendetta" (Hozvells ).
"The Little Minister" (Vitagraph).
"The Unknotvn" (Goldstone) .
"Ashamed
of Parents" (Warner),
"lackie" (Fox).
The Cast
Henriette Girard
Lillian Gish
Louise
Dorothv Gish
Chevalier de Vaudrey. . .Joseph Schildkraut
Count de Liniers
Frank Losee
Countess de Linieres Catherine Emmett
Marquis de presle
Morgan Wallace
Mother Frochard Lucelle La Verne
Jacques Frochard
Sheldon Lewis
Piere Frochard
Frank Puglia
Picard
Creighton Hale
Jacques-Forget-Not Leslie King
Danton
Monte Blue
Robespierre <
Sidney Herbert
King Louis XVI
Leo Kolmer
The Doctor
Adolph Lestina
Sister Genevieve
Kate Bruce
Adopted from
play by Dickens
D'Emery andNovel
by Charles
Directed by D. W. Griffith
The Story
The prologue shows the little child of an
aristocratic mother taken to be left as a
foundling on the steps of a Paris church.
There she is found by a worthy but unfortunate workingman who goes there to leave
his own little girl to the tender mercies of
chariay. But, seeing the other child he cannot turns
bearto his
to part
withhome
his with
own and
rehumble
two he
babies
instead of one — and the reward of his
kindhearted action comes in the gold that
is The
sewn children
in the little
are stranger's
brought dress.
up as sisters,
but in girlhood the child of the aristocracy
is stricken with blindness and becomrs
wholly dependent on the loving care of her
foster sister; and early in the play the girls
set out for Paris where it is hoped the blind
Louise may be helped. But they soon ai e
cruelly parted. The lovely Henreitte Is
abducted by the hirelings of a great aristocrat, the hapless Louise is left to wander
alone in the city and soon falls Into the hands
of the evil woman Frochard and is compelled
to sing and beg In the streets.
Henriette escapes her peril through the
kindness of a young aristocrat who is it
heart a friend of the people and seeks unceasingly the lost Louise — but In vain. They
almost meet several times and they are parted
by violence when the blind girl sings In the
streetsette outside
her sister's
wln'dow,
suffering arrest
and Louise
beingHenricaptured by the hag. Frochard.
But Henriette has befriended, not knowing
him, Danton of the people: and when she and
her lover are caught In the fearful swirl of
the Revolution it is Danton who finally saves
them
at inperil
his life.
head Is
the ofclutch
of theHenrlette's
gullotlne fair
but
against fearful odds the grateful Danton
manages to reach her side. And the story
ends with restored sight for Louise and happiness for Henriette with her true lover, the
young friend of the people.

"Vendetta"
Pola Negri Interprets Vivid Drama in
Her Latest Feature, Which Is Distributed byHozvells
Reviewed by Fritz Tidden
Coming out of the Strand Theatre, New York,
where "Vendetta" played to unusually good
business during the week of December 18,
considering that it is one of the two worst
show weeks of the year, a man was heard to
remark that no matter what Pola Negri
appeared in it could be firmly relied upon that
she would make it interesting. From what
the Continental actress has so far shown, most
people will agree that the remark expresses
just
And inof "Vendetta"
Negrihowhasthey
the feel.
advantage
not havingPolato
"make it interesting," as she has been given
a story to interpret that has an intensely dramatic basis, and which has moderate power
enough to stand on its own, without her vivid
performance.
It may be a small thing but it will appear
interesting
a greattomany
that "Vendetta"
is the firstto picture
be released
in this
country in which Miss Negri wears modern
costumes. They do not cramp her style, but
some persons will say that her type of beauty
is best suited in costume dramas. However,
she displays, consistently and without straining
for effect, her consummate ability as an actress.
Another interesting feature of the picture is
the presence
Jannings.His whose
reputation is familiarof toEmil
everyone.
performance,
as might be expected, adds greatly to the
dramatic value of the story. The direction of
the picture compares favorably with the previous Continental importations, but at times
the progress of the story seems rather choppy,
which is probably due to editing the film down
to
length
more acceptable for consumption
in athis
country.
"Vendetta" is distributed in the independent
market by the Howells Sales Company.
The Cost
Marlnnna Paoli
Pola Negri
Antonio Paoli. her brother Fred Tmmler
Count Musso Danella, her guardian. Magnus
Stifter
Lieutenant Glndwln Irving Emil Blrron
Lieutenant Edwin Alcott Harry Lledtke
Lady Crawfcrd
Margaret Kupfer
Tomasso
Emil Jannings
Story by
George
Jacoby
and
Leo Lasko
Directed by George Jacoby
Length,
The five
Storyreels
As thedetta"title
Indicates,
story ofoath
"VenIs and
based
upon the
aforblood
Vengeance,
Is located
the most partof
on the Island of Corsica, where the people
follow the ancient custom of righting their
own wrongs without recourse to law — an
eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth and a
life for a life The chief character Is a
wealthy young Corslcan girl, whose brother
is killed in a duel by an officer of an English
battleship. Over the dead body of her
brother she swears the oath of vendetta
against the man who killed him.
Some time later she falls In love with a
man 111 of fever In a hospital where she In
nursing and becomes persuaded to give up
her hunt for her brother's unknown assailant.
Following the wedding ceremony, other members of her family inform her that the man
she has married is the man whose life she
has sworn to take for killing her brother.
But love Is found to be stronger than th«
oath of vendetta.
Kxploltntlon Angle*: Make your play o".
Miss Negri, with the modern dress as a side
angle. Slide on the plot and give It all to
the star.
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"Sky and
High"
Scenic Grandeur
Romantic Story
Exploit Tom Mix's
Talents
in Fox
Feature
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.
"SkyMix
High"
appropriately
describes
latest
Tom
feature
as it ranks
with this
his many
other successes. The Grand Canyon of Arizona,
as it has been utilized as a background for the
action is one of the biggest thrills of the picture. Never has more gorgeous scenery accompanied so much spirited action. Spectacular
cliff formations, picturesque mountain paths
over which the star does some dangerously
swift riding, canyons, gorges and creeks of a
corresponding beauty might be called a rival
attraction to Tom Mix, so important is their
appeal. Excellent photography serves to emphasize the charm of these scenes.
The story is romantic and replete with opportunities for the star to exploit his own particular brand of stunts. Having established a
refuge camp on a narrow ledge of a steep rock,
he makes many thrilling ascents and descents,
and possessing a courage that almost matches
his own is Eva Novak who plays the girl
whom he rescues. The last scenes are given
over to sensationalTheaeroplane
Cast fights.
Grant Newburg
Tom Mix
Jim Halloway
J. Farrell McDonald
Estelle, his daughter
Eva Novak
Bates
Sid Jordan
Victor Castle
William Buckley
Marguerite
Adele Warner
Patterson
Wynn Mace
Pasquale
Pat Chrisman
Written and Directed by Lynn F. Reynolds
Length, 4,546 feet
The Story
Grant Newburg, successful immigration
officer is dispatched by his commander to
trap some smugglers of Chinese treasures.
Bates, who heads the smugglers knows of
Newburg's
plansscouting
to get heridrunsof
him. While mission
Newburgandis out
into Estelle, a stranger in the Canyon, who
has lost her companions. He sets up a camp
and
her, but
discovered
byBatessteals
who food
comesfor upon
him isand
holds him
up.
Newburg's
are opened
tied securely
the girl
throws hands
down an
tin can butto
help him in cutting the ropes. He does this
and escapes, promising to get assistance and
come back for her. She is captured and
threatened by Bates who is unaware that
she is in reality the ward of his boss, Frazer.
Meanwhile Newburg is returning in an aeroplane and to avoid detection, flies over the
canyon low, jumps into the stream and
swims to where Estelle is being held, binds
Bates and his aid and takes the girl to her
guardian.
Program and Exploitation Cntc-hline*:
"Sky
High"the
— That
Means AtheRomance
Hero, Theof
Action,
Picture!
Smuggling Laid in the Picturesque
Canyon of Arizona.
"Rolling Stones"
To use afeatured
sportingplayer
phrase,in Lloyd
"Ham"
Hamilton,
the Mermaid
Comedies released by Educational, is a "comer."
Since the appearance of his "Robinson Crusoe,
Ltd.," which has been a knock-out wherever
shown, his comedies have been of a high grade
of slapstick. Now, in his latest, "Rolling
Stones," he combines a few Harold Lloyd
"gags"
very a amusing
slapstick
Here with
we find
clever kid,
Robertstuff.
Devilbis,
working with Hamilton. As ne'er-do-wells
they are constantly confronted with the problems of escaping a bill collector and getting
enough to eat. Their perambulations finally
take them into a restaurant. Suspended by
aa spacious
belt fromovercoat,
"Ham's"thewaist
and concealed
by
kid steals
enough food
for the two as "Ham" gives the cafeteria
counter the once-over. Another good stunt
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"Stardust"
hcatttrcs Hope Hampton in a Drama with
a Great Popular Appeal. Released by
First National
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.
The popular angle of sympathy has been so
well pointed in "Stardust" that the picture
will undoubtedly enjoy great success. A serious
theme, developed seriously on the whole but
relieved by touches of the most welcome sort
of humor, the production relies for its appeal
on the situation of a young girl's struggle for
self-expression. The subject of parental
tyranny and its detrimental effect on the develpment of children has had enough agitation
recently to awaken an interest whenever it
comes up. The first part of "Stardust" is
concerned with the life of a small-town girl
imbued with the love and talent for music,
but completely dominated by her unsympathetic
mother who forces her into marriage with an
impossible wretch. A separation is inevitable
and
life. from then on the heroine moulds her own
While there is nothing startlingly new or
unexpected in the drama, there is a keen human
interest and a smooth construction that will
insure its hearty acceptance. Hope Hampton
has a role which calls for real acting in its
demand for self-expression, an impassive exterior which is only a cloak for a truly emotional
nature and her personality is a great factor
in establishing this desired impression. The
small town types offer an interesting study and
delightful humor. James Rennie is attractive
in a romantic leading
The role.
Cast
I Edna Ross
"°pe Hampton
\Thomas
HenryBec
ker
Beck
Lily
er
Maguire
Mrs. Becker
Mrs
Mary Foy
Jethro Peny
Charles Musset
Mrs. Penny
Ogden
Albert Penny ..Ashley Buck and Vivia
Noel Tearle
Antonio Marvelli
George Humbert
Daisy Cameron
Gladys Wilson
Bruce Visigoth
Charles Wellsley
Thomas demo
ns
James Rennie
Adapted from story by Fannie
Hurst
Scenario by Anthony Paul Kelly
Henley
by Hobart
Directed
5.600 feet
Length,
The Story
Lily Becker has
forced all through
childhood and early been
womanhood to smother
her talent for music. First her mother
then her husband who was chosen for and
her
instead of by her, stands in the way of her
studying.
Finally
her
husband's
brutality
becomes too difficult to endure and she escapes from it by running away to New York.
A great director, Marvelli hears
but
his charges for instruction are outher,
of her
reach. A daughter is born to her, but falling
to receive proper care and nourishment the
child soon dies. Lily at the point of suicide,
meets Tom Clemons, who is in equally hard
straits having struggled to be a success
a composer and so far, failed. They decideas
to comfort each other. Lily's father, meantime, who has always been under his wife's
jurisdiction, learns of Lily's circumstances
and finally asserts his rights, and demands a
of money for the girl. This he sends
sum
to her.
Soon after, Marvelli meets her in a
cafe and offers to train her voice for nothing.
in "Thais"
a startling
makes simultaneo
She almost?
and
uslysuccess
is freed
her
unhappy relationship, by the deathfrom
of her
husband.
Program nnd Exploitation Catchllnea:
The Story of an Ambitious Girl — Her Childhood of Repression — Her Marriage Without Love — Her Search for a Way Out of
It
All
Love, Success, Rejuvenation
Came —AllHowAt Once.

is where, in order to bring business to the girl
in the hat store, the kid throws men's hats
into the
"Ham" very
a steamroller.-S
with and
ruins themstreet
. S. efficiently
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"Miss Lulu Bett"
Widely Popular Novel and Play Made
Into Excellent Picture by William
C.Reviewed
DcMille byforFritz
Paramount
Tidden.
William C. DeMille chose for his latest production, "Miss Lulu Bett," a novel by Zona
Gale, which proved one of the most popular
books of the past few seasons and was lauded
generally by critics as a masterpiece of realistic
writing. It was subsequently dramatized by the
author and was produced on Broadway last
year with significant success. The play was
awarded the Pulitzer prize for being the best
play of 1920 and it is now on tour, duplicating
its success wherever it goes. All of which has
resulted in unusually wide fame, and has familiarized the name of Lulu Bett with the whole
country, so to speak, which in turn gives the
title
value.of the picture a positive, strong box-office
"Miss Lulu Bett" has a wealth of material
for
DeMille's
characterhimself
development
on
the screen
and type
he hasof availed
of all the
opportunities the book and play offer with outstanding results. He has seen fit to make a few
minor changes from the originals, but he keeps
the spirit of the thing, which is the utter
tragedy edged
of drudge
Luluof Bett's
life as
unacknowla family
sunkthe unknowingly
in the familiar slough of mediocrity, and her
subsequent welcome escape. And in retaining
the spirit of Miss Gale's work DeMille has
made a picture that is most interestingly realistic and becomes a human document that is a
valuable
contributionto torealthelifeseason's
Its
absolute adherence
should screen.
make the
picture popular also with those who have not
entered a theatre out of curiosity to see the
picturization of the novel they have read, heard
about or seen in play form. The success of
the
picture with the latter group goes without
saying.
The development of the character of Lulu
Bett as played by Lois Wilson deserves to
rank as one of the finest bits of work seen this
year. It is a thoroughly workmanlike study,
without the exaggeration and maudlin appeal
for sympathy that one encounters frequently in
the "slavey"
of in
role.
Theodorerole.
Roberts
exceeds
even type
himself
a thankless
He
gives a superb performance. The others in the
cast contribute highly valuable aid. A word,
at least, should be said for the excellence of the
continuity.
The Cant
Lulu Bett
Lois Wilson
Neil Cornish
Milton Sills
Dwight Deacon
Theodore Roberts
Diana Deacon
Helen Ferguson
Mrs. Dwight Deacon Mabel Van Buren
Manona Deacon
May Glracl
Ninian Deacon
Clarence Burton
Grandma Bett
Ethel Wales
Bobby Larkin
Taylor Graves
Station Agent
Charles Ogle
AdaptedScenario
from Zona
Gale's Beranger
Novel and Play
by Clara
Directed by William C. DeMille
Length,
The 5.904
Story Feet
Lulu Bett leads a cheerless existence until
a distant relative arrives and suggests a
party. During the festivities, In which Lulu
is permitted to participate, a mock marriage
between Lulu and the relative is performed,
after which it is found that the ceremony is
binding. Lulu accepts the Inevitable, as an
escape from her drudgery, and leaves with
her husband,
return when she discovers that he only
has to
a wife.
The town buzzes with the scandal of the
"returned wife" and the local school professor, whose sympathy has turned to love,
champions her. She finally goes out into the
world, where she wins freedom and the man
she really loves, the school teacher.
of Advertisingthe book andAngiea:
plav. Hook to the success
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"The New Disciple"
c u pit al Versus Labor in Picture StateRighted by Federation
Service Producers'
Reviewed by Roger Ferri
Woodrow Wilson's "The New Freedom"
inspired this John Arthur Nelson production
of strife between capital and labor. "The New
Disciple,"
presented
at the Lyric
N.
Y., is asliable
to disappoint
many Theatre,
patrons,
although, in spite of its tendency to become
preachy, it does possess a humanly interesting
romance in which two very charming young
lovers are introduced to the delight of the
audience. However, there is little in this picture that would command the attention of the
exhibitor who has neither time nor money to
spend convincing folks that this is not propaganda. There is a strong plea for the unionization of employes as a means of effecting
certain industrial reforms ; there is the agitator
who with defeat staring him in the face finally
successfully appeals to the farmers who raise
monev with which the workers purchase the
But ' all through the picture there is a tenmill. dency
to preach. There are passages from Mr.
Wilson's
book situations,
thrown on but
the screen
empha-is
size certain
always tothere
that melodramatic appeal of the idealist — the
new disciple who believes that both sides are
wrong. His is a splendid study of clean,
sincere man, but his long — too long — sermons
although intellectual, do not always entertain —
and that is what the patron wants when he
buys his ticket at the box office. Yet, as a
study of characters this picture may interest,
but as wholesome entertainment in such industrially troublous times as these it will have
little appeal.
The direction is good. The cutting is poor,
but the photography and settings are creditable.
The lighting could have been improved upon.
Pell Trenton as the new disciple is interesting,
while Miss Johnson makes a charming sweetheart. Alfred Allen as the capitalist is acceptable. The rest of the cast does well.
The Cast
John McPherson
Pell Trenton
Peter Fanning
Alfred Allen
Mary Fanning
Norris Johnson
Marion Fanning
Margaret Mann
Sandy McPherson
Walt Whitman
Mother McPherson
Alice Smith
Frederick Wharton
Albert Stuart Hull
Daddy Whipple
Walter Perkins
Jennings
Charles Prindley
Story by John Arthur Nelson
Scenario by William Pigott
Directed by Ollie Sellers.
Length,
The seven
Story reels.
During the recent war Peter Fanning
amasses a fortune. Immedintely after labor
troubles crop up, with an agent from a competing firm, posing as the friend of Fanning
and incidently stirring up a strife among
the men. Fighting both the selfish and
severe edict of capital and the unorganized
laborers, is young John McPherson, who
realizes that both sides are wrong. His
struggle to bring together the two forces
is interesting and only succeed when the
workers tricked into accepting the American
plan, agree to appeal to the farmers who
furnish the money with which they buy the
mill. With the industrial strife settled young
McPherson and Miss Fanning are reconctliated.
Program and Exploitation Cntchlines:
"The
Disciple" — but
HisHisInterest
Was
With New
the Capitalist
Heart With
the Working Men. Yet Both Were
Wrong, in His Opinion.
Not Even the Love of a Good Woman
Could Change Course Outlined by "The
New Disciple" in His Fight With Both
Capital and Labor.
Exploitation
offer but
this get
as
the solution of Ancles:
the laborDon't
problem,
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"Chivalrous Charlie"
Clever Comedy Drama Features Eugene
O'Brien at His Best — Selznick.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly.

"Eden and Return"
Doris May Is Featured by Robertson-Cole
in Comcdy-Dra-ma
on the Arrogance
of Youth. Stromberg
Made by Hunt

Light comedy
is Eugene
O'Brien's
and
"Chivalrous
Charlie"
is one
of the forte
smartest
light comedies that has been placed at the disposal of the show-man' for some time. The
trials
and subject,
triumphsandof handled
a "ladies'
is a
promising
as itman"
has been
here, with farcical appreciation and enough
melodrama to keep it from being ridiculous,
the result should be an easy sale.
The whole spirit of the picture is aptly expressed in one of the early sub-titles (all of
these by the way, are extremely well done),
as
followsinto: trouble
"There are
thousandare ways
of
getting
and awomen
999 of

Reviewed by Mary Kelly.
"Eden
and
offers light
frivolousA
entertainment ofReturn"
rather indefinite
character.
concentration of the material which is really
entertaining would have improved the more or
less scattered effect which it has, and would
have resulted in a much shorter version. In
substance and performance this is a subject
which belongs more in the class of out-and-out
comedy than in the five-reel feature. As such
it would be a great success as all the demands
for continued pep and highly imaginative situations are met, while the requirements for
these."
The
general
trend
of
the
picture
falls
consistency
and plausibility which the standard
into favor with the masculine fan, but women, feature makes
could then afford to be overtoo, will thoroughly enjoy the love story. looked.
Adventuresome and imaginative with a few
Doris May's vivacious personality is a strong,
underworld scenes at the close as a setting, for
factor and a similar asset is Earle
the melodramatic action, the story has enough winning
Metcalfe in a very active role. The three
ups-and-downs to be a success with almost any impossible suitors are well characterized by
clientele. The final scenes of the escape and Gerald King, Frank Kingsley and Buddy Post.
The Cast
pursuit have been handled with thrilling effect.
The Cast
Betty Baylock
Doris May
Robert Baylock
Emmett King
Charles
Riley
Eugene Fawcett
O'Brien Connie
His
Uncle
George
Damarest
Margaret Livingston
Alice Sanderson
Nancy Deaver
Jack Grey
Earle Metcalfe
Her Father
D. J. Flanagan Aunt Sarah
Margaret Campbell
Hamilton Poates
Buddy Post
Geoffrey Small
Huntley Gordon
Story by May Tully.
Sam Padgett
Gerald Pring
Scenario by Edward J. Montague.
Dempsey Chubbs
Frank Kingsley
Direction by Robert Ellis.
Written by Ralph Renaud
Length,
Directed by William A. Seiter
The 4,543
Story Feet.
Length,
The 4,600
Story feet
"Chivalrous Charlie" gets into frequent
scrapes
because
of
his
sympathy
and
affecWhen Betty buys a wishing rug from an old
tion for women. Whenever he sees one in
she begins to have some interesting
distress he comes to her aid and consequently peddler
experiences.
To get rid of her three pestifalls into disfavor with other men. His
ferous suitors she wishes for a dark-haired,
uncle realizes this fault and sends him out blue-eyed
man. Her father has decreed
to a Western ranch to cure him. It doesn't that she shall marry immediately and instead
work and when he comes back he falls again of choosing any of these three as he orders
for
meets.the first damsel in distress whom he she dismisses them all. She meets Jack
who has squandered a fortune in a
As punishment for befriending a young Grey
sensational way and her father is furious
woman by offering her the hospitality of his when
the two become friends. They marry
home
night, Ithe proves
is forced
to -marry
but are ousted by her father
her byforherthefather.
to be
just a nevertheless
who
orders
out and earn the
scheme for getting his money and after the $100,000 whichJackhe tohasgo wasted.
Jack does
ceremony the crooks separate the girl from
this by from
stealing
the
old
man's
shirts
and
him and then send for him, using her signa- copying
cuffs the
notature to a call of distress. He arrives and is
tions which he the
has made
on theimportant
stock market.
trapped by the three. He makes a thrilling He soon wins a fortune and when he finds a
escape, hehowever,
and gets his wife to safety chance to slip something over on Betty's
before
is overtaken.
father he resists the temptation and offers
Program and Exploitation Catehlines:
the first tip. The old man pretends to
His Greatest Fault Was Gallantry. They him
be uninterested but Betty grabs his arm and
Thought They Had Cured Him, Till points to the notation on his cuff which is a
Along Came Alice!
admits everything and a
He Believed That Knighthood Was Still in give-away.
reconciliation Heis established.
Flower. The Women Loved His AttenProgram and Exploitation Catehlines:
tion But Not Him! But One Day
She Bought a Magic Rug — Wanted a Trip
Exploitation Angles: Pick up the subTo Eden — Met an Irresistible Adam —
title quoted in the review and make that
And Forgot About the Trip.
your selling angle, adding that the star
meets
999. Jazz up all your copy and put
it over allstrong.
"Childhood"
The Kineto
"Childhood,"
mostly
views ofReview
childrenpicture,
at play,
though partis
of the film also illustrates childish dreams of
ambition. In other words it shows what children hope to be when they are grown up, and
illustrative
of their
hopesnurses,
are "shots"
generals, peeresses,
cowboys,
jockeys,of milkmaids, farmers and artists. — T. S. daP.
interest by asking if this is the solution.
Two snipe teasers reading "Capital is Wrong"
and "Labor is Wrong" will work well If
blended into a third poster in which the lines
are hooked up to the question as to whether
Woodrow Wilson is right. Make the author
a secondary appeal, but play him up strongly.

Bashful
The "The
second of
the Triart Suitor"
productions, based
upon a famous painting, has for its inspiration
Israel's picture of the same title which hangs
on the walls of the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York. From the pose has been developed asimple little story in which most of
the thrills come from a dream, though this is
not identified as "dream stuff" until too late to
spoil the effect. The personality of the painter
is cleverly worked into the idea and this second
attempt at a new photographic form makes a
decidedly pleasant appeal and forms a substantial novelty number. The photography is in
the main excellent and in many scenes above
the average. It might add interest to the presentation of these little gems if the reproduction of the original painting were made by the
Prizma process.
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"The Unknown"
Phil Goldstone Introduces New Star in
a Hair-Raising Melodrama
Reviewed by Roger Ferri.
"The
Unknown"
a moststar,
appropriate
title to introduce furnishes
a promising
Richard
Talmadge, who comes into our midst virtually
unknown, save to a few who have identified him
as a once-upon-a-time-member of Douglas
Fairbanks' Company. And right here it is
timely to say that "Dick" is a second edition
of Doug. He leaps over high tables, fences
and what not in a manner that bids fair to win
him popularity, for he is at all times entertaining, daring and smiling. Those who have
enjoyed Doug will marvel at Dick Talmadge,
for there are a few tricks this newcomer pulls
that even that smiling star would probably
evade.
Richard Talmadge has bounded into stardom
in much the same way that he bounces his way
about in this picture — and straight to the hearts
of those who look on. He is "pep" personified
and has a personality that grips the spectator
from the start. There is adventure aplenty
and romance sufficient to maintain the attention
of those who delight in following the courtesy
of a grossly misunderstood young man. Mr.
Talmadge in the dual role presents as fine a
piece of eccentric acting as the writer has
viewed on the screen in a long time. The story
is fascinatingly exciting throughout and at
times
daring that one is
actuallyDick's
thrownstunts
out are
of hisso seat.
The cutting is not as good as it might have
been, but this shortcoming is more than made
up for by the entertaining quality of the picture. The supporting company does exceptionally well and the
is acceptable.
The direction
Cast
Dick Talmadge)
The Unknown. I
By Himself
Sylvia Sweet
Andre Tournier
Parker Talmadge
Mark Fenton
J. Macolm Sweet
J. W. Early
Directed by Grover Jones.
Length, 5 Reels.
The Story
Living in these days of hard times was
Dick Talmadge, son of Parker Talmadge,
controlling power of the flour market with
an inherent desire to sleep and a marked
aversion to all kinds of excitement. Dick
leads a dual existence. As Dick Talmadge
he is a chip of the old block, but as the unknown he is champion of the people and
leads a determined fight against high prices.
J. Malcolm Sweet, sugar baron, and Dad Talmadge agree that Dick and Sylvia Sweet
shall marry. But Sylvia, knowing only one
side
Dick's
nature
reproaches
and
urges ofhim
to do
something
worthhimwhile.
Dick's activities as the Unknown gains newspaper recognition. Sylvia becomes acquainted with this masked marvel, not knowing
he
is Dick.
the profiteers'
stored goods
causedA a raid
panicon among
the high
financiers. Detectives are engaged to run
down the Unknown, but he eludes them at
every turn. A grand reception is held and
the Unknown invited, a plot having been
conceived
"accidently"
shoot him.
A fight
starts
and toDick
is unmasked.
The mystery
solved all ends happily and Sylvia changes
her opinion of the young man.
Program and Exploitation Ontchllnes:
He Was the Son of a Profiteer. Yet He
Sided With the People.
What Would You Do If You Discovered
That the Man Whom You Had Hated
Was Really the Man of Your Dreams?
Dick Talmadge — the Most Sensational
Star — Modernizes
Dr. jekyl and Mr.
Hyde.
Exploitation Angles: Play strong on Talmadge to put him over, taking the angle of
the review, then make your appeal to the
sporting blood that is inherent in most persons with your allusions to the ring
champion.
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"Ashamed
Warner
Brothers of
HaveParents"
Father Love
Play That Grips Heartstrings
Reviewed by Roger Ferri
Too many times producers waste thousands
of dollars in production and spend too little
on a story. But the Warner Brothers have
learned their lesson and now come forward
with another true-to-life melodrama that grips
you because it is real, genuine and original
insofar as screen entertainment is concerned.
During the past 18 months mother-love pictures
have been as common as stars in the sky.
Scenarioists. like song writers, seemed to have
forgotten that dad is still pretty much alive.
And it is dad, his love for his home and his
own that inspired this picture. If you want to
see a production elaborate and pretentious, this
one is not what you will enjoy. But if you care
for that originality that is so uncommon in
our screen stories, if you want to see dad as you
know him. if you want to see life itself— then
you can't afford to overlook "Ashamed of
Call it what you will, but the fact remains that
Parents."
there
is more genuine human interest wrapped
up in this picture than there is in many $.300,000 features. It is a simple drama. No effort
was made at extensive presentation. This
picture doesn't require it.
"Ashamed
is human
every
foot ofofitParents"
is enjoyable.
It —is that's
typicalwhyof
those human pictures the Warners have been
giving us It is well done, although the cutting
is mediocre. Charles Eldridge as the neglected
father brought tears to our eyes, for his
character is one of flesh and blood. There are
times when you feel like shaking Arthur
Wadsworth's hands — and there are times when
you feel like knocking him down for being
so contemptibly deceitful and negligent. Jack
Lionel Bohn's characterization of the son is
realistically thrilling. Edith Stockton as Miss
Hancock is charming. Messrs. McEvan and
Grosstion isaspassable.
the "buddies" are great. The direcThe Cast
Silng Wadsworth
Charles Eldridge
Arthur Wadsworth Jack Lionel Bohn
Mirian Hancock
Edith Stockton
Albert Grimes
Walter McEvan
Peter Trot wood
W. J. Gross
Adapted from the story. "What Children
Will Do" by Charles K. Harris
Length.
5 reels
The Story
With the aide of two faithful friends. Silas
Wadsworth. a shoemaker sends his son.
Arthur, to college, where the young man
gains fame as a football star. He falls in
love with Marian Hancock, a young society
girl. He is questioned repeatedly about his
parents, but always evades the interrogations.
He becomes engaged to Marian. One of the
announcements is sent to his father, but
in an effort to forestall a scene, he wires
his father not to come to the reception.
But Silas and his two "buddies" decide to
visit him and for the first time they learn
that Arthur is ashamed of them. Marian
decides
abouttown
Arthur's
parent the
so
she
goes toto learn
his home
and makes
acquaintance of old Wadsworth whom she
learns to love. The old man is broken
hearted, a doctor is called and Arthur wired
to return home. The young man comes and
finds his sweetheart there, but a happy
reconciliation ensues and all Is forgiven.
Program and Exploitation Cat chllnes:
A Powerful Story of How Love Broke
Through The Barrier of Youth Ashamed
of His Parents. Filled With the Atmosphere of Quality Folks.
Exploitation Angle*:
Play to the title
and play it right across the boards. You
have a story to back it up and you have
exploitation stunts ready to hand in those
already devised for the "mother" pictures.
Use
week some
idea. of these, particularly the parents'
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"Jackie"
Shirley Mason Is Attractively Cast as
Dancer — Made by Fox.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
That subject which has proven to be a
great attraction on the screen recently, the rise
of the poor girl to stage fame, has been
handled with romance and human interest in
"Jackie." Shirley Mason has an excellent
vehicle in this, as her role and in fact the
entire picture exploits her individuality and
physical grace to a marked degree. Introduced
as a dancer of the streets, she is graduated
from early unpleasant associations only to be
signed up by a bullying stage manager who
continues
to harass her even after she runs
away. The emotional side of her life has been
well balanced, however, as there is enough
opportunity for light acting and comedy to
win admiration for her when she is not playing
for sympathy.
The incident of the cabbages which has been
rather elongated, seems a bit overdrawn in
its effort
to emphasize
the simplicity of "Jackie"
who
expresses
her gratitude
to her wealthy
benefactor by strewing his home
with these
fresh young vegetables. It illustrates a modern
tendency toward making screen heroines ridiculous in striving to feature their "innocence"
and "ingenuousness." Shirley Mason is interesting enough and enough different to register
without this insertion,
The andCastshe does in "Jackie."
Jackie
Shirley Mason
Mervyn Carter
William Scott
Bill Bowman
Harry Carter
Benny
George Stone
Wi,lie
nter ElsieJohn
Cook
Mil
Bambrick
Story
by Countess
Barcynska
Scenario
by Dorothy
Yost
Directed by Jack Ford
Length,
The 4,943
Story feet

Jackie is a little Russian waif whose abllitv
as a dancer is recognized by Bill Bowman, a
bullying stage manager. She is signed up by
him and proves success at once. His cruelty
however, drives a her
away and with Benny!
the
cripple
boy who belongs to Bowman's
troupe
she escapes
one
They play
music In the streets, andnight.
one
met by Mervyn Carter, the firstdaymanshewhois
had showed her any kindness. He promises
to send her to dancing school and after instruction she dances publicly
becomes
famous. Bowman surprises her and
one day and
claims her as his own star, because
of the
early contract. She
him off. and Is
saved from his furtherbuys
abuse and Bennle is
also saved by the timely appearance of Carter,
who marries Jackie.
Program and Exploitation Catchllnea:
He Saw Her First. A Dancer on the Street
— Months Passed, and His Search for Her
Was a Failure.
Advertising Angles: Play up Miss Mason
and be careful to make it plain that "Jackiedoes not refer
Coogan, or the
disappointment of toyourJackie
patrons will outweigh
'he
little
money
you
might
the theme for your appeal. make. Play up

"Watching the Wayangs"
With the foreword that "Wayangs" means
• movies" in Java, this Burton Holmes
subject promises something
a novelty from
the outset, by indicatinof
g that a certain
variety of our modern art has flourished
for years in foreign parts. The "Wayangs"
prove a disappoin
tment, however— a rather
orosaic manipulation
of leather marionettes
from behind a screen. It might be pleasing
to children. The remainder of the reel is
devoted to showing the aristocratic sport of
the community— archery, and the commercial activities of the city of Sarabava. The
whole is somewhat more colorless than
standard Burton Holmes travelogue— M the
K
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"The Road to Arcady"
"The Little Minister"
Vitagraph Offers Charming Production Society Drama Featuring Virginia Lee.
State-Righted by J. W . Film
of Barrie's Alice
Famous
Story, Starring
Calhoun
Corporation
Reviewed
by C. S. Sewell.
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
Marked by elaborate sets indicative of the
Preserving much of the delightful Barrie atmosphere
of wealth in which the story is laid,
sentiment, Vitagraph's version of "The Little "The Road to Arcady," released on the StateMinister" will give pleasure to many who have Right market by the J. W. Film Corporation,
enjoyed the story. The thousands of others, is built on the oft-used theme of the rivalry
too, who have not read the book may find real between an old but wealthy man and an ambientertainment in the film, as the pictured story
tious youngclean
man,society-drama
for a girl's with
hand.no Itsuggesis an
has the appeal of the classic, the characteristics absolutely
that will not only keep the old friends but
tion
of
sex
complications
and
has
been
given
make many new ones. For two very good different twist by showing that the wealthya
reasons,
it should succeed — it is clean and it man was at one time in love with the young
is different.
This, however, is revealed early
The love story of Babbie and Gavin Dishart, man's mother.which
lessens the suspense regardinterpreted with fine imagination by Alice Cal- in theing thestory,
final
outcome.
houn and James Morrison, is admirable for
For the most part the theme is satisfactorily
its purity and sincerity. The elusive, mis- handled, though there is a tendency to excess
chievous, and altogether lovable Babbie is a footage, and the story weakens at the denouecharming creature, as played by Miss Calhoun.
ment, which does not carry conviction. The
Possibly a stronger contrast between her stand- story is interpreted by a capable cast headed by
ards and the environment of Gavin, the man of Virginia Lee, who is an attractive blonde.
grace and piety who first sermonizes against Opposite her is Harry Benham as the young
her and then falls in love with her, could have lover, while Roger Lytton is the third member
been effected in the beginning. James Morri- of
the triangle. Julia Swayne Gordon as the
son, however, drives home this important
step-mother is made to go to almost
characterization, with fervor. The old Scotch selfish
in her scheming.
villagers are rare types. Here and there, a unreasonable lengthThe
Cast
Virginia Lee
Barrie touch might have been added to accen- Antoinette Gerard
Harry Benham
tuate their personal eccentricities, contributing John T. Hamilton
Benson
Churchill
Roger
Lytton
to the comedy value of the whole.
Gerard
Stephen Gratton
A splendid effect at the close is the rain Oliver
Gerard
Julia Swayne Gordon
scene. The torrential deluge that follows HelenDennison
Mildred Wayne
immediately upon the Gypsy wedding ceremony Sue
Bob Gerard
Hugh Huntley
and nearly succeeds in separating the lovers
Directed by Burton King.
for all time, is a great
melodramatic
splash.
Length,
5
Reels.
The Story
The Cast
Lady Babbie
Alice Calhoun
Gavin Dishart
James Morrison
Antoniette Gerard's socially ambitious
Lord Rintoul
Henry Hebert step-mother seeks to marry her to Benson
a multi-millionaire, and to bring
Margaret Dishart
Alberta Lee Churchill,
Rob Dow..,
William McCall this about she even tells Antoinette that her
has stolen funds from Churchill and
Nanny Webster
Dorothea Wolbert father
her marriage will save him. Though
Jean
Maud Emery
Dr. McQueen
George Stanley Antoinette is in love with John T. Hamilton,
she agrees to marry Churchill. It becomes
Micah Dow
Richard Daniele
Capt. Halliwell
Charles Wheelock
necessary
for her
with Churchill
to to
lookvisit
overHamilton's
the plansoffice
for
Adopted from Novel and Play by James
their new home. Churchill then learns that
M. Barrie
the
people revolts
really love
and
Scenario by C. Graham Baker
lateryoung
Antoinette
and each
tells other,
Churchill
Directed by David Smith
just
why
she
Is
to
marry
him.
He
releases
Length,
six
reels
The Story
her and then tells her that he feels John
Gavin Dishart, "the little minister" of has a moral claim on him as many years
Thrums, finds that one in the village- ia mother.
was deeplyends
in love
happilywithand John's
as a
beyond his influence. This is Babbie, the before he Everything
wedding present, Churchill gives to Antoingypsy maid, who causes a riot by warning
the weavers that an attack is about to be
ette's father the financial obligations he has
made upon them. Quite against his will the bought up as a lever to force the marriage.
Progrram and Exploitation Catchlines:
little minister falls in loTe with her instead
Charming Story of the Fight of True Love
of continuing his atterrpts to reform her.
Against the Great Odds of Unlimited
She is warned, however against encouraging
Wealth.
him because it will mean a loss of his
A
Clean and Wholesome Story Featuring
position. Therefore she promises to marry
her guardian whom she does not love. Gavin
Virginia
One of the Screen's Most
Beautiful Lee,
Woman.
hears of it in the inn on her wedding night
and following up a rumor that she has been
killed, he starts out to find her. He leai ns
that she is not really a gypsy, and marries
Fresh
her in a rain storm just before her guardian
This"Snooky's
latest contribution
of the Heir"
Chester studios
Qnds her.
is
a
terrible
blow
at
matrimony,
for a major
Program and Exploitation Catehlinex:
The Love Story of the Good Churchman of portion of the story deals with the early mornThrums Who Tried to Reform An IncorSnooky'sin getting
young son,
who
mostperformances
small boysof persists
up about
rigible Gypsy Maid And Instead Fell In like ing
"Unknown Switzerland"
Robert E. Bruce has produced another charmLove With Her — a Charming Version of the time the old folks are rolling over for the
Barrie's Best Loved Book.
ing scenic in this subject, for Educational
sleep. It is a domestic tragedy in spite
Exploitation Annie*: Play strong the book second
release.titlesThethroughout,
title is
a
"kid,"
as
are
the
subcomedy situations, but it was rehook every bookstore and library in of its strong
for the views are typical and
ceived with roars of laughter, even by unfortown. Pull hard for the star, too, for she
of the country and do not pretend to show merits
tunate married men. — E. W. S.
praise, but everyone knows the took
unexplored regions. Four of a waterfall are and play;
the latter giving Maud Adams one
as stirkingly beautiful as any we have ever seen, of her greatest opportunities.
and others of cows grazing might be paintings
lot of good comedy for which this comedian
is noted and it will please almost any audience.
by masters. It seems that in the subtitles
He appears as a swell who becomes a fireMr. Bruce is following out the idea of "The
"Fireman
Save
My
Child"
This single reel Harold Lloyd re-issue, disman, has fun at the fireman's ball and finally
Cruise of adventures
the Kawa,"thatwhich
a recital
of
impossible
pokesis fun
at certain
tributed by Pathe, is typical of the pictures in at a real fire rescues the girl. Snub Pollard
which Lloyd made his reputation. There is a and Bebe Daniels are also in the cast. — C. S. S.
South Seas stories. — S. S.

"The Fire Eater"
Spectacular Fire Scenes the High Spot
in Universal Special, Starring
Hoot Gibson
Reviewed by Mary Kelly
The measure of heroics in "The Fire Eater"
is proportionately great. Designed, as typical
melodrama of the fireman-save-my-child variety, itcontains many thrills, and will, in localities where the picture of physical action holds
sway, go over big. Most spectacular of its
many exciting scenes are the forest fires which
have been produced with vivid, sweeping
realism. The picture can be appreciated most
from this standpoint, the value of the scenic
and photographic effects overshadowing the
importance of having a logical story. Where
there is close inspection of the story, and in
many cases there will not be, the implausibility
and uncouthness of certain situations will not
go unnoticed. The incident that starts the
fire— when the old man who has spent his life
in the timber district carelessly touches a match
to his own lumber piles just so that the ranger
will not discover them, thereby endangering
the entire valley — might be questioned. Hoot
Gibson proves a good-natured fighter, and in
his many feats of daring chivalry, will please
his admirers. Louise Lorraine is attractive in
a heroine role that is typical of the Western
thriller.
The Cast
Bob Corey
Hoot Gibson
Martha McCarthy
Louise Larraine
Jim O'Neil
Walter Perry
Jacob Lemar
.- Tom Lingham
Wolf Roselli
Fred Lancaster
Marie Roselli
Carmen Phillips
Dad McCarthy
George Berrell
Marty Frame
W. Bradley Ward
Mort Frame
George A. Williams
Story by Ralph Cummins.
Scenario by Harvey Gates.
Directed by Reeves Eason.
Length, 4,341 Feet.
The Story
"Smilin' Bob" Corey and his partner, Jim
O'Neil, rangers, hope to make a "peaceful
penetration" into Paradise Valley, in which
Lamar, a notorious lumber thief, and the uneducated settlers, are fast robbing the mountains and valleys of their pristine glory.
But they find themselves objects of hatred,
and Corey is despised by the girl he falls
in
with.
of low
sentloveafter
CoreyA "bad"
but themanlatter
beatscalibre
him inis
a fight and forces him to tell some of the
secrets
then
on it isofa Lamar's
hot fightcrookedness.
to convince From
the people
that rangersmiscuous
aretimbernotcutting
"snakes"is and
that proraining
the
valley.
Program nnd Exploitation Catchllneg:
A Vivid Picturization of the Dangers
Which a Ranger Faces — Hated Because
of His Authority, Making Friends Only
to Lose Them, Getting His Fists Involved
Wherever He Turns, But Coming Out On
Top — It's a Great Life.
Exploitation Angle*! Play Hoot Gibson
and the forest fire in about equal parts.
You can mission
possibly
get of
the you
Stateon Forest
to get back
this ifComyou
are near the woods.
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Numbers folloiving titles of pictures indicate pages on which consensus of reviews appeared. "R" refers to Reviews.
"C" signifies pages where may be found resume of reviewer's opinions. Unless otherwise specified, all subjects are five-reel
dramas. For pictures previously released refer to Bi-Monthly Index in last issues for February, April, June, August and October.
Watching the Wayands.
In
Old Granada.
Oh! Brother. Gayety Comedies
A Fairy
Foreland.
Say Uncle.
MACK SENNETT
Chester Screenlcs
Watch Your Neighbor (Two Reels).
From Dear to Dam.
It
Pays
to
Advertise
Reels).
PARAMOUNT (Two
MAGAZINE
Feature*
New
Wine in Old Bottles.
Guzz*Zw
Issued
Weekly
(One
Reel
Bach — Contains
The Star Reporter.
Old Moose Trails.
magazine subjects and cartoon).
The Stranger In Canyon Valley.
M iscellaneons.
Dangerous
Paths
(Neva
Gerber).
R-948.
The Crater of Mt. Katmai.
The Yankee Go-Getter (Neva Gerber).
God'sductions).
Country and the Law (Curwood Pro- Could Columbus Discover An American.
Federated exchanges
Punch
Screenart Series.
Country Chickens.
The
Broken
Spur
(Jack
Hoxie).
R-S21.
A
Rural
Cindarella.
R-217.
Screen Snapshots.
Five Westerns starring Roy Stewart and
Chester Comedies
Marjorle Daw.
SPECIALS
Six Jack Hoxie Features.
Snooky's
Fresh
Heir.
Dangerous Wife.
Toys. R; Vol. 49, P. 989.
Good-Bad
The
Last
Hops.
Five
Society
Dramas
starring
Neva
Gerber.
Nan of the North (Ann Little).
Heidi of the Alps. (Prizma).
Fifty-two
Comedies. (Grace Davison). Eve's Leaves. Sketchografs
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES
Dove. Hatetwo-reel
and a Woman
Seeing Greenwich Village.
SquirrelAir.
Food.
R-687. Dec. 3.
Fresh
R-811.R-692.
What's
the
Limit?
(One
Reel).
The Girl from Porcupine (Six Reels). R-712.
Cleaned andHALLROOM
Dry. R-219.COMEDIES
Dec. 10. (C-849. Dec. 17).
Clnal (Slow Speed)
Annette Kellerman in High Diving.
(Two Reels)
Serlnls
The Manly Art of Self Defense.
Put
and
Take.
The
Blue
Fox
(Anna
Little).
R-639.
Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie).
Start Something. R-808.
R-688. Dec. 3.
Campbell Comedies
Stars and
Comedies
The
Stork's
Mistake.
Beach
Nuts.Stripes. R-219.
Stolen
Glory.
At Your Service.
Eighteen Single Reel Spotlights (Violet Joy Assorted Heroes (R-853. Dec. 17).
and Billy Fletcher).
Serial
Matinee idols.
Fourteen Two-Reel Broadway (Eddie Barry.
Toonervllle
Comedies
Harry Gribbon, Helen Darling).
Miracles of the Jungle.
Twelve Two-Reel Cruelywed (Lillie Leslie, The Skipper's Last Resort (Two Reels).
CHESTER COMEDIES
Paul Wiegel).
World Wanderings
Snooky's Twin
Troubles
Reels). R-830
Twelve Two-Reel Speed (Neely Edwards, Let's Go — to the South Seas (One Reel).
Snooky's
Labor
Lost. (2(Two
reels).
Charlotte Merriam).
Fourteen
Two-Reel
Mirthquakes (Bobby
Burns).
Famous Players -laskt
First National
Donald).Than Fiction (Katherine MacSeptember
Stranger
AS SO. EXHIBITORS
The Great Moment (Gloria Swanson). 6,372
Salvation Nell (Pauline Stark). R-234; C-395.
Ft. R-635; C-695.
FEATURES
Sign on
the Door (Norma Talmadge).
At the End of the World (Betty Compson). The R-541;
C-789.
5.729 Ft. R-929; C-49.
The Devil (George Arliss).
Nobody
(Jewel
Dangerous
Lies
(Paul
Powell-British
Prod.).
What Women Will Do (Anna Q. Nilsson).
R-636; C-695.Carmen-Roland West Prod.).
5.355 Ft.
The Rider
Log (Special).
C-495.
R-880. Bell (Charles Ray). R-831; C-885.
A Midnight
The
Golem
(Special).
5,398
Ft.
R-116;
C-291.
The
Road oftoKing
London
(Bryant Washburn).
The Affairs of Anatol (Cecil DeMUle Prod.). Toonerville's Fire Brigade (Two Reels).
R-642; C-47.
C-397. Bells (Constance Talmadge). R-920;
8,806 Ft. R-446; C-529.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES
Wedding
October
(Two Reels Each)
Footlights
(Elsie
Ferguson).
7,078
Ft.
Serenade (R. A. Walsh Prod.). R-320; C-397.
Now or Never.
R-808: C-895.
Against Wife (Whitman Bennett Prod.).
Among Those Present.
CappyC-163.Ricks5,926 (Thomas
Meighan). R-96; Wife
One C-759.
Arabian Night (Pola Negri). R-S74;
Never Weaken. R-946.
Ft.
A Sailor Made Man. R-590. Dec. 3. C-706. The Great Impersonation (George Melford The Playhouse (Buster Keaton).
Dec. 10.
Prod.). 6,658 Ft. R-693: C-769.
of LifeC-47. (Marshall Neilan Special).
Experience
(George
Fitzmaurlce Prod.). Bits C-1076;
C-895.
PLAYGOERS' PICTURES
6.560 Ft. R-827; C-49.
The
Idle
Class (Two Reels — Chaplin). R-674;
Women Who Wait.
After the Show (Wm. DeMille Prod.). 6.884
They Shall Pay. R-208.
Ft. R-810; C-895.
The
Child
Thou Gavest Me (Stahl Prod.).
C-397
Home-Keeping
Hearts.
R-693;
C-1023.
Beyond (Ethel Clayton). 6,248 Ft. R-219;
6,091 Ft. R-943.
The
Family Closet.
Talmadge).
Discontented
Wives.
ThreeR-694:
Word C-759.
Brand (W. S. Hart). 6,638 Ft. Woman's
C-159.
6.645 Ft. Place
R-1076;(Constance
C-47.
Peter Ibbetson (Wallace Reld and Elsie Two Minutes to Go (Charles Ray). R-J«;
r
Ferguson).
R-1074; C-159.
Sowing the Wind (Anita Stewart — Six Reels).
November
Educational Films Corp.
R;KidVol.(Charles
48. P-392:
C-R.— P-668.
Chaplin
Six Reels). R;
Ladies Must Live (Tucker Prod.). 7,482 Ft. The Vol.
P-55. 48.
155,P-390;
158. C-R. P-668; Ex. Vol. 4».
R-714. Dec. M. (C-849. Dec. 17).
The
Bonnie
Brier
Bush
(Crisp
Prod.).
4,622
Klnograms (Sundays and Thursdays).
Man — Woman — Marriage (Dorothy Phillips —
BattleDec. of3. Jutland (Three Reels). R-586. The Ft.
668. Reels). R; Vol. 48. P-391; C-R, PNine
Sheik53 (Melford
Prod.). 6,579 Ft. R-336.
Vol.
P.
397.
The Oath (R. A. Walsh Prod.)
Sellg-Rorh
Wonderful Thing (Norma Talmadge).
The R-715.
Call of' Dec.
the North
(Jack Holt).
(Two Reels Each)
10. (C-849.
Dec. 17).4,823 Ft. The R-458.
Nov. 26. C-681. Dec. 3.
Enchantment
6,982 Ft.
The White
Ne'er toMouse.
Return R-96.
Road. R-808.
R-219; C-289.(Marion Davies).
Tol'able
David 3. (C-849.
(Richard Dec.
Bathelmese).
RThe
589.
Dec.
17).
December
ChriHtie Comedies
Stranger Than Fiction (Katherine MacDoaald). R-705. Dec. 10. C-976. Dec. 24.
(Two Reels)
Exit — the Vamp (Ethel Clayton). 4,545 Ft.
Lotus10. Eater
R-711,
Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford (Cosmopolitan The Dec.
Kiss and Make Up.
(C-849.(JohnDec.Barrymore).
17).
Prod.). 7,381 Ft. (R-855. Dec. 17).
No Parking (R-853. Dec. 17).
Dec.
17).Woman
All
for
a
(Foreign
Film).
(R-856.
Don't
Tell
Everything
(Reld-Swanson-DexTorchy Comedies
tor). 4, 939 feet. R-981. Dec. 24.
24. Dies. R-854. Dec. 17. C-976.
Just Around the Corner (Cosmopolitan Prod.). Lovo DecNever
Torchy's Takes
Frame-up.
R-335.
Torchy
a Chance.
White Oak (Wm. S. Hart). R-1,077; C-289.
6,208
Ft.
Mermnld Comedies
R.
S.
V.
P.
(Charles Ray). R-982. Dec. 24.
The Little Minister (Betty Compson).
For Land's
UnderC-289.
the Lash
(Gloria Swanson). R-218;
The
Adviser. Sake.
R-456. Nov. 26.
6.675
Ft.
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
Free and Easy.
A Prince There Was (Thomas Meighan).
RELEASED THBOUCH FIRST NATIONAL
R-587; C-705. Dec. 10.
Vanity Comedies
The Bonnie Brier Bush (Donald Crisp Prod.).
Bat and Be Happy.
R-714.
Dec.
10.
(C-849.
Dec.
17).
BlindC-169.
Hearts (Hobart Bosworth). R-1078;
Paying Patients.
Fool's24. Paradise (DeMille Prod.) R-982. Dec.
Robert C. Bruce Series
Devotion.
R-340; C-493.
Old and New England.
R-466. Nov. 26.
BURTON HOLMES
The Dec.
Silent3. Call. R-649. Nov. 26. C-6J1
As Old as the Hills (R-853. Dec. 17).
^One
Reel
Each)
THOMAS
H. INCE PRODUCTIONS.
Cheater Outing Scenic*
Rural Java.
Save Your Carfare.
Mother O' Mine. R-747; C-47.
Santa
Fe
—
The
City
Different.
Seeing San Marino.
No More Gasoline.
Cup of Life. R-318; C-397.
Note — Refer to top of page for explanation of reference marks
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J. PARKER READ, JR.
A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth) — Six
Reels).
P-164. R; Vol. 47, P-1082; C-R, Vol. 43,
I am Guilty (Louise Glaum). R-85; C-149.
Greater Than Love. R-829; C-885.
ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS.
A Perfect
P-45. Crime (Monte Blue). R; Vol. 49,
A Broken Doll. R-751.
TheDec.Sin10.of Martha Queed (Six Reels). R-71»;
MAURICE
TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS.
The Last of the Mohicans (Barbara Bedford
— Six Reels). R; Vol. 47, P-589; C-R, P714; Ex. Vol. 48, P-827.
The Foolish Matrons. R-114; C-189.
MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS.
Call a Cop (Two Reels).
Love's
R-729Outcast (Two Reels— Ben Turpin).
Molly O (Mabel Normand). R-587. Dec. 3.
C-705; Dec. 10.
J. L. FROTHINGHAM.
The Ten Dollar Raise. R-323; C-387.
Pilgrims of the Night. R-831; C-385.
Fox

Film
Corp.
SPECIAL.
Over the Hill. 10.700 Ft. R; Vol. 46, P-623.
A Connecticut
Arthur'sC;
Court. 7.600 Yankee
Ft. R; inVol.King
48, P-805;
Vol. 49, P-135.
Thunderclap. 6,700 Ft. R-730.
Shame. 8,200 Ft. R-789; C-885.
Perjury. 7.400 Ft. R-932; C-273.
Footfalls
Power). R-448; C-649.
The
Last (Tyrone
Trail.
The Queen of Sheba. 9,559 Ft. Vol. 49. R879; C-947.
WILLIAM FARNUM.
His Ft.
Greatest Sacrifice. R-205; C-267. 6,6«»
PEARL WHITE.
Beyond Price. R-326.
TOM MIX.
Trailln'.
The Rough Diamond. R-217; C-289.
DUSTIN FARNUM.
The Primal Law. R-575: C-759.
The Devil Within. 5,997 Ft. R-588. Dec. 3.
C-705; Dec. 10.
BUCK JONES.
Bar Nothing. 4,311 Ft. R-809.
Riding
R-456. Nov. 26. C581. With
Dec. Death.
8.
WILLIAM RUSSELL.
Singing
R-781; C-163.
The
Lady River.
from Longacre.
SHIRLEY MASON.
Queenie. 5,174 Ft. R-693; C-759.
Jackie.
,
TWENTIETH CENTURY BRAND.
Little Miss Hawkshaw
(Eileen Percy). R807* C-1023
While the Devil Laughs. C-273.
Cinderella of the Hills (Barbara Bedford).
R-95; C-159.
Bucking
Line26.(Maurice Flynn). R-336;
C-397. theNov.
The Jolt (Murphy- Walker). R-466. Nov. 26.
Whatever
Dec. 24.She Wants (Eileen Percy). R-981.
SERIALS.
Fantomas
R; Vol. 48,
P-215. (Twenty Episodes).
CLYDE COOK.
The Sailor. (Two Reels Each).
The Toreador. R-446.
The Chauffeur.
AL ST. JOHN SERIES.
Small Town (Two
Stuff. Reels Each).
The
Happy
Pest.
The Indian.
Fool Days. R-980. Dec 24.
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS.
(One Reel Each).
Fast Freight.
The Stolen Snooze.
Getting Ahead.
Bony Parts.
SUNSHINE COMEDIES.
(Two Reels Each).
One Moment, Please.
A Perfect Villain.
Love and War.
The Big Mystery.
Long Live the King.
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A Tale
P-469.of Two Worlds (Gouverneur Morris
Prod.). 5,649 Ft. R; Vol. 49, P-415; C-R,
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (German Impressionistic Film). 5,157 Ft. Vol. 49; C-R, 323.
Snowblind (All Star). R-542.
MadeP-995*
in Heaven
C-149. (Tom Moore). R; Vol. 49,
Wet Gold'
R-437; R-439.
Head
Over (Williamson
Heels (MabelProd).
Normand).
Boys Will Be Boys (Will Rogers). R-208.
An R-440.
Unwilling Hero (Will Rogers). C-739;
Beating
Game (Tom Moore). 5,063 Ft.
R-448;theC-529.
The Man from Lost River.
SEASON 1021-1022.
Theodora
10,000 Ft.
R-1073. (Italian
R-47. Spectacle).
All's
Fair
in
Love
(4,979
Ft.)
C-397.
26.
Ace Dec.
of 10.
Hearts (5,884 Ft.). R-94;Nov.
C-705.
For 17.
ThoseC-976.
We Love
(5,752 Ft.). (R-853. Dec.
Dec. 24.
Invisible
Power
(6,613
C-759.
C-895. Curve Ahead Ft.).5,551R-694;
Dangerous
Ft. R-810;
TheC-47.
Old Nest (7,899 Ft.).
From the Ground Up (Tom Moore). R-948;
C-159. for Romeo (Will Rogers). R-95;
Doubling
Pardon
My French (Vivian Martin). 5,620 Ft.
The Ft.Grim Comedian (Rita Weiwam). 5,509
Poverty of Riches (Leroy Scott). 5,641 Ft
R-589. Dec. 3. (C-849. Dec. 17).
The Burt).
Man from
5,693 Lost
Ft. River (Katherine N.
A Poor Relation (Will Rogers).
Ft
From the Ground Up (Tom Moore). 4,609
4.495 Ft
The C-163.
Night Rose (Leroy Scott). 5.630
Ft.
Be My Wife (Max Linder). 4,470 Ft. R-750-

WWHODKINSON
WARD LASCELLE
Rip C-397.
Van Winkle
(Thomas Jefferson). R-l»74.
Nov. 26.
WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS.
God'sBENJAMIN
Crucible (All
R-319;
C-529.
B. Star).
HAMPTON
— GREAT
AUTHORS' PICTURES.
The C-R,
Spenders
Adams). Yol. 47, P-76SVol. (Claire
48, P-194.
A Certain Rich Man. R-899; C-895.
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
The Man of the Forest. R-434. C-603
The Mysterious Rider. R-l»76; C-47.
J. PARKER READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS.
Love Madness (Louise Glaum — Seven Reels).
R; Vol. 45, P-1067; C-R, P-1211
The Brute Master (Hobart Bosw»rth). RVol. 47; C-R; P-852.
ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS.
The P-46.
House of Whispers (J. Warren Kerrigan). R; Vol. 47, P-1080; Vol. 48, C-R,
The Coast of Opportunity (J. Warren Kerrigan). R; Vol. 47, P-1080.
IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS.
Partners of the Tide. R; Vol. 49. P-515C-R, P-581.
The Face of the World. R-538; C-639
Fifty Candles. R-980. Dec. -24.
J. L. FROTHINGHAM PRODUCTIONS.
The Breaking Point (Bessie Barrlscale). RP-729; C-R, Vol. 49, P-31
The Vol.
Other48,Woman
P-627; C-R, P-705.(Six Reels). R; Vol. 49
ROCKETT FILM CORPORATION.
The Truant Husband.
Keeping
with Lizzie (Enid Bennett).
R-324; UpC-387.
HUGO BALLIN.
The
Journey's
End. C-47.
R-113; C-589
Jane Eyre. R-948;
RENCO FILM CORPORATION.
Lavender and Old Lace. R-92; C-149.
TRIART PRODUCTIONS
The Beggar Maid
stor— Two Reels).
DIAL (Mary
FILM A CORP.
The Light in the Clearing (7.000 Ft.). C-715.
Dec. 10. (C-849. Dec. 17).

DATES

METRO
Over the Wire (Alice Lake). R-116; C-943.
The C-695.
Man Who (Bert Lytell). R-438; C-589.
Life's Darn Funny (Viola Dana). R-634;
C-49.
Big R-92.
Game (May Allison — 6 Reels). R-829;
A Trip
C-163.to Paradise (Bert Lytell). 6 Reels.
The Match Breaker (Viola Dana). R-92;
The C-163.
Infamous Miss Revell (Alice Lake). RThere209;AreC-529.
No Villains (Viola Dana). R-94;
Alias1023.
Ladyfingers (Bert Lytell). R-944; CThe Hole in the Wall (Alice Lake). R-588.
(C-849.
17).
The Dec.
Idle 3.Rich
(Bert Dec.
Lytell).
Fightin'
Mad
(Six
Reels).
R-588. Dec. 3.
C-705. Dec. 10.
The Dec.
Fourteenth
Lover (Viola Dana). C-705.
10.
The
(AliceDana).
Lake). R-711. Dec. 10.
GlassGolden
HousesGift(Viola
The Right That Failed (Bert Lytell) (R-854.
Dec. NAZIMOVA
17). C-976. PRODUCTIONS.
Dec. 24.
Camille. R-446;
C-539.
S-L PRODUCTIONS.
Garments of Truth (Gareth Hughes — Six
Reels). R-209. C-397.
The Hunch (Gareth Hughes — Six Reels). R944;EvaC-1023.
LittleDec.
10. Ascends
(C-849. (Gareth
Dec. 17).Hughes). R-713.
Stay Home (Gareth Hughes).
REX INGRAM PRODUCTIONS.
The Conquering
Turn
to the Right. Power. R-339; C-493.
The Prisoner of Zenda.
TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS.
Peacock Alley (Mae Murray), (R-714. Dec.
3); (C-849. Dec. 17).
Pathe Exchange inc.
Pathe Review (One-Reel Educational) and Topiot
of theNews
Day (Topical)
(.One-halfIssued
Reel)Every
IssuedWednesday
'Weekly.
Pathe
and Saturday. Charles Hutchison is star •/
"Hurricane Hutch." Ruth Roland is star of
"The White Eagle."
Week of November 27.
No. 10 of Hurricane Hutch (The Show Down).
The Comedy).
Joy RiderR-589.(Snub
— One-Reel
Dec. Pollard
3.
The Cartoon
Frogs That
Wanted
a
King
(2/3
Reel —
Comedy).
Back Comedy).
to the Woods (Lloyd Reissue — One-Reel
Week of December 4.
No. Hounds).
11 of Hurricane Hutch
(Hare and
The 590.
Hustler
— 1 Reel Comedy). RDec. (Pollard
3
The Comedy).
Fly and the
R-587.AntsDec.(2-33. Reel Cartoon
The Pickaninny (Sunshine Sammy — 2 Reel
Comedy). R-589. Dec. 3.
Somewhere
TurkeyR-599.(Harold
issue— 1 InReel).
Dec. 3.Lloyd ReWeek of December 11.
No. 12 of Hurricane Hutch (Red Courage).
Trapping the Weasel (Bob and Bill — One
Reel). R-715. Dec. 10.
Look Pleasant, Please (Lloyd Reissue — 1
Reel). R-710. Dec. 10.
Sink or Swim (Snub Pollard — One Reel).
The Fable.
ConceitedR-715.Donkey
Dec. 10.(2-3 Reel Cartoon
Week of December 18
No. 13 of Hurricane Hutch (Neck and Neck).
Two R-856.
Gun Gussle
Re-issue — One Reel).
Dec. (Lloyd
17).
The Wolf and the Kid (2/3 Reel Cartoon
Fable). (R-855. Dec. 17).
Shake(R-856.
'Em UpDec.(Pollard
17). — One-Reel Comedy).
Stick (R-856.
Around Dec.(Truex
17). — Two-Reel Comedy).
The Power Week
Withinof (Six-Reel
December Drama).
25
No. Issue).
14 of Hurricane Hutch, "The Secret In
Fireman Save My Child (Lloyd — 1 reel — Rethe
Flame." Dog (2-3 reel Cartoon Fable).
The R-980.
Wayward
Dec. 24.
The R-980.
Cerner Pocket
Dec. 24. (1 reel — Pollard Comedy).

Note — Refer to page 1130 for explanation of reference marks
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Week of January 1, 1922
No. 15 of Hurricane Hutch (The Last Duel).
No. 1 of The White Eagle.
Try and Try Again, (l Reel Comedy).
The Cat and the Mice. 2-3 Reel Cartoon
Comedy).
Beauty
edy). Contest (Two Reel All Negro ComBefore Breakfast (One Reel Lloyd Reissue).
Pioneer

Film

Corp.

Sonny Series.
A Western
R-540. Adventurer (William Fairbanks).
The Mystery Mind (15 Episode Serial).
Oh, Mary, Be Careful! (Madge Kennedy). R321; C-759.
The Forgotten Woman (Pauline Stark).
AIn Millionaire
for a Day
(Arthur Guy Empey).
Society (Edith
Roberts).
Wise Husbands (Gall Kane — Six Reels).
The Leech (Claire Whitney — Six Reels).
Peeps Into the Future (Six Two-reelers).
His Brother's Keeper (Martha Mansfield).
Realart

Pictures

A Kiss
C-291.in Time (Wanda Hawley). R-846;
The R-236.
Land of Hope (Alice Brady). R-114;
Such 589.a Little Queen (Constance Binney). CMoonlight and Honeysuckle
(Mary Miles
Minter). R-830; C-885.
Don'tR-113;
Call MeC-291.
Little Girl (Mary Miles Minter).
A Private
291. Scandal (May McAvoy). R-847- CThe 695.
March Hare (Bebe Daniels). R-638; CA Heart
C-695. to Let (Justine Johnstone). R-636;
Little Italy (Alice Brady). R-639; C-695.
Her^Sturdy Oak (Wanda Hawley). R-828;
One Wild Week (Bebe Daniels). R-451
The 695.
Land of Hope (Alice Brady). R-114. CSEASON 1921-1022.
R°°C 273d Board (Constance Binney). R-319;
07b; C-649.
Herr^inJ2.in.'L'W'ay
<Mary Miles Minter). REverj-th^ng for Sale (May McAvoy). R-945;
DaWC 1023 EaSt <AIlce Bradv)- R-945:
The^Case^of ^Becky (Constance Binney). RThexrNov.Speoe/
26. ~GLr.'
C-581. (Bebe
Dec. 3. Daniels). R-457

R-C-PICTURES
Cold Steel (Six Reels). R-538; C-699.
Live and Let Live (Cabanne Production — Six
Reels). R-537; C-47.
The C-695.
Greater Profit (Edith Storey). R-115;
When Lights Are Low (6 Parts). (Sessue
Hayakawa).
R-236; C-789.
The Sting of the Lash (Pauline Frederick).
Six Reels. R-931; C-397.
ShamsSix ofParts.Society (Walsh-Fielding Prod.).
A Wife's
Parts. Awakening
R-94; C-397. (Gasnler Prod.). Six
The Swamp (Sessue Hayakawa). Six Reels.
R-94; C-159.
The Barricade (Cabanne Prod.). Six Reels.
R-807; C-159.
The Foolish Age (Doris May). R-1073; C-47.
Possession. R-218; C-397. Nov. 26.
The Lure of Jade (Pauline Frederick).
R-335; C-397. Nov. 26. (6 Reels).
Silent705.Tears
Dec. (610.Reels). R-586. Dec. 3. CThe Six
DukeReels).
of Chimney Butte (Fred Stone —
At the Stage Door (Cabanne Prod. — Six
Reels). R-981. Dec. 24.
Eden and Return (Doris May — Six Reels).
Note — Refer
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Selznick
ELAINE HAMMER STEIN STAR SERIES.
Remorseless Love. R-827- C-49.
Handcuffs
The Way ofor aKisses.
Maid. R-944; C-1023.
EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES.
Is LifeDollars.
Worth Living? R-541; C-49
Clay
Chivalrous Charley.
OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES.
The Chicken In the Case. L-5.261 Ft R;
Vol. 48, P-728.
A Divorce of Convenience. R-639; C-163.
CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES.
Bucking the Tiger. R-206; C-387.
The Fighter. R-830; C-163.
After Midnight. R-575; C-895.
The Dec.
Man 17).
of Stone. R-457. Nov. 26. (C-849.
SPECIAL, PRODUCTIONS.
Who Am I? R-440; C-49.
Conceit (All Star). (C-856. Dec. 17).
A Man's
Home Love
(All (Vera
Star). Gordon).
R-649; C-769.
The
Greatest
REPUBLIC.
Man's Plaything
tague Love). (Grace Davidson and MonMountain
(Ed Coxen and Ora
Carew). Madness
The Gift Supreme (Bernard Burning).
Children of Destiny (Edith Hallor).
SHORT SUBJECTS.
William J. Flynn Series.
Chaplin Classics.
Selznick News.
Kaufman Masterpieces.
REVIVALS.
Scandal (Constance Talmadge).
The Lone Wolf (Hazel Dawn and Bert Lytell).
The Nov.
Iron 26.Trail (Rex Beach Prod.). C-397.
United

December 31, 1921

Artists

Dream Street (D. W. Griffith Production).
Vol. 49. R-876: C-387.
Through
Back Door (Mary Pickford).
R-439;theC-495.
Carnival
(Harley
R-113; C-395. Knoles Prod.). 6,000 Ft.
The R-211:
Three Musketeers
(Douglas Fairbanks)
C-397.
Disraeli (George Arliss). R-96; C-163.
Little Lord Fauntleroy
(Mary Pickford)
9.984 Ft. R-573: C-649.
The Nov.
Iron 26.Trail (Rex Beach Prod.). C-397

UNIVERSAL

DATES

SERIALS.
Do or Die (Eddie Polo).
The C-649.
Terror Trail (Eileen Sedgwick).
Winners of the West (Art Acord). R-675;
WESTERN DRAMAS.
(Two Reels Each)
The Call of Duty (George Larkln).
Fair Fighting (Art Acord).
A Woman's Wit (Eileen Sedgwick).
Old
The Dynamite.
Brand of Courage.
The Dream Girl.
Ned of the News. (Percy Pemroke).
CENTURY COMEDIES.
(Two Reels Each)
A Nervy Dentist (Charles Dorety).
Around
17). Corners (Brownie).
Plaving Possum (Harry Sweet).
Teddy's Goat (Teddy, the Dog) (R-854. Dec.
Get Rich Quick Peggy (Baby Peggy).
A Family Affair (Charles Dorety).
The Dumb-Bell. (Harry Sweet).
STAR COMEDIES.
Baok Stage. (One Reel Each).
Noiseless
Line's Busy.Valley.
Ice Box Pirates.
Heart Breakers.
Show Me Your Samples.
Fur Coats and Pants.
SERIES.
The Return of Cyclone Smith (2 Reels Each).
VlTAG
RAPH
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS.
The C-R.
Heart823.of Maryland.
R; Vol. 49. P-629;
The
Son
of
Walllngford.
R-943;
C-47.
The Flower of the North.
ALICE JOYCE.
The Scarab Ring.
The Inner Chamber (Six Parts). R-94: C-27i.
CORRINE GRIFFITH.
Moral Fibre. R-946; C-169.
Received Payment.
EARLE WILLIAMS.
Bring Him In. R-1074; C-289.
It Can
Be Done.MORENO PRODUCTIONS.
ANTONIO
Three
Sevens.
R; Hills.
Vol. 49, P-991; C-49.
The Secret of the
ALICE CALHOUN'S PRODUCTIONS.
The Rainbow.
The Matrimonial Web. R-220; C-289.
WILLIAM DUNCAN.
Steelheart.
No
Defense. R-450; C-529.
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES.
The Bell Hop.
The Sawmill.
JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES.
The
Riot.
The Mysterious Stranger.
SERIAL.
Breaking lace
Through
McDonald). (Carmel Myers and Wal-

JEWELS.
Outside the Law Six Reels — Prlscilla Dean).
R. Vol. 48-465.
Reputation
(Eight Reels— Prlscilla Dean).
R-205; C-267.
No Woman Knows (7 Reels). R-447: C-529.
Conflict (Prlscilla Dean). R-95; C-159.
The 705.
Fox Dec.
(Harry
10. Carev.
(7 Reels).R-590. Dec 3 CWid Gunning, Inc.
JEWEL COMEDIES.
The R-930;
Blot (Lois
A Monkey Movie Star (Joe Martin).
C-163.Weber Production). 7,121 Ft
Robinson's
Trouseau
Quo F-95;
Vadis C-397.
(Reissue) (6 Reels). 6.884 Ft.
P.
P. Q. (Lee
Moran). (Lee Moran).
A Monkey Schoolmaster (Joe Martin).
Good and Evil (Lucy Doralne). 4,951 Ft. R' SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS.
447; C-649.
from Ft. God'sR-448:Country
Nobody's
R-1076;FoolC-47.(Marie Prevost). 4,640 Ft. Girl 6.957
C-529. (Nell Shlpman).
The C-289
Millionaire (Herbert Rawllnson). R-217; The Old Oaken Bucket. 6,098 Ft. R-217.
Moongold (Will Bradley). 3.176 Ft.
Post reels).
Nature Pictures (Twenty-six Single
Sure Fire (Hoot Gibson). R-93; C-159.
FalseC-581.
Kisses Dec.
(Miss3. Du Pont). R-457. Nov. 26.
What Do Men Want? R-469. Nov. 26. (6.141
feet.
Dr. Jim
581. (Frank
Dec. 3. Mayo). R-458. Nov. 26. CMutual Dec.
Friend10.(English
6 reels).
A Parisian Scandal (Marie Prevost). 4.739 Our feet).
R-712.
C-976. Prod.
Dec. —24.
7.698
Ft. R-586. Dec. 3. C-705. Dec. 10.
(Hobart Bosworth). (5.654
Cheated Hearts (Herbert Rawllnson).
4 415 Whitefeet).Hands.
Ft. R-712. Dec. 10. (C-849. Dec. 17}.
Bear, Boy and Dog. (2,053 feet).
Shattered
Dec. 17).Dreams (Miss Du Pont) (R-853
Puppy Days.Crusoe(959Hours.
feet). (966 feet).
Robinson
Playing with Fire. R-982. Dec. 24.
to page 1130 for explanation of reference marks
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ADVENTURES OF TARZAN
Adventures of Tarzan (Serial — Fifteen Episodes) (Elmo Lincoln-Star).
AFFILIATED DISTRIBUTORS
The Lonely Heart (Kay Laurell).
ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
Ghost City (Helen Holmes).
Crossing Trails (Pete Morrison).
Too Much Married (Mary Anderson).
AYWON FILM CORP.
The Vengeance Trail (Big Boy Williams).
R-451; R-335; C-289.
The Shadow of Lightning Ridge (Snowy
Baker). R-451; C-397. Nov. 26.
The Nov.
Better26. Man (Snowy Baker). R-459.
Western
(Big Boy Williams). R458. Firebrands
Nov. 26.
Fidelity (All-Star Cast).
LureNelson).
of the Orient (Jack Conway-Frances
BLANCHFIELD
A Knight of the West. R-93; C-159.
C. C. BURR
Burn 'Em Up Barnes (Johnny Hlnes). R-211.
DU MAHAUT-KLEIN
Monty713.Works
Dec. the
10. Wires (Monty — A Dor). REQUITY PICTURES
The R;Black
Vol. Panther's
48, P-1092. Cub (Florence Reed).
Charge
C-163.It (Clara Kimball Young). R-848;
Heedless Moths (Audrey Munson). R-748.
WhatR-1077.
Nr. Man Knows (Clara Kimball Young).
EXPORT AND IMPORT
Wild ductions).
Animal Serial (15 Eplsodes- -Sellg ProC. B. C
Dangerous Love.
The Victim.
Captivating Mary Carstalrs.
Star Ranch Westerns (Two-reels, bi-monthly).
GEORGE H. DAVIS
The Heart of the North (Roy Stewart).
R-208; C-649.
THE FILM MARKET
The Supreme Passion (Six Reels). Vol. 49,
P-194; C-R. P-581.
The SpolWs (Reissue— Nine Reels).
JimmyReelers).
Callahan Comedies (Twelve TwoGRAPHIC
Mother Eternal (Vivian Martin — Seven
Reels). R: Vol. 49, P-990; C-45.
JANS PICTURES
Man and Woman. R-447; C-529.
The Amazing Lovers. R-946.
LEE-BRADFORD
The Unconquered Woman (Rubye DeRemer).
VICTOR KREMER
I Am the Woman (Texas Gulnan).
Where Love Is Young (Zena Keefe).
Winding Trail (Buck Manning).
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
The Able Minded Lady (H. B. Walthall).
The Call from the Wild. R-323.
The Fatal Thirty.
The Impossible Boy.
Folly Comedies (George Ovpy — Single Reels).
Folly Comedies (Vernon Dent — Single Reels).
PHOTOCRAFT PRODUCTIONS
Oh, Mabel
17). Behave (Four Stars) (R-855. Dec.
Note— Refer
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PRODUCERS' SECURITY
Miscellaneous
Diane
of Star
Hollow.
R-880; C-47.
Mr. Blngle
(Daddy
Dumpllns).
The Soul of Man (Six Reels).
Mr. Potter of Texas.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY .
Cissy Fitzgerald Comedies (Two Reels).
The Right Way. R-218; C-397. Nov. 26.
Quick Action (William Russell).
Squire
Sally Shows the Way (Mary Miles Mlnter>WelcomePhlnn.
to Our City.
The Moonshine Menace (Helen Holmes).
Trail
of the
High-Gear Jeffrey (William Russell).
The Man
WhoLaw.Paid.
Youth's Melting Pot (Mary Miles Minter).
Irving Cummings Series (Two Reels).
A Crook's Romance (Helen Holmes).
A Rough-shod Fighter (William Russell).
REELCRAFT PICTURES
The (Helen
LoggersHolmes).
of Hell-Roarin's Mountain
Sun-Lite Comedies
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage).
Scream Street.
Lion Liars.
Mirth Comrilirn
ASTA FILMS, INC
(Two Reels Each)
Chick Chick. R-634.
Hamlet (Asta Nellson). R-336.
Vacation.
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY
Holy
Smoke
(Funnyface). R-810.
Frltzl Rldgeway Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Funny Face Comedies.
Neal Hart Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Windsor McCay Animated Drawings.
Helen Gibson Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Tony Sarpr Almanac.
Al
Jennings Series (Two Reel Westerns).
Charley
Capital Two Reel Comedies.
Lee
Kid Cartoons.
Comedies.
Witches
Lure (All Star Cast).
Four Eileen Sedgwick Features.
Body
and Saddles.
Soul. (Anna Luther).
Silks and
Power of the Borgias.
EMERSON-LOOS
Six Clara Kimball Young Reissues.
Red Hot Romance. R-713. D&c. 10.
RAINBOW FILM CORPORATION
INC OF AMERICA,
A Girl's Decision. R-93; C-397.
KINETO COMPANY
RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows of Conscience (Russell Simpson).
The Four Seasons (4 Reels). R-694; C-169.
7 Reels. R-1075: C-47.
Klneto Reviews
STOREY PICTURES, INC
(Released
Through
National Exchanges, Ino.>
Shadowland
(Every two
weeks). Screen Review
(One Reel)
(Third Series)
Burlesque
Photoplays
(Elsie Davenport)
(Once a Month). (2 Reels Each).
Kentucky Thoroughbreds.
Hiking the Alps
WILLIAM STEINER
Manhattan
Life. With the Boy Scouts.
Eccentricities
of the Wasp and Bee.
Tangled Trals (Neal Hart). R-980. Dec. 24. Fur and Feathers.
My
Adirondacks
Outing.
SWEDISH BIOGRAPH
The Chemistry of Combustion.
The
Victory
Pageants.
Sir Arnes
Treasure.
6,500
Ft.
R-711.
Dec.
10.
The Delta of the Nile.
C-976. Dec. 24.
A Glimpse of the Animal Kingdom.
Better
Milk. R-587. Dec. 3.
TEXAS GUI NAN PRODUCTIONS
Permanent Peace. R-686. Dec. 3.
Texas of the Mounted. R-1073.
Code of the West R-94.
Urbnifs Movie Chats
Across the Border (2 Reels). R-690. Dec. 3. (Released Through State Rights Exchanges)
The Spitfire (2 Reels). R-590. Dec. 3.
First Series from No 1 to 26, inclusive
(One Reel).
WESTERN PICTURES
Second Series from No. 27 to 52, Inclusive
EXPLOITATION
(One Reel).
A Dangerous Pastime.
EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
That
Something.
Scattergood
Stories R-758.
(Two Reel Comedies).
The Masked Avenger (Lester Cuneo).
January — Martin
"Jungle Adventures." lt-449:Johnson's
C-649.
C-1023.
WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
January
— His Nibs (Chic Sale). R-947;
Partners of the Sunset (Allene Ray).
Lady Luck (Allene Ray).
W. KURTZ & CO.
WORLD FILM CORPORATION
Whispering Shadows (Lucy Cotton).
Shattered
(Foreign
Film). R-460. Nov. 26.
The Wakefield Case (Herbert Rawllnson).
R-757; C-49.
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC
WESTERN FEATURES PRODUCShadows of the West (Hedda Nova).
TIONS, INC.
The Lotus Blossom. R-809; C-169.
The Ella
GreatHall).
Reward (Serial — Francis Ford and
(Featuring "Bill" Fairbanks)
Go Get Him.
Kineto Reviews (One-Reel Educational).
A Western Demon (William Fairbanks). R-96. Rainbow
Comedies (Ednn Shlpman and John
Hell's Border.
Junior) (Two Reels Each).
Fighting Heart.
Daredevil
of the Range.
WILL ROGERS
WARNER BROS.
Why Girls Leave Home (Anna Q. Nilsson).
R-210; C-273.
The Ropin' Fool (Two Reels). R-385.
Parted Curtains (H. B. Walthall and Mary
Alden). R-94; C-397. Nov. 26.
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
School
Days Dec.
(Wesley
C-976.
24. Barry) (R-856. Dec. 17). The Toreador (3,600 Feet).
Rlgoletto (6,000 Feet).
WESTERN CLASSIC SALES
(Two-Reel Dramas)
Bullets and Justice.
SACRED FILMS
The Heart of Texas Pat.
The Unbroken Trail.
The Bible. R-219.
to page 1130 for explanation of reference marks
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Lots) Protectionists Banquet
The Condon or of this department recently
received an invitation to be the guest of the
Marcos Loew Theatre projectionists at midnight. Saturday. December 17, at a dinner they
proposed giving in honor of their Chief Projectionist, Mirharl J. Campbell
>.: it--2.'_\; might- :y v. v. :f txz lanatior..
remark thatnatters
"Mike"in Campbell
in charge
projection
all of the isforty
or moreof
Marcus Loew Theatres in and about Greater
Xew York.
Midnight dinners and meetings have, of hue
years, grown increasingly nwpopnfar with me.
When ten o'clock comes. I like a feather under
my dome, and a straw or snmp'n and a lot of
springs
my manly
as
young onder
and devlish
as I form.
once was.I'm not quite
Well, anyhow I just had to accept this par-

F.H.RICHARDSON

ticular invitation, because I wanted to be with the weather was such that no self respecting
yard would even attempt to yawn, and if
the "boys," and because I wanted to personally grave
see just what manner of appearance the men it did. no decent ghost would climb out of a
node who aftemoonly and nightly present to perfectly good grave and get its scare clothes
The Creator only knows how many tens of all sussed up and wet.
thousands of Xew Yorkers, and near Xew
* ! noses
aftt; t:D-t-CtTT-tKr
" E'Jt
r r e 7.-'
v:u ' t.trtittC
• t tutt J ■rrimt
discover
Yorkers, the efforts of Mary, Douglas, Anita,
Clara, Nazunova et aL And just to let yon that nearly seventy-five men braved the ele- :- -.I-.:- I t resent hcre-a-.tr. the photohonortheir
to Brother
"Mike" Camp-of
bell,mentsandattodo meet
fellow projectionists
graph they had taken for 70a that night.
Pretty classy bunch, huh? Xo, I did XOT
•• - Mar — • L.t-v Theatres. > rr.e ::' wh:m the}
make a mistake and publish the wrong photo. had not seen smce the dinner last year — for the
It is XOT the photo of the Motion Picture .-irr'.v ' - r;v : _:f". 5 ; vt ar. a lta:r c : this kind
Producers'
banquet,It oris ofjustthewhat
Bankers'
Alliance
everymiles,
year.coming
Mightandaddgoing,
that on
I "braved"
it for
Nancy Hanks,
annual
dinner.
I said,
viz : tea
■-z '.:
:' the Mirruj Lr^v, 7hea- the go-deviL Al Pol in. commonly known as
the war horse of the Bronx, who is ptesidriM.
tres of Greater Xew York and >icinh>Iili ■■■ il Projection Association, and who
Began at Midnight
The affair beean at the midnight hour, but wafts stars, starlets and others things out
through
the lensStreet
ports of
Loew's was
One appointed
Hundred
and
Sixteenth
Theatre,
t bb stmaster.
He took charge of affairs when the waiters
got
holding intheany"spot"
as
long through,
as mere the
were latter
any notches
belts by
means of which the same cockl be lengthened.
During the evening Toastmaster Polin. act-r :z behalf :f z\\ Loew trr-ert: trusts of
Greater
ork City chief
and vicinity,
presented
to
MirharlXewJ. *\Campbell,
projectionist,
and
guest of honor of the oening, a really beao:
thrt-e-t:eoe silver set. crr.sistirig of ar.
electric coffee urn. a sugar bowl and a ci earner
- "i respect
prist" tandtimelove?:.:the
of allsalt
those :r:rr_
men ir>d
who "*~t-""
had
the bcorr :f serving ur.itr Chief Prc^errkmst
Camfbett MM
Thanks
In responding. Brother Campbell thanked the
Campbell."
men cordially. "The set will." said be. Tie one
of my most prized possessions . though the sugar
bowl is a bit stmerfluous. because it is only
necessary that friend wife look in my coffee
to sweeten rt_
The toastmaster also presented Brother
Campbell with tokens from various manufacturers of. and dealers in projection room sup-

THE COSDUCTOR

OF THE PROJECTIOS DEPARTM EST

Extends the season's greetings to his friends

Friend Campbell spoke at some length, touch severs: mar.tr 5 having tc d: with the
mer.
and their work- Many of these were, I
plies,
believe, more or less of a confidential nature,
hence it would not be proper to publish them
One point however. I feel free to comment
on. viz: Campbe" emphasized the fact that the
-.: ■-• f
- heatres ft man dec that their
: "J fct: - work rrrtilar!}. with no "laying
off '• •-except
of sickness
other actual
: .in ecase
reas:r.
for thisor demand
is a
very valid one. I have myself called your
attention to it on several occasions, in this
department.
"WTien a projectionist lays off." said Campbell. "and a strange man takes charge, there is
always the liability of a ball-up. and perhaps a
very bad one, too. In fact some very bad ones
have occurred on several occasions This is
not to be wondered at. since no matter how
~~ er.t a man ma} bt as projectionist, unless
he be familiar with the equipment and the
routine
of a -.stheatre,
be may
get into
a "jam."
and a ■air
rr. caiBGl
trouble
r»erceived
bv
the audience is not only expensive, but very bad
from any and every point of view."
Agrees With CamfbeQ
That is essentials- what Brother Campbell
^ d. and WORD
I AGREE.'OF ABSOLUTELY.
WITH
EVERY
IT. It is. however,
not
fair to demand that a man work all the time,
and I venture the assertion that no really
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worth-while man will consent to such a hard
and fast demand on his time. I am, therefore,
going to take the liberty of making a suggestion, which, while it probably would have to
be changed considerably to make it workable,
it nevertheless IS workable and, properly
applied, will cover the situation at least very
fairly well, always provided the union does not
try to butt in on what is absolutely none of its
business. Here is my suggestion :
When a man goes to work for a railway as
fireman or engineer, or as brakeman or conon the
"extra
which
consists ductor,
of heasis placed
many men
as may
seemlist,"
necessary
to provide for taking the place of men who for
various reasons desire to "lay off." The names
of all extra
men When
are placed
"board,"to one
above
another.
a manon the
is needed
fill
a vacancy caused by lay off, the man at the
top of the list is sent out, and his name is
rubbed off the list. When the man whose place
he takes returns, his name is put back, but at
the bottom of the list. The list is publicly
posted, so that all may see, which eliminates
probability of playing favorites. When a man
holding a regular job quits, the man longest
on the extra list takes the permanent job.
Would It Not Work?
Now in such a chain of theatres as the Loew
Theatres of Greater New York, or the Stanley
Company of America, Philadelphia, will you
be good enough to tell me why the same plan
would not work if applied to projectionists?
Of course there would be some hardship, and
atultimate
"times not
much would
work be
for the
the permanent
extras, but job.
the
reward
If this is fair for such men as locomotive
firemen and engineers, and if it is approved by
the Brotherhoods, will you explain why it
would not be fair to projectionists, or why it
should
be ?objected to by the projectionists'
local union
One of the better class Marcus Loew Theatres represents an investment of hundreds of
thousands of dollars. What moral right has
any man, or any body of men to demand the
risking of screen results in such houses, if it
can be avoided by any method which is not
distinctly unfair to any man or set of men?
It would not be impossible to have a list of
extra men for the most part pretty well acquainted with the theatres in which they would
be called upon to work — not when first em-
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on mat-be
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through
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THE LENS CHART
Are You Working by "Guess" or Do
You Employ Up-to-Date Methods?
You demand that your employer keep
his equipment in good order and up ot
date. He owes it both to himself and
to you to do so, but you owe it to him
to keep abreast with the times in
knowledge and in your methods.
The lens chart (two in one, 11x17
inches, on heavy paper for framing)
is in successful use by hundreds of
progressive projectionists.
"Don't Price,
guess."
Do your
RIGHT.
fifty cents,
stamps.work
Address Moving Picture World, either
516 Fifth Avenue, New York City;
Garrick Building, Chicago, 111., or
Wright & Callender Building, Los
Angeles, Cal.
ployed, of course, but within a reasonable time
thereafter.
Think it over, Friend Campbell. The plan
can, in my opinion, be adapted to projection
by making certain modifications, and by always
keeping
list" men
as small
the
end the
that "extra
the extra
have asat possible,
least suffi-to
cient to live on until the final permanent job
appears.
I also believe that projectionists- in theatre
chains should, insofar as practicable, be started
on the smaller, less desirable jobs, and advanced
to the larger, more desirable positions strictly
on merit; advancement carrying with it the
necessity for first passing an examination as
to competency.
But I guess I'd better back up a line or two.
We
are dinner.
way off on a side track. Let's go back
to the
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This was one great big success. It was
followed by speaking, the department conductor winding up that phase of matters at 4
a. m., with remarks emphasized by bringing his
well-known fist down on the table with such
vigor that Brother Campbell nearly had heart
failure when his coffee urn did a hootche
kooche shimmy and started for the ceiling.
But "Mike" grabbed it (with darruck looks
directed at the speaker) and all was well.
Oh yes, by the way, the Criterion Four, a
vaudeville quartette, was present. Did they
do
stuntstheyandDID.
make And
good?thereI'll were
aver, also
say
and their
declare
other entertainers.
A Decided Success
The affair was a decided success. I would
suggest to projectionists of other theatre chains
that the annual dinner stunt is a good one.
Why
don't youIn Stanley
men,areof theatre
Philadelphia,
do likewise?
fact there
chains
in many places, the projectionists of which
might well emulate the New York Loew men.
Among
present were
: "Mike"
Campbell, chiefthose
projectionist,
Loew
Theatres;
Al
Polin, toastmaster ; H. Griffin, technical engineer, Nicholas Power Company; P. R. Bassett, Sunlight-Arc Corporation ; F. Krulish,
Precision Machine Company ; P. A. McGuire,
Nicholas Power Company; J. Robin, manufacturer of projection accessories; Gus Durkin,
Duwico Company; A. Altman and E. Altman,
Capitol Theatre Equipment Company; Wm.
(Pop) Malone. projectionist, Colonial Theatre,
Peekskill ; L. Feldman, L. Zinberg, T. G. Sherman, G. Williams, T. Burnhaus, William Guth
and about seventy others.
The Loew men are hereby served with notice
that I shall expect to be "in" on next year's
dinner.
Letter No. 1
From C. W. Aldenderfer, Columbus, Ohio,
comes a surprise — a surprise because I had
almost
forgotten
existed.
Haven't
had a letter
from Columbus
there for ages
almost.
He
says :
Well, here is letter No. 1, in which I am
seeking information. Have been a constant
and consistent reader of the department for
many years, but up to this time have not
contributed. And now some questions:
Has the Society of Motion Picture Engineers adopted safety standard film for all
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educational purposes? I am going into the
educational film game, and am just a little
leary about this phase of the matter.
Have had several years of teaching in the
schools, besides my experience shooting
shadows at the- silver sheet. Many schools
in this part ot the country have safety
standard gauge projectors. About an equal
number have standard gauge projectors. All
churches use standard projectors and film.
To whom can I write and get copies of
the papers read before the S. M. P. E., and
what is their cost?
As to Tinted Shutter
As to the tinted projector shutter, discussed
recently in the department, it is my view
that producers will not change their methods
to tinting to conform to that necessary to
be used with such shutters. This is due to
the many two-tone processes now used, and
to the further fact that the photo-mechanical
process of natural color projection is nearing
perfection.
The projector of the future may be one
which will rapidly project a series of say
four or five different color impressions
through a spectrum colored shutter. Notice
I say
be." be projected any faster than
How "may
will they
at present means allow, do you ask? Well,
only by perfection of the non-intermittent
projector, and C. Francis Jenkins may soon
accomplish that.
An Argument
Cannot agree with you that increasing the
amperage over 100 at a D. C. arc will not
result in very much of an increase in illumination. At the Methodist Centenary here,
three years ago, Leo Dwyer, Brother Charles
Reed and myself used upwards of 210 amperes
to illuminate a screen area of nearly 7,500
square feet, and any increase over 170 amscreen'
a noticeable
peres produced Positive
illumination.
carbonincrease
was a inNational
cored 1% inch diameter, but I do not know
what the resultant crater diameter was.
Brother Reed has several of the carbon
stubs. Perhaps he can be induced to part
with a few. Of course I am not claiming that
the efficiency of the arc was anywhere near
that of a 90 or 100 ampere arc.
Shutter was a one-blade, punched full
of nail holes and cut down to the minimum
permissible width.
I know this letter will be the subject of
some criticism, but we all need that.
Agree to Disagree
Don't know about the criticism, but on some
things we had better agree to disagree. First:
The S. M. P. E. adopted a safety standard, but
this does not mean that either makers or
users of projectors must abide by it, though it
may eventually mean that they will be forced
to through pressure brought to bear by the
Board of Fire Underwriters.
The big drawback is that the library of safety
standard films available is, up to this time,
sadly inadequate.
Your question is not so asked that I am able
to know just what it is you want. If you
enter the educational field it is very plain (read
your own letter for proof) that you will have
to supply both safety standard and standard
films.
You can get the S. M. P. E. publication,
which consists, for the most part, of papers
read before that body, by adressing the President of the Society, L. C. Porter, Fifth and
Sussex streets, Harrison, New Jersey. I do
not remember
various
pricesonnow,
dont
seem able the
to lay
my hand
the 'and
list,
though it should be here somewhere.
As tojC. Francis Jenkins soon perfecting the
non-intermittent
I'll wishes.
believe
it when I see it, projector,
though he urn,
has well,
my best
But Jenkins is not the only one who promises
success m that line soon — promises, mind you.
As to Amperage
As to the amperage matter, why brother, I
believe firmly that 1 plus 1 makes 2. As I
have said, a vejry slight difference in illumination is possible through the thickening of the
crater floor, but that is all. Those things
have been tested and measured. Come again.
Glad to see you.
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My Roof of Hair
From the grand old state where Boston
baked beans are made, from the city of crooked
streets, comes the following :
Like the chap in deep water, with both
hands up, I am calling for hellup. When we.
get stuck we always make hastd to seek tHe
knowledge some sneer at. We set out on a
gallop, pronto, looking for assistance, and
I dont know of any better place to get it
than right
son's head. under the roof of liair on RichardSome time ago we installed a 70 ampere
G. E. Generator. It is called »a» "Compensarc'Vby. the G. E. people, which I believe is
entirely wrong, though that doesn> mean it
is wrong because I say so.
We have an ammeter in the projection
room, which registers about 63 amperes when
I am projecting. At least that is Where I
keep it.is My
and the
reason
letter,
the trouble,
spot light.
1 have
one for'
of this
the
ordinary spots, with a six inch condenser
mounted in it. It is about 75 feet, lens to
stage.
I ? in;' the ' Spot
' so
I put' „an old Powers f 5* lamp
I could tip the carbons at an angle if I
wished. When I light the spot I reduce the
amperage as much as I, can.. I think it is
about 45 amperes — anyhow it is below 50,
which is as low as the ammeter registers.
The trouble is that I have a double spot
on the stage, which looks, ridiculous. It cona-, large,
spot main
and
anothersists ofabout
two very
feet- bright
above ' the
spot, the latter not nearly so bright as the
large
one.
To eliminate
the upper spot, I must bring
my carbon tips very close together, and you
very well know that with D. C. one caiuiot
carry an arc that» way. It sputter s\ - anil
there is a series of spots chasing all over
the danged ole stage.
Altoays the Same Result
I know the first thing you'll say is: "cut
down
the generator
current- — too much
juice." elecBut
when the
trician tried out the was
arcs Installed
and tried the
the spot
with amperrge
low value.
— same Examining
result, no
matter
what the very
current
the projectors we found the same thin?
occurred, though of course it did not show
on the screen.
Now, Brother Richardson, I have set my
carbons at all angles, arid have had the lamp
at all angles; also have used different combinations, but nothing I can do changes matters a tall, except that I can almost eliminate it by raising the lamp as far as possible,
bringing the crater nearly to the top of the
condenser, and then bring my uper carbon
quite a distance back of the lower, causing
a long skirt to form. But you know the
sort of light I can get that way.
I like a round spot, and one spot instead
of two. Come along with your row boat
and help me out:

Guess you've got me this time. Its a long
time since I've handled a spot. The small
spot is the light from the negative carbon tip,
of course. Would suggest that more angle to
the lamp
tried
that.would
You hclp,-Jbut
have askedyoomes^y>yj3u!ve
to suppressalready
your
name and name of town, so yop'Jf"iiiave to
wait. I"ll publish this1 fend: ask those "Who can
tell the good brother what' to do to" send me
their answers. I'll forvttaTd them, publishing
one of the best for the good of all concerned
A Bit In'edtisistent
One runs across some queer things; and meets
men who' impress one as having, queer mental
processes.
are those.' Aichardson
in- the'profession
who look There
at everything
does
through
green
glasses.
If
I
do
it
it
W-R-O-N-G, and that settles that so far asis
they are concerned. They are few, and are
mostly those upon whom I have at one time or
another "landed" more or less heavily, though
there is also a sprinkling of those who are unalterably opposed to progress, or anything that
in any way savors of progress. They are the
followers of ruts, and neither wish to or propose to be shooed, coaxed or pried out of their
own
little
SO easy
follow.
I think it 'furrow—
must havewhich
beenis one
of theto former
who pulled what I shall tell you of. It was
funny — or seemed so to me anyhow.
It happened down town in New York City.
Four projectionists were talking with me, or I
with them, when a fifth approached. We were
discussing the forthcoming Fourth Edition of
mot
the :Handbook. He broke in with this bon

"Aw that
the cheese!
m the game
do. I don't

book- of yours, Richardson. Its
All you got in it is stuff fellers
told you ! I gets good books, I
want a lotta stuff you get from

"Righto.
Old favor?
Topper," I answered. "What
books
do you
What books have you
others."
"I got all th' books of th' Society of Picture
got
anyhow?"That's what I got."
Engineecs*
''Picture Engineers
? Never heard of them
"Aw can th' chatter! You belong to um!"
yourself. They some of your stuff in th' books.
all that's the matter wit um."
That's
Of course
the chap meant the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers, but let that pass.
The amusing part is that this saphead objects
to my books because I have, forsooth, learned
others.
what is in them, or at least much of it, from
The dumbbell
ordinary
intelligence to know hasn't
that sufficient
aside from
committee
reports, pretty nearly every solitary thing in
the books of the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers is matter collected by that distinguished body from various individuals and
corporations. The biggest work of the society
is to collect and make available that great fund
of know ledge already existent in various forms,
but which is widely scattered and at present
more or less fragmentary.
That Same Thing Has Been Precisely
the BIG Office This Department Has
Filled for Many Years. It also is partly the
office filled by my books, though as a matter
of fact. I have actually created much of the
matter
contained— or at least partly
created therein
it.
Illustrate Warped Vision
The
remarks
of the individual in question
illustrate the warped
vision of men of his
type. They do not in any degree understand
what I am trying to do, and thev just wont
take the trouble to find out. If I take them to
task for a wrong, instead of realizing the
justice of the criticism, and proceeding to
effect a remedy, they sit back and curse the one
who dared disturb the calm of their -existence
by
out that but
which
knewpointing
was wrong,
werptheytooprobably'
darned already
lazy to
make
right.
They also object to my doing the "pointing"
in a way
literally
compels' them to make
some
sort which
of a bluff
at reform.
NOTE— Please don't get the foolish idea
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that I am criticising the books, papers or work
of the S. M. P. E. ! Nothing of the sort. The
books are good books for the projectionist to
own, and the work of the society is, in the
main, most excellent. I recommend both to
you.
I don'tthey
carespread
a damnabroad
wheresothey
knowledge
longGET
as ittheis
real information, of genuine value to you. And
it most emphatically is all of that.
Off My Trolley
Read what follows, and I'll leave it to you if
I don't deserve to be placed in the observation ward of some good asylum or sum'n. In
a recent letter, Brother Kerr, from down Pennsylvania way, inclosed four lines of verse, and
that verse served as a foundation for the folI wouldn't
admit it,lowing
only Conductorial
it would brainstorm.
be a mean trick
to risk
some one else being accused if I published it
anonymously.
Well, anyhow, blame Kerr. He started me
off. I've called it:
Who the Real Gink Really Is
You may
the sing
screen.of the "stars" who appear on
Cow-eyed heroes who saunter and pose
And kiss the poor heroine often and long
Until you would almost suppose,
He would blush a rich shade of crimson or
red.
Well knowing the audience looks,
ButWhothe ingenuine
heroand's the
back cooks.
behind.
darkness
heatmanslowly
You may
'bout directors, camera men
and brag
the rest;
You may rave about Griffith and those
Who make all the stars and the starlets to
shine
And
thatin you
it "goes."
But to all
what
the say,
heck why
would
their efforts
amount,
If the Man Back Behind he got mean,
Failed to cause their stars to behave as they
should,
As they prance on the theatre screen.
Just suppose he makes Naza mova round
pretty quick,
her at
sob-sister
stuff,time
Or When
he runsshe's
out doing
of carbon
exactly the
When Bill Hart starts to pull a big bluff.
And when Griffith has carefully planned
something nice,
It may get a swift kick in the pants,
If the Man Back Behind is rewindin' a film,
'Stead of watching the screen figures dance.
Douglas
Fairbanks supposes he's really
some —is quite a big hit;
That quite
he surely
If he only could see himself move on the
screen
When the speed has been Jacked up a bit!
Mary OhPickford
yes, — "Our Mary" — is an artist,
Until the shadows appear just because,
The Man Back Behind isn't onto his job —
There's
was. a smudge where our Dear Mary
Clara Kimball imagines that when she
appears,
The rest of the screen actors droop.
Oh boy, if she knew! for the Man Back
Behind
At that instant had just lost a loop;
Bo instead of appearing with dignified grace,
Poor Clara came on with a jump,
And the motions the poor girl went through
after that,
Gave her dignity one awful bump.
And so, David Griffith and all of your clan,
Do your best, BUT remember this fact:
That when you have finished your artistic
work,
That work will just have to be packed
In a can. and sent out to the Man Back
Behind,
In whose hands all your efforts must rest.
And to him you must pray, and upon him
depend
To show your fine goods at their best.
And if he falls down — If he fails to come
through.
All your work will be cut below par,
For lack of artistic projection, Mr. Man,
Is like daubing a rose bud with tar.
So When
don't you
be too
uppish,
men,
speak
of theyouManproducer
Back Behind,
For he can raise (censored) with all that
you do.
Or show the public just what you'd In mind.
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J. P. Ethridge, Louisville, Georgia, writes:
I find the handbook (Third Edition) does
not deal with the Mazda projection lamp,
therefore will ask the favor of your opinion
of the incandescent lamp for projection.
I have two Simplex projectors, with the
usual carbon arc outfit in the way of lamp
and lamphouse. Distance of projection is 60
feet, with an 11 foot 5 inch picture. Get
good results with the arc, but current is 21
cents per K. W. H., and that is a little too
high for a small town theatre.
The boss told me I could use a 900 watt,
30 ampere lamp and get good results — as
good as with the arc, considering the short
distance of projection. Will you be good
enough to advise me?
Not Easy
First, brother, don't get the idea that Mazda
projection
a boy's very
job. much
It mostmore
emphatically
is
not. It isrequires
accurate
work tionand
more
careful
work
than
does projecwith an arc.
You can get very satisfactory results, under
the conditions named, if you have a good screen.
Whether the results will be "as good as with
the
how you
at it.
The arc"
light will
will depend
not be on
so white
or solook
brilliant,
but it will be white enough and brilliant enough
for all purposes, always provided you learn how
to
handle the thing and how to adjust it correctly.
But, mind you, the handling and adjustment
is the thing. If you handle it carelessly you
may have big lamp bills. If you do not understand, or are careless in making the necessary
adjustments you will be disappointed in results,
because with the Mazda even so little as 1-32
of an inch out of adjustment is a very serious
matter, if the "out" be at the right place.
The Fourth Edition of the handbook, out before long now, will supply you with full information, profusely illustrated.
Under the conditions I certainly would get
Mazda, BUT make whomever you buy from
agree to give you full, minute instruction in adjustment and handling of the lamp and apparatus, and then follow the instructions carefully.
Excellent Bulletin
Charles Roach, who is in charge of the
Visual Instruction section of the Iowa State
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts,
sends bulletin No. 49, just issued by the college,
with request that I "look at it through the eyes
of a non-theatrical user, rather than through
theTheeyesbulletin
of a professional
projectionist."
contains fourteen
pages of text
matter, and some as excellent illustrations as
I have seen in a long while. By the latter I mean
that the illustrations are intended to convey
certain information, and they certainly do it to
theI queen's
could, oftaste.
course, pick a number of holes in
the text matter, but it is true that, viewed with
non-theatrical eyes the text is good. However
I don't
think that
quitewhothe isright
look
at
it. Because
the isman
to usewayit isto more
or less an amateur it seems to me that is all the
more reason why anything addressed to him
ought to be absolutely correct.
But here is one thing I object to. It is the
seat of nearly all the trouble with film sent
out in bad condition. On page 2 the bulletin
says :
Film usually comes from the exchange
properly wound, and apparently ready for
the projector, however, it is never advisable
to project film without first inspecting It
through the rewind.
The Exchange Banks ' on This
And that is exactly and precisely what the
exchange banks on. It is the reason they, or
many of them at least, more often than not
send film out in an absolutely vile condition —
a condition in which it would be positively
impossible to project it. If the exchange
knew film would not be inspected before projection, and that it, the exchange, would be
held responsible for fires or other trouble caused
by bad condition of film, there would be no
films sent out in other than perfect condition.
Do not misunderstand me, though. Every-
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thing considered, the Visual Section of the Iowa
college is entitled to distinct credit for the excellence of the bulletin. I would, however, before
they get out a re-issue of the same, like to go
over it and suggest a few changes.
Likes the Handbook
J. M. Jacobs, projectionist, Princess Theatre,
South Boston, Va., arises to remark :
Dear Mr. Richardson: Am projectionist in
a small-town theatre and the proud owner
of a handbook. It is the greatest help I have
ever had. I would rather lose my Job than
lose the handbook. If I could not get another
book.
Still, after all it does not contain all the
information I need. It could not be expected
that any book would or could. Have had
several arguments with my manager as to
which la the best projector now on the
market. We do not agree, and I would very
much appreciate your Judgment in the
matter. I assure you what you may say
will be treated as in strictest confidence.
Personally I favor the Powers projector, but
that is no proof it is best. Am wondering
why so many Simplexes are installed.
Friend
first because
it Can't
would benot done,
be fair,
and Jacobs,
second, third,
fourth,
fifth and sixth because there are other valid
reasons
why I should not give my opinion — if
I have one.
I can, however, reply to you in this way :
Speaking of professional projectors, every one
you find advertised in the Moving Picture
World is a good projector, and mind you I am
NOT saying this merely because they advertise, but because it is entirely true. There are
other good projectors, yes, but none in any
degree better than those this paper advertises,
so IfwhyI were
go outside
the "family?"
a working
projectionist, I myself
would prefer the one I personally liked best,
and was most familiar with, BUT I would
raise no serious objection if the manager placed
the name of each of the projectors I have indicated opposite a number on a dice, rolled the
dice and proceeded to have installed the one
which first came uppermost. They all have
points of superior advantage. They all have
weak points — faults, if you will, BUT they
are every one corking good projectors just the
same, remembering always that in the matter
of price they are all in open competition, and
any additions in price is pretty certain to be
justified by additional value. It could not well
be otherwise.
Mis-Frame League
A. D. Redilph, St. Paul, Minnesota, writes:
I was talking with a projectionist from a
small town near here a few days ago. He
did considerable raving about an organization called "The Mis-Frame League," which
he said
It's a new
me.
Can heyoubelonged
tell me to.
anything
about oneit. onI
thought I was pretty well posted, but he
says it is a very large organization, and here
I never even heard of It. What is It anyhow,
if there really is such a thing?
If I remember rightly, when Ira Sherman
was editor of a projection department of a trade
paper,
a "Mis-Frame
League."
It was henotinaugurated
an organization,
in the sense
that
word is, usually used, but consisted merely in
a number of men who were willing to and did
sign a blank provided by the paper, the same
containing
to do therepairing
exchange'sall work
by inspectinga promise
and thoroughly
films
received from the exchange in punk condition.
I believe the paper in question still sends out
the blanks, and that there still are those who
sign them. Personally I would think very much
more of a "league" of exchange men who
promised and agreed to fulfill their contract
with the theatre by sending out only film which
is in perfect condition to project or failing to
do this would pay the projectionist for the
time he spent in doing the exchange inspection
and repair work. I would even prefer a league
of projectionists who would refuse to accept
any film for projection unless it be in projectable
"organization,"
if it one.
still
exists,condition.
and I thinkTheit docs,
is a very small
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Expert

Production
LIFE, action, realism, are the vital sparks
of the motion picture and artificial lighting i§ one of the most active factors in
the attainment of these qualities.
Frederick *S. Mills, ,■ electrical illuminating
engineer, reviewing the progress of the art of
photoplay illumination during the year 1921.
points out that these qualities must be brought
out, so far as possible, not only in the human
players,
scenes. but in the inanimate properties of the
Take for instance, the vase of roses on the
table in the drawing room set. Under ordinary
illumination, it is just a mere prop, colorless,
devoid of any special beauty or significance.
But now, according to Mr. Mills, it has been
discovered that putting a spotlight upon it is
to make it play a real, beautiful artistic part
in the picture. It is a colorful, living, attractive part of the scene which flashes on the
silversheet.
An application of the same idea to pieces of
bric-a-brac, beautiful statuary, silk plaques or
tapestries on the walls, etc, enhances the life
qualities of the picture. This is a 1921 improvement.
Exemplary of 1921 efficiency and perfection
in electrical Humiliation and showing the advance in efficiency oven previous; years, ! Mr.
Mills cites below some of the greatest electrical

WORLD
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Startling

Illumination

accomplishments in connection with the lighting of Paramount pictures made during that
year at the West Coast studio.

Innovations
on the Lasky ranch. To properly light the
town necessitated five big portable power plants.
"All
big Sun-Light arcs and General
Electric the
searchlight
s in the studio and a large
battery of Kliegliglits were transported to the
setting and pressed into service. A carbon arc
light was placed behind each window and door
in the town to simulate signs of night life and
activity, whereas formerly incandescent lights
were
of thisused
kind. for this purpose in large settings

"One of the Mr.
mostMills
notable
Talks'lighting achiever
ments accomplished during the past vear," he
the big
of' built
lightingwas
night which
"was thesetting
declares,
at
Siamese exterior
Balboa, California, for some of the spectacular
scenes in Cecil B. DeMille's production, 'Fool's
Paradise.' This was without a doubt one of
Many Innovations
the biggest morion picture illuminating propositions ever undertaken. The lighting equip"Many
innovati
ons in
of lighting
ment required to properly illuminate that set,
and new methods theby way
which better
reif out in a continuous line would extend for a facilities
sults
have
been
obtained,
have been worked out
quarter of a mile.
and
introduc
ed
in
Paramou
nt pictures during
"A high tension transmission line carrying the past year.
current several
miles from a power station to
"One
of
these
is in connection with the door
the site, was set up. Arrangements were made and window lighting
just mentioned. A new
with the power company to set up a special scheme has just been worked
whereby these
transformer. The shots were so long — that is, back Fights may be dispensed outwith.
The winthe distance from the camera to the scene, so '
town exterior settings can be
far — in many instances, that the director was dows
coated inwithlarge
an
aluminum
paint which
obliged to use telephone equipment with am- acts as a reflecting surface orforsilver
the light beams
plifiers, ingiving orders to his players.
cast from the outside by the big searchlights,
"Another big project was the lighting of the giving the appearance of light in the windows
setting representing the
mining town of without the use of interior lamps behind the
Panamint in Jack Holt's second Paramount
windows. The -part of the window supposedly
picture,plete'While
For this
a comcovered by curtains, shutting out the light, is
mainSleeps.'
street was
constructed
small townSatan
painted
brown, which gives the effect of partly
drawn curtains.

PARK RIES, EDUCATIONAL-MERMAID CAMERAMAN
Pointing zvith pride to the ultra-rapid speed attachment attached to his camera
by Bell & Howell

"The old system of taking big night scenes
in the day time and tinting the film blue
to
fool the public into believing that the scenes
have been taken at night has been practically
abandoned during the year just passing at the
Paramount studio. All night scenes, no matter
how extensive the scope of operations, as in the
case of the two instances referred to, are now
made at night, and the proper atmosphere is
thus secured. But this has meant and means
many tremendous tasks for the illuminating
engineering department.
Indirect Lighting from Carbon Arcs
"One of the most valuable innovations introduced at the Paramount studio and perfected
this year and one which marks an advanced
step in motion picture illumination, is a large
overhead half -spherical dome lamp by means
of which indirect lighting from carbon arcs is
supplied the scene below. The carbon arcs,
hidden from view below by means of a trough
in which they lie, are reflected by the uppeT
concave surface of the dome to the lower
region.
"This cuts out all direct rays and gives an
even, perfectly distributed light, which
does not
cast shadows. It is only direct rays which cast
shadows. For the special effects desired, spotlights may be used. This indirect lighting or
diffused illumination is the nearest approach to
perfect natural light, taking as a basis for such
perfect natural light a north sky at noon on
a cloudy day. This is known as one hundred
per cent, or perfect illumination, free from
shadow. Draughtsmen and architects always
work on their plans and drawings from light
from a north sky because of the smooth, clear
value of this light, which casts no shadows
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IS

THE

YOUR

THING

HOUSE

finest possible musical program, the
THE
most artistic house lighting, the softest of
tufted upholstery will not take the curse off
a badly projected film.
Your

projection room is more directly connected with j^our box office than any other
portion of your theatre. And it is true economy
and good business to give your projectionist
every facility for improving his screen results.
The XF7~£' Proctor Automatic Projector is
the one and only projecting machine that reduces to a minimum the element of human
fallibility. It leaves to hand operation and
guess work noting that may be accomplished
by absolutely accurate mechanical methods.
And,

even

with

the best — which

means

the

rU~F:E
more

Proctor Automatic projector — the projectionist has his hands full. So why pile up
trouble upon him by trying to get along

with something else — even though
a trifle less at the first jump.
Send for Bulletin P-W which
further into the matter

it may

cost

goes

Anoher

THE U-T-E PROCTOR
AUTOMATIC PROJECTOR

important consideration
illumination.

is screen

HALLBERG
MOTOR

GENERATORS

insure steady brilliant pictures at minimum
Built to meet
Made

UNITED
H. T. EDWARDS
President

efficiently the special requirements

cost.

of high class projection.

for all circuits, single and double arc, 25-125 amperes.
The standard for 12 years.

THEATRE
25 WEST
EVERYTHING

EQUIPMENT
CORPORATION
J.Vice-President
H. HALLBERG
45th STREET, NEW YORK
Branch Stores in All Principal Cities
FOR THE MOTION PICTURE THEATRE EXCEPT THE FILM
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HAAS' FORCED PERSPECTIVE— CAUSE AND RESULT
At left, the set showing a thirty-foot series of diminishing arches. At right, viett) giving effect of a corridor one hundred and twentyfive feet in length
from their pencils, scales and other mechanical
instruments. Indirect light, such as emanates
from the lamp above described does away with
ugly shadows caused on the face by the features
of the players, such as noses, eye sockets, protruding eyebrows, neck lines, double chins, etc.
A Long Floor Light
"Another
new
arrangement,
at the Paramount lighting
studio during
the pastdevised
year,
found very valuable and practicable and put
into general use in the making of Paramount
pictures, is a long floor light; also an indirect
light device, which is similar to and serves the
same purpose as the stage footlights. The light
is reflected up into the faces of the players
from below and also serves to prevent facial
shadows from the causes mentioned above.
The lamp is a long tin trough fitted with a
series of carbon arcs at equal distances apart.
"Thement at installation
of new
the Pa/amount
studiowiring
duringandthe equipyear,
1921, marks an epoch in the history of studio
illumination. One new modern portable power
plant has been added, making three now in use
by the studio; also a portable set of transformers on a trailer.
"Something like one hundred thousand dollars
have been invested during the past year by the
studio in new equipment, wiring and illumination facilities. In this are included a new
switchboard, the rewiring of all four studio
stages, new Klieglight and Sun Arc lamps ; a
three unit synchronous motor generator set;
the installation of a new set of larger transformers and to handle the increased capacity
of the stage wiring ; the building of a ten
thousand dollar switchboard of twenty-three
hundred volts capacity.
Four Carloads of Wire
"Four
carloads
coppersystem
wire and
cableseveral
were
used in the new of
wiring
carloads of three inch galvanized iron conduit.
The distributing system on the stages has been
changed and safety switch boxes installed,
assuring protection to the increased number of
electricians and to everyone on the stages and

complying with all state regulations covering
protection from accidents. This work has extended throughout the year and the wiring of
stage four is just being completed. This new
equipment and wiring installation has increased
the current capacity for illumination, by five
hundred per cent, or five fold, in the one year.
Highest Efficiency Possible
"With
the
present highin standard
of equipment and organization
the department
of
illumination, the highest efficiency is possible.
The department is sometimes given only eight
or ten hours' notice to prepare and completely
equip a large setting with artificial lighting
facilities sufficient in power to light a small
sized town. This necessitates the regulation
of the high power motor generator sets for
the high intensity arc searchlights and the
setting of the transformers and switchboards
for general lighting in big scenes where manypeople are used.
Lighting Up "Saturday Night"
"For the Coney Island setting, Cecil B. DeMille'shundred
latest picture,
whereor
three
people "Saturday
were used, Night,"
only three
four hours were given the department in which
to light the set, it being necessary to wait until
most of the studio work was completed so that
equipment could be shipped over to the location
site where the scenes were taken. As an illustration of the magnitude of this project, the
salaries of the men employed to operate the
lights
the set for
three or
work, onamounted
to the
between
fourfourandhours'
five
hundred dollars.
big problems
beenelectrical
encountered
and"Many
successfully
overcomehavealong
lines
during the year. A single instance is when
Tom Forman, directing Thomas Meighan in
"If Youtown, a small
Believetown
It, It's
So," went California,
to Jamesin Northern
lo film village scenes.
"A transmission line was built from the
power plant and equipment was shipped up for
lighting the night scenes. It was found, however, that the local moving picture theatre con-

sumed so much current that not enough was
left to supply all the lights to light the setting.
The director got out of this emergency by
buying out the moving picture house for four
nights and keeping it dark during that time so
that the current ordinarily used for the theatre
projection machines could be utilized by the
company for illumination purposes."
Wouldn 't Real Estaters
Like to Work This Stunt?
Forced perspective is one of the newest developments in motion picture architecture.
Until recently it was considered almost impossible to give the effect of depth in a setting which
must be constructed in a limited space on a
studio stage. Many foreign films which have
been shown in this country obtained the effect
by the use of the cubist art. This was accomplished by painting lines which, when photographed, gave the idea of extreme distance.
A Construction Matter
The process used by Robert M. Haas, Lasky
studio art director, in showing a jail corridor
for Jack Holt's most recent Paramount picture, "While SatanA Sleeps,"
purelyof a various
matter
of construction.
series ofwasarches
heights were set up in a space of thirty feet
and when the scene was photographed it gave
the effect on the screen of a corridor one
hundred and twenty-five feet long.
The accompanying illustration shows the
setting in construction with Mr. Haas at the
extreme left supervising the work and also the
finished scene, showing the actors going through
the action under the direction of Joseph
Henabery.
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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Flatness of Field —
brilliant illumination, greatest contrast between
black and white, with sharp definition right to the
edges — perfect projection by the
Bausch

&

Lomb

CINEPHOR
The New Projection Lens
The quality is the highest and absolutely uniform
— no need of testing to select your lens.
Write for interesting literature.
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.
St. Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y.
London
New York
Washington
Chicago
San Francisco
Leading American Makers of Photographic Lenses, Microscopes,
Projection Apparatus (Balopticon3) , Ophthalmic Lenses and Instruments, Photo-Micrographic Apparatus, Range Finders and Oun
Sights for Army and Navy, Searchlight Reflectors, Stereo-Prism
Binoculars, Magnifiers and other High-Orade Optical Products.
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Light
TRANSVERTER (Double Arc Type) is a
series arc motor generator, having automatic voltage regulation.
No more amperes used than actually
required for the light or dark pictures.
Only such voltage is generated as is
used).
used in the arc itself (no ballast being

Wt

TRANSVERTER produces better results
and uses less current than any other
device.

are £tncere=

TRANSVERTER gives better light and
better pictures. It is easy to operate,
thoroughly reliable, and is an important
factor in drawing full houses, by reason
of superior projection.
Ask your dealer.
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Hertner Electric
1904 W. 112th St.
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Corporation
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| One Sixty-Five Broadway, New York |
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SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS
Toot m apodal Ticket,
any colon,
num•Terraccurately
rail guaranteed.
Coupon bered;Ticket*
for PrUe
Dravunts:
tS.tt. 18.00.
Prompt tbe shipments.
with
order. Got Caab
the
samples.Seat Send
*eaerved
Coapoadtafram
Ttekets.forserial
er dated.form to Government
All tickets must conand bear established price
of admission regulation
and tax
SPECIAL TICKET PRICES
Five Thousand
fS.M
Tes Thousand
S.s*
Fifteen Thousand
4.S*
Twenty-five Thousand
i.se
Fifty
Thousand
12-S*
One Hundred Thousand
laVJt
National Ticket Co.
shamokin. Pa.
Radios

:: Mat

TALK from your soreen
WITH your quickly
TYPEWRITTEN MESSAGES
POWER'S PROJECTOR INSTALLATION
In the projection room of the California Theatre, Los Angeles

60 RADIO MAT SLIDES $2.
Aooept no Substitute
Two
QUALITY plus SERVICE
Developing— Printing — Titles
backed
by every
a fair order
scale weof receive
prlcee — forare offered and
deliveredupwltb
Write for Latest Scale of Price »
STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CO.
Mailers Building
CHICAGO
Phone: Central 2347
THEATRE SPECIALISTS
Designer* of Over 200 The«tr*a
C. HOWARD
CRANE
ARCHITECT
ELMER GEORGE KIEHLER. Asutlats
CYRIL E. SCHLEY
Mala Office: — HURON BLD G.. DETROIT. MICH.
Branch Offices;— New York, Chicago. Windsor, •at.
TITLES
FOR ALL
PURPOSES
— ANY
LANGUAGE
10 Years
Specializing
This Product
Assures
You ofIn the
BEST
Moderate Prices Quick Service
PREMIER TITLE COMPANY
356-358 EAST 33rd STREET CHICAGO

PERFUMES
FOR COMBS AND SPRAYS
HEWS LABORATORIES
CHAPMAN DOCKS
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
imite
SICoam

Lighting
T?IRE
APPLIANCES
FOR
THEATRES

Company
Fire • Protection Engineers
200 Fifth Avenue New York City

Important
File

Louisville
Articles

THE filing of articles of incorporation
for two important companies in Louisville marks a notable addition to the
motion picture interests of Kentucky, and
also the building of a theatre in Lexington
which will be one of the handsomest picture houses in the South. It meaas also a
fine
addition
National
family.to the ever increasing First
The Lafayette Amusement Company was
incorporated in Louisville with $250,000
capital stock. It is building the new
Lafayette Theatre in Lexington, near the
New Lafayette Hotel. Prominent Louisville and Lexington men and one Columbus,
O., man are the incorporators. The company has 750 shares of first preferred stock
of par value $100; 250 shares of second preferred of $100 par value and 1,500 shares of
common stock of $100 par value.
Preferred Stock Holders
First preferred stock, Louis De Cognets,
George K. Graves and Charles N. Manning,
all of Lexington, 250 shares each; second
stock, David L. Ades and L. B. Shouse, both
of Lexington, 125 shares each; common
stock, Lee L. Goldberg, — shares ; Harry
Switow, 4 shares; Sam Switow, 3 shares;
Fred Levy, 163 shares; M. Switow, 163
shares; W. H. James, 163 shares.
Temporary Officers
Temporary officers are Harry Switow,
president; Sam Switow, vice-president; Lee
L. Goldbe rg, secretary and treasurer.
Work on the new theatre is well under
way. If it gets under roof before cold
weather
or May. sets in it will be finished by April
The Elless Realty Company has also been
incorporated. This is a company to hold
property in Lexington purchased by Coi.
Levy and M. Switow adjoining the new
Lafayette Theatre. The back part of this
property is also used for the new theatre

Concerns
of Incorporation

site._ The company has $90,000 capital stock
in 250 shares of preferred and 650 shares of
common stock at $100 a share. Lee Goldberg, Sam Switow and Harry Switow have
three shares each; Fred. Levy 247 shares
and M. Switow 244 shares.
Goldwyn 's California
Installs Three Powers
The photograph shown herewith is that
of the projection room of the California
Theatre, 812 South Main street, Los Angeles, a Goldwyn house. Frank Hardell,
chief projectionist of the Goldwyn circuit,
who- is an ardent Power's enthusiast, personally supervised the entire installation,
which was made by the Pacific Amusement
Company of Los Angeles.
Installation Is Complete
An examination of the photograph will
indicate that this is an excellent and very
complete installation. The legs of the
Power's Type "E" projectors are at the
proper height and it will also be noticed
that there is a very moderate angle of proThe photographs which we show from
jection.
time to time of projection rooms deserve the
attention of managers and projectionists
as not infrequently the projectionist in
charge has put over some little stunt of his
own which may offer a hint to others in
solving projection room problems.
AMERICAN
Jf (Trade-Mark
otoplaper
Registered)
The Musical Marvel
Write for Catnlowno
AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
KM Broadway
New York City
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"ELECTRA" carbon has been
on the market ever since the
beginning of the moving picture industry, and has always
maintained supremacy as the
world's
carbon.
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PERFECT

PROJECTION

WHITE
A. C.
LOWER CARBON
for
ALTERNATING CURRENT

ELECTRA
NEGA
COPPER COATED
NEGATIVE CARBONS
This remarkable product represents the most scientific development ofthe metal coated
negative carbon. It has many
advantages over ordinary negative carbons.

projector

REISINGER,

11

A supreme quality white flame carbon made expressly for use as a
Lower trim for alternating current.
In combination with the Standard
Pink Label "ELECTRA" cored carbon as uppers, they give a brilliant
pure white light. Recommended
where the usual humming noise of
the
alternating current arc is objectionable.

Broadway,

New

Arco^nd

\&cuum

York

Truck

Cleaner

Hundreds of small and large theatres adopted
Arco Wand Truck Vacuum Cleaners with
a very noticeable saving in time, labor and cost.
Many of these theatres were already equipped
with permanent vacuum cleaning systems, but
ARCO WAND TRUCKS used so much less current
and were so convenient to handle that the permanent cleaning system has been abandoned.
Get This Booklet on Cost!

Illustrates use of the ARCO WAND Vacuum Cleaner
(No. 341-T, Truck Type) for cleaning carpets, runners
and floors in a Moving Picture Theatre. Very easy
to collect all the dirt from under as well as around
the seats. Can also be used for cleaning upholstery
and hangings.

Our booklet "Lowering the High Cost of Cleaning" gives
specific examples of the saving. This book should be read by
every progressive theatre manager. Send for a copy and get
the latest information on thorough cleaning by the dustless,
noiseless, economical method.
American

Radiator

Company

816-820 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago
Sates Branches and Showrooms in all large cities
Makers of the famous IDEAL Boilers and AMERICAN Radiators
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Signs colored with
RECO

Hoods
alway* look fresh.
The colors are permanent, as hoods are
made of natural colored blown glass.
They slip over the
lamp and are firmly
held by a bronze
spring.
Ask tig more
about tliem.
10 W-40 W

Reynolds Electric Co.
26S0 W. CONGRESS ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.
Also make Flashers, Small Motors, etc.
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The Brooklyn Riviera
Is Simplex Equipped
December first S. C. La Vine opened the
beautiful Riviera Theatre, St. Johns place
and Kingston avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., and
gave to the Bedford section of Brooklyn
a new and finely appointed house.
The policy growing in popularity with
modern theatres of installing three projectors
to insure an uninterrupted performance at all
times has been adopted by the Riviera management. projectors,
Three of the latest
"S" Simplex
motor driven
two type
spotlights
and a
generator are part of the splendid equipment installed in the projection room.
The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
and B. F. Keith Vaudeville Circuit have
been selected to provide the entertainment
that will be presented at the Riviera.
A souvenir program was presented to
each patron on the opening night. It Contained ahistory, back to the days of George
Washington, of the neighborhood where
the theatre is located, and also mentions
those connected with the designing and
erecting of the theatre.

LISTS

MOVING PICTURE AND
LEGITIMATE THEATRES
2216« Moving Picture by States per M
1219 Film Exchanges, for List
19* Manufacturers and Studios
419 Machine and Supply
Dealers
M74 Legitimate Theatres
S. 6 Can.
tlO Vaudeville TheatU.res

New

tS.M
7Jt
slit
4 00
SM
7jf

A. F. WILLIAMS
1U W. ADAMS ST.
CHICAGO
MACHINES
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
AND SUPPLIES
WRITE FOR CATALOG
ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Film Cement
Gelatine — All Colors
HEWS LABORATORIES
CHAPMAN DOCKS BROOKLYN. N. Y.

Missouri

Houses

Have Been Simplexized
F. E. Brady, of the New Broadway, Cape
Girardeau, Mo., opened his beautiful new house
on
Christmas Eve with "The Sheik" as the
feature.
The New Broadway is one of the handsomest theatres in- Southeast Missouri and it
cost approximately $125,000.
The battery
two Type Minusa
"E" Simplex
machines, Hertneroftransverter,
and other
projection equipment was purchased from the
St. Louis Exhibitors' Supply Company. The
same company also supplied the new Lyric
Theatre at Galatia, 111., and the Ozark, which
recently opened in Webster Groves, Mo.
Newman
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Will Soon Move

Into New and Larger Home
The Newman Manufacturing Company
will celebrate New Year's by moving into
its new home at 416-418 Elm street, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
The building is a seven-story structure

and contains 56,000 square feet of floor
Being a corner lot, it is well lighted and
space.
furnishes particularly good facilities for the
production of the fine work turned out by
the Newman Manufacturing Company.
By moving into their new quarters, the
Newman company will increase its production facilities fully one hundred per cent.
The present staff, which consists of seventyeight operatives, will be increased to one
hundred and sixty as soon as the equipment
is installed in the new plant.
A New St. Louis House
Is Planned by Henning
Herman Henning, of the Gorg Construction
Company, has taken a ninety-nine year lease
on the southeast corner of Grand avenue and
Morgan street, St Louis, and plans to improve
it with a theatre and office building that will
rank with the finest in the West. The theatre
will be designed after the Tivoli, of Chicago.
Plans are being made with the intention of
starting construction about January 15. The
site has a frontage of 146}^ feet on Grand
avenue
street. and a depth of 158 feet on Morgan
Henning is en route to San Francisco to
complete financial arrangements with some
wealthy Chinese who are interested in the venture. The site is owned by Simon Vann Raalte.
The lease to Henning is said to be on the basis
of 5 per cent, a year on a $300,000 valuation.
Matt Aparton

Reports

Power's Installations
Matt Aparton, president and general manager
of the General Supply and Air Company, Portland, Oregon, writes us that, within the past
five weeks he has made installations of Power's
projectors in the following houses:
Liberty Theatre, Lafayette, Oregon; Lobby
Theatres, Cathalamet, Wash. ; Moro Theatre,
Moro, Oregon; Deline Sand Hills Oil Company, Portland, Oregon; Majestic Theatre,
Kalama, Wash. ; Star Theatre, Kelso, Wash. ;
Princess Theatre, Yamhill, Oregon ; Highway
Theatre, Portland, Oregon ; Alhambra Theatre,
Portland, Oregon ; L. C. Fenn Theatre,
Chinook, Wash. ; Arcade Theatre, La Grande,
Oregon ; Foley Theatre, Ridgefield, Wash. ;
Columbia Theatre, Astoria, Oregon.
Whichbringer.
indicates that Matt is something of a
bacon

Apparatus
RINALDY™ri
for Quantity and Quality Productions
Advanced Engineering Peataras
Attract,*, Guar mat tt
210 West 4 1st „
E. S. RINALDY
NIW VOft-K 04 TV

BARGAINS— Rebuilt Machines
POWERS — SIMPLEX — M0TI0GRAPH
Complete Theatre Equipments and Supplies
Writs for Catalog
MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO
"•Union Ave.
Msmshl's. Tens.
NO EXHIBITOR
cardinnnea1'5'
the
Merits
, „ Fe,?ls
Lue Ccrta)n
.Mtrus Re-orat
Films
tised In Equipment Unless He Sees Them Adver-

The Moving Picture World
He KNOWS
That
Reliable Concerns Can flsln Admission
to the Only
Columns
of the MOVING PICTURE WORLD.

NEW PLANT OF NEWMAN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
This seven-story structure will give the Netcman concern the use of 56,000 square
feet of floor space
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BEST FOR 39 YEARS PAST

THE VALLEN
AUTOMATIC
CURTAIN
MACHINE
NOISELESS
POSITIVE
FOOLPROOF
ECONOMICAL
Patented
GUARANTEED
Necessary equipment, including track, for a straight
draw curtain installation furnished with machine without additional charge.

NEWMAN
BRASS LOBBY
FRAMES
FOR POSTERS AND PHOTOS
Classy Display Frames in Finishes Which
Require Little or No Polishing.
Used to Splendid Advantage in Over
10,000 Theatres in the U. S.
Write for Catalog "W"
The Newman Mfg. Company
Cincinnati, Ohio
721 Sycamore St.
Chicago Branch: 68 West Washington Street

E. J. Vallen Electrical Company
85 South Canal Street
AKRON, OHIO

In retrospect of the past year, we find that we
have many things to be thankful for, and in
that spirit of thankfulness, we.feel at this, the
"Christmas Time"
that it is opportune to wish our many friends
the heartiest

■

SEASON'S
GREETINGS
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
746 S. Wabash Avenue
Chicago, 111.

Let the theatre
ventilaf.ionj

iJrATirJrt
heating
v/eNtil/vtins

tellspecialists
Send to day for
Booklet 6
AlPNSPlW ^PPUNS SySTEIA.Nc
I47"6 BRPAOWAy "M few Yprk, rt.V
J
ARTIN
t t ROTARY

A STANDARD
UNIVERSAL
400 ft. capacity, F:3.5 lens, regular and trick crank, forward and
reverse
direct
rachet
take-up,
three
all
aluminum magazines, latest
medel, like new, olive drab finish, guaranteed.
HERE IS A RARE BARGAIN
WIRE YOUR ORDER NOW with twenty-five per cent, deposit and
balance on examination.
$255. 00
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
1*9 No. Dearborn St., Dept. 107, Chicago, Illinois
P. 8.any Write
Bass your
motion want
pictureat needs
now. Most complete stock In the country
and
Information
you might
your disposal.

PROJECTING

THE

GREATEST

CONVERTER
FOR REAL
SUN-LIT PICTURES
PERFECT REEL DISSOLVING
WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC CO.
1010 Brokaw Bid*.. New York
412 8. Heyne Ave., Chicago
PICTURE

ON

EARTH

PORTER installs SIMPLEX PROJECTORS, Special Lenses, Robin
Electric Speed Indicators at 44th Street Theatre, N. Y., and Crescent
Theatre, Brooklyn, for D. W. GRIFFITH'S "WAY DOWN EAST."
B.

F.

In

PORTER.

EXCLUSIVE

Answering

EQUIPMENT.

Advertisements,
Moving

Picture

729-7th AVENUE, NEW

Please
World

Mention

the

YORK
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Cost Little
Do Much
SITUATIONS „ tilth. -mi a
AND HELP WANTED 3C per
All Other COMMER- Cj
CIAL ADVERTISING 0C WOM
Smallest ad twenty words.

Notice: madeTheIn Publishers
expect thatwill allbearstateevery advertisement
the
strictestmentsinvestigation.
SITUATIONS WANTED
A-l
MAN
AS MANAGER,
or assistant
of motion picture
or combination
theatremanager
; am
also
an
expert
operator
and
boker;
15 years'
experience ; go anywhere ; state all in first
letter.
M. A. Elliott, 120 Nassau Avenue. Frtcport, N. Y.
PROJECTIONIST,
NON-UNION, Expert
fourteen
years'
experience,
desires employment.
in optics,
electricity and overhauling machines. Competent
and reliable ; good references. F. C. Shivers,
Lexington, Neb.
WANTED
theatreequipment
manager. and
Experienced.—HavePosition
movie ascamera
can
produce
local
pictures.
L.
E.
Brewer,
Wanette,
Okla.
EXPERIENCED ORCHESTRA director desire*
engagement as conductor or pianist-leader ; referlargeYork
library.
World,ences ;New
City. Box 238, Moving Picture
THEATRES WANTED
WANTED — THEATRE in good, live town. Have
movie camera equipment to trade in as part payment, and will instruct in its complete technical
operation without charge. An opportunity for a
man desiring to travel to obtain a money-making
proposition. L. E. Brewer, Wanette, Okla.
WANTED TO LEASE — Moving picture theatre,
fully equipped ; must pass state inspection. Tell
all particulars first letter. Box 23T, Moving Picture
World. New York City.
THEATRE FOR SALE
FOR
SALE
— A company's
(withof
no personal liability)
on largefive-year
theatre lease
in city
St. John, N. B. Population, 55,000. Excellent
location ; low rental. Owner unable to give it
personal attention ; has been very successful in
the past. Will sell for reasonable figure to cover
cost of equipment and renovations. Fully equipped and suitable for vaudeville, road shows, stock
company, motion pictures or any amusement whatever. To reliable purchaser will leave part of
purchase price for payment one year after sale.
Only parties able to put up $15,000 in cash need
apply.
to Mr. Roy, 144 Queen Street, Hallfax, N. Write
S.
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
60 VOLT, 33 AMPERE Direct Current Generator; perfect
Hastings.
Minn. condition; ?65.00. M. J. Rother.
FOR SALE— TICKET BOOTH, suitable for
theatre or any entertainment enterprise desiring
an outside booth circular in shape : 4 ft. in diameter, 7 ft. in height, with leaded glass dome. For
further particulars,
Theatre,
Boston. Mass. address Manager. Fenway
FIVE THOUSAND YARDS Battleship Linoleum,
four thousand of best grade cork carpet. Government surplus stock,
at lessPa.than wholesale prices.
J. P. Redington.
Scranton.
OPERA CHAIRS from war camps, booths, machines and entire equipment furnished at half
original ington,
cost.Scranton,
Write
Pa. your requirements. J. P. RedFORA. SALE
— Two Power's
6A motor-driven,
folt.
C. 60-cycle
machines
;110-in
good
condition
; $148.00moving
each. picture
A bargain.
Webster
Electric
Company,
719
9th
Street,
N.
W.,
Washington, D. C.

Date Name
Dec. 25 Grand
Dec. 25 Palace
Dec. 31 Glenside
Jan. 1 Unnamed
Jan. 1 Unnamed
Jan. 1 Hall Theatre
Jan. 15 Lafayette Square
Jan. 15 New Orpheum
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FOR SALE — One Simplex complete; motor-driven ;
condition guaranteed; 110-volt, A. C. 60-cycle ; a
bargain at $245.00. Webster Electric Company, 719
!lth Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
CAMERAS, ETC, FOR SALE
CAMERA—
SACRIFICE,
A Pathe
Studio Camera;
3 magazines,
dissolve,Professional
2 lenses,
51 m. m. each. Tripod ; fine condition ; price
$450.00. Apply Room 213, 107 Broad Street, City.
'Phone 5055 Broad. Hours, 3-6.
FOR SALE — High-grade motion picture camera
equipped with all the latest improvements. Chronlk
Brothers, 73 Gold Street, New York.
FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT
FOR SALE — "Adventures of Jimmy Dale" (32
reels) ; "Scarlet Runner" (24) ; "Secret Kingdom"
(32) ; "Adventures of Female Reporters" (30) ;
'The Vampires" (27) ; "The Liberator" (27) ; "The
Grey Seal" (32) ; also "The Submarine Eye" (8) ;
"Idle Wives" (7), featuring Dorothy Phillips; "The
Stafford Mystery" (6), featuring Blllle Burke and
David Powell; "A Million Bid" (5), featuring Anita
Stewart,
Harry
; "The Juggernaut"
(5);
also
largest
and Morey
most complete
selection of other
high-grade SERIALS, SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS.
Comedies, Educationals, etc. Guaranty Pictures Co.,
130 West 46th Street, New York. Cable address :
"GAPICTCO."
Picture Theatres Projected
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.— E. Benson Sargeant heads project for erecting community theatre.
WASHINGTON, D. C— Chevy Chase
Amusement Corporation will erect theatre on
Connecticut avenue between Northampton and
McKinlev streets, with seating capacity of
1,150.
CHICAGO, ILL.— Consolidated Realty Theatre Company has plans by J. E. O. Pridmore,
35 South Dearborn street for theatre, to cost
$1,250,000. Address G. H. Cramsberg, president, 403 Carroll building.
CHICAGO. ILL.— Syndicate represented by
M. E. Schiavone and General Realty Company
has plans by William P. Whitney, 122 South
Michigan avenue for theatre to be erected at
Howard and Marshfield avenues, to cost $3,000,000.
ELGIN, ILL. — Jacob Sampson has purchased
site on Spring street for contemplated theatre.
FARMINGTQN, ILL.— Alexander Steel
has purchased property on East Fort street for
erection moving picture theatre.
MARSHALL, ILL.— Harry F. and George
F. Stout plan to erect a string of theatres between Effington, 111. and Terre Haute, Ind.
. PARK RIDGE, ILL— W. C. Earl has plans
by Whitney & Williams. 122 South Michigan
avenue, Chicago, for two-story brick and stone
theatre, 50 by 135 feet, with seating capacity
of 600, to cost $50,000.
McCAUSLAND, IA.— H. W. Swain will
open moving picture theatre.
STOCKTON, KAN. — Cuthbert & Sons,
Eighteenth and Topeka streets, Topeka, have
contract to erect one-story moving picture
theatre, 38 by 100 feet, to cost $10,000.
BALTIMORE, MD.— Peabody Heights
Amusement Company. 16 East Lexington street,
has plans by Oliver B. Wright, Munsey Build000. ing, for one-storv brick theatre, to cost $50.BALTIMORE, MD.— City's newest moving
picture theatre, The Columbia, located at Columbia and Fremont avenues, has opened under the direction of Eugene B. McCurdy, manager Eureka and Lafayette theatres.

JppCeiyber^31,,>1921
THE
CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE
30 Gerrard Street
W. I. London, England
Has the
quality
of theAll trade
Great
Britain
and circulation
the Dominions.
Officialin
Notices and New* from the ASSOCIATION
to its members are published exclusively In
this journal.
YEARLY RATE:
POSTPAID, WEEKLY, $7.2S
SAMPLE COPY AND
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST
Appointed by Agreement Dated 7/8/14
THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF
THE CINEMATOGRAPH
ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAINEXHIBITORS'
& IRELAND,
LTD.

"THE
BIOSCOPE"
The Representative Weekly Jonrnal of
the British Film Industry
01 Special Intwatt OFFICES:
to All Was Buy tr Sail Fluaa
85. SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON, W. I.
Si .-rinn-r Copy Pre* on Bequest
Forelen ^ubeciiptJons: On* ptund ten sbllUnfs (*•*•)
LA CINEMATOGRAFIA
ITALIANA ED ESTERA
OfTlrlal Organ of the Italian CloematocTapb Unite
Published on the
15th and 30th of Each Month
Foreign Subscription: $7.00 or 85 francs Per Annua
Editorial and Business Offices!
Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy
YOU
CAN
BANK
On Any Equipment Advertised in
The Moving Picture World
Being Mighty Good Equipment
HAVERHILL, MASS— Ellis Brodie, 94
Broadway, Lawrence, has plans by Blackall,
Clapp & Whitcmore, 20 Beacon street, Boston,
for brick
picture theatre and club building, to costmoving
$200,000,
DETROIT, MICH.— Carmeila Theatre Corporation has plans by Peter R. Rossello, 406-7
Congress
four-story
cotta andbuilding,
concretefortheatre,
storebrick,
and terraoffice
building,maker50street
by and
163 feet,
to
be
erected
at
ShoeHurlbut avenue. Theatre
will have seating capacity of 1,000.
WEST ORANGE, N. J— Corporation now
forming has plans by Robert Pryor, 859 Broad
street, Newark, for theatre and store building
to cost $400,000.
BATAVTA, N. Y.— Newman L. Hawks, 206
East Main street, has plans by H. L. Spann,
Buffalo, for theatre, with seating capacity of
1,518, to cost $200,000.

Picture Theatres Scheduled to Open
Location
Capacity
Manager in Charge
Marion, 111
1,500
Thomas Reed, care Reed & Yenn, Du Quoin, 111.
Troy, N. Y
1,600
Casper Battaglia, 601 Fourth Ave., North, Troy, N. V.
Glenside, Pa
800
Nixon- Nirdlinger, 16th & Walnut Sts., Phila., Pa.
McMinnville, Ore
750
T. O. Neill, McMinnville, Ore.
Casper, Wyo
1,020 Mr. Brennan, Casper, Wyo.
Centralia 111
1,000
W. J. Hall, Centralia, 111. 1
Buffalo, N. Y
4,000
M. Slotkin, Monument Theatre Corp., Buffalo, N. Yj
Hannibal, Mo
1,600
C. E. Lilly, Fifth St., Hannibal, Mo..
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USED
THE
WORLD
OVER
Every continent of the globe knows the dependability and
superiority of the Universal 4 kw. Electric Plant.
Its 4videscylinder
engine, sobuiltevenfromthat22 lights
years' direct
experience,
a power
torque
from prothe
generator
are absolutely
flickerless.
, The recognized standard outfit for motion picture work,
either
permanent
traveling
shows. or traveling. Also for circuses, carnivals and
Write for elaborate Bulletin No. 30.

4 K.W.
ELECTRIC

PLANT

Universal Motor Co., Oshkosh, Wis.
Not connected with any other*finn using the name Universal.
ir-'-''>'>"f~'~'~''1"'~'"'"'~'"'~l'T^
ERBOGRAPH
LUDWIG G B ERB

COMPANY
pres. dent

MOTION

PICTURE

DEVELOPING

AND

PRINTING
TELEPHONE
203T0
NEW

AUDUBON

3716

211 W. 146 th.
"V O P? K
C IT V

ST.

NOTICE

Equipment —
Manufacturers

The

and

Dealers

4th Edition

(25000)

of

Richardson's
HANDBOOK
F.

H.

The new 4th edition of the Handbook

will contain more than 800

pages of technical matter — 100 pages more than the last edition.
A limited amount of advertising will be accepted up to press time.
For rates address ADV. DPT.
MOVING

PICTURE
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WORLD

516 5th Ave., N. Y. C.
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Index to Reviews and Consensus on the Photoplays
Appended is a list of subjects announced or released during the two months ending December 31, 1921, and upon the majority of
which have been published reviews and consensus of published reviews. This list is as accurate as it is possible to make it with
the information received from the companies whose productions are included. Should any of our readers detect errors we shall be
pleased to have our attention called to them so that we may correct our card-index. The letter before the folio indicates the page where
the
review letter
or consensus
found.that
"R" none
stands
Reviews; Of"C"the.for later
Consensus
Reviews
published
in the the
Trade
Papers.
Where
reference
is omittedcanit be
signifies
was forpublished
releasesof where
letters
are omitted
missing
information
will probably be published in the next volume.
N. B. — Reviews of. episodes of serials or series are indexed in connection with general title of such serial or series and not under
title of each episode. Date shown for Pathe subjects indicates the week during which they were released. Unless otherwise specified
all subjects listed are five-reel dramas.
A
Able (Pacitic
Minded Film).
Lady, The (Henry B. Walthall— Star)
Ace of Hearts (5,884 feet) (Featured Cast) (Wal705. lace Worsley — Director) (Goldwyn) — R-94. CAcross the Border (2 reels) (Texas Guinan — Star)
(Texas Guinan Productions) — R-5!)U.
AdamFilm).
and Eve (1 reel) (Bible Picture — Sacred
Adviser, The
(2 reels) (Mermaid Comedy-Educational)— R-456.
Aesop's
Fables
reel) (The
Cat and
the Monkey)
tPaul lerry(%Cartoon—
Pathe)—
R. Vol.
52-10T6.
Aesop's
Fables
(%
reel)
(The
Conceited
(Paul Terry Cartoon — Pathe)— R-715. Donkey)
Aesop's
reel) — (The
and the Ants)
(PaulFables
Terry(%Cartoon
Pathe)Fly— R-587.
Aesop's
Fables
(%
reel)
(The
Fox
and the Goat)
(Paul Terry Cartoon)— Pathe)— R-!J6.
Aesop's
Fables
(%
reel)
(The
Frogs
that Wanted
a King) (Paul Terry Cartoon — Pathe).
Aesop's Fableshopper)(%(Paul Terry
reel) Cartoon—
(The Owl Pathe)
and the— R-219.
GrassAesop's
Fables
(%
reel)
(The
Wayward
Dog)
(Paul
Terry Cartoon— Pathe) — R-980.
Aesop's
reel) — (The
WolfR-53-855.
and the Kid)
(PaulFables
Terry (%Cartoon
Pathe)—
Aesop's
(The Woman
Hen) Fables
(Paul (%Terryreel)Cartoon—
Pathe) — and
R-335.the
Afraid
of
His
Wife
(2
reels)
(Gayety-Comedy
—
Educational).
Alarm, The (Laura LaPlante and Ben Haggerty —
Stars) (2 reels) (Western — Universal).
All'sBridal
Fair inPath,
Loveby(5Thompson
reels) (From
the play(FeaThe
Buchanan)
tured Cast) (S. Mason Hopper — Director)
R-219.
C-397.
All (Goldwyn)—
for a Women
(5.873
feet) (Featured Cast)
(Dimitri Buchowetski — Director) (Foreign
Made — First National) — R-53-855. C-112U.
Annette Kellerman In High Diving (1 reel) (Cinal
— Slow Motion— Educational).
Around Corners (2 reels) (Brownie — Star) (Century Comedy— Universal).
Ashamed of Parents (Warner Brothers) — R-1128.
As Old as the Hills (1 reel) (Bruce Scenic — Educational) — R-53-853.
Assort! d Heroes
(2 reels) (Campbell Comedy — Educational)— R-853.
At the Stage Door (C reels) Wm. Christy Cabanne
—Director) ( Robertson-Cole)— R-981. C-1120.
At the Wailing Wall (1 reel) (Burton HolmesFamous Players) — R-588.
B
Back
Stage
(1
reel)
(Star
Back to the Woods (1 reel)Comedy—
(Harold Universal).
Lloyd — Star)
(Reissue — Pathe).
Bar Nothin'ward(4.311
feet)
(Buck
Jones
—
Sedgwick52-1023.
— Director) (Fox — R.Star)
Vol. (Ed5280!). C. Vol.
Barricade, The (5,700 feet) (Featured Cast) (WillCabanne
Cole)—iamRChristy
-52-807.
C-15S).— Director) (RobertsonBashful Suitor ( Hodklnson-Trl Art) — R-1127.
Battle of Jutland, The (2 reels) (Ideal Films, Ltd.
—Educational)— R-523-586.
Battle of Wits. A (2 reels) (Eileen Sedgwick—
Star) (Western — Universal).
Better Man, The (5 reels! (Snowy Baker — Star)
(Aywon) — R-450. C-1120.
Better Milk (1 reel) (Klneto Reviews).
Bible In Motion Pictures, The (Creation — Adam and
Eve — Cain and Abel— Noah and the Ark)
(Sacred Films Corp.) — R-210.
Bits of Life (6 reels) (Featured Ca«t)( Marshall
Nellan—
C-47. Director) (First National) — R -52-1076.
Blind Hearts (5,488 feet) (Hobart Bosworth— Star)
(Rowland V. Lee — Director) (Associated Producers)—R-Vol. 52-1076. C-150.
Bonnie Brier Bush, The (4.622 feet) (From the
story by Ian MacLaren — Rev. John Watson)
(Donald Crisp — Star) (Donald Crisp — Director) (Famous Players) — R-714. C-849.
Brandver«*l).
of Courage. The (2 reels) (Western-UnlBring Him In (6 reels) (Earle Williams— Star)-

(Earle Williams & Robert Ensminger — Directors) (Vitagraph) — R-Vol. 52-1074. C-28!).
Broadway
("Bill" Fairbanks
— Star)
(WesternBuckaroo,
Feature The
Porductions)
.
Bucking the Line (4,544 feet) (From the story
"The Real Man,"
by Francis Lynde) (Maurice
Flynn
R-336.— Star)
C-307. (Carl Harbaugh — Director) (Fox)
Bullets
Salesand
Co.).Justice (2 reels) (Western Classic
By the
Side
of the Road (1 reel) (Robert C. Bruce
— Educational).
C
Call (ofWestern
Duty, —The
(2
reels)
Universal ) . (George Larkin— Star)
Call of the North. The (4,823 feet) (From Stewart
Edward
(Jack HoltWhite's
— Star)novel,
(Joseph"Conjurer's
Henabery — House"
Direc(Paramount)—
R-715.feet)
C-84i».(From Edward
Case of tor)
Becky,
The (5.4!I8
Lorke's play) (Constance
Blnney
— Star) R-Vol.
(ChesDirector)
(RealarO—
52-047.ter M. Franklin—
C-Vol. 52-1023.
Cat (Pathe)—
and the R-Vol.
Monkey52.(%P-1076.
reel) (Aesop's Fable)
Cheated Hearts (4,415 feet) (From William F.
Payson's —novel,
(Herbe,.
Rawlinson
Star) "Barry
(HobartGordon")
Henley — Director)
(Universal). R-712. C-8J0.
Childhood
reel) (Kineto) — R-1127.
nlck). (1Charley
Chivalrous
(Eugene O'Brien— Star) (SelzChums (2 reels) (Baby Peggy and Brownie — Stars)
(Century Comedy — Universal).
Cinderella of the Hills (3,805 feet) (Barbara Bedford— Star) (Howard M. Mitchell— Director)
(Fox)— R-95. C^159.
Cleaned and Dry (2 reels) (Monty Banks — Star)
(Federated— Warner)— R-21!).
Code of the West, The (2 reels) (Texas Guinan—
Star) (Texas Guinan Productions) — R-04.
Combating
Elements (1 reel) (Klneto Review —
NationaltheExchange).
Coming and Going (1 reel) (Vernon Dent — Star)
(Folly Comedy — Pacific Film).
Conceit (4,7iiO feet) (Featured Cast) (Ft'irton
Geortte—Donkey
Director)
Selznlck)—
Conceited
(% reel)
(Aesop R-850.
Fable) C-1120.
(Pathe).
Conflict (6.206 feet) (Prlscllla Dean— Star) (S uart
Paton— Director) (Universal ) — R-95. C-150.
Corner Pocket. The (1 reel) (Snub Pollard— Star)
(Pathe)—
R -080.(2 reels) (Punch — Educational).
Country
Chickens
Country Style (1 reel) (Vernon Dent— Star) (Folly
Comedy— Pacific Film).
Courage (6 reels) (Featured Cast) (Sidney Franklin—Director) (First National)— R-Vol. 50-536.
C-307.
Crack Your Heels (1 reel) (Harold Lloyd — Star)
(Reissue— Pathe)— R-220.
Creation,
Films). The (1 reel) (Bible Picture— Sacred
Cupid. Registered Guide (2 reels) (Edgar Jones —
Star)Nine,
(Pathe)—
Custard
The R-03.
(2 reels) (All Negro Players)
96.
(From Story by Harris Dickson) (Pathe) — RD
Dangerous Dollars (2 reels) (Edgar Jones — Star)
(Pathe)—
Dangerous
LoveR-458.
(C. B. C).
Daredevil
of
RaneeProduction).
("Bill" Fairbanks— Star)
(Western the
Feature
Dawn of the East (6 reels) (Alice Brady — Star)
(E. Griffith—
Director) (Realart)— R-Vol. 52045.
C-Vol. 52-1023.
Day'sExchange)
Fun at Blackpool
(1 reel) (Klneto) (National
.
Day R-220.
in the Wilds (Bob and Bill Series) (Pathe)
Dead Languages (1 reel) (George Ovey — Star)
(Folly Comedy-Pacific Film)
Dead or Alive (.Tn'-k Hoxie— Star) (Arrow)— C-1120.
DeepWest.
Waters
(5.035Driver,"
feet) by
(From
the novel Smith)
"Cnlob
Master
F.Tourneor
Hopktnson
(Featured
Cast! fMaur'c"
— Director)
(Paramount)— R-Vol. 48-1000. C-307.
Deltachange.
o' the Nile (1 reel) (Keneto) (National Ex-

DevilR-588.
Within,C-7U0.
The (5,007 feet) (Dustln Farnum—
Starj (Bernard
Durnlng — Director) (Fox) —
Dr. Jim (4,474) feet) (Frank Mayo— Star) (WilWorthington — Director) (Universal) —
R-458.liam K.C-581.
Don'tsonTellandEverything
(Wallace
Reld, (Sam
Gloria Wood
Swan-—
Elliott Dexter
— Stars)
Director)
(Paramount)—
R-981.
C-1120.
Films).
Double
Stakes (Gladys Brockwell — Star) (Pacific
Doubling for Romeo (5 reels) (Will Rogers — Star)
(Clarence
05.
C-159. L. Badger — Director) (Goldwyn) — RDream Girl, The (2 reels) (Western-Universal).
Dumb-Bell. The (2 reels) (Harry Sweet — Star)
(Century Comedy-Universal).
E
Eccentricities
the Wasp (1 reel) (Klneto) (NationalofExchange).
Eden( Robertson-Cole).
and Return (0 reels) (Doris May — Star)
Enchantment (0 reels) (Marlon Davies — Star)
—R-219.
(Robert G.C-289.
Viguola — Director) (Cosmopolitan)
Everything for Sale (5 reels) (May McAvoy — Star)
(Frank O'Connor
— Director) (Realart) — R-Vol.
52-945.
C-Vol. 52-1U23.
Eve's Leaves (Sketchograpb-Educatlonal) .
F
Fair em-Lniversal).
Fighting (2 reels) (Art Accord— Star) (WestFairyPlayers).
Foreland, A (1 reel) (Burton Holmes-Famous
False Brands (Rlalto Production).
Falseby Kisses
(From
Wilbur (4,335
Danielfeet)
Steele)
(MisstheDustory
Pont "Ropes"
— Star)
C-581.
(Paul Scardon — Director) (Universal) — R-457.
Family Affair, A (2 reels) (Charles Doroty and
Louise Lorraine — Stars) (Century ComedyUniversal).
Fast
(MuttFilms).
and Jeff) (Fox).
Fatal Freight
Thirty. (1Thereel)
(Pacific
Fidelity (All Star Cast) (Aywon).
Fifty Candles (5.000 feet) (Featured Cast) (Irwin
V. Wlllat—
R-980.— Star)
Fifteen
Minutes Director)
(1 reel)(Hodklnson)—
(Snub Pollard
(Pathe)— R-Vol. 52-1076.
Fighting Breed. The (5 reels) (Snowy Baker — Star)
Lucas — Director) (Aywon) — R-Vol.
51(Wilfred
-930. C-150.
Fighting
Heart
("Bill" Fairbanks— Star) (Western
Feature Productions).
C-705.Mad (5,436 feet) (William Desmond— Star)
Fightin'
(Joseph J. Franz — Director) ( Metro)— R-588.
Fire Eater. The (5 reels) (Hoot Gibson— Star)
R-1129.
Fireman (Universal)—
Save My Child
(1 reel) (Harold LloydStar)of the
(Relssue-Pathe)—
R-1129.
Flower
North (Vitagraph
Special).
Flivver Tracks (1 reel) (George Ovey— Star)
(Follythe Comedy-Pacific
080.
Fly and
Ants (2/3 reel) Film).
(Aesop Fable) (Patbe).
Fool Days (2 reels) (Al St. John Comedy-Fox) — H Foolish Age, The (4,500 feet) (Doris May— Star)
(Wm. A.52-1073.
Seller — C-47.
Director) (Robertson-Cole) —
R-Vol.
Fool's Paradise (8 reels) (Suggested hv l^onard
Merrick's
"TheStar)
Laurels tz.i DeMllle
. "— Director)
, , othy
Dalton—
( Paramount)—
R-982.(Ceell
C-1120.
For Educational).
Land's Sake (2 reels) (Mermaid ComedyFor Those We Love (5,752 feet) (Bejty Comoson —
Star)
R-853. (Arthur
C-976. Rossen— Director) (Goldwyn) —
Four to)—
Season1',
(4 reels)
(Charles
R-Vol. The
52-P-629
and 694.
C-150.Urban-KlneFourteenth Lover, The (6 reels) (Viola Dana —
S'ar) (Harry
R-580.
C-705. Beaumont — Director) (Metro) —
Fox C-706.
and the Goat (2/3 reel) (Aesop Fable) (Puttie).
Fox. The (1 r"e|8) (Harry Carey — Star) (Robert
Thornby — Director) (Jewel-Universal) — R-590.
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Fur versal).
Coats and Pants (1 reel) (Star Comedy-UniFur and Feathers (1 reel) (Kineto) (National
Exchanges) .
Free tional).
and Easy (2 reels) (Mermaid Comedy-EducaFreshEducational).
from the Farm (2 reels) (Christie ComedyFrog That Wanted a King (2/3 reel) (Aesop Fable)
(Pathe).
From the Ground Up (5 reels) (Tom Moore — Star)
(E. Mason Hopper — Director) (Goldwyn) — RVol. 52-948. C-47.
G
Get-Rich-Quick
Peggy
(2 reels) (Baby Peggy —
Star) (Century
Comedy-Universal).
Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford (7,381 feet) (From the
George Randolph Chester Story) (Featured
Cast) (Frank Borzage — Director) (CosmopoliGirl From tan)—R-855.
Porcupine, The (6 reels) (Featured Cast)
(Dell Henderson — Director) (Arrow) — R-712.
C-849.
Glass
— Star) (1(Metro).
GlimpseHouses
of the(Viola
AnimalDanaKingdom
reel) (Kineto)
(National Exchange).
God'sArrow).
Country and the Law (Curwood ProductionGo Feature
Get HimProduction).
("Bill" Fairbanks — Star) (Western
Golden
Gift
(6
reels)
stage play
"The—
Claim") (Alice
Lake(From
— Star)theC-1120.
(M->vwell
Karger
Director)
(Metro)—
R-711.
Great American Authors (Henry Wudsworth Longfellow) (Charles
Urban)(James
— R-456.Russell Lowell)
Great American
Authors
)— R-456.
Great(Charles
AmericanUrban
Authors
(John Greenleaf Whittier)
Company)
R-93. (From the play, same
Great(Kineto
Day, The
(5.827 —feet)
name by Louis N. Parker and George R. Sims)
(Featured
Cast) (HughProduction)
Ford — Director)
mous Players-English
— R-Vol. (Fa49757. C-159.
Great Narratives of the Old Testament (Creation —
Adam and Eve — Cain and Abel — Noah and the
Ark) (Sacred Films Corp.)— R-219.
GrimStar)
Comedian.
The (5,509 feet) (Rita Weiman(Goldwyn).
H
Hamlet (Asta Nlelson— Star) (Sven Gade— DirecFilms,(6 Inc.)—
Handcuffs tor)or (AstaKisses
reels) R-336.
(Elaine Hammerstein
—nick)—
Star) R-Vol.
(George52-944.
Archainbaud
Director) (SelzC-Vol. —52-1023.
HandsComedy-Pacific
Up (1 reel)Film).
(George Ovey— Star) (Folly
Heart Breakers (1 reel) (Star-Universal).
Heart of Dorean, The (2 reels) (Tom Santschl —
(Pathe)— R-219.
HeartStar)
of Texas
Sales
Co.) Pat, The (2 reels) (Western Classic
Hearts and Masks (5,200 feet) (From Harold
McGrath's novel of the same name) (Featured
Cast)
R-Vol. (William
50-209. Seiter
C-159. — Director) (Federated) —
Hell'sFeature
BorderProductions).
("Bill" Fairbanks— Star) (Western
Hennessy of the Mounted (1 reel) (George Ovey —
Star) of(Folly
Film). of Cyclone
Heritage
HateComedy-Pacific
(No. 5 of Return
Smith) (2 reels) (Universal).
High and Mighty (1 reel) (Vernon Dent — Star)
(Folly Comedy-Pacific Film).
High Heels (4,541 feet) (Gladys Walton— Star)
(Lee
Director) (Universal) — R-Vol.
52-946. Kohlmar
C-Vol. — 52-1023.
His Nibs (5,145 feet) (Chic Sale — Star) (Exception1023.al Pictures Corp.)— R-Vol. 52-947. C-Vol. 52Hocus— R-220.
Porus (1 reel) (Snub Pollard — Star) (Pathe)
Hole in the Wall (6 reels) (Alice Lake— Star)
(Maxwell Karger— Director) ( Metro)— R-588.
C-849.
Home-Keeping Hearts (5 reels) (Featured Cast)
(Carlyle R-Vol.
Ellis — 52-693.
Director)C-Vol.
(Playgoers
Pathe)—
52-1023. PicturesHornets Nest, The (Tom Mix — Star) (Fox).
Hunch, The (6 reels) (Gareth Hughes — Star)
(George C-Vol.
D. Baker—
Director) (Metro) — R-Vol.
52-944.
52-1023.
Hurricane
Hutch
(No.
3
—
The Millionth Chance)
(Pathe).
Hurricane
Hutch
(No.
4— Smashing Through)
(Pathe Serial).
Hurricane
Hut.-h
(No.
5
— One Against Many)
(Pathe Serial).
Hurricane
Hutch
(No.
6
—
At
the Rish of His Neck)
(Pathe Serial).
Hurricane
Hutch
(No.
7
—
On
a Dangerous Coast)
(Pathe Serial).
Hurricane
Serial). Hutch (No. 8— Double Crossed) (Pathe
Hurricane
Serial). Hutch (No. 9 — Overboard) (Pathe
Hurricane
Hutch (No. 10 — The Show Down)
(Pathe Serial).
Hurricane
Hutch
(Pathe Serial). (No. 11 — Hare and Hounds)
Hurrl^n"
Serial). Hutch (No. 13 — Neck and Neck) (Pathe
Hurricane Hutch (No. 14 — The Secret In the
Flame) (Pathe Serial).
Hustler.
The (1 reel) (Snub Pollard— Star) (Pathe)
— R-590.
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I
Ice
Box Pirates
(1 reel)
(StarFilm).
Comedy-Universal).
Impossible
Boy, The
(Pacific
In and
Out
(1
reel)
(George
Ovey — Star) (Folly
Comedy-Pacific Film).
In at the Finish (1 reel) (Vernon Dent — Star)
(Folly Comedy-Pacific Film).
In Old
Granada
(1 reel) (Burton Holmes-Famous
Players)
.
In the
Bonnie
Brier
Country (Robert C. BruceEducational).
Iron (Featured
Trail, The Cast)
(6 reels)
Beach'sDirector)
novel)
(R. (From
WilliamRex Neill—
(Bennett Pictures-United Artists).
It's tional).
Your Move (1 reel) (Vanity Comedy-EducaJ
Jack Rider, The (5,000 feet) (Big Boy WilliamsStar) (Charles
Seeling — Director) (Aywon)
R-Vol.
51-932. R.C-397.
Jackie (Shirley Mason) ( Fox)— R-1128.
JaneNovel)
Eyre (Mabel
(7 reels)
Ballin(From
— Star)Charlotte
(Hugo Bronte's
Ballin —
Director)
(
Hodkinson)—
R-Vol.
52-9-18. Outing
C-47.
Jogging
Across Sawtooth
(1 reel) (Chester
—Education)
.
Joy Rider, The (1 reel) Snub Pollard — Star)
Jolt,(Pathe)
The (5R-589.
reels) (Edna Murphy and Johnny
Walker — Stars) (George E. Marshall — Director)
(Fox)—
C-1120.
Just Dropped InR-456.
(1 reel)
(Harold Lloyd — Star)
(Reissue-Pathe)—
R-96.
Just for Fun (1 reel) ( Sketchograf-Educational) .
K
Kineto Review (1 reel) ("Better Milk") (National
Exchanges) — R-587.
Kineto Review (1 reel) ("Combating the Elements")
(National Exchanges)— R-220.
Kineto Review (1 reel) ("Day's Fun at Blackpool") (National Exchanges) — R-981.
Kineto(National
Review Exchanges).
(1 reel) ("The Delta of the Nile")
Kineto Review (1 reel) ("Eccentricities of the
Wasp") (National Exchanges).
Kineto Review
(1 reel) (Fur and Feathers) (National Exchanges).
Kineto Review (1 reel) (A Glimpse of the Animal
Kingdom) (National Exchanges).
Kineto Review (1 reel) ("Permanent Peace")
(National Exchanges)— R-586.
Kineto Review
utes")—R-220.(1 reel) ("Paris in Fifteen MinKineto Review o. 161 (1 reel) (National ExKnight of the changes)—R-589.
West. A (4,600 feet) (Billy Franey
—Blanchfleld)—
Star) (Robert
McKenzie
R-93.
C-159. — Director) (C. O'd
KissEducational).
and Make Up (2 reels) (Christie ComedyL
Ladles Must Live (7.482 feet) (From the story by
Alice Duer Miller) (Betty Compson — Star)
(George mount)—R-714.
Loane C-849.
Tucker — Director) (ParaLadyfingers (6 reels) (Bert Lytell — Star) (BayVeiller —52-1023.
Director) (Metro) — R-Vol. 52944. ard
C-Vol.
Late Hero, The (1 reel) (George Ovey — Star)
(Folly Comedy-Pacific Film).
Let'sderings-Educational).
Go to the South Seas (1 reel) (World WanLight in the Clearing, The (7, 000 feet) (From the
novel by Irving Bachellar) (Featured Cast)
(T. HayesR-715.
Hunter—C-849.
Director) (Dial Film-Hodkinson)—
Line's
Busy
fl
reel)
(Star
Little, But Oh My (2 reels) Comedy-Universal).
(Ernest Truex — Star)
R-336. (6 reels) (Gareth Hughes —
Little(Pathe)—
Eva Ascends
Star) (George D.duction-Metro)—-713.
(S-L ProR Baker-Director)
C-849.
Little715.Imp, The (1 reel) (Swedish Biograph) — RLittle Minister, The (Betty Compson — Star)
(Famous Players-T asky) .
The R-1129.
Little Minister (Alice Calhoun) (Vitagraph) —
Little Miss Hawkshaw (4,106 feet) (Eileen Percy
—R-Vol.
Star) 52-807.
(Carl Harbaueh
— Director)
(Fox) — ■
C-Vol. 52-1023.
Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth (Groat American
Authors) (Charles Urban) — R-456.
Look Pleasant Please (1 reel) (Harold Lloyd —
(Reissue-Pathe)—
R-710. Tsen Mel — S'ar)
LotusStar)
Blossom
(5.000 feet) (Lady
(Frank J. Grandon — Director) (Wah Ming
Picture c0. -National Exchanges) — R-Vol. 52C-159.The (6,960 feet) (From the story by
Lotus809.Eater.
Albert
Payson Terhune)
(John Barrvmore
Star) (Marshall
Nellan — Director)
(First Na-—
tional)—R-715.
C-849.
Lowell. James Russell (Great American Authors)
—R-456.(5 reels) (Grace DaviLove.(Charles
Hate andUrban)
a Woman
son—row)—Star'i
R-587. (Charles T. Horan — Director) (ArLove Never Dies (6.751 feet) (From the story
"Tho
Cottage Cast)
of Delight"
by Will
Harben)
(Featured
(King
Vldor N.— Director)
(First
National)—
R-854,
C-976.
Lure of Jade, The (6 reels) (From the story
"Houses of Glass" hv Marlon Orih) (Pauline
Frederick — Star) (Colin Camnbell — Director)
(Robertson-Cole)— R-335. C-397.
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LureNelson
of the
Orient(Aywon).
(Jack Conway and Frances
— Stars)
M
ManlyEducational.
Art of Self Defense (Cinal-Slow Motion) —
Man N.From
LostStar)
River,(Goldwyn).
The (5,693 feet) (Katherlne
Burt—
Man of Stone, The (5 reels) (Conway Tearle —
Star) (George
Archainbaud — Director) (Selznick)—
R-457. C-849.
Man Who Paid, The (Producers Security).
Marathon, The (1 ireel)
s ue-Pathe)—R-3 6. (Harold Lloyd — Star) (ReMatrimonial Web, The (5 reels) (Alice Calhoun — ■
Star) (Edward
R-220.
C-289. Jose — Director) (Vitagraph) —
Messy Christmas, A (1 reel) (Mutt and Jeff)
(Fox).
Millionaire, The (4,730 feet) (Herbert Rawlinson —
Star) (Jack Conway — Director) (SpecialR-1126).
Universal)— R-217. C-289.
Miss Lulu Bett (Lois Wilson) (Famous Players) —
Molly O (6 reels) (Mabel Normand — Star) (F.
Richard Jones — Director) (Mack Sennett) — RC-705.the Wires (5 reels) (Featured Cast)
Monty587.Works
(George R. Redman — Director). (Artistic
Films, Ltd.)— Du Mahaut-Klein)— R-713.
Moongold
(3,175 feet) (Will Bradley— Star) (F.
B. Warren).
Moral(Webster
Fibre (6Campbell
reels) (Corinne Griffith — Star)
R-Vol. 52-945. C-159.— Director) (Vitagraph) —
Movie Chat No. 15 (Charles Urban)— R-95.
Mummy's Nightmare (1 reel) (George Ovey — -Star)
(Folly Comedy-Pacific
Mysterious
Rider. The (6 Film).
reels) (From the novel
by Zane Grey) (Featured Cast) (Benj. B.
Hampton — Director) (Hodkinson) — R-Vol. !>_
1075. C-47.
Muddy Bride, A (2 reels) (Baby Peggy — Star)
(Century Comedy-Universal).
N
Nan of the North (Serial) (Ann Little— Star)
Ned (Arrow).
of the News (Series 2 reels each) (Percy
Pembroke — Star) (Western-Universal ) .
Nervy Dentist, A (2 reels) (Charles Doroty — Star)
(Century . Comedy-Universal).
New cational)
Wine in Old Bottles (Chester Screenlcs-EduNick-of-Time-Hero,
A (2 reels) (Campbell
Comedy-Educational ) .
Night(Goldwyn)
Rose. The
(5,630
feet) (Leroy Scott— Star)
.
NoahFilm).
and the Ark (1 reel) (Bible Picture-Sacred
Nobody's
(4.640 feet) (Marie Prevost — Star)
(King Fool
Baggott
52-1076.
C-47. — Director) (Universal) — R-Vol.
■
tional).
Noiseless Valley (1 reel) (Star-Universal).
No More Gasoline (1 reel) Chester Outlng-EducaNo Parking (2 reels) (Christie Comedy-Educational)—R-853.
Now or Never (1 reel) (Vernon Dent — Star) (Folly Comedy-Pacific Film).
O
Oh, tional).
Brother (1 reel) (Gayety Comedy-EducaOh, tional).
Buddy (2 reels) (Christie Comedy-EducaOh, Mabel Behave (5 reels) (All Star Cast) (Mack
Sennett and Ford Sterling — Directors) (Photocraft)— R-855.
Oh, Nursie ! (1 reel) (Star Comedy-Universal).
Old and New England (1 reel) Robert C. Bruce —
Old Educational)—
Dynamite (2 R-456.
reels) (Western-Universal).
Old cational)
Moose Trails
(1 reel) (Chester Screenics-Edu.
Old Oaken Bucket, The (5 reels) (From the wellknown ballad) (Featured Cast) (Mnv TuH" —
Inc.)— Pollard
R-217. —C-1120.
On Director)
Location (Wld
(1 Gunning,
reel) (Snub
Star)
(Pathe)—
R-94.
On the Jump (1 reel) (Vernon Dent — Star) (Folly
Comedy-Pacific Film).
R-1125.
Orphans
of the Storm (D. W. Griffith Special) —
Our Four-Fo"ted Helpers (1 reel) (Pathe) — R-93.
Our Mutual Friend (7698 feet) (From the novel by
Charles Dickens) (Featured Cast) (Wld GunC-976.
Owl and ning)—R-712.
the Grasshopper
(2/3 reel) (Aesop
Fable) (Pathe).
P
Pardon My French (5,620 feet) (Vivian Martin —
Star) (Goldwyn).
Paris in Fifteen
Minutes (1 reel) (Kineto) (National Exchange).
Parisian Scandal. A (4,739 feet) (Marie Prevost —
Star) (George
R-586.
C-705. Cox — Director) (Universal) —
Parted
Curtains
reels) (Henry B. Walthall and
C-397. Alden —(6 Stars)
Marv
(Warner Bros.) — R-94.
Pathe Review No. 127 (Pathe)— R-Vol. 52-1076.
Pathe94. Review No. 128 (Slow Motion) (Pathe) — RPathe Review No. 129 (Pathe)— R-220.
R-)"7.
Pathe Review No. 132
(Pn<he1— R-710.
1*0 (Pathe)—
Pathe Review No. 133 (Pathe)— R-710.
Pathe Review No. 135 (Pathe)— R-982.
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Pathe Review No. 1:54 (Pathe)— R-856.
Pathe Screen Studies (1 reel) (Pathe) — R-93.
Paying Patients (Vanity Comedy-Educational).
Peacock Alley (7,500 feet) (Mae Murray— Star)
(Robert Z.ductions)—R-714.
Leonard—
Director) (Tiffany ProC-840.
Penny(Pathe)—
in the R-336.
Slot (1 reel) (Snub Pollard— Star)
Permanent
change). Peace (1 reel) (Kineto) (National ExPeter lbbetson (8 reels) (Based on the novel by
George Du Maurier and the play by John Nathan Raphael) (Wallace Reid and Elsie Ferguson— Stars) (George Fitzmaurice— Director)
(Paramount)— R-Vol. 52-1074. C-159.
Pickanniny, The (2 reels) (Sunshine Sammy
(Frederick Ernest Morrison — Star) (Pathe) —
R-589.
Pistols for Breakfast (1 reel) (Harold LloydStar) (Reissue-Pathe) R-Vol. 52-1070.
Play Ball (1 reel) (Sketchograf-Educational).
Playing Possum (2 reels) (Harry Sweet — Star)
(Century Comedy-Universal).
Playing With Fire (Gladys Walton— Star) (Universal) (4004 feet) (Dallas Fitzgerald — Director)—R-082. C-1120.
Poor (Goldwyn).
Relation, A (4,600 feet) (Will Rogers— Star)
Possession (7,000 feet) (Founded on Anthony
Hope's
Novel "Phroso") (Featured Cast)
(Louis Mercanton
R-218.
C-397. — Director) (Robertson-Cole)
Post ren).
Nature Pictures (26 single reels) (F. B. WarPoverty of Riches
(7 reels) (Featured Cast) (RegC-849 inald Barker— Director) (Goldwyn) — R-580.
Power Within, The (6 reels) (Pathe).
Prince There Was, A (5533 feet) (From the George
Cohan Comedy based on the novel "Enchanted
Hearts")
(Thomas(Paramount)
Meighan — —Star)
(TomC-705.
Formal)— Director)
R-587.
Prisoner
of
Zenda,
The
(Rex
Ingram
—
Director)
(Metro).
Problem Eternal (Rialto Production).
R
Rarin'Comedy
To Go— Pacific
(1 reel)Films).
(George Ovey — Star) (Folly
Red Hot Romance (Featured Cast) (EmersonLoos)— R-713.
Return of Cyclone Smith, The (No. 4— The Yellow Streak) (Universal Serial) — R-854.
Return
Cyclone ofSmith,
(2 reels)Serial).
(No. 5—
The ofHeritage
Hate) The
(Universal
Return
of
Cyclone
Smith,
The
(No.
6
—
A
Ride for
a Rancho) (Universal Serial).
Riding With Death (4,110 feet) (Charles Jones —
Star) C-581.
(Jacques Jaccard — Director) (Fox) — R456.
Right That Failed, The (6 reels) (Bert Lytell—
Star) C-976.
(Bayard Velller— Director) (Metro)— R854.
Ride for a Rancho. A (No. 6 of Return of Cyclone
Smith) (2 reels) (Universal).
Right Way, The (7.500 feet) (Featured Cast) (Sidney Olcott — Director) (Thomas Mott Osborne —
Producers Security )— R-218 and 288. C-397.
Rigoletto (6,000 feet) (Romayne Superfllm Co.)
Rip Van Winkle (7 reels) (Story from the legend
by Washington Irving and play by Joseph
Jefferson) (Featured Cast) (Ward Lascelle —
Director) (Hodklnson)— R-Vol. 1074. C-397.
Road to Arcady, The (Virginia Lee) J. W. Film
Corp)— R-1129.
Roped and Tied (1 reel) (George Ovey — Star).
(Folly Comedy-Pacific Film).
Ropin'
Fool. The
(2 reels)
(Will (Will
Rogers—Rogers)
Star)
(Clarence
C. Badger
— Director)
R-335.
Roping
The Black Panther (1 reel) (Major Allen —
Pathe).
Rough and Tumble (1 reel) (George Ovey — Star)
(Folly Comedy-Pacific Films).
Rough Diamond, The (4,458 feet) (Tom Mix— Star)
(Edward
Sedgwick — Director) (Fox) — R-217.
C-289
R. S. V. P. (6 reels) (Charles Ray — Star) (Charles
Ray— Director) (First National)— R-982. C-1120.
Rural Cinderella, A (2 reels) (Punch ComedyEducational) — R-217.
Rural
Java (1 reel) Burton Holmes-Famous
Players).
S
Sailor Made Man, A (4 reels) (Harold Lloyd —
Star) (Fred Newmeyer — Director) (Associated
Exhibitors)— R-590. C-705.
Santa Fe — The City Different (1 reel) (Burton
Holmes-Famous Players).
Savins Sister Susie (2 reels) (Christie ComedyEducational)— R-217.
Save Your Carfare (Chester Outing-Educational).
School Days (7.000 feet) (Wesley Barry— Star)
(William Nigh — Director) (Warner Bros.) —
R-856 and 823. C-076.
Screen
218. Snapshot No. 12F (1 reel) ( Federated) — RScreen
R-711.Snapshot No. 13F (1 reel) (Federated) —
Screen
713. Snapshot No. 14F (1 reel) (Federated) RSay
(1 The
reel)(Eddie
(Gayety-Educatlonal)
SecretUncle
Four,
Polo — Serial).
Star) (No.. 1— Behind the Mask)
(Universal
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SecretHouse
Four,of The
(Eddie (Universal
Polo— Star)Serial).
(No. 2— The
Intrigue)
Seeing
Greenwich
Village
(1
reel)
(SketchografEducational).
Seeing Sanmous Marino
Players). (1 reel) (Burton Holmes-FaSeville in Fair
Times (1 reel) (Burton Holmes-Famous Players).
Shadow of LightnTng Ridge, The (5 reels) (Snowy
Baker — Star) (Wilfred Luoas — Director)
(Aywon)— R-Vol. 52-451. C-397.
Shake 'Em Up (1 reel) (Snub Pollard— Star)
(Pathe)—
R-856.
Shadows of Conscience
(7 reels) (Russell Simpson
— Star) (John P. McCarthy — Director) (Russell Productions)— R-Vol. 52-1075. C-47.
Shattered (5 reels) (Featured Cast) (Lupu Pick —
Director) (German Film-Francis W. Kutz &
Co.)— R Dreams
-460.
Shattered
(5 reels) (From the novel
"Wind Along the Waste" by Maude Annesley)
(Miss du Pont — Star) (Paul Scardon — Direc(Universal)—
R-ar>3.
Sheik, Thetor) (6.579
feet)
(FromC-1120.
the novel of the
same name by Edith M. Hull) (Agnes Ayri-s
and Rudolph Valentino— Stars) (George Melford— Director) ( Paramount)— R-336. C-397.
Should
Stepmothers Trifle (1 reel) (Star ComedyUniversal).
ShowUniversal
Me Your
) . Samples (1 reel) (Star ComedySilent Call, The (6,784 feet) (Strongheart-DogStar)
(Laurence
Trimble — Director) (First
National)—
R-459. C-581.
SilentJo"Years
(6
reels)
(From
the novel
"Mam'selle
by J.Harriet
J.— Comstock)
(Featured
Cast)
(Louis
Gasnier
Director)
(Robertson-Cole)
R-586. C-705.
Sink or Swim (1 reel) (Snub Pollard— Star)
Sin (Pathe)—
of MarthaR-713.
Queed. The (6 reels) (Featured
Cast) (Allan Dwan — Director) (Associated
Producers)— R-710. C-1120.
Sir and
Arne'sRichard
Treasure
feet)(Maurltz
(Mary Stiller
Johnson—
Lund (6.500
— Stars)
Director) (Swedish Blograph)— R-711. C-976.
Skipper's
Last Resort. The
Trolley-Educational)
. (2 reels) ( ToonerviUe
Sky High (Tom Mix) ( Fox)— R-1126.
Sleeping Sickness (1 reel) (Vernon Dent — Star)
(Folly Comedy-Paclflc Film).
Slow and Sure (1 reel) (Vernon Dent — Star)
(Folly Comedy-Pacific Film).
Snookey's
Blue Monday (2 reels) (Chester ComedyEducational).
R-1129. Fresh Heir (2 reels) (Educational) —
Snooky's
Somewhere in Turkey (1 reel) (Harold Lloyd (Reissue-Pathe)
R-590. (Featured Cast)
Son Star)
of Walllngford,
The (8— reels)
(Mr. and Mrs. Randolph Chester — Directors)
(Vitagraph)— R-Vol. 52-943. C-47.
Speed Girl, The (5 reels) (Bebe Daniels — Star)
(Maurice Campbell — Director) (Realart) — R457. C-581.
Spiking
the Spook (1 reel) (Vanity Comedy-Educational).
Spirit of the Lake, The (2 reels) (Tom Santschi —
Star) (Pathe)— R-Vol. 52-1075.
Spitfire, The (2 reels) (Texas Guinan — Star)
(Texas Guinan Productions) — R-590.
R-1126. (Hope Hampton)
Stardust
(First National) —
C.) Westerns (2 reels) (Bl-Monthly) (C.
Star B.Ranch
Staytion-Metro).
Home (Gareth Hughes— Star) (S-L ProducStars and Stripes (2 reels) (Hall Room Boys)
9. (Hall Room Boys) (FedStart( Federated
Something) — (2R -21
reels)
erated—) R-588.
Stick Around (2 reels) (Ernest Truex — Star)
(Pathe)— R-R56.
Stolen
Glory (2 reels) (Campbell Comedy-Educational).
Stolen Snooze. The (1 reel) (Mutt and Jeff) (Fox).
Stranger Than Fiction (6,388 feet) (Katherino
MacDonald — Star) (J. A. Berry — Director)
(First National)— R-710. C-976.
Strolling
tional).Minstrels (1 reel) (Bruce Series-EducaSunless
Sunday (2 reels) (Mermaid Comedy-Educational).
Sure Fire (4.481 feet) (Hoot Gibson— Star) (Jack
Ford— Director) (Universal)— R-93. C-159.
Swamp, The (5.560 feet) (Sessue Hayakawa —
Star) (Colin Camnbell — Director) ( Robertson Cole)— R -94. C-159.
T
Tangled
TrailsE.(4.902
feet) Director)
(Neal Hart—
Star)
(Charles
Bartlett—
(William
Stelner Productions)— R-980. C-1120.
Teddy's Goat (2 reels) f Teddy-dog-Star) (Century
Iversal ) — (2R-854.
TexasComedy-Un
of the Mounted
reels) (Texas Guinan —
1073.
Star) (Texas Guinan Productions) — R-Vol. 52Theodora
Victorlen
Sardou's
drama)(10.000
(Rita feet)
Jollvet(From
— Star)
(Commendatore
Arturo Ambroslo — Director) (Unlone Clnema47.
tografla-Itallana-Goldwyn)— R-Vol. 52-1073. CThey're
Off (1 reel)Film).
(Vernon Dent — Star) (Folly
Comedy-Paclflc
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They Shall Pay (5,200 feet) (Lottie Plckford—
Star) (Martin Justine — Director) (Playgoers
Pictures-Associated Exhibitors) — R-Vol. 5220 8. C-397.
Tol'able David (7,118 feet) (Richard Barthelmess —
Star)al)—R-589.
(HenryC-849.
King — Director) (First NationCo.)
Torchy's
335. Frame-Up (2 reel) ( Educational )— It Torchy
Takes a )Chance
(2 reels) (Torchy ComedyEducational
.
Toreador, The (3,600 feet) (Romayne Super Films
Trail of the Law (Producers Security).
Trapping the Weasel (2 reels) (Bob and BUD
— R-715. (1 reel) (Harold Lloyd— Star)
Two (Pathe)
Gun Gussle
( Reissue-Pathe ) — R-855.
Two Minutes to Go (5.820 feet) (Charles RayStar) (Richard
Anders — Director) (First National)—R-96. C-159.
0
Sales Co.)
Unbroken
Trail, The (2 reels) (Western Classic
UnderSbulamite"
the Lash by
(5,675Alice
feet)and(From
the Askew
novel "The
Claude
and
play by Claude Askew and Edward Knob—the
R-1128.
lock) (Gloria ■ Swanson — Star) (Sam Wood —
Director) (Paramount) — R-Vol. 52-1077. C-47.
—R-1129.
Unknown,
The (Dick Talmadge) (Phil Goldstone)
Unknown Switzerland (1 reel) (Educational Films)
Up (Folly
and AtComedy-Paclflc
'Em (1 reel)Film).
(Vernon Dent — Star)
V
Vengeance Trail, The (5 reels) (Big Boy Williams
—Star) (Charles R. Seeling— Director)
(Aywon)— R-Vol. 52-451. C-289.
Village
R-1125.
(Fox).Cut-Ups, The (1 reel) (Mutt and Jeff)
Vendetta (Pola Negri— Star) Export and Import) —
w
Watching the Wayands (1 reel) (Burton HolmesFamous Players) — R-1128.
Way (Selznick).
of a Maid, The (Elaine Hammersteln — Star)
Wayward
(Pathe).Dog, The (2/3 reel) (Aesop Fable)
Western Firebrands (Big Boy Williams— Star)
(Aywon)
A -458.A (4,600 feet) (eFatured Cast)
Western
Demon,
(R. E. McKensie — Director) (Western Feature
Productions
)— R-96.(4,616 feet) (Eileen PercyWhatever
She Wants
Star)
(C.
981. C-1120. R. Wallace — Director) (Fox) — RWhat Do Men Want? (6 reels) (Featured Cast)
(Lois Weber— Director) (Wld Gunning) — R459. C-581.
tional).
What's
the Limit? (1 reel) (Sketchograf-EducaWhiteR-711.
Eagle (Ruth Roland— Star) (Nos. 1-2-3)
(W. S. Van Dyke— Director) (Pathe Serial) —
White House. The (2,000 feet) (Featured Cast)
(Bertram Bracken — Director)
I Educational.
Selig-Rork Photoplay)— R-96.
White Oak (6,208 feet) (William S. Hart— Star)
(LambertC-289.Hillyer — Director) (Paramount) —
R-218.
Whlttler, John Greenleaf
(Great American
Authors) (1 reel) (Kineto)— R-93.
Winners of The West (2 reels) (No. 9— The Chasm
of Peril) (Universal Serial).
Winners of The West (2 reels) (No. 12— "A Duel
in the Night") (Universal Serial).
Winners
of The (Universal
West (2 reels)
of Fate")
Serial).(No. 13— "The Web
Winners
of
The
West
(2
reels) Serial).
(No. 14 — "The
of Mystery") (Universal
Wife Trail
al).Against Wife (Whitman Bennet-First NationWinning
The (1 reel)
(FollyWallop,
Comedy-Paclflc
Film).(OeorgeOvey — Star)
Wolf Pack, The (Rialto Production).
Wolf (Pathe).
and the Kid (2/3 reel) (Aesop Fable)
Woman's Place
feet)Fleming—
(Constance
Tal-I
madge—Star)(5,645
(Victor
Director
(First National)— R-Vol. 52-1075. C-47
Woman
and the Hen. The (2/3 reel) (Aesop Fable)
(Pathe).
Woman's
A (2 ersal).
reels) (Eileen Sedgwick—
(Western-Univ
Star) Wit,
Wonderful
Thing. The (6.880
feet) (From the play
by Lillian Trimble and Forrest Halsey) (Norma Talmadge— Star) (Herbert Brenon— Director) (First National)— R-458. C-581.
Y
Yellow Streak (No. 4 of Cyclone Smith) (2 reel)
(Universal).
TouneFilm).
and Foolish (1 reel) (Folly Comedy-Paclflc
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TITHE

Hear

builders of the Simplex

Projector

extend

their

heartiest greetings to all in the
industry, with the earnest hope
that the coming

year will carry

with

less than

it nothing

hundred
and

one

per cent of happiness

prosperity

to all.
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Install
a 1922 bo
Model
Automatic
Ticket Accounting
and Issuing Machine in Your Ticket Booth

cAmonq the
well - Rtiown
users who
highly
recommend
the new type
automaticfeet
accounting
and issuing
machine

LOWERED
WITH
FULLKEYBOARD
SIZED
TYPEWRITER KEYS

'Years

UNOBSTRUCTED
\FLUSH
PLATE

are ~~ *
POLI CIRCUIT
NEW HAVEN
LOEW CIRCUIT
NEW YOR.K,
STANLEY CO.
PHILADELPHIA
HARRIS AM. CO.
PITTSBURGH
JOHN R.KUNSKY
DETROIT
ASCHER BROS.
CHICAGO
CRANDALL THEATRES
WASHINGTON D.C
WEST CO ABU
THEATRES CO.

t
t
t
OF TICKET
MAGAZINES" ONE FOR EACH DENOMINATION
The 1922 Model Automatic Ticket Accounting Machine With
Door Open to Show Tickets and Magazines.

literature
Ask ycur supply dealer to show you the 1922 Model or write us for descriptive
THE

AUTOMATIC
1JSO

TICKET

REGISTER

Broadway,

New

CORPORATION

York.

We are headquarters for highest quality tickets of all styles at the lowest
your requirements. Look for the Automaticket
on best.
quote the
prices.
— Itus means
trademarkLet

